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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

-
THE author of the following work has so clearly explained 
its purport, both in the course· of the work itself and in 
the prefatory remarks, that few words are required by way 
of introduction from a foreign pen. It is true the class of 
books to which the " Philosophy of the Unconscious" be
longs is all but unrepresented in our literature, but the 
absence of similar home-productions can no longer be held 
to imply either an inability to comprehend their scope or 
an indifference to their results. To what shall we attribute 
the welcome accorded of late to certain reproductions and 
elucidationsof the master-works of modem Transcendental
ism, if not to the awakening of a long-repressed desire to 
re-examine the foundations of a spiritual fabric, for whose 
stability an instinctive confidence alone made answer 7 
To many two attitudes of mind have become insupport
able-that of total unconcern about fundamental truth, 
and that of unthinking acquiescence in the admission of 
merely juxtaposed and uncommunicating spheres of posi
tive knowledge and impenetrable nescience. What would 
you have, says the scientist, but an ever-widening view of 
Nature's operations?-is it not enough, cries the theologist, 
to be sure that there is a God, although "His ways are 
past finding out 1" To questions so different in substance, 
but so alike in their flavour of self-complacency, this book 
is in effect an answer. That Von Hartmann appreciates 
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viii TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

the gains of positive inquiry no reader of a work replete 
with illustrations from all the sciences will for a moment 
doubt; but, on the other side, he is an unfaltering ontologist, 
and believes no less firmly that he that hath eyes to see 
can divine the riddle of the universe, and that there is 
no peace for the intellect and heart until Religion, Philo
sophy, and Science are not merely " reconciled," but are 
seen to be one, as root, stem, and leaves are organic ex
pressions of one same living tree. 

The English reader may wish to know something of the 
author himself, and the circumstances of the production 
of this book. More than enough has been written on this 
subject in Germany, but all that need be said on the 
matter here may be told in a very few words. Dr. Ed
uard von Hartmann is a retired military officer, compelled 
almost at the outset of his career to abandon his profession 
through a serious affection of the left knee-cap. Con
strained to alter his plan of life, the width and varied 
nature of his attainments (mostly independently acquired) 
caused him not a little embarrassment. After some waver
ing, and after casting many longing looks on the fair realms 
of art, in some of whose departments his talents would 
doubtless have commanded success, he obeyed the whispers 
of his most powerful genius, and yielded himself up once 
and for all to the calls of a career of philosophical author
ship. It will be noticed by the reader with what keen 
satire he speaks of the professed students and teachers of 
the Science of Sciences. In this he is at one with his 
immediate forerunner, and a far older and more potent 
name. But the circumstances of modem life are quite 
other than they were in the age of the Sophists ; and posi
tions that did not cramp the genius of a Kant, a Schelling, 
and a Hegel, can hardly of necessity be the fortresses of 
orthodox opinion the modem free-lance would have the 
world believe. At the same time we can well imagine 
that the atmosphere of a University would hardly have 
been favourable to that direct intercourse with the mind 
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. ix 

of the people which the literary spirit of our author craved; 
and Von Hartmann, like Socrates, doubtless took good 
counsel of his " DIBDlon," when ho went straight to the 
public, and confided in his own intellectual strength to 
give him a wide and attentive hearing. 

In the spring of 1868, when in his twenty-seventh 
year, Eduard Von Hartmann placed in the hands 
of a well-known Berlin bookseller the original draught 
of the work now translated, with the title " Philosophy 
of the Unconscious, Popular Physiological-Psychological
Philosophical Inquiries on the Manifestation and Es
sential Nature of the Unconscious, and the Origin and 
Meaning of Consciousness." The publisher, with unusual 
penetration, saw the value of the work, and in November 
1868 the book appeared in one volume, the first words of 
the proposed title alone being retained. 

Since 1868 Von Hartmann has been an untiring and 
voluminous writer. The full list of his publications ex
tends to about a score of volumes, some of them running to 
700 or 8oo pages, to say nothing of magazine articles and 
such like trifles. Any one who would pronounce an ade
quate judgment on the author's philosophical powers would 
haYe undoubtedly to make acquaintance with the more 
important of these; and, in justice to the author, I append 
a few words of his own concerning the book which has 
made his reputation. " It is not the product of reflection 
and maturity, but the bold experiment of juvenile talent, 
presenting all the defects and qualities of the work of 
youth. Fifteen years have passed since the manuscript 
first went to press, and I should conceive many things 
differently to-day than I presented then." This unripe
ness has been in a measure corrected by the Appendix 
and supplementary notes, and the reviewer should bear 
these in mind when exercising his critical function. That 
the work is open to criticism of various kinds the present 
translator does not for a moment doubt; but, when criti
cism has done its worst, he believes that there will be 
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X TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

enough of worth left to justify the enthusiasm the " Philo· 
sophy of the Unconscious " has evoked in the land of 
its birth, as also to secure it a welcome from a wide circle 
of new and appreciating readers. 

LoNDON, March 1884-
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. 

-
TnAT I am in general no friend of prefaces, the previous 
six editions of this book have proved. When, however, a 
work meets with so kindly and indulgent a reception as 
the present one, it might be interpreted as a kind of affec
tation in the author if he persistently avoided that direct 
communication with his readers which is customary in 
prefaces. As I know myself to be as free from such 
prudery as from obtrusiveness, I will no longer abstain 
from appearing before the curtain in the usual fashion, and 
from discussing certain points of a somewhat external or 
even personal nature,-the less, as the attacks of opponents 
on my character and private life have already compelled 
me, by a frank description of my course of life,1 to afford 
my readers the requisite materials for forming a judgment 
of their own on the value of those attacks. 

I can truly say that never was author more surprised by 
the success of his book than I by that of the " Philosophy 
of the Unconscious." A moderate acquaintance with the 
history of the book-trade as regards philosophical literature 
would alone l1ave sufficed to destroy any possible illusion of 
a young author's vanity; the lamentations of Schopenhauer 
on the tardiness with which a really important work makes 
its way, bore emphatic testimony to the compatibility of a 
certain self-consciousness with incredulity concerning out
ward literary results; public opinion at the time of the 

1 Cf. "Die Gegenwut," 1875, Nr. Aufllii.tse gemeinnratii.Ddlichen In. 
1-3. The article bu been reprinted balta." 
in the "Geaammelte Studien und 
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xii PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. 

formation of the North German Alliance appeared more
over as unfavourable as possible for the reception of a 
systematic philosophical work ; and lastly, I was, at the 
bottom of my heart, far too much of a Pessimist not to be 
prepared for the wors~, as was only naturally to be ex
pected from the apathy of the public as regards philoso
phical things in general, and the ill-will of the professional 
class towards the dilettante interloper in particular. If the 
result proved this prognosis to be erroneous, the reason 
was partly that it had been founded only on an obser
vation of symptoms discernible on the mere fringe of the 
spiritual life; partly that journalism busied itself with un
wonted energy with the new venture; partly, lastly, that 
my publisher had taken an especial interest in my efforts, 
and zealously exerted himself to push the sale of the book 
(all risks being from the first taken on his own shoulders). 

The importance of the latter fact had been entirely over
looked by Schopenhauer, who had imagined that it was 
enough to write an important book and to print it at his 
his own cost, and the rest was the affair of the public. 
This view is, however, just ns one-sided as the opposite 
one, that an altogether worthless book of an unknown 
author without any attraction for the public, even in a 
bad sense, could be helped to a trade success by a mere 
publisher's puff. Whilst all the industry of a publisher 
in respect of a book, that is not recommended by one 
reader to another, always leads only to commercial loss, 
it is true that what is good and important, commonly at 
the end of a chapter of accidents, is preserved from total 
oblivion, but it may have to make its way with extreme 
slowness. 

If Schopenhauer had had my good fortune to find a 
publisher, who would have personally interested himself 
for his great work, those long decennia of entire neglect 
would have been spared him, which contributed so much 
more and more to embitter his peculiarly constituted mind, 
and to paralyse his rich creative powers. The consequence 
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PREFACE Tp THE SEVENTH EDITION. xiii 

would have been, that the German nation would have 
been imbued a generation earlier with the rich spirit of the 
Schopenhauerian Philosophy, and that the leisured philo
sopher would have received a powerful stimulus to apply 
his extraordinary talent during his long lifetime to the 
accomplishment of far more numerous and varied under
takings. In both respects the indirect effects, as regards 
the present mental horizon of the educated public in 
Germany, might have been simply incalculable. 

That Reviews of the "Philosophy of the Unconscious" 
appeared in so unusually large a number, was doubtless 
owing to the circumstance that this book was discovered 
to afford a fit subject for discussion, not only by the pro
fessed philosophical magazines and the ordinary literary 
journals, but also by most of the more considerable re
views both at home and abroad, by the majority of the 
theological periodicals, by the most influential political 
newspapers of Germany and Austria, as well as, lastly, by
certain educational and medical papers, and that the pub
lishing house had not omitted to send copies for review to 
all these categories of periodical literature. The book was 
acknowledged, even by its chief opponents, in spite of the 
utmost deprecation of its fundamental tendency and par
ticular assertions, to be yet for the most part a noteworthy 
phenomenon of recent philosophical authorship, and found 
perhaps among the reviewers of the literary and political 
journals so many warm friends, because among these the 
philosophy of Schopenhauer hncl prepared the ground for 
its comprehension. The two critics who were the first 
decidedly to point out the significance of the book were 
Councillor Dr. Rudolph Gottschall, and Dr. David Asher; 
those who perhaps exercised the relatively largest in
fluence on the rapid diffusion of the book, Dr. Heinrich 
Landesmann (Hieronymus Lorm), and Dr. Carl Baron du 
PreL All four stood substantially under the influence of 
Schopenhauer. But, likewise, on the part of certain Hege
lians, the book early received warm acknowledgments, e.g., 
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xiv PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. 

from Professor Dr. Ernst Kapp, and Dr. Max Schasler 
(President of the Philosophical Society of Berlin). It 
would lead me too far to cite here all the names of those 
to whose kind indulgence in their public criticism of my 
efforts I owe aid and encouragement to further labour; to 
all these men I herewith render my sincere thanks. 

Not less, however, do I owe my highly-esteemed op
ponents and foes the greatest gratitude, who, by their 
unwearied attacks on my performances and efforts, have 
ever and anon turned the flagging attention of the public 
to my writings, and have kept alive the interest therein. 
Unhappily I must own, that among the many, who felt 
themselves called to critically annihilate me, there were 
only very few who could be deemed competent to speak 
on such questions. This phenomenon is quite natural, 
and is ever recurring ; the first polemical demonstrations 
against a novel doctrine are almost always lacking in that 

·unprejudiced perception and matter-of-fact objectivity, 
which can only appear in the course of time through a 
gradual clearing-up of speculative differences. 

But now that a philosophical book by a hitherto un
known author should so rapidly make its way in so many 
circles of the educated public, and that so many writers 
should be induced to undertake its critical examination 
in books, pamphlets, and journals, further needs for its 
explanation the recognition of two pre-suppositions founded 
on the circumstances of the time, namely, in the first 
place, a fierce philosophical hunger on the part of the public 
at large, concealed beneath the apparently extreme apathy 
in regard to philosophical inquiries; and, secondly, a state 
of un'UB'Ual prostration of the Guild-philosophy profes
sionally bound to satisfy this need. The attitude of con
tempt and scorn of philosophy so fashionable in the fifth 
and sixth decades of the century bad, at the end of the 
last decennium, attained a pitch which had something 
forced and affected about it, like the old whistling of the 
peasant-boy at the dark churchyard; the unmetaphysical 
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PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. XV 

empiricism, which little by little began to become alarmed 
at its self-glorification, was ripe for a sudden conversion, 
and what bad prevented this conversion for so many years 
was only the forbidding aridity and poverty of the 
academical philosophy, which could not but strengthen 
the common contempt of philosophy in the minds of its 
entertainers. At this juncture appeared the "Philosophy 
of the Unconscious ; " the public was able to absorb so 
relatively large a number of copies of this metaphysical 
work, because it had become, during the long period of 
philosophical unproductivity, as parched as a field after 
a prolonged drought, and the exaggerated estimate fre
quently formed of the " Philosophy of the Unconscious " 
must be in large measure attributed to the circumstance, 
that its value was measured against the background of 
the contemporary book-market of the Guild-philosophy, 
which gave it an intrinsically undeserved prominence 'Ly 
the force of contrast. 

The rapidly succeeding editions offered an opportunity 
to continually revise the matter of the work, to more fully 
elucidate those passages which had given rise to frequent 
misunderstandings, to fill up minor gaps which had become 
perceptible in the sequence of thought, to open up more 
varied prospects, if only by short indications, to lay bare 
more evidently and to fathom more deeply the inner con
nection of the principles, and to take account of the re
levant progress of the special sciences in supplementary 
paragraphs. Welcome as this opportunity was to me on 
several grounds, no less burdensome was its frequent 
repetition. To work additions into a finished book is a 
far more troublesome and time-absorbing occupation than 
one may think who has not himself attempted it; and 
what was eminently distracting and disagreeable was the 
annual recurrence of the press corrections. To me the 
first reading through of what I have myself written is an 
extremely painful task; but to be obliged to be always 
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xvi PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. 

reading one's own production over and over again be
comes at last so loathsome, that one gets to wonder how 
a third person can find any interest in it. Accordingly 
I felt it as a kind of release when the publishing firm 
proposed, on the preparation of the fifth edition, to stereo
type the text. I felt very sensibly what important con
siderations oppose such a fixation of the work of a living 
author, but it still remained open to me to supplement 
subsequent additions, and the wish to free myself from 
the annual corrections, and once for all to have done with 
the book, was too urgent for me to be deterred by such 
scruples. It is a painful position, when a writer has 
given his interest and thought to new tasks, and is con
stantly hindered and distracted by the firstlings of his 
brain, who have become real powers, ever anew claiming 
at the hands of their father their right to further care and 
culture. 

That part of the " Philosophy of the Unconscious," 
which for some years had least satisfied my augmented 
demands, was Section A, on " The .Manifestation of the 
Unconscious in Bodily Life." No one will wonder at 
this who is familiar with the progress of Physiology in 
general and that of Nervous Physiology in particular in 
the last decennium. When in the winter 1864-65 I wrote 
this section, the sources from which I had drawn my 
material were even then not of the newest date; I name 
in particular "Wagner's Dictionary of Physiology,'' and 
the manuals of Physiology by Johannes .MUller, Valentin, 
and Burdach.1 For certain chapters (e.g., that on the 
Reparative Power of Nature) I was simply compelled to 
have recourse to older works, or to the writings of Burdach, 
because the more recent Physiology carefully 'ignored 

I That to preserve the popular 
character of my book I have atudi· 
oualy refrained from quoting the 
authorities for my examples in de
taU baa been largely laid hold of to 

my disparagement by some of my 
opponents, wherefore I now in the 
Appendix and Addenda furniah my 
vouchers. 
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PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. xvii 

everything that could not be forced into the materialistic 
mould. Here, however, a change for the better deserve$ 
to be signalised. 

On the preparation of the third and fifth editions I hesi
tated considerably whether I should not subject Section A 
to a complete reconstruction, but, after mature reflection, 
came to a negative conclusion. A philosophical, far more 
than any other scientific work, is bound to take account 
in its disposition and architectonic of artistic considera
tions, which of course need only have unconsciously co
operated in its composition. And as it is a dubious 
affair to alter an architectural plan or a drama, so too 
in the architectonic of a philosophical work, one removes 
undeniable errors and defects, and introduces fresh in
congruities and disharmonies, of which there had been 
no thought. The connoisseur always sees, thereafter, 
that the work is not out of one mould, that he has patch
work and piece-work before him. Better is it, in such a 
case, one leaves the old with its defects just as it is, and 
adds something altogether new. This holds good not only 
for works of art, but also for philosophical works ; for no
where is it less imperative to set forth the truth as finished 
result than in Philosophy, where, on the contrary, what is 
strictly instructive and stimulating for the reader is to 
be sought in the opening the mental eye to a growing 
and broadening truth. Accordingly I have preferred not 
to withhold from the new readers, whom the " Philosophy 
of the Unconscious" hopes to obtain in this new edition, 
the original draught of Section A, but instead of a re
modelling of the same, to add as an Appendix a disserta
tion "On the Physiology of the Nerve-Centres," from 
which they may perceive in what manner I should r.ow 
treat this part in the event of a fresh composition. At 
the same time this Appendix serves as a supplement to 
Section A, the knowledge of which it presupposes in 
respect to the present advanced stage of our knowledge of 
the physiology of the Nervous System. Repetitions from 

VOL. I. b 
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xviii PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION. 

the text of the "Philosophy of the Unconscious" I have 
endeavoured to avoid, so far as the necessary connection 
of the dissertation admitted. As this Appendix is a 
physiological, so my book," Truth and Error in Darwinism" 
[reproduced entire in the" Journal of Speculative Philo
sophy" (St. Louis, 1877-78)] forms a bidogical comple
ment to the natural-philosophical part of the "Philosophy 
of the Unconscious," especially to Chapter VIIL A.; the 
close connection of the two supplementary writings will 
not escape the attentive reader. 

I am quite conscious of the difficulty of my position 
with regard to contemporary representatives of Physical 
Science. They are either adherents of the old school, i.e., 
they pay homage to a so-called exact empiricism, which 
uever ventures to elevate its glance from the scrutiny of 
the particular to a more general survey of the great whole, 
and cross themselves in the presence of all philosophy; 
or they aim at a natural-philosophical theory of the world 
-are thus adherents of Darwinism in its crass mechanical 
and anti-teleological form. The one class, as matter of 
course, has a horror of all philosophy as such, no matter 
whether the latter endeavours on its part to strike up an 
alliance with Physical Science or not ; the other class 
recognises, iudeed, in principle the necessity of an under
standing between Natural Science and Philosophy, but 
thinks it sees in the teleological metaphysic espoused by 
me the opponent of that philosophy, to which alone it hopes 
to throw a bridge. Thus it comes to pass that the one part 
of scientists ignores me because I am philosopher, the other 
combats me because I am sucll, a philosopher. But already 
the first signs of a rising generation are discernible, which 
recognises not only the title of philosophy in general, 
but also the title of an idealistic philosophy beside and 
above the mechanical cosmic theory of the Sciences of 
Matter, a union, which alone is able to reconcile that 
Idealism, to which the German people owes its great
uess, with the results of the .most recent investigation, 
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and to obviate a total breach between the Future and the 
Past, between the Intellect and the Heart. It is my firm 
conviction that the exclusively mechanical Cosmism of 
Darwinism is only an historical transition from the prior 
.shallow Materialism to a complete and whole Ideal-realism, 
and will only serve to effect and facilitate the passing 
of the living and rising generation of physical inquirers 
from one pole to the other. In furthering this indispen
.sable and inevitable reconciliation of modern Physical 
Science, and its grand but one-sided results, with the 
idealistic culture of our nation, I believe that I am in 
fact doing a better service to Natural Science than those 
exclusive devotees of the same, who possess the in itself 
estimable courage of consistency, of desiring to subject 
the whole modem theory of the world to a radical trans
formation, according to the partial method of Physical 
Science, in which the highest spiritual treasures of our 
civilisation must perforce fall a sacrifice to consistency. 

Until the coming race of naturalists acknowledges my 
efforts in this direction I must be satisfied with the 
recognition, which has already been accorded thereto in 
rich measure by those representatives of our idealistic 
culture, who, far removed from ignoring or condemning 
the results of modern physical science, perceive the 
nect88ity of an organic fusicn of the same with idealism, but 
have hitherto missed a suitable leader in the solution of 
this problem declared impossible by the exclusive repre
sentatives of Physical Science itself. On this ground 
for some time even Theology has begun to prize in me a 
valuable ally, although hardly any one has more plainly 
declared than I, that Christianity is no longer a vital 
factor of our developing civilisation, and has already 
traversed all its phases. 

On this point I am perfectly clear, that in future as 
hitherto I shall please no party and no school ; but just 
as certain also am I that this is at least a negative con
dition for everything important, although this character-
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xx PRBPACB TO THB SBVBNTH EDITION. 

istic applies just as well to the fanciful and absurd. 
Although, however, I may give satisfaction to no party 
and to no school, yet at least all know precisely and un
ambiguously where I stand, since what I will and what I 
.mean, I have at all times said straight out, and sometimes 
perhaps all too clearly. In fact, this frank attitude of mine 
has made it very easy for the dissident schools to take up 
on their part likewise a clear position in regard to me, 
what is displeasing to them to blame and reject, and what 
is congeninl to them to acknowledge with respect. 

EDUARD VON HARTMANN. 
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ALTHOUGH, since the appearance of the seventh edition 
the unfavourable circumstances of the times have pressed 
in an unusual degree on the whole book trade, and 
scientific literature in particular bas been most seriously 
affected by the contraction of the literary budget of the 
reading public, yet it is permitted me to issue an eighth 
edition, and I feel the greater debt of gratitude to the 
public for this persistent and unusual sympathy, as two 
years ago it was considered that the demand for the 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious" in Germany bad been 
sufficiently met for some time to come by the first six 
editions. If the erroneousness of this conjecture forms, on 
the one side, for the author a grateful encouragement to 
his labours, yet, on the other hand, it is also not to be 
denied that in the extensive sale which the "Philosophy of 
the Unconscious" has found in the circles of the general 
public (the first seven editions represent over ten thousand 
copies) there lies a not inconsiderable danger for the cor
rect estimate of the collective philosophical tendencies 
of the author, because a historically established judgment 
on the part of experts, which might serve as a standard to 
the laity, has not yet been formed, and the judgment of the 
laity is commonly determined more by what strikes the 
eye than by the less readily discernible inner nature of 
things. OnJy too many of those, who buy or borrow the 
" Philosophy of the Unconscious," feel their " metaphysical 
need" satisfied when they have turned over the chapters 
on Love and the Misery of Existence, and think they may 
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xxii PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION. 

now chime in with a good conscience when the topic of 
conversation is the "Philosophy of the Unconscious." 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious, Continuator of Schopen
hauer, fashionable representative of Pessimism," such one
sided and often uncomprehended catchwords are sufficient 
to legitimate them as connoisseurs ; the phrases get 
attached to the name "Hartmann " like a label, which 
must henceforth adhere to it as if they were a part of the 
author's own signature. Had the" Philosophy of the Un
conscious" lived through its two or three instead of eight 
editions in nine years, and had it not broken through the 
sphere of a scientific circle of readers in this time, it is 
probable the fame of its author would have been less in 
advance of his performances, but in compensation his 
name would not have been linked with so one-sided a 
signature, which at present forms a hindrance to the un
prejudiced estimation of his later achievements. 

My opinion by no means implies that the conquest of 
the strata of the reading public, who hitherto have stood 
aloof from all philosophy, is to be deplored because 
obtained through the "Philosophy of the Unconscious," 
but only that the stopping half-way of such readers is 
to be deplored. The clearness and intelligibility of the 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious" has been abundantly 
praised; but this is still only very relative, merely conspi
cuous by comparison with other philosophical works. And 
no one has ever asserted that for the sake of general intelli
gibility I have anywhere omitted to dig below the problems 
as deeply as lay in my power; the " Philosophy of the U n
conscious " is thus anything but popular in the sense of 
the popularisation of scientific results. In fact we hear, 
even from most laymen, who approach its reading unpre
pared, that they have not understood the main discussions. 
What then alone can give the key for judging, remains 
un-understood; but what also without this key appears 
in itself clear and intelligible, is, because conceived out 
of its systematic connection, necessarily 111is-understood • 

• • • 
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As an introduction to the author's sphere of thought, are 
now to be mentioned in the first rank, the " Gesammelte 
Studien und Aufsiitze gemeinverstandlichen Inhalts," 
especially their first three sections, which may serve the 
purpose of obviating at the outset many errors and mis
understandings with regard to the tendencies of the 
author. In the second rank, the writings on a The Self
Disintegration of Christianity" [translated in the "Reli
gio-Philosophical Journal," vols. 29-31, appearing in 
Chicago], aud " Truth and Error in Darwinism" [see p. 
xviii.], of which the former appears suited to render clear 
the contrast of the author to the shallow negativity of a D. 
F. Strauss, and to show. that if he combats Christianity, 
he does this not to combat religion, but to serve religion, 
and to bring a:;ain to honour and to render possible that 
which has become impossible through its defenders. The 
study on Darwinism is certainly only to be recommended 
to such readers as have already been instructed by a more 
detailed work on the aims and argumentations of Darwin
ism; as the knowledge of this burning question, however, 
belongs at the present time to the elements of a higher 
culture, this supposition will for the most part be already 
fulfilled, or if not, yet be readily enough made good. 
Together with the " natural philosophical contributions" 
(sec. C.) of the "Gesammelte Studien und Aufsiitze," 
this writing forms a suitable naturalistic preparation for 
the reading of the " Philosophy of the Unconscious." 

As every philosophical system is the product of its 
time, and its historical and scientific significance can only 
be rightly estimated in its connection with the history of 
philosophy, the most important preparation for the under
standing of the" Philosophy of the Unconscious" is an ac
quaintance with the preceding systems of German specu
lation, and with the position which the former, according 
to the author's aim, is intended to occupy as regards the 
latter. To afford this historical introduction is the func
tion of sect. D. of the "Gesammelte Studien und AuU:iitze,'' 
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entitled "The philosophical starry triad of the nineteenth 
century." Here, without doubt, the layman will en
counter many a difficulty; but if he allows himself to be 
deterred thereby, he has no prospect of overcoming the 
like difficulties in the still more condensed hints of the 
"Philosophy of the Unconscious," whilst that which remains 
obscure in the reading of that introduction can very well 
be cleared up subsequently by acquaintance with the 
author's circle of ideas in their systematic connection. 

If the above-mentioned natural-philosophical prepara
tion serves the purpose of making intelligible to the 
reader the reconciliation and fusion of modern physical 
science and philosophy attempted by me, this historical 
introduction will enable him to comprehend the synthe
sis accomplished by my philosophy of two philosophical 
mental tendencies apparently so antipathetic, which 
have been fruitful and decisive for the mental life of 
Germany in the last two generations: Hegelianism and 
Schopenhauerianism. The historical significance of my 
philosophy must essentially be sought in the two men
tioned syntheses; which of the two in an historical point 
of view deserves the pre-eminence, might be difficult for 
contemporaries to determine. From the historical point 
of view the chief value of the Principle of the U neon
scions may have to be sought in this, that only by this 
principle are those two syntheses rendered p088ible. · 

The most important test for the verifying of philosophi
cal systems in real life is to be seen in the solution of 
the ethical problems resulting from them. The author of 
a· highly defective theoretical philosophy obtains, if not a 
justification, yet to a certain extent an excuse and per
sonal rehabilitation, if he-at whatever cost of philoso
phical consistency-advances a powerful and valuable 
moral cosmic theory. But when such an one makes 
good its claim in a form possessing certain advantages 
over all earlier moral standpoints as a natural conse
quence of the theoretical principles, then the latter obtain 
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thereby a highly-important indirect confirmation, and the 
whole system acquires in such a case a far higher phi
losophical and practical value. The exposition of the 
ethical standpoint will be the more important for a 
philosopher, and be will the more urgently wish the cog
nisance of the same before the pronouncing of a general 
judgment on his point of view, the more original his theo
retic cosmic theory is, the more it contains elements de
viating from current opinion, i.e., paradoxical, and the more 
occasion it gives on this ground to erroneous inferences 
respecting the practical consequences flowing therefrom. 
That the "Philosophy of the Unconscious," particularly in 
consequence of the incoherent apprehension of its pesRi
mism and confusion with the system of Scbopenhauer, bas 
led to the grossest misunderstandings as regards its practi
cal consequences, and bas thereby called forth reproaches 
as severe as groundless, is sufficiently well known; and in 
()rder that such mistakes may be avoided for the future, I 
would emphatically advise that, where it is practicable, 
my readers should make themselves previously acquainted 
with my ethical views before they undertake the reading 
of the" Philosophy of the Unconscious." The" Phli.nomc
nologie des sittlichen Bewusstseins," now in the press, in 
which those views are expounded, is an altogether popula.r 
work, which, in contrast to the "Philosophy of the Uncon
scious," requires no previous knowledge in a philosophical 
or scientific reference, is independently constructed from 
its foundation, and iq therefore very suitable for being read 
without any previous acquaintance with the rest of my 
philosophical efforts. Whoever bas first made acquaint
ance with my second chief work will without doubt 
regard my first main work with quite other eyes, because 
he brings with him at starting a definite opinion on the 
practical fertility of the ideas developed therein, which 
may be described as the counterpart of the paradoxical im
pression commonly received by unprepared readers. 

However much weight may be assigned, in judging a 

/ 
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system, to the sides hitherto discussed, it will yet remain 
indisputable that the decisive point for the theoretical 
estimation of such must . be sought in the fundamental 
theory of knowledge. The theory of knowledge is the true 
philosophia prima; with the right or wrong attitude to the 
problems of the theory of knowledge the decision is already 
made, whether the particular thinker is on the right or 
wrong road in his efforts to solve the metaphysical prob
lems, and this holds more than ever good of a system of the 
present time, which has brought to full consciousness the 
importance of the theory of knowledge, first placed in the 
right light by Kant, after its treatment had been pushed on 
one side by the great successors of Kant as a matter already 
settled by Kant. The whole reach of the theoretical con
trast, in which I find myself with respect to Schopenbauer 
as to all others standing theoretically on Kantian ground, 
he alone is able to appreciate who has taken the trouble 
to go through my writings specially devoted to these ques
tions. Such an one will, however, no longer be able to mis
understand the relation of my system, merely hinted at in 
the "Philosophy of the Unconscious," to the problems of the 
theory of knowledge, as bas happened on the part of those 
readers of the "Philosophy of the Unconscious" who ima
gined they could characterise me, despite that diametrical 
opposition to Schopenhauer, simply as his continuator. 
All readers, who stand substantially on the ground of the 
Kantian transcendental Idealism, as represented by Ficbte, 
by Schelling in his youth, by Schopeuhauer, and by a part 
of the Hegelian school, I must beg to read my writin~ con
cerning the theory of Cognition before the "Philosophy of 
the Unconscious," and the same holds good in a metaphy
sical respect of my memoir " on the Dialectical Method " 
for all adherents of Hegel, who still see in his method an 
essential and inseparable element of his philosophical 
achievements. For laymen, on the contrary, who have 
hitherto kept off the mistaken paths of subjective Ideal
ism and the Hegelian Dialectic, the reading of the speci-
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fied writings may be less necessary and not even recom
mendable before acquaintance with the Philosophy of the 
Unconscious, because the material difficulties to be over
come in them might easily deter from further philosophical 
studies. Only the preface to the second edition of the 
"Kritische Grundlegung des transcendentalen Realism us " 
I could wish to see read also by laymen before the Philo
sophy of the Unconscious, because they will get there
from at any rate an inkling, that I raise the claim, to have 
made the first decided step in the Theory of Knowledge 
siuce Kant. 

I conclude with some words from my preface to the 
French Translation, p. iii., "La philosophe de l'Incon
scient n'est pas un systeme: elle se borne a tracer les 
lineaments principaux d'un systeme. Elle n'est pas la 
conclusion, mais le programme d'une vie entiere de travail : 
pour achever l'ceuvre, la sante et une longue vie seraient 
necessaires." May there be found in the sum of my other 
publications the honest attempt at a payment on account 
of the assumed obligation, and the "Philosophy of the 
Unconscious" be henceforth read and judged as an integral 
part of the totality of my philosophical works. 

EDUARD VON HARTMANN. 
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As the eighth edition of this work appeared simultaneously 
with fJ!.Y second principal work, so I issue the ninth 
simultaneously with my third principal work. . If at the 
close of the preface of the eighth edition I described the 
" Philosophy of the Unconscious" as the programme of my 
life, the two other extant chief works yield the proof that 
hitherto at any rate good will has not been wanting to 
carry out the programme. 

The "Phinomenologie des sittlichen Bewusstseins," 
which appeared at the end of the year 1878, is no com
plete system of Ethics, but only the first introductory part 
of such, and therefore described by its title as "Prolegomena 
to every future Ethics." The System of Ethics would 
with me embrace, besides this introductory ethiCal doctrine 
of Principles, a Social Ethic and an Individual Ethic. 
The working out of an Individual Ethic appeared w me 
least urgent, that of Social Ethic, on the contrary, very 
desirable indeed, but yet bound up with considerable 
material difficulties, which it is hoped will receive some 
illumination by the progress of social-political legislation. 
Accordingly, while for the treatment of Social Ethics some 
delay might appear desirable, I had excellent reasons for 
the speedy presentation of my "Religious Philosophy;" for, 
for the treatment which Social Ethics might eventually 
experience at my hands there were numerous hints to be 
found, both in the "Phiinomenologie des sittlichen Be
wusstseins" as well as m other of my writinc"B; but my 
attitude towards Religious Philosophy could on the basia 
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of the "Philosophy of the Unconscious" and the little 
monograph on the Self-disintegration of Christianity hardly 
even approximately be rightly estimated. 

The " Pbanomenologie des sittlicben Bewesstseins " 
turned the polemic of the philosophers and theologians 
against me into a new phase. Hitherto I had been met with 
the argument that Pessimism must be intrinsically with
out an Ethic; but now, when the Ethics of Pessimism 
had in principle come to light, that argument could no 
longer hold water, and it was now contended that this 
Ethics was worth nothing, because it was the Ethics of 
J>essimism. Thereby the contest concerning Pessimism 
was renewed, but also at the same time carried over to a 
new battlefield. I felt moved to plunge into this dis
cussion with some journalistic disquisitions and essays, 
which, at the end of 188o, were collected, and appeared 
in pamphlet form under the title " Zur Geschichte und 
Regriindung des Pessimismus." The first shows that not 
Schopenbauer but Kant is the father of the Pessimism 
advocated by me, whereas Scbopenbauer has one-sidedly 
disfigured and spoilt the Kantian Pessimism ; the second 
refutes the objections which deny that Pessimism is a 
problem· of science, or soluble by science; the third bas 
the task of sharply separating the ethically valuable Pessi
mism advocated by me from sundry ethically questionable 
and injurious varieties of Pessimism, and the fourth gives 
a phenomenology of Suffering, as it were, which already 
serves as 11. transitional chord from Ethics to the Philosophy 
of Religion. 

The effects of my "Phanomenologie" on the public 
reach manifestly less widely and more deeply than those 
of the" Philosophy of the Unconscious; " the polemic called 
forth by the former is, it is true, not yet free from obli
quities and misunderstandings, but it is far more scientific, 
more . ititelligent and thorough than that, which, in the 
first four years after the appearance of the " Philosophy 
¥){the Unconscious," saw the light. The polemic on the 
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" Phanomenologie " has manifestly not a little contributed 
to correct the previous judgment of the "Philosophy of the 
Unconscious," and to silence much superficial chatter. I 
hope that this will be the case in still higher degree with 
my "Philosophy of Religion," which yields the proof that 
;ny philosophy is just as little non-religious as non-ethical, 
but in both respects stands in perfect continuity with the 
previous course of development of the consciousness of 
humanity. 

In the" Philosophy of Religion" my standpoint, as I have 
already indicated in the closing section of the " Self-dis
integration of Christianity," specially represents a syn
thesis of the Christian and Indian Religions, or a synthesis 
of Hegelianism and Schopenhauerism. For that purpose it 
was important to me to come to terms with the present 
leading representatives of a speculative Christian Theo
logy, as this has been developed from the twofold starting
point of Hegel and Schleiermacher. I have done this in 
the memoir: "Die Krisis des Christenthums in der mo
dernen Theologie." As in the" Self-disintegration" I had 
criticised the vulgar liberal Protestantism, so here specu
lative Protestantism, and by how much the latter is phi
losophically more considerable and of greater religious 
worth than the former, so much the more important is 
also the critique of the latter than that of the former. 
But as the subject is more difficult and requires a subtler 
handling, the later writing has by no means received the 
same amount of notice as the former; it may be that this 
is owing in part to the circumstances of the times. 

My third principal work consists now of two parts ; the 
first, historically critical part, appeared at the end of 1881, 
under the title : "Das religiOse Bewusstsein der Menschheit 
im Stufengang seiner Entwickelung;" the second, syste
matic part, is issued simultaneously with this ninth edition 
of the "Philosophy of the Unconscious," under the title, 
"Die Religion des Geistes." The first part deduces from 
the previous course of evolution of the religious conscious-
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ness of humanity by immanent criticism that stage as his
torical postulate, to which Religion must accordingly in 
consistency be elevated ; the second part systematically 

· carries out the point of view merely hinted at in the first, 
not, however, in dogmatic, but in phenomenological form, 
i.e., by a psychological analysis of the religious conscious
ness and by 'deduction of its metaphysical postulates and 
ethical consequences. 

EDUARD VON HAHTMANN. 

BuLur, Augult 1882. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

GENERAL PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

(a.) Object of tM Work. 

" To lw:ve ideas, and yet not be conscious of tMm,
there seems to be a contradiction in that ; for how can 
we know that we have them, if we are not conscious of 
them? Nevertheless, we may become aware indirectly 
that we have an idea, although we be not directly 
cognisant of the same" (Kant, "Anthropology," sec. 5, 
"or the ideas which we have without being conscious 
of them"). These clear words of the great clear thinker 
of Konigsberg offer at once a starting-point for our in
vestigation, and the field of inquiry itself. 

The sphere of Consciousness is like a vine-clad hill which 
has been so often ploughed up in all directions, that the 
thought of further labour . has become almost loathsome 
to the public mind ; for the looked· for treasure is never 
found, although rich and unexpected crops have sprung 
from the well- worked soiL Mankind very naturaRy 
began its researches in Philosophy with the examination 
of what \Vas immediately given in Consciousness; may 

VOL. I. A. 
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2 PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. 

it not now be lured, by the charm of novelty and the 
hope of a great reward, to seek the golden treasure in 
the mountain's depths, in the noble ores of its rocky 
beds, rather than on the surface of the fruitful earth ? 
Undoubtedly auger and chisel and prolonged irksome 
labour will be needed before the golden veins are reached, 
and then a tedious dressing of the ore ere the treasure be 
secured. Let him, however, who is not afraid of toil 
follow me. Is not indeed the supreme enjoyment to be 
found in labour itself? 

The conception "unconscious idea" is certainly some
what paradoxical to the naive understanding, but the 
contradiction contained therein is-as Kant says-only 
apparent. For if ·we can only be cognisant of the actual 
contents of consciousness-thus can have no knowledge 
of aught out of consciousness- by what right do we 
assert that that, whose existence is revealed in conscious
ness, could not also exist outside our consciousness ? 
Truly in such a case we should be able to affirm neither 
existence nor non-existence, and accordingly would have 
to rest content with the assumption of non-existence, 
until in some other way we acquired the right to make 

positive affirmation of existence. This has gene
rally been the view adopted up to the present time. 
The more, however, Philosophy has abandoned the 
dogmatic assumption of immediate cognition through 
sense or understanding, and the more it has perceived 
the highly indirect cognisability of everything previously 
regarded as immediate content of Consciousness, the 
higher naturally has risen the value of indirect proofs 
of existence. Accordingly, reflective minds have from 
time to time appeared, who have felt constrained to fall 
back upon the existence of unconscious ideas as the cause 
of certain mental phenomena otherwise totally inexpli
cable. To collect these phenomena, to render probable 
the existence of unconscious ideas and unconscious will 
f{om the evidence of the particular cases, and through their 
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combination to raise this probability to a degree border
in~ ou certainty, is the object of the first two sections of 
the present work. The first treats of phenomena of a 
physiological and zoopsychological nature, the second 
deals with the department of mental science. 

By means of this principle of the Unconscious the 
r•henomena in question at once receive their only possible 
explanation, an explanation which either has not been 
expressly stated before, or could not obtain recognition, 
for the simple reason that the principle itself can only 
be established through a comparison of all the rele
vant phenomena. Moreover, by the application of this 
as yet undeveloped principle, a prospect opens up of 
quite novel modes of treating matters hitherto supposed 
to be perfectly well known. A number of the contra
rieties and antinomies of earlier creeds and systems are 
reconciled by the adoption of a higher point of view, 
embracing within its scope opposed aspects as incom
plete truths. In a word, the principle is shown to be 
in the highest degree fruitful for special questions. Far 
more important than this, however, is the way in which 
thP. principle of the Unconscious is imperceptibly ex
t~nded beyond the physical and psychical domains to 
achieve the solution of problems which, to adopt the 
common language, would be said to belong to the 
province of metaphysics. These consequences flow so 
simply and naturally from the application of our prin
ciple to physical and pyschological inquiries, that the 
transition to another department would not be remarked 
at all, if the subject-matter of those questions were n~t 
otherwise familiar to us. There is a general tendency of 
thought towards this single principle. In each succeed
ing chapter one piece more of the world c1ystallises, as it 
were, around this nucleus, until, expanded to all-unity, it 
embraces the Cosmos, and at last is suddenly revealed as 
that which has formed the core of all great· philosophies, 
the Substance of Spinoza, the Absolute Ego of Fichte, 
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Schelling's Absolute Subject-Object, the Absolute Idea of 
Plato and Hegel, Schopenhauer's Will, &c. 

I beg, therefore, no one to take offence at this notion 
of unconscious representation if at first it have little 
positive significance. The positive content of the con
ception can only be gradually acquired in the course oC 
the investigation. Let it at first suffice that an un
known cause of certain processes, outside of and yet not 
essentially foreign to Consciousness, is thereby signi
fied, receiving the name " idea," because it bas in 
common with what is known in Consciousness an ideal 
content, which itself bas no reality, but can at the most 
resemble an external reality in the ideal image. The 
notion of unconscious will is clearer in itself, and 
appears less paradoxical (comp. Chap. A. i. conclusion). 
As it \vill be shown in Chap. B. iii. that Feeling can be 
resolved into Will and Idea, these two being thus the 
only fundamental psychical functions which, accordin~ 

to Chap. A. iii., are inseparably one, so far as they are 
conscious, I designate the united unconscious will and 
unconscious idea " the Unconscious." Since, however, 
this unity again only rests upon the identity of the 
unconsciously willing and unconsciously thinking sub
ject (Chap. C. xv. 4), the expression "the Unconscious" 
denotes also this identical subject of the unconscious 
psychical functions,-a something in the main unknown, 
it is true, but of which we may at least affirm, that 
besides the negalit·e attributes " being unconscious and 
exercising functions unconsciously," it possesses also the 
essentially positive attributes " willing and represent
ing." As long as our speculation does not transgress 
the limits of individuality, this may be sufficiently 
clear. When we, however, view the world as a whole, 
the expression "the Unconscious" acquires the force 
not only of an abstraction from all unconscious individual 
functions and subjects, but also of a collective, com
prehending the foregoing bot.h extensively and inten-
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sh'ely. Lastly, it will appear from Chap. C. vii. that 
all unconscious operations spring from one same subject, 
which has only its phenomenal revelation in the several 
individuals, so that "the Unconscious" signifies this One 
Absolute subject. This must suffice as a general indica
tion of our theme. 

" Philosophy is the history of philosophy,"-to that 
I subscribe with all my heart. He, however, who should 
take this assertion to mean that truth is to be found in 
the past alone would fall into a very serious error; for 
there is a dead and a living past in the history of Philo
soplly, and life is only to be found in the present. Thus 
in a tree, the solid stem of dead-wood which defies the 
storm is formed by the growth of earlier years, and a 
thin layer alone contains the life of the mighty plant, 
until in the next year it too is numbered with the dead. 
It was not the leaves and flowers, which captivated the 
beholders in bygone summers, that gave enduring strength 
to the tree,-these at the most contributed, when fallen 
and faded, to manure its roots,-it was the slight and 
unregarded annular growth of the stem, and the insigni
ficant young shoots, that increased its girth, height, and 
solidity. It is not merely strength for which the living 
ring is debtor to its dead forefathers, but by holding them in 
its embrace, expansion likewise; wherefore for the newly 
sprouting ring, as for the tree, the first law is really to 
embrace and enfolJ all its predecessors, the second, to 
gro\v from the root upwards self-dependently. The pro
blem how to fulfil these two conditions in Philosophy 
verges on the paradoxical, for they who overlook the 
situation have usually lost the ingenuousness necessary 
for making a true beginning, and he, who attempts a 
new departure, generally presents some crude dilettante 
product from having insufficiently appreciated the pre
vious historic evolution. 

I believe that the principle of the Unconscious, which 
forms the focus in which all the rays of our inquiry 
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meet, wlur1. conceit·ed i1l its !Jenerality, may not improperly 
be regarded as a new point of view. How far I have 
succeeded in penetrating into the spirit of the previous 
uevelopment of J>hilosophy I must leave to the judgment 
of the reader. I will only remark that, having regard to 
the plan of the work, the proof, that nearly everythin~ 
that can be looked upon as genuine heart-wood in the 
history of I)hilosophy is embraced in the final results, 
must be limited to brief hints, which have in part been 
more elaborated in various special inquiries, to which 
r2ference will be made at the proper place. 

(b.) Jfetlwcl of Research and Jfode of Exposit·ion. 

Three leading methods of research are to be distin
guished-the dialectic (Hegelian), the deductive (from 
above downwards), and the inductive (from below up
wards). The dialectic method I must, without now 
entering upon reasons pro or con,1 entirely exclude, for 
the reason that, at least in the accepted form of it, it is 
ill-adapted for common comprehension, a feature which 
cannot here be overlooked. The advocates of that 
method, who are above all others bound to recognise the 
relativity of truth, will, it is hoped, not condemn the 
present work on account of its naturalistic character, 
especially when they consider the positive stand made 
against common opponents, and its utility as a pro
prodeutic for non-philosophers. We have then to weigh 
the comparative advantages of the deductive or descend
ing, and of the inductive or ascending method. 

l\Ian arrives at the scientific stage when he tries to 
comprehend and explain to himself the totality of the 
phenomena \vhich surround him. Phenomena are effects 
whose causes he desires to know. As different causes 

1 My own op!nion will be found in a monograph entitled "Ueber die 
di:~lektische Methode" {Berlin, 1864, C. Duncker). 
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may have the same effect (e.g., friction, the galvanic 
current, and chemical changes, Heat), so, too, a single 
effect can have different causes. The cause assumed for 
an effect is consequently only a hypothesis, which can by 
no means possess certainty, but only a probability, to be 
determined by extraneous considerations. 

Let the probability that U 1 is the cause of the pheno
menon E be = u1, and the probability that U 2 is the 
cause of ul be= 112, then the probability that u2 is the 
remote cause of E = u1, u2 ; from which it is clear that 
at every stage backwards in the chain of causation the 
coefficients of probability of the several causes in respect 
of their proximate effects go on multiplying, i.e., become 
continually smaller (e.g., fo- multiplied by itself nine times 
becomes about n,.) If the degree of probability of the 
causes did not again rise through the number of hypo
thetical causes becoming fewer, and through more effects 
being explicable by a single cause,1 the probabilities 
would soon by continual multiplication reach values so 
small as to be unserviceable. Now if the causes of all 
cosmical phenomena could be regressively traced, until 
they were referred to one or a few ultimate causes or 
principles, Science, which is one, as the world is one, 
might attain perfection by way of tlte inductive method. 

Supposing, however, any one to have solved this pro
blem in a more or less complete form, the question still 
remains, whether, in imparting his convictions to others, 
be would do better to follow the track from phenomena 
backwards and up\vards to the original causes, or to 
deduce the existing world from such first principles l 
\Ve are dealing here with an alternative; for when 
Schelling in l1is final system asserts the necessity of n 
combination of both processes, beginning (see Werke, 
Abth. ii. Bd. 3, S. 15 1, Anm.) with a negative ascending 
philosophy, and concluding with a positive descending 

1 The increase take" place according to the formula developed on pp. 53 
and 54· 
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philosophy, this duplication is only made possible by 
assigning a distinct sphere to each, and by retaining the 
former for the purely logical domain. In other words, 
he applies the inductive method only to facts of inner 
thought- experience (comp. Werke, ii. I, pp. 321 and 
3 26), whilst in his positive philosophy he seeks to exhibit 
the highest Idea thus obtained as result as the really Exis
tent and the principle of all Being (comp. ii. 3, p. 150), 
endeavouring to derive therefrom the facts of outer ex
perience by means of the deductive method. (Krause's 
ascending and descending didactic order is somewhat 
similar.) Even if the results thus deductively obtained 
in any way satisfied the demands of Science, still such 
an arbitrary separation of inner and outer experience 
could not be scientifically justified ; and in any case, as 
regards the latter province, the before-mentioned alter
native would again present itself, whether the ascending 
or descending method be preferable for exposition. The 
decision must undoubtedly be given in favour of the 
ascending or inductive method; for-

I. As the person to be guided dwells in the lower 
region of fact, his proper starting-point is there, and 
his upward course is always from the known to the 
unknown. On the other hand, to place him at the 
outset at the point of view of first principles would 
necessitate a salto mm·talc, and then he would have to 
proceed from one unknown point to another, only reach
ing the known again at the conclusion of his journey. 

2. Every one is persuaded that his own opinion is 
the correct one, and consequently distrusts any novel 
doctrine. He must, therefore, know how another has 
arrived at his sublime results, if his own distrust is to be 
removed, and this requires the employment of the ascend
ing method. 

3· Men are secretly inclined to distrust their own 
understandings, as well as obstinately to stand by opinions 
once adopted. It is therefore exceedingly difficult •to 
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convince any person by deduction, because he always dis
trusts the method,.even when he has no specific objec
tion to mise; whereas in induction he needs think less 
strenuously and exactly, but can, ns it were, touch the 
truth by sight and direct perception. 

4· Deduction from first principles, supposing it to 
ue absolutely flawless, may perhaps be imposing by 
its vastness, compactness, and subtlety, but does not 
produce conviction. For since the same effects can 
arise from different causes, in the most favourable case 
deduction only proves the possibility oj. these principles, 
by no means their necessity; it does not even give them 
a coefficient of probability, as the inductive method 
does, never advancing beyond the bare notion of pos
sibility. To speak figuratively, it is undoubtedly in
different, if we want to become acquainted with the 
Rhine, whether we travel up-stream or down-stream; 
but for the dweller at the mouth of the l~hine the 
natural course is up-stream, for if a magician sl10uld 
come and transport him in a twinkling to the source of a 
certain river, he would be wholly unable to tell if it were 
really the source of the Rhine, and whether he is not 
about to undertake a long, tedious journey in vain. And 
when he arrives at this river's mouth, and finds himself 
in an unfamiliar region instead of in his own home, the 
wizard perhaps tries to persuade him that it really is 
his home, and many a one readily credits him for the 
sake of the beautiful journey itself. 

After what has been stated, it would be inexplicable 
how anybody who had arrived at his principles by the 
inductive path should take the deductive method for 
their communication and proof; and, in fact, t4is never 
occurs. The truth is, that philosophers who deduce their 
systems (whether the method be revealed or concealed), 
have arrived at their principles by the only way save 
induction which is open to them, viz., by a sort of mystical 
flight, as will be shown in Chap. B. ix. In their case 
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deduction is the attempt to descend from the mystically 
acquired results to the reality to be explained, and that 
too by a path, which has always possessed a fascination 
for system-loving minds dazzled by the certainty of the 
results attained in the very different science of mathe
matics. For such philosophers deduction is certainly the 
appropriate method, since their given starting-point is 
the upper region of thought. Apart from the circumstance 
that both the method of proof itself as well as the prin
ciples to be proved must always, as everything human, be 
defective, and t~at accordingly deduction always leaves 
an unfilled interval between primary principles and the 
reality to be explained, the worst feature of the case is 
that deduction cannot prove its own principles, as Aristotle 
long ago showed, in the most favourable case obtaining for 
them only a bare possibility, but not a definite probability. 
The principles may perhaps gain somewhat in comprehen
sibility by the process, but no power of convincing, and 
the attainment of a conviction of their correctness is left 
exclusively to mystic reproduction, as their discovery 
consisted in mystical production. It is the greatest 
misfortune for Philosophy, so far as it employs this 
method, that the assurance of the truth of its results is 
not communicable as in the case of inductive science ; 
and even the comprehension of its content, as is well 
known, is no easy matter, because it is infinitely diffi
cult to pour a mystical conception into an adequately 
scientific mould. Philosophers, however, only too fre
quently deceive both themselves and their readers with 
regard to the mystical origin of their principles, and try, 
in the absence of good proofs, to give them a scientific 
support by subtle sophisms, the worthlessness of which 
escapes notice through the firm belief of the truth of the 
result. Here is the explanation of the circumstance, 
that people (save in the rare exception of a certain 
mental affinity) feel an extreme repugnance to the study 
of the philosophers, when they turn to their proofs and 
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deductions, but, on the other hand, are attracted and 
fascinated in tl1e highest degree by the imposing com
pactness of their systems, their grand views of the 
world, their flashes of genius illuminating the darkest 
recesses, their deep conceptions, their ingenious aper~tus, 
their psyclwlogical acumen. It is the mode of proof 
that inspires the man of science with his instinctive 
aversion to Philosophy,-an aversion which in our own 
time, when in every department of life Realism is 
triumphant over Idealism, has risen to supreme con
tempt. 

It follows further from the deductive method of the 
philosophers, that discussion can only arise on special 
points in so far as they follow from principLs with 
J'CSpeet to which there is nO dispute. llut now, inasmuch 
as the whole system is enounced as a consequence of 
first principles, even supposing all conclusions to be 
correctly drawn, it can only be accepted or rejected as 
a whole, according as one rejects or accepts the first 
principles; whilst in a philosophy of induction which 
has been built up from below, i.e., on generally admitted 
nnd empirically established facts, assent may be granted 
up to a certain point, and then the observer may go his 
own road, having gained many hints for future use from 
a careful study of the solid sub-structure. It is accord
ingly evident why every deductive system stands more 
or less alone, like the spider in its web, because all 
differences are enclosed in the first principles, with 
regard to which there will never be agreement, if we 
nrc bound to make a commencement with them. On 
the other hand, in the different inductive philosophical 
systems (which, alas ! do not yet exist}, a feeling of 
solidarity would arise through the possession of a 
common foundation, just as in inductive science in general, 
where every strictly scientific step, once taken, is always 
a step gained, and where even the smallest gift is grate
fnlly accepted. Lastly, it is obvious from what l1as 
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been saitl, why the deductive philosophy has never yet 
succeeded in reaching the majority of the educated, but 
has had to be contented with a limited public, and why 
it has been just as little successful in bridging over the 
vast gulf which separates it front tl~ reality to be a
plained. 

Those philosophies, on the contrary, where the in
ductive method has been adopted, and nll the natural 
sciences in the widest sense of the term, l1ave un
doubtedly obtained precious results of a secondary kind 
and gained ground for the future, but still are very far 
indeed from having reached ultimate principles and the 
true unity of science. 

Thus a chasm yawns between the methods; induction 
cannot attain to first principles and to system, nor can 
pure speculation arrive at explanation of the actual or 
communicate its wisdom. It may be concluded from 
this that the whole truth cannot be comprehended from 
one side alone, but that the matter must be approached 
simultaneously from both sides, and a survey made 
from opposite stations in order to find out the salient 
points, where a bridge can be thrown across. }'or 
the case is not an entirely hopeless one. Thoughts 
crystallise both from above and from below, as the 
mass of melted sulphur coalesces when the most pro
minent needles interlace, but not before. We have 
arrived at a point in the history of science where the 
pioneers meet, like two miners who, in their subterranean 
galleries, hear each other's knocking throu~h the party
walls. For inductive science has in recent times made 
such vast progress in all branches of inorganic and 
organic nature, and even in the region of mind, that 
attempts of the kind indicated find a very clifl'erent 
ground on which to work than, e.g., those of an Aristotle, 
Paracelsus, Bacon, and Leibniz. On the other hand, 
however, the period embracing the close of the last and 
beginning of the present century, brilliant beyond all 
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former periods, has enriched the speculative mind in so 
many ways, that both parties once more face each other 
as equals. But at the same time the world has become 
more aware of a uirect antagonism of method which 
before was less apparent, and hence it has come to pass 
that each investigator is wont to declare himself for one 
of the two tendencies much more definitely than was 
formerly the case. The present time needs a spokesman 
who has comprehended both sides with equal love and 
devotion, who is capable, if not of mystical production, 
yet of reproduction, and at the same time bas made a 
survey of exact science and appreciates the strictness of 
the exact inuuctive method. He should clearly recog
nise, too, the nature of the problem before him, viz., to 
combine the speculative (mystically gained) principles 
with the highest results hitherto attained of inductive 
science according to inductive method, in order to bridge 
over the gulf between the two, and to elevate what have 
l1itherto been merely subjective convictions to the rank 
of objective truths. It was in reference to this great 
and seasonable problem that I chose the motto, " Specu
lative results according to inductive scientific method ! " 
Not thnt I thought myself to possess a mind sufficiently 
comprehensi,·e for the solution of this problem, or at all 
believed that I had offered in the present work a satis
factory solution,-that is far from me. If I merit any 
praise, it is for having distinctly declared a problem, 
already recognised and attacked in different ways, to be 
the philosophic problem of a time suffering conspicuously 
from speculative exhaustion, for resolving to contribute 
my mite towards its solution, and so giving to others a 
possibly needed stimulus ; but above all, because I have 
taken up the matter on a side hitherto neglected, but 
rich in promise beyond all others.1 At the same tim!'! 

1 The astonlahingly (avoorable re· me to be -ntially dne to a recog· 
cel'tion, which the pre,·ioua edition• nition o( the aeuonablenese o( my 
of this 'II'Drk have met with, eeems to elforta. 

/ 
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my design imposes upon me the duty of submitting my
self to· the judgment of both tl'ibunals, the scientific as 
well as the philosophical.1 Gladly do I do this, however; 
for I hold all speculation to be baseless, which contradict:; 
the clear results of empirical investigation, and conversely 
hold all conceptions and interpretations of empirical fac•.s 
to be erroneous, which contradict the strict results of a 
purely logical speculation. 

I may perhaps be allowed to say also a few words 
upon the mode of exposition. My first rule l1as been 
general intelligibility and brevity. The reader will 
accordingly find no citations except such as could be 
worked into the text ; all polemic has been avoided as 
far as possible, unless it was indispensable for the elu
cidation of a conception. My trust is greater in the 
convincing power of what positive truth there may be 
contained in my work than in negative cnt!Cism, 
however incisive. Further, instead of dwelling upon 
the e1Tors and weaknesses of great men, which receive 

1 The criticisms and replies, whe· is indicated in " Das phil06o
ther pltiloaophi.cal or ICientijic, which phische Dreigestirn des 19 .• Jahr
have come under my notiee, have hunderta" (Section D. of the "Ges. 
not succeeded in shaking my opin· StudieD u. Aufsiitze "), and the 
ions on any material point, but "Elucidations of the Metaphysic 
have rather strengthened them in of the Unconscious." The following 
several instances. In the Add.,nda writings give a clue to my position 
to the earlier editions I sought as in respect to the problems of the 
much as po11>1ible to avoid polemics, theory of knowledge and metho
and allowed myself for the first time dology :-" Kritische Grundleguni{ 
in the Appendix to the seventh des transcendentalen Realismus,' 
edition somewhat greater liberty in 2d ed. ; ".T. H. v. Kirchmann'a 
this re•pect. I have permitted my· erkenntni ... theoretiacher Realiamua" 
self more freedom in respect to and "Ueber die dialektische Me
controveny in some minor writings. thode." On the religious quea
A fuller treatment of Htrictly scien· tiona of the presl'nt day I ha\'e 
tific question• will be found in expressed my opinions in the 
"Truth and Error in Darwinism," tractate "Die Selbstzenetzun~ 
and "Contributions to a Philooophy des Christenthums und die ReJi. 
of Nature" (Section C. of "Gesam· gion der Zukunft," 2d ed., and a 
rnelte Studicn und Aufsiitze ge- few excur•usea in the fiel•l of /Ell. 
rnein verstiincllichcn Inhalb" ), as well thetics are to be found in " Aeath ... 
as in the Appendix to the present thioche Studien" (Section 11. of 
volume, "On the Physiology of the the "Geaammelte Studien und Auf
Nerve-Centres." 1\Iy place in the siitze ";. 
historical development of philosophy 
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sentence in being forgotten in course of time, I have 
preferred to render prominent their grandest iJeas, where 
they presagingly foreshadow in vague outline what only 
the future can establish in complete detail. Further, 
the opportunity for interesting side-remarks, for more 
thorough but prolix proofs, uetailt:d deductions, &c., has 
often been left unused, so as to avoid a lengthened 
treatment, which would be serviceable to but a few 
readers. Accordingly, in the majority of instances, with 
the exception of those which deal with fundamentals, the 
chapters are almost aphoristic, because I believe that 
most readers will prefer a short exposition affording 
stimulus to self-reflection to an exhaustive treatment 
of the subject. In the handling of the topics the 
reader's convenience has also been considered as far as 
possible, in that each chapter forms a little treatise by 
itself on a limited subject (a few only making an excep
tion to this which belong inseparably together, as, e.g., 
Chap. C. vi. and vii.) The chapters of the first two sec
tions together and sercmlly prove the existence of the 
Unconscious; their concord and demonstrative force is a 
source of mutual support, and they snstain each other 
reciprocally like a pile of arms; thus the later support 
the earlier. I therefore beg the reader kindly to reserve 
his judgment, at least until he has finished Section A. 
Should, however, the proof of this or that chapter appear 
to be faulty, the inferences of the others are not neces
sarily thereby condemned, just as one or many of the 
weapons may be taken from a pyramid of piled arms 
without its collapsing. Lastly, I crave indulgence so 
far as the several physiological and zoological facts 
employed as examples are concerned, in respect to which 
a layman may easily make a slip, without, however, 
prejudicing the main argument. 
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16 PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. 

(c.) Predecessors in respect of the Conception of the 
Unconscious. 

What a time elapsed before in the history of Philo
sophy the antithesis of Spirit and Nature, Thought and 
Being, Subject and Object, emerged into clear conscious
ness, an antithesis which now governs all our thinking! 
For the primitive man as natural existence felt his body 
and soul to be one, he instinctively anticipated this 
identity, and his understanding must have reached a 
high degree of consciousness, before he could so far free 
himself from this instinct as to perceive the full force of 
the contrast. Nowhere in all Greek philosophy do we 
find this opposition clearly expressed, still less its signi
ficance recognised, but least of all in the classical period. 
If this holds good of the opposition of the Real and the 
Ideal, ought we to be surprised that the contrast of the 
Unconscious and the Conscious should still less occur to 
the primitive understanding, and therefore should arise 
much later in the history of Philosophy; nay, that at 

, this very day most educated people hold it to be absurd 
to speak of unconscious thinking ? For the Unconscious 

'\ is so much terra incognita to the natural consciousness, 
'--- that it regards the identity of having an idea and being 

conscious qf a thing as quite self-evident and indubitable. 
'l'his naive point of view was taken by Descartes (Prin. 
Phil., i. 9), and still more decidedly by Locke (Essay 
on the Human Understanding, book ii. chap. 1, sec. 9) : 
" To ask at what time a man has any ideas is to ask 
when he begins to perceive, having Ideas and Perception 
being the same thing; " or sec. 19 : "For it is altogether 
as intelligible to say that a body is extended without 
parts, as that anything thinks without being conscious 
of it. They who talk thus may, with as much reason, 
if it be necessary to their hypothesis, say that a man 
is always hungry, but that he does not always feel it; 
whereas hunger consists in that very sensation, as think-
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ing consists in being conscious that one thinks." It 
is clear that Locke postulates these propositions in all 
simplicity. The assertion, repeatedly made, that Locke 
bas JYI"''Ved the possibility of unconscious ideas is there
fore quite incorrect. He only proves from a proposition 
taken for granted, that the mind can have no idea with
out the man being conscious thereof, because otherwise 
the consciousness of the man and that of the mind would 
constitute two different persons, and that consequently 
the Cartesians were wrong in asserting that the soul, 
as thinking being, must think incessantly. Locke is 
accordingly the first and only one to give full and 
scientific expression to this tacit supposition of the naive 
understanding. By this step, however, an opportunity 
was naturally afforded Locke's great opponent, Leibniz, of 
perceiving its one-sidedness and untruth, and of making 
the discovery of unconscious ideas, whereas all earlier 
philosophers silently inclined to the one or the other view, 
but in general failed to distinctly envisage the problem. 

Leibniz was led to his discovery through the endeavour 
to save innate ideas and the ceaseless activity of the 
perceptive faculty. For when Loeke had proved that 
the soul cannot consciously think if the man is not con
scious thereof, and yet slwuld be always thinking, there 
remained nothing for it but to assume an unconscious 
thinking. He therefore distinguishes peruption, ideation, 
and apperuption, conscious ideation or simply conscious
ness (Monadologie, sec. 14), and says: "Il ne s'en suit 
pas de ce qu'on ne s'apperQoit pas de la pensee, qu'elle 
cease pour cela" (Nouveaux Essais sur l'Entendement 
Humain, book ii. chap. 1, sec .. 10). What Leibniz con
tributes to the positive establishment of his new con
ception is certainly very scanty, but he deserves immense 
credit for instantly perceiving with the eye of genius the 
range of his discovery, for penetrating (sec. I 5) into the 
dark inner laboratory of human feelings, passions, and 
actions, and for recognising habit and much else as effects 
~LL D 
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of an important principle only too briefly expounded. He 
declares unconscious ideas to be the bond "which unites 
every being with all the rest of the universe," and 
explains by their means the pre-established harmony of 
the monads, in that every monad as microcosm uncon
sciously represents the macrocosm and its position therein. 
I cheerfully confess that it was the study of Leibniz 
which first incited me to the present investigation. 

With regard to the so-called innate ideas, he likewise 
finds a point of view which has obtained general accept
ance (book i chap. 3, sec. 20): "They are nothing but 
natural aptitudes, that is to say, active and passive dis
positions;" (chap. I, sec. 2 5): "Actual knowledge is 
certainly not innate, but only what one may call virtual 
knowledge, just as the figure outlined by the veins of the 
marble is in the marble before these are discovered in 
the process of working them." Leibniz meant to say 

"""" what Schelling later (Works, div. i vol. iii. pp. 528, 529) 
' more precisely expressed in the words : " So far as the 
' Ego produces everything out of itself, so far is all ... 

L knowledge a priori. But in so far as we are not con-
scious of this productivity, so far is there nothing in us 
a priori, but everything is d posteriori. • • • There are 
thus notions a priori without there being innate notions. 
Not conceptions, but our own nature and its whole 
mechanism is that which is innate to us. . . • In that 
we place the origin of the so-called notions d prwri out
side the sphere of consciousness, where for us also tM 
objective world takes its rise, we assert with the same 
evidence, and with equal right, that our knowledge is in 
origin out-and-out empirical and entirely d priori." 

But now comes the weak side of Leibniz's theory of 
unconscious ideas, already apparent in their usual name, 
"petites perceptions." Having in his discovery of the in
finitesimal calculus, and in many parts of Nat ural Philo
sophy, in Mechanics (Rest and Motion), in the Law of 
Continuity, &c., introduced with the most brilliant success 
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the notion of the (so-called mathematical) infinitely little, 
Leibniz was tempted to conceive the petites perception,s as 
ideas of too low an intensity to affect consciousness. He 
thereby destroyed with one hand what he seemed to have 
built up with the other-the true notion of the Uncon
scious as a province opposed to Consciousness, and its 
significance for feeling and action. For if, as Leibniz 
himself maintains, natural disposition, instinct, the pas
sions-in short, the mightiest influences in human life
take their rise in the sphere of the Unconscious, how 
ate they to be shaped by ideas which are withdrawn 
from consciousness simply on account of their weakness ? 
Would not the more powerful conscious ideas prevail at 
the decisive moment 1 This, however, is of minor interest 
to Leibniz, and for the main objects of his consideration, 
innate ideas and the constant activity of the soul, his 
assumption of the infinitely little consciousness certaiuly 
suffices. Accordingly, most of his examples of pet-ites 
perceptions have reference to ideas of a low degree of con
sciousness, e.g., sensuous perception during sleep. For all 
that, Leibniz retains the glory of having been the first to 
affirm the existence of ideas of which we are not conscious, 
and to recognise their vast importance. 

Nearer to Leibniz than is commonly thought stands 
Hume, whose theoretical philosophy, it is true, is almost 
limited to a single point, Causality, but who within that 
limited sphere has looked round him with a clearer and 
bolder eye than even Kant. ,Hume does not dispute the 
fact of Causality, he only opposes the empiricists (Locke) 
with respect to its abstraction from experience, the ci 
priorists (Cartesians) with respect to its apodictic cer
tainty. On the other hand, he concedes to the empiri
cists the applicability of Causality to experience aud 
practical affairs, and the d primists through his indirect 
proof of the principle affords a support for the assertion, 
that our thinking and inferring according to causal relations 
is a manifestation unconsciously to ourselves of an instinct ice 
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power far removed from our discursive thinking, which, like 
the astonishing instinct of animals, must be looked upon 
as an original gift of nature ("Inquiry Concerning Human 
Understanding"). The reality of an objectively real world, 
independent of the perception of the subject, is imme
diately inferred from sensuous perception by means of such 
a natural, blind, but powerful instinct. As, however, we 
directly know only our own mental representation, it is 
certainly directly indemonstrable, that it is the effect of an 
external object different from, but resembling it. In his 
acute criticism of the Berkeleian Idealism, Burne, however, 
shows himself so thoroughly penetrated by the conscious-

. ness, that every subjective idealism carried out to its last 
consequence can only end in a scepticism absolutely in
fertile and practically repudiated by its champions, that 
he is protected from the Kantian error of an exclusively 
subjective conception of causality; and at the conclusion 
of his inquiries he advocates the hypotMtical restitution 
of the critically purified causal instinct as the only 
justifiable point of view. (I have taken a similar course 
in my work, " Das Ding an sich und seine Beschaffenheit," 
C: Duncker, I 871.) 

That Kant borrowed the notion of unconscious ideation 
from Leibniz is easily to be detected from the passage 
quoted at the beginning of this treatise. That he also 
attributed great importance to the subject is proved by 
the following passage of sec. S of the ".Anthropology: "
"Innumerable are the sensations and perceptions whereof 
we are not conscious, although we must undoubtedly 
conclude that we have them, obscure ideas as they may 
be called (to be found in animals as well as in man). 
The clear ideas, indeed, are but an infinitely small fraction 
of these same exposed to consciousness. That only a 
few spots on the great chart of our minds are illuminated 
may well fill us with amazement in contemplating this 
nntnre of ours." If Kant in this passage identifies the 
muxmscious and the obscure ideas for the purposes of his 
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"Anthropology," the "Critique of the Pure Tieason" shows 
that he recognised and indicated the distinction, but did 
not comprehend its full importance. The clear is opposed 
to the obscure, the conscious to the unconscious idea; but 
not every conscious idea is a clear iJea, nor is every 
obscure idea unconscious. Only that conscious idea is 
clear in which the consciousness reaches to the conscious
ness of the discrimination of that very idea from others : 
when consciousness is not a<lequate to that, the con
scious idea is obscure. Not all obscure ideas are there
fore unconscious ; " for a certain degree of consciousness, 
which, however, does not suffice for memory, is not want
ing in several obscure ideas" (Kant's Werke ed. Rosenkranz, 
ii p. 79 3, Obs.) If for the practical ends of anthro
pology the contrast of clear and obscure ideas seems to 
Kant to be sufficient, for the theory of knowledge in 
general it yields in importance to that of the conscious 
and unconscious idea. ''Idea is the genus (repraesentatio). 
Under it falls the idea accompanied by consciousness 
(perceptio)" (ibid., ii. 258). Consciousness, whose pre
sence distinguishes perceptio from the unperceived reprae
sentatio, is not so much itself idea, "but its form in 
general, so far as it can be called knowledge" (ii. 279). 
It is the absence of this form which distinguishes the 
unconscious from the conscious idea. According to Kant 
the pure concepts of the understanding (categories) seem 
to belong to the unconscious ideas, so far as they lie 
beyond cognition, which cognition only becomes possible 
through a blind function of the soul (ii. 77) spontaneously 
binding up the given manifold of the perceived ideal 
material into a synthesis (ii. 76). If we penetrate by 
the aid of consciousness into the nature of this synthesis, 
we certainly recognise therein, so far as it is generally 
presented, the pure concept of the understanding (ii. 77); 
but the part that the unconscious category as " germ or 
foundation" (ii. 66) plays in bringing about conscious 
knowledge (the "Schematism of the pure understanding") 

/ 
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remains an " art hidden in the depths of the soul," hardly 
ever to be laid bare (ii. I 2 s). Unfortunately Kant did 
not attain the same degree of insight in reference to the 
d priori forms of intuition as in the case of the forms of 
thought. One example of the rare keenness of his per
ception, however, may be mentioned. Kant was the 
first who sought in the Unconscious for the essence of 

' sexual love (Anthropology, sec. 5). 
L 

Kant's glances beyond the sphere of conscious human 
knowledge extend, however, still further than we have 
hitherto shown; but he himself touched this other pro
vince only in the way of suggestion, because his philoso
phic goal was always apodictic certainty, and he was obliged 
to confess that in this department our knowledge rests only 
on probability, i.e., according to his terminology, is pro
blematical (ii. 2 I I). The above-mentioned classification 
of ideas is incomplete in so far as the second species, 
opposed to the conscious idea, is unnamed. This is, 
however, according to Kant's terminology, the "intel
lectual intuition," which does not appear in the classifica
tion. The conscious presentation (perception) further 
falls, according to Kant, into (subjective) feeling and 
(objective) knowledge, and the latter again into intuition 
nnd conception. Feeling and intuition are not intellectual, 
but sensuous; conception is not intuitive, but discursive ; 
sensuous intuition is derived intuition, not original as the 
intellectual (ii. 7 20); discursive knowledge, again, effected 
by the mediation of the categories, is, it is true, intel
lectual, but not intuitive (ii. 2 I I). Intellectual intuition 1 

is accordingly left for the non-perceived idea. The per
ceived or conscious idea is different from its object; the 
non-perceived idea is one with it, in that it itself gives 

1 Spinoza also hu, be8ides oogni· This has the mind, eo far as it iK 
tion through sense-perception and eternal, not the finite and perishable 
abstract conception, a third kind individual mind (part v. prop. Jl), 
of cognition by way of intellectual for its formal cause, and it alone 
intuition or intuitive knowledge furnishes really adequate ideas on 
(Ethics, part ii. prop. 40, obe. 2). the nature of God and of thingR. 
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it or produces it (ii 7 4 I, 7 42 ). It is not the derived 
and dependent human understanding (conscious intellect) 
as such which possesses such an intellectual intuition, 
but only the primordial Being (ii. 720) or the divine 
understanding (ii. 7 4 I), for which the production of its 
" intelligible objects " is at the same time the creation of 
the world of noumena (viii. 2 34). Whether, and how 
far, the obscure ideas without any consciousness are to 
be explained by the penetration of the original intellectual 
intuition of the primordial Being into the derived human 
understanding, are points on which Kant never expressed 
himself: Schelling was the first energetically to pursue 
that line of inquiry. It is interesting, however, to see, 
l10w Heinrich Heine adopted the Kantian notion of intel
lectual intuition to explain the mysterious lightning
flashes of genius (comp. Heine's Works, vol. i pp. 142, and 
I68, I69). 

Although Kant bad by no means intended to enouuce 
a metaphysic proper, still be bad pretty plainly fore
shadowed the only metaphysic possible in a system of 
pure reason in the above-mentioned intellectual intuition 
of the Absolute which produces the intelligible world, so 
that his immediate continuator, Fichte, could only proceed 
further on the path indicated. According to the latter, 
" God's existence" is " merely knowledge itself" (Fichte's 
Werke, ii pp. I 29, I 30), substantial knowledge only 
however, to which, as infinite, consciou.mess can never be 
ascribed. Without doubt it is necessary for knowledge 
to become self-consciousness, but with equal necessity is 
it thereby riren into the plural consciousness of manifold 
individuals and persons (vii. I 30, I 32). As substantial 
knowledge (i.e., as mere content of knowledge without the 
form of consciousness), God is the infinite Reason in which 
the finite is contained; he is likewise the infinite Will 
which supports and retains all individual wills in their 
spheres, and the medium of their communication (ii. 
301, 302). If it be necessary to deny consciousness to 
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the Unity of the infinite Reason and the infinite Will, 
in spite of its absolute infinite knowledge, or rather 
precisely on that account, still more must personality, 
the very conception of which implies limitation, be 
refused (ii. 3 34, 3 3 5). It is clear from this that all 
the elements of the Unconscious are to be found in 
Fichte, but they appear only casually, as vague hints 
scattered here and there, and these promising thought
blossoms were soon buried under later growths without 
having borne any fruit. 

The conception of the Unconscious was much more 
closely related to the Faith Philosophy (Hamann, Herder, 
and Jacobi), which properly rests upon it; but that 
philosophy was so obscure and incapable of rationally 
comprehending its own basis, that it never got so far 
as to discover its proper cue. 

On the other hand, we find in Schelling the concep
tion of the Unconscious in its full purity, clearness, and 
depth; it is worth while therefore to glance aside for 
a moment to observe the way in which he arrived at 
it. The following passage throws most light on the 
subject (Schelling'a Werke, div. i vol. x. pp. 92, 93): 
"The meaning of this (the Fichtean) suujective Idealism 
could not be that the Ego freely and voluntarily posit~d 
the world of things, for far otherwise would the Ego 
will if upon it depended external existence. . . • But 
all this gave Fichte no concern. . . . It falling now to 
my lot to take up the Problem of Philosophy at the 
point where Fichte had left it, I bad above all to see 
how that undeniable and inevitable necessity" (with 
which its representations of the external world confront 
the Ego), "which Fichte only seeks as it were to scold 
away with words, could be united with the Fichtean 
notions, with the asserted absolute substance of the 
Ego. It soon became clear that the external world is 
certainly only here for me, so far as J myself am 
here and conscious to myself (that is self-evident), but 
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that also conversely, in the act of self-presentation, I 
am conscious that, along with the revealed I am1 I find 
also the world already-there-existing, that thus in 
no case does the already conscious Ego produce the world. 
Nothing, however, prevented the receding 'vith this now 
self-conscious Ego to a moment when it u·as not yet 
conscious of itself, and the assuming a region beyond the 
present consciousness, and an activity which no longer 
itself. but cmly through its result, comes into conscious
ness." (Cf. also Schelling's W erke, Abth. i. Bd. 3, S. 
348, 349.) The circumstance, that Schelling had to 
derive the notion of the Unconscious from the hypothesis 
of the Fichtean Idealism, is probably the reason why 
his many fine observations concerning this conception 
exerted so little influence on the culture of his time, 
since the latter needed an empirical derivation in order 
to perceive its necessity. Besides the passage previously 
quoted when speaking of Leibniz other citations will be 
made from Schelling in the course of our inquiries. At 
this point I must content myself with transcribing the 
following suggestive remark (Werke, i. 3, p. 624) :-"In 
all, even the commonest and most everyday production, 
there co-operates with the conscious an unconscious 
activity." The working out of this principle in the dif
ferent departments of empirical psychology would have 
supplied an a posterwri foundation for the notion of the 
Unconscious. Schelling, however (except in the case of 
<esthetic production), not only failed to do this, but he even 
asserts elsewhere (Werke, i 3, p. 349): "The resthetic alone 
is such an activity" (one at the same time conscious and 
unconscious). 

Nevertheless, with what purity and depth Schelling in 
his original thinking had seized the notion of the U n
conscious is proved by the following important passage 
(i. 3, p. 6oo): "This eternally Uncon8CimtS, which, as were 
it the eternal sun in the kingdom of spirits, is hidden by its 
own untroubled light, and although itself never becoming 
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Ohject, impresses its identity on all free actions, is \vi that 
tltt- same for all intelligents, the invisible root of which 
all intelligencies are only the powers, and the eternal 
mediator between the self-determining subjective in us 
and the objective or intuited, at once the ground of con
formity to law in freedom, and of freedom in conformity 
to law." He denotes by this mode of expression what 
Fichte named the substantial Knowledge without con
sciousness, or the impersonal God as Unity of infinite 
Reason and infinite Will, a unity embracing the many 
individual wills with their finite reason. Schelling too 
went so far as in I So I to fix upon the absolute Reason 
as the first and highest principle of his Philosophy of 
Identity, and therewith to give a concrete realisation to 
his " eternally Unconscious," to which in the year I 809 
be added the Will as a principle of even higher import
ance (i. 7, 350). 

As in the course of Schelling's historical development 
the Idealism of Fichte retreated into the background, so 
did the conception of the Unconscious experience the 
same fate. Whilst in the Transcendental Idealism it 
plays a leading part, in the writings which appeared soon 
after it is hardly even mentioned, and later still it 
disappears almost entirely. The mystical Philosophy of 
Nature also of Schelling's school, which (especially 
Schubert) is so much occupied with the sphere of the 
Unconscious, has, so far as I know, nowhere concerned 
itself with a development and examination of this concep
tion. Far better did the divining poet-mind of Jean Paul 
Friedrich Richter know how to appreciate Schelling's Un
conscious, and we quote the following passages from his 
last, unfinished work "Selina: " " Our measurements of 
the rich territory of the Me are far too small or narrow 
when we omit the immense realm of the Unconscious, 
this real interior Africa in every sense. In every second 
only a few illuminated mountain-tops of the whole wide 
gloLe of memory are turned towards the 111ind, and all 
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the rest of the world remains in shadow." "Nothing is 
left for the receptacle and throne of the vital energies 
but the great kingdom of the Unconsci<nu in the soul 
itself." " In the case of certain men we immediately 
survey the whole cultivated soul, even to the borderland 
marked by emptiness and sterility; but the kingdom of 
the Uncon~, at once a kingdom of the unfathomable 
and the immeasurable, which possesses and rules every 
human mind, makes the barren rich and pushes back 
their boundaries into the invisible." " Is it not a con
solatory thought, this concealed wealth in our soul ? 
May we not hope that we perhaps unconsciously love 
God more heartily than we know, and that a calm instinct 
for the second world works in us, while we yet con
sciously g-ive ourselves up so entirely to the external 
one ? " "We see indeed daily how the conscious be
comes the unconscious, how the soul without conscious
ness guides the fingers according to the laws of harmony, 
whilst it incites consciousness to new relations and actions. 
When we behold the complicated relations of muscle and 
nerve, we are astonished at contractions and pressures of 
the most delicate kind without conscious volition." 

In Hegel, just as in Schelling's later works, the notion 
of the Unconscious does not clearly appear, except in the 
introduction to the lectures on the "Philosophy of His
tory," where he reproduces the ideas of Schelling on this 
suhject, quoted below in Chap. B. x. Nevertheless Hegel's 
absolute IDEA, in its pure selfhood, before its unfolding 
into Nature, thus also before its return to itself as Spirit, 
in that condition in which it is the unveiled Truth, the 
Godhead, as it were, in its eternal essence before the 
creation of the world and a finite mind, thoroughly agrees 
with Schelling's "eternally Unconscious," if it is also only 
one aspect of the same, viz., the logical or the ideational, 
coincident with Fichte's "substantial knowledge," and his • 
infinite Reason devoid of consciousness. With Hegel, too, 
Thought only attnins to consciousness when, through the 

--/ 
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mean of its externalisation into Nature, it passes from 
ruere being-in-self to being-for-self, and having become an 
object to itself, has come to itself as spirit. The Hegelian 
God as starting-point is at first being per se and uncon
scious, only God as result is being "for-self" and con
scious, is Spirit. That the attaining-to-being-for-self, the 
becoming-an-object to self is really a coming-to-conscious
ness, is clearly expressed by Hegel in vol. xiii. pp. 3 3 and 
46 of his collected works. The theory of the Unconscious 
is the necessary, if also hitherto for the most part only 
tacit presupposition. of every objective or absolute Idealism, 
which is not unambiguously Theism. Every metaphysic 
which looks upon the IDEA as the prius of Nature (from 
which again the subjective mind arises) must think the 
IDEA as unconscious, so long as it is still plastic and has 
not yet emerged from its being before and in Nature 
into intuitive consciousness in the subjective mind,
unless the shaping IDEA take the form of the conscious 
thought of a self-conscious God As highest form of 
absolute Idealism, Hegeli4nism most certainly has to yield 
to this necessity, since its IDEA is something very different 
from the conscious thought of an originally self-conscious 
God ; rather " God" is only a convenient name for the 
(self-unfolding) IDEA. 

It may be said, therefore, that the theme of the present 
book is mainly the elevation of Hegel's unconscious Philo
sophy of the Unconscious into a conscious one (cf. my 
essay, "Ueber die nothwendige Umbildung der Hegel'
schen Philosophie aus ihrem Grundprincip heraus," in 
the "Gesammelte philosoph. Abhandlungen," No. II., 
Berlin, C. Duncker). But also all those who, influenced 
more or less by Plato and Hegel, generally assume 
ouly IDEAS as the moulding principles of Nature and 
History, and a guiding objective Reason revealing itself 
in the world-process, without being willing to confess to 
a self-conscious God-creator, all these are already uncon
scious adherents of the Philosophy of the Unconscious. 
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The task of an author of the same way of thinking, when 
addressing sympathetic readers, can have no other object 
than to show what consequences flow from the principles 
they have adopted, and to confirm them in their opinions 
by the most cogent reasoning. 

Sclwpenhauer acknowledges as metaphysical principle 
only the Will, whilst Ideation is, according to him, a 
cerebral product in a materialistic sense-an assertion not 
made clearer by the explanation that the matter of the 
brain is merely the visibility of a (blind, that is unthink
ing) Will. The Will, the sole metaphysical principle· of 
Schopenhauer, is therefore, of course, an unconscious Will. 
Thought, on the other band, which with him is only the 
phenomenon of a metaphysical principle, and therefore, as 
thought, not itself metaphysical, can, even where it is 
unconscious, never be comparable with the unconscious 
Idea of Schelling, which I myself place by the s·ide of 
unconscious Will, as metaphysical principle of equal value. 
But also, apart from this distinction of the metaphysical 
and phenomenal, the " unconscious rumination," of which 
Scbopenhauer speaks in two passages, which are in per
fect accord (W. a W. u. V. 3, Auft. ii. S. 148, and Parerga-
2 Aufl. S. 59), and which he assigns to the interior of 
the brain, refers indeed only to the obscure and confused 
ideas of Leibniz and Kant-ideas which are too weakly 
illuminated by the light of consciousness to stand out 
clearly, which are thus merely below the threshold of 
distinct consciousness, and are differentiated from the 
clearly conscious ideas only in degree (not essentially). 
Scbopenhauer thus gets no nearer the true conception of 
the absolutely unconscious idea in these two aper<:us 
(which for the rest have had no influence on his philo
sophy) than in another place, where he speaks of the 
separate consciousness of subordinate nerve-centres in 
the organism (W. a W. u. V., ii. 291). An opening for 
the true, absolutely unconscious idea is certainly afforded 
by the system of Schopenhauer, but only at the point 
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where it becomes faithless to itself and self-contradictory, 
when the Idea, which is originally only another kind of 
intuition of the cerebral intellect, becomes a metaphy
sical entity, preceding and conditioning real individuation 
(cf. the essay, "Ueber die nothwendige Umbildung der 
Schopenhauer'schen Philosophic aus ihrem Grundprincip 
heraus," in my " Gesammelte philosophische Abhand
lungen," No. Ill, Berlin, C. Duncker, I 8 7 2 ). Schopen
hauer himself, however, shows no apprehension of this, 
so that, for example, it does not occur to him to bring 
forward the IDEA to explain the adaptation of means 
to ends in Nature, which rather in genuine idealistic 
fashion he regards as a merely subjective appearance, 
arising through the disruption of the One Reality into 
the co-existence and suceession of Space and Time, 
whereby essential unity is revealed in the form of 
a teleological relation essentially non-existent, so that 
it would be to turn things upside down to seek Reason 
in the purposive activity of Nature. But in this 
he altogether fails to perceive that the unconscious Will 
of Nature eo ipso presupposes an unconscious Idea as goal, 
content, or object of itself, without which it would be 
empty, indefinite, and objectless. Accordingly, in the 
acute and instructive observations on instinct, sexual 
love, life of the species, &c., the unconscious Will com
ports itself precisely as if it were bound up with uncon
scious representation, without Schopenhauer knowing or 
admitting it. To be sure Schopenhauer, who as all philo
sophers and human nature generally in mature life im
perceptibly gravitated more and more from Idealism 
to Realism, secretly felt a certain compulsion to take the 
step which Schelling long ago had taken beyond Fichte, 
the step from subjective to objective Idealism ; but he 
himself could not summon up sufficient courage to disavow 
decidedly the standpoint of his youth (in particular, the 
first book of his chief work), and left this task to his dis
ciples (Frauenstiidt, Bahnsen). Accordingly we only find 
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a few hints, which, carried further, would have changed 
the whole character of his system, e.g., the passage 
"Parerga," 2d edit. iL 29 I (to which Freiherr du Prel 
has referred in Cotba's " Deutscher Vierteljahrsschrift," 
No. I 29), where he suggests the possibility, that after 
death a higher form of the incognitive consciousness might 
be added to the " intrinsically incognitive Will," devoiu 
of the contrast of subject and object. But now every 
consciousness is eo ipso consciousness of an object with 
more or less clearly conscious reference to the correlative 
notion of subject, therefore a consciousness in which this 
opposition ceases is inconceivable; but an unconscious 
cognition without this object were conceivable, and 
Scbopenhauer very nearly approached it in his descrip
tion of the intuitive idea (W. a. W. u. V., i § 34; cf. also 
my above-named essay). It must therefore be granted 
that Schopenhauer divined the truth, but gave it a faulty 
expression, and thereby was prevented from inserting 
this conception in his system in its only possible place. 
His odious prejudice against Schelling alone hindered him 
from finding in that writer the very thing be wanted, and 
that which in the passage alluded to he vainly st.ruggles 
to obtain. 

Only after these citations from European philosophers 
do I venture to refer to the Oriental philosophy, parti
cularly that of the Vedas. As it is characteristic of the· 
Oriental mind to be less systematic in its thinking but 
quicker in divining the occult, and to be more open to the 
slight whispers of genius, there are in the philosophical 
systems of the Hindoos and the Chinese yet unlifted 
treasures, in which we are often surprised to find anti
cipated the results of many thousand years of Western 
development. In the philosophy of the Vedas the 
Absolute is called Brahma, and has the three attributes 
Sat (being, substantiality), C'it (absolute unconscious 
knowledge), and Amanda (intellectual rapture). As 
absolute Knowingness, Brahma is called C'aitanja (Scho-
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penhauer's eternal Eye of the world, absolute subject of 
knowledge, at the same time intelligible Ego of all per
cipient individuals, Kiitasta-Giva Saksin). The identity 
of the real and the ideal is most emphatically asserted ; 
for if the ideal were not the real, it would be unreal, and 
if the real were not the ideal, it would be degraded to 
dead matter without sustaining force (Graul, Tamulische 
Bibliothek, vol. i p. 7 8, No. 141 ). " There is no dis
tinctWn. of lcnower, knowledge, and knowable in tlw hightst 
mind, (rather) this (Brahma) is illuminated by itself in 
virtue of its own essence, which is spirit and bliss" 
(ibid., p. 188, No. 40). "Teacher.-That purely spiritual 
C'aitanja perceives all bodies. Since, however, l1e is not 
himself body, he is also perceived in nothing. Pupil.
IC be, although knowledge, is yet rognised by nothing, 
how can he be l•nowkdge 1 Teacher.-The syrup-juice 
also does not bring itself into experience, yet in virtue 
of the senses different from that juice which perceive it, 
we say that it is of a sweet nature. So one cannot doubt 
that knowledge belongs to the self which perceives all 
things (as its substance). Pupil.-Is then Brahma a 
somewhat that is perceived or that is not perceived ? 
Teacher.-Neither. That which lies beyond (above these 
two categories) (substantial knowledge), that is Brahma. 
Pupil.-How then can we perceive it ? Teacher.
That is just as if somebody should say: Have I speech 
or not 7 Although thy essence be !.."'!lowledge, dost thou 
yet ask : How is knowledge 7 Art thou not ashamed ? " 
(ibid., p. 148, No. 2). Absolute knowledge is, ac
cording to this, neither conscious of itself (because 
then without distinction of subject and object), nor 
immediately conscious to another, because it lies be-

, yond the sphere of the directly discernible. Still it is 
"'-- existentially cognisable by us, because in all knowledge 

it is that which knows, in all perception that which 
perceives, and is even intrinsically cognoscible, if only 
negatively (according to the foregoing examination), as 
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un-conscious and un-limited knowledge. The Unconscious 
has, in fact, been as clearly and exactly characterised in this 
old Indian book of the Vedanta philosophy (Pan~dMa
prakarana) as by any of the latest European thinkers. 

Returning now to the latter, we may cite Herbart, 
who understands by " non-conscio\19 ideas" such " as 
are in consciousness without our being aware of them" 
(Werke, v. p. 342), i.e., without our "observing them to 
be ours and referring them to the Ego," or, in other 
words, without connecting them with sdf-C<YTUJC'iousness. 
There is no danger of this conception being confounded 
with the true Unconscious ; but there is another notion 
of Herbart's which must be noticed on account of the 
application of it by Fechner, viz., that " of ideas below 
the threshold of consciousness," which only stand for an 
endea'VOUr after representation more or less removed from 
realisation, but themselves are " by no means actual re
presentation," rather signify for consciousness less than 
nothing, -~·an impossible quantity" (Her bart, :Works, v. 
pp. 339-342). Herbart arrives at this rather puzzling 
conception through his desire to retain, in the spirit 
of Leibniz, a gradual continuity in the passage from 
actual ideas to the slumbering. ideas of memory, and 
conversely, as well as the possibility of a reciprocal 
action of these slumbering ideas, without condescending 
to a materialistic mode of explanation of these processes, 
in the sense of seeing in them only material cerebral 
processes of a strength insufficient for excitation of con
sciousness. 

But now, at the present stage of science, it is not 
difficult to see that the so-called slumbering ideas of 
memory are not ideas in actu, in activity, but merely 
dispositWn.s of the brain facilitating the reYival of ideas. 
As a string, whe1i caused to sound by aerial vibrations, 
always yields the same note, the note A or C, for instance, 
if it be attuned to A or C ; so does one or another idea 
arise more easily in the brain, according as the distribution 

WLL C 
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and tension of the cerebral molecules induces a more 
ready response with one or another kind of vibrations 
on an appropriate stimulus. And just as the string 
does not respond merely to homologous vibrations, but 
also to those which only slightly differ from or are 
simply related to its own ; so the vibrations of the pre
disposed molecules of a cerebral cell are not aroused 
merely by one kind of vibratory impulse, but also by 
stimuli slightly disproportional or harmonically related 
to the predisposition (a connection discernible in the laws 
of association of ideas). What tuning is to the string, is 
the permanent change, which a vivid idea leaves behind it 
in distribution and tension of the molecules, to the brain. 
Although these cerebral predispositions are of the highest 
importance, since the quality of the feeling with which the 
mind reacts depends on the form of the brain-waves, (on 
the one hand all memory depending on them, and on the 
other the cltaracte1· of the individual being essentially 
conditioned by the sum of the various inherited predis
positions-cf. Chap. C. x.), still such an arrangement of 
passive material molecules, favouring the genesis of certain 
ideas, cannot be termed Ideation, albeit it may, according 
to circumstances, co-operate as condition in the production 
of an idea, and, indeed, of a conscious idea. But now, as 
the endless continuance of vibrations once excited in the 
brain is out of the question, (for the powerful resistances 
there encountered must put an end to every movement 
in a finite, and indeed tolerably brief time), Herbart's 
unconscious condition of the idea could only obtain 
within the limits, which are fixed on the one band by the 
cessation of movement, and on the other by the cessation 
of conscious representation with unarrested movement of 
the cerebral vibrations, supposing the two limits not to 
coincide. The question then is: ( 1.) Do all degrees of 
intensity of cerebral vibrations give rise to ideation, or 
does ideation only commence when a certain degree of 
intensity is reached? and (2.) Is a conscious mental state 
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excited by cerebral vibrations of any intensity, or only 
by those of a certain strength ? 

Fechner has approached these questions in his cele
brated work "Psychophysik." His train of thought is as 
follows: It is not every sensuous stimulus that causes 
sensation, but only a stimulus of a certain amount, which 
is called the threshold of stimulation ; e.g., a sounding bell 
is heard only at a certain uistance. If several homogeneous 
stimuli, imperceptible when taken singly, are added to
gether, there arises conscious sensation, as in the case of 
several distant bells sounding simultaneously which would 
not be separately heard, or the rustling of the leaves in 
the forest. It might be suggested that the stimulus 
below the threshold produces no sensation, for the simple 
reason that it is not strong enough to overcome the re
sistance offered in the sense-organ and nerves as far as the 
central organ, but that the mind reacts with the appro
priate sensation on the smallest stimulus when the latter 
has reached the centre itself. This nssumption alone, 
however, is not sufficient, since it does not fit the case 
of differential sensation. For homogeneous stimuli, when · 
varying in intensity, arouse different sensations ; but here, 
too, the variations must exceed a certain degree (the 
threshold of differential stimulation), if the sensations arc 
to be perceived as different. Here clearly the resistances 
of the nerve-fibres cannot be made responsible for the 
phenomenon, since each of the sensations is large enough 
to overcome them. On the other hand, different principles 
cannot be set up for the threshold of simple stimulation 
and the threshold of differential stimulation, since the 
first is reducible to the second case, when in the latter 
one stimulus = 0. Consequently there only remains the 
assumption that the vibrations at tlte centre must exceed 
a certain degree before feeling ensues. What here 
holds good for sensation holds of course for every other 
mental state, and thus the second question is decided. 
It remains to ascertain whether the stimuli below the 
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threshold cause the mind to react at all, the result being 
unconscious sensation or idea, or whether the mind's re
action only begins at the threshold. 

Let us hear Fechner further. The so-called Law of 
Weber runs, " Constant differences in the intensities of 
homogeneous sensations correspond to constant quotients 
of their respective stimuli ; " and the highly ingenious for-

mula hence derived by Fechner is '1 = k log~. where '1 is 

the sensation following on the stimulus /3, b the threshold 
of stimulation, i.e., the value of the stimulus, which 
being exceeded '1 exceeds the value 0, and k is a con
stant, which contains the relation of the measuring units 
of t3 and '1· (J. J . Muller gives a very interesting teleo
logical deduction of this formula in the "Proceedings of 
the Royal Academy of Sciences of Saxony," I 2th De
cember I 8 70, where he shows that only by assu·n~ing tiL is 
relation between stimulus and sensation is "the difference 
of sensation conditioned by diversity of stimuli indepen
dent of the excitability, and the difference of seusatiou 
conditioned by diversity of excitability independent of the 
stimulus," two conditions on which alone consciousness is 
in a position to keep asunder, and thereby to recognise, the 
effects due to the stimuli and the excitability respectively.) 
If now f3 becomes smaller than b, i.e., the intensity less 
than the threshold-value of the stimulus, '1 becomes nega
tive, and sinks as much below 0, as f3 sinks below b (with 
f3=0 '1 is= - oo). 

These negative ry's now Fechner calls " unconscintu 
sensations," with the full consciousness, however, of hav
ing only employed a license of speech, to signify that the 
sensation '1 is the more removed . from reality the further 
'1 sinks below 0, i.e., that an ever greater increment of 
stimulation is requit-ed in order first to restore the zero 
,·alue of '1• and then to recall the latter to the limit of 
reality. The negative sign before '1 accordingly signifies 
here (as elsewhere often the imaginary) the insolubility 
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of the problem, from the given quantity of a stimulus to 
calculate a sensation. 

The real meaning of the negative sign, Fechner very 
properly says, can only be disclosed by the comparison of 
the rational calculation with the explained facts. Accord
ingly he dismisses the common illustration of heat and 
cold as not to the point, and discountenances the alge
braic summation of positive and negative 7's, as being 
no less inadmissible than operating with positive and 
negative pieces of surface in calculating areas by means 
of rectangular co-ordinates. 

" Mathematically the opposition of the signs can just 
as well be referred to the contrast of reality and non
reality, as of increment and decrement or directions. In 
the system of polar co-ordinates it signifies the opposi
tion of reality and non-reality of a line, but in such a 
way that greater negative values mean a greater distance 
from reality than smaller ones. There cannot be tl1e 
lesst objection to transfer to sensation as function of 
a stimulus that which is valid for the radius vector ns 
function of an angle" (Psychophysik, ii. p. 40 ). What 
holds good here for the algebraic expression of the func
tion, holds, of course, also for its geometrical illustration 
by a curve, where again the visible connection of the 
positive and negative part might warp the judgment. It 
is clear that it is difficult to find a significant expression for 
the negative 7's which would not give rise to misunder
standing. Perhaps the best course would be to say, without 
more ado, " unreal sensation." However, Fechner is not to 
he reproached for the arbitrary use of the phrase "uncon
scious sensation," since he is not aware of, or at any 
rate does not recognise, our positive signification of the 
Unconscious. What is worse is that Fechner was after
wards so inconsequent as to allow himself to be deceived 
by the continuity of the geometrical curves below the 
threshold, and to speak of a real connection of the con
sciousnesses of different individuals below the threshold. 
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I have entered into this matter at such length, because 
I desired to protect myself against any confusion of my 
view of the Unconscious with Fechner's conception of 
unconscious sensation, and to pay at the same time my 
tribute of respect to his excellent work. I also wished 
to avail myself of the opportunity of making the reader 
acquainted with the conception of the Threshold, which 
is of importance in very dissimilar departments of science, 
and which we, too, cannot dispense with in our inquiries. 
That for the rest the stimulation of the brain must be of 
a certain intensity, in order to compel the mind to react 
at all, is teleologically quite comprehensible; for what 
would become of us poor wretches, if we were obliged 
continually to react. on the infinite quantity of infinitely 
small stimuli, which incessantly play around us? But if 
the mind once reacts on a cerebral stimulus, consciousness 
is also eo epso given, as will be shown in Chap. C. iii. In 
that case these reactions can no longer remain unconscious. 
If hereupon any one should have recourse to the theory 
of the infinitely little consciousness, he would find that 
theory refuted by experiments, showing that conscious 
sensation decreases continuously down to the zero point, 
to which the threshold of stimulation corresponds, thus, 
in fact, successively possessing the infinitely small values 
abO'Ve the threslwld, where an infinitely little consciousness 
is actually found, but at the threshold itself becoming 
0, i.e., absolutely uasing. I refer for confirmation to 
Fechner's work. 

The conception of the Unconscious bas not as yet been 
much introduced into Natural &ience. An honourable 
exception to the indifference of scientific men is afforded 
Ly the well-known physiologist Carus, whose works 
" Psyche " and "Physis" are substantially an investiga
tion of the Unconscious in its relations to corporeal and 
mental life. How far he has succeeded in his attempt, 
and how much I have borrowed from him in my own 
work, I leave to the judgment of the reader. I only 
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add, that the idea of the Unconscious is purely pre
sented by this writer, free from every infinitely little con
sciousness. Besides the works of Carus, the notion of 
the Unconscious has obtained recognition in a few special 
disquisitions, a recognition, however, seldom extending 
beyond the sphere of the particular inquiry. Thus, e.g., 
Perty, in his book "Ueber das Seelenleben der Thiere" 
(Leipzig and Heidelberg, I 86 5 ), fiods himself drawn on 
to a derivation of instinct from unconscious movements, 
and likewise Wundt, in his "Beitriige zur Theorie der 
Sinneswahrnehmung" (Leipzig and Heidelberg, I 862; also 
in Henle's and Pfeuffer's " Zeitschr. f. ration. Medicin," 
1 8 58 and I 8 59), admits the necessity of referring the 
origin of sensuous perception and of consciousness in 
general to unconscious logical processes, "since the pro
cesses of perception are of an unconscious nature, and 
only their remits are wont to appear in consciousness" 
(ibid., p. 436). 

" The suggestion of the logical character of the processes 
of perception," he says, " is a hypothesis of no lower order 
than any other assumption which we make in reference to 
the ground of natural phenomena; it possesses the essen
tial reqnirement of every well-grounded theory, that it be 
nt once the simplest and 11Wst appropriate expression under 
which the facts of observation can be subsumed" (p. 437). 
" If the first act of apprehension, which yet belongs to the 
sphere of the unconscious life, is already a process of in
ference, the law of logical development is thereby shown to 
hold even for this unconscious life ; it is proved that there 
is not merely a conscious, but also an unconscious thinking. 
We believe we have hereby completely proved that the 
assumption of unconscious logical processes is not merely 
competent to explain the results of the processes of percep
tion, but that it in fact also correctly declares the real nature 
of these processes, although the processes themselves are not 
accessible to immediate observation" (p. 438). Wundt 
is well aware that the expression " unconscious inference" 
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is an improper one; "only when translated into conscious 
life does the psychical process of perception take the form 
of inference" (p. 169 ). The unconsciously logical processes 
are carried on "with a certainty and regularity" which 
would be impossible in conscious inference, where there 
exists tl1e possibility of error (p. 169). "Our mind is 
so happily designed that it prepares for us the most 
important foundations of cognition, whilst we have not 
the slightest apprehension of the modu,s operandi. This 
unconscious soul, like a benevolent stranger, works and 
makes provision for our benefit, pouring only the mature 
fruits into our laps" (p. 37 s). 

Helmholtz adopts this view in essentials, although, 
more cautious than Wundt, he occupies himself solely with 
the external aspect of the matter. At all events, he admits 
this much : " We must diverge somewhat from the beaten 
track of psychological analysis, in order to satisfy our
selves, that we have here to do with the same sort of 
mental activity that is opemtive in inferences commonly 
so called" (Popular Scientific Lectures, ii. p. 92). He 
finds the difference to consist only in the external cir
cumstance, that conscious conclusions are wrought out by 
means of words (which does not meet the case of animals 
and the deaf and dumb), whilst the unconscious inferences 
or inductions have only to do with sensations, images of 
memory, and intuitions (where it is not obvious why the 
latter should " never" be " expressible in the usual form 
of a logically analysed inference "). Helmholtz deserves 
especial praise for expressly pointing to the fact that con
scious inferences, after the requisite material of repre
Rentation has been fully supplied and elaborated, thrust 
themselves upon us precisely like unconscious inferences, 
" without any exertion on our part" (i.e., on the part of 
our own consciousness), with all the energy of an external 
natural force (p. 9 5 ). Independently of the aforemen
tioned, Zollner also found himself driven to the assumption 
of unconscious inferences for an explanation of those 
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pseudoscopic phenomena which defy a merely physiological 
explanation. (Cf. Poggendorf's Annalen, 186o, vol ex. p. 
soo tr., and his recent work, "On the Nature of Comets; 
Contributions to the History and Theory of Knowledge," 
2d ed., Leipzig, 18 7 2.) Further, we are vividly reminded 
of Wundt's unconscious soul, which works for us like 
another being, when .Bastian begins his "Contributions to 
Comparative Psychology" (Berlin, I 868) with the words 
(p. 1 ), "That it is not we who think, but that it thinks in 
1u, is clear to him who is wont to pay attention to the 
internal processes." This "it" lies, however, as appears 
from pp. 1 20, 121, in particular, in the Unconscious. 
However, this investigator does not attempt to do more 
than throw out some rather v&.ocrue suggestions. 

In the current treatment of History, likewise, there are 
indications that the achievements of Schelling and Hegel 
(of which we shall speak in Chap. B. x.) have not yet 
been quite forgotten at the present day. Thus Freitag 
says, in the preface to the first volume of his " Bilder aus 
der deutschen Vergangenheit," 5th ed., vol. i. pp. 23, 24: 
" All great creations of popular force,-ancestral religion, 
custom, law, polity,-are to us no longer the outcome of 
individual effort; they are organic products of a higher life, 
which in every age only attains manifestation through the 
medium of the individual, and in all ages gathers up into 
itself the spiritual wealth of individuals into a mighty 
whole. • . • Thus one may speak, without intending 
anything mystical, of a national soul. • • • But no longer 
ccnacious, not so purposive (?) and rational as the volition 
of the individual man, is this life of the people. All that 
is free and rational in history is the achievement of in
dividuals ; the national energy works untiringly with tl1e 
dark compulsion of a primitive power, and its spiritual 
productivity sometimes corresponds in a surprising man
ner to the jormati1:e proCWJCs of the silently creative 
forcu of nature, which urge stem, leaves, and blossom out 
of the seed-grain of the plant." It is the same thought 
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cm·ied further, that underlies the works of Lazarus on 
"Volkerpsychologie" (cf. my essay, "Ueber das Wesen 
des Gesammtgeistes," in the " Gesammelte philosophische 
Abhandlungen," No. v.) 

In ..Esthetics, Carriere in particular has laid stress on 
tl1e importance of unconscious mental activity, and, sup
porting himself on Schelling, shows the interposition of 
conscious and unconscious mental activity to be indis
pensable for every artistic achievement. An interesting 
contribution to the Unconscious in lEsthetics is made by 
ROtscher in an essay on the Demonic (in his "Dramatur
gische und iisthetische Abhandlungen"). Of the various 
ways in which the conception of the Unconscious has 
been turned to account since the appearance of the first 
edition of the present work, no notice can, of course, be 
taken here. 
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II. 

HOW DO WE CO~IE TO ASSUME A~ AIM IN NATURE? 

ONE of the most important and familiar manifestations 
of the Unconscious is Instinct, and the conception of 
Instinct rests on that of Purpose. .An examination of 
the latter is therefore indispensable to our inquiry, and 
as it does not well fit into Section .A., I have relegated 
it to the Introduction. It is possible that the ensuing 
treatment will incur the reproach of aridity ; and any 
one with an aversion for discussions involving calculations 
of probability may, if already convinced of the val:dity 
of the assumption of an Aim in Nature, pass over the 
present chapter. But I cannot refrain from adding that 
the way in which this important problem is here resolved, 
at least on its formal side, is, so far as I know, both novel 
and also the only possible one. 

The notion of Design has played a highly important 
part in the speculations of many great thinkers, and ·has 
formed the foundation of a considerable portion of their 
systems ; as in the case of .Aristotle and Leibniz. Kant 
was, of course, obliged to deny its reality outside conscious 
thought, as he did not admit the reality of time (cf. 
Trendelenburg, "Logische Untersuchungen," chap. viii. 5). 
Modem Materialism likewise denies its reality, because 
it refuses to admit the existence of mind apart from an 
animal brain. In our modern physical science the notion 
of Design, chiefly through the influence of Bacon, has 
rightly fallen into discredit, because it had so often served 
as the convenient resource of indolent reasoners to avoid 
the arduous search after efficient causes, and because in 
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the part of natural science concerned with matter alone, 
Design as a spiritual cause must necessarily be excluded. 
Spinoza was completely blinded to the fact of Purpose in 
Nature, because he believed final causality to be in con
tradiction with logical necessity, whereas it is in truth 
identical with it (Chap. C. xv. 3). Darwinism denies 
adaptation in Nature, not as fact, it is true, but as principle, 
and thinks itself able to comprel1end the fact as ruult of 
mindless eausality; as if Causality itself were anything 
more than a logical necessity, discernible by us only as 
fact (not on the side of the internal principle), and as if 
the adaptation, actually manifested as result at the end 
of a series of events, must not have been from the very 
first the prius of these adjustments as plan or principle! 
But if, on the one hand, so great and honest a spirit as 
Spinoza could look in Nature's face and deny Design, if, 
on the other hand, Purpose seems to others to play a 
part so important, and even the freethinking Voltaire 
does not venture to explain away the evidence of an 
Aim in Nature, however inconvenient and incompatible 
with the rest of his opinions its admission might be, there 
must indeed be something very peculiar about the idea. 

The notion of a purposed End is derived in the first 
instance from the experience of our own conscious mental 
activity. My end is a future event imagined and willed 
by me, the realisation of which I am not in a position to 
bring about directly, but only through a chain of causa
tion (means). If I do not imagine the future occurrence, 
it does not exist for me; if I do not will it, I do not 
purpose it; it is indifferent or repugnant to me. If I 
can directly realise it, the causal link, the means, falls 
away, and along with it disappears also the notion of 
a designed end (which is only the term of a relation 
the other member of which is the concept, means), for 
action then follows immediately upon volition. When I 
see that I am not able to realise my will directly, and 
recognise the means as efficient cause of the end, the 
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willing of the end becomes to me a motive, i.e., efficient 
cause for the willing of the means ; this in its turn 
becomes efficient cause for the realisation of the means 
through my act, and the realised means becomes efficient 
cause of the realisation of the end. Thus we have a 
triple causality with the four terms: Willing of the end, 
willing of the means, realising of the means, realising of 
the end. Only in rare cases is all this confined to the . 
parely subjective mental sphere, e.g., in the composition 
of a poem, the elaboration in the mind of any artistie 
conception, or other mental effort. More commonly we 
find three of the four different modes of causality imme
diately presented, namely, causality between mental and 
mental event (willing of the end, willing of the means), 
mental and mate~al event (willing and realisation of the 
means), and between material and material event (means 
and end). The fourth kind of causality too, that between 
material and mental event, also often occurs ; it lies then, 
however, before the beginning of our reflection in the 
motivation of the willing of the end through impressions 
of sense. It is, therefore, evident that the union of willed 
and realised end, or final causation, is by no means some
thing existing by the side of or even despite causality, 
but that it is only a particular combination of different 
kinds of causality, such that the first and last terms are 
identical, only the one ideal and the other real, the one 
presented in the willed idea, the other in reality. Far 
from destroying the exceptionless character of the law of 
causation, it rather presupposes it, and that too not only 
between matter and matter, but also between mind and 
matter, and mind and mind. It denies freedom to the 
single empirical mental act, and brings it too under the 
necessity of the law of causality. This may be the first 
word towards coming to an understanding with the oppo
nents of the doctrine of final causes. 

Let us assume that l\1 has been observed to be an 
efficient cause of Z, and let all the material circumstances 
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tt.n. existing at the moment of the occurrence of M hav~ 
be_en ascertained Further, let the proposition be ad
mitted that M must have a sufficient efficient cause. 
Now three cases are possible: either the sufficient cause 
of M is contained in n.n., or certain other circumstances, 
but those material, which have escaped observation, are 
still wanting, or, lastly, the sufficient cause of M is not to 
be found on the material plane, consequently must be 
sought in the spiritual sphere. The second case con
tradicts the assumption, that all the material circum
stances, which immediately preceded the occurrence of 
M, are contained in n.n. If such a condition is, strictly 
speaking, incapable of being satisfied, since the whole 
position of the system of the world would have to be 
taken into account, yet it is easy to see that the cases 
are very rare, where conditions essential to the occurrenco 
can lie outside a well-defined region, and no unessential 
circumstance need be taken note of; e.g., the circumstances 
essential to the spider's spinning nobody will look for 
outside the spider, (say) in the moon. If we then 
assume the probability, that any material circumstance 
essential to the event has not been taken note of, and 
therefore not contained in n.n., to be so small that it 
may be neglected,1 there remain only the two cases, 
that the sufficient cause is contained in n.n., or is of a 
spiritual nature. That the one or the other case must 
occur is their certainty, i.e., the sum of their probabilities 
is equal to 1 (which signifies certainty). If now the pro-

bability that M is caused by n.n. = ~. then the pro-
r l z-1· 

bability that it has a mental cause = l - - = - - ' X X 
1 It must always be remembered, able for calculation does the probable 

that events ..-e never probable, but error, which every coefficient of pro
always nece88&ry, to an omniscient bability possesses, become so great 
being, and that it is only our iguor- as to make the value of the latter illu
anoe which makea possible that un- aory. Otherwise, if theprobableerrol'tl 
certninty, which is the foundati;>n in the statement of the probl~m are 
of the calculus of probability. Only <.'on fined within moderate limita, the 
when our ignorance io utterly diH· probable error in the result ill our 
proportionatetotheknowledge avail- examples becomes inappreciable. 
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the smaller .!. becomes, the larger 3: becomes, the more 
z 

:r - 1 approaches to 1, i.e., to certainty. The probability 
;c; 

~ would become equal to 0, if we had the direct proof in 
;e 

our hands that M is not caused by n.n. ; if, for instance, 
a case could be established where n.n. is present and M 
l1as not occurred. This is certainly impossible with the 
whole of n.n., since every spiritual cause must have ma
terial connections, but we shall often succeed in eliminat
ing at least one or more of the circumstances n.n., and 
the fewer the number of the circumstances n.n. to be 
regarded, which being present the event M at any time 
occurs, the easier becomes the determination of the proba
bility that they do not contain the sufficient cause of M. 

To make the matter clearer let us take an example. 
That brooding on the egg is the cause of the young bird 
being hatched is an observed fact. The material circum
stances (n.n.) immediately preceuing the brooding (M) 
are the existence and the constitution of the egg, the 
existence and the bodily constitution of the bird, and 
the temperature of the place where the egg lies; further 
material circumstances are inconceivable. The probability 
is in the highest degree small, that these circumstances 
nre sufficient to cause the cheerful and lively bird to 
abandon its customary and instinctive way of life and to 
prompt it to a wearisome brooding over its eggs ; for 
though the increased pressure of blood in the abdomen 
may produce a heightened feeling of warmth, this is not 
diminished, but increased, through the quiet sitting in 
the warm nest on the blood-hot eggs. We already see 

that the probability.! is very small, and x - 1 approaches 
z :r; 

1. If we, however, put the question the other way, viz., 
whether a case is known to us where bird and eggs are 
the same and yet incubation does not take place, we are 
met by the case of birds which have made their nests in 
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hot forcing-houses and have omitted to brood, just as the 
ostrich hatches its eggs only in the night--in hot Nigritia 
not at all. Accordingly of the circumstances n.n., bird and 
eggs are obviously not sufficient causes of the brooding (M), 
and there remains as the only material circumstance, which 
could avail to make the cause sufficient or complete, the 
temperature of the nest. No one will think it probable 
that the lower temperature is the direct occasion of the 
incubation, consequently for the particular event the 
existence of a spiritual cause, through which alone the 
ascertained influence of temperature on the event can be 
thought to be brought about, becomes as good as certain, 
although at the same time the question of the precise 
nature of this spiritual cause still remains open. 

The estimation of the probability is not always as easy 
ns in this instance, and very rarely when M is simple will 
it approach so near to certainty. In lieu thereof we are 
usually helped by the circumstance that M, the observed 
cause of Z, for the most part is not simple, but consists 
of different independent 1 events, P1, P2, P3, P., &c. If we 
now, again, in the first instance, leave on one side the 
question whether all the essential material circumstances 
have been taken into account, we have to ascertain: 

The probability, 
1 

that P1 bas its sufficient cause in n.n. =
P1 

" 
pll 

" " 
1 

" P'l 

J> 1 

" " " " --s 
Ps 

" P. " 
, 1 

" --
P• 

1 To ascertain the actual indepm- application, however, does not here 
dmu of the co-oper.lting conditions concern ue, where we are only deal
in any gi\·en C&lle mo.y often l..e very ing with the establishment of the 
difficult, and a mo.in source of error. fonnalside of the purposive tbousht
Thia mattrial difficulty in practical proceu. 
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Hence the probability, that M has its sufficient cause 

in n.n. = 1 ; for M is the sum of the events 
Pt Pt PaP• 

P1, P20 P., P,; consequently, if M is to be produced by 
n.n., bot/r, P1, and P2, also P8, P,; must at the same time 
be produced by n.n. This probability is, however, the 
product of the several probabilitiiS. (If, e.g., on the first 

throw of a die, the probability of throwing 2 ... i· on the 

second likewise = ~· the probability of throwing 2 with 

both dice at once = ~ · ~-) Consequently, the probability 

that M is not sufficiently accounted for by n.n., that it 
accordingly still requires a spiritual cause 

= 1 _ 1 = Pt p, Ps ~~- - 1 
PtP2PaP• PtPsPaP• • 

Here, then, p1 p2 p8 p4 is what ~ was before, and it 
appears from this that p 1, Pt, Pa, and p4 only need to be 
individually a little greater than ~ 2 = 1·189, conse-

1 1 1 1 . ' 
quently -, -, -, and - each a httle less than 0·84, 

P1 p, Pa p, 
for p 1 Ps p1 p4 as product of the four factors to become 

greater than 2, and 21 p, Ps p,- 1 greater than ~. In 
Pt p, Ps p, 2 

other words, if, for the several events P1, P21 P., P,, the 

pJ'(.bability of a spiritual cause ( 1 - }. &c.) is only 

small (< 0·16), yet for their sum M its value rises 
as the number of distinct events which go to make 
up M becomes larger. E.g., let the probability of 

a spiritual cause be for each on the average only i = 

( 1 - !.), then ! = !_ = .!.. = .!.. = ! = 0·8, conse-
p Pt p, Ps p, 5 

1 1 
quently - ·-- = 0·4096 and 1 - --- = o-!~90!, 

Pt Pt p, p, Pt P, Ps p, 

a very respectable probability of about :. One easily 

VOL. L D 
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sees that those parts of M, which undoubtedly result merely 
from n.n., are self-eliminated from the calculation, since 
their probability enters as 1 into the product of the rest, 
i.e., leaves it unchanged. 

Let us consider an example of this case also. As 
cause of vision (Z) a multitude (M) of conditions (P11 P2, 

P3, P,) have been observed, the most important of which 
are the following:-( 1.) Special bundles of nerves issue 
from the brain, which are of such a nature that each 
stimulus affecting them is perceived in the brain as a 
sensation of light; ( 2.) They terminate in a peculiarly 
formed very sensitive nervous tissue (retina); (3.) Be
fore the latter is placed a camera-obscura; (4.) The focal 
distance of this camera is in general adapted to the indices 
of refraction from air into the ocular humours (except in 
the case of aquatic animals); (5.) By means of various 
contractions the focal distance is capable of being changed 
for longsighted persons from a few inches to infinity ; ( 6.) 
The quantity of light to be admitted is regulated by the 
contraction and dilatation of the iris, whereby an addi
tional aid to clear vision is afforded by the cutting off 
of the peripheral rays; (7.) The segments of the rods 
or cones continuous with the nerve-endings form a 
mosaic, so contrived, that each segment changes light
waves of definite wave-lengths (colour) into stationary 
waves, and thus produces in the appropriate primitive 
nerve-fibre the physiological colour-vibrations; (8.) Bi
nocular vision conditions the perception or solidity and 
reveals the third dimension of space; (9.) The two eyes 
may be simultaneously moved by means of special nerve
bundles and muscles, but only in the same direction, 
thus unsymmetrically in reference to the muscles; (10.) 
The clearness of the visual pictures increasing from 
periphery to centre prevents the otherwise unavoidable 
distraction of the attention; ( 1 I.) The reflex turning of 
the visual axis to the brightest point of the field of vision 
facilitates education by the medium of sight and the for-
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mation of the ideas of space; ( 12.) The constant flow of · 
tears keeps the surface of the cornea transparent and re
moves the dust; (13.) The secluded position in the bony 
socket, the lids which close reflectorially on 'the approach 
of danger, the eyelashes and eyebrows, protect the organ 
from being rendered useless by external influences. 

All these thirteen conditions are necessary for the 
existence and maintenance of normal vision ; they are all 
there at the birth of the child, although the occasion for 
their exercise has not yet been afforded ; the circum
stances preceding and accompanying their origin (n.n.) are 
accordingly to be sought in procreation and the life of 
the fretus. The physiologists, however, it may safely be 
said, will never succeed, with the least show of probability, 
in exhibiting the sufficient cause for the origin of all these 
conditions in the blastoderm of the fertilised ovum and 
the material fluids which supply it: one cannot see why 
the child should not develop even without optic nerve or 
without eye at all. Suppose now, however, that we fell 
back upon our ignorance, although that is a bad ground 
for positive probabilities, and assumed a tolerably high 
probability for the development of any of ·the thirteen 
conditions from the material conditions of embryonic life, 
say 1.\ (a probability which but a small portion of our 
most certain knowledge possesses), still the probability 
that all these conditions follow from the material rela
tions of the embryonic life is only 0-918 = 0·254. The 
probability, therefore, of a spiritual cause being required for 
the sum of conditions = 0·746, i.e., almost l In truth, 
however, the several probabilities perhaps = 0·25, or at the 
most0·5,and accordingly the probability of a spiritual cause 
for the whole= 0·9999985 or 0·99988, i.e., certainty. 

We have just seen, how from nr.aterial events we may 
r.onclude to the co-opmition of spiritual causes, witlwut tlte 
latter being open to immdiate inspection. From this to 
the recognition of final causes there is but one step. 
A spiritual cause for material events can only con;;i.qt of 
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spiritual aetitrity; and, moreover, where the spirit bas to 
work outwardly, Will must be present, and the idea of 
what the Will wills cannot be wanting, as is more fully 
discussed in Chap. iv, A. The spiritual cause is thus 
Will in union with Idea, the idea namely of the material 
event which is to be brought about (M). We assume 
here, for the sake of brevity, that M proceeds directly 
from a spiritual cause, which is by no means necessary. 
Let us ask further, what can be the cause of M being 
willtd 1 Here the causal chain is at once broken, if we 
do not adopt the simple natural hypothesis, the willing 
of Z. Now, it is obvious that Z cannot influence the 
event as real existence, but only idealiter, i.e., as mental 
object, according to the axiom that the cause must be 
prior to the effect. That, however, willing-of-Z is a suffi
cient motive for willing-of-M is likewise a self-evident 
proposition, for whoever wishes to produce the effect must 
also will to produce the cause. To be sure on this hypo
thesis we only obtain a genuine explanation, if the willing
of-Z is in itself more comprehensible to us than the willing· 
of-M. The sufficient motive of the willing-of-Z must then 
lie either in the realisation of Z, or in a willing of Z1, which 
Z1 follows on Z as its effect ; a consideration admitting of 
indefinite repetition. The more evident is the last motive 
at which we stop, the more probable does it become that 
the willing-of-Z is cause of the willing-of-M.-It is easy 
to see that this is, in point of fact, the course of our 
speculation with regard to natural ends. We have seen, 
for example, that the bird broods because it wills to 
brood. We must either be satisfied with this barren 
result and forego all explanation, or we must ask why 
is brooding willed ? Answer : because the development 
and hatching of the young bird is willed. We are still 
in the same plight ; we therefore inquire further, why is 
the development of the young bird willed ? Answer: 
hecause propagation is willed ; and this, because the con
tinued duration of the species, despite the shortness of 
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the individual life, is willed ; and here we get a motive 
which may provisionally satisfy us. We are accordingly 
entitled to assume, that the willing of the development 
of the young bird is the cause (no matter whether direct 
or indirect) of the willing of the brooding, i.f-., that the 
former is aimed at through the mean of brooding. (The 
point is not, whether the bird is conscious of this aim 
or not, although the supposition would be absurd in the 
case of a young · bird bred in seclusion, for whence 
could it have derived the conscious knowledge of the 
effect of incubation?) Certainly there always remains 
the possibility that an immaterial cause is at the bottom 
of the event M:, without its being motived by the will 
to produce Z ; consequently the probability that Z is 
purposed will be a product of the probability that M 

bas a spiritual cause ( 1 - ~ ), and of the probability 

that this spiritual cause bas the willing of Z for its cause 

.!. ; the product (1 - .!.) ..!. must, however, of course be 
11 z 11 
smaller than either of the factors, since every pro
bability is less than 1. Here, too, the probability 
may be considerably increased, if the several conditions 
(P1, P2, P31 P,), of which M is usually compounded, be 
taken into account. The probability that Z is aimed 
at by means of P1 is, according to the foregoing, 

( 1 - ..!.) .} , if .!. is the probabilitytbat the immaterial cause 
p, q, q, 

has for its cause the willing of Z: accordingly the proba-

bility that P1 bas not Z in view = 1 - ( 1 - .!. )_! Con-
PI q,. 

sequently the probability that neit"Mr P1, nor Pi> nor P3, 

nor P, bas Z for end, i.e., that Z is in nowise aimed at 
through M = the product of the several probabilities 

-=[1- (1- !.)_!] [1- (1- .!.).!.][&c. 
P1 q, p, q, 

or~ 1><1-(1-.!.).!.. · • n P1 q, 
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Consequently the probability that M in any part thereof has 
Z for its end, i.e., the probability that Z is at all an end with 
respect to M, is equal to the complement of this quantity 
. f 1 )- ( ( 1 ) 1 1 1 &c m respect o , = 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - -. -, -, ., are 

· · " Pt q, Pt Pt 
. fra . . 1 1 & 1 1 genmne ctwns, JUSt as -, -, c., consequent y a so q, q, 

1 - .!., and { 1 - .!. ) !, and 1 - ( 1 - !.. ) ..! , 
Pl PI ql Pt q, 

and so on, consequently also their product, 

)-(1-(1-.!.)!.. 
1. • n 11t q, 

Hence it follows, that this product becomes smaller the 
larger the quantity n becomes; for if n increases to 1 the 
newly-introduced factor is 

1-(1- P"~i)q,.~l 
This factor, like the product, is a genuine fraction, there
fore the product of both must be a genuine fraction, which 
is smaller than either of the two factors, q. e. d.-From the 

circumstance that n increasing n becomes smaller, it 
l. . n 

follows that n increasing 1 - n becomes larger ; ac
l..n 

cordingly this probability also grows with the number of 
conditions of which M is compounded. Let 

( 1 - .!. ) !, (1 - !.. ) .!, &c. 
Pt 1lt Ps q, 

be on the average = !. i .e., let the probability, that each 
of the conditions of Z taken singly has this particular 
end in view, be on the average = !. consequently very 

improbable. Then 1 - ( 1 - ..!_ )-.!. is on the average = f; p q 

this raised merely to the fourth power gives 2~16, conse

quently 

1- [1- (1- ..!)!..]4 = 175 = over~; 
] 1 q :!56 3 
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i.e., there results on the whole a very fair probability, for 
any one, who should bet 2 to I on the existence of Design, 
would still win. The application to the example of vision 
is obvious. 

We learn from the above, that those effects in particular 
can safely be regarded as ends, which need for their pro
duction a considerable number of causes, each of which has 
a certain probability of being means to the particular end. 
It is, therefore, no wonder that just the most general pheno
mena of Nature have always been most widely admitted to 
be ends. For example, the existence and continuance of 
organic nature as end of its own arrangements, as well as 
of those of inorganic nature. It is precisely here that an 
infinite number of causes co-operate to secure one grand 
result, the continuance of organisms. So far as these 
causes lie in the organisms themselves, they are divisible 
into those which conduce to the maintenance of the indi
vidual, and those which subserve the preservation of the 
species. Both of these points have seldom wanted recog
nition as natural ends. If we now call such an end 
cognised with the greatest possible certainty Z, we know 
that none of its many causes can be wanting, if it is to 
be attained; thus, e.g., not M. Now since I know that 
both Z and M were willed and imagined before their real 
existence, and I see that among others the external cause 
M1 is requisite for the occurrence of M, the assumption, 
that Ml> too, was willed and imagined before its real exist
ence, obtains a certain probability through this regressive 
inference: Whether, namely, M be realised through the 
immediate action of a spiritual cause, or indirectly in that 
it follows from material causes, of which a few or several 
are spiritually caused, in both cases M1 may be willed and 
represented before its real existence as means to the end 
M. In the latter case this is perfectly clear, but also in 
the former case the immediate interweaving of a spiritual 
cause in the realisation of M does not preclude the mate
rial causes of M, and therefore of M1, springing in larger 
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or smaller part, from spiritual causes, which had l! and Z 
for their ends. In organic nature this is even the normal 
state of the case. The result of this reasoning in any 
case is a certain probability that M1 is also aimed at, and 
although it may not be in itself great, still it is always a 
strengthening of the directly obtained degree of probability 
which is not to be despised, since all later links in the 
chain have the benefit of this probability by its repetition 
at every stage. 

From these considemtions it is evident that the ways, 
in which ends are perceived in Nature, are multifariously 
combined. No claim is set up for the application of 
such calculations in practice, but they serve to clear up 
the principles which more or less unconsciously regulate 
the logical procedure of every one who correctly reflects 
on this subject, and who does not dogmatise thereon 
from the lofty heights of some d priori system. The 
examples adduced in this chapter are not intended to 
serve as a proof of the truth of Teleology, but only for 
the elucidation and illustmtion of the abstract exposi
tions, which likewise will assuredly convert no opponent 
to the hypothesis of ends in Nature, for only examples 
en 11Ul88e can do that ; but perhaps they will lead some, 
who thought themselves to have outgrown the belief in 
Purpose as manifested in Nature, to weigh alleged in
stances thereof ·more carefully and impartially; and no 
other than this, viz., as a preparation for Section A. of 
our inquiry, was the design of the present chapter .. 
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A. 

THE MANIFESTATION OF THE UNCONSCIOUS 
IN BODILY LIFE. 

" The Materialiate endeal'our to ahow that all, even mental pheno. 
mena, are pApicoZ : and rigl&tly; only they do not eee that, on the 
other band, everything physical ia Ill eM Nme Cime mdapAyfical."
ScBOI'JINB.A tlU. 
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THE UN'CONSCIOUS WILL IN THE INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS 

OF THE SPINAL CORD AND GANGLIA. 

TnE time has gone by when the animals were con
trasted with the free man as locomotive machines, as 
soulless automata. Deeper insight into the life of animals, 
strenuous effort to understand their language and the 
motives of their actions, bas shown that with respect to 
mental capacity man differs from the brutes in degree 
and not in kind, just as the brutes differ among them
selves; that in virtue of this higher capacity he bas 
created a more perfect form of speech, and thereby has 
gained in the course of generations that perfectibility 
which is wanting to the brutes, owing to their imperfect 
means of communication. We accordingly know now, 
that we cannot compare the educated man of to-day 
with the animals, without being unjust to the latter, but 
only the peoples which are but little removed from the 
state in which they were fashioned by the hand of Nature; 
for we know that even our own race, privileged as it 
now is by higher aptitudes, was once what these still 
are, and that our present higher qualities of brain and 
mind have been only gradually attained through the law 
of hereditary transmission of acquired power. Thus the 
animal kingdom is presented to us as a finished scale of 
being, with pervading analogies. The fundamental spiri
tual faculties must be essentially the same in all, and 
what in the higher members appear to be new faculties 
are only secondary powers, which have been developed 
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in certain directions by the higher culture of common 
elementary capacities. In all beings these fundamental 
or primitive activities of the mind are willing and think
ing; for feeling (as I shall show in Chap. iii. B) may, with 
the help of the Unconscious, be developed from these 
two. 

We shall speak in this chapter only of the Will It 
is scarcely to be doubted, that what we regard as imme
diate cause of our action and call Will is to be found in 
the consciousness of a.n.ima.la as causal moment of their 
action, and must also be called Will, if we cease to give our
selves airs of superiority by employing different names for 
the very same things (as devouring, swilling, littering, for 
eating, drinking, child-bearing). The dog will not separate 
from its master; it wills to save the child which has fallen 
into the water from the well-known death ; the bird toill 
not let its young be injured; the cock will not share his hen 
with another, &c. I know there are many people who think 
they elevate mao, when they ascribe as much as possible 
in the life of animals, especially the lower ones, to " reflex 
action." If these persons have in their minds the ordinary 
physiological sense of the term reflex action, involuntary 
reaction on an external stimulus, it may safely be said 
that either they have never observed animals, or that 
they have eyes but they see not. If however they 
extend the meaning of reflex action beyond its usual 
physiological acceptation, they are assuredly right, but 
then they forget: firstly, that man, too, lives and moves 
in pure reflex actions-that every act of will is a reflex 
action; and secondly, that every reflex action is an act of 
will, as we shall show in Chap. V. 

Let ns then retain provisionally the usual narrower 
acceptation of reflex e,ction, and speak only of such acts 
of will as are not reflexes in this sense, i.e., are not in
voluntary reactions of the organism on external stimuli. 
There are two marks in particular whereby volition may 
be distinguished from reflex actions : firstly, emotion, and 
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41econdly, consistency in carrying out an intention. Reflex 
actions are mechanical and passionless; but one need not 
be skilled in the art of physiognomies to clearly perceiYe 
the presence of an emotion even in the brutes. It is 
well known that several species of ants wage war with one 
another, one state subjugating and enslaving the citizens 
of another state, in order to obtain labourers for its opera
tions. These wars are waged by a warrior caste, whose 
members are larger and stronger, and provided with more 
powerful nippers. It is only necessary to have once wit
nessed this army knocking at the hostile edifice, to have 
seen the workers withdraw and the warriors come out to 
do battle, with what bitterness the fight is carried on, 
and how, after an unsuccessful contest, the constructors 
of the building surrender themselves captive, to have no 
longer any doubt that this premeditated raid shows a 
very decided will, and is something altogether different 
from reflex action. The like is the case with the swarms 
of robber-bees. 

Reflex action disappears and reappears with the ex
ternal stimulus, but it cannot form a purpose, which it 
pursues under changed external circumstances with ap
propriate change of means. E.g., when a decapitated frog, 
having remained quiet a long time after the operation, 
suddenly begins to make natatory movements or to hop 
away, one might be inclined to look upon this as mere 
physiological reflex action, as result of the irritation of 
'he terminations of the divided nerve by the air. But 
when the ftog in various experiments, the cutaneous 
irritation and the part affected being the same, overcomes 
different obstacles in a different way, but equally suited 
to the purpose ; when, having taken a fixed direction, 
and being turned therefrom, it tries with mre obstinacy 
constantly to regain it; when it creeps a way under a 
cupboard or into other odd comers, manifestly to seek 
.protection from ita persecutors,-there is unmistakable 
evidence of non-reflectorial acts of will, regarding which 
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even the physiologist Goltz justly concludes from his 
careful experiments, that there is no avoiding the assump
tion of an intelligence not confined to the cerebrum, but 
astricted to various central organs for the exercise of 
different functions (e.g., to the corpora quadrigemina for 
the maintenance of equilibrium). 

From this example of the decapitated frog and the voli
tion of all invertebt-ate animals (e.g., insects) it follows that 
no brain at all is requisite for the exercise of will Since 
in the invertebrata the <esophageal ganglia take the place 
of the brain, we must assume that these also suffice for 
the act of will, and in the above-mentioned frog cere
bellum and spinal cord must have supplied the place of 
the cerebrum. But we cannot confine the will of inver
tebrate animals to the <esophageal ganglia ; for when the 
anterior part of one bisected insect continues the act 
of devouring, and the posterior part of another the act 
of propagation, when praying crickets with their heads 
cut off even seek their females for days, find them and 
copulate, just as if they were unscathed, it is tolerably 
clear that the will to devour has been an act of the 
<esophageal ring, but the will to propagate, in these cases 
at least, an act of other ganglia of the trunk. The like 
independence of the will in the different ganglia of one 
and the same animal is observed, when the two halves of 
a divided earwig, or of an Australian ant, turn against 
one another, and, under the unmistakable influence of the 
passion of anger and lust of fighting, contend furiously 
with their antennre till exhaustion or death ensues. But 
we must not limit the activity of the will even to gan
glia ; for we find voluntary action even in aniruals of a 
very low type, where the microscope of the anatomist 
has discovered no trace either of muscular fibrin or of 
nerves, but only the fibroin of .Mulder (now called pro
toplasm). Here probably the semifluid slimy substance 
of the animal, as in the first stages of embryonic de
'Velopment, fulfils in an inferior manner those conditions 
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to which the nerve substance owes its irritability, and 
special fitness as an instrument of the will, viz., the easy 
mobility and polarisability of the molecules. Let any 
one take a glass of water containing a polype, and 
place it in such a position that a part of the water is 
illuminated by the sun; the polype will instantly propel 
itself out of the dark towards the illuminated part of the 
water. If now a living infusorion be placed therein and 
it approaches within a few lines of the polype, the latter 
perceives it-God only knows how-and produces a whirl
pool with its arms, in order to draw it within its grasp. 
On the other hand, should a dead infusorion, a small 
vegetable organism, or a particle of dust, approach quite 
as close, it does not trouble itself at all about it. The 
polype then perceives the animalcule to be living, draws 
therefrom the inference that it is fit for food, and adopts 
means to bring it within reach of its mouth. Not seldom 
also one may see two polypes in bitter conflict over a 
prize. No one will venture to call a will guided by a 
sense-perception so fine and so clearly manifested phy
siological reflection in the ordinary sense of the term, 
otherwise we should have to term it reflex action when 
the gardener bends the bough of a tree to reach its fruit. 
Accordingly, when we see acts of will in animals destitute 
of nerves, we can certainly not hesitate to recognise the 
aame in ganglia. 

This result is also suggested by comparative anatomy, 
which teaches that the brain is an aSocrregation of ganglia 
connected with nerve-fibres, and that the spinal cord in 
its central grey matter is likewise a series of ganglia 
which have coalesced. The .Articulata are the first to 
show a weak analogue of the brain in the form of two 
nodules connected by the oosophageal ring and also of 
the spinal cord in the so-called ventral cord, the 
latter containing ganglia united by fibres, each of 
which answers . to a s~rrment and pair of legs. Ac
cordingly physiologists assume as many .independent 
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eentres iA the spinal cord as there are pairs of spinal 
nerves issuing therefrom. Among the Vertebrata there are 
fishes, whose brain and spinal cord consist of a number 
of ganglia, which lie in a row behind one another. The 
oomposition of a central organ from several ganglia is 
positively confirmed by the metamorphosis of insecta, 
when certain ganglia, which are separate in the larva 
state, appear consolidated at a more advanced stage of 
development. 

These facts may suffice to prove the essential resem
blance of brain and ganglia, brain-will and ganglia-will 
But now, if the ganglia of lower animals have their inde
pendent wills, if the spinal cord of a decapitated frog 
has its will, why should not the so much more highly 
organised ganglia and spinal cord of the higher animals 
and of man also have their will 7 If in insects the 
will to devour lies in anterior, the will to procreate in 
posterior ganglia, why in man should not such a division 
of labour be likewise provided for his will? Or is it 
conceivable that the same natural phenomenon should in 
the less perfect form exhibit effects which are entirely 
wanting in the more perfect form ? Or must we suppose 
that in man the conduction is so good, that every gan
glionic volition is immediately transmitted to the brain 
and appears in consciousness undistinguishable from the 
volition generated in the brain ? This may, perhaps, 
be true to a certain extent for the upper parts of the 
spinal cord, certainly not for all the rest, since the 
channels of sensation from the hypogastric plexus are 
almost imperceptible. No other course is left open, then, 
but to ascribe independent wills to the human ganglia and 
spinal cord, the manifestations of which it only remains 
empirically to prove. That in the case of higher animals 
the muscular movements which effect external actions are 
more and more under the control of the cerebellum, and 
consequently centralised, is well known. Facts, there
fore, will not . be forthcoming here to any great extent ; 
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anu this is doubtless the reason why hitherto the inde
pendence of the ganglionic system in higher animals has 
been so little recognised by physiologists, although de
fended by the most recent investigators. Those volun
tary acts, on the contrary, which are actually to be 
ascribed to the ganglia, have Leen usually regarded as 
reflex actions, whose stimuli are said to exist in the 
organism itself, which stimuli accordingly were arbitrarily 
assumed when they were not assignable. In part these 
aasumptiona may be justified ; they then belong to the 
chapter on Reflex Actions. It is not a large part, how
ever, in my case, and, moreover, it cannot do any harm, 
to consider here even those which are reflex actions 
proper from the point of view of the Will, since it will 
be hereafter proved that every reflex action oontains an 
unconsciona Will 

The independent movements effected by the sym
pathetic nervous system, i.e., without the co-operation of 
brain and spinal cord, are : ( 1.) The beating of the heart ; 
(2.) the movements of the stomach and the intestines; (3.) 
the tonic 00111tractions of the lower part of the alimentary 
canal and muscular coats of the arteries; (4.) an important 
part of the processes of organic life, so far as they depend 
on nervous action. The intetmittent type of movement 
is shown in the beating of the heart, tone of the arteries, 
nnd movements of the intestines; and the persistent move
ments are illustrated by the other processes. The beating of 
the heart, as may be seen in an exposed frog's heart, begins 
with. the contraction of the venre cavre; the contraction of 
the auricles follows, then that of the ventricles, and finally 
that of the bulbus aortre. In an excised frog's heart 
sprinkled with salt water the cardiac ganglia continue to 
perform their function of stimulating the heart to beat 
for hours together. In the case of the intestines the 
movement begins at the lower part of the resophagus, and 
progressea vermicularly from above downwards, one wave 
hardly completing its course before the next begins. Have 
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not these movements of the intestines the most surprising 
resemblance to the creeping of a worm, with the simple 
difference that the worm propels itself forward on its sup
port, whilst here the worm is fastened, and the (inner) 
support, the masses of food and the freces are pushed 
forward 7 Should the one be called Will and not the 
other ? The " tone" is a slight muscular contraction, 
which is ceaselessly exhibited by all muscles during life, 
even in sleep or swoon. In the case of muscles subser
vient to volition (the cerebral will), it is maintained by the 
spinal cord, and there is only no movement of the limbs, 
because the actions of the opposing muscles (antagonists) 
neutralise one another. Where, therefore, there are no 
opposing muscles (as, e.g., in the circular sphincters), the 
contraction is clearly manifested, and can only be over
come by strong pressure of the freces. The tone of the 
intestines, arteries, and veins depends on the sympathetic 
system, and the latter is absolutely necessary for the cir
culation of the blood. Lastly, as concerns secretion and 
nutrition, these can be influenced by the nerves, partly 
by means of dilatation and contraction of the capillary 
vessels, partly by tension and relaxation of the membranes 
concerned in osmosis, partly through the setting up of 
chemical, electrical, and thermal currents. All these 
functions are carried on exclusively by subordinate ganglia 
through the agency of the sympathetic fibres found in all 
nerve-trunks, which are chiefly distinguishable ft·om the 
sensory and motor fibres by the absence of a medullary 
sheath. 

The surest proofs of the independence of the ganglionic 
system are derived from Bidder's experiments on frogs. 
The spinal cord having been completely destroyed, the 
animals lived often six, sometimes ten weeks (with gra
dually slackening heart-beat). On destruction of the 
brain and spinal cord, the medulla oblongata alone being 
spared (for breathing), they lived six days; when this 
also was destroyed, the beating of the heart and circulation 
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of the blood could be still observed even on the second 
day. The frogs whose medulla oblongata had been pre
served ate and digested their worms after six-and-twenty 
days, whilst micturition took place regularly. 

Besides the above-mentioned tone of the voluntary 
muscles, the spinal cord (including the medulla oblongata) 
regulates all involuntary movements of the voluntary 
muscles (reflex movements, see Chap. V.) and the respi
ratory movements. The latter have their central organ 
in the medulla oblongata; and not merely a large number 
of the spinal nerves, but also theN. phrenicus, accessorius, 
Willisii, 'Dagus, and facialis, co-operate in the production 
of these highly complicated movements. Although the 
cerebral will is able for a short time to strengthen or to 
suppress the respiratory movements, it can never entirely 
abolish them, since, after a little pause, the will of the 
spinal cord regains the upper hand. 

The independence of the spinal cord on the brain is 
likewise proved by many beautiful physiological experi
ments. A hen, from which Flourens had removed the 
entire cerebrum, sat indeed motionless as a rule; but on 
going to sleep it tucked its head under its wings; on 
waking, it shook itself and preened its feathers. When 
pushed, it ran forward in a straight line; when thrown 
into the air, it flew. It did not eat spontaneously, but 
only swallowed the food thrust into its bill. Yoit re
peated these experiments with pigeons. They first fell 
into a deep sleep, from which they only awoke after a 
few weeks; then, however, they flew and moved of their 
own accord, and comported themscl ves in such a manner 
as to leave no doubt of the existence of their sensations ; 
only intelligence was lacking, and they did not spontane
ously take food. Thus a pigeon, having thrust its beak 
against a suspended. wooLlen penuulum, caused it to swing 
for upwards of au hour till Voit's return, so that the pen
dent spool over and over again struck its beak. Ou the 
other hand, such a brainless pigeon endeavours to evade a 
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hand trying to gra&p it, to carefully avoid obstacles in its 
flight, and can settle cleverly on narrow eupports. Rabbits 
and guinea-pigs, whose cerebrum hae been removed, run 
freely about after the operation; the behaviour of a de
capitated frog has been already mentioned. All these 
movements, as the preening of ita feathers by the hen 
the leaping of rabbits and frogs, take place without 
noticeable external stimulus, and are eo like the same 
movements in uninjured animals that it is impossible to 
assume a difference in the underlying principle in the two 
rases: in the one case as in the other, there ia a manifes
tation of will Now we know that the higher animal con
sciousness is conditional on the integrity of the cerebrum 
(see Chap. ii. C.), and when this is destroyed, it is said 
these animals are without consciousness, and accordingly 
net nnd will unconsciously. But the cerebral conscious
ness is by no means the sole, but merely the highest con
sciousness of the animal, the only one which in higher 
animals and in man attains to self-consciousness, to the 
rgo, therefore also the only one which I can call my 
consciousness. That, bo,vever, the subordinate nerve
centres must also have a consciousness, if of a vaguer 
description, plainly follows from the continuity of the 
animal series, and a comparison of the ganglionic con
sciousness of the Invertebrata with that of the independent 
ganglia and central parts of the spinal cord of the higher 
animals. 

It is beyond a doubt that a mammal deprived of its 
brain is always capable of clearer feeling than an uninjured 
insect, because the consciousness of its spinal cord stands 
in any case higher than that of the ganglia of the insect. 
Accordingly this will, which gh·es evidence of itself in 
the independent functions of the spinal cord and the 
gau~lia, is by no means to be at once declared to be in 
itself unconscious; we mast rather provisionally assume 
that for the nerve-centre'i from which it proceeds it 
certainly may become more or less clearly conscious. On 
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the other hand, compared with the cerebral consciousness 
which a man exclusively recognises ns his consciousness, 
it is certainly unconscious, and it is accordingly shown 
that tll,er, exiBts iff. tU an unconscious will, since the3e 
nerve-centres are all contained in out· corporeal organism, 
therefore in m. 

It seems requisite to add, in conclusion, a remark with 
respect to the sense in which the word Will is here taken. 
We started with understanding by this word a conscious 
intention, which is the ordinary signification. We have 
found, however, in the course of our investigation, that in 1\ 

single individual, but in different nerve-centres, there may 
exist consciousnesses and wills more or less independent of 
one another, each of which can at the most be conscious for 
the nerve-centre through which it is expressed. In say
ing thiJ, the usual limited meaning of Will is necessarily 
abandoned ; for I must now recognise another will in 11w 

than that which has been exerted through my brain, and 
has thereby become conscious to me. After these limita
tions of meaning have fallen away, we can no longer avoid 
understanding by Will the immanent cause of every 
movement in animals, which is not produced ~flectorially. 
This may also be taken aa the sole characteristic and in
fallible mark of the will of which we are conscious, that it 
is a cawe of preconceived action. It is now seen, that 
it is somewhat aceidental to the will, whether it passes 
through the cerebral consciousness or not; its essence 
remains thereby unaffected. What then in the present 
work is denoted by the word " Will " is no other than the 
same essential principle in both cases. If, however, it is 
particularly desired to distinguish the two kinds of will, for 
conscious will language already offers a term exactly cover
ing this conception-:Freewill-whilst the word Will must 
be retained for the general principle. Will, we know, is the 
resultant of all contemporaneous desires; if this struggle 
of desire is consciously w11ged, it appears as choice of the 
result, or freewill, wLi!st the origin of the unconscious will 
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is withdrawn from consciousness, consequently even the 
semblance of choice among desires cannot here occur. 
One sees from the existence of this term Freewill, that 
the idea of a more general will with non-selected content 
or aim, whose actions thus appear to consciousness not 
as free, but as inward compulsion, has long been in the 
popular consciousness. 

I do not merely rely upon the precedent of Schopen
hauer and the wide-spread acceptance (even abroad) that 
this use of the word Will has already found, but upon the 
fact, that no other word in general use in the Teutonic lan
·guages is more appropriate to designate the broad principle 
which is treated of in the present and following chapter. 
"Desire" is volition still incomplete, in the making, as 
it were, one-sided as not having yet stood the test of 
resisting other desires. It is only an unfinished product 
of the psychological laboratory of Volition, not the final 
collective expression of the activity of the whole indi
vidual (be it of higher or of lower order). It is only a 
component of the will, which, in consequence of being 
paralysed by other opposite desires, may be condemned to 
remain velleity. If "desiring" cannot be substituted for 
"willing," still less can "Impulse;" since it not only suff~rs 
from the same one-sidedness and limitation as desire, but 
does not even include the notion of actuality. It rather 
only represents the latent disposition to certain one-sided 
tendencies to action, which, if they become actual in 
consequence of some motive, are no longer called impulse 
but desire. Every impulse thus denotes a definite aspect, 
not of volition, but of the chamcter, i.e., the tendency of the 
latter to react on certain classes of motives with desires 
of a fixed direction (e.g., sexual impulse, migratory impulse, 
acquisitive impulse, &c; if. the phrenological "instincts" 
or" primitive faculties "). As specific predispositions the 
impulses rightly stand for inner springs of action, just 
ns motives represent the outer ones. Impulse then, as 
such, has necessarily a definite concrete content, which is 
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conditioned by the physical predispositions of the general 
bodily constitution and the molecular constitution of the 
central nervous system. Will, on the other hand, as uni
versal formal principle of movement and change, stands 
altogether behind the concrete dispositions, which, when 
conceived as informed by the will, are called impulses, 
and is realised in the resulting volition, which receives its 
particular content through the psychological mechanism of 
motives, impulses, and desires (cf. Chap. iv. B.) Although 
in the lower animals and in the subordinate central organs 
of man this mechanism is simple in comparison with that 
of the human brain, it is none the less present, and easily 
reveals itself in reflex movements. Even in the case of 
the independent functions of the spinal cord and ganglia 
the inherited innate material predisposition of the medulla 
oblongata to effect the respiratory movements may very 
well be called a "respiratory impulse," if only it be not 
forgotten that behind this material arrangement stands 
the principle of the will, without which it could as little 
be functional as, say, the innate cerebral disposition for 
compassion, and that the exercise of the respiratory move
ments themselves is an actual willing, whose direction 
and content is conditioned by such predisposition. 
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II. 

UNCONSCIOUS IDEATION IN THJ: EXECUTION OY 

VOLUNTARY HOVBME~T. 

I WILL to lift my little finger, and the finger is lifted. 
Does, then, my will directly move my finger 1 No; for 
if the brachial nerve be divided the will cannot move 
it. Experience teaches that for every movement there is 
only one part, namely, the central ending of the nerve
fibres concerned, which is able to carry into effect the 
volitional impulse for this particular movement of this 
particular member. Should this one part be injured. the 
will would have just as little power over the member, as 
it would have if the nervous commtmication between 
that place and the muscles were interrupted. The motor 
impulse itself we cannot, intensity apart, imagine to be 
different for different nerves; for since the excitation in 
all motor nerves is to be looked upon as homogeneous, it. 
cannot be otherwise with the excitation at the centre, 
whence the current issues; consequently movements only 
differ in this, that the central endings of different. motor 
nerves are affected by the volitional impulse, and thereby 
different muscles are constrained to contract. We may thus 
picture to ourselves the central termination of motor fibres 
in the brain as a kind of keyboard. The touch is, inten
sity apart, always the same; the touched keys alone are 
different. If, then, I intend a specific movement, e.g., the 
lifting of the little finger, what is required is to compel 
those muscles to contract which by theit· combination 
produce this movement, and for that purpose to strike 
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with the will that chord in the keyboard of the brain, the 
single keys of which set the related muscles in motion. 
If in framing the chord one or more false keys are struck, 
there occurs a movement which does not correspond with 
the one intended; e.g., in making a slip in speaking, mis
writing, tripping, in the awkward handling of children, 
&c. It is true the number of the central endings of fibres 
in the brain is considerably smaller than that of the motor 
fibres in the nerves, provision being made through tho 
intervention of a peculiar mechanism, to be further men
tioned in Chap. V., for the simultaneous excitation of many 
peripheral fibres by means of one central fibre. However, 
the number of different movements within the power of 
the conscious will, consequently dirigible by the brain, is, 
by means of a thousand little modifications of direction 
and combination, for each single limb sufficiently large-for 
the whole body, indeed, simply immeasurable; so that the 
probability would be infinitely small that the conscious idea 
of the lifting of the little finger should, without causal 
connection, coincide with the actual elevation. The mere 
mental representation of the lifting of the little finger 
cannot act on the central nerve-endings, since they have 
nothing to do with one another ; the mere will, however, 
as motor impulse, would be absolutely blind, and there
fore the striking of the right key would be left to pure 
chance. If there were no causal connection at all, prac
tice could avail nothing ; for nobody finds in his conscious
ness an idea or a feeling of this infinite number of central 
endings. Thus, if accidentally once or twice the conscious 
idea of the lifting of the finger should coincide with the 
executed movement, experience would have nothing to 
go upon; and on the third occasion when the man willed 
to raise his finger, the touch of the right key would be as 
much left to chance as in the former cases. It is, then, 
clear that practice can aid the linking of intention and 
execution only if there be a causal nexus between the 
two, in which case certainly the passage from one to the 
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other is facilitated by repetition of the process. The pro
blem placed before us, then, is to find the causal nexus; 
without it practice would be an empty word. It is, besides, 
in most cases not at all necessary, namely, in the case of 
almost all animals, which run and leap just as well at the 
first attempt as after long practice. From this it follows, 
in the second place, that all attempts at explanation are 
unsatisfactory, which intercalate such a causal link as can 
only be perceived by the accidental association of idea and 
movement. The conscious muscular feeling preceding the 
intended movement, for example, which can only be ac
quired and imprinted on the memory by repetition, might 
perhaps suffice for explanation in the case of man, but not 
for the far larger part of natural existences, the animals, 
since before any experience of muscular feeling they exe
cute with marvellous accuracy the most extensive combined 
movements agreeably to the conscious idea of the end. 
For instance, an insect just born correctly alternates its 
six legs, as if locomotion were nothing new to it., and a 
young brood of partridges, hatched by a domestic hen in 
the stable, invariably, in spite of all precautions, imme
diately and correctly employ the motor muscles of their 
legs to reconquer freedom for their parents, and know 
how to use their beaks for picking up and crushing any 
insect they meet with, as if they had already performed 
the operation a hundred times. 

It might perhaps be thought that the cerebral vibra
tions answering to the conscious idea, " I will to lift the 
little finger," occur in that region of the brain where 
the nerves have their central terminations; this is, how
ever, anatomically incorrect, since the conscious ideas 
have their seat in the cerebrum, but the motor nerve
endings are found in the medulla oblongata or cere
bellum. Just as little can a mechanical propagation of 
the vibrations of the conscious representation to the nerve
endings afford an explanation of the touching the right 
keys. We should then be obliged to assume that the con-
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scious idea, "I will to move my little finger," is localised 
clsev:l1ere in the cerebrum than the other couscious idea, 
" I will to move my fore-finger," and that each of the places 
in the cerebrum corresponding to a particular idea of any 
sort of movement to be executed stands, in virtue of an 
inherited mechanism, in · intimate connection with the 
central ending of the motor nerves needed for realising 
these ideas, and with that alone. The consequences of 
this strange supposition would be stranger still; e.g., the 
conscious idea, " I will to lift the five fingers of the right 
hand," would occur simultaneow;ly in the five places of 
the cerebrum which are appropriated to the several ideas 
of the five liftings of the fingers; whereas one would be 
much more inclined to assume, that the ideas of willing to 
lift this or the other finger are distinguished in the material 
substratum of the brain rather by a small modification 
of the form of vibration than by definite localisation. 
Further, were it only the propagation of the molecular 
vibrations to the central endings of the motor nerves 
resulting from such a conscious idea, which sufficed for 
the performance of the movement, such a conscious idea 
as " I will to lift the little finger," should always call forth 
movement. With such a mechanism of fixed and isolated 
channels, not only would error be impossible, but also that 
indescribable impulse of the will would be superfluous, 
which, as experience teaches, must first be added to that 
conscious idea before an effect takes place. Lastly, where 
no mistake was possible, no increase of accuracy or cer
tainty, as result of any influence whatever, would be 
conceivable; practice also could have no influence on 
the causal link between conscious idea and executed 
movement. This consequence, however, contradicts ex
perience as much as the impossibility of error, and 
therefore discredits the hypothesis of a mechanical com
munication. Suppose, however, there really did exist such 
a mechanism, Materialism would be obliged further to 
assume that it is transmitted by inheritance, and was 
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gradually formed in our primitive ancestors by practice 
allll habit. In this genetic theory, where a part of this 
mechanism comes into existence from time to time, the 
problem of a causal connection between conscious idea 
and execution of movement would again arise in the form 
in which we now have it-its possibility, to wit, without 
the help of an already existing mechanism for the given 
case. The theory of transmitting mechanisms would 
therefore only push our problem farther back, not solVB 
it, and the solution given below would eYen then, if that 
~heory were correct, be the only possible one. 

Lastly, to return once more to the ascription of the 
muscular feeling of intended movement to the memory 
of earlier cases of casual association, this explanation is 
shown to be one-sided and insufficient, not only because 
at the best it could only claim to explain the possibility 
of exercise and perfection with an already txisting causal 
connection, not the connection itself, but also because, in 
fact,itdoes not even explain t/w,t, but only pushes the problem 
one step farther back. Before it was not clear how the 
striking of the right brain-keys by the volitional impulse is 
to be effected through the idea of the lifting of the finger; 
now it is not clear, how this result is to be brought about 
by the idea of the muscular feeling in the finger and lower 
arm, since the one has as little to do with the position of 
the motor nerve-endings in the brain as the other, yet it 
is these which have to be affected if the right event is to 
take place. Of what direct use is an idea referring to the 
finger for the selection of the point to be excited in the 
brain by the will 7 That there exists an idea of the mus
cular feeling sometimu, but comparatively rarely, I do not 
at all deny; that if present it may be an important link 
in the chain terminating with movement, I just as little 
deny ; but this I do deny, that for the comprehension of 
the sought-for union anything is gained by its intercala
tion,-the problem is only carried a little farther back. 
For the rest, this intercalation has the less importance, as 
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in the majority of cases where this muscular feeling at 
all exists prior to movement it exists unconsciouly. 

Let us once more gather up what we know concerning 
the problem, and the solution will press on us of itself. A 
will is given whose content is the conscious idea of the 
lifting of a finger, indispensable as means for executing 
a voluntary impulse at the fixed point P in the brain ; 
required a method by which the voluntary impulse may 
strike precisely the point P and no other. The mechanical 
solution of o. transmission of vibrations appeared impos
aible ; practice before the problem was solved an empty, 
meaningless word ; the interpolation of the muscular 
feeling as conscious causal middle term one-sided aud 
no explanation. From the impossibility of a mechanical 
material solution it follows that the intermediate link 
muat be of a spiritual nature; from the decided absence 
of a sufficient conscious link it follows that the same 
must be unconscious. From the necessity of a voluntary 
impulse at the point P it follows that the conscious will 
to lift the finger produces an unconscious will to excite 
the poiut P, in order, by means of the excitatioo of P, 
to aLtain the object, lifting the finger; aud the content 
of the will to excite P, again, presupposes the uncon
scious idea of the point P (cf. Chap. iv. A.) The idea of 
the point P can, however, only consist in the idea of its 
position with reference to the other points of the brain, 
and herewith the problem is solved: "Every involuntary 
movement presupposes the unconscious idea of the position 
of the corresponding nerve-endings in the brain." Now 
also is it comprehensible how their dexterity is iunate in 
the animals, the knowledge just spoken of and the skill to 
apply it being born with them, whilst man, in consequence 
of the immature and pulpy state of his brain at birth, only 
gradually, by long practice, succeeds in turning to good 
account his innate unconscious knowledge in accurate and 
powerful muscular innervation. It is now also intelligible 
how muscular feeling can sometimes appear as the con-
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necting link. The excitation of this muscular feeling is 
related to the lifting of the finger as means to end, in such 
n. way, however, that it is one step nearer to the idea of the 
excitation of the point P than the idea of the lifting of the 
finger. It is thus a medium which can be interpolated, but 
is better overleaped. 

We may then regard it as established that every, even 
the slightest movement, whether due to conscious or 
unconscious intention, presupposes the unconscious idea 
of the appropriate central nerve-endings and the uncon
scious will to stimulate the same. We have accordingly 
made a great advance beyond the results of the first 
chapter. There (rf. pp. 68, 6<)) we only spoke of the 
relatively unconscious; there the reader was only to be 
accustomed to the thought that mental processes go on 
within him (as an indivisible spiritual-corporeal organism) 
of which his consciousness (i.e., his cerebral consciousness) 
does not dream; here, however, we have come across 
mental events which, if they do not attain to conscious
ness in the brain, cannot certainly be conscious for the 
other nerve-centres of the organism : we have thus found 
something unconscious for the entire individual. 
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III. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN INSTINCT. 

Instinct is purposive action without C()n8cWusness of the 
purpose. No one would call Instinct purposive action 
accompanied by consciousness of the purpose, where 
therefore the action is a result of reflection; just as 
little a purposeless blind action, such as the furious 
outbursts of rabid or irritated animals. I do not think 
that the above definition can be objected to by those 
who assume the existence of instinct; but whoever thinks 
it possible to refer all actions usually called instinctive to 
conscious reflection does, in fact, deny instinct altogether, 
and ought accordingly to strike the word "instinct" out 
of his vocabulary. But of this later on. 

First of all, assuming the existence of instinctive actions 
in the sense of the definition, they might be explained : 
(1.) .As a mere consequence of corporeal organisation; (2.) 
as a cerebral or mental mechanism contrived by Nature; 
(3.) as a result of unconscious mental activity. In the 
first two cases the idea of purpose lies far back; in the 
last it immediately precedes action. In the first two an 
arrangement given once for all is used as means, and 
purpose is only once concerned in constituting this arrange
ment; in the latter, the end is imagined in every single 
case. Let us take the three cases in order. 

Instinct is not the mere result of bodily organisaticm, 
for: (a.) Instincts are quite different with similar bodily 
strudures. All spiders have the same spinning apparatus, 
but one kind constructs its web radially, another in an 
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irregular manner; a third does not construct a web at all, 
but lives in hollows, over the walls of which it spins, 
closing the entrance with a door. Almost all birds have 
essentially the same organisation for building nests (beak 
and feet), and how infinitely diverse are their nests iu 
form, architecture, mode of fastening (standing, clinging, 
hanging), locality (caves, holes, corners, forked branches, 
shrubs, the ground), and excellence, how different often 
in the species of the same genus, e.g., Parus (titmou11e). 
Several birds do not build nests at all Most birds with 
webbed feet swim, bnt some not, e.g., upland geese, which 
seldom or never enter the water, or the frigate-bird, which 
is always hovering in the air, and which no one except 
Audubon bas ever seen alight on the surface of the sea. 
Just as little do the different varieties of the song of 
birds depend on the difference in their vocal organs, or 
the peculiar architecture of bees and ants on their bodily 
organisation; in all these cases the organisation only capa
eitates for singing or building in. gemral, but has nothing 
to do with the mode of execution. Sexual selection, 
likewise, has nothing to do with organisation, since the 
disposition of the sexual organs in any animal would be 
as well adapted for the members of numberless foreign 
species as for an individual of its own species. The nur
ture, protection. and training of the young can still less be 
considered dependent on the bodily stntcture. The same 
may be said of the place where the insect lnys its eggs, or 
the selection of the spawn of their own kind on which the 
male fish discharge their seed. The rabbit burrows, but not 
the hare with similar organs for digging, but it less needs a 
subterranean place of refuge on account of its greater speed. 
Some birds that fly remarkably well are stationary birds 
(e.g., kites and other birds of prey), and many moderate 
flyers (e.g., swallows) take the longest journeys. 

(b.) The same instincts appear with different orgamsations. 
Birds with and without climbing feet, moukeys with and 
without prehensile tails, squirrel, sloth, puma, &c., live 
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on trees. The Mole-Cricket burrows with the prominent 
fossorial organs of its anterior extremities, the Burying 
Beetle digs without any atTangement for the purpose. 
The Hamster carries in its winter stores with its cheek
pouches, 3 centim. long and Ii centim. broad, the field
mouse does the same without any special apparatus. Birds 
live in the water just as well without as with web feet; at 
any rate, Divers (Podiups) and Waders (Fulica) are excel
lent aquatic birds, although their toes are only fringed by 
a web. Birds with elongated tarsus and long unconnected 
toes are for the most part marsh-birds, but with the same 
structure of the feet the Moor-hen (OrtygQ'TMtra) is almost 
as much an aquatic bird as the Water-hen, and the Crake 
(Crex) is almost as much a land-bird as the quail or the 
partridge. The migratory impulse is manifested with 
equal intensity by animals of the most different orders, and 
irrespective of the outfit with which they undertake their 
journey by water, land, or air. 

It must accordingly be admitted that Instinct is in a 
high degree independent of bodily organisation. That 
a certain kind of bodily organisation is conditio sine 
qua non of its manifestation is a matter of course ; for 
without sexual parts no procreation, without certain appro
priate organs no artificial construction, without spinnerets 
no spinning ; but in spite of this no one can say that 
organisation is the cause of instinct. The mere existence 
of an organ does not furnish tM slightest motive for the 
exercise of a corresponding activity; for that there must 
be at least a feeling of pleasure in the use of the organ; 
this may then serve as motive to action. But even then, 
if the agreeable feeling affords an incentive to action, 
only the that, not the Jww, of this activity is determined 
by the organisation. The law of action, however, is pre
cisely that which constitutes the problem to be solved. 
Nobody would call it instiuct if the spider caused the 
secretion to flow from its over-filled spinning-glands in 
order to procure. the satisfaction of the discharge, or 
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if the fish for the same reason simply discharged its 
seed into the water. The instinct and the marvel consist 
in this, that the spider spins threads and makes the 
threads into a web, and that the fish discharges its seed 
only on the eggs of its own species. Lastly, the agrec
abl~ sensation in the use of the organs is an altogether 
insufficient motive for the activity itself; for what is at 
once grand and awe-inspiring in instinct is, that its behests 
are obeyed with utter disregard of all personal well-being, 
even at the cost of life itself. Were merely the pleasant 
feeling of the emptying of the spinning glands the motive 
why the caterpillar spins, it would only continue to spin 
till its glandular sac was emptied, but it would not per
petually repair a continually destroyed web till it died 
of exhaustion. It is just the same with all other instincts, 
the causes of which are apparently personal pleasure. 
As soon as the circumstances are altered, so that in 
place of individual weal individual sacrifice occurs, their 
higher origin is unmistakably sho\vn. Thus, e.g., it might 
be said that birds tread for the sake of sexual enjoyment, 
but why then do they no longer repeat the treading when 
the proper number of eggs is laid? The sexual impulse 
indeed still exists, for, if an egg be taken from the nest, 
they recommence treading and the hen lays another egg, 
or, if they belong to the cleverer birds, they quit the 
nest and rear a fresh brood. A hen of Ignex torquilla 
(Wryneck}, whose deposited egg wa.q continually removed 
from the nest, kept on laying, each egg being smaller 
than the preceding, until at the twenty-ninth egg the bird 
was found dead in the nest. If an instinct does not stand 
the test of a sacrifice imposed at the cost of individual 
well-being, if it really merely proceeds fmm the endeavour 
after bodily pleasure, it is not true instinct, and can only 
be so deemed by mistake. 

Instinct is not a urebral Q1' nuntal mechanism implanted 
by Nature, so that the instinctive action could be executed 
without individual (if also unconscious) mental activity, 
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nnd without an idea of the purpose of the action, after the 
manner of a machine,-the end being conceived once for 
all by Nature or a Providence, which had so contrived 
the psychical organisation that only a mechanical use of 
the means remained to the individual. The suggestion 
now is, that a psychical, not a physical, organisation is 
the cause of instinct. This explanation would be at once 
acceptable, if any instinct appertaining to an animal were 
jttnctional witht:Yut intermission. This is not true, however, 
of any instinct, for each waits upon a motive; which, 
according to our view, signifies the occurrence of appro
priate external circumstances making possible the attain
ment of the end by those means which instinct wills; 
not till then is instinct functional as actual will, with 
action at its heels ; before the motive is present, instinct 
remains latent, as it were, and is not functional. The 
motive appears in the mind in the form of sensuous pre
sentation, and the connection is constant between the 
active instinct and all sense-perceptions, which indicate 
that the opportunity has arrived for the attainment of the 
purpose of the instinct. The psychical mechanism would 
accordingly have to be sought in this constant connection. 
We should again have to imagine a sort of keyboard; the 
struck keys would be the motives, and the resounding 
notes the functional instincts. This might be satisfactory 
in spite of the remarkable fact that keys altogether 
different give out the same sound, if only instinct were 
really comparable to definite tones, i.e., if one and the 
same instinct really always reacted in one and the same 
way on the appropriate motives. This, however, is not 
the case, but the only constant element is the uncon
scious purpose of the instinct; the instinct itself, however, 
like the willing of the means, varies just as much as the 
means to be appropriately applied vary according to the 
external circumstances. An hypothesis which rejects the 
unconscious idea of the end in each single case is accord
ingly condemned ; for if it were desired to retain in 
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nddition the idea of this mental mechanism, for every 
variation and modification of the instinct a special con
stant arrangement according to external circumstances, 
a new key with a tone of another timbre would have to 
be inserted, whereby the mechanism would be infinitely 
complicated. That, however, with every variation in the 
means selected by instinct the end is constant should 
be a sufficiently clear indication, that such an endless 
mental complexity is not needed, but in lieu thereof the 
unconscious representation of an end is all that need be 
assumed. 

Thus, e.g., for the bird which has laid its eggs, the constant 
end is to hatch the chickens ; accordingly, if the external 
temperature is insufficient, it sits upon them, a proceeding 
omitted only in very wann countries, because the animal 
sees the goal of its instinct attained without its assistance. 
In warm countries many birds only brood by night. With 
us, too, if by chance small birds have made their nests in 
hot forcing-houses, they sit but little or not at all How 
repugnant is the supposition of a mechanism which con
strains the bird to brood as soon as the temperature falls 
.below a certain degree ; how simple and clear the assump
tion of an unconscious purpose which compels the willing 
of the appropriate means, but of which process only the 
final term, as a will immediately preceding action, comes 
into consciousness I In South Africa the sparrow begirds 
its nest with thorns as a protection against snakes and 
apes. The eggs laid by the cuckoo always resemble in 
size, colour, and marking the eggs of the nest wherein they 
nre laid ; e.g., in that of Sylvia nifa, they are white with 
violet spots ; of Sylvia hippolais, rose-coloured with black 
spots ; of Regulus ignicapellus, dark red ; and the resem
blance is so perfect that the eggs are scarcely to be dis
tinguished save by the structure of the shell. And yet 
Brehm enumerates some fifty species of birds in whose 
nests cuckoos' eggs were found (Illustrirtes Thierleben, vol. 
.iv. p. 197) . . Ollly throttgh,anov.ersigbt, when the cuckoo is 
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surprised, is an egg ever deposited in a wrong nest, as well 
as occasionally left to perish on the ground, if the mother 
was unable to find a suitable nest at the right time.
Huber by special contrivances prevented bees from carry
ing on their instinctive mode of building from above down
wards, whereupon they built from below upwards, and 
even horizontally. Where the outermost cells are attached 
to the roof of the hive or lean against the wall, the prisms, 
which are agglutinated together by their base alone, are 
not hexagonal but pentagonal, for more durable fastening. 
In autumn bees lengthen the existing honey cells, if there 
are not enough of them: in spring they shorten them 
again in order to obtain broader passages between tho 
combs. If the honeycombs have become too heavy, they 
replace the waxen walls of the highest (supporting) cells 
by thicker ones, formed of wax and propolis. If working
bees are introduced into the cells destined for drones, the 
workers apply the corresponding flat rooflets instead of 
the round ones belonging to the drones. In the autumn 
they regularly kill the drones, but allow them to live if 
the queen is lost, that they may impregnate the young 
queen which is to be reared from the larvre of female 
workers. Huber observed that they barred the entrance 
of their hive against raids of hawk-moths with artificial 
constructions of wax and propolis ; they only carry in 
propolis when they want to make any improvements or 
for special purposes. Spiders and caterpillars also show 
a remarkable skill in repairing their ruined web, which 
is quite a different kind of work from the first manufac
ture of a web. 

The examples cited, which might be indefinitely added 
to, sufficiently prove that instincts are not actions mechani
cally performed in accordance with fixed rules, but that 
they are rather very closely adapted to circumstances, and 
are capable of such great modifications and variations, that 
they sometimes seem to be converted into their opposites. 
Many will be inclined to ascribe this modification to con-
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scicnts reflection on the part of the animals ; and certainly 
in animals more highly endowed in most cases a combina
tion of instinctiv~ activity and conscious reflection is not 
to be denied. However, I believe that the examples 
adduced satisfactorily prove that there are also many cases 
where, without any intervention of conscious reflection, 
the ordinary and extraordinary actions arise from the 
same source; that they are either both true instinct or 
both results of conscious reflection. Or is it really a 
different power which causes the bee to build in the 
middle hexagonal, at the edge pentagonal prisms; which 
leads the bird to brood over its eggs in the one set of 
circumstances, and not to brood in the other set; which 
causes the bees now pitilessly to murder their brethren, 
now to give them their life ; which teaches birds the 
architecture of their species and their special measures 
of precaution; which leads the spider to spin its web, 
and mend it when injured 1 If it be granted that the 
modifications of instinct, together with its most usual 
fundamental form, which is often quite indeterminable, 
spring from a single source, then the allegation of con
scious reflection is self-refuted later on, where the same 
objection is brought against instinct in general. It may, 
perhaps, not be improper to anticipate here the conclu
sion of a subsequent chapter, namely, that instinct and 
organic formative activity contain one and the same prin
ciple, only manifested under different circumstances, and 
that they shade into one another without any definite 
boundaries. Admit this, and it is evident that instinct 
cannot depend on the organisation of the body or of the 
brain, since it would be much more correct to say that 
organisation arises through a manifestation of instinct. 
This, however, only by the way.-

On the other hand, we have now to direct our atten
tion again more closely to the notion of a psychical 
mechanism, when it will appear that, apart from the fact 
that it explains very little, it is so obscure that it hardly 
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conveys any idea at all. The motive appears in the mind 
in the form of a conscious sensuous presentation. This is 
the first term of the process ; the last term appears as 
conscious will to some particular action. Both, however, 
are quite heterogeneous, and have nothing in common with 
ordinary motivation, which consists exclusively in this
that the idea of pleasure or displeasure begets the desire 
to attain the former and avoid the latter. In instinct, 
pleasure, for the most part, appears as a concomitant 
phenomenon, although, as we have already seen, it is not 
at all necessary; but the full power and grandeur of instinct 
is only shown in the scwrijice of the individual. But the 
real problem is here a far deeper one, for every idea of a 
pleasure presupposes that this pleasure has been already 
experienced. It follows again from this that in the former 
case a will was present, in the satisfaction of which 
pleasure consisted, and whence the will comes before the 
pleasure is known, and without a bodily pain, as in the 
case of hunger, urgently demanding relief, is the very ques
tion, since one may see in the case of any solitary animal 
that the instinctive impulses appear before it can have 
got to know the pleasure of their satisfaction. In instinct 
there must, therefore, be a causal connection between the 
sensuous presentation which serves as motive and the 
will to act instinctively, with which the pleasure of the 
satisfaction that follows has nothing to do. This causal 
connection, as we kno\V from our human instincts, does 
not enter experientially into consciousness; consequently, 
if it is to be styled a mechanism, it can only be either 
a (non-conscious) mechanical conduction and conversion 
of the vibrations of the presented motive into the vibra
tions of the willed action in the brain, or an unconscious 
mental mechanism. In the first case, it would be very 
wonderful that this transaction should remain unconscious, 
since the process is so powerful that the will resulting 
from it overcomes all other considerations, every other 
will, and such cerebral vibrations always become conscious. 
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It is also difficult to form an idea of the way in which this 
conversion could take place, so that the end set up once for 
all should be attained by the resulting will with the varying 
circumstances. If the other case,-an unconscious mental 
mechanism,-be assumed, the process cannot well be con
ceived under any other form than that which holds good of 
mind in general, thinking and willing. Between the con
scious motive and the will to the instinctive action a causal 
connection has to be imagined by means of unconscious 
ideation and volition, and I know not how this connection 
can be more simply conceived than by represented and 
willed purpou. We have now reached the mechanism 
peculiar to mind, and immanent of Logic, and have found 
tlt.e unconscious idea of purpoae to be the indispensable 
link in the case of each, single instinctive action. Accord
ingly, the notion of a dead, external, preordained mental 
mechanism is abolished of itself, and changed into the 
immanent mental life of Logic ; and we have reached 
the only remaining mode of conceiving a real instinct : 
Instinct u cansci01t8 willing of tke means to an unconsciously 
willed end. This conception explains in an unforced and 
simple way the whole problem offered by instinct, or, more 
coiTectly, in thus declaring the true nature of instinct 
everything problematical vanishes. In a separate essay on 
Instinct, the notion of unconscious mental activity, a.'i yet 
unfamiliar to our educated public, would perhaps arouse 
opposition ; but here, where in each chapter new facts are 
adduced, proving the existence of this unconscious mental 
activity and its striking significance, any scruple due to 
the novelty of this thought will be evanescent. 

Although compelled decidedly to reject the notion that 
instinct is merely the action of a pre-arranged mechanism, 
I did not at all intend to exclude the supposition of con
stitutional tendencies of the brain, of the ganglia, and 
of the body as a whole, determining the nervous current 
more easily and more conveniently into one channel rather 
than into anotlt.er. This predisposition is then either a 
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result of habit, graving its lines deeper and deeper, and 
at last leaving indelible traces behind it, either in the 
special individual or by inheritance in a series of genera
tions, or it is expressly called forth by the unconscious 
formative impulse, in order to facilitate action in a 
particular direction. The latter case will have more 
application to the external organisation-e.g., the weapons 
and working implements of animals-the former more to 
the molecular constitution of brain and ganglia, especially 
in respect to the ever-recurring fundamental power 
of instinct-e.g., the hexagonal form of the cell of the 
bee. We shall see later on (B. Chap. iv.) that the sum 
of individual modes of reaction on all possible kinds of 
motives is called the individual character, and (C. Chap. 
xi. 2) that this character is essentially dependent on a 
constitution of brain and body in lesser degree acquired 
by the individual by habit, in greater part inherited. 
Since, now, in the cue of instinct, we have to do with a 
mode of reaction on certain motives, we may speak here 
too of character, although we are not so much con
cerned with the character of the individual as of the 
race. Accordingly, in the case of character in respect of 
instinct, the question is not how one individual is dis
tinguished from another, but how one animal class is 
distinguished from another. 

If such a predisposition of brain and body for certain 
active tendencies be called a mechanism, in a certain 
sense that may be allowed to pass ; but it should be re
marked: ( 1.) that all deviations from the customary form 
of any instinct, so far as they cannot be ascribed to con
scious reflection, are not specifically provided for in this 
mechanism; (2.) that inluritanc; is only possible through 
the continual guidance of the embryonic development by 
a well-adjusted unconscious formative activity (certainly 
again influenced by the predispositions given in the germ); 
(3.) that the engraining of the tendency in the transmit
ting individual could only tnke place by long habituation 
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to the same mode of action, accordingly instinct witl~uut 
auxiliary mechanism is the cause of the ori,qin of the 
auxiliary mechanism ; (4.) that all instinctive actions 
which only occur rarely or merely once in the lifetime of 
an individual (e.g., those relative to propagation and 
metamorphosis in the case of the lower animals, and all 
such instinctive forbearance when a contrary effect would 
be followed by death) cannot well be engrained by habit, 
but a ganglionic constitution predisposing thereto could 
only be produced by purposive creation; (5.) that even 
the ready-made auxiliary mechanisn does not precisely 
necessitate, but merely predisposes the Unconscious to this 
particular instinctive action (as is shown by deviations from 
the type), so that the unconscious purpose always remains 
stronger than the ganglionic predisposition, and only finds 
occasion to choose among the means lying ready to hand 
those nearest and most suitable to the constitution. 

We now approach more closely the question we have 
reserved to the last : " Is there such a thing as a true 
instinct, or are the so-called instinctive actions only 
results of conscious premeditation l " In favour of the 
latter hypothesis there might be cited the well-known 
experience that the more limited the range of the con., 
scions mental activities of any being, the stronger is wont 
to be the executive faculty in the particular limited direc
tion relatively to the extent of the total capacity. This 
experience, frequently confirmed in the case of man, and 
certainly applicable to animals also, finds its explanation 
in the circumstance that the degree of this performance 
is only in part dependent on the mental structure, in part 
also, however, on the exercise and improvement of the 
natural disposition in this special direction. Thus, e.g., a 
philologist is unskilful in legal processes of thinking, a 
naturalist or mathematician in philological, an abstract 
philosopher in poetic invention, quite apart from special 
talent, solely in consequence of one-sided mental cultiva
tion and practice. Now the narrower the sphere of the 
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mental activity of any being, the more is the whole culture 
and training concentrated in this single direction, conse
quently it is no wonder that the resulting performances in 
this line are enhanced through the narrowing of the field 
of view relatit·ely to the total capacity. But if this pheno
menon be , used to explain the action of instinct, the 
limitation "relatively to the total capacity" must not be 
left out of sight. Since, however, the lower the rank in 
the animal scale the less the total capacity, and yet the 
instinctive performances remain in respect to perfection 
tolerably equal at all stages of the animal kingdom, whereas 
those effects which unquestionably proceed from con
scious reflection are manifestly proportional to the mental 
capacity, it seems to follow that in the case of instinct 
we have to do with some other principle than conscious 
understanding. We further see that the conscious per
formances of animals are in fact similar in kind to our 
own ; that they are made possible through teaching and 
instruction and are perfected by exercise. Even in the case 
of animals it is said understanding only comes with years. 
On the other hand, in the case of instinctive actions, the 
peculiarity is just this, that they are performed just as 
perfectly by animals growing up in solitude as by such as 
have enjoyed the instruction of their parents, and that the 
success is as great on the very first occasion, prior to all 
experience and exercise, as at any later period. Here 
too, the difference in principle is unmistakable. Then 
experience teaches : the more limited and weak an under
standing, the more sluggish the flow of ideas, i.e., the 
slower and heavier its conscious thinking. This is illus
trated both by human beings of different mental grasp 
and by the brutes, so far as instinct does not come into 
play. But instinct bas this peculiarity, that it never 
delays and hesitates, but instantaneously operates, if the 
motive for its operation consciously occurs. This rapidity 
of resolution in instinctive action is met with alike in 
the lowest and in the highest animals. This is another 
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circumstance pointing to a difference in principle of iustincb 
and conscious reflection. 

Lastly, as concerns the pitch of performance, a hurried 
glance at once detects the want of proportion between 
the same and the stage of mental development. Look 
at the caterpillar of the Emperor Moth (Saturnia pavonia 
minor). It devours the leaves of the shrub whereon it 
was hatched; at the most, moves when it rains to the 
underside of the leaf, and changes its skin from time to 
time; that is its whole life, which hardly allows one to 
look for even the most limited education of the intelli
gence. But now it spins its cocoon for the chrysalis state, 
and constructs for itself a double arch of bristles meeting 
at their apices, very easy to open from within, but which 
opposes on the outside sufficient resistance to any attempts 
to penetrate into it. If this contrivance were a result of 
its conscious understanding, it would require the following 
train of thought: " I shall enter the chrysalis state, and, 
immovable as I am, be at the mercy of every adver
sary ; therefore I will spin myself a cocoon. Since, how
ever, as butterfly I shall not be able to make a breach in 
the web either by mechanical or chemical means as many 
other caterpillars do, I must leave an aperture for egress; 
but that my persecutors may not make use of it, I shall 
close it with elastic bristles, which I can easily bend 
apart from the inside, but which will offer resistance ex
ternally, according to the theory of the arch." That is 
really asking too much of the poor caterpillar ! And yet 
each step of this argumentation is indispensable if the 
result is to be correctly got at. 

This theoretical discrimination of Instinct from the 
conscious activity of the understanding could easily be 
misinterpreted by the opponents of my way of regarding 
the matter, as if I asserted a wide gulf to exist between 
the two in practice likewise. The latter, however, is by 
no means my opinion; on the contrary, I have already 
pointed to the possibility of both kinds of psychical activity 
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being combined in different proportions, so that through 
their intermixtures in different degrees, there occurs a 
gradual transition from pure instinct to pure conscious 
reflection. We shall, however, see later on (B. Chap. vii.) 
that even in the highest and most abstract rational acti
vity of the human consciousness there are certain factors 
of the highest importance, which essentially agree with 
that of instinct. 

On the other side, however, the most wonderful mani
festations of instinct not only occur in the vegetable 
kingdom (lUI we shall see in C. Chap. iv.), but also in 
those lowest organisms of the simplest structure, in part 
unicellular, which in any case stand far below the higher 
plants in conscious intelligence, but to which such a 
power is usually denied. If in such microscopic nnicel
iular organisms, in respect of which the question whether 
they are of animal or of vegetable nature is devoid of 
meaning, we must admire instinctive adjustments which 
far exceed merely reflectorially stimulated movemen~ 
then every doubt must be laid to rest, whether there 
really exists an instinct, the derivation of which from 
conscious rational activity appears radically hopeless. I 
adduce as an example a recently observed phenomenon, 
which is perhaps more astonishing than anything 
previously recognised, because the problem is therein 
solved of accomplishing, with incredibly simple means, 
various ends to which in higher animals a complicated 
system of motor organs is subservient. 

.A.rcella vulgaris is a lump of protoplasm in a concavo
convex, brown, finely perforated shell, from the concave 
side of which it protrudes through a circular opening, by 
rueans of processes (pseudopodia). If a drop of water, 
containing living arcellre be observed through a micro
scope, a specimen may usually be seen accidentally lying 
on its back at the bottom of the drop of water, making vain 
efforts for one or two minutes to grasp a firm point with 
its pseudopodia. Then . there sudden.l.Y appear generally 
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from two to five, sometimes even more, dark specks in the 
protoplasm at a mean distance from the periphery, and 
usually at regular intervals from each other, which are 
quickly enlarged to distinct spherical air-bubbles, and at 
last fill a respectable part of the hollow of the shell, thereby 
thrusting out a portion of the protoplasm. The number 
and size of the several bubbles are in inverse proportion. 
After five to twenty minutes the specific gravity of the 
Arcella is so far reduced that the animalcule, lifted from 
the water by its pseudopodia, is carried towards the upper 
surface of the drop, on which it now walks. Then after five 
to ten minutes the bubbles disappear, the last little speck 
by jerks, as it were. If, however, as the result of an 
accidental twist, the Arcella comes up to the surface of 
the drop, the vesicles continue to grow, but only on one 
side, becoming smaller on the other; in consequence 
of which the shell assumes a position more and more 
oblique, and at last vertical, until finally one of the pro
cesses takes firm hold, and the whole turns over. From 
the moment that the animal gains a firm footing the 
vesicles become smaller, and the experiment may be 
repeated as often as it pleases after their disappearance. 
The places of the protoplasm which form the bubbles 
continually change; the non-nucleated protoplasm of the 
pseudopodia alone does not contain air. With longer 
fruitless endeavours there occurs visible exhaustion; the 
animal abandons the attempt for a time, and renews it 
after a pause for refreshment. Engelmann, the discoverer 
of this phenomenon, says (Pfluger's Archiv fur Physiologie, 
voL ii.) : "The changes of volume usually take place in 
all air-bubbles of the same animal simultaneously, in the 
same way and in the same degree. There are, however, 
not a few exceptions. Frequently some grow or diminish 
much quicker than others. It may even happen that one 
air-bubble becomes smaller while another increases. Ail 
these changes are throughout perfectly adapted to their end .. 
The formation and growth of the air-bubbles has for object 
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the bringing the animal into such a position that it can 
maintain itself by means of its pseudopodia. When this 
end is attained the air disappears, without our being in a 
position to discover any other reason for this disappear
ance. . • • If these circumstances be taken note of, it 
is possible, with almost complete certainty, to foretell 
whether an Arcella will develop air-bubbles or not, and, 
in case gas-bubbles are already in existence, whether they 
will expand or become smaller ... . In the power of chang
ing their specific gravity the Arcellre possess a remarkable 
expedient for rising to the surface of the water or for 
settling at the bottom. They not only avail themselves 
of these means under the abnormal circumstances in 
which they find themselves during microscopic investi
gation, but also under normal circumstances. This is 
~oncluded from the fact that at the surface of the water, 
where they live, a few specimens are always found to 
contain air-bubbles."-

Those whom the foregoing instan'ces do not constrain 
to reject the explanation of instinct by conscious reflec
tion must admit the demonstrative force of the follow
ing highly important testimony of facts. Thus much is 
certain, that the reflection of conscious understanding can 
only take into account such data as are given in con
sciousness ; if, then, it can be definitely proved that data 
indispuuable for the result cannot possibly be conscWu,sly 
1-nown, it is thereby proved that the result cannot spring 
from conscious deliberation. The only way, according to 
the common assumption, whereby the kuowledge of ex
ternal facts can be obtained is sensuous perception ; we 
have then to show that knowledge indispensable to the 
result cannot possibly be obtained by means of sensuous 
perception. The following are the points to be proved: 
Firstly, that the facts in question belong to the future, 
and all data are wanting in the present circumstances 
wherefrom to infer their occurrence in the future; secondly, 
that the facts in question do indeed exist at the present. 
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time, but are manifestly closed to conscious apprehension 
by the circumstance, that only the experience of former 
cases can supply material for the interpretation of the 
data afforded by sensuous perception, and this experi
ence, so observation shows, is excluded. It would make 
no differenee, as far as our argument is concerned, if, 
as I hold to be probable, in the progress of physiological 
knowledge, all examples about to be cited for the first 
case should tum out to belong to the second, as has 
undeniably happened with many examples formerly 
adduced. For an a priori knowledge without any ap
pulse from the side of sense is hardly to be called more 
wonderful than a knowledge which is evinced, indeed, 
on occasion of certain sensuous perceptions, but can only 
be conceived to be connected therewith by such a chain 
of inferences and applied knowledge, that its possibility 
must be decidedly denied in the state of the faculties and 
development of the particular animals.-An example of 
the first case is afforded by the instance of the lan·a 
of the Stag-beetle in digging for itself a suitable cavity, 
on occasion of passing into the chrysalis state. The 
female larva digs a hole as large as itself; the male, 
however, though of the same size, one as largo again, 
because tbe horns which will hereafter be developed are 
about tbe length of the animal. The knowledge of this 
circumstance is indispensable to the result, and yet every 
indication is wanting at the time whereby to infer this 
future event. The following is an example of the second 
case :-Ferrets and buzzards fall upon blind-worms or 
other non-poisonous snakes without more ado, and seize 
them just as they come in their way ; the adder however, 
even if they have never seen one before, they grasp 
with the greatest circumspection, and try first of all 
to crush its head, in order to avoid being bitten. Since 
there exists nothing else capable of inspiring fear in 
the adder, if this behaviour is to proceed from conscious 
reflection, the censcious knowledge of the dangerous char· 
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acter of its bite is indispensable. But ·now, as this can 
only be gained by experience, and yet the same precaution 
is observed by animals that have been kept in confine· 
ment from their birth, it cannot proceed from reflection. 
On the other hand, there evidently follows from these 
two examples the fact of an unconscious cognition of 
particular circumstances, the existence of an immediate 
knowledge without the intervention of sensuous percep
tion aud consciousness. 

This has always been recognised and indicated by the 
words fore-feeling and presentiment. But, on the one 
hand, these terms have reference only to the future, not to 
that which exists at the present time but is imperceptible 
owing to its remoteness; on the other, they· denote only 
the slight, vague, undefined resonance in consciousness of 
the unerring and sure state of unconscious knowledge. 
Accordingly, the word fore-fteling is appropriate so far as 
vagueness and indefiniteness are suggested, whilst at the 
same time it is easy to see that no mere feeling devoid 
of all, even unconscious ideas, can have any influence oli 
the result, but only a mental representation, since this 
alone contains knowledge. The presentiment reverberat
ing in consciousness may certainly, in certain circum· 
stances, be tolerably distinct, so that among human beings 
it can be fixed in thoughts and words; but even in man, 
as our experience teaches us, this is not the case with the 
instincts proper, for in their case the resonance of uncon
scious knowledge in consciousness is mostly so weak, as 
to be actually expressed only in accompanying feelings or 
'IM<Kis, and to form only an in~nitely small fraction of 
common feeling. That such an obscure sympathy on the 
part of consciousness is quite insufficient to give the cue 
to conscious reflection is evident. On the other hand, it is 
also clear that conscious reflection would be superfluous, 
since the particular rational process must have been 
already unconsciously performed; for every vague pre
sentiment in consciousness is only the consequence of a 
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uefinite unconscious knowledge, nod the knowledge, of 
which we are here speaking, is almost always tl1e idea of 
the purpose of the instinctive action, or one closely con
nected therewith. E.g., in the case of the larva of the 
Stag-beetle, the aim is to have room for the two sprout
ing horns; the means, to procure room by excavation; 
the unconscious perception, the future growth of the two 
horns. Lastly, all instinctive actions give the impression 
of absolute certai1~ty and selj-aJJSu1·ance, and there never 
occurs in them, as in conscious resolution, any delay, doubt, 
or hesitation, never (as will be shown in C. Chap. L) any 
genuine error, so that one cannot possibly ascribe to the 
obscure nature of the presentiment such an invaria.ble 
precise result; indeed this feature of absolute accuracy 
is so characteristic, that it may pass for the only clear 
defining mark of action from instinct when compared with 
action from conscious reflection. From this, however, it 
again follows that a principle altogether different from that . 
which underlies conscious action must be at the bottom of 
instinct, and that can only be found in the determination of 
the will by a process lying in the Unconscious, for which 
this character of undoubted self-assurance is claimed in 
all the following inquiries. 

Some may be surprised that I have ascribed to instinct 
an unconscious knowledge, produced by no sensible expe
rience, and yet unerring; but this is no consequence of my 
view of Instinct, but rather a strong support of this view, 
derived directly from the facts. Accordingly we cannot 
be spared the trouble of considering a number of examples 
illustrative of this point. In order to be able to use a 
single word for the unconscious knowledge, which has 
not been acquired by way of sensuous perception, but is 
met with as an immediate possession, I shall (as "presen
timent," for the reasons assigned, is not suitable) employ 
the term" clairvoyance," which, it must be clearly under
stood, will here only have the force of the given definition. 

Let us now consider in order a few examples from the 
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instincts of fear of enemies, appetence, the migratory 
impulse, and propagation.- Most animals know their 
natural enemies before any experience of their hostile 
intentions. Thus a dock of young pigeons becomes 
alarmed, even without an older guid'l, and scatters if a 
bird of prey approaches. Oxen and horses, indigenous 
in regions where there are no lions, no sooner scent a 
nocturnal prowler than they become restless and anxious. 
Horses, on crossing a bridle-path which ran past the old 
house of the beasts of prey of the Berlin Zoological 
Garden, were wont to become terrified and restless on 
scenting their wholly unknown enemies. Sticklebacks 
swim quietly about among the rapacious pikes, which do 
not attempt to attack them ; for if by oversight a pike ever 
actually attempts to swallow a stickleback, the latter with 
its projecting dorsal spines sticks in his throat, and the 
pike must infallibly die of hunger; accordin;,;ly cannot 
transmit his painful experience to posterity. The fore
sight of the ferret and buzzal'd in regard to adders bas 
been already mentioned; similarly it was observed that 
a young Honey-buzzard, on being presented with its 
first wasp, only devoured the animal nfter it had crushed 
the sting out of its body. In some countries the people 
live chiefly on dog's flesh. Dogs in the presence of these 
people are. said to become quite wild and ungovernable, as 
if they recognised in them foes whom they would like to 
attack. This is the more remarkable, as dog's fat out
wardly applied (e.g., rubbed on the shoes), attracts dogs 
by its smell A young chimpanzee, at the first sight of 
a gigantic snake, was observed by Grant to fall into the 
greatest alarm; and even among us human beings, too, it 
is not so rare for a Gretchen to spy out a Mephistopheles. 
Very remarkable is it that the insect Bombex attacks and 
slays a Parnope wherever it finds one, without making 
any use of the corpse. We know, however, that the latter 
lies in wait for the eggs of the Bombex, and is therefore 
the natural foe of its race. The phenomenon well k.nowu 
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to the tenders of oxen and sheep as " the goading of 
cattle by the gadfly" furnishes analogous evidence. If a 
" breeze" or gadfly approaches a herd, the latter become 
quite wild and run hither and thither in confusion as if 
beside themselves, because the hatched larvre from the 
eggs of the fly deposited on their hide penetrate the skin 
and cause painful festerings. These gadflies, which have 
no sting, very much resemble the stinging gadflies, and 
yet the latter are but slightly, the former extremely, feared 
by cattle. As the consequences of the painless deposition 
of the eggs only make their appearance after a consider
able lapse of time, a conscious inference of the connection 
cannot be assumed. 

No animal, whose instinct has not been killed out by 
unnatural habits, eats poisonous herbs; even the ape, 
spoiled by residence among men, may with safety be 
employed in the primitive forests as a fruit-taster, as it 
rejects with a cry the poisonous fruits which are offered 
it. Every animal chooses just those vegetable or animal 
substances for its food which suit its digestive organs, 
without having received any instruction on the matter, 
even without a previous use of the organ of taste. If now 
it must certainly be assumed that smell, and not sight, is 
the critical organ for the discrimination of materials, still 
it is no less enigmatical how the animal recognises that 
which suits its digestion by odorous rather than by visual 
impression. Thus the kid cut from the womb by Galen 
enjoyed milk alone of all the proffered food and drink, 
refusing to touch aught else. The Hawfinch splits the 
cherry-stone by turning it in such a way that the beak 
exactly hits the suture, and it does this as well with its 
first cherry-stone as with its last. Finches, martens, and 
weasels make little holes on the opposite side of the e~g 
about to be drained of its contents, that the air may rush 
in and facilitate suction. Animals not merely know their 
proper food, but also often seek appropriate remedies with 
correct l'!Crsonal diagnosis and unacquired therapeutic 
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knowledge. Thus dogs often eat a good deal of grass, 
especially couchgrass, when they are sick; ns, for instance, 
according to Lenz, when they are afflicted with worms, 
which are evacuated enveloped in the undigested grass, 
or if they want to remove splinters of bone from their 
stomach. They make use of thorny rest-harrows as laxa
tives. Fowls and pigeons pick lime from walls and roof5 
if their food does not afford enough lime to form egg-shells. 
Little children eat chalk when they have heartburn, and 
pieces of charcoal if they sufl'er from flatulence. We also 
find, under certain cft-cumstances, these special nutritive or 
curative instincts in adult human beings when unconscious 
nature gains the upper hand, e.g., among the pregnant, 
whose capricious appetites probably make their appearance, 
when a certain state of the fcetus renders a particular com
position of blood desirable. Field-mice bite out the germs 
of the gathered grain, that they may not sprout in winter. 

A few days before the coming of cold weather the 
squirrel gets in its stores most diligently, and then 
closes its dwelling. The birds of passage go from our 
regions to warmer lands at a time when they have no 
lack of food, and when the temperature is considerably 
higher than at the period of their return: the like holds 
good of the time when animals go into winter quarters, 
which beetles frequently do in the warmest days of 
autumn. When swallows and storks find their way 
home again, travelling hundreds of miles over lands 
totally different in appearance, it is ascribed to the keen
ness of their sense of locality; but when pigeons and 
dogs, after having been turned round twenty times in a 
sack and carried off to an unknown region, nevertheless 
run home in a straight line, no one can say anything 
more than that their instinct has guided them, i.e., the 
clairvoyance of the Unconscious has enabled them to 
divine the right path. In years when there will be an 
early winter, most birds of passage begin to make pre
parations for their departure sooner than usual. If a 
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very mild winter is imminent, many species do not de· 
part at all, or migrate only a short distance southwards. 
If a severe winter occurs, the tortoise makes its winter 
abode deeper. If grey geese, cranes, &c., soon withdraw 
from the spots in which they had made their appearance 
at the beginning of spring, there is a prospect of a hot 
and dry summ~r, when the deficiency of water in those 
plnces would render breeding impossible to marsh and 
water birds. In years when floods occur, the beaver 
builds its dwelling higher; and in Kamtchatka, when a 
flood is imminent, the field-mice suddenly withdraw in 
a body. If a dry summer is approaching, in April or 
May spiders weave their pensile toils several feet in 
length. When in winter house-spiders run to and fro, 
boldly contend with one another, construct new and 
numerous webs one over another, cold will set in in 
from nine to twelve days; on the other hand, if they 
conceal themselves, there will be a thaw. 

I do not by any means doubt, that many of these 
precautionary measures in view of future states of the 
weather are· conditioned by a sensitive appreciation of 
certain present atmospheric states, which escape our 
notice; these perceptions, however, invariably have re
ference only to present states of the weather, and what 
can the conscious common sensations produced by the 
present state of the weather haYe to do with the idea 
of the future weather? Surely no one will credit the 
animals with the power of calculating the weather months 
in advance from meteorological indications, and with the 
faculty of foreseeing floods. A mere feeling of this kind 
of present atmospheric influences is nothit1g more than 
the sensuous perception which serves as motive, for a. 
motive must, indeed, always be present if an instinct is 
to become active.1 Nevertheless, it is certain that the 

1 When auch a motive in the form premonitory instinct. Thus, e.g., 
of an actual perception ia entirely when birds of passage at the uaual 
wanting, there ia wanting also the time leave their winter quartera for 
occasion fur the manifestation of the the far north, they may on thea 
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prevision of the state of the weather is a case of uncon
scious clairvoyance; the stork departing for the south 
four weeks earlier than is customary. l."nowing as little as 
the stag, which, when a coldwinter is at hand, allows a 
thicker skin than usual to grow. Animals have in their 
consciousness a feeling of the present state of the weather; 
on this their action follows precisely as if they had the 
idea of the future state of the weather. They do not, 
however, possess the latter idea in their consciousness. 
Aecordingly, there only remains as natural connecting 
link the unconscious idea, which, however, is always a 
clairvoyant intuition, because it contains something which 
is neither directly given to the animal by sense-perception, 
nor can be inferred from the perception through its powers 
of understanding. 

Most wonderful of all are the instincts relating to the 
propagation of the race. Every male discovers the female 
of its species with a view to sexual union, but certainly not 
guided merely by outward resemblance to itself ; for in 
many kinds of animals,-e.g., hermit-crabs,-the sexes are 
so radically different in form, that the male would in that 
case be led to copulate with the females of thousands of 
other species rather than with those of its own. In some 
butterflies there exists a polymon>hism, according to which 
not only male and female are distinct, but even in the 
female sex itself there occur two quite distinct forms of 
the same species, of which one commonly belongs to the 
natural mimicry of a remote and well-protected species. 
And yet the males have intercourse only with the females 
of their own species, never with strangers which perhaps 
bear a closer resemblance to themselves. In the insect
order Strepsiptera the female is an ill-shaped worm, which 
dwells all its life loug in the posterior segment of the body 
of a wasp, and ouly protrudes with its lenticular horny 

arrh·al ruft'er distreu by an unusu- away, they could not have had even 
ally late IJ>ring, of which, of coune, the slightest intimation through at· 
i.u a I}>Ot many hundreds of milee mosph.,ric influences. 
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head between two abdominal rings of the latter. The 
male, which lives only a few hours, resembling a moth in 
appearance, recognises its female by this stunted protu
berance, and fecundates the eggs through a canal opening 
immediately below the animal's mouth. 

Before any experience of the significance of child~ 
bearing, the pregnant animal is impelled to seek seclusion, 
in order to prepare a couch for its young in a cave or other 
sheltered spot; the bird builds its nest as soon as the eggs 
mature in the ovary. Land-snails, crabs, tree-frogs, toads, 
enter the water, marine tortoises go upon land, many 
sea-fish ascend rivers, to lay their eggs where the fit condi
tions of their development are alone to be found. Insects 
lay their eggs in very various places-in the sand, on 
leaves, under the skin and nails of other animals, often 
in places where the future food of the larva is not yet 
in existence, e.g., in the autumn on trees which do not 
sprout till the spring, or in the spring on blossoms which 
only bear fruit in autumn, or on caterpillars, which only 
in the pupa-state serve as food and protection to the 
parasitic larvre. Other insects lay their eggs in places, 
whence they are conveyed to the proper place of their de· 
velopment by many circuitous courses, e .. q., certain gnddies 
on the lips of horses, others on those parts which horses 
are wont to lick, whereby the eggs pass into the entrails as 
their place of development, and when matured are voided 
with the orrlure. The bovine gadflies select the most 
powerful and soundest animals with such accuracy, that 
cattle-dealers and farmers entirely rely upon them, and 
take by preference the animals whose skins show most 
traces of being the pasture of the gadfly's grubs. This 
selection of the best oxen by the gadflies can scarcely 
be the result of conscious trial and reflection, when 
experienced traders take them for their masters. The 
wall-wasp makes a hole in the sand several inches deep, 
deposits its egg in the same, and packs in a layer of 
footless green maggots approaching the pupa-state, there-
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fore well nourished and able to live a long time without 
food, but so close together that they cannot stir nor enter 
the pupa condition themselves, and just as many, and no 
more, as the larva will require before its transformation 
into a chrysalis. A species of wasp, Ccrceri8 bupresticida, 
which itself only lives on pollen, places by the side of each 
of its eggs, preserved in subterranean cells, three specimens 
of the genus Buprestis, which it becomes possessed of by 
lying in wait for them when they emerge from the chrysalis 
condition, and then slaying them in their weak condition, 
at the same time seeming to apply a juice which keeps 
them fresh and suitable for food. Several species of wasps 
open the cells of their larvre as soon as these have con
sumed their food, in order to replenish them, and then 
close them again. In a similar way ants constantly 
choose the right moment when their larvre are ripe for 
hatching in order to open for them the cocoon, from which 
they could not free themselves. What, now, does an 
insect, whose life in the case of but few species endures 
longer than for one deposition of eggs, know of the con
tents and the favourable place for the development of its 
eggs 1 what does it know of the kind of nutriment which 
the hatched larvre will need, and which is quite different 
from its own 1 what does it know of the quantity of food 
which is needed ? what can it know, i.e., have in its 
consciousness, of all this 1 And yet its action, its efforts, 
and the high importance which it attributes to these things, 
prove that the animal has a knowledge of the future. It 
can then only be unconscious clairvoyance; and no less 
certainly must it be clairvoyance which arouses in animals 
juit at the right moment the will to open the cells or the 
cocoon, when the larvre have finished their stock of food, 
or are ripe for hatching. 

The cuckoo, whose eggs, as is the case with other birds, 
do not need one or two, but seven to eleven days to 
mature in the ovary, which therefore cannot itself hatch 
its eggs, because the first would be rotten before the last 
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was laid, deposits them in the nests of other birds, of cout'SO 
only one egg in each nest. But in order that the birds may 
not perceive and reject the strange egg, it is not only much 
smaller than one would expect from the size of the cuckoo, 
because the latter only tinds its opportunity with small 
birds, but also, as has been mentioned, it is strikingly like 
the other eggs of the nest in colour and marking. Now, 
as the cuckoo prefers to seek out a nest in which to deposit 
some days beforehand, it might be thought, with rugard 
to the choice of nests, that the egg which is maturing 
assumes the colour of the e~CYS of the nest, because the preg
nant cuckoo is thinking of the same; but this explauation 
does not meet the case of nests which are hidden in hollow 
trees (e.g., Sylvia phcenicurus), or which have the shape of a 
baking-oven with a narrow entrance (e.g., Sylvia rufa). In 
these cases the cuckoo can neither slip in nor look in ; it 
must even deposit its egg from the outside and put it in 
with its beak ; it can thus not at all perceive by its senses 
ho\v the other eggs of the nest look. If now, notwith
standing, its own egg precisely resemble the others, this 
cau only be due to unconscious clairvoyance, which regu
lates the colour and marking in the ovary. Should, how· 
ever, the supposition be correct, that one and the same 
female cuckoo always deposits in the nests of one and the 
same species of bird, and accordingly always eggs of the 
same colour and marking, the problem woulu only assume 
the converse form, and the question would arise, How does 
the cuckoo learn what nest-eggs its own eggs look like, if 
she cannot peep into the particular nests? 

An essential support and confirmation of the existence 
of clairvoyance in the instincts of animals lies in the facts, 
which also prove a clairvoyant intuition in the case of 
human beings under certain circumstances. The curative 
instincts of children and the pregnant ha,·e been already 
mentioned. }'or the most part, however, conformably to 
the higher stage of the human consciousness, there occurs 
here, along with the unconscious clairvoyance, a strong 
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reverberation in consciousness which exhibits itself as more 
or less clear presentiment. It is, moreover, in harmony 
with the greater independence of the human intellect that 
this presentiment does not exclusively occur with reference 
to the direct execution of an action, but sometimes also 
manifests itself as pure idea, without conscious will, quite 
apart from any deed about to be done, if only the condition 
is satisfied, that the object of this divination powerfully 
stimulates the will of the diviner. After suppression of an 
intermittent fever or other illness, it not seldom happens 
that the sick person precisely foretells the time at which 
an attack of convulsions will ensue and end. The same 
happens almost without exception in spontaneous, and 
often in artificially produced somnambulism: the Pythia, 
as is well known, always announced the time of her next 
ecstasy. Likewise in somnambulistic states the remedial 
instincts are often expressed in divination of the appro· 
priate medicaments, which have as often led to brilliant 
results, as they seem to contradict the present standpoint 
of science. The prescription of remedies is certainly 
also the only use which respectable magnetisers make 
of the l1alf-sleep of their somnambules. " It some
time!\ also occurs that quite healthy persons, before giving 
birth to a child, or in the very beginning of an illness, 
have a near presentiment of their approaching death, 
the fulfilment of which can hardly be explained as a mere 
coincidence, for otherwise it should far more rarely occur 
than the non-fulfilment, whereas the fact is just the 
contrary; moreover, many of these persons exhibit neither 
longing for death nor fear of it, and it cannot therefore be 
explained as the effect of imagination." (From the work 
of the celebrated physiologist Burdnch, "lllicke in's 
Leben," chapter "Presentiment," whence a great part of 
our more striking instances is borrowed.) This presen
timent of death, exceptional in the case of man, is quite 
common among animals, even those which neither know 
nor comprehend death. They creep away, when they feel 
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their end approaching, into places as remote, lonely, and 
concealed as possible; this is, e.g., the reason why, even in 
towns, the corpse or skeleton of a cat is so seldom found. 
'Ve must only assume that the unconscious clairvoyance, 
although essentially alike in man and animal, evokes pre
sentiments of different distinctness; thus, e.g., the cat is 
urged purely instinctively to creep away without knowing 
why; but in man there awakens the clear consciousness 
of the near end. But there are presentiments not merely 
of one's own death, but also of that of dearly-loved per
sons with whom we are closely linked, a.s is proved by 
the many stories where a dying man in his death-hour 
has appeared to his friend or spouse in a dream or vision, 
narratives which are found among all peoples and in all 
times, and in part undoubtedly contain genuine matter of 
far.t. Closely allied is the faculty of second-sight, formerly 
common in Scotland and now in the Danish isles, whereby 
certain persons not in an ecstatic state, but in the full 
possession of their senses, foresee future or distant events 
which haYe an interest for them, a.s deaths, battles, great 
conflagrations (as Swedenborg the burning of Stockholm), 
arrival or fate of distant friends, &c. (cf. Ennemoser, 
" History of :Magic," 2d ed., § 86). In many persons this 
clairvoyance is limited to the decease of acquaintances or 
neighbours; the instances of such corpse-seeresses are 
uumerous, and are remarkably well, even judicially, at
tested. Transiently this faculty of second-sight is found in 
ecstatic states, in the spontaneous or artificially produced 
somnambulism of higher degrees of waking dreams, as 
well as in clear moments before death. }'requently the 
presentiments in which the clairvoyance of the Uncon
scious is revealed to consciousness are dark, incompre
hensible, and symbolical, because they are obliged to take 
a sensible form in the brain, whilst the unconscious idea 
cannot partake of the form of sensibility (see C. Chap. i.); 
wherefore it is so easy to regard what., in mental moods, 
dreams, or the images of sick persons, is accidental a.s 
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significant. The great liability to error and to self-decep
tion resulting hcrefrom, and the facility for intentionally 
deceiving other people, as well as the preponderating 
disadvantage which, as a general rule, the knowledge of 
the future brings to man, enhance beyond all doubt the 
p111ctical mischief of all endeavours to obtain a know
ledgt> of the future. This cannot, however, derogate from 
the theoretic importance of this department of phenomena, 
and cannot in any case hinder the recognition of the true 
facts of clairvoyance, even if buried beneath a confused 
mass of nonsense and deceit. It is tnte the prevailing 
rationalistic and materialistic tendency of our time finds 
it convenient to deny or to ignore all facts of this class, 
because they cannot be comprel1ended from a material;. 
istic point of view, and cannot be brought to the test of 
experience according to the inductive method of difference; 
as if the latter were not just as inapplicable in ethics, 
social science, and politics! But for impartial judges the 
absolute denial of aU such phenomena is consistent only 
with ignorance of the accounts, which, again, arises from 
the not wishing to become acquainted with them. I am 
convinced that many impugners of all human divination 
would judge differently, or at least more cautiously, if 
they thought it worth their while to make themselves 
acquainted with the reports of the more striking facts; 
and I am of opinion that at the present day nobody need 
be ashamed of adopting a view which all great minds 
of antiquity (Epicurus excepted) have acknowledged, 
whose possibility hardly any great modern philosopher 
bas ventured to dispute, and which the champions of the 
Gennan " enlightenment" were so little inclined to rele
gate to the province of old wives' fables, that Goethe bas 
even related an example of second-sight in his own life, 
which was confirmed eYen to the smallest detail 

Ill-adapted as I should think this class of phenomena 
·for fonning the sole foundation of a scientific belief, I 
nevertheless think them highly worthy of mention as a 
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compiementary extension of the series of phenomena pre· 
sented to our view in the clairvoyance of animal and 
human instincts. And precisely because they form a con
tinuation of this series (the reverberation in consciousness 
merely being stronger) do they lend support to the testi
mony of instinctive action to its own character, as their 
probability is itself strengthened by analogy with the clair· 
voyance of instinct. This, and the wish not to have missed 
an opportunity of lifting my voice against a fashionable 
prejudice, is the reason why I have allowed myself, in a 
scientific work, to make mention, if only incidentally, of 
matters so little credited at the present day. 

We have to mention, in conclusion, one more species of 
instinct, which is likewise in the highest degree instructive 
with regard to its essential nature, and at the same time 
again shows how impossible it is to avoid the hypothesis 
of clairvoyance. In the previous examples every being 
acted for its own interest, except in the case of the instinct 
of propagation, when such action is always for the benefit 
of other individuals, namely, the offspring: we have still 
to consider the cases, where among several individuals 
there exists such a solidarity of instinct, that, on the one 
hand, the performance of every individual stands all in 
good stead, and, on the other hand, valuable wot·k can only 
·be done by the consentaneous co-operation of many. In 
higher animals this instinctive reciprocal action also takes 
place, but it is here more difficult to distinguish from 
union as result of conscious volition, as language makes 
possible a more perfect communication of mutual plans 
and intentions. Nevertheless we shall again distinctly see 
this effect of an instinct of the masses in the origin of 
language and the great political and social movements in 
the history of the world. Here we are dealing with ex
amples as simple and clear as possible, and therefore turn 
our attention to lower animals, where the means of com
munication, in the absence of voice, mimetics, and phy
siognomy, are so imperfect, that the harmony and blending 
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of the performances of individuals in the main work can
not possibly be ascribed to conscious 11ocrreement through 
the medium of language. 

.According to Huber's observations (Nouvtlles Obserra
tions sttr les abeilles), on the building of new combs a 
part of the lmya working bees, which had taken their fill 
of honey, took no part in the ordinary occupations of the 
rest, but kept perfectly quiet. .After four-and-twenty 
hours, laminre of wax had formed under their abdominal 
segments. This the bee drew out with its hinder foot, 
chewed, and formed into a band. The waxen laminre thus 
prepared were then glued to the roof of the hh·e. When 
one bee had in this way used up its laminre of wax 
another followed, which continued the same work. Thus 
was formed a small, rough, perpendicular wall, half 
a line in thickness, attached to the hive. Now came 
one of the 81nalkr working bees, which had an empty 
abdomen, examined the wall, and made in the middle of 
one of its sides a shallow semi-oval excavation, piling up 
the extruded wax round its edge. After a short time it 
was relieved by another bee of a like kind, and in this way 
more than twenty bees succeeded one another. During 
this time, on the opposite side of the wall another bee had 
begun to make a similar excavation, but in correspondence 
with the edge of the excavation on the hither side. This 
bee, too, was relieved by fresh workers. Mean w bile other 
bees approached, drew. waxen laminre from under their 
abdominal segments, and therewith raised the edge of the 
little waxen wall. A succession of fresh workers continued 
to excavate the ground for new cells, whilst others persisted 
in the endeavour to bring those which had been already 
commenced into regular form, and likewise to prolong the 
prismatic walls of the same. All this time the bees on 
the opposite side of the waxen wall continued to work 
according to the same uniform plan, in most exact agree
ment with the working bees on the hither side, until at last 
tl1e cellcs of both sides were finished in all their ad.w.iraule 
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regularity, and with a complete interlinking, not only of 
those cells in juxtaposition, but also of those opposed to 
one another by their pyramidal bases. Now imagine beings 
limited to sensuous means of communication, desirous of 
agreeing upon a common purpose and plan, how they would 
misinterpret each other's intentions, would dispute and 
quarrel ; how often something pr~posterous would be done, 
how work would have to be pulled to pieces and dorie over 
again ; how for this business too many would press in, for 
that too few would be found; what a running to and fro 
there would be before each one had found his proper place ; 
how now too many would offer to relieve their comrades, 
and now there would be a deficiency of hands, as we find in 
the combined eftbrts of human beings, standing so much 
higher in the scale of existence. We see nothing of all 
this among bees; on the contrary, it rather looks as if an 
invisible supreme architect had laid before the assembly 
the plan of the whole, and had impressed it upon each 
individual; as if every kind of labourer bad learnt his 
destined work, place, and order of affording relief, and 
was informed by some signal of the moment when his 
turn came. But yet all this is mere result of instinct; 
and as by instinct the plan of the whole hive indwells 
in each single bee in unconscious clairvoyance, so a com
mon i~stinct urges each individual to the work to which 
it is called, at the right moment; only by such means is the 
wonderful quiet and order possible. What conception one 
should form of this mutual instinct can only be cleared 
up much later on, but its possibility is now evident, since 
each individual must have an unconscious clear vision of 
the plan of the whole, and all the means available at the 
moment, of which, however, only that part which falls to his 
lot enters his own consciousness. Thus, e.g., the larva of a 
bee spins its silken cocoon, but other bees must set the en· 
closing waxen roof thereon; the plan of the whole cocoon 
is thus present to all concerned unconsciously, but each 
one ~mly performs its own part in the affair with conscious 
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volition. That the larva, after its metamorphosis, must be 
liberated from its cocoon by other bees has been already 
mentioned, likewise that the female bees kill the drones 
in autumn, so as not to have to maintain their useless 
messmates during the winter, and that they only allow 
them to live, if it be necessary to impregnate a new queen. 
While the eggs are maturing the workers are busy con
structing cells for their reception, and usually for just the 
number of eggs the queen will lay, and, moreover, in the 
order in which the eggs will be laid, namely, first for the 
workers, then for the drones, then for the queens. Here 
again it is obvious that the instinctive actions of the 
workers are dependent upon concealed organic processes, 
which can manifestly only have an influence upon them 
through an unconscious clairvoyance. In the common
wealth of the bee, the productive and the sexual energy, 
elsewhere united, are personified in three kinds of in
dividuals; and as in an individual the members, so here 
the individuals themselves stand in inner, unconscious, 
spiritually organic union. 

We have then in this chapter obtained the following 
results :-Instinct is not the result of conscious reflection
not a consequence of bodily organisation-not mere result 
of a mechanism founded in the organisation of the brain
not the effect of a dead, and essentially foreign mechanism, 
externally adhering to the mind-but the individual's own 
activity, springing from his inmost nature and character. 
The end, to which a definite kind of instinctive action 
is subservient, is not conceived once for all by a mind 
standing tlldside the individual like a providence, and the 
necessity to act conformably thereto externally thrust 
upon the individual as something foreign. to him; but the 
end of the instinct is in each single case unconsciously 
willed and imagined by the individual, and the choice of 
means suitable to each special case unconsciously made. 
}'requently the knowledge of the purpose of the unconscious 
cognition is not at all ascertainable by sense-perception. 

VOL. I. B 
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Then the characteristic attribute of the Unconscious is 
shown in the clairvoyant intuition, of which there is an 
echo in Consciousness as presentiment, either feeble and 
evanescent, or, as in the case of man in particular, more 
or less distinct; whilst the instinctive action itself, the 
adoption of the means to the unconscious end, is always 
vividly realised in consciousness, because otherwise correct 
execution would be impossible. Lastly, clairvoyance is 
manifested also in the co-operation of several individuals 
for a common unconscious end. 

Clairvoyance has hitherto been an incomprehensible 
empirical fact, and it might be objected : "I would rather 
put up with instinct as au incomprehensiule fact." To this 
it is replied, firstly, that we find clairvoyance also apart 
from Instinct (especially in man); secondly, that clair
voyance is far from occurring in all instincts ; that thus 
instinct and clairvoyance are empirically given as two 
distinct facts, in which perhaps clairvoyance may serve 
to explain instinct, but not conversely ; and, lastly, in the 
third place, that the clairvoyance of the individual will 
not be found to be so incomprehensible a fact, but will, in 
the sequel of the investigation, receive a sufficient ex
planation, whereas the comprehension of instinct in every 
other way must Le foregone. 

The conception here worked out is the only one which 
enables us to comprehend instinct as the inmost core 
of every being ; that it really is so is shown by the im
pulse of self-preservation and race-maintenance, which 
pervades the whole creation, by the heroic spirit of sac
rifice, with which . the well-being of the individual, nay, 
life itself, is offered as a sacrifice to instinct. Look at 
the caterpillar, which continues to mend its web till it 
succumbs through weakness; at the bird, which dies of 
exhaustion in laying its eggs ; at the restlessness and grief 
of all migratory animals when prevented from migrating. 
An imprisoned cuckoo always dies in the winter from 
despair at not being able to depart; the vineyard snail, 
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also, if denied its winter sleep. The weakest animal, when 
a mother, accepts the struggle with the strongest opponent, 
and cheerfully suffers death for its young; an unsuccessful 
human lover becomes crazed, or commits suicide, as is 
evidenced by ever-fresh victims. A woman, on whom 
the Cresarean section had once been successfully per
formed, was so little deterred from further sexual inter
course by the certain prospect of a repetition of this fearful 
and generally fatal operation, that she afterwards thrice 
underwent the same operation. And we are to believe 
that such a demonic power is exercised by something 
engrafted on the mind as a mechanism foreign to our 
being's core, or through a conscious reflection which rarely 
advances beyond a bald egoism, and which is altogether 
incapable of such sacrifices for the race as are exempli
fied in the procreative and maternal instincts ! 

In conclusion, we have still to consider the question 
how it happens that instincts are so uniform within an 
animal species, a circumstance which has not a little con
tributed to strengthen the view of the eugrafted spiritual 
mechanism. It is, however, evident that like causes have 
like effects, whence such a phenomenon is explained of 
itself. For in any animal species the fundamental cor
poreal structure is the same, also the faculties and de
velopment of the conscious understanding (which is not 
the case with man, nor to a certain extent with the highest 
animals, to which their greater individuality is in part 
due). The external conditions of life are likewise tolerably 
the same, and so far as they are essentially different, the 
instincts also are different-a point which hardly requires 
any illustration (cf. pp. 79, So). But from similar mental 
and bodily constitutions (under which like cerebral and 
ganglionic predispositions are comprehended) and similar 
external circum.stances there necessarily follow, as a logical 
consequence, similar life-purposes; from like aims and 
like inner and outer circumstances follows, however, like 
choice of means, i.e., like instincts. The last two steps 
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would not be granted without any limitation if one were 
dealing with conscious reflection, but since these logical 
consequences are drawn by the Unconscious, which un
failingly adopts the right course without hesitation or 
delay, they also always directly result from like premises. 
Thus even the last point which might be urged in sup
port of opposite views is explained by our conception of 
instinct. 

I conclude this chapter with the words of Schelling 
(I. vol vii p. 455): "There is no better touchstone of 
a genuine philosophy than the phenomena of animal in
stinct, which must be ranked among the very greatest by 
every thoughtful human being." 
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IV. 

THE UNION OF WILL AND IDEA. 

IN every volition the change into another state than the 
pruent is willed. A present state is always given, even if 
it be pure rest; from this present state alone, however, 
willing could never arise unless there were the possibility, 
at least the ideal possibility, of something else. The one 
state, which should really and ideally allow of nothing else, 
would be complete in itself, without being able to pass 
out of itself, even idealiter, for this passing out of itself 
would be already its otherness. That volition also, which 
wills the persistence of the present state, is only possible 
through the idea of the cessation of such state, which is 
held in aversion, thus through a double negation; without 
the idea of cessation, willing of persistence would be im
possible. The position is impregnable, then, that for 
volition two things especially are necessary, of which the 
one is the present state, and that, too, as starting-point. 
The other, the end or goal of volition, cannot be the now 
present state, for we always possess the present out and 
out. Thus it would be absurd still to will it ; it can at 
the most produce satisfaction or dissatisfaction, but not 
willing. It cannot, then, be an existing, but merely a 
non-t:risting state which is willed, and willed, moreover, 
in the form of existence. The state can only pass from 
non-being into being through the becoming, and if it arrives 
at being through the becoming, the moment hitherto 
called present is past, and a new present has arrived, which 
looked at from the former moment is still future. This 
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former moment is, however, that of willing, consequently it 
is a future state, whose presentness is willed. This future 
state must then be contained in willing as the otherness 
of the now present state, and furnish volition with its end 
or goal, without which it is not thinkable. But now, as 
this future state without present existence cannot be 
realiter in the present act of willing, and yet must be 
therein in order to be possible, it must necessarily be con
tained in it ideal iter, i.e., as representation,· for the ideal 
is exactly the same as the real, only without reality, as 
conversely reality in things is that unique somewhat in 
them which cannot be brought about by thinking, and 
which exceeds their ideal content (cf Schelling's Works, 
div. i. vol. iii. p. 364). In the same way, too, the (positively 
thought) present state can only become the starting-point 
of volition so far as it enters into the idea (in the widest 
sense of the word). We have, then, in willing, two ideas
that of a present state as starting-point, that of a future 
state as ultimate point or goal; the former is conceived as 
idea of a present reality, the latter as idea of a reality still 
to be proeured. Now will is the endeavour to procure 
reality, or the endeavour to pass from the state repre
sented by the former into that represented by the latter 
idea. This endeavour itself does not admit of descrip
tion and definition, because we are confined to the sphere 
of ideas, and the endeavour is, per se, something heteroge
neous to the idea ; one can only say of it that it is the 
immediate cause of change. This endeavour is the ever
identical empty form of 1:olition, which awaits replenish
ing with the most varied content of imagination; and as 
every empty form is an abstraction without any other real1't!t 
than that which it obtains by its content, so likewise this. 
Volition is existential or actual only through the relation 
between the idea of the present and future state ; if this 
relation be abstracted, the conception, which cannot be 
found without it, is deprived of reality, of existence. No 
one can in reality merely will, without willing this or that: 
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a will which does not will so1nct1Ling, is not; only through 
the definite content does the will obtain the possibility of 
existence, and this content (not to be confused with 
motive) is, as we have seen, Idea. Therefore, NO VOLITION 

WITHOUT MENTAL OBJECT, as Aristotle said long ago (De An. 
iii 10, 433. b. 27): opi!I(TLICOII OE OV/C Clllf!V c/JaVTaa-laf;. 

One must, at the same time, guard against the false 
conclusion that, whenever one thing is proved to be 
contained in another thing without being contained in it 
realiter, the assertion is implicitly made that it mus~ be 
contained in it idealiter. This would be, in fact, a logi
cally incorrect conversion of the true proposition that 
the ideal is the same as the real, only without reality. 
That I am far from making this faulty conversion I have 
already given evidence, in seeking to explain memory and 
character by latent tendencies of the brain to particulat· 
molecular vibrations, and in that I look upon volition as 
actual manifestation of power, that is, of the will. The 
fonner, namely, are quiescent material states (definitely 
related positions of atoms), which may perhaps be looked 
upon as the realisation of an idea implicitly containing 
future states within it, but can never themselves be called 
ideal (cf Ges. philos. Abhandlungen, No. II. pp. 35-37); 
the latter, on the contrary (the potentiality of volition), is 
only the formal condition of actuality in general without 
any definite content. Volition, abstracted from its content, 
is potentially possible, but thus it is also ouly the purely 
formal side of the definite act of will. The content itself 
of this act of will is never to be conceived otherwise than 
as representation or idea; for volition is not anything 
material, in whose stationary parts future differences might 
be predetermined by certain spatial relations, but it is 
something immaterial, and the not yet existent future to 
be realised by it must consequently be contained in it in 
an immaterial manner. But further, the content of will 
is always thoroughly definite, only in this way and not 
otherwise attaining realisation, thus not to be characterised 
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as potentiality, which would only express the formal con
dition of realisation in general, but not the definite "What'' 
of such realisation. Without a fully determinate content 
of the yet non-existent reality, no realisation would be 
possible, because infinitely diverse possibilities remain 
open. This determinateness of content of a something not 
yet really existing, which at the same time is to be given 
immaterially, is now by no means to be thought other
wise than as ideal determinateness, i.e., as representation, 
This condition is immediately known to us in conscious 
volition, and introspection can at any moment assure us 
that that which is willed is before its realisation nothing 
else than idea of an object. 

But the naturalness and self-evidence of this relation 
between will and idea (as the two poles about which the 
whole life of the mind turns), and the impossibility of 
finding any substitute for the idea as content of will (i.e., 
as immaterial, not yet realised determinateness of volition), 
constrain us to assume that the whole content of will is 
idea, no matter whether the will and idea be conscious 
or unconscious. In assuming will we assume idea as its 
determining and distinguishing content, and whoever 
refuses to recognise the ideal (unconscious) content of 
representation as the What and How determinative of 
action must, to be consistent, also refuse to speak of an 
unconscious will as the inner cause of the phenomenon. 
This simple consideration exposes the singular defective
ness of the system of Schopenhauer, in which the Idea is 
by no means recognised as the sole and exclusive content 
of Will, but a false and subordinate position is assigned 
it, whilst the maimed and blind Will nevertheless alto
gether comports itself a3 if it had a notional or ideal con
tent.1 But whoever, like Bahnsen, e.g., denies that the 

1 When Dr. J. Fmun&ltiide aa- that the system of Schopenhauer ia 
aenta to my explanations (Sunday only tenable after a reviRion in the 
supplement of the Voea. Ztg., 1870, sense of the text, I can only u
No. 8, and "Unaere Zeit," Nov. preaa my satisfaction; but when be 
1t169, p. 705), and thereby admits maintains that the ·system ia not 
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will as potentiality of volition is something purely formal 
and absolutely empty-whoever sees in it, instead of an 
attribute of the all-one substance common to all beings, 
an individual essence subsisting and existing a se and per 
~has only the alternative (if discontented with a postu
lated nondescript defying human comprehension), either to 
define the characteristic essence of this individual potency 
itself as ideal determination (thus merely needlessly trans
ferring the completing idea from volition to the pure Will), 
or to go over entirely to Materialism, i.e., to surrender the 
will as metaphysical principle, and to make it identical 
with the parts of the brain prearranged in this or that 
way, whose function then would be volition. 

It may be advisable to touch here, at least by way of 
suggestion, on a few points which are adapted to confirm 
the proposition, that no kind of volitional activity is pos
sible without ideal content of representation. 

First of all, it would be a gross error to deny the ideal 
content of volition because volition is strictly necessitated. 
This argument would before all things prove too much; 
for, in the first place, it would just as much destroy the 
activity of volition as the ideality of the content, if it in 
fact reduced the necessitated event to a dead passivity, 
purely outwardly determined and deprived of every self
determination from within ; and, secondly, would place 
conscious volition in precisely the same category as the 
unconscious volition of a falling stone, since on the one 
hand the former is just as strictly determined and neces
sitated as the latter ; on the other hand, however, the 
falling stone, if it ha.d consciousness, would (according to 
the well-known declaration of Spinoza) believe it acted 
freely. The objection simply ignores the truth that there 
is no purely passive necessitation at all, that rather all 

deftetive in the manner specified, faithful to the doctrine of their 
be ia contradicted by the facts of muter by rejecting aa impossible 
tbe cue; and historically those fol. the unconscious ideation for wbicb 
lowers of Scbopenhauer are more in I contend. 
the right, who think they remain 
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necessitation includes autonomous activity,-autonooious 
because, in the way in which anything reacts against the 
forces influencing it, it follows the immanent laws of its 
own nature. This holds good of the force of gravitation 
of the stone which reacts on the terrestrial mass, or of 
the elasticity of the billiard-ball reacting against the 
inertia of the cushion, just as well as of the human char
acter reacting against the conscious motives. If now we 
view the physical forces as will-forces, we cannot avoid 
regarding as an ideal determination the internal determi
nation of the same by the immanent laws of the particular 
stage of the objectified will, which in every case is the 
necessary prius of real activity, i.e., the content of volition 
before completed realisation, in this case also as Presenta
tion (cf. C. Chap. v.) 

A second point is, that the notion of necessitation or of 
the necessity of events is only to be maintained against 
the subjectivist deniers of an objective-real .necessity, if 
the purely external event is regarded as determined and 
brought about by an inner logical compulsion, which, 
moreover, can be the only sense of a regularity of nature 
conformable with that of logic (cf. the conclusion of No. 
3 of Chap. xv. C.) But if all necessity is logical, this 
(unconscious) logic can only penetrate the manifestation 
of the blind and intrinsically nlogical Will, if its content 
is not again itself alogical Will, but logical Idea. 

The third point, which I wished to mention, leads us 
into the province of the theory of cognition. Thought 
cannot throw off the nature of thought; it may perhaps 
deny itself as conscious thought, but it thereby attains so 
little positivity, that even the right to this negation of 
itself is lacking, so long as it is powerless to make any 
positive statement beyond the sphere of its own conscious
ness. Thought thus either never goes beyond itself, or 
the true positive content of what is beyond its sphere of 
consciousness must itself again be thought, representation, 
ideal content. No\v since the causality which evokes the 
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act of sensation is the sole direct bond of union between 
consciousness and its otherness, the content of this causal 
affection which sensation follows must be an ideal one. 
Here we come, through want of an explanation to satisfy 
the demands of the theory of cognition, to the same truth 
as we reached before from metaphysical considerations, 
namely, that the causal necessitation or real causality must 
have an ideal content, although this is here demonstrated 
merely for the act of sense-impression (cf. Das Ding an 
Sich und seine Beschaffenheit: Berlin, C. Duncker, 1871, 
especially pp. 74-76). 

We now then know that, wherever we meet with a 
volition, a representation must be united with it, at the 
nry least that which ideally represents the goal, object, 
or content of the volition; the other idea, the starting
point, might possibly become equal to zero, if the will 
takes its rise in pure nothingness. However, we have 
uothing to do with this case in empirical phenomena; on 
the contrary, the starting-point is here given once for all 
as the positive feeling of a present condition. Accordingly 
every unconscious wlition also which actually exists must 
be united with ideas, for in our former examination 
nothing cropped out in reference to the distinction of con
scious and unconscious will The positive feeling of the 
present state must even in conscious volition always be 
conscious to the nerve-centre to which the volition is 
referred, since a materially excited sensation, if it is pre
sent, must always lle conscious; on the other hand, in 
unconscious volition the idea of the aim or object of volition 
must also, of course, be unconscious. Thus even in sub
ordinate nerve-centres an idea must be united with every 
actual volition, and one, moreover, according to the nature 
of the will either relatively to the brain, or absolutely un
conscious. For when the ganglionic will wills to contract 
the cardiac muscle in a particular manner, it must first 
of all possess the idea of this contraction, for otherwise 
God only knows what could be contracted, but not the 
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cardiac muscle. This idea is in any case unconscious 
in respect of the brain, but in respect of the ganglia pro
bably conscious. But now, as we saw in the second 
chapter in the case of voluntary movements of the cerebral 
will, the contraction must be effected by the arising of a 
will to excite the appropriate central endings of the motor 
nerve-fibres in the ganglia. That again implies an idea 
of the position of these central nerve-endings, and this 
idea, analogous to the unconscious idea of the position of 
the motor nerve-endings in the brain, must be conceived 
as absolutely unconscious. In correspondence with these 
ideas the will to contract the cardiae muscle will also 
have to be thought as a rtlatively unconscious one, the 
will to excite the appropriate nerve-endings in the cardiac 
ganglia which effects its realisation as absolutely uncon· 
scious. 

We have seen that volition is an empty form, which only 
finds in the idea a content giving it actuality, but that 
this form itself is something heterogeneous to the idea, 
and therefore not to be defined by concepts, sui generi8, 
namely, that which, being, it is trne, in itself still unreal, in 
its operation causes the passage from the ideal to the actual 
or real Volition is thus the form of the causality of the ideal 
with rupect to the real,· it is nothing but operation or acti
vity, pure going-out-of-self, whilst the idea is pure being. 
with-self and abiding-in·self. But if the fundamental 
distinction of the form of the will from that of the idea 
consists in the outwardly efficient causality and the going 
out of self, the latter, as a something self·enclosed, must be 
without external causality, if the just stated difference is 
not again to be abolished. For ideation always accom
panies volition, and if the idea also possessed an external 
causality, the distinction between will and idea would in 
fact be abolished, whilst we should have again to find and 
to characterise afresh the two different moments within 
each. Therefore we prefer to retain for these polar 
moments the words Will and Idea, and assume a con· 
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nection between the two when we find them united. 
We have already doue this in the case of Will ; it still 
remains in future to recognise Will in the Idea wher
ever the latter displays an outward causality. Aristotle 
has expressed this too (De. An. iii. 10, 433, a. 9): ~a~ ~ 
t/Hwrau{a 8E, OT(JII ~£vfi, oti ~£11€'i di1€V opef€0>~, i .e., " but the 
presentative faculty, when it acts externally, does not act 
without a wilL" 

As we have seen above that the strict followers of 
Schopenhauer are willing, indeed, partially to recognise 
the unconscious will, but not the necessity of its being 
filled with unconscious representation or idea, so the 
Hegelians and Herbartians, if they rightly understand their 
masters, may perhaps readily recognise the unconscious 
idea or representation, but will not grant the necessity of 
the unconscious wilL As the former, without being aware 
of it, implicitly think the idea in the matter of volition, 
so the latter think the Will in the impulse and faculty of 
self-realisation of the Idea, or in the conflicting energies 
of the psychological mental representations, without mak
ing explicitly clear to themselves this important implicit 
thought. Misled perhaps by Herbartian influences, some 
of our recent physiologists also make the idea, as such, 
without more ado, produce physiological effects in the 
body. 

The first application we would make of the proposition 
here maintained is to confirm the .statement, that the 
unconscious idea of the position of the central endings 
of motor nerve-fibres cannot operate without the will to 
excite those places, and that the mere unconscious idea of 
an instinctive purpose can be of no avail if the end is not 
also willed ; for only by willing the end can the willing of 
the means be evoked, and only by the willing of the means 
these means themselves. What is here said of the instinc
tive purpose of course holds equally good of every other 
unconscious idea of an end which will present itself in 
the following chapters. 
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In conclusion, we can now more closely consider the 
question of the difference between the conscious and the 
unconscious will. A will, the content of which is formed 
by an unconscious idea, could at the most be consciously 
perceived according to its empty form of volition, and acts 
of will of that kind could then at the most only be dis
criminated by consciousness as different in degree,- on the 
other hand, it can no longer be perceived by consciousness 
as thi8 specific will, since its specific nature is only deter
mined by its content. Accordingly, for such a will the 
application of the word "conscious" is unconditionally 
excluded, as in no case can more be said than that thi8 
specific will becomes conscious. Moreover, experience also 
teaches us that we know so much the less of a will the 
fewer the ideas or feelings accompanying it which reach the 
cerebral consciousness. Accordingly, it almost seems as 
if will as such were not generally accessible to conscious
ness, but became so only through its marriage with the 
idea. tThis is proved, in fact, in Chap. iii. C.) However 
that may be, we can now assert that an unconscwus will iB 
a tvill with unconscious idea ll8 content, for a will with 
conscious idea as content will always be conscious to us. 
If, in saying this, the distinction between conscious and 
unconscious will is only traced back to the equally diffi
cult distinction between conscious and unconscious idea:, 
yet an essential simplification of the problem is thereby 
obtained. 
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v. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN REFLEX ACTIONS. 

" .AT the present time· those actions are called reflex in 
which the existing stimulus does not directly affect either 
a contractile tissue or a motor nerve, but a nerve which 
imparts its state of excitement to a central organ, where
upon, through the mediation of the latter, the stimulus 
overflows on to motor nerves, and then for the first time 
is made apparent by muscular movements.'' 1 This ex
planation seems to me as good a one as the physiologists 
are able to give, and no qualification of. the same can be 
found which does not exclude certain classes of reflex 
action generally recognised by this name; and yet it is 
easy to see that it is much wider than physiology intends, 
since all movements and actions find a place among them, 
whose antecedent is not a thought which has arisen 
spontaneously in the brain, but is directly or indirectly a 
sense-impression. To pursue further this gradual passage 
of the lowest reflex movements into conscious voluntary 
actions, we must examine various examples. 

If a freshly excised frog's heart, which pulsates slowly, 
be irritated by the prick of a needle, there arises inde
pendently of the rhythm of the beat a systole (contrac
tion) in the normal succession of the parts. Before the 
complete extinction of irritability a time occurs when the 

I Wagner"a Handworterbuch der of earlier investigaton, which often 
Phyaiologie, l'ol. ii. p. 542, article come very near the truth, com
" Nervo1111 Physiology," by Yolk· pare also the excellent memoir of 
mann. On the hiMtoric&l develop- J. W. Arnold: "The Doctrine of 
ment of the notion of reflex move- Reflex Functiona." 
meot, and for &D estimate of the view• 
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irritation is only succeeded by a local contraction of 
decreasing extent. If the heart be divided when it is 
still powerful, but in such a 'vay that there remain con
necting portions between the parts, stimulation of the one 
part, in which a ganglion is contained in the muscular 
substance, produce3 contraction of both parts; on the 
other hand, irritation of the other part, which contains no 
ganglion, is only succeeded by local contraction. It follows 
from this, that the normal systole sequent on stimulation 
is no simple phenomenon of the stimulus of a contractile 
tissue, but a reflex movement mediated by the embedded 
ganglia. Other experiments, e.g., the division of the 
spinal cord by small cross sections, &c., render it probable 
that any nerve-centre may effect reflex actions. The more 
this nerve-centre is developed the higher is the degree of 
propriety and adroitness in complicated movements ex
hibited in its reflex actions. Volkmann says (Hwb. ii. 
545): "When different muscles are combined to produce a 
reflex movement, whether synchronous or successive, the 
combination is always mechanically appropriate. I mean, 
the simultaneously active muscles support one another, 
e.g., in producing a flexure, and those which are active in 
succession unite in the judicious continuation and com
pletion of the already commenced movement. If a de
capitated frog in an extended position be stimulated in 
the hind leg sufficiently powerfully, the flexors and 
adductors of both legs first of all act in combination, 
next the legs are drawn towards the body, the extensors 
are combined for joint extension, and the total result is a 
more or less regular actual movement, whether of swim
ming or leaping. 

"In many cases the reflectorial movements have not only 
the character of fitness, but even a certain dash of inten
tion. Young dogs whose cerebrum and cerebellum I had 
destroyed, sparing the medulla oblongata, when I took 
them roughly by the ears tried to get rid of my hand 
with the fore-paw. One often sees decapitated frogs rub 
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a violently filliped part of the skin (only possible by an 
alternating play of the antagonists), and tortoises, which 
are injured after decapitation, withdraw into their cara
pace." The medulla oblongata, as the most developed 
nerve-centre after the brain, is also that which effects 
the most complicated reflex movements, as, e.g., respiration 
with its modifications: sobbing, sighing, laughing, crying, 
coughing; also sneezing on irritation of the nasal mem
brane, swallowing, and vomiting on gentle pressure (by 
a morsel) or tickling of the throat and palate; laughing 
eusues on tickling the external skin, coughing on irritation 
of the larynx. 

Very important for the whole life of man, and indicative 
of much more complicated events in the central organs, 
are the reflex movements called forth by sense-percep
tions; certainly a class of phenomena to which physio
logy has not yet given sufficient attention, because they 
can only be studied with the whole living body, and 
partly only psychologically in one's own person. It is, 
however, manifest that this mode of investigation has 
great advantages over that on mutilated corpses or animals 
with their brains removed, since in organisms which have 
just suffered death, or undergone the severest operations, 
or have been treated with strychnine, one can by no 
means assume a normal capacity of reacting on the part 
of the lower central organs, which stand in such direct 
correspondence with the destroyed parts. Moreover, in 
decapitated animals the medulla oblongata and the large 
cerebral ganglia, which probably should be reckoned to 
the spinal cord, or at least not to the brain, have also been 
removed. All this sufficiently explains the purposeless 
character of the reflex movements in some of these ex
periments, where one is unable to eliminate the patholo
gical elements. 

The proximate reflex movements called forth by a sense
impression consist in this, that the particular sense-organ 
is brought into the position, tension, &c., requisite for clear 
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perception. In touch there arises a movement to and fro 
of the finger; in taste, secretion of saliva and movement 
to and fro of the sapid matter in the mouth; in smelling, 
dilatation of the nostrils and short, quick inspirations; 
in hearing, tension of the tympanic membrane and move
ments of the ears and head; in vision, convergence of 
both optic axes towards the point of greatest stimulation, 
accommodation of the lens for distance, and of the iris 
to the intensity of light. All these movements, with 
the exception of the last named, can also be executed 
voluntarily, but only by means of the idea of the altered 
sense-impression; only with difficulty or not at all by 
the direct idea of the movements. E.g., when the inves
tigating oculist holds up his finger as a mark for the 
patient and bids him look up towards the right, there 
frequently occur the most distorted movements of the 
eyes and eyelids, but not the one desired. With en
h)lnced vividness of the impression, the head, arms, 
and whole body not seldom take involuntary part in 
these reflex actions. Further, through the meJium of 
the ear reflex movements are set up in the organs of 
speech, for, as is well known, children and animals learn 
to talk in consequence of the involuntary impulse which 
compels them to reproduce what has been heard. The 
like occurs in the catching of melodies, where the pheno
menon is more easily observed, and in adults also. With
out this reflexion it would be impossible to train birds to 
whistle tunes. The reflex compulsion to utter words one 
is accustomed to bear spoken may even be observed in 
our own thinking. Here, according to a process exempli
fied in a still higher degree in the production of dream
images and hallucinations, the thought of the word which 
is not yet an object of sense causes a centrifugal current 
of innervation towards the auditory nerve, as the reflex 
consequence of which a centripetal current brings back 
the auditory sensation of the word, and this call~ forth 
in the organs of speech the reflex movements of the loud 
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or subdued utterance. The undisciplined man, e.g., the 
uneducated or passionately excited man, thinks aloud. It 
requires the constraint of education to think silently, and 
even then one will almost always, if on the watch for it, 
detect a muscular feeling in the organ of speech, which 
is a weaker form of that which would arise in the utter
ance of the words, and thus manifestly represents a ten
dency to action. In reading it is just the same. 

One of the most important reflex actions of the cere
brum, especially in respect to sense-perception, is that 
centrifugal current of innervation which we call Atten
tion, and which is essential for all tolerably clPar per
ception. It arises as reflex action on a stimulus, which 
affects the sensory nerve of the organs of sense. If the 
brain is otherwise too much occupied to react on such 
stimuli, this action does not take place, and then the 
sense-impression escapes us without becoming perception. 
This current of innervation can be directed to the several 
parts of a sense-perception (e.g., to any part of the field of 
vision or an instrument in the orchestra), which explain!> 
the fact that one often sees and hears just that for which 
the present state of the brain has a particular susceptibility, 
which is also in accordance with many of the phenomena 
of somnambulism. It is also the partial failure of this 
current of innervation, which renders comprehensible the 
otherwise inexplicable difference between the absent and 
blackparts of the field of vision. We may also voluntarily 
direct this stream of innervation to certain parts of the 
body, and thereby bring into consciousness as perceptions 
the usually unobserved sensations which all parts of the 
body are continually producing; e.g., I can feel my finger
tips if I carefully attend to them; (think also of the 
hypochondriacal). A boundary-line between such currents 
of innervation as are produced by conscious will, and 
those which follow as reflex action on impressions of 
sense when the interest of the brain is fully gained, 
can no more be discovered and drawn here tl1an in any 
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other department of these phenomena. Very remarkable 
are many of the reflex movements which are effected by 
the eye and the sense of touch. The eye not only protects 
itself reflectorially from injuries, which it sees approaching, 
by closure, bending of the head and body, or the holding 
up of the arm, but it also protects other threatened bodily 
parts in the same way, nay, even other things. For ex
ample, if a glass falls from the table, the sudden catching 
at it is just as much reflex movement as the ducking 
of the head when a stone is coming towards us, or the 
parrying of the thrusts in fencing; for in the one as in the 
other case the resolution after conscious reflection would 
come much too late. Must one really pronounce that a 
different principle which, in the one case, causes the young 
dog deprived of its brain to thrust aside with its paw a 
hand nipping its ear, and in the other causes the human 
being to ward off by the sudden raising of the arm a 
threatening blow perceived by the eye 1 The most wonder
fulreflectorial performances of the combined senses of sight 
and touch consist, however, in the complicated movements 
involved in preserving one's balance, as in sliding, walk
ing, riding, dandng, leaping, performing gymnastic exer
cises, skating, &c., in part spontaneous (especially in the 
case of animals), in part acquired by practice, an original 
capacity being always presupposed. If one leaps a ditch, 
it is not easy to leap beyond the farther brink, although 
one may be able to leap much farther on level ground; but 
the eye, through an unconscious reflection, brings it about 
that just sufficient muscular force is applied to reach the 
opposite side, and this unconscious will is often stronger 
than the conscious one to leap farther. It is remark
able that all the afore-mentioned functions are executed 
much more easily, more certainly, and even more gracefully, 
if they are performed without conscious volition as simple 
reflex mo,·ements of the sensations of sight and touch. 
Every intervention of the cerebral consciousness operates 
only inhibitively and disturbingly; hence mules walk more 
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surely than men in dangerous paths, because they are 
not disturbed by conscious reflection, and somnambulists 
go and climb in the unconscious state where, if con
scious, they would infallibly meet with an accident. For 
conscious reflection always brings along with it douqt 
and hesitation, and this frequently a fatal tardiness; the 
unconscious intelligence, on the other hand, is always 
beyond a doubt more certain to seize the right course, or 
rather doubt never occurs to it, and therefore it almost 
always does the right thing at the right moment. Even 
prelection and playing from notes, if consciousness be 
otherwise occupied or asleep, can take the form of mere 
refiex movements following on impressions of feeling, as 
cases have been observed where reading aloud has been 
continued a certain time after falling asleep, or pieces of 
music have been better played in dreamy unconscious 
states than when wide awake. That reading or playing 
from notes can often be continued quite unconsciously and 
without the slightest after-memory of the subject-matter, 
when consciousness is occupied with other fascinating 
thoughts, any one can observe for himself. Nay, even 
sudden curt answers to quick questions have often some
thing reflectorially unconscious about them, when they 
drop out unawares like a pistol-shot, and afterwards one is 
often astonished or ashamed if they have been unsuitable 
to the occasion and the company. 

More important, however, than all that has been hitherto 
noticed is the consideration that there is no, or almost no, 
voluntary movement which must not at the same time be 
regarded as a combination of reflex actions. I mean this: 
Anatomical investigations show that, in the upper part of 
the spinal cord the number of the primitive fibres amounts 
to only a very small fraction of the primitive fibres of all 
the nerves, which are destined to call forth movement 
through the conscious will, that is, by the brain. But now, 
as the path from the brain to the nerves supplying the 
muscles is, with few exceptions, only through tbe upper 
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part of the spinal cord, it follows that a fibre in the upper 
part of the spinal cord must be destined to innervate a 
great number of muscular nerve-fibres of the same part. 
A direct anastomosis (interlacing, connecting) of the fibres 
might be imagined, but this assumption seems highly im
probable according to anatomical observations, and we 
are also compelled to abandon it from the circumstance 
that one and the same movement is now stimulated by 
the brain, now, in consequence of some other stimulation, 
is independently executed by the central organs of the 
spinal cord, and admits an immense variety of the most 
delicate and intricate modifications, whilst a direct anas
tomosis must necessitate the same invariable movements. 
In addition to this, the brain, which gives the order to 
execute a complicated series of movements, has itself no 
idea of this complication, but only a collective idea of the 
result (as in speaking, singing, walking, dancing, running, 
leaping, performing gymnastic exercises, fi~hting, riding, 
skating), so that the whole detail of execution, which is 
requisite for the total result intended, is intrusted to the 
spinal cord. (Let any one ask himself whether he knows 
anything of the muscular contractions necessary for utter
ing a word or for singing a coloratura.) Accordingly tho 
only mode of conceiving the matter remaining seems to me 
to be this: that the current of innervation, which carries 
the conscious volition of the total movement from the 
brain to the central organ of such movement in the 
spinal cord, and which is for the brain, indeed, centrifugal, 
but for the nerve-centre of the movement centripetal, 
that this current is felt as sensation by the motor centre 
just as well as an impression coming from the peripheral 
parts of the body, and that the consequence of this sensa
tion is the occurrence of the intended movement. But it 
is clear that we here again see the definition of reflex 
movement to hold good, as soon as we resolve to employ 
the relative conceptions of centrifugal and centripetal 
current.~ in their right relations. ~ 
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One easily sees that there is hardly a movement which, 
even if it is originated by the cerebral consciousness, is not 
first conducted once or several times to another motor 
centre, and there visibly executed. Consciousness can, it 
is true, decompose movements to a certain extent, and give 
a conscious impulse to any partial movement (this is in
deed the way we learn to make the movement), but, in the 
first place, every such partial presentation will probably 
find no other path to the muscles than through the grey 
matter of the motor centres, thus always retaining the cha
racter of a reflex; secondly, even the simplest motor elements 
accessible to the cerebral consciousness still require highly 
complicated combinations of movement for their execution, 
into which consciousness never penetrates (e.g., the utter
ance of a vowel or the singing of a note); and, thirdly, if 
its simple elements are as far as possible intended by the 
conscious will, the whole movement has something ex
tremely slow, coarse, awkward, and heavy about it, whilst 
the very same movement is executed with the greatest 
facility, speed, certainty, and elegance, if only the final 
result was intended by the cerebral consciousness, and the 
execution was intrusted to the motor centres in question. 
One has only to think of the phenomenon of stammering. 
The stammerer often speaks quite fluently if he does not 
at all think of the utterancA, and his consciousness is occu
pied only with the matter of his speech, but not with the 
mode of realisation ; but as soon as he thinks of the utter
ance and desires to form this or that sound by conscious 
volition, he does not succeed, and in its stead all sorts 
of concomitant movements occur, which may even become 
convulsive. It is just the same with scrivener's cramp 
and all the above-mentioned bodily exercises, in which the 
mnin thing is that they become second nature, i.e., that the 
conscious will ceases to trouble itself about the details. 
'flnough this way of conceiving the matter the phenomenon 
becomes for the first time explicable, why often a single 
impulse of the cons.cious will suffices to introduce a long 
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series of periodically recurring movements, which lasts 
until it is interrupted by a new volitional impulse. With
out this arrangement all our ordinary actions, as walking, 
reading, playing, speaking, &c., would absorb an amount 
of the volitional impulses of the brain which must very 
soon result in fatigue. It, however, proves also the inde
pendence of the lower nerve-centres, and most decidedly 
refutes the above assumption of a direct anastomosis of 
the nerves. It may also now be comprehensible how it 
comes to pass that so many actions and occupations, 
whose slightest details must be attended to in their 
conscious acquisition, later on, with prolonged practice and 
habit, are performed quite unconsciously, as knitting, play
ing on the piano, reading, writing, &c. All the work, then, 
which during acquisition was done by the brain, has been 
banded over to subordinate nerve-centres ; for these can 
call into play an habitual combination of certain activities 
just as efficiently as the brain in thinking or in learning 
by heart. That, however, then the activities become for 
the most part unconscious to the brain, gives them in 
respect to the brain a certain resemblance to instinctive 
actions, whilst indeed, in respect to the nerve-centre 
which presides over the activity, practice and custom is 
the precise opposite of instinct. 

That all the phenomena hitherto considered have essen
tially the same underlying principle, it is not very difficult 
to see. We started with the reflectorial movements 
produced by irritation of peripheral parts of the body, 
and found a purpose most decidedly expressed therein, 
both in the result of the whole movement and in the 
simultaneous and successive combinations of the most 
different muscles; nay, in part, most decidedly expressed 
even in an alternating play of the antagonists. We then 
passed on to the reflex movements produced by means of 
sense-perceptions, and found here the same fact, only often 
with a dash of higher intelligence, in that the higher 
central points of the spinal cord came more into play. 
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Lastly, we noticed that reflex actions, in which the ex
citing stimulus is an innervating current from the brain 
to the other central organs concerned, are produced by the 
conscious will, and did not remark here any quantitative 
increase of effects as compared with the reflex movements 
produced through sense-perceptions; naturally enough, for 
the intelligence revealed in reflection depends far more on 
the stage of development of the reflecting central organ 
than on the nature of the stimulus. 

That, in fact, the brain also can become a central organ 
of reflex actions, we cannot doubt from the analogy of its 
structure with the other centres. In reflex actions of the 
ganglionic system and in individuals deprived of brains, 
perception by the brain is excluded ; but this may very 
well accompany the reflex actions of the spinal cord in the 
case of sound organisms. In this case, however, only the 
stimulation, but not the will to move, is felt in the brain; 
but the latter must manifestly also have place if the 
brain itself is to be a central organ of reflection. Such 
cases are, however, already familiar to us; e.g., the catching 
at a falling glass or the parrying of a previously seen blow 
may have these characteristics. Accordingly we shall not 
be able to avoid regarding them as reflex actions, if only 
the link between perception of the action and the will to 
execute it lies outside the cerebral consciousness, which re
ceives additional confirmation from the fact that conscious 
reflection would manifestly come too late. To the same 
category belongs a part of the not quite unconscious pre
lection and preluding, or the rapid answers to sudden 
questions, or the sudden taking off the hat at the unex
pected greeting of an unknown person. Cerebral reflection 
frequently surpasses the reflection of the spinal cord, and 
prevents its occurrence; e.g., a decapitated frog scratches 
the nipped place on the skin, a living one hops away. 
Here is seen the direct transition from cerebral reflec
tion to conscious psychical activity, between which no 
line can be drawn. There follows from this the unity of 
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the principle underlying all these phenomena. There 
are, therefore, only two logical ways of looking at these 
things : either the mind is everywhere only the last result 
of material processes, both in the brain and in the rest of 
the nervous life (then, however, purpose would also have 
to be everywhere denied when not posited by conscious 
nervous activity), or the soul is everywhere the principle 
lying at the basis of material nervous processes, causing 
and regulating them, and consciousness is only a pheno
menal form of the same, brought about by means of these 
processes. We shall see in the seqael which of these two 
assumptions better suits the facts. 

The next point we have to investigate is the question, 
whether the phenomena we are considering may be looked 
upon as effects of a dead mechanism, or whether we are not 
compelled to conceive them as consequences of an intelli
gence immanent in the central organs, in which case the 
foregoing alternative may provisionally remain undiscussed. 
Let us first turn to physiology. The skin of a frog's thigh 
being pricked by a needle, we see both legs drawn up, 
provided the little piece of spinal cord from which issue 
the crural nerves remains intact. The prick of the needle 
manifestly affects only one primitive nerve-fibre, since 
within a circle of a certain size the position of the pricked 
place cannot be distinguished; the number of motor fibres 
put in action by the same is, however, enormously large, 
for it can embrace the whole body. The direct anasto
mosis of the sensory and motor nerves is hereby rendered 
improbable in the highest degree. It becomes, however, 
still more so by the circumstance that the same motor fibres 
react, when this or that place in the skin of the frog's thigh 
is pricked, when accordingly different sensory nerve-fibres 
convey the stimulus to the centre. Besides, microscopic 
investigations not only give no support to this supposition, 
but what is more, Kolliker has directly observed the emer
gence of motor fibres from globules of grey nerve-matter 
(central organ), and it is now generally supposed that the 
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central origin of all the nerve-fibres must be sought in 
the ganglion-cells, i.e., the peculiar spherical or radiated 
cells of the grey nerve-matter. The stimulus conducted 
by the sensory fibres must accordingly, in any case, be 
first received by the central organ, and through this be 
conducted to the motor nerves; in no other way could 
any sensory fibre possibly be in a position to act upon 
auy motor fibre of the same centre (as is actually the 
case). But if all the stimuli are first received by the 
central organ, and are only propagated from this to the 
motor nerves, then the materialistic explanation of reflex 
actions by n peculiar mechanism of the channels of con
duction becomes quite impossible; for no laws and contri
vances can at all be imagined which should allow one and 
the same current to pass over now to near, now to remote 
parts, should cause the reactions to follow now in this, now 
in that order, nay, should even permit an alternating play of 
th~ antagonists to occur on a simple stimulus (as in the rub
bing of the filliped part). The impossibility of a pre-estab
lished mechanism is, however, physiologically demonstrable 
iu a much more striking way. If one divides the spinal cord 
throughout its whole length by a longitudinal section, the 
capacity for reflex movements is not affected; it is only 
limited to the half of the body irritated on each occasion. 
If, on the other hand, a connecting bridge be left between 
the two separated halves at any place whatsoever. or if, at 
some distance from each other, now the left and then the 
right half of the spinal cord be cut across, so that all the 
longitudinal fibres are severed, general reflex movement9 
may be excited by stimulation of each main point. This is 
probably the clearest proof that the motor reaction is not a 
consequence of the predetermined paths of the conduction 
of the stimulus, but that the current after destruction of 
the usual cl:annels makes for itself new patlts, in order to 
bring nbout the suitable reflex movements, provided only 
that the parts be not completely isolated. There must 
then be a principle superior to the material laws of con-
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unction of the nerve-currents, which brings about this 
change of circumstances, in virtue of which the courses 
of these currents arc changed, and this principle can only 
be an immaterial one. This is also verified by the circum
stance, that the union of reflex movements is for the 
most part capable of being dissolved by conscious volition 
and exercise. 

Forcible as are these anatomical-physiological reasons, 
they are still not the strongest of all. If the conformity 
to the end in view which appears in reflex actions were 
one externally predetermined, brought on the scene by a 
material mechanism, then the capability of accommodating 
movements to the nature of the circumstances, this inex
haustible wealth of combinations, each of which is suitable 
to its special case, would be plainly inexplicable. We 
should rather expect a constant recurrence of a few simi
lar complex movements, whereas a single glance at the 
infinite number of combinations, as exemplified in the 
simple case of preserving one's balance, is sufficient to 
establish the conviction of an immanent fitness-an indi
vidual providence, as we l1ave already come to know it 
when considering Instinct. We are absolutely obliged, 
then, so to represent to ourselves the event that the 
stimulus is perceived as idea, and through the idea of the 
danger or feeling of pain connected therewith the idea of 
relief through the corresponding counter-movement is 
produced, which now becomes the object of volition. That 
the nerve-centres of the spinal cord and ganglia possess the 
capacity of willing we have already settled; that tl1e cases 
being strictly parallel, they must also possess sensibility is 
evident at once; but since no sensation can be imagined 
without a certain degree of consciousness, however small, 
they also possess a certain consciousness. The beginning 
~nd the end of the process, the perception of the stimulus 
and the will to move, are then the functions which we 
have no hesitation in ascribing to every nervous centre. 
The only question is, whether the link between them, the 
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positing of duign, can also be a function of conscious in
tellectual association of these nerve-centres 1 Now this 
must certainly be denied, for we have indeed seen, that 
the effects of refl.ex.ion are of so great importance to the 
organism, just because they so far surpass the perform
ances of the conscious reflection of the brain in ease, speed, 
and accuracy. This is, however, precisely the character 
of the unconscious idea, as we have become acquainted 
with it in the case of instinct, and have learnt further to 
know it in other ways. Accordingly all that we have 
adduced in the case of instinct against its origination 
through conscious reflection holds here in a still higher 
degree, partly because the instantaneousness of the effect 
is more striking in the present case, and is in still greater 
contrast with the sluggishness of conscious thought in 
beings low down in the scale, partly because we have 
here to do in the case of animals especially with lower 
centres, whilst we only find results of conscious reflection 
at all worth mentioning where the cerebral functions of the 
higher birds and mammals come into play. If, on the other 
band, we contemplate the animals whose chief centres are 
about on a par with the lower human nerve-centres, we 
observe the greatest obtuseness and stupidity (e.g., in most 
amphibia and fishes), in contrast to which one cannot help 
being struck by the wonderful accuracy and fitness with 
which instinctive actions are performed, ever increasing in 
significance and extent in proportion to the entire mental 
life of the animal. Here there is none of that hesi
tancy of discursive thought, none of that shrewd and 
cautious consideration, which we observe in higher ani
mals, but the instinctive action instantly follows on the 
impression, whereas reflection would often cost even the 
human brain a considerable time, and, when the action is 
inappropriate, as may well happen in sense-illusions in 
the conscious perception of causes, the pernicious error 
is ~mbrnced with equal certainty. We are compelled to 
designate this attribute of the unconscious idea, in contrast 
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to discursive thinking, an immediate intellectual intuition, 
and wherever we meet with the (not relatively to this or 
that centre, but absolutely) unconscious idea, we shall find 
this to be its characteristic. 

This comparison with instinct will decidedly protect us, 
then, from regarding the immanent fitness of reflex move
ments as produced by conscious thought. The psychical 
autopsy of those reflex movements whose central organ is 
the brain entirely agrees with this; the first and last term 
of the psychical process, the perception of the stimulus, 
and the will to move fall within the consciousness of 
the organ, but not the uniting middle terms, which must 
contain the idea of design. The only mode of appre
hending the matter, which is possible after our ex
amination, is then this : that the reflex movements are 
the instinctive actions of the subordinate nerve-centres, 
i.e., absolutely unconscious presentations, which embody 
the will of the reflex action (conscious for the parti
cular centre, but unconscious for the brain), in conse
quence of the perception of the stimulus. In addition 
to this perception in the reflecting centre, the stimulus 
can, by conduction, also Le felt in the brain; but there 
is then a second perception, which has nothing to do 
with the reflex movement and its occurrence. Instincts 
and reflex actions are also alike in this, that they exhibit 
essentially similar reactions in the individuals of the same 
animal species with similar stimuli and motives. This 
circumstance has given strength to the opinion that a dead 
mechanism is present instead of unconscious mental acti
vity and immanent adaptation ; but this circumstance as 
an objection to our view is invalidated by the considera
tion, that it is capable of an easy explanation in the manner 
indicated at the close of the chapter on Instinct. 
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VI. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN THE REPARATIVE POWER OF NATURE. 

WHEN the nest of the bird, the web of the spider, the 
cocoon of the caterpillar, the shell of the snail are injured,
when the bird is stripped of a portion of its feathery robe,
the sufferers repair the loss which may imperil or impede 
their future existence. We have already seen that some 
of these phenomena must be ascribed to instinct, and can 
we fail to perceive the striking analogy of the other cases? 
'Ve have seen that there is an unconscious idea of purpose, 
which, united with Will, dictates the conscious willing of 
the means to attain it; and are we to doubt that we have 
to do with the same thing, when the sphere of influence 
is no longer external, but the body itself, since we are not 
able to draw the line where the body proper begins and 
ends, as in the cocoon of the caterpillar, the shell of the 
snail, the feather-garment of the bird, or between excretion 
and secretion? If we deprive the polype of its tentacles 
or the worm of its head, the creature must die for want of 
food ; and if the animal replaces the tentacles or the head 
and continues to live, can anything but the unconscious 
idea of their indispensableness be the fundamental cause 
of the restoration ? Let it not be replied that the differ
ence between instinct and the vis mcdicatrix lies in thi.~, 
that in the former case the perceiving and willing of the 
means are, at any rate, conscious, but in the latter case these 
also are unconscious. For after the discussion on the inde
pendence of the lower nerve-centres, it cannot be doubted 
that the willing of the means may very well somehow and 
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somewhere reach the stage of consciousness in the lower 
nerve-centres, e.g., the small ganglionic cells, from which 
the sympathetic nerve-fibres which regulate nutrition arise, 
even if the chief centre of the animal knows nothing at 
all about it. On the other hand, no one will confidently 
decide, whether and how far in the lower animals in the 
case of instinct even the willing of the means is a con
scious act. 

Let us now look a little closer at the effects of the vis 
m,edicatrix. In the case of the Hydrre every part of the 
ma~s is replaced, so that a new animal is formed out of 
each piece, whether the division be transverse or longitu
dinal, or the creature be even cut into shreds. Among the 
Planarire every segment, if it only amounts to one-tenth 
or one-eighth of the whole body, becomes a fresh animal. 
Among the Annelids or worms restoration follows only after 
transverse section, when head or tail is always regenerated. 
In some cases the animal may be cut into pieces, and yet 
each single piece develops into a perfect example of its 
kind. It seems here clear enough that if, after any one 
of these indefinitely numerous sections, the separated part 
always furnishes a specimen manifesting the typical idea 
of its kind, this effect cannot be due to a dead causality, 
but the type-form must be present in each piece of the 
animal. But an IDEA can only exist either realiter in its 
external manifestation as realised idea, or idealiter so far 
as it takes the form of mental picture, and in and through 
the presentative act. Hence every fragment of the animal 
must have the unconscious ima~e of the type according 
to which it accomplishes this regeneration; just as the bee 
before the conrstruction of its first cell, and without ever 
having seen the like, carries in itself the unconscious re
presentation of the hexagonal cell, accurate to half an 
angular minute, or as every bird must unconsciously have 
an idea of the form of the nest and mode of song char
acteristic of its species, before it has had any experience of 
the same. And observing the process of regeneration, e.g., of 
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a divided earthworm, a white bud may be seen sprout
ing at the cut part, which gradually becomes larger, then 
acquires narrow, closely packed rings, expanding on all 
sides, and contains prolongations of the digestive canal, 
the vascular system, and the ganglionic cord. It requires 
a strong faith to suppose that the nature of the exudation 
at the wounded part and the vicinity of the corresponding 
organs are sufficient to bring about a further growth of the 
animal. But when one sees how from two similar cut 
surfaces, separated by several rings, there is formed on 
the one side the head with its special organs, on the other 
the tail with its organs, and wit/r, ()1'gans too which /r,ave 
nothing at all analogous in the remaining portion of the 
trunk, the assumption of a dead causality, of a material 
mechanism without an ideal factor, becomes a sheer im
possibility. 

In addition to this there are various secondary circum
stances, which most clearly prove that the idea of what 
must be executed in the special case to realise the type 
is the originally determining element in these events. lf 
the animal is not full-grown, and a part of it be violently 
removed, the regenerated part does not correspond to the 
former state of the animal, but is constituted as such part 
would have been had the n()1'mal process of development 
11erer been interrupted. This may be seen if the leg of a 
young salamander or the tail of a tadpole be cut off. 
Somewhat similar is the case of the horns of the stag, 
which are annually renewed as long as the youthful vigour 
of the animal remains; but when the development of the 
organism has reached its highest point and the vigour 
declines, the last pair of horns either remains till death, 
or the pair annually reproduced becomes in extreme age 
shorter and simpler. 

Further, the force directed to this restoration of a part is 
greater the 11l()7'e important such part is for the continued 
existence of the animal: thus, e.g., according to Spallanzani, 
worms regenerate their heads before their tails, and in 
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fishes the restoration of the amputated fins takes place in 
the order of their importance as motor organs ; thus the 
caudal fins first, then the pectoral and ventral, and lastly 
the dorsal fins. Should the force, or more accurately the 
power, of the unconscious will in moulding its material 
and the external circumstances be insufficient for the re
generation of a part in the normal way, still the type of 
the class always gleams through the malformations which 
then arise. Thus, e.g., if only one tentacle instead of two 
grows again on a snail's head which has been cut off, 
this one has two eyes, and men who have lost one joint 
of a finger sometimes have a nail growing on the second. 
The more a part is exposed to injury, the more easily is it 
regenerated. Thus, e.g., the rays of the Asterias, the legs 
of spiders, the tentacles and antennre of snails and beetles, 
the tails of lizards, possess a considerable regenerath·e 
power on account of their liability to injury. For the most 
part, it is some special joint from which the regeneration 
most easily proceeds, in which case the connected limb 
is extremely fragile; and if injury occurs anywhere else, 
an additional limb is frequently thrown. off at that spot. 
Crabs, for example, do this. Spiders likewise free them
selves at the cost of a leg when they find it grasped or 
compressed; but if the animal be held fast whilst the leg 
is squeezed, it cannot afterwards thus unceremoniously 
throw off the same, but it first entangles the leg in its 
web, then propels itself with the other legs, and in ·this 
way wrenches it off. This is manifestly instinct; and 
when the crab spontaneously throws off the injured leg, 
is that to be called something fundamentally different 
from instinct 1 And yet rejection of the injured limb is 
merely the first act of restoration. Still more wonderful 
is the instinct of the Holothurire which live in the Philip
pine Islands of the South Sea. These devour coral sand, 
and if they be taken from their native haunts and trans
ferred to clear sea-water, they of their o\vn accord eject 
from the anus the intestinal canal, with the branchire and 
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all other organs connected therewith, in order to form new 
viscera more in harmony with the altered medium. (A 
Holothuria burdened with needles or knives literally 
jumps out of its skin, rejecting it without in any way 
injuring its interior.) 

The higher we ascend in the animal scale, the less 
potent, as a rule, becomes the vis medicatri.x, being least 
influential in man. As long, therefore, as human physiology 
was exclusively studied, it was possible for the error to 
arise that a merely material mechanism produces remedial 
ellects; but as anatomy first began to yield important 
results when it was studied comparatively, and psychology 
is just beginning to afford true enlightenment through a 
similar procedure, so in physiology only comparative in
vestigation can give genuine insight. But when we have 
once got on the right track through a clear understanding 
of relations in the case of the lower animals, it will not 
be difficult to recognise this view also as the only possible 
one in the higher stages of organisation. 

The reasons for the limitation of the vis medicat1·ix 
in the higher animal classes are partly internal, partly 
external. The inmost and deepest ground is that the 
organising force turns always more and more away from 
the outworks, and bends its whole energy to reach the 
final goal of all organisation, the organ of consciousness, 
in order to raise this to even higher perfection. The 
external grounds are that the organs of the higher animal 
classes are more solid, and also, in consequence of the 
mode of life of these creatures, are much less liable to 
fracture and mutilation, but at the most are exposed to 
wounds and injuries, for the majority of which the heal
ing power of Nature is sufficient; and further, that the 
greater solidity of structure makes replacement on a large 
scale physically and chemically difficult. :For, on the one 
hand, we see even in lower animals that aquatic animals, 
on account of containing a greater quantity of moisture, 
possess a greater recuperative power than land animals of 
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the same species, e.g., water and earth worms. On the other 
hand, the chief mass of the animals capable of extensive 
restoration consists of the same tissues which in man also 
exhibit the highest recuperative power, e.g., the tissues 
which mostly give solidity to invertebrate animals (skin, 
hairs, scales), cellular tissue, vascular system, or even the 
elementary organic substance of the lowest classes. That, 
however, these external grounds are not sufficient we see 
from the Vertebrata, for iDBtance, in their second lowest 
class, the Amphibia, many of which exhibit a quite won
derful recuperative energy. Spallanzani saw among Sala
manders the four legs with their ninety-eight bones, besides 
the tail with its vertebrre, reproduced six times within three 
months; in others, the lower jaw, with all its muscles, 
\'essels, and teeth, was regenerated. Blumenbach saw even 
the eye restored within the space of a year, if the optic 
nerve remained uninjured, and a part of the coats of the 
eye remained behind in the orbit. In the case of frogs 
nnd tortoises the legs also are sometimes regenerated, but 
only as long as they are young, and even then but slowly. 
As the psychical power of the individual is at first active 
in an exclusively external manner, and then with the 
advance of age more and more withdraws inwards, and 
throws itself on the improvement of the conscious life of 
the mind ; so also in all beings the 'l1i8 medicatri:c is the 
more potent the younger they are, accordingly greatest of 
all in the case of embryos and all larvre, which must be 
regarded as embryos. We cannot, therefore, wonder that 
the same law obtains in the animal series as a whole, where 
in the wider sense the lower are related to the higher as 
embryos or imperfect stages of development. 

A very remarkable case is the regeneration of the 
cerebral hemispheres, observed by Voit in a pigeon which 
had been deprived of its brain. After five months, the 
intelligence of the animal having manifestly increased 
during the latter part of that time, a white mass showed 
itself in the place of the removed cerebral hemispheres, 
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which possessed altogether the appearance and consistency 
of the white substance of the brain, and which also passed 
uniutem1ptedly and imperceptibly into the peduncles of 
the cerebrum, which had not been removed. Primitive 
nerve-fibres with double borders were clearly to be seen, 
also ganglionic cells. 

If we now pass to the Mammalia, and to man in 
particular, we certainly do not find such striking pheno
mena as in the lower animals, but always enough to 
convince us that the dead causality of material processes 
is insufficient, and that it is a psychical power which, 
aided by the unconscious representation of the type, and 
the means requisite for the end of self-preservation, brings 
about those circumstances in consequence of which the 
restoration of the normal condition must ensue, according 
to general physical and chemical laws. In every disturb
ance thiJ process occurs, unless the power of the uncon
scious will in mastering its circumstances is too iimall, so 
that the disturbance induces a permanent abnormity or 
death. No medicine can do more than aid that process 
and facilitate the mastering of the disturbing circum
stances, but the positive initiative (the will) must always 
proceed from the organism itself. 

ut us first consider the consolidation of severed tissues 
and the renovation of a destroyed surface. 

The first condition of every new formation (except in 
the epithelial layers) is inftammation. According to J. 
lli.iller, inflammation is "compounded of the phenomena 
of a local injury, a local tendency to decomposition, and 
an augmented organic activity which energetically strives 
to maintain the equilibrium against the tendency to decom
position." What lli.iller calls the "local injury," Virchow 
calls the pathological stimulus. He says (Spec. Path. u. 
Ther., i. 72) :-"As long aa only functional disturbances 
are observed to follow on au irritation, so long do we 
speak of irritation ; if nutritive disturbances are observ
able in addition to the functional, we call it infiamma-
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tion." He then further calls nutritive disturbance what 
Muller calls the local tendency to decomposition. Virchow 
insists quite specially upon the third factor, the effective 
activity of the inflamed cells. The most striking pheno
menon in inflammation is the increased flow of blood 
to the part where the new formation is to take place, 
showing itself in redness and increased heat. The law, 
that the partially increased or diminished blood-pressure 
accommodates itself to the need of blood in the several 
organs, is hardly ever to be explained from physical causes 
alone, since the propulsive action of the heart is uniform 
in respect of the whole circulation. So far then as the 
phenomenon is not to be explained by the increased 
active absorption of the inflamed cells, there must be 
assumed a direction of the physical circumstances through 
the willing of the means to accomplish the represented 
end. (In the normal course of development, an increased 
congestion takes place at the age of puberty, during 
pregnancy, and in the abdominal vessels of the bird a& 
the time of brooding; a diminution when the organs cease 
to be functional, or irreplaceable members have been 
lost. No less wonderful is the permanently fluid condition 
of the blood within the blood-vessels, whereas it immedi
ately coagulates on issuing therefrom, even without coming 
in contact with air.) 

In every section of the animal body vessels are cut 
through; these must first of all be closed, which takes 
place through the coagulation of the outflowing blood. In 
the larger trunks an inner and an outer plug is formed, 
which is easily detached soon after its formation, if the 
flow of blood is increased by external stimulation. In 
arteries, where the pressure of blood is considerable, the 
organism is sometimes helped by a swoon. The coagulated 
mass does not, however, enter into any firm union with the 
walls, but, like every means of relief employed at an earlier 
stage of the healing process which has become unnecessary, 
is subsequently absorbed. After about twelve hours, a 
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pale fluid (plastic lymph) is secreted, which generally 
immetliately afterwards condenses to a membranous 
opaque neoplasm, which closes up the wound and be
comes concrescent with the neighbouring parts. The 
neoplasm is not mere exuded blood serum, but a secretion 
from the blood of just as definite a character as any other 
fluid secretion. It is also no amorphous pulp, but a net
work of cells thoroughly permeated by copious intercel
lular fluid, and is formed by proliferation of the con
nective tissue which has been laid bare by the wound. 
It forms the matrix for every organic new formation, 
and blood-vessels, sinews, nerves, bones, skin, all proceed 
therefrom by gradual change of the cells. "The first step 
to healing then consists in this: Abundant cells come 
into existence by means of (?) inflammation, especially 
in the neighbourhood of the capillary vessels. These 
are changed by proliferation of their nuclei into cell
cones, and successful artificial injection of the blood
vessels proves that then fine passages without special walls 
are made between the new-formed cells, into which the 
injected mass directly penetrates from the capillaries. Ac
cordingly there arises a provisional course for the blood, 
which presents the appearance of an intercellular net. 
The same process takes place from the opposite surface of 
the wound, and thus it happens that through the contact 
of these paths, several of which expand and become actual 
vessels, the disturbed circulation is restored to its normal 
state." (Dr. Otto Barth in the "Erganzungsbl.," vol vi 
p. 630.) In this way, in the first instance only, the plexus 
of capillary vessels is restored; subsequently, however, 
also larger blood-vessels are brought again into connec
tion after reabsorption of the plugs. In the Achilles' 
tendon of a dog, the regeneration of an excised piece, five 
lines in length, within four months has been observed, and 
in nerves from which a piece was excised, a gradual ap
proximation of the two ends, with or without final union. 
Movement and sensation can in this way be restored with-

/ 
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out the newly formed mass, even when it exhibits fibrilla
tion, exactly corresponding to tendons and nerves proper, 
the correspondence being even less close in the case of 
muscle ; but the assimilation of the new formation to the 
old gradually increases. 

When a tubular structure is severed, the neoplasm first 
forms an envelope, called a sheath or capsule, which by 
means of its vessels brings the injured part also into organic 
connection with the circumjacent structures. Thus, e.g., in 
the case of the fracture of a bone, when the sheath hardens 
into the provisional callus. At the same time, both open
ings of the medullary cavity are closed by a similar callus, 
formed from the lining membrane of the bone. Meanwhile 
the terminal surfaces of the bone are so far involved in the 
inflammation of the circumjacent parts that they them
selves pass into a state of inflammation, and can give rise 
to a neoplasm, which, as a whole, is slowly converted from 
a firm jelly into true cartilage, and then gradually ossified; 
although, according to Virchow, osseous or marrow cells 
can also arise directly from it, as, according to the same 
authority, all three, cartilage, bone, and marrow cells, 
may be directly converted into one another. Whilst this 
process is effecting the renovation proper, the expedients 
of the intermediate stages, the provisional callus, as 
well as the gelatine contained in the circumjacent parts, 
are softened and reabsorbed, the medullary cavity also 
restored, the dense substance of the callus becoming first 
cellular, then thinner and thinner, and finally cllsappear
ing. The bone recomposed in this way exhibits an unin
terrupted connection with the old ends, and exactly the 
same formation in substance and vessels. An excavation 
of the radius and ulna of a dog six lines in length was 
completely filled with bony substance after forty days. 
If the inner layer of a piece of bone perishes, the regene
ration begins from the outer one, and conversely, if the 
whole bone perishes, the membrane inside the bone and 
periosteum replaces it, after being first freed from bone. 
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Should these also perish, the piece in question is enclosed 
by a new piece, which is formed partly of the ends of the 
bone which have remained sound, partly of the surround
ing soft parts. 

In canals which are formed of mucous membrane, as 
the intestinal canal, or excretory ducts of glands, this 
neoplasm likewise forms a capsule or sheath, on the inner 
side of which the particular canal is re-formed, whilst 
the dead edges of the old piece are thrown off and car
ried away by the oowly formed cnnal. In the case of 
displacement of the intestines or strangulated hernia, 
pieces of the intestine several inches, nay, even a foot in 
length, are often removed through the anus, and the di
gestive canals are restored. Is it possible that the rejec
tion of a strangulated piece of intestine is regulated by 
another principle than that which governs the rejection 
of the claw of au injured crab, or the casting off of a 
spider's leg 1 

If the external surface of any structure is destroyed, it 
is replaced in the same way, and the process is, on the 
whole, a higher one tha.n in the case of union of severed 
parts, because the catalytic action of the homogeneous 
adjoining tissue can exert far less influence. The neoplasm 
appears here in the form of granulations, i.e., it is richer in 
vessels, and exhibits a number of reddish prominences. In 
this way new skin is formed ou a part laid bare, which, at 
first, owing to the absence of a substratum of fat, lies 
closely on the muscles, but later on resembles the rest of 
the skin. Suppuration only occurs spontaneously, when 
the injury has been of such a kind that the parts of the 
tissue are to a great extent rendered iooapable of continu
ing the vital functions (mortified), so that it is necessary 
to separate, i.e., to reject, these mortified tissues from the 
organism, and to replace them oy new formations (e.g., in 
contusions, gunshot w<lunds, &c.) When this task is ac
complished, the suppuration ceases as spontaneously as it 
occurred; when there are no parts to be thrown off, the 
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healing takes place "per primam inientionem,'' without 
any suppuration. It is true suppuration occurs only too 
frequently here also, just as in the former case the suppu
ration often continues beyond the requisite extent, some
times even to exhaustion, but it is not then a suppura
tion which is spontaneously set agoing by the organism, 
but one produced and relatively maintained by injurious 
external influences, namely, through the germs of para
sitic organisms floating in the air, which may make the 
slightest wound become malignant and fatal. The disin
fection, by dressings of carbolic acid, &c., of the air thus 
reaching the wound obviates these injurious external in
fluences, and thus experimentally proves the correctness 
of the above assertions. 

Mucous membrane can change into epithelium if it is 
necessitated by abnormal circumstances to form an external 
surface ( e.[J., in the case of prolapsed and everted rectum or 
uterus). In amputations the organism produces a stump 
which encloses all the hitherto existing canals (medul
lary cavity of the bone and vessels), and serves for the 
present use of the limb. The bone is well rounded off; 
the two bones of the fore-arm or leg, by growing together 
at the lower end, obtain the firm connection which is 
usually given by the wrist or ankle-joint; the vessels and 
the afflux of blood are limited to this now diminished 
need, and the stump forms a strong fibrous skin, which 
quickly scales. The fibrous structure of the stump also 
partially extends to the adjoining muscular fibres, nerves, 
and now useless vessels. 

Let us now turn to some other remarkable phenomena 
of the vis medicatrix in man and mammals. 

A complete regeneration of the crystalline lens has often 
been observed in mammals from whom it had been re
moved, and even in human beings couched for cataract an 
imperfect regeneration of the lens sometimes takes place. 
If after such an operation the upper lip of the wound 
of the cornea protrudes and cleaves to the outer edge of 
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the lower lip with its inner edge, both lips afterwards 
become soft and swollen, and, when the swelling is lost, 
both are found to be in the same plane. In this way the 
disturbing effect is obviated, which such an unevenness of 
the cornea would necessarily produce in respect of vision. 
'Vhen an osseous fracture cannot heal, the organism seeks 
to help itself in some other way. The fractured ends close 
and round themselves off, and are either kept together 
by a fibrous cord into which the callus-sheath has been 
converted, or by a cylindrical ligament, or united by a 
so-called false joint, the one end forming a cavity which 
receives the other spherical end. Both ends are enclosed 
by a fibrous capsule, and, like other places exposed to 
friction, receive the requisite lubrication by means of 
a newly formed synovial sac. A similar process takes 
place in limbs which have not been set; the abandoned 
socket is filled up, and at the place where the head of the 
joint now lies there is formed a new one with the other 
appurtenances of the joint. 

Very remarkable is the formation of excretory passages 
answering a purpose, when cert.ain secretions in the inte
rior of a structure have no natural vent, and unless such 
were formed would destroy the organ. This is especially 
the cnse in all normal secretions, when the natural drains 
are stopped up; fistulre are then formed by the nearest, 
or rather the most suitable path, making a way out
wards (e.g., lachrymal, salivary, bilious, urinary, frecal 
fistulre). They perfectly resemble the normal excretory 
ducts of the glands, in that the cellular tissue is converted 
at the walls of the passage into a mucous membrane 
insentient to tlu particular matter carried off. They cannot 
possibly be healed over so long as the natural outlet is 
not restore<i, but then they heal of themselves quickly 
and easily. One cannot see any material reason why this 
secretion, which is certainly obliged to establish an excre
tory channel through dissolving and liquefying the cellu
lar tissues, effects this considerable destruction only in tlu: 
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one direction of the channel, whilst on all other sides the 
attacks are proportionately too evanescent for the pur
pose; why the direction in which this violent chemical 
Jecomposition is manifested is precisely the nwst appro
priate for the new drain, and why this drain shows not 
merely signs of destruction, but rather of organic recon
struction. Sometimes such channels, especially in the 
case of pus-fistulre, extend through several otller organs 
before they can reach the outside, e.g., from the liver to 
the stomach or the intestine, or through the diaphragm 
into the lungs. This process is perhaps most remarkaLle 
in internal mortification. The excretory canals (or drains) 
then arise, if merely the inner layer of a bone perishes, 
in the vicarious external layer; but if this also perishes, 
in the new environing bony substance from tlu very com
mencement of its furmatwn, and moreover, withoui suppura
tion being perceived. They are round or oval canals, lined 
with a smooth membrane, passing from the membrane 
inside the bone to the periosteum, open externally by a 
smooth edge, and are subsequently prolonged by means of 
a fistula to the outer surface. They cannot in any way be 
permanently healed over as long as dead pieces of bone 
lie within the newly formed bone, but close spontaneously 
when these have been removed. 

Connected to a certain extent with the foregoing is the 
killing and shrivelling of the embryo, the evacuation of 
the remains by newly made paths, or the encysting of 
these remains when child-bearing is impossible. 

Further worthy of note is the elabotation of a particular 
secretion by quite other organs than those properly con
cerned with this secretion, when the latter are incapable 
of performing their functions. The secretions, which play 
so great a part in the economy of the organism, are, as is 
well known, never present in the blood as such, but always 
only in their clements, and only during and after separation 
from the blood obtain their proper chemical composition 
(wherefore, also, the secretory courses are longer the higher 
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the nature of the secretion). "'e must therefore usually 
look upon the organs of secretion as the cause of the spe
cial chemical nature of the secretions. So much the more 
must it surprise us that, under certain circumstances, when 
~his or that organ cannot perform its function, but yet the 
retention of those matters in the blood which heretofore 
were separated out of it by means of secretion might 
become dangerous to the organism, that under such cir
cumstances other organs also are able to perform this act 
of secretion in an approximately similar way, nnd thus 
to secure the continued existence of the organism. The 
material expedients, which the unconscious will makes 
use of for this end, can only be looked for in a temporary 
change of the secreting membranes of the vicarious secre
tory organs, whereby they are accommodated to their 
vicarious secretions, just as we observe such an influence 
of the will on the secretory organs in terror, anger, &c. 

Let us look at a few examples. Urine acts as such 
fatally in the blood ; in the blood there are only its 
elements, but these, too, require to be excreted if the 
organism is not to be destroyed. In guinea-pigs whose 
renal arteries bad been ligatured, peritoneum, pericar
dium, pleura, cavities of the brain, stomach, and intes
tines secreted a brown fluid redolent of urine ; the tears 
also smelt of urine, and the testes 'contained a fluid 
very similar to urine. With dogs there ensued vomit
ing of urine ; in rabbits, fluid discharge of the bowels. 
In men, whose sweat has possessed a decided odour of 
urine, post-mortem examination usually brings to light 
eauses of suppressed urinal secretion. With persons in 
"'hom the ordinary passages have been completely ob
structed, daily vomiting of urine has often been observed 
for years. In the case of a girl with such a constitution, 
evacuation took place through the breasts till her four
teenth year. In other cases of suppressed urination, 
urinal discharge showed itself through the skin of the 
a.rmpita. Also in degeneration of the kidneys, when the 
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latter could no longer secrete urine, or when there was 
a want of connection with the bladder, normal micturition 
is said to have been observed for years, whence some would 
infer a vicarious capability of the bladder itself for the 
secretion of urine.-A great number of observations proves 
the secretion of lacteal moisture through the kidneys, the 
skin of the navel, the groin, thighs, back, ulcers, and peri
toneum, on inflammation of the peritoneum which had 
arisen in consequence of suppressed lacteal secretion. In 
that mode of formation of jaundice where the action of 
the liver (as subsequently shown by dissection) has been 
arrested, the secretion of bile must take place in the 
minutest blood-vessels, since all the organs, even fibrous 
tissue, cartilage, bones, and hairs, are penetrated by the 
coloured constituents of bile. 

A very remarkable phenomenon is the constancy of 
the temperature of warm-blooded animals under the most 
varied changes of external circumstances. We are far 
from being acquainted with all the circumstances whereby 
this constancy is rendered possible; but this much is 
certain, that the most efficient, perhaps the only, factors 
independ~ut of the animal itself, are the regulation of the 
quantity of food, the excretions, and respiration. Now, 
since the constant temperature of a class of animals is 
manifestly that most favourable for its chemical processes, 
we must recognise an act of nature's sanative power in every 
act of the organism which accommodates the conditions to 
changing circumstances. The observation that the quan
tity of cutaneous as of pulmonary respiration (of carbonic 
acid and water) varies in brief interYals without percep
tible cause, but in longer intervals of several hours remains 
pretty constant, is manifestly connected with this. 

Noteworthy is the mechanical and chemical capacity 
of resistance on the part of living tissues, which imme
diately ceases with death. It is best observed in the 
stomach and intestines. Th~ gelatinous Medusre digest 
animals provided with spiny cuirasses without beiug 
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injured ; the stomachs of birds comminute pieces of glass 
anJ bend iron nails without being wounded (for stomach
wounds notoriously heal very slowly, and would accord
ingly not easily escape observation). The intestinal canal 
of J>laice and Blennies is often entirely stopped up with 
sharp mussel-shells, and after death is cut through with 
a little shaking. As a greater mechanical solidity of the 
living tissue is not to be thought of, these phenomena are 
only explicable by reflex movements, in consequence of 
which the part threatened on occasion of a movement 
of the sharp object gives way, and the other parts bring 
the sharp object into a less dangerous position. Just as 
wonderful is the resistance which the stomach opposes 
to the chemical attacks of a particularly pungent gastric 
JUice. There are examples where the degenerated gastric 
juice began immediately after death to destroy the stomach, 
and nlso decomposed a fresh animal's stomach, without 
any injury occurring during life. The like takes place 
in other acrid secretions and their secretory organs. 

After these examples, let us proceed once more to the 
refutation of some objections to the vis medicatri3: as a 
purposive manifestation of unconscious volition a.nd idea
tion. Although I think that I have proved by many 
reasons the utter insufficiency of materialistic attempts 
at explanation, still it seems important once more briefly 
to indicate the unsatisfactory chaucter of the two chief 
materialistic arguments. They run thus : (I.) The exist
ing assimilates the freshly added material by catalysis 
and cell-growths; and (2.) the constitution of every secre
tion is dependent on the constitution of the nutritive fluid 
and the secreting membrane. 

The first statement is refuted by the fact that new 
formations take place in the body at different times, 
which receive no assistance from similar tissues, because 
they either altogether, or at this particular part of the 
organi~m, appear for the first time, e.g., at the different 
stages of embryonic development, birth, puberty, and 
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pregnancy. But besides the fresh formations and secre
tions, several secretions are periodical, whether normally 
or morbidly, and then also the recutTence of the secretion 
cannot arise from the contact of the secretion, since this 
is non-existent. In the same way the regeneration of 
solid structures is not directly dependent on the seat of 
development. Thus, e.g., we have seen that the neoplasm 
for the required renovation of the bony mass has also in 
great part exuded from the other neighbouring tissues. In 
the same way mucous membrane is formed in fistulre, and 
skin on granulations without contact with similar tissues. 
As little, then, as one can fail to acknowledg~. on the one 
hand, that this principle of as~ilation by catalytic action 
offers a remarkable expedient for husbanding energy in 
the economy of the organism, so little, on the other side, 
can the facts be ignored, which show that the unconscious 
will can produce a state of things in the organism wherein 
products may be formed according to chemical laws, which 
are not caused by adjoining similar tissues, but which are 
most accurately adjusted to the present life-stage or mo
mentary need of the organism. 

As concerns the second point, the dependence of the 
secretion on the secreting membranes, this principle is 
likewise in general correct; only one must not forget that 
the difference of the secretions of one and the same organ 
at different times, the fresh introduction of secretions at 
certain vital stages, the intermittence and recurrence of 
others, as well as the doctrine of vicarious secretions, still 
leaves open the question with regard to the inconstant 
character of the secreting membranes ; that thus the phe
nomenon is correctly explained so far as its proximate 
efficient cause is concerned, but that this efficient cause, 
on its side, only admits one ultimate explanation, namely, 
an ideal one. With such provisional explanation the man 
of science has done his nearest duty, and nobody will 
impugn it, if he only grants that the question is just as 
open as before, if only he does not assert that he has 
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achieved e-verything by this proximate explanation, for then 
he immediately comes into collision with the facts. 

Another objection is, that the procedure of the organism 
is not always suitable, but that the same phenomena which 
at one time effect a cure at another time produce disease, 
or a&,"l'avate an existing morbid condition. I hold this 
to be entirely untrue. I assert, on the contrary, in the 
first place, that diseases never arise spontaneously from the 
'[J8'!1Ckical bcuis of the organism, but that they are imposed 
and thrust on it by disturbances from without; and, secondly, 
that all the changes effected by the organism in the normal 
condition of its functions with direct reference to these 
disturbances are adapted to their removal; assertions which 
I shall at once proceed to make good. 

The first question is, What is disease ? Disease is 
not abnormity of form, for there are abnormal forms, as 
giants, dwarfs, excessive number of fingers, irregular course 
of veins, which nobody accounts diseases. Disease is not 
a state which endangers the continued existence of the 
organism, for many diseases do not do this. It is not a 
state which causes pain and trouble to the consciousness 
of the individual, for this, too, is not the case in many 
diseases. Disease is an abMrmity in the organic functions, 
which certainly may have abnormities of structure both 
as cause and as consequence. In the former case we are 
wont to term even abnormity of structure disease. Taken 
strictly, however, another abnormity of the functions must 
have preceded this abnormal formation as its cause; for as 
long as all functions are exercised normally, the occurrence 
of abnormal formations is impossible. E.g., phthisis may 
be caused by tubercles; these can be inherited, but in the 
individual from which the tuberculosis of the family takes 
its rise, the tubercles, in case they are not again inherited 
or grafted by contagion (through tuberculous nurse's milk, 
milk of tuberculous cows, inhalation of the products of 
decomposed pulmonary tubercles, &c.), must necessarily 
bave. arisen through abnormal functions. When thus we 
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investigate into the cause of a disease, we must in every 
case come back, in the last resort, to an abnormity of 
function with normal structure of the functioning organs; 
for as long as structural abnormities co-operate, we have 
not tracked the causal series to the end. 

If we now ask how the primary cause of all diseases, 
abnormity of function with normal structure, is possi
ble, experience and speculation agree iu answering, Only 
through disturbance from outside, but not from within 
through a spontaneous psychical act of the organism. 
These disturbances may be of very various kinds:-( 1.) 
Mechanical influences, as all kinds of inner or outer in
jury. (2.) Chemical influences, (a) through the intro
Juction of substances which directly disturb the normal 
relations by causing new combinations, e.g., in poisoning 
by arsenic, sulphuric acid, most mineral medicines; (b) 
through chemical contagion, infection in the widest sense, 
also by atmospheric changes which predispose to diseases 
not properly infectious. (3-) Organic influences, intro
duction of (microscopically minute) vegetable or animal 
organisms, which, feeding on the body and propagating, 
disturb the chemical composition or the morphological 
cell-structure of the affected organism. In many. diseases 
it is still doubtful whether their infectious character is to 
be referred to chemical action by contact or to organic germs 
(e.g., plague, syphilis, variola, diphtheria, typhoid fever, 
cholera, intermittent fever, &c.), although the latter is ever 
gaining more probability. (4.) Abnormity in the propor
tion of the ingesta and egesta. If the latter preponderate, 
there ensues loss of bulk, weakness, &c. ; if the former, 
generally hypertrophy, which is manifested in different 
forms according to the matters in excess (tubercles, 
scrofula, gout, obesity, &c.) (5.) Unsuitable quality of the 
ingesta, producing disturbances in the digestive organs, 
and through abnormal composition of the blood also in the 
nutrition. Bad air can in this 'vny, by altering the com
position of the blood, produce putrid fever, &c. (6.) Im-
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proper modes of living, e.g., absolute inaction of a muscle 
produces weakness and atrophy, since its alimentation 
is based on the supposition of movement. Sedentary 
occupations disturb digestion on the same ground, and 
transference to a foreign climate demands accommodation 
of the body to the new rnvironment, or is followed by 
disease. (7.) Inherited bodily defects or tendencies to 
disease. Here the primary external causes of the disease 
are to be found in the act of generation, where the trans
mission is effected, and all succeeding member3 of the 
family inheriting the disease receive at bi:th the fatal 
germs as their portion on the journey of life, which the 
remedial energy of Nature is just as little able to cope 
with, as a chronic illness directly aroused by outer dis~ 
turbances. 

I believe that all diseases may be referred to these or 
similar disturbances, if it be always at the same time 
borne in mind that one bas to go back to the first cause 
of the phenomenon, and not to consider the superficial 
symptoms of the disease itself. Nay, even the latter is 
ft-equently already an act of the vis medicatrix, the crisis 
of a series of preceding diseases or abnormities, which are 
only more or less withdrawn from consciousness (thus, e.g., 
in all eruptive diseases, gout, fevers, inflammations, &c.) 
The vis medicatrix, with its crises, sometimes even anti
(:ipates the outbreak of that disease which must result 
from an abnormity of formation (as, e.g., in the killing and 
evacuation of the fretus which could not be born); and so 
far it is correct that phenomena are called forth through 
spontaneous psychical acts of the Unconscious in the 
organism, which we term disease, because they are abnor
mal, and in part painful processes. In that case, however, 
they only obviate a more dangerous disease; they are the 
choice of a lesser evil intentionally called forth to avoid a 
greater one, and are thus, strictly regarded, processes not of 
disease, but of healing. It may also happen that death 
ensues in this spontaneously evoked crisis, because the 
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unconscious will does not possess sufficient power for get
ting the better of the disturbances; but then it would 
quite certainly have occurred without the test of a crisis, 
whilst there was the bare possibility of the 'Vis medicatrix 
being victorious. Should some diseases still remain inex
plicable as external derangements, this wonld not impair 
the correctness of the principle that the psychical basis 
of organic formation cannot become diseased, for almost 
all the facts tell in favour of this principle, and none 
against it, since the tracing back of the few exceptions to 
external disturbances may be expected from the science 
of the future. I cannot, therefore, adopt the hypothesis 
set up by Carus to explain the similarity of diseases, viz., 
that the IDEA of the organism is, as it were, seized and 
possessed by the IDEA of a disease. The fact seems to me 
sufficiently explained by the similar reaction of similar 
organisms on similar disturbances; and, in truth, the same 
disease never wears precisely the same appearance, but is 
at least as different as the individuals themselves. This 
circumstance alone tells against the above hypothesis, that 
no pathological formation has yet presented itself, which 
bas not its prototype in normal physiological formations. 
Virchow says (Cellularpathologie, p. 6o): "There is no 
ather kind of heterology in morbid tissues than the 
improper mode of origination, and the impropriety con
sists in this, that a tissue is produced at a place or 
time when it should not ha"e been produced, or in a 
degree which deviates from that of the typical form. 
Every heterology is then, more exactly characterised, a 
heterotopy, an abermtio loci, or an aberratio temporis, a 
heterochrony, or, lastly, a merely quantitative deviation, 
heterometry." The theory of ideal types of disease, which 
take possession of organisms, could only have a certain 
figurative authorisation where animals or plants are the 
causes of disease, as in prurigo, rot, corn-blight, &c., i.e., in 
the science of parasites, in the modern sense of the term. 

As concerns the so-called mental diseases, the traili-
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tional, and, in spite of opposition, still generally accepted 
view, is, that every disturbance of conscious psychical 
action is produced by a disturbance of the brain, as the 
organ of consciousness, whether this cerebral disturbance 
be brought about directly or through disease of the spinal 
cord and nerves. Even where psychical shocks bring on 
mental disease, we must probably assume a cerebral dia
thesis, mostly inherited, which is only revealed by such 
an exciting cause. Without doubt, even in these cases, a 
disturbance of the brain is to be assumed as the cause of 
the disturbance of consciousness, this disturbance of the 
brain being provoked, indeed, not by a material, but by 
a psychical shock, but at all events produced by au 
external influence, of which the conscious mental states 
are only reporters and interpreters. The proposition that 
the Uncon&cious itself neither fall& &ick nor can produce 
8ir.kn.es8 in its organi8m, but that all sickness is the 
result of a disturbance from without, thus remains unim
peached. 

As for the second point, the doubtful propriety of the 
pl'ecautions of the vis medicatrix against disease, the most 
important factor, which must not be left out of sight, is 
the limitation of the power of the will in mastering its 
circumstances. If the will of the individual were omni
potent, it would not be finite and individual; accordingly 
there must be disturbances which it cannot get rid of. 
As now the points in the organism which the will can lay 
hold of are likewise very limited, i.e., its power has very 
different limits in different parts, a preconceived end must 
naturally often be reached by the most wonderfully circui
tous paths, so that the representation of the end with the 
means employed by the organism often entirely escapes 
the unpractised eye, and is only understood by the pro
founder glance of science, which perceives the impossibility 
of shorter cuts to the goal. As now scientific Physiology 
and Pathology are still so young, one need not be surprisell 
if they even yet have only penetrated a very little way 
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into the operations of organic life, and if they must often 
have to put up with a guess concerning the multitude of 
connecting links, but also, and more frequently, fail to 
settle the question whether there might not have been 
a still more appropriate course than the one actually 
chosen. Every perceived adaptation is proof positive of 
psychical action not to be invalidated, but a thousand 
ill-understood connections of cause and effect can afford 
no negative argument against the existence of a psychical 
basis. This is by no means, however, the state of the 
case, but in almost all instances where we see a manifestly 
unsuitable action on the part of the organism, we can 
render a satisfactory account of the phenomenon. The 
spontaneous origin of disease, which might also have been 
included in the list, has been already dealt with. A great 
number of other cases are accounted for as follows :-The 
means offered for getting rid of the disturbance do not 
~onform to the intentions of the organism, because dis
turbances from other quarters prevent this, so that by a 
second malady the efforts to suppress the first are rendered 
fruitless. This case is of very frequent occurrence, only 
it is often difficult to discover the second disturbing cause, 
which may be very deep-seated, and at the same time be 
very insignificant in itself. In the last resort it is then 
always again the insufficient power of the individual will 
(in the present instance in setting aside the second disturb
ance), whereby the means applied are misdirected, and do 
not lead to the goal. A special case of insufficient power is 
when, on a particularly intense strain in a certain direc
tion, the will is not able to keep within definite bounds. 
Thus, e.g., in the healing of a broken bone, when an active 
tendency to the formation of bone is required, the sur
rounding portions of muscle and sinew mostly become 
os3ified also; but in that case the organism afterwards 
repairs its error as far as possible; thus, in the present 
instance, the ossified contiguous parts are reduced after 
healing to their normal condition. 
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How limited is the power of the individual will is also 
shown by the following example:-During pregnancy, when 
the unconscious will must be concentrated on the forma
tion of the child, occasionally osseous fractures will not at 
all heal, whilst after a successful delivery they heal quite 
well. 

The last possible objection would be this : The appro
priate reaction follows on every disturbance in virtue of a 
mechanism provided for the creature, without the partici
pation of the individual pysche. Whoever has followed 
my exposition thus far will require no refutation of this. 
We have seen the impossibility of a material mechanism; 
that of a psychical one is evident to any one who weighs 
the endless multiplicity of the disturbances which occur, 
and considers that the function of each single organ, as 
of the whole body, is no other than that of ceaselessly 
warding off and neutral ising approaching disturbances, and 
that only in this way is existence maintained. Accord
ingly, if the fitness of these compensations for the purpose 
of self-preservation be once granted, it is impossible to 
avoid the idea of an individual providence, for it can 
only be the individual itself that conceives the purpose 
according to which it acts. The truth which emerges so 
clearly in this and the foregoing chapter cannot fail to 
reinforce the refutation of the same objection in the case 
of Instinct, since we have already recognised a fundamental 
resemblance. It would be folly to suppose a special in
stinctive faculty, a special faculty for reflex movement, a 
special faculty for the -ris medicatria.~, since in all these phe
nomena we have perceived nothing more than an adaptation 
of means to an end unconsciously presented and willed, 
and it is only the different kinds of exciting external cir
cumstances that call forth different classes of reactionii, 
-.·hereby,however, the differences are not so pronounced that 
they do not shade into one another. That the healing ope
rations in the organism are not results of conscious think
ing and willing will be doubted by nobody who reflects bow 
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small a share his consciousness has had in the healing of 
a wound or a fracture; nay, the most powerful curative 
effects take place at the time when consciousness is as far 
as possible in abeyance, as in deep sleep. To which may 
be added, that the organic functions, so far as they are at 
all dependent on nerves, are regulated by sympathetic 
nerve-fibres, which are not directly subject to the con
scious will, but are innervated by the ganglionic centres 
from which they spring. If, nevertheless, there reigns in 
the organic healing functions so wonderful a harmony 
tending to a single goal, this can never be explained by 
the material inter-communication of these different ganglia, 
but only by the unity of the over-ruling principle, tho 
Unconscious. 
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VII. 

THE INDIRECT INFLUENCE ON ORGANIC FUNCTIONS OF 
CONSCIOUS PSYCHICAL ACTIVITY. 

1. TnE INFLUENCE oP THE CoNscious WILL. 

(a.) Muscular Contraction. 

MuscuLAR contraction is manifestly by far the most impor
tant organic function dependent on conscious volition, for 
it is that whereby we move and act on the external world, 
through which we communicate in speech and writing. It 
takes place through the influence of the motor nerves, by 
a nerve-current flowing from centre to periphery, a current 
which is evidently related to the electrical and chemical 
streams, as we find them to be convertible, and of whose 
intensity we can form no mean idea when we see the con
tracted muscles of the athlete, attached to the long lever 
arms of the limbs, moreover, sporting with hundredweights, 
and then consider what colossal galvanic currents would 
be required to lift such a load with an electro-magnet. 
We have already seen that any muscular movement is 
explicable only by the repeated intervention of uncon
scious volition and thought, because otherwise it would 
not be apparent, how the motor impulse could affect the 
part of the nervous centre answering to this consciously 
represented movement rather than any other. We haYe 
further seen that the more immediate centres for most 
movements lie in the spinal cord and medulla oblongata, 
and that these movements are there so determined 
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and ordered that they are to be looked upon as reflexes of 
these centres, occasioned by the stimulus of a relatively 
small number of fibres proceeding from the cerebrum, so 
that the first motor impulse must be referred to the centra~ 
endings of these fibres in the cerebral hemispheres. It may 
well be that several of such reflex actions take place in 
different nerve-centres more and more remote from the 
brain before a complex movement is executed, that, e.g., 
in walking, at first some few fibres carry the impulse over 
from the cerebrum, where the conscious will to walk 
arises, to the cerebellum (the organ which is said to co
ordinate the larger motor groups), that then from there 
a larger number of fibres carry forward the impulses to 
different centres of the spinal cord, and finally to the 
crural nerves. On occasion of every such reflexion the 
unconscious willing and conceivin~ of the specific motor 
instinct of the particular centre chimes in, and thus it 
becomes explicable how such complex movements run 
their course appropriately and orderly without any mental 
effort whatsoever. In every centre the impulse is felt as 
stimulus and converted into a new impulse, so that in the 
strictest sense we can only speak of the motor nerve
current from the last centre. 

The question now arises, how the will is able to produce 
the innervating current. We can only fall back on the 
analogies of the related and (physically) better known 
currents, and on the a priori suggestion, that the entire 
apparatus of the motor nervous system has probably been 
inserted in the organism with the object of making it 
possible for the will to produce the necessary mechanical 
effects with the smallest possible mechanical effort ; in 
other words, that the motor nervous system is a mechani
cal power like the winds, or more truly as the wall
shattering ordnance, to which the individual man has 
only to apply the match. To produce mechanical motion 
without mechanical energy is impossible, but the energy 
which ushers in the movement may be reduced to a 
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minimum, and the remaining part of the work can be 
l1anded over to forces previously stored up for use. In 
artillery this is the chemical energy of the powder, in 
the animal that of the food, which therefore must stand 
in the same relation to muscular energy as the quantity 
of powder to the force of the shot. Without some me
chanical energy, however, the stored-up forces cannot be 
liberated from their imprisoned state; accordingly the 
will must, at all events, be made capable of performing 
mechanical work. If, however, the quantity of this 
energy were of no consequence, it could put the muscles 
into motion directly; we must therefore assume that the 
critical point of the motor system consists in this: How 
to reduce the necessary mechanical performance of the 
will to a minimum,-somewhat as the regulating of the 
leve~s by the engineer represents a minimum of effective 
energy in relation to the performances of the steam-engine. 

Looking now at the current which doubtless has most 
affinity with the nerve-currents, viz., the electrical, we 
must, in the first place, exclude the mode of origin by 
mechanical influences (as friction) or heat, because the 
former would be just the opposite of what we are in search 
of, and the latter likewise consists of vibrations with con
siderable mechanical oscillation of the atoms. We must 
in any case disregard modes of production which depend 
on displacement of the molecules, and keep to such as 
require only a rotatory motion of the same, since rotation 
requires infinitely less application of force than displace
ment. Here the results of nerve-physiology come to our 
aid, which show that, whilst the motor-current is traversing 
the nerves, all the molecules of the latter exhibit an elec
trical polarity in the same direction, as in the magnet, 
whilst in the completely indifferent state (which, it is true, 
does not occur during life) the polarities of the molecules 
have no definite arrangement, as in non-magnetic iron, and 
thereby neutralise one another. We learn from these 
experiments that the nerve-molecules possess polarity, and 
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that the poles, by rotation of the molecules, may be brought 
into the same direction. As the iron rod, surrounded by 
a wire, becomes magnetic as soon as a galvanic current 
traverses the wire, so, if in any way the iron were suddenly 
magnetised, a galvanic current would be called forth in 
the wire. In an analogous way, through rotation of the 
molecules, so that their polarities are turned in the same 
·direction, is a nervous current produced. 

We see in Physics that the polar oppositions of the 
molecules are the foundations of all the phenomena which 
we designate chemical, galvanic, frictional-electrical, mag
netic, &c.; we have therefore no reason to doubt that many 
similar phenomena have the same origin, and that one of 
these is the nerve-current. The rotation of the mole
cules in the centres is thus the minimum of mechanical 
work, which is left to the will, and the polarity of the 
nerve-molecules is the reserved mechanical energy, which 
liberates the store of mechanical power in the muscles, 
which is exhausted by prolonged activity, and is again 
restored in repose through the chemical replacement of 
material. Thus every organism is comparable to a steam
engine ; it is, however, also at the same time stoker and 
engine-driver, nay, repairer also, and, we shall subsequently 
see, even its own fabricator. 

As the mobility of the molecules is in all respects 
greater in the fluid state of matter than in the solid, nerves 
are semi-fluid; but as, when encountering an external 
shock, the molecules of fluids do not keep their places, but 
are subject to considerable displacement, nerves are not 
<tuite fluid; and hence structures, which carry on operations 
analogous to the nervous, are the better fitted for their work, 
the more they possess such a semi-fluid constitution as 
well as polarised molecules. Accordingly the gelatin
ous bodies of the lower aquatic animals, all animal 
germs, the plastron, the earlier embryonic conditions, the 
clotted neoplasm, once in a state of plastic fluidity, from 
which all new formations of the "''is medicatrix proceed, 
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and the protoplasm of the lower and higher plants, are 
adapted to this purpose. The first principles of nature 
being simple, we cannot doubt that also all other effects of 
conscious or unconscious will in organic nature depend on 
the same principle of molecular polarisation, especially as 
the constitution of the structures, in which the will is most 
directly manifestet!, is confirmatory of this supposition. 
Thus we cannot otherwise figure to ourselves the influence 
of the will in chemical processes, as in new formations 
from neoplasm or in the development of the embryo, than 
as a skilful use of the polarity of the existing molecules, 
partly in the heart of the formation itself, partly by means 
of currents conveyed to that quarter, which are generated 
elsewhere. 

We at the same time rise above the view that the nerves 
u.duivdy possess the capacity of conveying the determina
tions of the will, with respect to which there has been so 
much dispute. Both the analogies of nerveless animals, 
as well as the neoplasm and embryo, prove the possibility 
of voluntary action and sensibility without nerves; but 
this does not preclude the view, that the nerves are the 
highest kind of tissue known to ns which the will has 
created to facilitate its action, and that the organism 
furnished with nerves would as little avoid the employ
ment of the same to mediate its voluntary manifestations, 
as any one would drive across country instead of along 
the road. It is, moreover, clear from the foregoing that 
the power of the individual will could effect infinitely 
less with the same amount of effort, if the power-engine 
of the nervous system were not at its command. (Think 
of the efforts of incompletely paralysed bodily parts.) 
It would be, however, very hazardous to fix a limit for 
the exercise of will without the aid of nerves, since the 
intensity of volition in a certain d~ection and for a short 
time can occasionally prove a substitute for an auxiliary 
mechanism. I shall not point to examples of magic 
(turning of the magnetic needle by the mere will of the 
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magnetiser and so forth), because they need stronger attes
tation for scientific purposes ; but various circumstances 
prove clearly enough that the sphere of action of the will, 
as well as of sensibility, extends even in Man beyond the 
range of the nerves. For example, the sudden turnin~ 
grey of the hair on a violent emotion ; the ramification of 
the motor nerve-fibres in the muscles, according to which 
the muscular fibres themselves must be conductors of the 
motor current; the sensibility of the skin throughout its 
entire surface, whilst the tactile papillre underlie it only 
here and there ; the action of the nerves on the secreting 
membranes in their whole extent, whilst the nerves can 
only touch limited parts; further, the circumstance that 
even nerveless parts of the human body can be rendered 
sensitive and painful as soon as their vitality, i.e., the 
mobility and polarity of their molecules, is increased, owing 
to accelerated flow of blood and relaxation of tissue ; 
thus, e.g., the new flesh formed in healing wounds is in the 
highest degree sensitive without any nerves, and inflamma
tion of nerveless cartilage and sinews is even much more 
painful than inflammation of the nerves themselves. 
Lastly, examples of embryonic malformations show that 
parts may be formed without the co-operation of the 
nerves leading to them, e.g., skull-bones without brain, 
spinal nerves without spinal cord. 

(b.) Volitional Currents in Sensory Nerves. 

One kind of innervation-current we have already become 
acquainted with as the Reflex Action of Attention. It 
may, however, be just as well called forth and strengthened 
voluntarily. The concentration of attention on the organs 
of generation may be followed by the greatest sexual 
excitement, and hypochondriacs sometimes feel pains in 
every part of the body to which they direct their atten
tion. It is said not unfrequently to happen that persons 
about to be operated on imagine they feel the pain of th~ 
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runcture before the operator's instrument has actually 
touched them. If, when the eyes are closed, a finger be 
slowly brought to the tip of the nose, and the approxi
mation be very gradual, just before actual contact the 
imaginary contact is experienced as a sort of itching 
feeling. If I earnestly concentrate my attention on my 
finger-tips, I become aware of a distinct sensation therein, 
a kind of tickling also. In all these cases manifestly the 
presentation in the brain of the expected sensation, com
bined with the attention directed to the particular nerves, 
produces a peripheral current, which returns from the 
periphery to the centre as current of sensation, whether, 
as in the fit·st examples, the sensation be essentially pro
duced only by the centrifugal current, or, as in the last 
example, the current only strengthens the ever-present 
stimuli, which are usually too weak to be perceptible. 

The first case also occurs on occasion of every sensuous 
perception without sense-impression. The vividness of 
the idea depends on the strength of the peripheral nerve
cun-ent, and this again partly on the interest (participation 
of the will) in the idea, partly on the individual disposi
tion. There are persons who by Yoluntary effort can call 
up visual images, e.g., of a friend, almost with the distinct
ness of a vision. In others the images always remain pale. 
If the volitional current tiows unconsciously, the recurrent 
stream of sensation, when sufficiently vivid, presents itself 
as vision, just as in every dream. I therefore believe that 
there is no sensuous mental representation in the brain, 
which is not bound up with a current of innervation 
towards the particular sense-organ, although snch current 
may not usually extend far beyond the central ending of 
the nerves of the organ. I think we must conclude this 
from the fact that the vision only differs from the actual 
sensuous presentation in degree, wherefore its mode of 
origin will likewise only differ in degree. We may also 
assume that the current of innervation radiates from cen
tre to periphery, and approaches ever nearer the sense-
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organ itself as the sensuous perceptions are more vividly 
represented; for persons who perceive indistinctly and 
weakly feel the strain of attention (which certainly is 
only a reflex strain of the cutaneous muscles) in the 
upper part of the head. The greater the fnculty of sen
suous perception, the more, when attempting to form visual 
images, does this feeling of tension descend towards the 
forehead, in the extreme case reaching the eyes themselves, 
so that the latter feel just as fatigued after a persistent 
effort of imagination as after a long, steady gaze. 

(c.) Tlu Magnetic Nerve Current. 

The fundamental phenomena of mesmerism or animal 
magnetism are at length to be looked upon as scientifically 
accredited. The electrical discharges of the electric ray 
and eel have long been notorious, and the perception that 
these effects proceeded from the grey nervous matter was 
in the main the occasion of the latter being regarded as 
the essential part of the nervous system. Nevertheless the 
admission of the perfectly analogous effects of the mag
netisers was long resisted, because they were on the whole 
too weak to be distinctly perceptible to the physicist. I 
have, however, been repeatedly present at these experi
ments, and have secured myself from the risk of deception 
by the most careful investigation of the locality as well as 
of the person of the magnetiser. If the patient be placed 
upon an iron bedstead provided with a wire mattress, but 
in such a way that he is isolated from the metal by a 
woollen covering, a Leyden jar is in a certain measure 
produced, of which the bedstead forms one coating, the 
person lying thereon the other, and by the concurrent 
flow (influence) of the electricity of the bed towards the 
isolating surface, the electrical effect of the mngnetisation 
is considerably enhanced. I have allowed myself to be 
magnetised in this way, and have distinctly perceived an 
emission of sparks causing a prickling sensation from the 
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hand of the magnetiser as it gently touched my skin, as 
if through his touch the chain of a weak induction current 
or of a rotating electrical machine were closed, but more 
irregular, according to the fluctuating exertion of the 
magnetiser. Whoever is acquainted with the feeling will 
know that it is hardly possible to mistake it. Any one 
that has ever known the skin-sensation thus produced, can 
without further trial distinguish with certainty the con
tact of a magnetising hand (the agent exerting sufficient 
pressure) from a non-magnetising contact, as I have had 
occasional opportunity to observe in my own person. 
Apart from the artificial increase of the electrical effect, 
the nerve-strengthening and vivifying power of mesmerism, 
stimulating all the vital functions, is well known, as well 
as the induction of wholesome sleep, and of favourable 
crises during the same. 
~though the electricity in these phenomena may be 

only a concomitant or a peripheral conversion of the proper 
magnetic force, it is still in any ease related to these 
physical forces and the motor nerve current, and probably 
arises, like the latter, through the alteration of the polar 
condition of the molecules in the centres. It is, like move
ment, an indirect effect of conscious will (sometimes also, 
in the imposition of hands of saints, miraculous cures, &c., 
quite unconscious), but what exactly, i.e., directly, he does, 
and how he does it, the maguetiser knows as little when 
magnetising as on lifting his arm. There intervenes then 
here, as in all other descriptions of movement, an uncon
scious will, which brings it about that a magnetic current 
and no other arises, and that this is concentrated in the 
hands, and not in any other part of the body. (In order to 
become acquainted with this group of phenomena in its 
whole extent, Reichenbach's "Odic-Magnetic Letters," and 
his larger work, "Sensitive Man," should be consulted.) 

VOL. J. 
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(d.) The Vegetative Functions. 

Sympathetic nerve-fibres probably regulate all the 
vegetative functions of the organism. Conscious will ha.~ 
no direct influence upon them, but we have seen that this 
is not the case even with the motor and sensory fibres, but 
that the direct agent is always an unconscious will. If 
now the conscious will has any influence at all on vege
tative functions, the cases are parallel, and the difference 
can only lie in the degree of facility with which, through 
the conscious willing of any effect, the unconscious will 
is evoked to institute means to bring about this effect. 
Thus, e.g., if I will a stronger salivary secretion, the con
scious willing of this effect excites the unconscious will to 
institute the necessary means, namely, it generates such 
currents in the sympathetic fibres which lead from the 
ganglionic endings to the salivary glands as produce the 
intended effect. This experiment will succeed pretty well 
with anybody. In like manner the formation of the 
secretions in the organs of generation is subject to the 
conscious will, which, when combined with the above-men
tioned voluntary excitement of the related sensory nerves, 
may even lead, in the case of irritable persons, to ejacula
tion without mechanical stimulation. Mothers are said to 
be able to produce through this will a more copious lacteal 
secretion, if the sight of the child arouses in them the will 
to suckle. The ability of many persons to blush and to 
grow pale voluntarily is well known, especially in the case 
of coquettish women, who make a study of it; and there 
are, likewise, people who can perspire voluntarily. I now 
possess the power of instantaneously reducing the severest 
hiccough to silence by my mere will, whilst it formerly 
was a source of great inconvenience to me, and frequently 
would not yield to all the ordinary means. That a pain, 
e.g., toothache, may sometimes, through an energetic effort 
to subdue it, be soothed or put an end to, is well known, 
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notwithstanding that, through the requisite attention, the 
pain is in the first instance increased. In the same way 
an irritation to cough, which has no mechanical cause, 
may be permanently suppressed. There have always been 
people, who have exercised a remarkable power over their 
bodies, professed jugglers, and such as have cultivated their 
will-force in other directions, philosophers, magicians, and 
penitents. From the evidence of these phenomena, I believe 
that we might possess a far greater voluntary power over 
our bodily functions, if we had only as much occasion 
from childhood upwards to institute experiments and to 
practise ourselves therein as is necessary in the case of 
muscular movements and mental images; for as children 
we know as little how to set about bringing the spoon to 
the mouth as how to increase the salivary secretion. At 
the same time, however, it is evident that the connecting 
of the conscious and the unconscious will has been pur
posely made difficult in this department, because the 
intervention of the conscious will would generally only 
be injurious to the vegetative functions and not make 
matters better, and by such occupation would be uselessly 
diverted from its proper sphere of thought and external 
action. 

2. THE INFLUE:SCE or CoNsciOus IDEATION. 

The conscious idea of a definite effect can often, without 
the conscious will, excite the unconscious will to employ 
the requisite means, so that the realisation of the conscious 
idea then appears involuntary. Physiology, which is 
obliged to take notice of these facts, but does not possess 
the conception of the unconscious will, sees itself driven 
to make the absurd assertion, that mere idea without will 
can be cause of an external event. But if one reflects 
upon it, one finds that nothing more is in fact thereby 
affirmed than that the notion " Idea" is in these cases 
imperceptibly widened to the conception "unconscioWJ 
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will," as discussed in Chap. iv. A. pp. I 24, I 2 5· I therefore 
do nothing more than call this unobserved extension of 
the genernl notion Idea by its right name, and represent 
it as an independent link in the process, since it must 
be manifestly inadmissible to introduce into a notion 
already established the marks of another equally fixed 
notion in addition to its own. 

In the first line are ranged gestures and looks taken in 
the widest sense. In the idea which calls forth the look 
the effect is not at all included, to say nothing of the 
means for its production ; but the gestures entirely pre
sent the appearance of reflex actions, so invariably and 
uniformly do they follow in all individuals. Ho\v con
formable to a purpose they are is certainly clear, since 
without the necessity and universality of the gestures 
nobody would understand them, and without previous 
understanding by gestures a word-language would never 
have become possible, and dumb animals would be de
prived of every means of understanding one another; even 
by far the largest part of those endowed with voice would 
be deprived of their language. But even among men, 
wherever we mistrust the speech, we still bold to tht
expression of the speaker. I dispense myself from an 
enumeration of the phenomena in question, which may be 
gleaned from many sources. 

Mimetic movements, which are manifestly likewise 
reflex actions, form the second group of the phenomena. 
When we see an orator hotly declaiming, or when we look 
on at a duel, a fencing-match, a bold leap, or a dance, and 
are greatly interested in the affair, we make similar move
ments ourselves, so far as our attitude allows, or at least 
feel the impulse to make similar movements, even if we 
suppress it. In the same way the natural man is prone 
to sing the melody which he hears played. If we see 
anybody yawning, it is very difficult to avoid yawning 
ourselves; and even more extensive convulsions, as St. 
Vitus's dance, epilepsy, often act infectiously on suscep-
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tible persons through the mere view of them; nay, they 
can even become complete epidemics of a sect or a tribe. 
Since in aU these cases it is no material influence which 
forms the bridge, it can only be the idea of these move
ments which is so vividly excited by the spectacle that it 
rouses the unconscious will to execute them. Inasmuch 
as this process takes place within a nerve-centre, and the 
last effective act of will probably also becomes conscious 
in this centre, it comes under the notion reflex movement. 

The next group contains the influence of conscious re
presentation on the vegetative functions. The influence 
of the most dissimilar emotions on the functions of secre
tion are well known (e.g., vexation and anger on bile and 
milk, terror on urine or stool, voluptuous pictures on the 
semen, &c.) The idea of having taken medicaments (e.g., 
laxatives) often acts just as well as the medicaments them
selves. The imagination of having been poisoned may 
actually produce the symptoms of poisoning. Many 
Christian enthusiasts in the days of the martyrs really felt 
the martyrs' pains, as hypochondriacs really feel the dis
eases which they fancy themselves to have, and as young 
doctors sometimes think they have all possible diseases of 
which they hear. (There is a remarkable story told of one 
of Boerhave's pupils, who was obliged to give up the study 
on this account.) The surest way to be taken with an 
infectious disease is to be afraid of it, whilst the physician 
under like circumstances is very rarely attacked. Lively 
fear and the thought of sickness is of itself sufficient to 
cause the same, without any infection, especially if it be 
heightened by the terror of incurring risk. Throughout 
the whole of the Middle Ages there occur reports of 
wounds and bleedings in ascetic enthusiasts, and we have 
no reason to refuse credence to these accounts, when 
German, Belgian, and Italian physicians of the present 
century attest as eye-witnesses 1 spontaneous bleeding at 

1 See Salzburg Medical Journal of ".Account of an Uouaual PhenB
S814t i. J4S-IS8, and ii 17-26: meooo in tbeCaae ofan Old Patient,'' 
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certain times. Why should not blood-vessels, if they 
permit blushing and occasionally allow blood-perspiration, 
so far dilate as to allow of bleeding through the skin ? 

Similar cases occur even in secular life. Ennemoser 
relates as a well-attested story a case where the strokes of 
a soldier condemned to run the gauntlet are said to have 
affiicted the body of his sister with like pains and ex
ternal cutaneous marks. The much-doubted fright of the 
pregnant likewise belongs here. Most physiologists reject 
the facts without more ado because they cannot explain 
them. Burdach, Baer (who relates the case of his own 
sister), Budge, Bergmann, Hagen (the two latter in 
'Vaguer's" Handworterbuch ") thoroughly admit the facts; 
Valentin, at any rate, does not dispute their possibility iu 
general. J. MUller admits the fright of the pregnant in 
so far as it is said only to produce arrest of formation, but 
not as respects the effecting of changes at particular parts 
of the body. But now, on the one hand, almost every 
arrested formation is a merely partial one, and, on the 
other hand, we have so many examples, both of the in
heritance of quite partial marks, moles, as well as of partial 
changes in our own body (as fancied effect of poisons or 
drugs, wounds of stigmatics ), that there is no reason to 
doubt such partial influence of the maternal mind on the 
soul of the fretus, the latter being still in process of organic 
formation. Whilst I thus recognise the fact of the "fright" 
of the pregnant, I by no means doubt that nine-tenths of 
such stories are nonsense, but in strictness very few well
attested cases would be sufficient. 

A great number of sympathetic or miraculous cures 
are allied to the occurrence of signs of poisoning after 
imaginary poisoning, and to the effects of drugs without 
any having been taken. As in those cases the idea of the 
effect evokes the unconscious will to procure the means, and 
by Medical Counsellor and ProfeSBor Dr. F. Lefebvre, Profesaeur de 
v. Drufl'el at MUnster. Further : Pathologie gent!rale et de Thera. 
"Louise Lateau, sa Vie, eea Extasee, peutique a Lou vain. Lou vain, Cb. 
ets Stigmatee." Medical study by Peters, 1870. 
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thereby the effect itself, so also here. What is peculiar to 
the case is the question in what way the unconscious will
ing of the means is produced through the idea of the effect. 
The conscious willing of the effect does not seem essential, 
for in the case of the fright of the pregnant, and in the 
occurrence of effects which are even dreaded, the conscious 
will can only be contrary, not favourable, and yet the un
conscious will and the effect make their appearance. On 
the other hand, another factor is indispensable in that 
part of the phenomena which proceeds from the personal 
will of the individual, and not (as with mother and footus) 
magically through another will, namely, the belief in the 
occurrence of the effect ; for, as Paracelsus finely says, 
"Faith it is which locks the will." Where, therefore, 
the conscious will makes a show of opposition with the 
belief in its own power of resistance, there faith calls up 
an unconscious will which hinders the effect of the first 
idea. The question is only, which faith is stronger, that 
in the occurrence of the effect, or that in one's own power 
of resistance, according as the unconscious will inclines 
to the one or the other side 1 The art in such cures is 
then only this : to inspire the belief in success, and be
cause men do not perceive this connection, perhaps also 
such rational belief would be too weak to be effective, 
over-faith must procure faith, and for that purpose all 
sorts of hocus-pocus are employed. Of the unconscious 
will the word holds literally true: "The more will, the 
more power;" and this is the key to magic. 
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VIII. 

THE PLASTIC ENERGY OF THE UNCONSCIO'CS. 

IN the preceding sections we have not altogether been able 
to avoid anticipating the theme of the present chapter. 
This was owing to the intimate connection of the subjects 
successively treated with the principle of organic formation, 
being indeed at bottom illustrations of the same, so that 
the attempt to make any sharp division would only have 
resulted in the omission of some very remarkable pheno
mena. We have seen that the term which covers the 
larger number of facts is that of Instinct; but one may 
almost as easily include the phenomena under the notion 
of Reflex Action, for an external stimulus must always be 
present, upon which action almost of necessity follows, 
although the reflexes may be of a considerable degree of 
complexity. 

Equally well, however, may all the phenomena in dis
pute be regarded as effects of Natural Therapeutics, for 
only when the external stimulus is some extraneous op
posing substance can it act as a stimulus, otherwise it is 
uninfluential. The subduing of the material is, however, 
an act of the vis medicatrix. The special character of the 
formative principle would then have to be referred to the 
realisation of the IDEA of the species at the appropriate 
stage of life, whilst Nature's remedial power would consist 
in the conservation of the realised IDEA. It is obvious, 
however, that, on the one hand, the warding off of a dis
turbance is only possible by means of new formations, i.e., 
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that the realised IDEA cannot maintain itself except by 
development, by the realisation, that is, of a new stage of 
the IDEA; and, on the other hand, that the realisation of 
a new stage of the IDEA involves a series of struggles and 
self-preserving acts. 'l'hiR is so because all points of the 
organism are threatened with disturbance at every mo
ment; and therefore, in the third place, the moulding and 
constructive instincts, no less than the plastic energy with
in the body, work according to fixed ideas, which must 
he unreservedly looked upon as integral elements of the 
Idea of the class. Nay, in the wider sense, all other in
stincts must be conceived as realisations of special aspects 
of the type; for the typical idea of the nightingale would 
be incomplete if the particular note were omitted, as 
that of the ox without butting, or that of the wild boar 
without the gnashing of the tusks, or of the swallow 
without the semi-annual migration. 

It accordingly only remains for us, in the first place, to 
make a few remarks with respect to the appropriateness 
of the organising impulse, and, secondly, to show bow the 
instances of the plastic energy shade imperceptibly into 
the previously considered manifestations of the U neon
scions. 

As concerns the adaptations of organic life, on the 
one hand, goodly volumes might be written on this point 
alone, and, on the other, the greatest caution is required 
with respect to teleological considerations in detail, teleo
logy having already fallen somewhat into discredit, owing 
to the numerous ends that have been foisted on Nature 
by self-conceited minds, which not seldom Yerge on 
the ridiculous and absurd. We can therefore only here 
throw out some brief hints, which the rather suilice for 
our purpose as at the present day the knowledge of every 
educated person is sufficient for their elaboration. 

I start from this- that the raising of consciousness 
presents itself as the purpose of the animal kingdom. 
Whether one seeks the end of this clearer consciousness 
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in an increase of enjoyment, or of knowledge, or finally of 
an ethical moment, the elevation of consciousness always 
remains the direct end of all animal organisation ( comp. 
Chap. xiv. C.) Why, generally, the embodiment of the 
mind should form the condition for the origin of con
sciousness we shall see later on (Chap. iii. C.), but the ques
tion we have now to ask is, Why this separation of organic 
Nature into animal and vegetable kingdoms 1 The first 
reason is that for the conversion of inorganic into organic 
matter, and of the lower into higher organic combinations, 
there is required such an exertion of unconscious psychic 
force that the same individual possesses no further energy 
for inward growth, because its force is used up in the 
vegetal processes. Only when in the main no further 
advance in the organic chemical composition of matter is 
required, but on the average a mere maintenance at the 
stage already attained, or a mere direction of the sponta
neous tendency to relapse to lower stages is desired, only 
then does the individual retain the necessary surplus 
energy to form the pre-existing matter into the artificial 
structure of the organs of consciousness, and to urge on 
the process of inward mental development to the utmost. 
Hence the separation of Nature into the producing vege
table kingdom and the consuming animal kingdom. But 
now producer and consumer might still be conceived 
united in a single being, the vegetable half of the organism 
forming the materials, by the use of which the other animal 
half develops its consciousness. The second reason for 
the separation of animal and vegetable kingdom is opposed 
to this, however. Namely, it is evident that an animal 
bound to the soil on which it grows (as the transitional 
forms of lower aquatic animals to the vegetable kingdom 
show) is capable of no extensive experience, and thereby 
of no higher mental development ; locomotion therefore 
becomes imperative as a condition of a higher stage of 
consciousness. But now, if the materials of which organic 
matter is formed (i.e., matter alone fitted to support a 
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higher consciousness) must for the mo!!t part be drawn 
from water permeating the soil, and an underground ab
sorbing surface of considerable extent (root fibres) is neces
sary for this purpose, it is clear, that no creatures of the 
higher grades of consciousness can directly arise from in
organic nature, since l?comotion is impossible with such 
a subterranean arrangement. We see, then, the reason 
for the mobility of animals and the stability of plants, 
and in general the ground of a division of the two 
kingdoms. 

Animals must then seek their food, and need for that 
purpose not only motor organs, but also organs to enable 
them to distinguish bet\veen the substances appropriate 
nnd inappropriate for their nutrition, and to execute their 
movements with accuracy. These are the organs of sense. 
Further, the organism can only assimilate matter by 
absorption; this must therefore be in a liquid form. 
The food of plants is already in this form, but that of 
animals is generally met with in a solid condition. These 
must therefore have organs in order to bring this solid 
food into the fluid state. This purpose is served by the 
digestive system, with its comminuting organs (mouth and 
stomach), its dissolving juices (saliva for conversion of 
starch into sugar, gastric juice for solution of albuminous 
matter, bile for partial saponification of fat, and pancreatic 
juice for all these purposes taken together), its long 
canals, and, finally, with its orifice for the evacuation of 
indigestible matters. The chyle vessels which absorb the 
chyme are the root-fibres of the animal. Since, on account 
of its incomparably greater dynamic performances, it con
sumes far more matter than the plant, provision must be 
made for a more speedy replacement. •This purpose is 
served by the system of the circulation of the blood, which 
constantly supplies to all parts of the organism new mate
rials in the most appropriate form for assimilation. As 
the chemical process in the animal is essentially a process 
of return to an earlier state, i .e., a process of oxidation, 
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provision must be made for the necessary oxygen. Plants 
require no special organs for their reciprocal relations 
with the atmosphere, because their surface, unusually large 
in proportion to their content, sufficiently effects diffusion. 
In the animal, however, whose surface, for other reasons, 
must be many thousand times smaller than that of plants, 
the necessary quantity of oxygen must be introduced 
into the body through special internal organs of great 
superficial extent (bronchial plexus), permitting powerful 
ventilation, and through a rapid change of the adjacent 
strata of air by means of vibratile cilia, as well as 
through a constitution of the dividing membranes favour
able to diffusion. This process of oxidation at the same 
time engenders animal heat, which is a condition of the 
subtler changes of organic matter, or at any rate spares 
a great part of the expended energy for the psychical 
influence. 

Thus from consciousness as aim of animal life we have 
deduced the necessity of five systems-that of move
ment, of organs of sense, of digestion, circulation of the 
blood, and respira~ion. What determines the external 
form of the body as a whole is chiefly the locomotive 
system. Its fundamental principle is contraction, as we 
see already in ciliary movement and the movements of 
the lower aquatic animals. As soon, however, as the 
other systems have attained a certain degree of develop
ment, the contractile mass requires points of support 
in the body itself, in order to be able to perform par
tial movements better, and in more varied directions ; 
especially is this need felt by land animals (even the 
lowest). These points of support are obtained by means 
of a skeleton, which is first formed of thickened layers 
of epithelium or calcareous epidermic layers, afterward'i 
in the Vertebrata of the bony skeleton. These solid 
parts serve at the same time for pl.'otection to the soft 
parts; thus, among the vertebrates, skull and spinal 
column protect the brain and spinal cord. The organs for 
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external locomotion, even in animals tolerably low in the 
scale, are elaborated into special limbs, which exhibit the 
most varied modifications, in conformity with the ele
ments, the localities, and the particular food which may 
be assigned the animal. - To facilitate the reciprocal 
influence of mind and body there is formed, as a sixth, 
the nervous system, of the significance of which mention 
has already often been made; and finally, as a seventh, 
in the service not of the individual but of the race, 
there is added the reproductive system. 

This in outline would be the teleological deduction of 
the construction of the animal kingdom with conscious
ness as end, whereby the vegetable kingdom appears 
merely, or at least in the main, only as ancillary to the 
animal kingdom, in that, on the one l1and, it prepares the 
means of subsistence, and, on the other, the materials of 
heat and oxygen; for the carnivorous animals also live 
on the vegetable kingdom, though indirectly. To prove 
in detail the fitness of the contrivances would, as said 
already, detain us far too long. I only call attention to 
the wondP-rful construction of the organs of sense, where 
the conformity to an end most strikingly appears. This 
is almost more the case with the organs of generation, 
where it is especially remarkable that, notwithstanding 
the greatest difference in other respects, these organs are 
always suitable to both sexes of a species, the rest of the 
bodily form also always allowing of sexual congress. The 
time of beat among animals is always so arranged that 
after the fixed period of pregnancy the young appear at 
the season when food is most abundant. In many cases 
special parts for the furtherance of sexual congress spring 
into existence at the time of heat, which afterwards again 
disappear. Thus, many insects get hooks on the sexual 
parts for firmly holding the femnle; the frog has wart
like prominences on the thumbs of the anterior feet, which 
it inserts into the body of the female; the male of the 
common water-beetle, sucking-disks attached by stalks 
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on the three first tarsal joints-the female, on the contrary. 
furrowing of the wing-sheaths. 

Of special interest are the investigations of Dr. J. Wolf 
on the construction of the human os femoris, communicated 
in the soth volume of Virchow's Archiv. That it forms a 
tube, because it can thus be lighter with the same solidity, 
was already well known. It is, however, new that the 
cross- beams and supports, arranged in regular curves 
(cutting one another at right angles), which break through 
the bony cavity at the upper and lower end of the bone, 
are so ordered that they exactly agree with those con· 
structions which are in accordance with the principles of 
mechanics, when the forces of pressure and of draught of 
the burdened human femur are taken into account, and the 
lines of pressure and draught in the interior of the bone 
are ascertained. Nature, in order to render innocuous the 
" shearing forces " tending to inner dislocation and dis
persion, has thus here realised in an unconscious way those 
technical rules of mechanics, as they have been applied by 
the conscious mind only in very recent times, and in a 
manner still far from perfect, in our modern iron structures 
(bridges, cranes, &c.) 

A common error is that of doubting the adaptation of 
or!lo.nisms because certain conditions of fitness which we 
pr;sume to lay down are not satisfied. That a perfect 
adjustment in every particular is impossible should in
deed be obvious to every one, for otherwise no disease or 
weakness would subdue the body ; it would be immortal. 
It would be childish to demand that a human cranium 
should sustain the blow of a hailstone as large as a fist, 
and declare it to be unsuitable to its purpose because it 
does not do so, since its adaptation for such exceptional 
cases would be accompanied by other and far greater in
conveniences. Of this kind, however, are most cases 
where it is asserted that organisms are ill contrived: they 
amount to this, that contrivances are wanting which would 
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be appropriate in certain cases, but unsuitable in most 
other cases or relations. 

Another kind of- alleged want of adaptation is due to 
the constancy of the morphological fundamental types, 
which forms a thoroughgoing natural law, and only 
places in a clearer light the unity of all organic forms
the unity of the whole plan of creation. It is the lex par
simonia:, which is verified also in the fashioning of organic 
forms, in that Nature finds it easier to leave here and there 
innocuous superfluities than always to be making changes 
and executing new ideas : she prefers to stop at the 
greatest possible unity of the IDEA, and only makes just 
as many modifications as are indispensably necessary. 
Of this kind are the rudimentary teats among male 
mammals, the eyes of the blind-mole, the caudal vertebrre 
in tailless animals, the swimming-bladder of fishes which 
always live at the bottom of the water, the extremities of 
bats and Cetacere, and so forth •. 

Lastly, it should be remarked that we must recognise a 
clairvoyance of the Unconscious in the purposiveness of the 
creative impulse as in that of instinct, since all organs are 
developed earlier in the fretallife than they enter into use, 
and often even very considerably earlier (e.g., sexual organs). 
The child has lungs before it breathes, eyes before it sees, 
and can, indeed, have knowledge of future states in no 
other way than by clairvoyance, whilst the organs are 
being formed ; but this can be no objection to the plastic 
activity of the individual soul, since this is not a. whit 
more wonderful than the clairvoyance of instinct. 

Let us now pass on to consider the close relationship of 
organic formation to the operations of instinct.-The nests, 
buildings, and holes which animals build and make are. 
regarded by everybody as effects of instinct. The Teredo 
bores for itself with its shell a hole in wood, the Pholas in 
soft rocks ; the Arenicola bores in the sand, and cements 
the sand into a tube by means of the moisture secreted on 
the surface of its skin. Some small beetles form for their 
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tender skin a covering of dust, sand, and earth ; the grubs 
of moths make for themselves tubes of hair or wool, 
which they carry about with them. The larva of most of 
the Phryganere weaves with the threads produced from its 
spinning organs wood, leaves, shells, &c., into a tube, 
wherein it dwells, and which it carries about with it. 
The larva of the caterpillar needs no foreign niaterial for 
spinning its cocoon, in order to maintain the necessary 
seclusion and rest for the future change. Here, then, 
the dwellings of animals, just as the web of spiders and 
the covering of skin which some beetle-larvre form of their 
excrement, is entirely formed by the organ itself. 

Nautilus and Spirula periodically emerge from their 
hemispherical shell and form for themselves a larger one, 
corresponding to their growth in the interim, which, how
ever, is united with the old one in such a manner that in 
process of time the shell of the animal consists of a series 
of such chambers, ever increasing in size. In a similar 
way the shells of snails grow with their growth, whilst the 
Crustacere annually burst and throw oft' their shells by 
voluntary movement, just as the spiders, snakes, and lizards 
their skin, birds and mammals their feathers and hair, whilst 
the skin of the higher animals continually peels.-What 
we have seen hitherto in the structure ns a whole can 
also be observed in the several parts, e.g., the operculum. 
A spider (Mygale cementaria) lives in a hollow in marl, 
which it makes fast with a door consisting of a dab of 
earth hinged on to the web. The vineyard snail in win
ter closes its dwelling with a lid, which it fashions together 
with its hinge from exudations of its own body, but which 
yet is not united in any way with its body. In other 
snails, on the contrary, the covering is permanently con
nected with the animal by means of muscular bands. 
Thus we have arrived at organic formation by a gradual 
passage from the buildiug instinct, and can we believe 
that where the junction is so natural the fundamental 
principles are different 1 As instinct teaches squirrels 
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and other animals to collect and garner more copiously 
when a cold winter is imminent, so dogs, horses, and game 
acquire in such years a thicker skin; but when horses are 
transferred to hot climates, after a few years they get no 
more winter hair. That the cucko9 imagines that its 
own eggs will have the colour of the eggs of the nest 
which it has elected to lay them in, has been already re
peatedly mentioned. The instinct of the spider directs it 
to spin, the creative activity gives it the organ for spinning. 
The instinct of the working-bees leads them specially to 
collect, and the means of transport correspond thereto ; 
they are even peculiarly favoured by possessing brushes on 
their feet to sweep together the pollen, and baskets for col
lecting. The insects, which in accordance with their in
stinct lay their eggs on freely creeping larvre, have formed 
for themselves only a quite short ovipositor; whilst others, 
which are compelled to lay their eggs in grubs that are 
deeply concealed in old wood (Chelostoma maxillosa), or in 
fir-cones, have very long ovipositors. The ant-eater, which, 
in obedience to its instinct, is directed to the white ants, 
and dies with any other food, has with this object been 
furnished partly with short legs and strong claws for 
burrowing, partly with its long, narrow, toothless snout, 
provided with a filiform adhesive tongue. The owls, 
which are destined for night-prey, have their gentle, spec
tral flight, in order not to waken the sleepers. Beasts of 
prey, which, owing to their diges~ion, are instinctively 
destined for flesh-food, have been provided with the ne
cessary strength, speed, weapons, and keenness of sight. 
As instinct has taught many birds to conceal their nests 
by assimilating the colour of the same to the environment, 
so has the creative activity given protection to innume
rable beings by causing them to· resemble their place of 
abode (especially parasites). Can it be really a different 
principle which implants the impulse for action, and 
bestows the means to give it effect? 

Here is the place to refer once more to the phenomenon 
VOL. L N 
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of the formation of bubbles presented in A.rcella vulgaris, 
which, although manifestly a result of the plastic energy 
of Nature, yet wears the appearance of an arbitrary exercise 
of instinct in suitable adjustment to the perceived external 
circumstances. 

As concerns reflex movements, we see a great number 
of the digestive processes effected by them. From the 
act of swallowing downwards, the peristaltic movements of 
gullet, stomach, and intestines are effected for the most 
part by reflex movements, in that the stimulus of the food at 
each spot gives occasion to further progress through appro
priate movements. In the same way the increase of the 
secretions of saliva, gastric juice, chyme, &c., occurring on 
the stimulus of food, is reflex action. The discharge of 
the mass of excretions likewise ensues through reflex 
action. We have seen above that reflex action is by no 
means mechanical, but an effect of the unconscious intelli
gence. 

We come now to the most important parallelism, that 
with the recuperative power of Nature. .As we shall see 
in Chap. ix. C., propagation is only a modified species of 
plastic energy, a creation of such fresh formations as, on 
arriving at maturity, reproduce the types of the parental 
organism (no matter whether a distinct separation of the 
sexes take place or not). But now, since, as will be shown 
in Chap. vi. C., the conception of the organic individual is 
a very relative one, as in certain circumstances it is hardly 
to be determined whether the new product represents the 
type of the entire individual or only of a part, there is 
manifestly no natural break between the new formation 
of certain organs in one individual and the self-multipli
cation of a complex organism embracing several indivi
duals of a lower order, which unfolds a many-membered 
individual from a single germ . 

.Another parallelism between propagation and the '11-is 
medicatrix consists in this, that unusual fertility of an un
protected species frequently serves as a means of main-
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taining in the face of pursuers an existence which with
out this would be imperilled. The question is here then 
to a certain extent concerning a more intense application 
of the natural sanative force of the species as a collective 
whole, which provides for the sufficient reparation of an 
unusually severe loss by over-abundant propagation, i.e., 
formation of fresh individuals. This law is even discern
ible in the case of mankind, since after depopulating 
wars or epidemics there is perceived an increase of the 
percentage of births beyond the average. (Unfortunately 
the converse does not hold good with over-population, for 
then only increased mortality acts as regulator.) 

We have already considered how the maintenance of a 
constant temperature is one of the most wonderful achieve
ments of the organism, which can only be brought about 
by a marvellously accurate regulation of respiration, of 
egestion and ingestion. The future, however, must here 
be taken into account, namely, whenever future dis
turbances can be predicted through the occurrence of 
their causes. In conformity with this, we very soon 
see a correspondingly increased egestion follow every 
ingestion, before the blood can have received the new 
materials (e.g., immediately after drinking increased mic
turition or perspiration, increased salivary and bilious 
secretion on eating, independently of local stimulation 
of the organs). Since at every moment there takes 
place an alteration of the quantity of heat, however 
slight, the vis medicatrix or plastic energy must con
tinually be occupied even with this point alone. Fur
ther, there belongs to the digestion of all food a special 
kind of mechanical and chemical manipulation. We see 
that flesh cannot at all, or only imperfectly, be digested 
by herbivores, or plants by carnivores; that bones can be 
digested by birds of prey, but not by crows; that instinct 
assigns a single kind of food to many animals, without 
which they perish; and that conversely among men and 
animals idiosyncrasies of the race, or of the individual, are 
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found, owing to which certain materials remain unassimi
lated, and act injuriously on the organism. It follows 
from this that the digestion of every substance requires 
other conditions, and that it remains undigested or is 
injurious, if the organism is not in a position to establish 
these conditions. Accordingly, every act of digestion 
presupposes the inducing of particular conditions, without 
which it deranges the organism; here then we have again 
a continual occupation of the vis medicatri:A; in warding off 
disturbances, or, if it be preferred, of the formative acti
vity in the assimilation of material. 

We have seen that in every injury the operation of the 
11is mcdicatri:A; or regeneration is only possible through re
formation, by the instrumentality of inflammation, which 
furnishes neoplasm, whence the parts to be replaced are 
developed. Just as much does every increase of one 
egestion upon the suppression of another depend on a new 
formation, namely, the now increased secretion of egestion. 

The whole nutrition of the body, in which, after com
pleted growth, the main function of the formative impulse 
consists, is one and the same with new formation, and is 
related to the renewal of all the parts of the body, as the 
continuous peelings of the skin in man to the periodical 
sloughing of snakes and lizards, i.e., nutrition is a sum of 
infinitely numerous, infinitely little, new formations; new 
formation merely nutrition rapidly gaining ground, and 
therefore more obtrusive. Having thus already recog
nised the re-formation in regeneration as a purposed effect 
of the unconscious soul, the like must hold good of nutri
tion, if we are obliged to recognise this too, as we cannot 
help doing, to be in conformity with a purpose. Certainly 
the psychical influence is less claimed in the gradual 
process of nutrition than in rapid new formations, because 
catalytic action is more serviceable ; but that it can by 
no means be dispensed with is proved by the considerable 
disturbances of nutrition in the parts whose nervous con
nections with the centres of the ingoing sympathetic 
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fibres have been cut (partly emaciation, partly deteriora
tion of the secretions, partly decomposition of the blood, 
in the more sensitive parts, as the eyes: inflammation 
and destruction). The capillary blood-vessels, from which 
by endosmosis the structures derive their nutritive fluid, 
may be ever so finely distributed, yet for every vessel 
there remains a relatively large area, in which the parts 
lying farthest from the vessel will also have to be cared 
for, also muscles, sinews, bones, and nerve-substance must 
frequently be equally provided for by the same vessel ; 
every particle must'thus extract from the nutritive fluid 
that which suits it. But now if we know that, accord
ing to chemical laws, both the structures to be nourished 
as well as the nutritive fluid have constantly a tenJency 
to decomposition, which they obey as soon as, through 
death, or even before, after great bodily weakness, 
the power of the unconscious soul over it has ceased, 
we cannot possibly believe that this assimilation in all 
its fine local gradations, such as is necessary for the 
continuance of the organism, can go on without any 
psychical influence. This chemical stability of the organic 
tissues is quite analogous to the constant mech:mical 
tension in tonus; both are only explicable by an infinite 
summation of small impulses antagonistic to natural de
composition and natural relaxation, and these impulses 
can only issue from the will. There thus follows from 
a priori considerations what is confirmed by empirical 
observation on division of nerves. 

But now suppose these two reasons, together with 
the identity of renovation and nutrition, were not found 
sufficiently to the point to prove the psychical iufluence 
in ordinary nutrition, and one assumed that the catalytic 
action of the existing tissues were a sufficient cause, still 
the question would arise, Whence comes this constitutiott 
of the cause 1 Then one would be obliged to say, These 
structures have now this constitution because they for
merly bad it. Thus, with further questioning, a point would 
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be arrived at when the nature of the tissues would have 
become different, and this change would first have to be 
explained; for this change is the reason why the structures 
were from that moment adapted to a purpose, and so ra. 
mained in virtue of their constitution; and since no mate
rialistic explanation exists for this adaptation, it must be 
ascribed to the purposive activity of unconscious will 
But then this also becomes the cause of the maintenance 
of the adjustment, and the necessity of having recourse to 
a psychical influence is not removed, but only postponed. 
Setting aside that at every moment of life we stand at 
such a point of change, we might go back still farther, for 
the present constitution of the tissues is not conditioned 
merely by the change itself, but also by their consti
tution before the change. If we regressively follow this 
series, we arrive at the first origin of the structure, which 
requires an explanation, whilst in the course of develop
ment we must intercalate at least as many psychical in
fluences as there have been fresh adjustments. Now, as 
no structure of the organism is superfluous, but each has 
a definite purpose, which again serves as means to the 
preservation of the individual or the race, one will also 
see at this very commencement a purposive action of the 
will And, as certainly as the first origin and the more 
considerable changes are important aids to the persistence 
and the nutrition of a structure, and facilitate the work of 
the will-nay, first makes it possible for the whole extent 
of the organism-so certainly are they not the sole condi
tions of nutrition, but the omnipresent unconscious will 
in the organism, together with the unconscious intelligence, 
is concerned in the smallest chemical or physical process 
simply because this organism is threatened in the smallest 
untoward event, if only by the tendency to chemical de
composition, and because in presence of these ceaseless 
material disturbances nothing else can maintain the equi
librium but a psychical influence. On the other hand, 
however, life is only possible when this psychical influence 
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is reduced, for the ordinary processes, to a minimum, and 
the rest of the work is performed by means of appropri
ate mechanisms. These appropriate mechanisms we meet 
with everywhere in the body, but so contrived that the 
unconscious will reserves to itself at every moment the 
modification of the purpose (e.g., in different stages of de
velopment), as well as the independent interference with 
the wheels of the machine, and the immediate execution 
of a task to which the mechanism is unequal This can
not diminish, but only increase, our astonishment at the 
unconscious intelligence; for how much higher does not 
the being stand, which spares itself the recurring per
formance of a work by constructing an efficient machine, 
than one who is always doing the same thing over and 
over again with his own hands ? And in the last resort 
there always remains to the soul that unavoidable mini
mum of immediate work, because each moment brings 
other relations and other disturbances, and no mechanism 
can be adapted for more than one fixed class of relations. 
This, then, is the answer to all objections which might 
possibly have been urged in the course of this investiga
tion so far, with the notorious appeal to purposive mechan
isms:-( 1 .) The concept "mechanism" does not exhaust 
the facts, but the performances of a mechanism, when it 
exists, always leave a something over to be immediately 
performed by psychical action; and (2.) the fitness of the 
mechanism includes the fitness of its origin, and this again 
always remains the work of the soul. 

If, with the consideration that every organic event has 
two causes, a psychical and a material, we recede farther 
in the chain of material causes, we arrive in all strictness, 
whatever point of departure we may choose, at the first 
fertilised ovum as the final material cause. When the 
development of the ovum, wholly or partially, takes place 
within the maternal organism, the material influences of 
the latter also certainly co-operate ; but in the ova of fish 
and amphibia, which are fertilised outside the female body, 
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this is never the case. In this regress it is, however, to 
be remarked, that the psychical causes become in general 
so much the more important than the material the younger 
is the individual (as we saw in the strength of the t-is 
medicatri:x). At a more advanced age the organism for 
the most part lives O!l the acquisitions of better times; 
before puberty, on the other hand, it is ceaselessly occu
pied either with processes of simple growth or with pro
ducing new structures, and in the life of the embryo the 
importance of the psychical influences increases the earlier 
the period to which we recede. 

The just-fertilised ovum is a cell (consisting only of 
the yolk), the wall of \vhich is represented by the vitelline 
membrane, the contents by the yolk, and its nucleus by 
the germinal vesicle. Among the higher animals the 
blastodermic vesicle within the germinal membrane (in 
man about one two-hundredth of a line) is the part from 
which alone the embryo, certainly with the assistance of 
the yolk, is developed. Every part of the egg exhibits a 
thoroughly uniform structure (partly granular with im
bedded droplets of fat, partly membranous and mucous), 
and these homogeneous elements suffice to produce, under 
generally similar external circumstances (brood-heat in 
birds, temperature of air and water with fishes and 
amphibia), the most diverse races with their finest differ
ences and their immense multitude of systems, organs, 
and tissues; for among the higher animals, the young, 
on emerging from the egg, contain almost all the tissues 
and differentiations of the adult animal. Here the 
influence of the will is most clearly manifested in the 
transformation of the elements, as one may see in the 
ova of fish a few hours after (artificial) fertilisation the 
meridional and equatorial furrowings of the whole yolk, 
with which the development commences, and which is 
followed by a number of parallel interlacings. During 
the greater part of the embryonic life the soul is 
occupied with the establishment of mechanisms which 
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are destined later on to save in great measure the 
labour of moulding the material. \V e can see no 
reason, however, why we should not ascribe the new 
formations which here make their appearance, just 
as much as the new formations of after-life, to the 
purposive activity of the unconscious will; for the 
greater extent of these first formations, in comparison 
with the already existing body, can in truth estab
lish no qualitative distinction, and that the moment 
of the individualisation of the new mind, if such a one 
may be assumed at all, is that of fertilisation, can 
certainly not be involved in doubt. That, however, the 
mind in that period affords no indication of consciousness 
can neither excite astonishment, since it bas first to form 
the organ of consciousness, nor can it be anything but 
helpful to its concentration on the unconscious perfor
mances, since, indeed, even in after-life, the power of the 
Unconscious is most forcibly displayed when conscious
ness is entirely suppressed, as in remedial crises during 
deep sleep; and the embryo, indeed, lies too in deep sleep. 

If we, however, once more consider the question 
whether in general an unconscious will can produce 
bodily effects, we have in preceding chapters arrived at 
the conclusion that every action of the mind on the body, 
without exception, is only possible by means of an un
conscious will ; that such an unconscious will can be 
called forth partly by means of a conscious will, partly, 
also, through the conscious idea of the effect without 
conscious will, even in opposition to the conscious will. 
Why should it not, then, also be called forth through the 
unconscious idea of the effect with which here, even to 
demonstration, the unconscious will of the effect is bound 
up, because the effect is end 1 But, lastly, that the mind, 
in the first period of embryonic life, must work without 
nerves, can certainly not militate against our view, since, 
indeed, not only in nerveless animals do we see all psy
chical effects follow without nerves, but even in the case of 
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man have cited above sufficient examples of the kind, and, 
moreover, the embryo in the first period has just that 
semifluid structure of highly organised matter, which forms 
an excellent substitute for nerve-tissue proper. 

If now, in the first place, we perceive materialistic 
attempts at explanation to be insufficient; if, in the second 
place, a predestined fitness of development appears im
possible, considering that any set of circumstances occurs 
only once in a lifetime, and yet each set of circumstances 
requires a novel reaction, and calls forth just that which 
is demanded; if, thirdly, the only remaining mode of 
explanation, that this unconscious psychical activity itself 
appropriately forms and maintains its body, has not only 
nothing to be said against it, but has all possible analogies 
from the most different departments of physiology and of 
animal life in its favour, the verification of individual 
providence and plastic energy appears to be as scienti
fically certain as is possible in inferences from effect to 
cause. (Comp. further, Ges. philos. Abhandlungen, No. vi., 
"Ueber die Lebenskraft.") 

I close then this section with the fine words of Scho
penhauer: "Thus even empirically every being stands 

' before itself as its own handiwork; but the language of 
Nature is not understood, because it is too simple." 
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THE UNCONSCIOUS IN THE HUMAN MIND. 

"The key to the knowledge of the euence of the cotii!Cioua life of 
the soul is to be found in the region of Unconaciousneaa."-C. G. 
CABU8. 
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INSTINCT IN THE HUMAN MIND. 

IMPOSSIBLE as it is to draw a strict line of demarcation 
between body and mind, no less impossible is it to dis
cuss apart the instincts relating to our physical and to our 
psychical needs. Thus we have already in the preceding 
section alluded to several instincts of the human mind, 
as the capricious appetites of the sick or the pregnant, 
and the curative instincts of children or somnambules. 
A few others border on the bodily instincts, e.g., the fear 
of falling on the part of young animals and children, who, 
e.g., are. quiet when carried upstairs, but become restless 
when carried downstairs; the greater caution and circum
spection of the movements of pregnant horses and women; 
the instinct of mothers to place the new-born at the 
breast, of children to suck; the peculiar talent of chil
dren to distinguish genuine from feigned friendship; the 
instinctive shyness in the presence of certain strangers 
which is wont to be manifested especially by pure, in
experienced girls; the good and bad presentiments, with 
their great motive power to commit and omit actions, 
especially in the female sex, &c.-We shall consider 
in the present chapter those human instincts which 
are more connected with the bodily life, and to which, 
therefore, the name instinct is willingly accorded, whereas 
an empty sentiment of human dignity dictates the refusal 
of the term to all manifestations of the unconscious more 
remote from the bodily life, but otherwise perfectly analo
gous, on account of its animal associations. 
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In the fir3t place, we have to consider some instincts ot 
aversion, i.e., such as do not compel to actions, but to 
omissions, or merely to those actions whereby the object 
of aversion is got rid of or avoided. The most important 
is the fear of death; this is only a particular form of the 
instinct of self-preservation, other forms of which we 
already know as the vis medicatrix,plastic energy, migratory 
impulse, reflex protective movements, &c. It is uot the 
fear of the last judgment or other metaphysical hypotheses, 
not Hamlet's doubt of what will come hereafter, not 
Egmont's simple delight in being and doing, which re
strains the band of the suicide, but instinct does it with 
its mysterious shudder, with its wild heart-beats chasing 
the blood madly through the veins. 

A second instinct of repulsion is Shame; it has such 
exclusive reference to the generative region that these 
bodily parts are even named after it. It appertains in an 
especial degree to the female sex, and excites in them a 
characteristic defensive attitude, and is determinative of 
the whole life of man, of savage and civilised alike. The 
milder form of heat due to non-periodicity 1 and shame 
are the two foundations which allow of the elevation 
of the sexual relations of man into a higher sphere than 
that of the animals. Shame is something so little due to 
consciousness that we already find it among savage tribes; 
certainly in their case limited to the main point, whereas 
civilisation draws within its sphere whatever has any 
sort of connection with sexual relations. 

An analogous instinct of aversion is Disgust. It relates 
to food as shame to sex, and serves to put us on our guard 
against those food-ingredients which are easily mixed 
with dirt and impurity, i.e., organic excretions and organic 
matter in a state of semi-decomposition. Its senses are 

1 DeaunJarchaie ratetl this factor statement of epecific difference, at 
~o highly that he jestingly said : all eve:nt¥, than " thought ; " for the 
Boir 10111 Mlif, a faire l'amoor m r..~t, not quite true, since the anthro
tout tempi, c'tlt ce qui diatingtte poid apes have the DOD·periodicity 
l'homme de la Ute. A much better of heat in common with man. 
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taste and smell, and it is scarcely correct when Lessing 
regards it as possible for other senses. .At the same time 
it is of course not necessary that the idea of eating the 
things for which one feels disgust should have been already 
entertained; one is often previously so disgusted as to 
prevent the thought of eating arising. There is, moreover, 
another much deeper disgust which has reference to purity 
of the skin, in order that perspiration may not be sup
pressed through the stopping-up of the pores. Here, at any 
rate, the sense of sight may be directly concerned.-Man 
can by habit more or less repress these, as all other 
instincts, just because with him consciousness has become 
a power which, in most things, except those of supreme 
importance, is able to oppose the Unconscious, and habitual 
action truly belongs indeed also to the sphere of conscious
ness. But the Unconscious can also be repressed when 
that which would have been done instinctively without con
sciousness and habit is done with consciousness and from 
habit; then the repugnance which one feels towards the 
contrary is rather a repugnance to the unusual than an 
instinctive repulsion. 

Look at a young girl and boy : the one neat and smart, 
elegant and mannerly, graceful as a kitten; the other 
with trousers torn in a recent shindy, awkward and 
clumsy as a young bear. She is fond of dress and of 
showing herself off, tenderly dandles her doll, and plays 
at cooking and washing and ironing; while he builds a 
house in the corner, plays robber and soldier, rides on 
every staff, sees a sabre or a gun in every stick, and is 
especially pleased with the manifestation of his own 
energy, which of course consists, for the most part, in 
useless destruction. What a delightful anticipation of 
the future vocation, which is often to be observed in the 
most charming details! If much of it is imitation of 
adults, still a presaging instinct is unmistakable, which 
guides children, even in their sports, to the exercises which 
they will require in the future, and makes them capable 
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and trains them in advance, just as among young animals 
we see the sportive instinct always leading them to 
activities which they will require hereafter in their inde
pendent life (think of the kitten and the reel). In the 
play-instinct the will often procures itself resistances 
which it has to overcome. This paradox is likewise only 
comprehensible if the play-impulse is instinctive, and un
consciously subservient to the aims of the future life. If 
the play-impulse were only imitative, boys and girls would 
imitate the same things, since they do not understand the 
distinction of sex, and in strictness do not even possess it. 
How unique is the rage for dancing, the whimsicalness, 
love of dress, grace, one might almost say childish coquetry, 
in little girls, which points to their future destiny of con
quering men, all of which is utterly foreign to boys with 
healthy minds! How characteristic is the indefatigable 
assiduity with which they tend, dress, and dandle their 
dolls; how in harmony is it with the tenderness with 
which grown-up girls kiss and caress all strange children 
in arms, which young men commonly find more repulsive 
than young monkeys ! 

How deeply such instincts as purity, love of dress, 
modesty are rooted in the Unconscious may be particu
larly observed in the blind who are at the same time 
deaf and dumb. Let any one who has never reflected on 
this condition try to form a clear idea of it, and of the 
poverty of the means of communication with the outer 
'vorld which are at the command of such an unfortunate. 
Laura Brid[;man, in the Blind Institution at Boston, who 
in her second year had lost all her senses save touch, was 
clean and orderly and very fond of dress. If she had on 
a new article of clothing, she wished to go out to be seen 
and observed. She was often in raptures over the brace
lets, brooches, and other ornaments of the ladies who 
visited her. Julia Drace (who had become blind and 
deaf in her fifth year) was just the same. She examined 
the style of hair of the ladies who paid her visits, in order 
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that she might imitate it. The same passion for dress 
was found in all other similarly unfortunate girls, so that 
it became a chief means of reward and punishment. Lucy 
Reed always wore a silk kerchief over her face, probably 
because she thought her face was disfigured, and when she 
entered an institution, was only with the greatest trouble 
dissuaded from wearing it. She recoiled from the touch 
of a person of the male sex, and would not permit caresses 
of any kind from the same, although she gladly received 
and responded to those of women, even when strangers. 
Laura Bridgman showed in this respect a still greater 
delicacy of feeling, without any one being able to guess 
how she attained to a notion of sexual relations, since 
usually no man ever approached her except the director 
of the institution, Dr. Howe. She had heard much of 
Oliver Caswell, likewise blind, deaf, and dumb, as his 
arrival in the institution was expected, and was very 
curit>us about her companion in suffering. When he 
arrived, she kissed him; but then flew back like light
ning, as if terrified at having done something improper. 
She repaired the smallest disorder in her dress, like a girl 
very strictly educated in rules of decorum. Nay, she even 
transferred her modesty to lifeless objects. Thus, e.g., 
when one day she wanted to put her doll to bed, she pre
viously went about the room to discover if any one was 
present; and when she found Dr. Howe, she turned back 
laughing, and only after he had departed did she undress 
her doll, without being shy before her instructress.
To teach a blind, deaf, and dumb child the laws and con
ceptions of decency would be almost impossible if instinct 
did not correctly point them out, and opportunity alone 
or the slightest hint did not suffice for the realisation in 
conduct of this immediate unconscious intuition. That 
this feeling of modesty really arises from the depths of 
the psychical nature, is proved by the concurrence of its 
higher development with the attainment of puberty. 
Tlms, e.g., in the case of a blind deaf mute in Rotherhithe 
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workhouse, who had previously lived a completely animal 
life, an entire change took place in her seventeenth year: 
she became all at once just as attentive to dress and 
decency as other girls of her age. 

Sympathy or fellow-feeling is a refl.e:t mental instinct. 
As feelings are divisible into pleasure and displeasure or 
into joy and sorrow, so fellow-feeling into sympathetic r~ 
joicing and compassion. Jean Paul says," For sympathy 
in sorrow a man is sufficient, but sympathy in joy requires 
an angel;" for the reason that sympathy in joy can only 
arise if it is not hindered by another feeling, envy. This 
is, however, the case more or less with all men, whereas 
compassion is less obstructed, since pleasure at the misfor
tune of others is usually very slight in most cases, if hate 
and vindictiveness do not give birth to it. Thus it comes 
to pass that sympathy in joy is almost insignificant, whilst 
compassion has the greatest importance. Now compassion 
arises by way of reflection through the sensuous percep
tion of another's suffering. The convulsive motions and 
writhings of pain, the looks and gestures of grief and 
distress, the tears of sorrow, the groaning and moani~g. 
the whimpering and rattling in the throat, are material 
signs which are immediately comprehensible to a being of 
like nature through an unconscious intelligence; they do 
not., however, act merely on the intellect, but also on the 
heart, and reflectorially call forth similar pains. Cheer
fulness and sadness in a similar way infect other people 
like convulsions. When the sense-perception only appre
hends the signs of pain in general, the compassion is only 
general, a shudder, or a quiet woe, or a thrilling horror, 
according to the intensity and duration of the observed 
pain ; but if this is specially known, reflex action reveals 
the same kind of pain in the compassion, as soon as the 
latter has surmounted the lowest stage of general lamen
tation. That the degree of compassion is dependent on 
the momentary receptivity of the mind for reflex actions, 
and also on the degree of interest which is otherwise 
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entertained for the sufferer, is undoubted; it is, neverthe
less, purely reflex action, as is strictly proved by this, that 
compassion is, creteris paribus, in direct ratio to the clear
ness with which the senses perceive the signs of suffering. 
For example, when we read of a battle where ten thousand 
dead and wounded are counted on either side, we are 
scarcely at all affected, only when the dead and wounded 
are summoned before our imagination does our compas
sion stir; but when we ourselves go about among the 
pools of blood, the corpses and the limbs, and the groan
ing and dying men, then indeed a deep horror overcomes 
us. What value the instinct of compassion has for man, 
who only through mutual help truly becomes man, is tole
rably plain. Fellow-feeling is the metaphysical bond 
which overleaps the limit of individuality on the side of 
feeling; it is the most significant impulse for the begetting 
of such actions as consciousness declares to be morally 
good or beautiful, more: than merely dutiful. It mainly 
imparts reality to that province of ethics which is usually 
termed "the duties of affection," the reality from which 
the general notion is subsequently abstracted. 

As sympathy is the chief instinct for the production 
of benevolent actions, whose effects extend beyond the 
sphere of egoism, so the instinct of Gratitude appears in 
the light of a multiplier of the same. Although gratitude 
sometimes leads us to injure a third person, yet the case is 
rare, and the expediency of this instinct upon the whole 
is not to be misapprehended if it be also supplemented, 
nay, even superseded, in a perfect system of ethics. 
As the impulse of retaliation in respect of benefits re
ceived becomes a multiplier of morally beautiful actions, 
so in respect of injuries does it become, in the charac
ter of the instinct of revenge, the original source of 
the sentiment of justice. For as long as the commu
nity has not taken upon itself to satisfy the passion 
of revenge, self-vindication is rightly looked upon as 
something holy, as a primitive institution of justice; 
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and this it is which must gradually form, enhance, and 
clarify the feeling of right, until such conception of 
right gains a solid foundation in the national habits, 
when the duty of requital may be transferred to the 
community at large. It is by no means intended by 
this to assert that sympathy and the retaliatory impulse 
are the moments from which ethics and jurisprudence 
must be theoretically derived and established, which, on 
the contrary, I should not grant; it is only asserted that 
they are in fact practically the roots from which those 
feelings and actions have sprung, whence mankind have 
gained, through abstraction, the conceptions of the morally 
beautiful and of Jaw. 

The next human instinct of importance is Maternal 
Love. For the sake of comparison, let us glance back 
once more at the animal kingdom.-Most of the lower 
animals have no need to trouble themselves about their 
young ones, because these emerge hom the ovum suffi
ciently developed; or because, by means of the various 
instincts which have been already mentioned, they have, 
directly or indirectly, brought their eggs to those places 
where the creatures when hatched find the conditions of 
their further development until the age of independence, 
or are still provided by the mother with additional means 
of subsistence. The place which yields the necessary 
conditions of development is with the wolf-spider a spun 
egg-bag, which it fastens to itself by means of a web; for 
the Monoculus, a part of the oviduct turned inside out, 
which protrudes as ovisac; with birds, the nest, together 
with the brood-heat of the maternal body; in some .fishes 
and amphibia, the body of the female itself, just as in all 
mammals, but with this great difference, that in the latter 
an organic connection of mother and fretus persists till 
the time of birth (the marsupial mammals excepted). 
It is evident that here again the same thing is achieved in 
one case by instinct and maternal foresight as is effected 
in another case by organic formative activity, i.e., the 
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instinctive maternal care for the development of the 
young till independence is only in form, not in essence, 
different from the procreation and formation of the fretus. 

Two pervading laws here display themselves; the first 
is, that the maternal instinct cares for the young animal 
as long as it is unable to care for itself; the second, that 
this time of nonage or childhood in general lasts the 
longer the higher the class stands in the animal scale. 
This difference is, on the one hand, based on the simpler 
conditions of the nutrition of the lower animals (especially 
aquatic animals); on the other hand, on the metamor
phoses when the earliest life-period is passed in quite 
another form and under other nutritive conditions (mostly 
in the form of a lower stage). There is still, however, un
doubtedly an unexplained remainder, which is especially 
evident if we confine our attention to the mammalia, and 
compare, e.g., the duration of tbe infancy of a rabbit, a 
cat, and a horse. From these first two laws the following 
conclusion may be drawn : The instinct of maternal love 
gains in general greater significance and range the higher 
we ascend in the animal scale, a scale graduated, how
ever, not zoologically but psychologically. 

While we see the majority of fishes and amphibia 
persist in dead indifference to their young, some insects 
exhibit a higher maternal love in conformity with their 
higher mental activity. Only see how tenderly ants and 
bees nourish, feed, and protect their eggs, nay, even their 
still imperfectly developed larvre; how some spiders carry 
their young about and carefully feed them (as the hen 
her chickens). Among birds, the maternal care attains a 
high degree ; certain classes of birds, e.g., some birds of 
prey and birds of song, decidedly surpassing in mind the 
general run of mammals. The self-sacrificing courage 
with which even the smallest birds defend their young 
against every enemy; the self-renunciation with which 
they bring them food whilst they themselves often starve 
and grow lean ; the readiness to sacrifice themselves with 
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which they bare their breast and body of feathers to make 
a warm couch for their naked little ones; the patience with 
which they afterwards instruct them in flying, in catching 
insects, and other dexterities which they need for inde
pendent life; the impatience to see the young just as clever 
as themselves,-all these are the clearest proofs of a deeply 
rooted· impulse; whilst the complete extinction of this 
tender fondness when the young become independent, 
nay, the conversion of the same into hostility, shows that 
not custom or conscious choice, but an unconscious neces
sity is the source of this impulse. 

The point of instruction in particular has been hitherto 
far too much overlooked, for the animals which stand 
mentally higher learn, in fact, much more through the 
instruction of their parents than one thinks, since Nature 
never makes use of double means to an end, and refuses instinct 
u·here it has granted the means for conscious performance or 
acquisition. Penguins entice their young, when they will 
not follow them into the water, to a rocky prominence, 
and then push them down. Eagles and falcons guide 
their offspring to higher and higher flights, to flight in 
circles and to evolutions, as well as to swoop down on 
their prey, for the latter purpose flying over them and 
dropping dead, ofttimes even small living animals, which 
the young ones are only allowed to devour if they have 
themselves caught them. But as surely as the method 
of this instruction is a conscious mental product of these 
animals, so surely is the impulse to instruct their young 
in tltc rnain instinct.-As in higher mammals infancy lasts 
longer, so not merely is the care of the mother, but also 
her instruction more comprehensive. Let any one observe 
how a cat educates its young ones, flattering and reward
ing, putting them right and punishing, whether it is not 
the faithful image of human education by uncultivated 
mothers; a parallel confirmed even in the slightest tmits, 
e.g., in the enjoyment which the mother visibly exhibits 
in the amusingly knowing consciousness of her superiority. 
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We partially see already in birds a chemical prepara
tion of the food in the maternal crop. This instinct 
is fully developed in the case of the mammal, whose 
lacteal glands begin their secretion long before birth, 
n secretion which is increased by the sight of the 
young, diminished by their absence. That which among 
birds is perceivable only in a very rudimentary form, 
but among mammals is exhibited in the inheritance of 
special maternal qualities or peculiarities of character, in 
the fright of the pregnant and their capricious appetites, 
to wit, the immediate unconscious reciprocity between 
the soul of the mother and the child, the possession of the 
infant's soul by the mother, this appears continued in a 
modified way after birth, and only gradually disappears. 
Thus the peculiar phenomenon of contagious visions no
where occurs more easily than between the mother and 
her nursling, and both when pregnant and even after de
livery, mothers, whose nature has not been spoilt by culture, 
possess a marvellous divination of their children's needs. 
Just as the wasp, which opens the hole to convey new food 
to its larvre when the original stock has been consumed, so 
the mother guesses when her child requires food, and 
awakes when the child is in want, whereas no noise can dis
turb the sleep of fatigue. But, as said before, this direct 
communication between the mind of mother and of child 
pretty quickly disappears; only sometimes under extra
ordinary circumstances, e.g., in dangerous illnesses of the 
child, may it be seen to revive. 

The question now is, whether in mankind maternal love 
is really anything different from what it is among the 
brutes; whether anything else but instinct can bring it to 
pass that the most reasonable and most sedate women, 
who have already enjoyed the highest treasures of mental 
culture, are all at once prepared to undergo, with real, 
heartfelt joy, and for whole months, the sacrificing nur
ture, the peevishness and sordidness, the toyings and 
silliness, without any response whatever on the part of the 
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child, which, for the first months, is nothing more than a 
flesh doll, slavering and befouling its swaddling-clothes, 
which, at the most, turns its eyes by reflex action to the 
light and instinctively stretches out its arms towards its 
parent. Only see how such a rational woman is com
pletely lost in admiration of her child, which is only with 
the greatest difficulty to be distinguished from any other; 
and how she who, in former days, had made clever criti
cisms on Sophocles and Shakespeare, now will be beside 
herself with joy because the little one so soon croaks .A. 
And with all this the woman does not, as the man might, 
undergo all these inconveniences in hope of what the child 
may hereafter become, but she is simply absorbed in the 
present joy and maternal delight. If that is not instinct, 
then I don't know what instinct is. Let any one ask him
self whether a poor nursery-maid would endure all that 
drudgery and fatigue for the sake of a daily wage of a 
couple of pence if her instinct did not already point to 
this occupation. 

That the maternal care lasts so long in the case of tho 
human child, is merely a special case of the above-men
tioned law, and lies in this, that children of four years old 
would sooner be run over in the street than get out of the 
way, whilat a young cat gets out of the way as soon as it 
can see. What is more natural than that the protecting 
instinct of the mother should serve as a providence to the 
child, and that the little one should instinctively cling to 
its mother's gown? All animals feed, nurse, and look 
after their young until they can feed themselves, and 
is it likely man, with his lesser fertility, should make an 
exception to this general law? And when can a child 
maintain itself 1 Certainly not until puberty. Accord
ingly, the instinctive parental care must at least last till 
then. Animals teach their young the dexterities which they 
need in order to earn their living, and should not man do 
the same ? Among animals, too, the l.ind of instruction is 
partly the result of conscious thought, but the instruc-
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tion itself is natural impulse; and can it be otherwise 
among men, because the skill and knowledge which man 
needs for earning a maintenance are somewhat greater 
than among animals 1 But it is indeed agreed that 
in the whole animal kingdom no such psychological 
leap takes place as from the highest animal to the 
moderately civilised man, consequently the things which 
man must acquire, in proportion to what he can instinc
tively do, are more considerable than among the highest 
animals, because his conscious mind is just adapted for 
these performances, and, accordingly, an instinct for them 
would be a superfluity. Nature, however, does nothing in 
vain. Doubtless, however, the didactic instinct is neces
sity in the parents, because without instruction the young 
would perish before acquiring their powers, and the human 
race owes to this higher faculty of learning and this 
stronger didactic instinct, in union with a more perfect 
language, its capability of progressing indefinitely, and to 
this its whole position and significance in Nature. 

Among animals, male and female have the same em
ployments. It is otherwise with the civilised human 
being, where the man in particular has to earu for the 
family, and is pre-eminently fitted for the education 
especially of the male posterity. Only here and there 
among animals does the male sex participate in caring 
for posterity. Thus the male salmon makes a furrow 
for the eggs of the female, which it fills up when they 
are fertilised. With most monogamous birds, the male 
helps in building the nest, alternately broods or feeds the 
brooding female, defends the eggs, and takes part in the 
nurture, nourishment, and protection of the young. The 
like also takes place in the case of man. It is a common 
phenomenon that all little children are extremely repug
nant to men, and this aversion ceases at once if they them
selves have any. It scarcely admits of doubt that there 
is an instinct of paternal affection, if feeble, which is also 
proved by the tender love of fathers to those children who, 
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in consequence of their miserable bodily and mental con
dition, would under other circumstances have only excited 
aversion and contempt, or at the most pity. But, never
theless, I believe that, in paternal love, partly duty, 
decency, and good breeding, partly habit., partly conscious 
friendly inclination, furnish the main motives, and that 
instinct, on the one hand, only manifests itself in early 
youth, on the other, in m.oments of danger to the child. 
Lastly, it should be observed that a true paternal love-! 
mean one which exceeds what decency and good-breeding 
demands, and which the custom of the environment 
permits to grow-is a much rarer phenomenon than one 
is inclined to assume, though certainly not so rare, by a 
long way, as the reputed love of brothers and sisters. 
What, however, really exists of such father's love, which 
does not simply show itself in moments of danger, but 
is always there, is conscious friendship, united with the 
conscious reflection that no one will care for his child 
if he does not, for the child for whose existence he 
is responsible-a reflection which alone can give strength 
for the greatest sacrifices. From all this it is expli
cable that human children, even after their education 
bas ended; will not be so strange to their parents as the 
young tf animals, for through the so much more pro
longed infancy custom has time to forge its chains, and 
if there be any spiritual harmony between parents and 
children, a certain degree of friendship will arise with 
the aid of habit. But lastly, the instinct of parental love 
is never entirely extinguished in the case of mankind, 
because the parents, as long as they live, always have 
either the possibility of making sacrifices for the welfare 
of their children or of helping them out of danger; for 
whilst the brute has entirely to rely upon itself, man is 
only in a position to live humanly in society. To which 
must be added, in conclusion, that men in advanced age 
repeat the comedy in the case of their grandchildren, 
which is not the case with animals. 
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If in the man p~ternallove is Jess of an instinct, so much 
the more is the impulse to establish a household, and to 
fulfil his destiny as father of a family, although he thereby 
ruins and makes unhappy himself and the girl whom he 
marries, whilst unmarried they might both have had enough 
whereon to live comfortably. I do not speak here of love, 
nor of the sexual impulse in general; but where the former 
is entirely wanting, and the latter would be far from 
affording any sufficient motive, the impulse springs up 
in the mature years of a man's life to set up a household ; 
and however clearly the poor devil may see that he will 
have to starve in consequence, whilst as single he has a 
fair competency, still the marriage comes off. It is the 
same impulse which bids the young four or five year old 
stallion part from the family of his parents, along with 
some of his sisters, to form a family of his own, and which 
compels the bird to build its nest. They know as little as 
that poor wretch, that the pains and deprivations which are 
instinctively imposed upon them have no other purpose 
than to make possible the maintenance of the race. It is 
this unsatisfied impulse which makes old bachelors feel so 
uncomfortable ; and though they may see a hundred times 
that they would not be better off in the married state, all 
things considered, yet the pain of this unsatisfied instinct 
is not to be reasoned away, just because it is instinct. 

The consideration of the instinct of love should now 
follow. This point is, however, so important, that I shall 
give it a chapter to itself. 
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IL 

TUE UNCONSCIOUS IN SEXUAL LOVE. 

THE stamens of plants incline when their pollen is ripe, 
and shed it on the stigma. Fuhes pour their spawn on the 
eggs of their own species when they find them in great 
numbers; the salmon, moreover, makes a furrow for its 
female. The male cuttlefish, on coming in contact with 
their females, throw off an arm elaborated into a genera
tive organ, which, penetrating the latter, performs the re
productive act. In NovemLer, river crawfish fasten under 
the belly of the females pouches filled with seed, which 
in the spring fertilises the mature eggs. The male spiders 
take up the seminal fluid, which trickles from their sexual 
organs, with an extremely complicated apparatus con
tained in the last hollow joint of their tentacles, and by 
help of the sarne apply it to the aperture of the female. 
The male embraces the female frog and discharges its 
sperm, whilst the female simultaneously deposits the ova. 
The singing-bird applies the opening of its spermatic duct 
to the female anus, and animals possessed of a penis in
troduce the same into the female vagina. When fishes 
pour the spawn, which they feel impelled to discharge, 
only on the eggs of their own kind, when species of 
animals in which male and female are of very different 
forms (as, e.g., glow-worms) still find each other without 
fail in order to copulate, and when the male mammal, 
in obedience to an irresistible impulse, always intro
duces its penis into the female vagina of its own. species, 
are we to suppose that there are really two different 
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causes at work, or is it not rather the working of the 
same Unconscious, which, on the one band, karmoni<nuly 
jashicms the sexual parts, and, on the other, as instinct 
impels to their right use-the same unconscious clairvoy
ance which in creation, as in use, adapts the means to an 
end, which does not appear in consciousness? 

Would man, at whose command are so many means for 
satisfying the physical impulse, all equally efficacious with 
coitus, be likely to discharge the inconvenient, disgusting, 
shameless, reproductive function, did not an instinct always 
urge him anew, often as he has experienced that this 
mode of satisfaction yields him, in fact, no higher sensuous 
enjoyment than any other 1 But many do not attain even 
to this much insight, because, in spite of experience, they 
always measure future enjoyment according to the strength 
of the impulse, or are so possessed by the impulse during 
the act, that they nez:er attain the e:eperience. It might, 
perhaps, be replied, that man frequently desires intercourse 
although he is aware of the impossibility of procreation, 
e.g., with the notoriously infertile or prostitutes, or when, as 
in illicit connections, he seeks to prevent procreation ; but 
to such we reply that the knowledge or intention of con
sciousness has no direct influence on the instinct, since 
the design of procreation lies outside consciousness, and 
only the willing of the means to the unconscious end 
(as in all instincts) appears in consciousness. That 
the impulse to sexual union is an instinct which mani
fests itself spontaneously, and is by no means to be 
regarded as a consequence of the experience that a 
pleasure is to be expected from this union, appears 
from the fact that the sexual impulse as instinct is uni
versal in the animal and vegetable kingdom, whereas 
venereal organs, which link a sexual pleasure to the act 
of copulation, are only to be found at a tolerably advanced 
stage of the animal kingdom. The instinct of sexual 
intercourse is then something far earlier and more original 
in the history of organisation, since all organisms destitute 
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of venereal organs are sufficiently impelled by it alone, 
without the aid of sensibility. It is, however, toler
ably plain why the Unconscious deems special vene
real organs necessary in the case of beings whose con
sciousness is far more highly developed ; for th~ more 
consciousness attains independent importance, the greater 
is the risk of its thwarting the demands of instinc;:t, the 
more desirable does a bait become to entice to the per
formance of instinctive actions. A proof that the repro
ductive instinct is no mere result of physical craving in 
the generative organs may be found in the above-mentioned 
example of the treading of birds (Chap. iii. A. p. 82), 
and finally in the phenomenon that the strength of the 
sexual and physical urgency are to a certain degree inde
}:>endent of one another. For one finds human 'Laings with 
a strong inclination to the other sex, whilst their physical 
impulse is so small that it almost borders on impotence; 
and conversely there are persons of strong physical impulse, 
and yet with little affection for the other sex. This is 
due to the fact that the physical impulse is dependent 
on the accidental physical organisation of the generative 
organs, but the metaphysical impulse is an instinct which 
wells up from the Unconscious. That does not, however, 
preclude, on the one hand, the metaphysical impulse from 
being more vehemently aroused by a stronger physical 
impulse, and, on the other hand, the strength of the 
physical impulse wl1ile the organism is being fashioned 
being conditioned by the strength of the metaphysical 
impulse. Accordingly the independence only obtains 
within certain limits. Phrenology also recognises the 
distinctness of the two impulses, for whilst the physi
cal craving can manifestly only be sought for in the 
organisation of the generative organs and the irrita
bility of the whole nervous system, phrenology-with 
what right is of no consequence- seeks to localise. 
the sexual impulses in the cerebellum and circuru
jacent parts. 
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Having perceived the sexual impulse in general to be 
of the nature of instinct, the next question is, Whether 
the like is true of the individualisation of the same, or 
whether this springs from the conditions of conscious
ness ? Among animals we distinguish the following 
cases :-Either the sexual impulse is merely general, the 
selection of the individual is entirely left to chance, and 
all intercourse ceases with coition, as, e.g., among the 
lower marine animals, the fishes which copulate, frogs, 
&c.; or the pairs remain together for the time of one rut, 
as most rodents and several of the cat tribe; or till the 
period of delivery, as bears; or for some time after, till 
the young are more developed, as most birds, bats, wolves, 
badgers, weasels, moles, beavers, hares; or they remain 
together for life and form a family. Here, again, we meet 
with polygamy and monogamy. The former is found 
among the gallinaceous birds, the ruminants, the solipeds, 
pachyderms, and seals; the latter among a few crustacea, 
sepire, pigeons, and parrots, among eagles, storks, deer, 
and Cetacea. We may reasonably assume that among 
monogamous animals the conclusion of marriages, which 
are so faithfully kept, is not mere result of chance; but 
that the motives of such preference must be looked 
for in the nature of the couples themselves. Do we 
not often see, even in animals of a higher mental grade, 
which couple irregularly, a sexual selection accompanied 
by decided passion (e.g., in noble stallions and dogs)? 
A widowed eagle usually continues unmarried for the 
rest of her life. It was observed that a stork sought its 
female, which it could not take with it on account of a 
weund, every spring for three years, but in the follow
ing years remained with her e,·en during the winter. In 
monogamic animals sometimes the one cannot live without 
the other; thus, e.g., of a pair of inseparables, the second 
often dies a few hours after the first. The like has some
times been observed of the Kamichi, a South American 
marsh· bird, as well as of turtledoves and Mirikina apes. 
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Woodlarks can only be kept in a cage in pairs. We 
cannot suppose that that which has overcome the powerful 
migratory instinct in the stork, which kills inseparables 
in a short space of time, is anything else than instinct ; 
otherwise it could not so speedily and so profoundly affect 
the being's core. That the various forms of the sexual 
relations are instincts is also proved by their unchange
ableness within the limits of the species. According to 
the analogy of these phenomena, we must even in the case 
of man regard the cohabitation of spouses in marriage as an 
institution of instinct and not of deliberate consciousness, 
as also the tendency to .found a family, which is closely 
connected therewith. The intentional pursuit of illicit 
transitory love we must, on the other hand, regard as 
something contrary to instinct, which is only called forth 
by conscious egoism. Here, however, I do not understand 
by marriage the ecclesiastical or civil ceremony, but the 
intention to make the relation a lasting one. 

The question arises, Whether polygamy or monogamy 
is the form natural to man, and how it happens that the 
human is the only animal species where different forms 
of sexual relations are to be found co-existing ? This 
enigma seems to me resolvable in this way: that the 
instinct of the man demands polygamy, that of the woman 
monogamy ; that therefore, wherever the man exclusively 
rules, polygamy exclusively prevails. On the other hand, 
wherever, owing to higher cultivation, man has accorded 
to woman a worthier place, monogamy bas become the 
sole legally valid form; whilst, as a matter of fact, in no 
part of the world is it strictly kept on the part of men. 
That monogamy is the form which will, in fact, prevail 
among mankind for the l~mgest period of its existence, 
is indicated by the equal number of the individuals of 
the two sexes. If adulterous longings are so hard for 
man to conquer, this is only an effect of his polygamous 
instinct; but when a woman, who has in her husband 
a whole husband, has adulterous desires, this is either 
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a consequence of thorough depravity or of passionate 
love. The difference of the instinct in man and woman 
may be easily comprehended, when one considers, that 
a man is physically competent to beget upwards of a 
hundred children in a single year, but the woman can 
only bear one child; that the man is able under favourable 
circumstances to maintain several women and their chil
dren; but the wife can only dwell in one man's household, 
and feels herself and her children injured by every rival 
introduced therein; lastly, that in case of adultery only 
the husband, not the wife, runs the risk of regarding the 
children of others as his own, and of having the love for 
his own children undermined through distrust of conjugal 
fidelity. 

The sexual instinct in man having now been illus
trated both in the case of the race and of the individual, 
there still remains the question, why it is concentrated 
exclusively on this individual and not on that 1 i.e., the 
question of the determining grounds of this fastidious 
sexual sdection. 

That among human beings, especially the more educated 
classes, the number of desirable individuals of the other 
sex is essentially limited, lies in the hindrances which 
must first be overcome, namely, aversion on both sides, 
and modesty especially in the female sex. The corporeal 
contact is so close, and is so multiplied through the 
instinctive accompanying actions, as kissing, &c., that 
the loathing, if it is not already blunted, enters into its full 
right, and opposes a powerful resistance to sexual union 
with each and every individual. Shame in the female 
sex, and in the male the knowledge of the resistance 
which this shame will arouse in opposition, are almost 
still more effective limitations. Both, however, only 
negatively explain why this and that individual are ex
cluded, and not positively why this one is desired. The 
sense of beauty may certainly also co-operate,-just as one 
prefers to ride a beautiful horse, even apart from its step, 
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and also when nobody sees it, than an ugly one, although 
it is by no means obvious what beauty or ugliness has to 
do with enjoyment in coition, or generally with the sexual 
relations ; for if, as e.g., in Shakespeare's "All's well that 
ends well," the wrong person is foisted upon a passionate 
lover in the darkness of the night, it manifestly does not 
detract from his enjoyment. Vanity also, to be able to 
call a pretty woman one's wife before others, might ·have 
something to say in the matter, although the subject of 
this vanity again requires explanation; at bottom we do 
not get a step nearer a solution, because, in the first 
place, there are many pretty people, and, secondly, the 
handsomest are by no means the most attractive sexually. 
A better answer would be: The man has to conquer femi
nine modesty in order to attain his end; if he bas once 
begun this work, which is only gradually effected, he has 
with this particular individual a lighter task before him 
than with others, to secure a victory for his vanity. 
But although this may often enough be the state of 
the case, still this answer is by itself altogether insuffi
cient, not only because it again leaves the first beginning 
entirely to chance, but also because, if this were the de
termining circumstance, the mistress already won would 
be preferred to all fresh conquests from simple con
venience, which certainly is not true.-We must then 
before all things maintain, that the physical impulse as 
such, or as one says the senses, are by themselves 
thoroughly incapable of explaining the concentration of 
the impulse on a specific individual The mere stimulus 
of sense never leads to love, but only to libertinage, pre
ferentially to the unnatural, if it is only strong enough and 
is not restrained from such courses by other impulses. Even 
where sense holds to natural courses, and seeks to attain the 
heightening of enjoyment by external artifices, where, in 
the ominous unbelief in the m-etaphysical nature of love, 
it imagines itself able to snatch the charm of the latter 
by outward gratification, even there does it soon become 
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aware, with disgust, that mere flesh always turns to car
ricm, and, instead of love, it folds to its heart only its 
repulsive corpse. As certainly as a putative love without 
sense is only the fleshless and bloodless spectral fancy of 
the perverted soul, so certainly is mere sensuality only 
the soulless corpse of the foam-born goddess. The whole 
of the following proof rests on this foundation, that sense 
can only explain the snatching at some sort of sexual 
enjoyment, but never sexual love. 

It would seem, then, that it must be mental quali
ties, which condition sexual selection. It is quite impos
sible directly to suppose this, since in respect of sexual 
enjoyment mental qualities are perfectly indifferent, still 
more indifferent than corporeal beauty. The statement 
could therefore be only understood to imply that mental 
qualities call forth a mental harmony and mutual at
traction, which rest on conscious foundations, and pro
mise the greatest possible happiness in future cohabi
tation. This conscious relation of souls, which is entirely 
identical with the notion of friendship, would then con
dition sexual selection, i.e., be the cause why the sexual 
intercourse with the specially favoured individual is pre
ferred to all others. This process is, in fact, a very com
mon one, especially on the side of the female sex, which 
cannot choose, but is chosen. It is by no means usually 
to be expected that a bride should have any other love 
than this for a bridegroom whom her parents propose for 
her, or to whom she has for the first time spoken in 
private when he made his declaration, and her interest 
in whom has no deeper root than the bare supposition of 
his being interested in herself. Having become betroth
ed, she strains her fancy to apply to this single being 
all the extravagances she has ever read of in romances, 
swears love for him, soon herself believes in it, having grown 
accustomed constantly to unite his image with her excited 
general sensual impulse, and afterwards obeys at once 
her duty and her inclination, when she remains faith-
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ful to this man, the father of her children, for whom she 
has conceived respect and friendship, and to whom she has 
grown accustomed. Closely examined, however, all these 
ingredients-general sexual impulse, fancy, respect, friend
ship, fidelity to duty, &c.-mingle and blend them as one 
may, still give no spark of what may and should be 
singly and alone denoted by the name love; and what ap
pears to be such is for the most part a delusion of others, 
and soon even of the actors themselves, since after the given 
pledge, they are bound in a becoming fashion to give away 
also a heart of love, and for the rest, in the happy hours 
of betrothed lovers, they sufficiently amuse themselves. 
The bridegroom believes the cheat as willingly as the 
bride practises it, for what does not man believe if only 
it sufficiently flatters his vanity 1 After the wedding, 
when both parties have other things to think of, the comedy 
comes to an end soon enough, whether it be played in 
earnest or in jest. 

The essential fact of the matter is, that the conscious 
knowledge of mental qualities can always and ever only 
bring about conscious mental relations, respect and friend
ship, and that friendship and love are things different as 
light from darkness. Friendship can also awake no love, 
for when, e.g., in a friendship between two young people 
of different sex, a little love easily insinuates itself, this 
is only a liberation of the general sexual impulse in a 
direction facilitated by mutual confidences, or they might 
have fallen in love even without friendship, and this 
slumbering potential love has been only aroused through 
opportunity. But there may very well be, at least on the 
man's side, a pure friendship without any sexual in
gredients (especially if the sexual love is already fixed in 
another quarter), and if this is said not to be possible on 
the woman's side, this is only because women are generally 
capable of no pure and true friendship, with men as 
little with one another, because friendship is a product. 
of the conscious mind, but they are only capable of what 
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iii great, when they draw from the well of the unconscious 
liCe of the soul. That friendship is a much more indis
pensable and solid foundation of. a lasting good relation 
for the individual wellbeing of the married pair than love 
does not admit of doubt; and it is a fortunate circum
stance that the same relation of characters and mental 
qualities, which has power to evoke the strongest love, forms 
at the same time the best substructure of friendship, that 
is, as we shall see later on, the polar con~pletion, which 
includes fundamental harmony as well as diametrical 
opposition on this common ground. It is only to be re
marked that in friendship the stress is laid on harmony, 
but in love on contrast, so that there still remains a wide 
possibility of divergence between love and friendship iu 
the same persons. At all events, friendship, which in the 
majority of marriages must either take the place of love 
from the first, or comes imperceptibly to be substituted for 
it in course of time, is something by no means problema
tical, but the problem, with which we are here concerned, is 
that love which precedes sexual union, and passionately 
mges to it. 

Two true friends, just as two lovers also, cannot live 
without one another, and are capable of making sacrifices 
for each other, but what a difference between friendship 
and love I The one a beautiful mild autumn evening of 
full-toned colour, the other an awful rapturous vernal 
tempest; the one the lightly-living gods of Olympus, the 
other the heaven-storming Titans ; the one self-sure and 
self-satisfied, the other "hoping and ft)aring in passionate 
pain;" the one perceiving its limits with full conscious
ness, the other always striving after infinitude in longing, 
joy and sorrow," now shouting in triumph, now sunk in 
despair;" the one a clear and pure harmony, the other 
the ghostly tinkling and rustling of the Eolian harp, the 
eternally incomprehensible, unutterable, ineffable, because 
never to be grasped by consciousness, the mysterious 
music sounding from a home far far away; the one a 
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bright temple, the other an eternally veiled mystery. 
No year passes in this our Europe without a number of 
self-murders, double murders, and cases of insanity due 
to unsuccessful love; but I know no instance of any one 
having killed himself or lost his wits through unreturned 
friendship. That and the many existences marred by love 
(especially of women, and were it only for weeks or 
months) prove clearly enough, that in love one has not 
to do with a farce, a romantic drollery, but with a very 
real power, a demon who ever and again demands his 
victims. The sexual doings of humanity in all the easily 
pierced masquerading and mumming are so singular, so 
absurd, so comical and ridiculous, and yet for the most 
part so tragical, that there is only one way of failing to see 
the whole absurdity, that is, by standing in the midst of 
it, when it appears to us, as to a drunkard in a company of 
drunkards ; we find everything quite natural and in order. 
The only difference is, that every one can when sober have 
the instructive spectacle of a drunken revel, but not 
be sexless; or one must be far gone in years, or must 
(as I myself) have already observed and reflected on these 
doings before having taken part in them, and then have 
dou!::ted (as I have), whether oneself or all the rest of the 
world wad crazed. And all this is brought about by that 
demon, whom already the ancients feared. 

But now, what then is that demon, who thus sprawls 
himself out and will into the infinite, and makes the whole 
world dance on his fool's rope, what is be then in fine 1 
His goal is sexual satisfaction, not exactly sexual satis
faction in general, but only with this particular individual, 
whatever shift be may make to disguise and deny 
it, and however big he may talk with hollow phrases. 
For if it were not this, what should it be? Return love? 
Ko indeed! With the hottest return of love is no one 
seriously contented, even with the possibility of con
stant intercourse, if the impossibility of possession be 
clear, and many a one in such a situation has blown out 
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his brains. For' the possession of the beloved one, on the 
other hand, the lover gives up everything; even if return 
love is utterly wanting he can be consoled with possession, 
as the many marriages prove, which are brought about by 
base bribing of the bride, or the parents, with rank, wealth, 
birth, &c., and finally the instances of rape confirm, where 
even crime is not shunned by the demon of love. But 
when the sexual power is extinguished, there love also is 
extinguished; read the letters of Abelard and Heloise; 
site still all fire, life, and love; he cool, babbling friendship. 
So, too, immediately after satisfaction passion perceptibly 
declines, if it do not also directly disappear, which, how
ever, often speedily follows, although friendly and so
called Platonic love may always continue. No passion of 
love very long survives enjoyment, at least not in the 
man, as all experience testifies, although it may at first 
increase for a brief time; for whatever subsequently is 
attributed to love in this sense is mostly feigned for other 
purposes. Love is a tempest; it does not discharge its 
electrical material in a single flash, but by degrees in many; 
and when it has discharged itself, then comes the cool wind, 
and the sky of consciousness gets clear again, and gazes 
in astonishment at the fertilising rain on the ground, and 
the clouds drawing off in the distant horizon. 

The goal of the demon, then, is really and truly nothing 
but sexual satisfaction, and with a particular individual, 
and everything connected therewith, as, harmony of soul, 
adoration, admiration, is only weak and false show, or it is 
something else, something next door to love. The test is 
simply this, does it disappear without a trace when the 
cool wind comes 1 What then remains l1as not been love, 
but friendship. It is however by 'no means thereby 
affirmed that he who is possessed by this demon must have 
the goal of sexual satisfaction in his consciousness,· on 
the contrary, the highest and purest love will not at all 
confess this aim, and especially in a first love the thought 
is certainly far away, that this nameless longing should 
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have merely this end. Even if the thought of sexual union 
is obtruded from without, it is at this stage rejected from 
consciousness with chaste aversion, as one inadequate to 
the infinity of longing and hope, and unworthy the un
approachable sublimity of the dreamt ideal; and only in 
later stages does the unconscious aim come to appear in 
consciousness, though always as 8U<YTI.dary, when the 
heavenly dream has so far descen.ded to earth as to see in 
sexual union no longer a desecration of its ideal,-a point 
of view for whose speedy advent Nature has taken good 
care, by instinctively compelling the lovers to pass from 
the tenderest glances step by step to ever more intimate 
bodily contact, each one bound up in ever stronger stimula
tion of sense. The illimitable nature of the longing and 
striving spring, then, precisely from the ineffableness and 
incomprehensibility of a conscious goal, which would be 
absurd want of aim, were not an unconscious purpose the 
invisible spring of this powerful apparatus of feeling,-an 
unconscious purpose, of which we can only say that the 
sexual union of these particular individuals must be 
the means to its fulfilment. Only when this sole and ex
clusive goal has not yet as such (either not at all, or only 
as secondary goal of endeavour) entered into consciousness, 
is love a perfectly healthy process, a process without inner 
contradiction; only then does feeling possess that innocence 
which alone lends it true nobility o.nd charm. When on 
the other hand sexual intercourse is recognised by con
sciousness as the only aim of the extravagance of the 
feeling of love, love as such ceases to be a healthy process; 
for from that moment consciousness also perceives the 
absurdity of the vastness of this impulse, the want of 
proportion in means and end in relation to the individual, 
and it now enters into the passion with the certainty for 
its part of doing a stupid thing-an uncomfortable feeling 
from which it can just as little ever again completely free 
itself, as from egoism itself. 

Only when the purpose of love has not yet become 
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conscious, when the individual concerned does not know 
that the blending of essence hoped and longed for by the 
mysticism of love in the union with the beloved one is 
only to. be effected realitcr in a third party (the offspring) 
only then does it possess the power to take captive the 
individual with all his egoistic interests so ruthlessly, that 
even the highest sacrifices appear insignificant and naught 
in comparison with the dreams of heaven, and the high 
purpose of the Unconscious is fulfilled with perfect re
gardlessness. On the other hand, when a human being, 
who has believed himself to have overcome the illusion, is 
again caught by consuming passion, love often shapes itself 
to his consciousness as a gloomy dremonic power, so that 
he appears like a madman with full understanding, who, 
lashed by the fire of pa!sion, no longer even believes in 
the happiness, to which, as it were without his will, he 
brings his all as au offering, for which he may even be 
compelled to commit a crime. Quite otherwise is it when 
the innocence of unconscious youth looks for the first time 
upon the jata morgana which the Eden of promise shows 
it in the refulgence of the glowing dawn. Then the 
mystical presentiment of the eternal unity of all uncon
scious being, and of the unnaturalness of separation from 
the beloved one, rises before it, then the longing springs 
up and glows, to annihilate the limitations of individuality 
which separate from the loved one, to perish and to be 
merged with the whole self in that being that is dearer to 
it than its own, in order, like a phrenix consumed in the 
love-flames, only to find again the better life in the 
beloved object as unselfish part of its own self. And the 
souls which are one without knowing it, and which can 
approach no nearer by ever so close an embrace than they 
eternally are, pine for a blending which can never be 
theirs so long as they remain distinct individuals. But 
the supreme significance of the sole result, in which they 
actually effect a real blending of their qualities, their 
virtues and vices (to say nothing of older ancestral claims 
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never to be silenced) they so completely misapprehend, 
that they afterwards think themselves bound to deny it 
to have been even the unconscious goal of their ardent 
longings ( comp. " Ges. Phil. Abhandl," pp. 86, 8;). 

We have now got so far as to recognise the love ta a 
particular individual as an instinct, for we ha\"e found in 
it a continual series of efforts and actions all working 
towards a single aim, which yet does not appear in con
sciousness as the one sole aim. The final question is only 
this: What is the significance of that unconscious purpose, 
what is the meaning of an instinct, which calls forth such 
an obstinate selection in sexual gratification, and how is 
it furthered by the sight of just this particular individual? 
Of that which can interest the household of Nature and 
make instinct necessary, manifestly nothing further is 
changed by the sexual selection of individuals than the 
bodily and mental conl!titution of the child. There remains 
then, after the previous discussion, the sole possible answer 
given by Schopenhauer, ("Welt als Wille und Vorstel
lung," vol. ii., chap. 44. Metaphysic of Sexual Love), 
namely, that the instinct of love provides for a composi
tion and constitution of succeeding generations correspond
ing as far as possible to the IDEA of the human rnce, 
and that the dreamed-of bliss in the arms of the beloved 
one is nothing but the deceptive bait, by means of which 
the Unconscious deludes conscious egoism, and leads to 
the sacrifice of self-love in favour of the succeeding genera
tion, which conscious reflection could never effect by itself. 
It is the same principle, in special application to man, 
which Darwin subsequently established in his theory of 
natural selection as general law of nature, namely, that 
the enMblement of tlte species is brought about, in addition 
to the succumbing of the more unfit specimens of the race 
through the struggle for existence, by means of a natural 
instinrt of sexual selection. Nature knows no higher interests 
than those of the race, for the race is related to the indi
vidual, as the infinite to the finite. Just as we demand of 
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tl1e individual that he consciously sacrifice his egoism, 
nay, his life, to the welfare of the whole, so does Nature 
with far less hesitation sacrifice egoism, nay, the life, of the 
individual to the welfare of the race through the medium 
of instinct (think of the maternal animal which does not 
shun death to protect its young, and the male in the rut, 
which fights even to death for the possession of the female). 
This can certainly only be called wise and motherly. We 
compel the conscious sacrifices of the individual through 
fear of punishment; Nature is kinder, she compels them 
through hope of reward; that is certainly more motherly! 
Therefore let no one complain of these hopes and their 
disillusion, unless, like Schopenhauer, he has to complain 
of the existence and persistence of Nature. For the rest 
the juggling delusion is as wholesome and as indispensable 
as that which parents often see themselves compelled to 
impose upon children for their good. For of all natural 
ends there can manifestly be none higher than the welfare 
and most favourable constitution of the next generation, 
since not that generation alone, but the whole future of 
the race is dependent thereon; thus the affair is, in fact, 
highly important, and the noise, which is made about it in 
the world, by no means too great. But nevertheless the 
want of proportion between means and end (love-passion 
and nature of the child) appears, when once comprehended, 
absurd to the consciousness of the individual, and the process 
of love is charged for him with an inner contradiction to 
his egoism; for possibly conscious thought in abstracto, but 
hardly conscious will in concreto, can disengage itself from 
the point of view of egoism, at the most it may be brought 
Ly deeper insight passively to permit Nature's ends to be 
accomplished in preference to its own. 

The description in detail of the way in which the bodily 
nnd mental qualities act on the Unconscious, and excite 
the unconscious will to beget this particular new human 
being which must result from the intercourse of these 
individuals, has been given in a masterly manner by Scho-
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penhauer. I refer to the chapter eited above, and only 
give here a short abstract for completeness' sake. Two 
prime factQrs are to be distinguished : ( 1) individuals exert 
a greater sexual charm the more completely they represent 
corporeally and mentally the IDEA of the race, and the 
more nearly they approach the acme of the procreative 
.power; (2) that individual has the greatest sexual charm 
for any other individual which, as far as possible, 
neutralises the latter's defects by opposite defects, thus 
producing a child which represents the type of the 
race in the greatest possible perfection. One sees that 
under the first head will come the bodily and mental 
attractive force of symmetry, beauty, nobility, and grace, 
to cause the awakening of sexual love, and one also now 
understands how it comes about, namely, by the circuitous 
path of an unconscious final causality, whilst before it was 
not at all evident how bodily and mental excellence could 
have anything to do with sexual love. The influence of 
age is likewise explained by the acme of procreative power 
(18-28 years for the woman, 24-36 for the man). As 
another example, I may instance the powerful charm 
which a voluptuous female bosom exerts on the man; the 
medium is the unconscious idea of the abundant nutrition 
of the new-born child. A powerful muscular frame (e.g., 
calves) also promises a powerful constitution of the child, 
and thus exerts a considerable charm. All such trifles 
are most carefully reviewed, and people talk about them 
with an air of importance, but no one reflects what an 
insignificant more or less in calves and bosoms have to 
do with the sexual pleasure. 

The first point contains the reason why, generally speak
ing, the individuals with the most perfect mental and 
bodily constitution appear most desirable to the other sex; 
the second point, why the same persons appear to have 
very different attractive power for members of the other 
sex, and why totally different natures are the most capti
vating of all. Both points may be anywhere put to the 
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test, and they are found confirmed in the smallest details, 
if only a deduction be always made for what is not desired 
and wished for from immediate instinctive sexual in
clination, but from other rational or irrational conscious 
motives. Tall men prefer short women, and vied vers4; 
thin, stout; snub-nosed, long-nosed; blondes, brunettes; the 
intellectual, the naive; always, be it understood, only in 
sexual relations. lEsthetically, people do not generally 
find their polar contrasts beautiful, but their doubles. 
Many tall women will also, from vanity, refuse to marry 
a short man. It is clear that the sexual pleasure rests on 
quite other suppositions than the practical, moral, resthetic, 
and agreeable, which explains the passionate love for indi
viduals whom the lover in other respects cannot help 
hating and despising. Truly passion in such cases does 
all that is possible to dazzle the calm judgment, and to 
attune it in its favour; it is therefore decidedly correct 
that there is no sexual love without blindness. The dis
illusion which occurs on the decline of passion essentially 
contributes to strengthen the conversion of love into in
difference or hate, as we even find the latter frequently 
at the bottom of the heart, not only in amours, but even 
among married people. 

It is well known that the strongest passions are not ex
cited by the most beautiful individuals, but, on the contrary, 
more frequently by the ugly. This is owing to the circum
stance that the strongest passion consists only in the most 
concentrated individualising of the sexual impulse, and 
this arises only by the encounter of qualities in polar 
opposition. In nations, where life is generally less intellec
tual than sensuous, the bodily qualities almost exclusively 
decide the issue, wherefore also among them the instan
taneous origination of the most violent passions. On the 
other hand, among the educated classes of nations of higher 
mental development, even with respect to influence on the 
unconscious sexual choice, the mental qualities outweigh 
the corporeal. Accordingly, here for the most part a closel' 
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acquaintance is necessary for the birth of love, unless the 
lucid vision of the Unconscious, stimulated by the view of a 
certain countenance, serve the same end, as may often occur, 
especially in the case of women, who stand nearer to the 
source of the Unconscious. But also among men of a 
highly intellectual cast of mind, the experience is suffi
ciently common of a first meeting with. a rare feminine 
nature in\'Olving them in enchanted and indestructible 
bonds, to seek a cause for which the mind struggles in 
vain. Ye who still doubt magic, action of mind on mind 
without the ordinary means of rational communication, 
through the medium of symbol, which is only understood 
by the Unconscious-will ye also deny Love 1 

The sum of this chapter ~s as follows: Man instinctively 
seeks an individual of the other sex to gratify a physical 
impulse, in the illusory expectation of thereby attaining a 
higher enjoyment than from any other kind of gratifi
cation ; his unconscious aim, therefore, is, in the main, 
procreation. Man instinctively seeks that individual of 
the other sex, whose nature blended with his own,represents 
the type of the race in the most perfect way possible, in the 
vain Lope of having an incomparably higher enjoyment in 
sexual union with this individual than with any other, 
nay, of a1solutely partaking the most exceeding bliss. 
His unconscious aim therein is the begetting of such an 
individual as most completely represents the IDEA of the 
race. This unconscious endeavour after the purest pos
sible realisation of the IDEA of the race involves no new 
principle, but is the same principle, which governed organic 
.formation in the 'wider sense, applied to procreation (which 
is indeed only a special form of organic formation, as 
physiology shows), and is screwed up to a high degree of 
subtility through the numbers and fineness of the differ
ences in the human race.-.Among animals this factor of 
sexual selection is by no means wanting; it is only pre
sented in a simpler form on account of the smaller ditfer
ences, and essentially concerns only the first point, the 
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selection of such individuals as represent as completely as 
possible the type of the race. Thus, among many animals 
(fowls, seals, moles, certain apes), the males fight for the 
possession of those females which appear specially desir
able. These pre-eminently desirable individuals are, among 
many gay-coloured animals, those with the most beautiful 
colours, and within the limits of a species among the 
different races or varieties, the individuals of the same race, 
e.g., among men and dogs. Curs often make the gr~atest 
sacrifices in order to come together with a bitch of their 
own breed with whom they have fallen in love. Not only 
will they run many miles, but I know even a case where a 
dog every night, in spite of his cross clog, visited his 
mistress at a distance of more than five miles, and returned 
every morning exhausted and jadea ; as the clog was of no 
avail, the chain was put on him, but he then became so wild 
that he was again liberated,as it was feared hewouldgo mad. 
There were at the time in his own yard a large number of 
bitches. Thorough-bred stallions, too, are said usually to 
disdain copulation with common worn-out mares. 

Schopenhauer very correctly remarks, that we may con
clude from the instinct of sexual love, which we ourselves 
possess, to the instincts of animals, and assume that even 
among them consciousness would be disappointed of the 
expectation of a special enjoyment. This illusion arises, 
however, only from the impulse, is proportional to the 
strength of the impulse, and is nothing else but the impulse 
itself combined with the application of the conscious expe
rience, that the pleasure of the gratification of an impulse 
is generally proportional to the strength of the impulse, a 
supposition which is not confirmed by the impulses, whose 
chief weight and importance appertains to \he Unconscious 
(see sec. C. Chap. iii.), and therefore becomes a deceptive 
illusion. This remark is, therefore, to be confined to those 
animals whose consciousness is capable of such general
isations; among the lower ones it stops short at the con
straining impulse, without reaching to the expectation of 
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enjoyment.-For the rest, how useful also for the indivi
. duals of the higher kinds of animals that illusion is, is seen 
herein, that this sexual illusion is just the first and most 
important means in nature for inspiring individuals witli 
that interest for one another, which is requisite, in order 
to make the mind in a sufficient degree receptive for 
sympathy. The ties of marriage and of the family are 
therefore even among animals, as among rude men, the 
first stages in the progress to conscious friendship and 
morality; they are the first flush of dawning culture, 
of fairer and nobler feelings, and general readiness for 
sacrifice. 

Some may perhaps be inclined to reply that, according 
to the theory of polar complements, no unhappy love can 
occur, but this is manifestly an over-hasty and mistaken 
objection. For, if A is in love with B, that means B is a. 
suitable complement to A, or A will beget more perfect 
children with B than with other& But now is it by no 
means necessary for A to be a suitable complement to B, 
but B can perhaps beget more perfect children with many 
others than with A, if, e.g., A is a rather imperfect pre
sentation of the idea of the race; consequently B by no 
means needs to be enamoured of A. Only when both are 
superior individuals will also B with difficulty find an 
individual with whom he can beget ruore perfect children 
than with A, and then are both simultaneously seized by 
passion. Then are they like the re-found halves of the 
parted primitive man in the Platonic myth. Add to 
this, that, in such a case, this polar accord is not merely to 
the advantage of the children, but in another respect, than 
the passion of love imagines, to the parents also; to wit, 
because, as before remarked, for the highest friendship, 
too, the polar harmony of souls is the favourable condi
tion. 

For the understanding of those to whom the result of 
the last chapter may seem new and repulsive, I call atten
tion, in conclusion, to the following :-(1) That, as long 
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as the illusion of unconscious impulse persists intact, this 
illusion has for feeling the same value as truth. (2.) That 
even after the discovery of the illusion, and before complete 
resignation to egoism, thus in the state of the strongest 
most unbroken contradiction between the selfish conscious, 
and the unselfish, unconscious Will working merely for 
universal ends, that even in this state, I say, the Uncon
scious constantly shows itself at the same time as the 
superior and the master of Consciousness, and accordingly 
the satisfaction of the conscious at the expense of the non
satisfaction of the unconscious Will causes more pain than 
the reverse. (3.) Lastly, that this variance of the general 
unconscious with the egoistic conscious Will finds its posi
tive reconciliation in the truly philosophical point of view 
(to be demonstrated in Chap. xiv. C.), where self-renuncia
tion, i.e., foregoing individual welfare, and complete devo
tion to the process and welfare of the universal, is presented 
as first principle of practical philosophy, and thus also all 
instincts, absurd to conscious egoism but beneficial for the 
whole, are fully justifod. 

We should altogether err, if we thought that the expla
nation of love by unconscious reference to an end in the 
child to be begotten materialised the eternal spring of the 
human heart, or robbed the yet innocent feelings of their 
fine idealistic lustre. Far from that! What could more 
certainly raise love above the coarseness of sensuality 
and for ever protect it from all relapse, than its derivation 
from an unconscious purpose, which is only concerned 
with generation, but excludes sensuality and voluptuous
ness from the causes of individualised love, and only 
permits them to be an accessory vehicle, which may 
better protect the infinite longing from entirely missing 
its unconscious purpose ? Philosophic speculation does 
no more than unveil the illusion in which the natural 
man is eutangled, the illusion that those mystical feelings 
in themselves possess a rational foundation or warrant. At 
the same time, however, it replaces this illusion by the 
W~L Q 
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scientific insight that these feelings have the greatest 
possible authorisation, and rest on the deepest and noblest 
ground of all, and that they are, in fact, infinitely more 
important for the development of the human race than 
fancy permits itself to dream (comp., farther on, Chap. x. 
B.; and also the conclusion of Chap. xi. B.) It thus 
gives to the Ferlasting theme of poetry, which hitherto 
has appeared baseless illusion, by critically annihilating 
its imaginary value for egoism, and assigning it in· com
pensation a quite unexpected significance in respect of 
the welfare of mankind, a foundation so philosophical, 
that the dullest Philistine must cease from mocking and 
acknowledge the immense practical consequence of the 
whole affair. 
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III. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN FEELING. 

IF I have toothache and a pain in my finger, there are 
apparently two kinds of feeling; for the one is in the 

·tooth, the other in the finger. Did I not possess the 
ability to project my perceptions into space, I should not 
feel two separate pains, but a single compound one, just 
as with two pure tones (without upper tones), at the in
terval of an octave, only one is absolutely heard-the low& 
note-but with a different timbre. The local difference 
of the perception thus confers upon the mind the ability 
to dissect the pain-harmony into its elements in con
formity with the differently localised perceptions-to com
bine one part with this, another with that space-perception, 
and thus to establish the duality. But now things may 
be spatially twofold and yet incapable of discrimination, 
as, e.g., two congruent triangles. This can certainly not 
be asserted of toothache and finger-ache. In the first 
place, they can only be discriminated in degree, i.e., in 
intensive quantity, and secondly by their quality; for 
with equal strength pain can be continuous or intermit
tent, burning, cooling, crushing, beating, stinging, biting, 
cutting, drawing, palpitating, itching, and exhibit an in· 
finity of variations, bdHing all description. 

We have hitherto understood by pain the whole pheno
menon, but it is a question whether this must not be 
philosophically prohibited, and whether we should not 
rather distinguish in this given whole the sensuous percep
tion and the smart or pain in the narrower sense; for we 
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have often a kind of perception which produces neither 
pleasure nor pain, e.g., if I gently press my finger or brush 
my skin. Whilst this perception remains qualitatively 
unchanged, and only increases or diminishes in degree, 
pleasure or displeasure may be felt in addition; and is the 
perception to be all at once included in the pain or the 
pleasure 1 We are then compelled to separate them, and 
soon perceiYe that the twain are so little one that they 
rather stand in a causal relation ; for the perception (or 
a part thereof) is the cause of the pain, since the latter 
comes into existence and disappears with it, and never 
appears in its absence, although the perception may 
undoubtedly occur without the pain under particular 
circumstances. 

This separation having been made, the closely allied 
question arises, whether the distinctions just noticed really 
exist in the pleasure and pain, or merely in the producing 
and accompanying circumstances, namely, in the percep
tion 1 That pain admits of differences in intensive quantity 
is clear, but does it also admit qualitative differences 1 
Most of the distinctions expressed in words apply to dif
ferent forms of intermittence, as beating, drawing, palpitat
ing, stinging, cutting, biting, even tickling. Certainly the 
degree of pain here changes continuously with the degree of 
perception according to certain more or less regular types, 
but nothing is to be found of an originally qualitative 
difference of the pain itself. One would much sooner 
expect this in the pleasure or displeasure which is called 
forth by different smells and tastes ; but even there one 
may be convinced by careful introspection that the quali
tative difference of pleasure or displeasure is altogether 
only apparent, and this illusion arises from the circum
stance that the separation of pleasure or pain and percep
tion bas never hitherto been made, but both are wont to 
be comprehended with the perception as a single whole, 
so that now the differences of perception present them
selves as differences of this single wbole.-Tbat this separa-
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tion has never been made is due to the fact that, out of the 
infinitely multifarious composition of psychical states, one 
always only learns to separate those groups as independent 
parts, t'M separation of which has a real utility for practical 
needs. Thus, e.g., in the accord of a full orchestra, not all 
tones of a certain pitch are separated out, no matter from 
what instrument they proceed, including their upper tones, 
but the upper tones of the most different parts of the 
scale produced by any instrument are fused with the funda
mental tone of the instrument into its timbre, and the 
groups of tones thus formed, which represent the tones 
called forth from any single instrument, are alone blended 
into the accord, simply for the reason that the knowledge 
of the upper tones possesses no practical interest, but 
rather the knowledge of the timbres of the instruments. 
And this practical" mode of grasping the groups of tones 
has become so organised in us, that that, according to mere 
pitch, altho\tgh it must manifestly be much easier, has 
become purely impossible to us-so impossible that only 
a few years have elapsed since Helmholtz strictly demon
strated the origin of timbres by actually combining the 
upper tones . 

.Almost as impossible does it also seem to us now, in 
self-observation to sharply separate and keep asunder the 
two elements in the totality of pleasure or pain and the 
perceptions following and accompanying them; but that 
such separation must be possible any one can see from 
this, that both parts are related as cause and effect, and 
are essentially different. Whoever succeeds in making 
the trial will find the assertion confirmed, that pleasure 
and displeasure have only intensively quantitative, but no 
qualitative differences. Success will be the easier the 
simpler the examples with which one begins, e.g., whether 
the pleasure is different in hearing a. bell if the note is c, 
and if it is d. If insight bas once been gained in such 
simple examples, the truth will be no less evident if one 
passes gradually to examples which contain greater differ-

/ 
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ences in the element of perception. A confirmation of the 
assertion may also be seen in this, that we are able to 
balance different sensual enjoyments or pains against one 
another (e.g., whether any one prefers to lay out his half
crown in a bottle of wine, or cake and ice, or beefsteak 
and beer, or any other sensnous gratification; or whether 
one will endure the toothache all day long, or rather have 
the tooth drawn), which balancing would not be possible 
if pleasure and pain were not in all these things only 
quantitatively different and qualitatively alike; for like 
can only be measured by like. 

It is now also clear that local differences by no means 
concern the pain directly, but only the perception, and 
that only through the perception does an ideal separation 
of the total pain occur, one part of it being causally referred 
to this, and another to that perception. If now, strictly 
speaking, pain has no locality, and only the perception has 
local relation, the duality established by the local differ
ence can only have reference to the perception, but not to 
the pain, and pain is accordingly not merely qualitatively 
alike in all cases, but is always only single in the same 
moment. 

These considerations are confirmed by 'Vundt in his 
"Contributions to the Theory of Sense-Perception." He 
says (pp. 391, 392), "The essential part of pain is identical, 
whether it have its seat in one of the objective sense
organs, as the skin, or in some part of the viscera of 
the trunk. As pain, from whatever cause it may arise 
-mechanical, chemical stimulus, heat or cold, &c.-is 
always of the same nature, so it exhibits no difference 
in its essential character,· whatever nerves of the body 
sensitive to pain the pain-exciting stimulus may affect." 
He further shows "that pain, as it is manifested in the 
sense-organs proper as only the highest pitch of sensation, 
so in all the other sensitive organs it is nothing else but 
the most intense sensation, which follows on the strongest 
stimuli; that, on the other hand, all organs which are at 
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all capable of the sensation of pain have also power to 
serve as media of sensations, which cannot be termed pain, 
but which stand in respect of each organ for that which 
in the case of the sensory organs is the specific sensation " 
(p. 394). " If once attention be called to these pre
cursors and successors of pain, they can also be dis
tinctly perceived, if they do not stand in connection with 
preceding or succeeding pains" (p. 393). " As we only 
attend to them when they rise to the pitch of pain, 
language has also only distinctive designations for the 
peculiarity of the pain of different organs" (p. 395). It 
is, then, these specific organic sensations, corresponding to 
the sensations of the special senses, in conjunction with 
the secondary affection of adjoining tissues, which condi
tion the different colouring of pain, without altering the 
identity of its essence. 

Whoever bas apprehended the similarity of pleasure 
and displeasure in sensuous, will soon admit it also in 
mental feelings. Whether my friend A or my friend B 
dies may possibly change the degree but not the kind 
of my pain, no more than if my wife or my child dies, 
although my love to both has been of quite a different 
kind, and also the ideas and thoughts which I entertain 
on the nature of the loss are quite different. As pain in 
general has been caused in this case through the repre· 
sentation of the loss, so also in the complex of feeling and 
thought which one usually comprehends under pain, a 
difference is introduced through the difference in respect 
of the loss; but if one again detaches what is pain and 
nothing but pain, not thought and not imagination, it 
will be found that this again is identical. The same holds 
good of the pain which I feel for the loss of a wife, the 
loss of property which makes me a beggar, and of the loss 
of my office and my hononr owing to calumny. What is 
pain and nothing but pain is everywhere only different 
in degree. Likewise in the pleasure which I feel when 
another, after a long resistance, yields to my stubborn 
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will, or if I gain a prize in a lottery or obtain a higher 
post. 

That pleasure and displeasure are everywhere alike 
again follows from this, that one is compared with the 
other, on which balancing of pleasure and displeasure in 
the feelings every rational practical reflection, every resolu
tion of mankind depends; for one can indeed only measure 
like by like, not hay by straw or pecks by pounds. In the 
fact that the whole of human life and the determining 
grounds of action therein depends on a balancing of the 
most different kinds of pleasure and displeasure there is 
implicitly and unconsciously contained, as fundamental 
condition, the assumption that such different kinds of plea
sure and displeasure may in general be weighed against one 
another; that they are commensurable, i.e., that that which 
is compared in them is qualitatively identical. Were 
this tacit supposition false the whole of human life would 
rest upon a prodigious illusion, whose origin and possi
bility would be absolutely incomprehensible. The com
'I'M'IISUrability of pleasure and displeasure in themselves, 
which is already expressed in language in the nominal 
Ukntity of all kinds of pleasure and pain, must thus be 
unconditionally assumed as fact, and it holds good not 
merely of different kinds of sensuous pleasure, but just 
as much for sensuous and mental pleasure and displeasure. 
Think of a man who has the choice of marrying one of 
two rich sisters, the one clever and ugly, the other stupid 
and pretty. He weighs the supposed sensuous and mental 
pleasure against one· another, and according as this or 
that appears to him to preponderate he makes his decision. 
In the same way a girl led into temptation weighs the 
pleasure from honour, from virtuous pride, and the hope 
of the future dignity of a housewife against the pleasure 
from the promises of the seducer and the joys beckoning 
her to his side. Again, a believer compares the heavenly 
joys which are said to flow from earthly renunciation 
with those earthly joys which he is to renounce, and ac-
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cording to the apparent predominance of the on~ or the 
other does he seize the earthly or the heav~nly part. 
Such a weighing of sensuous and spiritual pleasure, and 
the supposition of the essential likeness on which it rests, 
would only be unintelligible if sensuous and mental were 
altogether heterogeneous provinces severed by a fixed 
gulf. This is, however, not the case. The sensuous, too, 
so far as it is feeling, rests on a subjective spiritual basis; 
and the spiritual also, so far as it fills consciousness, forms 
only the blossom of the tree of sense on which it has grown, 
and from which it can never be torn. 

We consider, then, the result established that pleasure 
and displeasure are in themselves only one thing in all feel
ings, or that they are different not in quality, but only in 
degree. That pleasure and displeasure neutralise one an
other, are related as positive and negative, and the zero 
between them is the indifference of feeling, is clear. 
Equally clear is it that it is indifferent which of the two 
one is inclined to assume as positive, just as indifferent as 
the question whether the right or the left side of the ab
scissa be taken as positive (that accordingly Schopenhauer 
is wrong when he declares displeasure the alone positive 
and pleasure its negative; he thereby commits the error 
of confounding contrary and contradictory opposition). 

But now the question is, what, then, are pleasure and 
displeasure ? That the mental representation is one of their 
causes we have seen, but what are they, then, themselves? 
By mental representation alone they will certainly never 
be explained, much as ancient and modern philosophers 
have tried. The simplest self-observation gives the lie to 
their unsatisfactory deductions, and says that pleasure and 
displeasure, on the one hand, and thought on the other, 
are heterogeneous things, which only with great straining 
can be confounded. On the other hand, it has been 
acknowledged by most important thinkers of all times 
that pleasure and displeasure stand in the closest connec
tion with the inmost life of man, with his interests and 
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inclinations, his desires and strivings,-in a word, with 
the kingdom of the will. Without intending to enter 
here more minutely into the opinions of individual philo
sophers, it may comprehensively be said that all their 
opinions may be reduced to two fundamental views,
either they conceive pleasure as satisfaction, displeasure 
as non-satisfaction of desire, or, conversely, desire as idea 
of future pleasure, aversion (negative desire) as idea of 
future pain} In the former case will, in the latter feel
ing, is conceived as the original. Which of the two is 
correct it is not difficult to see ; for, in the first place, in 
Instinct will, in fact, exists before the representation of 
pleasure ; its proper goal is there another than the indi
vidual pleasure of satisfaction; in the second place, pos
sibly through the explanation of pleasure as satisfaction 
of the will everything in pleasure is sufficiently explained, 
but not, conversely, everything in the will through the 
explanation of the same as idea of pleasure. Here the 
properly impelling factor, the will, as active causality, re
mains perfectly incomprehensible, just because the will 
is the externalisation, 1ut pleasure and displeasure the re
turn from this externalisation to self, and is therewith the 
close of this process; therefore the will must be the pri
mary, pleasure the secondary moment. 

If we provisionally allow this view to pass, we obtain 
an unexpected confirmation of the essential identity of 
pleasure and displeasure in all feelings. We have seen 
before that volition is likewise always one and the same, 
and, in the first place, is only discriminated according to 
the degree of strength, and, in the second place, according 

1 Although the feeling of present which indicate to the uprigen or 
non-sati9faetion mny be always actual world-will the path of its 
united with positive desire, the feel- manifestation in the world-proeesa). 
ing of a pl'esent (but doubtfully For desire itself necessarily refers 
enduring) relative satisfaction fre· to a not yet existing future state, 
quently with the negative; yet these could, accordingly, always only be 
prerent senPations ean in no case be explained as an idea or fore-feeling 
conceived as the desire itself, but Rro•tsed by those present feelings or 
only as cause of the desire (more strengthened by them {comp. Sect. 
exactly, as occasions or opportuuities A. Chap. iv.) 
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to the object, which, however, is no longer will, but idea. 
If now pleasure is the satisfaction, and displeasure the 
non-satisfaction of the will, it is clear that these also must 
always be only one and the same, and can merely be 
different in degree; but that the apparent qualitative dis
tinctions which they contain are given by accompanying 
ideas, partly by those which make the object of will, partly 
by those which bring about the satisfaction of the will 
From this there results, for all emotional states, notwith
standing their multiplicity, so great a simplicity that, 
according to the ancient saying, "simplex sigillum veri," 
this must be regarded as a support to the assertions from 
which it follows, just as these mutually support and 
render one another probable through the force of analogy. 

The reasons why I have at this particular place touched 
on these problems of the conscious psychical life are con
tained in the following two complementary propositions 
from the psychology of the Unconscious :-(1.) Where one 
is conscious of no will in the satisfaction of which an existing 
pleasure or displeasure could exist, this tV'ill is cin 1tncon
sciuus one,- and (2.) the obscure, ineffable, inexpressible in 
feeling lies in the unconsciousness of the accompanying ideas. 
Because the conception of the unconscious will was want
ing in previous psychology it could not conscientiously 
unconditionally accept the explanation of pleasure as 
satisfaction of the will, and because it lacked the notion 
of the unconscious idea it did not know how to deal with 
the whole province of the feelings, and therefore limited 
its consideration almost exclusively to the department 
of thought. 

As example of a pleasure through the exercise of un
conscious will, one may take the instincts where the pur
pose lies in the Unconscious, e.g., the maternal pleasure in 
the new-born child, or the transcendent bliss of the happy 
lover. Here no will whose satisfaction corresponds to 
the degree of pleasure at all emerges into consciousness ; 
but we know the metaphysical power of that unconsciou~ 
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will whose special effects are the several instinctive de
sires, and which obtains satisfaction through their reali
sation; and it must be an exceeding high and strong will 
indeed, whose satisfaction has for its consequence those 
phenomena of extravagant pleasure, of which the poets in 
all ages did not know how to sing in strains sufficiently 
lofty. 

Another example is the sensuous pleasure and pain 
which result from nerve-currents of a certain kind. Lotze, 
in his "Medical Psychology," shows that sensuous pleasure 
always occurs along with a furtherance, and pain with 
a disturbance of organic life. This conscientious investi
gator, however, expressly acknowledges that only a uni
form concomitance can be established, but that what we 
mean by pain can by no means be derived from the general 
notion of vital disturbance, that consequently there must 
be a deeper law connecting the two. Now this is mani
festly the unconscious will, which we have become ac
quainted with as principle of organisation, self-preserva
tion, and self-restoration. As soon as disturbances or 
furtherances in the sphere of organic life are of such a 
nature ihat they are telegraphed to the brain, the satisfac
tion or non-satisfaction of this unconscious will must be 
felt as pleasure or displeasure. (For the refutation of 
come replies to the above assertions on sensuous pleasure 
and displeasure I refer to Lotze, 2d book, 2d chapter.) 

That we very often do not know what it is we really 
will, nay, even often imagine we are willing the contrary, 
until by the pain and pleasure resulting from the decision 
we are instructed concerning our true will, every one will 
probably have had opportunity of observing in himself 
and others. In these doubtful cases we often naively 
think that we are willing what appears to us good and 
laudable, e.g., that a sick relation, whose heir we are to be, 
may not die, or that in a collision between the common 
weal and our individual weal the former is preferred, or that 
an engagement formerly entered into may be kept, or that 
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our rational conviction and not our inclination and passion 
may gain the day. This belief may be so strong that 
afterwards, if the decision falls out contrary to our sup
posed will, and yet no grief but an unbounded joy takes 
possession of us, we do not know how to give over 
astonishment at ourselves, because we are now suddenly 
aware of disillusion, and learn that we unconsciously 
have willed the contrary of what we had imagined. 
Since, now, in this case, we only conclude to our proper 
will from our pleasure (or pain), this pleasure is manifestly 
the sign of the satisfaction of an unconscious will. This 
becomes still more evident if we consider how, from 
the excessive astonishment that such a will can have 
unconsciously existed in our own soul, the transition 
is quite gradual through the stages of slight suspicion, 
doubt, and conjecture that one indeed willed otherwise 
than was imagined to the final open self-deception, where 
we very well know bow we willed, but endeavour to per
suade ourselves and others, with more or less success, that 
we willed just the opposite. Closely allied are the cases 
in which the temptation to self-deception does not at all 
exist, and the surprise which accompanies the pleasure 
only consists in this, that for a very long time the will 
has not emerged into consciousness, as, e.g., when a friend 
believed to be long dead suddenly enters my room. Even 
then it is our unconscious will whose satisfaction takes 
the form of jtJLrjul joy, but I now do not need to infer 
the existence of this will in myself from the occurrence 
of pleasure, but can directly assume it from the memmy 
of earlier times, when I have often wished to enclose the 
lost friend once more in my arms. 

We know from Chap. iv . .A. that the consCious and 
unconscious will are essentially distinguished by this, 
that the idea which forms the object of will is conscious 
in the one case, unconscious in the other. When we re
call this proposition, we perceive the transition of pleasure 
or pain from unconscious will to those feelings which are 
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somewhat obscure in that their quality is entirely or 
partially conditioned by unconscious ideas. We now see 
that the former is only a special case of the latter, in that 
in the former the ideas which form the content of the 
satisfied will remain unconscious, and perhaps only the 
ideas which bring satisfaction become · conscious (as, e g., 
in maternal love); but this does not quite meet the cases 
where, immediately on the occurrence of pleasure or dis
pleasure, the existence and the kind of the unconscious 
will are inferred by consciousness, because the latter could 
only hesitate between two or a very few species of will. 

But now the circumstances are rarely so simple that 
the feeling consists in the satisfaction or non-satisfaction 
of a single definite desire, but the most different kinds of 
desires cross one another in the greatest number at every 
moment, and by the very same event some are gratified, 
others not gratified; accordingly there is neither pure nor 
simple pleasure and displeasure, i .e., there is no pleasure 
which does not contain a pain, and no pain with which a 
pleasure is not bound up, but there is also no pleasure 
which is not compounded of the simultaneous satisfaction 
of the most different desires. As actual volition is the 
resultant of all contemporaneous desires, so is also the 
satisfaction of the will the resultant of all simultaneous 
satisfactions and non-satisfactions of particular desires; for 
it comes· to the same thing, whether one operates directly 
with the resultant, or with the several components, and 
then takes the resultant of the partial results. Now it 
is evident that one part of the several desires may be 
conscious, another may, nay, for the most part, will be 
unconscious; then is the pleasure also compounded of 
those pleasures which are determined by COIISCiOUS anu 
those which are determined by unconscious ideas. The 
latter fact must give that obscure character to the quality 
of the feeling, that constant remainder, which, with all our 
effort, can never be grasped by consciousness. 

But there are other points besides the unconscious will 
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where unconscioue ideation determines the speciality of 
the feeling, to wit, the perception or idea producing 
the feeling may be unconscious to the brain, strange as it 
at first seems. For it might be thought the idea which 
produces the satisfaction of the will can only come from 
outside, or through cerebrally conscious ideation in the 
play of fancy, and in both cases the resort to conscious
ness cannot be avoided. But in this it is forgotten that 
there are other central nervous parts which, just as 
much as the brain, have a consciousness per se which is 
capable of pleasure and pain. But now one can well 
imagine, that the feelings of pleasure or pain of these centres 
can easily be conducted to the brain, without the con
duction being so well contrived, that the perceptions 
themselves, which produce in those centres pleasure or 
pain, could reach the brain. In this manner the brain 
probably receives pleasant and painful sensations which 
have been conducted to it, but not their grounds of origin; 
and therefore such feelings and moods reflected from 
other centres in the brain have something very incom
prehensible and enigmatical about them, although their 
power over the cerebral consciousness is not seldom very 
great. The latter, then, generally searches after other 
apparent causes of its feelings which are by no means 
the eorrect ones. The less the cerebral consciousness has 
raised itself to a certain independence and elevation, the 
more power do the moods springing from the relatively un
conscious possess over it; thus in the female sex more than 
in the male, in children more than in adults, in the sick 
more than in the healthy. Most distinct are these influ
ences in hypochondria, hysteria, and at the period of 
important sexual changes, e.g., puberty and pregnancy. 
These influences are also by no means merely expressed 
in moods, i .e., in the disposition to entertain cheerful or 
gloomy feelings, but they even directly give rise to feelings 
in the cerebral consciousness, as is again best observed in 
persons suffering from hypochondria. 
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"Look at that child: what wild delight, what merry 
skipping, what gladsome laughter, what a glistening eye ; 
all questioning as to the cause would be in vain, or the 
causes enumerated would be utterly disproportionate to 
the glee. And suddenly, and again without any con
scious reason, all is changed; the child is quietly lost in 
it~elf, its eye troubled, its lips pouting, on the point of 
weeping, peevish and sad, whereas a moment before it 
was contented and full of mirth" (Carns's "Psyche"). 
Where else should these feelings, whose peculiarity it 
is to be referable only to unconscious ideas, take their rise 
than from vital perceptions of the lower · nerve-centres? 
That in man the power of these feelings appears to us so 
much the greater the less the independence of the cere
bral consciousness, permits us to conclude that among the 
animals their significance is likewise the greater the 
lower we descend in the animal scale, which might be 
expected a priori, since in this descent the mental enjoy
ments and sufferings of the human cerebral consciousness 
dwindle more and more. 

One will now see how, also, other sensuous feelings which, 
in part, are determined and accompanied by clearly con
scious perceptions of the brain, for the rest remain ob
scure and unintelligible so far as they are brought about 
by perceptions and feelings of lower centres. Thus, e.g., 
one may compare the facility with which we can repro
duce completely and clearly, as mere idea, any simple feeling 
that is determined by the perception of the higher senses 
leading direct to the brain, with the want of success in try
ing to recall clearly and completely hunger and thirst or 
sensual enjoyment. 

Lastly, there remains the possibility that yet other 
unconscious ideas help in determining the special nature 
of the states of feeling. We have, namely, already seen 
above that sensuous perception frequently only has for its 
consequence a sensation of pleasure or pain if it occurs 
with a certain strength, whilst it persists of itself below 
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this degree, as indifferent objective perception, without caus
ing such a feeling. But now hardly any sensuous perception 
is quite simple, but is compounded of a number of elements 
which are only combined into a l,lnity through the common 
act of perception. Still one or several of these partial per
ceptions may very well be followed by feeling, whilst the 
other partial perceptions remain indifferent in respect of 
feeling. Nevertheless, if the union of these different par
tial perceptions into one total perception is not accidental, 
but grounded in the nature of the object, not only will 
those productive of feeling, but al~o the indifferent parts 
of the whole perception, blend with the feeling, and help, 
at the same time, to determine the quality of the whole 
mental state, because, indeed, the mind has no interest in 
undertaking the separation of the feeling-producing from 
the indifferent parts. Thus, e.!J., every characteristic pro
perty of the vocal timbre and note influences the character 
of the pleasurable feeling which is produced in me on 
hearing a particular singer, and were it not that these 
slight differences, which only just enable me to distinguish 
different voices, possess the power to. produce a difference 
in the de!Jree of the enjoyment, I should not be in a 
position to separate the enjoyment, which I have experi
enced in hearing this particular singer, from those fine 
shades of the indifferent perception, without losing the 
special quality of the feeling experienced. This only 
proves that we have never practised ourselves in separat
ing out what is properly pleasure and displeasure in our 
psychical states, but have comprehended all states of the 
mind in which pleasure and displeasure appear, including 
all accompanying perceptions and ideas (uay, even desires), 
under the term Feeling. One now sees that even am;>ng 
the merely concomitant perceptions there may be some un
consciouR for the brain, as has just been shown in the case 
of those productive of feeling. Still more important, how
ever, do these concomitant ideas become when we pass from 
the sphere of sensuous perception into that of intellection. 

VOL. I. R 
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We have now reviewed in general the different modes 
in which feeling may be determined by unconscious idens, 
aud perhaps on this occasion already the importance of 
unconscious ideas for the whole emotional life may have 
also become visible. This importance cannot be rated too 
highly. Let any one take for test whatever feeling be 
pleases, and seek to grasp it with perfectly clear con
sciousness in its whole extent. It is in vain ; for unless 
satisfied with the most superficial explanation, he will 
constantly stumble on an irresolvable remainder, which 
mocks at every endeavour to illuminate it with the burn
ing-glass of consciousness. But now, if one asks, what 
then has been done with the part that has become clear 
whilst it has been embraced with full consciousness, we 
shall be obliged to say that it has been translated into 
thoughts, i.e., conscious ideas, and only ~o far as feeling hn.s 
been translated into thoughts has it become clearly con
scious. But that feeling, even if only partially, bas been 
recast into conscious ideas, sufllciently proves indeed that 
it already unconsciously contains these ideas, for otherwise 
the thoughts would, in fact, not be the same as the feeling. 
If the previously unconscious part of feeling, on being 
passed through consciousneEs, shows itself as material of 
thought, we may suppose the same also of the part of the 
feeling not yet interpenetrated by consciousness; for both 
in the individual and in humanity as a whole, the boun
dary between the not-understood and the understood part 
of feeling is always shifting. 

Only so far as the feelings can be already translated 
into thoughts, only so far are they communicable, if we 
disregard the always extremely scanty instinctive lan
guage of gesture; for only so far as feelings are capable of 
being translated into thoughts are they to be rendered 
into words. One knows, however, what difficulty there is 
in the communication of feelings ; bow often they are 
unrecognised and misunderstood ; uay, even how often 
they are declared to be impossible. In general, feelings 
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can enly b~ understood by him who has had them; only 
n hypochondriac understands the hypochondriac, only he 
who has loved, the lover. How often, however, do we fail 
to understand ourselves ; how enigmatical often are our 
own feelings, especially when they occur for the first time; 
how liable are we to the greatest self-delusions with regard 
to them ! 'Ve are often mastered by a feeling which has 
already struck firm roots in our inmost being without our 
suspecting it, and suddenly, on some occasion or other, 
there fall, as it were, scales from our eyes. One has only to 
remember how often the souls of pure girls are completely 
possessed by a first love, which they would with a good 
conscience stoutly deny ; but should the unconsciously 
loved one incur a danger from which they can save him, 
then all at once the hitherto bashful maiden stands forth 
in the full heroism and sacrificing spirit of love, shunnin~ 
neither ridicule nor slander. Then, however, she also 
knows at that same moment that she loves and how she 
loves. But as in this instance love, so at least once in a 
lifetime every spiritual feeling, has existed iu us, and the 
process in virtue of which we become self-conscious once 
for all, is the translation of the unconscious ideas which 
determined feeling into conscious ideas, i.e., thoughts and 
words. 
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IV. 

THB UNCONSCIOUS IN CHARACTER AND MORALITY. 

THERE is no manifestation of will without an exciting causo 
or motive. The will of the individual is primarily poten
tial, a latent force, and its passage into the manifestation 
of energy, into definite volition, requires as sufficient reason 
a motive which always possesses the form of a mental 
representation. These psychological premisses I assume. 
Volition as such only differs in intensity. All other ap
parent attributes of the volition belong to its contents, i.e., 
to the mental pictures of the objects of volition, and this 
content again is connected with the motives. According to 
the kinds of objects most eagerly desired (as sensual enjoy
ment, goods and gold, praise, honour and renown, successful 
love, enjoyment of art and artistic productions, knowledge, 
&c.), is volition itself distinguished into different main ten
dencies (impulses), as, e.g., inordinate longing after enjoy
ments of sense, covetousness and avarice, vanity, ambition, 
and lust of fame, ardour of love, artistic impulse, thirst 
for knowledge, and the spirit of inquiry, &c. 

If, now, this content of volition were soleiy dependent 
on motives, psychology would be very simple and the 
mechanism definite for all individuals. Experience shows, 
however, that one and the same motive, quite apart from 
accidental differences of disposition, acts differently on 
different individuals. Public opinion fails to affect one, 
is all in all to another. To this man the laurel crown of 
the poet or a beautiful woman seems contemptible, whilst 
another sacrifices his life-happiness for their possession. 
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One offers his property to save his honour, another sells 
it for a bribe. Good doctrines and fine examples spur 
this man to emulation, and that man they leave unaffected. 
national reflection is here the determiner of all action, 
there it has no motive power, and the certain prospect of 
destruction is not able to restrain a third from his folly, 
&c. For the most part, consciousness can assign no 
reason why this motive (say, the expected announcement 
of a new scientific discovery) possesses an attraction for 
me, why that one (say, the announcement that at the 
entertainment to which I am invited a gaming-table will 
be opened) acts as a feeble inducement. The most 
that can appear in consciousness in the shape of an inter
mediary is the expectation of a greater or smaller plea
sure; but what is enigmatical and unfathomable in my 
nature is, why I promise myself a great pleasure from 
hearing of a new discovery, but from the game of hazard 
a small or no pleasure at all, whilst the converse is the 
case with my neighbour. 

How a particular individual will be affected by this or 
tlaat motive no one can say prior to experience; but if we 
know how a man reacts on all possible motives, we know 
all his idiosyncrasies-become acquainted with his char
acter. Character is then the mode of reaction on every 
special class of motives, or, what is the same thing, a con
densed expression for the stimulating power of every par
ticular class of desires. As there is no motive which 
belongs exclusively to one of these classes, always or 
commonly a greater number of impulses are affected; ancl 
the resultant of the desires hereby simultaneously excited 
is the active will, which unceasingly and immediately 
involves the act if this is not prevented by physical 
causes. If we now ask what sort of a process, then, this 
reaction of the will on motive and this opposition of the 
desires to the single resultant is, we must confess that we 
certainly perceive its existence through undoubted infer
ences from the facts falling within the domain of con-
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sciousness, but that we can say nothing with regard to it~ 
particular nature, because our consciousness affords uo 
knowledge thereof. In any case, we only know the fir5t 
term, the motive, and the last term, the particular volition 
or result; but what that is which reacts on motive we can 
never ~:peric1!ce, no more than we can take a look into the 
nature of this reaction, which altogether wears the charac
ter of reflex action or reflectorial instinct, as we have seen 
in the special case of Compassion and some other impulses 
in Sect. B. Chap. i. We have, doubtless, in part, a con
sciousness of the conflict of various desires, but only so far 
as we have, in former simpler cases, experienced the various 
desires apart as resultants, and apply our former experience 
to the present case. How incomplete these experiences 
are, however, and how imperfectly they are used for the 
understanding of a present psychical proces~, every one 
doubtless will have experienced in his own person. 

How often do we fancy that we have weighed with the 
utmost care the strength of all operative desires, and dis
regarded none; and yet, when it comes to action, see, to 
our extreme surprise, that our subtle calculation does not 
fit the case, for, lo and behold, another and altogether 
different resultant appears as sovereign will. (The re
marks on an unconscious will contained in the last chap
ter, pp. 252, 253, will recur to the reader. Compare also 
Chap. iii. C.) It appears, then, that there is, in fact, only 
one sure token of the proper, true, and final will, that is, 
the deed (no matter whether it succeeds, or is at the first 
attempt checked by external circumstances), but that every 
other supposition of consciousness with regard to what 
one properly wills remains uncertain, frequently deceptive, 
conjecture, which by no means depends on an immediate 
conscious cognition of the will, but on analogies of experi
ence and their artificial combination. Often tlte firmest. 
resolve, the strictest intention is dispersed by action likt! 
spray before the wind, when the true will emerges from 
the night of the Unconscious, whilst the intentional 
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will was only one-sided or partial desire, or was only 
imagined by consciousness, nnd did not exist at all. If, 
however, the man never acts, as, e.g., in the case where 
he is impressed with the impossibility of execution, he 
never knows with absolute certainty what it is he 
really wills at the bottom of his heart. The so-called 
conscious choice of the will and its hesitancy is by no 
means a conscious hesitancy of the u:ill, but a vacillation 
of the intellect in estimating the motives and realising 
present and future circumstances as affected by volition. 
llnt if there is no doubt about the knowledge, there is 
none about the will; e.g., the vacillation of my choice, 
whether I should marry the clever and ugly or the stupi:i. 
and pretty sister, is no vacillation of my will, which, 
meantime, does not emerge at all, but of my understand
ing with respect to the greatness of the advantages and 
disadvantages to be expected in either case. After the 
intellect bas chosen, the motive is prepared for the will, 
namely, the idea of the sum total of satisfaction to be 
expected in either case. 

We may then regard it as settled that the laboratory 
of volition is hidden in the Unconscious; that we can 
only get to see the finished result, and then only at the 
moment when it in fact comes to practical application; 
nud that the glances which we succeed in throwing into 
the lal>oratory are only able to afford some uncertain in
formation by the help of mirrors and optical apparatus, 
which, however, never reveal those unconscious depths 
of the soul where occur the reaction of the will on 
motives and its passage into definite volition. 

If we must now confess that the excitations of the 
will remain for us eternally covered with the veil of the 
Unconscious, it is not to be wondered at that we are also 
not so easily able to review the causes which condition 
the stimulatin~ power of different desires, or the dissimilar 
reaction of tl1e will of different individuals on the same 
motives; we must Le provisiomtl!y satisfied with seeing in 
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them the inmost nature of the individual, and therefore 
call their effect very appropriately character, i.e., mark 
or token of the individual This much, however, we have 
seen, that this inmost core of the individual soul whoso 
efflux is the character, that most strictly practical ego of 
the human being, to which one reckons desert and guilt, 
and ascribes responsibility, that this peculiar cssenco 
which we ourselves are is still more remote from our con
sciousness and the sublimated ego of pure self-conscious
ness than anything else in us; that we can most easily 
get to know this deepest core of ourselves in the same 
way as we come to know that of other men, namely, by 
inferences from action. "By their fruits ye shall know 
them." This saying holds good also for self-knowledge; 
and bow much do we deceive ourselves therein in fancy
ing we have performed actions from quite other motives, 
especially better motives, than is actually the case, as we 
sometimes by chance learn to our shame! (For the con
tinuation of the examination of Character, see the second 
half of Chap. xi., sect. C.) 

It may not be superfluous to throw a side-glance at the 
essence of the ethical from this point of view. There has 
been much dispute on the point whether virtue can be 
taught, and theoretically one may still dispute about it as 
much as in Plato's time, but the practical psychologist has 
at no time doubted that, apart from habit, that second 
nature of the soul, which is a breaking-in, in the strict 
sense, beaause fear is the all-tamer, that without habit, I say, 
no teaching is able to produce morality, but only to awal>en 
an existing moral consciousness through the presentation 
of suitable motives, which otherwise, perhaps, would not 
reach the pupil in this mode and strength. For it is evi
dent that morality is not a predicate of thought, but of 
will. The emergence of the will into actuality as reaction 
on motive we have, however, recognised as a thoroughly 
unconscious act, which is partly, it is true, dependent on 
the nature of the motive, but in another part on the mode 
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of reaction and strength of the will. The motive is always 
merely idea, and can thus not have the predicate mOTal; con
sequently there remains for morality only that unconscious 
factor which must be looked upon as part of the character, 
and belongs to the inmost core of individuality. This foun
dation of the character may, as has been said, probably be 
modified by practice and habit (through intentional or 
accidential partiality of the motives appearing before con
sciousness), but never by teaching; for the finest know
ledge of ethics is dead knowledge if it does not act as 
motive on the will, and wltether it shall do so depends 
solely on the nature of the individual will itself, i.e., on 
the character. Thus we see also historically that the 
people who most of all have morality on their lips often 
have least morality in their character; that people of 
eminent mental and scientific capacity and culture are 
not seldom morally worthless people; and that conversely 
the purest, most unsullied morality is to be found in people 
of slight mental cultivation, who have never occupied 
themselves with ethical problems, who often have never 
enjoyed a good education, and on whom the bad examples 
surrounding them never acted as incentives, but only as 
deterrents. Accordingly we further see that all religions, 
whatever their ethical creed may be, exert equally much 
or equally little influence on their confessors; nay, even 
that different stages of culture may possibly affect the 
coarseness or fineness of the form of the crimes and mis
demeanours, but have no real influence on the morality 
of the character and the goodness anJ purity of the heart. 
On the other hand, the morality of one people as compared 
with that of another is, together with its national charac
ter, exclusively determined hy its manners and the habits 
resulting from education; but the national manners again 
are, apart from the accidents of external position, environ
ment, and inner development, dependent on the national 
ekaracter. 

The conclusion is: The ethical element in man, i.e., that 
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which conditions the character of opinions and actions, 
lies in the deepest night of the Unconscious. Conscious
ness may perhaps influence actions by emphatically pre
senting those motives which are adapted to react on the 
unconscious ethienl, but whether and how this reaction 
follows, consciousness must calmly await, and first learn 
when the will proceeds to action, whether such will agret>s 
with the conceptions which it entertains of moral anJ 
immoral. 

It is hereby proved that the process of origination of 
that to which we assign the predicates moral anJ immoral 
lies in the Unconscious. \\·e must now, in the second 
place, show that these predicates denote qualities which 
do not inhere in their subject in and of tlumMlres, but 
which express only relations of the same to a quite definite 
standpoint of a higher consciousness, i.e., that these predi
cates are only creations of consciousness, and never can 
helon~ to the Unconscious in itself. It immediatt>ly follows 
from this that it would be wrong to talk of a moral instinct, 
since it is true the actions of mankind as such flow from 
the unconscious or instinctive part of character, e.g., through 
the instincts of compassion, gratitude, revenge, selfishness, 
sensuality, &c.; but this unconscious production can nevct· 
have anything to do with the notions moral and immoral, 
because they are only engendered by consciousness, and a 
conscious instinct would be a contradictio in adjccto. Tile 
latter remark should protect me from being credited with 
maintaining nn instinctive conscience; on the contrary, I 
hold conscience to be no simple fact, but a very complex 
one, the development of which from the very nume
rous factors of consciousness can never be definitely 
proved. 

'V c also call lifeless natural phenomena, wind, air, por
tents, good and bad ; further, we assign these predicates 
to animals and savages or young children, but they only 
pass into moral and immoral when we make beings respon
sible for their operation. But we theu, again, hold beings 
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responsible for their actions when their consciousness is 
ueveloped to such a degree that they can themselves 
understand the notions of moral and immoral, and make 
them responsible only for those actions which their con
sciousness was not prevented from measuring by its 
own standard. Thus it comes to pass that we call one 
and the same action moral or immoral in one being but 
not in another. For example, the strict sense of pro
perty which we find in many animals within their own 
species and narrow community (e.g., among wild horses 
within the herd in respect to pastures and provender) we 
do not designate a moral, but only a good quality. Th.us 
we cannot call it immoral when wild peoples offer eveu 
their wives to their guests; on the contrary, as a part of 
hospitality, this might be called moral, because their con
sciousnesd is at any rate developed up to this stage, but not 
to the comprehension of modesty in sexual intercoW'Se. 
In a little child, we can, at the most, only term bad those 
malignant outbreaks which at a riper age would cause the 
same character to be condemned as immoral. Revenge 
fur bloodshed would among ourselves be called immoral; 
among peoples of less culture it is a moral institution ; 
among quite rude savages a mere act of passion which 
can be styled neither moral nor immoral. These examples 
may suffice to prove that moral and immoral are not quali
ties of the persous, or of their actions in themselves, but 
only Judgments on them from a point of view taken by 
consciousness-relations between those beings and thei.t· 
actions on the one hand, and this standpoint of a higher 
stage of consciousness on the other; that thus Nature, so 
far as it is unconscious, does not know the distinction of 
moral and immoral. Yes, Nature is in itself not good or 
bad, but is ever nothing else but natural, i.e., self-adequate. 
For the uuiversal natural Will has nothing outside itself, 
Lecause it iucludes everything and is itself everything; 
thus there can for it be nothing good or bad, but only for 
an individ1.1al will; for a relation Let ween a will atu.l an 
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external object is already necessarily presupposed in the 
notions good and bad. 

In all this we by no means desire to disparage the value 
of the critical point of view adopted by consciousness ; we 
only seek to avoid the error of supposing conceptions to be 
possible outside this specific point of view which only 
arise in relation to it. Certainly, if a consciousness be 
assumed external and prior to Nature (in a personal God), 
one may also, from the point of view of this conscious
ness, measure the world by the standard of these concep
tions; but if-as we shall be constrained to do for reasons 
hereafter to be assigned-we reject a consciousness outsitle 
the union of mind and matter, the possibility also dis
appears of applying the standard of those conceptions to 
the whole unconscious world,-a point on which much 
unprofitable labour has been expended. But all this by 
no means lowers the value of those notions, for as, in spito 
of all partiality and limitation, consciousness for this 
world of individuation surpasses in importance the U n
conscious, so, in the last resort, the moral stands higher 
than the natural; indeed, consciousness being ultimately 
also only an unconscious product of Nature, the moral also 
is not an antithesis of the natural, but only a higher stage 
of it, to which the natural has tisen through its own 
energy and the instrumentality of consciousness. 

I must here content myself with these brief indications, 
as an ethic worked out in this spirit would require a 
treatise to itself. I have also deemed it necessary to 
forego explicitly considering why and how judgments, with 
the predicates moral and immoral, must arise at a certain 
stage of consciousness, and what the content of those 
notions is. I thought I might the more readily do this as 
the general understanding of those conceptions met with iu 
ordinary life appeared sufficient for the purpose of our 
present inquiries. 
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V. 

TllK UNCONSCIOUS IN THE ..ESTHETIC JUDGMENT AND IK 

ARTISTIC PRODUCTION. 

WITH regard to the perception of the Beautiful there 
have been current from early times two extreme opinions, 
which, in the various attempts at compromise, have ob
tained very different recognition. One party, taking its 
rise from Plato, rely on this, that in Art the human 
mind transcends the beauty revealed in Nature, and hold 
this to be impossible unless there indwell in the soul an 
idea of the beautiful, a certain aspect of which is termed 
an Ideal, and which serves as a criterion of what is and is 
not beautifulin Nature, so that the resthetic judgment is a 
priori and synthetic. The other party point out that in 
those creations of art which approximate most closely 
to the alleged ideals there are contained no elements 
which Nature herself does not offer to the view; that the 
idealising activity of the artist only consists in an elimina
tion of the ugly, and in the collecting and combining of 
those elements of beauty which Nature exhibits apart; 
nnd that resthetic science has in its progress more and 
more demonstrated the psycho-genesis of the resthetic 
judgment from given psychological and physiological con
ditions, so that we may confidently expect a complete 
i!lumination of this province, and its purification from all 
a priori and supernatural conceptions. 

I hold that each side is partly right, partly wrong. 
The empiricists are right when they affirm that every 
resthetic judgment must be founded on psychological and 
physiological conditions ; and accordingly it is, strictly 
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speaking, they alone who create scientific lEsthetics; whilst 
the idealists, by their hypothesis, cut away the founda
tions of such science, and in strictness have only advanced 
}Esthetics so far as they were at the same time more or 
less consciously empiricists, i.e., substantially limited tile 
science through empirical reception of the matter afforded 
by experience. Dut suppose the empiricists had obtainccl 
their end, and had completely analysed the resthetic 
judgment, they would only thereby have proved its objec
tive connection with other spheres-its world-citizenship, 
as it were, in the realm of spirit ns a natural existence, 
but would have left untouched its subjectiYe origin in tlae 
individual consciousness, or would have maintained some
thing altogether false by their implicit assertion that tile 
objective connection and the process of origination in the 
subjecth·e conscioU8ness are identical, which is contradicted 
by all unprejudiced introspection, and the testimony of 
the simplest as of the most cultivated taste. The ideali><ts 
are far nearer the truth when they allege that this process 
is something lying beyond consciousness, antecedent to the 
conscious resthetic judgment, consequently something a 
priori in respect of the latter. They are again in the 
wrong, however, when they annihilate all process in this 
a priori by their ready-made ideal, \Yhich is derived God 
knows whence, of whose existence consciousness knows 
nothing, whose objective connection with other psychical 
phenomena must remain for ever incomprehensible, and 
whose rigidity stamps it as insufficient when we ct>n
sidcr the endless variety of its illustrations. 

As soon as resthetic Idealism wishes to do more than 
set up its principle in general, as soon as it enters more 
intimately into the wealth of the given manifold, it sees 
itself compelled to confess the untenability of the abstract 
ideal, which is a vague unity, and to admit that the 
Beautiful is only possible in the most concrete particu
larity, because individually intuited (e.g., the human idenl 
as masculine and feminine; the former again as ideal of 
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.the child, boy, youth, man, old man; the ideal of the man 
again as ideal of a Hercules, Odysseus, Zeus, &c.); that thus 
the concrete ideal must be no longer a vague unity, but 
.an indefinite plurality of the most definite types. To ac;sert 
the eternal existence of these infinitely numerous concrete 
ideals would be to set infinitely numerous miracles in the 
place of the one miracle of the abstract ideal. If, to 
escape this difficulty, the vngue ideal is posited as a flu id 
unity concreting into plurality according to circumstances, 
this process of concretion must still proceed in a mind; 
but the inability of the absolutely indeterminate one ideal 
cf beauty to concrete itself by its own power would have 
to be recognised, since no content could come of itself 
from that which is perfectly void of content. The creath·e 
process in the unconscious mind, as whose result the con
crete ideal springs into consciousness, accordingly finds 
no bel p at all in the hypothetically abstract ideal; it 
also, however, no longer needs help, for it carries the 
formal principle of resthetic formation in itself, and does 
not need to seek it first in the impossible absolute ideal of 
beauty. Only in this sense of a concrete ideal to be un
consciously created in the concrete case, recent resthetic 
idealists even (like Schasler) understand the resthetic 
ideal; and resthetic Idealism so understood is ripe for 
reconciliation and fusion with resthetic Empil'icism, when 
it recognises that precisely through its correct understand
ing of the formal process as a p1iori and unconscious it 
is bound. a posteriori, to borrow empirically from conscious
ness the resthetic C011tent of this infinite wealth of concrete 
ideals to which analysis, reflection, and speculation may 
then be applied. 

To take a very simple example. The abstract idealists 
would be obliged to judge tone, harmony, and timbre 
according to an ideal tone, ideal harmony, and ideal 
timbre, and according to their approximation to the latter 
to determine their tone-colour; whilst Helmholtz (" On 
the Sensations of Tone ") proves that in all three ca~es 
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pleasure is to be conceived as negation of a displeasure, 
which arises through disturbances in the ear in the form 
of noise, dissonance, and disagreeable timbre similar to 
the flickering of light. This displeasure is not resthetical, 
but just as much a weak physical pain as colic, tooth
ache, or the pain produced by drawing a slate-pencil 
across a slate. Thus the resthetic pleasure in the sensuous 
part of music has been proved to be objectively con
nected with physical pain, but the mode of origin of the 
resthetic judgment-" this tone, this harmony, this timbre 
is beautiful "-is by no means this, that I am conscious 
while listening : " I feel now no pain through disturb
ances, and yet a gentle excitement of the function of the 
organ, ergo I feel pleasure." Nothing of all these or such
like processes is found in consciousness, but in our con
sciousness the pleasure is eo ipso contemporaneous with 
the listening; it is then as if brought forth by enchant
ment, without the most strained attention being able to 
detect in the subjective event a clue to the mode of origin. 
This by no means precludes the objectively recognised 
connection being really completed in the Unconscio7ls as 
process; this is, even according to my view, that which is 
alone probable, but the result is the only thing which 
enters into consciousness, and that, too, in the first place, 
momentarily, after the complete perception of the sen
suous observation; so'tbat here again, also, there is veri
fied the instantaneousness of the process in the U neon
scions, its compression into the timeless instant; and, 
secondly, not as resthetic judgment, but as feeling of 
pleasure or displeasure. 

The latter point must be looked at still more closely, 
and will best serve to clear up any remaining obscurity. 
As Locke showed, the words which denote sensuous quali
ties of bodies, as" sweet, red, soft," have a double meaning, 
which in practice are treated as identical by the common 
human understanding without harm. In the first place, 
they denote the state of the mind in perception and 
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sensation; and, secondly, that quality of external objects 
which is presumed as cause of this psychical state. Every 
sensation is in itself individual, but when the common 
portions are abstracted from different series of similar 
sensations, there are acquired the notions "sweet, red 
soft;" and when the objective causes of these abstract 
sensations are treated as qualitative elements of things 
already known from other effects, there arise the judg
ments : " Sugar is sweet, the rose is red, the fur is soft." 

The same process is at the bottom of the resthetic judg
ment. The mind finds in itself a number of sensations, 
which, although bound up with individual peculiarities, 
have yet so much resemblance that an identical portion 
can be set apart : this receives the name Beautiful. Now 
when the cause of this sensation is referred to external 
objects which are constructed of simultaneously occurring 
perceptions, this cause is stamped as the quality of these 
objects and likewise receives the name Beautiful; thus 
there arises the judgment: "The tree is beautiful." It 
should not surprise us that common sense almost always 
refers the notion only to the cause, rarely to the sensation, 
for the same occurs also in "sweet, red, soft," and has its 
good ground in practice, since his own sensations can only 
be of interest to the practical man so far as they instruct 
him with respect to the external world. 

The resthetic judgment is either impossible to him who 
is lacking in resthetic feeling, who has no joy in beauty, or 
it is an unemotional abstraction from acquired general rules 
without subjective truth. It follows from this that the 
resthetic iudgment is not a priori, but rather a posteriori or 
empirical; for both the external object and the resthetic 
pleasure are given through experience, and the external 
cause of pleasure can only lie in the object, as the cause 
of the sweet sensation of taste only in the sugar. ..:Esthetic 
pleasure itself, however, which is found in consciousness 
as an equally inexplicable fact, as the sensation of tone, 
taste, colour, &c., and like this occurs in any inner ex-

vox.. L 8 
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perience as something ready made and given, may owe 
its origin only to a process in the Unconscious; this might 
then be called just as well as any other sensation some
thing a priori, were not this expression merely in use for 
con~eptions and judgments. 
, 'l'he ability to feel :esthetically (like the ability to feel 
~et, sour, bitter, rough, &c.), called Taste, can certainly, 
like the taste of the tongue and of the palate, be formed 
and exercised to react on fine differences; it can also by 
powerful custom, that second nature, be alienated from it.<> 
first nature, instinct, and spoiled; but in every case the sen
sation presents itself as a given fact, subject to no caprice. 
But now :esthetic sensation is distinguished from merely 
sensuous feelings ill this, that it stands on the shoulders of 
the latter; that it uses them perhaps as material, also as 
concomitant presentations through which its special quality 
is in every case determined; but that as feeling it stands 
above them and is built upon them. If, therefore, the 
unconscious genesis of the sensuous qualities is an imme
diate reaction of the soul on the nerve irritant, the uncon
scious genesis of :esthetic sensation is rather a reaction of 
the soul on ready-made sensuous feelings,-a reaction of 
the second order, as it were. This is the reason why the 
origin of sensuous feeling will probably always remain 
veiled in impenetrable obscurity, whilst we have already 
partially, in the discursive form of conscious representa
tion, reconstructed and comprehended, i.e., conceptually 
resolved, the process of origin of :esthetic sensationl 

We have ns little to trouble ourselves here about the 
essence of the Beautiful as about the essence of the 
Moral in the last chapter. As it there sufficed us that 
the predicate 11W1'al could only be applied to actions from 
the point of view of consciousness, but that the actions 
themselves, to which this predicate is given or refused, 
are in the last resort incalculable reactions of the Uncon
scious, so the only point to be considered here is the 
cognition that the resthetic judgment is an empirically 
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established judgment, but has its foundation in resthetio 
feeling, whose origination falls entirely within the U n
conscious. 

If we now pass from the passive reception of the beau
tiful to its active production, a short consideration of the 
creative fancy, and consequently of fancy or imagina
tion, seems in general indispensable. (Comp. also abo\·e 
A. Chap. vii. I, b, pp. 174, 175.) The sensuous faculty of 
presentation, imagination, or fancy, in its widest sense, has 
very different degrees of vividness in different persons. 
According to Fechner's statements, which are confirmed 
by my own numerous trials of others, women have this 
power in a higher degree than men, and of the latter, 
those least of all who are accustomed to think abstractly 
and to neglect the external world. In the lowest degree, 
colours cannot at all be imagined, and forms only very 
indistinctly, without fixity, with shifting outlines, generally 
only perceptible for brief moments; with higher degrees 
of imagination, plain, not too large images can be dis
tinctly represented without effort, stationary, in lively 
colours; and by turning the head, objectively fixed or 
concurrently moving at will. In the highest degree, the 
vividness and distinctnt>ss does not at all yield to that of 
the sense-impression; the images can be arranged at plea
sure both in the black field of vision of the shut eye, and 
in the field of vision filled by external sense-impressions 
(witness that painter who let his model sit for only a 
quarter of an hour, and then by an effort of will called up 
the image of the same sitting on the chair, and afterwards 
portrayed it,.so that as ojt.:n as lte raised !tis eyes he saw 
the person quite distinctly seated on the chair). Further, 
whole compositions, trains of many figures, or elaborate 
orchestral compositions, can be calTieci about mP.rely in 
idea for months without loss of definition, as we know 
of Mozart that he never recorded his compositions on 
paper until necessity drove him to it, bnt then often 
wrote down the several orchestral parts without the score 
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(e.g., the overture to "Don Juan"), and this work became 
so mechanical to him, that he is said to have conceived 
otlLer compositions at the same time. I considered these 
illustrations as not without utility for giving the reader, 
who may be lacking in this intuitive power, some idea 
of the prncticability of framing conceptions at once vast 
and indivisible. Experience proves that there never was 
a true genius ~·ho did not possess this faculty of sensuous 
intuition in a large degree, at least in his own department. 
Moreover, there is no question that if, in our sober, rational 
age, such examples are still possible, that in earlier ages, 
when sensuous intuition was much more practised and 
cultivated, and was less kept under by abstract thinking, 
.when man surrendered himself still more unreservedly to 
the good and evil whisperings of his genius or dremon, 
it is conceivable that, as among the saints, martyrs, 
prophets, and mystics, so also among inspired artists, 
a blending of voluntary sense-intuition and involuntary 
hallucination may have taken place, which had nothing 
shocking for these children of a more fortunate Nature, 
not yet at variance with their august mother, but, 
on the contrary, was so much eRteemed, as a condition 
of every production of the Muses, that the enthusiastic 
Plato has bequeathed us the declaration (Phredrus) : 
"What an excellent man produces in divine frenzy, whicl& 
is better than sober reflection, namely, the divine, in that the 
soul recognises as in a brightly shining after-image what 
it looked upon in the hour of rapture, walking in the foot
steps of Deity, and which beholding, it is necessarily 
fi11ed with rapture and love." " Frenzy is not absolutely 
an evil, but through it the greatest goods came to Hellas." 
And even at the time of Cicero poetic inspiration was 
called juror poeticus. In modem times, Shaftesbury in 
particular has laid stress upon the fundamental importance 
of enthusiasm for the origination of everything true, great, 
and beautiful. 

If we now, however, look at the forms of fancy them-
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selves, we find, on decomposing them into their elements, 
even when we take up the wildest productions of Oriental 
extravagance, nothing which could not have been obtained 
by means of sensuous perception aided by a retentive 
memory. We can discover no new simple colour, no 
simple smell, taste, tone. Even in the realm of space, 
which allows the greatest scope for novel constructions, 
we find in arabesques only the familiar elements of the 
straight line, the circle, the ellipse, and other well-known 
curves ; nay, even in the animals of fable we rarely find 
parts derived from the inorganic and vegetable world, and 
conversely. Invention is limited to disjoining familiar 
ideas and rearranging the severed parts. If, now, any
body possesses a lively imagination, at the same time a 
fine sense for the beautiful, and a copious store of re
membered ideas ever at command, wherein the beautiful 
elements are particularly richly represented, it will not 
be difficult for him, by leaning on Nature, that is, on 
given sense-perceptions, by eliminating ugly and inserting 
beautiful elements, which yet do not offend against truth 
and unity, to create in an artistic fashion. E.g., when any 
one paints a portrait, essential truth is lost by simply 
rendering the chance aspect of the person. This would 
be a mechanical, not an artistic performance. But when 
the artist places the person in such a light, position, 
direction, and attitude that he shows himself in the most 
favourable manner possible; when, of the various moods 
and expressions during the sitting, the artist retains that 
which makes the finest impression ; and accordingly re
presses or lets pass all unfavourable and non-beautiful 
traits and singularities, but, on the other band, brings 
into the foreground and places in a favourable light all 
advantageous traits and details, perhaps even adding new 
ones so far as the truth of the idea, i.e., the likeness, allows, 
then he has produced a work of art, for he has idealised. 

Thus works ordinary talent; it produces artistically by 
means of rational selection and combinatio.n, guided by its 
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restlutic judgment. At this point stands the ordinary 
dilettante and the majority of professional artists. They 
one and all cannot comprehend that these means, sup· 
ported by technical routine, may perhaps accomplish 
something excellent, but can never attain to anything 
great, can never pass out of the well-worn groove of imi
tation nor produce an rrriginal wrrrk; for, if they admitted 
that, they must perforce abjure their calling and declare 
their life to be a failure. Here everything is still done 
with conscious choice; there is wanting the divine frenzy, 
the vivifying breath of the Unconscious, which appears 
to consciousness as higher inexplicable suggestion, which 
it is forced to apprehend as fact without ever being 
able to unravel its law. Conscious combination may, in 
course of time, be acquired by effort of the conscious 
will, by industry, endurance, and practice. The creation 
of genius is an unwilled, passive conception; it does not 
come with the most earnest seeking, but quite unex
pectedly, as if fallen from heaven, on journeys, in the 
theatre, in conversation, everywhere where it is least ex
pected, and always suddenly and instantaneously. Con
scious combination works out laboriously the smallest 
details, and gradually constructs a whole with painful 
hesitation and head-splitting, with frequent rejecting and 
resumi"ng of the single parts. The conception of genius 
receives the whole from one mould, as gift of the gods, 
unearned by toil; and it is just the details which are 
wanting to it-must be wanting, because in the larger com
positions (grouped images, poetic works) the human mind 
is too narrow to obtain more than the most general total 
impression at a single glance. Combination procures the 
unity of the whole by laborious adaptation and experi
mentation in detail, and therefore, in spite of all its labour, 
never accomplishes its purpose, but always allows, in its 
bungling work, the conglomerate of the details to be 
visible. Genius, in virtue of the conception from the 
Unconscious, bus, in the necessary appropriateness and 
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mutual relations of the several parts, a unity so perfect that 
it can only be compared to the unity of natural organisms, 
which likewise springs out of the Unconscious. 

These phenomena are confirmed by all true geniuses 
who have instituted and communicated self-observations 
thereupon,1 and eYery one who has ever had a truly 
original thought in any direction can find it proved in 
his own person. I will here only quote an observation 
of the no less artistic than philosophical Schelling (Trans
cend. Idealism., pp. 459, 460): " ..• As the artist is urged 
to production involuntarily, and even with inner aversion 
(accordingly among the ancients the expressions pati deum, 
&c., and hence in general the idea of inspiration through 
extraneous affiation), so the objective is also added to his 
production as it were without his action, i.e., itself merely 
objectively." [P. 454 he says: "Objective is only what 

1 One of the purest geniWies, i.e., otherd have told me. If I stick to 
least possibly influenced by reftec- it, there soon come one after an· 
tion, and at the same time a other UBeful crumbs for the pie, 
thoroughly honest, childlike nature, according to counterpoint, harmony 
was Mozart, who expresses himself of the different instruments, &c., &c. 
in a letter (see J ahn's "Momrt," vol. That now inflames my soul, namely, 
iii. pp. 423-425) in the following re- if I am not disturbed. Then it goes 
markable manner with respect to on growing, and I keep on expand
his artistic productions : "And now ing it and making it more distinct, 
I come to the most difficult point of and the thing, however long it be, 
all in your letter, and one which I becomes indeed almost finished in 
should prefer to p:t.ss by altogether, my bead, so that I afterwards eur
because my pen is not at my service vey it at a glance, like a goodly 
for anything of the sort. But yet picture or handsome man, and in 
I will make an attempt, even if you my imagination do not hear it at 
should find it somewhat ridiculous. all in succeaeion, as it afterwards 
What, you ask, is my method in must be heard, but as a simulta
writing and elaborating my large neous whole. That is indeed a feast I 
and lumbering things? I can in All the finding and maHng tmly gou 
fact say nothing more about it tba.n on in me a.t in a wry vivid dream. 
this: I do not myself know a.nd But the rehea.rsal-all together, tha.t 
can never find out. When I am in is best of all. What now bas thus 
p:orticularly good condition, perba.ps come into being in this way, that I 
riding in a. carriage, or in a walk do not easily forget a.gain, and it 
after a good meal, and in a sleepless is perhaps the best gift which the 
night, then the thoughts come to Lord God bas given me. When now 
me in a rush, and best of all. Whence I a.fterwards come to write it down, 
and lww-that 1 do not A.-now and can- I take out of the sack of my brain 
not learn. Those which plea.se me what bas been previously garnered 
I reta.in in my head, and hum them in the aforesaid manner. Accord
perhaps also to myself-at least so ingly it gets pretty quickly on to 
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arises without consciousness; the properly objective in the 
intuition must tqerefore also not be procurable with con
sciousness."] ~ ust as the man of destiny does not execute 
what he wills or intends, but what he is obliged to exe
cute through an incomprehensible fate under whose in
fluence he stands, so the artist, however full of design he 
is, yet, in respect of that which is the properly objective 
in his production, seems to stand under the influence of 
a power which separates him from all other men, and 
compels him to declare or represent things which he him
self does not completely see through, and whose import is 
infinit~ 

In ~r, however, to avoid misunderstanding, I must 
still add the following. In the first place, it is by no 
means indifferent what soil the genius has prepared in 
his mind in order that the germs which fall into it from 
the Unconscious may shoot up in luxuriant organic forms, 
for when they fall on rock or sand they languish. That 
is to sa1, the genius must be practised and educated in his 
own department, have stored up in his memory a rich 
supply. of striking images, and indeed ·with a selection 

paper ; for, as has been eaid, it Ia 
properly speaking already finished ; 
and will, moreover, also be seldom 
very dilferent from what it was pre· 
vioualy in the head. Accordingly I 
may be disturbed in writing, and 
even all eorta of thinga may go on 
around me, still I go on writing ; 
even also chatting at the eame time, 
namely, of bene and geese, or of 
Dolly and Joan, &c. But now, with 
respect to my works, how everything 
altogether aeeumea just t1uU form or 
manner that they are Mo:r:artian, 
and not in the style of anybody else, 
it just amounts to this, that my noec 
is just so long and crooked that it 
has become Mo:r:artian, and not as 
in other people. For I am unable 
to characterise it more particularly. 
It N, however, very natural that 
people who really have an exterior 
should also look dilferently to others 

both outwardly and inwardly. At 
any rate, I know that I have as 
little given myself the one as the 
other. With thia let me ofF now and 
for ever, my very good friend ; and 
do not at all think that I break off 
from any other reason than that I 
do not know how to go on. You, 
a scholar, have no idea how bitter 
this baa already been to mii." Comp. 
for confirmation of this the opinions 
of Schiller, as expre88ed iu the re· 
markable poem "Happiness," sug
gested in all probability by the 
patent contnuot between the ease of 
genius as illustrated in the creations 
of Goethe, and hie own reflective 
work. Comp. further my et!IIAY on 
Otto Ludwig : " From a Poet'• 
W orbhop,'' in the " Austrian 
Weekly Journal for Science and 
Art," 1872, No. 41. 
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of the beautiful, which must be effected with nice dis
crimination. For this material is the body in which the 
Idea yet in the Unconscious and formless will take shape. 
If the artist has corrupted his resthetic judgment, and as 
a consequence has received with predilection unlovely 
material, this bad ground too will introduce improper 
elements into the seed-corn which derives it nourishment 
fro!!l it, and thus the plant will not thrive. 

: In the second place, in what has been said it is not 
asserted that every work of art arises from a single concep
tion; thus episodes show in the simplest form the union 
of different conceptions. For the most part, however, it 
is a single conception which furnishes the fundamental 
idea; where that is not so, the unity of the work of art 
always suffers. The unity of the original total conception, 
however, by no means excludes-in greater works it even 
requires-support by partial conceptions, conceptions of 
the second order, as it were. For if rational work alone 
is to fill up the entire interval between the first concep
tion and the completed work, there is a danger in the 
absence of all specialities, unavoidable in the first con
ception of larger works, of the want of conception in the 
different parts of the work becoming perceptible, just as 
in lesser works of purely rational construction, or of the 
unity of the whole idea being injuriously affected by 
greater changes in the parts. For all that, there remains 
a great field for the exercise of the understanding; and 
if the genius is wanting in requisite energy, endurance, 
industry, and rational judgment, the gifted conception 
will bear no fruits for the artist and humanity; for the 
work remains either uncommenced or unfiniahed, or worked 
out only in outline and imperfectly (slovenly executed). 
Undoubtedly the understanding should always at the 
same time remain conscious of its position of service, as 
it were. It must not be hypercritical, and desire to treat 
professorially the inspirations of the Unconscious, else 
it spoils the work, introducing by partial improvements 
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a deterioration in many other respects, and destroying 
or disturbing the organic unity and naturalness of the 
work of art. How far, however, the work of reason may 
be admitted without disturbing the conceptions of the 
Unconscious, this again not itself, but only the .resthetic 
taste or tact of the artist, i.e., his unconsciously founded 
feeling of beauty, has power to determine, and on that 
account during the entire duration of the exercise of the 
reasoning faculty, the Unconscious must keep guard ov~r 
the conscious understanding as overseer of the marches.-7 
This is the reason why Schelling, and after him Carrie~ 
(comp. above, p. 42), were able to explain all artistic acti
vity as a constant interfusion of unconscious and con
scious activity, in which each side is equally indispensable 
to the other for bringing the result to pass. 

Thirdly, the observation that the unconscious will has 
no influence on the carrying out of the conception must 
not be misunderstood. Conscious will in general is 
mainly just its indispensable condition; for only when 
the whole soul of a man lives and moves in his art do 
all the threads of his interest converge therein, and there 
is no power which would be able permanently to turn 
the will from this its highest endeavour; only then is 
the influence of the conscious mind on the U uconscious 
powerful enough to attain truly great, noble, and pure 
inspirations. On the other hand, conscious will has no 
influence at the moment of conception ; nay, a strained 
conscious seeking after it, a one-sided concentration of 
the attention in this direction, immediately hinders the 
reception of the Idea from the Unconscious, because the 
causal nexus of the two terms in respect of such extra
ordinary demands of the Unconscious is so subtile, that 
every preoccupation of the consciousness in this direction 
must act disturbingly, every actual one-sided tension of 
the parts of the brain concerned makes the ground to be 
traversed uneven. Hence the occurrence of the concep
tion, when quite other parts of the brain are occupied 
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with quite other thoughts, as soon as through a still 
looser association of ideas the impulse is given to the 
causality of the Unconscious; but such an impulse there 
must be, if it is also for the most part immediately for
gotten again, for the universal laws of mind can even 
here not be transgressed. 

In the fourth and last place, it is to be noted that 
the fructifying conception is never wanting, even in the 
rational works of mere talent, but is merely limited to 
such small amounts that they elude ordinary introspectioi:. 
nut when once what is characteristic in this process 
has been comprehended in the case of rare genius,
and we consider that there are innumerable degrees from 
it to talent, from talent to the talentless worrying the 
bare understanding by the help of learnt rules,-~n 
abundance of examples will soon present themselves 
which more or less exhibit the character of inspiration 
from the Unconscious; as, for instance, when one is 
engaged in any work, this or that improvement suddenly 
occurs at quite another time, and the like. 'l'o any one 
doubting this, I shall, in conclusion, prove that every 
combination of sensuous presentations, when it is not 
left purely to chance, but is to lead to a definite end, 
receives the help of the Unconscious. 

The laws of the association of ideas or sequence of thought 
contain three essential moments: (1.) the evoking idea; 
(2.) the idea called up; and (3.) the special interest lead
ing to the calling up of the idea. As for the inter
relations of the first two apart from the third, and the 
laws of their connection, they must be referred essentially 
to the mechanical causality of the molecular vibrations 
of the brain, to the greater or less affinity of the cerebral 
vibrations corresponding with the exciting idea to the 
various latent dispositions in the brain (called by the im
proper expression, "slumbering ideas of memory"). (Comp. 
pp. 33, 34-) Such a limitation of our consideration to the 
exciting and the excited idea would, I conceive,.be justified 
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only if there are conditions in human life in which man 
is free not only from every conscious purpose, but also 
from the sway or co-operation of every unconscious 
interest, every passing mood. This is, however, a con
dition hardly ever occurring, for even if one in appearance 
completely abandons his train of thought to accident, or 
if one abandons oneself entirely to the involuntary dreams 
of fancy, yet always other leading interests, dominant 
feelings and moods prevail at one time rather than at 
another, and these will always exert an influence on the 
association of ideas. Of still greater influence, however, 
must of course be some special motive determining the 
train of thought to a particular goal, and this point (cited 
above as No. 3) it is also with which we have here par
ticularly to deaL 

For example, if I look at a right-angled triangle, all 
manner of ideas may become connected with it without 
any particular reason; but if I am asked for the proof of 
some proposition which I should be ashamed not to know, 
I have a particular notion for linking on to the presenta
tion of the triangle those ideas which are serviceable for 
the demonstration. It is this interest in the end then 
which conditions the manner of the association of ideas 
in the different cases. For if, in the case of the trian:;:l<.', 
otherwise any other possible idea might occur to me, only 
not exactly that one which I want, and this interest in the 
discovery of the proof brings it about that suitable ideas 
arise which otherwise most probably would not have been 
called up, still a motive must be the cause of this. But 
now, who is the intelligent being who seeks out, among 
innumerable possible ones, the idea corresponding to an 
end on this stimulus of some motive 1 It is certainly 
not consciousness; for in semi-conscious dreams always 
only such ideas as correspond to the main interest of 
the moment, but unintended, occur; in the intentional 
search of consciousness in the drawers of memory, on the 
other band. one is often iust left bv it in the lurch. Aids 
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may doubtless be used if what is wanted will not occur 
to me, but it is not got by importunity; and often, when 
one is thrown into perplexity by such failures, the idea 
in question comes hours, nay, days afterwards, suddenly 
rained in upon consciousness, when one least of all was 
thinking of it. One sees, then, that it is not conscious
ness that selects, since it is completely blind, and receives 
each piece which is fetched from the treasury of memory 
as a gift. 

If consciousness were the selector, it would indeed be 
able to see by its own light what was eligible, which, as 
is well known, it is not, since only that which is al1·eady 
selected emerges from the night of the Unconscious. If, 
then, consciousness were the selector, it would grope about 
in absolute darkness, could accordingly not possibly choose 
appropriately, but only take at random what first came to 
hand. That unknown one, however1 does choose judi
ciously in fact, namely, in accordance with the special 
purpose. According to psychology, which only knows 
of conscious psychical activity, there is here a manifest 
contradiction. For experience testifies that an appropriate 
selection of ideas takes place before their emergence, and 
denies that this selection is undertaken by consciousness. 
For us, who have already become acquainted with the 
purposive activity of the Unconscious on many sides, 
there is here only a fresh support of our view. It is 
just a reaction of the Unconscious upon the motive of 
the conscious will, which, in the form of its manifestation 
and in its occasional non-appearance on severe partial 
tension of the brain, perfectly agrees with the creative 
~wer of the artist. 
' The reflection just made holds good of the association of 
i'deas in abstract thinking as well as in sensuous imagining 
and artistic combination. If a result is to be arrived at, 
the right idea must readily offer itself at the right time 
from the storehouse of memory; and that it is just the 
right idea which appears, for that the Unconscious alone 
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can make provision. All aids and artifices of the under
standing can only jacijitate the office of the Unconscious, 
but never take it au::~· 8~ A suitable and y mple example is wit, which is a 
mean between artistic and scientific production, since it 
pursues artistic aims with, for the most part, abstract 
material. Every witticism is, according to the common 
expression, afla..~h. The understanding may perhaps make 
use of aids to facilitate the flash; practice, especially in 
the ease of puns, can impress the material more vividly 
on the memory, and altogether strengthen the verbal 
memory; talent may endow particular persons with an 
ever-sparkling wit,-in spite of all that, every single 
witticism remains a gift from above; and even those who 
think they are privileged in this respect, and have wit 
completely in their power, must have the experience 
that just when they most wish to compel it, their talent 
denies them its services, and that nothing but worn-out 
absurdities or witticisms learnt by rote will out of 
their brain. These folk know also quite well that a 
bottle of wine is a far readier means of setting their 
faculty a-going than any intentional effort. 

If we have gathered from the foregoing that all human 
artistic production depends on an intrusion of the Un
conscious, it will no longer excite surprise to find the 
laws of beauty contained as much as possible in those 
organisms of Nature which we have recognised as the 
most immediate apparition of the Unconscious. This 
point could not well have been mentioned before ; it is, 
however, one important reason the more for the regular 
coming into being of organisms according to pre-existing 
IDEAS. Let one only look at a peacock's feather. Every 
barb of the feather receives its nutriment from the shaft; 
the nutriment is the same for all barbs ; the colouring 
matters are for the most part not yet present in the 
shaft, but are first separated from the common nutritive 
fluid in the barbs themselves. Every barb receh'ea 
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different colouring matters at different distances from 
the shaft, which are sharply separated from one another. 
The distances of these borders of colour from the shaft 
are different in the case of every barb. How are they 
determined ? By the aim of giving closed figures, 
peacock's eyes, in the juxtaposed layers of the barbs. 
And how can this . end be determined 1 Ouly by the 
beauty of the marking and brilliancy of colour. 

How insufficient, from the resthetic point of view, does 
the Darwinia~ __ theory appear! It shows that, on the 
supposition that the capability of producing coloured 
markings in the plumage is transmissible by inheritance, 
the resthetic taste of the animals in sexual selection 
must enhance the beauty of the plumage in the course 
of generations through predominant propagation of 
beautifully-marked individuals. Undoubtedly! Thus a 
more may be developed from the less, but whence comes 
the less? If the coloured marking is not already pre
sent in the plumage, how is a sexual selection possible 
in the coloured marking 1 Accordingly, that which is 
to be explained must be already there, if in less degree. 
The Darwinian theory rests on the assumption that such 
ability-in this case that of producing coloured marks
is transmissible by inheritance. The transmission of a 
capacity to successors presupposes, l10wever, its pre
sence in the progenitors. And supposing the conception 
of inheritance were tolerably clear, which it by no 
means is (least of all when the separate inheritance of 
different qualities in the different sexes of the same kind 
is taken into account), it by no means explains the 
capacity itself in the descendant, but only how this 
individual has obtained the posse3Sion of this capacity. 
The capacity itself remains, even with ,!>a.rwin, the 
qttalitas occulta ; he makes no attempt at all to pene
trate into its essence; he only proves, indeed, that inheri
tance combined with sexual selection is able, in part 
intensively, to enhance such an already existing capacity 
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in single instances, partly to procure their further dis
tribution ~tensively. It contributes nothing at all to the 
explanation of its essence and its first origination. It 
can, for example, never show how the individual bird 
begins so to distribute the deposits of colour on its 
feathers that they, apparently irregula:r in the several 
feathers and barbs, produce in their juxtaposition regular 
and beautiful markings. But, lastly, if sexual selection 
be rightly given as a reason for the intensive and ex
tensive enhancement of such capacity, the next question 
is this :-How does the individual attain to a sexual 
selection in respect of beauty 1 If we can only answer 
this question, especially in the case of marine animals 
of a low grade, who are surely to be credited with but 
little conscious resthetics, by supposing an instinct the 
unconscious aim of which is concerned with beautifying 
the species, Darwin is manifestly involved in a circle. 
We shall, h0w;Vcr, perceive in this instinct a means 
employed by Nature for attaining its end with less 
trouble than if, foregoing the assistance of the trans
mission of slight improvements of the bodily constitu
tion, all at once it willed the production of the greatest 
possible beauty in all individuals singly. In other words, 
we admire a less troublesome indirect attainment of the 
end, instead of one more difficult and indirect, as before 
in the mechanisms of the individual organism; and to 
have discovered this mechanism in its universality is 
the indisputable merit of Darwin ; only one cannot, as 
the Materialist, believe that therewith the last word has 
been spoken. 

In a similar way one may see in the improvement of 
the florescence how the impulse to beauty lies in the 
mysterious life and motion of the plant itself, which in 
the wild state is only too much oppressed and stifled in 
the struggle for existence. As the plants are in a measure 
freed from this struggle the endeavour after beauty breaks 
through, and from the most insignificant blossoms of wil<l 
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plants there arise the most splendid flowers under our 
very eyes. And be it observed, the enticement of insects 
required to effect fertilisation by means of a more vivid 
colouring cannot possibly account for this embellishment, 
since our most beautiful garden flowers have full, that 
is, unfruitful blossoms, and can only be increased in a 
non-sexual way. Here we have the proof that the im
pulse to its beautiful unfolding lies in the plant itself, and, 
in the case of wild-flowers, is only supported, but by no 
means produced, by the preference of the insects which 
visit them. Darwin has never made an attempt to explain 
how those varieties or departures from the normal type 
are possible which excel the latter in beauty, and which 
man has only to preserve from perishing in the _!lrtt!J!lle for 
existence, that this superiority may be maintained. 
-,rut the same holds good of all beauty in the vegetable 
and animal kingdom, even that of the general form. I 
declare it to be a first principle that every living thing is 
as beautiful as it can be, regard being had to its mode of 
life and propagation. As we saw before that the absolute 
fitneu of every arrangement is limited: on the one side, 
by other aims, whose realisation it would oppose, on the 
other side, through the resistance of the rigid material, 
to whose laws the organising principle must bend and 
adapt itself, precisely in the same manner is the beauty of 
every part limited in all directions by its conformity to the 
end in view, where it is of practical importance for the 
being, and secondly, through the resistance of the stubborn 
material, whose laws must be respected. Thus, e.g., the 
tendency to the unfolding of the greatest brilliancy of 
colour possible among the weaker animals (small birds, 
beetles, butterflies, moths, &c.) is limited by the necessity 
of their concealing themselves from their persecutors by 
assimilation to the colour of their surroundings, unless 
they are secured from their eventual foes by a disagree
able smell or taste (e.g., Heliconidre), or by an impene
trable hard shell (hard beetles). Wherever, in a species, 
~~L T 
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the higher claims of existence and its power of competing 
in the struggle allow of the unfolding of a certain beauty 
in form and colour, there it forces its way unchecked, even 
when it appears perfectly purposeless and wortldcss for 
the competition of the species in the struggle for existence. 
(Think of the splendour of colour of lower marine animals, 
<>r the beauty of certain caterpillars, which are not propa
gated as such, in which accordingly no sexual selection 
can take place, so far as their beauty is concerned, in the 
pupa state.) Among animals adapted for rapid flight 
the need of hiding themselves is a matter of small con
~ern, but immediately becomes important when flight is 
out of the question, e.g., among brooding birds. Here 
we see, in all birds which brood in the open nest, that 
that sex to which the office of brooding exclusively 
belongs wears a duller dress than the other. Of smaller 
birds, both sexes can only wear a robe of brighter hue 
among those species which brood in a closed nest con
cealing the brooding bird, whilst a distribution of the 
unconcealed office of brooding between the sexes ex
cludes both from a brilliant plumage. In like manner, 
almost all species of butterflies not absolutely protected 
by an intolerable smell or taste are more or less poly
morphous; i.e., whilst the males are beautifully coloured 
and marked, the females, which must live after copulation 
till the maturity and deposition of the eggs, are more 
dingy in hue, or they copy in their external appearance 
tolerably remote species enjoying a special protection. 
Where a gorgeous plumage would be an injurious endow
ment during the whole of life, Nature frequently still 
seeks to pay its tribute to beauty by a glittering wedding 
garment, which is exchanged after a short time for a 
duller garb, as if it wished to glorify with a gleam of 
poetry the life of the feathered airy dweller in its happy 
spring of love by a fleeting ray of beauty. 

Interesting as the contemplation of organic nature is 
from the resthetic point of view, we cannot enter upon 
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it here for want of space, and must content ourselves 
with the foregoing suggesti9-~ the development of which 
we leave to the reader. If we, however, assume our 
assertions to be admitted;tbe difference between the 
artistic production of man and of Nature lies, in the last 
resort, not in the essence and origin of the conception 
of the Idea, but only in the mode of its realisation. In 
Nature's beauty the Idea is nowhere presented to a con
sciousness before the execution, but the individual, who 
is at the same time marble and sculptor, realises the Idea 
perfectly unconsciously; in human artistic production, on 
the other hand, the instigation of consciousness intervenes. 
The Idea is not directly realised as natural existence, but 
as cerebral vibrations, which confront the consciousness 
of the artist as construction of fancy, whose conversion 
into _external reality depends ou the conscious will of the 
artist. 
/J!• in conclusion, we sum up the result of this chapter, 

we obtain the following :-The discovery of the beautiful 
and the creation of the beautiful by man proceed from 
unconscious processes, whose results, the feel-ing of the 
beautiful and the discovery of the beautiful ( concep
tion), are presented in consciousness. These moments 
form the starting-point of farther conscious wor)c, which, 
however, at every instant needs more or less the support 
of the Unconscious. The underlying unconscious pro
cess is entirely withdrawn from introspection, but it 
undoubtedly unites in every single case the same 
terms, which an absolutely correct iEsthetics would 
gh·e in discursive succession as the foundation of the 
beautiful. That such a transformation and resolution 
into concepts and discursive thinking is at all possible, 
affords proof that we have not to do in the unconscious 
process with anything essentially foreign, but that in 
this and the analytic processes of resthetic science only 
the form is distinguished as intuitive and discursive 
thinking in general, but that thought in itself, or the 
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logical element, and the moments, from whose intuitive 
logical union beauty results, are common to both and 
identical This holds good, without doubt, just as much 
for the elementary judgments of so-called formal beauty, 
as for the material beauty of the highest ideas presented in 
a·dequate sensible manifestation. (Leibniz called the dis
covery of musical proportions an unconscious arithmetic, 
and the beauty of geometrical figures is in direct ratio to 
the wealth of mathematical ideas and logical-analytical 
relations, which in the resthetic intuition of the same 
determines the j~gment as its unconscious and im
plicit content.) ;If the notion of the beautiful was not 
susceptible of loi{cal analysis, if the beautiful were not 
merely a particular manije&tation of the logical, we should 
certainly be obliged to recognise in the creative U neon
scions, besides the logical essence, which we have hitherto 
found to be the only active element, an additional some
what, heterogeneous, out of all relation with it. But the 

, history of 1Esthetics indicates too unmistakably the goal 
of this science, the derivation of all and evf!ry beauty 
from logical moments (in application to real data of 
course), to allow of our being diverted by the imperfect 
character of current explanations from believing in this 
final aim. l 1 ' 
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VI. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE. 
v 

" As without language not only no philosophical, but no 
human consciousness at all is conceivable, the founda
tions of language could not have been consciously laid; 
and yet the deeper we penetrate into it, the more clearly 
does it appear that its invention far surpasses in pro
fundity those of the highest conscious product. It is 
with language as with human beings ; we think we behold 
them come blindly into existence, and at the same time 
cannot doubt their unfathomable significance even in the 
smallest particular." In these words of Schelling (Works, 
div. ii. vol. i p. 52) the subject of the present chapter 
has been foreshadowed. 

Let us consider first the philosophical value of the 
grammatical forms and the formation of concepts. In every 
more developed language we find the distinction of subject 
and predicate, of subject and object, of substantive, verb, 
and adjective, and the same conditions for the construc
tion of sentences. In the less developed languages these 
fundamental forms are at least distinguished by their posi
tion in the sentence. Whoever is acquainted with the 
history of philosophy will know how much it owes to 
these grammatical forms alone. The notion of the judg
ment is unquestionably abstracted from the grammatical 
sentence by the omission of the verbal form. The cate
gories of substance and accident are derived in the same 
way from subject and predicate; the discovery of a corre
sponding natural antithesis of substantive and verb is still 
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nn unsolved, perhaps very fruitless philosophical problem; 
here conscious sp~culation is still far behind the unconscious 
creation of the genius of humanity. That the philosophical 
notions of subject and object, which in strictness were 
wanting to the consciousness of antiquity but to-day openly 
govern speculation, have been developed from gramma
tical notions in which they lay involved unconsciously 
pre-formed, is certainly not improbable, since their desig
nation already implies it. A corresponding gain to philo
sophy from the other parts of the sentence, e.g., the so-called 
more remote object or the third person, is, I am convinced, 
yet to be expected. Through such bringing into conscious
ness of the metaphysical thought, to which the verbal form 
serves as dress, it is true no new relations are created; but 
such as hitherto have only existed in consciousness in a 
roundabout way, and as a united whole only vaguely or 
instinctively, are reduced to conscious unity, and can now 
for the first time serve as a sure foundation of further 
speculation; just as in mathematics the circular and elliptic 
functions and the functions of Abel all at once reduce to 
system certain long-known series, and thereby for the first 
time render possible their general use. Lazarus denotes 
this by the expression, " Condensation of thought." 

When in the history of the world the human mind is 
for the first time astonished at itself and begins to philo
sophise, it finds a language ready made for it, fitted out 
with all the wealth of forms and notions ; and " a great 
part-perhaps the greatest part-of the office of the 
reason," as Kant says, •• consists in dismembering the 
notions which it already finds in itself." It finds the 
cases of declension in the substantive, adjective, pronoun, 
the voices, tenses, and moods of the verb, and the immea
surable wealth of ready-made notions of object and rela
tion. All the categories, which for the most part represent 
the most important relations, the fundamental notions of 
all thought, as being, becoming, thinking, feeling, desiring, 
motion, force, activity, &c., lie before it as ready-maJe 
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material, and it requires thousands of years only to find 
its whereabouts in this wealth of unconscious speculation. 
Even at the present day the philosophising mind commits 
the error of the beginner of taking too wide a circuit, and 
so neglecting that which lies nearest to it, and is perhaps 
also the most difficult. Still to this day there is no 
philosophy of language, for what really goes by that name 
is altogether fragmentary, and what is usually offered as 
such are pretentious appeals to human instinct, which 
afford no explanation at all (just as in 1Esthetics). But 
if the first Greek philosophers merely kept to the ex
ternal world, yet philosophy, the farther it has pro
gressed, has ever more clearly perceived that the under
standing of one's own thinking is the first task, and 
that this is admirably furthered by raising the spiritual 
treasures which are buried in the language of the dis
coverer, and that the hoary tradition of language, the 
garment of thought, should not be desecrated by flaunting 
rags; for language is the Word of God, the Holy Scrip
tures of philosophy; it is the revelation of the genius of 
humanity for all time. How much a Plato, Aristotle, 
Kant, Schelling, and Hegel owe to language the attentive 
student will not fail to see. Often the source whence 
they have derived the first incentive to certain results 
seems to have been tolerably unconscious even to them
selves (e.g., in Schelling, the subject of being as not-being 
or potentiality of being, and the object of being as merely 
being). 

The next inquiry has reference to the question whether 
language improves with the progress of civilisation. Up to 
a certain point this is undoubtedly the case; for the lan
guage of primitive man must undoubtedly have been hardly 
distinguishable from the vocal and gesture speech of the 
brutes, and we know that every language which is now a 
language of inflexions has been brought quite gradually to 
perfection through the stages of monosyllabic (e.g., Chinese), 
agglutinate (e.g., Turkish), and incorporating speech (e.g., 
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language of the Indians). But if one understands the 
above question in this sense, whether after the attainment 
of that state of culture which must be looked upon from 
the first as a condition of an inflexionallanguag&, language 
continues to improve with yet Mglter culture, not only must 
this question be answered in the negative, but its contrary 
must be affirmed. Certainly with progressive culture new 
objects make their appearance, consequently new concep
tions and relations, therefore also new words (e.g., all that 
concerns railways, telegraphs, and joint-stock companies). 
There results from this a ntaterial enrichment of language. 
This, however, does not contain anything philosophical. 
rhilosbphical conceptions (the categories, &c.) remain the 
same, they become neither more nor less, with few excep
tions, as consciousness and the like, conceptions which the 
ancients of the classical period possessed only vaguely, 
but not explicitly and consciously. In the same way the 
series of abstractions, which reduce the endless multiplicity 
of sensuous phenomena for practical use into abstractions 
of different orders, experience no considerable changes. 
For if the special sciences, e.g., zoology and botany, 
sometimes change their ideas of kinds a little, in part 
this does not at all affect practical life, in part these 
changes are excessively small compared with the con
stancy of most of the classes of notions. The formal part 
of language, however, wherein consists its properly philo
sophical value, undergoes a process of decomposition and 
of levelling pm·i passu with the progress of civilisation. 
The levelling of the Romance languages, especially the 
French, affords an example, an instance far more striking 
than that of the levelling of the German language in the 
Gothic, Old High German, Middle and New High German. 
The position of the parts of the sentence and of the sen
tences being fixed once for all, leaves no room for liberty 
of expression; a declension exists no longer, a neuter gender 
just as little, the tenses are reduced to four (in German 
even to two), the passive voice is wanting, all final syllables 
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are worn off; the affinity of syllabic stems, so expressive in 
natural languages, has for the most part become unrecog
nisable through attrition, thrusting out of consonants and 
other disfigurements, and the capability of forming com
pounds is lost. And yet German and Frenoh are lan
guages infinitely rich and expressive compared with the 
dreary smoothness of the English, which, in a grammatical 
point of view, is again approaching with rapid strides the 
starting-point of the evolution, the Chinese. On the other 
hand, the farther we recede historically the greater be
comes the wealth of forms. Greek has its middle, dual, 
and aorist, and an incredible capability of composition. 
The Sanskrit, as the oldest of the inflexional languages 
known to us, is said to excel all others in beauty and 
copiousness of forms. It results from this review that 
language needs no higher development of culture for its 
formation, but that such development is rather injurious 
to it, in that it is never able to preserve from corruption 
that which the past has elaborated, not even when it 
devotes a conscious and careful effort to its preservation 
and improvement (as, e.g., the Academia Franctaise). The 
linguistic development is carried on not only on the large 
scale and as a whole, but also in detail with the calm 
necessity of a natural product, and the forms of language, 
even at the present day, go on growing, deriding all the 
efforts of consciousness, as if they were independent crea
tions to which the conscious mind only serves as a medium 
of their proper life.1 Both this result and also the specu
lative depth and grandeur of language, as well as, in fine, 
its marvellous organic unity, which far exceeds the unity 
of a methodical systematic construction, should preserve 
us from regarding language as a product of conscious 
acute reflection. Schelling has said:-" The spirit which 
created language-and that is not the spirit of the indivi-

1 Comp. Gobineau, " Inquiries on fiir Pbiloaopbie und Pbilosopbieche 
Dilferent Expreaeions of Sporadic Kritike," voL Iii. p. 181 ft. 
Life," :zd part, in the " Zeitechrift 
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dual members of the people-has conceived it as a wltole, 
just as creative Nature when she forms a skull has already 
in her view the nerve which is to traverse it." 

To which the following may be added :-For the labour 
of an individual, the foundation is much too complicated 
and rich. Language is a work of the masses-the people. 
For the conscious labour of many, however, it is too in
divisible an organism. Only the instinct of masses, as 
exhibited in the life of the hive and the ant-hill, can 
have created it. Further, although languages spring from 
different centres of development, deviate essentially from 
one another, yet the course of development is, in the 
main, so similar on all the different theatres of human 
culture, and with the most diverse national characters, 
that the agreement of the fundamental forms and the 
structure of the sentence in all stages of development 
is only explicable by a common instinct of humanity for 
forming language, by an all-pervading spirit which every-

. where guides the development of language according to 
the same laws of bloom and decay.-Those to whom all 
the foregoing reasons do not appear decisive, must per
force allow the following, taken along with the above, 
to be conclusive, viz. : That all conscious hmnan thought 
is only possible by the help of language, since we see 
that human thought without language (in the unedu
cated deaf and dumb, and also among healthy men who 
have grown up without human education), in the most 
favourable case, very little exceeds that of the cleverest 
domestic animals. Without language, or with a merely 
animal vocal language devoid of grammatical forms, a 
thinking so acute that the marvellously profound 
organism of universally identical fundamental forms 
should emerge as its conscious product, is, therefore, 
quite inexplicable. Rather, all progress in the develop
ment of language will be the first condition of progress 
in the elaboration of conscious thought, not its conse
quence, in that (like every instinct) it occurs at a time 
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when the culture of the people, as a whole, makes pro-. 
gress in the elaboration of thought a necessity. 

Altogether, in the same way then as, beyond a doubt, 
the language of animals, in some ways so highly de
veloped, or the language of feature, gesture, and natural 
sound of primitive man, is in production as in import a work 
of instinct, precisely in the same way must also human 
verbal language be a conception of genius, a work of the 
instinct of multitudes. For the rest, this result is con
firmed by the most eminent and gifted linguists of this 
century. Thus, e.g., Heyse, in his " System of Philology," 
says : " Language is a natural product of the human 
'mind; its production is necessarily effected, without 
thoughtful intention and clear consciousness, from an inner 
instinct of the mind." Accordingly, to him language is 
a product " not of the particular subjective mind, or reflec
tive understanding as free activity of the individual as 
such," but " of the universal Objective mind, of human 
reason in its natural foundation." In like manner, 
Wilhelm von Humboldt ("Ueber das vergleichende 
Sprachstudium," sec. 13) says: "Thinking of the natural 
instinct of animals, we may call language an intdlectual 
instinct of the reason." " It is of no avail to allow 
thousands and thousands of years for its invention. 
Langun~e could not be invented unless its type were 
latent in the human understanding. • . • If any one 
imagines that the invention of language may take 
place gradually and progressively, by a reciprocal 
action, as it were,-that through a portion more of 
invented language man can become more man, and by 
this advance again invent more language, he misunder
stands the inseparableness of human consciousness and 
human speech." Language " cannot, properly speaking, 
be taught ; it can only be evoked. We can only favour 
the conditions, and then leave it to its own unfolding" 
(comp. below, p. 303 J!.) "How could the learner, merely 
through the expansion of his own developing conscious-
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ness, master the spoken thought, if there were not in 
speaker and Jiearer the same essence, but differentiated 
for the sake of individual existence and communion, so 
that a symbol so refined and yet so personal as is the arti
culate sound suffices to affect both parties harmoniously 
like a mediator 1 " " The comprehension of another's 
meaning could not rest on a process of internal spon
taneity, and intercourse through the medium of speech 
would be something quite other than the awakening of 
the hearer's linguistic faculty, if beneath all individual 
differences there were not a common human nature." 
Humboldt concludes, then, as we shall establish with 
greater generality farther on, from the nature of language 
alone: "That discrete individuality is in general only a 
phenomenon of the conditioned existence of spiritual 
beings; " that the conscious human mind and language 
have sprung from the common primitive foundation of 
the universal spirit. H. Steinthal, in his celebrated book, 
"Der Ursprung der Sprache," concludes his excellent 
objective criticism of his predecessors with the following 
formulation of the problem:-" Language is not innate in 
man, not revealed by God-man has produced it ; but not 
the mere organic nature of man, but his mind; and 
finally, not the thinking conscious mind. What mind 
then in humanity, i.e., what form of action of the human 
mind has produc~d language?" What other answer is 
conceivable to this than that of the unconscious spiritual 
activity, which with intuitive correctness acts here in 
natural instincts, there in intellectual instincts ; here in 
the individual, there in the co-operative instincts; and 
everywhere alike, everywhere with infallible clairvoyant 
accuracy answers to the greatness of the need 1 
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VII. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN THOUGHT. 

IN the last chapter but one (pp. 283-285) we saw that 
every effort at recollection with a definite object requires 
the aid of the Unconscious, if the right idea is to be 
recalled, because consciousness does not embrace the slum
bering ideas of memory,1 accordingly cannot choose among 
them. If an unsuitable idea crops up, consciousness im
mediately perceives it to be inappropriate and rejects 
it; but all memories which have not yet emerged, but 
are only on the point of emerging, lie beyond its field of 
view, thus also outside of its choice; the Unconscious alone 
can make the appropriate choice. It Inight, perhaps, be 
suggested that past ideas are revived quite accidentally, 
and that consciousness keeps on rejecting the wrong one, 
until, at last, the right one makes its appearance. In 
abstract thinking such cases certainly do occur, where 
one rejects five or even more ideas before the right 
one occurs. In such cases, however, the process is pretty 
much the same as in the guessing of riddles, or the 
solution of a problem by trial, in that consciousness of 
itself does not exactly know what it wants, i.e., that it 
knows the condition of fitness only in the form of 
abstract formulre of words or numbers, but not in 

1 I here call attention once more at all, but with molecular dispoeitiona 
to the point that the expreaaion of the brain for certain vibration~~, 
"elumbering ideu of memory" ia on which the Unconecioue reacie in 
an improper one, since we have here the particular inetance with certain 
to do neither with conscious nor un· conecioue ideaa. 
oonecioue ideu, thue not with ideae 
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immediate intuition ; so that, in every single case, it 
must first insert the concrete value into the formulre, 
and see whether the thing agrees. By this, however, it 
is evident that the reaction of the U ncouscious on a 
motive, which is itself so obscure that it can only become 
clear by application to the concrete case, must be a 
more imperfect one than when the object is apparent 
in an immediately concrete and intuitive manner, as in 
the search for an appropriate partial presentation to 
complete an image, or verse, or melody, when so pro
tracted a trial much more rarely takes place. In tlte 
flash of wit this will happen still more rarely; witticisms 
obtained by a process of trial generally fall very flat. But 
even in those cases, where experience shows a repeated 
rejection of the revived ideas, it should not be forgotten 
that all these rejected ideas are by no means absolutely 
fortuitous in respect of the particular object, but always 
tend to this goal, although they may not hit the nail 
upon the head. But even when this mark is wanting 
to them, one is obliged to admit that the ideas, which, 
apart from the particular end in view, would merely 
arise according to other laws of thought-succession, are 
just as numerous, and that then in very rare cases, after 
five or ten ideas have been rejected, the appropriate one 
would be revived, but in most cases a far greater number 
of attempts would be requisite. The consequence of 
this would be the impossibility of producing any regular 
train of thought; we should soon give up the dispro
portionate effort through sheer fatigue, and surrender 
ourselves only to spontaneous dreaming and impressions 
of the senses, like the inferior animals. 

' \ 

In thinking, the point is, that the right idea occur at 
the right moment; the intellectual genius (apart from 
the rapidity of the movement of thought) is only hereby 
distinguished from the stupid, fools, boobies, imbeciles, and 
madmen. For inference is always of the same kind. No 
madman and no dreamer has ever drawn a false simple 
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<'onclusion from his premisses, only their premisses are 
frequently valueless. Sometimes they are intrinsically 
erroneous, sometimes they are too narrow or too wide, 
sometimes certain irrelevant premisses are assumed, 
sometimes several successive inferences are run into one; 
and these errors are committed, because it is not every 
simple conclusion that is actually thought; moreover, every 
following conclusion tacitly implies new premisses. But 
wrongly to draw a simple conclusion from given pre
misses is, in my view, just as much beyond the bounds 
of possibility, as that an atom pushed by two forces 
should move otherwise than in the diagonal of the 
parallelogram of forces. 

The essence of thinking is that the right ideas occur 
at the right time. Let us examine this proposition a little 
more closely. By thought, in the narrow sense, is meant 
the dividing, combining, and comparing of ideas. TM divi
sion may consist in the cutting up of a space or time-whole, 
or in abstracting certain attributes. Every idea is divisible 
into an infinite number of species. The essential point, 
then, is how the line is drawn between the portion which 
one wishes to retain and that which one desires to let 
go. The main object of abstraction is to grasp many 
sensible particulars into a common notion. This can only 
contain what is alike in all; the partition must, then, 
be so made that, of all the simple ideas, only what is 
similar is retained, and the dissimilar let go. In other 
words, the idea of the common portion must occur to 
one possessed of the particulars. This is as distinctly a 
flash which cannot be forced, as in our former examples; 
for millions of men stare at the same objects, and only one 
gifted brain grasps the concept. How much richer in 
ideas is not the educated than the uneducated man! 
And the only reason of this is the interest in the idea 
with which the former has been inspired by education 
and instruction; for one cannot directly furnish any body 
with a conception; one may assist him in his abstraction 
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by bringing forward very many sensuous particulars and 
excluding already familiar conceptions, but he must in 
the end find the notion for himself. A considerable dif
ference in talent cannot, however, be supposed between 
educated and uneducated on the average; accordingly, it 
can only bo the interest in the discovery which con
ditions the difference in the abundance of conceptions. 
The like also holds good of the different mental resources 
of man and brute, although here, certainly, natural 
endowment co-operates. The greatest discoveries of 
theoretical science often consist merely in the discovery 
of a new conception, in the cognition of a piece common 
to several other notions which has hitherto been dis
regarded, ~.g., the discovery by Newton of the conception 
gravitation. If it is interest which conditions the elicit
ing of the common element, the first flash of the concep
tion is the appropriate reaction of the Unconscious on this 
stimulus of interest. 

If this holds good of notions, which consist only in the 
separation of a common portion of many given ideas, so 
much the more must it hold of such as contain the rela
tions of different ideas to one another, e.g., equality, in
equality, unity, plurality (number), totality, negation, 
disjunction, causality, &c.; for here the concept is a true 
creation, certainly out of given material, but still a creation 
from something not at all to be found as such in the given 
ideas. E.g., equality cannot as such inhere in the dice A 
and B, for if B is not, A cannot have equality with B, but 
when B arises, this cannot change the constitution of A; 
thus A cannot acquire a quality through the origin of B 
which it had not before, consequently also not equality 
with B. The notion of equality can, therefore, not lie in 
the things, just as little in the perceptions as such pro
duced by things, for the same line of argument may be 
adopted, consequently the notion of equality must be first 
created by the mind; but the mind also cannot arbitrarily 
declare two presentations to be equal or unequal, but only 
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when the ideas, apart from place and time, are identical, 
i.e., if the two presentations, succeeding one another at 
the same spot in the field of vision without a time-interval, 
would give the impression of a single fixed unchanged 
presentation. Since this condition can never be satisfied 
l"ealiter, the process can only be that the mind conceptually 
separates the identical portion of the two ideas. If it then 
perceives that the individual residue only consists of the 
space and time elements of the ideas, and does not affect 
their matter, it calls them equal, and thus acquires the 
notion of equality. It is, however, easy to see that, if this 
whole process is to be carried on consciously, the mind 
must already possess the faculty of abstraction, and con
sequently the notion of resemblance, in order to be able to 
separate the common portion of two representations, i.e., 
must possess what it has to find, which is a contradiction. 
1.'here remains then, since every human and animal mind 
has this conception, nothing but the assumption that this 
process is in the main carried on unconsciously, and only 
the result as concept of equality, or this judgment, "A and 
B are alike," comes into consciousness. 

How indispensable the faculty of abstraction and the 
notion of resemblance contained therein is even for the 
first foundations of all thinking I shall briefly show by 
the instance of memory. 

All human beings and animals know, when an idea or a 
perception occurs, whether they are already familiar with 
the matter of the same or not, i.e., whether the perception is 
new, arises for the first time, or whether they have bad it 
before. A mere idea, united with the consciousness that 
it has ltad a previous existence as a sense-percept, is called 
J/emory. The recognition of sensuous perceptions is not 
denoted by this term, but is at least as important. The 
question is, How does the mind discover the mark ofjwmer 
knowledge, which indeed cannot lie in the idea itself, since 
every idea in and by itself appears as something new? 
The most ob,·ions answer is, Through the associatbn of 

VOl. L u 
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ideas; for similarity is one of the main conditions of revival. 
When, then, a perception makes its appearance a second 
time, the slumbering memory is aroused, and the mind has 
now, in place of one image, two, a vivid and a weak one, and 
the latter an instant later, whilst it only finds a single one 
in the case of new perceptions. Since it does not know itself 
as cause of the second weak image, it assumes the earlier 
vivid one to be the cause of the same; but since, on the 
other band, the reason why the weak image appears in 
some cases, not in others, cannot well lie in the perceptions 
themselves, it assigns the cause of this appearance to a 
different disposition of the presentative faculty. If, along 
with the faint idea, tl1e mind had without more ado tho 
consciousness that the idea bad been in the mind before, 
the matter would be explicable, but what is incompre
hensible in the affair is just this: how it can come by this 
consciousness from what has gone before? The problem 
would not thereby be solved, but only its object pushed 
back a step farther. But here, now, we are helped by the 
consideration of similar sense-impressions, which follow 
one another in such quick succession, that the after-image 
of the first has not yet died away when the second occurs. 
Here the mind knows accordingly (1.) the identity of the 
after-image with the original impression, in virtue of the 
continuous fading of the latter; .(2.) it knows from the 
weakened impression that the external object has ceased 
to act, and that only its copy remains; (3.) it knows that 
the sudden strengthening of the after-image occurring 
immediately on the second impression is an effect of the 
latter; (4.) it perceives the equality in content of the 
second impression with the strengthened copy of the first. 
From these premises it concludes that the disposition 
of the representative faculty, which conditioned the rise 
of the weak image after the second impression, was the 
existence of the after-image of the first, and that the 
second impression was the same as the first. .AJ3, now, 
such examples are repeated with different degrees of the 
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fading of impressions, it is analogically concluded that 
there, too, when the after-image of the first is no longer 
present on the occurrence of the second impression, the 
disposition in question of the representative faculty 
consists in a slumbering copy, and consequently the con
sciousness of previous knowledge results every time an 
idea calls up a weaker one resembling it. Thus, e.g., when 
images rise before the mind in reverie, they must first 
attain to a certain degree of completeness, before by asso
ciation they bring the whole situation lived through for a 
moment before the mind as a second image, and only at that 
moment does the consciousness suddenly spring up that 
one has experienced the thing before; not till then is the 
awakened memory consciously apprehended as memory. 

One sees what an enormous apparatus of complicated 
reflection is requisite in order to produce so apparently 
simple a fundamental phenomenon, and that it is quite 
impossible in those times of the infancy of man and 
animal, when these notions were formed, that such a pro~ 
cess should take place in consciousness, especially as all 
tlu inferences here drawn already presuppose tlu ability to 
recognise the ideas as u:cll known. There therefore remains 
nothing for it but to suppose that this process also takes 
place in the Unconscious, and only its result instinctively 
appears iu consciousness. The certainty also of a prior 
experience, which memory affords with not too great an 
interval between the two impressions, could never be 
attained by means of this artificial fabric of hypotheses 
and analogies. 

Another example is afforded by Causality. Without 
doubt this idea is to be evolved logically, namely, by a 
calculation of probabilities, starting from the bare pre
supposition of pure chance, i .e., absence of causation. If, 
namely, under such and such circumstances an event has 
occurred n times, the probability that under the S!\rne 
circumstances it will occur next time is ZH Suppose, 
now, we call the occurrence of the event necessary when 
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its probability becomes= I, then from this the probability 
can be evolved that the occurrence of the event is neces
sary or not necessary. But, as Kant showed, there is no 
meaning in causation beyond tke necusity of t'M occurrence 
under the circumstances in question, since the notion of pro
duction is one arbitrarily introduced, nnd is, in fine, only 
an imprrptr figure of 8ptcck. 

Thus we can show the probability that this or that 
phenomenon is caused by these or those circumstances, 
and, in fact, our knowledge reaches no farther. Assuredly 
no one will believe that this is the way in which children 
and animals arrive at the notion of causality, and yet 
there is no other way to advance beyond the notion of 
mere succession to that of necessary sequence or effect; 
consequently this process also must take place in the 
Unconscious, and the notion of causality enter into con
sciousness as its ready-made result. 

The same proof may also be given of the other ideas of 
relation: they can all only be developed discursively by 
way of logic, but these developments are all so delicate 
and in part so complicated, that they cannot possibly oo 
wrought out in the consciousness of beings which form 
these conceptions for the first time; accordingly they 
appear in consciousness as something ready formed. 
Now he, who sees the impossibility of getting these con
ceptions from without and the necessity of forming them 
himself, asserts their a priority; whoever, on the other 
l1and, takes his stand on the fact that such formative 
processes have no place at all in consciousness, but that 
their results are rather gi1:en to it as something ready 
formed, must maintain their a posteriority. Plato bad a 
f-eeling of the two-sided truth when he called all learning 
neruiniscence. Schelling expresses it in the assertion, 
"So far as the Ego produces everything from itself, all 
. , . knowledge is a priori; but so far as we are not 
conscious of this productivity, so far is ••• everything 
a posteriori . ••• There are thus a p1-i01-i iueas without 
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there being innate ideas" (comp. above, p. 24). Thus all 
the really a priori is a something posited by the Uncon
scious, which only comes into consciousness as result. So 
far as it is the prius of what is given, of the immediate 
content of consciousness, so far is it still unconscious; in 
that consciousness reflects on the content it finds, and 
concludes therefrom to the prius producing it, it perceives 
a posterimi the unconsciously active a priori (comp. in 
addition "Das Ding an Sich," pp. 66-73,· 83-90). The 
ordinary empiricism fails to perceive the a prWri element 
in the mind; philosophical speculation fails to see that 
everything a priori in the mind is only cognisable a 
posteriori (inductively). 

The uniting of presentations, again, may be a joining 
together in space or in time, as in plastic or musical com
positions, then it belongs to artistic production; or a com
pounding of conceptions into an indivisible idea, as in the 
formation of definitions ; or an union of ideas through 
forms of relation, where one seeks the reason for the con
sequent, the matter for the form, the like for the like, for 
the one alternative the other, for the particular the 
general, or conversely. In every case one idea is 
possessed, and another is sought to satisfy the given 
relation. One has either in oneself what is sought as 
latent memory or not. In the latter case we have first 
to discover it, either directly or indirectly ; in the former, 
the important point is that just the right one among the 
many ideas of memory comes to the surface. In both 
cases a reaction of the Unconscious is required. 

The relation of the general to the particular has its 
simplest verbal expression in the judgment, when the 
subject represents the particular, the predicate the general. 
To every particular, however, there are very many universals, 
which are all contained in it; therefore every subject may 
very well receive several predicates; but which is the 
appropriate one depends solely on the aim of the train of 
thought. In judging, therefore, the same difficulty recurs 
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how the right idea is to come into the mind, no matter 
whether a predicate is sought for a subject or a subject 
for a predicate, since several particulars are in truth 
included under one universal. 

The relation of reason and consequent possesses special 
importance for thought. It is always presented in the 
form of the syllogism, which in its simple form must 
always be correctly drawn, and may be proved by the law 
of contradiction. But now it is pretty evident that the 
syllogism does not bring out anything new whatsoever, as 
has been proved by John Stuart Mill and others, for the 
universal major premiss implicitly contains the special 
case in itself, which is only made explicit in the con
clusion. But now as anybody can be convinced of the 
major as universal only by being convinced of all its appli· 
cations, he must also be already convinced of the con
clusion, or he is not convinced of the truth of the major 
premiss ; and if the major has no certain but only pro
bable validity, the conclusion also must have the eame 
coefficient of probability as the major. It is hereby 
proved that syllogism in no way increases knowledge if 
once the premises are given, which is in perfect agree
ment with the circumstance that no rational human 
being thinks in syllogisms, but along with the thought of 
the premises has eo ipso already thought the conclusion 
at the same time, so that the syllogism never enters into 
consciousness as a special mode of thought. Accordingly, 
syllogism can have no immediate, but only a mediate 
significance for cognition. In truth, in all particular cases 
(where the minor is supplied) we are concerned with 
discoverin~ the appropriate major; when this is found, 
the conclusion is at once in our consciousness-nay, eve11 
the major often remains an unconscious term of the 
process. Of course the same proposition can serve as 
minor for many majors, just as a subject may be supplied 
to many predicates ; but just as, for the particular pur
pose of a judgment, only one predicate affords that deter-. 
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ruination of the subject which can serve to carry the 
train of thought forward to the desired goal, so also only 
one determinate major premiss can help to produce that 
conclusion which can advance this train of thought. The 
point then is, from among those universal propositions 
suspended in memory with which the given case may be 
combined as minor premiss, to summon just that one 
which is wanted into consciousness, i.e., our general 
assertion is confirmed here too. E.g., if I want to prove 
that the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are 
equal to one another, I only need to remember the general 
proposition that in every triangle equal angles are 
opposite to equal sides; as soon as this has become clear 
to me and I remember it, the conclusion also is eo ipso there. 
As when somebody asks me what I think of the weather, 
and at the same time makes the remark that the baro
meter has considerably fallen, I only need to remember 
the general proposition that after every considerable fall 
of the barometer the weather changes, then I have my 
conclusion as a matter of course : " The weather will 
change to-morrow." Here, even beyond the shadow of a 
doubt, the universal major premiss will remain uncon
scious, and the conclusion appear as a matter of course. 

If we ask, however, how (with the exception of 
mathematics) we come by the general major propositions, 
examination shows that it is by way of induction, in that 
from a larger or smaller number of perceivl:d special 
cases the general rule is deduced with greater or less 
probability. This probability is really implicitly con
tained in the cognition of the major, and among people 
educated and accustomed to think, can be arrived at 
numerically by bargaining and higgling about the condi
tions of a wager proposed for the nearest special case. 
But of course one has usually only an obscure idea of the 
coefficient of probability, which consequently is any
thing but exact, so that, e.g., a tolerably high probability 
is constantly confused 1cith certainty (ride religious beliefs). 
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Nevertheless, by the proposal of a wager both upper and 
lower limits may very soon be found, by which the 
quantity of probability is always to a certain degree 
determined, and with acute minds these limits may be 
approximated to one another by continued examination of 
the conditions of the wager. 

The question bow one arrives at the belief in the genernl 
rule is divisible, then, into the two questions: (1.) how 
do we come to pass at all from the particular to the uni
versal? and (2.) how do we obtain the coefficient which 
represents the probability of a real value of the general 
expression that bas been found 1 The former is only 
explained by the practical nud of general rules, without 
which man would be quite helpless, since he would not 
know whether the earth would sustain his next step, or 
the trunk of a tree the next time support him on the 
water. It must then be pronounced a happy idea pro
duced by the urgency of necessity, for in the particular 
cases themselves there is nothing at all to lead to their 
comprehension into a general rule. The second, however, 
is explained by inductive logic, so far as one understands 
by induction the logical deduction of a coefficient of proba
bility. It is true the objective connection is made evident 
by this, but the subjective process of consciousness does 
not know these artificial methods : the natural understand
ing instinctively induces, and finds the result as some
thing pre-formed in consciousness, without being able to 
give any further account concerning the How. There 
remains then nothing for it but to admit, that the uncon
scious logical in man relieves the consciously logical of an 
office, which is requisite for the existence of mankinci, and 
yet exceeds the power of the unscientific consciousness. 
For when I have often seen rain or storms occur, along 
with such and such signs in the sky, I form the general 
rule, with a degree of probability of real validity depen
dent on the nuu1ber of observations, without knowing 
anything about :Mill's inductive methods of Agreement, 
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Dillerence, Residues, or Concomitant Variations; and yEt 
my result agrees with the scientific so far as the vagueness 
of my coefficient of probability can confirm an agreement, 
and if one takes account at the same time of the possibly 
influential positive sources of error, as interest, &c. 

Hitherto we have always only taken note of tolerably 
simple processes of thought-its elements, as it were; 
there still remain, however, the cases where, in the midst 
of a conscious chain of thought, several logically necessary 
links are overleapt by consciousness, and yet almost 
invariably the correct result appears. Here, again, the 
Unconscious will manifest itself to us very clearly as 
intuition, intellectual vision, direct knowledge, immanent 
logic. 

If we first regard mathematics in this light, it appears 
that two methods prevail in it, the deductive or discursive 
and the intuitive. The former mode of proof consists in 
gradual inferences, according to the law of contradiction, 
from admitted premises, thus answering in the main to 
the consciously logical and its discursive nature: it is 
usually taken to be the sole and exclusive method of 
mathematics, because it alone claims to be method anu 
demonstration. The other method must renounce all 
claim to being a mode of argument, but is nevertheless a 
form of proof, therefore method, because it appeals to 
natural feeling, to sound common-sense, and by intellectual 
intuition teaches at a glance as much as, nay, even more 
than, the deductive method after a tedious demonstration. 
It comes before consciousness with its result, with the con
straining force of logic, and that, too, without hesitation 
and reflection, but instantaneously, and has accordingly 
the character of the unconsciously logical. E.g., nobody 
who looks at an equilateral triangle, if he has compre
hended the question, will for a moment doubt whether 
the angles are equal The deductive method can cer
tainly prove it to him from still simpler premises, but 
the certainty of his intuitive knowledge will assmedly 
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not be increased thereby; on the contrary, if it is proved 
to him very neatly by calculation, and without percep
tion of the figure, he will obtain less assurance than from 
Rimple intuition; he then merely learns that it must 
be so and cannot be otherwise, but here he sees that it 
actually is so, and still more, that it is necessarily so: he 
sees, as it were, as living organism from within, what 
appears to him by deduction merely as effect of a dead 
mechanism. He sees, so to speak, the "Jww" of the 
matter, not merely the "that; " in short, he feels much 
more satisfied. 

It is Schopenhauer's merit to have rightly emphasised 
the value of this intuitive method, although he unduly 
slights the deductive method on that account. .All the 
a.rioms of mathematics rest on this mode of proof, 
although, like more complex propositions, they may 
just as well be deduced from the law of contradiction; 
only, by reason of the simple nature of the subject, 
intuition acts here so strikingly in respect of conviction, 
that we almost regard the man as a fool who desires 
to deduce such principles. It accordingly happens that 
nobody has applied the necessary acuteness to really 
refer all the axioms of mathematics to the law of con
tradiction in application to given elements of space and 
number; hence the fixed idea of many philosophers (e.g., 
Kant) that this reduction is not possible. But as surely 
as these axioms are logical, so surely is their deduction 
possible from the sole fundamental law of logic, the law 
of contradiction. 

The axioms of mathematics are altogether useless for 
clear heads; these might commence the study of mathe
matics with axioms of a much more complex kind; but 
our mathematics is intended for schools, where even the 
stupidest must be taught, and these need to comprehend 
the axioms as logicall; necessary. The discursive or 
deductive method is adapted for everybody, because it 
proceeds step by step, b1.1t intuition is a matter of talent; 
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what the one sees at a glance is apprehended by the 
other only very circuitously. .At a more advanced stage 
it is possible, by the reforming of geometrical figures, 
inversion, superposition, and other constructive aids, to 
assist intuition; but a point is soon reached where even 
a clear head can go no farther, and recourse must be had 
to the deductive method; e.g., in the case of the isosceles 
right-angled triangle, the Pythagorean theorem may be 

made evident to the eye by folding over the square of 
the hypothenuse; but in the scalene it is only to be 
comprehended deductively.- It follows from this, that the 
intuitive faculty far too soon lea Yes our most accomplished 
mathematicians in the lurch for much progress to be 
made by its means. .All depends upon the degree of 
the capacity; and there is nothing absurd in supposing 
a higher mind so completely master of the intuitive 
method that it can altogether dispense with the deductiYe. 
The difficulty of intuition is pre-eminently shown very 
soon in algebra and analysis; only prodigious talents, like 
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Dahse, are here capable of .an intuition which is able to 
conceive and to deal with large numbers as a whole. More 
frequently one finds among mathematicians the ability, 
in an orderly chain of inference, to make intuitive leaps 
and to omit a number of terms, so that from the premises 
of the first argument immediately the conclusion of the 
ensuing third and fifth springs into consciousness. All this 
allows us to conclude that the discursive or deductiYe 
method is only the lame walking on stilts of conscious logic, 
whilst rational intuition is the Pegasus flight of the Un
conscious, which carries in a moment from earth to heaven. 
The whole of mathematics appears from this point of view 
as the tools and implements of our poor mind, whicl1, 
obliged laboriously to heap stone on stone, yet can never 
touch the heavens with its hand, although it build beyond 
the clouds. A mind standing in closer connection with 
the Unconscious, then, would instantaneously grasp the 
solution of every profound problem intuitively, and yet 
with logical necessity, as we do in the simplest geometrical 
problems; and it is accordingly not wonderful that the 
embodied calculations of the Unconscious, without trouble 
being given to it, agree with such mathematical precision 
in the greatest as in the smallest matter; as, e.g., in the cell 
of the bee, the angle at which the planes are inclined to one 
another, however exactly it be measured (to half-angular 
minutes), agrees with the angle which, with the form of the 
cell, affords the minimum of surface, in this case of wax, 
for the given space (comp. alsop. IC)O, on the construction 
of the femur). 

In all this we cannot doubt that in intuition the same 
logical links are present in the Unconscious, only what 
follows serially in conscious logic is compressed into a 
point of time. That only the last term comes into con
sciousness is due to the circumstance that it alone possesses 
interest for us ; but that all the others are present in the 
Unconscious may be perceived, if the intuition be in
tentionally repeated in such a way that only the one 
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before the last, then the term before that, &c., emerges 
into consciousness. The relation between the two kinds 
is then to be conceived as follows : The intuitive leaps 
the space to be traversed at a bound; the discursive takes 
several steps ; the space measured is in both cases pre
cisely the same, but the time required for the purpose is 
different. Each putting of the foot to the ground forms a 
point of rest, a station, consisting of cerebral vibrations 
which produce a conscious idea, and for that purpose need 
time (a quarter-two seconds). The leaping or stepping 
itself, on the other hand, is in both cases something 
momentary, timeless, because empirically falling into 
the Unconscious ; the process proper is thus always 
unconscioi}S, the difference is only whether, between the 
conscious stations for halting, greater or lesser tracts be 
traversed. In the case of small steps, even the heavy 
and clumsy thinker feels sure that he does not trip; with 
greater leaps, however, the danger of stumbling increases, 
and only the dexterous and nimble brain attempts them 
with advantage. The dull brain suffers a twofold loss of 
time with its greater discursiveness of thought. In the 
first place, the halt at each single station is greater in its 
case, because the single idea needs longer time to become 
conscious with the same clearness; and, in the second place, 
it must have more pauses. That, however, really the pre
cise process is in every, even the smallest step of thought, 
intuitive and unconscious, on that point, after what has 
been said, scarcely any doubt can well remain. 

But even outside of mathematics we can follow the 
interblendingof the discursive and intuitive method. The 
practised chess-player possibly reviews in his mind the 
result of this and that move tluee or four moves ahead, 
but it does not at all occur to him to consider a hundred 
thousand other possible moves, five or six of which the bad 
chess-player perhaps considers, without lighting on the two 
which alone claim the attention of the proficient. How now 
does it come to pass that the latter does not at all take note 
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of these five or six moves, which would probably only be 
revealed as less good after two to three other moves had been 
made 1 He looks at the chessboard, and without reflection 
'M immediately sees the only two good moves. This is the 
work of a moment, even if he be a passing spectator of a 
game played by others. In the same way the general of 
genius sees the point for the demonstration or the. decisive 
attack, also without reflection (comp. above, p. 23, the 
reference to Heine). Practice is a word which here does 
not at all affect the question; practice can facilitate 
reflection, but never supply the want of it except in 
mechanical works, where another nerve-centre acts vicar
iously for the brain. But here, where we are dealing with 
something quite different, the question is, What instan
taneously makes the appropriate choice if it is not con
scious reflection? Manifestly the Unconscious. 

Look at the antics of a young ape. Cuvier tells of a 
young Bhunder (Macacus R'M81ts) (see Brehm's Illustr. 
Thitirleben, i. 64): "After about the lapse of a fortnight it 
began to separate from its mother, ;tnd at once exhibited 
in its first steps an adroitness, a strength, which could 
not but excite universal astonishment, practice and 
experience both having been wanting. The young 
Bhunder from the very first clung to the perpendicular 
iron bars of its cage, and clambered up and down accord
ing to its fancy; perhaps made also a few steps on the 
straw; sprang of its own accord from the summit of its 
cage on to its four hands, and then again against the 
bars, to which it clung, with a velocity and accuracy 
which would have done honour to the most experienced 
monkey." How does this ape, just released from the 
skin of its mother, upon whose breast it has hitherto 
hung, come to measure aright the force and direction of 
its leaps 1 How does the lion, springing at the distance of 
twelve feet upon its prey, calculate the curve with the 
proper angle and velocity ? How the dog the curve of 
the morsel which it catches so cleverly at any distance 
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and at any angle 1 Practice only facilitates the action of 
the Unconscious on the nerve-centres, and where these 
are already sufficiently prepared for their office without 
practice we see even this practice dispensed with, as in 
the above-mentioned ape; but that which is substituted 
for the lacking mathematical calculation can, as in the 
cell-structure of the bee, only be mathematical intuition 
combined with the instinct to execute the movement, 

As concerns the overleaping of conclusions in ordinary 
thought, this is a very well-known experience. Without 
this acceleration thought would be of such a snail's-pace 
that, as now frequently happens in the case of human 
beings with sluggish brains, in many practical reflections 
one would arrive too late with one's result, and would 
hate the whole labour of thought ou account of its cum
brousness, as it is now hated and avoided merely by 
specially lazy thinkers. The simplest case of skipping is 
when the conclusion is immediately drawn from the minor 
premiss without our being conscious of the major premiss; 
but also one or several actual conclusions are sometimes 
omitted, as we have already seen in mathematics. This 
commonly happens only in one's own thinking; in com
munication we have regard to the understanding of others, 
and recover the principal intermediate links that have pre
viously remained unknown. Women and the uneducated 
frequently neglect this, and then there arise those leaps 
in their trains of thought which may be convincing to the 
speaker, although the hearer is wholly unable to see how 
he is to get from point to point. Any one accustomed to 
introspection will be able to catch himself making consi
derable leaps in carrying on a train of thought and in 
drawing inferences, if he make this review directly after 
prosecuting a new and very interesting study with zeal 
and success. 

An observation of Jessen, the well-known student of 
mental disease, on an allied topic, is interesting (" Psy
chology," pp. 235, 236), which I will take the liberty of 
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quoting:-" When we reflect on anything with the wboie 
force of our mind, we may fall into a state of entire 
unconsciousness, in which we not only forget the outL'r 
world, but also lcntnn not/Ling at all of ourultJU and tlte 
thoughts passing wit/tin 11s. After a shorter or longer 
time, we then suddenly awake as from a dream, and 
usually at the same moment tlu result of our meditation 
appears clearly and distinctly in consciousness, without our 
l."nOwing luno we hat~e reacl1td it. Also, in a less severe 
meditation, there occur moments in which a perfect 
vacancy of thought is combined with the consciousness 
of our own mental effort, to which in the next moment 
a more vivid stream of thought succeeds. Certainly some 
practice is required to combine serious reflection with 
simultaneous self- observation, as the endeavour to 
observe thoughts in their origin nnd their succession 
may easily produce disturbances of thinking and arrest 
the evolution of our thoughts. Repeated attempts, 
ho\vever, put us in a position clearly to perceive that 
in fact in every arduous reflection a constant inner 
pulsation, or a changing ebb and flow of thoughts, as 
it were, takes place-a moment in \vhich all thoughts 
disappear from consciousness, and only the consciousness 
of an inner mental strain remains, and a moment in 
which the thoughts stream in in greater fulness and dis
tinctly emerge into consciousness. The lower the ebb, 
the stronger the succeeding flood is wont to be; the 
stronger the previous inner tension, the stronger and 
livelier the contents of the emerging thoughts.'• The 
purely empirical observations of this fine mental observer 
are a confirmation of our way of regarding the matter, 
the more above suspicion as he is not at all acquainted 
with onr conception of unconscious thinking, and never
theless is constrained to the verbal acknowledgment of 
our assertions (in the passages in italics) by the pnrc 
force of facts; although his subsequent attempts at ex
planation, which are in essentials (brainless thinking) 
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quite correct, do not hit the nail on the head, just 
because they do not grasp the notion of the Unconscious 
as principle of thought apart from a brain. The con
sciousness of mental effort observed in these processes is 
only the feeling of the tension of the brain and the scalp 
(by reflex action). The m?ments of vacancy of conscious
ness that are described, on which the result follows witlumt 
our being aware lww it has been arrived at, are those very 
moments when, in the productive thinking out of a zeal
ously pursued object of study, the skipping of a longer 
train of inferences takes place. 

Truly man is so accustomed to find in his consciousness 
results of which he is quite ignorant how he has come by 
them, that in any particular case he is not wont to wonder 
at it in the least ; and therefore it is also natural that 
an inquirer should not first reach the notion of the U n
conscious from this starting-point. But as in general the 
reaction of the Unconscious is wont most frequently to 
fail when one intentionally seeks to stimulate it, so in the 
eager and intentional reflection on a subject this effective 
entrance of the Unconscious might be less easy to estab
lish to the satisfaction of the majority, than in the so
called mental digestion and assimilation of the receiveJ 
nutriment, which does not occur on a conscious impulse, 
but at an indeterminate time, and is only announced by 
the results, which opp01tunely occur without our having 
been consciously occupied with the affair. (Schopenhauer 
calls this "unconscious rumination," comp. above, p. 29.) 
Thus it regularly happens with me when I have read 
o. work which presents new points of view essentially 
opposed to my previous opinions. The proofs of such 
ingenious ideas are often rather weak; and even if they 
are good and apparently irrefutal>le, still no human 
being can be so rapidly converted from his old opinions, 
for he can advance just as good grounds for the latter, 
or, if he cannot do so himself, he confides in himself and 
not the new author nud thinks: counter-proofs will be 
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found, although I am not at present acquainted with 
them. Then there intervene other occupations; the 
matter is not sufficiently important to hunt for counter
arguments, for which search must be made in books, 
often for weeks, nay, months; in short, the first impression 
gets · weak, and the whole affair is in time forgotten. 
Sometimes, however, it is different. If the new ideas 
have made a really deep impression, they may be referred 
provisionally, unaccepted, as undecided questions, to the 
court of memory, may even be obstructed by other occu
pations, or, still better, intentionally laid on one side, in 
order to be thought of again. Nevertheless the matter is 
only apparently laid to rest, and after days, weeks, or 
months, when the wish and opportunity arise to give an 
opinion on the question, we find to our very great 
astonishment that we have undergone a mental regenera
tion on the point, that the old opinions which we had 
taken for actual conviction up to that moment have been 
entirely renounced, and that new ones have already become 
quietly lodged there. This unconscious mental process 
of digestion and assimilation I have several times experi. 
enced in my own case, and have always had a certain 
instinct not to disturb this process prematurely by con· 
scious reflection in real questions of principle affecting 
the general view of the world and of the mind. 

I am of opinion that even in more unimportant ques
tions, as soon as they only awaken interest with sufficient 
vividness, thus in all concerns of practical life, the process 
described always affords the right and true decision, and 
that the conscious reasons will only be subsequently right 
when the judgment has been already formed. The ordi· 
nary understanding, however, which does not pay atten
tion to these processes, really imagines that it is swayed 
in its opinion by the reasons which have been sought for, 
whilst an acuter self-observation would teach it that these 
only come in the cases alluded to when its view is already 
fixed, its resolution taken. In saying this, it is by no 
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means asserted that the unconscious is not determined 
by logical reasons. This is most undoubtedly the case; 
it is only tolerably indifferent so far as concerns the cer
tainty of the decision, at any rate at first, whether the 
reasons afterwards sought for by consciousness agree with 
those reasons which have determined the Unconscious or 
not! In the case of acutely thinking brains the former, 
with the great majority the latter, will be prevailingly the 
case, and accordingly the phenomenon is explained, that 
people often seem to derive such firm conviction from 
such bad reasons, and allow themselves to be dispossessed 
of it with much difficulty by the best counter-arguments. 
It lies just in this, that the true unconscious reasons 
are not at all known to them, and therefore are not to be 
refuted. It is here indifferent whether their conviction 
contains truth or not; also of errors (which as said never 
arise from false conclusions, but from the insufficiency 
and falsehood of the premisses), those are most difficult to 
eradicate which are the result of an unconscious process 
of thought (e.g., in political opinion those which are un
consciously rooted in professional and class interests). 

If now, however, any one should be led by these con
siderations to lightly estimate conscious ratiocination, such 
an one would fall into serious error. Just because, in 
conclusions attained at a bound, errors easily slip in, it is 
imperatively necessary in important questions to render 
the individual terms clear by discursive thought, and to 
descend by such small stages of thought that one may be 
as far as possible protected from errors in the conclusion. 
Just because in the opinions, whose true proof lies in the 
Unconscious, the perversion of the judgment by interests 
and inclinations is withdrawn from all control and hag 
such free scope, it is doubly necessary to draw the subjec
tive proof to the light, and to confront it with the results 
of discursive logical inferences, since only in the latter is 
there to be found a certain, if also always a very defective, 
guarantee of objectivity. If the subjective prejudices 
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be stronger for the moment, conscious logic gains ground 
with time, if not in one, yet in the course of many genera
tions. But even in this emergence of certain truths to the 
light of consciousness, and in their struggle and victory 
over dominant ideas of the time, there rules again, as we 
shall see hereafter, an unconscious logic, a historical pro
vidence, which has never been perceived more clearly than 
by Hegel 
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VIII. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN THE ORIGIN OF SENSE-PERCEPTION. 

KANT in his " Transcendental lEsthetic" maintained that 
Space was not passively received by the mind, but spon
taneously produced by it,-hereby causing an entire philo
sophical revolution. But now, why has this correct state
ment been at all times so stoutly opposed by common 
sense, as well as, with few exceptions, by the scientific 
mind? 

1. Because Kant, and after him Fichte and Schopen
hauer, drew from a true proposition subjective-idealistic 
consequences, which were false and repugnant to the in
stinct of the healthy reason. 

2. Because Kant had given faulty proofs of his correct 
assertion; which in truth proved nothing at all. 

3· Because Kant, without giving any furtlur account of 
it, speaks of an unconscious process in the mind, whils~ 
the previous mode of treatment only knew and regarded 
as possible conscious mental processes, but consciousness 
denies a spontaneous production of Space and Time, and 
with perfect truth insists upon their being given in sense
perception as faits accomplis. 

4. Because Kant put Time, of which this proposition 
does not hold good, on a level with Space. 

These four points we have successively to consider, since 
the unconscious production of Space is the indispensable 
foundation of sensuous perception, with which conscious
ness takes its rise, and which in its turn is the foundation 
of all conscious thought. 
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Ad. I. In the first place, assuming it be proved that 
Space and Time can in no other way find an entrance to 
thought than by the spontaneous activity of the latter, it 
by no means follows from this that Space and Time can 
have real existence exclusively in thought, and not also 
outside thought in the real world. The overhasty nature 
of this conclusion, which Kant actually draws, and through 
which he comes to the denial of the transcendental reality 
of space and to the one-sided ideality of his system, has 
been shown by Schelling ("Exposition of the Process of 
Nature," Werke, i. 10, 314-321) and Trendelenburg ("On 
a Gap in Kant's Proof of the Exclusive Subjectivity of 
Space and Time," in the third volume of the "Historical 
Contributions," No. vii.) It is more fully discussed in 
my essay, "The Thing in Itself and its Constitution" 
(Berlin: C. Duncker, 1871), particularly in the last t\vo 
sections: vii. "Space and Time as }'orms of the Thing 
in Itself ; " and viii. " Critique of the Transcendental 
1Esthetic." Here, however, we can only consider with 
all brevity the reasons which render it probable that 
Space and Time are just as much forms of existence as 
of thought. 

(a.) We have first to give a clear statement of the 
reasons for believing in the real existence of a Non-Ego, 
or an external world lying beyond the Ego. Only two 
hypotheses are logically possible. Either the Ego uncon
sciously fashions the world of appearance from its own 
e sence, in which case the Ego alone really exists, nnd 
p er consequentiam every reader must deny the existence not 
only of external things but of all other men; or there 
exists a Non-Ego independent of the Ego, and the repre
sentation of the external world in the Ego is the product 
of these two factors. Which of these hypotheses is the 
more probable must be decided by this; which more 
easily explains the phenomenal world? either is conceiv
able. 

(a.) Sense-impressions have a degree of vividness which 
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pure ideas produced by our own mental activity are wont 
only to attain in morbid states. Moreover, they often 
(especially in the years of childhood) bring real additions 
to the stock of knowledge, whereas the class to which 
they are opposed is always made up of familiar memories 
and portions of the same. This is easily explained by 
the assumption of an external world, hardly from the Ego 
alone. 

({3.) For the origination of a sense-impression the feeling 
of the open sense is requisite; on the other hand, the feel
ing of the open sense does not necessarily produce a sense
impression, e.g., in darkness, anosmia. This is easily 
explained by the influence of an extemal world, hardly 
from the Ego alone. 

('y.) Sensuous representations arise according to the law 
of the succession of thought from antecedent representa· 
tions in accordance with the particular mood, &c.-Sensuous 
impressions for the most part appear suddenly and un
expectedly, and always disconnected with the internal 
train of thoughts. This phenomenon is only possible with
out action of an external world if the law of mental 
succession holds good at one time and not at another, 
strictly explicable it is not even on this assumption from 
the Ego alone. 

(cS.) Most impressions have this peculiarity, that their 
assumed object is also simultaneously inferred from another 
impression of another sense (e.g., a dish of food may be 
simultaneously seen, smelt, tasted, touched). This is 
easily explained by the action of an external world, hardly 
by mere internal mental processes. For if one should 
assume that the co-existent sense-impressions mutually 
arouse one another, e.g., the visual impression of a dish of 
food brings with it the odorous impressions, the olfactory 
sense being open, he would be refuted by the fact that the 
sense of smell and sight may be alternately opened and 
closed, and yet each time receive the appropriate sense
impression of the food. Should any one in reply to this 
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make the further assumption, that not merely the simul
taneous, but also the antecedent visual impression of the 
viands have power to produce the odorous impression of 
the same and conversely, be would be met by the circum
stance that on the alternate opening and closing of the 
two senses, the visual impression can be had at one time 
but not at another, namely, when the viands are removed, 
so that the odorous impression under otherwise similar 
circumstances would call forth the visual impression at one 
time but not at another, which contradicts the principle, 
"Like causes, like effects." (See further Wiener," Grund
zlige der W eltordnung,'' Band 3, under "Proof of the 
Reality of the External World.") 

(e.) Things, i.e., the causes of the impressions of sense, 
act on one another according to laws strictly definite. 
Now, if the impressions of sense are to be explained from 
the Ego alone, these laws must be transferable to the 
inner mental processes. But this is not so; for only in 
the rarest cases do the sense-impressions of cause and 
effect follow one another as cause and effect in the out
ward world. Often, on the contrary, the effect is per
ceived at one time and the cause at another and later 
time; but a later sens~-impression cannot be the cause of 
an earlier one. 

(~) Every Ego, besides the idea of its own body, re
ceives also ideas of a great number of extraneous bodies 
similar to its own, in which reside mental faculties similar 
to its own. It finds that all these existences announce 
the same representations concerning Ego and Non-Ego, 
and that their declarations concerning the constitution of 
the external world partly agree with one another in a 
surprising manner, partly check one another, and lead 
to the conviction of error. Each Ego sees these exist
ences born, grow, die like itself; it receives from them 
protection, help, and instruction during the age of child
hood, when its own force and knowledge is insufficient; 
and receives at every period of its life, directly or in-
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directly (through books) instruction from others, in which 
thoughts occur which it is compelled to confess itself 
unable to grasp. It learns by the aid of teachers to follow 
backwards the succession of its fellow-beings, and to per
ceive a plan in history in which it is obliged to look upon 
itself as a link. All this is almost impossible with the 
sole existence of the Ego, but easily to be explained by 
the existence of one external world common to all Ego's, 
which includes within it the bodies of these reciprocally 
acting Ego's. As other Ego's can only act on me through 
their bodies, every inference to the transcendent reality 
of other Ego's is illegitimate if it is not mediated by the 
inference to the transcendent reality of my own and other 
bodies, and founded thereon. 

(17.) The internal ideas can be called forth, retained, and 
repeated at pleasure by the conscious will, the impres
sions of sense-the sense-organ being open-are entirely 
independent of the conscious will. This is easily to be 
explained by the action of an external world, hardly from 
the Ego alone. An unconscious will would in that case 
have to produce things, and then mirror to the con
sciousness of the solitary Ego the semblance of an ex
ternal world-a piece of juggling in which there \Vould 
be no rhyme or reason at all, and, as the preceding para
graphs prove, the wildest whim and caprice would have 
to be united with the strictest regularity in an incom
prehensible fashion, and the highest wisdom would be 
wasted on a bubble, a lunatic dream. 

One sees from what has been adduced that the pro
bability of the existence of a Non-Ego existing indepen
dently over against the Ego, and causally influencing the 
Ego, is as great as it could possibly be, and that here 
again natural instinct is justified by scientific reflection. 
From this necessity of having an external transcendent 
causality for tlte origination of sense-impressions even 
Kant and Fichte could not free themselves, although 
they deny it in words; for, with Kant, the content of 
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intuition is absolutely given; and although he thereby con
tradicts his own doctrine of the merely immanent import 
of Causality, he yet says repeatedly and expressly that 
that whereby this content is given is the thing in itself 
( comp. "The Thing in Itself," sect iv., "The Transcendent 
Cause," and v. "Transcendent and Immanent Causality"). 
Fichte, again, after all his unsuccessful attempts to weave 
the Non-Ego entirely from the Ego, cannot do without an 
external impulse for this activity of the Ego, and this im
pulse stands with Fichte for the true Non-Ego. Berkeley, 
too, suggests a transcendent cause for every perception, 
referring everything, however (overleaping the world of 
things in themselves), without distinction, directly to the 
Absolute, i.e., foregoes the attempt to explain our per
ceptions, and every attempt to penetrate the mystery of 
the real connections of their special originating causes. 

If it is now established that even the most consistent 
Idealists have not had the courage to be consistent to the 
extent of denying an independent Non-Ego, if the feeling 
is not to be got rid of that perception, on the whole, is 
something thrust upon one from without in opposition to 
one's own will, it results with the same certainty, from 
what has been stated, that the distinctians also in sensu.ous 
perceptions are not produced by the Ego, but are thrust upa1' 
it by the Non-Ego. For insight would not at all be en
larged if the Non-Ego were always one and the same, and 
consequently always acted in one and the same way, 
supplying merely an external shock. for then it woulJ 
again be left to the Ego, in strange caprice to suspend 
on the ever-identical impulse of the Non-Ego now this, 
now that spatial or temporal determination or category 
of thought as an indifferent cloak, and in this way 
itself to construct the whole Haw and What o£ the 
external world, the impulse only guaranteeing the That. 
In this all the before-mentioned difficulties repeat them
selves unchanged. Thus even Schopenhauer lets the dis
tinctions in the intuitions of the world of representation 
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be altogether conditioned by corresponding modifications 
in the essential will of the things-in-themselves, which 
through them become representable in thought (Parerga, 
§ 103 b). By this, however, he, in fact, again leaves room 
for the transcendent causality which he h~ expressly 
rejected iu words, for how are the things-in-themselves of 
this horse or this rose to set about determining my 
representations of either according to the modifications of 
their nature, unless by a transcendent causality, which is 
immediately manifested as definite affection of my sense
organs 1 

Every single determination in perception must then be 
conceived as effect of the Non-Ego; and as different effects 
presuppose different causes, we obtain a system of as 
many differences in the Non-Ego as there exist distinc
tions in perception. Now, certainly these differences in 
the Non-Ego might be of a non-spatial and non-temporal 
character, and Space and Time forms belonging to thought 
alone ; but then these differences must have place in the 
other objective forms, which would have to run parallel 
to the objective forms of Space and Time, since, without 
other forms of being replacing Space and Time in the 
Non-Ego, no corresponding difference could have place 
therein. This assumption of other but corresponding 
forms in the Non-Ego, which seems to have hovered before 
:Reinhold and aftenvards Her bart in their intelligible Space 
and Time, would, quite apart from the fact that it ex
cludes the possibility of any objective knowledge of things, 
contradict, without offering any equivalent advantage, 
the generally observed law that Nature always chooses 
the simplest means to its ends. Why should it make use 
of four forms when it could get along quite as well and 
even better with two 1 The parallelism of these pairs 
of forms in Existence and Thought, and their recipro
city, which, in fact, exists in perception and action, would 
require a pre-established harmony, which, on our assump
tion, would resolve itself into the identity of the forms. 
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Hegel likewise says (Larger Logic, In trod., p. 8): "If 
they (the forms of the Understanding) cannot be deter
minations of the thing-in-itself, still less can they be 
determinations of the Understanding, to which at least 
the dignity of a thing-in-itself should be assigned." 

(b.) Mathematics is the science of the presentations of 
Space and Time, as our thought forms, and cannot other
wise form them. Now, if we measure a real triangle, 
given not by thought, but by successive perceptions which 
may be too great f!)r simultaneous intuition, and find iu 
all similar attempts at measurement the same law con
firmed which pure thought gave us, that the sum of the 
angles = 2 R; further, if we take note that the deter
minations of the perception are something necessarily 
imposed on the mind by the system of differences in the 
Non-Ego, thus have their causes in differences of the 
Non-Ego, it follows from the empirical confirmation of 
the mathematical laws, to which there is no exception, 
that the distinctions in the Non-Ego obey laws which 
certainly must correspond to the forms of the latter, but 
run so entirely parallel with the rational laws of Space 
and Time, that here again the assumptiQP of a pre-estab
lished harmony is unavoidable, whilst an identity of the 
laws agreeing with the identity of the forms requires no 
such forced assumption. 

(c.) The senses of Sight and Touch receive their impres
sions from qualities of body altogether different, by quite 
distinct media and quite different physiological processes; 
nevertheless we obtain from them spatial perceptions 
which exhibit as great an agreement as possible, and which 
confirm one another. Now, were the objects not them
selves in Space, but existed in any other form of being, it 
\vould be in the highest degree wonderful that they should 
produce in the mind in such different ways such congruent 
spatial figures; thus, t.g., the seen ball never· appears as 
felt diE:\ or anything else, but as felt ball. On the assump· 
tion of Space as real form of existence this puzzle vanishes. 
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(d.) Only sight and touch, but none of the other senses, 
are able to arouse in the mind the perception of Space. 
(For when we hear where a sound comes from, the compari
son of the ,strength of the sound in the two ears is chiefly 
relied upon; comp. p. 337.) Kant entirely overlooked this, 
otherwise he could not have set up his division of outer 
(Space-sense) and inner (Time-) sense. To subjective 
idealism this \vhim of the mind is absolutely incompre
hensible, which nevertheless occurs with the appearance 
of external necessity; but it is just as incomprehensible 
if other corresponding forms are assigned to existence. 
Only the physiological consideration of the local construc
tion of the different sense-organs can here afford a ready 
explanation ; but if the body and the senses do not exist 
in Space, here, too, all possibility of comprehension is pre
cluded. 

These four considerations taken together render it highly 
· probable that common sense is right in believing that 

Space and Time are just as much objective forms of exist
ence as subjective forms of thought. This j()'1'1fi,(I] identity 
of thought and being is almost self-evident for one who 
assumes their essential identity (comp. C. Chap. xiv.) 

.A.d. II. As we do not intend to dispute but to assume 
the assertion of Kant placed at the head of this chapter, 
there is no reason to show here why the Kantian proof 
is no proof, and leaves the question quite open (comp. 
"The Thing in Itself," viii. "Kritik der Transcendentalen 
1Esthetik "). We shall, however, offer other reasons in 
lieu thereof. 

A naive theory of immediate perception regarded the 
sense-impressions as images of the things, which perfectly 
correspond to them, as the reflected image to its object. 
When Locke and modern physical science had made the 
complete heterogeneity of the sensation and the quality 
of the object the common property of science, the retinal 
image which was perceived in the tyt$ of other beings was 
substituted for the thing, and the sensation in its content 
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was now said to be identical with the retinal image as 
formerly with the thing,-a view which is still a common 
one. It was, however, thereby forgotten that it is something 
quite different to perceive an objective image within tlte 
extent of an eye in the eye of another with one's own eyes, 
or even to have the visual sensation determinable only 
according to angular degrees without absolute 81tperficial 
magnitude. It was forgotten that the mind does not sit as 
a second eye behind the retina and look at this image; it 
was not seen that one committed the same fault as before 
in the case of things, only. in a more disguised fashion; 
for what appears to another eye as a retinal image is i1~ 
this eye itself nothing but vibrating molecules, just as well 
as that which in things appears to the beholder as colour, 
brightness, &c., are in the objects only molecular vibra
tions. l)eople accordingly allowed themselves to be duped 
by the pleasure of having discovered a camera obseura in 
the eye, and considered the former problem to be solved, 
whereas it had only been shelved for an external question. 
'l'he physiology of the eye has since discovered that the 
eye is not a camera to exhibit diminutive images to the 
mind on the retinal ground, but a photographic apparatus, 
which so changes the molecular vibrations of the retina 
chemically-dynamically, that modes of vibration which 
have hardly any resemblance to the light vibrations in 
the ether are handed on to the optic nerve to be propa
gated farther, so that those modifications of light, e.g., 
which are felt as colour, are in the nerve combinations of 
variously strong functions of three different kinds of end
organs in the retina, whilst the corresponding modifica
tions of the physical ray of light are only discriminated 
by the wave-lengths of the vibrations. Further, light bas 
a velocity of about 200,000 miles in a second, the process 
in the optic nerve only one of about a hundred feet. 

Thus much is established, that the qualitative conver
sion of light vibrations on their e11trauce into the retina 
is of the greatest importance, and would give the final 
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death-blow to the view which assigns an importance to 
the image on the retina accidentally observable by other 
eyes, if the idea were not in itself absurd, that the optic 
nerve, like a second eye, looks at this image--and then ? 
But perhaps the central organ of vision (the corpora 
quadrigemina), as a third eye, looks at the image of the 
optic nerve, and then the central organ of thought (the 
cerebral hemispheres), as fourth eye, the image of the 
corpora quadrigemina, and then, perhaps, a definite cen
tral cell or the cerebral centre of consciousness as fifth 
eye, the image of the cerebrum, not to push the matter 
directly to the sixth eye of a punctual central monad 
having its seat at some place or other in the brain! For 
this much is to be looked upon as physiologically estab
lished, that the sensation of sight can at the earliest take 
place in the central part into which the optic nerve runs 
in the corpora quadrigemina, but not in the course of the 
optic nerve itself. On the entrance of the nerve into the 
centre, however, we must assume another conversion of 
the modes of vibration, on account of the altered structure 
of the nervous matter, and because the importance of tile 
central parts for perception would cease if the form of 
vibration remained unchanged, because then the sense 
must react with sensation on the vibrations of the optic 
nerve. In the corpora quadrigemina again, however, 
those extended tlwught-processes, in which the space
intuition is always found as an integral element, cannot 
take place. As such have their seat in the cerebral 
hemispheres, so also the visual sensations, which underlie 
the space-intuition, just as the sensations of touch, which 
again are developed at another spot in the brain, must be 
first conducted to the cerebrum, in order there, by help of 
thought, to acquire the extension of the space-intuition. 

If, now, the object-image on the retina can be compared 
with a mosaic, which resembles the thing itself in its 
proportions, yet the isolated primitive nerve-fibres are far 
too much interlaced for an ideal section of the optic nerve 
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on its entrance into the corpora quadrigemina to exhibit 
an order and position of the fibres corresponding to the 
retinal image; and even worse founded would be the 
assumption that in the central organ itself there occurs 
such a localised affection of cells, that between it and the 
retinal image a like proportionality of extensive relations 
obtains as between retinal affection and thing. But since 
these affected cells in the central organ itself would even 
then be still relatively dependent, and would communi
cate with one another only by fixed paths, even on such 
an unjustified assumption, it would still not be clear bow 
the consciousness resulting as aggregate phenomenon from 
the plural cell-consciousness could come to order sensations 
in an extension, which should correspond to the relative 
positions of the affected cells. There is no bridge between 
the real spatial position of the material parts which 
produce sensations and the ideal spatial position of the 
conscious sensations ordered in extensive intuition; for 
space as real form of existence and space as conscious 
ideal form of intuition are as incommensurable as the 
real and the imaginary part of a complex number, although 
both are in themsel?:es subject to the same formal laws. 
This is also the reason why even the physiologically 
untenable theories of a single ultimate central cell (how 
soon must it get fatigued!) or of a punctual central 
monad are altogether incapable of forming this bridge. 
If real and conscious ideal space are heterogeneous spheres, 
of which the one can have no part in the other, real 
space-relations of the sensation-forming material parts 
cannot have any influence on sensation at all; the posi
tion of the sensitive parts of the brain is indifferent, and 
only the mode of vibration, dependent partly on the 
nature of the central parts, partly on the intensity and 
quality of the conveyed motion, can influence the character 
of the resulting intuition. 

This law, which must be self-evident a priori to 
every philosopher, for the rest, has already been formulatcJ 
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on the physiological side, and can hardly be seriously im
pugned. Lotze thus expresses it :-Identical vibrations 
of different central molecules call forth undistinguishable 
semations, so that several simultaneously vibrating mole
cules of identical form of vibration produce a sensation, 
which qualitatit-ely resembles the sensation excited by 
any one of these molecules, but quantitati·vely possesses 
the degree of strength of the sum of all the single sensa
tions. If a person smells with one nostril, he has the 
same sensation, only more faintly, as if he smelt with 
two ; and if the tactile nerves of the nose did not feel the 
stream of permeating air, the olfactory nerve alone would 
not in the normal state perceive the smell of the left and 
right nostril as different. The like holds good of taste, if 
it affects a smaller or larger part of the tongue and palate ; 
only the simultaneous tactile feelings of contact, of the 
contraction of the skin, &c., distinguish the place touched ; 
the taste itself becomes only stronger or weaker. Whether 
a sound reaches the left or right ear is only perceived by 
the feeling3 of tension excited simultaneously in the ear, 
partly directly, partly reflectorially. Here, too, it is not 
at all the auditory nerve, but tactile nerves, especially in 
the richly-supplied tympanum, which condition the feeling 
of localisation, as clearly follows from Ed. Weber's diving 
experiments, which prove that this local feeling remains 
only so long as the auditory passages are filled with 
air, but is lost if the tympana are rendered inactive 
by the filling of the auditory passages with water. In 
vision 've receive different impressions from the same 
point of light, it is true, if its image falls on differently 
situated places of one or both eyes; but the impressions 
are not to be distinguished when they fall on correspond
ing parts of both eyes. In a well-contrived arrangement 
of the experiment one is not at all aware whether one 
sees a light with the right or with the left, or with both 
eyes at once, if information on the point cannot be ob
tained by other expedients. The visual impressions of 
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corresponding points of the two eyes are combined into a 
single strengthened impression. 

According to Lotze's theory we should not be able to 
distinguish whether a pain, feeling, touch, &c., affects the 
right or left half of the body, unless, owing to the want 
of symmetry, even in the smallest particular, of the two 
halves of the body, the accompanying sensations of ten
sion, extension, pressure, &c., were not the same on the 
right half of the body as on the left, so that by this 
qualitative incongruence of the sensations, with the help 
of practice, we are enabled to distinguish right and left 
in our own body. In hearing, taste, and smell, also, as 
already mentioned, such attendant circumstances are 
present, making possible a certain discrimination of con
gruent sensations, according to the place acted on; but it 
is important, that here the nerve-trunks which medi
ate the specific sensation and those which report the ac
companying differences are different, whence it follows, 
that if, by cutting off the latter, or by other well-contrived 
elimination of the accompanying differences, the pure 
sense-perceptions are excluded from the experiment, these 
are no longer able to afford the consciousness of local differ
ences, and are thus altogether unable to prod1.1a space
intuitions. Otherwise is it with the senses of Touch and 
Sight. Every similar sensation of Touch at various parts 
of the skin is combined with characteristic accompanying 
differences, which are founded on the particular displace
ment, tension, extension, and participation of juxtaposed 
and underlying sensitive parts, when pressure is exerted 
on the skin, according to the softness or hardness, the 
special form of the limb, nature of the subjacent parts, 
thickness of the sensitive tactile corpuscles, &c., and which 
are almost all conducted to the brain through the same 
nerve-trunks. In the same way a similar sensation of 
colour or light is associated with cbaractrristic differences, 
according to the point of the retina that is affected, 
which are founded: (1) on the decreasing distinctness of 
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the perception of similar impressions from the centre to the 
periphery; (2) on the currents induced in the neighbour
ing fibres, which again have a different issue, according to 
the position of the latter with respect to the point of the 
clearest vision ; (3) on the' reflex motor impulse to 
rotate the eye-ball, which upon every affection of a spot 
in the retina has for its consequence that the point of 
most distinct vision strives to occupy the place of the 
affected retinal point. 

These three moments in conjunction give a different 
stamp to the similar sensations of every retinal fibre, to 
which Lotze, the author of this. theory, gives the name 
of local sign. These differences also are partly conducted 
to the brain by the optic nerve, partly felt in the brain 
itseU through the resistance, which the will must oppose 
to the reflex tendency to rotate the eye, in order to prevent 
it. It is now comprehensible bow, in contrast to the sen
sations of smell, taste, and hearing, precisely the sensations 
of sight and touclt can suggest to the mind the intuition of 
space, to wit, because with these the stimulus conveyed by 
every single primitive nerve-fibre has its qualitative defi
niteness through a well-organised system of accompanying 
differences, so that the vibrations excited in different nerve
fibres by similar external stimuli so far turn out different, 
that they can not blend in the mind into a single strength. 
ened sensation, but yet so far resemble each other that 
the qualitatively similar portion can easily be perceived 
by the mind in the sensations produced through them. 
According to this we can only find the general law con
firmed by the apparent exceptions, that identical vibrations 
of different parts of the brain blend into one sensation 
strengthened in degree; a law which both appears highly 
plausible a priori, and also empirically has not only no 
fact against it, but without it the phenomena of the lower 
senses already mentioned would be simply inexplicable. 
According to this law the vibrating molecule is perfectly 
indifferent to the mind, its mode of vibration alone 
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has an influence on the mind ; and when we see certain 
parts of the body (the nerves), certain patts of the nervous 
system (the grey matter), certain parts of the brain especi
ally appropriated to higher influences of a definite kind, 
we can only ascribe this to the circumstance that these 
parts are adapted, by reason of their molecular constitu
tion, either exclusively or chiefly, to the production of 
that kind of vibrations, which alone or chiefly are capable 
of exerting these influences on the mind. 

If we now look upon this law as established, and 
Lotze's theory of local signs (apart from the question 
whether those especially employed by him are exactly 
the right ones) as assured, we still do not get beyond the 
result, that, in sight or touch the mind receives from 
every primitive nerve-fibre, through the intervention of 
the brain, a special sensation, which is prevented by its 
individual character from blending with others: but yet is 
so like the others that it is an easy thing for the mind to 
perceive as such the similar foundation which they all 
possess. But we in no way get from this sum of simul
tamous qtwl:itatively similar and yet different sensations to 
their distribution in space, as presented in the field of 
vision and the cutaneous field of touch; we always stop 
short at the qualitative and intensive quantitative or 
!f1YUluated distinctions of the several sensations, and can 
in no way see how it is possible for the extensively 
quantitative or locally extended to be imported into 
sensation from the vibrations of the brain molecules, 
since it is not the position of the single molecule in 
the brain, but only the duration, form, &c., of its vibra
tions which has influence on sensation, and these 
moments do not contain the elements of extensive 
quantity, which might stand in some relation or other 
to the extensive quantity of the retinal image. On the 
uther hand, in virtue of the system of local signs, the 
extensive proximity and distance of the points of the 
retinal image from one another, or their actual contact, is 
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changed into greater or less qualitative differences of the 
corresponding sensations, or least difference; and, accord
ingly, a material is presented to the mind, which, if the 
latter spontaneously reconverts this system of qualitative 
differences into a system of local relations, now compels the 
mind with necessity to assign such a place to every sensa
tion in the space-image as corresponds to its qualitative 
determinateness; so that there is no room for caprice in 
regard to the space-determinations of a figure given by 
a sum of qualitatively distinct elements of sensation, but 
the mind is necessarily compelled to reconstruct the same 
in the relations in which the image on the retina appears 
to the eye of an onlooker, in conformity with experience. 

Wundt expresses the thoughts just presented as 
follows :-" The union offered by colligation" (aggregation, 
comprehension) "is a purely external one, in which the 
united sensations are praerved as individual sensations. 
But the synthuis, in blending these intimately united 
sensations by the preparatory process of colligation, 
produces a third element, which was not yet contained in 
the individual sensations as such. Synthesis is, therefore, 
the strictly constructive element in perception; it educes 
from the unrelated existing sensations something new, 
which undoubtedly contains in itself the sensations " (but 
now no longer like the mere colligation as connected 
individual sensations), "but yet is something quite di&tinct 
from the sensations." (" Beitr. z. Theorie d. Sinneswahr.," 
p. 443.) These generally valid propositions he makes 
more precise on the following page, in reference to the 
synthesis occurring in the formation of the spatial 
visual perception :-" Thus the synthesis in perception 
is a creative activity, in that it construct& space, but this 
creative activity is by no means a free one ; but the 
impressions and the outer impulses co-operating in the 
synthesis necessarily compel space to be reconstructed witlt 
complete fidelity." 

That school of empiristic physiology, which endeavours 
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to represent as indispensable a construction (or, with 
reference to the retinal image, reconstruction) of space 
consequent on the given sense-impressions by a creative 
synthetic function of the mind, chiefly employs the 
artifice of evoking the visual space-perception by help of 
the sense of touch, and the tactile space-perception by 
help of the sense of sight. Now, it is doubtless correct, 
that both senses, in the finer elaboration of their space
perceptions, essentially support one another; still, it 
would be impossible that both together should create 
space, unless it were already concealed in each singly. 
Thus, experience shows that persons born blind can 
acquire and elaborate, even more finely than seeing 
persons, the space-perceptions of the sense of touch 
without help of vision, and that, on the other side, per
sons born blind who have been operated on, on obtaining 
their sight, before any attempt to bring the new visual 
perceptions into relation with the tactile perceptions 
familiar to them, apprehend at once the visual space of 
at least two dimensions.-In the next place, the oppo
nents of the creative production of space attempt the 
same sophism within each of the two senses, in the rela
tions between the field of sight at rest (or field of touch) 
on the one side, and the feelings of movement of the 
eyeball (or the tactile members) on the other. But now 
it is also here at once clear that, if either the quiescent 
field of vision or of touch, or the feeling of muscular 
movement, does not possess extension, no combination, 
however ingenious, of these non-spatial sensations can 
originate space-extension without the addition of a crea
tive constructive synthesis. Even here, these "empirics" 
have empiricism against them; for although, in reference 
to the sense of touch, the experimental separation of 
tactile sensation and motor feeling has not yet been 
accomplished, yet the fact is established, that in persons 
born blind, who have been operated upon, the super
ficial extension of the visual impressions is given from 
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the first moment of seeing, and is by no means only 
gradually acquired by numerous attempts at combining 
the sensations of the optic nerve with the feelings of 
movement of the eyeball. But even supposing that it 
were true, that the union of passive sensation and feeling 
of movement offered sufficient material to the mind (in 
local signs) for the space-construction, yet, even then, a 
creative synthesis would still be required, because sensa
tions with differences merely qualitative and intensive 
could never attain without it to an indivisible extensive 
perception. But as the feeling, excited by the vibrating 
molecules of the brain, can only be discriminated quali
tatively and intensively (comp. p. 339), and in no case 
can any relations whatsoever exist between the space of 
their position or movement and the space of the image 
of perception (comp. 335, 336), the creative synthetic 
function must be a purely spiritual function of the 
Unconscious. 

We may therefore say, in direct opposition to Schopeu
hauer, that the sole ground for the assumption of the 
a-priority of the space-intuition is the impossibility of 
conceiving the same to have arisen by mere brain-func
tion. If Schopenhauer were right, that space, as a form 
of intuition, is merely a predisposition in the organisation 
of the brain, which reacts on the stimulus of visual or 
tactile sensations in the manner peculiar to it, this 
cerebral predisposition might be explained according to 
the biological theory of descent by a transmission con
firmed and perfected from generation to generation, only 
the genesis of the space-intuition in the lowest animals 
and vegetable animals (a far greater marvel than the 
same phenomenon in human consciousness), and the 
gradual expansion of this original germ being left to the 
direct action of the Unconscious. A predisposition for 
the more many-sided and finer development of the space
producing sensation, augmented by transmission, I, too. 
assume in the brain; but this only concerns the material 

• 
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which excites the unconscious mind to the position of 
space, and determines the H&w of the space-intuition in 
the individual-in no case can it relieve the mind of the 
spontaneous act of giving a space-extension to the quali
tatively ordered material, i.e., the spontaneous reconstruc
tion of space, but only facilitate it and enrich, its content. 
We have now got to understand, I think, how it happens 
that only the visual and tactile senses, but not the other 
senses, can evoke the space-intuition; we have also com
prehended the causal connection, whereby the mind is 
compelled to reconstruct just those space-relations which 
correspond to the objective space-relations in the retina 
or tactile retina; but why the mind at all converts the 
sum of qualitatively distinct feelings into an extensive 
space-image, for that we cannot see any reason in the 
physiological process; we are obliged even to question 
whether such exists, and can admit only a teleological 
reason, because through this marvellous 'process alone 
does the mind procure a basis for the cognition of an 
external world, whereas, without the space-intuition, it 
could never go beyond itself. 

Ad. III. If we perceive this aim to be the sole reason, 
we must look upon the process in question itself as an 
instinctive action, as a purposive activity without pur
posive consciousness. We have accordingly again arrived 
at the sphere of the Unconscious, and must recognise the 
position of space in the perception of the individual con
sciousness (just as the position of space in creation of the 
real world), as an action of the Unconl~Cious, since this 
process is by so much anterior to the possibility of any 
consciousness that it can never be looked upon as any
thing conscious. Kant, however, has nowhere so expressed 
himself, and considering the usual clearness and fearless
ness of this great thinker, one must conclude that he 
never distinctly realised the complete unconsciousness 
of this same process. From this defect of his exposition 
arose, however, the opposition of sober common sense 
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to his doctrine, which knew that Space was gi'IJt)fl, as a 
fact independent of the individual consciousness, and, 
indeed, in the space-relations from which only a protracted 
effort of abstraction detached the concept of Space, which 
last of all the negation of limit determined as infinite, 
whilst, according to Kant, the one infinite space stands 
as the original product of thought, in virtue of which 
spatial relations alone become possible. In all this, 
then, common sense was right, and Kant wrong, but in 
one point, and that the chief, Kant was right, that the 
form of space does not stalk into the mind from out
side by means of physiological processes, but is spontane
ously produced by it. But whereas Kant looks upon 
Space as an almost accidental form of sensibility due to 
the organisation of our nature, which might have been 
altogether different, and which has no prototype beyond 
subjectivity, we assert that Space has been given us as a 
real form of existence, so that the Unconscious formalJy 
performs one and the same function, when there planning 
in its unconscious representation the plurality of iudi viduals 
to be created in space-relations, in order thereby to give 
to the will a spatially-realisable content, or here extending 
the sensations given in qualitatively-ordered series (mathe
matical dimensions) into the spatial intuition. Contingency 
nnd caprice would now have to be sought merely in a 
possible deviation. from the path once entered upon, not 
in the carrying out of the form of individuation of space 
adopted once for all for this world (whether from logical 
necessity or from choice) . 

.Ad. IV. Time has so much analogy with Space as a 
form of Thought and Bejng that they have ever been 
treated of together, and a thinker has always held similar 
opinions concerning both. This circumstance also tempted 
Kant to subject them to a common treatment in his 
" Transcendental1Esthetic." Yet, the differences between 
Space and Time, familiar to everybody, are important 
enough to call for a difference of treatment. If Time 
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were not directly transferable from the physiological pro
cess into the perception, it 'IDO'Uld, without doubt, be just 
as independently produced by the mind as Space. Per
ception, however, does not require this; for when we 
assumed that the mind reacts with a definite sensation 
on cerebral vibrations of a definite form, it was already 
implied that, if the stimulus is repeated, the reaction is 
also repeated, whether the stimuli follow one another in 
constant unbroken order, or intermittently. From this it 
further follows that sensation must last as long as these 
forms of the vibrations last, and another sensation only 
follows with change of the mode of vibration, for which, 
again, another is substituted after a certain interval. But 
the succession of unlike or diverse sensations is hereby 
immediately given without our needing to have recourse, 
as in the case of Space, to a spontaneous jnstinctive crea
tion of the mind, no matter whether the affair is conceived 
materialistically or spiritualistically, for in both cases the 
objective succession of vibrations· is translated into a sub
jective succession of sensations. 

On the other hand, one might seem to be able to sustain 
the assertion that Time is not immediately imported into 
perception from the cerebral vibrations, by appealing to 
the fact that we regard every single feeling as a momen
tary, consequently timeless reaction of the mind, in which 
case certainly from a series of such momentary timeless 
psychical acts no temporal perception could directly 
arise, since the intervals between these moments would 
be absolutely void, and consequently could not be esti
mated. On closer examination the impossibility is imme
diately apparent ; for only two cases are possible if sensa
tion is to be something instantaneous. Either it springs 
from the momentary state of the brain, or it occurs only 
at the close of a certain period of cerebral movement. 
The former is intrinsically impossible, for the moment 
contains no movement, consequently nothing that can act 
upon the mind; the latter, however, may just as easily 
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lead toabsurdity, because the reason for the mind reacting 
with sensation just after a definite period of time and not 
before and not after, while the movement calmly continues 
in the same manner, is by no means evident. If one 
arbitrarily chose to assume a complete period of oscilla
tion as this time, it is not clear where the oscillation 
begins and ends, the starting-point being something arbi
trarily chosen by us; or it is not obvious why a semi
oscillation, or a quarter or other smaller portion, should 
not accomplish the same, since, indeed, the law of the 
whole vibration is completely contained in the smallest 
portion of the whole vibration. As the conceivably smallest 
portion already contains the law of the whole vibration, it, 
too, must contribute its quota, and thus we come again to 
the continuity of sensation. That these differentials of 
sensation, so to speak, do not become conscious-that 
rather a. not inconsiderable fragment of a second is requi
site before a sensation can be individually taken note of 
by consciousness as a definite integral of these differential 
effects-might, perhaps, be due to the circumstance
firstly, that a change in the form of vibration which 
produces change of sensation is physically not to be 
comprehended from the fragment of a vibration, not even 
after a single entire vibration, but after several vibrations, 
by gradual passage of one form of vibration into another; 
and, secondly, that, as in a string caused to move sym
pathetically by a resonant note, every single vibration 
taken alone accomplishes too little, and that only the 
effects of many similar vibrations gradually added can 
gain a perceptible influence, which rises above the thresh
old of stimulation (see Introductory I. c., p. 34 ff.) This 
temporal addition, combined with the spatial addition of 
the effects of many molecules simultaneously vibrating in 
the same manner, makes it comprehensible how move
ments so minute as those in the brain call forth in the 
mind such powerful impressions, as, e.g., a cannon-shot or 
thunder-clap. 
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We have now reviewed the four points above indicated, 
and I hope to have herewith not unessentially contributed 
to an understanding between philosophy and physical 
science, between which a wide gulf has yawned since the 
time of Kant. Our result is this : Space and Time are 
forms both of Being and of (conscious) Thought. Time is 
immediately translated into sensation from being, from 
the vibrations in the brain, because it is contained in the 
form of the si11{/le cerebral molecular vibration in the same 
way as in the external impulse. Space, as form of per
ception, must be created by an act of the Unconscious, 
because neither the space-relations of the Bi11{Jle cerebral 
molecular vibration, nor the space-relations of the dif
ferent vibrating parts of the brain, have any similarity 
or direct relation to the spatial figures and the spatial 
relations of position either of the real things or of the 
objects presented; but the spatial determinations of per
ceptions are probably governed by the system of local 
signs in the senses of Sight and Touch. Determinations 
of time, as well as of space, accordingly, are presented to 
consciousness as something ready-formed, given, are thus 
also rightly accepted as empirical facts, since consciousness 
has no idea of the producing processes of the same. From 
these given concrete determinations of Space and Time 
more general ones are afterwards abstracted, and the con
cepts Space and Time are gained as final abstractions, to 
which as BUlJjediv• idea~ infinity is justly ascribed as a 
negative predicate, because no conditions exist in the 
suh:jea to place a limit to the possible extension of these 
ideas. 

Having in this way made sure of the origin of the 
determinations of space and time as the foundation of 
all perceptions, we must return to the question of the 
connection of cerebral vibration and sensation-to the 
question, why the mind reacts on this form of vibration 
with this particular sensation. That there prevails here a 
perfect regularity we cannot doubt, considering the general 
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uniformity of Nature. We see the same sensations always 
follow with the same individual on the same external 
stimuli unless a demonstrable change of the bodily dis
position takes place, which must, of course, announce 
itself in modified cerebral vibrations. That also in 
diffetent individuals, so far as there is bodily agreement, 
the same stimuli call forth similar sensations, it is true 
we can never directly establish; but as all demonstrable 
variations certainly depend on varying structure of the 
sense-organs and nerves, we have no ground to suppose 
in this point an exception to the general uniformity of 
Nature, and accordingly assume that like cerebral vibra
tions call forth in all individuals like sensations. As 
this regular causal connection between this form of vibra
tion and this sensation is in itself not more wonderful 
than any other incomprehensible uniform causal con
nection in the material world, e.g., electricity and heat, 
is tolerably clear. On the other side, however, we 
incline without much hesitation to the opinion, that 
here, as there, causal links are present, which refer the 
hitherto existing complication of these events to simple 
laws, whose manifold interweaving brings to pass the 
majority of observed phenomena. Accordingly, if we 
cannot bring ourselves to stop at the result thus gained 
as a final one, but must suppose in these processes 
different connected links, yet this much is clear, that, 
so far as they belong to the psychical domain, they must 
exclusively belong to the province of the Unconscious. It is 
thus an unconscious process by which the acid appears to 
us sour, sugar sweet, this light red, that blue, these aerial 
vibrations as the note A, those as C. This is all that 
can be said about the origin of the quality of sensation, 
so far as our present knowledge extends. 

With all this qualitative, intensively and extensively 
quantitative determination of sensation, we <'an, however, 
never get beyond the sphere of the subject. For the sense 
of sight represents locally extended images superficially, 
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but without any determination with respect to the third 
dimension, so that the area lies, so far, purely uithin 
the mind-is purely subjective; so that the mind is 
not at all aware of the eye as organ of vision, tliUs 
knows the visual image neither before the eye nor in 
the eye, but merely possesses it internally, just as a 
faint idea of memory can only be conceived in the in
terior space of the mind, and without reference to 
external space. Similarly is it with the perceptions of 
the sense of touch. Here, too, there is only superficial 
extension, which corresponds to the surface of the body, 
only much vaguer than in vision. Here only by means 
of the simultaneity of the same perception at several 
places, united with certain feelings of muscular move
ment, do experiences occur, with whose help the mind 
can effect the fixation of the tactile perceptions on the 
epidermis by other processes, so that these can now be 
fixed in respect to the third dimension, as it were. Many 
physiologists assert, indeed, that this is immediately the 
case, according to the law of the eccentric phenomenon, 
and I shall not dispute it ; this much is settled, that 
when this point is reached, when the internal sensations 
are so fixed in respect of the third dimension that they 
coincide objectively with the epidermis of the body, and, 
according to my view, in the case of the eye with the 
retina-that then it is still by no means apparent bow 
the step is to be taken outwards from the supjective in. 
virtue of pcneption or of conscious thought. For perception, 
at the most, never points beyond the limit of one's own 
body-in my view even remaining within the mind with
out pointing to one's own body at all. No conscious 
process of thought developing itself by means of the 
preceding experiences, moreover, leads to the supposition 
of an external object; here, again, instinct, or the Un
conscious, must lend a helping hand in order to fulfil 
the purpose of perception, the cognition of the external 
world. Accordingly, the animal and the child instinc-
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tively projects its sense-perceptions as objects outside 
itself; and, accordingly, to this day, every uninstructed 
human being thinks he perceives the things themselves, 
because his perceptions, with the determination of ex
ternality, instinctively become objects to him. Thus only 
is it possible that the wor1d of object8 stands there ready 
for any being, without the idea of the subject occurring to 
it, whilst in conscious thought subject and object must 
necessarily spring simultaneously from the ideational 
process. It is, therefore, wrong to posit the concept of 
causality as mediator for a conscious segregation of the 
object, for objects are there long before the causal con
cept has arisen ; and even were this not the case, yet, 
even then, the subject must be simultaneously gained with 
the object. Undoubtedly, from the philosophic point of 
view, causality is the sole means of getting beyond the mere 
ideational process to the subject and object; undoubtedly 
for the consciousness of the cultivated understanding, 
the object is only contained in perception as its external 
ca118e; undoubtedly the unconscious process, which lies 
at the bottom of the first apperception of the object, may 
be analogous to this philosophic conscious process,
thus much is certain, that the process, as whose result 
the external object confronts consciousness ready formed, 
is a thoroughly unconscious one, and consequently, if 
causality plays a part in it-which for the rest we can 
never directly determine,-it can yet by no means be 
said, as by Schopenhauer, that the a priori given concept 
of causality produces the e:cternal olrject, because, in this 
mode of expression, the action must be conceived as a 
conscious one, which it decidedly cannot be, because it 
is formed much later, and, moreover, at first from re
ciprocal relations of the already formed objects. 

Having got so far in this way as to see in perceptions 
external objects, the next point to be considered is the 
elaboration of the perceptions, e.g., in vision the sight of dis
tance reckoned from the eye, single vision with two eye!', 
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sight of the third dimension in bodies, &c., and what corres
ponds thereto in other senses, as is discussed at length in 
so many manuals of physiology, psychology, &c. The 
processes which bring about this closer understanding, 
belong partly, indeed, to consciousness; in greater part, 
however, they fall into the domain of the Unconscious 
(comp. Wundt "Beitrige zur Theorie der Sinneswahroeh
mung," as well as the passages cited above, p. 39). "As 
the formation of perception by the single eye depends 
upon a series of psychical processes of an unconscious 
kind, so also the formation of binocular perception is 
nothing but an unconscious process of inference. . . . Thus 
it is not merely the special perception of depth to which 
the binocular act of vision necessarily leads, but it is, in 
addition, the representation of reflection and lustre, which 
arises therefrom in an altogether corresponding uniform 
manner" (Wundt, pp. 373, 374). "They (the unconscious 
psychical processes) are not merely those which form per
ceptions out of the unrelated sensations, but those also 
which bind the more immediate and simple perceptions 
themselves again into more compound oues, and thus bring 
order and system into the possession of our mind, before 
with consciousness that light is brought into this possession, 
which first teaches us ourselves to know it" (ibid. 375). 

We might easily deceive ourselves concerning this rela
tion, if we only reflected on the tardiness with which the 
human child attains to the full mastery of sense-percep
tion. But if more exact investigation enables us here to 
perceive without difficulty, how small the elaboration of 
conscious thought is with children at the time, when they 
already possess this understanding of perception in full 
measure, the unconsciousness of all the needful processes 
among animals is evident at the first glance. The certainty 
with which these move soon after their birth, the propriety 
with which they comport themselves with respect to the 
outer world, would be impossible, if they did not instinc
tively possess this understanding of their sense-perceptions. 
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If, as should properly be done, we include under sensuous 
perception in the wider sense this full comprehension of 
the sense-impressions, we see that the coming to pass of 
sensuous perception, which forms the foundation of all 
conscious mental activity, is dependent on a whole series 
of unconscious processes, without which aids on the part 
of instinct Man and Animal would perish helplessly, since 
they would lack the means of perceiving and of making 
use of the outer world. 

\0! .. T. 7. 
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IX. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN MYSTICISM. 

THE word "mystical" is in everybody's mouth; every
body knows the names of celebrated mystics, everybody 
knows examples of the mystical. And yet how few under
stand the word, whose signification itself is mystical, and 
therefore can only be rightly comprehended by him who 
bas within him a mystical vein, however weak it be. Let 
us try to get at the essence of the matter, by reviewing 
the various leading phenomena presented in the mysticism 
of different times and individuals. 

We find among the largest number of mystics a turning 
away from active life and a falling back upon quietistic 
contemplation, even a striving after mental and bodily an
nihilation. This cannot, however, express the essence of 
mysticism; for the world's greatest mystic, Jacob Bohme, 
managed his household affairs in a methodical fashion, 
worked hard, and educated his children. Other mystics 
plunged so deeply into practical affairs as to come forward 
in the character of world- reformers; others professed 
theurgy and magic, or practical medicine, and undertook 
journeys for scientific purposes.-Another series of pheno
mena, with higher degrees of mysticism, are bodily fits, 
as convulsions, epilepsies, ecstasies, imaginations and 
fixed ideas of hysterical women and hypochondriacal men, 
visions of ecstatic or spontaneously-somnambulistic per
sons. All these wear so much the character of bodily 
disease, that the essence of mysticism certainly cannot 
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be looked for in them, although they are for the most 
part intentionally produced by voluntary fasting, as
ceticism, and continued concentration of the fancy on one 
point. Those, who in the history of mysticism evoked such 
repulsive phenomena, we should at the present day com
miserate in mad-houses, but in their own time they were 
adored as prophets and persecuted and slain as martyrs; 
such unfortunates, e.g., as took themselves to be Christ 
(Isaiah Stiefel, 16oo) or God the Father himself. Never
theless, it might be said the visions and ecstasies pass 
gradually into those pmer and higher forms to which 
history owes so much; granted, certainly,--only this 
variable element must not be claimed as the essence of 
mysticism.-A third form is asceticism. It is a mad 
frenzy or a morbid delight when it is not embraced as an 
ethical system, which, however, is the case with Indian, 
Neo-Persian, and Christian penitents. Even then this is 
not necessarily mysticism, since, on the one hand, Scho
penhauer has given us the proof that a person may be a 
clear thinker and yet regard asceticism as the only correct 
system; and, on the other hand, mysticism is just as 
compatible with the most unbridled, inordinate longing 
after enjoyments as with the strictest asceticism. A 
fourth series of phenomena in the history of mysticism 
are the wonders of the prophets, saints, and magicians 
occurring in every age. All that remains after tolerably 
strict criticism of these reports reduces itself to operations 
of healing, which may be comprehended partly as simply 
therapeutic, partly as conscious or unconscious magnetism, 
partly as sympathetic action, and admitted into the series 
of natural laws, if the magical-sympathetic action of 
mere will be allowed to pass as natural law. As long 
as this is refused, the latter certainly remains intrinsi
cally mystical ; but as soon as one gets accustomed to 
the phenomenon, it is not more mystical than the opera
tion of any other natural law, of which we can make 
nothing at all, and yet do not on that account call mysticaL 
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Hithertll we have spoken of bow mystics have acted 
and lived, we have still to mention in what way they have 
spoken and written. In the first place, we are struck by 
the prevailingly figurative mode of expression, sometimes 
plain and simple, but more often high-sounding rant, not 
seldom accompanied by an equal extravagance in the 
matter as in the form. This depends partly on the 
nations and times to which the particular mystics belong; 
but, as we meet with the same phenomenon among poets 
and other writers, we cannot find therein the sure mark 
of the mystic. Further, we see in mystical writings, 
on the one hand, an exuberance of allegory, a love of 
far-fetched exegesis (as of the Bible, the Koran, and 
other writings or legends), or a mass of formularies 
(drawn from the Jewish, Mohammedan, and Chris
tian cultus); on the other side, a schematism of an un
scientific philosophy of Nature, full of fantastic and 
fanciful analogies (Albertus Magnus, l'arcelesus, and 
others in the Middle Ages; Schelling, Oken, Steffens, 
Hegel, in more recent times). In these two phenomena 
likewise, essentially alike, and only different in their sub
ject, we cannot find the character of the mystical.. We see 
therein only the characteristic tendency of tlte human 
mind to systematise its conceptions, led astray by ign0-
rance or disregard of the material and the principles of the 
natural sciences-playing at building card-houses, which 
the after-corner, who builds other card-houses, often does 
not give himself the trouble of blowing over, but which 
rather collapse of themselves, although not without having 
previously imposed on many another child. A character
istic, too, to which it has been often believed one may hold, 
is incomprehensibility and obscurity of style, because it is 
tolerably common to all mystical writiugs. However, it 
is not to be forgotten, firstly, that very few mystics ha\'c 
reduced their thoughts to writing, many have not eveu 
spoken, or done nothittg more than narrate their visions; 
and secotH.lly, that very many other writings are incom-
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prehensible and obscure, to which neither their authors 
nor other people would apply the epithet mystical, for 
obscurity of expression may arise from obscurity of 
thought, deficient mastery of the material, awkwardness 
of style, and many other causes. 

Consequently, none of the phenomena hitherto con
sidered are fitted to reveal the nature of the mystical ; but 
any one of them may, perhaps, serve to set off a mystical 
uackground, but is then only a dress casually put on by 
mysticism, and may just as well at another time have 
nothing at all to do with mysticism. The question now, 
then, is with respect to the common core and centre of 
all these phenomena in the cases in which we regard them 
as drapery of a mystical background. Any one would 
go quite astray who should regard Religion as this com
mon kernel. Religion, as naive belief in revelation, is 
not in the least mystical, for what bas become manifest tu 
me through an authority recognised by me as perfectly 
valid, what can there be at all mystical in that, so long as 
I am absolutely content with this external revelation? 
And no religion asks more. But, further, it is also easy to 
see that there is a mysticism of irreligious superstition 
(t:.g. black magic), or a mysticism of self-deification, which 
sets all good and bad gods at defiance, or a mysticism 
of irreligious philosophy, although experience shows that 
the latter, at any rate, prefers to make an external 
alliance with positive religion (e.g. Neoplatonism). In all 
this we shoultl not fail to perceive that neligion is the 
ground and soil on which mysticism springs up most 
easily and luxuriantly; but it is by no means its only hot
bed. Mysticism is rather a creeping plant, which grows 
up exuberantly on any support, and can agree equally well 
with the extremest opposites. Arrogance and humility, 
love of power and endurance, egoism and self-renuncia
tion, continence and sensual excess, self-cru,tigation and 
inordinate love of enjoyments, solitude and sociality, con
tempt for the world and vanity, quietism and active life, 
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nihilism and world-reformation, piety and impiety, illu
mination and superstition, originality and brutal stupidity, 
-all are equally compatible with mysticism. 

Accordingly we have got so far as to see in all such 
extremes, in all the above-mentioned phenomena histori
cally presented among the mystics, not the essence of 
mysticism, but excrescences, which have been produced 
partly by the spirit of the times and national character; 
partly by individual morbid disposition; partly by per
verted religious, moral, and practical principles; partly by 
the infectious example of mental derangement; partly 
through dissatisfaction with the pressure of rude times, 
which, in secular life, had nothing at ail enticing to offer, 
but could only deter the aspirant; partly by the danger 
subsequently to be mentioned of soaring too high inherent 
in the final goal of mysticism itself; partly by a concate
nation of all sorts of causes resulting from the foregoing 
and other circumstances. 

This negative examination appeared to me indispensable 
in order to clear up the notion of the mystical, which for 
most people is compounded of a total of these mAJrbid out
growths of mysticism, and thereby prevents the recognition 
of mysticism in its purer forms of manifestation. If now 
we once more return to consider the core of all these 
phenomena of genuine mysticism, this much will be evi
dent, that it must be deeply founded in the inmost nature 
of man (if, like artistic tendencies, it is not developed in 
every one, at any rate uniformly in every one, or in the 
same directions); for with more or less diffusion it has 
accompanied the history of civilisation from early pre
l•istoric times to the present day. It has doubtless 
changed its character with the spirit of the times, but 
no advance of civilisation has ever been able to repress 
it; it has maintained itself just as unconquerable in pre
sence of the infidelity of materialism as against the terrors 
of the Inquisition. But mysticism has also performed 
priceless civilising sen/-ices for the human rnce. Without 
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the mysticism of N eo- pythagorean ism, the J ohannean 
Christianity would never have arisen ; without the mys
ticism of the Middle Ages, the spirit of Christianity 
would have been submerged in Catholic idolatry and 
scholastic formalism; without the mysticism of the per
secuted heretical communities from the beginning of the 
eleventh century, which, in spite of all suppressions, ever 
sprang up again with renewed energy under another name, 
the blessings of the Reformation would never have dis
pelled the darker shades of the Middle Age and opened 
the portals of the new era. Without mysticism in the 
mind of the German people, and among the heroes of 
modern German poetry and philosophy, we should have 
been so completely inundated by the shallow drifting 
sand of the French materialism in the last century, that 
we might not have got our heads free again for who knows 
how long. As for the human race as a whole, so also for 
the individual. So long as it keeps free from sickly and 
rank outgrowths, mysticism is of inestimable worth. For 
we, in fact, see that all mystics have felt exceedingly 
happy in developing their mystical tendencies, and have 
cheerfully endured all sorts of privation and sacrifice in 
order to remain faithful to their bent. One has only to 
think of Jacob Bohme and the inexpressible cheerfulness 
which accompanied him through all his trials, which yet 
certainly arose from a pure source, and neither withdrew 
him from his civil duties nor was troubled by foolish self
tormentings. Think of the mystical saints of antiquity, 
as Pythagoras, Plotinus, Porphyry, &c., who certainly 
practised extreme moderation and restraint, but no self
tormentings. Genuine mysticism is then something deeply 
founded in the inmost essence of man, in itself healthy, 
if also easily inclining to morbid growths, and of high 
value both for the individual and for humanity at large. 

But what is it in fine 1 If we think away all that 
is worthless in the phenomenon, there will remain feeling, 
thought, and will, and indeed the content of each of the 
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three will also be able to occur non-mystically, namely, 
of thought and feeling in philosophy and religion, of will 
as conscious magical will-action (only one si71{Jle content 
of feeling making an exception, because it can ever be 
only mystically produced, a.~ we shall immediately see). 
But if now in all other cases it is not the 'TTUdter which 
contains the specifically mystical element, it must be the 
special way in which the matter comes into consciousness 
and is in consciousness ; and upon this we will first hear 
some mystics, when, after the previous explanations, we 
shall not be surprised to find names which are not usually 
reckoned among the mystics, just because these represent 
mysticism most free from disturbing accessories. 

All founders of religion, and prophets, have declared 
that they have either received their wisdom personally 
from God, or, in composing their works, delivering their 
speeches, and doing their wonders, have been inspired by 
the Divine Spirit, which most of the higher religions have 
made an article of faith. It has also been believed of the 
later saints who have introduced any new doctrine or 
mode of life and repentance, that not the human but the 
Divine Spirit taught them, and they themselves believed 
it. Fuller information is given us by Jacob Bohme :
"I say before God •.. that I do not myself know how 
it happens to me that, without having the impelling will, 
I do not even know what I should write. :For when I 
write the Spirit dictates it to me in great, wonderful 
knowledge, that I often do not know whether I am in my 
spirit in this world, and rejoice exceedingly, since then 
the constant and certain knowledge is given to me, and 
the more I seek the more I find, and always more deeply, 
that I also often think my sinful person too small and 
unworthy to teach such secrets, when the Spirit spreads 
my banner and says, 'See, thou shalt live for ever therein 
and be crowned, why art thou afraid?' " In the same 
way, in the "Aurora," he gives his reader the advice "that 
he should ask of God Hi.s Holy Spirit. For without the 
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illumination of the same thou wilt not understand these 
secrets, for the mind of man is a fast lock, that must first 
be opened; and that no man can do, for the Holy Spirit 
is the only key to it." As little as he holds it possible 
for another reader, could he himself understand his own 
writings if the Spirit should abandon him.-We go further 
and find that the Quakers set up the principle of subordi
nating the institution of the school, human wisdom, and 
the written word, and trusting solely to an inner light.
Bernhard of Clairvaux says: "Faith is a sure fore-feeling 
of a not yet wholly unveiled truth grasped by the will, 
and is based on authority or revelation; the (inner) intui
tion (contcmplatio), on the contrary, is the certain and nt 
the same time manifest cognition of the invisible." This 
is carried further by his school (Richard and Hugo of St. 
Victor), by which iuner revelation is designated the deeper 
mystical knowledge, which becomes the portion only of 
the elect, as illumination of reason by the Spirit, as super
natural power of knowledge, as inner immediate intuition, 
which is exPJted above reason.-

The champion of modern m·ysticism against rationalistic: 
enlight.enment is Hamann. He desires to know the con
tent of the outer divine revelation vitally regenerated from 
the soil of his own spirit, and to find the solution of all 
contradictions in self-evident faith, which comes to him 
from feeling, from the immediate revelation of truth. 
What be shadowed forth Jacobi elaborated. He says (in 
various places): "Conviction by means of proofs is a 
second-band certainty, rests on comparison, and can never 
be perfectly sure and complete. Now if every acceptation 
of truth which does not spring from rational grounds is 
faith, conviction from grounds of reason must itself come 
from faith, and receive its force solely from it.-lle who 
knows must in the last resort depend on sensation or a 
feeling of the mind.-.As there is a sensuous intuition 
through sense, so there is also a rational one through 
reason.-l:ach in its province is the final and uncondition-
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ally valid.-Reason, like the faculty of the feelings, is the 
incorporeal organ for the perceptions of the super-sensible. 
Rational intuition, although given in exalted feelings, is 
yet truly objective.-Without the positive rational feeling 
of a higher than the world of the senses, the understand
ing could never transgress the sphere of the conditioned." 

Fichte and Schelling accepted these views, whilst Kant 
in his categorical imperative only made use of them under 
the guise of formal knowledge of the understanding. 
}'ichte says in the Introductory Lectures to the Theory 
of Science, " This doctrine presupposes an entirely new 
inner sense-organ through which a new world is given, 
that does not at all exist for the ordinary man. It is 
not exactly excogitating and creating a novelty, a some
thing not already given, but the bringing together and 
reducing to unity of the given by nuans of a new and 
yet to be deoeloped sense." This" Rational Faith" of Jacobi 
receives from Schelling its most appropriate name-in
tellectual intuition-which is set up by the latter as the 
indispensable organ of our transcendental philosophising, 
as the principle of all demonstration, and as the unprov
able, self-evident ground of all evidence, in a word, as the 
absolute act of knowledge,-as a kind of cognition which 
must always remain incomprehensible from the conscious 
empirical point of view, because it has not like it au 
object, because it cannot at all appear in con.sciotuTU'ss, but 
falls outside of it (comp. Schelling, 1., 1, pp. 181, 182). 
Thus have we followed this mode of attaining to the con
sciousness of a content from the crude figurative expression 
of a personal divine communication down to Schelling's 
intel1ectual intuition, and have herein found that which 
makes a feeling or a thought mystical in form. 

If we ask how we have to conceive this immediate 
knowledge through intellectual intuition, Fichte and 
Schelling give us answers on this point also. Fichte says, 
in the " Facts of Consciousness " :-"Man has in general 
nothing but experience, and he comes by everything 
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whereto he attains only through experience, through life 
itself. In the theory of the sciences, too, as the absolute 
highest potency, above which no consciousness can rise, 
nothing can at all occur which does not lie in actual 
consciousness or in experience, in the highest sense of 
the term." And Schelling corroborates (" Works," ii. voL i. 
p. 326) :-"For, to be sure, there are also those who 
speak of thought as an antithesis to all experience, 
as if tlunlgl!t itself were 1Wt certainly also experience ! " 
Immediate or mystical knowledge is here very well 
included in the notion, experience, because it is pre
viously found "in actual consciousness " as given, without 
the will being able to make any change in it. No matter 
whether this datum is given from within or from without, 
conscious will has, in either case, nothing to do with it, 
and consciousness, to which its unconscious background 
is just as unconscious, must accordingly accept its in
spirations as something extraneous, whence arises the 
belief in divine or demoniac inspiration of the intellectual 
intuition in earlier times, and among those untrained in 
philosophy. Since consciousness knows that it has not 
derived its knowledge directly or indirectly from sense
perception, thereby being pre-eminently immediate know
ledge, it can only have arisen through inspiration from 
the Unconscious, and we have accordingly compre
hended the essence of the mystical-as the filling of 
consciou.sness witk a content (feeling, tkougkt, desire) 
through, involuntaT1J emergence of the same from the Un
conscious. 

We must accordingly claim clairvoyance and presenti
ment as essentially mystical-a subdivision of mysticism, 
so far as it has reference to thought,-and shall not be 
able to avoid finding something mystical also in every 
instinct, namely, so far as the unconscious clairvoyance 
of instinct appears in consciousness as presentiment, faith, 
or certainty. I shall further meet with assent after 
these consiJerations and those of the earlier chapters, 
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if, evtJn in the mo.>t ordinary psychological processes, I 
characterise those thoughts and feelings as mystical in 
form, which owe their origin to an immediate intrusion 
of the Unconscious, thus before all the resthetic feeling 
in contemplation and production, the origin of sensuous 
perception and the unconscious processes in thinking. 
feeling, and willing generally. This perfectly justifiable 
application meets with resistance only from vulgar pre
judice, which sees marvel and mystery only in the extra
ordinary, but finds nothing obscure or marvellous in the 
things of every-day life-only because there is nothing 
rare and unusual in it. Certainly, one does not call a 
mau, who only carries about in himself these ever
recurring mysteries, a mystic,- for if this word is to mean 
more than human being, it must be reserved for the 
men who participate in the rarer phenomena of mysti
cism, namely, such inspirations of the Unconscious as go 
beyond the common need of the individual or of the 
race, e.g., clairvoyants, through spontaneous somnambulism 
or natural disposition, or persons with a darker but fre
quently active power of presentiment (Socrates'" Daim
onion "). I should also not object to the designating as 
mystics, in the province of their art, all eminent art
geniuses, who owe their productions predominantly to 
inspirations of their genius, and not to the work of their 
consciousness, be they in all other concerns of life as 
clear-headed as possible (e.g .• Phidias, £schylus, RaphaeL 
Beethoven); and he alone could take offence who has 
himself so little of the mystical vein in him, that the 
incommensurability of the genuine work of art with any 
rationalistic standard, as well as the infinity of its con
tent, in respect of all attempts at definition, has not yet 
at all entered into his consciousness. 

In philosophy I should like to extend the notion still 
further, and call every original philosopher a mystic, 
so far as he is truly original ; for in the history of 
philosophy no high thought bas ever been brought to 
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light by laborious conscious trial and induction, but hns 
always been apprehended by the glance of genius, and 
then elaborated by the understanding. Add to that, that 
philosophy essentially deals with a theme which is most 
intimately connected with the one feeling only to he 
mystically apprehended, namely, the relation of the indi
vidual to the Absoltde. All that has gone before only 
concerned such matter of consciousness as can or could 
arise in no other way, thus is here only called mystical, 
because the form of its origin is mystical; but now we 
come to an item of consciousnes~. which, in its inmost 
character, is only to be apprehended mystically, which 
thus also, materially, may be called mystical ; and a 
human being who can produce this mystical content will 
have to be called pre-eminently a mystic. 

To wit, conscious tlwught can comprehend the identity 
of the individual with the Absolute by a rational method, 
as we too have found ourselves on the way to this goal 
in our inquiry; but the Ego and the Absolute and 
their identity stand before it as three abstractions, whose 
union in the judgment is made probable, it is true, 
through the preceding proofs, yet an immediate feeling 
of this identity is not attained by it. The authoritative 
belief in an external revelation may credulously repeat 
the dogma of such a unity-the living feeling of the 
same cannot be engrafted or thrust on the mind from 
without, it can only spring up in the mind of the believer 
himself; in a word, it is to be attained neither by philo
sophy nor external revelatiou, but only mystically, by 
one with equal mystical proclivities, the more easily, 
indeed, the more perfect and pure are the philosophical 
notions or religious ideas already possessed. Therefore 
this feeliug is the content of mysticism, KaT' iE~v, 
because it fimls its existence only in it, and, at the same 
time, the highest and ultimate, if also, as we have seen 
before, by no means the only aim of all those who have 
devoted their lives to mysticism. Nay, we may even go 
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so far as to assert that the production of a certain degree 
of this mystical feeling, and the enjoyment lurking in it, 
is the sole inner aim of all religion, and that it is, there
fore, not incorrect, if less significative, to apply the name 
religioUB feeling to it. 

Further, if the highest blessedness lurks in this feeling 
. for its possessor, as is confirmed by the experience of all 
mystics, the transition is manifestly easy to the endeavour 
to heighten this feeling in degree, by seeking to make 
the union between the Ego and the Absolute ever closer 
and. more intimat&. But it is also not difficult to Bee 
that we have here arrived at the point previously indi
cated, where mysticism spontaneously degenerates into 
the morbid, by overshooting its mark. Undoubtedly we 
must elevate ourselves for this purpose a little above 
the standpoint hitherto attained in our investigations. 
The unity, namely of the Absolute and the individual, 
whose individuality or egoity is given through con
sciousness, thus, in other words, the unity of the un
conscious and conscious, is once for all given, inseparable 
and indestructible, except by destruction of the indi
vidual; wherefore, however, every attempt to make this 
unity more close than it is, is so absurd and useless. The 
way which, historically, has almost always been taken, is 
that of the annihilation of consciousness-the endeavour 
to let the individual perish in the Absolute. This, bow
ever, contains a great error, as if, when the goal of anni
hilation of consciousness was reached, the individual still 
existed ; the Ego at once desires to be annihilated, and 
to subsist in order to enjoy this annihilation. Conse
quently this goal has hitherto been always only im
perfectly attained on both siJes, although the accounts of 
the mystics enable us to perceive that many on this path 
have attained an admirable height, or rather depth, so that 
I shall adduce a few illustrations. (True self-annihilation 
is, of course, only suicide ; but here the contradiction is too 
.patent for it to have often been the result of mysticism.) 
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Michael Molinos, the father of Quietism, says, among 
the eight-and-sixty propositions of his celebrated "Spiritual 
Guide," condemned by Innocent VI. :-" Man must anni
hilate his powers, and the soul annihilates itself when it 
ceases to effect anything. And if the soul has attained 
the mystical death, it can-having now returned to its 
fundamental cause. to God-will nothing further than 
what God wills." The mystics of the earlier part of the 
Middle Ages distinguish in different ways a greater or 
smaller number of stages; the last is always absorption, 
the same state as we already find described among the 
Buddhist gymnosophists, the modern Persian Ssufis, and 
the Hesychasts or quietists or Omphalists of Mount Athos. 
It is said that in absorption the human being is no longer 
aware of his body, perceives nothing external at all, 
nay not even his inner self. "To think of absorption is 
already to emerge from absorption." To die to one's 
ownness, to completely annihilate personality, and to let 
one's self be lost in the divine essence, is expressly de
manded. Nay, even the essential forms of consciousness, 
space, and time must disappear, as we gather from a 
conversation of the prophet with Ssaid, where the latter 
says:-" Day and night have disappeared for me like a 
.flash of lightning; I embraced at once eternity before 
and after the world ; to those in such a state a hundred 
years and an hour are one and the same." All this is 
confirmed by the endeavour after identification with the 
Absolute, through annihilation of the individual con
sciousness. 

The other equally conceivable way to the enhancement 
of unity would be the endeavour to let the Absolute 
perish in the Ego; this way also has been tried by high
soaring minds, but it is so daring, and the goal and the 
power and means at the command of the individual so 
disproportionate, that we need take no further account 
of it. 

From mystics proceeded the religious revelations, from 
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mystics philosophy; mysticism is the common source of 
both. It is true that fear first created gods on earth, so 
far ~ it was fear, which first stirred up the fancy of 
mystical brains, but what they created was their own, 
and fear had no part therein. But when the first gods 
were once there, they propagated among themselves, and 
fear lost its function. Accordingly the old assertion so 
highly valued by theologians, of the god-consciousness 
dwelling in man is no fable, if there be also perfectly 
godless individuals and peoples, in whom it has never 
emerged ; mysticism is Adam's scion, and its children 
are the ideas of the gods and their relation to man. How 
elevated and pure these ideas may have been even in quite 
early times in the esoteric doctrines of many peoples, is 
shown in the case of the Hindus, who have in effect 
implicitly possessed the whole history of philosophy, pre
senting in figurative and undeveloped form what we 
exhibit only too abstractly through only too many writers 
and volumes. 

Thus I see in the whole history of philosophy nothing 
else than the conversion of a mystically-begotten content 
from the form of the image or the unproved assertion 
into that of the rational system, for which certainly often 
a new mystical production of single parts is required, 
which a later age finds already contained in the ancient 
writings.-It is naturally not wonderful, that from the 
moment when philosophy and religion get to be separated, 
they both deny their human-mystical origin; the former 
seeks to present its results as rationally acquired, the 
latter as external Divine revelation. For as long as the 
mystic abides by his results, without trying to give them 
a rational foundation, he is not yet philosopher, and this 
only becomes possible by his giving conscious reasoning 
its rights. But this he will not do until he prefers the 
latter to mysticism, and then he likes to renounce and 
forget the mystical source of his results, which will not be 
difficult for him, considering the obscurity of their mode 
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of origin. Ou the otluit· hand, if the mystic thiuks little 
nf conscious reason, or naturally inclines to fanciful expo
:;ition, he will seek a pictorial-symbolical expres:;iun fvr 
his results, which of course can always be only an acci
dental and imperfect one. Now, as soon as he himself 
or his successors become incapable of grasping the idea 
lurking behind the symbols, and take those thernseh·es for 
the truth, they cease again to be mystics and become re
ligionists. As they themselves can neither mystically 
reproduce their symbols, nor are these rationally compre
hensible, they must appeal to the authority of the founder 
for the truth of the same, and as human authority appears 
too small for such important affairs-possibly, too, the 
founder himself has already claimed to be recipient of 
divine communications-their truth is referred to the 
divine authority itself. Thus arise the moulds which 
shape the dogmatic content of religion. The more ade
quate are the symbols of the mystical Idea, the purer and 
sublimer is the religion; the more abstract and philoso
phical, however, must al:>o the symbols be; the more 
inadequate and sensuous they are, the more does religion 
sink into superstitious idolatry and sacerdotal formalism. 
Now he who takes the symbols of religion ag<J.iu merely as 
symbols, and wishes to grasp the idea dwdling behind 
them, steps out of religion as ;;uch, which requires, and must 
require, literal belief in the symbols, and becomes again a 
mystic; and this is the usual way in which mysticism i,; 
formed, by clearer heads finding the historically given 
religion unsatisfactory, and desiring to grasp the profouudet 
ideas which lurk behind its symbols. One sees now how 
closely related religion and mysticism are, and how they 
are yet somewhat different in principle; one sees abo 
why an established church must always be hostile to 
mysticism. 

If we now ask how it came to pass that mysticism, which 
hrought to men the first revelations of the super-sensible, 
did not stop there, but became converted into philosophy 
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nnLl religion, the reason of this is shown in the vagueness 
of the purely mystical result, which must necessarily strive 
to acquire a form. As little as the mystical is in itself 
communicable, so little is it comprehensible for the con
sciousness of the thinker himself; it is like everything 
unconscious- a definite content to consciousness only 
when it has entered the forms of sen:$ibility, as light, 
clearness, vision, image, symbol, or abstract thought. 
Previously it is only absolutely indefinite feeling, i.r~ 

consciousness experiences nothing but blessedness or un
blessedness absolutely. If, now, the feeling first becomes 
definite in images or thoughts of a certain kind, there 
dwells in this image or thought alone for consciousness 
the content of the mystical result; and it is consequently 
uo wonder that, if with the weakening of the wystical 
energy the inspirations fail, consciousness cleaves to 
these sensuous residua-least of all, when others do this, 
to whom only these residua, and not the feelings united 
therewith, can be imparted, not that undefined somewhat 
which tells the productive mystic that his images and 
thoughts are still always an incomplete expression of 
the super-sensual iden. But communication requires still 
more: the other party desires to have not merely the 
What of the mystical results, but also the Why, for the 
productive mystic receives, it is true, through the way in 
which he arrives at it, an irnmerliate certainty, but whence 
is a third person to obtain conviction? Religion helps 
itself here with the surrogate of authoritative faith annihi
lating independent judgment; philosophy, however, tries 
rationally to prove what it has mystically received, and 
thereby to make the private property of the mystic the 
public property of thinking humanity. Only too fre
quently, as could not well be otherwise, considering the 
difficulty of the subject, these rational proofs are unsuc
cessful, in that they, apart from what is really incorrect 
in them, depend again themselves on suppositions, of the 
truth of which conviction can only be mystically ac-
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quired. And thus it comes to pass that the different 
philosophical systems, however imposing they are to 
many, yet have only full probative force for the author 
and for some few who are able to reproduce mystically 
in themselves the underlying suppositions (e.g., Spinoza'a 
Substance, Fichte's Ego, Schelling's Subject-Object, Scho
penhauer's Will), and that those philosophical systems, 
which rejoice in most adherents, are just the poorest of 
all and most unphilosophical (e.g., Materialism and ratio
nalistic Theism). 

\Vere I now to name the man whom I regard as the 
flower of philosophical mysticism, I should pronounce the 
name of Spinoza: his starting-point, the mystical Sub
stance, his ultimatum 1 the mystical love of God, in which 
God loves himself, and all else sun-clear, according to 
mathematical methods. 

Certainly Spinoza did not think himself a mystic, but 
rather supposed he harl proved everything so surely that 
all must see it; and yet his system, imposing as it is, has 
nothing convincing about it, and convinces so few, be
cause one must first be convinced of Substance in Spinoza's 
sense, which only a mystic can, or a philosopher who at 
the close of his system has reached the same by another 
path, and then no longer needs Spinozism. Similarly is 
it, however, with all other systems, excepting the few 
which, like those of Leibnitz and the English, begin from 
below, but then also do not get far, and, properly speaking, 
are not to be called systems. The complete rational 
proof of the mystical results can only appear at the close 
of the history of philosophy, fot· the latter consists, as has 
been saiu, altogether in the search for this proof. 

Finally, we must not omit to call attention to the risk 
of error which lies in mysticism, and which is so much 

1 By his third kind of knowledge manner, and with full conviction of 
(the intellectual intuition, comp. certainty (comp. "Ethics," part v., 
above, p. 22 Obs.), by which alone Prop. 25, Prop. 36 Obe., Prop. 42 
those fundamental ideas of his oye- Prop.), Spinoza himself admits the 
tern can be grasped in an adequate mystical nature of these conceptions. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONSOIOUS. 

X. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS IN HISTORY. 

N.&'WD and Histoey, or the origin of organisma and the 
deftlopment of the human race, are two parallel problems. 
In tioth cases the question runs: particular contingency 
or universal necessity, dead causality or living conformity 
to an end, mere sport of atoms and individuals or a single 
plan and general superintendence t He who bas decided 
the question with respect to Nature in favour of design 
will have no difficulty in doing the same in ~rd to 
history. The only ·thing likely to mislead in the latter 
cue is the .emblance of personal freedom. But I think I 
may con6deutly appeal to the general consensus of modent 
philosophers in respect to this matter of the freedom of the 
will. to the effect namely that an empirical freedom in 
any single act of volition in the sense of unconditionality 
is altogether out of the question, since, like every other 
natural phenomenon, it falls under the law of causality, 
and necessarily follows from the state of the man's minu 
at any given moment, and the motives which are acting 
upon him. Further, that if a claim be set up for n freedom 
of the will out1idtJ natural causality, this must at best he 
.,.,,., (I do not say, found) in the supersensiblc sphere 
(mt&ftdu• Mummon), in Kant's intelligible character, bu~ 
can in no case apply to the specific volitional act, since any 
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such act is always in time, consequently l>elongs to the 
sphere of the phenomenal world, and is accordingly sub
ject to the law of causality, i.e., necessity. This, and the 
reasons why we are liable to the illusion of a belief in the 
will's freedom, may be studied in Schopenhauer's essay 
"On the Freedom of the Will." 

But suppose we even admitted the empirical freedom 
of the will, if we recognise a purposive evolution in history 
at all, this could only be the result of the freedom of indi
viduals if the consciousness of the step next to be taken, in 
its full significance nnll in all its consequences, were pos
sessed by every one freely co-operating in the historic 
movement, before he actively intervened. 

Undoubtedly since the close of the last century we 
have been making approaches to that ideal state where the 
human race txmsciously accomplishes its destiny, bnt, save 
lor a few superior minds, this is still a remote condition 
of things, and nobody will maintain that by far the lnrger 
pnrt of the way already traversetl hns beeu conquered iu 
this wise. For the aims of the imlividunl are always sel
fish, each one seeks only to further his own well-being, 
and if this conduces to the welfare of the whole, the merit 

• is certaiuly not bis; the exceptions to this rule are so few 
that they are of no account iu respect of the whole. But 
the wonderful part of the matter is, tLat even the mind, 
which wills the bad, works the good, that the results be
come, hy combination of mnny ditrerent selfish purposes, 
quite other than what each individual had imagined, and 
that in the last resort they always conduce to the welfare 
of the whole, although often the advantage is somewhat 
remote, and centuries of retrogression seem to contradict 
it j tl1is cortro.diction, however, is only apparent, for they 
eerve the purpose of breaking the strength of an old 
system, that room may be made for a new and better one, 
or of allowing a vegetation to grow corrupt, in order that 
it may manm·e the ground for something fresh and fairer. 
Evtu thousands of years of stagnation on one spot of earth 
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abould not mislead ue, if only this pbnae of culture baa 
fulfilled ita appointed office, and if only at the Blllle 
time the proceas of evolution goes forward at another 
place. 

Juat aa little should we expect, as is often and. un
reasonably the case, that at one and the same place all the 
variou branches or tendenciP.a should enjoy an unchecked 
progress, and complain of stagnation and retrogression, if 
any particular branch, for which perhaps one has a per
sonal preference, falls into decay. The evolution proceeds 
on the large scale, although only one or a few factors are 
in active progreas and other fields lie fallow ; for at the 
proper time these others will again be taken in hand, and 
in such a way that the elevation already attained is em
braced in the new phase of the evolution (think of Raphael 
and Pbidias, Gothe and Euripides). What is apt to blind 
the observer to the general development of humanity is 
really a too narrow limitation of the view, which keeps 
the eye fixed on certain painful and apparently incurable 
}IOlitical or social diseases, or on the momentary ruin of 
one's favourite intellectual hopes, instead of opening it 
wide to embrace vast historical scenes, which would make 
plain not only the great civilising events of the present 
time, bot also reveal the multiplicity of the ways of his
tory, and the possibility and probability of an improvement 
of these painful conditions by a path not dreamt of, and 
perhaps even contemned. But in yet another sense a too 
narrow restriction of the historic horizon may blind to thG 
h>reat truth of evolution, namely, if of the long period of 
llumanity's unfolding all too small a portion, say the last 
thousand years (called in the narrower sense, " historic") 
be selected, and the brilliant age of Pericles or of Augustus 
be compared with the present ern. The nait•eU accuracy 
and delicacy of feeling of the restbetic culture of those 
times toay deceive os for a moment with respect to the 
superiority of our own, but the delusion disappears as 
eoon u we reflect that the age of Pericles possessed these 
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excellences only instinctively and unconsciously, as is 
shown by the fact that even so deep and circumspect a 
thinker as Plato, with such models before him, could con
struct so poor a theory of resthetics and an ideal consti
tution so . remote from actual needs. Not the shallow 
common sense of the Romans, but the Germans of the last 
century1 converted into the conscious and now inalienable 
posse&sion of humanity what the Greeks only wrought out 
by instinct; and which we can no longer execute, because 
in all .departments of art we have advanced in feeling 
from the plastic to the pictorial The naive delicacy of 
taste, for which antiquity was distinguished in all direc
tions, is naturally also far more easily destroyed by rude 
external influences or inner decay. than the more sub
stantial. mental culture of the present. day, with its rich 
material knowledge and self-conscious capacity, which is 
protected from sinking into oblivion· by a thousand ex
pedients. Other differences consist in this, that in anti
quity the cultivated portion of the world was very small 
compared with that of the present day, when culture has 
spread more or less among all vigorous races and peoples, 
and new parts of the world have been taken possession of 
hy the civilised peoples of Europe. At the same· time, 
however, within the civilised races also education is ever 
extending to larger circles and strata of the population,· 
so that for a twofold reason the cultured and mentally 
advanced society of the present day forms a very much 
larger quota of the total population. of the earth than 
heretofore, and is growing with the greatest .rapidity pre
cisely at the present moment. But now as we have to do 
not with the development of me-" but of kumanity, this 
increase in breadth is not less important than the growth 
in depth-apart from the circumstance that the imperish
ability of what has once been won is guaranteed by a 
probability advancing in geometrical progression. 

It is true that the free possession of the fruits of civili
sation is still hampered and embittered by the struggle 
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with the t.hrateniDg shades of the Middle Ages reach
ing into our OWD time ; but we must not allow ouiselves 
to be bliDded by the struggle agaiDst these no longer 
justifiable e:Dstenoes to the historical value of the same in 
the put, and their abidiDg significance for the evolution 
of humanity. The utterly barbarous tribes of the Ger
manic migrations required during their infancy a strict 
schooling, in which the physiological processes of transmu
tation and fusion simultaneously went on, as whose result 
we have the nationalities of Europe of the present day. 
If antiquity especially developed the beautiful in ~etiM 
and fo*V• if the culture of the undtrltanding to-day 
gives us the right to declare the forms of medill'lval life 
to be relatively barbarous, it was the task of German
ism to complete the deepening of the heart, though natur
ally in a one-sided fashion, and tHis it could accomplish 
effectively by the ilid of no other civilising impulse than 
the transcendent ideals of Christianity. It would be 
unjust to reCuse to recognise that the working-out and 
development of the profoundest forces of the German 
mind, which will ever remain a possession to humanity 
alter separation from that native soil, is essentially, if not 
exclusively, due to the imaginative iDner life of the 
Middle Ages. Whoever has got the better of the elements 
hostile to civilisation inherent in the popular Christianity 
is for ever secured from relapsing into the clements of 
past periods of the development of humanity, which are 
l1ostile to civilisation, wherens the most highly cultured 
Ureek or Roman had still ~fore him the Christian phase 
of evolution. 

Such an injustice to the Middle Ages Buckle and his 
school are guilty of when they set up the conscious under
atartding, which undoubtedly is hi!Jhtr than sense, fancy, 
and heart, and ought to govern these, as sok measure of 
advance iD culture, which it by no means is, since the 
ltaf'fllftiotu elaboration of all the mental forces appertains 
thereto; and aiuce the understanding alone, without the 
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foundation of powerfully developed sensibility, fancy, and 
heart, would only prociuce wasted shadows, but not men 
capo.ble of any earnest task. The source of this error is 
this,-that the English, even down to the present day, are 
essentially at that rationalistic standpoint which we occu
pied in the last century; and that these historians of civili
sation, instead of trying to discover the unconsciously 
impelling ideas of history, fancy they can explain them 
as a product of conscious reflection. Unconscious reason, 
namely, unfolds itself, as we have just seen, just as much 
in sensibility, fancy, and heart, as in the reflection of the 
conscious understanding; and it again is evidence of an 
all too-narrow glance, when the regulative element of 
modern life is looked upon as that which is most im
portant for all time, and as a standard of culture valid for 
all time. In opposiU.on to such a straitening of the 
history of civilisation into a "History of Rationalism" 
Hegel's attempts at a Philosophy of History retain their 
full value, since in them the discussion always and alone 
turns upon the (unconscious) ideas underlying the 
epoch. 

The opposite view of Schopenhauer with respect to His
tory rests on his conception of time as purely subjective 
phenomenal form, according to which all that happens is 
an exclusively subjective appearance, wherefore history is 
a subjective tissue of representations devoid of truth. He 
blinds himself to the manifest contradiction of this view, 
to the mighty organism of the historic evolution of hu
manity, on the one hand, by reflecting only on the indif
ferent and accidental framework of facts (succession of 
kings, battles, &c.), instead of on the content of historical 
culture, which is entirely neglected by him; and, on the 
other hand, by confounding the demand for a heightening 
of individual comfort with the demand for a civilised pro
gression of humanity as a whole. Happiness certainly 
does not keep pace with hum~n progress, but this does 
not militate against the truth, that this progress, both in 
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the inner me11tal world and in the forma of social life, really 
exiate, and leads to ever higher development. 

If anything ia calculated to prove the great progress in 
spiritual matters from the Greeks to the present day, it is 
the progress of philosophy and especially that of the German 
and English philosophy of the last two hundred years. 
J>bilosophy as the final summariser of the ideas which 
support a period of civilisation, and as the flower of the 
historic self-consciousness of the Unconscious Idea, may 
be taken as the most faithful representative of the spiritual 
horizon of a section of time in the narrowest and most 
compact frame ; the progress of the development of ideas, 
which we perceive in the history of philosophy, shows 
us as through a diminishing glass the quintessence of the 
spiritual possessions of the corresponding ages in their 
various phases of development. That in the different 
l'hilosophies there is really a devtlopnunt was first shown 
by Hegel, who constructed from the earlier detached in
tellectual torsos an organically connected and harmonious 
monumental group. Undoubtedly the individual colla
Lorateurs had either no idea at all of this concatenation, 
or posiessed indeed only a highly defective knowledge of 
a limited number of their predecessors, and just as their 
profoundest principles instinctively welled up from the 
depths of the Unconscious, so instinctively did they them
selves divine the tn1th in regard to the place, which they 
bad to occupy in the evolution, so that the modern his
toriography of Philosophy must be characterised as the 
brir&gif11J to co~ of the unc<mScious relations ob
taining between different philosophies, in consequence of 
which they unconsciously form a great development 
aeries. But now, when we consider that at the same time 
each of these philosophies is only the most conscious 
expression of the period of civilisation which has just 
attained its acme, thus only the last budding branch, which 
baa sprung from the common hidden root, whence all the 
achievements of this portion of time in the most diverse 
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directions have harmoniously sprung,-then it is evident, 
that the epochs of civilisation taken as a whole must 
be as much related as phases of an ascending development 
series, as those common roots of the characteristic perform
ances of each one of them (i.e. their unconsciously impel
ling ideas), or as their most conscious forms of expression 
(the standard philosophies). What should be regarded as 
the unconscious impelling Idea in any particular period, can 
only be determined by the Unconscious itself in reference 
to the phase of development which is ideally indispensable 
at that precise time. For the human individuals them
selves, who perform the tasks answering to this phase, 
before they even in- a small measute -attain to the con
sciousness of the unconscious Idea, by which they are 
impelled, .cannot possibly be the cause of this phase of 
the Idea, ·since humanity only attains a consciousness of 
the introduotion of the same into the collective organism, 
and of the· necessity of just these phases of development 
in this period of time long after the close of the period in 
question. 

Now the means whereby a particular phase of the IDEA 
is actualised in a certain period are of two kinds, namely, 
on the one side the implanting an instinctive impulsein 
the masses, and on the other hand, the production of men 
of genius as finger-posts and pioneers. This mysterious 
impulse which works in the masses from time to time 
-in the form of tribal migrations, emigrations of multitudes, 
crusades, religious, political and social national revolutions, 
and guides the same with truly demonic power to a goal 
of which they are unconscious, is still ever "right con
scious of its way," if it also for the most part believes, that 
this way leads to quite another goal than is actually the 
fact. For in the cases, where the masses do not altogether 
rush headlong forward, blind with ragl',· and without con
scious aim, but have an end in view, this conscious aim is 
commonly a worthless or perverse one; whereas the true 
purpose of history in these revolutions is only subse-
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quentlyuveiled.-IQ like manner, even without exactly 
inftaming the muaea, history attains, by the initiative of 
eminent mdividaala, re.eulta which were quite beside the 
conscious purposes of such men. (Think in particular of the 
fertile marriage of different-national civiliaations, how With 
the D&tiooal e:zcluiveneea of earlier times they could hiiVe 
been piOChtced only by bleans of vast expeditions for the 
eake of oonquest, as, e.g., those of Alexander, of Cresar, the 
}(oman eKpeditions of the German Emperors, nay, even 
the European revolutions evoked by Napoleon. Only 
an unbistorio sense can make light of the fields strewed 
with dle corpses of theae heroes duped by the Uncon· 
scions, whence have sprung harvests so fruitful and rich 
in blessing.) Other ends are attained by the Unconscious 
in a more peaceful way, when it calls forth the right genius 
at the right time, who is enabled just to solve that problem, 
whose solution his age urgently needs.1 No more calamitous 
gift for the individual than genius, for the men of genius 
ar&, even with apparent outward good fortune, yet always 
those men who most deeply and irremediably feel the 
wretchedness of existence. But men of genius are not here 
for their own sake, but for humanity; and for humanity 
it is quite indilferent, whether in fulfilling their task they 
feel miserable, or even perish in distress. The right man 
bas never been wanting at the right time; and the cry 
sometimes beard, that men are lacking for certain urgent 
tasks, only proves that the problems have been wrongly 
proposed by human consciousness, that they do not at all (or 
at least not now) lie in the plan of l1istory, aml that con
sequently even the most gifted men would vaiuly expend 
their mental energies on thu8 problems (at least at this 
time). (Such an absolutely insoluble problem, e.g., is the 

I At the moet na&ural f'Dd ~uie~t thi1 prominent humAn ~ing (cf. Dr. 
- Co tbia end appean the bnng· C&rll<'reiherr du PNI : '' Tbe Met&· 
iDIC klp&IMr ol two pe...ane .uited t.o pby.ic of Sexual Love in ita relation 
prod._ the ft<jUtred indiviJwility to Hi.tory," in the" Aul<t • • Journal 
by a loYeldutllood In them with the for Sc. ami Art.," 1S7l, !\o, 341· 
•ncoudo&M purpoee ol beJ,-etting 
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regeneration and strengthening of States doomed to decay 
and dissolution. A temporarily insoluble problem, on the 
other hand, is the revival of original production in some 
special field of mental work, which, at the moment in the 
hands of Epigoni, must lie fallow for a season, before 
a new phase of development commences under the influ
ence of a new and ferLile idea.) This pre-established 
harmony, so to sny, between historic problems and indi
viduals with a special faculty for solving them, reaches 
so far, thnt even technical inventions (in a practically 
available form) are effected always, but then also always, 
only when the pre-conditions for their fruitful utilisa
tion, as well as the need of such aids to culture. are 
given. 

Now the collective inner opirilual evolution of humanity 
forms the proper content of the history of humanity; 
whereas State, Uhurch, and Society, notwithstanding their 
organic character and their organic development, still, in 
respect of the inner spiritual evolution, have only the 
value of a scaflolding which, produced by the unconscious 
mental activity of individuals, now on its side again sup
ports and furthers the elaboration of the conscious mind, 
by not only protecting and securing it, but also as an 
accessory mechanism saving one great part of the spiritual 
labour, and lightening another. 

Like every bodily part the cerebrum also is strength
ened by use and exercise, and made more capable of new 
allied performances; but as in every bodily part, so in the 
cerebrum the vigour and material perfection acquired by 
the parents is transmissible to the child. This transmis
sion is not directly demonstrable in each single case ; but, 
on the average, tnking one generation with another, it is a 
fact, and it is likewise a fact that there is a latent trans
mission, which only reveals its fruits in the second or third 
generation (e.g., when somebody inherits from his maternal 
grandfather a luxuriant red beard and fine bass voice). 
As each generation further elaborates its conscious intel-
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}eel, thus also further perfects ita material organ, in the 
course of generations these additions, imperceptibly small 
in a single generation, amonnt to clearly visible quantities. 
It is no mere figUJ'e of speech, that children are now born 
more clever, and that, less childish than formerly, they 
even in childhood ahow a tendency to become prematurely 
knowiDg. As the offspring of trained animals are more 
adapted Cor similar training than offspring captured when 
wild, so also the children of a human generation are the 
more clever in making acquisitions in the various depart
menta or practice and theory, the greater the advance 
already mad(.>. I doubt, e.g., whether a Greek boy Cl)ulJ 
ever have become an excellent productive musician in tho 
modern sense, because his brain was without those in
herited predispositions fl)r the wide field of musical har
mony, which modern humanity of western Europe has 
only gained through an laistoric development of more thnn 
fifteen generations. An Archimedes or Euclid, in spite of 
their relative mathematical genius, would have evinced 
no little awkwardness as pupils of an instruction in the 
higher mathematics. 

Thus all spiritual progress causes an enhancement of 
the executive capacity of the material organ of the in
tellect, and this becomes through inheritance (on the 
average) the enduring possession of humanity-a position 
scaled facilitating further advance. That is, the progress 
in the spiritual possession of humanity goos hand in hnnd 
with the anthropological development of the race. and 
stands in reciprocal relation with it; all progress on th"' 
one side stands the other side in good stead. There must, 
accordingly, be also an anthropological ennoUlement of the 
race, which springs from other causes than that mental 
progress, which furthers the intellectual evolution. Of 
the latter kind is, e.g., the improvement of the race by 
aemal selection (B. Chap. ii.)-which ceaselessly exerts 
ita unnoticed but powerful efFects--or the competition of 
races ud nations in the st1'11c,"gle for exhtence, which is 
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waged among mankind under natural laws just as piti
lessly as among animals and plants. No power on earth 
is able to atTest the eradication of the inferior races of 
mankind, which, as relics of earlier stages of development 
once also passed through by ourselves, have gone on vege
tating down to the present day. As little as a favour is 
done the dog whose tail is to be cut oft~ when one cuts it 
off gradually, inch by inch, so little is there humanity in 
artificially prolonging the death-struggle of savages who 
are on the verge of extinction. The true philanthropist, 
if he has comprehended the natural law of anthropological 
evolution, cannot avoid desiring an acceleration of the last 
convulsions, and labouring for that end. One of the best 
means is the support of missions, which (according to a 
truly divine irony of the Unconscious) has done more to 
further this purpose of Nature than all the direct attempts 
of the white race at the annihilation of savages. The 
quicker this eradication of the peoples living in a state of 
nature incapable of competition wit.h the white race is 
proceeded with, and the quicker the whole earth is ex
clusively occupied by races hitherto the highest, the more 
quickly will the struggle of different stocks within the Wgh
est race burst forth into immense proportions, the sooner 
will the spectacle of the absorption of the lower race by the 
higher be repeated among stoc~ and peoples. But the dif
ference is, that these peoples are far more equal, thus far 
more capable of competition, than the lower races (except 
the Mongolian) have hitherto shown themselves in presence 
of the Caucasian race. Hence it follows that the struggle 
for existence between nations, because waged with more 
equal force, must b~ much more fearful, bitter, persistent, 
and attended with greater sacrifices, than between races, as 
we shall see later on (C. chap. x.), that the struggle for ex
istence is in general the more bitter and the more merciless, 
hut at the same time also the more advantageo'/UI for the 
progressive evolution of the race, the nearer are the 
~;pecies or varieties that compete with one another. 

·.J 
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n is relatively iDcU&reut whether tllis struggle for 
esiatence between peoples and races assumes the form of 
physical struggle with weapons, or whether it takes place 
in other apparently more peaceful forms of competition. 
It would be a gzeat error to suppose that war is the cruel
est or eveu only the most effective form or annihilating a 
competitor; it ia only the most obvious, because rudest. 
- but on that very account also the ultima mtw for a 
people which sees itself overreached by its competitor in 
the ao-called peaceful clashing of interests. The sacrifices 
of even t.be greatest war are insignificant compared with 
the annihilat1on of millions and millions of human beings 
who perish when, e.g., a people is drained by another of 
higher industrial developDlent. by means of commerce, and 
deprived of a part of its previous source of earning alive~ 
lihood (comp. Carey's "l'rinciples of I•otitical Economy,'! 
on the effects of the English blood-sucking system in 
India, l'ortugal and elsewhere). While by means of thi.;; 
struggle for existence the earth becomes more and moru 
the e,xclusive possession of the most highly-developed 
peoples, not only does the entire population of the earth 
become more civilised, but also by means of the differen
tiations conditioned by forms of soil and climate within 
the people that tJ¥ attained the hegemony new germs 
of develop~ent. are always being scattered, which indeed, 
again,. can only be unfolded by means of the cruel strugglo 
for epa~n,ce. 

A-..ful as is the prospect of this perpetual atr.u~gle from 
t.he ~pdazn~nist point of view, equ~y n1agnifieent docs 
it appear from the teleological in ~pect to the goal of an 
extreme intellectual developlJlent. One must only ac
custom oneself to the thought that the U nconscions can 
be led astray neither more nor less by the lamentation oi 
milliards of human individuals than by thnt of ns many 
animal individuals, if only these. torments further develop
ment, and thereby its own main design. 

I aaid above, that the fact of an evolution of humanity 
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may certainly be doubted if one contemplate too limited 
sections of history; we may now say, that one can 
ouly in that case doubt evolution, but not if the total 
duration of humanity, from its first appearance on earth 
till the future perspective just hinted at, be surveyed with 
a single glance. The time bas gone by when a Creuzer 
and a Schelling supposed a primitive people endowed with 
nil wisdom, from whose decay the race of mankind had 
developed. To-day, comparative philology and compara
tive mythology, ethnology, anthropology, and archaeology, 
nuite in their teaching that the state of culture of our 
forefathers was the ruder and more primitive the more 
remote the era to which we descend. When three to four 
thousand years ago the Aryans began in small detach
ments that national migration, whose present result is the 
rule of the Indo-Germanic stocks from the Indian Ocean 
to the Pacific, they already possessed a considerable civili
sation, which can only have been the result of the ante
cedent ten thousands of years. Already provided with a 
language furnished with inflexions, with fl'uitful and pro
found philosophical nat.ure-myths, 'iVith technical instru
ments for agriculture, the shaping of dwellings and clothes, 
they make their· first nppearauce in history. Much as we 
have gained in culture since then, yet it holds good here 
more than nnywl1ere that all commencement is difficult, and 
doubtless it was n far greater and therefore also more pro
tracted tnsk to work up to such an elevation from the 
primitive condition of speechless human animals, than, 
once in possession of such weans of culture, especially 
such an incomparable language, to subjugate Nature ever 
more nnu more, and to outstrip the backward races in ever
increasing progression. 

If language, mythology, and technology form the spirit
ual content of that pre-historic period of civilisatioo, the 
family expanded to the tribe is the form in which this 
content is embraced. Whilst the sexual instinct brought 
together man and woman to found a family, it wns ou the 
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0118 band t.be instinctive social instinct (Grotius) which 
hindered tbe atomistic sundering of blood-relations of the 
first and eecond degree ; and, on the other hand, the 
struggle for existence, tbe war of all against all (Hobbes), 
the hostility of foreign neighbours to one another, which 
necessarily brought about an increase of the power of 
attack and defence by the closest solidarity of the family 
and the clan. Thus the head of the family grew into the 
elder of the clan or patriarch, and-with increasing expan
sion of the clan into the tribe-into the chief of the tribe, 
or patriarchial king. In this condition do we find the 
Ary:ms, when they conquered Him!ostan; the Greeks, 
nt the time of the Trojan war; the Germans, in their 
tribal ruigrations. It is true that animals also found 
families, also wage war with one another; but they imme
,Jiately relapse into the inorsanic mass of the herd, as soon 
as more than the family in the narrow sense remain to
gether, whereas the clan is organically parted into families, 
and therefore really exhibits the higher unity of the latter. 
Wherefore the union of the three instincts (sexual im
pulse, social impulse, and instinct of enmity of all to all) 
is, in fact, in man something new and l1igher than in the 
animal, and makes him the tQJo11 'JI"O~T£«0., of Aristotle. 

The higher unconscious content of those instincts in 
the case of man is shown in this, that its proximate pro
ducts, the family, the clan, and the tribe, must be regarded 
as the germinal vesicle and embryo of all later political, 
ecclesiastical, and social forms. The head of the family is 
first king (leader in battle, exclusive representative of th~ 
family to the outer world, and judge, with power of life 
and death); secondly, priest (in the then exclusive family 
worship); and thirdly, teacher and tasJ.-ma$/er of his own 
people. These three departments are here still united in 
inseparable unity; or, more correctly, they have not yet 
at all worked themselves out of their state of indifference. 
Thia emergence does not take place suddenly but gradu
ally; each of the three spheres has the tendency to de-
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velop into a formal organism, which dominates according 
to possibilities the other life-spheres. That one of the 
three spheres now, on whose elaboration in an historical 
period most popular energy is expended, in fact rules 
during this period. But since the departments can only 
be worked at one after another, it lies in the nature of the 
case that the sides which first emerge must implicitly con
tain in themselves those which are not. yet. unfolded, so 
far as the latter do not still remain in the primitive bosom 
of the family. 

The development of the State .is everywhere the first 
and most urgent requirement; but the eaclesiastical and 
social ful}ctions, so far as tlhey have emerged from the 
family eircle, must be supplied at the same time (thu~. e~g.; 
in the.Grreco-Roman constitution, where the kingly high
priests~ and also in the republican phase the ecclesi
astieal. institutions were integral parts of the State). · In 
Hindosl:an, a few centuries after the conquest by the 
Aryans, there took place that powerful revolution, whereby 
the. Inilitary nobility was almost exterminated, and the 
rule _of the priesthood was permanently .established down 
to the present day. In the West this revolution (which 
in India stifled all germs of" progress) happily took place 
after. a; complete cycle of the political development. of 
antiquity; a circumstance which, after tl1e expiration of 
the medireval-ecclesiastical phase of development, made 
possible the re-birth of German life, even in political and 
mental respeQts, by means Qf the renascence of antiquity. 

As the Church only appeared.as the second element, it 
could not absorb the already existing State in the same 
way as in antiquity the State the yet-undeveloped 
Church ; but it could push it back into the second rank, 
and itself occupy the first place. Whilst in the last 
century secular life again gained the upper hand over tho 
spiritual, it was only in appearance the State as such that 
gained the victory over the Church. In truth it is the 
social interests which have repressed the ecclesiastical, and 
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ooly becaUII8 eociety u sub il ati1l occupied in fashioning 
an organ of ita owa baa ~ been provisionally the State 
that; baa outstripped the Church in the perception and 
ad~ey l>f certain aocialad a.peciallyeconomic interests, 
and 10 in general has obtained precedence of her; whilst. 
on the other band, the hit.herto-existing Church likewise 
derhw ita best power of persistence from certain aocial 
functi0111 which she still vicariously champions. This 
phase is. therefore, particularly iuteresting, because it offers 
something really new under the sun. 

The commencement of the evolution of sor:itty as such 
into an indepeJldent organism baUle Church and State is 
something so new, that tbere are only a few wl1o notice it 
at all Most people think, because the organism of the 
State must at present vicariously perform social functions 
(e.g., instruction of youth, care of the poor, guaranteeing 
of intel'Cl!t for industrial undertakings), that these thinga 
are really State-functions, and then perhaps commit the 
error, like Lassalle, of expecting from it the establish
ment of associations for purposes of production, instead 
of rather co-operating in the organisation of society, and 
transferring to the latter social fllDctioos hitl1erto performed 
by the St.ate. But where exceptionally the ideal separa
tion of State and Society, and the necessity of gradually 
procuring a real separation is recognised, there perhaps we 
hear talk of a necessary and irreconcilable strife between 
them, instead of the harmony of political and social in
terests (Gneist). Negatively expressed, Society embraces 
the wide sphere of life-relations and forms of intercourse, 
that are not given in the conceptions State and Church ; 
positively expressed, it is the or!Janisation of labour in the 
widest sense. The organisation of labour especially signi
fies the ordering and regulating of the division of labour 
between the sexes and individuals; but, in aot.lition also. 
the preparation of youth for their life-work, and tbe care 
of those who have become incapable of work. The notiou 
of the division of labour of course includes the highest as 
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the lowest, unqualified manual labour as well as tLe 
mental labour of the investigator and artist, and not less 
the labour of education and of social self-government. It 
is evident that" Society," in this sense, in fact embraces 
all forms of civilised life except State and Church; a 
meaning in which it has hitherto been understood only 
by Lorenz Stein. The tendency of this working-out of o. 
social organism (Socialism) is to limit the freedom of com
petition, which has been the means of emancipating labour 
from its former shackles, in favour of a systematic division 
of labour, and to prevent the gain of one (as in free com
petition) being only too often purchased at the dispropor
tionate loss of another. But, as said, this phase is still so 
much in its very commencement, that the How of such 
organisations as will infallibly arise in the future is thus 
far quite indeterminable. 

We will now bestow one more hasty glance on the 
development of the forms of the State, the Church, and 
(if only as yet implicit) Society. 

I shall first try to describe with a few strokes the 
outline of the development of the Idea of the State, as it 
appears to me. History exhibits three main contrasts in 
the life of the State, large state and small state, republic 
and monarchy, indirect and direct government. The pro
blem is, to unite large state and republic as the prefer
able forms, the means to that end indirect government. 
The patriarchal chieftainships and royalties show us the 
union of small state and monarchy, the Asiatic despotisms 
that of the large state and monarchy. Here only one 
man has civil liberty, all others are bond-slaves or thralls 
of the ruler. The Greek town and district republics are 
the first specimens of the Republic. Favoured by the 
natural divisions of their small country, the Greeks 
could, even in their petty states, exhibit the republican 
form of government as an aristocracy of free citizens, 
ruling over twice as many slaves. The Roman Empire 
combines the Greek town-republic with the Asiatic des-
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J•otism of the Great State; in place of the despot appears 
the Roman citizenship, and all s\lbjugated lands contain 
only slaves. When therefore the republican power of the 
Roman citizens waned, it likewise relapsed into the Mon
archy of the Great State.-Germany brings a new prin
ciple into the idea of the State by its system of feudalism, 
that of indirect government or the pyramidal graduated 
system of rule, whereas antiquity only l"llew direct govern
ment. The ancients had only free-men and slaves, but 
now appear3 a gradation of freedom from the king down 
to the thrall, in that each man is lord of his own vassals. 
I might therefore call the State of the Middle Ages the 
monarchical pyramid.-Lastly, the modern world utters 
the decisive word with its postulate of universal human 
freedom; it aims o.t large states having their natural limits 
in nationalities, it revives the Greek town-republic in the 
self-government of the towns and communes, and finds 
in the principle of representation by chosen deputies a 
means of rearing a republican pyramid, of which up to this 
time the best, but by no means perfect, example exists in 
North America, but which must and will at some time or 
other, with the universal spread of civilisation, embrace all 
the countries of the earth, since the sovereignty of the 
national states is just as much a moment to be sublated 
as that of thtl territorial states.- 'The constitutional hybrid 
of monarchy and republic is nothing but a prodigious 
palpable lie, and has an historical authorisation only as 
a transitional furm and the political school of nations. 
In the Federal Republic, which certainly will come to 
ptLSS when the individual states have become republics, 
tl1c state <Jf nature iu which communities at first e.riost 
will pass into the state of ri~ht. and self-protection by 
war iuto legal protection by thtl federal republic, as the 
JJatural couilition and self-protection of the individual 
pusses into the legal condition and legal protection on 
tla~ formation of the State. (Here is opened the possibi
lity of a termination of the struggle for existence alluded 
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to on page 25, namely when tolerably uniform climates 
are occupied by tht. same people organised in the universal 
State, and competition between the peoples inhabiting 
different climates is excluded by the limits of their capa
city of climatic accommodation, which assigns them dif
ferent geographical areas of diffusion.) 

The aecond of the forms to be noticed, the Church, has a 
more limited and more one-sided function than State and 
Society; for whilst the latter simultaneously subserve 
many interests, and satisfy many needs, the Church sub
serves exclusively the need of the religious sentiment, 
and indeed not of any religious sentiment, but onl-y of 
that, which either requires for its full satisfaction a 
common cultus, or feels itself far too weak to rely on the 
consciousness and feeling of the individual self, and no\v 
seeks, by means of the external institution of the visible 
Church, a palpable external support in lieu of the in
ternal. As a natural consequence, with the growth of the 
solidity of the inner spiritual substance of mankind the 
visible Church must lose in importance. Nevertheless 
at the present standpoint of civilised nations the Church 
is still a factor of the highest importance, and will still 
long remain so, even when it takes the third place (after 
Society and State). 

As already mentioned, the State is the first of the three 
forms to unfold itself, and the Church is bound up with 
it. Even there, where exceptionally (as in Judaism) the 
State is from the commencement an ecclesiastical State or 
theocracy, it does not advance beyond the national limi
tation of theocracy. The idea of a cosmopolitan Church 
or theocracy can always be only the result of a religious 
revolution. Thus in India, Buddhism ; on tl1e shores of tho 
Mediterranean, Christianity, broke up the earlier national 
narrowness of ecclesiastical institutions, and thereby inau
gurated an oriental and an occidental Middle Age. This 
cosmopolitism of the Medireval Church is of the greatest 
significance, and most important in results both politically 
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and socially, for it giftl for the first time a solidarity of oon
$cionmeaa to tbe members of different peoples and StafAja, 
thereby ezfAjnd.s both exfAjnaively and intensively the 
peaceful interco'IU88 of different peoples with one another, 
and prepares the coamopolitan conscionmeaa of modern 
times. which is based on the social principle of Humanity, 
nod IUJ'IDounte tbe barriers of ecdaialtioa.l antitheses, just 
na the cosmopolitism of the Hedileval Church had burst 
the barriers of the constitutional antagonisms which it 
embraced. Thus the Church naturally leads ua to the 
tl&inl form, Socidy. 

SOcial development exhibits four leading phases, of 
which the first three are to be looked upon as stages pre
paratory to the fourth, in which for the first time Society 
is unfolded &JJ an independent, co-ordinate form. 

The first phase is the fru state of nalttre, where every 
one only works for himseli and his family, as, e.g., among 
the Indian hunting-tribes. From this condition an ascent 
to greater comfort, and thereby to greater civilisation, is 
impossiWe, because in the atomistic freedom of individuals 
there is no motive to bring about the division of labour, 
through which alone that etXYtWmy of labour is possible, 
which is indispensable for a production in excess of the 
1uomeotary needs of life, ie., of an elevation of national 
well-being through the accumulation of capital 

The second pbaso is that of personal rule, where the 
lord is the proprietor of the persons or the working-powers 
of his slaves or thralls. Here the lord soon finds iL to 
his interest to introduce o. division of labour among his 
slaves, whose work now produces an excess beyonJ their 
und his requirements, which is applied to establish a stock
in-trade (capital). Thus national wealth grows througu 
accumulation of capital, to tho advantage, however, cer
tainly only of the master, not of the serf. The Uoman 
Empire aud the H.idJle Ages afford an example of tlw 
stage. 

The third phase, which is only rendered possil!le by tho 
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prolonged agency of the second, is that of the rule of capital. 
In this period the fixed capital, hitherto alone of import
ance, is surpassed by free capital, and driven more and 
more to become mobile if it is not to lose disproportion
ately in value. This process goes on simultaneously and 
in reciprocation with the greatest mitigation and abolition 
of bond-service, whereby the power of labour becomes a 
free commodity, and falls under the general laws of price 
(which is determined by supply and demand). As capital 
can organise the division of labour on a far grander scale, 
a far larger quota of the total labour will also now become 
superfluous for present needs and available for the future, 
i.e., for productive investment; thus also the increase of 
capital and the growth of national comfort must proceed fat· 
more rapidly than in the foregoing phase. But here too 
this increase of national wealth is essentially to the advan
tage of the possessors of capital alone, since that part of it 
which falls to the working classes is immediately followed 
by a numerical increase of the labouring classes, which iu 
the redistribution always keeps the share falling to each 
iw.lividual at the level of the usual indispensable minimum 
for maintaining life. Experience at least confirms this for 
the industrial forces of labour accessible to the market of 
the world.-But free capital also is an Idea, which unfolds 
and attains maturity, only to perish after its task has been 
fulfilled, and to make place for other structures. Its 
historical task also is transitional, and only consists in 
prepnring the ground for the next stage, just as the func
tion of slavery consisted in preparing and making possible 
the rule of capital. 

The fourth and last phase is that of free association. If, 
namely, the value of slavery and rule of capital was 
only to be measured by the degree in which they made 
possible, and introduced a division of labour, and thereby 
economy of labour, these always still highly imperfect coer
cive measures of history, which bring in their train accom
panying unutterable misery, must become superfluous as 
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soon as the character and understanding of the workman 
are developed to the degree of civilisation, in order by free 
conscious agreement to undertake an appropriate part of 
the work in the universal division of labour. As before 
the difticulty was, to educate the freed slave to voluntary 
lnbour, so now the difficulty is to educate the labourer, in 
order that when set free from the yoke of this rule of 
capital, he may adequately fill in the association the place 
a.arigntd him. To conduct this education (by means of 
Sehultze-Delitzsch Unions, better school-teaching, la
bourers' educational unions, &c.), is the most important 
social problem of the present day. }'rec association the 
future will of itself bring forth, if one cannot yet exactly 
say, with what means and ways, whether by some kind of 
peaceful development, or by catastrophes which will exceed 
in awfulness all that has hitherto happened in history.-In 
this last phase the actual payment of money (except coins) 
will be made just as superfluous hy the general introcluc
tion of banking, ns in the foregoing stage barter was sup<!r
seded by the use of11W1U!J. 

If the rule of capital has already done much more for 
the division of labour than slavery, free association will 
far exceed the former in an incomparably higher degree 
(think of an indivisible organisation of production and 
sale on the whole earth analogous to the indivisible poli
tical organisation of the whole earth). In correspondence 
herewith the growth of material wealth will take place 
much more rapidly than at present, supposing that it 
be not neutralised or outstripped hy the incrense of the 
number of the population, which to be sure has its limits 
assigned it by the maximum of nutritive plants pro
duced on the whole earth and of fishes yielded by the 
waters; or, if one takes into account the inorganic con
ditions of the means of subsistence, by the limited habit
able space of the earth's surface. 

The goal of this social evolution would be, that every 
one, with a period of work which allowed him snfficicut 
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leisure for his intellectual culture, should lead a comfort-
.. able existence, or, as one is wont to say with a more 

sonorous expression, an existence conformable to the 
dignity of man. Thus, as the final political state would 
secure to mnn the external and formal, the final social con
dition would ufford him the material possibility of ulti
mately fulfilling his positive and proper task, for the 
fulfilment of which the internal conditions must neces
sarily be sought in the before-noticed mental or intellectual 
development. 

If in this entire development we cannot miss a single 
plan, a clearly-prescribed aim, towards which all stages 
of development are tending ; if, on the other hand, we 
must allow that the several actions which prepared or 
led up to these stages had by no means this conscious 
goal, but that the human being almost always aimed at 
something else, effected something else, we must also ac
knowledge that something else than the conscious intention 
of the individuals, or the accidental combination of the 
several actions, is occultly operative in history, that " far
reaching glance, which already discovers from afar, where 
this lawlessly roaming freedom is conducted in the bond 
of necessity, and the selfish aims of the individual uncon
sciously tend to the perfection of the whole" (Schiller, 
vol. vii pp. 29, 30). Schelling expresses this in the System 
of Transcendental Idealism (Works, i. 3, p. 594): "In free
dom there shall be necessity, means then as much as: 
Through freedom itself, and in that I think to act freely, 
there shall unconsciously, i.e., without my assistance, come 
to pass what I did not intend. Otherwise expressed: to 
the conscious, that is, that freely determining activity 
which we have before deduced, there shall be opposed 
an unconscious one, whereby, in spite of the unlimited 
expression of freedom, something arises quite involun
tarily, and perhaps even against the will of the actor, 
which he himself could have never realised by means of 
his own volition. This proposition, however paradoxical 
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it maJ appear, ia iDdee4 DOtbing else but the traDacen· 
dental espreaioa ol the generally accepted and preaup
poeed nlation of freedom to a concealed necesai~, which 
is called now fate, now providence, without anything 
beiDg clearlJ thought by the one or the other; that rela
tion, in virtue of which human beiugs, through their free 
action itaelf, and indeed against their will, are compelled 
to be C&118e1 of something which they never willed, or 
convenely in virtue of which something must fail and go 
WJODg, which they have willed with freedom and with the 
exertion of all their energies " (Ibid. p. 598). " But this 
necessity itaelf can only be conceived by means of an 
ab&olute synthesis of all actions, from which everything 
that happens, thus also all history, is developed, and in 
which, because it is absolute, everything is so weighed ami 
calculated beforehand, that all that may happen, however 
contradictory and inharmonious it may appear, yet has 
and finds in it its point of union. This absolute synthesis 
itself, however, must be placed in the Absolute, which is 
the intuitive and eternally and universally objective in ~~ 
free action.• Whoever has well understood this passage, 
of which it may be said that it represents the view of all 
philosophers since Kant, and the substance of which hi\S 
been reproduced in detail by Hegel in the introduction to 
hia " Lectures on the Philosophy of History," for such an 
one I have nothing to add.-To any one who prefers to 
stop at the conceptions Fate or Providence, one can only 
object that he can therewith frame no clear idea how 'lltJ/ 
act, whether it is the work of my freedom, or the product 
of my character and the efficient motives, how this ?ll!J 
deed is to actualise another than my will, say of a Gocl 
enthroned in heaven. There is only one way in which this 
demand is capable of fulfilment, if this God d~scends into 
my bosom. and my will is Lo me in an unconscious way 
at the same time God's will, i.tJ., if I unconsciously will 
aomethiag quite dift'erent to what my consciousness ex
cluaively thinks to will; if, further, consciousness errs in 
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the choice of the means to its end, but the unconscious 
will appropriately chooses this same means for its purpose. 
Otherwise is this psychical process not at all thinkable, 
and as much as this is said in the first half of the 
passage from Schelling.-But now, if we cannot do with
out an unconscious will in addition to the conscious will ; 
if, on the other hand, we add the long known clairvoyance 
of unconscious representation, why bring a transcendent 
God iu addition into the affair, when the individual is 
sufficient of himself with the faculties familiar to us ? 
What then is this fate or providence but the rule of tl1e 
Unconscious, the historic instinct in the actions of man
kind, as long as just their conscious understanding is not 
yet mature enough to make the aims of history their own ? 
What is the impulse to form a State but an instinct of 
the masses like the linguistic instinct, or the gregarious 
impulse of insects, only mixed with more infusions of the 
conscious understanding ? 

If, in the animal, as we have seen, instinct always 
appears just when a need is not to be satisfied in any 
other way, what wonder if also in all branches of the 
historical evolution the right man is always born at the 
right time, whose inspired genius perceives and satisfies 
the unconscious needs of his time ? Here the proverb 
holds good: When the need is most, the help is nearest. 

Why should we trouble a god who stands without and 
pushes and guides from the outside in the case of the 
historical instinct of man, when we have not found it 
necessary in the case of all the other instincts ? Only 
then, if in the progress of the inquiry it should appear, that 
the unconscious in the individual has notlting individu-al 
in it except the reference of this its activity to this 
definite individual, then will Schelling be right also in 
the second part of the quoted passage, that the Absolute 
is the percipient (clairvoyant) in all such action, and its 
absolute synthesis (inweaving), or as Kant once expresses 
it (Works, vii. 367), that "Instinct is the voice of God," 
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but now of the God in one's own breast, the immanent 
Goo. 

If we have found tlte stopping short at the idea of a 
fate or a providence to be inadmissible, it is not to be 
understood, that these ways of looking at the matter, just 
as that of the exclusive self-activity of individuals in 
history, are in themselves illegitimate, but only, that they 
are one-aided. The Greeks, Romans, and Mohammedans 
are quite right in their idea of Ei114p,Jvr, or fate, so far as 
this signifies the absolute necessity of all that happens in 
the thread of causality, so that every link of the series 
is determined, predetermined by the foregoing, thus the 
whole series by the comrueucing link. 

Christianity is right in its idea of PrO'Uil.kna, for all 
that happens happens with absolute wisdom, with abso· 
lute fitness, i.e., as means to the fore-sun end, by t11e 
never-erring Unconscious, which is itself the nbsolutcly 
logical. At any moment only one thing can be logical, 
and therefore always only one thing can, and this the 
oue logically demauded, must happen, just as fitly as 
necessarily (comp. further on C. Chap. xv. J). Lastly, the 
modern rationalistic empirical conception is right, that 
l1istory is the exclusive result of the self-activity of the 
indiviclnals determining themselves according to psycholo
gical laws without any miracle of an incursion of higher 
powers. But the supporters of the first two views are 
wrong, in denying the spontaneity, those of the latter, in 
denying fate and providence, for only tl1e union of all three 
points of view is the truth. But this very union was self
contrnclictory, as long as one assumed merely conscious 
self-activity of the individual. It is the cognition of the 
Unconscious which at once makes tbi'3 possible and evi
dent, by bringing into scientific clearness the hitherto only 
mystically postulated identity of the individual with the 
Absolute, yet without effacing their difference, which is a 
no less one than that or metaphysical essence and pheno
menal existence (comp. C. Chap. vi.-\·iii. and xi.) 
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XI. 

THE VALUE OF THE UNCONSCIOUS AND OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

FOR HUMAN LIFE. 

I UAVE hitherto made sufficiently conspicuous the value 
of the Unconscious, so that it might appear that I was 
desirous of exalting the Unconscious in comparison with 
conscionsness. To repel such a charge, to recall the value 
Qf conscions thinking, and to compare the worth of the 
conscious and unconscious and their respective offices, is 
the object of the present chapter. 

Let us first consider the worth of the Conscious, of 
conscious reflection, therefore, and of the application of 
acquired conscions knowledge for mankind. 

The fundamental question would be this: " Can reflec
tion and knowledge determine action and character, and 
in what manner 1" The affirmative answer, with which 
common sense would not be backward, .might be placed in 
doubt through the consideration, firstly, that the specific 
will, from which action proceeds, springs from a reaction 
of the character on motive, a process which remains for 
ever closed to consciousness; and secondly, that volition 
and ideation are incommensurable things, because they 
belong to quite different ~:~pheres of mental activity. Their 
heterogeneity and incommensurability are however limited 
by this circumstance, that an idea forms the content of the 
will, and an idea its motive or exciting cause, and the 
eternal unconsciousness of the process engendering the 
will would only make any knowledge of the connection 
of motive and desire entirely impossible, if either character 
were in itself quickly alterable, or there were no necessary 
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uniformity in the proceaa of motivation, but a freedom of 
the will in the BeDSe of the Indeterminists. Aa neither 
condition obtains, the possibility is open to every one, like 
the physician with those drugs, whose physiological effect 
is incomprehensible to him, to collect an empirical know
ledge of what desire is called forth by what motive and in 
what degree. So far as human characters resemble each 
other in general, this cognition will be general empirical 
psychology, but so far as characters are different, it will 
be special knowledge of self and man (Science of Char
acter). If we combine with this the knowledge of those 
psychological laws according to which the excitability of 
the different kinds of desires is temporarily changed, as, 
'·9·· the laws of onr moods, of passion, of habit, &c., and if 
we secure ourselves in the manner shortly to be considered 

.. from the illusions of the intellect, that are produced by 
passions, then if all these conditions are ideally satisfied, 
we shall be able to predict any moment the kind and 
de-.;ree of the resulting desire in respect of any motive, and 
the errors regarding the issue of the unconscious will-pro
ducing process mentioned in Chapters III. and IV. will 
disappear of themselves. 

Now as every motive can only take the form of the 
idea, and the revival of ideas is subject to the influence 
of the conscious will, by voluntarily calling up an idea 
known as motive of a certain desire, there follows from 
what has been said the possibility of indirectly arousing 
this desire. Further, as the will is nothing but the re
sultant of all contemporaneous desires, and as the unio11 
of all the components into the one resultant has the 
simple form of an algebraic sum, because indeed all the 
components in respect of a future action can have only 
two directions, positive or negative, there follows further 
the poesibility of influencing the resultant by arousing ouc 
or more new desires through a voluntary representation of 
the appropriate motives, or by strengthening those already 
present The same means is also available for suppress-
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ing such desires as would certainly not so soon attain to 
manifestation in action on external grounds, but which 
net prejudicially through disturbance of the mind, confu
sion of the intellect, production of useless feelings of 
pain, &c. But conscious reflection can never influence a 
present desire directly, but only mediately, by arousing 
an opposite one.-That this stated mode of influencing 
the will through the intellect is in fact the only possible 
one, and that which always occurs in practice, will readily 
be granted by everybody who makes this department of 
psychology a little the subject of his reflection. This, as 
well as the circumstance that the subject is somewhat 
wide of our proper theme, deters me from further discuss
ing it. I will merely further add, that only from this 
point of view can a change of character through conscious 
reflection be explained. We have, namely, seen the possi
bility of determining the issue in every single case other
wise than by merely leaving it to the action of the motives 
spontaneously presenting themselves, and thereby the 
possibility of successfully making head against the emo
tions which are most easily excited in consequence of the 
now formed character, and therefore most frequently 
arise. If now this suppression regularly occurs on every 
occasion for a longer time, according to the law of habit, 
by the persistent inactivity and non-satisfaction of the 
particular impulse, its liability to stimulation will be 
enfeebled; while, on the other hand, the frequently and 
strongly excited tendencies will be strengthened, i.e., the 
character will be changed. In the same manner the pos
sibility of a change of character by means of conscious 
reflection, certainly only with the help of long habit, be
comes intelligible (comp. Phil. Monatshefte, vol. iv. Hft. 5, 
on Bahnsen's Ethology). 

The above fundamental question is herewith answered 
in the affirmative in both its parts, and we can now take 
n brief survey of what conscious reflection and knowledge 
have to offer to man as regards practice. 
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1. Pmitntitm of illuitwal of k7t.tYuJUdge due to injitunu of 
emotion&-We have already seen how the emergence of 
ideas is essentially dependent on a momentary interest. 
Hence it happens that, with a predominant one-sided 
interest, e.g., emotions, probable reasons for the case in 
accordance with the interest always preferentially enter 
into eonsciouaness, and fewer contrary reasons; that seem
ing reasons pro are too readily assumed to be perceived to 
be faulty ; but that seeming reasons contra, if they at all 
crop up, are immediately unmasked, and even good reasons 
contra depreciated or refuted by seeming reasons, and thus 
error arises. No wonder, therefore, that terror, anger, 
sensuous desire can so deprive us of our wits tltat we no 
longer know what we say or do, that hate causes us to sec 
only faults in our enemies; love, merely excellences in our 
loved ones; that fear paints in gloomy, hope in rosy hues; 
that the former allows us often no longer to perceive 
obvious resources, the latter makes the most iruprobabl,! 
probable, if it only corresponds to our ·wishes, that we 
mostly err to our own advantage, rarely to our disadvan
tage, and only too frequently bold that to be fit and just 
which is to our own advantage. 

Interest even insinuates itself into pure science, for a 
favourite hypothesis sharpens the glance for everything 
confirmative, and causes us to overlook the plainest coun
ter-evidence, or to let go out at one ear what comes in at 
the other. 

There are two remedies for this : the first is, that one 
form once for all an empirical coefficient of reduction de
pendent on the degree of the passion or interest, and mul
tiply this in any single case by the acquired coefficient of 
probability of the judgment ; the second, that one o.llows 
no passion to attain the degree where it begins to per
ceptibly affect the judgment. The latter means will alone 
stand the test, but is not a generul favourite, because 
inconvenient, and only attainable by long practice in self
command; the former entirely fails in tl1e case of strong 
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emotions and passions, when all the mental powers are 
concentrated on a single point ; moreover the magnitude 
of the coefficient of reduction is often difficult to fix, the 
actual estimate of the degree of personal passion still more 
difficult-The value of intellectual clearness (aot~tf>poa-6vr]) 
is pretty obvious in a verbal dispute, where the one allows 
himself to be carried away by passion, and not the other. 
Among women almost every real dispute passes into a 
personal one, whether clothed in the most delicate irony 
or in the choicest Billingsgate. Still more conspicuous is 
the value of sobriety and restraint of emotions in cases 
of peril. 

2. PrevenJ:um of thoughtlessnus and irresolution.-The 
largest part of all the remorse in the world arises from in
considerate action, in which the possible consequences of 
the deed in all its bearings were not considered, the result 
being painful surprise on their appearance. If the 
evil consequences fall back upon the doer himself, incon
siderateness becomes levity. All this remorse would 
accordingly be spared by more deliberation in action. 
Irresolution on the other hand proceeds partly from want 
of courage, partly from want of confidence in one's own 
reflective powers. The characteristic of courage may, 
however, be supplied by conscious reason, since coUI'aocre is 
risking one evil to avoid another, or to gain an advantage, 
on the supposition that the chances are favourable to the 
attempt, whether in consequence of the relative magni
tude of the two evils or the probabilities of their occur
rence. Want of confidence in one's O\Vn reflective powers 
is likewise corrected by reflection itself, when we say to 
ourselves that no one can do more than is in his power; 
that therefore if be have done the utmost, he may calmly 
await the result of the action, but that too long reflection 
as a rule not merely helps no more than a brief reflection, 
but by delaying action, does more harm than any possible 
improvement of the result can bring advantage. 

3· .AFJYI'opriatc selection of means to end.-If an aim is 
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iftatioul, i~ ia itaelf an inappropriate means to the main 
aim of e•er;r beiDg, the greatest possible sum of happiness 
iD life, which, if 110' clearly conscioua to every one, yet as 
faintlyao11DdiDg organ-point is baud in all the chorda of 
life. But eftll where the ends are rational, or their choice 
and eatimation does not devolve upon the individual, but 
only the choice of the means is entirely or partially left 
to him. by irr&ticmal aelectiOJl of the means uuapeak
able evil ia wrought, which can never be made good 
again. In important cases this is sufficiently striking; but 
far greater is the inftuence in the thousand petty cares. 
drudgeriea, comforts and discomforts, pleasantnesses and 
unpleaaantnesaea of the day, in the intercoUl'Se of business, 
office, •ooation, society, family life, the relationship of 
muter and servant. h is especially in these cases, where 
the immediate ends are partly frustrated by improper 
means, partly attained at a disproportionate expense, and 
where accordiagly people make the life of themselves o.ml 
others far more difficult and bitter than it already is, hy 
all kinds of distress, torment, trouble, vexat.ion, and spite. 
And far more of all this comes from the limited insight of 
the average man and his unsuitable choice of means to 
the end iD view, than from evil will, so that one is often 
tempted to aclaim, "Would that people were more wicked, 
if they were only less stupid I" 

4- T1w tkterminatitm of the will nnt rucordi11{J to tlu 
ptU8itM oJ ~ momext, lnd acoordi11f1 to the principle of 
1M !fi'CIIleal posribU per60Ml happinus.-Tbe bnttt!, with 
the few exceptions of the higher animals trained by 
man, ia essentially dependent on the momentary sen
auoua and instinctively aroused emotion. Where instinct 
does uot involTe a reference to the future, the conscious
neaa of the auimal also does not easily concern itself 
therewith, and only too often must it suffer from the con
leqUeMII of ita absolute levity. Man, through his more 
highly-developed consciousness, enjoys the privilege of 
being able to oppose to the rassions of the sensuous 

VOL. IL 0 
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moment desires, which are voluntarily produced by repr. 
sentations of the future, and has therein a means of 
securing for the Ego of the future an ideal equality with 
the Ego of the present. But now, owing to the less vivid 
character of voluntary ideas, the strength of the oppoe
ing desires is considerably circumscribed, and they are no 
longer able to offer a successful resistance to a tolerably 
strong emotion begotten by the sensuous present. Such 
an emotion rather hurries the man back to the stage of 
animality, and if he re-emerge from it with moderate loss 
and repentance, he may thank his lucky stars. If, then, 
the claim of the future Ego, and the principle of the 
greatest possible personal happiness, is to be presePVed, 
there is nothing for it but to prevent the growth of the 
passions to so overpowering a degree, i.e., to suppress them 
earlier, most surely and most easily in their origin. Here we 
have found the second reason for suppressing the emotions. 
An important office of reflection further is, to decide which 
of the many simultaneous aims of life that run athwart 
one another at any moment deserves to be supported, in 
order at any moment to contribute as much as possible to 
the total happiness; for the continually changing circum
stances also require that we continually change, sometimes 
entirely let go, sometimes resume at a more favourable 
time, the aims for whose attainment one happens to be 
labouring. 

S· Value of conscious reason for moralitg.-l!ost im
moral actions are completely prevented by a prudent 
egoism, which proceeds according to the principle of the 
greatest possible personal happiness, especially in a State 
with an orderly system of law, and a society which 
punishes with its contempt such immoralities as the State \ 
cannot punish. That not many cases remain in which 
the ordinances of morality cannot be established in an 
egoistic manner is sufficiently proved by this, that so 
many ethical systems are openly or disguisedly based on 
egoism and the principle of the greatest possiblE: personal 
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happiDeu, &g.. t.he Bpicaraua; the Stoic, the SpiDO&iat.ie. 
For alleuch 01181 oaa ee. that the exercile of l'e8IOil 

hitherto apoba of mut BUflce for morality, and in 
point of fact, aloug with custom brought about by com
pulsion, thia refezence to egoism is almost the only auc
ceuful way to teach and to improve morality. What ia 
not attained by it is hardly at all attainable from the point 
o! view of iDd.ividual ethiCL 

If oae, however, disregards the practically vital efl'eet of 
a rule of conduct, aud oontemplatea the theoretical value 
of the ethical..,.u.., there will hardly be any doubt that, 
whatever theoretical fo11ndatioDB of ethics be IIAI8Umed, they 
can ouly be •ea aa coDBist of principles of conscious reason, 
if they posseas any scientific ground whatsoever, and are 
to be e&J:abla o! supporting a system. I shall not, how
ever, say more on t.bis point now, in order not to wander 
too far from our theme. 

6. CfJTttd dwief of a ealling, occupati<m of INure, inter
coura, cznd fri.-.-" Whoever is born with a talent, finds 
therein his fairest existence" (Gothe), therefore it is very 
important.,. on the ooe hand, to recognise one's talent, which 
may be very oonaiderable and yet be entirdy milled ; and, 
on the other hand, in youthful enthusiasm for an object, 
not to imagine a talent which one does not poeseas. Were 
both caaee not frequent, so many men would not miss 
their vocation, the choice of v.·l1ioh, in spite of alllimita
t.ions, affords the individual tolerably wide scope. Still 
more &ifficult is it to detect the chief among several 
talents; more easy, on the other hand, to make the equally 
important c:hoice of the dilettante occupation of leisure, 
because so much does not depend on alternation, and 
time .ia thereby gained for experimenting. As the choice 
of a calling requires •large self-knowledge, eo the cboic~ of 
interconrse and of frienlls require~ a large knowlGdge of the 
world and of men. This is a htiJDan need; and one has 
not to choose whether, but with whom one will associate. 
The importance of the matter may be imagined when w~ 
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consider how the possession of a single, entirely congenial 
and true friend is able to afford consolation in the greatest 
misfortunes, but what bitter disappointments may be pre
pared by the choice of unsuitable friends. Nevertheless 
one often sees friendships concluded and persisted in for a 
long time, which are so little harmonious t:hat one would 
think the people must be smitten with blindness. In 
fact, however, did not human beings, in their heart of hearts, 
actually regard themselves as as unreasonable as they 
are, it would not be possible for reconciliations so com
monly to take place after occurrences which, referred to 
faults of character, could never be forgiven, and are only 
to be excused by unreason, wherefore men are fond of 
designating their mad pranks aberrations.-The imprudent 
choice of a friend is most bitterly avenged in marriage, 
because here the loosening of the relations is supremely 
difficult ; and yet this is a case where regard is paid to 
almost anything else (beauty, money, family) than to 
harmony of character. Were people not afterwards so 
intellectually indifferent about fitting well or ill, when 
they see that they have been mistaken in each other, there 
would be many more bad marriages in the world than 
there are. 

7· Suppression of useless feelings of pain.-Pleasure and 
pain consist in satisfaction and non-satisfaction of desire, 
which are produced by converse with the outer world, and 
which man can only influence by reacting on the external 
circumstances, which is the end of all action. If his power 
doea not extend so far as to procure the satisfaction of 
his desires, he must just bear the pain, and can then only 
diminish or annihilate it by diminishing or annihilating 
the desire, in the non-satisfaction of which the pain con
sists. If one consistently carries this out in the case of 
every pain, the exciting capacity of the desires is blunted 
in accordance with the law of habit, consequently the 
future feelings of pleasure are as much diminished as 
the future feelings of pain. Whoever is of my opinion, 
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that on the average iD human life the sum of the pe.inlul 
f~ far outweigh& the sum of the pleaaurable feelings. 
must perforce admit this general principle of hebetation 
as logical conaequence of this view. But whoever does not 
at all or vnly iD a qualified sense a811ent to this opinion. I 
refer to the not inconsiderable number of those painful 
feelings whieh are opposed to no feeling or pleasure at all. 
i.e., in which the satisfaction of the underlying desire lies 
outside the domain of possibility, as eq., in paiD for past 
events which cannot happen over again, vexation, impa
tience, envy, spite, remorse, which can bring no moral 
profit, further excessive sensibility, groundless jealousy, 
immoderate anxiety and care for the future, too lofty expec
tations of life, &c. Only consider how much the life of 
humanity would gain if one could eradicate every one of 
the~e roes of the mind's peace-the advantage would be 
incalculable; and yet it is open to every one to purify his 
life from these disturbers of his freedom by the application 
of conscious reason, if only he does not at once loae heart 
for the struggle through a few unsuccessful attempts. 
Thus we have found here a third ground for the suppres
sion of the passions. 

8. The lt.ighut and 'IM8t endunng Auman enjoymn&t 
afff!f'dd. by t/,e M4rM for tntth.-The more concentrated 
and vehement is an enjoyment, the shorter time can it last, 
before reaction sets in, and the longer one must wait for 
ita repetition; think of the delights of the table and of 
the amatory impulse in particular. The calmer, clearer, 
and purer an enjoyment is, the longer it can endure, the 
fewer pawcs it needs for recreation; compare the musi
cal, poetical and scientific pleasures. Thus it happens, 
that the strongest enjoyments, ou account of the brevity 
of their duration and their necessary rarity, are not the 
greatest in amount, that rather the most spiritual, above 
all tho scientific, afford a far larger total of pleasure in the 
IUDe timtt by reason of their duration. The other reasons 
wh7 the eojoyment whicl::. lies in striving after truth is 
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the highest, are so well known, that I will spare my 
readers an enumeration of them. Moreover, no one will 
doubt that we owe the mass of our science, especially the 
abundance and elaboration of its material, to conscious 
reason. 

9· The mpport of artistic production. by CO'Il3C'i.ou ltlbour 
and critici&m.-1 can here appeal in the main to what has 
been said in Chap. V., B. .Although the Unconscious ha.'l 
to fumish the invention, yet in the first place criticism 
must step in to prevent feeble execution and to purify 
what is good from excess of phantasy; and secondly, con
scious work must fill up the pauses, when the inspirations 
of the Unconscious are silent, and the conscious concen
tration of the will must carry the work to completion with 
iron industry, if enthusiasm for the same is not to perish 
of ennui on the road.-

What has been hitherto said with regard to the value of 
conscious reason and knowledge could, having regard to our 
main object, only consist of hasty hints, which may have 
been all too trite ; the opport1lllities for interesting psycho
logical remarks could not but be passed over unused, and 
the living clothing of the dry abstraction be left to the 
reader, and yet such a comparison could not be omitted, 
in order to offer a counterpoise to the value of the Uncon
scious, which was made prominent in all the earlier 
chnpters. 

I may perhaps be permitted to state these points quite 
succinctly once again. 

I. The Unconscious forms and preserves the organism, 
repairs its inner and outer injuries, appropriately guides 
its movements, and mediates its employment by the con
scious will. 

2. The Unconscious supplies every being in its instinct 
with what it needs for self-preservation, and for which its 
conscious thought does not suffice, e.g., man the instincts 
for comprehending sense-perception, for the formation of 
language and political constitutions, and many other things. 
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3· The UnCODJCiou preeeryes the species through sexual 
and matemallon, ennoblee it through selection in aaual 
love, and conducts the human race historically steadily to 
the goal of ita greatest possible perfection. 

4- The UnCOll8Cious often guides men in their actions 
by hints and feelings, where they could not help them· 
selves by conscious thought. 

5· The Unconscious furthers the conscious proceas of 
thought by ita inspirations in small u in great matte1'8, 
and in mysticism guides mankind to the presentiment of 
higher, supersenaible unities. 

6. It makes men happy through the feeling for the beau· 
tiful and artistic production.-

If now we institute a comparison between the Conscious 
and Unconscious, it is first of all obvious that there is 
a sphere which is always reserved to the Unconscious, 
because it remains for ever inaccessible to consciousness. 
Secondly, we find a sphere which in certain beings only 
belongs to the Unconscious, but in others is also ac· 
cessible to consciousness. Both the scale of organisms 
u well as the course of the world's history may teach us 
that all progress consists in magnifying and deepening the 
sphere open to consciousness; that therefore iu a certai1£ 
sense consciousness must be the higher of the two. Fur· 
ther, if in man we consider the sphere belonging both to 
the Unconscious nod also to consciousness, this much is 
certain, that everything which any consciousness has power 
to accomplish can be executed equally well by the Un
conscious, and that too always far more strikingly, and 
therewith more quickly and more conveniently Cor tho 
individual, since the conscious performance must be striveu 
for, whereas the Unconscious comes of itself and without 
elfort. This convenience of abnndoning oneself to tho 
Unconscious, its feelings and inspirations, is tolerably 
familiar, and hence the conscious use of reason is so de· 
cried in all and every one by the indolent. That tLc 
Uucoaecious caD really outdo all the performances of 
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conscious ren.son, is what we should not only d. priori 
~ expect of the clairvoyance of the Unconscious, but we aee 

it also realised in those fortunate natures which possess. 
everything that others must acquire with toil, who never 
have a struggle of conscience, because they always spon
taneously act correctly and morally in accordance with 
feeling, can never comport themselves otherwise than with 
tact, learn everything easily, complete everything which 
they begin with a happy knack, and live in eternal harmony 
with themselves, without ever reflecting much what they 
do, or even experiencing difficulty and toil. In respect to 
action and behaviour, the fairest specimens of these in
stinctive natures are only seen in women, who then surpass 
all imagination in their bewitching womanliness.-

But now what disadvantage lies in this self-surrender 
to the Unconscious? This, that one never knows where 
one is or what one has; that one gropes in the dark, while 
one has got the lantern of consciousness in one's pocket; 
that it is left to accident, whether the inspiration of the 
Unconscious will come when one wants it; that one has 
no criterion but success, what is an inspiration of the 
Unconscious, and what a wrong-headed flash of whimsical 
fancy, on what feeling one may rely, and on what not; 
finally, that one does not practise conscious judgment and 
reflection, which can never be entirely dispensed with, and 
that then in any case which occurs one must put up with 
wretched analogies instead of rational inferences and all
sided survey. Only the Conscious one knows as one's own, 
the Unconscious confronts us as something incomprehen
sible, foreign, on whose favour we are dependent; the Con
scious is possessed as ever-ready servant, whose obedience 
may be always compelled; the Unconscious protects us like 
a fairy, and has always something uncomfortably demonic 
about it, I may be proud of the work of consciousness, as 
1ny o·wn deed, the fruit of my own hard labour; the fruit of 
the Unconscious is as it were a gift of the gods, and man 
only its favoured messenger; it can therefore only teach 
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him humility. The Unccmacioua is, as soon as it is there, 
complete from top to toe, bas no judgment on itself, 
and must ~ore be taken just as it is,-the Conscious 
is its own measure, it judges itself, and improves itseU, and 
is to be changed any moment, as soon as a newly-gained 
cognition or changed circumstances require it. I know 
what in my conacioualy obtained result is good, and what 
it Jacks for perfection, therefore it gives me the feeling of · 
security, because I know what I have; but also that of 
modesty, because I know that it is still imperfect. The 
Unconscious leaves no room for improvement. A man 
can never acquire greater perfection in the works of the 
Unconscious, because his first as his last appear as invol
untary inapirations,-consciousness contains in itself the 
infinite perfectibility of the individual and of the race, and 
therefore fills man with the infinite striving after the per
fect.ion which blesses. The Unconscious is independen~ 
of the conscious will at any moment, but its functioning is 
altogether dependent on the unconscious will, the funda
mental emotions, passions, and main interests of mankind, 
-the Conscious is subject to the conscious will at every 
moment, and can entirely emancipate itseU from interest 
and the emotions and passions. Action in conformity 
with the inspirat.iona of the Unconscious consequently ex
clusively depends on the innate and acquired character, 
and is good or bad accordingly,-action from conscious
ness may be regulated according to principles which reason 
dictates. 

After this comparison there will be no hesitation in 
admitting consciousness to be for tt.f the more importnnt 
and herewith confirming our previous conclusion from the 
organic aeries and the progress of history. Wherever con
acionsness is able to replace the t• nconscions, it QU!Jht to 
replace it, just because it is to the individual the higher, 
and such objections to it as that the constant npplication of 
conacioua reason renders pedantic, coats too much time, 
&c., are mistaken, for pedantry only arises from imptrfut 
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use of the reason, when in applying general rules one does 
not take account of the particular dijfenru:u, and reflection 
costs too much time only with deficient material of know
ledge and unsatisfactory theoretical preparation for prac
tice, or with irresolution, which can only be obviated 
by the use of reason itself. One ought, therefore, to try 
to expand the sphere of conscious reason as much as pos
sible, for therein consists all the progress of the world
process, all the salvation of tl1e future. That this sphere 
is not positively transgressed, for that provision is made 
by its impossibility; but another danger certainly lurks 
in such an attempt, and this is the place for warning on 
that head. Conscious reason, namely, is only denying, 
criticising, contrasting, correcting, measuring, comparing, 
combining, classifying, inducing the general from the 
particular, ordering the particular case according to the 
general rule ; but it is never creatively productive, 
never inventive. Here man is entirely dependent on the! 
Unconscious, as we have seen before, and if he loses the 
faculty of hearing the inspirations of the Unconscious, he 
loses the spring of his life, without which be would drag 
on his existence monotonously in the dry schematiam of 
the general and particular. The Unconscious is, there
fore, indispensable for him, and woe to the age which 
violently suppresses its voice, because in one-sided over
estimate of the conscious-rational it will only give heed 
to the latter. Then it falls irrecoverably into a vapid, 
shallow rationalism, which struts about in childish senes
cent knowingness, without being able to do anything posi
tive for its posterity, as the time of the Wolff-Mendelssohn
Nicolai mock-enlightenment at which we now smile. Not 
with rude fist should one crush the tender germs of tho 
unconscioua inspirations, when they shall come again, but 
watch for them with childlike devotion, and tenderly touch 
and cherish them. And this is the danger to which enry 
one is exposed who .:me-sidedly tries to make his existence 
entirely dependent on conscious reason, when he desires 
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to transfer it to art and feeling and everything, ana tries 
to renounce the rule of t.he Uncoucioaa whereTer it 1ee111.1 

to him pouible. Whelefore occupation with the arts u 10 

necesaary a co1Ulterpoise to the ratienaliatic education of 
our tifnt, as that in which the Unconaciou.s &ada ita moet 
immedia~ expreuion, certainly not auch a tech1iioal art
exercise as is carried on at the present day from fashion 
and TBDity, but initiation into the feeling for the beautiful, 
into the comprehensive and the true spirit of art. Equally 
important is it to make youth more acquainted with 
animal life as the unadulterated spring of pure Nature, in 
order that it may learn to understand in it its own 'eiSence 
in simplified form, and may quicken and refresh itself 
therein as a relief from the unnaturalness and diltortion 
of our social states. Further, one ought to be quite par
ticularly on one's guard against making the female sex 
too rational, for where the Unconscious must fint be re
duced to silence, success is only attained at the cost of 
repulsive caricatures; but where the unconscious ten
dency harmonisea with the demands of consciousness, it is 
a useless and in general injurious task. Woman namely 
is related to man, as instinctive or unconscious to rational 
or conscious action; therefore the genuine woman is a 
piece of Nature, on whose bosom the man estranged from 
the Unconscious may refresh and recruit himself, and can 
again acquire respect Cor the deepest and purest spring of 
all life. And to preserve this treasure of the eternal 
womanly, the woman also should be as far as possible 
shielded by the man from all contact with the rough 
struggle of life, where it is needful to display conscious 
force, and should be restrained in the sweet natural 
bonds of t.he family. Undoubtedly also the high worth 
of woman for man is found only in the period of transi
tion, when the division between Conscious and U nconsciou~ 
has already taken place, but the reconciliation of the two 
has not yet been completed. This transitional stage in 
which at the present day all civilised nations still are, 
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will also not be spared the individual in his period of 
development for the whole future, and therefore the 
eternal womanly will remain for all time an indispensable, 
complementary, and educating moment for the youth of 
the male sex. It is not saying too much that for a young 
man noble female intercourse is far more helpful than 
male, and in a greater degree the more philosophical the 
man's bent; for female intercourse is related to the male, 
as the survey obtained in actual life to the survey in books. 
Lack of male intercourse may be compensated by books, 
of female never.-Lastly, we ought constantly to keep 
before our own and others' eyes all that we owe to the 
Unconscious, as a counterpoise to the advantages of con
scious reason, in order that the already half-exhausted 
spring of everything true and good mny not completely 
dry up, and humanity enter upon a premature old age; 
and to direct attention to this need was one powerful 
impulse more, determining me to reduce to writing the 
thoughts presented in this work. 
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C. 

METAPHYSIC OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. 

"Come to Pby3ica, and see the Eternal ! "-SCHELLING. 





( ~ ) 

I. 

TilE DlPPZll.nr'J'IU 01' CONSCIOUS AND UNCOlfSCIOUB 

JIENTAL ACTIVIT! AND THE UNITY OF WILL AND IDEA 

IN TBE UNCONSCIOUS. 

1. T/1.4 Unt011.1Citnu doc1 not faJJ. iU, but conscious 
mental activity can sicken if its material organs suffer 
disturbances, whether from bodily oaases, or through 
violent shock&> arising from violent mental emotions. 
Thia point, so far as we are able to enter upon it, has been 
already touched upon in the chapter on the Vis Mtdiatriz 
(vol i. 161-168). 

2. TM Unc01t8Ciuta d«S Mt !Jf'010 'oea.ry, but all con
ecious mental activity becomes fatigued, because ita 
material organs become temporarily unserviceable, in con
sequence of a quicker consumption of material than 
nutrition can repair in the same time. Undoubtedly, 
fatigue may be avoided by occupying a different sense, or 
by changing the object of thought or of sense-perception, 
because then other organs and parts of the brain are 
brought into requisition, or at least the same organs are 
constrained to a dift'erent kind of activity; but the general 
fatigue of the eentral organ of consciousness is not to be 
prevented, even by the change of ol,jects, and ·with every 
new object takes place the sooner, the longer attention 
has already been absorbed with other objects, until nt last 
complete exhaustion ensues, which is only to be comprn
sated by fresh absorption of oxygen during sleep. The 
more we approach the sphere of the Unconscious the 
leu ia fatigue observable, as, for example, in the depart
ment of the feelings, and the less defined they are in 
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consciousness, for so much the more does their proper 
essence belong to the Unconscious. Whilst a thought is 
probably not to be retained in consciousness without 
interruption for more than two seconds, and thinking 
grows weary in a few hours, one and the same feeling 
remains, with fluctuating intensity it is true, but uninter
ruptedly, often for days and nights, nay, for months, and 
if it at last becomes blunted, yet, in contrast to thinking, 
the receptivity for other feelings does not appear to be 
impaired, and these then do not grow weary earlier than 
they would otherwise have done. The latter assertion 
only so far needs limitation, as the frame of mind is to be 
taken notice of at the same time.-Before falling asleep, 
when the intellect becomes weary, the feelings which 
oppress us emerge the more powerfully because they are 
not impeded by thoughts, so strongly indeed that they 
often prevent sleep. Even in dream vivid feelings are 
often much more frequent than clear thoughts, and very 
many dream-images manifestly owe their origin to present 
feelings. Further, let any one remember the restless 
night before an important event; the waking of the 
mother at the slightest cry of her child, accompanied with 
total insensibility to other stronger noises; the. awaking 
at a fixed hour, if a decided volition has been exerted to 
that end, and the like. All this proves the unwearied 
persistence of the feelings, the interest and the will in 
the Unconscious, or even with quite weak affection of 
consciousness, whereas the wearied intellect rests, or at 
the most idly gazes on the juggle of dreams. Where we 
have to do with that condition which, of all those that 
are at all accessible to our observation, lies most deeply 
in the Unconscious and least emerges into consciousness, 
the ecstasy of the mystics, there, agreeably to the nature 
of the case, the fatigue is also reduced to a minimum, for 
" a hundred years are as one hour," and even bodily 
fatigue, as in the winter sleep of animals, becomes almost 
obliterated by the incredible slackening of all organic 
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fuDctions ;-t.hink of the ever-praying pillar-sainte, or the 
Indian penitents and their diatorted poaturea. 

3o AU «Jnmou, Itl«JtioA ltu 1M frmn, of 8euibtlit11; 
•neottaeioua TlwvgM ea• only k of tJ ~ kind.
We think either in images, "·hen we directly receive the 
sense-impressions and their transformations and combin~ 
tiona from memory, or we think in abstractions. These 
abstractions are, however, also merely abstracted from 
sense-impressions, and however much is allowed • -df'OJJ 
out in abstracting, so long as a11ything is retained at all, 
it can only be something that already inhered in the 
whole from which abstraction was first made, i.e., even the 
abstract idea.CJ are for us only remnants ofsenst-imprtssio11B, 
and have consequently the furm of sensibility.-That the 
sense-impressions which we receive from things have no 
resemblance to these is already sufliciently known by 
natural science. Further, every sense-perception is eo 
ip«J united with consciousness, i.e., it always e.ccit,;s the 
latter, whenever it does not light on an already exist
ing sphere of consciousness and is apperceived by thi.~ 
The Unconscious, accordingly, if it willed to represent 
things in the form of sensibility, would not only represent 
them inadequately, but it would always, in this mode of 
perception, step out of the sphere of unconscious into 
that of conscious mental activity, as it does in fact du 
in the individual consciousness of organisms. If we 
then inquire into the nature of the unconscious spiritual 
activity of the Uucouscious, it follows from what ha3 
been said that it can not take on the form of sensibility. 
JJut uow as eonsciousness on its part, as we have seen 
above, can reptesent nothing at all uuless iu the form uf 
sensibility, it foJlows that now and never can conscious
ueu frame a direct conceptl'on of the mode· and mauuer 
m which the unconscious iJca is presented; it can only 
know nt[Jatirely that the former is represented in 110 

way of which it can form nuy idea. One can, at the most, 
fonn the very probablu supposition that things are reprc-

VOL. II. D 
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sented in the unconscious idea as they are in themselves, 
since it would be far from intelligible why things should 
appear to the Unconscious otherwise than they are/ rather 
things are what they are just because they are represented 
by the Unconscious thus, and not otherwise. Certainly 
this explanation throws no light on the nature of the idea 
itself, and we do not become wiser in respect to the mode 
and manner of unconscious representation. 

4- The Unconscious docs not t·acillate and doubt; it 
needs no tim.c for reflection, but instantaneously grasps the 
result at the same moment in which it thinks the whole 
logical process that produces the result, all at once, and 
not S'ltccessiuly, which is the same thing as not thinking it 
at all, but discerning the result immediately in intel
lectual intuition with the infinite penetration of the 
purely logical. This point aho we have already often 
mentioned, and have everywhere found so thoroughly 
confirmed, that we might employ it as an infallible 
criterion, in order to decide, in any particular case, 
whether we l1ad to do with the action of the Unconscious 
or with a conscious performance. ·wherefore the con
viction of this proposition must be essentially gained 
from the sum of our previous considerations.-Here I 
shall only add the following :-The ideal philosophy de
mands an intelligible world without space and time, 
which is opposed to the phenomenal world, with its 
forms valid for conscious thought and being, space and 
time. How Space is posited only in and u-ith Nature we 
shall see later on ; here we are concerned with Ti1ne. 
Now, if we may assume that the Unconscious compresses 
every process of thought, along with its results, into a 
moment, i.e., into no time, the thinking of the Unconscious 
is timeless, although still in time, uecause the moment in 
which there is thought has its temporal place in the 
remaining series of temporal phenomena. If we, how
ever, reflect that this moment in which there is thought 
is only perceived in the coming-to-manifestation of its 
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result, and the thought of the U ncoDSCioua in each 
special case only acquires existence for a definite 
entrance into the phenomenal world (for it does not 
need reflections and resolutions), the conclusion is 
obvious that the thought of the Unconscious is only so 
far ia lifi'UI as the entering into manifestation of this 
thought is in time, but that the thought of the Un· 
conscious, aparl from the phenomenal world and from 
entrance into it, would in fact be not only timelm, but 
also ~l, i.~. out of all time. Then, too, we 
should cease to speak of ideational acti'llity of the U n
conscious in the strict sense ; but the world of possible 
representations would, as ideal existence, be enclosed in 
the bosom of the Unconscious, and the activity, as being 
something temporal, at least time-po8iting, in its very 
notion, woulU only begin in the moment that from this 
quiescent ideal world the one ot• other of all possible 
presentations enters into real manifestation, which comes 
to pass precisely through this, that it is laid hold of 
by the will as its content, as we shall subsequently see 
nt the end of the present section. We should have 
hereby comprehended the realm of the Unconscious as 
the metaphysically tenable side of Kant's intelligible 
world.-It is in thorough agreement with this that dura
titm only enters into conscious thought through the 
material organ. of consciousness; that conscious thought 
only requires time because the cerebral vibrations on 
which it rests require time, as I have briefly shown in 
Sect. B., chap. viii (vol. i. pp. 346, 347). 

5· Tlu Unco118CWu.& dQCS not rrr.-The proof of this pro
position must be confined to establishing that that which, 
on a superficial view, might be taken for errors of the U n
conscious, on nearer inspection could not 1Je so regarded. 
Thus, e.g., the supposed errors of instinct may be reduced 
to the four following cases :-

(tJ.) Where no special instinct exists, but merely an 
organisation, which, owing to the exceptional strength uf 
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certain muscles, preferentially contracts these muscles. 
Thus, e.g., the aimless butting of young cattle as yet desti
tute of horns, or when the secretary-bird (serpent-eater) 
crushes all its food with its strong legs before devouring 
it, although this has only a purpose in the case of living 
snakes. In these cases the organisation is there to render 
superfluous, and to supply the place of, a special instinct 
which would be suitable in certain cases ; the organisation, 
however, urges to the same movements that are appro
priate in certain cases, in other cases, also, where they are 
superfluous and useless. But as the Unconscious does the 
work once for all through the machinery of the organisa
tion which it otherwise would have to do in each single 
case, one would still have to recognise this arrangement 
itself as suitable on account of the saving of energy to 
the Unconscious, if in certain cases this organisation acted 
not only superfluously but even inappropriately and in
juriously, and if only the number of the cases where it 
is suitable considerably preponderates. But of this no 
single example is known to me. 

(b.) Where instinct is killed by unnatural habits, a case 
which frequently occurs in man and the domestic animals, 
e.g., when the latter devour on the pastures poisonous 
weeds and plants which they avoid in a state of nature, 
or when man artificially accustoms many animals to a 
food contrary to their nature. 

(c.) Where instinct, for accidental reasons, is not func
tional ; thus the inspiration of the Unconscious is entirely 
wanting, or occurs in so feeble a degree that other opposing 
impulses overcome it, e.g., when an animal does not shun 
its natural enemy, and thereby falls a sacrifice to one whom 
other animals of its kind are wont instinctively to flee, or 
when maternal affection is so slight in a pig that the desire 
for food leads it to devour its offspring. 

(d.) Where instinct, indeed, performs its functions cor
rectly on the occurrence of a conscious idea, but this 
conscious idea contains an error. If, e.g., a hen broods on 
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a piece of chalk roUDdad like an egg that has been placed 
under it, or the spider earefnlly nourishea a bundle of 
cotton substituted for ita ovisac, in both cases it is the 
conscious idea tha' ern in conaequence of defective aense
percept.ioa, which takea the chalk for an egg, the ball of 
cotton for an ovisac. Instinct, however, does not err, for 
it quite rightly makes its appearance on the presentation. 
It would be unreasonable to require that the clairvoyance 
of instinct eboul~ be here manifested to correct the error 
of conscious representation ; for the clairvoyance of in
stinct always is only concerned with just those points 
which conscious perception is in general not able to attain, 
but not with those for which the mechanism of sense
knowledge suffices in all ordinary cases. But even if this 
claim were set up, one could never say that the Uncon
scious erred, Lut only that it did not come into play with 
its clairvoyance when it should have come into play. 

To these four cases everything might easily be referreJ 
which one might be tempted to regard as apparent errors 
of instinct. What in the human mind might be taken 
for false and bad inspirations of the Unconscious migl1t 
be still more easily refuted. When one hears of mistaken 
clairvoyance, one may be as sure one is dealing with 
intentional or unintentional deception, as in dreams which 
do not prove true, that they are not suggestions of the 
Unconscious. In the same way, one may take it for 
granted beforehand that all tlte morbid and worthless 
excrescences of mysticism or in artistic conceptions do 
not spring from the Unconscious, but from consciousness, 
namely, from morbid excesses of the fancy, or from per
verted education and formation of principl~s, judgment, 
aod taste. Lastly, one must di~;tinguish how far, and to 
what degree, the inJlucnc~ of the Unconscious has reached 
in any particul:u- case. For I may, e.9., brood over some 
invention, and have already made a start in a particular 
clirect.iou; when, now, I am cracking my brain over a certain 
poin' which seems to me to be alone wanting to complete 
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the whole, I shall certainly have to thank the Uncon
scious if this suddenly occurs to me. But now the in
vention need by no means be herewith finished in a 
serviceable fashion, for I may possibly have erred in my 
belief that only this one point was wanting to complete 
the whole, or the whole may be completed but be worth 
nothing at all ; and yet one cannot assert that the sugges
tion of the Unconscious was mistaken or bad, for it was 
decidedly good and right as regards the point which I 
was in search of, only the point sought was not the right 
one. If another time a suggestion of the Unconscious 
instantly shows the invention complete in all its outlines, 
this latter inspiration has only gone further; but correct 
and apt for the purpose, so far as they go, they are both, 
as are all influences of the Unconscious. 

6. Consciousness only acquires its value by means of 
memory, i.e., through the property of the cerebral vibra
tions to leave behind abiding impressions or molecular 
changes of such a kind, that in future the same vibra
tions are more easily excited than heretofore, in that the 
brain now responds more easily, as it were, to the same 
stimulus. This makes possible the comparison of present 
perceptions with former ones, without which all forma
tion of conceptions would be almost impossible ; in 
general terms, it renders possible the collection of ex
periences. Conscious thought increases in perfection 
according to the abundance of the materials of memory, 
the store of conceptions and judgments, and the exercise 
of thought. To the Unconscio1M, on tlw otltcr lw.nd, we can 
ascr-ibe no memory, since we can comprehend the latter 
only with the help of the impressions persisting in the 
brain; and memory may, in whole or in part, be tempo
rarily or for ever lost by injuries of the brain. The 
Unconscious also thinks everything which it needs for a 
special case implicitly in an instant; it therefore needs to 
institute w co1nparisons; just as little does it need e:c
pcriences, since, in virtue of its clairvoyance, it knows or 
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can know everythiDg as eoon only as the will requires 
it with sufficient urgeucy. The Unconscious is therefore 
always perfect, so far as it can be in conformity with 
ita nature, and a further perfection in this direction is 
unthinkable. If advance is to be made beyond that, it 
must take place through a change of the direction itselr, 
i.e., through the transition from the Uncon3cious int, 
consciousness. 

7· In, tM UnconJCious, WiU and Representation are 
tlnikd in inseparable ttnity; nothing can be willed which 
is not presented, and nothing can be pr~ted whU:h is not 
tDilltd. In consciousness, on the contrary, undoubtedly 
also nothing can be willed which is not presented, but 
something may be presented without its being willed. 
ConJCiml81U88 is the possibility of the enuzncipation of the 
intdleclfrom the u•ill.-Tbc impossibility of a volition 
without presentation has been already discussed in 
Sect. A., chap. h·.; here we are concerned with the im
possibility of an unconscious idea without the conscious 
will to its realisation, i.e., without this unconscious idea. 
being at the same time content or object of an un
conscious will This relation is clearest in instinct and 
the unconscious presentations which lul\•e reference to 
bodily processes. Here every single unconscious idea. 
is accompanied by nn unconscious will, which stands to 
the general will of self·pl'eservation and preservation of 
the species in the relation of willing the means to the 
\villing of the end. For that all instincts, with few 
exceptions, follow the two main purposes in nature
preservation of self and of the race-can hardly be 
doubtetl, whether we look to thtl origin of l'eilllx move
ments, the healing actions of nature, organic formative 
processes and animal instincts, or to the instincts con
cerned with the understanding of sensuous pel'ceptiou, 
the formation of abstractions and indispensable ideas of 
relation, the formation of languagll, ur to the instincts 
of shame, disgust, selection in sexual love, &c. It would 
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be a bad look-out for men and animals· if even only one 
of these were wanting to them, e.g., language or the 
formation of ideas of. relation, both alike important for 
animals and man. All instincts that do not appertain to 
the preservation of self or the species have reference to the 
third chief end in the world-perfection and enn,oblement of 
the species-a something that especially makes its appear
ance in the human race. Under the general willing of 
this end falls the willing of _all special cases as means, 
where the Unconscious furthers historical progress, be 
it in thoughts (mystical acquisition of truths) or deeds, 
whether in the individual (as in heroes of history), or 
in masses of the people (as in the constituting of states, 
migrations of nations, crusades, revolutions of a political, 
ecclesiastical, or social kind, &c.) There still remains 
the action of the Unconscious in the sphere of the beau
tiful and in that of conscious thought. In both cases we 
have already been obliged to confess that the incursion 
of the Unconscious is, indeed, independent of the con
scious will of the moment, but rather altogether de
pendent on the interior interest in the object, on the 
deep needs of the mind and heart for attaining this 
particular goal ; that it is, it is true, tolerably indepen
dent of the circumstance whether one is consciously 
occupied just at the moment with the subject, but that 
it very much depends on a lasting and urgent occupation 
with the same. If, now, the profound spiritual interest 
and need of the heart is already itself a will essentially 
unconscious, only in slight degree entering into conscious
ness, or at least, like the earnest occupation with a subject, 
is highly adapted to arouse and to excite the unconscious. 
will; -if, further, the suggestion ensues the more easily, 
the more profound is the interest, and the more it has 
withdrawn from the clear heights of consciousness into the 
dark abysses of the heart, i.e., into the Unconscious, we 
shall certainly be authorised in assuming in these cases 
likewise an unconscious will. In the mere apprehension 
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of the beautifal, however, we ehall certainly be obliged to 
acknowledge ua ialtiDct which belongs to the third main 
purpoee, the perfection of the raee, for one has only to 
think whu the bumaa race would be, what, in the most 
fortunate cue, it could attain to at the end of history, 
and how mach more wretched this wretched human life 
wonld become, if nobody knew the feeling of the beautiful. 

There oulf remaine yet one more point, which perhaps 
will prelellt PO diftlculty to moat readers ; I mean clair· 
voy&DOe iD dreama which come true, visions, spontadpous 
aad art.i6cial J801DD&Dlbulism. But whoever accepts shese 
phenomena will be soon convinced that the unconscious 
will is always co-operative. When clairvoyance refers to 
the preecribing of remedies to one's self, this ia at once 
erideut, and a clairvoyant prescription of remedies for 
other persons I should be strongly inclined to doubt, un. 
less they were intimates, whose welfare was almost as 
much a matter of concern to the clairvoyants as their 
own. Prophetic dreams, forebodings, visions, or Jlasbea of 
thought, which have other objects, refer either to important 
points of one"a own future, warning a6"inst danger, con
solation for sorrow (Goethe's vision of his double), and the 
like, or they make disclosures concerning beloved persons, 
wife and child, announce. t.!J., the deRth of the absent, 
or imminent misfortune; or, lastly, they relate to events 
of awful ma.:,nnitnde and extent, which touch every human 
heart, f,g., the co~nration of large cities (Swedenborg), 
especially of one's native town, &c. In all these cases one 
sees how closely the suggestion of the Unconscious i5 
bound up with the inmost volitional interest of mankind; 
in all these cases one is also, therefore, entitled to nssum•' 
an unconscious will, which stands for tkt 1mivcrstJl inten.;t 
Made tptcifo; for tkis particrdar case yet unknmon to con· 
mou..-. Never will the clai"oyance of a human being 
light of itaelf on things which are not most intimately 
interwoven with the core of his own being; but as for ~he 
anawen of arti6cial somnambulists to indifferent ques-
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tions, I may be permitted to doubt their derivation from 
the Unconscious, as much as I feel bound to contemn 
those magnetisers as vain braggarts or deceitful charlatans, 
who do not scruple to put other questions to somnambules 
than such as have reference to personal well-being. Al
though the somnambulistic state is more receptive for the 
suggestions of the Unconscious than any other, yet only a 
very small part of what occurs to a somnambulist is the 
suggestion of the Unconscious, and experienced magnetisers 
know well enough bow much one has to take care lest the 
fancies and dissimulation peculiar to women deceive even 
in the somnambulist state, without the somnambulist her
self having the conscious intention to deceive. 

We may assume, as result of this inquiry, that we know 
no unconscious idea which may not be united with un
conscious will, and that, too, when we consider that the 
unconscious idea is something quite other than that which 
appears in consciousness as conception or inspiration of 
the Unconscious; the former and the latter are rather 
related as essence and phenomenon, but at the same time 
also as cause and effect. 'Ve shall thus find it very in
structive that the unconscious will directly united with 
the unconscious presentation, which represents the applica
tion of tlw general interest to the particular case, consists in 
nothing else than in tiLe willing of tlte realisation of its 
unconscious repre$entation, if by realisation we understand 
manifestation in the natural world, and, moreover, imme
diately in consciousness as representation in the form of 
sen$ibility by excitation of tiLe appropriate cerebral vibra
tions. This is, however, the true unity of will and idea, 
that the will wills absolutely nothing but the realisation 
of its own content, i.e., the representation united with it. 
On the other hand, if we consider consciousness and the 
grand apparatus brought into play for its production, and 
remember from the last chapter of the foregoing section 
what we shall more exactly prove in chapter xiii. of the 
present section, that all progress in the scale of beings and 
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tion it cannot be 'this, otherwise it too would attain to 
consciousness, as will be shown in the third chapter; con
sequently for this material substratum there only remains 
the unconscious will. This perfectly accords with our expe
rience, for everywhere it is the interest, the definite will, 
which, directed to the particular case, compels the idea 
into being. The particular will, however, besides the 
power of volition, shows also a definite (ideational) content, 
and this content it is which determines the quality or 
essence of the unconscious idea of the next moment, 
which it, however, could not determine if its existence 
were not demanded by the willing of the foregoing mo
ment, and made possible by the persistence of the form 
of volition even up to this moment.-! will here once 
more add the remark, that since the act immediately 
follows the will, there can be no spiritual activity in the 
Unconscious save at the moment of the commencing act. 
Even when the will is too weak for the realisation of its 
content and for overcoming the present resistance, this 
holds good; for either the deed consists in the abortive 
attempt, or the Unconscious immediately thinks the ap
propriate preparatory means instead of the end. But, 
possibly repeated impulses on the part of the Unconscious 
may be requisite, namely, when the mechanical progress 
of the act stumbles upon obstacles which must be over
powered by modified action. 

An objection might here be raised, namely, that the 
Unconscious wills only the final results, but must think 
the whole thought-process leading to these results; but 
whoever bas attentively read No. 4 of this chapter will 
have already found there the answer to this objection. 
Unconscious thought embraces all the terms of a process, 
reason and consequent, cause and effect, means and end, &c., 
in a single moment, and thinks them, not before, beside, 
or beyond, but in the result itself; it never thinks them 
except through the result. Therefore, this thinking cannot 
he regarded as a special thinking outside the result; it is 
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rather implicitly containecl in the thiukiug of the result, 
without ever being explicated; consequently the result 
is that which is alone thought in our ordinary sense, and 
the proposition holds that only that can be unconsciously 
thought which is willed.-Moreover, even in the ordinary 
category of unconscious thought, in means and end, one 
may say that the end implicitly thought in the idea of 
the willed means is also implicitly willed. 

According to the foregoing, the sole activity of the Un
conscious consists in willing, and the unconscious repre
sentation filling the \Vill is only a non-temporal content, 
merely dragged along with it, as it were, into time. V oli
titm and activity are accordingly identical or reciprocal 
notions. Only through them is Time posited ; only through 
them is the idea hurled from potential into actual being, 
from being in the essence into being in the phenomenon, 
and therewith into time. Quite otherwise is it with· the 
conscious idea, which is a product of different factors, of 
which one, the cerebral vibrations, is from the first subject 
to duration. 
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IL 

BRAIN AND GA....~GLIA AS CONDmONS 01!' ANn1AL 
CONSCIOUSNESS. 

ALMOST all naturalists, physiologists, and physicians are 
materialists, and the more the knowledge and method of 
physics and physiology is diffused among the educated 
public, the more does the materialistic view of the world 
gain ground. What is the cause of this 1 The simplicity 
and impressive evidentness of the facts on which the 
materialistic conception of the animal and human soul, 
the only spiritual being known to us, is supported. Only 
those unacquainted with these facts, as the unscientific 
multitude, or the learned world without physical and phy
siological knowledge, or those who approach these facts 
with the preconceived opinions of religious or philoso
phic systems, can aloue remain outside their influence; 
they must absolutely convince every unprejudiced think
ing man, because they need only to be taken just as 
they are ; they declare their meaning with such naive 
plainness that it is not at all necessary to look for it. And 
this naive clearness and directness, this forcible self
evidence, which can only be denied with violence, this it is 
which secures for the materialistic conception of the mind. 
so great a superiority over the difficult nnd subtle deduc
tions and probabilities, over the arbitrary assumptions and 
often distorted consequences, of the spiritualistic psycho
logy, which induces all clear heads averse to mysti
philosophic speculation to enrol themselves under the 
banner of Materialism, which is simple as the Nature 
that teaches it, and clear and precise in all its correct con
sequences as this its august mother. That Materialism 
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" j!flijililr.!lllli_.ti .. aJi&lou aysteiiLI can in our time only 
~·---- lldhaeDte; but that it contradicts specu
~. that doea not trouble it at, all; for how 
.. Jiaft' a tpeeUlatin need ; holf far fewer still philo-
~ OIIIAUe I Accordingly Materialism has neither 
........ capacity to investigate the not-understood 
.W ......,IIICh u force, matter, &c., of which ita system 
tciiiiMU, ad U comports itself to the higher questions of 
JlaDeeop1aJ putly BCeptically, in that it denies that their 
-..... Jiu on this aide the limits of the human under
f(IIIM ... patly it denies the title of these questions alto
~ !rbaa it feels quite comfortable in its skin in all 
iil"•llhM. BDd is perfectly contented with the daily pro
:flllll!tl• ctiecoveriea• of the nntural sciences, in the good 
Iiiia tbU everythiog which man calls experience must be 
.. ted fJom the pursuit of the special sciences, It is, 
~.DO wonder that Materialism gains whereas 
~1 loses ground ; for only a philosophy which 
,.,_~ CIO!»U.t of aU the results of tht natural scien.cts, 
,...I~ without reservation the perfectly legitimate 
,.,.. of departure of Materialism, only such a philosophy 
- • to make a stand against Materialism, if at the 
- time it fulfils the condition of being universally 
Jateftisihle, which the philosophy of Identity and absolute 
lsi8Uam unfortunately is not. 

Be lrlt attempt to receive Materialism into Philosophy 
fa ta mteWgible fashion was made by Schopenhauer, and 
- 6e leut part both of his merit and of his growing 
~try is due to this attempt. But his compromise was 
l!IJ•\IIftctor;y; it allowed Materialism the intellect, nnd 
WJ_,recl to speculation the will. This violent uismem
~IP.M•Ie hia weak point; for if once conscious iueatiou 

tlaclll&11l~ is handed over to Materialism, it has full 
'tlii~ ·"CIIUliD aJao conscious feeling, and therewith conscious 

Y01ition. since the physiological phenomena have 
l"'r"_,.. tspnaaion for all conscious activities of mind. It 
f.WDI\YiDcouaequentof Schopenhan~r to refer the stores 
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of memory, together with the intellectual foundations, 
talents, and aptitudes of the individual, to the consti
tution of the brain, and to exclude from the same and to 
hypostatise as an individual metaphysical essence, in 
defiance of his fundamental monistio principle, the char
acter of the individual, which just as easily, if not 
more easily, is capable of such an explanation. In fact, 
there are no means of overturning the first fundamental 
proposition of Materialism, " All conscious mental activity 
can only come to pass by normal function of the brain, .. 
but by the ignoring or subtle explaining away of facts. 
But now, as long as any one knows or will know no 
other than conscious mental activity, this proposition 
asserts, "All mental activity can only come to pass through 
brain function." The conclusion is obvious: "Either 
all mental activity is pure function of the brain, or a 
product of brain function and something else, which is 
inherently incapable of expression, but is purely poten
tial, and only attains expression in and by the normal brain 
function, which now appears as mental activity." It is 
evident that a decision between these alternatives, all others 
being laid aside as useless, meaningless ballast, is hardly to 
be evaded. Quite otherwise does the matter appear as soon 
as one already recognises unconscious mental action as the 
original and primary form, without whose assistance con
scious mental activity would be paralysed. Then the pro
position only says, "Conscious mental activity can only 
take place through the function of the brain." With 
respect to unconscious mental activity, on the other hand, 
it says nothing at ail; it remains, therefore, since all the 
phenomena demonstrate their independence of braiD. func
tions, as something self-dependent, and only the form of 
consciousness appears conditioned by matter. 

We pass on now briefly to present the facts, the theo
retical expression for which is the above proposition. 

1. The brain is in formal and material respects the 
highest product of organic formative activity. 
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... -1Sj·l.illlt1ra brain mountains and valleys, bridges 

~-·1•••-.••DII, beals ud arches, vicea and hoes, claws 
...... , trees and sheaves, harps and sounding 

'1111111111,...1111 1&. k Nobody has perceived the significance of 
......... forioa" (Huachke in "Skull, Brain, and Soul 
.... '9-
.... il JlCJ animal organ which bas tenderer, more 

a •llllful, more nried forms, finer and more peculiar 
illlatUJ. 'l"be puglionic cells of the brain send off primi
'lift ...... ud are in part mutually connected and in 
,... .noDded by the same. These primitive fibres, 
~ &Gba filled with an oily, coagulable content, about 
~ liae in thickness, again intertwine and cross one 
...ur iD the strangest fashion. Unfortunately the 
~ auatoaay of the brain is still as backward as its 
alr'Dieal inve~Ugation; but even from t.he latter we already 
laMnr tbie much, that the chemical composition of the 
'baba II by no means as simple as was formerly believed; 
did it is exceedingly different at different places; that the 
peoaliv cerebral fats with their phosphorus content play 
a pea& part in it, and find other matters there which 
GCIIRil' in no other tissue in the same way, e.g., cerebrin 
ad lecithiu. For the reA, how backward our chemistry 
..u1 il in regard to such investigations, one mny infer from 
tM fd that it cannot distinguish blood or pus which 
k infected with contagious matter from healthy blood; 
tllat the differences between isomeric substances (of the 
.-e oompoeiLion, but of unlike qualities owing to ditfercn& 
alloaUc position, as is shown by the different refraction of 
Jlaht ud rotation) frequently vanish on analysis, so that 
.It il ODly now beginning to discover a number of finely 
4111Uibated metals by means of spectrum analysis, minute 
fl'UIII'Wel of which in organic substances may be of the 
.... importance. All these things acquire the more 
ilapaduace the higher the organic tissues with which one 
II CCIIU8I'Ded. 

2. Ia &be brain the change of material is more rapid 
1'0L.IL E 
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than in any other part of the body, wherefore also the 
flow of blood is disproportionately much stronger. This 
points to a concentration of vital activity in the brain, 
such as takes place in no other part of the body. 

3· The brain (by which in this section the cerebrum 
is always alone to be understood) has no direct import
ance for the organic functions of bodily life. This is 
proved by the experiments of Flourens, who showed that 
animals from which the brain had been removed can live 
and thrive for months and years. Care must certainly be 
taken that the operation itself and the accompanying loss 
of blood be not too violent, and does not reduce too much 
the force of the animal; wherefore the experiment can only 
perfectly succeed in those animals from which the brain 
may be removed without too much difficulty, ~.g., fowls. 
From these first three points it may be concluded that the 
brain, the flower of the organism and the seat of the most 
vital activity, must have a mental destination, since it ha.s 
no corporeal one. · 

, 

4· With increasing perfection of the brain or of the 
ganglia representing it increases the mental capacity in 
the animal kingdom, whereas the corporeal functions of 
nll animals, clever or stupid, may, as a rule, be performed 
equally well. As low down as the Insects it is strikingly 
manifest how the size of the cephalic ganglia is proportional 
to the intelligence of the orders and species. The Hymen
optera have in general larger ganglia than the stupid 
beetles, and they are particularly large in the clever ants. 
In the case of the vertebrates, one must make the inner 
space within the skull the ground of comparison, as this 
includes the central Or<c!ans of motion, which of course 
must correspond in size to the mass of nerve and muscle · 
of the animal, in order to be able to expend the requisite 
energy on its motor impulses. If we no\v merely consider 
the cerebrum proper, there appears in animals of not too dif
ferent size a clear parallelism between quantity of brain and 
intelligence. So far, however, as in animals of very different 
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in madness or with the depth of mental disturbance. In 
all cretins brain and skull are surprisingly small, the latter 
exhibiting assymmetry and deformity; the hemispheres in 
particular are wasted. The brain of the negro is much 
smaller than that of the European, the forehead retreating, 
the skull less in circumference, generally more animal; 
the natives of New Holland lack the higher parts of the 
brain in a surprising degree. Also the structure of the 
European skull has made no slight advance in historic 
times. Especially with the progress of civilisation the 
anterior region of the head becomes prominent at the 
expense of the posterior, as is proved by excavations 
relating to widely different times. The same relation 
also occurs in ·general between the rude and cultured 
classes of the present day, as, among other things, the 
experiences of hatmakers confirm. That here not isolated 
cases, but only average numbers are decisive, is matter of 
course; individual exceptions, e.g., of clever people having 
a small, stupid people a large skull, must be referred 
partly to the thickness of the skull, partly to the differ
ence of plan and finish, partly to the form of the convolu
tions and the quality of the brain. 

What we know of the influence of quality is but little, 
but still something; e.g., the child's brain is more pulpy, 
richer in water, poorer in fat than that of the adult; the 
differences between grey and white matter, the microscopic 
peculiarities, are only gradually formed; the so-called 
fibrillation of the brain, very distinct in the adult, is im
perceptible in the child's brain ; the plainer this fibrilla
tion becomes, the more decided appears also the mental 
activity ; the brain of the fretus has very little fat, 
consequently little phosphorus, but the fatty matter in
creases until birth, and after birth tolerably rapidly. In 
animals also the brain has, on the average, more fat the 
higher they are in the scale, and the smaller the brain 
in proportion to the intelligence of the animal, e.!J., in 
the horse. This fat seems to be very important, for· in 
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increment due to the progressive civilisation of Europe, 
both of which certainly only reaching an amount capable 
of measurement in virtue of hereditary transmission. 

That all thought is connected with the consumption of 
the materials of the brain follows from the simple phe
nomenon of the fatigue of thought, which without it would 
be incomprehensible. Mental just as much as bodily 
labour not only increases the desire for food in order tore
place the waste of tissue, but according to Davy's measure
ments even animal heat also, as is announced by ac
celerated breathing, which takes place in order to again 
decarbonise the blood, whose carbonisation is mor"' freely 
inducerl l)y the quicker interchange of material 

Further, it is well known that sedentary manual occu
pations without bodily effort, as tailoring, cobbling, light 
manufacturing, are those which produce most dreamers, 
religious and political fanatics; whereas severe bodily 
manual labour leaves the brain no force for thinking; for 
the body, like every machine, has only a certain stock of 
vital force at its disposal, and if this is converted into 
muscular energy, there remains notl1ing over for the play 
of the cerebral molecules for thinking. Any one can see 
this in his own case. No one will be able during a con
siderable leap to carry further a train of thought once 
set a-going, or simultaneously to run a race and to mec:li
tate profoundly ; even in slow walking one involuntarily 
stops when thoughts are concentrated, and not seldom the 
outward man falls into complete rigidity in the pro
foundest meditation. All this points to a consumption of 
vital force in thinking, or what is the same thing, a 
chemical consumption of material, for this produces living 
force. 

1· Every disturbance of the integrity of the brain 
produces a disturbance of conscious mental activity, 

. unless the function of one hemisphere is carried on by the 
corresponding part of the other hemisphere; for as every 
human being chiefly sees, hears, and smells with one eye, 
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When the ventricles of the brain are reached. OODI~ 
unconsciousness is wont to occur" (Valentin). "\VW 
stronger proof of the necessary connection of mind ad 
brain will any one require than that which is afforded b.Y 
the knife of the anatomist when he cuts away the eoul 
piece by piece 1" (Buchner). 

Inflammation of the brain causes delusion and mada.; 
an effusion of blood on the brain, stupefaction and perfect 
loss of consciousness; a lasting pressure on the brain (e.g., 
hydrocephalus, children's dropsy), weakness of under
standing and idiocy; a surcharging, e.g., in the drowning 
and the intoxicated, or evacuation of the blood-veaaels of 
the brain, produces swoons and loss of consciousness; the 
quicker blood-circulation of a simple fever produces the 
delirium of fever, which indeed is also a temporary in
sanity; pressure of blood in intoxication by alcohol intro
duces the mental disturbance well known as the state of 
drunkenness; opium,haschisch,and other narcotics, severally 
another state of intoxication peculiar to it, each of which 
is identical with certain states of frenzy. 

rarry wa.s able to suppress attacks of madness by a 
compression of the cenical artery, and according to 
Flemming's experiments the same procedure produces in 
the healthy sleep and flitting dreams. Short-necked men 
nnd animals are, on the average, more sanguine than long
necked, because, in consequence of less remoteness from 
the heart, a more vivid blood-circulation takes place in 
their brain. The so-called after-diseases of the brain, in 
consequence of more seriou8 injuries or even internal 
uiseases, also many apoplexies, affect quite specially the 
memory, either destroy it entirely or weaken it in general, 
or abolish n1emory for certain categories of knowledge, e.g., 
merely for language, without any paralysis of the organ of 
language, the understanding being otherwise clear (apha
sia), or exclusively for all proper names, or the language 
of a pr.rticular country, or the events of certain years, or 
notions of time (especially with destrnction or rendering 
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place, in which merely every manifestatiun. of the same 
is suppressed; but, as the case stands, this possibility, to 
which one can only have recourse at all as a desperate 
attempt to save one's prepossessions in favour of a precon
ceived system, has too low a probability for it to deserve 
the notice of an unprejudiced inquirer. In addition to 
the parallelism above mentioned, and the circumstance 
that the entire apparatus of nature would be super
fluous for the setting up of consciousness, if conscious
ness could exist without it, the warit of memory tells 
against it; for if consciousness during the inactivity of the 
brain withdrew upon itself, yet a memory thereof should 
remain behind. Others think to evade this circumstance 
when they assume a double individual consciousness 
(thus also double personality [!] in everybody), namely, 
one free from the body and a brain-consciousness, whereby 
the former is to be unconscious for the latter. Whatever 
cogency there is in the argument for this double-sidedness 
of the mind refers entirely to the spiritual background of the 
brain-consciousness distinguished by us as the U nconcious, 
which certainly those who only know conscious mental 
activity must hold to be a second consciousness; what. 
however, is adduced expressly for the duality of con
sciousness is very unfortunately chosen. First of all, the 
consciousness of the magnetic sleep is claimed as non
embodied consciousness, which, however, is only differ
entiated from the consciousness of dreams in the ordinary 
sleep by this, that the communication with the external 
senses is somewhat less impeded, and the functioning 
part of the brain is found in a state of artificial hypenes
thesia (over-irritation, over-sensibility), which has for its 
consequence that, firstly, the influence of the Unconscious 
can more easily find an entrance into consciousness, and 
that, secondly, the amplitude of the cerebral vibrations 
with equal vividness of the presentation is less than at 
other times, and consequently leaves behind fewer impres
sions of memory, which in most ordinary dreams un-
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wise in the ecstasy of mystic ascetics, in somnambulists, 
after slight administrations of chlorolorm, and many 
other narcotics, e.g., haschisch ; also in s~veral states of 
frenzy it is sometimes exhibited. Thus this feeling of 
freedom from the body by no means proves a diminution, 
but rather a heightening of the irritability of the brain, 
and anything but the disembodiment of consciousness. 
States entirely similar induce similar phenomena just before 
drowning. Lastly, if the criterion of the disembodied con
sciousness is maintained to be the abolition of time in the 
sequence of thought, this would be equivalent to the 
intuitive, timeless, momentary, implicit thinking, which 
contradicts all discursive consciousness, as a something 
requiring. the comparing of explicit ideas. But in the 
examples only the more rapid course of thought is specified, 
as it occurs in states of the highest cerebral irritation, in 
narcotic poisonings, before drowning, and the like, and 
has always been famil\ar as " flight of ideas" in certain 
forms of frenzy. What wonder that in an over-stimulated 
brain the ideas follow one another much more rapidly 
than usual? Altogether, so long as the ideas follow one 
another in time, they prove the action of matter, through 
the vibrations of which time first comes into thought; 
so far, however, as thought is disembodied, it is timeless, 
and therewith unconscious. 

What we have proved in this chapter of the human con
sciousness, as the highest known to us, in which one might 
soonest suppose an independence from the body, holds 
of course also of the ganglia of the lower animals, which 
are the equivalents of the brain of the Vertebrata; and it 
holds just as much of the special consciousness of every 
independent ganglion in man and the higher nnd lower 
animals; and it holds, finally, also of the substances which, 
in the lower animals, form the central nervous system ; 
and likewise, if a consciousness should be made out in the 
plants or inorganic substances, it holds also for this. 

As conclusion to this chapter, a passage of Schelling 
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may find a fitting place (Werke, i. 3, 497), which sums up 
the contents of the same in a few words, although the 
assertion in Schelling's mouth has a somewhat different 
turn owing to the backgromid of transcendental idealism : 
"Not the presentation itself, but rather the consciousness 
thereof is conditioned by the affection of the organism ; 
and if empirism limits its assertion to the latter, nothing 
can be alleged against it." 
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III. 

THE OniGIN OF CONSCIOUSNESS • ... 
1. 'l'l!e Becoming-Conscious of the Idea.-ConRciousness is 

not a quiescent state, but a process-a continual becoming
conscious. That this mental process, to which conscious
ness owes its origin, cannot be immediately apprehended 
by the consciousness of the observer, is a matter of course; 
for that which first produces consciousness must of course 
lie behind consciousness, and be inaccessible to conscious 
introspection. We can thus only hope to attain to our 
goal by an indirect path. 

The first condition is that we define the notion of con
sciousness more sharply thnn was hitherto necessary.-In 
the first place, it must be distinguished from self-conscious
ness. My self-consciousness is the consciousness of my
self, i.e., the consciousness of the subject of my mental 
activity. By subject of my mental activity, however, I 
understand that part of the whole cause of my mental 
activity which is not external, and accordingly the inner 
cause of the same. Self-consciousness is thus only a 
special case of the application of consciousness to a defi
nite object, namely, to the supposed inner cause of mental 
activity which is denoted by the name Subject. It is not 
the active subject itself which becomes in the act of self
consciousness the content of consciousness or object of 
consciousness, but it is only the idea of the subject, re
gressively inferred by means of the category of causality 
from the activity of the subject, that becomes the object 
of consciousness. The active subject itself remains just 
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• sist in the form of sensibility, so that the two ~ 
are identical? No ; for the U nconscioua also m1llt ._. 
conceived the form of sensibility, otherwise it could-'., 
aptly have furnished the same. We could, hownw, aJao 
conceive a consciousness as possible with quite ot.her ron., 
if a world were otherwise fashioned, or if, besidee ad 
beyond our space-time world, yet other worlds uist ill 
other forms of being and consciousness, which contaiaa 
no inherent contradiction, since these worlds, hoW81W 
numerous, could not at all disturb or affect one another, 
and the One Unconscious, free of all these forms, would be 
the same for all The form of sensibility can thus only 1Mt 
regarded as something added to consciousness, accidental. 
not as something necessary, essential-Or shall we •1 
that consciousness consists in memory 1 Memory is cer· 
tainly no bad criterion of consciousness, for the more vivid 
consciousness is, the stronger must the cerebral vibratious 
be, and the stronger these are, the stronger must be the 
permanent impression they leave behind in the brain, i.e., 
the easier, and with equal stimulus the stronger, memory 
becomes. One easily overlooks, however, the circumstance 
that memory is only an indirect consequence of the essence 
of consciousness; it cannot possibly, therefore, form ita 
essence itself. Just as little can the nature of conscious. 
ness consist in the possibility of the comparison of ideas, for 
this agnin is only a consequence of the form of sensibility, 
especially of time ; and, moreover, consciousness may be 
present in the greatest intensity if only a single idea fill 
the mind without any object of comparison. 

According to all this, we have only one certain support 
which must guide us on the right way, namely, the result 
of the preceding chapter-the cerebral vibrations, more 
generally material movement, as oou.ditio sine qua non of 
consciousness. Also, if we posit as many worlds as we 
please with other forms than space and time, yet, if the 
parallelism of beiug and thought is to be retained, some
thing must exist in them corresponding to matter, and an 
activity of the same answering to motion must then like-
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consciousness can only be given in the mode and mannt1" 
in which ideation comes to its object. Of matter con
sciousness knows nothing ; thus the process producing 
consciousness must lie in the mind itself, if also matter 
gives the :first impulse to it. Material movement deter
mines the content of representation, but the nature of 
consciousness does not lie in this content, for the same 
content can indeed, the form of sensibility being abstracted, 
be also conceived as unconscious. But now, if conscious
ness can lie neither in the content, nor also, as we have 
seen before, in the sensuous form of the idea, it cannot at 
all lie in the idea as such, but must be an accident, which 
comes to the id~a from elsewhere. 

This is the first important result of our investigation, 
which certainly, at the first glance, may seem to conflict 
with the ordinary views, but on closer inspection must 
soon display its correctness to every observer, and shall 
immediately receive fuller elucidation. The common error 
is therefore to be ascribed to this, that we, for the most 
part, think of consciousness as something inhering only in 
the Idea, in that we forget the apperception of Pleasure 
and Pain; hence it is taken, without investigation, on 
trust and credit, as something immanent in the idea, 
especially as long as the unconscious idea is not more 
precisely known; and accordingly the question is never 
raised, To what then does the idea owe the accident 
of consciousness ? who assigns it this predicate, as it 
were 1 when one would soon observe that it cannot itself 
give it to itself. But if the consciousness-producing pro
cess, in spite of its material occasion, must necessarily be 
of a spiritual nature, there remains nothing but the 
Will. 

We have seen in Chapter i. of the present section how 
Will and Idea are united in the Unconscious in an in
separable unity, and shall further see in the final chapters 
how the salvation of the world depends on the emanci
pation of the intellect from the will, the possibility of 
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fa ~ and how the whole a._.;.,. aolely towarda thia goal. Om-
- ·- oae bud. and the cmaRripation oJIM 

ar.nt.a• will on the other, we have thus already 
;I'JMII!Ifl-ultnding iD the cloaeat connection; we only 
';.~._. .... nap flll'ther and to declare their identity, 

·~~·JtM-. foaDd \he UliWer to the riddle in harmony 
''W.,l11118·lMIIltl jaM obtained. The essence of the con'WII••• of tbe idea is the extrication of the same from 
.ll)ll!llifteoil, the realising will,1 and the opposition of the 
11i1D.J6 thil emuacipation. We had previously found that 
MlaioaaMI muat be a predicate' which the will imparts 
til--ilea; we can now a1ao assign the content of this 

E ; i& ia the stupefaction of the will at the ~ 
idea ut ll1ill«l and yet leMibly feU by it. The idea, 

u we have seen, has in itself no interest in its 
-aidMoe. no endeavour after being; therefore, as loug 
.... il no oonaciouaneas, it is always only called forth 
lr. lle 1ri1L Thua the mind before the rise of con
--- can have according to its own nature no other 
Jill &liaR thoee which, called into being by the will, 
... a.. content of the will. Then organised matter 
~ breaks in upon this self-contained peace of the 
., ........ and in the reaction of sensation occurring 
•••• to neceesary law thrusts upon the aston-

\ion of a definite volition. This 
only ia meant. by the eDWicipation 
of the idea from Lbe will, Lb&t. 
Lbe conscious idea, unlike Lbe 
UIICOIIIcioue idea, alone possible 
u content of a will realising it 
(oomp. &boYe, p. S8), can and does 
exist without Ita ooing directly 
evoked by a will which putae
it u a content to be realised ; that 
it ia idea pre-eminently free from 
every effort at .elf.realiation, but 
without prejudice to all other poao 
sible relatiou to Lbe will, nay, even 
wlthuut prejudice to Lbe poesibility 
of a,/'-nU beoomiDg itwlf !!pin 
cooteD\ ol will. 
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ished individual spirit an idea which falls upon it as from 
the skies, for it finds in itself no will to this idea. For 
the first time "the matter of intuition is given to it from 
without." The great revolution has come to pass, the 
first step to the world's redemption taken; the idea has 
been rent from the ·will, to confront it in future as an 
independent power, in order to bring under subjection to 
itself its former lord. This amazement of the will at the 
rebellion against its previously acknowledged sway, this 
sensation which the interloping idea produces in the Un· 
conscious, this i8 Consciousness. 

To speak less flgumtively, I conceive the process in the 
following way :-There arises the idea impregnated from 
without. The unconscious individual mind is amazed at 
the unwonted circumstance that an idea. exists without 
being willed. This amazement cannot proceed from the 
will alone, for the will is indeed the absolutely irmtional, 
thus also too blind for wonderment and surprise; but it 
can also not proceed from the representation alone, for 
the idea impregnated from without is as it is, and has no 
reason to be surprised at itself ; all the rest of the ideal 
sphere, however, except this one, is, as we know, fast bound 
in the Unconscious in insepamble unity with the will. 
Consequently, in the first place, the startling can only be 
effected by both sides of the unconscious will and idea in 
union, i.e., by an in-formed will, Ol' a. willed idea.; and 
secondly, that which in the startling is idea. can only 
exist through a will whose content it forms. Accord
ingly, the matter is only to be conceived in this way, that 
the idea. impregnated from without acts on the will as 
motive, and, moreover, evokes such a. will as has for its 
content to negate it; for should the now excited will be 
related affirmatively to it, there would again be no oppos~ 
tion and no consciousness. The excited will must thus be 
related negatively to it, and the startling is the moment 
of origin of this negating will, the sudden, momentary 
occurrence of the opposition of the will But the word 
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of the central nerve-molecule, here to this, how the move· 
menta of the central nerve-molecule can influence the idea? 
There we were obliged to assume the realisation of the 
unconscious will to be effected by an unconscious one 
(A. Chap. ii.); here we must contemplate the origin of the 
conscious idea as brought about by unconscious mental 
reactions. There the (unconscious) will, directly influ
encing the molecule, was to be conceived united with 
unconscious representation ; here we must suppose, for the 
sake of coming to pass of the sensation, an unconscious 
will conceived as essential factor. The direct reciprocation 
thus in both cases exists between the forms of movement 
of central nerve-molecules on the one hand, and un
consciou& mental functions on the other, in which, as we 
quite generally know from A. Chap. iv., an union of un
conscious will and unconscious idea always takes place. 

If, now, matter and unconscious mind were really hete
rogeneous departments of existence, as the dualistic view 
prevailing since Descartes in the consciousness of Euro
pean culture assumes, it would in fact not be apparent 
how the injluxus physicus presupposed in these processes 
could be possible. Fortunately, however, it will tum out in 
C. Chap. v. that matter itself is in its essence nothing else 
whatever but unconscious mind, whose representations are 
only limited to spatial attraction and repulsion of uniformly 
varying intensity, and whose volitional manifestations con
sist in the realising of this limited ideational province. If 
we at this place anticipate this identity of being subse
quently to be demonstrated, it is immediately comprehen
sible that the reciprocal action of body and soul can no 
longer, as before, be frustrated by the incapability of bridg
ing the gulf between heterogeneous substances. The psy
chical will can just as well include in itself in the ideas, 
which form its content, spatial relations and change of ex
isting spatial relations, as can the atomic will of a cerebral 
atom. Both can accordingly just as easily collide with 
one another and conclude their collision by a compromise 
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which were, however, isolated from one another, and in
capable of thrusting Bcaainst one another and claahing with 
their wills, would be altogether in the same position as 
one existing solitary and alone. Only when the radiating 
will meets with a resistance by which it is checked or 
broken can it lead to objective manifestation of e:r:istenu, 
to the subjective phenomenon of consciousntss. Such a 
resistance it can, however,· only find in its like, in another 
will with which it has a certain common sphere of action, 
whilst the tendency and goal of the latter is, in a certain 
sense, opposed to its own. The common sphere of action 
makes contact possible ; the opposite tendency and goal 
condition the collision in encounter, which finds its 60lu
tion, in the compromise determined by the content of 
both. The yielding of each of the colliding wills ia now, 
however, no longer willed by it, but forced, pressed upon 
it by the other will, which is for it mainly only resistance, 
and the compromise as result does not correspond to the 
goal of volition on either side, so that a contrast between 
the willed and attained arises, just as between the centri
fugal function, as it were, of the volition itself and the 
centripetal rebound on collision. Now, the breaking of 
the will on the resistance of a foreign will crossing it, or 
the centripetal rebound, is scnsatim, and, moreover, aa 
non-satisfaction of the will, pain-sensation. As non
satisfaction of a definite will, i.e., one filled with a definite 
ideational content, sensation is also qualitatively determi'I&Ol, 
i.e., sensation characterised by a (here unconscious) idea
tional content. (Comp. B. Chap. iii.) As qualitatively 
definite sensation, however, it is element of the con.scioua 
idea, and in so far it may even be described as elementarv 
conscious representation. The predicate of consciousness 
enters into the sensation just through the exhibited con
trast, and this contradiction between volition and impres
sion of the resistance answers to what I have above named 
by an expression transferred from the conscious mental 
life to the unconscious, the startling of the will at the 
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site tendency; and this second condition is simply not ful
filled between the different individual minds, but doubtless 
between the atomic wills, which, in their ideal content, 
contain also the spatiality of their relations (creating in its 
realisation the one objective space). This is the metaphy
sical reason why minds only communicate through their 
bodies. The bodies move and act in the one objective space 
as in their common sphere in which they may collide ; 
minds, however, have neither a direct relation to this general 
space of matter (for the subjective consciousness-space 
is, for every mind, a different one, unapproachably self
enclosed), nor do they possess another analogous sphere of 
direct spiritual encounter, as the bodies (or rather their 
atoms) possess them in space. 

The conditions. of a mutual sphere for the contact of 
different wills are, however, also given between the mind 
and the body connected with it. In C. Chap. ix., namely, 
we shall see that the individual mind or the soul of a 
body is nothing more than the sum of the functions of the 
All-one Unconscious directed to this corporeal organism. 
This organism, i.e., this then and there ordered aggregate 
of atoms, is thus the goal expressly included in the un
conscious ideal content of the total will-functions of this 
individual mind. There cannot be in this individual mind 
a single function which does not unconsciously refer to 
this organism, and which does not include even quite 
definite parts of this organism or quite definite spatial 
changes of position of such parts in its ideal content (say, 
t.g., the excitation of certain cerebral vibrations of a meta
physical thought). Each individual mind accordingly 
possesses the possibility of colliding with the atomic wills 
of its organism, but only with those of its own, not with 
those of any other, because its organism alone is included, 
conformably to its spatial relations, in the (unconscious) 
content of representation of its functions, but not any 
other. Every function of the All-one Unconscious, namely, 
which is related to another organism, truly belongs to the 
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ened by the idea not being directly given through material 
movement, but only through the unifonn reacticm of tie 
uKCcnucioU8 psyrlr.ical on this action. It accordingly follows, 
that the unconscious individual mind must answer with 
an aetifJity (of sensation) which is, as it were, peripherally 
thf'Uifl upon it through the impression produced on its 
volition by a foreign manifestation of will In this 
manner chiefly arise the simple qualities of sense-impres
sions, as sound, colour, taste, &c., from whose mutual 
relations all sensuous perception is built up, from which 
again, by reproduction of the cerebral vibrations, memo
ries, and by partial dropping out of the content of the latter 
abstract conceptions arise. In all cases of conscious 
thought we have to do with cerebral 'Vibrations, which 
affect the individual mind and compel to uniform reac
tion; in all cases the stnsible qualities are the results of this 
reaction, and of these elements the total conscious pre
sented world is composed. If, now, these elemmt8 always 
excite the process which produces consciousness, and 
thereby become conscious, it will not surprise us that also 
the wmbinations of these elements takes part in conscious
ness, although the 7.-ind of combination is often produced 
by the will itselt 

Hereby the apparent contradiction is explained that 
ideas which are evoked by the will, consequently not 
opposed to this will, may yet become conscious because 
they just consist of elements which have become ideas 
through extorted reactions of the Unconscious. The will. 
namely, can only evoke a conscious idea through the par
ticular memory being aroused, i.e., by former cerebral 
vibrations being reproduced. Before the conscious idea 
is there, it must be contained as content in the uncon
scious will, certainly in non-sensuous form, otherwise the 
will indeed would not be able to excite this idea. Further, 
as means to this end, the point of attack in the brain must 
be unconsciously represented, whence the particular vibra
tions of memory may be excited and the stimulation of 
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our principle must prove to be correct a posterim-i. in the 
face of experience. In this a posteriori confirmation we 
have, then, the controlling test of the principle that 
everything which experience offers us as a something to be 
explained also actually flows from it, whilst we gained the 
principle itself originally a priori by elimination of the 
incorrect assumptions from all possible ones, when finally 
only one remained to us. 

If, after the principle is thus justified a primi and CJ 

posteriori, it may possibly be desired that I should show 1wuJ 
and in 'what way there results from the process indicated 
just that which we know in inner experience as con
sciousness, this demand would be just as improper as one 
made upon the physicist to show 1ww from the aerial 
waves and the arrangement of our ear that results which 
in inner experience we know as sound. The physicist 
only shows us, and can only show, that that which is 
subjectively felt as sound consists, objectively regarded, in 
a process which is compounded of such and such vibra
tions. In the same way I can only show that that which 
we know in subjective apprehension as consciousness. 
objectively regarded is a process, which is built up in 
such and such a way out of such and such terms and factors. 
To experience more I hold to be impossible, and therefore 
to ask for more improper; for in order to understand the 
How of the transmutation of the objective process into sub
jective sensation, one would be obliged to adopt a. tbird 
point of view, which is neither subjective nor objective, 
or, what is the same thing, is both at once. This stand
point, however, the Unconscious alone possesses, whereas 
consciousness is just the division into subject and object. 

Feeling can be pleasure or pain, satisfaction or non
satisfaction of the will ; all else, as shown in B. Chap. 
iii., are more precise determinations, which belong to the 
department of ideation. The non-satisfaction of the will 
must always become conscious, for the will can never 
will its own non-satisfaction; consequently non-satisfaction 
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the most part, unconscious. About the only enjoyment 
they have is from satisfaction of the sell9e8 (eating of 
sweetmeats), because the solicitude of the environment 
cannot here save them disagreeable comparisons. How 
much, however, our assertion fits even the case of adults, 
doubtleSB every observer of his race will admit; for any 
kind of aatisfaction which permanently recurs without 
interruption by non-satisfaction ceases to be a conscious 
satisfaction, i.e., a conscious enjoyment, as soon as one 
begins to think : it must be so indeed, and cannot be at 
all otherwise. On the other hand, even a slight satisfac
tion enters into consciousness as pleasure, the more 
vividly the more distinctly it is seen that we owe it to 
external circumstances, because, in spite of its being 
always willed, one has rarely been able to procure it. 

3· The Unwn.sci.otuness of th-6 Will.-Now as concerns 
the Will itself, we have hitherto called it conscious when 
it has a conscious, unconscious, when it has an unconscious 
idea for its content. It is, however, easy to see that thia 
is only a figurative expression, since it only refers to the 
content of the will; but the will itself can never become 
conscious, because it can never contradict itself. There 
may very well be several desires at variance with one 
another, but volition at any moment is in truth only the 
resultant of all the simultaneous desires, consequently can 
always be only conformable to itself. If now conscious
ness is an accident which the will bestows upon that of 
which it is compelled to recognise not itself, but some
thing foreign as its cause, in short, what enters into 
opposition with it, the will can never impart consciousness 
to itself, because here the thing to be compared and the 
standard of comparison are one and the same; they can 
never be different or at all at variance with one another. 
The will also never gets so far as to recognise something 
else as its cause; rather the appearance of its spontaneity 
is indestructible, since it is the primal actuality, and all 
that lies behind it potential, that is, unreal. Whilst dis-
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When a man has once in the way indicated grasped the 
conception of will (albeit by a process of unconscious 
thinking), be very soon observes that ordinary ideas rarely 
draw after them phenomena of motion, but always such as 
contain the feeling of a pleasure or displeasure, and tbatp 
too, according ns actions are persistent and in themselves 
attractive, or repellent. From this be becomes acquainted 
empirically with the law of motivation, according to which 
each representation of pleasure excites positive desire, each 
idea of displeasure negative or repellent desire. This law 
is exceptionless, and all instances to the contrary rest on 
an error; e.g., when a past enjoyment is represented, and 
yet not again desired or wished over again, it follows from 
that that it would now no more be enjoyment. If other 
opposed desires, which simultaneously arise, suppress the 
emergence of this desire, so much force is consumed in the 
suppression as the desire would have had had it arisen. 
\Vhen, now, the man has perceived this law of motivation 
to be exceptionless, he knows that every time a desire is 
united with the representation of a feeling of pleasure o:r 
displeasure, and supposing other desires or external cir
cumstances not to hinder the execution of the correspond
ing movement, he sees the latter ensue. This process, 
again, goes on unconsciously, and whereas the man before 
only possessed the notion of volition as cause of an effect, 
he has it now as effect of a cause. \Vith that, however, 
be has the possibility of perceiving it also then in himself, 
if its effect, the execution, is prevented by other desires or 
external circumstances. 

Further, the man sees a gradual proportion between the 
sensuous vividness of the presentation and the ma.:,onitude 
of the presented pleasure and displeasure, on the one hand, • 
and the violence of the movements, the energy of the action, 
the duration of the attempts at action, on the other, and 
concludes therefrom that also the link intermediate be
tween the two ends of the causal chain must stand in a 
proportional relation to each of them; hereby he obtains a 
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rt!l!~:::=of the will.-Tbe points mentioned 
~ nllce for mediate knowledge and the 
-·--~~ • clinlct cosnition of the will; however, they 

.,.811JliCIID8What of an external nature, and the illusion 
·lllllllei ltiJ1 much greater through other accompanying 

It ia, namely, only in the very rarest cases 
... tlelbe can obtain satisfaction nt the very moment 

ef II 81i1iBg; there always elapses a shorter or longer time 
liiiDreftlliRtion takes place,and so long lasts afeelingof 
~ of upluutam aputali()fl. and deprivation 
........... impatience. longing, yearning), certainly for the 
._.part~ by lwpe, which either is prolonged until * Jlldaal disappearance of the desire, or induces by 
• pezaeption of impossibility and destruction of hope the 
l!illiiCIIl-Mt.iafaction and displea.11ure (with an undiminished 
,..a.tmg violent desire despair), or finally passes into 
lllldlction and pleasure. These feelings are the constant 
lll.daate or successors of desire, and can only arise 
~ it. They also enter into consciousness, and are 
._ tbe proper and most immediate representatives of the 
_.., which it ia true one can again only properly appre
'-4 u e&U88 of the same, but which one thinks to grasp 
fweediately through the above-mentioned illusion. Just 
M 4lllire in general ia perceived in the feelings spoken of, 
• f1fer1 apecial kind of desire is perceived through the 
.,.mal uul peculiar kind of the feelings accompanying it. 
SM ooaetant connection of the two hereby becomes visible, 
... the apecial kind of desire is indeed already deter
lliiDei b cooaciousness by the kind of motive and the 
.tDd of euuing actions. Yet the possibility of error ~:till 
lJ; p jn opeD, especially in the cases where the accom
--~~~ feeliDga (longing aod hope in general) are the sole 

af the presence of the will Then the mistake easily 
.UIM• of ..Uing the desire giving rise to these feelings in 

..U-bown desires, whereas the same are entirely 
thereof. 

- ·---- for example, occurs in the instincts, most 
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distinctly in love, where the willing of the metaphysical 
end is unknown to the lover, who, on this account, erro
neously lays the extravagant longing and hope merely to 
the account of the willed means (intercourse with this par
ticular individual), and accordingly imagines a quite special 
enjoyment in intercourse with such individual, and is then 
so disagreeably smitten with disillusion. This is not con
tradicted by the fact that there may notwithstanding be 
consummate bliss, because the unconscious clairvoyance 
of the metaphysical goal begets an extravagant longing, 
which again awakens an extravagant hope of an extrava
gant enjoyment, whose essence, however, consciousness is 
unable to express, and which is never realised. Here, too, 
the saying holds : " Hope was thy allotted portion." 

Those concomitant feelings of desires are generally of 
a highly peculiar and characteristic nature, conditioned 
at the same time, for the most part, by bodily feelings 
which are refl.ectorially called forth in adjoining parts of 
the body by the respective cerebral affections. Think of 
anger and its rush of blood ; of fear and terror, with their 
arrest of the circulation, difficulty of breathing, and trem
bling; the suppressed sob, vexation, and grief, with their 
life-corroding influences; impotent rage, with its choking 
and bursting sensations ; affection, with its tears and its re
laxed breast and stomach ; longing, with its consuming woe ; 
sensuous love, with its gushing glow; vanity, with its heart
lea pings ; effort at thought and strained reflection or con
sidering, with its peculiar reflex feelings of tension at 
different parts of the scalp, according to the pari! of the 
urain subjected to strain; defiance, inflexible obstinacy, and 
fixed resolution, with their peculiar muscular contrac
tions; disgust, with its anti-peristaltic movements of the 
fauces and stomach, &c., &c. 

How much the character of these feelings is dependent 
on such bodily admixtures will be easily granted by every 
one. How much it is simultaneously conditioned by 
accompanying unconscious representation has been dis-
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iDl of Chip. iii. B.-If, now, the man t.binks 
--~~~~- Ae will cUractly in coDICiousnea in three 

.,..,.~~-- fa caue, the motive; (2) from ita accom
:J(IIJWJii IDil JIUI*M'Iing feeling~ ; and (3) ftom ita effect. 
·W-Iti.'"tllllllall the time (4) has the content or object of the 
Mlll:i•1-..:•mtatilon actaally in conscioUSDesa,-it ia no 

the illusion of being immediately conscious 
wD1 itaelf ia 'Yery tenacious and firmly fixed by 

lulbit, 10 tha~ it allows the scientific view of the 
·--illllllOODiciouaness of the will itself only with diffi
a.II .. 411A1D&b way and to obtain a firm footing in the mind. 
·alP-' any one only once carefully test hinuelf with several 
i ........ ., and my assertion will be found confirmed. If 
fir .. u first believes himself conscious of the will 
t'eil& " lOOn observes, on closer examination, that he 

1~ OODICious of the t:tn~Uptual repruentatibn "I wiU," 
~- the I&IDe time of the idea which forms the con
.. ., the will; and il he pursues the investigation, he 
.... 61& the ideal presentation "I will" has always 
1TD*veoaaly arisen in one of the stated three ways or 
il....U. and J&Othing more is found in consciousness, 
... after the moet searching examination. One thing, 
~. is still very remarkable, viz., if (as happens to 
~Wy) we are vexed that our previous opinion has to 

.-udoned, and one says to oneself, " Still I can will 
... ud when I will. and know that I can will, and 

.,., I do will," yet that which is taken for dirP.ct 
~llNIII*ioD of the will is nothing else but reflex bodil.!J 
. ... ,. 'ftgUely localised, and, indeed, feelings of defi

ebltoinacy, or even merely of decided firm resolve. 
dum, arises the semblance of consciousness of the 

.-~-~~ in the second mode, from accompanying feel
'l'hil, too, will be found verified certainly only when 

oneself the trouble to make trial of it.. 
however, I have to mention yet one last deci
for the unconsciousness of all will, which quite 

decides the question. Every man hwwB what lu 
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wills only so far as he possesses the 'knowledge of his own 
character and of the psychological laws, the sequence of 
motive and desire, feeling and desire, and the strength of 
different desires, and can from these calculate beforehand 
the result of their struggle, or their resultant, the will. 
Entirely to fulfil this requirement is the ideal of wisdom, 
for only the ideally wise man always knows what he wills; 
all other men, however, know the less what they will the 
less they are accustomed to study themselves and the 
psychological laws, to keep their judgment always free 
from disturbance by passion, and, in a word, to make 
conscious reason (as suggested in Chap. xi. B.) the motive of 
their life. Therefore a man knows the less what he wills 
the more he abandons himself to the Unconscious, the 
inspiration of feeling. Children and women rarely know 
it, and only in the simplest cases; animals probably still 
more rarely. Were knowledge of the ,,.ill not an in
direct constructive calculation, but a direct conscious 
apprehension, as in pleasure, displeasure, and representa
tion, it would be absolutely incomprehensible how it 
should so frequently come to pass that we firmly believe 
we have willed one thing but are taught by the act that 
we have willed another, (Comp. vol. i. pp. 252 and 262.) 
In the case of something directly entering into conscious
ness, e.g., pain, there can be no room for error ; that of 
which we have immediate self-apprehension truly exists, 
for we apprehend it im.mediately in its own nature. 

Since the will in and of itself is under all circumstances 
unconscious, it is now also comprehensible that, for the be
coming conscious of pleasure or displeasure, the will itself 
is precisely similarly circumstanced, whether it is united 
with a conscious or an unconscious representation. For the 
becoming conscious of displeasure, which indeed is already 
in opposition with will in such and such a manner, it is 
obviously indifferent whether the idea which forms the 
content of will is conscious or unconscious ; at the most, 
it might appear of importance for the becoming conscious 
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claima to have found the will as core of hfa ftJI W., 
directly in consciousness. As the philoeophiaiag of .,.. 
mon sense thinks to grasps things immediatel;r iD utmllll 
perception, just as dogmatically did Schopenbauet ..... 
himself to have apprehended the will immediatel;rmiulr 
experience. Criticism annihilates the one 11 the other 
dogmatic semblance of instinct, but science givea again to 
cognition, as conscious mediate possession, what it bu 
destroyed of blind, immediate instinctive faith. 

4- Con&CWumess hu no degrtu. -Our principle llu ye& 
to stand one final test. If, namely, our aaaumption ia 
correct, that consciousness is a phenomenon the eiii8DC8 

or which consists in the opposition of the will to aome
thing not proceeding from it and yet sensibly present, t1W 
thus only those elements of ideation or feeling can become 
conscious which light upon a will found in opposition 
with them, i.e., on a will which does not will or negates 
them, it follows from this that consciousness can as little 
as naught or negation have differences of degrees. The 
question is one of a pure alternative: "Becoming conscious 
or remaining unconscious ? " If the will comports itself 
nffirmatively, the latter occurs; if it is negatively related, 
the former. There is no stronger or weaker in negation, 
for negation is a positive, not a comparative conception. 
There may, indeed, be a partial and complete negation, but 
this is not difference in the negation, but in the negated 
E>bject, and can, therefore, establish no difference of degree in 
negation itself. A partial negation must in our case have 
for its consequence the becoming conscious of the one and 
the remaining unconscious of the other part, but in no 
case could there emerge a difference of degree in conscious
ness as such. 

What becomes conscious, the object or the content of 
consciousness, may then show a more or less; but con
sciousness itself can only be or not be, never be more or 
less. Undoubtedly the will also, which by its negating 
of the object posits the becoming conscious of the same, 
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. , ...... of depoeea, be atrouger or weaker; 

--· of WI will. presuppoaing that it at all 
,__ 'tiM u.r.bold, baa no inftaence at all on the 

!JIIt~11'Monming aoD~Cioua or not," only whether its 
"j .ara.tiYely or negatively related to the object 
•••· ·1-adlltt couoiou afl'orda ground for a decision. 1••• M ......_ in the degree of coDSCiouanesa can ••lftd 11om &he atreogth of the opposing will; either 
1 z t rM tns beooiDIIt conscious or does not become conscious; 
.,_ .. Gill it become more or less conscious. I will 
J1Litt t. ..0 tbia atat.e of the cue still clearer by an 
..... m tM matt.er of willing. 

If I wDl to pve something to a beggar, I certainly will 
.- fl I pe him a half-crown than if I give him a 
Jlllll1; QUa ia the more or leas of content_ which does 
.. G all to1lch the question of the intensity of will as 
...., for the will itself may, in both cases, be equally 
..... wlletber I intend to present him with half-a
..,.. • a penny. On the other hand, with the same 
a11ft at the will may have very different strength ; e.g., 
If ef two men each willa to give the beggar a penny, the 
- fM.J pauibly be dissuaded from so doing by a very 
.alaiP caue, whereas the will of the otLer overcomes 
.... counter-motives. This is the degree of difference 
II tlae will u such. The dt'gree of difference of the 
__ , we ban in consciousness also; the gmdnated 
Ma•• of consciousness as such must, on the other 
!ad, be wanting according to the a priori derivation 
aa. oar principle; should this a priori consequence of 
.. 111118 Dot be confirmed by experience, this would be 
a iDdizect; attack on the principle itaelt 

WW MpeCially stands in the way of the empirical 
t::.IIIIJipdtioa of that proposition is the confusion of the 
.'",.•• OODICionaness with two other allied notions, first 
••IIIIIGD.IIOODdly aell-conaciousneas.-.Attentiml. we have 

.... ...,. npeatedly (vol i pp. 131-132, 174-175. also 
IH.:;D~J ..,_ to be a nerve-current, produced both reOec-
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torially as well as voluntarily, which runs its course in 
sensory nerve-fibres from centre to periphery, anJ serves 
the purpose of heightening the conductivity of nerves, 
especially for weak stimuli and weak differences of 
stimuli Attention accordingly consists of material 
nervous vibrations. Inasmuch as these run from centre 
to periphery, it is inevitable that they should, even with
out giving rise to perception, be reflected from periphery 
to centre. Moreover, through attention a number of 
muscles are contracted for every sensory sphere, in order 
to facilitate the reception of the perception by the organ ; 
and lastly, certain other muscles, especially muscles of 
the scalp, are reflexively contracted. These three move
ments agree in this, in bringing sensations to the organ of 
consciousness by means of material vibrations, i.e., atten
tion as such is an object of perception, and cons«.[tuntly of 
consciousness. One may be easily convinced of this if 
in the dead of night one has occasion to listen atten
tively for a signal, or to look towards the horizon to see 
whether a rocket will be sent up. If for pure ideation 
certainly also ·muscular tension of the sense-organ is 
absent, yet the reflex tension of the muscle of the scalp 
remains (whence the word "cracking one's brain"), and the 
effect of the nervous vibrations as such. Wherefore also 
that attention is distinctly felt which is not directed 
to an extemal sense, but merely to the inner ideational 
life of the brain, as any one may easily observe in himself 
when he is searching for a word that has escaped him. 

Attention enhances the irritability of the parts which 
it affects, and thereby facilitates both the revival of 
former ideas and also the perception of weak stimuli and 
differential stimuli. We cannot definitely assert that it 
magnifies the amplitude of the vibrations, because the 
intensity of a sensation (e.g., intensity of sound) is not 
perceptibly increased by enhancement of attention. Yet 
this also, as I hold to be extremely probable, may be 
merely apparent, in that the increase of intensity hns 
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To this moat in all cases be added the bitlatdo g. 
mentioned prevention of disturbance by other peroeptiml. 
•·hich is of the highest importance. Usually, DaiiUil.J, 
there exists in the waking state a certain eeD.Be of atta
tion in the whole sensitive nervona ayatem, which 
natunlly is feeble for any single point of the same, and 
is only enhanced reflexively iu this direction by a DlON 

strongly acting stimulus. Accordingly there usaally 
arises a great division and distraction of attention, so that 
consciousness finds in itself an infinitely mixed content 
of merely weak perceptions. But if now there takes 
place a severe strain of attention in a particular direc
tion, thus, e.g., on a sense or the brain only, this, with 
the limited sum of energy of the organism, can only 
happen at the expense of attention in all other direc
tions, and therefore all partial enhanced attention is a 
c071.Ct1&tration. of the same, which forms a contrast to the 
distraction. Instead of the infinitely numerous weak 
Jlerceptions, consciousness now finds as its content one 
energetic idea, whilst the sum of all other perceptions is 
reduced to o. minimum. One sees that the content has 
essentially changed so much that it perfectly suftlcea 
for the explano.tion of the changed state; there is nothing 
present which pointed to a gradual change of consciooa
ness in itself. It is, however, on the other hand, obvious 
how easily a defective discrimination of attention and 
consciousness may lead to the opinion that consciousness, 
just as much as attention, hns degrees; and it wall often 
be found that consciousness is spoken of where attention 
is meant. Attention may have degrees, because it con
sists of nervous vibrations, and in all nervous vibrations 
the magnitude of tl.ae vibrations of amplitude conditions 
the intensity of the sensation; consciousness, however, 
can have no degrees, because it is an immaterial reaction, 
which either does or docs not occur, but, if it occurs, 
always takes place in the same way. 

The distinction between consciousness and sclf-consci()IU· 
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'- a1nlld7 iadieated at the beginning of this 
, ..... 811f-aouaioaa11111 can, of course, not be con-
.... Wllloa' eoucioameaa; how far a complete absence 
fl. lilt~ can be in fact established m111t still 
M Ill doahtfal, eince, indeed, aelf-coDBCioaaneaa also is 
fa 61 ..,. iDttance i01t.iuctively bom as so-called slight 
llll1f..WiDc. Thus much is certain, that a very clear 
-·ai'MIIIeaa occun pretty often with the minimum of 
IIH-coucioamu•; nay, even the more clear becomes 
1M olQISiTe CODICiouanesa in the same individual, the 
.... eelf-coucioaaneaa disappears. Nobody is in a posi
-tloa aallJ to enjoy a work of art unless he really forgets 
lmpplf, In the same way self-consciousness almost entirely 
- when one ia steeped in some scientific book; but 
..._ ODe ia productive and absorbed in deep reflection, 
1M11 0118 ia eo absent not merely from the surroundings, 
1la even from oneself, that no thought remains for one's 
on most important interests; nay, even, on being sud
a.IJ addressed., one has first to recollect one's own name . 
.AM yet in these moments consciousness is clearest of all, 
j.a becauae it ia wholly merged in the subject, i.t., atten
D bu reached the highest degree of coccentration. This 
aJ.orpticm in a subject is, however, necessary wherever 
tile Weational process is called upou to do soruetLing con
.W..ble, except in practical questions of personal interest, 
1leaaue here all the aims of the whole life are to be re
prded in their importance with respect to one another ; 
llnul the identity of the Egos of different times, the per
....utr. plays a leading part. For the same reason, how
.,... e:rcluaively practical natures also, who can never 
.fDipi themselves and their aims and interests, are regularly 
daYOid of every higher scientific and artistic faculty. 

ODe-. then, that consciousness and self-consciousness 
am 'lflq difrerent things; nevertheless the confusion of 
W &wo ia something quite common. For example, one 

of a somnambulist that in that state he is without. 
Jlil:ilatdolllllll!ll. whilst his performances (poems, written cow-
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positions) attest a very clear consciousness; but he is cer
tainly without full self-consciousness, since his attention, 
steeped in a one-sided object, is wanting to all other per
ceptions that do not cohere with this particular object, 
and therefore also no remembrance of the other aims and 
interests arises in him which do not touch this object. 

So far as complete self-consciousness includes the memory 
of all ends and interests which previous Egos have ever 
had, we often talk of recollection; and where one may 
correctly say a man was at such and such moment. in 
such and such an action, without his senses or without 
self-consciousness, one often says incorrectly he was with
out consciousness. On the other hand, one often says, 
when somebody loses or has lost consciousness (t-.g., in 
swoon, stupefaction), he is or is becoming senseless, or is 
losing self-consciousness ; in this case the confusion of the 
words says too little, as in others too much. Now, however, 
it is clear that self-consciousness has degrees, for it is 
most perfect when it merely embraces the Ego of present 
mental activity, and is the more perfect, i.t.., its degree is 
the higher, the more Egos of past or future action it 
embraces. For self-consciousness is not indeed, like con
sciousness, bare, empty form, but it is consciousness of a 
quite definite content, the self; and as this definite content 
already belongs to its notion, the degree of self-consciousness 
must also rise and fall with the degree of this content. 
Consciousness, on the other hand, leaves its content quite 
undetermined; it only requires a content at all, if it is 
to come to manifestation, to reality; in its essence, how
ever, it is pure form, and therefore its notion cannot 
admit of differences of degree in consequence of the vary
ing nature of the perfectly indifferent content. But if this 
difference between consciousness and self-consciousness is 
not yet, or at least not in this respect, cleared up, it is no 
wonder that, through the frequent confusion of the two 
notions, one becomes imperceptibly accuiltomed to believe 
also in gradual differences in consciousness itself. Still 
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'Nilii~M1Iilllldle llecomee the illuaion when attention •m••••IDII• mingle; when, &g., I listen to a 
--~ .. - lallea& aell-conscioumeu, knowing that my 

Jlll~t.VDiu• ia dependent thereon, and the sound 
....... ihot flnally reaches the ear, I can also fall 

,.. .. enor t.hat the conaciousness with which I have 
_. !MaN t1le ICKllld ia degrees higher than that with 
_... I lbauld have casually heanl it aa a passer-by. 
a.. it cme CODICientiously deducts the several elements: 
.. tlae thought that the whole Ego of the future depends 
• die 111118-perception of the next moment, then the 
~ that it ia I myself "lto am intentionally straining 
a, tdtelatioD, then the muscular tension and the percep
tla of &be attention aa such ; finally, the strengthening 
4lf daa 18D111oua perception, its greater definiteness, &c., 
-will be obliged Lo grant that the residue remaining to 
~ as such is the same in both cases, and that 
tM dilleraDoes only affect partly the content presented to 
egpeeioaneae by the brain, partly self-consciousness . 

.titer the common illusions of human introspection 
-. been t.bua laid bare, the assertion will have lost its 
]la1IMinieal air that the so-called highest and lowest con
........ that of man and the lowest animals, .are as 
-.aloamesa quite alike, and are only distinguished by 
tite OODtent presented to them. We saw that the simple 
I8IIROU qualities, of which all sense-perception is com
,...,.ed, 111'8 reactions of the Unconscious on the material 
~ of the central organ (brain, ganglia, animal and 
~ protoplasm); it ia matter of course that the ••tioaa take place according to the kind of the vibra
.... t1U1l out t.he stronger IUld more vivid the stronger 
• &M vibrations, and are more definitely compounded 

BlOI8 clearly discriminated from other similar sensa
..... ,,.,..._ tba more definite and varied are the vibrations, and 

·-···.ll..w!llr di«erences of external stimuli they bring to 
:aiillr.a&iaill in the central organ. 

.-cmllDgly obvious tl1at the eye of thu snail, 
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which, according to euct observations, mWit; li&emllJ-· 
pensate all the five senaea without its being ahle to ciWia
guiah therewith more than bright and dllk ia paeraJ, 
that this eye causes vibrations in the central orpD, whielt. 
neither in respect of vision, smell, taste, hearing, and touch. 
exhibit such gree.t differences as in animals with ~ 
sense-organs, nor are capable even of considerable Yariety 
within each of these special provinces of I8DI&tiOD. Bid 
that which gives the power of distinguishing one~ 
tion from another confers also tkfinitenu~, and therefoze 
perceptions are the more indefinite the lower we deaceDd 
in the animal kingdom. This indefiniteness is ouly to 
be conceived in such a way that in the perception the 
detail ia wanting which in higher organisations det.erminu 
differences. If we eliminate this detail from perception, 
it will, however, become poorer in content, for there only 
remains over tlu uni1¥1"Bal, which ia ever tM BtUM i• eM 
midst of difference. All indefiniteness of perception thu 
depends on poverty, whereas richness in content is the 
:,;round of definiteness and distinguishability. We can now 
say wherein the distinction of an apparently lower con
sciousness consists : in the slight intensity and tM pqHrly 
of tlu; CQ'1Ut:nt pre&ntc~l to it; in tlu material scantinta 004.\ 
of the irulividual perception and idea, and of tlu wlwk aua
sible mass of ideas. When I look at a single point of light 
on a dark night, I see it sharply defined as a point with a 
definite degree of brightness and the l...ackgrouud in a defi
nite degree of darkness. I also see both in quite definite 
colours: this is the wealth which lies in this single per
ception. The snail, however, does not see this point at all, 
or, if it is very Lright, it sees a weak shimmer of light 
before it, and of all else it sees nothing: that is the poverty 
o£ its perception. 

But, moreover, the snail sees with much less intensity, 
because with less attention. The enfeeblement of atten
tion in all other directions, coincident with concentration 
in a single one, proves the limited total amount of tbe 
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'~~~ tMIDitely aomtituted being, wbioh manifestly r1 to ilia to*al IUII'VOUI energy. Nothiug is more 
'JIIItl•"tJulll aMt the total quantity of attention Yaries 

.u..l llri• with t.he development of the whole 
••• .,._.. Thus a snail with the utmost possible 
___ f1f .U.tion at a point of light will hardly be able to 

= alllach attention u J, when I do not in the least 
allou\ thas point of light at all; for the central 

...... of t.be aaail stands in any case lower than my 
•paa~iftG which receive the visual impressioOJ, 
w lleJolld which they do not reach when the brain is 
~with other matters. We have now a tolerable = ol the couciousness of the lower animals with a 

pen:ept.ion; and yet consciousness is always the 
..., cmly the mal.ter presented to it is so much weaker 
a.liCIDtier. 

De diaproportion is still more increased when we take 
r.o aeconnt the whole thought-material which under
U.IItlllpariaon, abstraction, and combination; then we soon 
-111M the indefiniteness and obscurity of the single idea 
iftlill more exceeded Ly the poverty of the whole sum of 
~iencea which are at the command of such an animal 
... by the incapacity of a central organ to retain suffi
ellatly in memory the experiences ouce had, or at all to 
wad: &hem op into more ruana:;eable partial ideas (concepts). 
2'JUI hcdly needs further development. The re.sult of it 
Ill ia the oonfinnation of tile proposition derived from our 
pdllciple, that consciou;mess ns such, i.t., in its for111, is 
__,where the same, and is only differentiated Ly the 
Ddter presented to it; for nowhere uiJ we have occa.siou 
tD .mhe to consciousness itself differences of degree, ns 
w are obhged to do, e.g., in the will, even apart frolll its 
Olllltllt.; the J•riuciple hns thu~ stood cveu this .fiun1 test. 

5- ~ Unity of C'v11.8Civu.snr.ss.-.AL the close of this 
il1llptar the question forces itself upon us, " What is unity 
~1" We can, of cou111e, agreeably to our 

lldMI~JJe-.oaly regard Lhe quesLion here Cww the empirical 
n 
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side. Thus we cannot refer, for example, to the unity of the 
underlying individual psychical essence, because we do not 
yet know anything at all of this psychical existence, its in
dividuality, and its unity, but, on the contrary, can only 
learn something of it by answering this question. Moreover, 
the advocates of indivisible individual souls must allow 
that even the unity of consciousness may be resolved into 
a multiplicity of strictly separated and perfectly incoherent 
consciousnesses, whereas they must acknowledge the unity 
of the mind underlying these ,different consciousnesses. 
I allude only to such examples as Jessen cites in his 
"Psychology," of a girl who, after an intense lethargy, had 
lost all her memory without enfeeblement of her mental 
faculties and capacity for instruction. She had to begin 
again to learn her alphabet. The attacks were repeated, 
and after each the memory of the immediately preceding 
portion of her life had disappeared, whilst that of the one 
before the last reappeared in its place unweakened, so that 
she always resumed her studies as if she had left them off 
before the last attack but one. This example only presents 
phenomena in a more striking and complete form, which in 
a weaker degree and more partial way may be observed 
everywhere. We can only recognise a unity of conscious
ness between a past and present moment where in the pre
sent there is the memory of this past moment, or where 
there is at least a possibility of this memory. In strictness 
one can speak of a real or actual unity of consciousness 
only in the case of actual memory, whereas with merely 
possible memory the unity of consciousness is merely 
possible or potential. 

If we further see what we have in actual memory, what 
is added to a representation when I know it as a well- • 
known idea or memory, it is, according to B. Chap. viL 
vol. i. pp. 305, 306, an instinctive feeling, which, analysed 
into its discursiYe moments, has the following meaning :-I 
have in addition to the main idea a very much weaker 
contiguous idea excited by the former, which I know to 



us 
N._. -tioa with a former similar idea. Place 

of W.. former idea may likewise be fixed by 
:•-r~.ol tbe ICCOIDpaoying circumstances of the same 
'11iiJi1Pii"P ia memory. 

nothing but the compari&tm of a present and 
.. .,... llpleMDtation, that determines the unity of con
...... betweea temporally sepamted moments. The 
~ of t.hia comparison is attained by this : that of 
..,.,.._., ideas the one reJlresents the present, the other 
a. ,.a; aDd the latter again becomes possible by this: 
tllai I bow the present idea to be in causal connection 
.._. a former one similar to it. While, now, of the two 
.filaa..theone represents the past, consciousness comprehends 
Ia 6ia indivisible act of comparison the representations of 
.... pr.ent and past consciousness into one, and therewith 
...._ conacious of the unity of consciousness for that 
..... aud the present representation. To wit, if I have 
two eoucious representations, there exists a consciousness 
of lbe one and a consciousness of the other idea; and I 
alloaL:l never have the right of maintaining a unity of 
.a... \wo conaclousnesses if I could not prove it. But 
.,..; 1rhen I bring together two ideas for comparison, I 
.... both consclousnesses in the third consciousness of 
tile oompariaon, aud in this way have brought their unity 
10 immediate intuition. The comparison is thus the 
tDOIII8Jd which first of all makes possible the thought of 
a1Uiit;J of consciousness, and with the possibility of com
,.n.cm the possibility of the unity of consciousness also 
-. 

.All we have here seen the act of comparison to be the 
~of the unity of consciousness of a past and a present, 
.. t.aponlly separate representations, so does it also 
,...._ ill I'MpeCt of spatially separated ideas, i.e., such as 

eul&ed by dift'erent material parts. A human brain 
a ~ magnitude, and the representations which 
Ill GIHI eud of it are many inches removed from those 

____ .-other end; nevertheless we do not doubt the 
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unity of the cerebral consciousness. The reason is simply 
this : that in the healthy waking state every idea arising 
anywhere in the brain may be C()'TJ1,partd with any one 
arising anywhere else. On the other hand, the ideas of 
the spinal cord and the ganglia, as they must of necessity 
exist in refiex movements, &c., in injuries of the viscera and 
the like, have in general no unity of consciousness along 
with the cerebral representation; they have rather each 
their separate conscious existence, since they cannot be 
taken up into a common conscious act of comparison. 
Only a few strong sensations of the lower nerve-centres 
are comparable, and a unity of consciousness possible 
so far as it is exhibited in common feeling. Whilst for 
the different nerve-centres of an organism this unity of 
consciousness is established with stronger stimulation of 
the one or the other, it is in no way to be established for 
the nerve-centres of different individuals, unless with 
partial coalescence of two organisms by abortion, or be
tween mother and fcetus, where echoes of such unity of 
consciousness are found for strong stimulations. 

The cause of these phenomena is obvious. In the 
brain, beside the special commissure&, innumerable nef\"e
:fibres traverse the whole mass and establish a manifold 
intimate union of every particle with the rest; the spinal 
cord has already a much more imperfect union with the 
brain; the sympathetic nervous system is only connected 
with it by the single neM.:m 1:a!JU8. In individuals which 
have grown together only more or less casual concrescence 
of subordinate nerve-strands can take place; in the case 
of separate individuals all union is wanting. The more 
perfect is the path, between the functional part of the 
central nerves, the less stimulus it needs to propfLo'"'llte the 
stimulus of the one to the other unenfeebled and undis
turbed; the more imperfect and longer the paths of con
duction, the greater the resistances, the stronger must be the 
stimuli, if they are to be propagated to the other central spot, 
and the more obscure and more effaced are they on arrival. 
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consciousness with respect to a certain sensitive area in 
spite of the duality of their persons. But if one imagined 
the union of the b-rains of two men possible by a bridge 
as capable of conduction as is that between the two 
hemispheres of the same brain, a mutual and indivisible 
consciousness, including the thoughts of both brains, would 
immediately embrace the hitherto separate consciousnesses 
of both persons ; each would no longer be able to distin
guish his own thoughts from those of the other; i.e., they 
would no longer know themselves as two Egoes, but only 
as one Ego, as my two cerebral hemispheres also only 
know themselves as one Ego. 
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IV. 

,.. ftOOliiCIOtJS AND CONSCIOUSNESS IN TOE VEOETABLI 

KINO DOH. 

I'D qaestion of the animation of the vegetable kingdom 
ia .n old one; outside Judaism and Christianity it bas 
)eea almost everywhere affirmed. Our time, which bas 
been nourished by the theories of these two systems of 
belief, aud baa ·not yet by a long way bridged over the 
p1f between spirit and sense, rent asunder by Chxis
tiaaity, bas with difficulty admitted the kinship of men 
DCIIIMrft.all; no wonder that it has not yet been able 
to elevate itself to the admission of the ttgetalJle soul, 
lbaea itl physiology is accustomed to regard, even in the 
aimal, the organic functions and reflex actions as merely 
ateria1 mechanisms. The subject bas been best treated 
bJ Pachner in his memoir, " Nanna ; or, The Psychical 
Life of Plants" (Leipzig, 1848), if also with an infu
lioD of much of the fantastical; comp. further Schopen
haur, "On Will in Nature," cl1ap. "Vegetable Physio
logy: and Autenrieth, "Views on Nature and Psychical 
Life." I aball content myself with giving a short exposi
tioD of the doctrine, and with showing the considerably 
..-clearness which is introduced into the whole quos
tioa bJ the distinction of unconscious and conscious psy
eblaal activity. I am convinced that many a one, who 
111M ohlipd to maintain a negative position owing to the 
Jlll"riou mode of treatment, will be reconciled to the 
~ of plant-animation when the notions of the U n-
111111111- and Oonaciouaness are kept quite apart. 
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I. The Unconscious Psychical .Activity of Plants.-The 
plant has, like the animal, organic plastic activity, 'Vi& 
medicatrix, reflex movements, instinct, and the impulse 
towards the beautiful; and if in the animnl the pheno
mena must be regarded as unconscious effects of a soul, 
ought they not also so to be in the plant 1 If the uncon
scious psychical performances of the plant do not rise to 
the mental processes of the animal, but remain entirely 
sunk in corporeity, should therefore their soul be less 
soul, if that which it accomplishes is just as perfect in 
its sphere as that achieved by the animal in its sphere, 
nay, even far superior, because it builds up the refrac
tory inorganic substances into higher and higher stages, 
whereas the animal, on the whole, only guides and watches 
over their natural degeneration 1 Let us consider the 
several movements in their order. 

(a.) Organic Formatit:e .A.cti'Vity.-This works, as in the 
animal, according to a typical generic idea, which, it is true, 
allows a great latitude in respect of number of branches, 
leaves, &c., but nevertheless is still perfectly definite in 
the law of arrangement of the leaves, the form of leaf, 
inflorescence, and internal structure. This morpholo
gical type possesses the greatest constancy and unchange
ability, although the nearer definition of the same for the 
physiological functions is tolerably indifferent. Accord
ingly, one cannot look upon this constancy as a result of 
useful adaptation in the struggle for existence; rather 
one has to perceive in the morphological type of the 
vegetable kingdom essential results of an ideal forma
tive impulse of the U nconscious.-.As in the ascending 
organisation of the animal kingdom typical anticipations 
are especially rema:rkable wl1ich only become suitable at 
higher stages, we have to mark such anticipations of the 
unconscious formative impulse of Nature in the vegetable 
kingdom likewise. Thus, e.g., higher Algm exhibit an axis 
with lateral regularly arranged expansions which would 
at once be designated by the ignorant as stem, root, and 
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similarity in both provinces is, especially in the first 1tagef 
of generation, so striking, that precisely the same reasons 
necessitate the assumption of an unconscious psychical 
inftuence in the origin of the plant as in the origin of the 
animal. The embryonic states certainly part company 
very soon after, as is not otherwise to be expected. accord
ing to the difference of the types to be produced ; but in 
both the progressive development is a continuous st.t"uggle 
of the organising soul with the tendency of the material 
elements to decomposition, degeneration, and destruc
tion of form. Only by the constant prevention of these 
degenerating processes and ceaseless reinstatement of 
the circumstances urging to continued formation, is it 
possible at any moment for the formed organic matter 
to get the better of the relatively formless inorganic 
matter, for a new higher stage of the specific type to be 
realised. 

Every single cell takes part in these operations; for the 
l iving part of every plant, as of every animal, consists of 
the sum of the liYing cells, except that in animals on the 
average the changes of form and fusion of the cells are 
somewhat more extensive, and the intercellular substance 
secreted and nourished by the cells is more copious. The 
cell is the chemical laboratory for the preparation of the 
various organic combinations; the division and amalgama
tion of the cells are the sole means for the setting up of 
the external form. At. the same time just as strict a divi
sion of labour is canied out as in the animal; one kind 
of cells has to form this material, another that. As in 
the animal the cells are elaborated into bones, muscles, 
sinews, nerves, connective tissues, and epithelial cells; 
so in the plant into medullary cells, wood cells, cortical 
cells, sap cells, starch cells, &c. Each cell absorbs only 
those substances which it can make use of, or if it takes 
up aught else, it sends this on unasslmilated. A circula
tion of sap takes place in each single cell, and likewise in 
the whole plant. It is true open vessels do not exist, but 
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··-ef the aap il e!'ected by the end osmose and 
U..left!'lll cella; still. however, a perfect circu

_.,.ding and descending juices takes place, as a 
111illlll"ellzc1lllatiioD takes place in all the parts of the animal *' 1118 wautiDg in nutritive vessels (e.g., in the 
·J1ilfdiM• parte of the umbilicus, the bones, sinews, cornea, 

• 1ri&h which the nutritive vessels do not directly 
J 'wmrieate. Bales cemented a tube to the upper end of 
.,1-Jped me seven inches long; in the first experiment the 
......... of the sap which had risen from the surface of the 
lldioa iato the ~be amounted to 21 feet ; in the second, 
....,..ver poured in from above was raised to the height 
of 38 iDches. Bales calculates from this the energy of the 
~sap to be equal t.o five times the force of the 
t.lDGd ia tbe femoral artery of a horse. One sees what in 
tlle higher animal ia due to the heart's action is in the 
)~~ad &he aum of the united absorption of all the sap cells. 
Dill cWI'erence frequently recurs, that the same actions in 
tile uima1 are produced by centralisation, in the plant 
bf deoenualiaation: in the animal monarchically, in the 
piaU in republican fashion. But the absorption by the 
llllla il by no means merely mechanical; it takes place 
.-r with aclection of Jirectiou and material, for other
wile DO circulation and no distribution of nutritive rualtcr.'l 
a difrerant cells could take place. 

The direct.iona of the growth of plaut;; uml parts of 
Jllulta are, as a whole, conditioned by gravitation anJ 
DaJd, now in the sense that they coincide with the direc
liaM of these forces; now in this, that they strive to place 
tllllaeel•es in a transverse position with respect to thtJ 
laMer; aow in such a way that both forces neutralise one 
~. The complications hence arisiug become, how
.._, mn more intricate by this: that cel'tain plants 
~their behaviour to these determining forces accord· 

,.._!111-.1• ibe phaaea of their stage of development, if they 
bJ special circumstances into a po'lition 

&Milo DOnDal behaviour would be inappropriate in 
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respect of their vital needs. Thus Duchnrt.re found, under 
the bottom of a water-butt, numerous fungi of the Mush
room family which had been compelled to grow from above 
downwards, but had deviated from the perpendicular at 
least 30°, and of which those more developed with open
ing and spreading caps exhibited a geniculate bending 
of the stalk upwards, about smm from its end, through 
which the normal position of the opened cap was restored. 
Seven examples of Clariceps, which were artificially 
brought into tho inverted position in a glass tube, showed . 
an analogous behaviour, only that the stalks formed here 
no angle but an arc of 3 to smm (" Der ~ atnrforscher," 
1870, p. 194). 

In organic adaptation, likewise, the vegetable will bear 
comparison with the animal kingdom. There is even 
much which in animals is cared for by instinct, but 
which in plants, on account of their greater weight, is pro
vided for by organic mechanisms, which again can be set 
up only by unconscious psychical activity. Here, too, tho 
transitions are of such a kind that we cannot always 
sharply distinguish mechanisms and instincts. 

First there is a series of phenomena for the better 
nutrition of plants by retaining putrefying animal matters. 
The aborted leaves of the common Teazel-Di.p&ae'U8jullo
num-form about the stem a kind of basin, which is filled 
with rain-water, and in which many accide~tally drowned 
insects are often found. The like is found in a tropical 
parasitic plant- Fillandsia utriculata. The Sarracenire 
have leaves which, latterly rolled together, form an ochrea, 
and are in part provided with opercula. Short, stifl' hairs 
prevent imbibing insects from returning from the water
holding ochrea. Nepenthes destillatori.a. has the urn with 
an operculum as appendix of the shallow leave.~. It closes 
the opercula by night and secretes sweetish water, entic
ing insects, which by day is again gradually evaporated 
from the open urn. The sweetness of the water is pro
duced by hairy, glandular, excretory organs. Dion.a:a 
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a loW di'rided appeudip on eaah leal, 
••&o~llaial:r aeli 1rilih lm&1l glands, with six aeulee in 
'•lt.'illllillt ad llfaOIOIII cilia at the edge. When an 
-- 1M111fied by the juice, aita on the two lobea, these .-.-.,ad ODlf again open when the animal bas become 
......, U.. ...._ it ia dead. Curtis eometimea found the 
..,.....a 17 euftloped in a slimy substance, which ap
..... • .- u a eolution on the same. The sun-dew, a-.. haa .,., red bristly hairs on the leaves, each 
.,,.,.._ tenDblates in a gland, from which in hot weather 
.a ...U .ut pearly drop il exuded. Thia viscid sap 
illaiDIIIII&ll iDiecta; the hairs quickly curve over the same, 
...t .,..tully the whole leaf bends back with the apex 
._..,.._ the tue (A. W. Roth, " Beitrage zur Botanik," 
II 'DaL, 1782, p. 6o). This sap ia at the same time poison
- b iDsacta (also unwholesome for sheep), and thereby 
• .,.a•ta for what the plant wants in quick irritability. 
llaUl often foud ill the open air leaves of the Sun-dew 
"-' tloptber, which always enclosed insects more or less 
.Ja altate of decay. "Let any one imagine in boggy water 
-a1 utricular leaves, bent together into a hollow tube 
willa opea mout.b, irritable at their borders, with hair-like 
... tllreada, wbilat the opening acts at the same time 
YeiiDDlOusly on small animals, und the inner surface of 
6a OJliDdrical. tube adapted for absorption. One would 
6u haft an image, which would be compounded of the 
.. ftlat.e or urn-shaped leaves of the Sarracenia and 
..,.thel, of the irritability of the leaf-appendages of 
t.W Dioluea, and of the irritable but poison-secreting 
Wn of dut Droeera. One gets, however, also a:. th" 
- time the actual picture of the organisation of n small 
~ remarkable for its instinct-the green hydra of 
.,__..r.Hytlra triridis L." (Autenrieth); for the touch 
tflae mouth of tJais creature also acts poisonously. That 
... thrive more luxuriantly on products of animal 
~lltiNifalldoa a'beorbed by 'be leaves ia experimentally 
I!IJIIW ia the cue of the Dionrea. 
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V cry wonderful also are those contrivances in plants 
which subserve sexual propagation. In erect flowers 
the stamens are generally longer than the pistils; in 
pendulous ones, the reverse. Where the pollen grains 
cannot without assistance fall on the stigmata, and the 
wind is not sufficient to carry them away, insects have to 
perform this office. Hence the attractive bright colours 
of flowers, their far- reaching scent, which is always 
developed most strongly in the daytime, when the insects 
most suited to the particular flower swarm; hence the 
sweet sap at the base of the fl<twer, which compels the 
Jainties-loving animal to creep Jeep enough within, so 
that it brushes off with its bristly body the pollen, 
which then comes to adhere to the pistil, either of 
the . same or of another flower. In the Asclepiad ere 
and Orchids the pollen adheres to the insect by means 
of a sort of bird-lime. .Aristolochia clematitis has a 
bellied flower with a narrow entrance, which by means 
of lateral hairs prevents the exit of the little midges that 
have crept in. These swarm about in their prison until 
they have stripped off the pollen with their feathered 
antennre and brought it to the stigma. Immediately after 
fructification the hairs begin to dry up and fall off, and 
release the flies from their prison. 

If the pollen grains become wet, they expand and burst ; 
then fertilisation becomes impossible. In this way rainy 
weather becomes very injurious at the blossoming of the 
grain. The precautionary measures of the flowers for 
escaping the wet are very numerous. In the Vine and 
the species of Ram pions fertilisation takes place under the 
protection of the petals cohering by their tips; in the Legu
minosre the standard (vexillum) accords the same protection; 
in the Labiatre, the upper lips of the corolla; in the species 
of Calyptranthe, the operculate calyx. Many plants close 
their corolla when it is about to rain (this is instinct); 
many also by night to protect themselves from the dew; 
others at night-time bend round their flower-stalks, so 
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._. oorol1a is t1arQed uide. I~ 
-HIIAII tnD U. Sowers under ita leaves by 

equtio plants dry fertilia&tion ia rendered. 
M •:t.liiill. ShU they do not bloom before their stalks 

lbe aarlace of the water. The Alga fixed to 
.... jowera in leafy folds, which it is true are 
IY ... !IID;r. !Mlt binder the entrance of the water by 

.liltntEid gases. TheW ater-crowfoot (~nuJ&CUZ.._, 
wboee Sowers are Jlooded at high water, is 

hJ the pollen dropping out of the anthers at a 
MIWJ• the Sower is still a close, air-containing bud. 

kliJ-.r-n1:at·(TNPJ Mtt.m~) lives at the bottom of the 
floweriDg time, when the petioles, ranged side 

JDto • kind of leaf-rose, swell to cellular bladders 
air, and raise the whole plant to the surface of 

Thus Sorescence and fructification take place 
When this is over, the bladders are filled with 

k;~~--~;•ICJ the plant sinks again to the bottom, where it 
-•·tiiDlllllll ita seed to maturity. Still more complicated "•ll•• anngement of the species of U tricula for the same 

Their strongly ramified roots are covered with 
lllflltillde of small round bladders (utriculi) possessing 

~.@IIIII .. of moftble lid, and filled with a mucu.s that is 
!lfJ~IIr ~ water. By means of this ballast the plant 
~~l'WIIillld at the bottom of the water, until at dowering 

tlae m11CUS is got rid of by excreted gases. It now 
)'1~-~ .riBea to the anrface, dowers and fructifies, and is 

~ ..... ,.-- apia. drawn down, w bilst the root again secretes 
which now on ita part drives out the air from the 

(Decandolle, .. Vegetable Physiology," ii 87). The 
Jlll•ia ia an aquatic plant with distinct sex (dioocious), 

attached at the bottom of the water. The 
the female plant sits on a long screw -shaped stalk, 

la1.-aliRCl[U8liltlJ extends and lifts the dower above the 
The male plant has a shaft tending straight 

1'he four-leaved spathe is split into four pieces 
f1D•tr expansion of the inner parts, and now the 
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male organs of fructification S\\"im freely about in the 
water in thousands. As soon r.s a female flower is 
fertilised the stem again spirally contracts, and thus the 
seeds are brought to maturity below.-Also in Serpi
cula wrticillata the male flowers, when near rupture, are 
released from the opened spathes and swim to the female, 
whereby they rest on the apices of the replicate sepals 
and petals. 

" One species of plant jerks ingeniously far and wide 
the ripe seed-grains by means of the elasticity of the 
capsule 'vhich flies open spontaneously. The beards of 
oats are, on the contrary, wound round spirally, and are 
so hyproscopic that the first rain unrolls them, and com
pels the thereby backwards-thrust grain to creep under 
the nearest clod, and so to betake itself beneath the earth 
for future sprouting. Other plant-seeds are provided with 
wings or plumose pappus, in order to be borne through the 
air. Others even have little hooks, in order to cling to 
passing animals, that they may be again dispersed by these 
means to other places" (Autenrieth, I 5 I). The ripe 
fruits of the Stork's-bill are jerked off, by the curling 
back of the indurated styles, three to four feet from the 
plant. The extending style, by becoming damp, makes 
a spiral revolution, which chiefly causes the sharp point 
of the seed to strike the earth somewhere, into which 
it must now penetrate. If drier weather occurs, little 
bristles on the seed-com, which act as barbs, prevent a 
recoil, and the shortening is followed by a drawing of the 
style towards the grain, so that no,v, with repeated mois
tening, the newly gained point of support for the end of 
the style permits a deeper penetration into the ground. 
Since the lower part of the style itself is also provided 
with barb-like bristles, on change of weather the fruit 
can interpenetrate the soil even to complete disappear
ance in the manner of a corkscrew. 

Many seeds cover themselves for protection with a hard 
shell, and in order to be devoured and carried farther by 
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much easier to accomplish the replacemeDt at other piac. 
by means of the already existing buds. Neverthele., 
sufficient opportunities are afforded for seeing that in the 
plant likewise the 'f1il mtdicatriz is active, it ia only necee
sary to deprive a plant of a certain class of organa which 
is essential for its existence, e.g., all the roots, when it 
will immediately put forth new roots, or die when it hu 
no longer the requisite force. Also the proceaa of cica
trising wounds or cut surfaces is altogether analogous to 
that of animals. 

Finally, in the plant as in the animal, the whole life 
is an infinite sum of infinitely numerous acts of the 
'f1il medicatrix, since at each moment the destructive 
physical and chemical influences must be paralysed and 
met. 

(c.) &jla Movemtnts.-The physiologists distinguish 
reflex movement and " simple stimulation of contractile 
tissue." This is correct when one inquires where the 
reflexion of the stimulus into motion takes place; namely, 
whether the seat of reaction lies at the stimulated spot. 
itself or at another; it is, however, a mistake to try to 
find herein a difference of principle. The essence of :re
fiexion in both cases is conversion of an active stimulus 
into reactive motion ; an absolute restriction to the irri
tated point is at the same time never met with; but 
whether the conduction proceeds a little further or not 
can make no difference in principle. That which stamps 
a reactive movement as reflex action is the inadequacy of 
merely material natural laws for its production; ouly 
when we can rest content with these (e.g., elasticity. 
chemical reaction), only then can we deny reflex action, 
whose essence is an unconscious psychical, an instinctive • 
reaction. Whether a reflexion is effected by nerves and 
muscles, or by other equivalent mechanism, can by no 
means justify a difference in principle, since the strictly 
active matter is still always the protoplasm, whether free 
or enclosed in various kinds of cells. 
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iDhabit.ad by a polype be shaken, the b•• into a bundle. This will be called by 
Ida act.iou, no matter whether in future, in 

lJMiiiM.JIIIIJleOU llimy maaa of the polype, the analogues 
EIIIIM uul muclea be discovered or not. And when 

..,.~Jflll'*'pwlitra, shaken by the tread of the passer-by, 
•!jr.JI .. a1oDg with its leaves, is this not reflex action 1 

die irritated penis is erected in virtue of change of 
... 411nll.ation. this is admitted to be reflex movement, -Ia the c:ue of the plant is not the altered sap-circu
Jiaa to be considered just as good a means to reflex 
i:Mfi'lliiDmt t For the plant indeed does not need the con

''·'fiiDrn. quick movementa for which the animal requires 
111J-auclel,accordingly musclea would be a useless luxury 

In the animal the sign of reflexion is that about 
IIIDe zeaction occura, whether one applies a mechanical, 

.... all, thermal, galvanic, or electric stimulus; the same 
·a ,JiGII..,rer. also the case with plants, whereas dead me
·tlltadllllll are wont to respond only to a quite definite 
~ Strong electric shocks annihilate animal as 
~ u Yeptable irritability. If a needle, connected with 
.. poaitin pole of a galvanic battery, be stuck through .llalk of a barberry ftower, and the wire of the negative 

be UDited with a petal by means of a lightly affixed 
,w~- piece of paper, at the moment of closing the chain 

etamen belonging to the leaf springs over to the pistil 
v.a!l'u..- pole be changed, the current is less active, just aa 

pzeparations more powerfully react when the nega
pole ia united with the peripheral end. On opening 
chain DO movement takes place, just as with frog's 

According to Blondeau the constant current, 
application of the necessary precautions, acts on the 

putlw just as little as on animal muscles as 
stimulus, whilst the intermittent induction cur

to be a very violent stimulus. The part of 
-d&l&ecl animal slowly returns to its position on the 

of the stimulus; thus, e.g., an irritated oyster or 
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polype quickly shrinks, but opens slowly. A repetition 
of the stimulation blunts the irritability, rest restores it. 
Further, the irritability manifests itself differently accord
ing to condition of health, age, sex, season, state of the 
weather, and other circumstances. All this occurs with 
plants precisely as with animals. 

The reflex movements of the Diantm muscipula I have 
already mentioned above. If an insect deposits itself on a 
leaf of the same, it is first of all retained there, being 
caught by the hairs, and then gradually the whole leaf 
coils round it. Here we have upon a simple stimulus at 
a single spot a partly simultaneous, partly appropriate 
successive participation of many places of the leaf, precisely 
as we are accustomed to find in animals, only that instead 
of the monarchical command of a nerve centre, a republican 
participation of all the parts in harmonious agreement has 
place. The phenomenon is more centralised, and therefore 
more animal-like in all leaves, anthers, &c., "·here the seat 
of reaction is to be sought in the joints, by which these 
parts are fastened. 

In many flowers the ripe anthers gradually spontaneously 
incline towards the pistil, in some a joint is formed, which, 
on the stimulus of some insect, jerks the pollen on to the 
stigma. In others the crooked stigma is also irritable, 
and extends on a stimulus affecting it, whereby it carries 
oft' pollen from the anthers. Mimosa pudica has bipinnate 
leaves, and the leaflets, nerves, the chief leaf-stalk, 
nay, even the branch, have each their special move
ment. If cautiously avoiding all shaking, some strong 
acid be applied to a leaflet by degrees, all the adjacent 
leaves close up; according to Dutrochet, the velocity of 
propagation amounts from eight to fifteen millimetres in 
a second in the leaf-stalks, in the stigma, at the most, 
from two to three millimetres. Here the conductivity is 
actually visible. The same result is reached when a leaf
let is gently scorched ; the leaves fold up much beyond 
that required by the effect of the heat. Brticke, and sub-
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(d) Instinct.-We saw already in the animal kiugdom 
the inseparability of instinct, reflex movement, and 
organic formation; in the vegetable kingdom they can 
still less be separated, for, on the one hand, on account of 
the defective means of movement for the plant, organic 
formation must accomplish much by appropriate mecha
nisms which the animals perform with instinctive move
ment (think of coition and the dissemination of the seeds), 
and on the other side the consciousness of plants stand so 
low, that the difference between the stimulus of reflex 
movement and the motive of instinctive action must 
shrink to a minimum. Nevertheless we shall still find 
abundant traces, which unmistakably confront us as the 
same as that which we call instinct in the animal 
kingdom. A polype instinctively betakes itself from the 
shaded half of its vessel to that illuminated by the sun. 
and when Oscillatorire do the same, when the sunflower 
almost dislocates its neck in order to turn its face to the 
sun, is that not to be called instinct? Dutrochet relates 
in his Rech. p. I 3 I : " I saw the leaf of a plant standing in 
the open air, whose upper surface was covered with a 
small board, try to withdraw itself from the screen by 
means which were not always the same, but were always 
of a kind which must most easily and quickly lead to the 
goal; thus this happened now by means of a lateral bend
ing of the leaf-stalk, now by a bending of the same leaf
stalk towards the pedicle." 

Knight saw a vine-leaf, whose under side was illumi
nated by the sun, and whose approach to a natural posi
tion he had blocked in every way, make almost every 
possible attempt to turn to the light the right side, with 
which it was mainly necessitated to respire. After it had 
for a few days attempted to approach the light in a cer
tain direction, and by bending back its lobes had almost 
covered its whole under-side therewith, it spread itself out 
and removed further from the window of the glass-house, 
in order to approach the light in the opposite direction 
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round the &talk at the tip of the branch• fonDa iu tQ 
dormant condition a kind of funnel, under which tM 
young flowers or leaves are protected; I~.,_ 
tangMw forma out of the depressed upper le&Yea aD uah 
for the young sprouts, some others enclose the flcnnra bJ 
folding the lea1letl of their compound leaves. The time 
for aleep and waking are as different for plante as for 
animals. Many of our plants bend towB.I'da the sua. 
others punctually keep fixed times, no matter imo what 
climats they are transferred, no matter whether it be 
summer or winter. One sees from this that these perio. 
dical movements also are partially independent of u.
temal stimuli anti arise purely from internal condit.iou 
of the plan~ itself; they are simply instinctively regu.· 
lated efforts. 

In many plants the stamina incline blwarda the pistil 
for purposes of fertilisation, shed their pollen, and then 
return to their position ; in others the pistil moves 
towards the stamens ; in yet others, both mutually seek 
each other (Treviranus, Physiologie der Gewachse, ii. 389). 
In Lilium superlmm, Amaryllis j~f1&4, and Pa. 
cratium marititnttm, the anthers successively approach 
the stigma. In Fritillaria persica, they alternately bend 
towards the style. In Rkus wriaria, two or three filaments 
simultaneously protrude, describe a quadrant, and bring 
their anthers quite close to the stigma. In Sazijraga tridaD
tilytes, muswidcs, aizoon, granulata, and cotyledtm, two 
stamens approach each other from opposite sides above 
the st~YJDa, and again spread, after they have scattered their 
pollen, in order to make room for others. In PaT"1&481ia 
palustris the male parts move to the female in the same 
order in which the pollen matures, and indeed, when they 
approach the stigma, quickly and at once, when they ~t,aain 
separate after fertilisation, in three periods. In TropmolKm 
they elevate themselves one after the other from the origi
nally depressed filaments o.t the period of full bloom, and 
after the anthers have shed their pollen on the stigma. 
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...... ba arder to make room for others. 
'Wiill for a Glearer indicatioa of instinct than 

ll!lll .. d a t.beaa e:amplea; for here the motive ia Mli•• ol the stigma. 8DCI the maturity of the pollen, 
-- ia wlaicb. UlCl the faah.ion in which the 

--· JDON to &ad fm wears ju.st as much the Bem-
oaprice • any &Dimal movement can. 

-·••KIIble are the instinctive movements of climbing 
.... (_,. Jlolal, On t.be Winding of Tendrils). Such a 
...... , pow aomewhat perpendicularly upwards, then • 
Jll:tllllt *cia horisontally, and describes circles, in order 
.. illlk a -.ppon in t.be environment, just as an eyeless 
..,mar deecribes circles with its antefior parts to seek 
a....- led. The louger the pistil grows the larger, of 
...._ become the circles; that is, if the plant finds no 
.. a•n iD the enviromnent it seeks it in a wider circuit. 
~.if the ltalk can no longer supp<>rt ita own weight 
II Wll to t.be ground, and now creeps fnrther in a straight 
1UIIIIIie If it now finds a supp<>rt it might either take 
•110fioe ol it, or, for convenience sake, run indeed further 
.... the earth in order not to be obliged to climb; in 
pJil& of fact. however, it immediately grasps its support 
al alimbe up by it spirally. Yet here, too, the plant 
8111 prooeeda by way of selection; the .flat side (especially 
a tM JOUDg stalk) does not wind itself about deatl 
..... or inorganic supp<>rts, but only about living 
......, br which it eagerly climbs upwards, for the roots 
-.mg to the earth soon die, and it is then entirely 

'pJCI to the food, wlricb it imbibes with its papillae 
..._ lhe cluped plant. Every creeping plant by nature 
...._ mons to the right or to the left, II one unrolls a 
JIOIIII 00fii1Gloolu from iL'\ support and winds it round 

ill &he opposite direction, it will return into its 
••IIID!IIl spiral direction, or will surrender its life in the 

This too answers to the animal instincts. If 
liiiiiWftll. 0118 allows two such plants mutually to embrace 
~~~~-IIReign support, and so to climb by one anothe1's 
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aid, the one voluntarily changes its solitary-direction in 
order to make this mutual embrace possible (Farmer's 
Magazine, repeated in the Times of the 13th July 1848). 
Thus, instead of adapting itself to the powerful change, 
the plant prefers to sacrifice its life; but when this change 
is judicious, it anticipates it of its own accord. Here one 
finds even the variability of animal instinct in the most 
remarkable form. 

(e) The Instinct for Beauty in plants cannot in this place 
be further proved. I hold the assertion to be correct also 
for the vegetable kingdom, that every being builds itself 
up as beautifully as is compatible with the ends of its 
existence, and so far as it can subdue the stubborn 
material. Whether one considers the greatest or the least 
in the vegetable kingdom, the stately oak or the micro
scopic moss; whether one looks to the whole or the indivi
dual, to the glorious primreval forest or the fir cone, every
where that truth will be found confirmed. 

Thus we have again found the five moments in the 
vegetable kingdom in which, as in the animal kingdom, 
we perceived the effects of the Unconscious in bodily life. 
Accordingly, we are no longer warranted in refusing to 
the plant unconscious will and unconscious presentation. 
That we perceive no higher mental phenomena in the 
plant need not surprise us, since, indeed, the purpose of 
the vegetable kingdom is altogether only this-to prepare 
the ground, the food, and the atmosphere for the animal 
kingdom, although we must also admit that at the same 
time the creative principle works itself out independently 
in the vegetable kingdom in its own fashion. 

2. Consciousness in the Plant.-The result thus far was 
not difficult to foresee, and needed no great penetration. 
More difficub, however, is the question whether in the 
plant there also dwells a consciousness. 

Old as Natural Science is the dispute concerning the 
vegetable or animal nature of certain organisms, and even 
at the present day it is as little capable of decision as in 
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_...t.Ja. for the simple reason that as anr 
-LWB-& c1oel B~ admit of decision. 

'="i!~··•· tmd an;mala have, u organic beings, certain n•a.&el Da OOIDIDOD i by other attributes they are dis
•lJJIIif.diiiiCI acocmliDg to their different offices in the house-

1 

of NUuza. But now, if all vital phenomena are 
~ to 10 simple a form, that those distinguishing 
.... more or leaa disappear, and essentially only those 
1iilll-oD to the two kingdoms remain, the differences be
-- plant and animal must also disappear, and it is 
....... to maintain a dispute which in its nature must be 
,..._ reault.. Microscopic observation is so far ad
....-1 that, il there were criteria for the vegetable or the 
..tlalluture, they coulJ certainly not escape the inves
..,..,.., and the dispute would have ended long ago; that 
MieN an, in fact, no criteria mutually admitted by the 
two OODtending parties, is a proof that there is no distinct 
f11111DtDt as to the point of dispute itseU. Were tho 
fMiaacoepted without prejudice, the inference could only 
.. that one had hitherto narrowed too much the sphere of 
tile qalitiea common to the two kingdoms, that there are 
6lr fewer dift'orences between animal and plant than one 
Wpreviously supposed, and that these differences became 
GII1J fa their extreme forms so striking that nobody can 
•Wrte them. Quite recently this way of looking at the 
..._ has also gained ground in scientific circles, the 
.......... , development of the same being the attempt of 
1llcb1 to aet up a third kingdom of Protista before the 
.. 1table and animal kingdom, although he may perhaps 
June e:Pended ita borders too far, and his criterion of non
~ reproduction may turn out to be untenable, because 
tM pa1181Sion of sexual generation alike by animal and 

pointe to a comtn.on. origin, i.e., to its existence already 
llul r.Jm of Protista. Altogether the attempt to gi \'e 

4ebition to the naturally fiuctuating boundaries 
••• the Protist kingdom on the one band, and the 

ad vegetable kingdom on the other, must be juat 
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u vain aa the earlier endeavour in respect to the two 
latter kingdoms. 

Thia mode of regarding the matter ia a1ao the ODIJ one 
which can be approved by geology. Whilat the ternetrial 
creation now subsists by the equilibrium of the prodac
tiona of the animal and vegetable kingdom. manifestly the 
first fo~~ndation-stone of organic nature could only be Jaicl 
by such beings as containfld this equilibrium ia ~ 
and accordingly stood still at the point of indifference be
tween animal and vegetable. One of the moat. important 
of these wonderful beings, to which the history of thia earth 
appears to owe the whole chalk formation, bas been dragged 
to light by recent explorations of the sea-depths, and beeta 
called Bathybius. In what way this slimy gelatinous ne& 
with interspersed protoplasmic nuclei filling up the eea
bottom, and secreting little heaps of microscopic calca
reous shells (Coccoliths) is fed and thrives in the absence 
of every rny of light, is up to this time a riclJJe. Only 
from such o.n insignificant commencement could the de
velopment begin on different siJes, in that marine animals 
arose, which lived on these undifferentiated Protista (Po
lyps, &c.), and as their counterpoise the first stages of de
cided vegetable structures became possiule. The more the 
two king•ioms became peopled, the more were means of aub
llistence placed at the disposal of the higher animal cia.es. 
the more higher classes of vegetable could again exist on 
the living and dead products o£ these animals, and the 
evolution thus kept pace in the two kingJorus, as geology 
teaches, whilst within each kingdom the lower grades gene
rally always preceded the higher. From this one should, 
however, draw the conclusion that vegetable kingdom and 
nnimal kingdom are not suborJjuate, but co-ordinate de
partments of creation, and that the animal kingdom, when 
it holds itaelf entitled to take rank above the vegetable 
kingdom in virtue of the higher development of conscious
ness, owes this power entirely to the pre-eminence of the 
latter in organic reference, since the latter forms for it the 



••• 
..:.1• •• w..a.tJ C0D11D11ption of which it owes 

·~~:~-- ~M& n,now.~ ~mpdon 
MIJW!IIIl. 1thiala ia formed m foreign organiama, auftlcea 

... u&ioa of puuiti1m (for the dwelling of the 
_ _. II IDc1iAnat, as, for example, the chamber-bug), 

~~-- Jdagdom u a whole may be called a portutu 
~ .lillgdotJt. In this respect the animal 

t•t~~~~~~ll n11811lblea the great class of fungi, which, al
.~--11. .aordiDg to morphological analogies, hitherto 
4i 11 ..a to plaDta, yet CI.D only be termed vegetable para
• 11aere ue wutiDg to them, namely, the vegetable 
~· atone,'" \he arcanum, by whose help the 
••JaNe eonTertlt inorganic matter into organic clt.loro
i/llifl, ad they ue therefore just as much as the animal 
....... eonaiped to the consumption of ready-forrue1l 
.. ~ je matter. ii 

- acmtrut of formation and consumption is now, 
laasew. DOt to be taken so strictly, as if the plant mertly 
:fl .... ll, the animal fMf'ely consumed, rather do we see fat.__, animal also processes partly of the higher elabo
JIIIIIIl of received material (e.9., the formation of cerebral 
.. ). Jllldy of the conversion of the same without relapse, 
....,. of decompoaition and recomposition in the course 
ifh proce11 of digestion and assimilation. On the other 
laM!, 11'8 aee m every plant a consumption here and there 
..... products, which it has itself formed at other places 
{Ill Jlaft oaly to think of the processes of retrogression in 
..... their inspiration of oxygen and enretion of car-
11Daic acid). In yeast, fungi, and some other unicellular 

........ we even find a remarkable ambiguity of such 
l'Jdad. tllat they are able to take up, indeed, the nitrogcu 
tlij(Udte for their organic production from ammonia, the 
.. ruiUIP, however, only from higher ternary combinations. 

ou, accordingly, on both sid~s be a tlispute only of a 
:M~fterj• • l'ftrY animal is in part of vegetable, every plant, 
..... of animal nature; where one side clearly dominates 
..... r. we rightly term the whole according to that 
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&ide; but where both are in tolerable equipoise. a one.. 
aided designation is difficult-nay, even inadmilaible. 
We can now also find it no longer wonderful. jf one 
and the same being exhibits for one part of ita life u 
eminently vegetable, during another part an eminently 
animal nature. There is no greater metamorphosis aft 
those stages near the point of indifference, than that of 
insects, frogs, or fishes. Certainly, whoever regards 
animals as animated organisms, but plants aa merely 
empty soulless husks, such an one must be brought to 
despair by that ft.uctuation of the boundary of the two 
kingdoms, and the harmless passing over from the one to 
the other. We shall, however, see in tbe&l facta, in con· 
junction with the previous considerations of this chapter. 
only one more proof that plant and animal have much 
more in common than our age is accustomed to suppose. 

As concerns the external general form, plants lose at 
lower stages their foliate type, and assume simply art.icu· 
lated, or rotundate, more or less enclosed forms (e.g., Con
fervre, Fungi). On the other band one finds striking 
similarities with higher vegetable forms among the lower 
animals. "Some (coral animals) grow as leaves rolled one 
over another, like a cabbage-head, others consist of deli
cate, crisp, irregularly arranged leaflets. The surface of 
every leaf is covered by polyp-blossoms. by whose growth 
and secretion it has arisen. Not leas may we detect 
resemblances with an oak or acanthus twig, with fungi, 
mosses, and lichens" (Dana in Schleiden's and Froriep'a 
Not., 1847, June No. 48). 

The chemical substances can certainly not esta.blish a 
difference. Linnaeus thought we must regard several cal· 
careous marine plants, such as corallines, as anima.la, just 
because he regarded the formation of chalk as a monopoly 
of the animal kingdom. Silicious coats of mail are found 
Loth in vegetable (Diatomacere) as in animal (Infusoria) 
organisms. The similarity of the vegetable and animal 
proteids is well known; the Fungi especially are rich in 
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lllil'4101a1)10QIItcla: in \he mantle of the Ascidians 
iE.a.iiiR Twmicata is found ligneous fibre ; 

- green) baa been prond to exist in 
'?llit6D. (rotoifAira) and in Infusoria. 

'1;;;:.,~'~ .. -di&ralat species of a genus were reckoned partly 
waetahJe kingdom, partly to the animal kingdom, 

••• .,.,mea of ..4.1cytmium are all in the main of so 
·••• • uture. that Linnaeua certainly was not wrong 

lrMWiiDsE them in one genus. N evert.heleas, some 
..... aze the not inaptly named ..4.nimali4 amhigun. 

f•n diug to Pallas), which accordingly are very well 
..... among the A.morphozoaria, e.g., Alcyonium cidaris 
(.pa~U), ~ (Leba), and ficiforme (Sotander, Ellis, 
... Jlanigli). Others were generally reckoned to the 
,.,..we world. thus, especially, e g., several specimens of 
a. QDODJIDOUI geuus Peziza, so rich in species. In yet 
...... -' only the animal, but even the polyp nature il'l 
• deeidedl7 evinced. that they have been separated frow 
a. Spo~~pt and ranked among the Polypifera at the 
- time with the addition of a second generic name, so 
IIIU ~ tligVala, palmata, and arborta, from the 
~of the animal corals, are synonymous with .Alcy
--~ palm.atvm, and arboreum. The primawal 
..... J(a,.. pat. is compounded of an animal and a 
.... aame. Here we find only ·phenomena from other 
....... tl of the animal kingdom again, where, e.g., 
-. zotifen are reckoned to the worms, others to the 
.,_.., a apeciea Cercaria to the worms, other species 
eltMIUle genus to the spermatozoid&(?) 

!lie llll&1l vesicles of which the red-colouring matter 
tl ID01r coDiiata (Protococc1u t~.ivali8), were regarded by 
........ Deeandolle, Hooker, Unger, Martin, Harvey, 
T :abeJs. u Algae; the latter sowed them even on fresh 

ud observed their propagation ; the tiny yotmg 
I<'IIL-.bant a finely-grained. lobed receptacle and rootlets, 

nLill'l•• M Dace of animal character. Voigt and Mey~n 
miM,_IP.IIIlt.l~ found, that the red-colouring matter pre· 
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sented rather the form and movement of inf1leoria, ad 
Shuttleworth finally distinguished therein partly .Alpe. 
partly Infusoria. These contradictiona are cleued 11p br 
Flotow's careful observations on a quite allied little plan' 
or animal (H~ocoecru plutrialil) living in raiD-water. 
This showed at first merely a vegetable nature, was con
verted however in infnsions under suitable circumstaDees 
by difFerent intennediate steps clearly traceable, into &ll 

infusory animalcule (A&tasia pluvialu) with proboacidiform, 
sometimes even fnrcate feelers and all the signa of inde
pendent movement. Shuttleworth's .Astuia nimlu showed 
itself related in red snow. Kiitzing ("On the Metamor
phosis of Infusoria into the lower forms of Algae, Nord
hansen 1844 ") observed, that the infusorium Claltrmido
mona.f pult-l8cvlm changed many times, e.g., into a decided 
species of Algae, Stygeok()niu,m stellare, and into ot.be1' 
formations of an algona character, which certainly in 
form partially resembled sedentary forms of infuoria 
( Tdrasporn lubrica or gelatinosa,Palmala botryoida, apeaiee 
of ProtocOCCIU and Gygu). The same asserts the conversion 
of the infusorium E~Cchdys prd'Visculus into a Protococcus 
and finally into an Oscillatoria. In a whole series of ~"88 
(Zoospermat) and yet other lower plants (Fungi, Star-jelly), 
the germinal granules, spores or sporidia have an infuso
rian-like form, and move by means of cilia or whip
shaped organs, and there are even certain forms among 
them, which Ehrenberg recognised as infusoria. An alto
gether similar state of things is observed in the embryos 
of many polyps and Medusre, they too go through a 
period, in which by means of cilia they produce a simul
taneous rotatory and progressive movement, before they 
settle themselves for further evolution, they have also the 
form of infusoria and no mouth. Unger(" The Plant in 
the Moment of becoming Animal") observed cf the 
sporidia of a small AJga ( Vaucheria clavata, or Ectospwma 
clavata), that, when liberated from the mother cell, they at 
first raise themseh·cs in the water and revolve several 
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feet in diameter, replaced by numerous openings and 
canals in its eight arms; further, a mouth ia entirel7 
wanting in many intestinal worms, Cercariae, infusoria, 
and embryos ; the Gregarinre, which are found in abund
ance as parasites in the digestive canals of insecta and 
other animals, have not only no oral aperture, but also no 
cilia-no visible organs at all ; they are simply cella with 
visible nuclei. To speak of a stomach whe1·e the mouth 
is wanting is without meaning, for then we may call the 
interior of every cell its stomach. 

These statements may suffice to justify the previous 
general remarks.-Wbat is now contributed by this ua. 
mination to the solution of the question regarding the 
consciousness of plants is as follows:-We )mve seen that 
plant and animal l1ave something distinct, somewhat in 
common, and that we may fairly well collect the total of 
the common characters, if in both kingdoms we descend 
so far down the scn.le of organisation, until we come to 
those structures where the differences disappear, and essen
tially only the common element remains. If we now find 
that in tbis common element sensation and consciousness ia 
still included, that thus the lowest vegetable organisms 
possess sensation and consciousness, we shall look round 
for the material conditions to which here sensation and 
consciousness appear to be linked; nnd supposing tbPse 
material conditions are fulfilled in higher plants in the 
same or still higher degree, we shall consider ourselvea 
warmnttd in ascribing also to the higher plants a similar, 
but higher, measure of sensation and consciorunPss to that 
which we may suppose to exist. in those lower ones. Since 
we do not directly know how the plant feels, but only how 
we ourselves feel, we descend the auimal scale guided by 
analogy, turn round again at the indifference-point of 
animal and plunt, which forms the connecting link between 
the two kingdoms, and likewise under the guidance of 
analogy ascend the scale of plants. 

Further, we call to mind the result of the conclusiou of 
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~ chapter and of C. Chap. iii., accord
c• AIIII!Ial.,WI!I ... euh teDS&tion excited by material movement, 

~•••-•• it at all arises, also arises consciously, whilst if 
•••~t~dllmovement lies below the threshold of stimu-

110' only no conscious, but altogether no sensation 
-.lilt eoms to pass. So far then as we can trace signs of 
~-*JOD excited by material stimuli, so far shall we also 
lllolaUpcl to regard sensation as conscious, and thus must 
a11Dw the existence of a consciousness, no matter how 
lillra ita content may be. 

We mast here recur once more to the already frequently 
l8p81Jed prejudice (comp. A. Chap. vii. I . a., vol. i. pp. 173, 
q4), ltCCOl'ding to which nerves are the conditio sine qua non 
fll •Mlion, That on this globe, and up to this time, they 
• tile form of matter most suited to the production of 
11 uiOD ia certainly not to be doubted. It by no means, 
llowYer. follows from that that they are the sole form ; 
a the contrary, a multitude of facts prove that other 
...._ may be substituted for them. The tactile papilliD 
fa 1M epidermis are found at several parts of the body at 
tllleably wide intervals (as the sizes of the ellipses prove, 
within which two contacts are felt as one). Nevertheless 
ewJrf spot of the skin is alike sensitive, even to thermal 
acl chemioal stimuli, where the mere propagation of 
..... nical pressure or conduction of beat is excluded . 
.IDn1aoh states that even nerveless parts of the human 
WJ may become sensitive as soon as, with increased 
'MDacl·preaaure and loosening of the tissue, their vitality 
ia iDcreued; ao that, e.g., the new flesh formed in heal-
181 wounds may be highly sensitive without any nerves, 
acl &ll inftammation of the nerveless cartilage and 
lriiiDeJa may be even much more painful than nn intlam
_.oftbe nerves themselves. Wuudtsbows (Beitrii.ge, 

393-395) that these pains are always accompanied 
apeci&c organic sen,.ations. Here certainly the pnin 
wJUoh the man is conscious is localised only in tlae 

bla& the nerve-like function of those parts is 
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thereby proved, i.e., their capacity to propagate currents 
of molecular vibrations which are similar to those in 
nerves. Where, however, forms of vibration exist simi
lar to those of the nerves, they will also excite sensations 
which are similar to those excited by nerves, supposing 
that they do not lie beneath the threshold of stimula
tion. The latter is in no case to be assumed, since 
the part reaching the brain after so great a resistance 
causes still so many violent pains. Further, we have 
often seen the mind act ori the body without nerves; e.g., 
in the embryonic states before elaboration of the nerves, 
in the action of the nerves beyond their own limits in 
muscles, secreting glands, everywhere where the mass of 
the organs concerned must themselves undertake the last 
portion of the conduction, in the sudden turning grey of 
the hair after emotion, &c. But now, if the mind can act 
upon the body even without or beyond the nerves, yet in 
the thoroughgoing reciprocal action of the relation of body 
and mind, the body also, without or beyond the nerves, 
can act upon the mind, i.e., evoke sensation. 

Then it is almost certain that the lowest animals (polyps, 
infusoria, several intestinal worms) have no nerves, for 
nerves and muscles go everywhere hand in hand; and 
according to Dujaruin and Ecker they have no muscles at 
all: in place of muscular fibrine and nerve matter, only 
the fibroine of Mulder is found in them. This substance 
comports itself pretty much as the neoplasm of wounds, 
and is therefore at the present time generally called pro
toplasm. It is becoming continually clearer that the 
proper support of life is in every cell its protoplasm, and 
that the protoplasm of the cells of the grey matter of the 
brain, mediating the highest functions of thought, is alto
gether not different in type, but only in degree, from the pro
toplasm of the lowest organisms. This nitrogenous, albu
minous substance, called protoplasm, is thus the special 
substance in which the organic and motor acts of will 
of the animal mind operate in conformity with its ends ; 
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both for mediating the execution of acts of will and for the 
production of sensations is the semi-fluid consistency of the 
whole mass, which furthers the displacement and rotation 
of the molecules, and the polar nature of the individual 
molecule, which has a high degree of chemical organisa
tion of matter for its condition. The former is equ!llly 
well shown by the protoplasm of lower animals and 
plants. In every cell there is to be made out at least a 
fluid content and a solid wall, commonly also a nucleus; 
both the nucleus, or at any rate its environment, as well 
as the boundary of wall and content, frequently, however, 
the whole content of the cell, exhibit this semi-fluid con
sistency of high chemical organisation, from which physical 
and chemical elements one may conclude with probability 
to a polar constitution of the molecules, if also in a less 
degree than in nerves, and of the central ganglion cells, 
which likewise consist of nucleus, wall, and content, espe· 
cially if one takes note of the phenomena of contraction of 
all animal and vegetable protoplasm after electrical stimula
tion. These conditions, however, recur in all properly livin~ 
parts of higher plants, probably e\·en in heightened forms, 
since the chemical organisation of matter manifestly in
creases in higher organisms, but in no case sinks. But 
quite specially vegetable protoplasm, which, as we have 
seen, brings to pass the quick reflex movements of the 
higher plants, shows apparently a perfect identity with 
the protoplasm of the Protista and lowest animals, as i;; 
proved by the same behaviour with r~spect to the most 
different stimuli and narcotics. This protoplasm has, 
however, also in higher animals a very wide distribution ; 
and if attention was at first turned to its vital action by 
those examples, where its movements achieve results which 
become visible and startling even t<> the naked eye, at the 
present moment vegetable physiology already studies with 
zeal the movements of protoplasm going on within the 
cells on the irritation of light, heat, and other stimuli, 
which manifestly stand in the closest relation to the life 
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Oscillat.oria as well as the polyp feeh light if it W&Dders 
towards the illuminated part of ita vessel, and that just 
in the same way the vine-leaf feels the light, to which it 
endeavours by all means to turn its right aide, and every 
flower feels the light, to which it on expanding tUI'D8 ita 
tiny head. We maintain that the leaf of the.Diotwsandof 
the .MifiW3a pudica ftd8 the struggling of the insect before 
it reacts on this sensation by folding up; for it lies indeed 
in the notion of reflex action, as a psychical reaction, that 
a psychical perception must precede the same This is, 
l1owever, conscious sensation. 'V e further maintain that 
the plant has n sensation of the physical events of the 
organisation which answer to animal digestion and of 
sexual life; that the latter especially takes place in parte 
where the higher vitality of vegetable existence is con
centrated, where the plastic activity during flowering 
time effects no longer compounding, but decompounding 
chemical processes (as the inhaling of oxygen and exhal
ing of carbonic acid of the flowers proves); whence it fol
lows that here the formative forces have withdrawn from 
material construction into a certain animal-like internali
sation, and become disposable for more receptive processes. 
That the content of this consciousness must always be 
still very poor, much poorer, e.g., than that of the wretch
edest worm, hardly admits of doubt; for whence should 
wealth and definiteness come, such as is afforded the 
animals through the lowest sense-organs? 

We have thus, in fact, found consciousness in the plant. 
But now how far can a UNITY of consciousness exist in 
the plant ?-We have seen that the unity of the con
sciousness of two ideas or sensations depends on the pos
sibility of comparison, nod this on the presence of n suffi
cient communication between the two places producing 
sensation. The question then is this: Does such a com
munication exist in the plant 1 Already in the animal 
the converse between different nerve-centres, although 
mediated by nerve-cords, was exceedingly deficient 
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V . 

.MATI'ER AS WILL AND IDEA. 

PHYSICAL science is concerned with three inter-connected 
objects: laws,jorces, and matter. This division is entirely 
deserving of approval, for it summarily embraces different 
groups of phenomena under single points of view and 
facilitates expression. The question now is, whether these 
three are really of different nature; or whether, strictly 
speaking, they are only one, which, looked at merely from 
different points of view, appears in three different modes 1 
Of the laws this may well be allowed without discussion, 
for it is obvious that they are not existences hovering in 
the air, but mere abstractions of forces and substances. 
Only because this force and this matter are so and so, only 
on that account do they act in a particular.manner; and 
as often as we meet with such a force, we must find it 
acting in just such a way. This constancy of the so
acting, however, it is which we call Law. This relation 
is also pretty generally acknowledged, and we hear, in 
fact, materialists always speak of force and matter as 
their principia, as something which of course includes 
laws. We have in C. Chap. ii. defended Materialism, 
so far as it maintains organised matter to be the conditio 
sine qua non of conscious mental activity; we have in the 
preceding inquiries established an unconscious psychical 
principle as superior to matter, and thereby already shown 
the one-sidedness of that Materialism which knows no 
other than material principles. We have now arrived at 
the point where we must occupy ourselves with that, 
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has not been the case hitherto, or at least not yet on the 
part of physical science, the reason simply is that physical 
science has at bottom always only so far an interest in 
hypotheses as the latter either afford it guidance to new 
experiments, or as they are indispensable for the applica
tion of the calculus: in what goes beyond that it sees 
no practical value, and therefore is indifferent to it. We 
shall thus have first to recapitulate what physical science 
knows of the constitution of matter, and the forces inher
ing therein, and then see whether these results are capable 
of being fathomed in a simple and unforced way. 

If we imagine a chemically homogeneous body, e.g., 
chalk, continuously divided, we arrive at parts of a certain 
size which cannot be further divided if they are to remain 
chalk; if we succeed in splitting them up, we get as 
separate portions one part carbonic acid and one part 
lime. These smallest parts of a. body arc called molecules.1 

These act in different directions with different force, be
cause they have in general the crystalline ground-form of 
the particular chemical substance, or such an one from 
which this can be easily formed. The molecules of different 
substances are thus distinguished by different forms, also, 
moreover, by different weight (molecular weight) ; on the 
other hanu, in their grouping into bodies in the gaseous 
state they fill equal spaces with equal temperature. If 
two bodies of different kinds come together, the forces of 
the molecules differently active in different directions, 
mutually disturb one another at the borders of both 

1 Not to be confused with atoms, in reference to the present chapter, 
M is done by the older physicists. my e~My, "Dynsmism and Atomum 
Philosophical re&del'8 who come to (Kant, Ulrici, Fechner)," in the 
thu chapter with a certain prejudice Gcs. Phil. Ablandh., No. vii.-In 
ngainst the physical atomic theory, thi• place only this much need "" 
1 refer to l<'cchner's memoir "On remarked by way of preliminary, 
the Physical and Philosophical that the splitting up into atoma in 
,\tomic Theory" (Leipzig, 1855), n metaphysical sense represents no
.. "}JCcially pp. r8-6J and 129-141, thing else than the ~pecial form in 
although since then the physical which, in the dt'partment of matter, 
ntomic theory has been vcr.l' much the general phil0110phical principle 
further developed by the working of Jndividuaticm o~ins its n-ILiil•a· 
out of the Theory of Heat. Comp., tion. 
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are distributed both in every body between the corporeal 
molecules and also between the heavenly bodies, and 
which are perceived by their property of radiating heat. 
(A certain part of the thermal scale is, owing to the 
structure of our eyes, only perceived by us as light.) 
The ethereal atoms it is which, as environing envelopes of 
the corporeal molecules, produce electrical phenomena, and 
by revolution of the corporeal molecules (Am11ere's mole
cular current) magnetic phenomena; further, it is these 
which, in the mutual rebound of the molecule of a gas, cause 
the elastic repulsion; in short, they are a hypothesis which 
is nowhere to be dispensed with when manifestations of 
energy are to be explained, in which, besides attraction 
according to the Newtonian law of gravitation, repellent 
forces also play a part. 

Bodies and corporeal atoms attract one another, and 
that too in the inverse square of their distance ; i.e., the 
force of a corporeal atom, in all directions of space taken 
together, remains equal at all distances. 

Ether and ethereal atoms repel one another, and that 
too in the inverse ratio of a higher than the second power 
of the distance, the third nt least; i.e., the force of an 
ethereal atom, in all directions of space taken together, 
increases at least inversely as the distance.1 All body
atoms would converge to n point if the environing ether
atoms did not form, as it were, envelopes round every 
material molecule, preventing actual contact. Two ether
atoms can never collide, because their repulsion at infinitely 
small distances becomes infinitely great. Two body-atoms, 
however, could never separate again, supposing they once 
touched, because then their attraction would be infinitely 
great. Therefore the corporeal 'molecules must also be 

l According to Briot (Lehrb. d. from the lawg of the propagation of 
mechan. Wiinuethcorie. p. 271), the light in doubly-refracting media, aa 
doubtful power of the di•tance must from the ab~nce of di•persion in 
be even higher than the fourth, if empty space, that it is probably the 
the trans-rersal light-vibration• are sixth power of the distance to which 
to propagate themo,clveM in the me- the repulsion of the ethereal atoma 
dium of the ether ; and it follows ia inver.ely proportional. 
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:JiliMil' wit.bin tbe chemical combinations by ether
~·~~~~~-11*111• &hey can again be separated by ethereal 
••• (beat, electricity). 

ID.d ether atoms probably repel one another at 
.iiiiMtlar distances. It used to be assumed that they 
•• ._. ODe another o.t the ordinary molecular distances, 
..a. lad Ws attraction was only converted into repulsion 
Ia ... lllOSt immediate vicinity; this supposition is also 
d 6e oommon one in the elementary manuals. Up to 
a-.-.taia point, the phenomena are equally well explained 
'J tither of the hypotheses; but since, for the sake of cal- • 
PWVm, a decision must be made in favour of one, attrnc
liica wu a«idmtally chosen. Wiener has shown (comp. 
~orlf'e "Amalen," vol. cxviii. p. 79, and Wiener, 
•Die Grandatige der Weltordnung," first book) that the 
~of repulsion otTers essential advantages for the 
cpluation of the fluid state of aggregation, and that this 
....U1 agrees better with our other physical views. 
!~ten is. according to this supposition, not as in l:edten
......... "Syatem of Dynamids," a thick envelope of ether
.-. about every material molecule, but, on the contrary, 
tile ether is thinnest in the immediate neighbourhood of 
6e corporeal molecules, accordingly thinner within the 
W, than in empty space, because the densely pncked 
tapareal molecules partially repel the ether. As we shall * later on that at all events attraction takes place at 
Jllaler diatances between body and ether atoms, the 
.-&MDce of the two opposed views in strictness only con
... of a divergence in respect of the 11Ul!Jnitudc of that 
tiWaDce where attraction is converted into repulsion; and, 
....,.er, according to both views, this distance must be 
• ..U t.b•t it must be designated molecular distance. 

1'be atomic theory, in the prcstlnt. phase of its develop-
...-, uplaiDa in a surprising way the laws of beat and 
1Ift dil'ereDt states of aggregation induced by changes 
4-lleM (eee Wiener, " Grundziige der Weltordnung," first 
~~ IIUI for a more mathematical treatment, Ch. Briot, 
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"Lehrbuch der mechanischen Warmetheorie "). It ha3 
the advantage of representing all the many so-called force3 
of matter, as gravitation, elasticity, heat, galvanism, che
mistry, &c., as manifestations of molecular and atomic 
forces-i.e., that one also actually sees and calculates 
the evolution .of the one from the other,-whereas that 
Dynamism, which, like the Kantian, will know nothing 
of atoms and atomic forces, only merely asserts the origin 
of the higher material forces from attraction and repulsion, 
but cannot in the least say how it comes to pass.-

There still remains one material force to be mentioned, 
vis inertim, of which Atomism has hitherto wrongly denied 
that it comes under the conception of force, or which it 
has treated as an additional force, whereas it might have 
already learnt from Kant ("New System of Rest and 
Motion," comp. Kant's Werke, vol v. pp. 282-284, 287-
289, and 409-417) what vis inertim is, namely, that it 
depends simply and entirely o-n the reciprocity 0'1' relativity 
of movement, which had been previously clearly stated by 
Leibniz (Mathemat. Werke, vi. p. 252). To wit, if one 
imagines an atom alone in space, the notion of rest or 
motion cannot at all apply to the same, because it has 
no definite place in space; thus also cannot change this 
place. There is, accordingly, no absolute, but only rela
tive, rest and mot.ion. It follows from that, that one 
has no 1nore right to say, A moves towards B, than B 
moves towards A ; the ball moves towards the target, 
than the target moves towards the ball; that thus the 
resistance which the target opposes to the ball is not 
so much a resistance of the resting as of the moved 
target, or its vis viva. What here in the case of impact 
immediately strikes the eye takes place again in pushing 
and pulling, only as an integration of infinitely numerous 
single moments of repulsion or attraction of atoms and 
molecules. In both cases the resistance of the vi& inertite 
to be overcome depends on the reciprocity of attraction anJ 
repulsion and the relativity of motion. 
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also be indifferent to it if this force becomes = 0, or if it 
becomes negative, i.e., attractive, always supposing that the 
total repulsion of the two is the sum of the single forces. 
In the latter case the total result would remain repulsion, 
as long as the repulsive force of the ether-atom is greater 
than the attractive force of the corporeal atom; in the 
converse case it would be attraction. But herewith we 
at once get rid of the unnatural assumption of two 
mutually contradictory forces in this corporeal atom; for 
the repulsion between ethereal and corporeal atom remains 
as such for all small distances, when the repulsion of 
the former is stronger than the attraction of the 
latter, and the body-atom is similarly related to evuy 
other atom by attraction, just as the ether-atom is 
repellently related to every other atom in the same 
way. That, however, in fact, ethereal and corporeal atoms 
do rwt repel one another at all, but only at smaller, dis
tanl:es, seems to me evidently to result from the follow
ing: The material system is unconditionally to be regarded 
as finite, both from a priori considerations and on astro
nomical grounds.1 The ether, however, must extend into 
the infinite, if there be no limit, where the attraction of 
all the corporeal atoms prevails over the repulsion of all 
the ether atoms; a rotation of the system about one or 
more axes (so far as such an one is at all conceivable 
under the supposition of the relativity of motion) would 
only strengthen the continual effiux of the ether-atoms 
by centrifugal force; and even on the inadmissible as
sumption of an infinite number of ether-atoms to a finite 
number of corporeal atoms, the constant effiux of ether
atoms in infinite space would induce a continuously in
creasing rarefaction of the ether in the world-system, for • 
which there is nothing to be said. 

Accordingly, if we are compelled by the finiteness of the 
material world-system to assume a definite finite distance, 

1 Comp. ZOllner, "Ueber die Natur der Kometen," 3 Aufl. 
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from the world, for their . antagonism 'WGald Jane .._ 
tllltltmlilltl. Thus we see here the mndering iD.to a,_., 
tl114li-. to be the principle which prodncea the material 
world. 

Let ua further inquire what we are to understand hy 
the fll4lll of a body. We ehiefty measure mass by ~
As aoon, however, as science reached the assumption of 
the ether, which, because it has no attraction, can aJ. 
han no weight, it was necessary to take something elae 
instead of weight as the measure of mass, and, moreover, 
somewhat that i.e c:om~ to ether and body; as such, only 
flU~ is oft'ered. But now, even if we can thus .......,.. 
mass, we still get no Mticm of mass unless we are coatent 
to grasp it as the ttn.knoum IUbstratum of ttpUJl ~ 
ftW'Ct$. But assuredly no one is really satisfied with this. 
Physical science explains mass to be the prot/ted of wl•,.. 
tJM denftty, and this certainly leads to the mode in 
which all unprejudiced thinking conceives the notio11 
of mass, provided that, in the explanation of deneity, 
one avoids the circle and does not again employ the 
notion of mass. Then is density only to be apprehended 
as the kuping uu:n<Ur of equivaled particle&. If, now, 
the product of volume and density remain unchanged, 
it is cleo.r that this is only possible by the number of 
equivalent particles remaining unchanged. We may then 
define ma.v absolutely as the n'lllml>erof equivalent pa~ 
supposing that in all things to be compared we continue the 
division until we everywhere come to equivalent particles. 
It is immediately evident that only the original atoms 
answer this requirement; but this they really do: even 
the ethereal nnd corporeal atoms nre to be regarded u 
equinlent, since ench ether-atom just as much repels each 
body-atom as each ether-atom, and inversely ; conse
quently the reciprocity of their forces, i.~ .• their t1U i1Uftitr:, 
is equal We have, then, now to define the mass of o. 
thing as the number of its atom1, and herewith furnisb 
the only possible strictly scientific expression for that 
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We come now to the last and most difticult questicnu 
Is the atom anything else but force t has the atom .U
'"'""· and what are we to understand by this term t-Let 
us recall the way in which we arrived at the atom. As 
children, we knock our heads and feel pain ; we touch 
things, and get visual and other impressions from them. 
For these instinctively localised projected perceptions we 
just o.s instinctively suppose causes which we call things. 
We suppose things outside us which act upon us, but 
especially that agaiMt wMch we push outside we call 
matter or substanu. Science doea not stop at this crude. 
instinctively sensuous, and pmctically sufficing hypo
thesis, but pursues the causes of our perceptions Jartlur. 
and examines them more carefully. It shows ua that 
visual perceptions arc excited by ethereal vibrations, audi
tory perceptions by aerial vibrations, olfactory and gusta-
tory perceptions by chemical vibrations in our sense
organs ; that thus all these perceptions by no means 
concern a matter, but a motion, for whose explanation it 
must again suppose forcu, wllich in the last resort turn 
out to be manijeslati()11,8 of combined molecular and atomic 
forces. It shows us further that the foundation of all our 
tactile perceptions, the so-called impenttrabiliiy of matter, 
or the resistance which it opposes to foreign bodies in 
attempting to approach beyond certain limits, may be 
the 1·csult of tlu: repulsion of the ethtr-atoms, which at 
infinitely small distances become infinitely greater than 
the attractive force of the corporeal atoms ; that, bow
ever, a direct co1ttact of the atoms, therefore an impenetra
bility, not as consequence of force, but inhering in matter 
as such, nowhere occurs at all. All the explanations which 
physical science gives or attempts to give rest on jorcu; 
substance or matter remains thereby, at the most, a 
spectre idly lurking in the background, which, however, 
is always only able to assert itself at obscure places. where 
the l ight of knowledge has not yet penetrated; the fur
ther knowledge, i.e., the explanation of phenomena, spreads 
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sense are not conscious conclusions of the understanding, 
but instinctive, practically suffici~g suggeations, are they 
so difficult to be destroyed and set aside by conscious 
thought. One may say to oneself a thousand times that 
the moon at the horizon has the same angular magnitude, 
has the same apparent size, as high up in the sky; that 
it is an error of the understanding to hold it to look 
smaller up in the sky than down at the level-the same 
error which does not allow the vault of heaven to appear 
as hemisphere, but as flattened spheroid-all that cannot 
bring a single individual to see the moon in both cases as 
of equal magnitude, just because, in spite of better con
scious knowledge, the instinctive assumption asserts itself. 

Such an instinctive prejudice springing from sensibility 
is Matter. No natural philosopher has, in his science, 
anything to do with matter, except in so far as he decom
poses it into forces, whereby accordingly the apparent 
material effects turn out energies, ie., matter is more and 
more resolved into force. Thus, even at the present day, 
few natural philosophers will be found who would grant 
the final consequence of their own science, that matter is 
nothing but a system of forces; and the reason of this lies 
simply in sensuous prejudice. One forgets that we indeed 
just as little directly perceive matter as atoms, but only 
its pressure, impact, vibrations, &c.; that this matter is 
indeed also merely a hypothesis, which must justify itself 
before the tribunal of physical science; but this justifica
tion is not merely never forthcoming, but instead of it after 
every inquiry instituted in any quarter whatsoever evapo
rates into forcas. This is forgotten because one accident
ally knocks one's elbow, and instinctive sensibility shrieks 
at once" Matter" into the reasoning.-If, now, we seriously 
attack such a prejudice, it tries to maintain itself with 
sophisms ; the natural philosopher forgets the rules of his 
method, and even advances a priori reasons in order only 
to save his favourite prejudice. 

But then we hear it exclaimed, "I cannot imagine force 
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- ..... foNe aut have a •Ntrat•• by which. 
._.. • wbieh, U acte, and just ~hia ia matter; 

, ........ mast.er il a Don-thing."-Let ua alao con
·-~·--4 ,....,.. licle of the speculation, altm having 
,·jj]lilillllid~·ihl-' • the empirical aide the hypotheaia of a illlj•• ... DO wanat. 

e. place. ii may he asserted that man ia eo 
111 1 lwl tba& he may think everything which is not 

111M DatnuJiotcry, i&, that he may unite all conceptions 
... :ha words. provided that the meaning of the con
; au- il clearly md precisely given to him, and the 
...... combination containa no contradiction. The 
.-,. usertion •Y•: "Force cannot be imagined in in
..,..aiDt real existence, but only in indissoluble union 
..a. IU&ter. • Force is a clear conception, independent 
1111 uiatence likewise; accordingly every sound under
-..Haa must he able to unite the two notions, unless this 
-Waation contains an inherent contradiction. To prove 
lbelatt.erwoald doubtless be difficult, consequently t.be first 
.... of the negative as;ertion is false. Properly understood, 
die oaly question is: Is the combination thinkable 1 not 
... l&her it really exists ; otherwise the speculation would 
.. _..longer cl pn:ori.-The second positive part of the pro
)O'hion UHI'ta "that force is to be conceived in union with 
Dlll&t.r.'" This part is just as false; one cannot think the 
.uaiOD of force and matter, because one cannot think matter, 
lit all conception is wanting to this word. Let us go 
tlaDagh the different meanings which might possibly be 
-.ibed to the word. 'l'he sensuous meaning is, it is true, 
take definite: cause of felt resistance ; but it is resol V{'tl 

ildcnepalsive atomic forces, and can thus not be opposed to 
... DCIItion Force. The notion Mo.ss, which, in a perverse 
fehioa, might be subsumed under the notion matter, has 
Wiler above been decomposed into atomic force; of i~ 
Mnn'iqly, the like holds good; its confusion with matter 
"1l11iNI, only pollible in respect of the crude sensuous ••iwa of JDatter by means of tile notion of density. 
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The physical notion of impenetrability has likewise been· 
resolved into the infinitely great repulsive power of the 
ether-atoms at infinitely little distances; and, moreover, 
only appertains to the repulsive ether-atoms and to bodies, 
i.e., systems of dynamids, in virtue of the ether-atoms con
tained therein, bu.t not to the attractive corporeal atoms, 
since it would not be apparent why, in fact, a perfect 
interpenetration and blending should not take place 
between two body-atoms which are not sundered by 
ether-atoms. 

Finally, there still remains the meaning, "substratum 
of force;" however, I must confess, to my misfortune, 
that I am just as little able to think anything by sub
stratum as by matter. Schelling says (" System of Trans
cend. Idealism," pp. 317, 318; Werke, i. 3, pp. 529, 530): 
"Whoever says that he cannot imagine action without 
substratum, just confesses thereby that that putative 
substratum of thought is itself a mere product of his 
imagination; thus again is only his own thought, which 
he in this way is compelled to presuppose as independent 
ad infinitum. It is a mere illusion of the imagination that 
after one has taken away from an object the only predi
cates which it has, still something, one knows not what, 
remains of it. 'l'hus, e.g., nobody will say impenetrability 
is implanted in matter, for impenetrability is matter itself" 
(which certainly is only half the truth). Substratum 
sometimes means the same thing as subject; one will, 
however, still not maintain that dead matter is something 
more subjective than force. Sometimes substratum means 
"the underlying," i.e., a causal moment; of which there 
can be no question here. Usually it signifies prop, plainly 
in a sensuous meaning of the word; the crude sensuous 
idea. must, however, here be excluded, and so our list 
ends. In short, we can think here nothing at all by sub
stratum. But even if this were possible, the defenders of 
matter would always still owe the proof of the validity of 
their hypothesis of a substratum of force; for I cannot see 
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.of ltiD npposing aomething Wind force, as I 
·~.li!IIJIIiiiM tlaat 0118 can ~uite well think force to be inde
llillll-&7 ui~Ung. It still remains: Matter is for science 

lfilt'Mirat:rYO!d. for one ean name no single quality which 
.a appertaia to the notion thereby designated; it is 
~ !Ill iDaignificant word, unless we are contented 
.jlli the DOt.iou of a "system of forces," for which we 
WGilddmtberput'"matter." Accordingly, it is settled that 
... Yho aaaert they cannot think force as independent 
• ..ued!1 not think it in combination with matter . 

....._, it ia asserted, " Force must have an object to 
•11p011. otherwise it cannot act." This is uncondition-
1117 allowed; it is only disputed that this object must be 
-*r. "The force of any atom has other atoms for its 
eliec';'" that is all the physical scientific hypothesis re-
4'dlel; what that is in the atoms wl1ich serves as object, 
lllout &ba' physical science does not trouble itseU at all. 
W-. however, have to show that we as yet know in the 
llOal owlr/MU; that nothing stands in the way of regardiug 
fane u that in the atom which serves as object to the force 
of the other atom; that thus for this reason all occasion is 
wutiug for setting up the ntw hypothesis of matter. In 
..sdition to this, there is still the analogy of the mental 
tmc., which likewise have one another for objects, e.g., 
tM idea acting as motive has the will as object, the will 
q11iD hu the idea as object, and so on. The pure recipro
ei&y in the relation of atomic forces to one another ehould 
.-ye u a warning against the assumption of another 
~t than force itself. 

Ba' now, let us really assume for one moment that the 
~tan~ consisted, beside force, also of matter, and consider 
wlaM difBcult.ies thereby arise for this idea in the mutual 
tiiUoa of two atoms, A and B, and how the one unau
...... IDd superfluous assumption must always be sup
Jifted by new and just as arbitrary ones. The force of A 
11 to _. upoa t.he matter of B and rriu m-sa, thereby tbe 
..._ of A and B approach one another, whilst the forcea 
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stand out of all relation to one another, the converse of 
which one indeed would expect, since it is force which acts 
at a distance, but not matter, since force and force are of 
homogeneous, force and matter, however, of heterogeneous 
nature. The matter of A and B then approach in conse
quence of the momentary attraction of the mutual forces. 
What follows from this 1 Manifestly that the force and 
matter of every atom must be separated, for matter is 
caused by the foreign force to change its place, but not 
force. If, now, still the force and matter of every atom 
remain together, and nevertheless force cannot be necessi
tated by the force of the foreign atom directly to a change 
of place, it follows with logical necessity that the force of 
A must be compelled by the matter of A to change its 
place. Therewith, however, acting, consequently activity 
is ascribed to matter, whereas it is in general absolute 
11assivity which must be represented in opposition to the 
activity of force. The mode and manner of this action is. 
however, perfectly incomprehensible, for if matter becomes 
actively acting it becomes indeed again force. Instead, 
then, of force A, as would be natural, attracting force B, it 
moves the matter of B, and the matter of B moves the 
force of B. 

How force is to be " bound" to matter, which is the 
favourite expression of the partisans of matter, I must 
confess I cannot at all imagine. It would also be difficult 
for them to answer the following : Is one to imagine force 
bound to the centre of the material atom, or uniformly 
distributed over the whole matter of the same 1 For a 
material atom must surely have a certain size! 

The former assumption certainly evades the difficulties 
connected with the other, but then force is no longer 
strictly bound to matter, but to a mathematical point, 
which yet cannot possibly be material, and which only 
accidentally coincides with the centre of a material balL 
Then the action of matter on the movement of force is not 
at all comprehensible; rather the material ball is a fifth 
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.....,.., liace only \be point, the ideal oentre 
.,.., ilia qua~tion. On the second assumption the 

'c':J·,·filllll ue. howtftl', far greater, for then indeed from 
·~~~~~~~~~~ of the material atom acts a parl of ~e force, 
.illlilall1l of tla.a points bas another distance from the 
lllllllt'1rldeh is acted upon. There is then the resultant 
..... taka or all theae partial forces, whose point of 
..._ aow on action at finite dislances by no means 
- .,_ the centre of the material atomic sphere, but •• a•• di«erent according to each direction of action. 
Ia tlait •peculation, however, one o:rust manifestly imagine 
a. Mom decompoaed into an infinite number of parts, each 
Wwbiell ia burdened with an infinitesimal part of the force. 
WOlle thJDk such au atomic particle as smallo.s one will, 
J& flltUl always matter, and still no mathematical point ; 
11aa \be union of the same with force can yet again only 
111 eomprehended by imagining the force uuitorm.ly distri
IMtal within the same. We are Lhus again constrained to 
iDIDite division, and so on, i.e., the material atom must 
.. divided infinitely an infinite number of times, and in 
llfie ofit all it can never be comprehended how the force ia 
4ll&ributed to matter, since one can absolutely only imagine 
llle manifestation of simple force referred to the mathema
&ical point, and thia again is no longer material. (This the 
-t considerable physicists and mathematicians, o.s Am
pin, Cauchy, W. Weber, &c., have recognised, and thel'c
ln admitted that the atoms must be conceiveu o.s abao
lDWy without extension.) 

Let u, on the other hand, consider how the case stands 
without matter. We have nothing else to do but to retain 
• idea of atomic force, which the deftJnuers of matter 
lllo poueas, that it is the final unknown cause of motion, 
,..,_ paths prolonged backwat·ds cut one another in a 
.-Jiemetical point. Even he who assumes the atowic ,._to be equally distributed over the whole matter of 
... 110m can, u said, not get rid of this mode of view
- &1la a:aatt.er, for he must apprehend the total force of 
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the atom as resultant of an infinite mass of punctual 
forces within the atom, however contradictory thia re
quirement may be. 

Further, the defenders of matter also assume the posai· 
bility of a relative change of place of this point, in which 
the directions of the manifestations of force intersect. We 
leave, provisionally, the question undiscussed whether force 
as such, apart from its manifestations, is something to 
which one may attribute spatiality or a place in space; if it 
has a place, it is in any case this point of intersection, and 
we will therefore provisionally call it the uat of force. 
Further, we assume that the atomic forces mutually serve 
ns objects, i.e., that the mutual attraction of A and B pro. 
duces local change at the seat of the forces in the sense 
of the latter approaching one another and separating on 
repulsion. I do not see where difficulties could be found 
here. According to the assumption of science, forces act 
at a distance and are homogeneous; why should they not 
act upon one another, if one indeed has hitherto granted 
an action of force on the matter heterogeneous to it and 
an action of dead matter on the force heterogeneous to it I 
We only need assumptions which were already there, strip 
away from these several as superfluous and unauthorised, 
and arrive notwithstanding not only just as well, but much 
more simply and more plausibly, at the goal, and avoid all 
the difficulties which appeared in the trnin of those uselesa 
assumptions. If we reckon, in aduition, that those assump. 
tions rest on an empty worcl without any thouglu, t.he gain 
proceeding from the simplification of the principles cannot 
be rated lightly. 

There is, besides this, the crucial test, that our present 
renderin~ of Mnttt:r reconciles the two previously distinct 
rru'ties of atomists and dynamists, since it has arisen from 
the conversion of Atomism into Dynamism, retains un
impaired all previous advantages of Atomism, which have 
assured it its exclusive authority in current physical science, 
purifies it of all the warranted reproaches of the dynamists, 
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Mlall$11101atal principle of Dynami$m, 
118W, and more thorough fashion. 

illlllw~l'iirl•tl• call this conception .Atomistic 
~DJDII.U.IIl in ita previous form, apart from 

apidcal proof, could never be accepted 
.qm-.heaauae ita formlessness made all cal cu

lt forces are to act locally, they must 
....... ._. el'ectl in apace, and thus refer the same 

With this the point is directly 
Mfl•dD&··poiDt of material force, wherefore Dyna

IUPI';U IOOil 11 it tried to assume a more definite 
DICI!II&rily converted into Atomism, for it 

piued for the first time a tangible form, when 
t.Jia plq of opposite forces to force-iruiividuala, 

Thia point of view was advocated by Leibniz 
it)~IIJjJI-bly pronounced fashion :-" 11 n'y a que les 

.. IIJIIJ\.fl"t'IW, ou de substance, qui soicnt exactes 
a que lea atomes de substance, c'est a 

-· ............ riellea et absolument destituees de parties, 
i:iJIU.II&l lla ..,.., tlu actioM et les premiers principes 

]a composition de choses, et comme les derniers 
:"'~··•4Jal•analyaedessubstances." (" Systeme Nouveau 

,.,. .. ,....,..•'JIJ.Ibi,NII_" No. 11.)-Leibniz altogether comprehends 
ollly as force, and force is to him the only and 

~Mililaealletance. Comp. De Prima: PhilosophimEmenda
• NDliJJM Substantial. That he does this, and with 

t" :IIIDID. of force implicitly insinuates the notion of the 
IU'betance, is his main philosophical advance 

ill!tM,_. BpiDOSL Undoubtedly physical science was then 
behindhand for him to put himself into active 

.... with it. Schelling would have succeeded far 
IIIII!I~Fe.'lrAO Yflr1 decidely confesses to a dynamic Atomism; 

prhaciple deduces his assertions a priori, wherefore 
mode of looking at the matter has not been able 

UJ inJluence over physical science. He says 
&P. 23):-
Ja iadiviaible cannot be matter, and, conversely, 
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it. must then lie beyond matter; bat beft'Dd matter a pu,., if&Uuity, and this notion of pure inteasity u ex
pressed by the conception of action. "-(P. 22): • The 
u~ninal actions, however, are not themselves space, the7 
cannot be regarded as part of matter. Our assertion may 
accordingly be called principle of Dynamic Atomism. 
For every original action is for us, just as the Atom for 
the corpuscular philosophers, truly indimdual; each is ia 
itself whole and self-enclosed, and represents, as it were. 
a natural monad." (P. 24): .. Iu space, however, only ita 
effect is representable; action itself i, earlier than space, 
exten8iom prior."-

1£ thus, on the one hanci, Dynamism, even when it 
attained atomistic individualisation of force, was not able 
to prove itself to be something empirically authorised, on 
the other band, at no time could Atomism defend it.Belf 
against the reproach of logical contradiction, which was 
always brought against its material atoms. II, notwith
standing, physical science has inclined to it with eYeflo 

increasing confidence, this certainly proves a strong inner 
compulsion, with which, in spite of the acknowledged 
contradiction, the force of facts ever and again urged the 
natural philosophers to the atomistic explanation. Atom
istic Dynamism satisfies all requirements by uniting the 
positive principles of both sides in itself. 

If we once more briefly recapitulate these principles, 
they run thus : There are as many positive as negat.iYe. 
,.e., attrn.ctive and repulsive, forces. The directions of 
action of every force intersect in a mathematical point, 
which we call the seat of force. This seat of force is 
lUovable. Every force acts upon every other in the same 
way, no matter bow it be designated. Positive force is 
called body-atom; negative, ether-atom. At a certain 
(molecular) distance the repulsion of an ether-atom and 
the attraction of a body-atom aro equal to one another i 
but as the law of their change varies with their distance, 
between ether and corporeal atoms at lesser distances 
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::,,~- atbaatiDg atomic force strives to bring every other 
to it; ilie result of this endeavour is the 

~~Ma.J-'IItMllll Cll' realisation of the approach. We have thus 
•:~a-t~llllll1• to diatiDguiah the effort i.Uelf as pure act, and 
.. lflll\'11rJaiclh ia aimed at as the goal, content, or object of 

The endeavour lies before the execution; so 
6e uecution u tJlrtady posil.ul, so far is the effort 

ltltl!ll~ • tlleNfore no more; only the yd to ~ realistd, 
M 1f1 :realiaed effort u. Consequently, the result

n..-emutcumot be contained in the effort as reality, 
limea are separate. Were this, however, not 

-Waed in the endeavour, there would be no 
_,._ the latter ahould produce attraction, and not 

)( 
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something else, t.g., repulsion ; why it varies accorcl
ing to this and not according to that law with the dis
tance. It would then be empty, purely formal endeaYOUI', 
without definite goal or content ; it must thus remain 
nimless and without content, and accordingly resultleu. 
which contradicts experience. Experience rather ahow1 
tltat an atom does not accidentally now attract, now repel, 
but remains perfectly consistent and always equal to 
itself in the aim of its endea,•our. Nothing more is 
wanting, then, than that the effort of the pttractive force 
contain in itself the approximation and the law of change 
according to distance, i .e., the whole variable determina
tion of its moue of action ; and yet not contain in itael.f 
their reality. 

Since tLe striving or the force of the atom is the pri
mitive element constituting matter, and as such in itself 
simple and immaterial, there can here then be no more 
talk of material predispositions; the above requirements 
must be combined in an immaterial way. This is only 
}lOssible if the striving possesses all the uniformly 
vnriaule definiteness of its mode of manifestation u an 
nppcarance resembling reality-as image, as it were; i&, 
however, if it possesses the same icleally or as prutftl4-
tion. Only if in the striving of the atomic force the 
"what" of the endeavour be ideally prefigured, only then is 
a determination of the endeavour at all given; only then is 
a result of the endeavour, only then that consequence pos· 
siule which in the same force-individual always retains 
the same positive or negative goal of endeavour, but still 
nets on a second atom from this particular distance with 
this particular strength, on a third from that distance 
in that strength. Without itself changing, the atomic 
force changes the extent of its nction according to circum
stances, and that too with logical uniformity (mechanics= 
applied mathematics, mathematics= applied logic). This 
uecessitation by circumstances leaves its activity, ita 
.spontaneity untouched, and requires therefore, neverthe-
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•IMIIIIIOa of action from inM" deter
..., ... ideality 11 priul of reality, and ••itatioa to be perceived aa a logical neoea

h9cal determinateness of the Idea). 
dum il the striving or force other than 

llilli1Jii•ftllmr whose content or object forms the un-
of wbat il aimed at 1 Let one only compare 

L pp.1 17-112; what we have here derived 
~-,-an there derived from will That the will 
..... ..... t'JIIN and immediately rega1-ded eternally uncon

llave ahown. a Chap. iii. pp. g6-I04; that it 
mut be mediately unconscious, since its con

e anooDICious idea, is matter of course. Not 
·i.JIIiMitllJ haw we so far extended the notion of the will 

,7-~Qit'lllCI'IIIde in it that of force; but in that we proceeded 
will of the cerebral consciousness, acknowledged 

}lil~ .... hu this notion of itself broken through the limits 
••••· lor it by consciousness in an authorised manner 

i. pp. 69-71), and evinced itself gradually as the effi
piDciple in all activities of the animal and vegc
JdDgdom. Now we see, to onr astonishment, that 

.a woald think anything under the notion of a (no 
·--.. derived, but independent) force, it can only be 

we have thought in the case of will ; that thus 
..cozaceptiona would be identical if force were not 

llflfll'&litJJtal limitation of its content narrower, and, 
*•"•~"• were used quite especially for derived forces, 

particular combinations and manifestations of 
forces, e.g., elasticity, magnetism, muscular force, 

To replace the notion Will by the notion Force, or 
,-~~·_,.. to nl:Jnme it under the latter, would therefore be 

lteoaue force is properly derivative, only in the 
~--lllllienti&c sense original; will, on the other hand, 

'*'9n•l ; and because force, in the ordinary accep
&1111 in the view of common sense, is a much 

conception than will ; one is 
t~~•loJIIl8d by the crude sensuous mode of appre-
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hension to think something especially material by "f0ff18,• 
since the notion is only carried over from the fea1iDg of 
muscular energy to other external object& So much more 
inward as is the will than the feeling of m'IIICUlu 
energy, so much more significant is the word Will to ex
press the essential truth than the word Force. (Comp. 
Sohopenhauer, "Welt al.s Wille und Vorstelluug §22, ud 
Wallace, • Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selec
tion."' Wallace declares himself just as decidedly against 
the retention of matter along with force as for the wli
tional nature of all force, and herewith of the whole 
universe.) 

The manifestations of the atomic forces are thus indi
vidual acts of will, whose content consists in the uncon
scious representation of what is to be performed. n ... 
matter u in. fad ruolt:ed into Will and /d-. Here
with is the radical distinction between spirit and matter 
abolished; their difference consists only in higher or lower 
forms of manifestation of the same essence, the eternally 
Unconscious, but their identity is perceived in this, that 
the Unconscious manifests itself equally in mind and 
matter as the intuitively-logical Ideal, and dynamically 
realises the conceived ideal anticipation of the ac
tual. The identity of mind and matter herewith ceases 
to be an uncomprehended and unproved postulate, or a 
product of mystical conception, by being elevated to 
scientific cognition, anu that, too, not by killing the spirit. 
but by vivifying matter. There were only two standpoints 
hitherto which actually avoided this dualism, but both 
could only do this by boldly denying the truth of one 
side. Materialism denied spirit; Idealism, matter. The 
former regarded mind as unsubstantial appearance, result
ing from certain constellations of material functions; the 
latter regarded matter as unsubstantial appearance. result
ing from the peculiarity of subjective conscious psychical 
function. The one is as one-sided and untrue as the 
other, and the unconquered strict dualism of co-ordinate 
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Jr~t"'tiii·}bfeDed to both. Not merely to 
cJeDia1 of one upect, but really 
U, il ouly in the power of a 

llfA•a- in the nbjective consoioua mind, 
plieDomena of one and the same prin

lllb,jeGRYe or objective ephere respectively 
wldeh II higher than both, and at the same 

'CIIIIIniDtiiiated thaD either ; in a word, a philo
lilla VDeODIOioua (whedler Hegel's U nconscioua 

1Rirlr.lac.,.llhl1118l!"l Unconscious Will, or the aubatan-
IWilii&Yol m Schelling's Eternally Unconscious). 

BDW CODiider how the atomic will is related 
W'kho1lt in any way needing to enter upon the 

e,.-fiii .. ICIIeRiaing the euence of space, we may say this 
,'4~tc 8pue may have a twofold existence, one real in 
• ••• bDucled voids, and one ideal in the mental re-
·JIIJ!-dllb of bodiea and bounded voids. If the tdtal 
lliilii"""ia in the ~icm, the representing cannot be 
:lllll~t>"IIIIMI.spaee which it first creates; if cerebral vibra
. il.•alltlm the Unconscious to a reaction with con

Jttftiption. this perception has nothing to do with 
............. of the vibrating spot in the brain, or the place 
·•tfljr.'IJereeiviDSl man upon the earth; the idea is thus also 

.,.Z space. Will is the translation of tlu idt.al 
. .,..•••f'ltll; it adds to the ideal its content, that which 
!llili'tlllil:ltil~g cannot give it, by reali&ing it. Whilst this 
LJI-t•t.ea~t, which ia always an idea, also contains ideal
c:),~,,....- de&erminations, the will at the same time also 
~·- &bela spatial determinations, and this also puts 

oat of tbe ideal into the real, posits thus the real 
(How apace arises in the ideal does not here con

; eaoagh that it is the will that posits real space.) 
M •wiiHih ia only created by the will cannot be present 
•••plt.eUid willing; the will as such cannot then be 

With ideal apace, however, the will has 
8li all to do. For it exists merely in the idea, 

mental representation. In short, Will a'l&d 
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Idea are boll& of non-spatial nature, since it is tlw idea tMD 
ji.rsl crtaiu the 1dtal BpaCe, tlu 10ill by mdistrtiota of 1M 
idta the rtal BJXUl· It follows from this that also the 
atomic will or the atomic force can be notAiRg lpdit.rl, 
because it, as Schelling says, is u:ttn.S'io1Le prim'. 

To common apprehension this may for the moment 
appear strange, but the strangeness immediately disap
pears if we compare it with the spatial effects of the will 
in organisms. The will moves in me certain ne"oua mole
cules in such a manner that by transmission of the current 
and employment of the polar forces in nerves and muscles 
my arm lifts a hundredweight. The will has thus directly 
produced certain spatial changes of position, which we, it 
is true, do not more exactly know, but of which we can say 
this much, that their movements of direction by uo means 
meet in a common point of section, but probably consist 
of revolutions of a certain number of molecules about 
their axes. Movement ensues just in this manner be
cause the unconscious idea, which forms the content of 
the will, ideally contains just this kind of movement.. 
Did this representation, on the other hand, ideally con
tain such movements or intersect in a common point, the 
will would also realise such movements, and this it does 
in the atomic will. One sees, then, that this common 
point of section of all manifestations of the atomic will is 
something purely ideal,-! might, not to be misunder
stood, rather say is iml1ginary, and only by a considerable 
license of speech can be called the Mat of the will or of 
energy; for the only spatial elements in the whole aft'air 
are the manijutations of force, which never reach the 
common point of section, in that this always lies only in 
its idtal prolongation. Nevertheless this point ntust be 
definite in relation to others, i.e., the <iistance of the ideal 
point of section from nil similar points of intersection ia 
determined. Hence it of course follows that this distance 
may also be changed, i.e., that this point is capable of 
motion. 
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laappena when two attracting 
... ~-~ .. aaothar I In the first place, the at

•••; IIOOildly. the actions on all laterally 
11-Uo obage their direction that their prevail
~.-- el mtenect.ion must be conceived brought 
~ uother; the first and the second change 

-1'411~ _. a relation that the attraction increases 
if \he diminution of the distance of the points 

~tiiiM~•iml iue to the displacement in direction of the 
·-~11l111ilalltal~il8 of Coree amounts to "" The reo.lity 
•• (alh~ra oaly the maA'ifutationl of force which have 

(dliljlll!•• direction and strength, and the change of this 
.IMieO ancl ttrength, whereas the points of intersection 
~,1-Mil·lemliDeometbing ideal. But the two former, as 
~~~~~~~~~ l8pfti8Dtation. form the content of the atomic 
••:~UIA one will now understand how the will itsdf may 
1111reMI'.b.tat f&Oft<oqatW, and by no means need reside in 
Jill Ideal point of intersection. and move about with this, 
.,..._ Jeti tbe realisations of its content are of spatial 
........ ud have a common ideal point of intersection, 
.._.position with reference to other ideal points of inter
•'1• are definite and variable.-

21le qaeation might here be raised whether the atoms 
.. a couaciousness. However, I think that data are 
.jJl tloo lacking for any decision to be come to there
_., lliDce with regard to the means required for the 
... Don of consciousness and the degree of movement •••rr for overstepping the threshold of sensation we -]mow next to nothing. Thus much, however, we may 
~ with confidence : if matter has a consciousness it 

0 atomistic consciousness, and between the conscious-
IIUl:Jr~~;:;;ot~the several atoms no communication. is possible. 
JU it is decidedly erroneous to speak of the con-

J1:~111'iliiiiM• of a crystal or of a heavenly body, for in inor
llediet' can at most the atoms each for itself possess 

Of course this atom-consciousness would, 
of poverty of content, assume the lowest place 
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conceivable.-Leibniz, who was not acquaiDted with 'the 
phenomenon of the threshold of sensation, thought lri=nlf 
warranted in deriving from the law of continuity(..,... 
ftO'II,faci/, ltZUua) and from that of analogy (crV~ ~ 
a certain degree of conaciouaneBB for each, even t.he loweK, 
monad. However thia authorisation diaappeara throagh 
the law of the threshold. When carbonic acid gu. e.g., il 
more and more compressed, it takes up, indeed, a IDI&lllr 
and smaller space, but still always remaina gaa; nddeoly, 
however, one reaches a point where it is no longer comprw
aible but becomes liquid; this is, so to speak, the t.hne1a
old of the gaseous condition. So in the acale of indiyidaale 
or monads, consciousneBB may become ever poorer aDCl 
poorer, but always still remain consciousness, until sud
denly a point ia reached where the decrease is at an ad 
and consciousneBB ceases, the lower limit. of the threaholcl 
of sensation being exceeded. But who can in Nature 
assign this point with certainty 1 

We shall, in conclusion, have to take notice of the 
question whether, in our present mode of regarding the 
atoms as acts of will, we may look upon them as so many 
substances, or not rather as phenomena of one substance r 
whether to every atom there corresponds a separate, inde
pendent, substantial will,-as a matter of course these alao 
endowed with separate faculty of perception,-or whether 
a single identical will underlies these many countel"
working actions and activities 1 After having perceived 
only the opposition, the contradiction of actions, to be the 
spatially real, but having comprehended the forces them
selves as something absolutely non-spatial, every reason 
disappears for the splitting of will and idea in the eternally 
non-spatial into an innumerable multiplicity of single 
substances, and rather the impossibility of the reciprocal 
action of such isolated and non-contiguous substance~ 
compels us to assume that the atoms, just as all individuala, 
may be altogether merely objectively-real phenomena or 
maniCestations of the All-one, in which, as in their common 
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... to ou another may be effected 
D.) Were the atomasubatantially 

..... \the lpac81 fixed by their UDCOD

...... ODI would be 88 numerous 88 the 
*lll'dlaglly the tpaces naliMtl by the atomiat.ic 

be u tiUfiNI"'UU as the atoms. There 
DOl u aU come to pass that which makes 
OGJDm'IIJiitr of the spatial relat.ions of the ••IIIII• tiD OD8 another, namely, the one objediw
U.. objectively-nal space. Such can only 

~~,....., na1i•tion of the unconscious space-ideas, 
-·<a~l'llll' iD all the atoma only compoae the inner 
.. ..._, of the content of a single collective idea; 

IIIJ!IIIIIItli .. llllo is only possible if all the atomic funct.ions 
•••• of one and the same essence as modes of au 

~=~=~·::•::Doe. For him, who elects to stop short r of the atoms regarded as substantially 
~r•l .... it1here will always remain an inexplicable residue 
·••.alb our conception of matter; this disappears, llow
..,. ..... toaD u the final unavoidable step to metaphysical 
.... llu been taken. 
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VI. 

THJ: CONCEPl'IO.s' OF INDIVIDUALITY. 

INDIVIDUAL means indivisible (as does atom); but every 
one knows that individuals may be cut into pieces and 
divided. We can thus only think of something as indi· 
vidual which in its nature cannot be divided if it is to 
remain what it is; but this is the notion of unity-Greek 
m{)M.! (not to be confused with the numerical concept of 
the ont, Greek lv). According to this, the conceptions 
unity or monad and individual coincide; but one very 
soon sees that unity is a wider notion than individual. U., 
every individual is a unity, but not every unity is an 
individual. Thus every connected form, in virtue of the 
continuity of space, is a unity. I cannot divide it without 
annihilating it; still I shall not call the accidental unity 
of form of a clod, e.g., an individual Further, every move
ment or every occurrence possesses a unity in virtue of the 
continuity of time, e.g., a tone; this unity likewise is not 
an individual (comp. V. Kirchmann, ·• Philosophie des 
Wissens," vol. i. pp. 131-141, 285-307). The unity of 
coinherence or of interpenetration, as it appears. e.g., in 
colours, mixtures of taste or smell, and in different quali
ties of the same thing, is reducible partly to e:z:i8te11a i• 
the same place, partly to the temporal couistenu of different 
qualities, partly to the causal unity of succession, and can 
accordingly not be regarded as a particular species of 
unity. The unity of the causal relation is the strongest 
that there is. We have to distinguish in it three kinda: (r) 
Unity by identity of the cause (as in the different percep-



. .,. 
1IDi\f by reason of identity of the 

Hll~>lllliA· IMD1 eoatrivancea of the eye for aee
~~~''11'1 annuai action of the parte, so that the 
-~-·.-~~~ )~aft is caaae of the persistence of the 
!4_.•111dliea also do not auftice for the conception 

AD eumple of the first is the unity of 
~jll!.,f!!IIII!IT ~ of a thing, ao far as they do not 

IM~~~~~~~-i .,.,.;D tbe identity of place and time, but are 
LJilllljl-lllltlll to ~ thing aa identical causes. Nobody 
~[M-Idllin that the unity of the perception of a thing 

Ill the second place, if the unity of 
in the construction of a building, we 

•caU the aum of the workmen which have this 
i!:4~•l!fl•·• iDclividual. Thirdly, if a country lives on the 

·~~-- product. of ita colonies, and the colonies only 
"''~IJ!I!!I!III•II!:r· WMOD of the importation of the artificial produc· 
..__.,,..,the mother country, there is here a perfect reci· 
•Ji•jtf• aDd yet nobody will call the sum of colonies and 
'··tiilifllltli'·CICJIIantlry an individual. 

1.,..~pouu of these unities, then, shows itself as insufficient 
• notion of the individual. Just as insufficient 

~~~- atemal characteristics which are set up here and 
.,.""""~ • marks, 1.g., the origin from a germ or an egg 

MJIIIIio and Hnxley). According to that, all the weep· 
willlo•ra of Europe must be an individual, since they 

,....~,~ ll1aown to be historically derived from a single tree 
(ta•llll•d into England from Asia by means of offshoots ; 

:r:di-•UI apriDg from one germ. According to that, further, 
.... -.o~~t . ..,,.pJant-lice (perhaps several millions) which are pro
•cJ.oiiiiJI!JIII!I!I'II )Jputhenogenesis in ten or more generations in the 

of a aummer, represent collectivdy a single indi
J•t ulittle aa the derivation from a single egg can 

.fflt*lal Jdea of the race pass as mark of the in eli vidual; 
lMi81irlri.cal generic idea is the idea of the normal indi
-·.-...-- represents the race because it is free from 

I*IUJ.iari1t.ies ; and one gains this idea of the 
Jiilhi:d111al by allowing the accidental peculiarities 
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to be stripped from all individuals of a species, aud Gilly 
retaining the uniform common element. in abatzactioa. It 
is here at once evident that one must already~ the 
mark of the individual in order to be able to compare the 
several individuals and to single out the normal type; that. 
thus this type cannot possibly hold good regressively as 
criterion of the individual, since one would thereby only 
revolve in a circle. But, in addition, we have undoubted 
individuals, even where the same do not, or imperfectly, 
represent the generic idea. Thus the root belongs to the 
idea of the plant, the tentacles to the idea of the polyp; 
but if I cut off the twig of a plant or a piece of the tube 
of a polyp, these have no roots or tentacula, and yet con
tinue an independent existence, since they carry about 
with them all the conditions of the continued existence ; 
we cannot possibly denude them of individuality. Deri
vation from an egg and the typical generic idea thus 
appear altogether unsuitable to serve as marks of the 
individual; let us therefore return to the conception of 
unity as we formerly conceived it. 

Jt is true the several kinds of unity considered were 
likewise insufficient, but if each taken singly is too wide 
for the limits of the concept individual, yet the combin .. 
tion of all these species of unity in a thing alford the 
necessary limitations. We had, namely, demanded unity 
for the individual, because it was of ita essence that it 
should be indivisible; but now it is clear that this require
mentis only fulfilled, if not merely in this or that relation. 
but in all possible relations it is essentially inseparable, 
i~ .• if it combines in itself all possible modes of unity. 
That the five above-mentioned varieties of unity are in 
fact all possible and alone possible, it is not difficult to 
see, for they exhaust the three subjective-objective forma: 
Space, Time, and Causality. 

We have, then, gained a satisfactory definition of the 
individual : the individual is a thing which unitea in 
Itself all possible n10des of unity: (1) .space unity (of the 
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lillillililmo (acmmdy of action); (3) UDity of 

-~--;~ 1UlitJ of pwpoa; (S) unity of Nt'i
... .,11le JIUiil {• far u such are present; other-
Biilli" the JIB clil&ppean).-Wbere the unity of 
I!Pii 11U*illjlfo u ill a bee bin, one aays not withstand

maitiee are mosr. strikingly present, 
the indiridaal Where the continuity of 

JI!JI!I!MI~• 'WIIWDg, aa ia frozen and re-thawed fishes, in 
·••• Del 1pi11 eoftened Rotifers, there exists, it is 
·---· •• · ~ ol. the thing, but I should consider it an 

te 1J181k of UDity of the individual; there are in 
_. j11d no iDdividuala, which are distinct owing 
.... iD their 'Vital activity, as I am different from 

•- ltfttl a tboUIIUld years ago. That of the three 
lilllillaitiea none can be wanting to the individual is 
1£ 111'll1• eelf-evident. 
a II decidedly of importance for the conception of the 
~that no one of these unities is anything abso
......, had, outwardly rounded off, but all the inferior 
.... of the AIDe kind can be included and be taken up 
*•tlae with several of their like into a higher unity. lt 
il aJ&oaetber a vain endeavour to seek for a definite 
,.......,. to any kind of unity whatsoever; there are 
-.,.. apin, higher unities conceivable, which include 
..... at. the eame. time, as everything finally is taken 
11f ildo the UDity of the world, and this may again be 
e•DIKl by a metaphysical unity of different co-ordinated 
..._ imperceptible to us. If this holds good of the con
Jt)lioa of UDity, it already shows that it also holds good 
lllt$be conception of the individual, and that for this, too, 
fla..a.mal rounding off and strict separation is only in 

This appearance to superficial observation, 
*MI:r.ariaea from this, that the individual first comes 

through this composition of all the above
•••• unities. If, now, several individuals are said 
~-llii:~•mlled io an individual of a higher order, there 

_. .. tlo that. both in the individuals of the lower 
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and in that of the higher order, a coincidence of all these 
kinds of unities ; if, on the other hand, any mode of UDity 
ia wanting in the former or the latter, there remaiDe. it 
is true, the subordination of the other unities under the 
higher ones, but there is then no longer an embracing 
of several individuals by a higher. Even Spinoza. the 
monist of purest water, says (Eth. Th. 2, Prop. 7, Post. 1): 
"The human body consists of several individuals of various 
nature, each of which is very complex ;" and Leibniz car
ries this idea farther in hia Monadology. 

Let us first look at the matter in the cose of immaterial 
individuals, where the relations are much simpler. So far, 
namely, ns we have hitherto spoken of individuals, the 
discussion has only been of material individuals; some
thing quite different to these, and by no means coinciding 
with them, are the immaterial individuals, which therefore 
require a quite special investigation. Had a resolution 
l>cen earlier taken to separate the investigation of spiritual 
nnu material individuals, the present terrible confusion 
would by no means have prevailed with regard to this 
conception. 

We have here again to distinguish between consciously· 
spiritual and unconsciously· spiritual individuals, and 
speak provisionally only of the former. Locke asserted 
that the identity of a person exclusively depends on the 
identity of consciousness, and this truth has been readily 
admitted by all later philosophers. The unity which 
may not be divided, constituting the individual, is accord· 
ingly here the unity of consciousness, which we have 
considered in C. Chap. iii pp. I 13-I 18. For only by this, 
that the consciousnesses of two ideas temporally or spa
tially separate in the brain are taken up into the common 
consciousness of the comparison, i.e., find in this their 
higher unity, only hereby does it become possible that the 
subject or the instinctit•dy supposed cause of the one and 
the other idea is recognised as one and the same, and 
accordingly both referreJ to a common internal cause 



lgl 

•;Ja•llhU iu Ule subordinate nervous centres 
llrimala ooDICions mental proceMes go on, 

··--- to the exeellence of the communications, are 
mhaiim1te uDity; we shall then be necessarily 

~~~riftOCJI~18 in these unities spiritual individuals. 
~lect*l that these other centres are mentally 

to attain to aelf-consciousneBS, to the Me. This 
•!IDIIY ~11 presumed, i.e., it does not at all 

e1118J1!(8 u self-consciousness; but all goes on as 
-WI-aiOIIIIJiesa existed, and referred all actions to 

Thia we still see, indeed, in the lowest animals 
IIJI.11111ad& and call it zoopsychological sensibility. There 
1.·~--ld.., nothing in the way of comprehending the 

aa supporters of conscious mental 
, ... ~.llfiida•; but when we further see that sensations of 

........ ~ Den'e-centres can be taken up into one conscious
aadu particular circumstances, which more or less 

~,.... in common feeling, one cannot avoid acknow-
\I!Milll tbia unity of consciousness as a higher spiritual 

.. ckJiillniluil, which comprehends the lower individuals in 
l'urther, if we consider that the properly active . .,;;;of~ the white nerve-fibres merely destined for con

/7 umely, their axis cylinders, are quite the same as 
...... 111111,.. matter, and that the white appearance is merely 
~-·~~~-- by the medullary matter destined for the isola-

91 t.be ftbrea deposited between axis cylinder aud 
membnme, one cannot avoid the conclusion that 

•41U1ilflll parts tsven of the white nerve-matter have a 
lillb1111MI of their own of some sort or other of the 
•••• which they are certainly only destined to 

• &heir ahare in the general economy. In 
··mlllel', the contracting muscular fibres, or the 

.pmde responding to nerve-stimulation, beyond 
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a doubt poesesa a certain sensation of thele e'fiDII, 
since they are, indeed, adapted to propagate ihe ....,_. 
vibrations exciting them beyond the limits of the aene
fibres to the neighbouring parts. (Thaa, aoccmlUtg 
to Engelmann, the peristaltic movements of tbe nre&er 
are spontaneous functions of ita unstriped ~QD~WIR 
walls.) 

If we further remember the results of C. Chap. iv .• wheN 
we came upon cell-consciousneas in plants, the anppoaitiaa 
is very plausible that even the animal cella, in part ltill 
more highly organised than the vegetable cells, hue their 
separate consciousness; an assumption which later oo in 
this chapter will receive yet further confirmation. Thia 
much is certain, that the animal cells in great part live, 
grow, increase, and pay their specific contribution to the 
preservation of the whole, just as independently as the 
vegetable cells. Why, if they lead just aa independent a 
life, should they not have just as independent a aenaation I 
Virchow says(" Cellulorpathologie," 3d edit., p. Ios): "Only 
when we conceive the absorption of nutritive material u 
a consequence of the activity (attraction) of the tisae
elements themselves, do we comprehend why the aeveral 
districts are not every moment flooded with blood, that 
rather the offered material is only taken up into the put. 
according to the real need, and carried to the several ctie
tricts in such proportion that, in general at least, as loug 
as there exists any possibility of conservation, the one 
part cannot be essentially injured by the others." If thia 
proper activity of the cell holds good for the nctptiota 
of the nutritive materials, bow much more for thm 
chemical and formal conversion I There are, indeed. luge 
districts of the animal body which are entirely devoid ol 
nerves and vessels, e.g., the substance of the epidermis, ten
dons, bones, teeth, fibrous cartilage ; and yet a circulatiou. 
of moisture through the cells takes place as in plants, and a 
life and an increase of cells without stimulation of nerves. 
If the animal cells are capable of performances so individual. 
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lliiiiL.11Jiri~ daq not be, like thoee, aap
.-.cioumeas 1 The dilference is 

~-w 'be importance of the individual 
•llll'·t,...ceJJa w,.,.., in comparison with 
~ of higher ordeas, but in the 

-~til' coDICioUSDeas is the principal thing, 
llliti'*JlOtptiller only in certain sensith·e and privi

Bo11Nl'L &a., that there can be any indivi
..... of a higher order worth speaking of. 

••-'MtDllllCieTer the question with regard to the con
of the atoms come to be affirmatively dttcided, 

r..~-.i: in fine, he the conscious individuals of 
Tbu for ctnUCioua-spiritual indivitlunls we 

lalllliiDd the •P"JJfJJitilm of individuals of lli~her and 
llliil.-llill'diiS to be a correct representation; we have now 
••• lertile cue of mattrinl individuals. 
~""_ ~ to the organic individuals, the difficulty of 
9 llil question, what is the inuhiuual, is still 

tyident in the cue of plants than in that of 
.... Ill& In t.he cue of the hi:;her plants, the layman 

des~rnates as individual what the botanist 
.lllllll.t iiiHI,_ (cormus). Linnreus, Goethe, Erasmus Dar

A!aUDder Braun, and many others sought for the 
• .,.ili1ul in the 1/wot, which answers to a siu~le axis of 

Ernest Meyer and others declared the leaf 
diA'erent forms (discovered by Goethe) to be the 

mllllaciJLW:IIUILI. and the pedicle as lower pnrt of the leaf . 
.Agardh, Engelmann, Steiuheil, and others 

)IJiilliJilfat they bad found the same in the pedicle, ns whose 
o&boot tbey regarded the leaf or the calyx. 

lljllr.-JicJiiUli:RtlS~ein, on the other hnnd, tried to find it in 
"---·--·• u:ruu:P~J, called by him anophytous, ns pa·esented 

llla.fltiYeJlwiln!! buds. Schleiden and Schwann took 
&tap. Belting up the cell ns the sole individual in 

_. .. _.. .. the plant. Each of these views has important 
ita favour, and, in fact, each of them is so far 

W'ntaioing this or that to be individual, but 
N 
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wrong in combating the other views; for t.he queatioa ia 
here not about an eitlur, or, but about a boa, aRtl. The 
whole plant as well as eacb branch and sprig. ed allo 
every leaf and every cell, combines in itaelf all t.be 
unities which are necessary for individuality. This indeed 
is coming to be perceived more and more; thus Decaa
dolle distinguishes five orders of individuals (cell, bud. 
offshoot, stem, embryo); Schleiden, thru (cell, bud, stem); 
Hackel, 1 Biz (cell, organ, counterpart, afterpart, shoot, 
stem). 

I t would be altogether wrong and perfectly untenable 
if spatial separation and seclusion were asserted to be the 
condition of individuality, for then twins, ouly externally 
connected at some part of the skin (as the Siameae pair, 
who have lived to upwards of sixty years), would always 
have to be regarded as only one individual, which would 
be altogether too absurd. Just as certainly is it erroneous 
to require in an individual independence 1 of existence 

I Comp. hie " Geuerdle Morpho
logie der Organiamea,'' BerliD, 
'Rtlimer, 1866, vol. i. p. 251. Ohap
tera ~iii. and iL of this work, wbleb 
unfortunately I only became ac· 
quaint.ed with after the appearance 
of the fourth edition of the " Pbilo
eophyof the Unoonaoiou.," form the 
beat and most thorough confirm._ 
tion of the opinion I have here 
expre88Cd concerning the conception 
of lndh·iduality. 

' On this ground I cannot &118811t 
t.o Iliickel'a distinction between 
morphological and ph)'Biologieal in
dividuality, aince the latter is only 
an ill-aelect«< expression for vital 
aeU-aufficiency or biological inde
pendence. Oertainly one must as
cribe individuality to every inde· 
pendent and aelf-preaervmg living 
being, but not becauae it ia phyeio
logieally independent, but bccaUAe 
the physiological independence pre· 
IIIPf"'tl the coinhereoce of thOM 
nnOUI unities in which individu
ality conaiata. Hlickel him.,)f de
clarea (" Generelle Morphologie," 

vot i. p. 333) the "pbymologio fDcll. 
vidual " t.o be in ibl nature dil'i.,._ 
in contrast to the infinitelJ i•tli
tMihlc " morphological indi vidaal, • 
and therewith openl.Y alloft &he 
contradietlon of the notion in n
apect of ibl name. Oertainly it ill 
phyaiologically important to lleUie 
with what order of individual• ia 
each cl- of animals and plaabl 
biological independence bl.gina ; .,_ 
why aubetitute for thl1 perfea\1y 
aufBcient and clear notioa ol tile 
"Bion" or independent vital em· 
enoe that of the "phy•iological In
dividual " ! On the other bud, 
Hiickel'a conoo:ption of the -
phologieal individUAl it.eelf -
taina physiological elemen&l, wbiola 
are smuggled in unnotioe4 b1 
111uana of the incliapenaable unltleoo 
of purpose and or the reclprucal 
action of the partL We, tberefON, 
do not think we are going far utn.y 
when we atop at the unitariu -
ception of the organic iodi vidual, 
and reject lli&ckel'a attempted diri
aion of the IllUDe. 
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riEiiiil~llf o&her iDdividuala ; one has only to 
~:.-. ..... 18 of 'he infant if the mother did 

w of young beasts of prey if the 
... ., t8b them with them on the chase ; and 
~ ~duality to children and youn~ 

INiMzr atpmim• that coalescence which in the 
lilir;Mlt. appears u abnormity of the fretal life uni

,'--11iii11S --. .& unicellular Alga, Pcdiastrum rotulr.&, 
iD the adult condition only as a complex of 
oeiJ.eolony of middle cell and peripherally de-

,lljilllllil augiDal cells. The green protoplasmic content 
...... of tbeae cella parte for the end of propagation into 

itfe1a\ sixteen, thirty- two, or sixty- four globular 
~!Jiii:Diilt ee1ll, which on emergence possess an independent 
'tliiiflla.JIIItill~ a tolerable time ; but then lie beside one an

.efsht for evsry surface, in order by growing together 
willll:ll .. aother to form a new rosette-like colony, which, 
..... ecmaiating of eight unicellular .Algre, yet com

entirely as an individual Similar processes 
'11iiiit'llilluul iD a few other .Algre, e.g., the water-net (Hydro

a polyp-stock, every single animal is as 
•tllbW~ aa individual as tl1e whole stock is nn indivi

ita parts, like the members of a so-called 
animal, are related to one another through the 

;!ltlll.lity of the nutritive process, and neverthclt!Ss 
their morphological independence. " Every 

"~•liiDD'Iaad aoophyte springs from a single polyp, and 
__ ... (like a plant) by continued gemmation into a 

.&~1!111111!!11' • a dome. The trunk of an .Astrrea twelve feet 
il41111•tr unites about 100,000 polyps, each of which 
... IM!m a aquare half inch; in a Porites, whose animal
-r.-IW Jtardl7 a line in breadth, their number would 

lYe aad a half millions. In it, therefore, there 
~'".llllllal number of mouths and stomachs to a single 
liiiiiii.:410Dtri1~utin~ together to the nutrition, gemma

whole, and also united laterally to 
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one another" (Dana in Scbleiden's and Fror. Not., 1847. 
June, No. 48). Whoever ascribes individuality to an oak· 
tree mnst grant it also to such a polyp-tree. 

The globular animal, Volv03: globator, is (although n~ 
belonging to the corals) a polyp-stock formed of several 
animalcules, which, sitting on the circumference of a 
sphere, are only uniterl by feather-like tubes. "If one 
puts some red or blue colouring matter into the water 
under the microscope, a powerful current round the balls 
is very distinctly perceived. This is a consequence of 
the collective action of all the single animalcules, which, 
like herds of animals, flocks of birds, even singing or 
dancing human beings and crowds, possess a common 
rhythm and a common direction, often even without the 
word of command, and without being clearly conacious 
of a purpose. Thus tlont all polyp-stocks, and the 
sympathetic as the more colclly judging naturalist sees 
herein a social impulse, which consists of force and plia
bility for common purposes, a condition requiring a mental 
activity, which one may be betrayed into, but not justi&ed 
in rating too lightly. One must also never forget that all 
the single animalcules possl!ss organs of sensation which 
are comparable to eyes, and that they accordingly do not 
turn themselve~ blindly about in the water, but, as citizens 
of n great world very remote from our estimation, share 
with us the enjoyment of a highly sensitive existence. 
however proudly we may bear ourselves" (Ehrenber<6 in 
his great work on the Infusoria, p. 69). This judgment is 
so interesting just because it shows how the modest but 
great naturalist, overpowered by the simple facts, recog
nises an instinct of the mn.sscs and n stirring mental life 
at those lower animal grades. 

"In the Mediterranean there is a rich family of splen
did swimming- polyps, which Carl Vogt in particular 
("Recherches sur les Anirunnx in£erieurs de la MeJiter
ran!Se ") has brought to the knowledge of the scientist. A 
young polyp is developed Crow an l'gg. It begins ita life 
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66 -. .At ita upper eud it form& a 
~-•l.ih die air is set free which support& it; 

-.4 there are fonned, in ever richer and 
I!Jll .. i18, feelm and prehensile threads with spe
IJJtliw.llllll Cllpll8. O n its stem, which is eontinu-

fMIII¥tltii•DI. lhere is formed a filtering tube. From 
F:~ 1-MMuila 'bad·like aboota. Some of them form swim-

8Millii1Ja.wbich propel themselves, and consequently the 
•••~...._ The others are metamorphosed into fresh 
ltil!l*. whiob poS8e88 mouth and stomach, and not 
jjiill .. eoUect. but also digest food for the whole, to dt•
.... "'.,IDallf into the common trunk-tube. }~innlly, y•:t 

hdl attain a nettle-like aspect, and provide for 
..,..aoo; they bring forth ova, from which again pro
:tlel ftte11·Jioat.ing polyps." (Special polyps with long 
~ve tactile threads represent the sense-organs or tllf' 
~ce of this state.) "What is lll're individual ( 
... ,-og polyp appears to us simple, l1ut out of it there 
........... a Item like a plant. The stern sends out ten
.... like roots, but they move voluntarily, ancl grasp 
Jle1; it forms a trunk with a digesti\'e sac, but it has nut. 
~'IliON tban the plant a mouth to make use of the sar. 
1t lllldt forth bods and sprouts like the plant, but every 
t.a.J .bu a apecial task, which it performs with the appear
.. of original activity. Special sprouts or branches 
~ with movement of their own mana~e, som•• 
• teeeption and digestion of the foocl, others propn~n
'tiiit. The tTunk is notlain~ without th~ limbs, the limb~ 
~without the trunk" (Virchow, "Vier Htld.en,"pp. 6; , 
4 Whoever holds fast to the "either-or," certainly such * dample must reduce to desperation; but we see in the ••o members individuals partly of polyp-form, partly 

and, in the whole, an individual of higher 
,~""'l~·· which includes in itself all these individuals. Even 

..._ and ant-hive there is nothing wanting to com
-•<~~rMYiewof the whole as an individual of higher order 

t .tlll .... unity, ie., the otmtintti('l of the form ; h«>ru 
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this likewise is present, auu thurl!fore the individual il 
indisputable. 

This widespread phenomenon in the animal and vege
table kingdom of a varied physiological development of 
morphologically originally similarly constructed indivi
duals of the same species is termed Polymorphism (even 
the separation of the sexes comes under this conception). 
Kolliker recently discovered an interesting example in the 
family of the sea-pens (Pennatulida). Without entering 
into the morphological significance of the organs of the 
trunk, which serve as supporters of the several animals, 
it .is to be said that here the sex-animals, devouring 
animals, and feeling-animals are not different, but one; 
on the other band, stunted individuals without tentacles 
and sexual organs occur, which used to be regarded merely 
as warts (granulation) of the skin, but which otherwise 
possess altogether the structure of the sex-animals, and 
perhaps have a particular relation to the imbibing and vent
ing of water. It is one and the same principle of divirioJ& 
of labour, of the facilitation of a collective performance 
by distribution to various one-sidedly endowed organs, 
which, in the organised state of the bees, and still more in 
that of the ants, conditions the different developlllent of 
from three to five separate individuals, and that here be 
assigns the system of movement, of assimilation of food 
and digestion, of perception and propagation to diverse 
individuals coalescing into an individual of higher order. 
It is just this principle, however, which we find also car
ried out in the higher plants, where the roots provide for 
the reception of nutrirueut, the leaves for rcspil'ation, the 
llowersfor propagation, whilst a truuk or stalk gives support 
or cohesion to the whole, as the ruiddle stem of tbo tloat
ing polyp cowmouwealth. As in the bee-state tlae sexual 
activity is persouified in drones and queen, so also in the 
dimcious plants, i.e., in those in which the one plant bears 
merely male, the other merely female flowers; and in tlu' 
moJJ,cecious, where 111ule and female flowers are on one 
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f:!•MII• ll~ lo be called iodiriduals, beo
aJI!IPi• tD be 11Dited in space by other parts of 

~M.-111 fa dut remote region of lower marine 
!Dallifeetly find compound individuals. 

~~~··-- of the tape-worms, in which the head, 
'tle::~•ctf IO-ellled nurse-generation, produces an en
~~ 411 hermaphrodite aesnal animals, leads us to 
_,.JlflM*iMhlttiawiion of the anatomical structure of the 
lMJM* Uld tbeae guide us to that of the articulata 
••• latrer Annulata each segment has its gills, its 
W!PAiiiiiiJb of tbe intestinal canal, its contractile distension 

luge blood-Yessel, its ganglia, its ramifications of 
··•IIH.Wall ud vascular trunks, its organs of propagation, 

.. IODIIO&IW appendages, and sometimes even its special 
p 41 .,_ Among the Articulata the Myriapoda 
..... ~ to the Annelids; the process of gemmation 
W ...-•ta. which is characteristic of the compound 
WlftrluJ. ia here in part to be very distinctly ouserved 
'*'*embryological history of development; the larva of 
... .ntipecl, which is hatched with eight segments, forms, 
..,.. iD the first moulting, between the ultimate and 
~mate segment six new oues. In the dt-gree iD 
....... the division of labour and perfection of the type pro
..... from the tape-worms to the AnneliJs, to the milli

.. 111.tllldfrom these to the higher Articul:l.ta (crabs, spiders, 
~-tl),iD the same degree is there exhibited an intensified 
'Ji .. •ttiation of the segments of which the compound iD
•-•!*GIOIIIIiltl; but even in the most perfect insects, with the 
J(lljlliltliiiCIBOf the individual and the pal!llontological history 
W'*nl•DPIDellt the composition from segments, which are 
,.._IIV.d as orlbriually independent, is still more certainly 

l}l~;r::~~=de out. and however far the differentiation may 
Ul be carried, there yet remain certain functions 

R III(JII(JI.ration) here always decentralised. 
I80Cellive segments of the Vertebrata, which consist 

fftlte1bla with its osseous processes, together with 
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t.be appertaining muscular, vascular, and DerYOUI ,.a.. 
unquestionably l'Xhibit a certain analo~'Y with t.beaa aa. 
cessi\'e pieces of the compound worms and millipeda. 
Nevertheless this does not seem to me aofticieut to 
place, with Hackel, both forms on the same leftl of 
individuality, Lecause in the compound " 'orma the mani
fold of the collective indivhlual arises 'Ly aggregation of 
many single individuals, but in the VertelJrata by itettntal 
dilferr.ntialion. It mnkes no difference here whether t.be 
several indi ,·idunls are the result of sexunl congress, or 
whether, as in the tnpe-worm, they are produced from an 
originally simple individual by way of nurse-genemt.ion; 
both forrn o. mutual contrast to the interior, gradually 
progressive differentiation of the vertebrate organism, 
whose prototype, the Amphioxus, forms by no means the 
analogue of n compound, but of a simpl" worm. The 
course of development in the Inverte'Lratn and Vertebrata 
ia accordingly nn exactly opposite one. In the former it 
is the m:mifold, which concretes to unity in increuing 
measure by means of unlikeness and closer connection of 
the parts; in the latter unity is the startin~-point., which 
unfolds to the wealth of th<:> manifuhl Ly cubancing t.he 
inner multiplicity; in the former case the individuala of 
lower order grow together to an iuuh•iuual of higher order; 
in the latter case an individual unfolds into individuals of 
lower order, and thereby at least relatively enhances the 
degree of its order of indivic.luality. Thus ir. beoomee 
intelligible that, in spite of the opposite sto.rting-poiat. 
both courses of development approach one another 80 

much nearer in their 1'CS'Uils the fat-tLer they ha\·e pro
gressed, i.e., the more closely on the one side the composing 
members hnve coalesced, and the more they have converted 
their functions, fulfilling originally merely particul&( aims, 
to serviccaLle functions of the higher wLole,-the farther 
on the other side the inner differeutiation of the suoceuive 
portions, organs, and systems of or;!ans has advanced. 

As the above- mentioned floating polyp- stocks a"d 



:aor 

~-lllii'J~Ie for the eeveral iudividuala 
eatirely lowered to the rault of 

tbe higher collective organism, 10 

lie that iD the higher animals the organs • ;-rw abarply defined individuality, the more 
•m-~ aJB di«ereotiated in their functions and 

One may again distinguish withiu the 
••reo -tially diO'erent grades of individuality of 

l.!liJ~~~a~pae. the compound organs, and the $ystems 
'l'be timple organs (Hackel's organs of fil'l!t 

,.~ ....... ~ auk) conaist of a tissue of one kind; the com
,Wl!MIIiji;.Gf t.hat. of several kinds ; the systems of organs 
.-wi'IIM iadivw"ble uuion of a number of single and 
.ll)pai~ltl4 organa iu the whole organism, so far as they 

·~-· puticular functional purpo~. Simple organs arc, 
.... epidermis, whose appcndn~es (hairs, nails, scales, 
..... 0'111 glaudat, crystalline lens), cartilage, and several 
~ YMCUlar and nerveless forms of the connecti\'e 
...... compound organs are suc:h as the several muscle!', 
J!Ul Mt boDes, Llood-vessels, mucous membranes. The 

E 
are mostly of so complicated a nature that 

ct us from the organs to the systems of organs, 
of the endings of the tactile nerves beneath 

tpidermia. .As system of organ~ one may further cite 
• JIIOtlef.iYe system of the surface of the body (epi
.... wilh appendages), the system of the skeleton, thf' •••ar ayatem, the nervous system. the vascular or 
i.IJIIDatdrJry eystem, the intestinal or dig(>sti\·e system, the 
•ii•intm'J system, the generative or revroducti'"e system. 

~•-~eaan~ebetween these diiJt:reut systems in the higher ani
"'t'Jilll ... liohaire takes place n very intimate interpenetration nn1l 
~~~~111!-Miiag; still even morphologically their Stlpnration cau 

l'ii~*-·~~--lll be accomplished, and there is no apparent reason 
IJ~I;IIJ·~- more intimate fusion should afford a motive I or 

.... the relative individuality of these systems, which 
4rllll'iD:a in tbe floating }JOlyps in spite of the loc.'Ll 

•~r .. aaia \he communities of hf'e" anc.l ants is deve1· 
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oped even to the partition of functions among discrU8 
individuals. In the spatially more sharply defined simple 
or compound individual organs the acknowledgment of 
individuality should meet with still fewer difficulties; 
as certainly as to the single leaf or stamen of the plant 
belongs a kind of individuality, so certainly to a hair of a 
man's head does a sort of individuality appertain. In 
lower animals single organs sometimes testify their indi
viduality by releasing themselves from the collective 
organism, and yet go on living and regularly perform the 
office for the sake of which they are there; thus, e.g., 
in several kinds of Cephalopods (Argonauta, Philonexis, 
Tremoctopus) the males have a hectocotylus, i.e., an arm 
elaborated into a sexual organ, which performs the pro
creative act by being liberated from the male and pene
trating into the female. This hectocotylus was at first 
regarded as a parasite, afterwards as the rudimentary male 
of the respective cuttlefish, until it was perceived to be 
the individualised organ of the male. 

Of importance for our theme is likewise the pathological 
conception of parasitic formations. I shall let an authority 
in this field, Professor Virchow, speak for me. (''Cellular 
l'athology," pp. 427, 428): "Let one only remember that 
parasitism only gradually comes to mean something else 
than the notion of autonomy of each part of the body. 
Every single epithelial and muscular cell leads in rela
tion to the rest of the body a kind of parasitic existence, 
just as every single cell of a tree in relation to the other 
cells of the same tree has a special existence belonging to 
it alone, and withdraws from the rest of the elements 
certain matters for its needs (end>} The notion of para
sitism in the narrower sense of the term is developed from 
this concept:on of the independence of the several parts. 
As long as the need of the remaining parts presupposes 
the existence of any part, as long as this part is useful in 
some way or other to the other parts, so long one does not 
speak of a parasite ; it becomes so, however, from the 
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to think of parasitic animals) ; but the spermatozoids have 
also a tolerably long life outside the seminal fluid in 
every blood-hot, chemically indifferent fluid, if they are 
only not hygroscopically deformed by the same. In the 
female organs of generation of the ruammalia they con
tinue to live for days, nay, weeks; and in the seed-pouches, 
e.g., the male river-crawfish, which, in the rut, attach to 
the females in autumn, or in the seminal vessels of humble
bees and wasps that have copulated in the autumn, they 
continue to live until the spring, to then fertilise the ova 
which have in the meantime become ripe. This already 
proves a high degree of independent vital capacity after 
the separation of the organism producing them. The 
morphological type of all spermatozoids of the whole 
animal kingdom are the zoo spores of the Protist king
dom, structures of whose individuality hardly a doubt could 
well be suggested. It is just the zoo spores of the lower 
organisms which exhibit the extremest degree of indivi
dual independence (in the Myxomycetes the spores even 
increase fur several generations by fission), and neverthe
less many of them surrender the same in the act of copula
tion, in which two or more individuals lose their indivi
cluality and blend into one new individual. In the copula
tion of the zoo spores we have to see the prototype of the 
fertilising net, in which likewise two individuals (ovum 
and seed-filament) allow their individuality to become lost 
in that of a single new indh·idual. When the plasmodes 
of the Mynomycetes in their apparently lawless creeping 
about now disintegrate, now flow together into one, we 
shall p:..rceive therein a phenomenon merely of life and 
growth. We see, then, how near procreation stands to 
growth even in reference to the act of copulation of the 
materials of generation, if we compare with the confluence 
of two plasm odes the congress of a num her of zoo spores to 
form a plasmode. If here only a summation of like indivi
dual forces appears to be intended, the thought is forcibly 
suggested of a neutralisation of invisible individual differ-
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.:..""""'""~- 61 ,_ d aporet, until in aesaal 

.... ..,. rilea to the beight of a char
a. puemtiYe aubstaacea.-If one 

........ .,.. the autonomous movements of ·-It by a puallel with the movements of 
llftillll' zepiJ that in my view conversely the 
--·- fDI'IIKtr makea for that of the latter. An 
~ ot a structure eepamte in form, 

~-UIIIIn1)1)" neither follows on mere external 
a. ia. lftJl produced by central parts, since it 

•lllll!lfiiiJ1_.t,be ilolation of the smallest portiuu of ciliated 
..... IRa-' arise from a cause iuhereut in the strnc

-t[ill~liJj~i.t&..beln the character of a certain individuality. 
,... ... ,~movemeats of the ciliary hairs of a sui'Cace fte-

::M!!IIII.r..,.. with one another in such a way that regula1· 
...,._enta. continuous wa,·es, &c., arise, cannot. 

...... 11d8 opinion. The like is also found in the bundles 
·M*P•Idc)JOiids, where in each bundle rc::;ular wa \'es flow 

.. al&er another, or in those which are deposited 
tiiJIIir In a thickly packed mass (eg., in the earth-worm~, 
~the beautiful, regular waving is said to be compar-
• .Jill that of a cornfield. It is just the same co
••• of many individuals towards a goal as in the 

••• iJa generaL 
are Protista (A.mrzba dijjlurns and porrecta) 

wle locomotion consists in this, that they shoot ,... • .,,.in which the substance of the animal corubinc•l 
point& flows after one, or even sevetal, whilst the 

.__.,.. centre ia thereby narrowed to the ray temaining 

.ldlaill,which now withdraws to the new centre o£ gravity . . ~•u••lleJ~ the same principle (accordiug to Van R\!ck
li",~NIIMH1)pu corpuscles move as long a3 they ure living; 

lhoo$ out radiated processes o.t the periphery, nnd 
•Ilia'• the eame; and at times oue observes that the 

eoateDtof t.he cell darts after into such ll rny. The 
of abeae pus corpuscles with the most common 
tM white lymphatic bodies was subsequently 
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demonstrated by Cohnheim, and their exit at the place of 
suppuration established. Then Virchow observed similar 
phenomena of movement in the large-tailed cells which 
are found in a just excised cartilaginous tumour. Move
ments had already been discovered in the blood corpuscles 
of several animals. Without desiring to place the pus 
corpuscle and similar freely moving structures morpho
logically, chemically, or physiologically beside the cor
responding lower animals in any way, from which they 
are so entirely distinguished by their historical develop
ment, I yet think that they may lay claim to an equal 
right of individuality with those, since they, if not animals 
in the zoological sense, are yet beings which move about 
in their environment just as purposively and with the 
same appearance of voluntariness and animation as the 
lower infusoria. That the circumstances of nutrition are 
accommodated to the medium entirely answers to the 
general processes in organic nature, and that they have 
accordingly no mouth and stomach, cannot detract from 
their individuality, since there are indeed animals also in 
whom both are wanting. 

The most recent discoveries on the immigration and 
emigration of these arureboid corpuscles from the blood 
circulation into the tissue and back again lift the process 
of nutrition out of the inorganic into the organic sphere, 
in that, quite analogously to the procreative process, they 
may be perceived to be conditioned by the living indi
viduality of their substrata. The nutritive fluid absorbed 
from the intestine as it enters into the lymphatic vessels 
as yet contains no formed elements, but doubtless it 
copiously receives such from the lymphatic glands ; 
similarly the vascular glands, above all the spleen, 
are breeding-places of these amreboid elements. They 
pass through the walls of the blood - vessels into the 
tissue of the body, in that at first a fine thread -like 
process is pushed through a pore of the vascular wall, 
aud if the process, which lasts for hours, remains undis-
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Pi-lilt of the oorpuaole gradually follows. 
JDCIIt certainly established, u the 

•'~lil[lllj• ~- for the reception of finely 
... IMilit.&tea observation. As connective 

ijlfj-11 tll8J DOW penetrate into all organs, and 
ifji•ltajpc)f the connective tieaue enveloping all 

1l81D even longer known. When they have 
eiBae, they retreat through the walls of the 

PIMIII or lJ1Dpbatic vessels again into tbe circula-
~:allltlwLteJ:y we do not yet know anything more 

vjj~!ifil'-1, wfth ~e~peet to the chemical differences on 
-~~~~~'-toll exit, and their possible regeneration into a 

ll'"~:)l!iilliloD apabJe of nutrition. This much is, however, 
MJiiW. 111M tbe colourle88 blood corpuscles must also be 
~--~ u *he origin of the red blood corpuscles, which 

.. t" .. ablllilata of the respiratory process in the widest 
fte p8IMI8 from the one to the other form is 

~ .... •••~!lldlllleldll h7 numerous intermediate stages. The red 
--~now present, it is true, at their periphery 
~ble phenomena of movement; but according to the 
!Mtilfptiou of Brticke, which have been found to be 

·•lflll•d alao by other distinguished histologists, the 
ammboid individual (zooid) is here only 

•liPid 'Wl&b ita movements to the interior of its case, 
1fll!i18t'OIIIIIIiilta of a porous, immobile, very soft, colourless, 
.jllll,.,ri&J•II substance (oikold). In the normal condition 
..,.",._"" perTades the whole oikoid, and leaves in the 

:41111!111•• colourless nucleus; placed in water, it. withdraws, 
·~iw.-r. from the periphery to the centre, so that now 
.lfJIInur appears colourless, the latter red; not rarely 

~~~., •• ammbiform processes radiate from the red centre 
i.JIJI'ipl~r.--ln the face of such resu1ts in regard to 

IDCIIYiiCIUaLI1~J of the supports of the nutritive and 
proceu in animal organisms, the naturalists 

haYe seen themselves constrained to the 
\1lat only the view of the organism ns a com

elementary beings is capable of doing 
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justice to the phenomena. Each or theee indiYidal 
bein~rs floats about independently in the lymph or tile 
blood, and autonomously executes ita funetiou p..
designated for it by its own individual nature. aad J'e& 
the results fit ns organically together a.s if a secret. tie 
united these beings, or a secret commander guided ~ 
performances according to a higher plan. 

But even before these recent surprising clues to the 
supports of nutrition and respiration, thinking naturalista, 
on considering the cdl as the elementary fundamental 
form of all organic construction, have felt tbemsel'nl 
compelled to the acknowledgment of living indivich1ality 
toithin the extemnlly limited organism. ".All life is 
bound to the cell, and the cell is not merely the veseel of 
life, but it is itself the living part" (Virchow, "Vier Reclea,• 
p. 54). "What is the organism 7 A communit.y of living 
cells, a little state, well provided with all appua·tenance1 
of upper and under otJ1cials, servants and m:1stera, gred 
and small" (p. 55). "Life is the activity of the cell; ib 
special character is the special character of the cell •• (p. 
10). "Peculiar appenrs to us the mode of activity, the 
special function of the organic matter, but yet it happeaa 
in no other way than the activity and function which 
Physics reveals in non-living uature. The entire speciality 
is limited to this, that the greatest multiplicity of material 
combinations is packed together in the smallest apace; 
that every cel11•epresents in itself a seat of most intimate 
effects, most manifold material combinations with one 
another, and thnt therefore results are attained which 
nowhere else occur iu nature, since nowhere else is a 
similar intimacy of dfects known" (p. 11). "If we will 
not make up our minds to ilistinguish between collective 
individuals and single individuals, the conception of indi
vidual in the organic branches of physical science m"" 
either be abRndooed or be strictly confined to the celL 
To the former result boLh the systematic materialist as well 
a.s the spiritualist must logically come; the unprejudiced 
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.,., t.o lead to the latter. ln 
*- 'RJ it the 1Ulitarian coaoep-

-- tar &he n.Je iplaere of vegetable 
(W. 73. 74). Thia ia the ftDal 

IBiiiJlllrws .... thatugnzea the truth, with
~-l-11111111 to IJ'UP it firmly. What COncerDI 

--~.1Ni1HIIIiblilbed ooo.ceptioo. of the cell, which •••·alaiiNIIIItecl ucozdiDg to the euggeetiona of 
-•·•1111MYUII, ud therewith baa railed animal 
..., ... -.~pathology to a new level, so to eay; oomp. 
-j~4iJillJUII'PdibiDiot~" eepecially chaps. i. and .xiv. 

•••-• paeral consiat of cella, and moreover of 
~1 minute ones, for that there is the 

IIJii!IJMl pwali &hat ntrition can only be effected by 
.aOIDICiia il only possible through very 

r: '.6,ii-PPI 1NDa. Thaa if with these thin walls the neoes-

I~J=~==~· to be attained, the whole system must be H of Yef1 ...U cella. How great is the number 
M':~JII .. ,_J8Jpl'G'I'ecl lty the following quotation:-

~:.o...u-•• • .,ou, lle&r the Tiefenhof, stands an old lindeu
•~:.!f]liilliil:.., year, when it puts on its ornament of leaves, 
••--. .aoordiug to the estimate of Nageli, about ten 

f llll•el uwlyliTing eells. In the blood of an adult 
.._. eireulate, according to the calculations of 

••• ed Welcbr, at every moment, sixty billions 
6t:Jpoopoopoo,ooo) of minutest cellular bodies" 

........ SS)· 
ll&tiiP..U thia, we canoot doubt that we have Lefore us 
~~~~-•eell an individual; but whether with the cell we 

WJ•BIMICl the loweat grade of the individual, which is 
I•!DIIIIiiiD, thi.a may still appear doubtful. 

ill•4111tiiii:Wah, namely, in most cells: cell-wall, cell
brMl or •uckus, and usually also, in addition, 

.. lkjfiPUCIIe or •uckolu. These parts are decidedly 
·--~~~ aa organs of the cell, having their special 

'!he cell-wall regulates the income and out
*--'ilagto qaantity and quality; the fl.ucltolttB takes 

0 
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care for propagation or increase of the cells (cells without 
nucleol1ts are infertile); the nucleus secures the continu
ance of the cell, and probably directs the chemical trans
formations and productions in the interior of the cell. 
If the relative independence of these organs is to be 
regarded as established, one can hardly dispute whether 
they are still organic individuals, for undoubtedly within 
every such sphere there takes place an organic reci
procal action of the parts for the sake of the function to 
be exercised. 

This relative independence of the organs of the cell, 
inferred by me a priori, has recently received a needed 
confirmation through the inquiries and observations of the 
botanist Hanstein, which he has made especially on the 
cells of some vegetable capillaries, but also on the 
parenchyma cells of different plants. In the large hair
cells of the Cucurbitacere and many Compositre, e.g., one 
sees the cell-nucleus suspended about the middle of the 
cell by protoplasmic bands, "like the spider in its web.'' 
The protoplasmic bag-like covering of the nucleus, the 
bands, and the cell-wall exhibit the most varied move
ments, by means of which the main and side currents of 
the fluid cell-content circulating in the cell must be 
explained. Independent of the latter, however, because 
without reference to their direction, and often even 
opposed to it, are the movements of the cell-nucleus, 
which require now a few minutes, now, however, even 
several hours, to traverse about the space of the celL 
Now they are rectilinear, now frequently interlaced, now 
the nucleus intersects the cell crosswise, now it creeps 
along clinging to a wall By this both nucleus and 
nuclear envelope and bands constantly change their • 
form, and the nuclear corpuscle changes its situation in 
the nucleus.-In the division of the cell, also, charac
teristic modes of movement take place. In the first 
place, the nucleus repairs to the centre, and the bands 
draw nearer to form a heap of plasma. Then the nuclear 
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IUo two. and thereupon the 
a 8De, just perceptible border, 

illtMoill naobea a1ao the protoplasmic mass, in 
a DeW wall of cellulose is formed. Now 

aaclei (lo medulla-parenchyma- cells of 
Mlll!ililll bnab themselves tolerably quickly to the 
r.•lltato oppolite aides of the old cell-wall. where 

aart&iD time before they again begin their 
~lllllil(l}tH~ ~Thu. then, the cell-nucleus, through the 

•MiltJ of ita own form, as well as through the 
••• cme of its covering, and through the restless 

••• ad l'aiDOdelling of the bands which issue from 
i' in auspenaion, acquires a striking resem

to a young plaamode or an amrebiform organism. 
•Jilii!IIJ¥'J•-bles such an one during its creeping about 

a degree, that substantially only the union 
...U-protoplasm serves as a point of distinction." 

....... to this, Hanstein adopts the above-mentioned 
Bl't~a. "according to which the whole proto:111•• IJ&tem must be conceived as an individualised 

illlll.lla-. U., a living, moving, proper being, consisting ••u.. peripheral envelope, and radial or net-like 
1i}ljl(lll members. and found within its self-formed shell, 
•t\ .. 1..,1101118 wall. in continual motion, which consists 
··~Jiliilillg hither and thither, and a consequent shifting 

-.itili&•utmt :remodelling of the internal articulation. As 
.~~-1111110 not only constructs its own shell, but moves 

ibe -.me, so the protoplasmic body within its cellu
rl··~·•bnaa. Not the currents in the bands, not the cell 

...... 110t the primordial sac per se are the seat and cause 
J11DY81Dent. Tlu u•hole proloplaamic body, which is 

._.llbllfm~ee, but an organism, moves in all its parts, now 
·-·~CKJ~Ily. now alternately, as indivisible, amrebiform, 

being, which of course in the higher plants 
existence of a larger whole " (" Botanische 

~.-s..,.lfOI. 2 and 3). 
Jlcmera or protoplasmic primitive animals the 
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obeerTation of the microscope cannot 81tablillh uy 
morphological differentiation of the apparentJy homo
geneous slimy clot, there still follows from the fact 
that the essentially different beha'riour of the Mouera in 
propagdion and nutrition has already neceuitated tile 
discrimination of seYen different kinds, that doubtlesa aa 
inuer dift'erentiation must e:r.ist. If the 'riscidity or teD
acity of an extremely fluid water-drop is at ibs aurfaee 
very much greater than in its interior, and this difl'ereDee 
inc:reMes in an astonishing degree in aqueous albumincms 
solutions, it must certainly obtain in a Yiaeous proto
plasmic drop or clot, even when the condensation at tbe 
surface does not reach such a degree as to become Yisi'ble 
to the eye as solid cell-envelope, to say nothing of its 
being separable as isolated membrane; the statements 
with respect to cells destitute of membranes or plasmic 
clots are therefore always to be understood eum fiN'IO 
&alia. Even when an intussusception of solid pigment.
molecu.les is proved by means of amrebiform monmente. a 
certain viscosity of the state of aggregation of the surfaee 
is always apparent, but considerable difference of the 
state of aggregation between surface and content is by 
uo means refuted. (The formation of an envelope in 
drops has recently been very well observed by Famintzin 
in solutions of carbonate of lime, by allo\1\·ing concen
trated solutions of chloride of calcium and carbonate of 
potash to act upon one another with gradual addition of 
water.) In a similar manner, as a condensation takes 
place at the surface even before it becomes visible, can 
a condensation also take place at the centre without 
being perceptible to the eye. Untler all circumstances, 
however, the superficial condensation must occasion a 
junctional difference from the less dense content, as is 
manifested in the absorption of booty. In the same 
way the inner condensation of the centre must condition 
a functional difference, as it appears in the division 
proceeding from within. Where, then, cell-membrane 
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M• tD be wamag, whiJn yet the cell 
..... 1M fanoaiOM t.he1'eto appertaiDblg, 
. .... IUIJ!y ... analogues of t.beae Olplll 

'W the .,_. OD11 iD this W&J can we 
tilt ~ of nucleated membranou 

.,...,, ..... p1Mmic clot.l, u required by the Theory 
cwerhuty it were, relying on the mere 

-~-~--.to cJeDy a dift'ereuti&tion of the Monera 
:'llllllt of ftrioaa functions ia eminently proved, 

ilactilceraibility of an actual membrane at 
ii'JiiMII of ll8ftra1 cilia, b;y the analogy with the 
~-lid OYWD, in whose apparent molecular homo

thole diJrerences must yet uiat, so that in ita 
l~Jjl(llllllt to the child "the finest mental and bodily 
iJIII.tliiel of the parents are afterwards manifested in 

We muat here stand still in wonderment and 
.killeD before the almost infinite delicacy of album.in-

111iiii~ar•~-'" (Biiokel, "N attirliche Scbopfungsgeschichte," 
... 11111, p. 179). 
-~-- would. then, be the lowest individuals which 

be ea11ed organic. There ia a question, how
w!letber we are altogether entitled to require of an 

t'Jiiayllnlal that it be organism. This much ia certain, as 
M a thing bas parll, so long must these parts be in 

·'tlllliitlo noiprocal connection, if the teleological unity of 
;wlildlca ia DOt to fail; i.e., as long as a thing has parts it 

1Mt _,.u., if it is to be indi11idual. But how if 
f't~UJa hu DO more parW11 If Of a thing with parts one 
f!DM!6• the most intimate causal relation of the parts 

&at it may possess the greatest possible uuity in all 
..... ., should then this greatest possible unity not 

:!;~-- Ja yet far higher degree where the thing is in its •JJI• _, i.e., without parts, thus this requirement 
1he first rendered superfluous 1 The unity of 

- ·--- and purpose is, «J iplO, given with the sim
Ma thing; but. the requirement of reciprocity of 
wldch in the compound thing was a necessary 
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evil, has here been fortunately superseded, since all the 
parts are reduced to one, which is at the same time t.he 
whole; the unity of the simplicity is thus much stronger 
than the unity of the reciprocation of the parts. It does 
not detract from the worth of the present argument when 
the notion of unity is asserted to be inapplicable to the 
simple, for we had only reached the notion of unity by 
seeking what is individual, i.e., what in its nature cani&Ot 
be divided. This is, however, undoubtedly at least as 
much the case in the simple as in the complex unity, nay, 
even still more than in the latter, for the unity consisting 
of united parts always carries in itself the possibility of 
resolution into parts, but not the simple. 

Such a simple thing, which thus has the highest claim 
to the conception of the individual, we are cognisant of, 
however, in the immaterial functional atomic force, which 
consists in a single continued act of will. Save the atoms 
there can be no individuals in the i11.()T[lanic sphere, for 
everything which consists of several atoms has these Cor its 
parts, and must accordingly be organism if it is to be indi
vidual. It is thus wrong to call a crystal or a mountain 
an individual. On the other hand, we may very well call 
the heavenly bodies, so far as they are still living, indi
viduals, for they are then in fact organisms; but with 
their extinction the individuality also perishes, as in 
animals and plants. Whoever doubts that a lit'i7&!J 
Astrum, such as the earth, is an organism, need only 
study the mutual action of atmosphere and interior 
in the circ11lation of water, the reciprocal action of 
stratification and lower animal kingdom, as well as 
the strata among themselves in the metamorphosis of 
rocks, and the mutual action of the organic kingdoms. 
In short, let him study geology, meteorology, and the 
household of Nature on the large scale. He will every
where find revealed the essence of the organic world. 
prUtrvati<m and improven~.ent of form by change of 
?ttatter, without it being thereby implied that the direct 
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waJ ot the UuCODICious (beycmd 
.... _.lil the ~ combiDations and the 
l(~fdlll.*lraed ill the formation of the strata) is 

~~~a~a.,tilld esuL 

.,._~_,.._. Jlave aeen that a certain kind of material motion 
aert&in intensity is the condition of the origin of 

·~*'!ll!illllii•DeiiiB. All those external individuals must thus 
l/llllilligjileclfrom the production of a conscious individual 

clo DOt fnlfil these conditions in the character or 
..... of their movements. It is just possible that the 
__. foreea, perhaps also several cells of a too solid or a. 
1tetaid natnre, are iD this case. Inorganic masses without 
attaa1 individuality have evidently also no conscious 
1iiltriauality, for even if the several atoms are to have 
~ OC)JIICi0111ness, this would always remain in atomistic --em through lack of a uniting bond, but could never 
.,.. a higher unity. Where we first find visible traces 
fl eciiiiCinuaneu is in the cell with semi-fluid content (pro
--~~~ of the protists); here undoubtedly the unity of 

•.JI•dcniiDess ia introduced through the same conditions as 
since the part of the cell-content satisfying these 

~1--ratitololaa ia distributed homogeneously to all sides of the 
We lhall then be permitted to assume that where 

.~ .. te10111me11 is present in a cell, an inner conscious indi-
t~Jbl.lty also corresponds to the external individuality . 
..,.,. __ 18Veral cells coalesce to form an individual of 

Older, the consciousnesses of the single cells by no 
-•·•- be united into a higher unity, for this depends 

l'f'•lllC8 and excellence of the communication. 

' 
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Boweftr, ~ auertion may not appear va........._ tW 
between freab, 11itally active oella theN alwa71 tea. 
place a certain amount. however small, ol comJDalliaa'iaa 
-at least always between two neighbouring .U.; tbt 
queat.ion ia only whether the degree of aci&elaeDlako 
exceeda the threabold of stimulation. U throo.gb d. 
aenaation of a cell there ia likewise produced & ..... 

tion in the adjoining parts owiDg to irradiadoD, &bell 
manifestly takea pl&ce an indirect influence from eMb 
c~U to every other ; and although eo indirect and maai
festly minute an influenoe on several cella, on acoomat ol 
the increasing resistance, must necesaarily remaiD YefJ IOOD 
below the threshold, &nd conaequently doea not Mttborise 
us to speak of a. conscious individuality of t.be whole, )'e& 
a certain solidarity of interests is here not to be U. 
taken. U, accordiug to thia, a conscioua individual of 
higher order by no means need correspond to e.e17 ex• 
ternal individual of higher order, yet thia much is oertaia, 
that different conscious individuals can only then uit.e 
to form 11 conscious individual of higher order, if the ex• 
temal individuals corresponding to them are fused illto 
an individual of higher order; for the communlcadoa 
necessary for the unity of consciousness can oDly be aet 
up through the medium of highly organised matter, but 
this directly seta up the unity of the form, of the orguic 
interaction, &c., in short, the external individual of bieber 
urder. 

Our assertion is thus verified in el•ery reapect--tba' 
the external individuality is possibly c01tdition, bu not 
sufficient cauu of the conscious individuality, because the 
latter also presupposes three further conditions-a cer
tain mode, a certain strtngth of material movement, and, in 
individuals of higher ortler, a certain excellence of con
lluttUm. If one of these three conditions ia not aat.iafied, 
no conscious individual can correspond to the ex&.erDal 
individual. 

I believe that the division and discussion of the outer 
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- ·•re W'CIIbl1 cmt m&J .... ually L.-t·-· 11p of tM fl1llltiOD of indift
-- Jf 00111pleaumt to the oognition 

el tile eaaoeptioo of individuality. 
•Mt- Gt tlle 0011oept.ion of individuality is lor 

a.i*IW eapitioa of tbe Ia-' decellllia. Spinoza 
l'r ... .., IUiltiGDed abon: "'The human body 
!Jlif'II'Nnl Wividu1.l of nrioua nature, each of 

-., I01IIpOde;" aud Goethe: " Each living 
V IIDp. thing, but a manifold; even if it 

• M badhidul, it still remains a collection 
tad.,...S.t exiltences, which resemble one 

-... ............. ia clelip, but may phenomenally be like 
.... r, _.ute 01' diaJmUar. The more imperfect the 

L't!•llfii•M. Ute mon are these parta like or similar to one 
~·~-.. ~ 1114 &he JDOI'8 do they resemble the whole. The lA•n•• tU are&ture ia, the more dissimilar aro the 
~-~-.. IDMber. The more similar the parts are to 

....._, .. less are they subordinated to one 
The nbordination of the parta points to a more 

Ollltioa." (The latter observation expresses what 
f.'jlt-11Mn~t~tzled to illustrate by the simile of the monarchical 

.lhiJ.Rllbliaan form of government.) 
alati'rity of the notion of individuality was dis
moet thoroughly by Leibniz, although his mode of 

:.llldb'l tbe maUer ia essentially distinguished from 
m couequence of his different conception of 

,i;"'J~IIilidY.'" With Leibniz, each monad has an unchangeable 
tiD_lperlua~ble body peculiar to it, which forrus its fence, 

l"f...,,....,,..tlboagh which ita finitude is established. This body 
Nill,,...., nbetance, any ruore than the soul of the monads, 

;j:;J·IIIll~ ooDCeived, ia aubstauce; and between this body 
there exists no pre·eatablished harmony, since 

here be enperfluoua; but they are both only 
•• ., cWrenntly directed forces, of one and the same 

allltaace. the monad, which is ita natural unity; 
Ia Leibniz's identity of soul o.nd body (thought 
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and extension). This inalienable body is, however.IOIIIe
t.hing purely metaphysical, and nothing phyaical; a 
the most, in the case of the atoms, can we, in a ceztaiD. 
sense, allow the Leibnizian conception to pua in pb~ 
rt!spects. In all individuals or monads of higher order, 
on the contrary, the idea of an inalienable body w 
addition to the visible body, compounded of other moaada 
or atoms (an idea which has long made a spectral appear
ance under the name of an ethereal body), has beea 
happily set aside by science : we now know that all 
organisms only maintain their existence by means of c:AGIIgl 
of matter. We will, however, do Leibniz no injaati.ce; 
what he conceived by the body peculiar to the monad is, 
at all events, a metaphysically far more tenable thought. 
I suppose that he intended thereby to express nothiDg 
more than the capacity of the immaterial monad to pro
duce certain spatial effects,-a faculty which doubtleu 
pertains to all monads, the highest as well as the lowest, 
and which only by weans of the peculiar reference of 
the lines of action to a point in the atom-monads, and 
their combination for sensuous perception from outside. 
evokes the plu?Wmenon of corportity. But, at any rate. 
"body" is not a happily selected word for describing the 
power of acting in space, as only the combination of the 
lowest kind of spatial forces has a right to this term. Let 
us leave on one side, however, this inalienable monadic 
body, and consider bow Ldbniz conceives the composition 
of the monads. 

When several monads come together, they form either 
an inorganic aggregate or an organism. In the organism 
are contained higher and lower monads, in the inorganic 
aggregate only inferior monads; therefore in the former 
there takes place subordination, in tbe latter only 
co-ordination of the mouads. The higher the grade of 
the organism, the more prominent is the predominance 
of one monad in perft!ction in comparison with all the 
others. This is tbcn culled central monad. Tbe higher 
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Mli~lT ad imperfectly zepreaented by the 
~ii1BI8 Janr bJ the higher, on the other hand, 

.. Et 1Ul8 creature est plus parfait& 
!lliti.OJJtD ee ttouve en ella ce qui aert a rendre 

·~··• fJfit1ri de ee qui ae pasee dans !'autre, et c'est 
... 'iilit-.: <qa'OD dit. qu'elle agit sur I' autre. Mais dans •••!Wuacee simples ce n'eat qu'une ~ idiale 
._.j,o!IUIIIIIGie sur l'autze" (" Monodologie," Nos. so, S 1, 

t":i~-- dllliea the injtu:&U~ pkycicus between the mo
he s&)'l these have no windows through which 

iillrlllbta coalcl shine; the inftumu idealis which he 
Ia ita place consists for him only in an accord a 

of that which the monads picture, i.e., in a pre
_... NmuJiy. But now the relation of the central 
.... fa an organism to the sum of the subordinate 
.....- ia that which bas at all times been called the 
iiil!itin of IOUl. and body. Between tkis body and the 
tDill there uiata, then, according to Leibniz, certainly pre
'*laUabtd harmony. 

Ilia relation between the soul and the complex change
~ Wy Leibniz adopted from Aristotle. It is the rela-
1laa of Olpt'I8G and ~fl. spontaneously operative form or 
X..,ad the material in which the Ideo. works. The rela
iilaa ol aoul and inalienable proper body, on the other 
tad. Leibniz adopted from Spinoza, according to whom 
a. ODe aubstance everywhere appears with the two in
-mable attributes-Thought and Extension. Both rela
.... ooiDcide in a remarkable manner in the lowest, the 
.._..lllOIWis, and that too through the simple artifice of 
.Jflltme. of referring all the efficient tendencies of such a 

to a point.. Unfortunately Leibniz did not suffi· 
eld~ aeparate these two meanings of body, tending to 

) jlliiiUI'IiOD., and has therefore been frequently misunder-

- "'--·•ja eaential for us in the Leihnizian doctrine is the 
•MIIIIGD of several monads or individuals into a com-
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pound which (as body) is 1ubordiuate to • JDODid or an 
indil'idual of higher order (as 80111). Had the l'8lll1.&8 of 
modem physics, anatomy, physiology, been at the command 
or Leibniz, he would not have neglected to e&rrJ fuiUler 
his theory with respect to atoms, cella, and orgaDiama; bat 
as it was, it remained only a stroke of geniu wit.hoat 
the neceaary empirical 111pports.-What, on the other 
hand, v.·e can not accept i.e the artificial and UDBatisfactary 
hypothesis of the pre-established harmony, by which all 
real happening is altogether abolished, and the world
process is disintegrated into an unrelated juxtaposition of 
separate trains of ideas in inactive isolated monads. If 
I. .. eibniz expressly excludes all real influence of tbe mo
nads on one another, yet the i•fltJZJU idealS. which he 
puts in place of the i.njluzua phylicvs is au ill-choeen, be
cause misleading expression. For undoubtedly, aeoording 
to Lim, the content of the chain of ideas in each moDad 
must at any given point of time correspond to the ideal 
chain of every other monad in a certain fashion, but thia 
correspondence (chiming, harmony) is by no means said 
to result from this, that, (say) the idea of a monad 
determines by an ideal influence the simultaneona 
idea of another (as one might indeed suppose from 
the wording injlttxus idealis), but from thi..e, that the 
content of the flow of ideas has been predetermined or 
predestined from all eternity and for ever and ever for 
every monad, and is predestined, moreover, in anch a wq, 
that bet,veen the various trains of ideas there alwaya 
exists a certain harmony. The harmony thna predeter
mined or pre-established is accordingly a sportive mechan
ism, which, moreover, is quite aimltss; for if, for example. 
the various ideal Cll1Tents bad a velocity so different that 
l1armony never took place between them, the monads would 
notice nought thereof, and would behave themselves just. the 
sarue as in the contrary case. This theory, which aboliabea 
all influence of the monads on one another, thus all causa
lity, is consequently perfectly useless. 
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~ ua from Leibnis it the 
1h:181;,. plaed-Jlntly, that the organic indi-

order _, ""*"' '" the particular unity 
Dttl&ll of lower order, and that the conscious 

lliilf1iltontiber111fly an.u tArrlfi(JA a reciprocal action 
riJil'ial&erial part.& of the organic individual with the 

h foUowa from tbia that the central monad 
-~-·ll'iDcllvidual, neither in respect of the organism 

a..,Wiifi~it!•• ol OOIIIIOioaaMBS. ia eomethiug standing be
.W.W. the subordinate monads or individuals, but 
Ia lie 1Ugber hadifidual, eometbing else ia con-

·tlifli• ia .WW beyond the union of the inferior indi
"11 .. 11; t.bia ean oal7 be au ~ f&etor. But in 
,·~••- tD tbil RDOOuaiaas factor, which we ha,·e come to 

• the ngeat in the organic and conscious life of 
Ml•-t.iill~nll. the qustion may arise whether we haTe to 
a.. . ..-~~~~.. a CIDkal mouad ~q~Grate for each individual, or 
..... tile fuactiOD8 of the U neonacioua proceed from a 
1illlt idlldiical ud «mfllml. for all individuals J Since, in 
.,....,., mm J.eilmiz saw himself compelled to trans
.... •'IIDI'81ated ooadjacency of his windowless monads 
...., a• eoinherence, ..... 00 take up all monads into 
._...,central monad, one may also put the question 

Do tlae bUDdies of rays of unconacioua psychical 
,'IUII&t0111 iD the different individuals point di~~ly to one 

the ..a abeolute centre, or do they in the first in
lead to dift'erent relative centres, and only 1M.dfAUJy 

.... tbele to the universal centre of the world 1 In 
.Wiaailwes the question with respect to the iudivi

.CIIJ!iiUI~ of the Unconscious, after one baa assured oneaelf 
~-- of the unity of the Unconscious as such. In 

'""i t[diiiiiLity wUh ibe importance of this problem we discuss 
a abapfler of ita own. 
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VII. 

THE ALL-ONENESS OF THE UNCONSCIOUS. 

TIJAT to the Unconscious, as actively manifested in an 
organic and individual consciousness, there is not wanting 
strict unity, is probably at once evident We altogether 
know the Unconscious only by means of causality; it ia 
just the cause of all those events in an organic and con
scious individual which lead us to suppose a psychical and 
yet not conscious cause. All that we have found within 
this Unconscious of distinctions or parts ia limited to the 
two moments Will and Idea, and of these we have also 
inueed again perceived the inseparable unity in the Un
conscious. But in case some one should insist that Will 
and Idea are to be conceived as dijfircnt parts of the one 
Unconscious, yet their reciprocity in the motivation of 
the Will through the Idea and arousing of the Idea 
by means of the interest of the Will would be quite un
mistakable. What in the organism we were still com
pelled to apprehend as unity through mutual action of the 
parts is in the One cause of these events taken up into 
the unity of the end, to which these several activities or 
the one and another part are all posited only as common 
means. The unity of Time in the continuity of action ia 
likewise present. The unity of Space can here, of course, 
be no longer spoken of, because we have to do with a non
spatial being; in the cjfects, however, it is just as much 
present as the unity of Time. Thus much, then, is settled, 
that the unity of the psychically Unconscious in the indi
\'idual is the strictest one can find. It is, however, not. 
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._ &1'8 unooDICioualy psychical in-
1Uiiy of the UneoDScioua were ao 

1111jiJhlilt.IDYembraced in itself all the uncon-

,lrt::~=~ wherever it might be operative in the 
~ be ouly OII4J U neouacioua, and not uwnd 
~l[ij-~Pae; thea there would be also no longer indivi

I.U UaeoDICiou, but the entire ·Unconscious 
--··- • ou .. ,. individual, without subordinate, contll--tt.• ~ate individuals. Since also Matter 

:t,llfi,.QI!IIIMIIIIII• are phenomenal forms of the Uncon
lldl being would then be the all-embracing indi
tllllM il tJll..MRfl, the absolute individual, or the 

wlfoxri•· 
-.lUiiDIII we had no occasion to raise the question 

51i ..... we $htm had actually &evenll things and not one 
~"'\1ljli• 'QI, beoauae the spatial distinction of the form 
di .. IIINia i' by anticipation. In the case of consciousness WI<.;.,,. aDeWered the question, which could hardly be 

····- j priori. in conformity with internal experience, 
taches us that the consciousness of Peter and 

of bniD and abdominal ganglia, are not one, but 
ad di11'erent. In the Unconscious, however, this 

._.,;lall.il robbed of half its force; since the essence of 
llllllTlii.GiliDICDo118 ia non-spatial, and the inner experience of 

··.tl.!•eiolll!lleBI of course says nothing at all about the Un
Nobody is direetly aware of the unconscious 

--flAY DIM~ Everybody knows it only 
ia ila(f'~ psychical cause of his conscious
What ground could he have for the assertion that 

..aown cause of hi& consciousness is anothe-r than 
tl hia tuigl&bour, whose immediate knowledge is just 

~-~l.ll.ul:ed 11 hia own? In a word, immtdiate inner or 
·-·. .......... llll}lerience affords us no aid in deciding this impor-

laJ!IlQI•me. which accordingly is provisionally a per
queetion. In such a case the maxim carries 

;•illaliJIU;y that principles are not to be unnecessarily 
u.d that in the absence of direct experience 
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the 1implut 88111!Dptions are always to be eatettaiu4. 
According to this, the unity of the Uneontciou woa1d 

' have to be supposed eo long as the opponent of tllft 
simplest auumption bad not satisfactorily relievecl him
self of the Oflua probandi incumbent upon him. :But of this 
no attempt is yet known to us ; for Herbf.rt's proposition, 
"As much appearance, so much indication of existence.• 
can manifestly only sene to prove the many-aidedneae, but 
not the multiplicity of being, since, as is well knowu, one 
and the same being appears for the moat part quite difte.. 
rent according to different nspecta. That the aasnmptioa 
of direct unity is really much simpler hardly needs apeclal 
proof, since here there is only question of the rela.tion.s of 
the actor to his activities, and of the reciprocal action of 
the activities of one and the same actor; whereas, on the 
opposite assumption, the relations of di§'ermt actcms to 
their activities, and, moreover, those of the actor aud 
his activities inter se, are in question, the latter of which 
must either be acknowledged to be quite inexplicable. or 
be explained by the further perfectly inaccessible and in
comprehensible relations of these many actors to the Abso
lute stantling over them and including them. 

Only because the one part of my bro.in has a direct com
munication with the other is the consciousness of the two 
parts unified (conf. C. Chap. iii. S· pp. II3-118); and could 
we unite the brains of two human beings by a path of com
munication equivalent to the cerebral fibres, both would 
no longer have two, but one consciousness. Could a union 
of two consciousnesses into one, such as actually occurs, be 
at all possible if the Unconscious, from which conscioua
ness is born o.s a sequel of natural stimulation, were not 
already in itself one? 

The entire ant has one, the divided ant two conacious
nesses; and if one sews together the halves of two dift'e
rent polyps (thus two previously divided consciousneases), 
one polyp will result with a single consciousness. Wealth 
nnd pov~rty of consciousness can make no difference in 



VNCONSCIOfJS. ns 
..._,._ ~Uttar~ of priDoiple. .A.e little 

dlr &be foregoing oouiderationa, ~ 
ar len aeparate) oonscioUSDellel 

--..,.•~• .. nay, even as he baa vital cells, so 
lUI ••• - .... dghtlr oppoee the auertion that he 

UOODICioualy acting I01lls as he baa nerve
The unity of purpose in the organism, 

.. .,. ... of each aiDgle part at the right moment, 
WUDderful harmony of the organism, would 

Mqiioalllie, in fact, only comprehensible as pre-
1!!!1!1_.1111 b.rmony, unless the soul in the body were cnu 
~--llftliblf, acting, however, synchronously in all parts 
!JIIil·t8·ilm where ita act.ion is required,-unless it ••Q the same soul which regulates here breathing, 

6iblntii.oD, which here in the brain conditions the 
(~--~-•IICIOUIJiatiiDea&, tbere in the ganglia the ganglia-con

I. If the cutting into shreds of the lower animals 
fltt••·111 &bat the same mind, which before governed the 

111M• parte in the whole animal and produced the dif
kinda of consciousness, continues also to be func

-..u11DAltel'ed after division, can we then believe that the 
...,...U HOhon may also ha\'e cleft the soul and divided it 
i1fi two put1, can by division of a mere aggregate of atoms 
tlleiiCJIHpetialaoul accidentally governing them be at all 
..... u affected, save so far as the conditions of its 
illlimy are changed ? 

Bat if the aonl in two artificially separated pieces of 
411 aima1 il still one, must it not remain undivided also 
~ tale !lpODt&neous throwing-off of buds, claws, &c. ? * likewise in bisexual generation, where one her
•IJhrodite animal begets with itseU (e.g., tape-worm)? 
.... aore particularly the ninth chapter.) If the un
....,.. IOUl in the separate portions of an insect, or 
... Ae MelD and the detached buds, is still one, must it 

'···~-t.l the nme alao in the insects separate by nature of 
~l~ii!IIIIDIIDil;y of bees or ants, which even without union 

elpDilms in apace still act as harmoniously on 
& p 
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one another as the several parts of the same otganiam f 
Should not the clairvoyance, which we have found every
where recurring in the invasions of the Unconacioua, and 
wl1ich is so supremely astonishing in the limited indivi
dual, should not it alone invite this solution, that the 
apparently individual acts of clairvoyance are simply 
announcements of the everywhere identical Unconscious_ 
wherewith at once everything miraculous in clairvoy
ance disappears, since now the seer is also the soul of Lhe 
seen ? And if it is possible for the unconscious soul of 
an animal to be simultaneously present and purposively 
active in all organs and cells of the animal, why should not 
an unconscious world-soul be simultaneously present and 
purposively efficient in all ot'.;anisms and atoms, since 
indeed the one as the other must be thou:;ht as uoloca
lised? 

What opposes this conception is only the old prejudice 
that the soul is the conscU:msncss; so long as one has no\ 
risen above this view and perfectly extirpated every 
obscure remnant of such a belief from his mind, so long 
must that all-unity of the Unconscious be certainly covered 
by a veil. Only when one has come to see that conscious
ness does not belong to the es:;c1zcr, but to the phenomenma, 
that thus the plurality of consciousness is only a plurality 
of the appearance of tltc One, only then will it be possible to 
emancipate oneself from the power of the practical instinct. 
which ol ways cries" I, f," and to comprehend the essential 
unity of all corporeal and spiritual phenomenal individuals, 
which Spinoza apJJrehended in his mystical conception and 
declared the One Substance. It is no contradiction to the 
all-unity of the U uconscious that the individual self-feel
ing, which at first is present only o.s slight practical instinct, 
with growing elaboration of consciousness is ever more 
lu:iylttC!Utl and sLarpeul!J to pure sclf-ransciou.smu, that 
thus the appearance indestructible for conscious thought. 
of the individual egoity only emerges the more dis
tinctly, the keener conscious thought becomes; this, I say, 
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••iat10 lbe Kcmiam of the Unconscious, for 
ltcnlaJa• amains indeed entangled in the 

..... ,'IW'iiOIIIaioullleat, and can by its nature never 
them in direct fashion, must rather be 

"WIIlpt l'Ollnd by the deceptive veil of Maja, 
•i'i.,111Al''ftlli...., it diaplays ita 1""fYPe1' nature. 'l'he unity of 
1"/;~lllll'PIIr:llaaioaa may very well exist at the same time, 

1!.-MJ-..-el.J, which never can come into consciousness, 
••• • lias WW it, aa the mirror can never mirror 

the moet ita own image in a second mirror). 
_fllatiial)' u long aa one has not rigidly separated and 
•(liluld the Unconscious, so long that objection exists 

loNe, and ao long can the idea of the all-unity not 
.. llltioally comprehended and approved, but only be 
IIJIIUeaD.7 conceived, in spite of the opposition of con..... 

.l1lother point which is often made use of as cheap 
dlltaJe epinat Monism is the paradox that the One 
-~-with itself as a self-parted being, that, e.g., the 
e. Jbiatence is in conflict with itself, like two hungry 
wol-. each of whom endeavours to devour the other. 
t.G problema are here intermingled: firstly, the problem 
~Ute nndering of the One into the many, and, secondly, 
:M. queition how the Many, if they are indeed only 
..U.tions or objectifications or phenomena of the One 
• turn against one another in strife and discord. The 
.. pl'Oblem, that of individuation, will be treated of in 
•pais~ chapter (C. Chap. xi.), and only under the presup
...... that this will be solved in a satisfactory manner 
lt:tlaans any aense in occupying ourselves with the second 

':41 .. --'i!U:rs. Here I shall only say this much, that a self-
lllai would only be incomprehensible if the One 

10'~'~illillldmd ita unity (and with it a piece of its essence); 
em the contrary, a self-disunion into a !lecondary 

],(I[Mtlllll• pheDomenal) plurality, in which unity is pre
iD plurality, just brings multiplicity into the 

--i•llllity, or, ID<Ire accurately expressed, tlant a 
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sundering of the One into plurality cannot be objection
able, if thereby be meant not a eplitt.ing of the oae sub
stance into many isolated atthstancu, but manifeata.tioua of 
the one existing and abiding being in a pluralitJ offtJM
timts. But if this plurality of different functiobl ia once 
given, theu, in consequence of the circumstance that they 
are functions of one being, the ideal difference of their 
content must necessarily exert an ideal influence on one 
another striving after equilibrium, which ideal compromiae. 
however, becomes a real conflict through this, that the 
ideal moments compromising one another are at the same 
time contents of real acts of will It is thus altogether 
the same proce:ss that takes place in the consciou.cmeaa of 
the individual as a struggle between different efforts, 
desires, and passions; just. as a contest is possible here 
notwithstanding the unity of the mind, whose funct.iona 
are the intersecting desires, so also in the all-one Uncon
scious. The struggle of two passions in a human mind in 
fury and destructive mercilessness need not in truth shun 
comparison with the struggle of two hungry wolves. The 
only difference is this, that what takes place in the sub
jective field within au individual is withdrawn from the 
direct observation of another, whereas the · struggle of 
different individualised acts of will of the Unconscious 
hereby possesses an objective phenomenal reality, that 
the individuals engaged in conftict directly sensuously 
affect one another aud other unconcerned individuals. 

If, on the other hand, the question is proposed in these 
terms, "Why must the se,·eral functions of the One Being 
be so constituted that they collide with, instead of running 
undisturbed beside, one another 1 " the anawer ia to be 
sought in 0. Chap. iii.: "Without collision of diffenmt 
acts of will no consciousness,"-and consciousness it ia 
that is in point. 

Hitherto we have shown, on the one band. that there ia 
and can be no reason which tells against the unity of 
consciousness, and have, on the other hand, adduced varioaa 
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.i!ilii!W·ef prollabnity for the tuDe. We cu. 
Mde 1U queetion directly by Md..._ 

... ,_.mllitbtid pnnppoaitiona, thu G priori in 
._.. IIDII of the word. 

Mm•DIOIIou ia DOt confiDed to apace, for tl .fir6t 
N-~- '(the Idea the ideal, the will by realisation of 
1(.1.'Mill11ahe i'eBl). The Unoonacious is thus neither great 
.. .JI• J•&lllitber here nor there, neither in the finite nor 

Waite. aeither in the figure nor in the point. 
• ••· DJ'rhere nor nowhere. Hence it follows that 
.. t1JIIecacio1aa can han no difFerence of a spatial nature 
___ .,_.._.., far 11 it posits the same in imaging and 

We are accordingly not permitted to say : that 
aotl in an atom of Siriua u something else than 

... wldeh aets in an atom of the earth, but only: it act. 

**..,_, """"""· namely, locally different. We have 
M .aata without the right to suppose two beings for 
... d'eetl; for the difFerence of the effects only allows 
Wll» OODelade to a diJrerenee of the functions in the being ; 
- .as:.reuce of two functions, however, by no means to 
6t 'IIGil-identity of the functioning being. We must 
........ : we are compelled to stop short at the simplest 
llliilalaption (the identity of the functioning essence) until 
,Ill epponents have fumished proof of non-identity; on 
... aot on 111, lies the burden of proof, since they sup
,.. man,., we only one. At any rate, this much ho.s been 
~ demonatrated by us, that no plurality of its essence 
Wa appatain to the Unconscious by means of spa~-dtter-
.....,... simply because no space-determinations apper
tda flo it. In temporal differences this is much clearer still, 
... ft are indeed thus accustomed to acknowledge the 
i'8AIIIv of the continuously acting being despite all tem-

4l«eeence. in spite of the earlier or later occurrence of 
::.i11liiiii•Wia.cta lJut now there are, objectively speaking, none 

t.llu epatial differences ; for what we else know as ••••,the difference of ideas intno u and the difference 
ni .. IIUd thiDking, are intemal subjective differences 
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of different activities of the same essence or subject. but 
not a difference of different essencea or subject&. Of 
the difference of different ideas inter • this is at once 
clear, but it also holds good of the difference of the t.wo 
fundamental activities willing and thinking, pervading all 
individuals of the realm of nature, for the Unconscious is 
one in willing as in conceiving, only that it here willa 
and there thinks; it is related to those activities as Spinom's 
substance to its attributes. (More in detail in C. Chap. 
xiv. 4.) All distinction known to us between existing 
things turns upon spatial and temporal dcterminationa. 
Space and tiruo are the sole principium individuati.m&u 
known to us. To assert with Schopenhauer that they are 
the only 1>ossible principium individuationis would be to 
assert too much, for there might be worlds in which other 
forms of existence than space and time obtain. But apart 
ft·om this, that the burden of proof of the existence of such 
falls on the shoulders of opponents, and until the impos
sible production of this proof we have not to trouble our
selves about such empty possibilities, yet even such forms 
of existence in their patticular worlds, just as space and 
time with us, would only have phenomenal existence, ie., 
it could be shown that they can just as little be determina
tions of the Unconscious as space and time with us, and 
they would accordingly be just as unsuitable as these 
would be for establishing a plurality of essence in the 
Unconscious. If, then, the U ncouscious can be burdened 
with a plurality of being neither by spatial nor other 
differentire, it must just be a simple unity. 

We may fm ther add an indirect proof to this direct one 
from admitted presuppositions. Suppose the case, namely, 
that the phenomenal separation of individuals did not rest 
merely on a plurality of functions of the existence under
lying them, but on a non-identity of the essence, on a 
plurality of existing substances, no real relations would 
be possible among the individuals as they in fact exist. 
This is one of the greatest achievements of the great 



:IJI 

.... of ita extremely fatal (and for hie 
,._.,.tidlloaa) acmaeqaences, he admitted this pro

•Qiii•Lbl1 ad candidly. Berbart occupies here 
it;;;IUIIIclle' pdloo, for after having made from the 

IIIJ*Jifll of appeuance the false inference to the plurality 
--~~"'the many-aidednese) of existence, he posits the 

J;)i*i-11 d:iatarbanoea of theae many existences (simple 
~~-IU' • eomething ael.f-evident. instead of, like Leibniz, 

•iltiidil!ll ii to be something impossible. Whoever once 
4i!!tllpd•I8Teral•nbstances (i.e., several beings, each of 
... 1111111 .ia eelf-aubsiatent. and would continue to subsist 
~ if nerytbing else round about were suddenly to 
-to aiat), muat also confess that these monads can 
M' 01111 have no windows through which an injlu:r:u,s 
Jti1r1U could ahine, but also that there is no possibility of 
..... bow entities, which participate in nought and have 
~.wzaa in common, should be able to come into any 
.-aphyaical contact whatsoever. Each individual must 
,.._. Jepreaent an isolated world for itself. If one tried 
tD 111Ppoe8 a metaphysical bond, to which would fall 
1lie part of a mediator, the difficulty to resolve would be, 
fMnr thia newly added substance should be able to enter 
a• real relation with each of the existing substances. 
kit OD8 tried to imagine this tie somewhat as a function 
... the Absolute or as the Absolute itself, it is to be re
aubd, on the contrary (apart from the circumstance 
6u ia 1'114R,V substances the discussion, strictly speaking, 
GIDM be of One Absolute, but only of as many absolutes 
• mbltances), that a real relation between a so-called 
.Alllolate and one of several substances only appears less 
diuomprehensible than the relation between two of the 
:...,. aubstances, because fancy is more readily inclined to 
1lllllibeto the eo-called Absolute the power of incomprehen

achievements. The influence of the Absolute on the 
"'•-• OD17, however, becomes comprehensible if the so

Abeolute is converted from a substance actually 
b7 the many into an unlimited, genuinely all-em-
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bracing substance, which thus containl the muayaaiDtepll 
parts of itself. But then, in truth, the m&DY an clemaded. 
of their independence and substantiality, and degndecl to 
sublated moments of the one absolute. This step, whiah 
again in the last resort disaol vea the intended Pluralima 
into Monism, both Leibniz in the all-embracing oeatnl 
monad, as well as Herbart in the credited god-creator, aw 
themselves necessitated to take, without however ze. 
cognising the incompatibility of this change with &be 
retention of the foundations of their systems, and without 
employing this step for the explanation of the~ 
phy::.-i.cl/.8, or the causality of the monads among themaeln., 
which must necessarily miscarry without it, but reaal&l 
in a perfectly unforced manner from the essential ident.itJ 
of the many in the One. 

Although Pluralism is not able to maintain itself ill 
its proper form as soon as it realises its own CODI8-

q_uences, it yet tries to maintain itself in the illUIOI'J 
light of consciousness in a more modest form as it wen 
within a reluctantly admitted Monism. The inherently 
contradictory conception of derived 6Ub$tanu is especially 
employed for this purpose. Substance is that which ia ita 
itstlj (not in another) and subsists through i.Uslf (without 
the aid of another) i the derived substance, however, 
is said not to be in itself, but in the absolute substance. 
and not to subsist through itself, but only through the 
absolute substance. Derived substance thus evinces itaelf 
as not-substance; it evinces itself as particular mode aDd 
manner (modus) of the manifestation of the Absolute, 
or, as we now say, as phenonunon. Now Pluralism flU'
ther tries to at least raise the phenomenon of the inW. 
vidual mind to a higher category of phenomena, or to 
lower the rest of phenomena one degree, as if they were 
mediate results of that phenomenon. l'his is, however, 
so incorrect, that in a certain sense the contrary is true. 
so far, namely, as the individual mind results on the 
one side only from the material phenomena. The light 
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rtlae. ~ 01Dtnl I1Ul atrikea upon 
• . ,......,UIIt of Olp"ilma, ud il reSected ad 

!llllilk••- of the aelf-coD8Ciou mind. In thia 
_,.,. eentrel of the individual ooDICiou 

wUil tbele the abeolute centre does not oom
dbec&IJ, btat only b7 means of the unconscious 

•a-••> al'ecting the organism (the brain), which 
l.l!ii1![ili•Ml flvm thi8 to the focUB of conscioUBness. None 
!lft~-· fueUGal which are ascribed to the unconscioUB a•• :ae orpDiiiD proceed from thM separate centres; if k---·• fa Np&Ct of the latter a separate centre still to 

••IDMCI for every individual, there must be a ~corul 
;>:t~.ll&iia- thd tnt one; in this second one then we must II!•• the functional rays issuing from the absolute 
,_. to be bent or broken. How such a refraction is 
• idra place in such an imaginary centre would be here 
.... aintelligible, whilst reflection on the organism or 
fll.capa of oonsciouaness is a perfectly intelligible image. 
-...pa the accumulated difficulties of these separate 
.• ......, howner, the explanation of the facts would not 
..... tile 1eut asaisted, i.e., these mathematical points 
Gl\liltaotioo of the function-rays of the absolute centre, •to be conceived as substantial but ideal, form a rMrely 
.... 1 1llllitlg and u.lusly interpolated hypothesis. 

Bowenr wtt may try to save for the individuals a reality 
itllill4 iDdepeudence exceeding that of simple phenomenality, 
iWalon'a labour lost if intended to favour the unphilo
~ partiality of the consciousness doting upon its 
... -.. Aa all plurality of individuation belongs to the 
.... of phenomenality, everything placed beyond phe-
·1 INJity abo falls outside the plurality of the indi vidua.ls 
Jllo 1M all-one Unconscious and its direct activity. Only 
J:a,a. 'Wa'f haa the absolute central monad of Leibniz the 

·!Ga-ll' to atrip oft' the contradiction which clings to it, 
u-.Mlllr. by identifying itself again with Spinoza's One 
.... ., in which the many individuals or monads are 
llllllld, 10 dependent phenomenal fonns or model!. 
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1'bis going back of Leibniz on Spinosa is. hoW'Iftl', a 
little a retrogression as the falling back of modem ph,-.. 
cal science : in both cases, through the progre11 of a:pen.. 
ence and induction, one is enabled to comprehend uad t.o 
prove a posttrimi the mystical conceptions of genius of IUl 

elder mind. Such a falling back upon great predecBIIDrl 

is thus a genuine progress and a permanent gaiD. for it 
may be allowed me once more to mention that the 0011111 

of philosophy is the transformation of the mystical Cl01108P
tions of genius into rational cognition. (Conf. B. Chap. iz.) 

Wherever w~ may look among the original phUosopbi· 
cal or religious systems of the first rank, everywhere do 
we meet with the tendency to Monism, and it is only atan 
of second or third magnitude which find satisfaction ia 
an extemnl dualism or still greater division. Even io 
declared polytheistic religions, as the Greek and the c1if.. 
ferent Northern mythologies, one perceives this tendency 
to Monism, both in the oldest conceptions, and in t.he later 
modes of feeling of deeper religious minds; and even in U1e 
more philosophical ways of thinking of Christian Monism, 
the world is only a phenomenon posited by God, which bas 
only continuance (subsistence) so long as it is preserved. U., 
is being continually renewed. All systems tending to MoD• 
ism have not succeeded in really reaching it, yet one feels 
the unmistakable need of a unitarian world-conception, 
and only the shallowest religions and philosophical sys
tems have rested contented with an external dualism (e.g., 
Ormuzd and Ahriman, God and World, World-Orderer and 
Ubaos, Force and Matter, &c.), or any sort of plurality. 
There is no conception which the impressionable mystic 
mind more readily adopts than this-to apprehend the 
world as au indivisible Being, to feel oneself as part 
of this Being, but a part in which, at the same time, 
indwells the whole, and penetrated by this contrast to 
indulge the reli~;ious feeling of the sublimity of this 
vast Being and the sense of the ego's participation. 
therein. Owing to Christianity this une existence baa 
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TeutoDi~ languages God, and Ule 
illlltll ~ this one existence is the 

_.,._ whole bel been accordingly entitled Pan
tlle widest 1en1e of the term). Rightly un

-..MMM\ oae ma7 oertainlylet the word pass. I prefer, 
l~ilirl•r. e 800011Dt of the misunderstandings to which it 

.. ..a, the IJDOnymoua term Monism, according to 
- ap1aDation ol Pantheism. Orthodox Catholicism 
~ aballow rationalistic Protestantism, both of which 
...... to eult God while they lowered him (attributing 
t. .._ ll1UUD paaaious), have undoubtedly always con
......, ud burnt as heretics the deeper minds in the 
C!rdden Church who perceived and declared the need of 
IMI.Ifoailm (1.g., Eckhard, Giordano Bruno), but out of all 
... panecutions the tendency to the monistic purifying 
t1 Obristianity has always emerged in greater strength, 
... ._ been ever gaining in influence over discerning 
a.iJida. Schelling says: "That in God alone is being, 
ad therefore all being is only the being of God; this 
daaa8bt neither reason nor feeling can take away. It 
tt the thought to which alone all hearts beat" (Werke, 
..A1dll. ii voL ii p. 39); and "That everything is from 
Qacllaas been at all times felt, as it were; nay, one may 
_,.:jut this is the true primitive feeling of humanity" 
(Werke, Abth. ii voL iii p. 280). This mystic primitive 
leeliDg of mankind in the form of a tendency to Monism 
.a. indeed only realised in an extremely defective 
Nl'•er, but with the exception of the sceptics always 
~ble, runs like a red streak through all philosophy 
11om t.he oldest Indian traditions down to the present day . 
.8iace a survey, however hurried, of the whole period would 
'-Jmpraoticable with our space, I limit myself to sketch
ill with a few strokes the most recent epoch in this 

~ 
Tbe being which underlies the appearance of the object 

- was called by Kant the " thing of itself." 
181118lkable that Kant never drew from hia doctrine 
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that space and time do not belong to th& thing ot itlell, 
but only to its appearance, the rather obvious concluaion 
that there cannot be things of themselves. but only U..W., 
of tbtlf in the singular, since all plu•·ality only lriael 
through space and time. On the other hand, he hinwelf 
(Kant, Werke, ii. 288, 289, and 303) made the remark, 
that the thing of itself and the intelligible underlying abe 
empirical ego could hardly be one and the same exiatenoe, 
since between the two there positively could be no further 
difference specified. This is one of the touches where the 
involuntary tendency of great minds towards Monism C8Jl

not be denied. That Kant, nevertheleas, was so timid in 
his inferences lay in this, that he formed the ~ 
mmt of the modern epoch of philosophy, an epoch in 
which the work formerly concentrated on one or two DI8D 

of genius bad to be distributed over the shoulders of 

several, because this work became the more difficult the 
more often the old problems re-emerged in novel and 
sharper form, nnd the more the circuit of knowledge and 
of experience expanded. 

What Kant entertained as timid supposition, that the 
thing of itself and the active subject might be one and 
the same existence, Schopenl1auer declared as catgorical 
assertion, in that he recognised the will as the positin 
character of this essence. (Comp. my " Gesammelte 
philos. Abhandlungen," No. iii.) It has already been 
mentioned above (i. 29, 30, and 1 20), that Schopenhauer'a 
Will altogether comports itself as if it were united wi~h 
perception, without Schopenhauer admitting it. 

Fichte mistook the truth of the Kantian hint. He 
denies to the appearance of the thing all existence 
independent of the perceiving subject, and turns it. into 
a phenomenon entirely posited by the perceiving sub
ject. Thus the thing of itself loses its immediate easea
tial being in the Ego. Only what exists in the form of 
an ego bas with Fichte being, and dead Nature. so far u 
it does not enter into this form, remains a phenomenon 
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(&, mn, posited by the nbject.. But 
eompelled &o bend in his OWll fashion to 

IIIP.~(•••m ia delluded of the accidental charaoter ••'* tltM empirical ego, being railed to the 
1'J1.1Wf111r-&*~ The Ablolute F«o ia the existence which 

• a1l t1ae dillerent, accidental, empirical limited 
~--- 1111 the .BelDg which ia developed in the process of 
lliirAJ.ol'* Bgo il the eame which produces this process 
ll ... IIOideDW empirical limitation ; so that herewith 
a. ~1lpl alao lipiD became lowered only to pheno
._ fll the One Absolute. 

8aMDfaa t.r1ea in hia Transcendental Idealism to deduce * ..uah of the utemal world, with ita manifold deter
....._ which had ehrunk with Fichte into the bald 
llitk--. of the non-ego, from the activity of the 
... .Bat while he explains the agreement of the intui
*- ol the various limited egos from the equally atrongly 
..,-.;sed unity of the infinite intelligence or of the 
Milolate F,o in the finite intelligences or limited egos, the 
l&lUadpoilltof tranecendental idealism necessarily leads him 
totJae Natural Philosophy, where, without reference to the 
1jefted ego's, be undertakes to directly deduce the extra
-.41D8 determinations from· the absolute ego or pure 
~ and here, among other natural determinations, of 
.,._,also lights upon the mind and its products. In 
Wa 111tems he proceeds from the identity of subject and 
... ; ouly this absolute subject-object makes its appear-
1M& at one time more from the subjective, at another 
-. more from the objective side. 

1!ae method hereby employed of the pure subject 
padaally poeitiug itself as object, which withdraws from 
Ill qbjeo&ification into its gradually enhanced subjectivity, 
W Jlapl to hia dialectical method. 

•l'ba method ia only the movement of the concept 
flll1f. 1Nt with the significance that the OtmCtpt is all, and 
1la 81Dftm1Jlt the universal absolute activity." 
J"a.t pe.ived that the deduction of Schelling has 
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either no value at all, or a purely logical value u proce11 
in the realm of thought, but he claimed that his logic baih 
upon this is at the same time ontology ; that the 0t11faJ11 w 
all, i.e., aolt 8Ub&tance and BOle ab&oluh BU1jed, and that the 
world-process is pure dialectical self-movement of t.he 
concept; that thus there remains no room for the ex.iA
ence of a strictly non-logical, i.r., alogical (not anti-logical) ; 
for in l1is imposing compact system the world was ex
hausted with tl1e concept raised to the absolute Idea, with 
the absolute Idea sundered in nature and returr:ed to it.aelf 
in the spirit. (Comp. my "Ges. phil. Abhandl," No. ii) 

Schelling in his last system (comp." Schelling's Positive 
l'bilosophie als Eiul1eit von Hegel und Schopenhauer," 
.Hcrlin, 0. LOwenstein, 1869, especially the second and 
third sections) maintained the negativity, i.e., purely logical 
or purely rational constitution, of the Hegelian philosophy; 
l1e thus denied that it can say what and bow it is, and only 
nllowed that it can say, If somewhat is, it must be tlu. 
He declared that, in the Hegelian and all the pbilosophiea 
preceding it there cnn only be question of an tttmal hap
pening. "An eternal event is, however, no evenL Con
bequently, the whole idea of that process and that move
ment is sell-illusory ; properly speaking, nothing baa 
lmppened ; everything has only takeu place in thought&, 
aml this whole movement was only a movement of 
thought" (Werke, i. ro, pp. 124-125). 

H e declares exislrncc to be the genuinely super-rational, 
which, as actuality, can now and never be in the reason, 
uut only in e3pcrienu (Werke, ii. 3, p. 6}), and in 
t.his respect calls nature and experience that which is 
foreign to the reason (ibid., p. 70). If the absolute or 
highest Idea bas no real value, if it is no longer anything 
more than bare Ideo, it it is not the actually existing (ii. 3, 
p. 150), even this Idea could never be Thought if it were 
not thought of a thinking subject (i. 10, p. 132). One 
tuust then in a twofold respect go beyond the Idea aa 
such to a being beyond and independent of thought_ to 
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~liiiJdl:ag aU thought (ii 3, p. 164), to an 
AI loug aa we apeak of the atand-

ii&BIII··~•I'Ill .. rational or negative philosophy of the 
properly speak of the same only according 

:~, ....... 01' ita conception; more cannot be obtained 
t1&e question, however, with which positive 

:~~toplt7 be&iu :nma according to that : what (gram
.... lil .. lbjiCtJ idAc .UCing (grammatical object) 1 Or, as 
·:~jllelliag also expreaaes himself, what maku the thing 

• • oauae of being (a.ZTIG ToV El~~t~,) to this 
'idleh J. raot being {161] &11), mere all-potentiality 1 " "The 
O..ia bown hereby or herein that it is the Universal 
.... the ,.a.,, the being according to content (not. 
..... , beiag). It is therewith cogni11ed and distin
,.eaw from other simple existences, as tlu single exist
.. tMiM " a.U, (ii. 3· p. 17 4)· 
ll tbepuaage from the Transcendental Idealism already 

.,_. iD the Introduction (i. p. 25) be COUlpared with this, 
Jl.'irill be found that Schelling in his first system con
CIIIIltnd under the name "eternally unconscious " essen
~Wly that which he raised in his third system to be the 
faallcktion of his Positive philosophy. 
ftu we have seen in all philosophies of the modern epoch 

t1dl tezadency to Monism more or less perfectly realised in 
CIM fashion or another. What in the historic evolution 
ta ahibited as the culminating point of the speculative 
work of modern times, the" individual which is all being" 
d 8cbe11ing, that we have evolved a posteriori by the 
illductiYe path, or rather involuntarily gained as it were, 
W DOW no longer as a speculative principle accessible only 
to few, but with the perfectly valid proof of its empirical 
atlorilation. By carefully separating the sphere of the 
tfiaooucioua from that of consciousness, and recognisit1g 

~~IIJIIIIliol11811:e88 as a mere phenomenon of the Unconscious 
Gap. iii), the contradictions were resolved in which 

~lt11Minl consciousness was entangled and caught in its 
iillllnDU after a monistic view. But not merely con-
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sciousness, but also matter had proved to be a mere 
appearance of t.be Unconscious. and everything in t.lae 
world which is not exhausted by the conceptions .Katter 
and Consciousness, as organic fonnation, the inatincta. Ac.. 
had been revealed (in Sections A. and B.) u the mod 
immediately and easily cognisable effects of the UllCOil
acious. 

Herewith were (1) Matter, (2) Consciousneaa, and (3) 
Organic formation, Instinct, &c., comprehended as three 
modes of action or modes of appearance of the Uncon
scious, and the latter as the e.ue~ of the world. Lastly, 
after we had penetrated with the understanding the con
ct>ption of individuality on the one hand, and the propu 
nature of tl1e Unconscious on the other, so far u re
quisite, the ultimate reason for the assumption of a plu
rality of being in the Unconscious disappeared beneatb 
our bauds ; !ill plurality henceforth only belonged to the 
phenomenon, not to the essence which posits t.be former, 
but this is the One Absolute Individual, the single exist
ence, tahicll. is .All, whereas the world with its glory ia 
reduced to the bnre phenomenon ; but not to a subjectively 
posited phenom.:non, as in Kant, Fichte, and Schopen
hauer, but to an objectively (as Schelling, Werke, ii. 3. p. 
280, says: "divinely") posited phenomenon, or, as Hegel ex
presses it (Werke, vi. p. 97), to the " mere phenomenon, not. 
only for us, hut of 1.tsdf"1 What appears to WI as matter 

t Thia obj,-<:thely posited pbeno- indi•~nsablenea nf thia -'*"" 
menal world. or thia world of the i.ng link, aud of tl')'iag to rececloa 
ap~arutce in itMlf, ia the inili~- (rom the aubjc.octive phenom- of 
}'<UMLlt.l CAU$.'\l link betw,~n the conl!cioumeA directly to the aJti. 
mQni~tie -nee on the one hand, mate being, inetead ol acJmcnrlecJa. 
&Dd the iUbjecti\·e pb~nomcnaJ ing OIV objf'Ctiv.:Jy e:da&iDg lba 
m~ntal·t>ic:ture world• ol the many Kt.ntiau terminolngy, ~~ 
dift'o:rtntron~~eiou~nesw~ontbeotbtr; world ol tbinp (acconliDI to KaDt, 
whilst it is related to tho &Ole Un· thinga or tb .. Dl.lel'"eal u •reLent 
eunocioua as the appearance to the ol these _, wbjeetive .....W. of 
•ubootance, it ia relat<:d to ita wb- perct:ptioo, wbieb Clll'tainly, refernd 
jcctive rdt.~ted ima!;" in the ttl \he 1110le ex.i.ltence, •w-n illcLMil 
numeroltl conl!cloua individual• u only u "the liTiug ~ of 
the thing ol ittelf to ita Clubjective) 1.>.-ity." A. Kaut in bi8 old ... 
pbenOilltnon. Subjective ldeali1m and hi8 echool tried to repair tlaJ. 
comm.it.a the enw ol ignoring the aubjective rrror ol hil "Xrl&ik cl. c. 
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fltl ... !liell of an equilibrium of oppolitM .-..-..r. Werb, i. 3, p. 400), wlW appeua 
Ml•illlilae• ie likewise a mere expreaion of 

oppo1it.e utiYitiea. That piece of matter 
• --alomeate of atomic forces, U., of fiats 

10 attract from this point of apace 
•••=u.teuiiJ, to repel from that point in that in-

Ln t.be Unconscious intermit these acts of will 
them. at the same moment this piece of 

.Jiu eeued to exist ; let the Unconscious will 
~ 114 the matter ia there again. He1·e the prodigy of 

tbe metaphyaieal signification WM, 
tW ~be time of Kant, ~e PfWtlll· 
iJtg OM, although it muat be aJ, 
lowed ~t in the confualon between 
lletapbyalca and theory of C>gni
tioll that special to the latter theory 
wu likewi~~e contained tht<rcin. 
After the complete eeparation or 
the problem of ME"tapbyaica and 
theory of KDowledge, the word 
" phenomenon " alAo had tn he 
differentiated (iuto "objective " 
and " eubjective "), which io the 
more endurable, u dift'erent c:on
trast.B (" eseence " and " thing of 
it.elf ") are available for the two 
part&. It might be well, there. 
fore, not to g~t rid of the word 
phPnumcnon also for thu tneta
phyaical relAtion, ainee much of that 
which Kant erron..oualy ai11ertt.od of 
the aubjec:tive appearancu actually 
holds good of the objective. 'l'hia 
ari~~M, howe•er, from the circum
etance, that with Kaut ll<' taphyaics 
wu abt<•rbtod juet as one-siutodly by 
the theory of Coguition, aa i)cfore 
him for the moet part the theory 
of O•'itlition wu swallowed up by 
Metaphysic-, or in othtor word .. , be
cau,.., he tntir .. Jy carried over into 
nbj~tlvlty all the " what" of 
exi•tence. anu IO'ft nothing l.nt the 
pure "that" for the ahi"!J by it•tlf, 
eo thAt it uturally became barer 
than the bare~~t m t'taphyeical t~nfX, 
and a diatinction bet ween the twe 
became an impqaaibility. 
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the creation of the material world ill lost in the eYei'Jd•7 
marvel of its prt8e1Taticn, renewed every moment, which 
is a continuous creation. Tbe world is only a continuou 
series of sums of peculiarly corubined will-act.s of the 
Unconscious, for it i• only so long as it is COAtintiOIUlr 
porittd ; let the U uconscious cease to will the world, and 
this play of intersecting activities of the Unconsciou 
ceases to be. 

It is an illusion disappearing before thorough reftectiou, 
an illusion of the senses in the widest sense, when we 
think we have in the world, the NON-EGO, something 
directly real It is an illusion of the egoistic instinct. 
when we think we have in ourselves, in our ideal ego. 
something directly real. The WORLD consists only of a 
sum of activities or will-acts of the Unconscious, and the 
ego consists of another sum of activities or will-acta of 
the Unconscious. Only so far as the former activities 
intersect the latter does the world become 8fflSWle to me; 
only so flft ns the latter intersect the former do I become 
sensible to myself. lu the sphere of the mental repre
sentation or pure Idea, the ideally opposed peacefully axis~ 
side by side, and for the most part form logical combina
tions calmly and without stor111s. Docs, however, a will 
seize these ideal opposites and make them its content, 
then the will-acts £11ed with opposite content enter into 
opposition; they pass into real conflict (comp. above, p. 
228), in which they mutually resist and threaten to de
:.troy one another, when either the one succeeds entirely 
or both partially, so that they compel one another to a 
compromise. Only jn this conflict, the mutually offered 
resistance of the individually parted will-acts of the All
One, arises and consists that which we call reality. Not. an 
inacLive passjve substratum, like the matter criticised in 
C. Chap. v., is presented, but only an actiu actual function 
can claim the predicate of act1w.lity. This table, e.g., 
testifies its actuality to me through the forces of repulsion 
which the ether-atoms of its superficial molecules, when 
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wt•d'to the superficial molecules of my body, exert in 
•111r11 iacneaing progrd&iOn on approximation beyond a 

This collision of the atomic willa consti
'DUDa it with the atomic wills constituting my body is a 
piR Of .._ emciency or actuality of the table, and the 
taWit7 of ita actuality consists in the sum of all the colli
... which OCCUI: between the atomic wills constituting 
66 table ud all the other atoms of tl1e world. If there 
Wel8 aothiDg in t.be world but this table, its reality wouM 
tlltablly be a far more limited one, but it would never 
liB qaite abolished, because the atomic wills constituting 
6a table. if also no longer externally, yet always still 
IIIDODg ~emseh·es, would come into active collision. If, 
llawenr, one imagined all the atoms of the world save 
ODe nddenly annihilated, the actuality or reality of this 
0118 would be, in fact, thereby annil1ilated, since, owing to 
the wam~ of an object of the manifestation of its force, it 
would be incapable of action, that is, of being actually 
muifuted. 

Let the Unconscious change the combination of acti
ntiee or acts of will wl1ich constitute 111e, and I have 
llecome another; let the Unconscious intermit these 
Htivities, and 1 have ceased to be. I am a phenomenon, 
h"b the rainbow in the cloud. Like it, I am born of the 
CQhacidence of relations, become another in every second 
"becauae these relations become other in every second, 
aod shall dissolve when these relations are dissolved. 
What is .ubltance in me is not I. In the same spot 
&DOUler rainbow may at some time or other stand, 
which perfectly resembles tl•is one, but yet is not the 
llllle1 for temporal continuity is wanting; so in my stead 
u ego perfectly resembling me may also at some time or 
Cttber stand, but that will uot be ml. The srtn alone is 
.. ..,. shining, which is transiently reflected from yonder 
~; only the UNCONSCIOUS for ever rules, which is also 
Jllimad 1D my brain. 

'fte naults indicated here in broad outlines will find ih 
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Chapters ix. to xi. a varied application and developmen~ 
which it is hoped will contribute to make them appear 
less repellent to readers previously confined to the way of 
thinking of the practical sensuous instinct ; but first we 
will try still further to elucidate tbe results hitherto 
reached by comparing the All-one Unconscious with that 
God-conception, which our educated classes are wont to 
obtain from the school-Metaphysic of the religions dis
seminated in Europe. 
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VIII. • 

fta 171100!CIOIOU!I A.~D THI GOD OF THEISM. 

'nla......,_ may very probably be asked at the present. 
•• of 0111' inquiry-Admitting that the actions of the 
~ ciJaplayed in the individual are unconscious so 
llr 11 the individual is concerned, what is the proof *' UaeJ ue not conscious in the All-One Existence 
ltMU1 The simplest answer to this query consists in 
lraDIIwring the Oft"-1 probaftdi to its propounder. It i~ 
DO\ for me to prove that the unconscious physical 
fJuaa&ioDa which, as such, are sufficient for explanation, 
mar DOt on the other aide be conscious in the All-One ; 
"' tb018, who desire to make this, so far as the explana
daa of the phenomena is concerned, entirely valueless and 
paaitoua addition to the hypothesis, lauve to adduce the 
}II'OOf of their assumption, which until then must be 
teprded aa pure assertion, and accordingly to be scien
liically ignored. Although this would suffice for setting 
uicle tbe foregoing objection, I shall nevertheless enter more 
fa]Jy into the matter, because the consideration of this 
point will contribute to the more exact comprehension of 
1M Unconscious. 

U hitherto Theism has usually eagerly insisted on -.bag to God a consciousness of his own in the sphere 
of Ids divinity, this has happened for two reasons, botla 
fill wbiGh had their justification, but from which an il1egi
tiale conclaaion was drawn, because the possibility or 
• ~ intelligence had never been conceived. 
'a. two grounds are,-Firltly, .As regards man, re~ 
.,pJ 'IM' t.o the thought, in default of a conscious GO<J, 
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of being a product of blind natumlforces, unintended, un
watched, purposeless and transient result of a fortuitous 
necessity. Secondly, As regards God, the fear of thinking 
this supreme existence, which, to honour to the utmost, it 
was deemed necessary in scholastic fashion to furnish with 
the sum of all cdhceivable perfections, to be destitute of 
that excellence which passes with the human mind for 
the highest, viz., clear consciousness and distinct self
consciousness. Both scruples, however, disappear before 
a correct estimation of the principles of the Unconscious," 
which hold the golden mean between a Theism con
structed of the floating human ideal made absolute and a 
naturalism, in which the highest flowers of the mind and 
the eternal necessity of natural law, from which they have 
sprung, are mere result of a casual actuality, imposing to us 
ou account of our impotence-the right mean between con
scious teleology, which is conceived after the human pro
totype, and entire renunciation of final causes. This right 
mean just consists in the recognition of a final causality, 
which however is not represented according to the pattern 
of conscious human purposive activity by discursive reflec
tion, but as immanent unconscious teleology of an intui
tive unconscious intelligence is revealed in natural objects 
and individuals by means of the same activity which, in 
the last chapter, we described as continual creation or 
conservation, or as real phenomenon of the All-One 
Existence. 

In our inability positively to apprehend the mode of 
perception of this intelligence (comp. above, p. 49), '\\"6 

are only able to indicate it through the contrast to our 
own form of perception (consciousness), thus only to char
acterise it by the negative predicate of Unconsciousnus. But 
we know from the previous inquiries that the function of 
this unconscious intelligence is anything but blind, rather 
far-seeing, nay, even clairvoyant, although this seeing can· 
never be aware of its own vision, but only of the world,· 
and without the mirrors of the individual consciousnes&ea 
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Nliliit_. tbe 188ing eye. Of this unconsciou 
imellfaeuce we have come to perceive that in 

liilWI!tlile pupcllive activity, embracing out of time 
tilllill!lilaaid IIDeaDI in one, and always including all neces

Withba ita .ken, it infinitely transcends the halt-
••umtaaaait of the discnnive reflection of consciousnesa, 

DaaBad to a lingle point, dependent on sense-percep
k JlleaCJif, and inspirations of the Unconscious. We 
..a 1bu be compelled to designate this intelligence, 
WllliiJa il nperior to all consciousness, at once unconscions 
..... ~OUL With this recognition, however, the 
... pneading scruples with regard to the unconsciousness 
.t dae All-One disappear. If the latter possesses a super
-a.ua intelligence, all-knowing and all-wise, with all 
a. 'QDCODSCiousness, wbiuh teleologically determines the 
..,.., of creation and of the world-process, we stand 
.._.neither as accidental product of the forces of Nature, 
- ia God dwarfed by denying Him tltiJ mod~ of con........ 

Alaordingly the dread on the part of Theism of degrad
... ita God by denying him consciousness appears so un
loaded, that the danger is rather the contrary of degrad
U. him by the predication of consciousness, since his 
.ode of thinking is, in truth, above consciousness. That 
wlduh is really an unconditional pre-eminence is rational 
~which our Unconscious possesses just as truly 
u dae God of Theism, but that which is just the limitation 
1D ou human intelligence, the form of consciousness de
JIIDdiDg on the division of subject and object, of that 
fteiem must too of necessity denude its deity, if it will 
iDib it ita • most perfect of all" existences. Beyond 
~for u men, consciousne:~s and self-consciousness ••ub of superiority, but yet not, like rational intelli

abaolute marks, but only relative and conditioned, 
...&~L-I'lMW pus with us as prerogatives only because we 

within the worlJ of individuation and its limits, and •••* greatest possible furtherance of our individual 
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aims, as sharp a seYerance as possible of our self from 
other persons and from the impersonal outer world,
considerations which, as a matter of course, fall away for 
the All-One Being, which has nothing outside itself. In 
and by itself, however, and apart from the special problems 
which arise through a position within the sphere of in
Jividuation for a limited intelligence, consciousness is flO 

excdlence, but in comparison with the unity of attributes 
in the Unconscious appears as a defect, as a disturbance 
in the absolute peace of the clairvoyant unreflecting in
tuition, as a rent in the harmony of the attributes of the 
All-One, which posits dissidence in the place of concord, 
and snatches out of their indifference and sunders sub
ject and object, the moments reconciled and united in 
t.he absolute IDEA (comp. "Ges. phil. Abhandlg.," p. 64), 
through this disunion. The opposition of attributes for 
the genesis of consciousness, and the emergence of subject 
·and object from indifference, is not at all possible within the 
self-sure and self-enclosed absolute Idea as such; it rather 
presupposes the splitting-up of the total function of the 
All-One into the plurality of individuation, and the cross
ing or the collision of the numerous tendencies of will 
which thus arise with their partially opposite content. 
Only by such conflict of the partial will with other partial 
wills, through the disagreem~nt of the ideal content of the 
partinl will with the compromise thrust upon it, does that 
shock become possible which causes the severance of sub
ject und object in consciousness. (Comp. C. Chap. iii. 1.) 
This consciousness is based on a representation imposed 
on the mind by its body, i.e., on sense, ond attains a super
sensible content only by discursive reflection through the 
medium of abstraction. 

All these limitations must, as Theism itself acknow
ledges, be removed from its God; but thereby consciousness, 
which is dependent on these limitations, is itself abolished. 
If consciousness can only be described as limitation, the 
negation of tlus limitation can no longer be regarded 
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... It' .,_,, ill lhe All·One, since freedom from 
..... Jia n&her a lip of superiority. Nevertheless. 

~-~iiMititra aperioritJ in poin' of content ia formally a 
.~-ii.')iat. 11 the absence of poison-glands in the bot.
! Sd '¢R, whlc1a i' does not need ou account of its 
..... ltaagtb. or the abaence of sin in the orthodox pic· 
-~~ Obriltil a formal defect.- Already when, in C. Chap. 
II., • llriftd illdnctively at the conclusion that there ia 
M ~ without a brain, ganglia, protoplasm, or 
.ua.r material substratum, the hypothesis of a trans. 
.adeD' and indivisible consciousness of the world-soul 
- • aside, since the search after a material substr11.tum 
.UU., poaible this unity of consciousness would be 
.-. By the investigations of C. Chap. iii. thia 
Jaacnrledge instinctively ani ved at was at the same time 
JIIOftcl by way of pure speculation, since the mc:tnvhysical 
.-md of the impossibility of o. consciousness without. 
iDclividaation and without separation of body and mind 
... DUide evident. If the limits of sensibility and finite 
iDdiYidaality are set aside, as tl1e notion of Gou of itse!C 
deawada, and the limited representation be expanded to 
tile Absolute IDEA, still the pu1·e matter of repn·se~ttatiM 
nmaiDs, and by the removal of all finite opposition and 
coUiaion we strip oft' also the form of consciousness. If 
;Distill, for one moment, tried to imagine the impossible 
.._nd aatiafied, that consciousness should be, never
tWees, preserved as Corm of representation, yet this form. 
allo would have to be taken as infinitely elevated above 
1M consciousness known to us, and it would then be at. 
oace apparent that the infinite form is erpti\·nlent to pure 
formleasness; that the absalute consciousiU'ss denutnded for 
God must again prove to be identical with the absoluld!J 
~; so that thus e,·en for this extreme st.au«l-
palat, th~ phraseology beiug shown to be cquivnlcut. e\'ery 
aa&ive fOl'oppoaing our absolutely Unconscious umst pcr
faroe disappear. (Comp. Fichte's Collected Works, vol. i. 
J1P. JG0-2$3; vol v. pp. 266 au•l 457). 
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L"nquestiouably, besides its value for the individual 
as such, consciousness has also in addition a uuinnal 
t~ignifica.nce for the redemption of the world, i&, for 
the conversion of the World-will and its retum to 
the original condition before the commencement of the 
world-process (comp. below, C. Chap. xiv.) ; for t.bis final 
purpose the All-One does in fact need consciousness, aud 
accordingly it possesses the same,-namely, in the sum of 
individual consciousnesses, whose common subject it is.' 

We have, namely, seen that the one Unconscious is, in 
fact, the support or subject of all individual conscious· 
nesses, and that the individuals as such are only pheno
menal combinations of an organism with the actions of the 
Unconscious directed to the same. He who accordingly 
lias, strictly speaking, the consciousness of Peter aud Paul, is 
not Petel' and Paul, by which those phenomenal combina
tions are denoted, but the All-One Unconscious itaell. 
Undoubtedly the consciousness which the Unconscious baa 
in individuals is a more or less limited one, but any other 
is simply impossible. This consciousness always suffices 
to lead to the self-consciousness of the Absolute, namely, 
to the kuowleugc that the proper self of I>eter aud Paul 
is tlJP All-One Existence.~ That this seir-consciousneas 

I \Vith SpinoU\, lik~wi'"-', tht> in
finite intcll~d of Gud (comp. };thica, 
Pzuot. I. Proposition 31, Dtm.), to bu 
ui~tinguiahed indeed from the attri
bute of the Absolute thought, ia only 
the aum of the in6nitelv numerou., 
finite iotellucte, of whicii it ia com
pounded au of il8 integml parts 
!Pa.rt V. Prop<~~~ilion 40, Ubs.) J!:ach 
nf theAC intinitcly numerous iutcl
l•·cla i~ the Idea of a hody or ~"
tended thing 12 Propo~ition 11 nud 
tJ}, and by thAt not merely humAn 
intellects are to be understood. but 
tbe ldeaa o( all natural objects in 
gtneml, which indcc.l are all more 
nr )eM Aniruntcd (z Ob•. IJl, who•c 
•um tbiLi exhaWit.l thtl i.Je:.J content 
of the UUi\'C1'110. 

• In Ht-gel also tho Ab.<t~luto lole-a 

J!OU':IW!el no other .elf-c:on.cioala
thau tbia. Much aa Heg-el UWat. 
that the Aboolut.! ia not menly aub. 
8tance, but&Looaubjeet. (of c:o08Ciou
ne .. ~ ytot. it alwaya t>ecome. -· 
~~eiou., evro acconJing to bla owa 
tloctrine, only in thor limit.ed IDdi
viduala. Fn>m th-= t'rTODeCIUa f"· 
oup}l<)aition that cotueiollllll- 11 a 
••ua.ary ond tkr'ftlll mooaent in tiM 
AIIOS'llute, there logically foUo- f« 
Hegel nothiu!l" more than the .,.. 
nity of th" ptoCee~~ of NaLure, tbu 
th" infinite du1'11tinn of a wurld 8lled 
with thingtti'O highly orgau.laed Uaa& 
the •~lf ·COnacioUelleoa of the Al»olate 
never dies out; but there by uo
followa from that fabe pnomill U. 
pcrdistence of a tr&~YCt:~~deot ooa
~duu~nt'llll in th& Ablolute ia i&eel!, 
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..... m the individuala is a reflex one, agaiD 
umre of •lf-aonaciousneu, which is impoe~ 

..... Oil the baaia of reflection. Thus it would be 
""'~~O.·IIIlOIII, whoee minds are disquieted by the denial 

,f'I(JI .. .,_ .. and lell-consciousness to the All-One, 
1'!'11!1'9'··~·,....., ... ;r doea pol888ll such consciousness and self
.......... u is compatible with the cho.racter of thesu ••f&iolat. namely, limited consciousness and reflex self-
•lliDUDell. which certainly must not be son~ht in the 
u.r..w- and unreflective All-One 88 such, bu~ in it as 
.... of the individual consciousnesse~. since only ~he 
~~ of the All-One directed to a particular orc.,;anism 
linD albaited part of its total activity, o.od attain to reflec
blD lhe organ of consciousness of the organism.-

lf we for a moment assume what is unthinkable, that 
.. .Ablolute atill possesses over nnd above the conscious
- and aelf-oousciousness which it hns in individuals 
aJIOt)aer peculiar to itself, we immediately see insoluble 
Maaltiea to arise in respect of the relation of this absolute 
.U.oCODSeiousuess to those of individuals. We formerly 
_.med. namely, relying on the presumed unconsciousness 
.raaa,All-Oue, agreeably to experience, thnt consciousuesses 
.Wah arise at separate places, i.e., not sufficiently con
aeot.d br nenoua communications, are Mparale conscious
...., Tbia could, however, scarcely be maintained on * aapposition of an absolute self-consciousness. Does 
wola an absolute consciousness once exist in the subject 
el no individual consciousnesses, the required nen•ous 
tPaam1lnicaLion appears to play a right pitiable nod snper
tllone part beside such a metaphysical bond of union, 
whilli on the contrary its significance is nt once evident 
it itere ia only an u71.1:01&8Cious identical subject of the 
Wlridraal consciousuesses. If the functions of the All-One 
...... the latter determines to the particular orrianisrus 
~ functions, they are sufficiently separated 

(lid, ..... different goals not to allow of any confluence or 
VIJ!It•t:tGIIIICil0111D.esa arising in organisms hy way of reflec-
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t.ion. If, on the other hand, they are conscious fWJCliou 
of a self-conscious being, they are related and coDDeeted 
by this consciousness to the higher unity of that aelf.coD
sciousness, so that it is no longer at all comprehensible 
how these functions, after their reftection or turning round 
in the organs of consciousness, should be able to part into 
two consciousnesses, instead of enriching the one abeolate 
consciousness with modified content. It accordingly be
con~es not only incomprehensible how the consciouaneaaea 
of l'eter and Paul are separate consciousnesses, but how 
altogether a limited individual consciousness can arise 
without its 10atter and its form being immediately swal
lowed up and digested, bones and all, by the absolute con
sciousness, i.e., annulled as individual consciousne3s. But 
still, supposing a limited disparate individual conscionsnesa 
to have arisen, the functions of the All- One exeroiled 
through the same, in case they were conscious, wonld 
allow the absolute consciousness to shine, as it were, in 
upon the individual consciousness; for one would not be 
able to see Low these functions should denude themselves 
of the form of the absolute consciousness once adher
ing to them, nntl indeed essentially connected with them 
according to the assumption of the Theists, on their 
entrance iuto the individual, and on the formation of hia 
special consciousness. The individual must in all direc
tions be refulgent with the light of the absolute conseioua
ness, nntl the absolute consciousness lie open to its view. 
All these consequences, contradicted Ly experience. fall 
away when we reject the impossible supposition of the 
absolute consciou,ness iu the All-One. 

Monism cau by uo n~eans endure any absolute conscious 
world-suLstanct!, and only the declension from Monism to 
the l!lurnlism o·f one creating and many created substances 
makes possible the authropopathic assumption of aconscioua 
God; truly also only at the cost of comprehension of the 
possibility of inner relations between the cre:tture and ita 
transcendent Creator, which can then at the best only 
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--· ...... hOOU..pooua ol the poeaeuioa UiJIIIIMI.aailad b7 uotber. 
~a..l: ... lbaiB ..Utr oaJr conaiata in hil apiritaality, 

.apirituJitr il manifeeted u:clusively in the 
1, ~,)-•• flf GDIIICio'U1llll uadeniably becomes with distinct 

·-~~~~- allo a God p~~rltd rtali.ler from tlu world, 
•edltaal t1aDicendeDt Creator. On the other hand, he 
• ..U and desires an imt~U~fteftt God, a God who 
iJF IMa iDto oar breast and dwells therein, a God in 
,._ we liTe and have our being, as every profounder 
...,..._ mat demend, and as Christianity nod Judaism 
(Dill" 'ri. 4. xu. 11; lea. Jxvi 1) also actually demand, 
..- make clear to himself that the All-One can onh· 
Wwall ill individuals if it is related to them as the essenc~ 
to ita phnomena, as the subject to its functions, without 
-..., parted therefrom by a consciousness of its own, or. 
ill oth.er words, that one and the same activity cnn only 
tlteD be simultaneously and without collision of two con
ieioulleMea activity of the individual and of the All-One 
Jf the .A.ll-One diffuses itself as imptr&<>nal Will a.ud un
......,lntelligence through the universe with its per;;onal 
111111 CODICioua individuals. As God, by granting a per
~ consciousness, becomes parted from the world, with 
8ftl')" action there inevitably arises the clear alternative, 
llltlwr activity of God or activity of the individual; a 
Wid, a combination of both activities without collision 
of Uae dift'eront conscious wills, would be only Jlossible 
..-ptionally and fortuitously, but not as a frequent 
toRmnce or at all as general rule (comp. nuove, 13. Chap. 
&. pp. 24-27).-

We have admitted that it is the Unconscious itseH 
trhieh attains cou~;ciousness in the organised indi"it!unls. 
ltflillowa from t.bis that the sufficient reasou o£ its be
~~ conscious must be given in the Unconscious, 01, 
... briefly, the Unconscious mu.~Jt be regarded us cause 

IOIIICiousness. It would, however, be very vicious 
iltlll0ai1111 to try to draw the inference that Consciousuesa 
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must already inhere in the said Unconscious, else otlJer
wise it could not come out of it. This conclll8ion woulcl 
be just as incorrect as the conclusion often, in fact, drawn 
by saYages and the uncultured, that the fire must always 
lurk as fire in the steel and flint, since otherwise it could 
not leap forth as sparks on their impact. This much 
only is correct, that there must be contained in the cauae 
the sum of all the indispensable and sufficient conditiona 
in order that the effect may emerc.;e or result from them; 
but the requirement that the effect be already contained 
as such in the cause, i e., already in the form in which 
it appcnrs as effect, is by no means coincident with this. 
for then the occurrence of the effect would be no chaDge 
at all, thus also no causality, but only the becoming visible 
of a sometl1ing long existent. We saw above that the 
arising of indi~:idual consciousnesses from an absdute con
:sciousness can never be rendered intelligible; from an 
Unconscious, on the contrary, it is quite comprehensible. 
if only the Unconscious contains in itself all the condi
tions, which are n~quisite and sufficient in order to allow 
of consciousness resulting as folm of otherwise given and 
determined l)resentation or Sensation. As these condi
tions, however, we have in C. Chap. iii. recognised the 
duality of the attributes and the possibility of an opposi
tion of the functions compounded of them, and these con
ditions we must accordingly necessarily presuppose in 
the U uconscious. WhoeYer regards the stated conditions 
ns incorrectly defined will be obliged to suppose others in 
their stead in the LJJConscious, although he may leave 
them also quite indefinite if he only gunrds himself from 
the error of setting up consciousuess itself as the india
}Jensnble condition of the origin of consciousoess,-an 
assertion which must be chnracteri::ed as entirely devoid 
of fonndntion,-whereas the most cogent reasons for the 
contrary have been already partly discussed above, partly 
will soon come before us for discussion. 

The above-mentioned objection would only acquire a cer• 
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.IJiill.*lif Jalllifleation if it appealed to this, that accord
:~11-·t.tileo:logiicalconception of the Philosophy of the 

···--(comp. below, C. Chap. xiv. 3), consciousness 
·<dllll!liiO& proceed from the Unconscious as an accidental 
.. .-..lly-aeceuary, thus, at all events, blind result, but 
_..It • teleologically posited by the Unconscious, i.e., 
t.f•W lor the sake of a higher end, in which certainly 
6a idtal anticipation ia contained. It might then be 
..,...t tbat this ideal anticipation of consciousness or 
1lla ta1eological forethinking of consciousness must itself 
lllpflllftt a conaeiousness, and, moreover, a higher stage of 
~" .Apart, however, from the implicit form in 
wJaioh m the Unconscious the thinking of the end includes 
dla tlainking of the means, and conversely, the following 
M J8ti to be considered. 
~e tbiuking of consciousness only necessarily pre.mp

,_. a higher consciousness, if consciousness is thought 
• CIODICiouanesa, i.e., in the trubjf:cti1:e mode, as the &ubjtd 
of oouaiousness feels itself affected by its consciousness. 
JIU thus it is quite certain the Unconscious does not think 
itiGODiciousness, since its thinking is altogether absolutely 
opposed to our ~ttl!/"tctit:~ thinking, so that it would have 
to bedaaignated objective thinking ii this designation were 
Jd jut u one-sided and accordingly inappropriate. We 
Mft already seen in C. Chnp. i that, with regard to the 
mode of ideation of the Unconscious, we can only make 
tlae auert.ion that it does Ml perceive as we perceive. If 
:we then would positively say 11:hat exactly the Uncon
ICiiou thinks when it employs consciousness as an inter
JMdiate end of a further fiual end, since subjectivity is 
ueladed. nothing can remain, but firstly, the objective pro
-. 'whoee subjective phenomenon is consciousness; and, 
IIIOildly, the tfftct of the emancipation of the Idea from 
die Will which results from this process (comp. above, C . 
.Q.ap. iiL 1). Hereby the two fixed points are gained, 
1itieh a1cme are concerned in the teleological forethinking 
IGIItGIIICiouDae, namely, means and end, whilst the sub-
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jective inner side of consciousness is accidental in a,.,_. 
logical reference, and is therefore not aft'e.:ted by the ideU 
anticipation of the event. 

One might, however, put the objection in still 1Dont 

general form and say, e.g., To posi~ ends means to pro-
vide for the future: how now can an Unconscioua, U.. 
unconscious of itself as a present reality, be conscious ol 
itself as future 1 Now I might of course appeal to~ 
that all this purposive activity is in respect to the menly 
nego.ti\'e ultimate end (the universal negation of the wiU) 
likewise only a negative one, thus only turns on tWa 
pivot, to abolish the prestnt state (of the arisen world-Will), 
not to introduce a positive future one. However, the 
purposive activity on the one hand would always per
ceive the future state of privation as limitation of the 
present state which was to be annulled, and on the other 
band the foregoing of the representation of the future state 
as goal of the process would little accord with the omni
scient clairvoyance of the Unconscious, which we haYe 
everywhere found. This appeal, however, is not at. aJ1 
needed, since an error lurks iu the inference of the objec
tion.-In the sphere of individuation, namely, for the 
most part, only individual ends are pursued, individual 
states aimed nt, to tlte c:r:clusion of the participation of 
other iudividuals in the states aimed at; accordingly this 
exclusiveness of what is purposed naturally renders in
dispensable the sharp and clear discrimination of the 
substratum of the purposed state from other individuals. 
Otherwise is it iu the sphere of the All-One Unconscious, 
where every distinction of different substrata of the 
purposed state, and likewise every exclusion of one in 
favour of another, ceases, because the phenomenal mani
fold does uot rench into the sphere of the metaphysical 
existence (as we have seen in the preceding chapter}. 
Here, one mny say, state is absoluttly state, i.e., all-rntbrtuin.g 
state, beyond which at any time there is no state. If, 
then, in the sphere of the All-One U uconscious a fut11re 



I!...... . .. ... lJ)JI'I 
............ 10 far .. 6a 
................ all be plVpOIId 

•• \, ... , .... flam tbil, thU i' Ia 

--~-... ef GOII80iou1lell Oil the 
lilll!t-14._.. to w'hich we are IIOCtll-

•••., llabb lleo to the purpoeiYe 
JPor we ahead7 see hi indi

MJJII•&~aewm4aaltabe 011'8 for its oWD 
tilitjfl•&mt bowiDg that it ia ita own future 
-.~llfiila·" e&re~. ud we eee even iD the mea 
Mttlle·ibdmalual uertl itaell for !JMUf'tll endl, 

.. ...,_, without any idea for whom it 
... rile. itself • 
.- then 1'81Daina tenable in the above 

llllflll!ald the UDOODICioua must know the condi
. ,._ ... 11, aad which it can only Jmow in that it 

ill itllelf, moe the condition is indeed not 
(1111811 poeit.ed by the unconscious Imagination 
-~~~~·~IIIMrr mwitioua; U., there in fact results here, 
•:11...,.. of explSD&tion of the purposive activity of 
..... .., • poeUriort the neceeait;y of the aasump
at~.RIIDIOI!Ildelllt extramundane consciousness, which 
- ·'CIII'B cootellt as a state to be negated, i.e., a ""'" 

w ,..,.,.,, -an 881umption the necessity of 
lhall aubeequeotly, in C. Chap. xv. 2, 4 ~ 
'be fouded in the nature of the will and the 

Cll'igination of consciousness. Observe, this 
M•IINr.l ~- of the All-One which we 
•• foaDd occasion to assume has not for content 

~t~~,_mtldaon, but it has for sole content tlae 
,.,_.., ~ pcaift flf' unbleB~tdntss of the 

will. which vague metaphysical discomfort 
.,.. to be negated, ~e necessary Btarti11f1· 
,._.IOioaa teleological activity, as that 

B. 
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which ought not to be the finn foundation of the WOI'ltl• 
process. The consciousness here allowed, which has ariaen 
only through the mischievous elevation of the quieecent 
will into volition, and must again cease with the retUJ'Il 
of the will to its original state of sell-enclosed peace (all 
this will be proved and elucidated in Chap. xv. C.), CAD 

obviously give Theism no occasion to triumph at the 
necessity of a consciousness in the Unconscious. The 
attempt, however, to deduce from the final purpose of 
the world-process a consciousness with richer content 
than that here specified turns out, at all events, a vain 
endeavour. 

U we gather together once more our reflections on the 
question as to the consciousness of the .All-One, there 
emerges the result tl1at, besides the notion/as conscious
ness of indefinite discomfort at the uplifted and unsat.is
Jied world-will, the All-One only possesses a limittd con
sciousness in conscious individuals, which, however, tnl~ 
it for the aims of the world-process, and that the peculiar 
mode or form of its all-knowing and all-wise intuition 
(abRolute idea) is such of which, for lack of positive 
statements, we can only say this much, that it is elevated 
above that form which we know as consciousness, i.11t, 
that negatively defined it is unconscious, vaguely but 
positively defined superconscious. According to this we 
must declare the endeavour still to ascribe to t.he All
One an exclusively divine consciousness, concei\·ed accord
ing to the analogy of the human, a not smaller anthro
popathic error and degrading limitation of God than 
that of the biblical writings, when they ascribe to him 
nnger, vengeance, and similar qualities measured by our 
own experiences. (Even pious Church Fathers like Au
gustine have been disquieted by such reflections on the 
consciousness of God.) If this holds good of consciousness 
m general, so much the more must we maintain it of the 
endeavour to posit in God as special content of such a 
consciousness the idea of tilt All-One it&tlj, i.e., to credit 
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However, we shall han to *EUt pola$ a little more olosely.-
0,-illlllolna CODBCioumeaa allowed by me baa for 

..a 0D11 CODteut absolutely indefinite pain, but 
lelA of all the idea of the All-One itself. The 

••••• which the AU-One has in ita individuals 
a • ne, for thousands of years been elevated by 

,JII~q»llio thinkers to the consciousness of the All-One 
i)lllldf.. MMIN!~ON to the self-consciousness of the All-One, 

s1da ia only an intra-mundane, not extra-mundane 
~ of the All-One, such as Theism re
fJ'Iilll. But we can at least negatively affirm this with 
....... ce of the unconscious representation of the All
ODe or the Absolute Idea, that it has in the self-satisfaction 
or .. own pare intuition just as little occasion for re
lectioD in pueral as for a definite reflection on itself or on 
IOIIl4ltlaiBg else; not on anything else, since there exists 
..Wng else besides itself; not on itself, since reflection on 
itla1f presupposes reflection on something else. But in the 
uit)' of the Absolute Idea the ground of the separation 
olaubjeot and object is just that which is wanting, there
fole a1ao their appearance to one another, which consti
~ ooueiouaness, is also wanting, and in particular there 
a wantiDg the bending round of the ideational activity 
tonrdaita origin. the turning back to the active subject as 
.-1 ohepresentation, which retroversion of the activity of 
~t is precisely what is characteristic of the notion of 
telto(lODICiousneas 88 we have abstracted it from human self
OODICiou.aneaa. The Absolute Idea embraces all that 
iJ,. for ita ideal determinations become indeed ns content 
of will thoee phenomena whose sum we call the world. 
ftt 1UlCOnacious thought of substance accordingly 
all&11ata the sum of all its n1odes, and so far 88 its whole 
lBl*' mature ia unfolded therein, itself as the sum of ita 
ludoWecl momenta (in its otberness),-but itself only i11. 
...,.__,not in the proper acceptation of the notion of 
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aelf-consciouaneaa, aa active centre of emuat.iaa.• !'o 
grasp the latter retroversion or re8eotiou • reqalred. 
which takes place in the brains of indi'ridaala, wberebJ 
the intuitive character of the presentation ia loa*, bU 
instead thereof the self-consciouaneas of the All-One t. 
tlte &trid left8e is really gaint:tl-only of course not u eDza.. 
mundane, transcendent-and at the same time u one whiob, 
beside the notion of the All-One aa active world-centN. 
embraces only a very small part of ita phenomena. not, u 
the unconscious idea, its whole plenitude. Aa the Ugh~ 
sphere, consisting of light rays, illuminates the whole 
space, but not the point from which it issues, unlea a 
reflection of its own beams takes place at reSecting sur
faces, and there by a turning back of the direction of theae 
rays, so the intuitive ideal total activity of the All-One 
may cognise the All, only not the point whence it iasa.ea. 
the active centre of the All, unless certain bundles of 
these rays are broken in the brain of an organism into 
consciousness, which then, however, must of necessity be a 
one-sided, limited, no aU-embracing absolute consciousness. 

The previous considerations, in combination with the 
argument stated below derived from the evil of the world. 
seem sufficient to render evident the perfect untenability 
of a specifically divine consciousness and self-conscious
ness in the All-One.. In this way of thinking we find 
ourselves in perfect accord with the views of modem 
German philosophy. Here, too, neither in Fichte's earlier 
doctrine, where the Absolute is represented by the unreal 
unsubstantial abstract moral world-order (Fichte'a Werke, 

1 Only in tbia "cnse dooe Spinou. 
speak ol a ~lf-knt>wle~f9~ uf IJod. 
Tbe ilh·a, which in IJou "'actUAl, ill 
ever unique. all-cmbradng (.Ethi01, 
P&rt ii. Prop. 4), which incluJ,·a 
in it. .... lf all individual intellects ~~~ 
the idt-IIJI of thu modl's uf cxt,·n· 
aion (comp. above p. 250 Oh•.) anJ 
the idea" of aU thelkl intclk~t..o. 
or the id<·&8 of tht.o~~e idCAa (J::thic.. 
H. Props. 20 and 21 ), i.t., the 

pure funns of &heee ideu witb<la' 
regard to &heir eateaded ob,;.. 
(2 Prop. 21 01&). and, I:IIORover. 
includ«;a aa poeit..d wl&h logical De· 
c-oity. God aa auujt-et or,..,_ 
1111WNru tbtrufore eM.. not b
him~etr aa ~uhjtd of tbo<cosnith••ae
th it y or of the attribute ol &hoagbt. 
but aa object of the umo. it.. .. 
natvN ftal11ralcl (comp. 1 Prop. 29 
Oils.) 
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8C% 187, J6t, 368), nor in his later doctrine, where it 
.,_ ill the efllmallyanobangeable veiled Being behind 
- eDIIICioaa .. whioh reveals it (Werke, v. 441, 442), 
Mr ill SebeDing (comp. his Werke, i r, p. r8o; i. J, p. 
e7~ I. 4. p. 256; i 7• p. S3· 54. and 67, 68), nor in 
Jleael (whicb, to be sure, is denied by the reactionary 
Jill" of the Hegelian school), nor in Schopenhaner does 
t.he .Ablolute poaaeee a conacioumess outside of the 
fDdiridula penaded by it (comp. aleo vol. i. pp. 23-
SI ; Introductory i. c., the remarks on the philosophers 
.amecl).-

.After these conclusions concerning the consciousness 
ud aelf..conacionsness of God, we shall hardly expect a 
more fayourable result in reganl to the notion of per
llnflllilJ, to which Theism is wont to attach so much 
1mportaDce as predicate of its God, that it is precisely 
ilt order to save it that it still insists so urgently on 
&be tllltenable predicates of consciousness and sell-con
ICI.ouness, even after former scruples (comp. above, p. 
245 ft:) against setting aside these antbropopnthic predi
CU81 of God have been removed by the recognition of the 
1lDCOnacious-auperconscious retlectionless-intuitive intelli
pnce in t.he All-One. Nothing would stand in the way 
of the application of the notion personality, if its definition 
were limited to an indivitluality combined with will 
aud intelligence,1 and it was certain that no inadequate 
athropopathic accessory notions were interpolated. But 
11Dfortunately the guarantee of this is so small, thnt, on the 
contrary. th" predicate of personality hns almost always 
bean employed only with the intention of thereby smug
gliJis in unauitable ideas, which, however, are perhaps 
ocmaoling to the heart. In a jural sense, the notion of 
penooality rests on the criteria of civil independence; 
this conception has, of course, no sense iu reference to 

I OalJ ta t.bJ. - u Scbelllng G<xl (oomp. bis definition of }l"ntm· 
~Ill bi8 1l&er "Philoeophy or ality ; \V..,rke, ii. 7• p. 281, tond my 
a.wJii&taD" to aadmotand Tbeum m..moir, "::!<:belling'• p,)Sitivc: l'hil· 
• tiDdrlM ol tbe Oae Ui-peawn.W .-pbie," pp. 4Z, 4,3. OLI.) 
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God. J:thicf!lly the notion of personality implies the 
capacity of judging one's own actiona and the moral 
responsibility conditioned by the same, but this t.ranafer
ence of a relation, which is highly important between 
separate and opposed individuals, to the absolute all-em
bracing Individual appears inadmissible, because there are 
no individuals bcl>'idt itself, but only in itself, and beca111e 
even these latter are only manifestations of itself, pletao-
1/tena, 110t substances, therefore cannot be co-ordinated with 
the substance, through which alone they are, as the notion 
of the ethical relation would require.1 

1 Th01e reader• who ba'·e been cumpulaion, wbieh Is ~ &o 
aCCUitonux:l tn think the conceptiun give the notion of freedom itelpecial 
o£ freedom in..eparably united with content, Is wanting here, battbe Un
the ethical conception of penonalily conollciout ia undoubtedly abeolut.ely 
are reminded: (r.) That fn.>t!dnw fro.-e inasmuch ae It darina &II 
way be temporarily aboli.ohed along itA do:ciaion. from itaelf, and eaa be 
with accountability, without po:r- Affected by nothing edemal. ll 
••lnality being thereby ab.llisht:d. further actually ~ laClOIII'diJtg 
(2.) Tbat tbia concept o( freeduw to our lnv.,.tigatiurw, tbe ability 
only contains a relation to the unly erroneoWily aec:ribed to man, 
cunoept o£ pt:rsonality when it to inkrvene at any moment IIJIOII• 
i. oppoll(:d tn the freedom o£ indi- taneo\UIIy aa cauee in Uae lawf1llly 
vidtuu JWertinn on th«~ part of giYen phenomt-naleeriea, whieh adcb 
otht-r individual8, but tbr.t then, • new factor u ... termining tbe pro
for the beforc·mt-ntioned reAoon, it ceas to the existing one., and eon
i~ nuL trAnsferable to the All Une, tinually u ... rc~ tbi1 faeal&y in ita 
sine~ the IAttt-r bM nothing what· tdeologieal interpo~~ition1. LaeUy. 
evl.'r to npp<lde itlleU to. (3.) That the it ehow. itl!eU, aa weaball-ln Cbap. 
notion of the freedom of human •trill xv. C., before the decialon, by which 
re•l.s &ltogother on an ilhuion (comp. it certainly tiea ita own b ... d. andl 
the commencement of ChAp. XI., 11ect. the reintroduction of tbe ....,.. q.o 
B.), and t~.ccountability does not rest llllte, as free to comport itaelf raUon
on a •tuality of the will, but <If the r.lly or irrationally, i.~. to remain in 
intellt:1:t, aucl, more<>ver of the dill· the place uf non·volitioa or to ll'le· 
OUI'!Iive i11ttllt4, cann<tt therefore IJo ,·ate ihelf t11 Volition, l.e.., \o the 
applied to tb«~ All.Uue. II there worJd.crution ; man, on the ooa
werc a human fr,•cdom, it could not trory, e\·~n then acte n«<f'dirtg 1o 
be anAlogicruly Lrt&Jl.fcrrcd to the the abllolutt:ly rational plan of the 
AlJ.One ; i£ iL were tmn•fcr~~lJio it worl<l, i.~.. rationally, where be 
would atiU import no trAce of a imagines hu iA acting ft)U,.,.,. to the 
notion of pt'f&unality into the A Jl. o,ame, i.e., lrratiunally. The All
One; but if it wen~ purified from One Uncon~~eioWI accordingly p•· 
amalgamation with this 11.lien con- &esses .UJ pouibk fl'll'edom, and can 
oept, tbero would finoilly oo nothing by no meana acquire aDJ' oot. yr\ 
a.c:ribed to the All· One by thia )>u(!ll('lll!~d freed.QIII In addition to 
traiUifereoce wbich doe~ not nlready the &atn6 through the e~ 
appertAin tv mar tT nconll(:inue M ILolaumpt.ion of a human freedom. 
aucb. 'fhe cnutru~ of & foreign 



263 ,..,.,_,the concept of personality consists in tbe 
¥ hDOI of a ooDICioumesa with respect to the identity 
of the eoDICiou subjects underlying all the temporally 
""""'ct ..- of aelf-conaciousnesa in the same conscious
- (comp. p. 79), is thus the result of a tolerably com
Jiax ~ on a number of rtfltctiH acts of self-appre
'--ioll. comprehended by 1M1MI"!!· Since God in his 
.-olute intuition it raised far above all reflection (even 
above that of simple aeU-consciousneas, to say nothing of 
me ldection of the identity of the subjects of those acts 
of re8ect.ion), and as, moreover, such a reflection, in the 
ahlence of any existence from which he could distinguish 
himllelf, would be for him perfectly superfluous anti tauto
Jogical. the ideological concept of personality also can have 
ao application to God, any more than the jural or ethical. 
The attempt, from religious considerations, to save the 
ideological personality of God at any price, necessarily 
Jeada by ita consequences to the fantastic assumption of 
an eterDa1 nature in God elevated above material temporal 
Natme and different from it (Jacob Di:ihme and :Franz von 
Baader), in order to render possible an eternal process in 
God with self-discrimination and reintegration as his 
actual temporal nature makes possibly the temporal world
pmceaa, with the resulting separation of subject and object 
in the finite consciousnesses, which are indeed collectively 
CDDBCiousnesses of the All-One Existence. One sees from 
thia how weak an hypothesis must be when its most 
important advocates confess themselves compelled, in order 
to maintain it, to have recourse to such artificial, fantastic, 
aad wholly imaginary auxiliary hypotheses. 

According to these considerations, it seems most suit
able not to give to the notion of personality so wide a 
I8DI8 as is given in the above definition, in order thereby 
to make it applicable to God. There are many imiici
flull endowed with will and intelligence, which do not on 
t.ba' account admit of the concept of personality (animals, 
low avages, idiots, &c.), and to which we therefore 
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refuse this designation. Why should we not eserciae the 
same restraint with regard to an individual which DO 

longer answers to that conception, because it ia eleftted 
above all the limitations which form the marks of t.be 
conception on its different sides l Here, too, the ~ 
ti<m of the Supreme Being does not lie on the aida of 
those who refuse the predicate of personality, but on the 
part of those who ascribe it. Nay, looked at more cloeely, 
the lowering of God turns out to be tiN BUrlt P""P* ti 
lM affair, i.e., one seeks in God a pelBOn (according to the 
human standard), in order by this kind of co-ordination of 
God with the ego seeking consolation from him to bring 
it about, that one may place oneself on intimate foot
ing, as it were, with God, as with a revered eqaal, iD 
order, on pouring out the heart before him, to make more 
sure of a humanly sympathising understanding of one's 
own emotion. Even the Christian apostles, with the 
growing purification of the God-idea, began to have aa 
inkling of the unsuitableness of this childish behaviour, 
nt which the naive anthropopathic imagination of the 
older Judaism had taken no offence; and the more au~ 
limely the God-::oncept shaped itself with the progressive 
development of Christian Theism through the contact 
with Hellenic philosophy, the more the religious soul i11 
its intellectual confusion saw itself impelled to take refuge 
in a mediating human personality (Christ, subsequently 
the Virgin Mary and the saints). As the Reformation 
found itself compelled, after tile abolition of prayer to the 
saints, to lay more stress upon the human personality of 
Christ than in Catholicism, so in consequence of the 
now disappearing Christ·belief, Theism is trying again 
to bring God himself nearer to man from l•is abtatT&ct 
remoteness by· imparting more human features, and this 
is the most important reason for the emphasising of the 
personality of God, although incompatible with the idea of 
the 8llme. But when one considers that, from the philo
sophical point of Yiew, the practical nerve of prayer ia 
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abjeotin aipifloation and 

INIIlJIIIIII .. lldlbecl to it ICCOidiug to the modem 
tlae ftlue of the emotional poatulate, 

thought. appears aleo from tbia aide more 
M~lalltlaL For when I have once perceived the 

:J~a• IIUar8 of belief in an objective meaning and 
,_,,,~--of Jft181'• the natare of the object to which the 
..... a 4!JODelived or addreaaed has become perfectly 
• A:lil1,.1inoe in t.rath we are here only dealing with ••••lllpl, t.o which the poaaible jugglery of a conscious 
.. ....,._ in reapect of a feigned auditor can give 
_..... With this now-a-days unavoidable admission 
t1ill 68 mtuling of prayer is reduced to the value of a 
....... 110111-upectoration on self-rectitude (Schleier-
7 Mr.) tliltJpp«ww, even within the pale of Theism, 
,., fiiYI'Ii«Jl fJitJhN of religion, for hankering after thtS 
tlsPU. of God with the predicate of personality in 
lae poper I8DI8 of the term at the expense of good 
tepD. 

BU with the renunciation of the predicate of personality 
t1iappeara again, as remarked abo,·e, the practical religious 
illtiiNM in maintaining the personal divine Bllj-CtJ7&8cimu
~ ad with thia the last interest in the assertion of an 
aoluift tranacendent c01&8ciousMBB of the All-One. The 
....-1 religious interest being set aside which could 
llal brJng itaelf tD abandon all these conceptions in spite 
of lbeir long-proved untenability, the notional difficulties 
ad plailoeopbic proofs fully assert themselves, and wmpel 
diU 'l'heilm, which endeavours to purify itself from the 
....a naturalness of an anthropopathic representation of 
God and to attain tenable metaphysical conceptions, to take 
tile Jut necessary step in this process of purification and 
... "'lllder thinking, from which it has hitherto recoiled 
fl.- a mistaken religious motive. The result, however, 
..,... emerges in this last and now inevitable step of 
.tt.lllf·parification of Theism, is the same as that which 
... JIJWolophr of the Unconscious on its own part. 
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from quite another side brings to Theism, and the old 
supports of the latter have gradually become one after the 
other so rotten and crumbling that it should rejoice when 
another new one is offered it. 

That all the attributes of the divine intelligenoe (all
knowledge, aU-wisdom, all-presentness) are also appli
cable to the clairvoyant unconscious intuition of our All
One, will be more precisely shown at the beginning of 
Chap. xii. C., and we have already admitted the omni
potence of the Unconscious Absolute Will. When we 
add, that we have in the last chapter recognised the Un
conscious as the Imlividual in a pre-eminent sense (p. 223 
ff., and 24o-:.:!43), and that the former claiiD8 of Theism 
to personality, self-consciousness, and consciousness of 
God in their previous sense have become untenable, but 
that all that is tenable in the same is actually satisfied by 
our Unconscious, it is clear that on this side a dijfert:rW 
in prine1'plc between a Theism that rightly unde•tands 
itself and the l'hilosopby of the Unconscious caflnot be 
jound.-

This might appear still more plain in another direction, 
namely, in reference to the relation of the individual to · 
the All-One; but here too we shall see that a well-under
stood Theism must necessarily move away some steps 
from the vulgar conception, and then likewise coincides 
with onr point of view. Theism namely is originally 
dualism, in that it ascribes just as much substantiality to 
the world as to God. It is true this dualism is one only 
existing since the creation of the world (conceived as in 
time), thus no regressively eternal one, but it is intended 
to be a forwards eternal one, in that the substance of the 
higher creature is also conceived as eternal. The dualism 
is therefore indeed only the result of the act of creation, 
but it is now in operation, and moreover determined not. 
to disappear again. Such a dualism is, however, philo
sophicnlly untenable, and irresistibly tends to relapse 
into Monism. We have in the last chapter (pp. 23o-234) 



., 
llljft;.;•ltolllb' held dualiam aboliabea and reduces 
(llllillaiM.UUa«"l'nl-llt:ablwu~ Bannony-two equally 

~---18 arag. hom difticulty-the empirically given 
fji44apilrf demnded cauu.lity of individuals among one 
......,, ad tbd causality aa '"fl'"'*' p4y8icu.J necessarily 
I' t n'• * taking up of individnals as phenomena into 
.. • abeolute substance. We can here reach the same 
- 1'.1 a conaideration of the notion of creation, which 
...... dlltiDgniahingfnndamental conception of Theism.
Aeauiltent dualiam must assume that the world fashioned 
a •. ....., by tbe creative act would continue to subsist, 
.... il tbe creator were suddenly annihilated ; only on 
..... condition would the world be a perman.en.t residuun1 
:af a completed act of creation, only on this condition true 
uacl geuuine aubetance. This consequence is, however, too 
llliroDg eYeD for Theism itself, and it therefore foregoes the 
ltfJUding the world as a mere completed result of a single 
ereative act; it lets its God permanently act the part of 
'WOIId-restorer or world-governor, as the world-architect 
of Greek dualism in presence of the chaos of the eternal 
1l1lCI8&ted matter. }'or tltu matter, however, and strictly 
taken also for the individual immortal spirits called into 
eotaality, Theism tries to retain the notion of a created ...,_tW. a caput mortuum of a former long past creative 
..., which residuum, it is true, God has the power again to 
umihilate, if it seems good to him, but which without such 
& dime interposition would of it.Mlf be imperishable. 
However, Theism must soon perceive that it is here iu 
pn~ence of the same difficulty, of the same belittling of 
God, in that this residuum would then also continue to exist 
if God were annihilated, and that therewith an indtpcn
~ limiting God's absoluteness would have to be ac
eolded it. This 11cruple could only be laid to rest if, on 
God'• unihilation, continued subsistence were denied to tl1e 
..tate; the creature must collapse into nothingness. if 
tM oreator withdraws his hand from it even only for a ...,._,i but this ia only possible if continued existence 
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is conditioned by a «mtinUOJUlg active function ot God, 
'bg em aet of will MUWtd ewry moiMftt. 

Such a conserving activity of God, which prenatl the 
constantly threatened falling back of the creature into a. 
thingnt>.ss, is now, however, in no way dift'erent from the 
fil'Bt creative act, which summoned the creature out of 
nothing; for both substitute for the non-existence of the 
creature ita existence; i.e., however, the conservation of 
the CTeation by God is to be more precisely defined aa co.
tinumu creta~ H~rewith is the untenable notion of the 
t·aput mortuum of a past act of creation stripped oft'. no 
matter whether this past is reckoned at thousands of yean 
or seconds, and the existence of the creation is in evf!fY 
moment understood as creative act of tlu B471U moment. 
Creation out of nothing, which was emphasised by the 
.Jewish-Christian Theism in contrast to Greek dualism, in 
order to render prominent the absence of an eternal matter 
existing before God, is then to be understood in thia way. 
that that wherefrom God creates is his own creative energy, 
that the whole real existence of the creature consists 
purely in the divine creative power directed to the same. 
nnd its whole essence at every moment purely consista in 
the content which the divine creative act of this moment 
pours into it. 

About thus far has Theism progressed in the philoeo
phical purification of its conceptions; it is, however. eaay 
to see that herewith the notion of I'Ubstanu bas ceaaed to 
l.te applicable to the creature, since it no longer has ~
mce at all, save through the absolute divine substance. 
Thus only tlte latter manifesting itself in a continuous crea
tive acto£ will is the subsistent or self-existent, but the crea
ture itself and its existence is only the tnanifestatioa or the 
rC1>tlation of the functions of the Absolute directed to ita con
stant creatiou or preservation, or, in brief, an appt.a.""w of 

J Dv thie exprcaion we must, of ance" of the theory ol knowledp. 
""~ noL in thu remow•L manner which ii the correlate &o the ~ 
tbiuk of tbe "eubjec;tin! appear- tiuo of the "thing of iblelf'' ol t.lae 
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the sake of which the mystical theosophists and theologians 
of the West have always shown a strong and decided 
inclination to Pantheism, the purely Aryan religiou of 
India possessed long before the origin of Christianity; 
whilst, on the contrary, Christianity from ita Semitic 
origin retained the dualism between creator and crea
tion, at any rate in the orthodox doctrines of the chief 
confessions. Whilst, however, the pantheistic religions of 
India, entangled in the et·ror of the eternity of the pheno
tnenon and not acknowledging the real existence of time, 
were unable to elevate themselves to an historical world
theory, and therefore allowed their believers to be lost 
in dreams and perish in unhistorical Quietism, the 
Jewish-Christian Theism, on the contrary, has in com
pensation for its other defects developed an historical 
world-view, in which the all-wise providence on the buia 
of natural process guides the historical process according 
to a teleologically predetermined plan to a rational goal; 
from this belief in a rational historical evolution which 
l1as found ever clearer expression have the European 
nations derived the strength of their devotion to the 
historical process. 

At the present time, when the more special forma of the 
Cbristian religion are manifestly outlived, and the faith in 
the providentially guided historical evolution has besides 
passed into the flesh and blood of modern civilisation, the 
essential question is how to liberate from the deciduous ahell 
nnd to unite with the realsu bstance of the pantheistic Indian 
1·eligions this remaining kernel of Theism, in order through 
these ideas, which have grown purely out of the spirit of 
our Aryan stock, to gain a religious profundity and en
}Jancement of the intensity of religious and ethical feelin~ 
which would be a vivifying renewal of our irreligious age 
clinging convulsively to the mere externals of religion. 
That the old creed is no longer tenable, and is st.ill 
only artificially and violently preserved as a mummy, is 
generally felt and admitted. But that by mere critical 
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...... fa dileot1J pined, nnleaa at the same .... .._ta of raligiou feeling are introduced. 
llliiiHt. J-1$ u genenlly recognised if one did not 

·~!Ji!WIIi!llt, 4lelpair of discovering these new positive 
If ~ are anywhere to be found, they lie 

••• paaiDe and imperishable core of pure Aryan .r.a 1&, whioh must be fused with the circuitously .iped hiltarical world-view of Judaism and Christianity, 
• -... b)" this concrescence to reach a position that 
.... 'Uae advantages of both aides without their c.left>cts, 
iDi1 therefore stands higher than either of them singly. 
lD t1de I8DI8 we may say : we stand directly before the .._when the Jewish-Christian cosmic theory has only 
... choice qf tlyi.fl{l mtinly out or of btwming pantkNtic. 
• metaphysical foundation of this transformation, how
...,, which was prepared by the pantheistic and mystical 
JIIDiaaophies of the Middle .Ages and the Reformation 
{8almal Erigena. Martin Eckhart, Giordano Bruno, Jacob 
lliS1uae, Spino.ra), pas. been philosophically laid and built 
a 'bJ the most recent German philosophers, whose par
tiallJ authorised and valuable endeavours and tendencies 
laaw coalesced into a provisional unity in the principle 
of the Unconscious. l,reciscly in our own time, when 
abe oppoeition between the unmediated extremes of a 
Jipl~Mi~Jhc dogmatism and an irreligious a.tluistic natural
.,_ ia threatening to become more irreconcilable, the 
&olden mean of a apirituali.stic Monism or Panl.htitmt, 
which supplies both parties with a bridge for mutual 
-.lentanding and union on neutral soil, appears to be 
of the highest importance for the peaceful spiritual de
ftlopment of modem society.-

llal'ing endeavoured to prove the evanescence of the 
..a differences between the Unconscious and the God 
of~ with the philosophical purification of Theism, a 
~point must in conclusion not be left unmentioned . 
.,.._,namely, asserts that the tzi&ten.a of the world is 
• ..,.,. ocmaequence of God's goodness and omni-
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science, and sees itself therefore driven in pre181108 ollflil 
to the necessity of attempting a U!.eodiq, the impoeaibili&y 
of which bad already been convincingly proved by ][.au 
in a special treatise. We do not deal here with the 
optimism of those who, like Jewiah Theilm, find &he 
whole world and the life in it wonderfully gloriou, aDCi 
hold evil to be evanescent as compared with the happineu 
which exists beside it ; we also do not inaiat on tbe 
necessity of a theodicy in regard to moral evil, which for 
the rest indeed were indifferent, if it did not contribute 
to the incrense of suffering; we only ask an account of 
that Theism which, like the Christian, grants the pre
ponderating woe and misery in this world ( comp. C. Chap. 
xiii), an1l yet regards the resolution to create the world 
ns an efflux of the divine all-knowledge and all-wisdom. 
The consolation of immortality is no help here, for alao in 
tl1e other world the number of the blessed will be Tetrf 
small compared with that of the torment of the suffering 
drunned (Matt. vii. 13-14; xxii. 14). The only partially 
accepted doctrine of the future restoration of every creature 
at the enu of all things is in itself too problematical to 
deserve consideration, and leaves open the question why 
the world must be miserable until then. As now it would 
never do to make God the author of evil. Theism sees 
itself compe11ed to seek the origin of evil outside God, i.e., 
since save God only his creature exists, in the creature. 
A moral guilt of tbe first(?) human pair is said to have had 
the deteriors.Lion of nature for its natural consequence, 10 

that God must now look on while milliards sufl'er for 
the trespass of a couple of individuals dead thousands of 
years ago, i.t., guiltlessly; since, however, notwithstanding 
the connection between human fall and deterioration of 
Nature, between moral guilt and natural world misery, 
t\ppeared all too bold, a superhuman creature must be 
introduced, a devil, who ruined and brought into disorder 
the fair creation of God. For a more childish time this 
theo1licy, by means of the two scapegoats, Lucifer and 



.............. 
•• .,.,.,..,. tf Ida ........ 

t.lae~ao~ 
Rilfi!IW:ililf(tl!wi ~ whllhe i~ 1rOIIW 

-.IL..Wiili.ltill"Willl aoh a hiltor,r. 
it ie quite immaterial, aad doea 

- .. ~:~~a~ tl8iloal oatu1e of the respoaaibility • 
..... of God, which is active in this 

u -umed to be ~ or 
JW'I.., __ ti.m. illtelligelloe u all coacerued 

•lrWIIIJIIR a world llhoald be onated or not. 
__ ,,.till d.ecilioa in tbe eue of afllrmatioa 

Mtl._18MLble eraeltJ towards the created eab
t'lllr.•RUII-IID of dWiltic Theism, bat, OD the 
16it:lltaailm. tile huy of a diW.e ucetioiam, 

If au abllolate intelligence (ao 
ealllei0111 '01' nnCODICioue) really be one of 

ff God. u iDdeed we too usame. it is, in 
MileJ7 of tlte world, ~ that it can 

-·- the decilioa in question, thue impoasible 
_, ·-- aad efloient duriDg the exaltation of 

4leoided oa the • That • of the world. Only 
-~~~~ of *a world wu deoided by the act ot a 
-~-ad by no ray of rational intelligence, 

'M ailtellce COJilpreheuaible; only then ia 
to be made ~ for the same. 

.r.•flMMiioa of iDtelligeDCII in the world's origiD, 
MIJ•IIPllllulll b7fttlnl ill any of itl forma; 

• • aptr hDpo."ble .,. tbe .. 
I 
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sumption of an eternal interior spiritual life of a aeU-COD
scious God. With our principles, however, it is perfectly 
comprehensible, nay, even not otherwise to be expected 
a priori, because, namely (according to C. Chap. i), t.he 
Jdea of itself has no interest in being, and can only be 
posited by the raising of the will out of non-being into 
being, thus neither before nor during the elevation of the 
will is existent, but only becomes so through the same. 
Suppose then the elevation of the blind will into actual 
volition (i.e., tLe moment of the initiative preceding every 
actual intelligence in the All-One) sufficed, as we shall 
hereafter see, to posit the •· That" of the world, it would 
thereby be explained how, despite the omniscience of God 
(durino the world-process), the unfortunate conune11Cfttenl 
could l1a ve come to pass. 

But now arises a second question: Why did not God in 
the first moment when he became suinfJ, i.e., his all-wise 
intelligence entered into being, repai1· the error blindlr 
committed, and turn his will against himself? Incom
prehensible and unpardonable as the first commencement 
would be without the hypothesis of a blind action, no leu 
incomptehensible and unpardonable would be the laiuer
allcr of this 10iscry wilh optm eyes if the possibility of an 
immediate recall remained open. liere we are again aided 
by the inseparability of tbe idea from the will in the 
Unconscious, the unfreeuom and dependence of the idea 
on the will, in consequence of which the former has 
indeed to determine its "What," its goal and its content, 
but not its "Thn.t nnd whether." We shall see that the 
whole world-process only serves the one purpost! of emanci
pRting the Idea. from the will by means of consciousneas, 
i u order by tbe opposition of the Idea to induce the peace 
of the will. Were now this end alt(tinablc witlwut co. 
sciousnrss, or did such a consciousness in the sense of 
an emancipation of the Idea from the will exist at. 
the beginning of the world-process in God, the whole 
cosmic process would be foolish and aimlul, in that it 
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Mng1iDg to attain somewhat that either is Mt 
...,.,.,. for the object, or that tzUtetl ltntg ago. 
~ afrcmls the last decisive reason against 

-.ptiou of a tranaoendent consciousness in God iu 
_.. of an emancipation of the idea from the will, 

.Jt 1M contrary reasona aa~ed above were not more 
tlau nftlcient. This last argument, be it observed, is 
~1 it&tlvaiw, drawn from the empirical fact of 
~ ......., of the world, and derives its force solely from 
ilail, that no hypothesis involving a conscious God is able 
to uplain the fact without contradiction. 

Although. ainco Spinoza's identification of God, Snb
at&Dce. and Nature, the God-idea has to a certain extent 
obtaiaed a citizen's rights in philosophy, I still bold the 
odsin of an idea to be so important for its comprehension, 
laat it eeems to me advisable to avoid as far as possible 
ill pbiloeophy an idea with an origin so exclusively 
n)Jgious as God. I shall therefore continue as a rule to 
tmploy the expression, " The Unconscious," although the 
perious discussion has shown that I should have more 
l'ight to the use of the word " God " than Spinoza and 
JUDY others. Although the formal negativity of my 
terminology for an out-and-out positive Being must fur 
a length of time be inadequate, yet it will retain its 
proper prophylactic value as long as the anthropopathic 
enor of the con&eiOU81&tss of the Absolute prevails to a con
aiderable extent. When, however, the negative predicate 
of~ is universally recognisd as a 88lf-t~tiden.t 
predicate of the Absolute no longer needing distinct 
IDOUncement, then undoubtedly this negath•e designation 
will, in the historical progress of philosophy, have long 
'-D replaced by one more appropriate aud positive. 
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IX. 

THE ESSENTIAL NOTION OF GENERATION FROM: THE STAND

POINT OF THE UNIVERSALITY AND UNITY OF THK 

UNCONSCIOUS. 

WE will now employ our recently obtained point of view 
to clear up a few questions, which either have occupied 
philosophers for thousands of years, or precisely at the 
present time have acquired special interest among the 
general public. It will be shown how the solutions 
which flow from the principles already obtained are in 
full accordance with what the facts to be explained 
require, and what an unlaboured criticism of possible 
explanations leaves over. 

The first of these questions concerns the nature of 
Generation. Formerly two theories contended concerning 
generation, Creatianism and Traducianism. The former 
assumed a psychical new creation on every occasion of 
procreation; the latter, a transference of parts of the 
paternal souls to the child. The former accordingly 
affirms in every case of procreation a creation out of 
nothing, a new miracle ; and is, therefore, unacceptable to 
the more sober thinking of modern times; the latter. 
however, contradicts the facts. For if a man with the 
requisite number of women could easily beget over a 
hundred children in the course of a year, during the time 
of his procreative power, accordingly, many thousands, 
and yet notoriously no diminution of his soul takes place; 
on each act of generation the part given off to the child 
must have been much less than the thousandth part 
of the minimum which could just be traced as the 
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as arising independently of one another ? Is there on 
every seminal emission with each of the millions of ~~ 
matozoa a piece of soul carried away at random, or does 
the detached diminutive soul of the father travel into the 
particular spermatozoon, if the same has bad the good 
fortune to light upon an ovum of its own species capable 
of fecundation 1 And bow does the diminutive soul of the 
father, held in reserve, learn which spermatozoon, emitted 
during coitus hours or days before, causes the fertilisation 
of an ovum 1 

If the chHd's soul is drawn from the well of the univer
sal world-spirit, represents as it were the psychical appur
tenance crystallised round the newly arisen organic germ, 
this conveys an essentially different idea from that of 
Creatianism, where the soul in the moment of generation 
is created by God out of nothing. Further, this view does 
not, like Creatianism, render unintelligible the transmis
sion of psychical qualities, in that the organic germ is con
ditioned by the qualities of the parents and the spirit 
crystallising, as it were, from the Unconscious, is again 
modified according to the qualities of the organic germ. 
1 n this sense, by transmission of the constitution oC 
the brain spiritual qualities may just as well be trans
t'erred from parents to children as a finger in excess or a 
morbid diathesis. On the other hand, the addition of a 
genit~ to the infant soul, demanded by higher historical 
considerations, remains unrestricted; for if the Unconscious 
needs special organs Ior its revelation, it p1·cpara them also 
in due time; it will create in an organism which offers itself 
as especially appropriate an organ of consciousness, which 
is capacitated for unusually lofty psychical achievements. 

If in this way we escape the main inconvenience of 
Traducianism and Creatinnism, it is still always not to be 
denied that as long as one regards the soul ~f the indi
vidual not merely in its activity, but also in its essence. 
ita substance, as something self-enclosed and limikd, both 
with respect to other individual souls and also with respect. 



~9 

--~-lte~tl&llplrit. that so long the theory of genera
,~-,~~.,.,.- ita p8U diftlcultiea; for the rending of a new soul 

the ainnal, and the attaching of the same to the 
~ 4IIPJile germ, ia a very dubious proceeding, whether 
.-1lpld this individualising of a new soul as a process of 
.,.,.Z crystallisation going band-in-hand with the bodily 
'8:Yelopment of the germ, or whether we regard it as a 8i71f1le 
..._tar)" act, in which the new soul is engrafted ready 
..U oa the germ. 

Jlowever, as soon as one remembers the results of our 
W chapter but one, the matter begins to grow clear, for 
'DOW the soul both of each of the parents as well as of the 
ebild ia only tM mm of the activities of the one U11.C0nscious 
MrwtJk4 to tlae particular organism.1 

Now the souls of the parents are not separate, self-exist
iDa nbstances, can accordingly give off nothing of their 
alletance, and the child kaB no nu.d to acquire any special 
individualised soul, but its soul is likewise only the sum of 
&be activities of the Unconscious directed at any moment 
OD ita organism. Could the parents really give off a portion 
of their souls to the child, they would still only draw from 
the great dish from which they, as all three, are fed. 

Now there is also nothing wonderful in tbi~, that the 
infant soul only grows gradtwlly in proportion to the 
body, for the more developed becomes the organism, the 
more varied, rich, and noble becomes the sum of the ac
tivities of the Unconscious directed upon it. With our 
principle not only is the miraculous lost, but also that 
unique character that generation otherwise possesses ; it 
becomes an act essentially similar to conservation nnd 
l'lllovation even in spiritual reference, ns it has long been 

I We hardly need remind the this only happened because. for tbe 
...a.r tha& wht-renr the word undenrt.anrung of tbe matter there 
tt811111" ocean in the fire& two sec- treated of, the cu,rrent oonc~ption of 
..._ ol &hie book, it mWit not, after the aoul auftlced, and by premature 
tM ap!oatioo of the Jut chapter, in.u.t&noe on the monietic point of 
lie acfentood otherwiee than in the view a proper underwtanding of tbe 
- vi the definition here given. eubject by the philoeopbically un. 
Jftatbe-lienec~tionatbe mooietio trained reader would have been 
tiJIIW e1 U.-' wu '- promiD1111t, rendn-ed noedl-ly diftlcllil. 
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so acknowledged in material reference. Should the Un
conscious cease to direct its activity (as sensation, idea-· 
tion, will, organic formation, instinct, reflex action, &c.) at 
any moment whatsoever upon any existing organism, the 
latter would at the same moment be bereft of soul, i.e., be 
dead, and would be unsparingly crushed by the laws of 
matter, just as the matter of this organism would cease to 
be as soon as the Unconscious intermitted the acts of will 
in which its atomic forces consist. Just as well, however, 
as the Unconscious at any moment animates every organism 
capable of animation, will it also animate the newly aris
ing germ according to its capability of being animated. 
Add to this, that the moment is not at all to be determined 
when the germ becomes from a part of the maternal the 
independent organism, if one does not let the s ,lution at 
birth pass for such. As long, however, as the organism of 
the child is a part of the maternal or<,;anism, and is nour
ished by it, so long we have still to do with a process which 
in essence is not distinguishable from any other organic 
formation. This will become more clear if we glance at 
the gradual progress from the lower kinds of propagation to 
sexual generation. 

The simplest kind is fission, an ordinary case of the 
increase of cells, but also not rare in infusoria and other 
animals. That in a division of one animal into two there 
can be no talk of a division of the substance of the soul 
has been already repeatedly mentioned. There is a gra
dual transition from fission to ge'mmation, for the bud too is 
developed as part of the maternal organism, until, rendered 
capable of independent existence, it drops off (polyps, &c.) 

A difference in principle in the process of formation 
cannot be asserted, whether the animal replaces lost parts 
or forms buds for multiplication. In the cases, however, 
where the buds are characteristically presented as such, and 
are no longer to be confused with simple fission, their 
development from a single cell deposited in the maternal 
tissue at any rart of the body-germ-cell-is always to 
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be recognised. Now it can manifestly make DO eseential 
diJierence at tDt\at part of the maternal organism the germ
cell is found from which the new orgauism ia developed. 
whether this place liea at the aide, or at an extremity, or 
on the arms, or in the abdominal cavity of the animal, 
or in a distinct ovarium. The two latta- cases are dis
tinguished from increase by gemmation as increase by 
germ-cella in the narrower sense. The germ-cells, which 
are developed in the abdominal cavity or in a specialaac, 
mostly exhibit a marked external resemblance in form 
and size to the ova of the higher animals. Nay, one may 
even assert they are not to be distinguished morphologi
cally from t.hese. 

In maw animals (e.g., plant-lice) multiplication by 
germ-cellS already alternates with sexual propagation, or 
OIU generative act is sufficient to fert.ilise the germ-cells 
(or ova) for several successive broods. An insect belonging 
to the Diptera, Ou:idamyia, by sexual propagation begets 
Jarvre which, living under the bark of decaying apple-trees, 
uevclop without. copulation in a species of ovary oO';pring 
ao advanced, that they come into the world in a form re
sembling that of the mother. In some butterflies also the 
remarkable phenomenon of virgin generation or parthe
nogesis takes place, likewise in a whole series of lower 
crustacea; io both the off~pring born without fertilisation 
are exclusively females; in the Mack bumblebees, wasps, 
and bees, on the other hand, conversely, the males come 
forth from unfertilised, tho females from fertilised eggs. 
Whilst arnou~ the bees only t.he queen lays eggs, "·bich it 
can at will bring into contact with spermatozoa reserved 
from a former copulation or not, in the bumblebees and 
Wup8 the bearers of tho male and female off$pring are 
separate individuals; the females, namely, that have snr
yived the winter, which bad copulntcd in the aut.umu, 
bring forth female youn:;; these females hom in spring, 
however, now produce without being fecundated the 
1U&lee for t.he autumn coupling.-The germ-cell Clr the 
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unfertilised ovum develops in a manner perfectly aaaJo. 
gous to the fertilised ovum, only that the former doea not 
need the appulse of fertilisation; yet there are accredited 
examples of the ova of animals that only increase sexnally, 
which were notoriously unfertilised, entering into the pro
cess of yolk-furrowing, as if they were fertilised. (Such 
cases were, e.g., observed years ago in the ova of pigs by 
the anatomist Bischof iu Munich.) It is true their energy 
did not reach very far, nnd they remained at the first 
stages of embryonic development. Under certain circum
stances, however, even here the process of growth of the 
egg can proceed to a tolerably advanced stage; thus. 1.g .. 
it has long been known that hens without contact with a 
cock sometimes lay unfertilised eggs, which have accord
ingly traversed a tolerably long course of development from 
their microscopic origin. 

The seminal corpuscle penetrating into the yolk:-mem· 
brane with the point of its head, and there probably 
exchanging by endosmosis its substance with the yolk, 
does, therefore, uoching else in the first instance but give to 
tho yolk-mass a powerful impulse towards entering upon 
the furrowing process,-an impulse which is indispensable 
under favourable circumstances for ova, under all circum· 
stances for germ-cells. The transmission of qualities also 
on the father's side, on the other hand, proves that the 
union of procreative materials with the higher development 
of sexual geuerniion certainly acquires a still profounder 
signiflcance, in that through the mingling of the matter of 
generation there is produced a real blending of the parental 
qualities. The copulation of certain zoospores naturally 
occurs to the mind as prototype of this process, in which 
nothing but the united force of two cells appears to be 
decisive as long as no difference of the combining elements 
is to be ronde out, either in their own nature or in their 
origin. 

According to the foregoing, we can see nothing further 
in the formation of new organisms through a female animal. 
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or without the aid of a male organism, than 
-- fvnution, which is distinguished from other 

lfililllaie farmation. ..,., the fresh development of certain 
JliR•J JlODoaistent organa at certain periods of life, 

Ia Mae IIISeDCI of the process, but only by the end 
.....,. the Dewly formed object aubserves, in that this end 
Htl m aU other organic formation (with the exception of 
tliit luteal secretion in mammals) tl!itMn, and only in 
~ vithout, the forming individual. If, now, the 
MW formation, no matter from what beginnings, has at
lliaed a degree which renders it capable of existence as 
aD iadependent organism, there follows the liberation from 
alae B!Atarnal organism, an act to which we can hardly be 
fnelined to ascribe any psychical importance, which goes 
1IIJODC1 the retlectorial-instinctive accommodation to the 
GllaDged life-conditions (t.g., in mammals, occurrence of 
lllpiration). 

Th111 it is also empil·ically confirmed that the organism 
of ~e embryo, of the fretus, and of the child, just as mucb 
a uy other part of a finished organism, has at every stage 
IIDd nery moment of its life precisely as much soul as it 
DI8Cb for ita own bodily preservation and continueJ develop
--~ BDd as its organs of consciousness are able to' grasp. 
'l'bU, however, the Unconscious lays hol1l of life tclurever 
fl CltM, and that in this respect, too, quite apart from its 
GOilDeCtion with the maternal orc,;anism, the animation of 
t.be DeW germ relatively to its capability of animation is 
0Dl7 the special case of a universal natural phenomenon, 
will become still more evident from a few examples. 

Ia Autenrieth's " Views of the Life of Nature and of the 
.aoat,• we find on pp. 265-266 the followin~ notes: "Thus 
.-, Lister (Kirby and Speuce, ' Introduction to Entomo
'lou' '),Bonnet and Stickney, saw caterpillars and pupro of 
baUerfties, and larvm of the Tipula oleracea freeze into 
Jtaape of ice, and on being thawed revive.-AccorJing to 
0. more exact observations of Spallanzani (" Opuscoli 
41tlilioa Animale e Vegetabile," Moden3, vol. ii. p. :136). 
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the tiny rotifers, .Ftwcularia ~i.viM La'INI.rcl:, which u. 
found in boggy water and in the sand from guttel'B, il they 
are not exposed to t.he open air, but covered in a little 
sand-heap, and left to dry along with it, after the lapi8 
of three or even four years (during which time the dried 
sand bas been preserved iu a glass or a chip-box). eome
times revive as soon as the dry sand is moistened afrelh 
with water, except that the longer they are kept in the 
dried state, the smaller is the number which again become 
living and perform all the ordinary life-functions. They 
revived, however, although by the process of drying they 
hnd become so indurated (and they usually possess merely 
a gelatinous body), that, if one pricked them with the 
point of a needle, the body burst like a particle of aalt 
into several pieces. Thus these animalcules may be 
alternately dried and rendered lifeless eleven times, and 
yet when mollified in water again return to life. They 
also do not lose their capability of becoming reanimated 
if they frcr.u along with the water, nnd then are exposed 
even to a cold of 19" R. below freezing-point; jnst u in 
their dried-up state they may bu exposed even to 54• 
above freeziug-point without lo$ing the capability of 
reviving by the aid of water, whilst, if they are in the 
living condition, they perish utterly in wann water of 
even 26"." 

Ibid., p. 20:-"John Franklin ('First Voyage to the 
Shores of the Polar Sea'), in the winter of 182o-r8:n, on 
his first voyage to the North American coasts of the Arct.io 
Ocean, saw fishes freeze immediately on emerging from 
the water, and become so solid an icy mass that they could 
be cloven by the axe into pieces-even their viscera pre
senting a mere solid frozen lump. Nevertheless, some of 
these fishes when warmed at the fire, without previous 
injury, recovered their vitality. A carp, notwithstanding 
that it had been for si.x-and-tbirty hours completely frozeu. 
recovered so completely that it was able to throw itaelf 
about with considerable energy." 



WNn~e;o~~ ma uNCONSCious. ats 
v.,. to Bac11on'a Bay") wu winteriDg 

••bll,lJ•IIoa at Badlon'a Bay, a perfac&ly frozen 
•IIWI.n•it aGam·fli• wu toaDd; on being brought 
llllllllf!'>Biiat .. .,_ l'eYincL He reported that frogs are 
•••• then on Use ahotea of the lakes aa firmly froaen 

lot itaell, which yet, ~wed by a moderate tempera
\IIIII,.IIOCJ'fllld to IDoh a degree that they crept from one 
~tiOIDO&her. 
~ frolen trees, too, can, after being slowly 

lllaWad, 18fiye and put forth fresh leave&.1 

.JIImt,er found, however, from his experiments, that when 
• M periahed naMf' ti.wJl'!l in the intense cold, and then 
.. bauD, it became incapable of being recalled to life by 
..... OD which account the attempt is unsuccessful to 
.... u eatirely warm-blooded animal and to try to re
ti'f8 ~ by t.bawing; and we must renounce the hope of 
tlfll'tpinbebolding in life, even under favourable circum
llu-, uy an elephant or rhinoceros of the primeval 
wadd. preaerved quite whole in the polar ice, as one has 
falm4 toadl in rocks in which they must have been en
.aa-1 for cea.turies, perhaps thousands of years, and which 
wbe:Dliberated hopped about quite briskly. 

When modern authorities declare the reanimation of 
,._ warm-blooded animals to be impossible on account 
eta decomposition of the blood induced by the frost, they 
... met by the most recent investigations of Schenk, ac
...ung to which a temperature of - 3·, sometimes even a 
Weier zefrigerat.ion to - .,., is borne quite well by blood 
..,.aclel. salivary corpuscles, spermatozoa, and even by 

'l....,_rtigfriiDd &liM~· ping of which -imu death. Ac· 
., ,._ aa the OCCNI'ft'Dce of ~ld ooroling to Cohn'• dir~ micruecopi: 
........ of ~ce,and ClOil· cal obeervatiODR, e.g., cc.lll uf NiU/14 
...... pow after belq thawed. a •!f'l~f714 perish on bdng cooled 

I t ' aw wbfch OCCNI'I more than bt-low - 3" C., wbllat: the proto-
._ .. ....._. of Yariable &em· plumic content. of the primordial 
....... G6ppert •• expanded MC are diMwpniled by th41 fl'et'zing 
..._,_ weeb iD UU. ltate. Of of tbe water. Other plants, on the 
,_. .... II for ..eb 'l*ll• ol eontrary, die enn - degreet 
lill!t\, .... far ibaM which bear cold aboYe freniq-poia& . 
..... ..... u.st, t.be 0\'en&ep-
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fertilised ova, notwithstanding their more adT&Dced atilte 
of life, motion, and development. (Pox lymph, even after 
prolonged cooling to - 78•, loses none of its force.) If the 
proceedings ou the questions appertaining to this subjeclo 
are not yet closed, yet the instances quoted are in general 
sufficient to render plausible the a priori belief that 
every trace of life can disappear from an organism. aod 
that notwithstanding the ability to begin a new life-career, 
under favourable circumstances, can remain intact. if only 
nunc of those changes have taken place in the same which 
renuer anatomically or physiologically impossible the re
sumption of the life-functions after the restoration of the 
normal circumstances. For this it is necessary that both 
during the lifeless condition (induced by dying or freezing. 
or by hermetically sealing), as well as in the passage from 
the normally vital to the lifeless condition (t.g., through the 
rapidity of the freezing), a. chemical or histological chaage 
detrimental to future vital activity be prevented. On the 
other band, such changes are indifferent as regards resus
citation which only destroy the normal character of the 
future vital functions, ami cause the organism to awake 
to a merely pathological life, which is, however, soon again 
extin:,'11islted of itself. 

In llotifers one migltt assume that the drying up never 
goes so far as to allow of any interchange of matter, &O 

that, strictly speaking, one would not have to do with ao 
absolute stoppage of the vital functions, but with their 
reduction to a minimum (ns in winter sleep). But even 
this assUIUption fails when it is a question of frozen 
bodies, as hard as stone, in the winter cold of the polar 
regions, or of toads which have been enclosed in rocks 
for centuries, or even still longer. For the latter. a 
minimum of exchange of matter, which one may conceive 
to be brought about by the water percolating the rock. 
must have sufficed in the enormous stretch of time for 
the animal's consumption. In the case of frozen organiame, 
however only a slight superficial evaporation can have 
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VItal fanctioD. however, is rendered impos
Uae abeenee of the most general physical 

L!!ltlll••rof the org&Dic change of matter, endosmosis, as 
the iDdiapeDS&bleness of a 11uid state for every .. _...,al reuticm. 

BOw,ifitbegnmted that in the utterly frozen body every 
mpaiofanctioo,i.t., all vital activity,is impossible, the body 
S.deplived of every trace of life, i.e., it is absolutely lifele&; 
ltiloondition is then 'J*iftcally and totally different from all 
t11t11 of depressed vital function, like sleep, hibernation, 
-iwaoa, tetanus, apparent death; the body in this condition 
bean~ same relation to life as an inorganic body. 

It is of course intrinsically unimportant whether one 
applies the epithet dead to the body, for that concerns 
0111J the definition of the notion dead. If one absolutely 
ldenWiel lifelus and dead, as is natural, one will do so; 
if oae, however, makes a distinction between the two con· 
CIJI'ions, and calls only that lifeless object which cannot 
beeome again living dead, one will not do so. The latter 
'Yiew oould, however, result only from the prejudice that 
wild ia dead cannot again become olive,-a proposition, of 
ecnane. not to be proved a priori, but only to be induced 
from experience, and which for a long time might pass for 
true. But now, when facts come to light showing that some
\hiug dead can under certain circumstances become alive 
epin, one should rather recognise the exception to the 
mduction hitherto assumed as a universally valid axiom, 
\ban arbitrarily restrict the conception " dead" for the 
lake of the old prejudice. This remark would certainly 
be idle, if that prejudiced limitation of the concept · dtad 
did not also entail the further prejudice, that the abso
lutely lifeless need not also be void of soul, which one 
woald rather have thought self-evident; for the soul of a 
Wy is indeed only the sum of the function!\ or activities 
'tJI 1M U'lltXnUCiotu referring to it, which for the sake of 
llrnitf are called ita vital functions. 

11om the circumatance that an organism, so long as it 
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is frozen, possesses neither life nor soul, i~ follow~~~ 
after a certain time life and soul return to it, this eoal 
can no longer be regarded as OM and tl&.c .,., with that; 
inherent in it before the passing into the fi'OieD atMa. 
since for the sameness of two temporally divided aoula the 
temporal eontinttity of the activities of the former with t.be 
activities of the latter is requisite; but by no meaus cua 
the sameness of the organism in question and the 8ifllilor 
nature of the souls depending upon it be deemed auftl
cient. If, to speak with the vulgar, on the cessatiOil of 
life the old soul has gone away, with the reappearance of 
life anotlter soul might just as well as the former one haTe 
taken up its abode in the organism. The absurdity of this 
way o£ regarding the subject is, however, immediately 
evidt!nt, if one reflects that the Unconscious is all in aU. 
and remembers that old and new soul are activities of the 
same essence of the All-One directed to the same organ
ism that sends life again immediately into the organisms. 
so far as is possible, accoriling to the laws of matter. 

One sees from these examples that it makes no difFe
rence to Nature whether, as ordinarily, the vital orgauiama 
enjoy a continuity of their vital functions, or whether a 
body hitherto incapable of life becomes at this moment 
vital; U$ lite possibility of life is given, the Unconscious aM
malt$ it, in that it dire<'ts upon it the psychical function• 
adapted to its constitution. If we then assume the case. 
that the germ of a young organism, which we commonly 
have seen arise as an integral element iu the life-course of 
the maternal organism, that such a germ, liberated from all 
dependence on an already existing life, suddenly begins to ba, 
it must just as infallibly as the thawed fish or the mollified 
rotifer in the first moment of its organic capacity for life 
be animated by the Unconscious, and such a pbenomenon 
should now no longer be regat•ded as an isolated exception. 

To this view I refer any one who should assert that the 
unfertilised ovum is not yet animated, and only receives 
its soul at the moment of fertilisation, which, indeed, in 



• -ll··-· pad. ..... p1IGI aattaida the .......... .,..._...,. *'"""" tbfl ooacepUoa Jloti oa1y DDa 
ttl the aaimation of _, .U. 'bU 

i41atraDI* &lae III'Olation of the ,.,....U wit.hou' 
t* uq rate our doctriDe .6Ja4s a sufficient 

--... .u.tu.oe or apont&Deou generation, OZ' 

--of Q18Uic beiDgl from ino~ganic matter with-
....,.al orpaiam. 811ch an original generation 

IIIJ'-.._ ,_,for~ abowa tha~ the earth hu 
liillldllr G001ed dowa. from a molten mus to our present 
lil••re; bat now, u no organiama can eDit at a 

E lllillatare hiper t.han that required for the coagula
albuaeD. the earth must, for the longest part of 

31&,.•8t.lce. laue been uninhabited; and as it is now 
~·-b peopled by organisms, there must of necessiLy 

1JeeD a point of time when t.he first being or being.s 
iDto u:iatence,1 whereu before t.hia time there only 

· luft'ti Jaarpaic matter. Here the conception of spon-
•••• pa.eratioo ia aat.iafied. 

.J c1D not •7 that at that point of time no organic, but *lbU DO .,.,.,..d. matter was in existence; on the 
_,..,., I believe we must assume that, under the in
.... of a humid atmosphere, very rich in carbonic acid, 
..... heat, of light, and strong electrical influencea, 
.. bJ the inorganic path highly complex combina-
..... ~ carbon, hydrogen, ox7gen, and nitrogen were 
....... which the chemists of to-day, on account of their 
..,leW occurrence in organic beings, have designated lly 
aLi i1ap1oper name of organic substances. 

l'ar recent chemical investigations have succeeded in 
....., the earlier assumption, that organic substances 
..W DO~ be obtained b7 an inorganic path, by facts so 

T 
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striking, that it now only seems a question of time when man 
shall obtain complete mastery over the province of organic 
chemistry likewise. Synthetic chemistry is already in the 
organic department on a level with analytic chemistry. A 
number of the most talented investigators {e.g., Berthelot) 
devote their energies to it, and well-nigh every month it 
has new and striking triumphs to report. The problem 
of producing the acids, aldehydes, and alcohols belonging 
to the so-called fnt series from inorganic elements is to 
be regarded as solved in principle, and the discoveries in 
the so-called aromatic series {to which most liquid com
bustibles, organic colouring matters, essences, and perfumes 
belong) take place with such rapidity and with such cer
tainty, that we now hardly need to ascertain more than 
the organic-chemical constitution of such bodies in order 
to be sure of their synthesis in advance. But the keen 
eye of the chemist gazes still farther; the resinous and 
saccharine substances are beginning to reveal their true 
nature, and to awaken unbounded hopes for the future of 
organic synthesis. 

If thus the boundary-line between inorganic and o~nnic 
matter has long fallen away, that between inorganic and or
ganic form begins more and more to waver. Undoubtedly 
the compound organic types exhibit forms for which (with 
the exception of the radiated type) no analogy is found in 
inorganic nature ; but we must not forget that life dwells 
also even in the great kingdom of unicellular organisms, 
and the cell finds, in fact, its analogue in inorganic nature. 
In the first place, most fluids possess at their surface a 
considerably greater density and tenacity than in their 
interior, a difference which appears nowhere more plainly 
than in albumen and its solutions. If in every drop an 
analogy here presents itself with the often infinitely delicate 
cellular membrane, the resemblance becomes a surprising 
morphological identity with starch-granules in the micros
copic corpuscles of carbonate of lime, which Famintzin pre
cipitated by bringing together saturated solutions of chloride 
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ailll earboilate of lime. Here ia exlu'bited the 
li!ijl)Cilea,tbeaame stratification, the same concrescence 

~illm.alpaaales, the same augmented capacity of reaist
tttbe iDtemal layer to acetic acid as in the starch 

'i*IWIJa It follows from this, in the first place, that •••a ..... ''"""" are not lit1ing cells, but lifeless secre· 
"•1111!11111!1,.. ot.her living elements, a magazine of material des· 
tilled lor t.ltare reconsumption. But it also follows that 
tM.,._fm-, with nucleus and membrane, of itself proves 
IUitbiDg at all with respect to the existence of organic life, 
'1ad even when it has organic matter for its contents, but 
*-lor life something quite otket- is required than organic 
..uer and organic form, something ideal, which manifests 
llllllf in the preservation and elaboration of the form by 
Ill ~nge of matter, whilst every conservation of the 
fGnD by pauive conservation of the matter is related to 
life u a mummy, which at the most deludes the naked eye 
..tth the amblanu of life. 

I laid, therefore, it is probable that before the coming 
miD uistence of the simplest organisms, so-called organic 
eombiDat.ions of a lower stage were already in existence, 
w!deh rendered the building up of an organism from them 
4118Dtially easier, as water, carbonic acid, and ammonia, by 
whicb"complete organisms are nourished. For the forma
tloa of the primitive germ these organic substances would 
tlum have, at least, played the part of manure, which now 
ariles from the process of decomposition of organisms. 
Tbe probability that these first organisms lived in water 
fe puerally recognised; that they must have been very 
llimple beings, simple cells standing at the indifference- • 
pohat between plant and animal, has been already shown 
iR Sect. C. Chap. iv. Now, however the process itself may 
tJe eooceived in detail, this must be firmly held, that the 
VDconJcious apprehended and realised the first. possibility of 
apbic life that occurred. When previously, in discussing 
...U generation, we conceived the " moment" of the 

.~ of the germ, as if the Unconacious approaches a 
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formd germ in t\rder to animate it, this waa 01ll:r admillibte 
because, in harmony with the traditional mode of apprehea
sion, we tacitly supposed the unconscioua-peychical activi
ties requisite for tM form.tdifm of the germ to proceed from 
the parental organisms; but now, as such a distineti011 
leas no place from the point of view of the All and OoJy 
Unconscious, we must call to mind that the aimatimt or 
the germ does not follow, but prectdu the origi• of the 
~erm, i.e., that the germ can only come into existeDce by 
the U nconscioua causing a special activity to effect ita ori
gination, which predtsti1U8 its typical form in accordance 
with the possibilities given by the existing conditions, 
precisely as in the plastic energy of the 'f1il medit:tl.tN the 
typical form of the leg growing again on the salamander is 
predestined by the activity of the Unconscious. Here, u 
there, no inorganic laws of Nature are contradicted. none 
nssumed to be inactive even for a moment, but they ue 
uuly employed for a higher purpose ; something is formed 
which could not have come to pass solely by the co-opera
tion of the laws of inorcinnic Nature, and whieh only 
becomes pOs!'<ible through the will of the Uneonaciout 
stepping in and inducing a state of affairs in which now, 
by the normal action of the inorganic laws of Nature. a 
new form capable of new performances ia fashioned . 

.As the U ncouscions hourly seeks to realise and to 
retain life in millions of germs, which indeed are eoon 
again, often eYen at their origin, dashed to pieces, owing 
to unfavourable circumstances, through the pitilesa neces
sity of inorgnuic laws, so when first life seethed on the 
earth's surface millions of primitive germs may have been 
nipped in the bud before life succeeded in taking firm 
fcoting, as it were, on the earth. But when once it had 
succeeded in producing ono or a few organisms, the Uncon
scious had freer play (rom this conquered basis of opera
tions ; it could now secure the a.id of paremal procrt41iora. 
and by its help maintain and extend the conquered 
ground with proportionately less effort. For it ia mani-
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&.tia911laoh tllliar to cJmr t.apther the O!pllio aub
Uld .ctiltn"buted in the water about an 

~?li•-•r 8lpDilm than &l'OUDd an ideal point; it is very 
..-a ewq to eft'eot the requisite chemical tranafor-

.... ud modifications by assimilation aided by the 
iiCiiiiU' IICiion of a giTen organism than without snch; 
- a .. Tflr1 much easier to produce the typical form of 
6e eeU. with ita ever-richer inner articulation, through the 
......... artifice of cell-division with the help of furrowing, 
tlaa from amorphous matter. 

h Deeds, then, at all events, an infinitely lo.r less effort 1 

tJf Qal will, to form organisms by the aid of those already 
aWeDt, than toitlund the same, just as in the case of a 
Jaiahar animal it needs a far less effort to act on tissue 
'Jnth the help of nerves than without. We may then 

I t. •Jcbt appear to nper6cial 
•• UDD M U 'he I"MWauoe which 
•v....roa.tmdamiiiOI'pllic 
....._ to iu orpru.m, activity 
.... ......._lpiDitU!e aU-unity ., .. u..-ou. This ia, bow
.... bJ DO 111- the cue. Wo 
..... - ltboYe that. t.he atrife 
- ..... ol the indiYidualiM'd 
..-..1 force. or fonnr.tionl o( thu 
'11M!IIMidPU •• _,.condition 
b tile omuiDtr to pua uf the objec
tlw ~ wwld and for the 

.rpi ol ---- in particular 
~ pp. :U71 :1128); here occun 
CIIIIJ • epecial cue of Ulis general 
IN&L At H&&le u 1111 orpniution 
...W ~ from mere inorgr.nio 
..-without an organising prin
~ ., UUie -wl the orgauu.ing 
.,...... ...U. iYelf in orgr.nilma, 
• It clld Do& IDd matter pre-e:lliatcnt. 
'J'Jie UDCOD8Cioa8 muot, therefore, 
~create • matter in ord~r 
ie 1:11 ellle to enate orgr.niam•, the 
el ' 11a of -.ciowonea, and, 
-..cwer, a matter nbject.ed to 
VI ,uan._ Jaws, becanae only in 
... il &be ..uiq up of ._.., 
.... t=Mme po.ilile, which alway• 

&be - tub. That, 
, .aCib • matter, oomportiDa 

IIIIIOJ'CIIII1 to it. OWD law .. 

which of itaelf does not tend to the 
formr.tion o( organiama, oppoeee a 
oer\ain reaiataDc:e to the activity 
ol the Unconacioua, which oon· 
atralna it to Ule formation of 
orpulama, ia .. u.evident, aud it 
Ia no wondur that thia ffiliat.r.nce, 
nrying in a1110unt aooording to the 
&cddent.al rollfiguratlon of the na
tural fOI'CC!II active .t. any •pot, can 
under certain oircum.t.r.ncae ~o~~ume 
10ch proport.iona that. the UDOOD· 
IICiuua, int.erest.!d only in the uni
venal, not in th~ lingle cue, forbeara 
to maater the difficultiea that pre· 
aent U!emae)veM, »iDee it more euily 
&tta.ina by another ~tb, or .t.tainw 
ind~d at other plaoell, often enough 
for the purpoaea of the whole proce .. , 
the ume ~nd. (This explaina, t.g., 
abort.iona in ooneequence o( material 
diaturbancea of embryonic develop· 
ment.)-.Aooordlng to theae ollllern
tion., the exp~ion "effort," if one 
only keepa Ploof !rom every r.nthro· 
popathic aoggeation, need no longer 
appear unauitable for the deaigua· 
tion of the degree of the intensity 
of Ule will, the applicr.tion of which 
is reqoiait.e in behalf of the organiaa. 
tion fur the overcoming of OCCIIIIiuual 
-taial Jaia&anoe. 
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a:Jsume that the same application of force or will, whereby 
a cell comes to be by means of spontaneous generation, ia 
sufficient to form many millio1lB of cells by cell-division. 

But now we have found that Nature altogether is bent 
upon attaining her ends with the least possible application 
of force ; that she everywhere prefers the setting up of me
chanical contrivances for utilizing the inorganic molecular 
forces actually present to direct intervention; at any rate, 
howe,·cr, she tries to limit these interpoc;itions, since in the 
last resort they are not quite to be done away with, to a 
minimum of expended force. 

Thus we saw (Sect. A. Chap. i. a) that the nervous system 
of animals is nothing else thnn such a force-saving machine, 
which by means of the slight triggers and levers of the brain 
overcomes hundredweights attached to the limbs. Wo 
Raw (Sect. A. Chap. iii. v. vi. viii. and C. h·.) o. number of 
contrivances in nnimnls and p1ants so arranged that the 
facilitation of stimuli by these provisions, or even their 
purely mechanical mode of action, rendered special instincts 
supetfluons. Conversl'ly we saw instincts employed to 
render neeuless extensive efforts in organic formation, &g. 
(B. Chap. ii. and v.), the instinct of sexual selection to 
achieve au improvemeut of the race in respect of beauty 
nnd otherwise; the next chapter will furnish us with 
more examples of o. like kind, which prove with what 
c.lelicncy the Unconscious everywhere enc.lco.vours to attain 
its ends in tl•e most mechanical, i.t., least troublesome 
111nnner. 

:From this point of view now likewise sexual generation 
appears as a ?nrchn!Lism replncing spontaneous generation 
hy an immense saviug of energy. 

As n. rational man does not ride across country when 
there is at hnnd a turnpike ronc.l, neither does the Uncon
:::cious after establishing n. nervous system in an nnimal 
still effect muscular contraction by direct nction of the will 
on the muscular fibres, nor continue to make UEe of spon
taneous generation when sexual generntion is open to it. 



1-:-~:~·-., .................... 
-~~· .. the Depti'f8 proof. 

DQt:atAIMMNI paeratoioD, m'IIA 
*iQIIII'l411ltillilliD a~; bu~ ...... *" Ill lll8l'tioD, u.. 

. ,r.-p• o~ .,.._ hu a 0011, 

UltfllrOIIl'. 
lllllll!r; - .aa..U wi•h the intetestiug lacta 

a aort DOtiae of the II&ID& 

--~.tbla*1DCIA of the lower animals aroee 
.A. few C8Jltviee ago spou-

--na &IRDled for iDteatiuaJ worms and 
.... for a lcmg time Yoicel were heard 

)OIIl'ble cmrlookiug of paental garma. 
of iJ1uDiaration and cliJI'erell~ ltatea of 

.. tWa~ .. were aoielluflcall:y eetabUahed; then 
.._ iDfaliolla boiled for ..,.. tN. jiw 
-.. .ill ~ only with heated air, 

Tbe advocates of spontaneous 
~IM'tll'. jutl7 replied tba- the heatiDg of the 
~ the capabilit.:y of the production of 
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He found the same to answer in all reapeota to t.be 
otherwise familiar germs of the lowest auimalL Be a1ao 
positively proved, that they are the cause of the denlop
ment of organisms in the infusions, by introducing aloug 
with the heated air a 1mall plug of cottou contaiuing 
germs, and the organisms always appeared, as if the air hid 
had free accel!s. Pasteur even compared by an ingenioaa 
method the relative quantities of the germs contained in 
the air at different localities. Recently Crace-Calvert 
ascertained by his exact investigations that te*raturea 
of too" C. do not essentially affect the minute organilma 
in question; 1 that at 149" C. only those which develop ill 
solution of gelatine become incapable of germination, bat 
that for the destruction of the germinal power of U1e 
organisms which develop in the other experimentaleolu
tions a temperature of 204" C. is requisite. Accordingly 
the assumption of a spontaneous generation in infusiona 
has been scientifically set at rest once for all 

I will mention one more case, the origination of .Jft~JU.U 
amyli. A swarm of unicellular infusoria was seen to arise 
in starch granules, and it was thought that spontaneous 
generntion was being witnessed. But when tho history of 
these creatures was traced farther, one saw them become 
liberated on the final disruption of the starch granule, 
each seek a fresh starch granule and completely cover it, 
e.xpanclin~ after the fashion of the Amcebre. This thin 
little skin on the surface of the grain, the animal, which 
had swallowed the corn, as it were, and now slowly digested 
it in layers, had previously escaped observation. Now, of 
course, the origin of the brood was recognised as endogenou 
increase. 

The law of reproduction is so universal in Nature, that 
not only no case of the parentless origin of an animal or 
a plant is known to us, but even 1t0t a case of tM ptzf'atlal 
origin of a cell in an txisting OT!Janism. 

J Those cnp~bleof resimng higher 11000rding to the ame 111...-,... 
tempera.tures ue. according to Ferd. the genn• of BacteriiUD liN IEilW 
Ooho, the gcnnaof Penicillium, wbilat already at So" C. 



!f·-· ....... t.aa .. .... ...,. JlaYittfFlna 1rit.h 
. .. .., tlleJIIQl• a hip pzo.. 
IPolilllcla-w tpOilt.Deou ,neratloa. ,._. .. ,.a 1111 ctar. trtom the peoba-••*-. •• however regftlllwlr 
·•llalailleOIU ,.....UC. mtD of .. 
... be llGU 10 .., ad llimpt. a 
ih 18 lltUlJalnaeu of 1ba •me quite 
• l'8lfUbecl tbaa a mere meohauiaal 

II GWD1 poteiD eahltaDcea. Weze i~ 
lt\·iiltlafmiiOU paer&doD of Pzotuoa from. 
..... hicll DlM be oblenable uuder the 

l1ae JlfOI*' temperature. iJlgminatioa, 
•• an; bU evm nppoaiDg a 0118 of 

~---at. it woald atill aeve appear credible 
.-l biiOD& which alwap beloap to a well.ddaed 
lij..-.-.. ot ita mode of nutrition ad propaptioa, 
- ·- faatioaaJly penis$ by the mere play ot 
b tlliiiD fonel (oomp. allo pp. 212,213 &Dcl29I

'II&W·fthi.a.t mlaeuaes from tbe UzaaoDICioua 

- -· .... ol dafa ao&ititJ. 
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X. 

TilE ASCENDING EVOLUTION OP' ORGANIC LIFE 

ON THE EARTH. 

WE have in the last chapter shown the probability of the 
assertion that the Unconscious expended its energy in 
spontaneous generation only as long as was necessary~ 

i.e., until reproduction could be substituted for it. From 
the same first principle of Nature of the greatest possible 
saving of energy directly follows also the other proposition. 
presupposed as self-evident in the preceding considerations • 

. that spontaneous generation, i.e., a direct production from 
unorganised matter, can only have reference to the very 
simplest forms of organic life; that, on the contrary, for 
the genesis of higher life-forms the Unconscious will by 
no means choose the course of direct production, so diffi
cult for the simplest Leings, but a mode of origination 
effected Ly gradual stages. Not that I would maintain 
the absolute impossibility of the direct original creation 
of a higher animal; on the contrary, I have always main
tained the Will can do what it will, if it only wills with 
sufficient intensity to overcome the opposing acts of will 
Not that I would deny the theoretic possibility that even 
within the mnye of the inorganic laws of Nature, at certain 
moments of terrestrial development, the Unconscious 
could have set up a direct spontaneous generation of 
higher animals ; to presume to decide the point were 
folly. Only this much I assert, that a direct spontaneous 
generation of higher organisms would have required an 
enormous application of force, an expenditure of energy 
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la&ft iuftnitaly exoeeded that requisite for r•• " .. INl anatioa of the simplest cell; that therefore 
WIJUblylogical in the Unconscious, agreeably to the 

.JiliiiDaiple of the attainment of all ends with the least 
tDe!ilbr. UpeDditure of energy, could not but prefer to 

apoatueous generation of higher organisms a mode 
fll production eft'ected by many transitional stages, each 
of which, besides pa'ring the way for higher beings, 8e'1"PUl 
ilt OMiliuA otler and i'l&dependmt ends, and at the same 
timo wu attainable with a relatively trifling expenditure 
of force by means of a plastic principle of descent. 

If we ask plainly, what would be needed for the spou
t&aeoaa generation of a higher organism 1 the answer is: i 11 

the fim inat.ance, organic substances of not too low chemical 
oomposition in sufficient quantity and sufficient concen
t~Uion. Where, however, are these more easily to be found 
Ibm tan already nUtift!J injeriQ1' Q1'ganis-m.1 In any case, 
therefore, the direct transformation of an already existing 
Uaferior organism into a higher one (e.g., of a worm into t\ 
lib) would offer fewer difficulties than the spontaneous 
aeaeration of the latter without the assistance of an exist
ing organism. But here too the difficulties would always 
be still so great, that an enormous application of the energy 
of the Unconscious would be requirt!d to surmount them; 
for the already established forms ami elaborated organs of 
the lower organism must for the most part be first anni
iilGictl, in order to give place to the conesponding forms 
ud organs of the higher being. This not inconsiderable 
uptiYe work, of previously annihilating what had been 
CNSI«l in tlu embryonic dt"Vtlupnl.lnt of the lower organism, 
ia manifestly altogether avoided if the metamorphosis 
"btgiDa at stages of development so early that these specific 
form• and organs of the lower stnge are never brought 
t8 perfection, but in lieu thereof at once those of the 
1lfc1aer grade. Strictly then one can only speak in an 
.,_, ~ of a metamorphosis, for only the ideal type, 

(1fJdeh proceeded according to the ordinary course of de-
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velopment. from the germ of the lower organism. baa 
yielded to the realisation of a different ideal type. but in 
re&lity no tranat'ormation, but only an embryonie develop
ment has taken place. Even Agassiz, a leading upholder 
of the distinct creation of species, admits that thia creat.ion 
could only have taken place in the form of ON, and tbal 
for the development of these aseX1tally created ova t.here 
m1l8t at the same time have been created similar cond.it.iona 
to those under which the sexually produced ova now 
develop, which indeed comes to this, that jo&Ur partt&U, 
of course from other species, must have been provided for 
the ova needing parental care. 

But now I ask, which conception ia the more monatroUJ, 
t1•is, tha.t an individual of a higher species is evolved from 
the ovum of a lower specie!~, or this, that the ovum of the 
higher species was made at a stroke by spontaneous gene
J'ation, an ovum, indeed, from which absolutely nothing but 
this higher species could proceed, and in which COD88-

quently all the characters of the higher species were al
ready implicitly contained? It is, moreover, to be remarked 
that the ova of the highest and those of the lowest animalt 
are morphologically and chemically so similar, and Lbe 
iirst stages of development-of embryonic development-
are so unjform, tlHlt they are not at all or scarcely, and even 
then for the most part only by accidental signs, to be dis
tinguished. It is of no avail to rely on this, that usually 
all the characters of the genus o.rc actually implicitly con
tained in tbe fertilised ovum of a species. II .. wever correcc. 
this (for the rest indemonstrnble) view may be, yet an ovum 
must always have alrendy passed through a number of 
t~tages of development before it can possess independent 
existence, and the young be l111tchcd by the action of solar 
heat, or the auimnl heat of the foster parents, or the tem
perature of the earth for the time being, not to mentioll 
that the ova of the animals which bring forth livina 
young ne,•er attain this independence. "rhero now ahall 
this development of the ovum before self-dependence bave 
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tion of higher animals; it is a scale of ever higher and 
higher species by which the organising Unconaeiou 
realises the highest organisms. Certain, however, u q 
this general result, no less certain, however, is it that we 
cannot stop there. 

Although we have proved in Sect. A. Chap. viii that 
the Unconscious is active at every moment of organic 
formation o.t every part of the organism, and makes ita 
influence felt quite specially in the relat.hely impetuo111 
emb1·yonic development, yet, on the other band, it is Dot to 
be denied that, as everywhere where it is possible, so also 
for the evolution of the ovum the Unconscious has, as far 
as possible, facilitated its intervention and reduced the 
material actions to a minimum by previously established 
mechanisms. Accordingly, in all probability, there exists 
in the male and female reproductive materials an eDergy 
intentionally implanted by it itself at earlier stages. 
which enables these substances to develop under tbe 
requisite psychical guidance more easily in the direction 
predesignated in the parental organism than in any 
other. Now since the Unconscious always follows the 
line of development previously indicated, as the direction 
corresponding in general to its predetermined enda, aud 
offedng the least resistance to realisation, if it baa Do 
particular reason for deviation for a particular purpose i 
and since such a reason is wanting in ordinary genera
tion, where the sole encl is the preservatilm of the apccia. 
it usually takes, in the psychical guidance of embryoDic 
development, the course indicated as the easiest by the 
qualities previously imparted by itself to the materials of 
generation, i.e., tke be!Jotlcn rtsembles tM lxgttters, and thia 
phenomenon is called the " transmission or inheritance of 
qualities." 

From such a universal teleological rule the Unconscioua 
is the less inclined to deviate the more general ia ita 
scope, e.g., from the inorganic laws of Nature not at all 
Since now the difficulties are already sufficiently great, 
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__ .... Draagh $he tranacending of old species ud 
,. ... IDa Cilia of IllY chll'BCters, the Unconscious will seek 

.. ~ .. ldlawitlell u far aa poaaible from those difficulties. 
"11iio;JOII.~ it would have to overcome in the annihilation of 
.ell dwaotera of the old species as could or should 
• be taken over into the new species, and will for thia 
;parpuee leek to create the new higher species from tlwse 
IJIIaiee in which only new characters are to be added, but. 
6e feweat posaible or no extant positive characters are to 
J,t ~. i.e., from rdatiwly imperfect species, pro
ft:led with few specific characters, aft'ording much scope 
lor f1Jrt,her development, but not from species already 
Jaiih17 deYeloped, trtrongly differentiated, and endowed with 
IHDJ and definite cbaractera. • 

1'hil ja fWly confirmed by the palreontological history 
of the 8Dimal kingdom. Every important order of the 
aDima1 kingdom resembles the branch of a huge tree, and 
a a puticular geological period is developed from lowly 
beginniop into higher forms. It is not these latter, bow
.,.,, that resemble the extremities of the branch, whence, 
mu1er the changed circumstances of a later geological 
period, a new animal order arises,-for they have by 
alnmdance of decided characters strayed, as it were, into 
a ..Z IU Me,-but those imperfect primitive stocks of the 
Older, that have maintained themselves in the struggle for 
ailtence with trouble and difficulty all through the 
earlier period against their far superior descendants, 
the ahy offshoots of the branch, as it were, standing 
JIMI'e8t to the trunk, from which, by addition of new 
aJUl hitherto non-existing character3, the new order sub
aquently arises. This is a general law of Nature, the 
.,.mat application of which to the development or 
Jmmuity has long been familiar to every student of 
JU~tcnJ. If the races or stocks, which at a certain time 
~t the summit of the human evolution, have 
Wlan into atagnation (or temporary depravity), there 
I(IJfMI' leu developed virgin races or stocks, as it were 
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on the theatre of history, to develop epeedily t4 a haish' 
which decidedly exceeds the bloom of the pnmoDa maD 
advanced races (pp. I 1-13). It ia the IIILDie in the cJe. 
velopmeot of the animal kingdom, only that the adftiiCe 
in organisation always going hand in hand with gtowilts 
intelligence is there more obvious than in the case of mu, 
who, with the exception of the increased development of 
brain, forms and fashions the organa of his growing culture 
into external instruments (instead of like the animal iDto 
bodily organs).-Defective u is our bowledge of the 
transitional stagee, derived from the forms preserved ia tile 
existing fauna and the palreontological remains hitbetto 
found, it yet perfectly suffices to sustain the a bon aasertion. 

After the Crustacea have attained their muimllJD de
velopment in the crabs, the Arachnida make their ap
pearance with the very imperfect mites; aftel' these have 
reached their limits in the spider, there follows in the 
insects a retrogression to the inferior lice. The higbeet 
forms of the :Mollusca are the Sepioo, of the Articulata t.b. 
Hymenoptera ; both are far more highly organised tball 
the lowest known fishes, both possessed a form u per· 
feet as that met with to-day, before the Vertebrata exiated 
at all. But they were too one-sidedly and too complete11 
differentiated for a class to spring from them requiring 
quite other fundamental structural conditions. Fiahea 
rather developed from Ascidians, Worms, and Crustacean& 
For reasons easy to understand, the oldest f081il fishes 
belong only to the transitional forms of the Cruatacea, 
because the other two classes were too soft to leave foail 
remains; on the other hand, the transitionnl forma of the 
latter have remained as two species down to the preaen' 
day. The almost transparent little lancelot, two inchea 
long, living on the coasts of the North Sea and Meditel-
ranean, .Amphioxus lanceolatus Pall, possesses no sknll and 
no vertebral column, but only a simple m88Sive cartila
ginous cord ns support of the nervous axis, no brain 
separated from the spinal cord, no heart no spleen, onlr 
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~ .. ~- .... of a Jinr, aao coloU1'8Cl blood, no proper 
~1111111'8lw a aanow membrano111 bordez ezpaoded ,__II utremit)'. Just u Linnmua had regarded 
.. (Jf,..) u a worm, so had Pallas taken 

lt~.-.phiHIII for a slug (Limaz) ; but recent &nato
have proved that it is constructed 

tJpe of the Vertebrata, represents the lowest 
••• ltilp of ftshea, and altogether must pass for the 
._. • .,. or primitive form of 'It' 'll1l&ok wrtebrat' ki:"ff-

u t.he immediate descendant of the oldest Verte-
1iaf&of the primeval world, whose relatives undoubtedly 
,..W. the primitive seas in innumerable quantities. 
!Ale Amphiozua is most related to the Ascidians (a 
.W of moll111C), in which not only in embryonic de
~ut' (as in certain lower worms) the peculiar ,....._ion of the so-called germinal membrane, hitherto 
1% Hied aa characteristic of the vertebrate type, presents 
a limilar appearance to that of Amphioxus, but which 
eQil u a certain stage of their development possess 
the cartilaginous groundwork of the vertebral column, 
akllngh, to be sure, they afterwards lose it again. 

Puling from the fishes to the Amphibia, a transition is 
liPiD pzoeeented only in imperfect and lowly forms, whilst 
aM iwo classes part company from one another the more 
tJaer 11'8 developed in their characteristic one· sided ness. 
7.1ae ecaly aalamander living in the Amaz:m, or upid01iren 
,.,...,. Natl., is an animal three feet long with a fish
like form, with gills and a scaly covering, which altogether 
IDIW8II to that of the osseous fishes. Two fins on the head 

direct auoecton, ellpeC!i oily or the 
more remote one•, may be indicated 
in a form 10 abbre1·iat..d, nay, even 
proceed by eueb leape, that tc e eye 
of the inve.tl~:.-ator only percei'lel 
the Ukeneu to the remute anoe~
ton, when he comprehend~ them by 
the light of the Jtudy or the em. 
bryology of Intermediate 1tage1 ol 
orpu!.r.tion (e.g., Mammal azul A. 
cidian tluougb Amphloxu.). 

{1 
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and two on the belly indicate the anterior and poat:sior 
limb& Besides the gills, however, the animal hu abo 
a pair of lungs, wl1ich open by an air-passage into the 
Ollophagus ; accordingly an organisation such as nner 
occurs in the true fishes, but, indeed, in the fish-like Sau
rians, e.!J., Proteu&. llespira~ion and circulation accordingly 
assign the scaly salamander to the higher class of the .Am
plliLia, whereas all the rest of the organisation is that of a 
fish. If we now consider the stnge of development of 
the animal simply as vertebrate, it stands as low in the 
scale as po~sible. Its skeleton is only imperfectly ossified, 
the vertebrnl column consists of an undivided cartilagi
nous cord, to which the ossified Yertebral arches are fitted. 
Similar to Ltpidosire-n, is constructed tl1e Protopteru 
living in Western Africa, which in the tlooded marshee 
only needs gills, in the dried-up marshes, l1owever, lungs. 
Huxley, fifteen years ago, found these marks sufficient 
to fix the derivation of the double-breathing sca.ly aala
mander from the circular-scaled cartilaginous fishee, a 
determination no longer doubtful since the discove17 of 
an animal (Ceratodus) by K.refft in the rh·er Bunaett 
(Queensland), which is exactly intermediate between the 
cartilaginous fishes and scaly salamanders (figured and 
described in the "Ergiinzungsbl.," vi. p. 227). It may 
accordiogly be regarded as proved that the Amphibia (and 
along with these also the higher animals) spring from the 
cartilaginous fishes, and that the 088tQtU fishes now mostly 
peopling the waters form a side-branch in the pedigree 
of the animal kingdom, in which they rank decidedly 
higher than the cartilaginous fishes.-These examples may 
suffice to verify and to illustrate our assertion. 

These facts, which Darwin admits, cannot be ~plaiDed 
by his assertion that the strict constancy of the t.rana
mission of qualities is in every case determined by t.be 
duration of their persistency, and that C\'ery species ia 
the less inclined to deviate from its specific character 
the older it is. There lies in this assertion the truth 
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&IIIII*· aJ*iee ltalld nearer to the original ltock 
_...,_._ --. which. unmiDdful of their origin, u 

)aft becoiDe UTellted in their limited idioeyn-
F4fli1i-.tllldthat therefon young species of common descent 

".,; • ..,,. ... llllODg one another, more affinity and capa
ol mixture than older ones. Such young species 
pYa Jiae in croaing to by brid races, are called jl11M11. 

.... in contrast to the self-contained fixed species, 
'fa 'W)doh each hybrid race again speedily perishes by 
....._ to the stock. Such ftuent species are, e.g., the 
.... of dogs. finches, mice, whilst the races of man are 
1a 1tie Map of tr:maition from ftuid to fixed species; at 
8Datage, indeed. when between the more remote forms of 
..... DO permanent. hybrid race is any longer to be 
*-ined.-Decidedly incorrtct, on the contrary, is the 
IIMwe uaertion of Darwin, so fo.r as he asserts that 
1lllihlully and uniformly the capability of varying de
- with the length of persistence; rather the artificial 
1nldiDg of planta and animals has hitherto revealed no 
dlffuGWJe in the capacity for variation of old and young 
IIJIIaiel. But suppose the assertion were correct, we 
lbaalcl in CODJequence expect just the CQ'/IJ.t·ary of what it 
il aiel to explain; for as the more perfect and highly 
dWenmtiated species are always of more recent existence, 
ucaclingly are younger tban their less perfect stem for~ 
the latter, u the older, would be Its& adapted for com
... ciag a new-development aeries, whereas the facts teach 
Uae contrary. We must therefore maintain that more 
pt1fect apeciea do in fact vary just as easily and just as 
maeh u the more imperfect, if they are caused so to do 
bJ ehaage of circumstances; only the former have not the 
tiDdency to be eo easily converted into hightrr orders as 
"- ldter; and why this is not the case, and why this _,lllion into a new order only takes place when 
_. the previous order the abundance of the more 
.,.,... fOl'llll u exhanated, can never be proved from the 
-ptiou of the Darwinian theory.-
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Having become acquainted in heterogeneous generatioa 
with the one expedient employed by the Uncousciou to 
facilitate the formation of new species, let us observe itl 
operation a little more closely. Hitherto we hnve not I& 
all taken into consideration how far in hetero:eneou 
generation the offspring may differ from the parent& It 
is, however, clear that the Unconscious, in the formation 
of higher species, will make no unnecessary leaps, but 
draw the boundaries as close as possible to one another. 
A leap there certainly always is, for otherwise indefiatlar 
1lU'11lt:rOtu generations mmt fill up the gap between one 
species and the next. which in the limited period of deve
lopment of organisation on the earth is impossible. But at. 
any rate, the actual step will uverltap no species lying 
directly in the line of development, but at the most pus 
at once to the ne:d higher species. 

Here we approach the question how far a species m.ay 
lie from the nearest related one, or how the notion of a 
species may exclude, on the one hand, differences that are 
greater than specific, on the other hand, those that are 
less than specific ; or, in a word, the question with regard 
to the drfinition of tlu term Species. But now every un
prejudiced naturalist admits that such limitations of the 
idea of species are not at all found in Nature, but that it 
passes by very fine degrees on the one side into the 
notion of the variety or of the race, and on the other band 
into that of the family, or however one calls the nearat. 
higher class; that accordingly, as in all quantitativel7 
limited notions, it is a matter of subjective caprice and of 
mutual agreement how far one shall extend the notion 
of species ; that, indeed, on the u:hol~ there is agreement 
ns to those anatomical and outward marks which apper
tain to a difference of species, but that naturally at the 
boundaries differences of opinion will always remain u 
to the application of this notion. Some have thought to 
settle the dispute by setting up as a cl'iterion of the 
specific difference of two animals the impossibility of 
oogctting jC?·tile offspring. Dut, in the first place, two 
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--,~ • JltDeiiUily 'YfA'1 dift'erent because they 
110 featile ofFapriag. ba.t they are uuable to 

rillliiilla'lf ledile otr.prillg because they exceed a eertaiu 
-•:tra clilelence, and this mark woulu accordingly not. 
•DIID 6e _,id utioft.. ba.t only a txn'Ollary of the 
Jlelilo dilrereuoe. Secondly, however, the limit of the 
..... tloa of fertile offspring is just as ft'1U1&t as the idea 
II alpiOiea, Iince only the relatiw fWmher of procreative 
... pviag rile to fertile offspring becomes leas, the more 
...... are the animals ; but. no one can assert before 
till &da1 of f.nji'4Uel!l nunaerotU experiments that a pro-
1nlliola of fertile offspring is impoiBibk between tMu 
,Wo aaimlls. Thirdly and lastly, this mark is, in fact, in 
.,. a few cues, in contradiction with the established use 
.r the idea of species, for from animals universally recog
.r..d aa specifically distinct fertile offspring have been 
olaiDed by crossing, e.g., from horse and ass (in Spain). 
bam abeep and goat, from goldfinch and siskin, from 
Jl~ ~ and incana, from Oalceolaria planta.
,._ and intlgrifolia, and many more ; nay, even volun
llryCI'OIIinga, without the intervention of man, have been 
feDDd to take place between wild or half-wild animals 
t1*rween dog and she-wolf, fox and bitch, steinboc o.nd goat, 
q and jackal, &c.) ; and there are numerous mongrel 
w.da which yield fertile off~pring indefinitely, e.g., hybrids 
ef bare and rabbit, of wolf and dog, goat and sheep, camel 
aJNl dromedary, lama and alpaca, vicuna and alpaca, 
..U.boc and gont, &c. On the other hand, the state of 
tbe cue vAries much with ra.cu. Some can, others will 
laC at all intermingle ; with others, again, fertility ia 
....Uy very much limited in t.he course of generations. 
.Ulitlle u the fertility of hybrids for species in general, 
10 lb&le can t.he incapability of yielding persistent hybrid 
..,. with other species be regnrded as an absolute mark 
f1 ~r of apeci~a (in contrast to fluent). This oon-
.._, too, ia only to be limited quantitatively; for, in 
.. lilt place. the question always is with whick other 
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species the hybridism is attempted; and, secondly, 8'l'ell 

in the now most fixed species, sometimes, if very ranllJ. 
surprising reversions to an ancestral form make their 
appearance (.•tavism). 

Accordingly ir we are compelled to maintain the flaea& 
and con\'entional character of the idea of species, if we 
must grant that there is in nature only less and greater 
differences, but in such abundant gradations that from the 
least noticeable individual shade of difference to the extreme 
difference between the l•igher and the lower orgaoiama 
there takes place a transition by small stages unnoticeable 
by us (comp. Wallace's "Contributions to Natnral Selec
tion "), then neither in the idea of Species nor in a similar 
narrower or wider notion can there exist a compulsion for 
the Unconscious, regulating the minimum interval of ita 
steps in the progressi\·e development of the organisation. 
but the smftllest extent of the leaps of heterogeoeoua gene
ration will still only have to be sought in the magnitude 
of the modifying resistances and the euds pursued by the 
Unconscious (t•.g., attainment of cCJtain stages of organi
sation in certain intenal& of ti'I'M). But no\V, as we know, 
not perfect similarity, but only gmcral rucmblance, is found 
between parents and children, for the various material 
circumstances bring about in generation individual varia
tions from the ideal normal type, which ptrfeclly to level 
would requil'e an altogether tLSele.ss expenditure of force on 
the part of the Unconscious, since these individual varia
tions usually and in the main are neutralised of thematlw. 
by the inter-mixture of families. Accordingly one hu 
not to wonder at the unlikeness, but rather at the like
ness of parents and child; for if the Unconscions should 
behave in all gene•·ation within the same species in Lbe 
same way, and save itself the labour of a co••tinuall7 
neutrnlising interposition, the differences between beset
tars and begotten which would arise through the diversity 
of the material circumstances would be still fiLl' greater 
than experience uow shows us. Nevertheless, we aee 
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llllil&'7!1111181ill" lD which the U nconaciou.s prefers to aea.cl 
lmo tbe world to endeavouring to overcome 

·MIIttldillll~g material difllcultiea.-The remaining indivi-.._DCell are undoubtedly great enough to 1ea4 
lilllktJ" to u 8!18Dtial alteration of the type, and the 
~ need only hinder the neutrali,ing of these 
....... by crosaing in those caaea in which the varia
- BIIIRr to ita progressive plan, either by direc~ly 
~Iliac them or by an external mechanism; thus, again, 
a Jup part of the expenditure or energy ia in this maDDer ··-~ ach origins of species by the summation of indi-
Yidaal variationa have actually occurred, numerous animal 
...._in our geolo~ical collections prove, when the collec
toD clo not discard the inconvenient. intermediate stages, 
wldoh will not fit into any artificial division. "Numberless 
.. the species of ammCinites that have been desflribeu; 
uanally new ones are added to the old, and whole cases 
ae filled with books on ammonites. If we arran~ them 
ia a aeries, the diff~::rences between any two specimens are 
ia fact 10 inconsiderable that everybody must unuoubtedly 
nprd them as individual peculiarities. ln a dozen, bow
e'fiJ', the small differences amount to something consider
able, and in two dozen the amount or the difterences has 
.becomo 10 lru-ge that no resemblance at all can any longer 
be obeervtd between the first. and the last. Here no 
lp8Ci6o difference any longer holds water, as soon as one 
b.u ouly specimens enough to illustrate the transitions" 
(J'rus. "Vor der Siind6utb," p. 26g). Very much the 
IUD8 may be said of the Trilobites, and many other classes. 
One other quotation concerning snails. " At Steiuheim 
(Wtlrtemberg) there is a hill of tertiary date, which more 
lhiA half consists of snow-white shells of Yalvata mvUi
/tlrM. One end or this snail is extremely turreteu, like a 
:ralildioa ('wice as hi~h as thick), the other l1as a quite flat 
ualtilicaa (diacoill, its length one-fourth of its tllickneas). 
... the DIGit cautious aavant, who employs all sorts of 

• 
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distinctions for establishing a species, stands paalecl ... 
fore the Klosterberg of Steinheim, and must confeu t1l-* 
all the million forms on which his foot treada p .. ., euilJ 
and imperceptibly into one another, that he can only apeak 
of one species " (Fraas, p. 30). At tl1e lower part. of the hill 
lie the flattest, at the upper part the most turreted fanu. 
In the thousands of years that this hill was in Procell of 
formation the epecies has in this manner changed. Ia the 
same calcareous sand of Steinheim one may quite cliJ. 
tinctly trace in tl1e superposed etrata. the gradual aeveruee 
of one stem-form into diverging, suuS<'qnently aharp]J 
separated species (comp. Hilgendorrs Communication ia 
the Montlsly Report of the Be1·l Acad. of Sc., July 1866). 

1!, therefore, we may look upon it as estaulisbed thd 
the Unconscious will frequently be able to employ for tbe 
production of a new species a sum of accidental iad .. 
viduul variations, that by no menns impli~s that theae are 
always offered to the Unconscious in nll those directiODI 
which it intends to adopt; tlsere always remains the 
possibility, that just the most important advance of all 
can not be comprehended as accidental variations, bat 
only as syskm.atically varying formal.ive procut~U. I thiDk 
we must even nssume that all the elevations to t.8SI1&titJllJ 
higher stnges, which presuppose the formation of orgua 
not previously in existence, cannot be explained by acci
dental intlivitlual variations, although the latter may have 
performed the main work in the thorough ela.boratW. oJ • 
e:risting type in all directions. 

How can a change simultaneously occurring at di.ff,_, 
parts of tltc body, which exhibits a systematic correlat.ioa 
in its different parts, be sufficiently understood by ,.-. 
dental variations, e.g, the formation of the udder in the 
first marsupial, which must necessarily go hand iu hand 
with bearing alive if the young are not to perish miserably 
after birth, or the correlated change of the mnle and female 
sexual parts if copulation is to remain posaible f Just u 
little can the principle of accidental \'ariation be regarded u 
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_ ... ,,.,...,. omaia uimal forma uhibit peculiaritiea 
MII!IIIII*!Md.rnatare, whioh, •lwla forthrmselves, haTe 
At-.liiiiM~M• ollly u ir&Urrn«liata lrtuuUiou.l /tmtU for 
:t~•~~FJy d8"t'ttlOJied atagee, where accordingly one clearly 
-· anticipated for the sake of the future pur
.., ., .. the firat. formation of a cartilaginous spinal cord 
Ia dille primitive fi8b-fo1'1118, which by their exo-skeleton 
fDMIMid perfect solidity like the Crustacea, whence they 
.-. Wwd, 10 that the primitive endo-skeleton had an 
~ae not for tl1emselvea, but only for their later 
41111D.dante, which converted the shell- cuirass into 
a alt eoat; or, e.g., the brain of the lowest savages 
Dll primitive men, which is five-sixths as large as the 
1lnba of the most advanced races, whilst for the fane
._ i& IU'bler\·ea the brain of the anthropoid apes would 
tpi&e well auffice, that only amounts to one-third of that 
of cl.nieed man. Even Wallace literally says: "Natu1'&1 
ll1eotioll could endow the savage only with a brain 
whioh aarpasaea slightly that of the ape, whilst lte actually 
JDMIIIea one wbich stands a little below that of a pllilo
IOpber.• This circumstance, combined with the fact that 
t.ir it abaent from the back of man ; that hand and foot 
-• needleaaly perfect organs for the &a\•age, and that the ••uaan ,·ocal organs, PBpecially the soft palate, contain 
each wonderful, and, for the savage, useless latent capabili
ties, which only find application with higher civilisation, 
--all theae circumatancea cause Wallace to draw the 
eoncluaion "that a superior intelligence guided the de
..topment of man in a particular direction and to a 
deftnit.e end, precisely as man guides the evolution of 
JBaDy animal and vegetable forma." 

• Darwinian theory baa the merit of having pointed 
to 1M "'''"rlatam. of inditridual wriation1 in a particular 
6acticm, and the change of a type thereby renc.lered pos-
111111e iDto that of another species, and of having proved the 
... by copious examples. It is very pardonable for a new 
.. ~ODI view when it c:mggtratu ita range and 
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thinks to explain evtrytking, when in reali'.r it aplaill 
only some, perhaps even most facts, and the more iat.elll&
ing is the above testimony of Darwiu'a JiY&l W..U... 
which openly confesses the insufficiency of thia t.baf 
for the explanation or the origin of JfaR.-

Let us now consider what expedients the UncoiiiiOiGal 
employs in the cases to which its sole remaining tuk il 
limited-to retain the accidentally arisen individual ftl'ia. 
tions, and to pret'ent their normal neutralisation and obli· 
teration by crossing. 

The sole expeuient already familiar to us is the itulitue 
of indicidual sd('ction in the gratification of the I8Dil 
impulse. In Chap. v. B. we saw how beauty ia increuell 
anu enhanced in the animal kingdom 'Ly this means; in 
Chap. ii. ll. we perceived the vnlue of the same for the im
prowment of the human race in every respect, and Cll& 
a siue glance at the possibility of similar processes in the 
higher classes of tl1e animal kingdom. If this aid ia almost 
without significance in the lower classes of animals. it in
creases in importance with the progress of developiiUUlt, 
acts, however, certainly always more for the jizittg tJflll 
improvement of a species in itself than for tlu pu81lfl' ifllo 
anothcr. }'requcntly, in place of the acti\'e selection of the 
male, occurs a passive selection of the f~male, in that the 
inflamed males, animated by a special fi:Jhting i~ 
contend for the possession of the female, when of conne 
the most powerful and most active carry ofT the victory. 

Much more thoroughly operates for the change of a 
species another circumstance, the which to bo.ve made 
good is tbe most signal merit of the Durw~l'J"
natu?·al sclectio1t in tiLe struggle for ai.slent&. 

Every plnt1t, every animal, has in two respects to CSftJ 
on a struggle for existence: first, nt>gatively to defend 
itself against the enemies threatening to destroy it, u. .., .. 
the elements, aud the roubers and para.iites. who woultl 
prey upon it; and, secondly, positively to compete iJa ao
quiring or retaiuing what is necessary for the continnuaoe 



-~••.a.Ur.lisbt,aoU, llo. The fleetest animals, those 
-~~DIIDYbMhow~ coaceal themaelves, or leut attract 
....... 'b.r their coloar and form. will most easily be able to 
.. tile peneentiona of their enemiea. Of animals and 
p.tB. daoae willleaat fall a aacri&ce to the injuries of the 
·•• thr, ltorm, froet, heat, wet, dryne!a, &c., which are 
_. capable of resistance to these circumstances by their 
........... or internal organisation. Of beasts of prey, only 
tJae mad active, quickest, most powerful and craftiest will 
111 able to eaoape hunger when there is dearth of food ; 
of plute, those which maintain themselves moat vigor
Oul7 under like circumstances will become more luxu
l'iaut in growth than others, and, as regards the enjoyment 
of light, air, and rain, will attain so decided an advantage 
M to atitle tboae lagging behind. We see this sLrug;;lc for 
ailtence most frequently entered upon between different 
apeciee. and end with the perfect annihilation of one, t:.g., 
tlae domestic rat by the migratory rat. Less noticed but 
1R more general is that among different individuals of 
the IUile species. The latter naturally causes an improve
JIIIIlt of the species, for it is in all cases the feeblest iodi
-ridaala which are excluded by premature annihilation from 
llae otBoe of propagation, which is accordingly exercised 
1»y the cleverest and most powerful indi\'iduals for the 
Jougeat period. Desides improvement, however, such a 
ftl'iation of the species can also take place that varieties 
uul races, and finally new species, arise. This case 
caD of course only occur if the external relations of life 
lleeome differmt; then will natural selection favour in 
18p10ductioo those individual charactel'8 which especially 
ba tiut new circumstances show special vital force. The 
aouequence will thus always be an accommodation to the 
eUemal conditions of life. As now the U uconscious like
will willa tbia accommodation,so bas it only to len,·e natural 
I8Jeotion iD the struggle for exiatence perfectly unchecked 
ia order to see this end attained without trouble, without 
07 apeclal iuterpoaition. 
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Such changes of the outward conditiona of life mar 
take place in very different ways. In the first plaoe, the 
plant or the animal may seek the same by wandering, and 
thus by local separation or formation of colonies pro~ 
the variety about to be formed from the threatened re~ 
sion to the ancient stock; secondly, their own hom• 
may be sougllt out Ly strange plants and species of 
animals on their wanderings, and they may be compelled 
to test and strengLhen their powers in contest with t.heae; 
in tl1e third place, by elevations or depressions the 
situation of the ground and height above the sea may 
be altered, mountains may become a tabl~land, plaiu 
mountain-ridges, sea-bottoms plains, coasts continenti, 
severed lands be united, united lands be separated, &c.; 
in the fourth plnce, changes of climate, even apart from 
the already mentioned causes, may occur; and finally, in 
the filth place, changes in the vegetable kingdom are 
altered conditions of life for the animal kingdom, and ccm
versely. These relations offer a rich variety, and in mod 
geograpl1ical uistricts such changes in the course of the 
geological development of the earth's surface have DO& 
taken place once but innumerable times. 

If a plant migrates to a more uniformly moist soil, its 
leaves genernl1y become less divided, more glabrous and 
grass-green, the flowers smaller and darker. Conversely. 
if a plant settles on a more porous aud dry soil, ita leaves 
become bluer, more procumbent, more diviued or separated 
into fibres, the flowera larger and Lrighter, and it ia 
enveloped in a thick hairy covering. Thus on a dry 
calcareous soil IlutclLinsi.a b1'evicauli& passes into H. alpiM, 
.A.rabis carulea into bellidifolia, A.lchemilla.jiaa ioto nl
garis, Betula pttbtsccns into alba; on a damp soil devoid 
of lime JJiantlnUJ alpintiB is transformed into deltDUIM 
(according to .A. Kern~r in the Austr. Bot. .Toumal). In 
tbt! nnimal kiugdow, where the altered outward circum
stances do not lie so close together as the different soils 
for the plant, owing to the present average constancy of the 
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ililllr.aJ a4 ~o relations. epeciflc variation by 
iliitlii'1Mlte$ic• bu Dot yet been obeerved, but certainly 

fo'fJfiifiillilalaa of lltroagly marked varieties, especially under 
uhateDPonal iufluace of man, 1.g., origination of very 

, ....... acea of domestic animals (dogs, cattle, sheep. 
-....); and bearing in mind the above-mentioned facility 
tl Qe transition from the race to the variety, it may 
Jlllltw aaaumed that in former times, when not seldom 
a 1IKII'8 apid t1'8Diformation of the external circumstances 
_, han occurred than the human race has historically 
~. that in these earlier times many formations of 
.., species may have come about by natural selection in 
till ltnggle for existence.-In opposition to this it is 
malatained that then the infinitely many intermediate 
fGrml through which one species passes into the other 
_... be capaLle of demonstration in the strata, whilst 
1-' the fossil species for the most part are just as sharply, 
mad ltill more sharply, distinguishable from one unother 
din the living. This proves nothing at all; for it lies in 
the nature of the cue that that form must be the final 
form which is more capable of life than all the preceding 
pbuee, which therefore conquers, i.e., eradicates, all these 
ill the struggle for existence; but if they are soon thrust 
• ooe aide by the final form, they have ouly had a brief 
ailtence as compared with the final form, which now, as 
tlaa beat adapted to the circumstances, persists at least 
• long u these circumstances; acodingly one can
-' wonder if hitherto so few transitional forms have 
beeR found between different species. That none of 
alleee have ever been found is not true ; on the con
tavy, both among higher, anu quite specially among 
lower animals, an astonishing number of transitional 
lonna are found. 

In addition to the examples mentioned above (pp. 304-
307) the following may be instanced. Passing from the 
Jadiate to the bilateral type, we are acquainted with two 
-... (1) Star-fish, sea-urchins, holothurire; in the latter, 
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what wns upper and under has become back and lroDt, 
and as by tl1e arrnngement of the eo-called ambulacra a 
new upper and under side has been formed, at the same 
time a right and left side has arisen. (2) Corals, Rugwa. 
slipper-shells; in the palreozoic Uugosa, the dividing walla 
of the calcareous shell answering to the septa of the 
bodily cavity are no longer arranged regularly as in the 
other coral~. uut at least in the interposed after-growth 
always at the side of a primary dh·iding-wall, so that ia. 
respect of the latter n bilateral type atises. When the 
Rugosa de\'elop an operculum in addition, there ariaes 
the slipper-shdl, hitherto reckoned to the Conchifera. 

As the Australian and New Zealand fauna is in genenl 
to be regarded as an arrested representative of an older 
geologicnl period, it has recently furnished us in the 
New Zealand bridge-lizard with an animal which, in 
certain characters (biconcave yertebral axis after the 
fashion of the Saurians, sexual apparatus without male 
organ), has remained at the stage of the fish-salamande1'8, 
but in other respects bas developed into the external 
form of n lizard, which, in a remarkable manner, unites 
the normal characters of the tortoises (absence of teeth). 
crocodiles (immobility of the four legs), and snakes (mov
able rami of the lower jaw united by a ligament, and 
participation of the ribs in locomotion). 

Huxley traces back the pedigree of the horse of the 
modern period step by step through the horses of older 
times, through Hipparion and Hipparitherium to Plagio
lophus, which latter is already a species of the genua 
Palreotherium (the common nncestor of the hoof-horaes 
aud pachydenns), and in a similar manner the musk ani
mals of the present day through the Cainotherium of the 
Miocene to Dichobune from the Eocene as primitive form. 
Gaudry has found in the Miocene strata of Pikermi 
in Gt·eece " the group of the Limocytm.ida:, which is inter
wediate between bears nnd wolves; the genus Hyam.ieli, 
which unites the hyenas with the civet cats; the 
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IJI_.ii111Dt which ia N1ated both to the extinct masto
&o ih liriag pugolin or acaly ant-eater, and the 

;r.111111116eri11UD, which unites the now isolated giraft'e with 
t1a-ud &be antelope" (W allace).-A. rich world of forms ....-ltaelf to us in the contemplation of the genus Croco
& fte erocodiles of the cretaceous period are different 
"-&hale of the older tertiary period, and these again are 
,.. M cli6ezent from the crocodiles of the younger tertiary 
aRIItau from those of the present day. Nevertheless, the 
..,.._.. between one form of the series and another are 
•aUght that they are only discernible by the eye of the 
eaaDOJaeur.-Reptiles and birds seem to be two of the 
._.. widel1 separated orders, and yet the Soolenhofen slates 
Jape, 011 the one hand, yielded a bird (.Archa:opteryx) 
w1aieh by its elongated form, unfused bones between 
U.. huda, and strong claws on the wing-fingers, far more 
elolely approaches the reptiles than the ostrich-like birds 
of tile present d11y; and, ou the other hand, laid bare a 
re,p&ile (ComptJOfJMihwlongipu), that not only (as probably 
IDCIItDinosauria did) went exclusively on its lJind-le~'S, but 
allo in the parts found is remarkably similar to the 
Aloll110pteryx. The footprints of reptiles and birds of 
fibM time, iuterconnected through all conceivable shades, 
lead ua to expect that we shall yet find more remains of 
illt.etmediate forms, which will bridge over the hitherto 
editing dift'm!nces. 

When one considers that almost every year brings to 
light new and surprising intermediate forms, and that 
ab.d7 the old zoological classification has become abso
lat.elJ untenable, the appeal of the opponents of Darwin 
tlD the want of intermediate forms may, in fact, be 
t.ked upon as a lost battle. One may at length regard 
it a an established fact that, if one traces backwards 
~ pedigree of the now living kinds, not the species, but 
6a psaera have their corresponding representatives iu 
..._ geological periods, and that these representative:> 
al ...._, geuera and orders are distinguished in still 
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remoter epocl1s only as now different species of a 18Blll 
or order. Thus Owen in hia "Pa1180ntology" 111118 

ua 14 that be never let slip a good opportunit1 of com
municating the results of observations, ""hich prove the 
more generalised structures of extinct animals, oompared 
with the 3ptcialistd forms of more recent animala.
(Comp., as supplemrnt to this and the last chapter, 
Ernest Hackel's excellent popular work, • The Nat.aral 
History of Creation.") 

As the transition from water to land animals, ao a1ao 
that from wuter to land plaw takes place through 
amphiuiotls or~anisms. The anatomical st1-ucture of a 
stalk and lenf livin~ in water must, to be CApo.ble of life, 
be at least as dillcrent ft·om one living in the m • 
gills from lungs. Thus Utricularia f!Ul!JarU consiata of 
two different organisms as it were, one of which is repr. 
sented by the part of a plaut living under water, the other 
by the branches bearing the blossoms rising into the air. 
In each of the three great divisions of the vegetable king
dom (Cryptogams, Monocotyledons, Dicotyledons) t.hereare 
atmospheric plants (eg., Marsilia, Sagittaria, Polygtmwa) 
which prove their origin from aquatic plants by the cil'
cumstance that when one puts them unuer water their 
young shoots send forth stalks and leaves with the ana
tomical structure of aquatic plants, which more aUrial 
plants, that have, as it were, forgotten their more remote 
ancestors, do not do. 

Although we have thus recognised natural selection in 
the strug~lc for existence as an important contributory to 
the origin of new species, yet I can by no means ~rrant that 
with this principle the history of the origin of the organic 
world is nt all exhausted. Not because this hypothesil 
woulcl not be quite compatible with our presumption& 
concerning the essence of the Unconscious,-for if this at 
nil facilitated mattera, it would bo quite natural for it to 
concern itself only with the individual, and le&\"e the 
progress of species to go on quite mechanically by itself,-
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taken strictly, at ewry locality at Wut only on~ 8p6Cia, ad 
that the ltigkest, must remain, because this surpasaea all 
others in capacity of living under those circumatancea. 
That is, however, just what is remarkable and grand in 
N nture, that every final type of a class is 110 perf«l ia 
itsclf, that one may indeed go beyond it, yet only bJ 
adding new anatomical-morphological structural detaila. 
but not by enhancement of the physiological functions or 
of its accommodation to the conditions of lire, for both 
are finisltcd. Had not really all stages of organisation 
on the average the same vitality, in the struggle for exiatt
ence waged for millions of years all lower species must 
have long ago lleen completely superseded by the higher 
ones, whereas the fossil relics show that, under the moet 
diverse circumstances, there have been relatively few 
classes of animals and plants which at the present time 
have not their perfectly life-capn.ble representatives. 

The capacity of accommodation of a class, and even of 
n. species, within its ou·n limits, is, in general, far greater 
than one thinks. This follows partly from the continued 
existence of not a few species from their origin to the 
present time, where, in truth, the environment has suffi
ciently changed, partly from the great circla of distributioA 
of the classes and species of the present day. Several 
classes people the whole earth or all seas; many species 
have a. distribution over twenty to thirty degrees or 
latitude. Lastly, it is proved by the capacity of acclimtJ
tisation of species, which often borders on the miraculous, 
if the instances only range over sufficient periods of t.ime. 
Thus the common peach-tree, which is probably an Indian 
plant, 'vould not thrive in Greece in the time of Aria
totle, whereas we get good peaches at the present day in ' 
North Germany, Accordingly, the capacity of accommo
dation of species within their specific limits, partly by 
internal physiological changes that are withdrawn from 
observation, partly by the formn.tion of varieties, is so great, 
that they are quite well able to adapt themselves to a 
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,~==~~ alteration of the climate, &c., wlwwt II Exhemely numerous are the examples in 
Mltiitlr~!Mtlv related apeciea dwell beside one another in 
1f~lili-r w'lLDIDUii noticeable change of their relative num

yet the ~ggle for .existence is most violent 
~1 within fupecific limits between varieties and 
.ltil1 qbter dift'erences. Should, however, this struggle 
-. or be absent iu a particular case, yet in no one of 
11ae euea here considered will a transgression of the limits 
df the apeciea show itself. Lastly, there will not easily 
Jaappen 10 great a change of external circumstances, nor 
a epeciee pus under such different circumstances, that the .,...1 for accommodation and acclimatisation within the 
bita of the species recognised by us as so considerable 
'W01I1cJ not suffice for these claims. Dut if subsequently 
a aeccmd change of the conditions essential to life occurs 
aUbeaame place, it will mostly be a rdurn to the formerly 
uistiDg circumstances; then the species will simply adapt 
illelf to this c.hange by repeating the former stages in a 
J8JerB8 direction (as is observable in the before-men
liollecl experiments with transplantation of plants to 
.wl'erent descriptions of soil), and there is again no occa
aioD for the paBBage into a new or a more remote species. 
If, on the other hand, the second change of the con
clitiona essential to life is in the same direction, the 
species will more easily become extinct at this place (e.g., 
the fauna of the European glacial epoch), than pass into 
a new species, which is more remote from its stock than 
Jg previously attained standpoint. 

How could the commencement of a new path of develop
mat, after an exhaustive working through of the last 
attai.Ded stage of organisation, and perhaps a pause of 
thoaanda of years, be intelligible from the struggle for 
ailteuce? We have seen that it is precisely the more 
Imperfect forms of the preceding stage from which proceeds 
tM development of the higher stage. Apart from the 
.a.cl7 mentioned circumstance that these more imper-
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feet forms of all the species of the loYel" etage rellllia 
longt8l unchanged, thus, according to Darwin.'& view, m
be the most stable and the least capable of an individual 
variation and further advance; apart alao from this, tha\ 
if O'lll.y the struggle for existence had created the Ja• 
forms of the lower stage, these primitive forms mu.st baY& 
all alrtady changtcl for the samt reason and by the IAIM pro
Ce88 into more developed forms of the lll71W grade, or indeed 
must long ago have been anniltilated by the more capable 
forms in the immeasurable intervals; apart from all thi.4J, 
one would think that, if from some unknown cause these 
primitive forms that have maintained themselves had 
actually received an impulse to further development, that 
then through the struggle for existence always only a,.,.. 
pdilion of the development lying far Xtarw to toom iDto 
the already existing higher forms of the 8471W stage mus 
Lave been called forth, rather than a. transition to U. 
morphologically diverging higher stage, since notoriously 
the higher forms of the lower stage show themselves a 
under the new circumstances mostly jttst as capable of lifo 
as the species of the higher stage. This conaideratioll 
obtains the more weight the more geology attains to the 
l.:nowledge, that the climates and vital conditions of earli• 
geological periods (with the exception of the first t.imee 
ofler the cooling of the earth's surface) always far more 
closely resembled those of nuy localities whatsoever of 
the present surfaM than the older geology, dreaming of 
catastrophes and vast revolutions, assumcd.-Most unin
telligible on Darwinian presuppositions is the passage from 
the unicellular to the multicellular organisms, since it is 
just the incredible indifference of the unicellular planta "to 
their environment, i.t., their capacity of accomm()datiug 
tltemselves even to the most varied circumstances by re
latively slight modifications, that makes the want of a 
motive for the conversion into compound types so orerr 
conspicuous. 

Lastly, if one asks posith·ely of what kind are the 



.PS ltjj••• IbM arile t.hloagh the llt.nlgle for 
!IDIWWia:Thqara........,tfa~ 

•• ..... Ben liea tbe proper limit of the Jlvyiniep 
lldiiMJie eltuly before 01U' &J'el; it ia auflioiatl 10 loog 

,~••• ~ do wit.h d. ~ GM lftltlff~ of 
4illlliilil•1 orgu for a pl~ function rtpi.nG bg 
• . -....,..; it leaYea us in the lurch when a tMr

~,,._, oJwage ia to be uplainecl. That morphological 
.... are a1lo possible by the addition of individual 
..-'z'iDM Ja ld to be doubted, and Darwin proves it by 
__, a:amplea. especially by the skeleton of pigeons; 
N ill all the cited cases an t~rtifttial breeding takes place. 
A ..ap1e of teeth, of vertebrre, or a toe more or less, a 
""tebla formed thus or thus, are for the struggle for 
.w-ae perfectly i'IUli.ffem~.t, and yet these are the marks 
)J which &Oology f'IW8t mrdy distinguishes speciea; the 
lltltltgle for existence, on the contrary, can obviously only 
JIQiluce a change in such elements of the organism as 
J.ave aome importance for the same, and will so much 
_. energetically work for their transformation the 
..-Hr their significance for tha struggle for existence. 
fte ttruggle for existence brings it about that one and 
Ike aame organ (in morphological reference) undertakes 
the DIGit diverse physiological functions, whereas in 
lpiGiu. placed under similar vit.al conditions but of dif
'f.laiellt origin, often the same performance is carried on by 
«PDD morphologically quite dift'erent. (Thus, t.g., the 
Jlllllitio mites living on animal hairs have an organ for 
..Unging to the hair, on which they roam; this is, however, 
lllpiiHDted in Liatrophorus by the transformed lip, in 
ll)'ohia by the more advanced pair of Ceet, in Mycoptes by 
1he third, or also at the same time t.he fourth pair of feet.) 
Wiah all these changes, however, the morphological funJa
.... type remains unaltered and untouched. 

Ia die animal kingdom the thorough-going acknowledg
--' ol the assertion that only the physiological but not 
.6a morpholosical changes are decisive for the degree 
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of vitality, is encumbered with difficulties, beca11.18 &Ill 
occurrence of sympathdic changes frequently causes mor
phological changes to go also hand in hand with the ph~ 
lu::,rical change of au organ, often at quite other J8ri;a of 
the body, which phenomenon, springing from specialla'WI 
vf organic plastic activity of the Unconscious, is altogether 
calculated to confuse the judgment. Our assertion, how
ever, appears quite clearly justified in the vegetable kiDg· 
rlow. The competent judgment of Nageli ("Origin and 
Conception of the Species of Natural History." Munich, 
1865, p. 26) on this point runs: "The highest organisation 
manifests itself in two moments, in the most varied mor
t•hological articulation, and in the most thorough division 
of labour. Both moments usually concide in the animal 
kingdom, since the male organ also possesses the same 
function. In pllUlts, however, they are independent 
of one another; the same function can be undertaken 
by quite different organs ; even in closely allied plants 
the same organ can carry on all possible pbysiologiCCAl 
functions. Now it is remarkable that the useful adapta
tions wl1ich .Darwin instances as regards animals. and 
which one can discover in quantities for the vegetable 
kingdom, are exclusively of a physiological nature; that 
they always show the improvement and transformation 
of an orgnn for a. particular function. A morphological 
modification in the vegetable kingdom which could be ex
plained by the Darwinian theory is unkllOum to me, and 
I do not even see how it could take place, since flu 
gcucral procc8$Cs of jonmttion arc so indi.ffi:rent u rtgarth 
pliysiological pe1Jcmnanccs. The Darwinian theory requires 
the assumption, confessed by itself, that indiffircnt cha
racters should be 1:ariablc; the useful, on the contrary. COl&· 

stant. The purely 11wrplt~logical peculiaritiea of plants 
must accordingly most easily, the relations of organiaatioo 
conditioned by a definite juJLction with the greatest diJi
culty be capable of alteration. Experience shows the c:o..
trary. The relative positions and the co-ordination of the 
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r.n••·tlllll CllpU are both in nature and under cultivat.iou ·:•••1011 ooadat ud penistent marks. In a plant that 
appee.ite lea.TeS and quaternary corollas it will be far 

to pzoduce all possible functional variations in the 
JMt• than a spiral arrangement of the same, although 
tlaele. u altogether indifferent for the struggle of exist
.., oould have attained no constancy through natural 
Motion." Had j>arwip borrowed his examples more 
from plaots than from animals, he would perhaps himself 
llaYe perceived the.limit.ation of the .action Q{Jhe struggl~ 
fDr ~nee. It is clear that the latter can only alter 
She behaviour of organisms to the external conditions of 
life, i.'-t their functions, and the organs only so far as the 
fanotiona are dependent upon them, but that it can have 
no iDiuence on those qualities of organisms, whose altera
tion u regards the relations between the organisms and 
Ute external world brings to the former neither advantage 
110t disadvantage. To the latter attributes belong, how
eYer, in plants, and even in animals, most of the fu.nda
wtlfllal priftti.plu of the morphological type, e.g., the nume· 
f'icG proportions selected for the same. 

We have here found a confirmation of our preceding 
auertion, that natural selection in the struggle for 
existence is an extremely valuable aid for the 'exhaus
tive llalJoration of an existing type within the same 
organisation, but cannot serve for the explanation of the 
,_, from a lower to a higher stage of organisation, 
Iince a raising of the morphological type is always con
nected with such. In Lis most recent researches (Botnn. 
lrlittheilungen, 1868) on the behaviour of indi\'iduals of 
oae and the same species of plants, on the on~ hand 
liDder the same, on the other hand under different ex
teraal circumstances, Nageli comes to the conclusion 
~ 'he formation of unlike varieties occurs just as 
auch under like, as the formation of like varieties 
1IJider unlike circumstances; whence we may conclude *' followa :-(1.) Tht;. external circumstances do Mt suffice 
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as sole cause of the formation of varieties, but pre
suppose as second favourable condition a. quality in
herent in the plant, a. "tendency to vary" (and that, 
too, in definite directions). (2.) But without a doubt this 
inner quality of the plant can by it~J~lj suffice to introduce, 
even under similar external circumstances, a formation 
of different varieties. This confirms our preceding as
sumptions. Among zoologists, quite recently Kollii;er 
has declared for the hypothesis of Nageli, that the 
transformation of existing organisms by- the accidental 
change of external circumstances yields in importance 
and range to the tendency inherent in the organic world 
of development from internal causes according to pre
ordained laws, no matter by what name this creative 
principle, this productive activity is called ; in this 
sense he desires his former announcement of " hetero
geneous generation" (comp. above, P- 301) to be inter
preted.1 

Before quitting the subject, a special expedient may 
be mentioneu, the actual use of which indeed has not 
ltitherto been proved, whose possible application is, how
ever, so interesting, that I will not withhold from the 
reader a short indication of the same.-Until fifteen 
years ago, it passed as a scientific axiom that, of all 
animals that undergo a metamorphosis, only the most 
perfect state is transmissible. Now, however, we already 
know three exceptions. The young of Leptodera appen
diculata, a parastic tape-worm living in the foot of the 
common slug, represent the larva form of their parents; 
with abundant food and moisture they do not, however, 
undergo the chrysalis change, but propagate among one 
another any number of times without diminution of 
fertility. A second example is that of Cecidomyia. 

1 Morphologie und Entwicke· and 30 ff. The whole general iD· 
lungsgeschichte des Pennatuliden· troduction to this memoir is a very 
•tammes nebst allgemeiuen Be· interesting contribution to the theory 
trachtungen zur Descendenzlehre, of Descent and to the criticiam of 
'·on A. Kollikcr_ Frankfurt a the theory of natural selection. 
M. bci Winter, 1872, pp. 26-27, 
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OlatiA.adiD tlul Jut olaapter (p. 28r). A third, 
I!Q~Ioa .bolotl, whC118 identity with the litewiae 

Ala~ wu eatabliahed through the 
....... ., tilat ia aquaria the metamorphcsia of the 

into Amblyatoma was directly observed in 
~filiNia --. The larva form of this animal w ex

lib the Proteus. which UDdergoea DO meta
" ~_,llaliil, whereas the perfect form is without gills. 

ben m&Difeatily the larva form il the older and 
llflallrll, lllcl one mut usume that, under favourable 
~ one of these salamander-like animals un
cluwmt a metamorphosis for the first time, a change 
....,. wu facilitated in its descendants by inheritance. 
fte A.nlotl now bas net attained the next stage of 
an.lapment, where the metamorphosis, as in most 
.Amplaibia, is a regular phase of the liCe-history. As, 
--..., the progress from the fish-salamanders to the 
Jalal- Amphibia takes place by the capacity for meta
~ becoming by transmission normal, one may 
t.agbae the further progress from the Amphibia to the 
~ brought about by this, that under faYourable 
IUcumstances an Amphibian acquires the power of 
bringing forth young in the final form, or, in other words, 
of U.Osferring the metamorpho3is to the embryonic life. 
The peceding reflections on 11Ula'TlW1"pholiA may be ex
taded to the allernatUnl of gennation& (comp. Hackel), 
bat hitherto data are too much wanting for the attainment 
of certain results on this subject.-

If we briefly epitomise the conclusions of this chapter, 
t1lere results from the principle of always attaining the 
popoeed end with the least possible expenditure of energy 
the following:-

(1.) The Unconscious in the production of l1igher 
pbllel of organisation foregou spoRtaneous gene-ration, 
IDI1 prefara to employ already 1Zisti"9 forms or orgau
ildoa. 

(1.) It doea u dirtetly transform the lower form into 
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the higher, but shapes the latter from a favourably con
stituted germ of the lower kind. 

(3.) It takes as small steps as possible, and fonns the 
larger differences by adding togetlur a number of small 
individual differences. 

(4) It makes use of the individual variations casually 
arising in generation, so far as such are present, in. those 
directions which a11.SWcr to its own end. 

(5.) For maintaining the variations arising, no matter 
how, it makes use of nntural selection in the struggle for 
existence, so far as they are of greater service to tlu~ 
organism. 

(6.) The Unconscious must (apart from its continuous 
interposition in every organic formation, thus also in all 
generation) display a direct activity in the progressive 
development of the organisation: on the one hand, in 
order with new germs to call forth the variations that do 
not accidentally arise; and, on the other hand, to prescn:e 
from being again obliterated by crossing the variations 
that have arisen, which belong to its plan, but do not 
aid the compet-ition of th~ organism in the stntggle jv1· 
existence.-

Lastly, it may be remarked that, for the same reason 
that no spontaneous generation takes place after sexual 
reproduction has been rendered possiule, the development 
of a new species from a lower one only takes place if the 
species does not yet, or at least not at this locality, exist. 
The development of a new species would thus hav~ to be 
conceived as a process occurring only once, or at least only 
a few times, at different localities, under similar circum
stances, which is empirically confirmed by the favourable 
results of the most recent investigations concerning tho 
places of origin or centres of diffusion of the species of 
plants and animals; whilst, on the other hand, after 
a new species has once arisen, the similar, or but 
slightly modified reproduction of the same, is the normal 
and ever-repeated process, till the possible destruction of 
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the species. (According to Darwin, the process of forma
tion of certain higher species from their lower primitive 
forms must be repented as long or as often n~ the ex
ternal conditions which called it forth the first time 
last or occur afresh; but this requirement cnn hardly be 
brought into harmony with the facts of experience, since 
it must have recourse for the purpose to the further im
probable single appearance of shortly endming nnd never 
recurring circumstances.) However long, then, one may 
imagine the process of tleveloping n new species to take 
(hundred:'! or thousaiHh of years), it will still he an 
inconsidt•rably small pnrt of the space of the c.wntiallg 
si11~ilar continuation of the formed ~pccics (!>ome hundreds 
of thousands to ten millions of years). 

This is a second reason, in a1ldition to those alrencly 
mentioned nbon•, why so many more similar fossil speci
mens with ui~tiue: specific charactt•rs are found than those, 
which exhibit the transitional stages between closely allied 
B}H:cics. 
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XI. 

INDIVIDUATION. 

1. Possibility and .Manner of Effecting Individv.atimt..
If the Essential Being that manifests itself in the world 
is sole and indivisible, whence comes the plurality of 
appearing individuals? whence the singularity of each of 
the same ? what is its object 1 how is it possible 1 

The answer to these questions has always been a car
dinal difficulty for every explicitly monistic philosophy. 
It was, in particular, the rejection or insufficient answering 
of the same that always paved the way to the relapse 
of Monism into a realistic polyism or pluralism (e.g., 
J.eibnitz after Spinoza, Herbart after Schelling and Hegel, 
Bahnsen after Schopenhauer). Spinoza ignores the above 
questions as much as the ancients; he dogmatically 
declares individuals to be m<Jdi of the One substance, but 
the development of the m<Jdu.s from substance, or the 
demonstration why each mcdus is distinguished from 
another and forms a unique existence, he altogether fails 
to supply. Subjective idealism (Kant, Fichte, Schopen
hauer) imagines it has done enough when it declares 
plurality in the world to be sub:jcctive appearance, arising 
through the forms of subjective intuition-space and time 
-unconcerned that, in the first place, the difficulty is 
only transferred from the objective to the subjective 
sphere, but remains just as unsolved here as it was there; 
and that, secondly, the question remains unanswered how 
this unique percipient individual, which discriminates 
itself from every similar individual, is possible according 
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"- ID. aefilon of the abeolute J4o the 
l!:tAI~1181Hie, lllld hcnr apiD from a aotoioA of 

lld4tlligiiBC8 the nola system of JimHat;ion, 
••• f1ff1r1 iDdividuality, may be esplaiatd.• 

tollowa Oil the Den pag&: • If DOW the in
_.1.Dalllltd on with the absolute synthesis, there 
;..._IMcl be a uiftt'le, but there would be 110 in

If there ia to be an intelligence, it must 
illili"'lliln tkt IIJiltbesis in order to produce it again 
• .,.,._.; but this again ia impossible without 

11111•• of & apecial or eeeond to that fimt limitation, 
DO longer can ccmsist in this, that the intelli

teJUil"'l perceivee a uniYerse, bnt that it perceiftl 
..... }m~Cisely from thia find point." 
• .,. that I ehould en"Y that man who was able to 

tile truth. from this passage and ita ccmneetions, if 
already poueu it. --the Hegelian system, ou'f question 1lDDl&Sb one 

•aaat points. According to Hegel, the concept ia 
dbetance; it ia nothing but the concept, and the 

!TatuN ia IIUl objectiTe notional dialectic. On 
lide, be himself confesses that the Notion just 

• t'he word is able to grup the simple This in 
'-llilelliiiH!IHI individual, which as auch one can only 

not deecn"be. Indi'l"idual aingleness stands 
6e range of the concept, and therewith outside 
a& Heselian system, if this will be consistent 

Plurality 18 real phenomenon cannot explain 
for one can aee no l'e&SOD why, on the cJi.s.. 
tM alllolute Idea iuta Natme, eWJrf pbue of 
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development of the logical process should have more diaD 
a con-espotuliug phase of development of the procese of 
Nature. Tht! dialectical self-splitting of the one iDto 
the many yields indeed plurality as pure concept, but not 
plurality as accident of real phenomena; for Hegel would 
never have maintained the self-disintegration of a half
crown into many half-crowns or sixpences, and as little as 
in this real instance would the self-division of the one be 
applicable to a self-splitting of a world-soul into many 
real individuals. Ueal plurality is more than the idea 
of plurality; it is o. sum of individuals, none of which 
resembles the others, each of which is a This, nameless, 
sole (11s I am nameless, sole), each of which is att&inable 
by no conception, but only by perception. 

Whoever has not felt the need and the difficulty of 
comprehending individuation from the point of view of 
:Monism ruay securely pass over the first half of this 
chapter; he would flnd no interest in it. For him, on the 
other band, who l1itherto bas kept aloof from Monism 
precisely on account of this more or less distinctly con
scious difficulty, and has put up with the pluralism of 
the real phenomenal world as an ultimate, for him lies 
in this chapter, taken in conjunction with Chap. vii. C., 
the centre of gravity of the present book. In fact, plu
ralism and individualism have a warrant which cannot 
be under-estimated with impunity; as every improperly 
neglected moment always revenges itself by a reaction 
exceeding a justifiable limit. With Fichte the conscio111 
individual still occupies the foreground, but its significance 
is not that of n characteristic sui generis, but that of the 
type of a limited absolute intelligence, which is revealed 
stillmore distinctly in Schelling; whilst with Hegel even 
this type is volatilised into the absttact category of the 
subjective spirit. As concerns the other side of indivi
duality as separate natural existence, with Ficbte there 
is no mention of it at all, since Nature is to him only 
subjective illusion; with Schelling and Hegel, however. 
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of rdea&n aud apecalation about abstract 
;tD1JiD:III ad their dialectical play, but the signi

&e right of the natural individual aa such ia 
jpcnd, when it is not expressly denied. In 

ltfiQIIOIIi.OD against this one-aidedness of abstract idealism 
the r&-ereeting of the standard of a realism recog

·-- tlae plurality of things-in-themselves lies the his
ntholiaation of the Herbartian pluralism ; its truth 

Uil iD the aaaertion CIW thl right of plurality and inditli-
~ f"'ttCAa jva4 u Jar u rtality of~ in. general; 
ibt tllllnti lies in failin,q to perceiw the p/u'fU)fTI,tftQ.lity 
fl .U Ntllitr and all tzisuna. Subjective idealism had 
W the right inkling that reality is only phenomenality, 
1natr it bad distorted and disfigured thia thought by re
aopiaing no other than subjective phenomeuality, so that 
plunlity sank to only subjective illusion. When, however, 
OM hal perceived the existing to be objective appearance 
or JIWlileatation of the super-existent (i.e., independent 
of the apprehending conscious subject), or existence of 
tbe nbaiating, then are reality and (objective) pheno
menality perceived to be identical notions; then one, how
enr, allo knows that the plurality, whose right reaches as 
far aa the reality of the existing world, has j ust as this 
Ollly a phenomenal, not trilnscendent-metaphysical validity. 
Schopenhauer obviously steers towards this standpoint, 
bat his adhesion to subjective idealism prevents him from 
c1eeriDg up hia notion of the individual objectification of 
the Will and developing it into that of objective phenomen
.Uty; and the want of this latter notion leads him again, 
in contradiction with his own principles, to allow plurality 
and individuality to reach also into the transcendent-meta
pbyaical (intelligible individual character and individual 
Deption of the will). From this point it was possible for 
lWmaen to set up a system of ethological individualism or 
metaphysical will-pluralism and to reject Schopenhauer's 
J[oniun, because he aaw through the contradictions of 
8ataopenhauer'a system, and yet did not see how otherwise 
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to save the right of individuality. The notion of objec
tive phcnomenality introduced by Schelling and Beget 
into philosophy. and emphasised especially by Frauenatidt 
amongst the adherents of Schopenhauer. explains, how
ever. everything that has to be explained in a more aatil
factory and less one-sided fashion. Whilst I defend and 
uphold the uniqueness of the individual and ita right 
within the real world ns against abstract Idealism and 
Monism as energetically a.s Herbart, I just as decidedly 
dispute every claim of the individual to a tranacend
ent-mctnphysical validity extending beyond the world of 
objective appearance as unfounded, unwarranted, and pre
sumptuous, and deem even that Pluralism which Jkdll 
dmits all transcendent-metaphysic behind the real world 
to be more endurable and philosophical than that which 
inftates the individual to an eternal transcendent easen
tiality or substance; for the former merely fongoa all 
metaphysic in favour of physics, but the latter has a /aJ. 
metaphysic, and that is far worse. As certainly, however. 
as the former Pluralism satisfies all the justifiable claims 
of individuality, so certainly docs the philosophy of the 
Unconscious also do this, which accords to the individaal 
J•recisely the same authority as that unmetaphysical Plural
ism, only that it adds to this theory of the real world and 
its plurality a metaphysic (a.nd indeed, what is here in
different, monistic metaphysic). The philosophy of the 
Unconscious is thus tlu. genuine rw:mciliation of monilm 
and pl1tralistic individualism, in that it recognises each of 
the two aspects as authorised, assigns each the sphere 
appertaining to it (metnphysicnl or physical-real), and 
unites both in itself as su.blatcd 111V?Tu:nts.-

From the previous results of the foregoing chapters the 
solution of the question placed at the head of this chapter 
follows without difficulty. We will, however, leave tbe 
question, Why is there individuation ? for the present 
uncliscussed, and consider only the other, How is it po~~iWc 
on mon i.~t ic principles t 
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-.--&elllrld terms tbe answer runs: "lodiriduls 
Mll!llllll¥11y 'J'C)Iited phenomena, i.e., the7 Rl8 willed •••fll t1Ht 'Unconscious or particular will-acts of the 

- =!'"?'• dae aoity ol the eesrnce remains unaffected by the 
·~---kt of iadividuals, which are only adivitia (or com-

'lllli.lliDII• ol certain activities) of the one E~~Sential Deing." 
&o noder this very general answer plausible, we mut 

..._ iato details, and once more picture to our.iel \'es by 
•'-' eombination of whnt acth·ities au huliviJual ar~. 
- laow far each individual must necessarily be diO't:rent 
,._ flftFJ other, or nuiqnc. 

1'Jae iadividuala of l1i.,;her order arise, as we saw (C. 
Gap. ~i.), by composition frum individunls of lower order, 
with the addition of new activities of the Unconscious 
il.-oted upon tl1e re.~ultin~ compound; one must there
.fllle begia with understanding imlividuntion in the imli
.W.U. of lowest order, i.e., the atoms. Hcr·e, nccorc.l
iag tD the present state of the scientific hyp•Jthescs, only 
two dUI'erent kinds of iudh•idm1l!1, repulsive and nttrnctive 
laial, are to be distinguished; "ithin each of these ~roups 
....,.. ot.taius perfect l'esemblance between the ipdividuals, 
11ilb t-be tole exception of their place. 

Only because the ntomic forces A and D act differently 
oa the same atoms are they different, nnd becaaBe the 
JiDel of action of A and the lines of action of n lmve dis
tiDCt foci, this difference is shortly expressed ns A nnd B 
oaaap7 different places, whilst in strictnes!i force occll
pielllo place at nil, but only its effects are locally uis
aiminated. Bnt if one irnngiued two eqnnlntom~ nnited 
in a mathematical point, they would not only cease to be 
.... Wt.abU, but even to he diJ!i:rrnl., for tl1ey woulcl 
oeae to be two for«a, and would be one force with duuule 
tbeltrengtb. 

Bere then the application of tbe nnswer gh·cn above in 
........ terms ia in itself clear and intelligible: the Uo
-.nous bas at tbe same time ditfea·ent will-acts, whieh 
_.. distiaguiabed by their content so far as the space 

WL. u. y 
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relations of their effects are differently represented. ,.... 
when the will realises its content, these D)any wU\.&cta 
enter into objective reality as so many force-individam; 
they are the first primitive manifest11.tion of EsseMial 
Being. Since every ell'ect of atomic force is represented 
by tl1e Unconscious 11.5 difl'erent from every other, thai 
single, its re11.lisation is of course difl'erent from that of 
every other atomic force, thus likewise single, without 
preju1lice to the circnmstnnce. tl1at it is in its D&bJre 

indistinguishable; the intuith·e imagination of the Uncon
scious distinguishes it, however, without thought in ita 
space relations, as well as one recognises by perception 
the right glove ns right, wl1ich no notion and no combi.JJa.. 
tion of concepts is eyer able to do. 

Here we may also remeru ber what was said (C. Chap. i 
3 and 4) on the way in which the Unconscious forms 
representations. The concept is a result of a process of 
sepamtion or abstraction, but the Unconscious alwa)'l 
apprehends the totality of its matter of repre!len\ation 
without condescemling to a separation of parts within t.he 
same. The concept is a product of discursive thought, a 
sorry make-shift due to its weakuess; but the Unconseiou 
thinks not discursively but iutuiti\·ely; it thinks concepts 
only so far as they are contained in iutuition 11.5 integral 
and uuilif.ferentinteJ elements, consequently it cannot be 
surprising if among the intuitions of the Unconsciou 
there are such hom which, even for discursive thinking, 
no concepts can be abstracted; as, e.g., the perception that 
the actions of the atomic force A must be so directed t.bat 
their lines of direction should intersect in this point A,., 
those of the atom B, in that point there. Consequently, 
in the case of atoms, the difference and singleness of t.he 
individuals is, in fact, reduced in the most direct manner 
tQ the' difl'erence and singleness of the ideas which form 
the content of the acts of "'ill of wl1ich the individuals 
consist, in such wise that to each individual there cone
aponds a single net of will 



m 
... ~--laail:.t1J )fatter hal Dever heeD comprehended u 

will-acta of t.be U ocoDSCious. so that the 
.-llt,i1UDI~8 •~rb181'e tlae comprebeDSion of individuation is 
JliiD1..dmple wu not available. In all other cases, bow
.,.. w'here we have to do with individuals of higher order, 
tile eompnbeoaion of individuation is rendered difficnlt 
19 a complicated combination of will-acta, changing every 
aGaaeDt, forming t.be individual. 

If we dwell a moment more upon the atomic forces of 
..uer, and inquire respecting the medium whereby indi
~t.lon in this sphere becomes possible, respecting the 
......ned "primipium indiftduationu," undoubtedly the 
eombination of space and time can alone be so character
iled; for we saw that the atomic forces A and D, equal in 
lhoazbt, are only distinguished by the different spau rela
iiou of their effects, improperly and briefly expressed 
bJ their pltu:u, and only omitted at the time to add to 
., lbeir effects: " "at the same point of time." This adden
dum is, however, necessary, for completeness' sake, because 
iDdeed wit/& tlu time the place of an atom may change. The 
phrase prin.cipium individuationi& is not, however, well 
choeeu. It should be mtdium individuation is; for the 
-~or origin of individuation, just as that of space 
and time, belongs solely to the Unconscious, namely, the 
idlal difference and singleness of the atoms to the idea, 
their f'fltllily however to the will 

Jt might DOW appear, OD superficial consideration, that 
bere only the same thing is said as by Schopenbauer, who 
also claims space and time as the principium inditridua
ui&. However, between his and my conception there 
~the fundamental difference, thnt with Schopenhauer 
~ and Lime are only forms of BU.bjtctivt ctrtbral ptrcep· 
Mort. with which the (speculative) transcendent reality has 
-uot.bing"at all to do; that for him, therefore, all individua
&ion is a .,.. subjective appearance, to which corresponds 
JIO reality outside the cerebral consciousness . 

.According to my conception, on 'be other hand, ·~ 
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and time are just a.s much forms of U'tdtDard rtality u ol 
the subjective cerebral perception ; certainly not forma of 
the (merapl•ysicnl-) trnnscentlent SuDST.L~l'IAL IlEum. but 
only of its acth·ity, so that. indh·iuuation lana not merely 
an apparent reality for consciou£Dess, but a reality apaff 
from all conl!ciousness, without thereby curtailing plurality 
of substance. 

Here is the salient point for unlierstanding the concep
tion of ol~ecth·e appearance in opposition to the mere 
suhjective appearance of Kaut, Fichtt>, and Scboper•hauer. 
The possibility of a plurality and indh·iJuat.ion indepen
dent of the conscious subject perceiviu~ it depends on the 
condition, tl1at the prineipitt11~ or medium individuatioftw 
ia a datum independent of the perception of the conscious 
suhject, i.e., that space and time ore not merely forma of 
intuition, but also forms of existence of the of itself exist
ing (i.e., independent of the representation of the con
scious subject). Whoever denies this must necessarily a1ao 
deuy that another plurality and individuation thon that. 
posited by the conscious iJco. exist-must then deoy U.M 
his " 'ife nnd himself are two 1'ndi;r;id1talt, independent of 
his mental picture. But uow the essence of mntter ia 
only will and idea, and moreover one as the essence of all 
being; plurality only lies in action, and is real plurality 
only so far as at the some time a collision of will-acta 
tokes place (one atom would be no aton1). It is here
with, lwwever, at the same time im1•lied that plurality 
and individuation (thus also reo.lity, presence, and exis
tence) resiJe only in the man,Jjchtation of metaphysical 
force (lOtnp. abo,·e,Jlp, 242-.:?4;), only in the action of su~ 
stnuce, only in the manifestation of tile hidden ground, 
only in the objectification of the will, only in the appeara~W 
of the oue Essential Being. Plurality is therefore, on the 
one hand, t1ot mere mbjt:ctire appearance (of being in the 
abstract); on the other hand, however, "till mere appear
ance of the one essence, thct·dore we call it objtdit¥ 
ap~nrance. In like mnnnPr we call space and time aa 



,. . 
..... iii iluliridaation of Ule pharality of the objective 
..... ODjaotiYI forms of phenomena. 

IIG& Sobopenhauer unfort.unatelyleant too much on 
~ lli mut ot necessity have enonnced the true view ; 
•••-.• i5 it, he persiata in the statement t.hnt the whole 
.... of r.be world only acqnirea exi;tence throrv.f/1, the 
._ uimal consciouaneu aud ia ita perception. Only ._each truth lies in this, that objective maniFestation 
.a., iD onler toLe renl. i.&, to emerge from the unconsciously 
iiJeal eomposure into external reality, needed Rn opposi
tidla bet.ween different acts of will ; error creeps in only 
willa the union of one of tbe aft'ecttld will-acta with a etm

.-.eubjuct is requireJ as condition. If we elimina~e this 
•awarrantA..ad requirement, the simple truth remains that the 
oljlot.ive phenomenon which ruts on the individuation of 
.. cibe into the many, is also only possible in this plurality 
wit.bout self-conta'llliict.ion. 

lloreover, there lies in Schopenhaner'a assertion that the 
...W of iudividuatiou comes into existence only with the 
Jnl cooaeiuns aubject. perceiving it an incorrect nssump
tia; as if the subjt!ctive appearance which the inttllect 
lpODtaneously constructs our. of the matet·inl processes in 
1M objective appearance of its brain were the immedinte 
ad true appeamnce of the llisentinl Being, whilst it ia, 
Ia fact, very unlike, nay, in many points perfectly hetero
IID8011& to, the ohjecti,·e plJcnomenon (i.e., the sum of 
aatural individunls as they are, independently of being 
perceived). Only the objective pheuomenon is the true 
ud direct mauif.:station of tlJe E~sential Being; the sub
jecUve phenomenon, however, is a subjectively coloured 
and distorted copy of the oLjective phenomenon. To gain 
AD ~~ thought-picture of the objective appearance 
lJt elimiuating tl1nt which merely appertains to snbjec
titi~y. and by t.he scientific investigation of th~ objective 
..... Of t.lae particul.u given affection of the subject, ia 
tile eadeavour and problem of Nat.ur;tl Scit!nce (PJ,yaK. 
ie the widest sense), whilst Jluapl,yliu endeavours to 
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eognise the Essential Being according to its attributes uul 
ita mode of revelation, which underlies the objective ap. 
pearanee (natural things). Thus, e.9., matter as subjective 
phenomenon is matter with its palpal.Jle sense-qualities; u 
objective phenomenon, a definitely extended complex of 
punctual atoms; as essence, that which underlies this 
phenomenon, the All-one Unconscious with the attributes 
will and idea. The first is the sensuous, the second the 
physical, the third the metaphysical definition of matter. 

The second point wherein I depart f1'0rn Schopenhauer 
ia this, that Le knows no atoms at all, whtlrefore, properly 
speaking, he cannot think anything by "indivitluatioa 
of matter," because l1e cnnnot say what are individuals 
of mere inorganic matter. The third is, lastly, that he 
na1vely regards orgnnic indi"iduals llS just as much direct 
objectifications of the will as I the atomic forces, whilat I. 
following physical science, suppose the same to arise b,T 
the composition of atomic individuals. 

With Schopenhauer, therefore, space and time are for 
organic iudiviuunls principium indir:iduotionis ia the 
same sense us for atoms, whilst for the individuals of 
higher order I can ouly adulit as direct principiva 
i1ulividttaiionis those individuals of lower order of which 
the former are compounded, if also spnce n.ntl time, of 
course in the last reso1t, always remain indirect pri11Cipit£a 
indi't'iduationis, siuce indeed the whole material "·orld ia 
built ltp out of atomic fot·ces. Only his subjective 
idenlism, to which matt~r. as also the organic body, must 
be a merely subjective appearance witl•out corresponding 
reality Leyond cousciousness, could lend Schopenhauer to 
explain the body as a. di1•cct ol~ectificntion of the indi
vidual will-an assertion which, in presence of the facb 
of the extremely defecti\'e control of the will over t.he 
body am! of the change of matter, which is the first condi
tion of all organic life, can by no means be upheld. Ez .. 
perience teaches us, in the first place, that the matter 
which constitutes our body is sometLiug forei:;n and. ia.. 
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........ lkl aa; tbK i' m being continually thrown otl' and 
:JiitliJJIIII 1tJ o&her matter; aecondly, that the matter of 
-~. in eontrast with the mind, forms in the same 
..,.. a lbe will of other penona a quite real power, with 
._.... ODe mut reckon in order to be able to control it 
• t.r 11 ia pnctically necessary, to which one, how
**• immediately succumbs as soon as one either thinks 
to lie able to neglect it, or makes demands upon it to 
die enfolcement of which the psychical power is unequal. 
Bxperience, in a word, teaches that matter beho. vca aa 
• alnady pz.existing, to a certain extent indifferent, 
ll"8de building material, which the plastic individual 
IIIII attracts to and repels from itseU according to its 
-st, wboee laws it must, however, respect, and dare 
a attempt to infringe with impun~ty. 

Bearing in mind the results of Chap. ix. C., according 
&o which the Unconscious realises life where,·cr the pos
lll"biiity of life offers itself, and considering tllat organic 
life is only conceivable under the organic form and re-
411lins matter for its realisation, it is evident that these 
ue tbe conditions determining the individuation of organic 
tile ; for it must for its realisation make use of a courplex 
tf atoms eucloaed within certain limits of extension, and 
pa' tbeee into their appropriate situations and brroups, 
ID aa to render possible the organic interchange of nratter; 
&be atoms employed, however, are individuals, i.e., Pnch of 
them is lingle, consequently the orgnnicnlly coustituted 
eomplex of these atoms, and the activity of the Uucon
acioaa exclusively directed to it, wlrich togethtr make up 
tJae Mgher individual, must be llingle. 

Thus, aa already above suggested, the lower order of 
iDdividuala turns out to be medium individuati0'1li& for the 
Wgher.-There would be no spcci1d gain for tile purpose 
of &his inquiry in going deeper into evolution, and showing 
Ia detail bow, for the tuauy-cellt:d iuJiviJuala, the ~us 
IN just as much a power whose l11ws must be res)'ected as 
1M aat.ter fur the celb, for iu the IJody a cbange of cells just 
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O:s much takes place as a. change of malttr, if also much 
more sluwly, &c. The essential thing is, that the individua
tion of orgnuic life takes place only in aud through matter, 
but the imlividuation of the atoms in and through space 
and ti111e. In all higher itulividuals the general form 
requires a content or matter in Ol'der to become concrete; 
what was matter fur the iudi\'iduals of higher ot-der be
comes for those of the lower order farm. Only with pure 
matter is the last term of this series reached; only hen 
does tlte typical form become of itself concrete,-become 
as it were itself matter through the simple artifice of fixa
tion at the extended point, through the device that here 
the dirl!ctious of force all intersect at one and the same 
point. Since the atomic forces haYe no matter lying out
side tlll'm whereby they may he individualised, but only 
theil· place, tlwy m·e also di:>criminated (apart from the 
difference Letween body and ethe•· atoms) only by their 
place, which is just their sole medium individuatwnu; 
higher individuals, on the other hand, which have matter 
for their 111cdium iudi,-iduationis, find also, besides the dif
ference of the occupied place, in the matter taken into 
possession hy them, a rich field for individual differences. 

With this is first given in tho case of imlividuals of 
lower order the possibility of an individual character, 
and to this we must pay some attention, for it meets us 
at nll stages of organic life, from the individual character 
of the si111 plest cell to that of the foundations of the 
lmman u:ind, as a phenomenon at first perplexing for 
monistic principles. 

2. In·li'll'itlual Charaeter.-Concerning human character 
there are two extreme opinions. The one (Rousseau, 
Heh·etius, &c.) asserts that all men are at bit·th equal, 
i.e., de\'oid of an iudividu;ll charactet·; that their mind 
is just as much a tab?tla rasa os regards chat·acter as 
regards ideas, and tltat it only acquires the one as the 
other Ly external impression'!, and the character in par
ticular by education and circumstances. 
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•u•• wlew (Scbopeabaner) uaena that c:banwter 
11!111-.,irlf•t; tha' it manifests iteelf indeed, as iJ natur&1, 

[. ...... ,. &hrough dift'erent e.ztemnl opportunities, '#·· 
periods of life, hut iu its essence it is at. 

- the man's inalienable and unohan~eable nature and 
•nwaeticm., cunsequeotly remains 1.ho slUlle !rom hirth to .... 

-..... of these two views explains a part of the facts 
.,., well, is closed, laowever, to nuother part of the 
.,.._ 1f we ask, which of the two vieu·s appears 
...eaphyaieally more acceptnble, the rem:ukahle case 
.... that Dotlaing CAD be ohjected to tJae view of the 
IWaob naturalists on the metapla~·sical side, while, on 
$he other hand, that of the metaphysician Schopenhauer, 
who 111nmes the estahlishment of charncter by a reso
hation taken once for all out of time, CAll hardly stand the 
tin of criticism derived from his owu principles. 

Sohopenhnuer himself wishe!t to be an auiolute monist; 
tf. then, the will of the woa·ld is in its essence one; if, 
luther, the character likewise, accortlin:! to lais own 
....UOU, is nothing but tlae peculinrity of the indi,·idual 
wW, the indiridualily of the character cnn mn.raifestly 
oaly be conceived as possible in an indivi.luo.lised 
flliiWi/y of the universal will, hut not ns directly based 
• the tlltf&tial 11ature of the uuh·ersal will, siuce this 
always remains universal. How, however, the actitooity 
of the will which produce3 character is tu be tlaought 
• utra.-temporal, of that I c;m fonn no illea. I cau 
anly inaagine a ooing, but not. its activity, as out of time, 
Iince activity r.t once supposes time, utal,·ss one also as
llllllll as possible an Kctivity in zero-time, in which case 
& is in the moment also again uli.li{)UtlllLcd. l'lac char
acter, however, that is to live through tlae life-perioJ of 
... mdivitlual manifestly requia-es also an activity of 
tlae llDh·enal will, which lasts just ns long. 01herwise 
upreued, the doctrine of tlae intelligible individual 
.....,._,,. ia a contradiction to the monistic principle 
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a contradiction also to the transcendent ideality of 1pace 
and time. For in the intelligible the priacipitua i-. 
f1iduationi& is wanting, consequently also plurality aad 
individuality, consequently also the many individual char
acter&. The individual character pre-supposes the indi• 
vidual, or ratl1er individuals, thus plurality, individuality; 
in short, the worhl of appeal ances: like this, it only becomes 
poBBible through time, through the temporalacthity of t.be 
U nh·ersal lntelligiiJle Dcing. 

If tLis is now the state of the case, it is, in the &ra' 
place, uot nt once obvious why, if the characten are in 
fact ao different among one another, each individaal 
should dming the du1·atiou of life, i.e., the whole time 
in which this particular acth·ity of the individual will 
exists, remain the snme, and not rather coutinuall7 
change. 

Much more plnusiiJle, metophysically, is the hypothesi~ 
of the French rationalists, tl1at only typical generic char
acters, but uot individual characters, are innate; that. 
however, through alteration of the character in different 
ways, the indi\'idu:U characters are gradually fubioned. 
On this assumption we come to terms much more easil7 
with the all-uuity of the Universal Deiu~, for the indi
vidual vru·iation of the ol"iginally similar generic character 
might then be referred to difftlrent brain impressions, each 
of which leaYes behind a permanent change in the brain, 
which brings it nbout tl1at thenceforwa1-d a moleculu 
movement in the same sense ns that called forth by. 
those impressions more easily arises than one of Q totall,
different kind (vol. i. pp. 33-34). This is the way ia 
which altogetl•er lwbit becomes a pou:er in special appli• 
cation to character. The first action of a patticular kiucl 
is purely decided Ly moth·es, on the assumptiota of & 

still mu.letermined character; in what mode and sb-ength 
these come to the man depends on external circumatanC81.1 
If, however, the first action tums out iu a particular way; 
for the n~xt similar case the motives which ac:t in the 
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alw.toa of Uae I&IDe deeition as before have attained~ 
e.tlilll lmpeteeptible advantage over the opposite motivee,. 
.r.to1a Is heightened in every decision resulting in the 
..... 1. 

ta tllis war it comes about that in the case of any 
puticular individual certain motives exert a greater, 
r.llln a leu eft'ect, than on the average typical generie 
ohaNCter, and the """ of all these tt1ult1&ciM is the indivi· 
dual character. 

According to this view, consequently, the individual 
cban.cter arises especially by an individual constitution 
of the brain, which ia produced by former impre88ioos. 
...Utioned by external circumstances; for habit can 
uerciae a direct influence only on the orgnn of consciou. 
J1111, not on tl1e Unconscious. Nevertheless, with the 
coutitution of the brain the kind of activity also cl1anges 
wlrich the Unconscious directs upon the same; for this 
challgf!S with every change of the organism, and tl1e brain 
il one of the most important parts of it. The Unconscious 
uaaally always calls forth as a motive in the brain there
u~Vna t11hich is t'lu eturiul; only where particularly impor
tant, especially general interests are at stake in an action, 
may we suppose that it takes upon itself the trouble or 
answering with another than this easiest reaction on the 
stimulus of the motive, a case which occurs in all action 
accol'\ling to unconscious purposes, when the renction 
which otbel"wise would directly re.'lpond to the motive fails 
to take place, or is outbidden by another, exclusively con
ditioned by unconscious intermediate terms. 

In all cases, however, where the Unconscious has no 
such considerable interest that it would reward it to replaee 
the reaet.ion most easily occurrin~ by auother, will also 
a ouatomary change of this easiest cerebml reaction have 
altl consequence a chnnge of the activity of the Uncon
acious. Tbe mode of this activity is, howe,·er. the cbar
ltter itself.~ we said before (B. Cbap. iv.), mnn's inmost 
WDg. b ia no contradiction that this character lies in 
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t.bd Un.etm~CiotU, and yet its nature is conditioned bf the 
brain, the special or.;an of ~UiftC•; for the orgau of 
consciousness, together with all its molecu1ar re)atiou. 
wlaich must be regarded as latent dispositiou to certain 
vibrations of this or that kind, lies itself ao mucb beyoDd 
all consciousness, that between its material function aad 
the conscious idea the whole complex of those uncon
scious psyclaicnl functions is interposed with which we 
have been hitherto occupied At tlae same time, howeftl', 
we must here call atteution to the circumstance that the 
latent dispositions of the brain are by no mean11 the aole 
and snffici~nt cnuse, but ouly one of the co-operating 
conditions for the determination of the idea entering into 
oonsciousness, or of the will to oct; for they alone woald 
never attain any pl'ychical effect, but. the spontaneity of 
the U uconscious Lorrows only from them a determiniug 
direction for the ru:111uer of tlae unlolJing of its activitr. 
to which it is not so lnr bound as net spontaneously &o 
modify it fur higher purposes. 

From this consideration it follows that a man,~~& if A. 
u:ere born without individual cha1·actcr, wouhl have acquit"'d 
as adult no iudavic.lunl character deviating more or lea 
!rom the typical generic character. If this man now, 
howe\'er, begct3 children, we know tbnt, according to t.he 
law of inhet itnnce, the peculiar dispositions of his brain, 
devinliug from the typical Iauman bJ'Ilin, pass on to some 
of l1is chihht!n more or less completely. Then is such 
child uol'n '' ilh t.laesc latent dispositions, which condition 
the indivic.lual clanrncler, and as soon as it comes into 
oircumstnuces wlaere these dispositions are active, its 
innate charl\ctt•r comes to the front. The l'heoomeoa of 
re\'ersion iu the paternal and the maternal line, and the 
blending ol sucla qualities leaudec.l on !rom different aides, 
make the iuquiay very difficult. in the individual caae 
wlttfi.Ce tlte daffcreut qualities of an innate charaeter 
arise; yet is the ulllleniable fact of the innate character 
QRl!J thus to Le explained. Whether the first mao had &A 
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~~~-- a1wacter ia all altogether idle question ; bil 
•...llililil,_ .ebanctar ...... illdeed his indiridual character, 
...... tbe tint. indlridual of his apeeiea he completely 
Rfltltllted t.be same. According to the theory of descent 
.,....ucl in the last. chapter, where the conception of 
liDd wu found to be a aonae\Yhat Ouent one, e\'ery organic 
iDdlvidual (nccordlngly alao t.be first nann) occupies a place 
iDa eeriea of organic developments, within \t'bich it receives 
hm ice immediate ancestors a whole treosurv of etho
Joaieal peculia1·ities as it.s inheritance, which ~n its part 
a..,UU beqtleaths, modified by the impressions of its lire 
(before procreation), to its descendants. 

Every human being accordingly Lrings the main part 
ff Jab character with him into the world ; how ln~e io 
poportion to this is the part which he acquil-es in addition, 
depeada on the uncommonness and 11Lnornnl nature of 
the circumstances in which l•e moves. 1 n 111ost cnse.s 
dae habits of one man's liCe do not sullice to produce fn.r
~~aebing changes in the inherited charncter. Usually 
the acquired patt of character is confint-d to rresh unim
portant qualities, or tbe stt·engthening of existing- ones, or 
t.be weakening of others uy disuse. The latter takes place 
alatively in least degree, for as in all lenruing the most 
difticult is the forgetting of what bus ueen lenrnt, 80 of 
all changes of cltnrncter the most difficult is the sup
pression and weakening of existing qualiLi!!s. It is this 
ia particulnr that caused Scbopenhnuer to mniutaiu the 
tMUJlllrablmta of character.1 

Whoever is disposed to doubt the fact of inheritance 
of GCIJI'irtd qualities of character, I refer to examples of 
the transmission of distinctly acqui1ed qualities. Nobody 
will douLt that the tendencies to disease heredit:ny in 
.families must, if one retraces the pedigree, be found 
iD an ancestor who did not inherit uut acquired them. 

I .,,_the tall• dlecnealon nr thle ("Boit~ &ur Cbankterologito," 
~. u .. 11 u ua the relatlcm ol and "Zum VerhiiltniiiS &wiochell 
will i.nd ll!Otive, 1111&1 refer to m1 Wille unol Mot.iw .. ) in th11 PbiiOL 
_, OD Julia Baluuea'a wri&inp Muaatahtlft«o, Bd. lv. Hft. S· 
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That amputated urms and legs and such-like mutilatiou 
are couuuonly not inherited proves nothing again11t ou 
assertion, for they are too rough and palpable infractioaa 
of the typical idea of the species for us to expect tlaeir 
realisation in the child, and yet even here there are 
remarkable exceptions. According to Hiickel. a ball 
wltose tail hnd accidentally been wrenched oft' engendered 
nothing but tailless calves, and by continuous cropping 
of the tail fot· several generations a tailless breed of oxen 
has been obtained. Guinea-pigs, who had been made epi
leptic l•y artificial injuries of the spinal cord, transmitted 
this disease to their descendants. In general acquired 
qualities are more easily transmitted; the less they derange 
the type of the species, the more minute are the organic 
changes in wltich they consist. The latter is, howe\·er, in 
high de:,oree the case with all cerehral dispositions t.o certain 
nervous vibrations. It is a well-known experience that the 
young of tame nuimals become tamer than lbe cnptured 
young of snvnge nnimals; that of domestic animals. again, 
those young promise to be most tame, most tractable, 
most teachable, &c., that spring from the tamest, most 
tractable, most tenchahle parents. Any taming of an 
animal in a particular direction affords so much the more 
prospect of success the further the taming of the parents 
Las gone in the same direction. Young untamed hunting
dogs from superior parents act in the chase, almost of their 
owu accord, tolerably correctly, whilst with d0<.,'8 derived 
from parents who have never been employed for buntiug 
training for the chase is a fearful work. Sons of gene
rations of horsemen attain a good seat and balance at 
the veq first trial. All these are examples of acquired 
qualities which are nevertheless inherited. They belong 
entirely to the subject of our inquiry, individual character 
in the wid~r sense, i.e., to the sum of bodily and mental 
marks which distinguish an individual of a higher order 
(upnrt, too, from Lis spatial distinction through the occu
pation of place and the possession of a material body) from 
nll other individuals. 
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tion of learning and reminiscence from a former liCe, except 
thnt the validity of this explanation is a ve•·y limited one, 
and the earlier life diu not belong to the same intliduuaL) 
In man, too, a Iorge part of tho external n1anners and 
peculiarities of deportment of movement and of khaviour 
is co~posed of inherited cerebral dispositions of auces
tors affected with the same peculindties. That certain 
mental talents are hereditary for several gene1-ations in a 
fumily is proved by numerous examples (J•ninte~. mathe
maticians, astronomers, actors, generals, &c.) All such 
inherited predispositions contribute theil· qnotn, however, 
to the constitution of the total individuality of the man 
in his uniqueness. 

I only add, that, whilst the character in the narrower 
sense is always again equalised by crm~s-ureeuing, and in 
the main remains at about the same level in the human 
race-although the contrasts within the same become 
ever more abundantly worked out antl more sltarply 
drawn-that the mental endowments aud faculties in the 
human race are liable to a progressive enhanccn1ent. This 
is owing to the circumstance that the Ynrious charactt!rs, 
providt>d they are not eccentric, get through life about 
equally wdl; but the man endowed with higher mental 
capacities has always the advantage in the struggle 
for existence. Still more than in individuals does the 
truth of this contrast appear in nations; the chamcter 
of the latter has for their struggle for existence but 
very small importance in proportion to "their mental fit
ness and education. No\V the open, uprigl1t, and brave, 
now the cunning, trP.acherous, and cowardly, now the slow 
and enduring, now the ready and quickly recovering, 
now the morally strict, now the COITnpt, but always for 
the length of time the intellectually hi!Jltc?' nation comes off 
conqueror in the struggle for existence, which accordingly 
in this sphere also acts on the individual tliliercnces, con
firming and enhancing them, whether these have fi1·st arisen 
forLUitously or unconsciously in generation, or through 
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one may regard this much as settled, that the enhancing 
of conscious intellect in the history of development of 
organisation and of humanity depends not only on an 
increase of the intensive and extensive capacity and faculty 
of combination, but also on an enhancement of the 
inherited cerebral dispositions for all practically useful 
intellectual directions of activity. We must not be 
puzzled by the circumstance that in man (and even in the 
anthropoid apes) the embryonic evolution of the brain goes 
on for a tolerably long time after birth (comp. also i 352-
353). 

The same results, which we preferred to obtain here by 
another path, we might of course have also got if we had 
directly built upon the results of the last two chapters, 
and had kept in view the different causes of the individual 
variations from the origin of the cell. The agreement of 
the goal to which both roads lead may serve for corrobora
tion. The difference which would still have to be adjusted 
is the following :-

In lower organisms, where the variations are found 
essentially in the bodily structure and the organic func
tions, we sought the origin of the individual variations 
more especially in that period of life which opposes the 
least resistance to modifications; in Man, however, where 
the variations of the mental qualities are far more in
teresting than those of the bodily, we must of course 
seek the origin of these variations in that period of life 
when the mental functions are already active, thus after 
birth, and indeed so·m.e little time after that ; but yet not 
in the later periods of life, when the development is, as it 
were, indurated, but in the receptive age of ckildhood and 
youth. 

Essentially, however, the source of individual differences 
is the same in the whole domain of organisation: external 
circumstances condition a varying structure of the organ
ism, and the varying structure of the organism conditions 
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a variation of the activity of the All-One Unconscious 
directed to it. These differences are added to that already 
conditioned by the diversity of the material substratum, 
and together form that total of differences which secures 
to every individual his peculiar oneness. 
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XII. 

THE SUPREME WISDOM OF THE UNCONSCIOUS AND THE 

PERFECTION OF THE WORLD. 

AT all times, and among all peoples, the wisdom of the 
Creator, World-orderer, or World-governor has been the 
theme of admiration and of praise. None of all the 
peoples who in the course of history have attained even a 
moderate degree of civilisation, whatever may have been 
their other opinions in religion and philosophy, has been 
so barbarous as not to have attained this perception, and to 
have given it more or less rapturous expression. Although 
this expression must, in part, be laid to the account of a 
flattery of the gods with self-interested objects, yet at all 
events the greater part of it remains the announcement 
of a genuine conviction. This conviction thrusts itself 
already on the mind of the child as soon as it begins to 
comprehend the remarkable combination of means and 
ends in Nature. He only who denies natural ends can 
close his mind against this conviction; such a view can, 
however, only be evolved from systematically ordered 
philosophical abstractions, since it runs counter to the first 
natural apprehension of the phenomena of Nature. Before 
men form abstractions, they are most strongly moved by 
the power of the concrete case, and the deeper heads of a 
childlike nation may be lost in astonishment and reverence 
at the perception of a striking natural purpose even in a 
single case. Thus it is related of an ancient Brahmin that 
he was so affected with astonishment at the sight of an 
insect-capturing plant, that, forgetful of meat and drink, be 
remained seated before it till the end of hil:i Iile.-Then 
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ft8ll mill arrinl at hlduetioD8 11om the ccmorete iDitiDoes, 
tt.fl aaah propaeitioDa u • Nature doea nothing iD vaiu," 
•lrata~e doel e~ tor the beet," "Nature employs 
far Ita 8Dda the limpleat means and ways,• in which 
he alread1 early acbowledgee the wiadom ruling in 
Ndare. Thia conviction finds its strongest rational ex
pteMicm in the period of Leibniz and Wolf. Although 
X.'lmiz, In his denial of evil in the world, OV81'8bot the 
mark, although a great part of the extravagant laudations 
of the iterators of the " ~t world" was only hollow 
bombastic declamation, which merely injured their case in 
tbe eyes of posterity, yet a core of troth still remains. 

If we contider the matter in connection with our former 
COD011llrious, it will take somewhat the following shape:
A.ooording to C. Chap. i, the Unconscious can never '""· 
Uf, not even doubt or huitme, but when the entrance of 
an uconscious idea is wanted, it follows imtafttantously, 
implicity enclosing the process of reflection occupying 
time in consciousness in the oue moment of ita oc
currence, and undoubtedly correctly, since all the data 
that can in any way be taken account of stand at the 
command of the Unconscious in virtue of ita absolute 
~. and indeed always and momentarily stand at 
command, not as the data in conscious reflection that. have 
!rat to be dragged out by severe meditation from memory 
one after the other, and still oftener are entirely want
ing. All future ends, the nearest as the most distant, and 
all conaiderations of the possibility of intervention in this 
or that wise, act together in this manner at the moment of 
origin of the required idea, and thus it happens that every 
interposition of the Unconscious occurs precisely at the 
..., ..tlabU moment, when the whole purpose-frame of 
the world requires it, and that the unconscious idea wWch 
determines the manner of the interposition is the m01t 
aila1lll of all pouibl4 onu for this whole machinery of 
eDCI& Such an interposition of the Unconscious in a 
uuner adapted to the peculiarity of the case according to 
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our investigations takes place at everyj moment in the de
partment of organic life; both the preservation consisting 
in a replacement of the used-up material by nutrition and 
in a ceaseless struggle against invading disturbances, as 
well as the plastic energy manifesting itself partly in a 
re-creation of accidentally destroyed parts, partly in an 
enhancement of the individual form of life, and also the 
plastic energy becoming reproduction through the setting
up of fresh individuals; they all three are only conceiv
able as a ceaseless ever-renewed interposition of the Un
conscious at every single point of the organism at once ; 
each of these interpositions being modified ·according to the 
particular circumstances to which it refers, and each uni
formly keeping in view the important ends which they all 
subserve in common. 

Every natural cause shows itself accordingly as means 
for the great ends of Providence; every natural cause in 
the organic realm presents itself as including a direct 
participation of the Unconscious. But these continual 
interpositions of Providence are themselves natural, i.e., 
not arbitrary, but according to law, namely, determined 
with logical necessity by the main design fixed once for all, 
and the circumstances of the moment in which the inter
position takes places. 

When the Christian theory emphatically declares that 
God's action is not merely a guidance on the large scale, but 
that his immeasurable greatness is most remarkably dis
played in this, that it is everywhere acti\'e in the smallest 
detail, this view is only confirmed by our researches in 
regard to organic life. 

The fitness of the activity of the Unconscious is not how
ever herewith exhausted, but as the cleverness of a person 
is much more to be commended, who relieves himself of 
an ever-recurring work by the construction of an ingenious 
machine, than that of one who himself performs the same 
in each single case with the utmost skill, so must we also 
far more admire the wisdom of the Unconscious, when it 
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nation of the included data, and the most appropriate 
action at the most suitable moment (in theological lan
guage, omniscience united with supreme wisdom); and, 
thirdly, a ceaseless intervention at every moment and at 
every place (theologically omnipresence; one must add 
omnipresence at all times); if we further consider that 
at the first moment when the Unconscious became active, 
thus at the moment of the first positing and disposing of 
this world, just the same ideal world of all possible con
ceptions, thus also of all possible worlds and world-goals 
and world-ends and their possible means rested in the 
omniscient Unconscious,-if, lastly, we take notice that 
the chain of final causality cannot from its very nature 
be conceived interminable like that of bare causality, but 
must terminate in a final end, because every preceding link 
of the chain in final causation must be conditioned by the 
following; thus a rompleted infinity of ends would have to 
be included in the idea, and yet all the infinitely nume
rous final terms would hover as impossible in the air, 
because they wait in vain for the true end which is to 
determine them,-we may with justice confide that the 
u:orld is contrived ancl guided a$ u:isely and well as is pos
sible; that if, mnong all possible ideas, that of a better world 
could ltave lain in the omniscient Unconscious, certainly the 
better one would have rome to pass instead of the present one; 
that the unerring Unconscious neither could have been 
deccit·cd in positing this world as to its value, nor that in 
the omni-temporal omnipresence of the Unconscious a 
pause in its action could ever have been possible, since 
by such a remissness in the government of the world 
the better-founded world would have of itself deteriorated. 
Consequently, we can only regard the assertion of Leibniz 
as perfectly justified, "that the existing world is the best 
of all possible ones." To be sure, the path by which we 
arrive at the preponderating probability of this assump
tion is an indi1·ect one. To aim at it by a direct path is 
indeed a manifest impossibility, for how could we com pre-
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lleacl the iD1brltely mqy potlliiM worlds, bow sufficiently 
bow the uiating ouee, to compare it exhaustively with 
tbellt It was certainly, however, possible for u.s to prove 
the existence of tboae qualities in the Unconscious in 
COIII8CJ1l8D08 of which it must overlook the poaaible worlds 
1rit.h a glance as it were, and of these worlds realise that 
oae which attains the most rational end in tho most 
dicient manner. 

But now, although in this respect we agree with Leibniz, 
we C8D yet by no means approve of his conception of evil, 
which be has adopted from Athanasius and Augustine, 
aDd which conaiats in explaining it as something purely 
privative, or a Ius degree of flu good. Were it declared to 
be aomething ntga.li1:~ in the true sense of the word, rightly 
understood, one could only approve this, for pleasure ant! 
paiD, good and evil are in fact related as positive an1l 
negative. i.t., as thesis and antithesis; only it is to be 
remarked that the negative bas u:ar.tly a.s much reality as 
the positive; that it is purely a matter of the subjective 
point of view, consequently, as this is self-chosen, an 
arbitrary ntfair, which of two opposites is termed posi
t.ive, which negative. 

But Leibniz had also too fine and too rnntlaematical n 
head to attempt, from the negativity of evil, to show its 
unreality. Since, however, be is only concerned to prove 
tbia in majOTem Dei. glori.am, he does violence to the facts, 
and ascribes to evil not a negative, but a merely pl"icatit:e, 
and indeed rtlatitJd!f privative character, i.e., he asserts : 
"Evil is not the contrary, but the defect of the good, and 
indeed only absolute evil could be the absolute defect of 
the good; every relative evil, however, is only a rclo.tive 
defect, i1., a lt88 degru of the good." 

This is an actual untruth, for from the proposition it 
would at once follow that I must prefer the union of the 
e1'il tJ with the good .A to the possession of tk latttr alont, 
Iince indeed the evil a is not by a long way absolute evil, 
U., zero-evil, but only a less degree of good, thus increases 
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the degree of good contained in .A. by its own good. The 
non plus ultra of madness would be, however, according to 
this view, when somebody to avoid a great evil foregoes a 
good, and the man who at the same time suffers in the 
extremest degree all conceivable bodily and mental tor
ments would have to be called happy even at this moment 
compared with the insensitive state of one under chloro
form, to say nothing of the peaceful sleep of death. To 
such unnatural perversions does a false hypothesis lead, 
that is invented for the sake of certain foregone con
clusions. 

If we inquire, however, concerning the motive in whoso 
interest it was set up, it is remarkable that this proves to 
be mistaken, and therefore the whole hypothesis super
fluous. 

It used to be thought that there lay in the existence of 
a real evil a contradiction to the perfect world. Much 
mischief has at all times been wrought by the word 
"perfect." Already Plato (Timreus, 7) and Aristotle regarded 
the world as a sphere, and the astronomical movements as 
circular, because the sphere is the most perfect form, and 
circular movement the most perfect movement; and in 
old manuals of artillery, too, one may read that balls 
are used for shot because the ball is the most perfect 
shape. 

If " perfect" has any sense at all, it can only be "the 
best uf its kind,'' for nothing can of course be better than 
possible; and only in this sense would one have grounds 
for regarding the world as possible. But now another 
notion was substituted unperceived for that of perfect, 
the immaculate or faultless, representing an absolute 
value, filling the possessor with untroubled blessedness. 
For such a perfection of the world, however, not the very 
least particle of evidence was offered; it was a baseless 
supposition, the result of confusion of ideas. It was 
supposed the best possible must also be good, and it 
·was not at all considered that the best possi}Jility of a 
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ev~tablt~ evil conditions must }le borne in apite of their 
inappropriateness for certain ends, because their avoid
ance would be inappropriate fo'l' still mort imporlll.fll 
ends. • ' . 

The wisdom of the Unconscious is therefore only to 
be admired, which, in the first place, has placed in the 
human breast as counterpoise to the necessary egoism 
those other instincts like compassion, benevolence, grati
tude, feeling of approval and_ instinct of retaliation, 
which serve for the averting of much wrong and pro
duction of positive benefits, and of which the retaliatory 
instinct and the feeling of approvlll in conjunction 'llllitlr 
the instinct to form communities produce, after the trana
ference of retribution to the state, the idea of justice, 
which now on its part makes the desistance from wrong 
by prospective punishment an affair of egoism, eo that 
this annuls itself by its own excesses. 

But quite apart from this admirable arrangement 
morality and justice are always only ideas, which have 
a significance mcrdy in regard to the behaviour of indi-
?-iduals to one arwtht:r, or to the corporations formed of 
individuals, but applied to the inner being of the indi
viduals, i.e., to the One Unconscious-apart from the 
form of its manifestation-become meaningltBB. But now, 
since the All-One can in the last resort only be so fa-! 
interested in the world as it takes part in it, inheres 
in it with its essence, and since the form of tlu numifu/4-
ticn is indeed an important point of transition, but apart 
from its reaction on the Essentilll Being itself cannot 
possibly be a final end; so will also morality and justice 
asftn"'l14l ideas only be capable of estimation in regard 
to their teleological value for the Unconscious, according 
to that standard which exclusively regards their effect on 
its essence. 

This, however, is only given by the sum of pltaNrt uti 
pain produced by morality and immorality, by justice 
and injustice, in all the participating individuals acting 

I 
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•lldlllllill& for "-a oaly are altogether .,.Z. n\t lib 
.. -.U.il&7 ..: .t j1ptoioe, fNN i4l4l oJ ~ ud the 
WID .... IIICiiOal it the ,_.,. IV1jft:l, which feels them in 
• a& cWrerent doDIIiOume8188. Thus not t. U.Zf can 
-.1 acFn have a nlue for the Unconscious. but only 
10 fR aa it lesMna the sum of the sorrow to be felt by 
M; 110t in itself, also not for the sake of morality can 
J111tice have a worth, but only so far ~ it diminishes the 
'WU8 to be felt by diminutien of immoral action. Although, 
therefore, morality and justice, u BUCA, cannot be ends in 
tM world·process, they might well h 10 for tAl lake 
#1/ appi ... if this, as an object directly concerning the 
.-.nee of the Unconscious, may be regarded as end, 
which might well be supposed. As ends in such re1a
tiYe sense, however, morality arld justice may certainly 
be regarded without being contradicted by the facts, 
Iince, indeed, the already mentioned instincts, but especi
ally the ever-improving administration of justice, must 
be recognised as means to the diminution of immoral 
and unjust action. They must, however, entirely lay aside 
their claims to absolute validity, and content themselves 
with a very subordinate relative importance, to which 
ia to be added that, as immorality is an unavoidable evil, 
without which no individuation is possible, so the 
aemand for a direct divine administration of justice is a 
piece of theological unreason, which for the sake of an 
utmnely small utility would continually put the laws of 
the world out of joint. Of happiness, i.e., the greatest 
possible diminution of pain and the greatest possible 
enhancement of pleasure, one would certainly think that 
it must be something affecting the essence of the Un
aonscious itself, altogether real, eo ipso end, especially since 
IMN i8 no other wlJjeet for the feeling of pain and pleasure 
than the one Unconscious; in conformity with this we 
do also, in fact, see a number of preparations taken for 
the warding off of pain and the enhancement of pleasure. 

Just as little can we deny that on the supposition of 
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individuation and of the egoism connected therewith, the 
inevitable necessity of pain in the struggle for existence 
and in the death of the indi vidua1 is given; yet we find a 
number of facts that appear inappropriate as regards 
happine!;S, and only become intelligible when the other 
ends which they serve, e.g., perfection of consciousness, 
&c., are more important than happiness; nay, this is even 
the case with individuation itself. But now we cannot at 
all understand how there should be an end that could take 
precedence of happiness, since nothing could more im
mediately affect the essence of the Unconscious than this. 
We cannot comprehend how there could be anything that 
would reward a sacrifice of happiness except the prospect 
of a hiyher happiness, or that could repay the taking on 
oneself of a pain except the prospect and avoidance of a 
greater pain; otherwise it would only be driving the teeth 
into one's own flesh. If then happiness is actually to be 
the supreme end, there can be only such sufferings as 
are unavoidable, in order to attain on another side, or 
in a later stage of the process, a so much higher happi
ness, or at least to obviate still greater, more extensive, or 
more protracted sufferings. But if there were no prospect of 
this, the existence· of a world-process, or of a world at all. 
would not be rationally intelligible, and the attainment of 
God knows what other ends could afford no rational ground 
for the assumption of a pain exceeding the pleasure. 

Here now is the point where we again come back to 
Leibniz, for it would indeed be too surprising if the con
fusion of ideas between the perfect world as best possible, and 
the perfect world as altogether good and faultlC88, had not, 
in the case of so fine a mind as Leibniz, a hidden support 
justifying the drift of the "Theodicy " in a certain fashion. 
This, however, is certainly discoverable; for not, as is 
asserted, to show the supreme excellence of the world did 
Leibniz seek to enhance its worth by the privative cha
racter of evil and the bad, but to justify the Creator tm 
account of his creation. 
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Ut::ason had no part in it. This is possible to us, because 
we recognise two activities in the Unconscious, of which 
the one, the will, is just the inherently illogical (not anti
logical, but a-logical), irrational. As we have already 
found that all real existence owes its origin to the will, it 
would, even a priori, be only wonderful if this existence 
were not as such irrationaL 

But whatever the decision may be, in no case can an 
objection be drawn from it to the all-wisdom of the Un
conscious, and to the proposition that of all p088ihle 'IIJO'I'lds 
tlte e:cisting one is the best. 
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1/BT~PHYS/C OF THE UNCONSCIOUS
Colllillwd. 

XIIL 

TBB IRBATIOlU.LITY OF VOLmON .llfD mz MISERY 
01' EXISTENCE. 

.Al'Ullli OF TBIC PROBLEK. 

Tn objeet of this chapter is to inquire whether the bting 
or the Mn-beint/ of this present world deserves the pre
ference. And here, more than at any other stage of our 
inquiry, must we crave the reader's indulgence, since a 
tolerably exhaustive treatment of the subject would re
quire a book to itself. In this place our exposition must 
be rather of the nature of an episode, both on external 
grounds and more particularly because tbe result of this 
inquiry, although important for the clearing up of the 
ultimate principles of Philosophy, has no direct bear
illg on the main theme of the work as proclaimed in its 
title, " The U nconscioua." N evert.helesa, in a short exa
mination, presenting many new pointe of view, I hope to 
aft'ord suggeeLions even to the opponents of the opinions 
here advanced, which may to a certain extent compensate 
them for the perusal of this digression. 

If we gla11ce at the judgments of the greatest minds of 
VOL. W, A. 
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all ages, we find those, who have at all found occasion to 
express their opinion on the subject, pronouncing the con
demnation of life in very decided terms. 

Plato says in the" Apology": "Now, if death is with
out all sensation, a dreamless sleep, as it were, it woulll 
be indeed a wonderful gain. For I think if any one 
selected a night in which he had slept so soundly as to 
have had no dream, and thtn compared this night with 
the other nights and days of his life, and after serious 
consideration declared how many days and nights he had 
spent better and more pleasantly than this one, that not 
merely an ordinary mortal, but the great king of Persia 
himself, would find these but few in number as compared 
with all his other days and nights." More clearly anJ. 
picturesquely it would hardly be possible to state the advan
tage which, on the average, non-being possesses over being. 

Kant says (Werke, vii. p. 381) : "One must indeed make 
an ill reckoning of the worth of the journey (of life) if 
one can still wish that it should last longer than it actually 
does, for that would only be a prolongation of a perpetual 
contest with sheer hardships." Page 393, he calls life" a trial
time, wherein most succumb, and in which even the best 
dou not reiO'U:e in his life." 

Fichte declares the natural world to be the very worst 
that can be, and is himself only consoled by the belief in 
the possibility of a preferment to the blessedness of a 
supersensible world through the medium of pure thought. 
He says (Werke, v. pp. 408-409) : " Courageously men 
betake themselves to the chase after felicity, heartily 
appropriating and fondly devoting themselves to the first 
best object that pleases them and that promises to repay 
their efforts. But as soon as they withdraw into them
selves and ask themselves, 'Am I now happy 1' the reply 
comes distinctly from the depth of their soul, ' Oh, no; thou 
art still just as empty and destitute as before!' Convinced 
that this is a true deliverance, they imagine that they have 
failed only in the choice of their object, and throw them-
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selves upon another. This, too, will just as little content 
t.hem aa the first ; no Object 'fwMa.lh 1/u 1"11. and moo11o will 
II!IUisfy tkem. ••• Thus t.hey pine and fret their life through; 
in every situation in which they find themselves, thinking 
if it were only diffirml how much better their lot would be, 
and yet, alter it has changed, finding themselves no better 
off than before; at every spot at which they stand, sup
posing if they could only reach yon height their uneasi
ness would cease, yet finding again, even on the height, 
their old woe. . • • Perhaps they even resign the hope of 
satisfaction in this earthly life, but accept in compensa
tion a certain traditional doctrine concerning a blessedness 
beyond the grave. In what a deplorable illusion are they 
caught! Quite certainly, indeed, lies blessedness also 
beyond the grave for him for whom it has already begun 
on this side; through the mere interment, however, one 
does not enter into blessedness; and they will in the 
future life, and in the infinite series of all future lives, 
just as vainly seek blessedness as they have sought. it in 
the present life, if they seek it in anything else than in 
that which already encircles them so closely here that it 
can never be brought nearer to them in endless time, iu 
the Etemal.-Thus, then, errs the poor offspring of eter
nity, thrust out of his paternal abode, always surrounded 
by his celestial heritage, which his timid hand fears only 
to touch, inconstant, and roaming in the waste, endeavour
ing in vain to settle; fortunately, through the speedy ruin 
of all his habitations, reminded thnt. he will nowhere find 
rest but in his father's bouse." 

Schelling says (Werkc, i. ;. p. 399): "Hence the veil of 
sadness that is spread over all Nature, the deep indestruc
tible melancholy of all life." He bas, moreover (W erke, 
i 10, pp. 266-268), a very beautiful passage which should 
be read in its entirety; here I can only quote a few frag
ments: "Certainly it is a painful way the Being which 
lives in Nature traverses in his passage through it; tu 

that t.he line of sorrow, traced on the counteniUlOO of all 
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Nature, on the face of the animal world testifies . •• • Dut 
this mi&fortu:ru of e:Ntmce is hereby annulled that it is 
accepted and felt as non-existence, in that man seeks to bear 
up in the greatest possible freedom from it . •• • Who will 
trouble himself about the common and ordinary mischances 
of a transitory life that has apprehended the pain of uni
versal existence and the great fate of the whole?" "Anguish 
is the fundamental feeling of every living creature " (i. 8, 
322). "Pain is something universal and necessary in all 
life . ••. All pain only comes from being" (i. 8, 335). 
"The unrest of unceasing willing and desiring, by which 
every creature is goaded, is in itself unblcssedness" (ii. r, 
473; comp. also i. 8, 235-236 j ii I, 556, 557. 56o). 

I shall content myself with these citations; a few more 
will be found in Schopenhnuer's "World ns Will and 
Idea." ii. chap. 46. 

But what do such subjective expressions of opinion 
without annexed reasons prove 1 Must we not rather 
mistrust them because they proceed from eminent intelli
gences, affected uy ~hat melancholy sadness which is the 
inheritance of almost all genius, because they do not feel 
at home in the world of their inferiors ? (Comp. Aristotle, 
Prob. 30, r.) Certainly the worth of the world must be 
measured by its own standard, not by that of the genius. 
Let us look, therefore, further • 

., Imngiue some one who is no genius, but a man with 
the best general culture of his time, endowed witli all the 
other good things of an enviable lot, in the most vigorous 
years of manhood, who is fully conscious of the advantage 
which he enjoys over the lower orders in the uncivilised 
nations and over his fellows of ruder ages, and who by no 
means envies those alx>ve him, who o.re tormented by nll 
sorts of discomforts spared to himself-a man who is neither 
exhausted and rendered blau by immoderate pleasure, nor 
l1as ever been crushed by exceptional strokes of fate. 

Let us imngine Death to draw nigh this man and say, 
"Thy life-period is run out, and at this hour thou att 
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on the briuk of IDDihilation ; but it dependa on thy pre
eent voluntary decision, once again, precisely in the same 
way, to go through thy now closed life with complete 
oblivion of all that baa passed. Now choose l" 

I question whether the mau would prefer the repetitioa 
of the pMt performance to non-existence, if his mind be 
free from fear, and calm, and if he has not altogether lived ~.
ao thoughtlessly, without all aelf-re1lect.ion, thnt, in his 
inability to offer a summary criticism of the exveriences 
of his life, be does but give upresaion in his answer 
merely to the instinct of the desire of living at all cost, 
or allows his jWigment to be thereby too much biassed.. 
How much more, however, now must this wan prefer non
being to a re-entrance into life, which offers him not the 
favourable conditions his past life offered, but, on the con
trary, leaves it perfectly to chance into what new life
conditions he enters, which thus offers him, with a possi
Lility bordering on certainty, worse conditions thau those 
which be first disdained I 

In the situation of this man, however, the Unconscious 
would find itself at every moment of a new birth, if it 
really possessed an option. , 

But in this example, likewise, the reproach attached 
to the opinions of genius is not to be avoided, that ·we 

, have interrogated an intelligence far above the average, 
but that, as each single phenomenon must be judged by 
ita own standard, the world as a whole can only be judged 
with approximate correctness if the judgment is passed 
according to the e&wrage standartl of all the several pheno
mena. The above enruple, however, if it is correct in 
it.self, proves that thu stage of intelligence already con
damna the phenomenon by which it. is supported, of 
which it is indisputably the sole competent tribunal, 
wbU.t, on the contrary, the error only consists in this. 
that it NgUds itself as competent to condemn e&ho what 
u Nlmo it, whilst this likewise must be measured by ita 
own atando.rd. 
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This error is, however, not to be wondered at, for it also 
quite universally occurs where the intelligence does not. 
stand so high as to condemn the appearance by which tt 
is supported. Let any one, e.g., ask a woo1lcutter, or a 
Hottentot, or an oraug-outang whether he would prefer 
annihilation or new birth in a rhinoceros or a. louse. 
They would probably nll prefer annihilation, but, never
theless, prefer the 1·epctition of their own life to anni
lwation, precisely as the rhinoceros and the louse wuuld 
vrcfer a repetition of their life to annihilation. 

This error arises, however, from this, that the inter· 
rogated at the moment of decision projects himself with his 
present intelligence into the life of the lower phase, when 
l1e of course must find it unendurable, and forgets that 
then at the lower stage also only the intelligence of this 
lower stage would be at his command for judging. 

There remains, then, in fact, nothing for it but to 
judge every phenomenal stage of tl1e U ucouscious by its 
own standa.rJ, and then to draw frou1 all these special 
judgments the algebraic sum, which then at the same time 
represents a real unconscious unity, namely, the totality of 
all the subjective determinations of fecllug posited in thu 
All-one Being. Every judgment from an ulien standpoint 
yields unavailable results ; for every being is just as happy 
as it feels itself to be, not as I sltoMltl fed in its plactJ with 
my intelligence, since this is au unrcnl supposition. 

rain and pleasure are only so far as they ure felt; 
they have thus no reality at all except i?t the sc1ttient 
subject; consequently an objective reality does not directly 
appertain to them, but only in virtue of the objcctivt~ 
reality of the subject in which t.lley exist, i.e., their reality 
i3 immediately a. S11bJcctivc one, and only so Jar as they 
have a. subjective reality have they i11.dircctly also au 
objective one. It follows from this that there is no 
other direct measure of the reality of sensation than the 

> subjective, and accordingly that an illusion or untruth of 
feclin[J as Sitek is impossible. 
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Dut undoubtedly feeling may be untrue 10 far u the 
itUtu are untrue by which it is aroused, but then the 
delusion indeed always liee in the idea of the object, but 
the feeling itself, no matt,. whether it rat. on a real 
basis or on an illtl8ion, is always equally tn~ and efJU4lly 
tn.titltd to be taken account of in the sum total 

If, now, the difference in the sentence which the intel
ligence of the louse would pass on its life and that which 
my intelligence passes on my life depends solely on this, 
that the louse is entangled in illusions which I do not 
ahnre, and that these illusions afford it an excess of felt, 
thus real felicity, which causes it to prefer its life to 
non-existence, manifestly the louse would be right and I 
wrong. The df!cision, however, is not so simple; for beside 
this source of error ou my side there remain further sources 
of error in the answer of tbe louse, which corrupt its 
judgment, as the former mine- to "'it, although un
doubtedly the life-value of every being can only be con
sidered according to its own subjective standard-and l1ere 
illusion is as good as truth-yet it is by no means asserted L 

that every being draws the corrrrt algebraic sum from all 
the affections of its lite, or, in other words, thnt its collutive 
jmigmtnt on its own life i~ a correct one in respect of its 
subjective experience. Quite apart from the 1lc:,rree of 
intelligence necessary for the pronunciation of such n 
summary judgment, there remains, in the first place, the 
po~ibility of errors of memory an'l combination; and 
secondly, of a bitU '1 tlu. jud[Jmtllt by tlte will untlurwm
acioul jttlin[J. 

If we may assume that the former errors might be got 
rid of in the judgment of a large number of individuals, 
the latter sonrce of error, on the contrary, weighs so much 
the heavier. Whoever knows how powerful is the un
conscious bias of thought and judgment by the will, by 
instincts and feelings, will immediately allow the great 
importance of the errors thereby rendered possible. 
Let any oue reflect how easily unpleasant impres~i t•ns 
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are blot.ted out of the mind and how pleasant ones re
main, so that even an event or adventure disagreeable 
enough in reality appears in memory in the most charming 
light (juvat mtminisMl malorum); in consequence of this 
the recapitulating memory must attain to a far more 
favourable summing up of the pleasure-content of personal 
life than a review of the pleasure and pain actually felt 
in the course of life undistorted by the glasses of memory 
would yielu. What memory is unable to accomplish in 
the way of hushing up really felt pain, the instinct of 
hope most certainly accomplishes for future feeling 
(comp. below No. 12), and the balance of the pnst will 
be involuntarily falsified by all younger persons by the 
introduction of the idea of a future which is purgeu by 
hope of the main causes of past pain without the causes 
of pain hereafter to be added being taken into account. 
Thus it is not the true life as it actuaU!J was and will be, 
but as it is exhibited to the uncritical eye iu the embel
lishing mirror of memory and in the deceptive roseate 
hue of hope that is used for dl'awing the ualance between 
the sum of pleasure and the sum of pain; and hence it is 
no wonder if a l'esult appears to be yielued which little 
enough agrees with reality. 

Let one consider, further, that the foolish vanity of mau 
goes so far as to prefer to seem rather than to l>e not 
merely well uut also happy, so that every one carefully 
hides where the shoe pinches, and tries to make a show of 
opulence, contentment, and happiness which he does not 
at all possess. This source of error falsifies the sentencl! 
that one passes on others according to wLut they express 
aud reveal of the balance of pleasure and pain of their life, 
just as the two just-named sources of error the judgment 
on their own part. If one, however, judges according to 
what other people are wont to declare concerning the sum 
of happiness of their whole life, it is clear that we have 
here to deal with the prod'UCt of the two mentioned 
errors. One already sees from this with what caution 
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.,.. 1ll1llt accept the judgment of mankind on their owu 
felicity. 

Wtly, when we consider, aa is a priori to be expected, 
that tbe aame unconscious will which baa created beiDga 
with these instincts and passions will also through tbele 
instincts and pusioua influence conscious thinking in the 
direction of the same life-impulse, we should rather only 
wonder how the instinctive love of life should come to 
be able in consciousness to condemn t.his same life; for 
the aame Uncouacioua which wills life, and, moreover, for 
ita quite special ends wills just tkil life in spite of its 
wretchedness, will certainly not omit to fit out. the crea
tures of life with just as many illusions as they need, in 
order not merely to make life supportable, but also to 
leave over enough love of life, elasticity, and freshness for 
the life-tasks to be accomplished by them and claiming 
all their energy, and thus to cozen them concerning the 
misery of their existence. 

In this sense Jean Paul well says: "We do not love .r 

life because it is beautiful, but because we must love it; 
nod hence it happens that we often draw the inverted 
conclusion : since we love life, it must be beautiful" 
What is here called lo,•e to liCe is nothing else but tht1 
instinctive impulse of self-preservation, t.he cm&di.tw li1U! 
qua non of individuation, the negative expression of which 
is the avoidance and warding off of disturbances, and in 
the highest degree tho fear of death, of which mention has 
been made at the beginning of Sect.. B. Chap. i. Death 
in itself is no evil at all, for the pain connected with it 
falls indeed still into life, and woulu not be 'fftl1rl feared 
than t.he same pain in s1ckness, if the cessation of indi
vidual existence were not bound up with it, wbich is not 
felt, thus cannot be any evil at all As little then as the 
fear of death can be understood otherwise than from the 
blind inatinct of self-preservation, 10 little the love of life. 
AI ia the case in i,'8Deral with the fear of death and the 
low of life, so in particular in many phues of life~ which 
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instinctive impulse spurs us to retain n.nd eagerly to 
experience, in consequence of which our judgment on the 
algebraic sum of the enjoyments and pains special to this 
phase is comtpted and the impression of the experience 
just made glossed over by the new deceitful hope. This is 
the case with all the properly impelling pas,ion'l, hunger, 
love, honour, avarice, &c. 

It must now be inquired here, in respect of the different 
impulses and aims of life, how far instinct and passion 
themselves cause a corruption of the judgment with regard 
to the total enjoyment or pain endured through the par
ticular aim; but this would be n very d1fficult problem, 
because the assent of every reader would depend ou this, 
that in judging of l1is previous judgment he perfectly 
emancipate himself in each of these directions from the 
corruptin:; influence of impulse and passion, which is 
hardly to be expected ; for a conscientious life-long self
observation is scarcely able to effect that. Apnrt from the 
small prospect of success which this effort by i t.c; very 
nature would offer, there woul,l be also an external incon
,·enience connected with it. This consideration, namely, 
would by no means dispense us !rom the task of after
wards subjecting all those feelings to a criticism which, 
in spite of their complete reality, rest on illusions, and 
1cl1ick therefore are destroyed along witl4 the destructio11 of 
tlu·se illusions with adt·ancing con.sciO?.IS iJttdli!JrnCe. 

This inquiry we cannot be spared, because all progress 
hns in view the increase of conscious intelligence. 

The 1ower animals and plants, since the commencement 
of organic life, have been more and more displaced by 
higher ones-the higher animals by ma.n,-nnd humanity 
will in time attain, on the average, a pitch of intelligence 
and cosmic intuition which at present only a cultured few 
have reached. 

The question bow far the feelings rest on illusions is tlms 
o£ the highest importance for the decision of our problem, 
since what will lxeo1ne of the world, whither it is tending, 
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is manifestly of far greater importance for the estima
tion of its value than the provisional sta~e of development 
at which it may accidentally happen to be. 

We should thus, then, have to consider the same im
pulses and phases of life once more under this second 
point of view, and it is evident that here many repetitions 
must occur, partly not to disturb the understanding, partly 
because in the concrete case the two points of view are so 
intimately connected that it often appears hardly possible 
strictly to separate them. I therefore prefer to pursue the 
consideration from both points of view simultaneously. 

In many cases where the reader might be disinclined to 
admit that the ordinary theoretical a88Umpti<m of a prepon
derating enjoyment rests on an errqr, i.e., on a corruption 
of the jwdfi'TT't7lt by impulse or by other sources of error, 
be would hardly refuse to allow that tho preponderating 
tnjt>yffltnt il#lf supposed by him, ij'it really exists, still de
pends on an illusion, and is accordingly rendered qnesticm
able by the thorough destruction of the illusion. Both, 
however, come, for the ohject of our inquiry, almost to 
the same thing; for if it is true that with the progressive 
intelligence of the world the illusions of existence also 
must be more and more unrlerroined, until finally nll is 
recognised as "vanity of vanities," the condition of the 
world would become ever more unhappy the more it ap
proaches the goal of its evolution, whence we should con
clude that it would have been more rational to prevent the 
development of the world the earlier the better, best of nll 
to suppress its arising at the moment of its origin. 

Before all things, however, I beg the reader, in the 
following inquiries, to keep continually in view thnt the 
above-stated sources of error (pp. 7-9) in the estimate 
of life constantly tend to preoccupy and mislead his 
ju~nment in favour of an over-estirnate of pleasure t.. 

and under-estimate of displeasure, and that the views 
and opinions on lifts which he Lrings with him to this 
philosophical inquiry are already themselves results that 
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are thoroughly saturated by the influence of the sources 
of error named, and thus, as imported prejudices, oppose 
the unprejudiced consideration of the actual facts. 

:FIRST STAGE OF THE ILLUSION. 

HappineBB Is cODaidered as having been actually a.ttalned 
at the present stage of the world's development, accordingly 
attainable by the individual of to-day in his earthly life. 

I. C1·itici~11t of Scltopcnltattcr's Thcoryoftlte Negati?Je Cltar
acter of Pleasure.-! must in this inquiry presuppose an ac
quaintance with the so-called Pessimism of Schopenhauer 
(see "World as Will and Idea," vol i §§ 56-59, vol. ii. 
chap. xlvi.; "Parerga," 2d ed., vol. i. pp. 43o-439, and vol. ii. 
chaps. xi. and xii.), and entreat the perusal of the sections 
indicated in the above order,-a request for which the 
reader hitherto unacquainted with Schopenhauer's piquant 
style will certainly he obliged to me. How far I diller 
from the views there expounded will be sufticiently evident 
from what has been previously said. The attempk1l 
proof (" Welt als Wille und Vorstellung," 3 Aufl. Bd. ii. 
S. 667-688) that this world is the worst of all possible 
ones is a manifest sophism; everywhere else Schopenhauer 
himself tries to maintain and prove nothing further than 
that the existence of this world is worse than its non-

! existence, and this assertion I hold to be correct. The word 
l'essimism is thus an inappropriate imitation of the word 
Optimism.-Further, futile as I must regard the ~ttempts 
of Leibniz to demonstrate out of existence the misery of 
the world in order to save the Supreme Wisdom and the 
best of all possible worlds, as little can I approve that 
Schopenhauer overlooks so much the wisdom of the world's 
arrangements in dwelling on its misery, and, although he 
cannot quite deny it, that he leaves it as far as possible 
unnoticed and makes light of it.-Then I keep clear of 
the notion of guilt which Schopenhauer imports into the 
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creAtion. I have hquatly ezpre~sed mysell against a 
t.raDtcenden\ use of ethical ooncep~ona, becaWI8 t.beee 
have a meuaiog only for coucioua individualJ in their 
intercourse with one aDOther. Only thia can I conclude 
with Schopenhauer from the misery of existence, that the 
creation owes its 6rat origin to an if'f"tttibrwJl act, i.&, to 
such an one iD which reason hu had no part. \herefore to (. 
the mwe fi'I'O"'rull• toill.-Lastly, however, I have still 
to sigoalise Schopenhauer's wrong use of the concept of 
.Negation. As Leibnb endeuours to attribute to pain 
an exclusively negative character, so Schopenhauer to 
pleasure; not, indeed, altogether in t.he privative ae01e of 
Leibniz, but in such a way that pain alone is said to 
arise dindly, but pleasure only to become poesible tn
dirtdl!l, through abolition or diminution of pain. Now I 
do not in the least intend to dispute that every removal 
or diminution of a pain is a pleasure, but not every 
pleasure is a removal or diminution of pain, and, con
versely, it just. as much holds good that the removal or 
diminution of pleasure is a displeasure. 

Undoubtedly a reservation must be made which tells in 
favour of pain-to wit, both pleasure and pain attack the 
nervous system, and thereby produce a kind of fati::,'lle, 1.. 
which, with the highest degree of pleasure, n1ay become 
fatal atony. H ence results a need increasing with the 
duration and the degree of feeling, i.e., a conscious or 
unconscious will, to cause the cessation or remission of 
feeling to occur. With displeasure this need, springing 
from the attack on the nerves, co-operalu with the direct 
aversion to the endurance of a pain ; with pleasure, on the 
contrary, it ~ the direct desire for the retention of 
pleuure,andalwaya diminishes the same; nay,itcan finally 
overcome it. (Think of exbanstion in sexual gratification.) 
Pain is (apart from complete blunting of the ne"es by 
great pain) the more painfnl, pleasure the more indifferent 
and cloying, the longer n last& 

Here lurks already the firat re&80il why, with a perfectly 
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fair balance for the measurement of direct pleasure and 
displeasure in the world, the scale would turn in favour 
of pain through the additional nervous affection. But 
further, while through this additional need of remission 
in respect of every enduring f-eeling, the indirect plea
sure, i.e., that arising through cessation of a pleasure, 
relatively diminishes, it appears even a prio-ri that a pro
portionately much larger part of pleasure than of pain 
in the world points to an indirect origin from the remission 
of its contrary. But now, since, as will appear from this 
whole inquiry, it is true that, on the whole, there is far 
more pain than pleasure in the world, it is no wonder that, 
in point of fact, through the remission of this pain, by far 
the largest part of all the pleasure which one meets with 
in the world finds it sufficient explanation, and but little 
pleasure remains whose origin is immediate. 

Accordingly for practical purposes it comes pretty much 
to what Schopenhauer asserts, namely, that pleasure has an 
indirect origin, and pain a direct. This can, however, not 

> affect the principle of the matter, for it is and remains in
disputable that there is also pleasure which does not arise 
through remission of a pain, but is positively raised above 
the indifference-point of sensation. Let any one think of 
the enjoyments of agreeable taste and of those of art and 
science, which latter, since they did not fit into his theory 
of the negative character of pleasure, Schopenhauer pru
dently rejected and treated as painless delight of the in
tellect liberated from the will, as if the intellect liberated 
from the will could still enjoy, or as if there could be a 
pleas·umble sensation without a will in whose satisfaction 
it consists ! If we cannot avoid claiming relish, the sexual 
pleasures taken as purely physical and apart from their 
metaphysical relations, and the enjoyments of art and 
science as pleas?.trable sensations; if we must grant that these, 
without a previous pain, without previously sinking below 
the indifference-point or zero-point of sensation, could posi
tively rise above it; lastly, if we keep firm hold of our 
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principle that pleasure only consists in the satisfaction 
of a desire, Schopenhauer'a aasertion muat necessarily be 
false that pleasure ia only a remission or cessation of pain. 

But now he says, in proof of his theory, the will ia, as 
long as it exists, unsatisfied, for otherwise it would exist 
no longer; the unsatisfied wilL however, ia want, need, 
displeasure. If now it is satisfied, this displeasure is abo
lished, and therein consists the satisfaction or pleasure; 
another there is not. This argument appears irrefutable, 
and yet its consequence is, as shown, in contradiction with 
experience. The conciliation easily results when one more 
clusely regards the enjoyment of agreeable taste or an art
pleasure, and asks oneself where then the will lurks that, as 
long as it is unsatisfied, ia displeasure. There ia neither & 

displeasure nor an unsatisfied existing will to be founJ. 
There remnius nothing for it then but to assume that the <. 
will is only evoked nt the snme moment at which it is also 
satisfied, so that there exists no time for ita unsatisfiell 
existence. It is in accorJance with this that it is indeed 
one and the same thing what influences (excites) the will 
and what satisfies it, as one may directly convince oueself 
when one comes upon a disngreeaule morsel among pleasant 
tastes, or when faulty dissonances occur in a piece of music; 
then, namely, the will is indeed set in motion (stimulated), 
but it is not satisfied, and now at once the disJ!leasure is 
there. Her~, iu the case of the will, which, on arising, 
wmed.iately meets with the satisfaction again annihilating 
it, it is clear that the pleasure of satisfaction is certainly 
something positive, not issuing directly and alone from the 
lessening of pain, that rather even the i11dired pkasure, 
presenting itself on the diminution of the pain, must w 
understood as direct satisfaction of tlu will to ge~ rid of thu 
pain. Had Schopenhauer not brought with him to this 
inquiry the preconceived opinion of the enjoyment of the 
intellect independently of will, he would doubtless huvt~ 
perceived theae relations, and would not have stopped at. 
his conception of the negative character of pleasu1-e. 
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All th:~t, however, would perhaps not lJa.ve sufficeu to 
establish this conviction in him, if there had not been one 
thing more in his excuse. We have seen (Sect. C. Chap. 
iii. vol ii pp. 94-96) that the non-satisfaction of the will 
must indeed by its nature always be conscious; satisfaction, 
however, by no means directly, but only tllcn, when the 
conscious understanding attains consciousness by the com
parison of opposite experiences; that satisfaction also is de
pendent an ezternal circumstanca, and is anything but a 
direct and infallible consequence of the will. I beg that 
the examples there quoted may be read through once more 
in order to save repetition at this place. 

It deserves particular notice that in the whole vegetable 
kingdom and the lower stages of the animal kingdom we 
cannot suppose the degree of consciousness requisite for 
the comparison of experiences and recognition of their 
dependence on external causes, that accordingly we must 
not deem these organisms capable of any apperception of 
will-satisfaction, thus of any sensation of pleasure, whilst 
pain and displeasure thrust themselve.'! even on the dullest 
consciousness with pitiless necessity. But even higher 
animals must in general be capable of far fewer satisfac
tions of will than one is usually inclined to assume 
according to the analogy of man. .As concerns man him
self, even in him, since of course not every man at every 
moment of a petty satisfaction of will is compelled to 
draw comparisons with opposite experiences, in general 
only such satisfactions of will become conscious, i.e., felt 
as pleasure, whose accompanying circumstances direct the 
man, without his assistance, to the contrast of opposite 
experiences, e.g., unusual, rare satisfactions, either in kind 
or degree, or such a,c~, through the association of ideas, 
recall opposite experiences, whether of others or of one's 
self. 

All satisfactions of will that have become habit and 
"> rule become ever less felt as such, i.e., as pleasure, the 

less they permit the memory of opposite experiences to 
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ariee. n ia clear that by far the larger part (not iD
t.euinly bot numerically) of the aatisfactio01 of the will il 
thereby lost to conscio11111esa, whilat the non-aatisfactiou 
are felt uncurtailed. Wherefore Schopenbauer aaya, quite 
oorrectly ("Welt als Wille und Voratellung," 3 A.ufl. 
Bd. ii. 8. 657): "We feel the wish u we feel hunger ud 
thirst; aa aoon, however, as it is fulfilled, it is with it as 
with the enjoyed morsel, that ceases to be for our feeling 
at tbe moment that it is swallowed. Pleasures and joys 
we miss painfully as soon as they cease; but pains, even 
when they disappear after long presence. are not imme
diately missed, but their absence has to be brought home 
to us by means of reflection. In the degree in which 
enjoyments increase, the receptivity for them diminishes; 
the accustomed is no longer felt as enjoyment. For that 
reason, however, the receptivity for suffering increases; ftW 
t1u omiaion of th1 cwt01n4ry il painfully felt.:'-(Parerga, 
2 Aufl. Bd. ii. S. 312): "As we do not feel the health of 
our whole body, but only the little part where the shoe 
pinches us, so also we do not think of all our perfectly 
utisfactory nffairs, but of some insignificnnt trifle that 
vezes us." Untrue, however, is it when he adds : " On 
this depends the negative character, often emphasised by 
me, of well-being and happiness, in contrast to the posi
tive character of pain." Undoubtedly there exists in the 
apperception of pleasure and pnin a certain justification of 
these conceptions, so far as pain becomes conscious by 
itself alone, but pleasure only in contrnst to the idea of 
pain. Undoubtedly the effects are frequently the same 
"' if the theory of Schopenhauer of the negative character 
of pleasure were correct, but yet there is between both a 
world-wide difference, and the principle remains un
touched that pleasure and pain are in general distin
pished as the mathematical positive and negative, i.t., 
that it is indifferent which sign one gives to the one, 
which to the other. 

It has, &a"Bin. been vt:ry clearly shown bow infinitely 
VO~ DL B 
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more fruitful than mere criticism is reflection on the 
reasons by which great men have been led to frame false 
hypotheses. While, namely, we found the hypothesis of 
the negative character of pleasure just as incorrect as that 
of Leibniz on the negativity of evil, we have at the same 
time apprehended three moments, each of which falls into 
one scale in favour of pain, and which in combination 
practically yield almost the same result as the theory 

7 of Schopenhauer. They are-(1.) the stimulation and 
fatigue of the nerves, and the need thence arising of 
the cessation of enjoyment, as of pain ; ( 2.) the necessity 
of regarding all pleasure as indirect which only arises 
through cessation or remission of a displeasure, but not 
through instantaneous satisfaction of a will at the moment 
of the excitation of the same; (3.) the difficulties which 
oppose the apperception of the satisfaction of will, whilst 
displeasure eo ipso produces consciousness ;-we may add: 
(4) the brief duration of the satisfaction, which is little 
more than a passing moment, whilst the non-satisfaction 
lasts as long as the actual will, thus, as there is hardly 
an instant when an actual will was not present, is, so to 
speak, eternal, and only always limited by the satisfaction 
which hope affords. 

The first point depends on the nature of organic life, in 
particular of the nervous functions, as foundation of con
sciousness; the last three points follow immediately from 
the nature of the will itself. The latter undoubtedly hold 
good, therefore, not merely for our world, but for every 
world that is at all possible as objective form of the will. 
But the first point will also hold good wherever there is 
question of a balance between pleasure and displeasure; 
for since pleasure can only be obtained through the con
trast with displeasure in a consciousness already highly 
developed, but a consciousness again presupposes indivi
duation with the help of matter or its analogue, so also in 
every other world conceivable as objectified will the law 
of fatigue and the hebetation of pleasure thence arising 
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will hold good in thia analogue of matter. We may 
accordingly regard all forw pointa as necessary conse
qu8Dcea of the naturo of the will in respect to pleasure 
and pain, and have to see in them the eternal barriers 
which the Unconscious mut encounter in every attempt 
at creation, and which render it a; priori impossible to 
fashion a world in which pe.in should be outweighed by 
pleasure. But these four pointe have also the further 
value of being able to serve in the progress of our a; 

ptJIUriuri inquiries in every special subject of considera
tion as an objective corrective of inatinctive prejudice, 
jut as the former statement of the most important sub
jective sources of error (pp. 7-8) serves u a subjective 
corrective. I beg the reader, therefore, to keep the one 
as the other constantly in view. 

We must still pay some attention to the second of the 
four point& If we look for examples of such plea.sure
aenaations u only consist in a cessation or remission of 
pain, we must carefully beware lest we do not introduce 
at the aame time cases in which pleasure is enhanced by 
nn additional satisfaction of will, as, e.g., the relish of food 
and the cooling refreshment of drink add to the satisfac
tion of hunger and thirst, the physical sexual enjoyment 
to the stilling of the longings of love. Pure examples in 
the sensuous sphere are a subsiding toothache; in the intel
lectual, the recovery of a friend from a dangerous illness. 
When we consider such pure examples, no one will any 
longer doubt that the pleasure arising through cessation 
of pain is very much IU& than was that pain, just as con
versely pain arising through the cessation of a pleasure is 
far less than that pleasure. 

This phenomenon might at the first blush surprise us, 
since we regard the intensity of feeling as depadent only 
on the degree of change, but not on the relation of the 
beginning or end of the change to the inditrerence-point 
of the sensation. However, in my opinion, it is explained 
in Uw case of the ceasing displeasure by the subsequent. 
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vexation, detracting from the pleasure, that one has had so 
long to endure the pain ; one feels less bound to return 
thanks, as it were, to one's fate for the liberation from the 
pain than entitled to grumble and demand satisfaction for 
the infliction of the pain, because the whole movement 
took place below the point of indifference, whereas in the 
ceasing pleasure the blunting effect of fatigue, renders 
more indifferent to the termination of the enjoyment. 
According to this explanation, that lessening of the plea
sure in proportion to the pain, in whose cessation it con
sists, only occurs if the circumstance that the whole 
movement has taken place below the zero of sensation 
also actually falls into consciousness. The less the· con
sciousness of the interested person places the movement 
below the zero-point of sensation, the more as a matter of 
fact does the pleasure become equal in degree to the dis
pleasure in the cessation of which it consists. This is 
least possible with sensuous pain; hence nobody would 
consent to be stretched on the rack in order to enjoy the 
pleasure of the cessation of the pain. In the intellectual 
sphere, however, the contest with distress and the rejoicing 
over every attained victory securing the immediate future 
is the proof of it. As soon as mankind makes clear to itself 
that this delight is similarly related to the preceding un
easiness as the remission of pains to the tortures of the 
rack, and that this movement, equally with that, falls 
wholly below the zero-point of sensation, so soon will it 
too enjoy those victories over want as little as the racked 
enjoy the relaxation of the cords. 

What now-a-days is called the spectre of the poverty of 
the masses is nothing but this dawning consciousness that 
the struggle with want, care and its alleviation lies entirely 
on the negative (pain) side of the zero-point of sensation, 
whilst formerly, when the poverty of the masses was ten 
times greater, this consciousness was wanting, and the 
people endured their poverty as sent from God. Another 
proof how progressive intelligence makes man unhappy. 
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This contest of mao with want is, however, only one 
uample ; if we look round at the poaaible joya of the 
world, we ahall very aoon become aware that, with the 
exception of the pbyaically aenauoua, the atbetic and 
the scieutific enjoyments, there is hardly a bappineaa to be 
perceived which did not depend on the liberation from a 
preceding diapleaaure. Quite specially, however, does this 
bold for great and vivid joyL Voltaire aaya, " 11 n'est de 
vrais plaisin qu'avec de vrais besoinL" 

Cloaely connected with this ,ia the interesting queation 
whether in general pleasure cau be a countervailing equi
valent for pain, and what cocji.t:i.ntJ or exponent must be 
uaigned to a degree of pleasure to counterbalance for 
cooaciouanesa an equal degree of pain. Schopenhauer, 
citing the verse of Petrarch, " Mille piacer' non vagliono 
un tormento (a thousand pleuurea are not worth one 
pain)," makes the eccentric assertion that altogether a 
pain can never be balanced by any degree of pleasure; 
&hat therefore a worlcl in which pain can occur at all is, 
under all circumstances, with ever so much preponderat
ing happiness, worse than none. This view could hardly 
be supported ; whether, however, there do not lie in it a 
core of truth so Car as the co-efficient necessary for 
equivalence does not at all need to be= 1, as is usually 
usumed, that were well worthy of consideration. 

If I have the choice either of not at all hearing, or 
of hearing first for five minutes discords and then for five 
minutes a fine piece of music; if I have the choice either 
not to smell at all, or to smell first a stench and then a 
perfume; if I have the choice either not to taste, or to 
1&8te first something disagreeable and then something agree
able, I shall in all the cases decide for t.be non-hearing, 
aon-amelling. and non-t.asting, even if the succeuive 
homogeneous painful and pleasurable aenaations appear to 
me to be equal in degree, although it would certainly be 
ft11 di.tlicult to ucertain the equality of the degree. 

lleaaa I concll1de that the pleuure must be pm:q!libly 
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greater in degree than a pain of like kind, if they are to be 
equivalent in consciousness, so that one determines their 
combination as equal to the zero of sensation and prefers 
it to the latter on a small enhancement of the pleasure 
or lowering of the pain. For the rest, this coefficient 
probably fluctuates with different individuals within cer
tain limits, and only its mean amount should be greater 
than 1. 

On the causes underlying this remarkable phenomenon 
I venture to make no supposition. This much is cer
tain, that, if the fact is correct, this circumstance also 
tells against a preponderance of happiness in the world. 
for suppose the case that even the sum of pleasure and 
pain objectively taken were equal, yet their combination 
subjectively would stand below the zero-point, as the 
combination of a stench and a fragrance is below zero. 
The world accordingly resembles a money-lottery: the 
appointed pains one must pay in in full, but the gains 
one receives only with a deduction, which answers to the 
difference between the constant coefficient of the plea
sure-and-pain equation and 1. Were this remarkable 
inequality in value of pleasure and pain, which seems to 
me highly probable, confirmed on other sides, it should be 
added to the above four points as a fifth. In this sense 
Schopenhauer says (Parerga, ii. 313) : " It is in harmony 
with this that we commonly find joys far below, pains 
far above our expectation." (P. 321) : " Deserving of envy 
is no one, of commiseration numberless." (W. a. W. u. V., 
ii. 658): "Before one declares with such confidence thnt 
life is a desirable or thankworthy good, let any one calmly 
compare the sum of possible delight which a human being 
may enjoy in his life with the sum of possible suffering 
which may aftlict him in his life. I believe the balance 
will not be difficult to strike." 

It is now our task to inquire whether in the life of 
the individual the sum of pleasure or pain preponder
ates, and whether in the individual as snch the conditions 
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ue given for attaining, under the most favourable circum
atances conceivable in one's life. an excess of pleasure over 
pain. Aa the field to be viewed ia too vast for a aimulta
neou su"ey, a solution will be facilitated by considering 
separately t.be sum of pleasure and pain according to the 
main directiona of lire. But during the fut.ure considera
tions the reader must always keep in mind these premised 
general observations, since the circumstances mentioned 
are continually acting as essentially limiting co-efficients 
of pleasure. whilst, on the contrary, they either leave 
the pain unaffected or even increase it.. 

2. Health, Youth., Frwi<nn, and a Comptt•nu u Ctmdi
liOM of tlw Zero-point of Fetl.in!J, antl ConUntmmt.-Tbe 
states mentioned are mostly claimed aa the highest goods 
of lire, and not without reason ; nevertheless they fail to 
aO'ord positive pleasure, save when they have just arisen 
by trAnsition from the opposite states of pain. During 
their undisturbed continuance, however, they represent 
only the zero-mark of sensat.ion, and by no means a posi
tive elevation above it; the building-ground on which the 
expected enjoyments of life are to be erected. It ia in 
accordance with this that the persistence of the states 
awakes aa little a feeling of pleasure as of pain, since at 
the zero-point in general there is nothing to be felt, but. 
that every fall frotn this lc,·el into sickness, old age, 
bondage, and distress is painfully felt. These goods have 
thus, in fact, the purely privative character that. Leibois 
would ascribe to evil : they are the privation of age, sick
ness, servitude, and distreM, and are intrinsically incapable 
of being raised above the zero-point of sensation on the 
aide of pleasure, thus incapable of producing a pleasure, 
unless by remission of no antecedent. pain, even if it. 
ooDiist only of an imaginary fear or care. 

In health All this is quite self-evident; nobody feels a 
limb except when he is ill ; only the nervous feels that be 
hu nel'ftl; only be who baa diseased eyes that he hua tboae 
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organs: the healthy, however, perceives only by sight and 
touch that he has a body. With freedom it is just the 
same. Nobody feels if he himself determines his actions. 
for this is the self-evident natural condition, but un
doubtedly he feels painfully all external constraint, every 
invasion of his self-determination, as it were, as an injury 
of the first and most original law of Nature, that he shares 
with every animal, with every atomic force. 

Youth is, in the first place, the time of life in which 
alone perfect health and an unimpeded use of the body and 
mind is found, whilst with age its infirmities also make their 
appearance, which are felt painfully enough. But, in the 
second place, youth alone, a direct consequence of the 
unimpeded use of the body and mind, possesses the fidl 
capacity of enjoyment, whilst in age undoubtedly all the 
burdens, inconveniences, vexation, disagreeables, and tor
ments make themselves doubly sensible, but the faculty 
for enjoyment diminishes more and more. This capacity 
for enjoyment has, however, still only the value of the 
level; it is only capacity, i.e., possibility (not reality) of 
enjoyment. What is the good, however, of the best teeth. 
if one has nothing to bite with them 1 

Finally, also, the competency or assurance against want 
and privation cannot be regarded as a positive gain or 
enjoyment, but only as the conditio sine qua non of bare 
life, which has to wait for its enjoyable fulfilment. To 
endure hunger, thirst, frost, heat, or damp is painful; 
protection from these evils by needful dwelling, clothing, 
and food cannot be called positive good (enjoyment in 
eating does not belong to this category). Were, namely, 
the bare life assured in its conditions of existence already 
a positive good, mere existence in itself must fill and 
satisfy us. The contrary is the case : the assured existence 
is a torment, unless a filling up of the same is added. 
This torment, which is expressed in ennui, may be so 
insupportable that even pains and ills are welcome to 
escape it. 
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The mOlt unal filliDg of life is tDtWk. There can be no 
doubt that work for him who muat work is an evil. be it 
in ita conaequence1 for himself, u for humanity aod t.be 
advaocing evolution, ever so rich in blessing; for nobody 
works who ia not compelled, i&, who does not take work 
upon himself u t.be less of two evila-whetber the greater 
evil be want, the torment of ambition, or even mere ennui 
-or who had not the intention through undertaking this 
evil to purchase for himself greater positive good (e.g., the 
aatiafaction in rendering life more pleasant for himself and 
thoee dear to him, or for the value of the performances 
produced by NCm~ of work). All that can be aaid on the 
value of work reduces itself either to economical advan
tages (with which we shall deal later on), or to the avoid
ance of greater evils (idleness is the beginning of all vices); 
and the utmost that man cau attain to is, " that he should 
rejoice in his own works, for that is his portion," i.e., that 
he should become habituated to bear the inevitable as well 
aa possible, as the cart-horse at last draws the cart with 
tolerable good-humour. At work man consoles himaelf 
with the prospect of leisure, and in l~isure we have to 
console ourselves with the thought of work. Thus the 
altemate play of leisure and work comes to this, that 
the sick turns himself in his bed to get out of his uncom
fortable position, but soon finds the new position just as 
uncomfortable, and so tums back again. ' 

.Aa a rule, work is the price for a secure existence. It 
is not enough, therefore, that the assured existence repre
sent in itself no positive good, but only the zero-point of 
aenaation ; this purely privative good must .till b.s pur
cAtucd lJr paira., in contrast to health and youth, which one 
only obtains as gifts. And how great is often the pain 
which ia infiicted on the poor by work I I am not think
ing of the labour of slaves, bot or the labour of the opera
tin. of our large towns. " At the age of five to enter a 
eottcm-mill or other factory, aod from that time onward to 
lae bed there and perfonn the same mechanical work for 
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ten, twelve, and finally fourteen hours, is to purchase dearly 
the pleasure of breathing" (W. a. W. u. V., ii 661). 

No less considerable sacrifices than the earning of " 
maintenance does the conquest of a relative freedom 
demand, for complete freedom is never obtained. On the 
other side, the assurance of existence and the attainable 
degree of freedom have the advantage that one can in 
general conquer them by one's own energy, whereas we 
are altogether passively receptive with regard to youth 
and health. 

If now one actually possesses these four privative 
goods, the external conditions of contentment are given; 
if then the requisite internal condition, resignation, @

quiescence in the inevitable, be added, contentment will 
dwell in the mind so long as no considerable misfortunes 
and pains afflict it. Contentment craves no positive happi
ness ; it is just the foregoing of such. It only desires 
freedom from considerable evils and pains, thus about 
the zero-point of feeling. Positive goods and positive 
happiness can add nothing to contentment, but undoubt
edly they can endanger it; for the greater the positive 
goods and good fortune, the greater is the probability of 
suffering by their loss great pains, which temporarily 
destroy contentment. Contentment can thus be so little 
regarded as a sign of positive happiness, that rather the 
poorest and those with fewest wants can most easily obtain 
permanent possession of it. If, nevertheless, contentment 
is so frequently lauded as a happy state, nay, as the supreme 
attainable felicity (Aristot., Eth. Eud., vii. 2: 7j ev8atp.ovla 
Tciiv ail'rapKOJII lcrrt, Happiness is the possession of the self
sufficient; Spinoza, Eth., part. 4, Prop. 52, Obs.: Self
contentment is truly the utmost that we can hope), this 
can only be true if the state of painlessness and voluntary 
resignation of all positive felicity deserves the preference 
before the essentially transient possession of positive 
happiness. Altogether, if, as I believe, it is justifiable 
to call health, youth, liberty, and an easy existence the 
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highest goods, and contentment the supreme happinees. 
it follows at once from that how doubtful must the cue 
st&Dd with all positive goods and positive happineaa that 
one can juat.ly place before them the privative goods, those 
coaaistiog in mere j'fwtltnt6 ftvnn, paiJ&. But what. t.heo, doea 
freedom from pain offer 1 Truly nothing more than non· 
existence I If, then, a " but •• is still connected with poai· 
tive goods and happineu, which places them, on the whole, 
atill below contentment, i,., still below the zero.point of 
aenaaLion. at which non-existence permanently stands, 
it ia thereby declared that they also rank below non
existence. Bgval in value to non-exist.ence would only 
rank the ablolutdy contented life, if there were such : 
there is none, however. for even the most contented ia not 
ahvaya perfectly and in all respect.& contented, conse
quently all life ranks in value below the absolutely con
tented, consequently below non-existence. 

3· Bunger and Llnt. 

•• Until thil paragon of spbel'ell 
By philoeophic thought coberea, 
The vast machine will be controlled 
Bylon and hunger, u of old." 

says Schiller very rightly. They are both, not only for 
progreu a.nd development in the animal kingdom, hut 
also for the commencing development. of humanity and 
the ruder states which characterise the same. almost tl1e 
sole springs of action. If the value of thai two factors 
for the individual must be pronounced to be small, there 
ia little prospect of showing the \"a.lue of individual life 
for ita own l!ake in other ways. 

Hunger ia painful in the extreme, which certainly he 
alone knows who bas felt it; ita satisfaction, the gratifi
cation of satiety, ia for the brain the mere removal of 
pain, whilst for the subordinate centres it undoubtedly 
may entail a positive elevation above the zero.point of 
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sensation in the comfortable feeling of digestion. TbJa 
will, however, for the common feeling or total well-being 
of the individual, have less weight the more the subordi
nate centres recede relatively to the brain, which receivee 
only feeble traces of the comfortable feeling of digestion. 
but feels so much the more depressed in its mental tone 
and working power through the satiation. Whoever find& 
himself in the fortunate situation of being able, whenever 
the commencement of hunger is announced, instantly to 
satisfy the same, and whoever is not inconvenienced by 
the lowering of the power of the brain through satiety, may 
certainly receive through hunger a certain excess of plea
sure by the pleasure of digestion; but bow few are in 
this doubly enviable position ! Most of the 1300 mil
lions of the earth's inhabitants have either a scanty 
nourishment, unsatisfying and prolonging life with diffi
culty, or they live for a time in superfluity, from which 
they derive no preponderating enjoyment, and must for 
another period actually starve and suffer want, when they 
must accordingly endure the pains of hunger for long 
periods, whilst the pleasure of satiety, with perfect stilling 
of hunger, only occupies a few hours of the day. But now 
let any one compare the dull delight of satiety and digestion 
with the distinct gnawing of hunger or the hell-torments 
of thirst to which animals in deserts, steppes, and such 
regions, that in the hot season are perfectly dry, are not 
seldom exposed. How much more, however, must among 
many species of animals the pain of hunger exceed the 
pleasure of satiety in the course of life, which at certain 
seasons die of hunger from want of food, often in con
siderable numbers, or for weeks and months just on the 
brink of starvation, prolong their existence in slightly 
more favourable conditions of life l This happens both 
with graminivorous birds and birds in the winter of the 
polar and temperate zones and in the arid tropics, as also 
with carnivora. and beasts of prey, which often for weeks 
wander about vainly in search of booty until they perish 
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of iD&DitiOD. n il DO' 10 long since in Europe one calcu
lated on a famine eTer'f HTen yean, aud if this baa beeD 
cbaDged by our present means of communication into 
mere dearth, u., into famine merely for the poorest claaea, 
this or a similar state of t.hinga certainly continues to 
W.t in by far the largest part of the earth. 

But even in our large towns we read ever and anon of 
cues of literal dying of hunger. Can the gluttony of a 
thousand gourmands outweigh the torments of one starv
ing human being t 

And yet extreme atanation is with us tbe rarer aud 
leeaer evil produced by hunger; far more fearful is the 
bodily and mental wasting away of the race, the dying off of 
children, and the peculiar diseases engendered by it. One 
baa only to read the accounts of the weaving district.a 
of Sileaia or of the dena of misery of london. The leas, 
however, a check is given to the progressive increase of 
humanity by devastating wars, the more the hosta of 
epidemics disappear by increasing cleanliness and their 
aprecd ia hindered by precautionary measures, the more 
must the ability to procure sustenance prove the tWle 
natural limit to increase, since the proportion of births 
remains tolerably the same; and the hypothesis of Carey 
that hereafter the ability of the human race to procreate 
and increase will diminish is altogether arbitrary, and 
justified by no historical analogies. 

However great may be the progress of agriculture and 
chemistry, still at laat a point must be renched beyond 
which the production of the means of subsistence cannot 
go. The increase of the number of human beings by gene
ration baa, however, no limit save that which is assigned 
by the impossibility of obtaining subsistence ; this has 
always formed the main source of restriction, and will 
become ao more ucluaively. 7hia limit, however, is not 
abrupt and well defined, but it paaaes from a sufficiency 
to impossibility of existence through infinitely numeroua 
lifa-atagea, of which each succeeding one is more hungry 
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and wretched. To deceive instinct the stomach is often 
filled with substances that are neither agreeable in taste 
nor nutritious; thus in China, e.g., the poorest class, that 
cannot purchase rice, eat a kind of sea-tangle, which con
tains scarcely any nutritive matter. If one thinks of the 
masses which live on tasteless or insipid aliment (rice, 
potatoes), one will no longer be able to assert that, for the 
great excess of pain which hunger produces in the world. 
the relish connected with eating could offer a certain 
makeweight. 

The result in respect of hunger is then this, that the 
individual, by the simple stilling of his hunger, never 
experiences a positive rise above the zero-point of sensa
tion ; that under specially favourable circumstances he can 
certainly gain a positive excess of pleasure by the relish 
and pleasure of digestion connected with hunger; but that 
in the animal kingdom and human kingdom, on the 
whole, the torment and pain produced by hunger and its 
consequences far outweigh, and always will outweigh, the 
pleasure connected with its satisfaction. Considered in 
itself, therefore, the need of food is an evil; only the pro
gress of development, to which it acts as a spring through 
the struggle for food, not its own value, can teleologically 
justify this evil. 

I cannot refrain from quoting here the words of Scho
penhauer (Parerga, ii. 3 I 3) : " Whoever wishes to put to a 
brief trial the assertion that in the world enjoyment out
weighs pain, or at least is in equipoise with it, should 
compare the sensation of the animal which devours another 
with that of this other."--

AB for the other spring of Nature, Love, I must in 
regard to its theory refer to Chap. ii B. In the animal 
kingdom one can hardly speak of an active sexual selec
tion on the part of the male, even among the highest 
birds and mammals; of a pas~ive selection through the 
struggle of the males in which the strongest remains 
victor, only among a small part of the higher animals. 
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}'or the rest, the sexual impulse is not individual, lnR 
is purely general. But now in the infinitely larger part 
of the animal kingdom there do not exist organa of 
sexual pleasure acting as stimulants to coition ; without 
such accordipgly coition is an office indifferent to the 
egoism of the individual which is carried on by the 
impelling constraint of instinct, as the spinning of the web 
of the spider or the building of the bird's nest for the 
eggs hereafter to be laid. To the absence of enjoymenl 
in the office of fecundation in the case of most animals 
also the frequently indirect form of this function devi
ating from direct copulation points. When in the ver
tebrates a personal physical enjoyment appears to occur, it 
is at first certainly as 1lat and insignificant as possible ; 
but aoon there is also added the contest of the males for 
the female, which in many species of animals is waged 
with the greatest bitterness, and has for its consequence 
often painful injuries, not seldom also the killing of one 
of the rivals. Add to that, among those animals which at 
the time of rut form herds led by the victorious male, 
the involuntary continence of the younger members. 
whether they separate into smaller detachments or remain 
with tl1e main herd, when an invasion of the rights of the 
head of the family is punished in the cruellest fashion. 
This involuntary continence of the largest part of the 
males, and the pains and vexation caused the defeated by 
the contests, seem to me a hundredfold to exceed tht• 
pleasures accruing to the prosperous males from the sexual 
pleasure. As for the females, in the first place, among most 
animals they far more rarely couple than the privileged 
males; and, secondly, the pains of child-bearing in their 
case far outweigh the pleasure derived from copulation. 

With man, especially the cultivated, birth is more pain
ful and more difficult than for any other animal, and 
mostly entails even a longer sick-bed. I need not hesitate, 
therefore, to declare the total sufferings of child-bearing 
for the woman greater than the total physical pleasures 
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of coition. We should not be misled by the circumstanaa 
that impulse causes the woman to pronounce the oontrarr 
decision, practically, and perhnps abo theoretically. Hel'8 
we have a glaring case where impulse blinds the judgmen'
One has only to think of thnt woman who could not be 
deterred from sexual intercourse by the repetition of the 
Cresareau operation, and one will estimate the value of 
such judgment more truly. The man seems to be better 
off in this respect ; but be only seems so. 

Kant says in his "An tbropology" (W erke, vii. Abth. 2, 

S. 266): " In the former (the epoch of natural develop
ment), in the stnte of nature, at any rate, he is in his 
fifteenth year impelled by the sexual instinct and capable 
of reproducing and maintaining his kind. In the second 
(the epoch of civic development) he can (on the average) 
hardly venture it before the twentieth year. For although 
the youth has early enough the power to satisfy his own 
and l1is wife's inclination as citizen of the world, he is far 
from possessing the power to maintain his wife and child 
as subject of a state.-He must learn a trade, obtain 
customers, before commencing housekeeping with his 
wife, when, in the more polished classes, the :five-and
twentieth year may well pass before he is ripe for his 
destination. How now does he fill up the interval of a 
compelled and unnatural continence 1 Hal"dly otherwise 
than with vices." 

These vices, however, soil the resthetic sense, blunt the 
delicacy of the mind, and not seldom lend to immoral 
actions. Lastly, through their inherent immoderation, and 
for other reasons, they unsettle the health, and only too 
often sow the seeds of ruin for the following generation. 

But whoever actuo.lly and exceptiono.lly keeps free from 
all the vices filling up the provisional period, and by an 
effort of reason overcomes the torments of aroused sensi
bility in ever-renewed struggle, has in the interval be
tween puberty and mo.rriage, the interval, if not of most 
endurance, yet of the most flaming sensibility, to endure 
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aach an amoaat of paiD, t.hat the aubeequeDt tot.al tl 
auual pleuure aa uever make ammda for it. The 
age of marriage for men is, however, constantly riaiDg with 
advaucing cirilisation; the provisional period thus becomel 
continually longer, and is longest precisely in the c1asaea 
where the nerv0118 sensibility and irritability, thua also the 
tormeut of privation, ie greatest. 

But now in Man the purely physical aide of sexual love 
ia aubordinate, far more important is the individualised 
sezual instinct, which promises an extravagant felicity of 
never-ending duration from the possession of a particular 
individual. 

Let 111 first consider the consequences of love in general. 
One side generally loves more ardently than the other; 
the leas loving is usually the first to draw back, and the 
other feels faithleuly abandoned and betrayed. Whoever 
could see and weigh the pain of deceived hearts on account 
of broken vows, as much of it as is in the world at 
any moment, would find that it alone exceeds all the 
happiness derived from love existing at the same time in 
the world, for the simple reason that the pain of disillusion 
and the bitterness of betrayal lasts much longer than the 
blissful illusion. Still more cruel becomes the pain for 
the woman who has sacrificed everything for her lover 
from genuine deep love, only to live in close contact with 
him as a clinging plant. If such an one be torn from her 
stay and cast adrift., she stands truly fallen, i.e., without 
aupport in the world; deprived of her strength, robbed of 
the protection of love, she must, a detached fto"·er, wit.ber 
and fade,--or ahameleasly plunge into the current of base 
life in order to attain forgetfulness. 

How much married and domestic peace ia not de
stroyed by clandestine love I What colossal~acrifices of 
paternal happinesa and \rell-being in other re~pects does 
not the unblessed sexual impulse demand I Father's 
curse and expulsion from the family circle, ,even from the 
aocial oircle in which one baa become rooted; such is the 

VOL. Ill. 0 
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price paid by man or maiden in order merely to be united 
to the beloved one. The poor seamstress or servant-girl 
who consumes her joyless existence in the sweat of her 
brow, she, too, falls one evening a prey to the irresistible 
impulse; for the sake of rare brief joys she becomes a 
mother, and has the choice either of committing infanti
cide or of spending the largest part of her earnings, scarcely 
sufficient even for herself, on the maintenance of the child. 
Thus for long years she must bear care and want with 
threefold severity, if she will not throw herself into the 
arms of a life of vice, which secures her for the years of 
youth a less toilsome livelihood, only to be followed by 
an age of the more frightful misery; and all this for 
the little bit of love ! 

It is a pity that there are no tables of statistics showing 
'vhat percentage of all love-affairs in every rank of life lead 
to marriage. One would be horrified at the small per
centage. Leaving out of sight old bachelors and maids, 
even among married couples one will find the number by 
no means large of those who have not behind them a little 
broken-off affair; many, however, who could tell of several. 
Of the concluded marriages, again, only a very small part 
are concluded from love, the rest from other considerations: 
one may gather from that how small a part of all love
affairs terminate in the haven of marriage. Of this small 
part, however, again, very few attain a so-called happy 
marriage, for happy marriages are altogether much rarer 
than one might think, in consequence of the make-believe 
in order to keep up the appearance of happiness ; but, in 
fact, the happy marriages are least of all to be found among 
those concluded from love, so that of the small part of 
the amours terminating in the haven of marriage, the 
majority again comes worse off than if they had ended in 
marriage. Those few, lastly, which lead to the happy 
marriage attain this not through lO'Ve itself, but only by 
this, that the characters and persons happen so to fit that 
conflicts are avoided and love passes into friendship. 
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Those rare cues in which the happineu of love gently 
and imperceptibly glides into that of friendship, and all 
bitter diaillusion is spared it, are so rare that they are even 
balanced by those bad marriages, which are concluded 
from love. Of all love-affairs not terminating in marriage, 
however, the larger part does not attain its goal at all, and 
the smaller part, which does attain it, makes the people, 
at least the female part, still more unhappy than if they 
ha.d not attained it. 

After these general considerations we cannot be doubt
fill that love prepares for the individuals concerned far 
more pain than pleasure. Hardly anywhere will instinct 
so much oppose this result as here, and perhaps few will 
1.rrant it but those in whom instinct baa lost its power 
through age. 

Let us, however, consider the process in satisfied love 
in detail, in order to see that even here pleasure rests 
substantially on illusion. Undoubtedly, in general, the 
quantity of the pleasure is proportional to the strength 
of the satisfied will, provided that the satisfaction falls in 
its full extent into consciousnest~,-a supposition which, in 
perfect strictness, is so much the less admissible the more 
obscure is the will and the more its contents extend from 
the region of unconsciousness into that of consciousness. 

But let us leave this on one side, and grant that a 
very strong will, no matter how arisen, to possess the 
beloved object is consciously present; then undoubtedly 
uuut the satisfaction of this will be felt as intense plea
sure, and that the more the more clearly the person con
cerned becomes conscious of the fulfilment of his wish as 
of a fact dependent on external circumstances ; the greater 
therefore is the contrast of the fulfilment with a preceding 
recognition of difficulties and obstacles. A caliph, on the 
other hand, who is conscious that be bas only to issue his 
commands in order to possess any woman that pleases him, 
will hardly be at all conscious of the satisfaction of 
his will, however atrong it may be in any particular case. 
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Hence it folloW'S, however, that the pleasure of -~ 
tion is only purchased by preceding pain at the suppc.ad 
impossibility of attaining possession; for difticultiet whoM 
conquest one foresees as certain are already no lODger 
difficulties. 

But, according to our previous general conaideratioue. 
the preceding pain through the certainty or probability of 
non-success will be greater than the corresponding ple&
sure in fulfilment. But now, as cerlainly as the final enjoy
ment on fulfilment is a real one because it depends on the 
satisfaction of an actually existing will, so certainly iJ the 
idea on which the enjoyment depends an illusion. Con
sciousness, namely, finds in itself a violent longing for 
the possession of the beloved object, which surpasses in 
intensity and passionateness every phenomenon of will 
else known to it. Since, however, at the same time, it 
does not suspect the unconscious goal of this will (which 
lies in the nature of the child to be createrl), it supposes 
a prospective extravagant enjoyment to be the goal of that; 
extravagant longing; and instinct supports this illusion. 
since the man, if he should mark that there is a cheating of 
his egoism for the sake of alien ends, would soon seek 
to suppress the instinct of passionate love. Thus comes 
to p11Ss the illusion with which the lover proceeds to the 
sexual act, and which may be experimentally proved to 
be such by this, that the satisfaction of the will on tlae 
possession of the loved one remains just the .same if a 
counterfeit, from whom his will would recoil with disdain 
and abhorrence, be successfully imposed on the lover with
out his knowledge. 

Nevertheless the pleasure in the satisfaction of the 
accomplished will is quite real,-but tltis pleasure was 
indeed not in the mind of the lover, but rather that 
extravagant bliss by which be thinks the violent will for 
possession set in motion ! 

Of such a bliss or pleasure there exists, however 
nothing at aU, since the 'enjoyment is {>Urely compounded 
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of the aat.iafact.ion of that violent will for pouelllion to \e 
&rat Mt in motion, aud of the common physical sexual 
enjoyment. When the violence of the impulse allows con
eciouaneas to a certain extent to breathe again and to attain 
eome clearneu, it becomee aware of the disillusion of ita 
expectation. Every disillusion as regards an expected a
joyment it, however, a pain, and indeed a 80 much greater 
pain t.he greRter was the expected enjoyment, and the 
more certainly it wu expected. Here, then, when au 
extravagant bliss, expected with absolute certainty, turns 
out to be pure illusion (for the two real m0111enta of the 
enjoyment were indeed as a matter of conrae expected 
beaidee this blessedness), the pain of disenchantment 
must reach a high degree; 80 high a degree that it per
fectly counterbalances, when it does not outweigh, the 
really existing enjoyment. Certainly the impulse, not 
annihilated at. a stroke, but continually renewed for some 
time, although with generally decreasing strength, prevents 
this disillusioll from being apprehended immediately and 
in full extent by consciousness ; the renewed pining after 
satisfaction perverts the judgment, and obstinately keeps 
up the illusion of the contrary experience for the future. 

But this duping of the conscious jndgment by impulse 
does not laat for ever. The attained possession aoon 
becomes cuatomary property. The idea of the contrast 
with the difficulties of the attainment disappears more aud 
Dlote ; the will for possession becomee latent, as no dis
turbance of po811eS8ion is threatened, and the satisfaction 
of this will becomes ever leu felt as pleasure. Now the 
disenchantment finds for itself a way more and more into 
CODICiouanea. 

But tAu disillusion ia not the only one that attains to 
coiiiOioulnea, but there are many otben. The lover 
laad fancied he wu entering on a new era, to be trans
poned by poaeuion, u it were, from earth to heavea. 
and he &nds in his new •tate all &he old 1urrou.adinga 
u4l daily drudgerie&. He had thought &o gain iD the 
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beloved one an angel, and finds now, when the impulse 
no longer distorts his judgment, a human being with all 
the human faults and weaknesses. He had imagined 
that the state of extravagant felicity would be eternal, and 
he now begins to doubt whether he has not been very 
much deceived as regards the expected bliss of possession. 
In short, he finds that everything is as before, but that he. 
was a great fool in his expectations. The only real enjoy
ment in the first time after acquiring possession, the satis
faction of the accomplished will, has disappeared, but on 
the ecstasy supposed to be eternal has supervened sorry 
disenchantment yielding a lasting pain, which is only very 
slowly extinguished by the accustomed devotion to the 
common daily round. 

Undoubtedly very rarely on the conclusion of a mar
riage, at least on one side, are there not sacrifices made, 
were it only of liberty; these sacrifices now emerge into con
sciousness, and increase the displeasure at the disillusion. 
If elsewhere only vanity succeeds in hiding pain and mis
fortune and vaunts a non-existing happiness and plea
sure, here also shame co-operates to the same end, since 
one would hardly ascribe the disenchantment to one's own 
stupidity. The erewhile lovers seek to hide the pain of 
disenchantment not only from the world and one another, 
but if possible also from themselves, which again contr~
butes to enhance the discomfort of the situation. 

Thus then the real enjoyment in the union of lovers 
must not only be paid for in advance by fears, anxiety, 
and doubt, nay, often temporary despair, but subsequently 
again with the pain of disenchantment-that enjoyment, 
the perception of whose illusory character at the moment 
of enjoyment itself can only be averted by the violence of 
the impulse suspending, or indeed corrupting, the judgment. 

But now we have so far paid little attention to the state 
before the union of the lovers, and yet it is just here where 
the tenderest, most blissful sensations are found, as, in 
particular, those in the first flush of the dawn of the newly 
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opened heaven. On what does that unquestionably real 
pleaaare depend f On 1aopf, on nothing but. hope, which 
only anticipates a future good. and only imagines that that 
will be ecstatic bliss; on a hope which ia hardly conscious 
of itself as hope, but with every moment is revealed in a 
truer light. l'he greatest diflicul~ies opposing union can
not destroy this hope and ita felicity ; but that it is really 
nothing but hope ia proved by this, that the lovers de
spair, and even destroy themselves, when the impossibility 
of their union has become certainty. If, now, this love
happiness preceding union is only hope of the happiness 
to be expected after union, it becomes illusory when that 
ia seen to be illusory. 

This is the reason why only first love can be true love; 
in the second and after loves the impulse meets with too 
great resistance from the consciousness, which now more 
or less clearly perceives the illusory nature of the first 
love. Thus Goethe says in " Truth and Fiction," speaking 
of •• Werther": • Nothing, however, gives more occasion 
to this weariness (this loathing of life) than a return of 
love. . • . The thought of the Eternal and the Infinite, 
which peculiarly elevates and supports it, bas vanished; 
it. appears transient, like all that recurs." 

Whoever has once understood the illusory nature of 
successful love after union, and therewith also of that 
before union, whoever has come to see the pain outweigh
ing the pleasure in all love, for that man the phenomenon 
of love has no more health, because his consciousness 
oft'era resistance to the imposition of means to ends that 
are not Au ends; the pleasure of love has been for him 
undermined and corroded, only its smart remains to him 
unrelieved. Dut although such an one will not be able 
entirely to resist the impulse, this will yet be the 
endeavour of his reason, and he will be, at any rate, suc
ceeafw in any particular case in moderating the fervour 
of love into which he fell as ingenuous youth, and in 
reducing accordingly also the degree of pain and the 
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excess of pain over pleasure which would otherwise have 
fallen to his lot. He ·will, however, at the same time be 
consciou& that he is entangled against his will in a passion 
that eauses him more pain than pleasure, and with this 
perception from tiLe standpoint of. individuali#n. the doom 
of love has been pt·onounced (comp. i 231-233). 

These last reflections refer only to that love which is so 
fortunate as to attain its end; but if we include all cases, 
this account of the worth of love wears a very unfavour
able aspect. Illusory pleasure and predominant pain, 
even in the most successful case; generally thwarting of 
the will without attaining of the goal, accompanied by 
grief and despair; annihilation of the future of so many 
women by loss of chastity, their sole social support,-these 
are the results we have found. 

It could not admit of doubt that reason would counsel 
entire continence, were it not that the torment of the 
ineradicable impulse which thirsts for fulfilment is a far 
gr111ter evil than a temperate indulgence in love (comp. 
i 240). One must therefore pronounce the sentence of 
.Anakreon to be wholly true, which runs-

xaM-rrov To p.~ tfnXijua,, Not to love is bard, 
xa"J\.rn'ov Se Ka' cfn'Aijua,, But also hard to love. 

If love is once recognised as evil, and yet must be chosen 
u the lus of two evils as long as the impulse persists, 
reason necessarily demands a thh·d, namely, eradication of 
the imp1dse, i.e., emasculation, if thereby an eradication of 
the impulse be attainable. (Comp. Matt. xix. 11-12, "All 
men cannot receive this saying, save they to whom it ia 
given. For there are some eunuchs which were so born 
from their mother's womb; and there are some eunuchs 
which were made eunuchs of men ; and there be eunuchs 
which have made the'TitBtlt·es eunuclLB for the ki1l!}dom of 
h111wn:s ttake. He that is able to receive it, let him receive 
it I") 

From the point of view of the endremonology of the 
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Vwliflitlul, tbia is in my opinion the sole pouible result. 
If auytbing cogent is to be advanced to the contrary, it 
can only be such considerations as require of the individaal 
a stepping out of the sphere of his esoism. The result as 
regards love is tbua the same as regards hunger, that it is 
'" Ulf and Jor 1M ittdif!itlfuJl an evil, and its justification 
eau only be sought in this, that it. conduces to the progress 
of development in the manner shown in Chap. ii. B. 

-4- eo.~. ~ip, tmd Domatie Felieily.-Com
pusion, on which, according to Aristotle, mainly the 
pleaaore in the tragical (comp. my "Aphorismen iiber du 
Drama "), and, according to Schopenbauer, all morality 
depends, is. as every one knows, a feeling compoaed of 
pain and pleasnre. The reason of the pain is clear ; it is 
simply the fellow-feeling with the obvious pain of another, 
which may be so severe as to allow no trace of pleasure 
to survive in the compassion, but converts it wholly into 
heart-rending woe, whose awfulness impels to avert the 
gaze. Think of the spectacle of a battlefield after the 
fight, or a man lying in uncontrollable convulsion& 

But whence the pleasurable feeling found in moderate 
eompassion comes is more difficult to understand. Of the 
satisfaction caused by the possible affording of assistance, 
t.bere is here, of course, no question, for tllia comes after 
t.becommiserat.ion. The mischievous joy of malignit.y is the 
only pleasurable feeling which the sight. of anot.ber's suO'dr· 
ing is able directly to arouse, but this any one can very 
well distinguish from the mild pleasure of compassion. 

I tee no other pouibility of comprehending the pleasnre 
in compassion, and have also nowhere found the slightest 
attempt at any other explanation than thiJ, that the coo
\I'Ut of foreign suffering with one's own freedom from thiJ 
auft'eriog at once_, and rcmow• the latent aversion to 
the eodaraoce of such auft'ering. and caaaes the removal 
to be ~, realiMl. Hereby, certainly, the pleasure 
in oompa.uion is declared to be purely egoistic, yet I fail 
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to see how this can detract from the dignity or the noble 
consequences of compassion. It is in perfect harmony 
with this that, for very finely strung, self-renouncing 
natures, compassion is a highly unpleasant stimulant, a 
true torment, which they seek in every way to avoid, 
whilst man indulges his compassion with greater ease the 
ruder he is, and that, further, at the spectacle of very 
great suffering even the coarser mind can so far forget 
itself in others' well-being, that the same effect arises as 
when more finely-feeling souls view a smaller misery, so 
that compassion is still only pain. If the coarse multi
tude revels in alien suffering, one must not forget that it 
also possesses sufficient bestiality to unite with the com
passion more or less the delight in cruelty, which takes 
pleasure in alien misery ns such ; one must, therefore, 
exercise caution in citing the instance of the coarse mul
titude to decide the question whether pleasure or pain 
predominates in compassion as such. According to my 
subjective judgment the latter is decidedly the case; but 
whether the judgment of others tallies with my own or 
not, it is undoubted that the emotional crudeness of man
kind on the average is steadily decreasing, and that with 
decreasing crudeness the pain in compassion is more and 
more gaining the upper-hand over the pleasure. 

But now the case turns out still more unfavourably for 
pleasure when we take into account the immediate con
sequences of compassion in the mind. Compassion, namely, 
at once excites the desire to assuage others' woe, and this 
is also the end of this instinct. This desire finds, however, 
only in very rare cases a partial, still more rarely a total 
satisfaction; it will, therefore, far more frequently excite 
pain than pleasure. 

If, then, the title of the less of two evils cannot be de
nied to the instinct of compassion as a corrective and re
stricter of egoism, aud of the injustice springing from the 
latter, yet in itself regarded it is still always an evil, for it 
brings to the sufferer more pain than pleasure. Comp. 
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Spinola, Eth., part iY. Prop. so : "Compassion is for a man 
who does not live according to the guidance of reason in 
itself bad and uaeleu. Proof: For compassion is (accord
ing to Def. 18) paiD, thu (according to Prop. 48) in itaelf 
bad. The good. however, that follows from it • . . we 
seek to do according to the mere command of reason;., &c. 

Of IOCialily and J~ip the saDie ca~not be said, 
although it baa often been asserted, and for certain dis
positions also rightly. Thus, e.g •• La Bruyllre says, " Tout 
notre mal vient de ne pouvoir &tre seul" (We may com
pare also Schopenhauer, "Parerga," i 444-458.) 

But certainly it may be maintained tbat the sociable 
iuatinct is an inatinctiYe need arising from the weakness 
and impotence of the individual whose satisfaction, like 
health and freedom,just places man at the level where he 
is able to pile up certain positive enjoyments, and that. 
only a small part of true friendsbi~which, moreover, is 
so rare-represents a value positively exceeding the zero
puint of feeling. 

A.a there are herding animals, so is Man a social ani
mal. Impotent, unprotected against the forces of Nature, 
and at the mercy of eYery foe, his instinct directs him 
to cultivate the society of his fellows. Here it is really 
the felt want that begets the need, and the pleasure 
of t/&v sociality is only the removal of that want or 
need. 

In addition to warding off distress and hostile attacks, 
in the second place, the social community has the ad
vantage over solitary effort in facilitating the production 
of positive achievements, e.g., domestic works, economic 
or artiatic production, the increase of culture or know
ledge through exchange of thought, the collection of 
interesting novelties; all this a society renders more 
possible, but does not as such eft"ect; it ia only the 
foundation, which may remain unotilised or utilised in 
the most varied faahion. It is thu in this point only the 
potentiality of pleuore, but not pleasure itself ; thia be-
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longs rather to the structures to be reared on this founda
tion, and must be sought in these, not in sociality. Nay, 
even the positive pleasure which may be built up on its 
basis may for the most part be attained in like or little
altered fashion even in solitude. 

That, on the other hand, sociality, through the regard 
for others, and the constraint which it imposes upon the 
individual, is attended by very real inconveniences, and 
occasionally with hopeless misery, our" societies" prove. 

From social life springs a greater mutual interest, i.e., 
an increased sympathy. If in each individual the sum 
of pleasure should outweigh the sum of pain, then also as 
regards each individual the sum of joy in common would 
outweigh the sum of sorrow in common, did not the 
weakening of sympathetic joy prevent this through the 
envy which is unavoidable even in respect of the dearest 
lriend. But since in the life of the individual the sum of 
pain exceeds the sum of pleasure, so sympathy for the 
same likewise must consist of predominant pain, and this 
can in no case be balanced by the circumstance that 
one is sure of sympathy for one's own sorrows and joys 
in the breasts of friends. Certainly we pine for con
solation, but when one well considers it, what sort of 
consolation can it afford that one with one's own dis
agrecables and vexations spoils the fair humour also of 
one's friend 1 

Nevertheless, the solitary endurance of grief or vexa
tion is so tormenting, that we feel ourselves relatively 
happy in being able to pour it out, although in recompense 
the vexation of our friend will vice versa be poured out on 
ourselves. Here, too, it turns out that the enhancement 
of mutual sympathy in friendship is the less of two evila, 
of which the other only appears the greater on account 
of one's owu weakness. 

When, therefore, the highly lauded bliss of friendship 
ia subjected to a true estimation, it is found to depend 
partly on man's feebleness in enduring suffering, since, in 
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fact, 'ffJl'1 atrcmg oharlcten ue least in need of friead
ahip, partly however in pW'Iuing a common end; in a word, 
on similarity of interest.. whence also the apparently 
more ineeparable friendehipa are looeened or expire when 
on one aide the dominant interests change, 10 that they 
now no longer conupond to thoee of the other. The 
plea1U1'81 attained through mutually punned interests 
O&D, however, also only be put down to the account of 
theae interests, not directly to that of friendehip. The 
6rmest community of interests exiJta in mtU'f'iage; the 
community of goode, of e&l'llings, of sexual intercouree, 
and of the education of children are atrong bonda, which, 
in alliance with the polar completion of the spiritual 
qualities of both sexes, certainly suffice to found a strong 
and lasting friendship, which also perfectly suffices with
out the aid of love in the narrower sense to explain the 
beautiful and sublime phenomena of readiness for aelf
ucrifice in married life. Add to that the powerful force 
of habit. Aa the dog maintains the sublimest and most 
touching friendship and fidelity for his master, to whom 
not his own choice but chance and custom have bound 
him, so also the relation of spouses is essentially an 
alliance of habit; wherefore both man·at~e du convnzance 
and love-matches after a series of years exhibit on the 
average the same physiognomy. 

D11hring, who in his "Worth of Life'' pleads the cause 
of love, and asserts that it does not disappear in marriage, 
comes (pp. 1 J 3-114) himself to the following conclusion:
•• The love of married eouples may, therefore, in power
fulness of ita eft'ecta, perhaps not lag behind passionate 
love. The feeling is only latent, as it were, emerges, how
ever, in all ita force when a hostile fate has to be en
countered. The forces which once maintained a living 
play of sensation now in the matured relation are in 
equipoise, t.o become again peruptilJU for feeling on any 
diat.urbance of the equilibrium." If the feeling is latent, 
it doea not exist for ooDICiousnees; and if it emerges into 
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consciousness merely on some disturbance, it is only felt 
as pain ; hence, in either case, makes nothing for the 
value of life, which is here alone under discussion. The 
magnitude of its effects may, however, be just as well 
derived from friendship and the attachment of habit. 

In any case, there is in most marriages so much dis
cord and vexation, that when one looks with unprejudiced 
eye, and is not deceived by the vain attempts at dissimu
lation, one hardly finds one in a hundred that is to be 
envied. This is simply due to the imprudence of men 
and women, who also do not endeavour in little things to 
accommodate themselves to mutual weaknesses; to the 
accidental way in which characters are assorted in mar
riage ; to the equal insistance on rights where indulgence 
and friendship should compromise ; to the convenience of 
discharging all displeasure, vexation, and ill-humour on the 
nearest person, who must listen; to the mutual irritability 
and embitterment which is increased by every fresh case 
of a supposed infringement of rights; to the sorry con
sciousness of being chained to one another, the absence 
of which would prevent a host of inconsideratenesses 
and disharmonies through fear of consequences. Thus we 
get that matrimonial cross, which can so little be regarded 
as exceptional, that Lessing is not so far wrong when be 
says-

" No more than one bad wife has ever yet been known ; 
The pity only is, each holds her for his own." 

This does not at all contradict the fact that the power 
of habit at once asserts its right and sets itself in violent 
opposition when a disturbance or solution of the marriage 
is threatened from without. In both cases it is always 
only the painful side of the relation which imposes itself 
on consciousness. The rending of the worst marriage, 
which furnished a genuine hell for the partners, always 
causes so much pain to the survivor, that I have heard an 
experienced man say," If a marriage is ever to be broken, 
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~ben the earlier the better; the more prolonged and closer 
the tie~ of habit, the more endaring the pain of separa
tion." One baa only to draw from this perfectly correct 
judgment the logical consequence, then is separation beat 
before union. 

Sensible people, whose judgment is not biassed by impulse, 
are also usually quite clear respecting this, that, from the 
rational standpoint of indWidtUZ.l well-being, non-maniage 
is better than marriage. If no love and no external enda 
(rank, wealth) impel to the marriage contract. there is, in 
fact. only one reason for choosing marriage as the supposed 
"-r of two evils; thus, for a girl to evade the terrors of 
old-maidhood, for a man to avoid the inconveniences of 
bachelorhood, for both to escape the torments of the UD

actisfied instinct or the consequences of illicit gratification. 
Commonly, however, they make the experience that 

they have been bitterly deceived concerning the greater 
of the two evils, and only shame and considerate tender
ness forbids them to confess it. How uncomfortable also 
the unsatisfied instinct to found a household and family 
may become for old bachelors and spinsters has been 
already mentioned (Chap. i. D.)--

When, now, the parties are married, they begin to long 
for children-another instinct, for the understanding can 
hardly possess this longing. The instinct goes so far as 
to urge to the adoption of others' children, and to the 
education of them as if they were one's own. 

That the latter also is no act of reflection is already 
evident from the instinct of monkeys, cats, and many 
other mammals and birds that do exactly the same. 
Moreover, by this procedure an already existing child is 
merely put into a better situation of life than would else 
have fallen to ita lot. It would be dift'erent il a child still 
to be created, to be fashioned say in a retort by a chemical 
procesa, were to be adopted in default of one's own. 

"Let one only imagine," says Scbopenhauer ('' Parerga," 
ii. pp. 321-322), • that the generative act was neith<.'r a 
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want nor accompanied by extreme pleasure, but an affair 
of pure rational reflection : could then the human race 
continue to exist 1 Would not rather every one have so 
much compassion for the coming generation as to prefer 
to spare it the burden of existence, or at least be unwi.llitag 
to take on itsclf(the responsibility) of imposing such burden 
in cold blood 1 " 

Besides the direct instinct to rear children, the desire 
for children with people in easy circumstances or increas
ing in wealth has yet another ground. These, namely, at 
a certain stage of life begin to perceive that they them
selves have no enjoyment of their surplus wealth; if, 
however, they were in consequence to forego the cares of 
business, their interest in life would be gone, and they 
would fall a prey to the dreariest emptiness of existence 
and ennui. 

To escape this evil they desire the lesser evil, possession 
of children, in order by this expanded egoism to have a 
motive for the continuance of their business activity. 

But if one objectively compares on the one hand the 
joys, and on the other the sorrow, chagrin, vexation, and 
cares which children bring their parents, the predominance 
of pain can hardly be doubtful, although the judgment 
biassed by instinct strenuously opposes it, especially in 
women, with whom the instinct to rear children i.s far 
stronger. 

Let one first of all compare the sum of satisfaction which 
is produced by the birth, and the sum of pain and sorrow 
which is called forth by the death of a child in the hearts 
of all concerned. Only after calculating the resulting 
excess of pain can one proceed to the contemplation of 
their life itself. To this end I recommend the chapter 
entitled "Mother's Frenzy" in Bogumil Goltz's" ZurChar
akteristik und Naturgeschichte der Frauen." 

In.the first period predominates the very considerable 
discofufort and trouble of nursing and of vexation with 
careless servants, then the difficulties with neighbours and 
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the anxiety of aicknea; later on, the care of marryiug the 
daughters and the worry over the follies and debts of 
sons ; add to all this the anxiety in procuring the neces
sary means, which with the poor is greatest in the first, 
among the educated clo.sses in the later periods. .And 
with all the moiling and toiling, all the worry and care, 
and the constant fear of losing them, what ia the real 
happiness that children bring him who possesses them? 
Apart from the diversion which they atl'ord as playthings, 
and the occasional gratification of vanity owing to the 
hypocritical flattery of amiable gossips-hope, only the 
hope of tlu future. 

And when the time comes to fulfil these hopes, anu 
the children are still alive and unspoilt, they quit the 
parental home, go their own way, usually into the wide 
world, and write even only when in want of funds. So 
far then as that hope is egoi8lic, it is alwa'!JB deceptive; ao 
far, however, as the hope is merely for the child, not in 
the child, what then? 

In olu age, as we shall see, human beings lose alJ, illu
sions, save the one illusion of the sole instinct remaining 
to them, in that they cherish for their children the 
realisation of their hopes from the same miserable exist
ence, whose vanity they have in all respects perceived in 
their own case. If they grow old enough to see their 
children also old people, they certainly lose that too; 
but then they hope for their grandchildren and great
grandchildren. Man is never too old to learn. 

S· Vanity, &n~ of HOMUr, .Ar11bition, Lull of FaN 
af&ll Power.-Love, honour, and the acquisitive instinct 
are in the mental sphere probably the three moat powerful 
moving springs. We shall here consider the second of 
the86. Honour may be divided into an objective anti 
subjective honour. A man's obj«tivc honour ia in general 
terms others' estimation of biw. 
roLJ~ D 
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We may divide objective honour into-

... { ..... 
-:: 
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~= .. , 
z;:4 

A. O~tll&ard Honour: 
a. Repute of Possession. 
b. , , Position. 
c. , , Uauk. 
d. , , Beauty. 

B. lmcard Honour : 
a. Reputation for Industry. 
b. 11 , Intelligence and Culture. 
c. Moral Reputation. 

( .. ) For Charity • 
({J) For Justice • 

d. Civil Honour. 
e. Female (Sexual) Honour. 

Negative honour each one inherently possesses until he 
loses it; positive honour must be acquired by circumstances 
(birth, actions, achievements). The former denotes only 
the zero-point of worth; the latter positively exceeds the 
same. The repute of possession depends on power; that 
of position on power and performance; easily ossifies, 
however, in forms coming down from earlier times. The 
reputation of rank is, so far as it exceeds the reputation 
of the power and labour connected with rank, an artificial 
creation of the state, to enable it to pay low salaries. 
The repute of beauty must not be looked for among our
selves, but among peoples that have the sense for the 
beautiful (ancient Greeks). The repute of industry is 
proportional to the economic value of the work; that of 
intelligence and culture especially forms a substitute for 
labour, when mental work is not regarded as work 
(respect of peasants for scholarship). Moral honour is 
positive only in active love; that of justice is merely 
negative; likewise will and sexual honour, which latter 
only applies to woman. 

Subjective honour is twofold: the direct subjective 
honour of a man is his estimation of himself; indirect is 
l1is estimate of the estimate of himself by others, or his 
estimate of objective honour. 
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The former is called self-estimation, self-respect, self

esteem, pride ; if the estimate remains below the true 
value: modesty, humility; if it lttrpa.BIU the true value: 
mrer-estimate of self, conceit, o.rrogance; the latter, on the 
contrary, is called vanity. Although men may refuse to 
nllow this word in the case of noble efforts, essentially it 
is the same, whether a girl is vain of the report of her 
beauty or a poet of the fame of his works, Doth parts 
together, thus pride and vanity, make up subjective honour, 
which now, according to the object of the estimation, admits 
of the same division as objective honour. As regards the 
negative part, it is called sense of honour; as regards the 
positive, ambition. The direct and indirect part of sub
jective honour may stand to one another in very different 
relations of intensity; commonly, however, the latter will 
preponderate ; indeed so far preponderate that one often 
meets with the view, as if subjective honour only consisted 
in this evaluation of the valuation of others; whereas, on 
the contrary, this is vanity pur tt simple to assign any 
nlue to the judgment of other, concerning one's own 
worth, whilst one at the same time denies all value to 
oneself, thus regarding the judgment of others as false. 

Pride, the high estimate of onesclC, is an enviable qua
lity, no matter wl1etber the estimate is true or false, if 
one only regards it as correct. Certainly an inflexible 
pride is rare; mostly it has to sustain alternating struggles 
with doubt, or even despair, which cause more pain than 
pride itself pleasure. Pride also increases the sensitive
ness to external opinion, and is on its part compelled to 
adopt the hypocritical mask of modesty, if it will steer 
clear of unpleasantnesses. All this may be considered 
pretty well to balance the pleasure of extreme self-esteem. 
But now, as for that sense of honour and ambition which 
rests for the most part or exclusively on vanity, although 
they may for our present stage of development be valuable 
practical instincts, yet one cannot deny that in the 6rst 
place they are vain, it., rest on illusions, and, secondly. 
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that they procure for him who is possessed by them a 
thousand times more pain than pleasure. 

Female chastity alone protects social relations from 
complete disorder. The citizen sense of honour restrains 
the as yet blameless from trespasses or crimes, from which 
neither the fear of temporal nor of eternal punishment 
could deter. Scholarly ambition spurs on the boy and 
youth in their arduous acquisition of the material of culture 
demanded by our nge. The ambition to achieve something 
great, which, in regard of rare and considerable perfor
mances and deeds, is called lust of fame, sustains the 
starving artist or scholar, whose creative force would be 
paralysed if the impossibility of ever in the least particular 
satisfying his ambition or love of fame could be demon
strated to him. Thus the sense of honour prevents 
greater evils and ambition furthers the evolution of hu
manity; but apart from the circumstance that, with the 
higher development and power of reason, subjective honour 
may very well be dispensed with, and its good effect other
wise produced (one may recall the difference between the 
French bravery from point d'lwnneur and the German from 
sense of duty), yet at all events the individual, the instru
ment of the impulse, must suffer therefrom. 

The possession of negative honour can afford no pleasure, 
save when it has been recovered after apparent loss (e.g., 
through calumny); in itself it answers only to the zero
point of sensation, as it represents only the zero-point of 
worth. It is thus, as all similar moments, a fertile source 
of pain, but no source of pleasure, except through the quite 
special and rarely occurring interruption of displeasure. 

Ambition, however, is certainly a positive impulse, and 
i.ndeed one of those "which, like salt water, makes one the 
more thirsty the more one drinks." 

Wherever one list~ns one hears the stereotype lamen
tations of Government functionaries and officers at neglect 
and tardy promotion, the wailings of artists and scholars at 
11uppression by envy and cabals, everywhere vexation at the 
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undeserved favouring of otben. For a hundred mortifica
tions of ambition there ia hardly one satisfaction; the 
former are bitterly felt, the latter received as long-deserved 
tribute of justice, if not with the repining, that they did 
not come earlier. The general over-estimate of aelf causes 
every individual to raise extravagant claims; the universal 
mutual envy and disparagement of merit causes the re
fusal of even just claims. Every satisfaction of ambition 
only serves to screw up one's claims more highly, and in 
consequence it must be a triumph outdoing all former 
ones that can produce a fresh satisfaction, whilst each of 
the former ones does not obtain equal recognition on 
account of this deficit of pain. 

Take the case of a yoUDS public sinser she rises step 
by step to a certain elevation in the favour of the public; 
the triumphs connected with this rise of favour she 
claims as her right; life in them is to her as the air which 
she breathes; she is amazed if ever they are wanting. But 
a younger rival comes at last, and thrusts her into the 
second rank, as she her predecessors ; and the fall from her 
height is a thousand times more painful to her than its 
converse was pleasurable, whilst she hardly felt as happi
ness the actual tenure of the same. 

As in this instance, so with nll ambition and lust of 
f.uue; even when the achievements or works remain, 
they do not always maintain the same interest for the 
public. 

But now, in addition to all this, ambition is Nin, 
i.e., rests on illusion. Even the estimate of worth, as it 
obtains in objective honour, depends in part on illusion. 
I need only mention the artificially inflated honour of 
rank and nobility derived from the Middle Ages, but 
among us already almost extinct in its old significance. 
And even where the value that objective honour prizes is 
no illusory one, yet its estimate is far too often false. The 
mr populi 1)0,1: dri only holds in questions that are vital 
questions for the development of the people, and where, in 
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consequence, the Unconscious instinctively guides the j udg
ment of the masses. In all other things the vox populi is 
so blind, dazzled by outward show, misled by claquers, 
given over to commonplace, and without understanding 
for the good, true, and beautiful, that one rather may bo 
almost sure it is on a wrong tack. (Comp. Schopenhauer, 
"Parerga," ii. chap. xx.) In all cases that are not vital 
questions of development or finally settled by science, one 
may be confident, a priori, that the majority are wrong 
and the minority right; nay, a joint judgment is even so 
difficult, that, when a number of clever people agree, they 
almost certainly perpetrate some folly. 

To such a juc1gment that man surrenders his life-hap
piness who makes ambition his guiding star. Even in 
small matters certainly no one would continue to con
cern himself about the opinions of mankind, before 
whom could be laid all the calumnies and adverse 
judgments uttered by friends and acquaintances behind 
his back. And now as to the ambition which fishes 
for orders, dignities, and titles! Every one knows that 
they are not apportioned to merit, but in the best case 
to him who is favoured by fortune, or to length of service; 
to those who happen to have influential relatives or advo
cates, to the cringer and flatterer, or even as reward for 
services not of the cleanest; and yet-incredible to relate 
-the world is greedy for them ! 

But now suppose the object of objective honour had a 
value, and the judgment of those in whose j ndgment objec
tive honour consists u·e1·e corred, still ambition would be 
empty; for what sort of value can it have for a man 
what others think and judge of him? None whatever, 
except so far as the character of their action towards him 
is at the same time determined by their judgment on him. 
In this, however, the opinion, as such, is quite indifferent, 
and is only regarded as means of thereby attaining a 
particular kind of action. This is, therefore, no ambition 
in the ordinary sense, as little as we call him covetous 
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who strives to get moqey, but who also spends all that be 
gets; it is the auigning a value to objective honour as 
8IJdt, that makes ambition and the sense of honour, and 
the circumstance that with the objective honour partially 
also the conduct of men towards the honoured one be
comes different and more advant.'lgeous to him, is only a 
gladly accepted accidental consequence. 

For the most part, indeed, the modification of action 
will be limited to this, that the behat'iour becomes more 
dejerenl.ial, thus to an expression of adjudgment of objt!C
tive honour, which, to a sensible man, must be just ns 
indifferent as the opinion itself. True utility hardly flows 
at all from positive objective honour, only harm fron1 
injured subjective honour, so that finally all the signifi
cance of objective honour consists in this, that one has to 
guard against harm through injury to negative honour. 
All the subjective value of an objective honour as such 
rests, however, manifestly on imagination, for the theatrtl 
of my joys and sorrows is still my head and not t.he head 
of others; thus it can neither add to nor take away from 
my weal and woe what other people think of me, therefore 
their opinion as such can have no effective value for 
me, consequently ambition is vain. The sense of honour 
which, according to our explanation, relates to negative 
honour, is indeed abstractedly just. as insignificant; but 
this much can, at any rate, be said for it, that if one onct! 
lives among men, one must at least act as if one had somt~ 
1·egard for objective honour, because otherwise the world 
would fall on one as the crows on the owl in dayl ight. 

If herewith I declare the sense of honour and ambition 
to be empty and illusory, by no means i3 nny judgmeut 
pronounced on the value of the obJects of honour; I ha\'e 
even to a certain extent the £reatest regard for the same, 
e.g., for morality. But 1/ such objects have a value. they 
have it not bec:lUse they are objects of honour, as the 
wrong-headed might think, but because they are directly 
fdicific. Most distinctly is this so with posthumous fame; 
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Spinoza. can indeed not be the better for it that Colle
gian N. says, "That was a clever fellow;" but that he 
was able to think such thoughts, therein lay his satis
faction. Undoubtedly what renders me happy may lie in 
this, that I am conscious of doing or accomplishing some
thing for the good of others ; but that is still always 
the sympathetic joy in a real happiness, whereas. on 
the contrary, the recognit-ion of the value of my deeds or 
performances procures these others by no means pleasure. 
but rather displeasure. The difference is the same as 
when I bestow something on a beggar; do I rejoice that 
through my gift his distress is momentarily relieved, my 
joy has a real object; do I watch for his "Thank you, 
sir," or "God bless you," in order to relish the recog
nition, I am a vain, foolish man. 

Thus has also the desire of honour appeared to be, if a 
useful, yet also an illusory instinct, causing more pain than 
pleasure. (Comp. Schopenhauer, "Parerga," i.; "Aphor
isms on Worldly Wisdom," chaps. i., ii., and especially iv.) 

With the lust of power it is just the same. So far as 
it is a mere endeavour after freedom, it is not yet a 
positive impulse; so far as the power of ruling is only 
sought to procure for one's self more enjoyments by its 
help is it mere means to alien ends, and must be measured 
by the value of those enjoyments. There is, however. 
also a passion for commanding and ruling as such. It is 
clear that this is possible only at the expense of infring
ing the same impulse, and, moreover, the impulse for 
liberty in the ruled. Further, however, the same holds 
good of it as of ambition and loss of fame: the more one 
drinks of it, the thirstier one becomes. The accustomed 
power is no longer enjoyed, but without doubt all resist
ance to the same most painfully felt, and the greatest 
additional sacrifices made for its removal On the whole, 
and with regard to the consequences for others, then, 
the love of power is a far more pernicious passion than 
.ambition. 
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6. lkligiqul Bd~-.A.1ready in Chap. ix. B. we 
mentioned that the exaltation of religious feeling in 
devotion and edification, which is always more or less of 
a mystical nature, ia able to afford so great a bliss that it 
carries ita subject above all earthly sorrows. But in the 
first place, these high degrees of exaltation are rare, for as 
they are essentially of a mystical nature, they cannot be 
acquired by industry and trouble, but presuppose a dis
position, a peculiar talent, as much as art-enjoyment; 
and, secondly, they are, like all pleasure, not to be had 
\\'ithout a characteristic displeasure. 

One comes to see this best w ben one considers the life 
of penitents and saints. The highest degrees of religious 
exaltat.ion are hardly conceivable without a prolonged 
mortification of the "flesh," i.e., not only of sensual appe
t ites, but of all secular pleasures. Rarely is this renuncia
tion supported by the consciousness of the illusory nature 
of earthly pleasure and the predominance of the pain simul
taneously arising from earthly longings, for that requires 
philosophy, but for the most part the foregoing of earthly 
felicity · is felt as a tnu sacrifice, whereby the higher 
mystical religious felicity is to be purchased, so that the 
subject of it properly speaking never frees himself from 
the lamentation on the loss of earthly happiness itself. 
Dut however that be, the long-suppressed natural impulses 
surge up from time to time only the more mightily, and 
the violence of the struggles which the renouncers, cer
tainly in ever rarer but ever more powerful relapses, have 
to sustain testifies to the magnitude of the torments ex
perienced by them for the sake of the heavenly kingdom, 
until at last habit and bodily infirmity brradual.ly induce 
a more equable state.-Of the bodily pains and priva
tion• of Asceticism il8eU I shall be silent, since it is, if 
decidedly a very effective, yet not indispensable means to 
the attainment of the religious mystical exaltation. 

When we pass to the lower stages of edification which 
come into contact with secular life, an item of pain not 
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mentioned above becomes especially important : fear of 
one's own unworthiness, doubt of the divine grace, anxiety 
concerning the future judgment, the fear of the burden 
of past sins, however small the latter may appear in the 
eyes of others. Taken all in all, pleasure and pain will 
weigh tolerably equally even in religious feeling; but 
should really an excess of pleasure be the result, the pos~ 
sibility of which I should more readily admit in this 
sphere than in any other (with the exception of art nnd 
science), the other consideration must also be taken into 
account, that this pleasure also is illusory. 'Ve have 
already laid bare this illusion in Chap. ix. B.; it briefly 
consists in this, that the endeavour immediately to grasp 
and to enjoy in conscious feeling the identity of the one 
Unconscious with the conscious subject, which exists in 
reality and may easily be comprehended by the under~ 
standing as rational truth, must in its nature of necessity 
remain without result, since consciousness cannot possibly 
transgress its own limits, thus cannot apprehend the 
Unconscious as such, therefore, also, not the unity of the 
Unconscious and the conscious indi\idual. 

If the awakening and delivering from illusion is with 
the progressive evolution of humanity inevitable in any 
sphere, it is in the religious. One cannot say that tho 
present time of unbelief is just as transitional as, e.g., 
that of the cultured ancient world at the birth of Christ; 
although more religious periods than the present may 
recur, yet a similar era of faith to that of the Catholic 
Middle Ages has been for ever rendered impossible by 
the universal modern mental culture. Even the Middle 
Ages were only possible because classical culture had been 
buried beneath ruins, and this we have now no more to fear. 
The more nations cultivate their rational tendencies, the 
more they come to stand and advance on their own feet. 
i.e., on their consciousness, the more they lose their mystical 
talent; this is the provisional talent of youth, the matu
rity of conscious understanding attends the manhood of 
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nations. We may &b&logically conclude from the gradual 
destruction of religious illusions that also the destruction 
of other illusions will assuredly be in time accomplished, 
ns soon as they are no longer needed as springs of pro
gress, whether they be superseded by other powerful im
pulses (reason), or the goal be attained in the direction of 
their special efficiency. So far as the delight of religion 
consists in the hope of transcendent felicity after death, it 
will be dealt with later on. 

7· Immorality.-Immoral action or wrong-doing pro. 
ceeds from the egoism inevitably attending individualism, 
and consists originally in this, that in order to procure a 
gratification or to avoid a pain, I inflict on one or several 
other individuals a greater pniu. All other forms of wrong
doing nre derived from this original one. It is therefore 
clear that the essence of wrong or the immoral consists in 
this, to alter the proportion of pleasure and pain in the 
world unfavourably to pleasure, since the 1,ain of suffer
ing wrong is greater than the pleasure (or the spared pnin) 
of doing wrong. It follows from this, the greater the 
immorality the greater the sufferings of the world. (To 
npply the idea of justice to this proportion is, ns hns 
been shown ahove, altogether inadmissible.) Suppose, 
then, pleasure and pain were perfectly balanced in tho 
world (which case truly, as one among infinitely many 
possible proportions, hai a J>riori an infinitely small 
probnlJility), the existence of immorality would im
mediately induce the preponderance of pain. In an in
trinsically evil world, howe..,•er, it will cause the cnp of 
misery to overflow the more, as no harm imposed by 
}'ate pains so acutely ns that which one's fellow-beings 
have inflicted. As regar,ls the vileness, worthlessness, 
malice, and meanness of mankind, Schopenhauer indulges 
in vivid descriptions, which can hardly be pronounced 
overdrawn, and the repetition of which I must here dis
pense with. Only one thing [ will here add, namely. that 
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the imprudence of man often produces the same effect as 
malignity, in that it is often the cause of the bitterest 
torments to one's neighbours, without bringing any advan
tage or enjoyment, as wickedness manifestly does. 

If, however, wrong-doing increases the suffering of the 
world, on the other hand, right-doing is by no means able 
to diminish the same, for it is, indeed, nothing else but 
the maintenance of the status quo before the first wrong, 
thus no positive elevation above the level line. No one 
in possession of his clear sight will have any enjoyment 
therefrom, unless when the fear of wrong is taken away 
from him. He, however, who gives every one his due 
can have no motive for pleasure at all, for he bas curbed 
his individual will, and yet bas done no more than his 
cluty. A genuine joy only the exercise of positive morality, 
of active charity, can alford; yet it will always be con
joined for the doer with the pain of sacrifice, for the re
ceiver with the pain of shame at benefits received. This 
uugmentation of the pleasure of the world through active 
charity is of no account in comparison with the mass of 
immorality. At all events, the positive morality of active 
charity is also only to be regarded as a necessary evil, which 
may serve to alleviate a still greater one. It is far worse 
that there are alms-receivers than it is good that there 
are alms-givers, and only the Talmud finds distress and 
poverty in order that the rich may have occasion to show 
their good works. Accordingly, all works of charity only 
soothe the greater or lesser woes springing from human 
necessity. Were man free from suffering, self-sufficient 
and without needs, like a god, what would he want with 
works of charity 1 

8. Scientific and Art-Enfoyment.-As feels the wearied 
traveller, when, after long wandering in the desert, he at 
last espies an oasis, so do we feel when, on approaching Art 
and Science, at last a gleam of light appears in the night 
of struggle and suffering. When Schopenhaner himself in 
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the" Parerga" (2 Au11. if. 448) insisted that the mental con
dition in artistic or scientific reception or production is 
mere painlesaness, one might think that he had never 
known the at&te of eeatasy or rapture into which one may 
fall over a work of art or a newly opening sphere of science. 
But if he had seen the positive nature of such a state of 
supreme enjoyment, he could no longer have been able to 
assert that it was involuntary and unmotived, but he 
would have seen that it is the condition of supreme and 
perfect positive tJati8jaction, and satisfaction ofwluJt, if not 
of a willl Certainly not of the vulgar practical interest or 
will, but of the endeavour after knowledge, or after that 
harmony, after t.hat unconscious logic under the veil of 
sensuous form ; in abort, after that somewhat in which 
beauty consists, no matter wherein it consists. That 
ecstatic rapture (&g., over a performance of music, over a 
picture, a poem, a philosophical treatise) is certainly some
thing extremely rare ; even the capacity for it is only the 
endowment of favoured natures, and even these will not 
be able to boast of too many such moments in their life. 
This is as it were a compensation which falls to the lot of 
such sensitive natures for t11e pains of life, which they 
must feel far more strongly than other men, whose obtuse
ness makes much easier to them. 

Whether at the same time the latter do not on the 
whole fare better is hardly doubtful; lor since pain so 
much preponderates in life, a blunter feeling for it would 
not be too highly paid by the deprivation of a pleasure 
never missed though great in itself, and in every case con
fined to a few moments of life. This is confinned by the 
fact that men on the average think so much lesa of the 
value of life, the finer their feelings and the more intellec
tual they are. What holds good of t.he extreme case holds, 
however, just as well of the intermediate stages, which 
fill np the intenal between the capacity for the highest 
ecstasy and insensibility to all and every art. From 
the circumstance that every one ia indifferent to this or 
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that art one can certainly not conclude in general to the 
obtuseness of his feelings, but certainly when anybody is 
indifferent to art in general. 

Now let any one ask himself what percentage of the 
(earth's inhabitants altogether are, in any degree worth 

mentioning, susceptible to artistic and scientific enjoy
ment, and one will cease to rate the importance of art and 
science for the world's happiness in general too highly. Let 
one consider further how small a percentage of the re
cipients, again, arc able to procure for themselves the 

. enjoyment of personal creation~ of artistic or scientific 
i production, which considerably exceeds that of reception. 
\.. In estimating this reception of the common people, one 

should, however, not forget to eliminate the causes of 
interest independent of art itself; thus, e.g., curiosity 
or pleasure in the horrible or gruesome, the interest in 
national singers or story-tellers, the delight in dancing 
stimulated by popular music, the regard for practical 
utility in the interest in scientific communications, &c. 
But among the educated classes many affect an interest, 
and consequently a capacity of enjoyment, in regard to 
art and science which they do not possess. One has 
only to remember how many are tempted to become 
artists and scholars by the prospect of a career which 
perhaps pleases them better on account of its freedom, 
without having any vocation for the same. 1£ one rejected 
all the uncalled and untalented, the ranks of scholars and 
artists would sensibly melt away. The prospect of future 
position and the facilities of entrance (scholarships, &c.) 
tempt to the scholar's career; the freedom of the voca
tion and the nature of the work, which appears more like 
sport, often, howe\·er, the mere hope of profit, entice to 
the artist's life. Think of the unhappy girls who prepare 
themselves for becoming music-mistresses. Further, let 
one take into account everything that is not produced by 
pure love of art and science, but by ambition and vanity. 
Let once the artist or savant attain the certainty that no 
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one will ever know the authorship of his works, although 
hereby ambition is by no means entirely disappointed, 
since a man's name is something accidental and indiffe
rent, especially for the future, yet more than the half of 
the pleasure in his performances will be taken away. 
Were there, however, a means of really at the same time 
depriving all artists and scholars of all ambition and 
vanity, assuredly production would almost cease, if it were 
not compelled to be mechanically continued for the sake 
of bread. 

Dut now the troop of dilettanti ! How little sense and 
love for the subject, how terrible the want of all under
staniling, how dependent on fashion and pretentious 
sbow,-and yet this dilettante crowding of the arts and 
sciences ! The riddle may thus he reo.d : not for their 
own sake are the arts sought, but as showy tinsel to adorn 
one's own denr self. The equally unintelligent critics are 
enraptured at the dress if the person !'lenses them, ancl 
despise it if they have no other ground for flattering the 
person; they then contemn the dilettante performance tLu 
more profoundly the more genuine value it possesses, be
cause they think themselves bound to abash with fitting 
scorn the audacious assumption that any object may possess 
intrinsic merit. Of course, under such circumstances, the 
aim becomes to produce startling effects in as many direc
tions as possible, in order to dazzle every blockhead in 
the easiest way. 

This is the principle of modem education, especially of 
girls ; a couple of drawing-room pieces on the piano, a 
few songs, a little foliage-drawing and tiower-painting, to 
chatter in a few modern languages and to read the literary 
scribble of the day, then they are "finished." What else 
is it than systematic instruction in vanity, in every accep
tation of the term? And with this juggling can one 
believe in delight in art? In aversion for art, rather, 
which re\'eals itself from the moment. of marriage, wl1en 
vanity no longer gets the better of love of ease. With 
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boys it is not much better. They too must play the part 
of dilettanti for the sake of their parents' vanity. And 
then in music, as universal instrument, the unlucky, 
encyclopredic, soulless piano I In science, likewise, am
bition and vanity must aid. Only ambitious boys are 
able to go willingly to school; considering the subjects 
taught and our scholastic methods, ambition apart, learn
ing is scarcely conceivable without extreme aversion. 

Add to tbis that in science, quite otherwise than iD art. 
the enjoyment of reception is extremely small compared 
with that of production, because the ardent longing fails 
for that knowledge of whose sure and easy attainment one 
is beforehand convinced. Who to-day is still able to have 
a tithe of the enjoyment from the knowledge of photo
graphy or the electric telegraph that the inventors had, 
or even as those who at the time of invention watched 
each new advance with eagerness? 

If now we deduct all the receptivity and enjoyment in 
art and science which depend on mere appearances or 
affectation, whether they are affected from ambition and 
vanity or for the sake of gain, or because such a career 
has once been adopted for other reasons, of the seeming 
enjoyment of art and science existing in the world a very 
considerable, I believe by far tho larger part, will fall away. 
The remainder, however, does not exist, without being pur
chased by a certain displeasure, although I shall by no 
means dispute that the pleasure of enjoyment predominates. 
This is clearest in the pleasure of producing. As is well 
known, no master ever yet fell from heaven, and the study 
which is requisite before one is ripe for a remunerative 
productivity is disagreeable nnd toilsome and mostly 
brings little pleasure, unless through overcome difficulties 
and hope of the future. In every art tho technique must 
first be acquired, and in science one has first to attain the 
l1eight of the special department if production is not to 
lag behind what already exists. What wearisome books 
has one not to read only to conscientiously convince one-
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eelf that there ia nothing valuable in them, and others, 
again, to pick a grain of gold out of a heap of eand r 
Truly these are no amall sacrifices. When one at last bas 
advanced ao far in one's preparations and preliminary 
studies as to be able to produce, the really sweet moments 
are still only those of conception, succeeded by long perioda 
of mechanical elaboration. And not always is one t.lisposed 
for production. If it were not for the urgent wish to 
complete the work in a definite apace of time; if ambi
tion or love of fame did not act as an incentivt>, or out.
ward circumstances compel execution; lastly, did not the 
gaping spectre of ennui lurk behind idleness, very fre
quently the pleasure to be expected from production would 
not conquer the love of ease; nay, in spite of all, one ia 
tempted only too often to cease labouring at the precious 
work. 

The musician and scientific teacher, moreover, easily be
come disgusted with their calling tl1rough the monotony 
of their compulsory professional duties. The dilettante 
is still worse off' with his production. His ti\Ste and 
understanding are usually in advance of l1is facility of 
performance, and hence his performances do not satisfy 
him, unless be be \'ery vain nnd conceitcd.-Tielatively 
less are the feelings of pain accompanying rccepLive en
joyment. In Science, however, they are far greater than 
in Art ; e.g., the reading of a strictly scientific Look is in 
itself a labour, the undergoing of which nlwnys costs a 
certain amount of effmt-an effort which ruost people 
would never make for the sake of a possible enjoyment. 

Least fatiguing is the receptive enjoyment of Art, and I 
shall almost appear to trifle if I mention the disagreeable& 
connected therewith; yet they are important, since with 
increasing love of ease (e g., in age) they are, in fact, able 
to deter most receptive minds from obtaining the enjoy
ment of art. They are the visiting of the galleries, the 
heat and closeness of the theatres and concert-rooms, the 
riak of catching cold, the fatigue of seeing and hearing 
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which is wont to be so severe, because payment has to be 
1 made for viewing the whole gallery or hearing the entire 
\ concer~ whilst half of the entertainment were sufficient. 

Of the enjoyment of amateur performances and the subse
quent debt of compliments I would rather be silent, as my 
readers may perhaps be amateurs themselves. 

The result then is, that of the few inhabitants of the 
earth who seem called to enjoy science or art, very few 
are really called, and most affect the call from ambitiou, 
vanity, the desire of gain, or other reasons; that those 
to whose lot such enjoyments really fall must yet pay 
for them with all kinds of less or greater sacrifice of 
pleasure; that thus, on the whole, the excess of pleasure 
which is proJuced by science and art as such in the world 
is exceedingly small compared with the sum of existing 
misery ; and that this excess of pleasure is, moreover, dis
tributed to those individuals who feel the pain of existence 
more profoundly than others-so much more profoundly 
than others that the pleasure they obtain is far from 
being a compensation. Lastly, it must be added that this 
species of enjoyment more than any other spiritual plea
sure is limited to the present, whilst others usually are 
enjoyed in anticipation. This is connected with the pecu
liar circumstance previously discussed at length, that the 
same sense-perception which affords satisfaction also evokes 
the will which is satisfied. 

9· Sletp and Dreams.-So far as sleep is dreamless, it 
is a complete inactivity of the brain and brain-conscious
ness, for as soon as the brain becomes at all active, it 
begins to sport with images. Such an unconscious state 
renders also all pleasura1le or painful feeling impossible; 
but if a nervous stimulation occur which must excite 
pleasure or pain, it also interrupts the inactive state of 
the brain. Unconscious sleep, therefore, as regards the 
properly human or brain-consciousness, must be consi
dered as equal to the zero-point of sensation. This does 
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not preclude other nerve-cenbes, like the spinal cord and 
ganglia. from continuing to be conscious; thia ia eveD 
necessary for the continuance of respiration, digestion, 
blood-circulation, &c.; but. this is still merely a profoundly 
animal consciouaneae. occupying somewhat t.he level of an 
inferior fish or worm, which can have only very slight 
importance in the account of hutMA bappineea. But also 
in this animal consciousness of the lower nerve-centres 
alternate pleasure and pain ; in the normal and undis
turbed exerciae of the vegetative functions a pleasure can 
only be felt in cue that animal consciousness suffices for 
the perception of this pleasure. Every disturbance, how
ever, is immediately felt as pain, and pain always procures 
for itself the degree of conaciousneSB that ia necessary for 
its perception. 

There is one source of error which may lead to our 
assuming a clearer satisfaction in unconscious sleep than 
can in fact exist; this is the comfortable feeling that 
one often detects on falling to sleep or awaking, i.e., in 
passing from the dormant to the waking state and con
versely. But here the cerebral consciousness is still actual, 
and that satisfaction manifestly a perception of the cerebral 
consciousness; one therefore forgets that just this cerebral 
perception of satisfaction disappears in dreamless sleep. 
Of the satisfaction, however, which my lower nerve-centrea 
feel I can form no conception, because I am simply and 
only my brain-consciousness. Yet., notwithstanding, un
conscious sleep is the relatively happiest condition, because 
it is the only painlt~~ one known to us in normal life. 

As for dreams, all the troubles of the waking state are 
prolonged into the dormant condition, but not the one 
thing which may in a measure reconcile the cultivated 
with life-the pleasures of Science and Art. Add to that 
~bat a joy cannot well be otherwise expressed in dreams 
~ban as a pleasant, cheerful mood, e.g., the feeling of being 
disembodied. of JloatiDg, flying, and the like, whilst dia
pleaaure ia expreaaed not only as mental mood. but also iu 
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all sorts of definite inconYeniences, vexation, chagrin, quar
relling, and cotJtlict, inabil1ty to accomplish one's desires, 
or other cross purposes and disappointments. On the 
average, therefore, the verdict with regard to the worth or 
dreams will be in accm·dnnce with that on the real life, 
but, on certain sides, will he far more unfavourable. 

Falling to sleep is, if one can fall quickly to sleep, a 
pleasure, but yet only because fatigue had made waking a 
tonnent, and falling to sleep frees me from this torment. 
Awakening is also said by mnny people to be pleasurable. 
I have, however, never found it so, and fancy that this 
assertion rests on a confusion with the pleasure "which 
consists in not being obliged to rise when actually weary, 
but in being able to go on slumbering with semi-con
sciousness. But how few people are in a position to enjoy 
this pleasure I Tbnt an awakening quickly passing into a 
state of complete vigilance should be a pleasure to anybody 
I cannot believe; I rP.gard it rather as a pain, since one has 
once more to exchange the ease of rest and sleep for the 
drudgery of the day. That on being wide-awake, and 
after a sufficient period of sleep, the fatigue of the past 
evening has disappeared and the status quo of capacity for 
work and enjoyment is restored, cannot possibly pass for 
positive pleasure, since only the level of sensation has 
been again attained. But it certainly is a decided pain 
when one rises fatigued, not having had one's fill of sleep. 
In this position, inability to spare sufficient time for sleep 
before work, we find, however, a large part of the poorer 
classes of all nations. Even of Westphalian peasants I 
have heard that the whole family, after the field-work of 
the day, is compelled to spin for some hours into the 
night, although this labour is worth little more than a 
farthing an hour. 

10. The Acquisitive Instinct and C'omfort.-Under the 
acquisith·e instinct I here mean especially the effort to 
possess beyond what is absolutely necessary, i.e., beyond 
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dwelling, food, and olotbiog for self and family. I need 
hardly aet myself to prove the small percentage of tb8 
population, even in civilised communities, for whom a 
aatiafact.ion of this impulse is possible, L't modern statistics 
speak both loudly and terribly. If we ask, howe\·er, what. 
ad vantage a po88888ion beyond the necessary can afford, it ia 
especially this, that as a capital sum, and still more through 
its permanent investment, it protects from distress and re
moves the fear of future distress. But this utility is no posi
tive one, it only secures from future and wards oft' present 
palo (fear and anxiety). In the second place, property 
gives the power of attaining positive gratifications; it be
gets the repute of possession; it coolers power and influence 
over those who expect advantages from my possessions; it 
purchases the pleasures of the palate, and even the delights 
of love; in short, property, or its symbol, money, is the 
enchanter's wand, which procures access to all the enjoy
ments of life. But now we already know that all these 
enjoym9nts not only rest on illusions, but even the endea
vour after them on the whole always brings more pain thlln 
pleasure; that thus nll endeavour after them is doubly 
fooliM. The pleasures of the palate and the enjoy
ments of science and art are the only exceptions. The 
former, however, have again the disadvantage that thc;ir 
privation, ·when they are withdrawn Ly change of circum
stances, is felt far more painfully than their possession 
was before found agreeable. To procure the gratifications 
of science and art, money is uudoubtec.lly convenient, yet 
one canuot say that much is required But as for the 
purchase of love, one should remember t.he two following 
points: firit, what Goethe says-

• In vain thy mittre.u' heart to bend, 
The gold into her lap doat throw ; 

Lo\·e muat. (or nouglat her raptnrealend, 
1! thou lo\·e'a joys wilt truly know. • 

.And then, what holds good of the purchased possession 
Gf women far more than of 'JK)Dtaneoua surrender, that. 
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hereby, and in its consequences for her whole life, the 
woman experiences far more of pain than the purchasing 
man can ever obtain of pleasure. So far, then, as riches 
lead to the desire for women, and increase ambition aud 
love of domination, they are absolutely detrimental to 
life-happiness. Still more pernicious, however, does the 
acquisitive instinct become if it forgets that property d 
only an intrinsically worthless means to further ends, and 
regarding it as end in itself, turns into covetousness and. 
avarice. Then, indeed, just as ambition and love them
selves, it rests only on illusion, and becomes through the 
insatiablenesl'l of the instinct, whose thirst is extinguished 
by no satisfaction, whose least non-satisfaction, however, 
causes pain, a true torment. 

If nothing could be added to the foregoing, the real 
importance of the acquisitive instinct for the happiness of 
life would be exhausted with protection from future want 
and with the procuring of the pleasures of science and art 
together with the gratifications of the palate ; in that case 
we should have to ascribe to this impulse rather an 
economic value as an instinct careful for the evolution of 
humanity, than of direct importance for the welfare of 
those concerned; but we have not yet mentioned its most 
important function in the latter respect, to wit, the making 
life co-mfortable. The keeping of servants, equipages, com
fortable dwellings in town and country, of majordomos 
and stewards, what is the object of it all except to make 
life comfortable 1 For the value of luxury as such is 
always wholly illusory. 

But is comfort a positive pleasure, or does its agreeable
ness not rather consist in the removal of discomfort and 
reduction of the same to the threshold of sensation ? 
Active motion, exercise, effort, and labour are disagree
able; passive motion and repose, on the contrary, are com
fortable ; but although one may understand how effort 
and motion may produce pain by means of the invasion 
of bodily health caused by the expenditure of force, yet 

1 
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it ia abeolutely unintelligi'ble how repoee, anchaugecl per
sistence, is to produce a poeitin pleaaure; it can maoifestly 
only represent the •ro-point of aenaation. 

We accordingly come, strange to say, in the oue of that 
which excites the greatest envy, wealth, to the ume n~ 
ti ve result as in the C8M of the bare prolongation of existence 
wherewith we began. This ia certainly significant and 
characteristic for the worth of life. 

It is beyond a doubt that the acquisitive impulse can 
always only be means to further enda, and ita value must 
be measured by their value ; but tha~ in no case can it lay 
claim to intrinsic worth, and that, when it does 10, it 
immediately falls into the rank of illusory impulses that 
produce an excess of pain. Compare on this Luke xii. 15 : 
• Take heed, and beware of covetousness : for a man's life 
oonaiateth not in the abundn.nce of the things which he 
posaesaeth; " and Matt. vi 19-2 l and 24-34. 

11. Ent1!J, Jealouay, Chagrin, Pain and Lamtf&tation /Of' 
l1u Put, &pentance, Hatred, Vindictivt'IU81, .il.71f1tr, &11,._ 
tiWJ&a~, and other qualities and passions of which common 
sense sees that they bring more pain than plensure (comp. 
voL ii. pp. 36-37), 1 need not specifically notice, especially 
as there is reason to hope that, as time goes on, they will be 
more and more suppressed by the reason. In estimating 
the present state of the world they still, however, weigh 
heavily in the balance. 

12. Hope. 
"And, however bard the burden, 

That be faint not by the war, 
Hope with dl'tllJlU or bliaa enduring 

Feedl him till hil dring da7 ! " 

However ill it goes with man, 10 long u a spark of 
ntal force glows within him, he clings to hope of future 
bappineu. Were there no hope in the world, deepair 
would be the order of the day, aDd not.witbatanding the 
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instinct of self-preservation and the fear of death, we 
should lrnve to record innumerable suicides. 

Thus l1ope is the necessary auxiliary instinct of the 
self-pre~en·ing impulse; it is that which alone renders 
possible for us poor fools the love of life in defiance of 
our unuerstanding. 

Hope is a trait of character. There nre people who from 
natural dispo~itiou always see the future black, otherR who 
always 1egarJ it of rosy hue (Dyskoly and Eukoly). Eukoly 
springs frour a certain elasticity of the mind, an abunuance 
of enerh'Y and \'ilality, which is not uiminished by the most 
palpable experiences, and after the heaviest strokes or fate 
raises its head witla the old spirit. No quality of character 
is so dependent on the general bodily constitution and 
the influ~:nces of the blood-circulation on the nerves and 
brain as this tendency to look hopefully upon the future. 
No quality of character, however, is so important in 
respect to the subjective influence of thought in con
sidering the qut:stion of the worth or worthlessness of life. 
As now mauifestly, even with the greatest worthlessness of 
life, Lope is a ustjul instinct (whilst, on the other hand, if 
life really possessed a vnlue, one coulc.l not see what would 
be the utility of a gloomy view as a mental charac
teristic), we must be extremely on our guard against a 
corruption and perversion of our judgmeut by the former 
instinct. 

Without doubt hope is a very real pleasure. Dut what, 
then, does one l10pe 1 U oquestionnu!y to catch and re
tain pleo.sUt·e. But if happiness is not to be bad, because, 
as long as one lives, pain always preponderates over plea
sure, it !ulluws that hope is a contradiction and worthlus; 
that it iS indeed the illusion KaT' efox~v j that its function 
is just to du.~ us, i.e., to make fools of us, in order only that 
we mny eullure to perform our yet uncomprehended task. 
But he who has once acquired the conviction that hope 
itself is as worthless and illusory as its object, must very 
aoon find his instinct of hope enfeeble.d and depressed by 
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this cognition of the understanding; the only thing which 
still remains possible to him u object of hope is not 
t.be greatest. possible happiness. but the least possible 
unhappineu. This was already seen by Aristotle (Etb. 
Nicom., vii. 12) : o ;p0"'~ "~ l.>..vrw Wn" o&i .,0 ~3~ 
Therewith, however, all positi" aignitloance is stripped 
from hope. 

But even he who never, or not completely, baa dia
eovered the illueory meaning of hope, migllt. yet, at least 
for his past (for instinct only misleads him aa regl\l'lls the 
future), be compelled to allow that nine-teuths of all hopes, 
nay, far more, are frustrated, and that in most. cases the 
bitterness of disappointment was greater than the sweet
ness of hope. The correctneas of this assertion is confirmed 
by the rule of common prudence that our expectation 
should always be at a minimum, as only in that case are 
we able fully to enjoy what good there is in things, and 
otherwise t.he immediate enjoyment of the present time 
might be impaired by the deceived expectation. Conse
quently for the instinct of hope also the result is yielded 
that it is both illusory, aud within the sphere of its 
special illusions rather brings more pain than pleasure. 

13 • .Ilaurn.4 of t1u FirM. Sl4g1 of Rlwion.....!Suppose it lay , 
in the nature of the will to produce, as it were, in gross 
an equal amount of pleasure as of pain, yet the net result 
of pleasure o.nd pain woulJ in general be modifieJ no
favourably to pleasure by the following five factors:-

(cz.) Ner\'OU8 fatigue increases the repugnance to pain, 
dhniniahes the effort to retain pleasure; thus increases 
the pain of pain, diminishes the pleasura in pleasure. 

(b.) The pleaaure which arises through the cessstion or 
remission of a pain cannot by a long way bo.lance this 
pain, :wd of t.hia kind is the largest part of existing 
pleasure. 

(e.) Pain thrusta iteell on con.sciouaneaa, which must 
feel it ; not 10 pleasure, wbich must, u iii were, bo dis-
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covered and inferred by consciousness, and is theref1 
very often lost to consciousness where the motive for 
disco\·ery is wanting. 

(d.) Satisfaction is short and quickly fades ; pain • 
dures, so far as it is not limited by hope, so long 
desire exists without satisfaction (and when doea J 

such exist ?). 
(e.) Equal quantities of pleasure and pain united i.J 

consciousness are not of equal value; they do not co 
pensate one another, but pain remains in excess, or 1 
exclusion of every sensation is preferred to the questi( 
able union. 

These five items produce by their co-operation appro 
mately the same result as if pleasure, as Schoptmha1 
deems, were something negative, unreal, and pain 1 

alone positive and real.J. 
If one considers the several phases of life, the vari( 

desires, impulses, ambitions, passions, and states of mil 
they fall, according to their importance ns conducive 
real happiness, into the following groups:-

(a.) Such as bring only pain, or as good as no pleast 
at all (comp. No. I I). 

(b.) Such as represent only the zero-mark of sem 
tion, or the level of life, the privation of certain kinds 
pain, as health, youth, liberty, a competence, comfort, aJ 

in largest part also communion with one's fellows, 
sociality. 

(c.) Such as have a real importance only as means 
ends lying beyond them, whose value therefore can on 
be measured by the value of these ends, which, howev1 
regarded as ends in themselves, are illusory, e.u .• strivil 
after possessions, power, and honour, partly also sociali 
and friendship. 

(d.) Such as bring indeed a certain pleasure to tl 
actor, but to him or the sufferers a pain far outweigbiJ 
this pleasure, so that their total effect, and reciproci1 
being supposed, also the effect for all concerned is pai 
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&(1., WIOog-doing, ld of power, choler, hate and vindio
tiveneu (even 10 far 11 they keep within the bounda of 
right), aexual seduction, and the food-instinct of tlaah· 
eaten. 

(e.) Such as, on the average, cause those experiencing 
them far more pain than pleasure, •.g., hunger, sexual 
love, love of children, compauion, vanity, ambition, luat 
of fame, luat of power, hope. 

(/'.) Such as reat on illuaiooa, which must be seen 
through in the progress of mental development, where
upon then indeed the pain arising through them is jll.St u 
much diminished as the pleasure, but the latter f~ar more 
speedily, so that hardly anything remains of it, e.g., 
love, vanity, ambition, lust of fame, religioua edification, 
hope. 

(9.) Such aa are perceived with cleiU' consciousness as 
evila, and yet are voluntarily undertaken in order to avoid 
other evils that are regarded as still greater (no matter 
whether they are so or not), e.g., work (instead of want 
and ennui), marriage, adopted children, and nlso the sur
rendering oneself to those impulses, of which one has 
perceived that they bring preponderating pain, the sup
pression of which, however, is regarded as still more 
tormenting. 

(h.) Such as bring preponderating pleasure, although a 
pleasure purchased by more or less pain, e.!J., art nnd 
acience, which, however, fall to the lot of relatively few, 
and with still fewer meet with a genuine love for and 
capacity of enjoying them; which few, again, are jnst those 
individuals \Yho feel more acutely the other sorrows and 
pains of life. 

In rill this one should bear constantly in mind the 
auertion of Spinoza, ·• lhalWfl neither efldear:our after, toill, 
r•m fur, nor dt.airt aRythi"fJ buaUM w !£Old it to b4 good, 
but ratlll'l' that w hold it to be !ftHXl btcatUC Wt C'IUUawur 
after, tDill, '!J«'"' fur, and duiN il" (Etb., pt. 3, prop. 9, 
obe.), and always and everywhere apply this trut.h u 
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corrective to one's emotional judgment rebelling against 
the results of rational reflection. 

If, then, we put together the general and special con-
? siderations. there emerges the undoubted result that at 

present pu.iu not only preponderates in the world in 
general tu a high det:tree, but also in each sinJle indioidfl4l, 
even him wlto i8 placed in tlu most favourable circuta
stanccs conceivable. It further follows that the less sensi
tive individu:~.ls, and those endowed with a more obtuse 
nervous system, are better off than the more sensitive 
natures, because with the less amount of the perceived 
pleasure and pain tkc di.fferuwe in favour of pain also 
becomes less. This thoroughly agrees with empit·ical ob
servation in the case of man, and has, however, universal 
validity on account of its deductive character, so that it 
may be extenueu also to animals and plants. 

It is in accordunce with experience that the individuals 
of the lower and poorer classes and of ruder nations are 
happier than those of the elevated and wealthier classes 
and of civilised nations, not indeed because they are 
poorer and have to endure more want and privations, but 
because they are coarser and duller. One need only 
remember "the shirt of the happy man," in which story 
there lies a deep truth. And accordingly I abo maintain 
that the bt·utes are happier (i./j., less miserable) than 
mnn, because the excess of pnin w!Jich an animal has to 
bear is less tuan that which a mnn has to bear. Only 
think how comfortably an ox or a pig lives, almost 
as if it had learned from Aristotle to seek freedom 
from care and sorrow, instead (like mau) of hunting 
after happiness. How much more painful is the life of 
the more finely-feeling horse compared with that of the 
obtuse pig, or with that of the proverbially happy fish in 
the water, its nervous system being of a grade so far 
iJ1f~rior I As the life of a fish is more enviable than 
that of a horse, so is the life of an oyster than that of a 
&sb, and the life of a plant than that of an oyster, until 
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finally, on descending beueath the threshold of conscious
nell, we aee indi'ridoal pain entirely disappear. 

On the otl1er hand, the higher seoaibility sufficiently 
explains why men of genius are ao much more unhappy 
in their lives than ordinary men, to which must be 
added (at least among reftect.ive geniuses) the penetra
tion of most illusions. This is in acconlance with the 
result of the foregoing examination, which taught us that 
the individual is 10 much the better otT the more he is 
entangled in the illusion created by the instinctive impulse 
("He that increaaeth knowledge increo.seth sorrow."
Ecclesiaates); for, in the first place, it bas corrupted his 
judgment on the tnte proportion of past pleasure and pain, 
and in consequence be feels his misery less, and is not so 
oppressed by this feeling of misery; and, secondly, there 
remains to him in every direction the happiness of hope, 
whose partial frustration is quickly followed by new hopes, 
whether in the same or in another direction. He lives, 
therefore, always in dreamland, and in all present misery 
consoles himself with the illusion which promises him a 
golden future. (Katbchen von Heilbronn or Mr. Micawber 
in "David Copperfield" will readily occur to the reader.) 

This felicity of the illusive reverie is especially cha
racteristic of youth. Every youth, every gil'l, 1·egnrds him 
or her self more or less as the hero or the heroine of a 
romance, and they console themselves for their present 
misfortunes or reverses, as in their novel-rending, with the 
prospect of t.he radiant conclusion; only with the differ
ence that it ne\'er comes, and that they forget that behind 
the seemingly brilliant conclusion of the story lurks the 
common drudgery of life, 

Of the rich assortment of youthful hopes, however, with 
advancing age and experience one after the other is seen 
to be illusory, and the man is relatively fa" poorer in illu~ 
lions than the youth, ambition and the desire of property 
unally al~ne remaining. 

These, too, also are perceived to be illusory by the old 
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man, unless ambition ossifies into childish vanity, the 
acquisitive instinct into avarice; and among sensible old 
men one finds, in fact, no more illusions having reference 
to the life of the individual, save, of course, the instinctive 
love of children and grandchildren. 

The result of individual life is, then, that all is mrm&
dered ,· that, as the Preacher scu, ".All is Nnity," i.e., tu.-
81Jr!J, worthle88. 

In the life of humanity this first stage of the illusion and 
its abandonment is represented by the ancient (Jewish
Greek-Roman) world. In the earlier Asiatic empires the 
tendencies of life and thought afterwards distinguished are 
all too intermingled. Mosaism most openly declares the 
faith in the attainability of individual terrestrial felicity, 
both in its promises and also in its general optimistic 
world-view without a transcendent background. In Greeee 
the same tendency is exhibited in a nobler fashion in the 
enjoyment of art and science, and in a certain restheti.c 
conception of life. Hellenism also rejoices in an endea
vour after a refined individual tarthly happiness, since the 
'IT'oX£Tela is merely to afford maintenance and protection. 
Think of the utterance of the dead Achilles in the " Odys
sey" (xi. 488-491)-

" Speak not lightly to me of death, 0 famous OdyBBeue ; 
Rather would I as a serf act as the serf of another, 
A man of little posseSsions, with scanty means of subsi&tence, 
Than rule as a ghostly monarch the ghosts of all the departed." 

The well-known pessimistic chorus in the masterpiece 
of the aged Sophocles must not be taken as an expression 
of Hellenic feeling; it and other similar passages, as well 
as the significant melancholy found in masterpieces of 
Hellenic art in the midst of all the seeming satisfaction, 
prove that even at that time gifted individuals were able 
to peer through the illusions of life, to which the spirit of 
their own nge surrendered itself without the faintest cri
tical reflection. 

The Roman republic certainly adds a new element: 
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the eadeavour after bappineel in and through the en
hancement of the aplendoW' and power of the at.rict. 
Fa&llerland. After this eft'ort. at the attainment of univer
aalempire provea illuaory in respect of felicity, a degraded 
form of Greek speculation is adopted by Rome in the shape 
of the aballoweat Epicureanism, and t.he ancient world 
liugen out ita day in the utmost disgust of life. 

SECOND STAGE or TBB ILLUSION. 

Happln• Ia conceived attaluble ~ the buUviclaal ba 
a traucendent Ufe after deatla. 

On this extreme weariness of life of the ancient world 
falla the kindling ray of the Christian Inu. The founder 
of Christianity completely adopts the contempt and weari
ness of earthly life, and draws from them their last and 
most repulsive consequences (comp. F. A. Muller," Briefe 
i1ber die Cbristliche Religion," Stuttgart, Kotzle, 1870). 

Only to those who feel the misery of existence, sinners, 
outcasts (Samaritans and publicans), oppressed (slaves 
and women), poor, sick, and suft'ering, but not to those 
who feel themselves well off and comfortable in the 
earthly life, does he bring his gospel (Matt. xi S; Luke 
vi. 2~23; Matt. xix. 23-24; Matt. xi. 28). Ho rejects 
everything natural, not even laws of nature does he 
acknowledge (Matt. xvii. 20) ; he speaks slightingly of the 
ties of family (Matt. x. 35-37; Matt. xix. 29; Matt. xi 
47-50); he requires sexual continence (Matt. xix. 1 1-12); 
he condemns the world and its goods (Luke xii 1 S ; 
Matt. vi 25-34; 1 John i. 15-16; Luke xvi. IS); declares 
it to be impossible simultaneoualy to attain earthly and 
heavenly bliss (Matt. vi. 19-21, and 24; John xii. 25; 
Matt. xix. 23-24), and demands, therefore, voluntary 
poverty (Matt. xix. 21-22; Luke xii. 33; Matt. vi. 25, 
and 31-34). Nowhere and in no respect does Christ 
pnecribe asceticism, although voluntary restraint and 
the feweat pouible wants, whence it is clear that he 
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assumes pain to increase with the number of wants and 
desires. He re~ards his age as so corrupt (ltatt. xxiii 
27; Matt. xvi. 2-3) that the day of judgment must be 
near at l1ant.l (l!utt. xxiv. 33-34). and tl•e quintessence 
of his teaclling is, patiently to bear this life of affliction 
in the terrestrial vale of tears as one's cross (Mtatt. L 

38), and to follow llim in worthy preparation and 
cheerful hope of the blessedness of a. future eternal life 
(Matt. x. 38-39). "These things I have spoken unto 
you, that in m~ ye might have peace. In tiLe world ye 
shall have tribulation: but be "i good cluer; I haw cmer
eome tlte w01·ld" (John xvi. 33). 

This is the fnntlnmental difference between the older 
Judaism and Christianity; the promises of the former 
have reference to the life here ("that it may be well 
with thee, and thou mayest live long on the earth"). 
those of the latter to the life beyond; and this earthly 
vale of tears has only a meaning as preparation and trial 
for the life l1ereafter (1 Peter i. 5-7); in itsdf, however, 
of no value wl•ntever; on the contrary, the earthly life 
is composed of triuulation (John :x.vi. 33) nud daily tor
ment and evil (~Iatt. vi. 34: "Sufficient unto the day 
is the evil thereof"). Love makes this lirulJo more bear
able, and is also the test of worthiness (Hom. xiii. 8-10; 
Matt. xxii. 37-39) ; faith and hope of the hereafter enable 
us to "overco111e the world" or "to be delivered from the 
world," i.e., from evil and sin. 

The redem1•tion of the world through Christ comes to 
pass, therefore, through this, that all men follow him in 
despising the wodJ, and in lhing in faith uud hope of 
a hereafter; Lut not through l1is death with the subse
quent Judaicnl conception of the same as n pmifying sin
offering, of wl.ich Christ himself assuredly would not have 
heard for n moment. 

This is the l•istorical and only important content of 
the doctrine 1n·enched by Jesus, to which, at the most, 
the rejection of an outward ritual and all priestly media-
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am in wor~hip ia to be added. Christian virtue allo 
foUows on ita negative aide from oontempt of the flesh, 
whence all lin arises, on ita positive aide from the 
npreme commandment of love. 

All that relates to earthly relatione themselves ia 10 

unimportant and indifferent to him, that he either fits 
himaeU to the existing order with smiling contempt 
(Matt. uii. 21; Matt. xvii. 24-27), or only gently hints 
at what is desimble, e.g., selC-govemment and indepen
dent jurisdiction (Matt. xviii. 1 s-17) of the communistic 
society. All other ideas, which we are accustomed to 
regard aa Christian, were already current in the nncient 
world, but outside India the combination of contempt 
of the world and ~tense belief in an eternal transcendent 
blessedness was new. It was tho peculiar world-redeem
ing Idea which saved the dying antiquity from its 
despair and world-weariness, in that it condemned the 
ftesh and enthroned the spirit, conceived the natural 
world as the kingdom of the devil (John xiv, 30, and xvii. 
9), and only this transcendent world of the spirit as the 
kingdom of God {I John iv. 4. and v. l9), which latter 
certainly, according to Christ himself, could evm lur~ have 
ita commencement in the hearts of believers ; as Paul 
(Rom. viii. 24) very truly says, "For we are saved by lwpt.." 

Contempt for the world combined with a transcendent 
life of the spirit bad, indeed, in India already found a 
place in the esoteric doctrine of Buddhism ; had, however, 
in the first place, not become known to the Western 
mind; in the second place, in India itself was only within 
the reach of a narrow circle of celibate adepts ; and, 
thirdly, bad soon been submerged in exoteric frenzy, so 
that the thought only attained realisation in the eccentric 
phenomena of hermits and penitents; fourthly, it did not 
originally spring up in a soil so fertile by reason of 
previoua corruption; fifthly, it did not possess in the 
same degree the cosmopolitan aide, the idea of the 
1llliveraal human brotherhood and the divine fatherhood 

VOL. m. I' 
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(Matt. xxili. 8-9) ; sixthly aud lastly, what is most im
portant, it knows indeed an eternal transcendent blesse4-
ness for those finally released from terrestrial existence, 
but no individual immortality. Christianity, however, 
which promises a resurrection (of the flesh), and, accord
ingly, an individual everlasting life in the transcendent 
kingdom of God, thereby appeals more directly to human 
egoism, and consequently inspires the believer with a far 
more f~::licific hope. In this satisfying hope the Christian 
world has hitherto lived, and still for the most part con
tinues to live. 

We have already seen above, under the head of Religious 
Edification, that the pleasure arising from religious hope 
and devotion is also not without pain, portly resulting 
from the rebellion of the instinctive impulses against their 
unnatural suppression, partly consisting in the doubts 
concerning one's own worthiness and the procuring of the 
divine favour, and in the fear of the last judgment. Add 
to that the required repentance and contrition for one's 
own sins and sinfulness, even when one is, properly 
speaking, not conscious of wrong-doing. Whether the 
religious pain or pleasure predominates will essentially 
depend on the character; frequently, however, with the 
genuine believer hope will predominate. Pity only that 
this hope, too, like all others, rests on an illusion. I 
abstain helle from a searching examination of the doctrine 
of the individual perpetual existence of the soul, and 
simply refer to Chaps. ii. and vii., Sect. C., according to 
which the individuality both of the organised body and 
of consciousness is only a phtnomcnon, that disappears 
with death, nod only the substance, the Ooe Unconscious. 
remains, wl1ich evoked this phenomenon partly by its 
own individuation as atoms, partly by its direct action on 
the atomic b'l"Oups combined to form a body. 

I may remark tl1at the cosmic theory of Jesus was far too 
na1ve and childish to consider possible the separation of 
body and soul, and the isolated continuance of the latter. 
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Hence also the adoption of " the resurrection of the flesh " 
into the third article of the Confession of Faith is quite 
in the sense of Christ. Passages certainly are to be 
found in John and Paul which throw light on the 
nature of the eternal life little in harmony with the pro· 
mises of Christ, but their consequences were never drawn. 
Rev. x. s. 6: " And the angel .•• aware by him that 
l iveth for ever and ever •.. tltal tlur~ alundd 1M tiru no 
lrm.ger." 1 Cor. xili. 8: "Charity never faileth; but 
whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; whether 
there be tongues, they shall cease ; tohdlt.er thtre be kMID· 
kdge, it ahall ~ani.th away." 

The latter passage announces the cessation of all COR

~. the former the ceasing of all cho.nge in that 
condition; both abolish individuality, or at least ita 
significance. That in all the impmtant systems of mo· 
uern philosophy (apart from Kant's inconsequence and 
Schelling's later declension) there is no room for au indi
vidual immortality no one save the self-deluded can for a 
woment doubt. I shall, however, although very rt~.pidly, 
summarise the opinions of ct:rtain ancient auu modern 
thinkers. 

In Plato's "Timreus" (ed. Steph., iii. p. 6g) we read: 
"And of the divine (existences) he himself becomes the 
fashioner. The genel'tl.tion of mortals, however, he in
trusted to his own children; and they imitating, having 
received the immortal foundation of the soul, surrounded 
it with a mortal body, and gave it as vehicle the whole 
body, and built in it anothtr kind of &oul-tlu fii.01"tal, 
receptive of fearful and inevitable feelings, first pleasure, 
the greatest bait of evil ; then pains, warding oft" the good, 
and again boldness and fear, senseless counsellors; then 
anger, slow to cease, and seductive hope; and having 
mingled these with irrational perception and love ready 
to attempt all thinbra, compounded by necessity the l'tl.Ce 
of mortals." 

From this, together with Plato's theory of Knowledge, 
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it follows that he placed the immortal soul exclusively in 
truthful cognition, i.e., the vision of the Platonic IDEAS. 
which in its very nature admits no individual distinctions. 
although this consequence may never have been clear to 
Plato himself. 

Aristotle occupies the same point of view. De An., i. 4. 
408, a, 24 ff., he denies to the 110~ wo''flT'~• as he calla 
the immortal part of the soul, not only love and hate, but 
also memory and discursive thinking (~"wo£ia9a,); from 
other passages we gather that the 110ii~ wotTJT&tC6<; (or active 
understanding) is the eternal, universal, unchangeable, 
and inaccessible to all external impressions in man; it ia 
accordingly altogether incomprehensible how it could be 
individuaL 

Spinoza, who certainly proceeds from other presupposi
tions, comes to the same result. "The human mind can
not be absolutely annihilated with the body, but there 
remains something of it which is eternal" (Eth., part v. 
prop. 23). As is clear from the proof of this proposition, 
by " eternal" the " enduring" is by no means to be under
stood, but only the being logically contained in the IDEA 

of the Absolute Substance (part v, prop. 22). "Our mind 
can only be called enduring and its existence be defined 
by a certain time, so far as it includes tke actual existenu 
of the body'" (ibid.) If we now ask whick part of the 
mind is to be affirmed eternal, i.e., contained as necessary 
moment in the eternal IDEA of God, we are able so far to 
determine it that it can only be the purely active, not the 
passive mind affected by the body. To the latter part 
belong, however, all the passions and emotions, sense
perception, ideation, and memory; they are all accord
ingly dependent on the exil'tence of the body, and cannot 
endure after its death (part v. prop. 34. 21). Even love 
belongs to the transitory perturbations of the souL and 
must perish with the body ; only the intellectual love 
springing from intellectual intuition (pnrt v. prop. 33) 
with which God loves himself calmly and dispassion-
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ately (prop. 17, corollary), o.oly thia purely contemplative 
absorption in the logical neceaity of the Absolute ia 
eternal (prop. 34o corollary). Strictly apeakiDg, then, there 
is not.hiug e~rnal iD mind but the third species of intel
lectual perception (prop. 33, proof; comp. above, vol i p. 
22, obs.) This, however, and the consciousness of him· 
self, of God, and of the eternal necessity of things apring
iug from it along with the sequent mental repose, only 
the wise man will really possess, whilst the mind of the 
uncultivated is absorbed in passive sensation. As soon, 
tl1erefore, as " the uncultivated ceases to feel, he also 
ceases to be" (prop. 42, obs.) ; so that, properly speaking, 
we can only speak of an eternal part o£ the mind in the 
cult.ured and wiae.1 If we aak, finally, bow we are to con
ceive the eternal being of the active part of the spirit, the 
required answer is given in part ii prop. 8, to wit, since 
the mind is the idea of the body, the mind, before and 
after the actual existence of the body, is the idea of a non
existent thing. Of such ideaa, however, the proposition 
mentioned affirms that they must be contained in the 
infinite idea of God, as the formal essences of individual 
things or modes in God's attributes, which is elucidated 
in the observation by the manner in which the infinitely 
numerous ideas of describable rectangles are contained 
in the idea of a given circle, although they are not actually 
drawn therein. We should, however, say that only the 
formal possibility o£ these rectangles is given, and 
accordingly that in the eternal absolute idea the idea of 
a particular individual mind is only potentially con
tained, which implicit. potentiality, however, is only ex
plicated realiter at the moment when the individual mind 

1 .A. Ll welllmowu, Goethe lib- feeunda&ecJ human OYUJII, tl-. aJ. 
wise incllaed to thla view ol a 1'8· way• lia more aeue ln drawing tht' 
eenatloa of Immortality for the line for tbe immortala at the ln. 
an.&acraay ol mind ; aDd, In flld. telleotual ~ of hlllllallity 
lf ODe ia8iat.a on mainLIIining the than iD arbltraril,y plaoill( It between 
bn~ty of the iDtelleetually Baoabmaa aDd or&ll(-outaDg, or be· 
aalnat, IUid M the - &m. d- ,_ dM ••ath aDd niDth moatb 
aoladmltthelmmort.alityofthe-a. al dM -t.,c.a~c life. 
., ...,_. - dM lOIII al the 1M 
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attains to actual existence in an organism. W'Uia .M 
interpretation there is just as little to be ealtl 9'Dil 
Spino.za's eternity of individual minds aa (ay) ...... 
the ~ternity of any particular mathematical tru~ 

In Leibniz this at least is deserving of notice, that he it 
unable to assign as the individual limitation of the IDGDIIdl 
anything but the body, and therefore ventures to .-t 
the immortality of the soul only with a aimultaneo'IUI ba
mortality of a body peculiar to it and inalienable. AJ the 
present stage of physical science the statement of tihe 
latter hypothesis is its own criticism. 

Schelling expresses himself in like manner as Spinola 
(i 6, 6o-61): "The eternal element of the soul is D«* 
eternal on account of the absence of a beginning or end to 
its duration, but it has altogether no relation to time. n 
can therefore also not be called imntortal in the sense iD 
which this concept includes that of an inditndual per. 
petuity. . . . It is therefore a mistaking of the genuine 
spirit of philosophy, to place the immortality above the 
eternity of the soul and its being in the IDEA, and, u 
appears to us, a distinct misunderstandino to conceive the 
soul at death denuded of sensibility, nnd yet to possess au 
endless individual existence."-Ficbte and Hegel entirely 
adopt this view, and Schopenbauer goes still farther, in 
that with him only the will, never knowledge, is eternal 

In the monistic systems, be they Naturalism, Pantheism; 
or Personal Pantheism, there can be no talk of indi· 
vidual immortality without the grossest inconsistency, 
and just as little in the pluralistic Materialism; it remaine 
a matter of discussion, therefore, only in the system of a 
psychical Individualism or in Theism proper. .As for the 
former, I know of no elaborated system of psychical 
Individualism that does not lead to the more or less 
open confession of impotency to stand by Pluralism 
as a metaphysical ultimate. Leibniz concludes with 
the all-comprehending central monad, which, in troth, 
absorbs the whole Monadology; Herbart with the double 
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entry' of the God-Creator of faith by the aide of the 
known abaolute poaitioos of the many simple Reals. We 
have, then, strictly only to do with Theism, if also with a 
shame-faced Theism. Even in Theism, however, aa we 
aaw before (vol. ii. pp. 266-269), the individual is guaran• 
teed continued existence only aa long (we will not say) aa 
God does not issue his annihilating fiat, but God aa con
stantly renews his conserving action. Now one might allege 
the abstract possibility that God should let the individual 
endure to the world's end, and even appeal to the analogy 
of the atoms, which, although also mere manifestations of 
divine will, doubtless severally possess an unbroken ex
istence from the beginning to the end of the world. In 
opposition to this, however, we may refer to Chaps. vi. and 
xi. C., in which the concept of individuality is analysed, 
and the great difference between the simple will-act in the 
atom and the very compound individual we call man is 
pointed out. The atomic will can be constant because it is 
simple; the stream of will-acts of the Unconscious, which 
is directed upon a particular individual organism, cannot 
possibly have a longer duration than the object on which it 
is directed. If the organism has entered into dissolution 
and the organic individual has lost its existence; if, in con
sequence, the consciousness has ceased that was bound to 
this organism and had stored up its ideal treasures, and pos
sessed the determining ground of its individual character, 
in the molecular arrangement of the cerebral molecules of 
the same, then is the fasciculus of actions of the Uncon
scious, which afforded this individual mind its metaphysical 
foundation, without an object, and thereby becomes im
possible as continued action. The power to will is not 
thereby altered, but this is no longer individual, but resides 
in the universal and unique unconscious essence. Were 
there even a similar organism created on which the Un
conscious should direct similar actions, it would still be 
anotl&~ individual, not the same as the deceased, since 
continuity of existence would be wanting. Unwarranted 
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as would. be the assertion that before the organic develop
ment of the ovum and the spermatozoon, whence a future 
man arises, the same man possessed an individual psy
chical antenatal life, no less unjustified would be the 
assumption that after the destruction of the organism the 
man might possess an individual psychical after-life. 
What is enduring is the substance that is manifested in 
this particular man, but this substance is not individual. 

Thus, then, also, the hope of an individual duration of 
the soul turns out to be an illusion, and therewith the 
main nerve of the Christian promises is cut, the Christian 
Idea outgrown. The draft on the life hereafter, which is 
to compensate for the miseries of the life here, has only 
one fault: place and date of discharge are forged. Egoiam 
finds this result cheerless; to it indeed immortality was a 
postulate of the heart; and with the observation that 
postulates of the heart can establish no metaphysical 
verities (as Jacobi and Schleiermacher fancy), iU comfort
able condition ceases. But the sterling soul that puts its 
trust in self-renunciation and love does Mt find this result 
cheerless. 'l'o the unselfish the guru:antee of an endless 
self-affirmation appears not merely worthless, but dis
quieting and abhorrent, aud all the attempts to demon
strate immortality as an emotional postulate on any other 
basis than that of the grossest self-love utterly fail (comp. 
my essay," Ist der pessimistische Monismus trostlos 1" in 
the "Ges. philosoph. Abhandluugen," No. iv.) Even the 
humblest form of the desire for immortality, the wish 
to Jive on in one's works, deeds, and achievements, is 
egoistic; for one may indeed rightly desire the continued 
production of good deeds and the continued influence of 
useful and admirable works, but the insertion of the dear 
self into this wish, the demand that it shall be just my 
deeds and works that shall bear fruit for the future of 
the wol"ld, is, if, humanly speaking, excusable, yet always 
an ethically unjustified selfishness, which becomes even 
mnity when it requires the grateful preservation of the 
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_, ud ita memory among the men who derive a benefit 
from the deeda and works. 

Since till longing for immortality is egoism, it would 
188111 to be of small importance to all who have been 
"aand by hope" in the immortality dogma whether, after 
the destruction of the hope in individt«d immortality, 
Chriatianity, with ita transcendent optimism as re~rarda 
the truth of an eternal blessedness in general, in cont.rast 
to the originally purely negative Buddhism, is right or 
wrong; for he to whom immortality is a postulate of the 
heart ia also always so far egoist a.s to say, "What is the 
greatett future blessedness to m,, if I do not feel and 
enjoy itt" 

But how stands it in general with thnt everlasting 
bleuednesa according to our premisses? The only Un
conscious is all-knowing aud all-wise, cannot therefore 
beeome wiser; it has, as Aristotle says, no memory, 
therefore can learn nothing from the experience which it 
gets (suppose) in the world. Consequently, when the world 
has once ceased to be, and the fleeting morncnt of contra/It 
between the torment of willing and the peace of non
willing is pnst, it is precisely iu the same condition as it 
was before the creation of the world ; ns blessed as it 
formerly was is it now again, neither more nor less: the 
world-process can never help it to a greaLcr bliss than it 
poseessed before, unless it. should find it in the process 
it.lelf. (This latter case we do not, however, consider 
here, for it would be only the secular life itself, whereas 
we are inquiring concerning the bliss of the ultra-mundane 
condition.) If, then, through terrestrial life we can make 
ao addition to the felicity of that note-mundane state, 
bu' after the close of the world-process merely relapse into 
that former condition, the questiou arises of what nature it 
was. It is clear that if there had been willing, there would 
also have been act, therefore process, and the Unconscious 
would not have been acosmic; the acosmic state could only 
be that of non-willing. But now we have seen (Chap. i, C.) 
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that until the world existed thought could only N 1Upl 
by volition from non-existence into uiateDoe : far ia 
itself thought had no impulse and no motive to ....... 
from non-being into being, therefore ¥rt the 000111'1'811Ge 
of volition there was also no actual thinking; 001118-

quently, before the origin of the world neither 'WiiJiq 
Mr thinking, i.e., nothi11!J actual at all, nothing but t1le 
quiescent, inactive, self-enclosed~ without exiDeDGe. 

> As long as volition lasts, so long will the proceu and i&i 
phenomenon in consciousness, the cosmos, last; if. ~ 
one day the world shall be no more, there will be De 

willing, consequently also no thinking more (since t.be 
unconscious thinking always only becomes so far aotaal 
as the interest of the will requires it), i.&, it will again. in 
the same sense of the term as above, be nothifi(J. Thia ia 
also the state alludeu to in the words of the Apoatlet. 
that there shall be no more time nor knowledge. A.a 
long, then, as the worlu exists is there cosmic process, and 
as much l1appincss or unhappiness as this includes; be
fore the genesis and after the cessation of the world and 
the world-process is-actually-Nothing. 

Where now is the promised bliss? In the world i~ 
may and can not be, and the nothin!Jnu& after the world 
could at the best be relatively happier or unhappier than 
an earlier condition, but not a positive blessednese or 
unblessedness (comp. Aristot., Eth. N. i. 1 I, I IOO, a, 13). 
Certainly if the world is the state of the unblessedneas of 
the creative Being of the wol'ld, in compariscm 'IIlith tluJI 
nothingness will be blessedness; but unfortunately this 

, contrast can only be drawn in the condition of exist
ence, not in that of non-existence, since in the latter 
there is neither thought nor feeling-for either would be 
already actuality, which is excluded-the one would pre
suppose actual imagination, the other even actual reflec
tion on a memory of the former intra-mundane state im
plying comparison with the present, and the participation 
of the will in this reflection, all which is simply imposaible. 
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Tlraa thinks Buddhism with ita • Nlrvli}B;" thua 
Schopenhauer; but not 10 Christianity. This is u little 
gtfafled with auch a reduction to the zero-point of 
88111&tion, to painl8881less and absence of happinesa, as 
the common egoistic understanding that claims the ful
ftlmct of ita instinctive striving after happiness as its 
natural right. Christianity does not indeed strictly allow 
a right to happiness, but it demands its rt:nunciation 
ODly to enhance the value of the undeserved gift of grace 
of a happineaa hereafter, and the individual Christian 
foHpS his pretended right, only because he is assured 
of the satisfaction of his claims by express covenant. 
Christianity must have a positive world-goal or renounce 
the principle that at bottom distinguishes it from Bud
dhism, i,, abdicate. As, however, no satisfactory ex
planation can make this practical postulate intelligible, 
every justification of the positive transcendent bliss that 
refuses to rest content with a confessedly unintelligible 
dime promise must issue in a more or less fantastic 
presentation of Nir\'Cil}a, which, of course, in the character 
of its phantasmagoria follows the direction of and changes 
with the culture of the time. The Christian theory of 
the world is simply incapable of rising to the complete 
resignation of happiness ; even Chri!tiau asceticism is 
out-and-out selfish. Hence it is no wonder if we, who 
are still more or less entangled (I will not say, in tlw 
Christian faith, but) in the Christian philosophy, indjg
nantly resent the complete renunciation of happiness. 
A prolonged historical discipline, and the discipline, 
moreover, of a non-Christian purely secular pel'iod, is 
needed to prepare mankind for this extreme demand. 
This period, however, we shall soon become acquainted 
with as the third stage of Illusion. 

Blat now, if, on the one hand, the Christian hope of 
blessedness rests on an illusion, that necessarily dis
appears in the further course of the development of 
eoDICiOUIIlell ; if, on the other hand, the mission of tLe 
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gospel through Jesus, and ita eager reoeptioa bJ the 
nations, in spite of Greek philosophy, that had lcmg a
above this childish standpoint, can certainly only be 1Uto 
derst.ood as a direct intervention of the Unconaciona ill &be 
genius of the fouoJers and the popular instinct of die 
rage for conversion, the question arises, what then wu the 
object of this illusion 1 The answer is simply this. tbU 
this second stage is the necessary link between the fiM 
and the third, because through despair of the first stage of 

> the illusion, .EgrMm, is not yet so far broken as not to 
cling with uoth arms to the only egoistic hope still ze. 
maiuing to it. Not till this anchor too breaks, and the 
complete despair of attaining happiness for one's dear 
self has taken possession of the soul, not till then doea 
it become receptive for the self-denying thought. to work 
only for the weal of future gene1·ntions, to lose itself in 
the uuiversalruovement for the future good of the whole. 

Rome bad indeed possessed and practised this self
renunciation, but only for the sake of increasing the 
power of a single branch of the human family ; it had. 
therefore, as it were, expanded individual egoism into a 
race·egoism, and in this spirit chased the phantoma of 
boundless ambition and lust of power; but now the ques
tion becomes the expansion of the egoistic into a w.tm.ic 
consciousness and endeavour, of self-seeking personal feel
ing into self-dcnyi1zgimpcrsonal feeling, into the conscious. 
ness that the individual and the nation are nothing but 
a wheel or a spring in the vast world-machine, and have 
no other task than to do their duty as such, to further the 
movement of the whole, which alone is of consequence. 

For such a thought, for such a self-renunciation, the 
ancient world was of course not ripe, and there was an ex
ternal secondary reason, as it were, for the interim exist
ence of Christianity in the circumstance that so much 
technical progress had to be made before tl1e possible 
opening of a world-communication, and that the future 
elements of telluric social life, the nationalities, had first 
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to 1Mt eMted. Aparl from all this, there is exhibited, 
llcnN.,..., a decided ~ from the first to the 11ee0nd 
1t1p of dle ill'Oiion, namely, in the acquired conviction 
Ulat; happinea is fUJI to be found in the present phase of 
&he eYolutioa, jnat as in the transition from the second to 
the third stage the advance consists in the attained per
oept:ioa, that the way to redemption from the misery of 
the pneent, in the first place, is 1&04 to be sought outside 
the ~. but lies in tM 'IIX1f'ld-pr0«88 itldf; that 
tbu the future redemption of the world is not to be 
loaDcl in t1NtM&tiol& ,/rtm& lij1, but in det10titm to lij1; that, 
howeYer, again this devotion to life, which for its own 
l&ke would be an absurdity, bas only a meaning for the 
like of the future of the process of the whole. 

Thia pauage from the second to the third stage is cer
taaly wit.h human weakness hardly otherwise to be con
med than through a partial mistaking of the latter truth, 
U., than through a partial relapse into the first stage of 
the illusion ; for how is man to attain to a sufficiently 
lUong fait.h in a future happiness on earth if he regards 
the present state as miserable in every respect, and all 
attainable happiness in the life of the present as vniu 1 

Accordingly we see with the principle of free investiga
tion and criticism set up by the Reformation, although 
negatively, it is true, the commencement of the decompo
sition of the Christian dogma and the destruction of its 
promises; but at the same time we see appear, in place of 
the Christian "salvation in the hope of the hereafter," the 
regeneration of ancient art and science, the sudden growth 
of municipal wealth and commerce, and the progress of 
the practical arts, the universal expansion of the mental 
1aoriJOD ; in a word, the reau-akming love of the fDO'I"ld. 

Tbe gigant.ic progress in all directions after so long a 
ttagnation kindled hope into still greater expectations, and 
there thna arose, as ever in the epochs of much-promising 
prognu, a period of optimism, whose chief theoretical 
JBpnl8ntative is Leibniz. (At the present moment, when 
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the formation of nationalities is nearing its end, there pre
vails a similar optimism in political affairs.) Only slowly 
and gradually can the power of an idea so great as the 
Christian be broken. This is especially interesting to ob
serve in the most recent philosophy. Kant, growing dizzy 
at the unfathomable consequences of his principle, turns 
back and prescribes his soul as quickly as possible to the 
Christian God, solemnly reinstated by the practical cate
gorical imperative; Hegel tries, by the juggle of a symbolic 
dialectic, to save, at any rate, some of the leading ideas of 
Christianity; Schelling, with a start, pauses at the very 
edge of the abyss, and meekly returns at the end of his 
system to the positive dogma of revelation, with a perfectly 
serious deduction of the three Persons of the Christian 
Trinity from the potentialities of being. 

There is only one who completely and in all respects 
breaks with Christianity, and denies it all significance 
for the future-Schopcnhauer-to be sure only to relapse 
into Buddhist a.~ceticism, and without being able to rise to 
the thought of the possibility of a positive principle for 
the historical future, without the trace of an under
standing and a love for the great endeavours of our time, 
which are abundantly represented in all other recent 
philosophers. Day by day secular aims palpably gain in 
power, extent, and interest; Antichrist is evidently advan
cing more and more, and soon Christianity will only be a 
shadow of its medieval greatness-will again be, what it 
exclusively was at its origin, the last consolation of the 
poor o.nd wretched. 

TtuRD STAGE OF TIIE !LLUSJON. 

Jlappineu relegated to the future of the world. 

Characteristic of this stage is the idea of immanent deve
lopment, its application to the world as a whole, and the 
belief in a cosmic evolution. In ancient philosophy, with 
the exception of Aristotle, we can finu no trace of this, but 
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eYeD m Aristotle the application of the conception is snb
.....UJ limited to the natural evolution of the indivi
daal, ud OD tlae mental aide, at any rate, exerted no 
epoch-making in1luence on contemporaries or poaterity. 

ltome recognised a development only as development of 
tbe power of Home. To the inherently stationary and 
itagD&Dt Judaism the idea of development is so strange 
aDd repugnant, that even a Mendelssohn could maintain 
ud defend against a Lessing the impossibility of progress. 

Catholic Christianity is likewise self-complete and per
fect; it strives only after an mmaion of the kingdom of 
God, not after the enriching of its substance; the evolu
tion of dogma in the first centuries takes place against ita 
will, u it were, simply from the endeavour to attain a fixed 
form. The Reformers also had by no means the intention 
of carrying the development of Christianity farther, but 
only of purifying it from abuses that had crept in, and of 
restoring it to its original form. 

Even Spinoza's rigid necessity, whose soulless and aim
lea character causes the ever-varying forms of existence 
to appear only as an indifferent, I might almost say, capri
cious and fortuitous sport, has no place for the notion of 
eTolution; it is Leibni% who first discovers it, as it were, 
afresh, but also immediately works it out in all its signi
ficance and varied application, and in this sense may, to a 
certain extent, be regarded ns the positive apostle of the 
modem world. 

Leasing makes a magnificent use of the same in his 
"'Education of the Human Race;" the works of Schiller 
are penetrated by it; Herder gives it expression in his 
"Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind," 
and Kant. in several essays on the Philosophy of History, 
auimated by the genuine philosophic spirit (Werke, Bd. 
W., Nos. xii, xv., xix.) Most full and profound is this 
~ught in Hegel, for whom indeed the whole world is 
llOt.hing but a self-realising of the IDEA (cp. Ges. philos. 
Abhandl., No. ii: "Ueber die uothwendige Umbildung der 
Jlegel'achen Philosophie aua ihrem Grundprincip beraus "). 
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That the whole cosmic mechanism is one great process 
of development emerges ever more distinctly as result of 
modern positive science. Astronomy no longer limits itself 
merely to the genesis of the planetary system; by .:the help 
of spectrum analysis it reaches farther into the cosmos, in 
order, by a comparison of the present states of remote suns 
and nebulre, to comprehend the same as different stages of 
an evolution in which one rart has advanced more quickly, 
another more slowly, but whose sum can only be con
ceived as a collective cosmic evolution. Photometry and 
spectrum analysis combined seek to ascertain the continua
tion of the same in the formation of the several planets; 
and chemistry and mineralog-y unite to determine more 
precisely the phase of evolution of our planet before that 
period of refrigeration, whose gradual progress to the pre
sent time is told in the stony memorials of geology, in 
hieroglyphics that are being continually deciphered. Bio
logy interprets to us from the petrified remains of past 
ages the history of the vegetable and animal kingdoms (cp. 
C. Chap. x.) ; and archreology, supported by comparative 
philology and anthropology, unveils to us the pre-historical 
period of development of the human race, whose magnifi
cent tableau of advancing civilisation is displayed in 
history, revealing at the same time glimpses of the future 
(cp. Chap. x. 13). What the several sciences offer. piece
meal Philosophy has to comprehend with all-embracing 
glance, and to recognise as the development of the world
whole providentially guided by the all-wisdom of the 
Unconscious according to pre-determined plan to a benefi
cent goal. 

In the case of the individual it is not difficult to con
vince one's self of the fact of an evolution One sees it 
indeed on all hands every day. The more difficult, how
ever, is it so to assimilate the thought of the development 
of a whole consisting of many individuals as to gain for 
it an ultra-egoistic interest i for from nothing is it more 
difficult to free ourselves than from the instinct of 
egoism. 
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~1 ~tive in this refenmce is •Der Einzige 
net l8ia 'Rl"JfJIP'hum,• by Max Stirner, a book t'IJU nobecly. 
mteneted iii practical philosophy should leave umi!&L 
'.flril: llook nbjectl all ideals having an influence on prao-; 
._ to a deatructive criticism, and shows them to be idols 
that OfllJ poeseu power over the Ego so far as the latter 
coad!dea nch to them in its self-mistaking weakness. It 
elnerly ud piquantly demolishes with forcible reasons 
the ideal aims of political, social, and humanitarian Liberal
a; 8Dd shows bow the Ego alone can be the smiling 
Jteir of all these ideals thus reduced to impotent nothings. 
lf t.b.!ee considerations only had the purpose of confirm
iltg the theoretical position that I can as little step out 
of the frame .of my seU-hood as out of my skin, nothing 
Deed &. addecl ; but as Stirner professes to have found 
in the Jde11. of the Ego the absolute standpoint for action, 
lie either {slla into the same error that he had combated 
ill the case of the other ideals, such as Honour, Freedom, 
Right, &c., and places himseU at the mercy of another 
atbralling idea, whose absolute sovereignty he recog
Diles, not however for this or that reason, but blindly and 
inatinctively, or he conceives the Ego not a.s idea but as 
reality, and with no other result than the perfectly empty 
8Dd meaningle88 tautology tl1at I can will only my own 
will, think only my own thoughts, and that only my own 
t.hoogbts can become motives of my willing-a fact a.s 
undeniable by his opponents a.s by himself. If, l10wever, 
8Dd only in that case has his conclusions nny sense, he 
meana that. we ought to acknowledge the IDE.\ of the Ego 
u t.he only governing one, and to aumit all other ideals 
only 80 rar as they have a nluo for the former, he 
ahould fil'Bt have examined the idea. of the Ego. He 
would then before all have found that, as all the other 
ideals are the cues of instincts in pursuit of special ends, 
10 the Ego is the cne of a universal instinct, egoism, 
that. is related to the special instincts somewhat as a 
.. eon to a day ticket, of which many special instincts 
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are only derivatives in particular cases, and with whfU. 
therefore, we can get along tolerably well after all other 
instincts have been banished, which even, on the contazr. 
is never entirely to be dispensed with as long aa we liYe. 

Thus it is certainly more pardonable to accord an 11D• 

conditional sovereignty to this instinct than to any other; 
but although in the abstract the error is the same in the 
two cases, the consequences are far worse in the exclusi'n 
homage paid to egoism. Other instincts, namely, if they 
are only sufficiently strong, can frequently be pacified, 
although commonly only with sacrifice of happiness on 
the whole, which makes them unprofitable; but egoiam 
is, according to our former inquiries, never to be satiafted. 
because it always procures nn excess of pain. 

This perception, that from the point of view of the ego 
or the individual the denial of the will or forsaking of 
the world and renunciation of life is the only ratitlul 
CQttrse, Stirner entirely misses. It is, however, an in
fallible specific for an over-balanced egoism. Whoever 
has once realised the preponderating pnin that every 
individual must endure, with or without k-nowledge, in his 
life, will soon contemn nnd scorn the standpoint of the 
self-preserving and would-be enjoying-in a word, sell
affirming ego. He who has come to hold lightly his 
egoism and his ego will hardly insist 'Upon the same u 
the absolute pivot on which everything must turn, will 
rate personal sacrifice less highly than usual, will less 
reluctantly accept the result of an investigation which 
exhibits the Ego as o. mere phenomenon of a Being that 
for all individuals is one and the sam~. 

Contempt of the world and life is the easiest path to 
self-denial; only by this path bas a morality of self-denial, • 
like the Christian and Buddhist, been lJistorically possible. 
In these fruits which it bears for facilitating the infinitely 
difficult self-renunciation lies the immense and hardly to 
be sufficiently estimated ctldcal value of Pessimism. 

But lastly, bad Stirner approached the direct pbiloso-
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phical illvestigation of the Idea of the Ego, be would have 
II8ID that this idea ia just as unsubstantial and brain
created a phantom (cp. " Daa Ding an Sich," sect. ill.," Das 
tr&D.~Cendentale Subject"), as, for instance, the Idea of 
honou or of right, and that the only being wllich an
awen to the idea of tlte inner cnuse of my activity is 
aomething non-individual, the Only Unconscious, which 
~erefore answers just as well to Peter's idea of his ego 
u Paul's idea of his ego. On this deepest of all bases rests 
only the esoteric ethics of Buddhism, not the Christian ethics. 
)f one bas firmly and thoughtfully made this cognition his 
own, that one and the same Being feels my and thy pain, 
my and thy pleasure, only accidentally through the inter
vention of different brains, then is the exclusive egoism 
radic4llvl>roken, that is only slt.akcn, though deeply shaken, 
by contempt of the world ami of liCe; then is the stand
point of Stirner finally overcome, to which one must at 
some time have entirely given adhesion in order to feel the 
greatness of the advance; then first is Egoism sublnted as 
a moment in the consciousness of forming a link in the 
world-process, in which it finds its necessary and rela
tively, i.e., to a certain degree, authorised place. 

There occurs, namely at the end of each of the preced
ing atages of the illusion, and before the discovery of the 
next, the voluntary surrender of individual existence
nicide, as a necessary consequence. Both the life-weary 
heathen, and the Christian, despairing at once of the world 
and his faith, must in consistency do away with them
selves; or if, like Scbopenhauer, they believe themselves 
unable to attnin by this means the end of the abolition 
of individual existence, they must at any rate divert their 
will from life to quietism and continence, or even asceti
cism. It is the height of self-deception to see in this 
aaving of the dear Ego from the discomfort of existence 
anything else than the grossest selfism, than a highly 
refined Epicureanism, that has only tnken a direction con
tray to instinct through a view of life opposed to instinct. 
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In all Quietism, whether with brutish inertu .. ft It too
tent merely to eat and drink, or loses itaelf in idyllid 1oft 
of Nature, or in reverie natural or artificially induced (by 
narcotics) passively revels in the images of a laxuriarati 
fancy, or surrounded by the refinements of a lux1ll'i01111ife, 
languidly drives away ennui with the choicest moraels of &be 
arts and sciences-in all this Quietism the Epicurean trait; 
is unmistakable, the inordinate desire to pass life in the 
manner most agreeable to the individual constitution, with 
a minimum of effort and displeasure, unconcerned aboat 
the thereby neglected duties to fellow-men and society. 
But even asceticism, which is apparently the counterpart of 
Egoism, is also always egoistic, even when it does DOt, Jib 
the Christian, hope for reward in an individual immor
tality, but merely hopes, by the temporary assumption of 
a certain pain, to attain the shortening of the evil of life 
and individual deliverance from all continuation of life 
after death (new birth, &c.) In the suicide and in the 
ascetic the sell-denial is as little deserving of admiration 
as in the sick person who, to escape the prospect of a pel'

petual toothache, reasonably prefers the painful drawing 
of the tooth. In both cases there is only well-calculated 
egoism without any ethical value i rather an egoism tba' 
in all such situations of life is immoral, save when tbe 
possibility of fulfilling one's duties to one's relatives and 
society is entirely cut off. 

It is otherwise when interest for the development of 
the whole takes deep root in the heart, and the individual 
feels himself a member of the whole-a. member filling 
a more or less valuable but never quite useless place in 
the general evolution. Then will it be requisite, for the 
sake of filling this place, to devote oneself with genuine 
joy in sell-sacrifice to the life which, from the point of 
view of the Ego, was rejected not only as useless good, 
but a.s sure torment, because the suicide of a still capable 
individual not only saves the whole no pain, but even 
increases its torment, lengthening it out by the necessity, 
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peedhtc ecmaiderable time, of procuring a substitute for 
the ampatated limb. Then there fwther results the 
obrioaa demand to fill up the life preserved out of eelf
clealallor the eake of the whole in a manner aubeerving 
DO longer individual comfort, but the welfare of the whole, 
wlW:h ia not to be accomplished by passive receptivity, 
llOt b7 iudolent repose and the timid avoidance of contact 
witJa the struggle of existence, but by active production, 
'bJ untiring action, by self-denying plunging into the 
vortex of life, and participation in the common econo
mic and mental work of civilisation. That alone would 
render Qaietism a deadly sin, that ita more general ex
tension would jeopardise and convert in a short time into 
continually increasing retrogression all the achievements 
of civiliBAtion, which mankind has conquered with such 
difticulty in the thousands of years. History teaches 
however, how boundless is the wretchedness of a people 
retrograding in civilisation, nay, how hardly even the mere 
pauae of civilisation, impeded progress, presses upon a 
people. For as the lile of the individual organism is a 
aum of continual acts of the 'ViA m.t.dicatri.r., so, too, is the 
life of the political and social organism only possible as a 
continual strain of all available force for the warding off 
of the disturbing anc.l injurious influences constantly lying 
on the watch on all sides for points of attack. 

Thus, then, the instin~t of egoism, or instinct of indi
vidual life, is to a certain extent reinstated by conscious
,.., but Do longer as absolute or sovereign power, llut 
with the extent resulting from its ain~ for tlu whole, and 
limited by the recognition and respect for the striving of 
otber individuals likewise necessary for the process.-As 
F4oism in geneml, so also those instincts are reballilitated 
by consciousness which, like compassion, sentiment of 
equity, have a value for the whole, or, as love and honour, 
a value for the future; they are Dow voluntarily adopted 
with tbe consciousness of personal mer~ for the sake of 
the whole and of progress. This personal B!lcrifice, made 
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for life by the very devotion to it, finds then ita ,...., bl 
the 1wpe of the future of the evolution, of the grcnriDg 
improvement of the circumstances of life, and the folWJ 
beckoning the creative Being of the world, whoee life il 
also mine. 

~ Tkil 1wpe of a future positive happiness of humanity, 
aud the co-optration. for its sake in the proceaa of the 
whole, forms the tltird stage of tlte illusion, whose eumi
nation is now our task. I trust and believe that moat of 
those readers who have thus far followed the discosaioa 
with approval will not part company with me at this 
point. They can and must not, if they would not cease 
to be the children of their age, which is itself at the 
beginning of the third stage of the illusion, and hope
fully hails and eagerly rushes to fulfil the promises of the 
golden future. Providence takes care that the anticipa
tions of the silent thinker do not disarrange the course of 
history by prematurely gaining too many adherents. The 
only apparently related contemporary political and social 
pessimism of certain governments in the condition of 
youthful ferment or decay is a product of passing 
constellations destined to be overcome; it will and must 
pass over into political and social optimism, and has no
thing to do with my metaphysical pessimism, which does 
not exclude, but includes, the political, social, or other 
optimism.--

When we were occupied with the criticism of the first 
stage of the illusion, it was not possible to avoid occasional 
glimpses into the future shaping of the world; nay, we 
may go so fnr ns to assert that the attentive reader must 
have already found in that criticism of the first stage the 
criticism of the third. 

To save repetition, I therefore beg that the ruuml 
(No. 13) of the critique of the first stage may be re-read 
in this sense, and the reader will be convinced of the 
truth of my assertion that those results contain far nwr1 
than was then concluded from them for the refutation of 
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tllelm llage of the illuaiou. Thus, e.g., the proo! of the 
popoeitlon that the pain of non-satisfaction is always 
&Del fully felt, but the pleasure of satisfaction only under 
fll'fOV&ble circumstances, and, with considerable deduc
tioaa. holds good not merely for the present, but quite 
.-,..uy. 

However great the progress of mankind, it will never 
get rid of, or even only diminish, the greatest of suft'er
iDp--sicknesa, age, dependence on the will and power of 
others, want, and discontent. However many the remedies 
found against diseases, diseases, especially the tormenting 
alighter chronic ills, always increase in q nicker progression 
than medical science. Cheerful youth will always form 
ouly a fraction of mankind, and the other part be com
posed of morose age. The hunger due to the indefinite 
increase of the human race will always be the portion of 
a Jarge stratum of the population, which has more hunger 
t.ban it can satisfy, which, by reason of deficient nutriment, 
shows a long bill of mortality ; in short, which continually 
succumbs to a conshlernble percentage in the bitter struggle 
with want (comp. ii. 23, iii. 28-30). The most coutentcJ 
peoples are the rude peovles living in a state of naturt~, 
and the uneducated classes of civilised peoples; with the 
increasing cultivation of the people grows, as experience 
shows, its discontent. 

That stratum of the population living on the borders " 
of hunger felt formerly, and in part now feels, its misery 
only as long as the stometch gnawed; but tho farther the 
world gets the more threatening becomes the spectre of 
the poverty of the masses, the more fearful docs the whole 
coDSCiousness of their wretchedness take I•O.sscssion of 
those wretched ones. The social question of the present 
day rests in the last resort upon a heightened conscious
Jleu of the working classes of the wretchedness of their 
aiW&tion, whilst actually this situation is truly golden 
in comparison with that of two hundred years ago, whcu 
DothiDg was known of a social question. 
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Immorality, if one measures by the atandud of tile 
disposition, baa not grown leas since the eet&bJilhm.U ol 
a primitive human society to the present day, only tbe 
form in which the criminal character expreues it&e1f il 
changed. Apart from variations of the ethical cbaraoter 
of nations on the large scale, everywhere we see the 11mt 
proportion of egoism and charity, and when the atrocities 
and barbarities of former times are pointed to, we should 
also not forget to take into account, on the one hand. 
the probity and honesty, the clear feeling of eqnity, aDCl 
the reverence for consecrated custom of ancient peoplee 
living in a state of nature, and, on the other, the grow
ing deceit, falsehood, cunning, chicane, non-regardance 
of property and of the well-founded, but no longer un
derstood, instinctive morality accompanying civilisation. 
(Cp. the descriptions and reflections of Wallace on the 
almost paradisaical purity of manners and singleness of 
heart of the Malays at the close of his book of travels, 
"The Malay Archipelago.'') Theft, fraud, and forgery 
incrense, despite the penalties annexed to them, more 
rapidly than the gross nod serious crimes (such u 
robbery, murder, rape, &c.) decrease; the basest self
interest shamelessly rends asunder the most sacred bonds 
of the family and friendship wherever it comes into 
collision with them, and only the infallible execution 
of the punishments assigned by the state and society 
prevents the brutal cruelty of ruder times, which imtM
diatclv breaks forth again and reveals human bestiality in 
all its hideousness, when the bonds of ln.w and of order are 
loosened or rent, as in the Polish Revolution, the last year 
of the American Civil War, or the horrors of the Paris 
Commune in the spring of 1871. No; thus far the 
wickedness and the all-devouring sel1ishness of man has 
-not ltJJUntd; it is only artificially dammed in by the dikes 
of the law and of civil society; knows, however, in place 
of the open overflow how to find a thousand secret paths 
by which it percolates the dams. The degree of the 
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IDamora1 tlUpoliliotl hu remained the same, but it has 
~ tbe clcmm foot and walks about in conventional 
CCIIt8me; the thiDg and ita consequences remain the same, 
the form alone becomes more elegaut.. 

The time ia at hand when theft and illegal fraud will 
lie despiaed as vulgar and clumsy by the more clever 
tope. who knows how to keep his attacks on his neigh
boar's property within the letter of the law. I would, 
however, rather have run the occasional risk of being 
alain among the ancient Germans than in the modern 
civilised atate to have to regard every man as a rogue and 
rucal until I have nndenia.ble proof of his honesty. We 
may conclude by analogy that however refined the form 
iD which immorality may hereafter appear, it will still 
remain equally immoral and equally a source of pain to 
tboae auJf'ering the wrong. For although it may justly 
be objected that in the primitive and patriarchal forms 
of aociety morality rests on unconscious custom, and has 
declined with this fuundation without, owing to the in
adequateneas of all religious and philosophical individual 
ethics, having found a substitute, but which the future 
will find in a social ethic elevating morality step by 
atep through the replacement of unconscious moral tact 
by consciousness; if, further, one may also point to this, 
that the eruditio or "decrudescence" of feeling must 
neceaaarily aft'orJ, and, in part, hns already afforJecl, in 
benevolent institutions, systems of poor-relief, care for 
the aick, the mentally imbecile, blind, deaf and dumb, 
criminals, societies for the protection of animals, &c., a 
broader field to the same extent of ethical foundation, 
yet such a real increase of the fund of morality, in part 
ameliorating the character through repeated practice, in 
part directly applying its leYer to ethical feeling, is 
completely balanced by the sharpened sensibility for 
wronga endured, although in the mildest and most 
refined form. If rude men cleave one another's skulls 
with the utmost nonch:llance, yet the sensitive and cul-
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tured feel very acutely even the alighteat want of 0011• 

sideration, and how much more the fine edge of aub&la 
malice I Accordingly, as regards the question eoD.Cel'll
ing the total suffering called forth by immorality, growiag 
morality and increasing sensibility to injuries are at least 
balanced ; nay, with increasing culture the moral standard 
even rises, which now brands the same action as much more 
immoral than formerly, and with reference to thia nece.
sary raising of the standard, one may even say that the 
sum of immoral action increasu, because the augmenta
tion of the moral fund does not keep pace with the raising 
of the standard for the ethical judgment, but remains be
hind the latter. But even supposing morality actually to 
increase to an ideal state, yet it could scarcely reach the 
threshold of feeling, because the exclusion of all wrong 
is still not happiness, and positive morality only a. pal
liative of helpless human want (cp. p. 6o, and vol ii. 
365). The latter finds expression in the saying, that the 
endeavours of the future must aim at rendering super
fluous, and obviating by a firm organisation of the most 
varied forms of social solidarity, private beneficence and 
voluntary works of charity.--

One phase of life, which, with a certain mental consti
tution, may doubtless afford positive happiness, piety, is, 
of course, at our third stage of the illusion a surmounted 
standpoint, at least its principal arteries, the immortality
dogma and prayer are ligatured. Were it not so, the third 
stage of the illusion would not be pure, but mixeJ with the . 
second, which indeed may in t•eality be very common, but 
in our rational survey, where the points of view must. be 
kept well apart, must not be assumed. But at all events, 
one will not be able to deny that with progressive civili
sation the average decrease of the religious illusion more 
and more diminishes its importance of the same for 
our estimation, and the time is not far off when au 
educated person will no longer be capable of the en
joyment of religious edification in the previous sense, 
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'bU d the moat will be able to fashion a sort of private 
religioua cultua out of the consciousness of the mystical 
CODDection with the All-One. 

The two other factors, to which we bad accorded a 
poeitive exceaa of pleasure, Science and Art, will also 
alter their position in the future of the world. The more 
we look back, the more is scientific progress the work of 
a few eminent men of genius, whom the Unconscious 
oreatea as its organ, to accomplish what is not to be 
attained with the forces of the average conscious human 
understanding. The more we approach the present day, 
the more numerous become the scientific workers, the 
more co-operative their work. Whilst the geniuses of 
former times resembled magicians who cause an edifice 
to spring up out of nothing, the spiritual works of 
modem times may be compared to the construction of 
an industrious body of builders, in which each adds his 
stone to the great building, a larger or smaller, according 
to his strength. The method of the future will become 
more exclusil·ely inductive, and the fundamental char
acter of scientific work be not depth but breadth. Thus 
t.here will be ever less nceu of the men of genius, and 
therefore ever less wrought by the Unconscious. As 
society is levelled by the civilian's black coat, so also in 
spiritual reference we are steerin~ moro and ruure to
wards a level of respectable mediocrity. It follows from 
thia that the pleasure in scientific production is becoming .t.. 

ever less, and the worlU is limited mote and more to the 
receptive enjoyment of science. This. however, is only 
considerable where the wrestling nud struggling after 
truth has been personally experienced, not, however, 
where truth is presented to one like a baked pasty. Then 
often the pleasure of knowing hardly balances the effort 
of acquiring, and the practical utility of the acquisition or 
ambition must yield the proper motives of learning. 

A similar state of things takes place in Art, although 
&his has a more favourable outlook than Science. lu it, 
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too, the productive meu of genius will become ~er l'U'8I' 
the more humanity leaves behind it the spont&neo111 life 
of childhood and the transcendent ideals of ita enthu
siastic youth, and is careful for the comfortable furniah
ing of its earthly home. the more in manhood the 10CiaJ. 
economical, and practical scientific interests gain the 
upper band. Art is then no longer what it was to the 
youth, the sublime beatific goddess; it is only a distrac
tion enjoyed with half-attention as a refreshment from 
the toils of the day, an opiate for ennui, or an amuae
ment after the seriousness of business. Hence an ever
extending dilettante superficiality, and a neglect of all 
earnest tendencies of art to be enjoyed only with 
strenuous application. The artistic productwf' of the 
manhood of humanity estranged from the ideal naturally 
reflects the same facile dilettante superficiality, skil
fully mastering the form and living on the treasures of 
the past, and uo longer produces men of genius, because 
they are no longer needs of the time, because that would 
be to throw pearls before swine, or even because the 
age has advanced beyond the stage to which men of 
genius belonged to one more important. To protect my
self from misunderstanding, I expressly observe that I do 
not by this characteristic intend to denote the present 
time, but a future, on whose threshold our century stands, 
and of which the present offers only a weak foretaste. 
Art will be on the whole to humanity in its manhood 
somewhat what the Berlin farce is to the llerlin stock
jobber of an evening. This view is certaiuly only to be 
proved by the analogy of the development of humanity 
with the life-periods of the individual, and by the confir
mation wlllch this analogy finds in the previous course of 
development and the already tolerably distinctly percep
tible aims of the next period.--

As regards the practical instincts which depend on 
illusion, like love and honour, there are three cases: 
eithet· men never lose them at all,-then the pain arising 
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from them alwa11 remains; or men ewtirdy loee them,
thea along with the pleuure they certainly also lose the 
pam. ucl have become relatively much happier, which 
meaus, however, nothing more than that life has become 
10 much ptXIIVIf, and has ao much nearer approached the 
sero-point or level of sensation,-has, however, also become 
COIIIOioaa of its poverty and worthlessness. One may 
10111ewhat compare both states with a miser who rejoices 
over the treasures in his chest, until one fine day he opens 
the chest RDd finds it empty; only in this image the tor
ment really endured, even in the first state along with the 
illuion of happiness, is not expressed. The third poe
Bible, and at the same time most probable case, is that men 
only partially lose these instincts, that they indeed quite 
eee th!Ough their illusory character, and in consequence 
somewhat diminish the force of the impulse by reason, but 
are neYer able completely to destroy it. This case con
tains the pains of both the others combined. For the 
mfler who bas seen quite well that his chests nre empty 
now falls into the delusion of wishing to regard them, 
despite his clear and better rational insight, as still full, 
and is all the time rational enough to understand his 
aberration without being able to deliver himself from it. 
He has at the same time the rational consciousness of the 
poverty of his life, of the illusory nature of his pleasure 
and pain springing from these impulses, and of the great 
predominance of pain. He has therefore now also the 
full consciousness of the torments to which he is con
demned, the rational endeavour to suppress these im
pulses, and the painful feeling of the impotence of his 
rational will over instinctive impulse. Wherefore Goethe 
says quite correctly, "Nature, as the sternest of tyrants, 
punishes that man who destroys illusion in himself and 
others" (vol xl. p. 386), and yet cnn and will this de
ltruction of the illusion not be spared humanity. Piti
Jeaa and cruel is this work of the destruction of illusion, 
like the rough pressure of the hand that wakes one 
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sweetly dreaming to the torment of reality. But t.ba wGii4 
must onwards; the goal cannot be approached in cheuM. 
it must be wrestled for and conquered, and only tbroagh 
pain lies the path to redemption. The intlitndual rigbtlf 
sees the reconciliation of this difference 128 regartb ll.imM/iD 
the complete surrender of egoism, and the self-renouncing 
thought that the love and instinct to found a ho1188hold 
is yet to the advantage of the future, in that they call 
into existence the new generation, and thus serve the 
purpose of progress; but it would be a manifest contla
diction if a generation should always only exist for 1M 
sucaeding one, whilst trtch by itself is wretched. This 
pointing ever forward awakes the involuntary thought 
that progress is not for the sake of progress, but for 
the sake o£ a goal beyond the progress. The like 
all8wer may be made to the objection that the illusive 
instincts, as honour, the acquisitive impulse, love, help 1o 
furtlter evolution. This is certainly true, but it can lend 
those instincts no value as regards real happiness so long 
as we can attribute no endremonological value to the en
hancement of the evolution. It is forgotten in these replies 
that the process as such is only tlu: sum of its moment& 

Let us now cast a glance at the belauded progress of the 
world. Wherein does it consist? how are we made happy 1 
Progress in art one would not be warranted in rating highly; 
although our modern works of art are richer in ideas, yet 
the artistic form was more perfect in antiquity, and the 
resuscitated Greeks would with perfect truth declare our 
works of art in all departments to be thoroughly bar
barous. (Think of our romances and stage-plays, of our 
statues and exhibitions of pictures, of our architecture. 
nnd the monotonous temperament in music l) The more 
the ideal content of our works of art threatens to burst 
the confining form, the further are these works removed 
from the J>Ure notion of art, that is rooted in absolute 
l1armony of form and matter. Space unfortunately pre
vents my working out these suggestions in detail. 

&icntific progress contributes in a purdy theoretical 
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.tueDce little or nothing to the happiness of the world, 
bU Ja practical reference they stand in good stead political, 
soaial, moral and technical progress. The influence of 
ICience on moral progress I may regard as insignificant, 
u abo in political and social respects it must not be rated 
too highly, since in these departments theory for the 
molt part hobbles after instinctive practice. On the other 
hand. it ia of incalculable importance in the progress of 
the pradittzl arl& But what do these achieYe for humiUl 
happiness I Manifestly nothing but afford the possibility 
of IOCial and political progress and increase the con
Yeniencea of life, and pn-haps also superfluous luxury I 
Partly this takes place directly, partly by the facilitation 
aDd perfection of commercial communication. Factories, 
aieamabipa, railways, and telegraphs have done nothing 
politiw for the happiness of mankind; they have only 
diminished a part of the impediments and inconveniences 
by which man was previously confined and oppressed. 
If a more rational cultivation of the soil and a fncilitate1l 
importation from less populated regions has placed a 
greater supply of food at the command of the civilised 
natiom, this certainly has had the result that the ?lumber 
of the population of these civilised nations have in part 
Yery considerably increased; but is the lw.ppint:ss or the 
tnU,., of the individual and the community thereby 
increased ? Especially whan we remember that 'vith 
illcreasing population the number of the millions living 
on the verge of starvation likewise increases. The 
augmented food-supply of the earth, the augmented com
fort and the augmented luxury taken together repre
Hnt the augmented national wealth or terrestrial wealth. 
Thia latter, likewise, cannot be regarded as a growth of 
positive happiness. In the first place, it effects nothing 
bat an increase of the population, and therefore of misery; 
18C0Ddly, ita high appreciation depends on the illusion 
~ by the instinctive acquisitive impulse; thirdly, 
ill co01equence is a diminution of pain, and an ap-
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proximation to the zero-point of aelll&tion ~ ia Deftlr 

attainable. The only poaitive utility of the powtJa of 
opulence is that it sets free for mt'l&tal e:urtior& ,..,W. W 
before were absorbed in the struggle with want, and that 
it thereby accelerates the progrt118 of the tiKJI"ld. nu leiDlt 
appertains, however, only to the process as such, by llO 
means to the individuals or nations concerned in the pro
cess, who yet im&o~e that they are working for thtm.W&a 
in increasing their national wealth. 

The last great advances of the world which remain to 
be considered are the political and social. Let us aaaume 
the most perfect State to be realised and the peoples of 
the earth to have solved their political problem in a com
plete manner. What then does one get by this political 
framework? A snail-shell without the snail, an empt;r 
form that waits its filling up. Mankind does not live in 
order to be governed, but it is governed in order to be able 
to live (in the highest sense of the term). All the well
known problems of the State are of a negative nature. 
They are protection against, 8ec'ltrily for, tkfence from, &c. 
Where the State fulfils positive objects (e.g., instruction) it 
trespasses on the sphere of Society, which. in the imma
turity of the latter, may occasionally become necessity. The 
most perfect state does, therefore, nothing but place man in 
a situation where he can begin to live without fear of un
warranted attacks, i.e., to unfold his forces and capabilities 
in all directions, which do not infringe the rights of others. 
Thus the ideal of the State also simply places man at the 
threshold of his felicity. 

With the social ideals it is not different. They show how 
to lighten to a certain extent the struggle with want for the 
necessaries of life through the principle of the solidarity of 
the community and other expedients. They teach how to 
alleviate as far as possible the torments and cares which one 
dra\\·s upon oneself through the satisfaction of the instincts 
of founding a household by the best possible arrange
ment of the family relatious ; to fulfil the duties of the 
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ed.aeetioa of chlldren at the least possible cost, &c.-The 
qaeetle ia alwaye only the mitigation of evils, not 
...., __ ,of positive happiness. The sole apparent excep-
tioa Sa the increase or the collective wealth resulting from 
oo-opemtion, but this baa been already dealt with above. 

TJaase, then, would be the main lines of the world's 
JII'OII'IIo So far as they rest on f'ealiliu, they agree in 
1ifl:iDg man more and more from the depths of his misery to- L 
wuda the level of sensation. Were the ideal goals attained, 
the 181'0 or indift'erence point of feeling as regards these 
pbaa of life would be attained; but as ideals always remain 
icleala, and the progress of humanity may indeed approach, 
bat Dever reach them, even in these directions the world 
will never attain the height of the zero-point, but always 
remain below it, pain being still in excess. 

One may become clear with regard to the ~mono
logi«d mlue of the world's progress even without consider- .r 

ing it in detail One baa only to reflect on the analogous 
eue of the individuaL He who comes into a better 
position in life will in pasaing from worse to better cer
taiJlly feel pleasure. This pleasure, however, disappears 
with utonishing rapidity; the new and better circum
at&Dcee are taken as matter of course, and the man does 
not feel himself a hair's-breadth the happier than in his 
former position. (The transition from better to worse 
worse produces a much more lasting paiu.) It is just so 
with a nation, just so with humanity at large. Who feels 
himself better off now than thirty years ago because now 
there are railways and then there were none 1 And should 
the dift'erence still be felt by older per3ons, assuredly not 
b7 those who have been born since the existence of 
railway& With the increased mtans nothing more has 
increased than wishu and 1uds, and in their train dia
..Unt. And ev~ should mankind ever succeed in get
tiag rid of the infectious diseases by preventive and eradi
caWig measures-the hereditary by more rational sexual 
uiona (contingent on 11 relaxation of the present unnatur-

~OL. IlL U 
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ally limited and almost blind struggle for exiateaGe). 
the rest by the progress of hygiene and medicine; ahoalcl 
it ever succeed in preparing aliment from inorganic nb
stances in chemical laboratories, and in limiting multipli
cation without restraining the instinct of propagation in 
accordance with the available means of subsistence,-yet 
all this progress would offer nothing positive, but oaly 
remove or mitigate the worst, and in part most unnatural, 
evils of existing physical and social circumstances. But 
at the same time they would cause the question to become 
the more 'burning, What then to do with this life, with 
whnt substance of inner worth it is to be filltd 1 what is to 
compensate for the bearing of the burden of life rendered 
placid by the simplest elementary considerations 1 

Whereas before the discomfort of existence, so far u 
it was felt, was referred to external evils and defects, 
and the attainment of a comfortable condition hoped for 
from the removal of the external evils most sensibly felt 
at the time, the error tbat lies in this projection of the 
cause of discomfort is the more perceived the more the 
palpable external ills of human life are removed by the 
world's progress; and in proportion as this escape from 
the pessimistic insight into the essential nature of the 
personal will is cut off, in the same degree grows the per
ception that pain is immanent to will ; tbat the wretched
ness of existence is founded in existence itseU, and is 
dependent on external circumstances more in appearance 
than in reality. Consequently every approach to the 
ideal of the best life attainable on earth must make the 
question as to the absolute value of this life only an ever 
-mO"re bU?·nill!J <me, since both the continually increasing 
perception of the illusory nature of most positive plea
sures, as the ever clearer o.nd clearer insight into the in
evitableness of the misery lurkjng in one's own breast, like 
o. goblin perpetually changing its shape, co-operates to this 
result. .As, according to Paul, the law given to the Jews 
was precisely the" strength" of sin (I Cor. XV. s6), so iB t/&4 
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..._, ~ tAt "tJtrengt/r," of the paaimutic con

...._ of iumMtity. And just because it is so, and only 
becaaae it is, is the utmost possible progress a practical 
~ In the fact that men usually only desire 
progress because they hope to become hnppier, we may 
1188 the practically tCholt,SQ'fTU ja&c1nation of the third stage 
of the illusion, through which the Unconscious stimu
lat.ea men to tasks which for the most part they 
would be incapable of imposing on themselves ~they 
penetrated the true purposes of the Unconscious. Dut if'
it is trne, that the enhancement of consciousness to the 
point of a general pessimistic consciousness of humanity 
is the purpose of the Unconscious directly preceding the 
fiDa1 purpose (as we shall see in the next chapter), then 
from our standpoint the progress or the world is precisely 
ao urgent a requirement because it leacls to this goal.J 

In the ruuml of the first stage of the illusion we saw 
that ptaplu in a Btate of nature are not more wretched, but 
tnOrtluJppy, than civilised peoples; that the pwr, low, and 
f'tltU classes are happier than the rich, aristocratic, ancl 
tnlltiw.ttd; that the stupid are happier than the cln:cr ,· in 
general, that a being is the happier the obtuser is its 
11ervous system, because the excess of pniu over pleasure 
is so much less, and the entauglement in the illusion so 
much greater. But now with the progressive development 
of humanity grow not only wealth and wants, but also the 
sensibility of the nervous system and the capacity and 
education of the mind, consequently also the excess of 
felt pain over felt pleasure auJ the destntction of 
illusion, i.e., the consciousness of the paltrinesfl of life, 
of the vanity of most enjoyments and endeavours and 
the feeling of misery; there grows accordingly bollt misel'y 
llfld allo t.he consciousness of misery, as experieuce shows, 
and the often-asserted enhancement of the happiness of 
&he world by the progress of the world rests on an alto
gether superficial appearance. (This is especially to l•e 
laid to heart by those who perhaps are no~ quite in 
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accord with me, that ae tM present tinu the sum of pain 
in the world outweighs the sum of pleasure.) 

As the suffering of the world has increased with the 
> development of organisation from the primitive cell to the 

origin of man, so will it further increase with the pro
gressive development of the human spirit until one day 
the goal is attained. It was a childish short-sightedness 
when Rousseau, from the perception of increasing sutl'el'
ing, drew the conclusion: the world must, if possible, turn 
back-back to the age of childhood, As if the childhood 
of humanity had not been misery I No; if once back
wards, then farther, ever farther, to the creation of the 
world I But we have no choice. We must forwards, even 
if we desire it not. It is not, however, the golden age that 
lies before us, but the iron; and the dreams of the golden 
age of the Cuture prove still more empty than those 
of the past. As the burden becomes heavier to the 
bearer the longer the road on which he carries it, so 
will also the suffering of mankind and the consciousness 
of its misery increase and increase until it is insupport
able. We may also employ the analogy with the ages 
of the individual. As the individual at first as child 
lives for the moment, then as youth revels in tran
scendent ideals, then as man strives after glory, and 
subsequently possessions and practical science, until, 
finally, as old man, perceiving the vanity of all endeavour, 
he lays to rest his weary head, longing for peace, so, too, 
Humanity. We see nations arise, mature, and perish ; we 
find also in Humanity the clearest symptoms of growing 
older. Why should we doubt that, after the energetic activity 
of manhood, for it, too, one day old age will come, when, 
consuming the practical and theoretical fruits of the past, 
it enters upon a period of ripe contemplation, when with 
melancholy sorrow it overlooks at a single glance all the 
sufferings so unthinkingly of its past life-career, and com
prehends the whole vanity of the previously supposed 
goals of its endeavour? 
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!'ben il ODly one dfirerenoe between it and the indi- " 
diaL Houy humanity will have ftD Mir to whom it 
-.y 'bequMh ita heaped-up wealth, no children and 
pndchildzeD, the love of whom might dilturb the clear
- or ita thought. Then will it, imbued with that 
aablime melancholy which one usually finds in men of 
aula. or even in highly intellectual old men, hover like 
a glori8ed spirit over its own body, as it were, and as 
a:dipu at Colonos, feel in the anticipated peace of non
ui~Mace t.he sorrows of existence as if they were alien. 
to it, DO longer pamon, but only a self-compa.vion. That 
ia the heavenly serenity, the divine repose, that breathes 
ill Spinoza's Ethics, when the passions are swallowed up 
ill the abya of reason because they are clearly a~d dis
tinotly grasped as ideas. But even if we assume that 
pure puaionless state attained, if even the sorrow in 
.U.oeompassion is glorified, it yet does not cease to be 
,.uJ, i1., pain. The illusions are dead, hope is extinct; 
for what is there still to hope 1 The dead-tired humanity 
clnp along its frail earthly body wearily from day to 
day. The lu'ghul attainable were indeed painlcssnt.58, for 
where is positive happiness still to be sought 1 In the 
win self-sufficiency of the knowledge that all is vanity, 
or that in the contest with those vain impulses reason 
DOW usually remains victor 1 Oh, no; such ''ainest of 
all vanities, such arrogance of tht intellect has long been 
aarmounted I Dut even painlessness is not attained by 
hoary humanity, for it is still not pure spirit; it is 
feeble and frail, and must nevertheless work in order to 
lUI, aud yet dors not know for what it lives ; for it bM 
mcleed the illusions of life behind it, nnd hopes and ex
pect~ 'MJlhing more from life. It has, as every very aged 
and eelf-knowing man, only one wish more: repose, peace, 
tUrDa1 dreamleaa sleep that may soothe its weariness . 
.Alter the three stages of illusion of the hope of a positive 
Jl&ppln• it baa finally seen the folly of its endeavour; 
ft ftnally foregoes all positive happiness, and longs only 
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for ab8olul~ painles&nU~, for nothingness. NirvaUL Bd 
not, as before, this or that man, but mankind loop tor 
nothingness, for annihilation. This is the only conoei.
able end of the third and last stage of the illnsioa. 

We began this chapter with the question whether the 
being or the not-being of the present world deservee the 
preference, and have been obliged to answer this question. 
after conscientious consideration, thus, that all secular 
existence brings with it more pain than pkaau.re. As 
cause of this disproportion we hnve seen those momenta 
collected under ( r.) in the first stnge of the illusion, 
which bring it. about that all volition must necessarily be 
attended by more pain than pleasure, that thus all voli· 
tion is foolish and irrational. Even then the only pos
sible result was clearly to be perceived; the whole sub
sequent inquiry was merely the empirical inductive proof 
of the correctness of that consequence, which we certainly 
could not omit if we were to proceed surely. 

If this result appears to the reader who has had the 
patience to accompany me so far a cheerless one, I must 
assure him that he was in error if he sought to find con· 
solation aud hope in philosophy. For such ends there are 
books of religion and edification. Philosophy, however, 
has but a single eye for truth, unconcerned whether what 
it finds suits the emotional judgment entartgle1l in tM 
illusion of in..~tinct or not. Philosophy is bard, cold, and 
iusensitive as a stone; floating in the ether of pure 
thought, it endeavours after the icy cognition of what is, 
its causes, and its essences. If the strength of man is 
uuequal to the task of enduring the results of thought, 
nnd the heat t, convulsed with woe, stillims with horror, 
bt·enks into despair, or softly dissolves into world-pain, 
and for any of these reasons the practical pyschological 
machinery gets out of gear through such knowledge,
then philosophy registers these facts as valuable pyscho
logical material for its investigations. It likewise registers 
it when the result of th~se considerations in the syru-
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pdhWng eoul of the more strongly built natures is a right
eou indignation, a manly wrath clenching the teeth, a 
ferrid fury at the henzied carnival of existence, or when 
thil rage turns into a Mephistophelean gallows-humour, 
t.hd with half-suppressed pity and half-unrestrained 
mookerylooks down with a like sovereign irony both on 
tboee caught in the illusion of happiness and on those 
diseolved in tearful woe,-or when the heart wrestling 
with fate spies after a last way of deliverance from this 
hell. To philosophy itself, however, the unspeakable 
WJetchedness of existence-as manifestation of the folly 
of volition-is Mly a TRANSITION·MO)lENT of the tlt(Orclical 
dewlopmtnt of its svst(m, 
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XIV. 

THE GOAL 011' EVOLUTION AND TilE SIGNIFICANCE 011' CON• 

SCIOUSNESS (TRA.NSmON TO PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY). 

WE saw in Chap. xii. C. (vol ii pp. 359-361) that the 
chain of final causes is not, like that of phenomenal 
causality, to be conceived as endless, because every end 
in respect of the following one iu the chain is only ~11.1,· 
therefore in the end-positing understanding the wkole 
future series of ends must always be present, and yet a 
completed endlessness of ends cannot be present in it. 
(Cp. Ges. Phil. Abhandl., No. ii., "Ueber die nothwendige 
Umbildung der Hegel'schen Philosophic aus ihrem Grund
princip heraus.'') 

Accordingly the series of final causes must be finite, 
ie., they must have a last or 1cltimate end, which is the 
goal of all the intermediate ends. Further, we have seen 
(vol ii. p. 365, vol iii. pp. 6o and 1o6) that justice anu 
morality by their very nature cannot be final ends, but 
only intermediate ends; and the last chapter bas taught 
us that also poBitive happiness cannot be the goal of the 

' world-process, because not only is it not attained at every 
stage of the process, but even its w11trary, misery and 
unblessedness, is at all times nttaiued, which besides in
creases in the course of evolution by destruction of the 
illusion and with the heightening of consciousness. 

It is altogether absurd to conceive e?:olution as end in. 
ilselj, i.e., to ascribe to it an absolute value; for evolution 
is still only the sum of its moments; and if the several 
moments are not only worthless, but even objectionable, 
so too is their sum, the process. Many indeed call /J'tc-
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.._ the pl of the proceae. To me freedom i8 nothing 
palitift, but aometbing privative, the absence of con
a&nbat.. I cannot understand how thia is to be regarded 
u gtllll ol the evolution, if the U nconscioua is one and 
all. and therefore there is no one from whom it could 
nflnt conatrai.Dt. If, however, there is anything positive 
in the notion of freedom, it can only be the consciousness 
of imler ~. the formal in the rational, as Hegel 
•ya. Then is an increase of freedom identical with an 
increue of consciousness. Here we come. to a point 
already frequently mentioned. If the goal of evolution is 
uaywhere to be looked for, it is certainly on the path 
where we, so far as we can overlook the course of the 
evolution, perceive a decided and continuous progress, u 
gradual advance. 

Thia is only and solely the case in the development of 
~. of conscious intelligence, but here also in 
'llllbroken ascent from the origin of the primitive cell to 
the standpoint of humanity of the present day, and with 
the highest probability farther as long as the world 
Jaata. Thus Hegel says (xiii. p. 36): ".All that happens • 
iD heaven and on earth happens eternally; the life of 
God and all that takes place in time has this sole aim, 
that the spirit attain self-knowledge, become its own 
object, find itself become independent, unite itself with 
itlelf; it is duplication, alienation, but in order to find 
iteelf to be enabled to come to itseU." Likewise Schelling : 
"To the Transcendental philosophy Nature is nothing 
but the organ of self-consciousness, and everything 
in Nature is only nect88ary because only tltrovgh such a 
Nature can self-consciousness be achieved" (Werke, i. 3, 
p. 273); "and consciousness is that with which the whole 
creation is concerned" (ii 3, p. 369). Individuation, with 
ita train of egoism and wrong-doing and wrong-suffering, 
III'V88 the origination of consciousness; the acquisitive 
impalle serves the enhancement of consciousness by the 
liberation of the mental energies through increasing 
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opulence, likewise vanity, ambition, and the lust of fame 
by spurring on the mental activity; sexual love serves it 
by improving mental capacity; in short, all those useful 
instincts tilat bring the individual far more pain than 
pleasure may often impose the greatest sacrifices. By the 

> way of the unfolding of oonsciousne.ss must then the goal 
of evolution be sought, and consciousness is beyond a 
doubt the proximate end of Nature-of the world. The 
question still remains open whether consciousness is really 
ultimate end, therefore also self-end, or whether it again 
serves ouly anothL'T end 1 

One's own object consciousness can assuredly not be. 
With pain it is born, with pain it consumes its existence, 
with pain it purchases its elevation; and what does it 
offer in compensation for all this 1 .A vain self-mirroring! 
Were the world in other respects fair and precious, the 
empty self-sn.ti~faction in the contemplation of its reflected 
image in consciousness might at any rate be tXCUScd, 
nlthough it would always remain an infirmity; but an 
out-and-out miserable world, that can never have any joy 
in the sight cf itself, but must condemn it~ own existence 
as soon as it understands itself, could such a world be 
said to have a rational, final, and proper end in the ideal 
apparent duplication of itself in the mirror of conscious
ness 1 Is there then not enough of real wretchedness 
that it should be repeated in the magic lantern of con
sciousness 1 No; Consciousness cannot possibly be the 
ultimate object of the world-evolution guided by the all
wisdom of the Unconscious. That would only mean 
doubling the torment, preying on one's own vitals. 
Still less can one suppose that the purely formal dttermi-
11ation of actio1~ according to laws of conscious reason can 
be a rational man's nim ; for why should the reason deter
mine action, or wl1y should aclion be determined by 
reason apart from the diminution of pain thereby to be 
induced? Were there not painfnl being and willing, 
no reason need trouble itself about its determination. 
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Ooualaaanesa and the continuous enhancement of the 
llllll8 iD the process of the world's development can thus 
ID 110 cue be end in itself ; it can merely be fM4118 to 
~end. if it is not to float aimlasly in the air, whereby 
then also regressively the whole process would cease to 
be 4lfltllrdion, and the whole chain of natural ends would 
hug aimlessly in the air; thus, properly speaking, would, 
u lfllll, be annulled and declared irrationlll. This assump
tion contradicts the all-wisdom of the Unconscious, there
lore it only remains for us to search for tht end which the L 

development of consciousness subserves as means. 
:But where to get such an end 1 The observation of the 

piOCeiS itself, and of that which mainly grows and pro
greases in it, leads only to the knowledge that it is Con
aciouness; morality, justice, and freedom have already 
been set aside. 

However much we may ponder anti reflect, we can dis
cover nothing to which we could assign an absolute value. 
nothing that we could regnrd as end in itself, nothin:; 
that so affects the world-essence in its inmost core, as
Hoppinus. After happiness strives C\'erything that lives, 
according to endremonist principles motives iullueuce 
u.s, and our actions are consciously or unconsciously 
guided. On l1appiness in this or that fashion all systeru:~ 
of practical philosophy are grounded, hO\vever much they 
may think to deny their first principle. The endeavour 
after happiness is the most deeply rooted impulse, is tlte 
tMtnU of tile will itsdf scekittg sati:ifttctum. And yet thG 
iDvestigations of the last chnpter have shown that this 
endeavour is exposed to objections; that the hope of it..i 
fulfilment is an illusion; and that its consequence is the 
pain of disillusion, its truth the misery of existence; have 
taught us that the progressive evolution of consciousness 
bas the negative result of gradually perceiving the illusory 
character of that hope, the folly of that endeavour. Be
t.ween the will striving after absolute satisfaction nod feli
city and the intelligence emancipating itself more anc.lmoro 
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from the impulse through consciousness a tleeplr ,.,.,.M., 
. at&tlJfltmilm cannot therefore be mistaken. The ~ aad 
) more perfectly consciousness develops in the coune of 

the world-process, the more is it ema.f&CipatM from the 
blind vassalage with which it at first followed the irra
tional will ; the more it ~ee~ f.hrough the illusions aroaaed 
in it by impulse for the cloaking of this irrationality, the 
more does it assume a hostile position in opposition to the 
will struggling for positive happiness, in which it com
bats it step by step in the course of history, breaks through 
the ramparts of illusions behind which it is entrenched 
one after the other, and will not l1ave drawn its last con
sequences until it has completely anJ&ihilated it, in that 
after the destruction of every illusion only the knowledge 
remains that every volition leads to unblessedness, and 
only remmciatwn to the but attainable state, painlU81USI. 
This victorious contest of consciousness with the will as it 
empirically meets our eyes as result of the world-proceaa, 
is now, however, anything but accidental; it is Ukall11 
wtttaintd in consciousness, and is necessarily posited along 
with its development. For in Chap. iii C. we saw that the 
~ of consciousness is emancipatio;& of the intellect 
from the will, whereas in the Unconscious the idea only 
appears as servitor of the will, because there is nothing 
but the will to which it can owe its ori!Jin, being incap
able of self-origination (cp. C. chap. i vol. ii. p. 59). 

Further, we know that in the sphere of ideation the 
logical, rational, rules, which is intrinsically just as repug
nant to the will sa the will to it; whence we conclude 
that if the idea bas only attained the necessary degree of 
independence, it will have to condemn everything con
tra-rational (anti-logical) tlaat it finds in the irrational 
(alogical) will, and to annahilatc it. Thirdly, we know £rom 
the foregoing chapter that there follows from volition 
always more pain than pleasure; that therefore the will 
that wills happintJJS attains the contrary, unhappinu8; 
therefore most irrationaUy and for its proper torment digs 
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fte teMh mto ita own flesh, and yet on account of ita 
1IDIIIIOD can be taught by no experience to deaiat from 
ita a.blelled willing. From these three premises it necee
earilJ followa that cousciousneas, so far as it attains the t... 
aeee•lJ clearness, activity, and fulness, must also more 
ud more perceive, and accordingly contest to the last, the 
irratiouality of volition and endeavour after happiness. 
Thia conteat, hitherto recognised by us only a posteriori, 
wu accordingly not an accidental, but a necessary result 
of the crea~n of consciousness ; it lay therein a priori 
prVM'fMtl. But now, if consciousness i8 the proximate "" 
ad of Nature or the world; if we necessarily nud for 
coneciousneas a further end, and can absolutely think no 
other true end than the greatest possible happiness; if, on 
the other band, an endeavour after p08itive happiness that 
ia identical with volition is preposterous because it only 
a"-ins unblessedness, and the greatest possible attainable 
atate of happiness is painlessness; if, lastly, it lies in the 
1IOtitm of consciousness to have for result the emancipation 
of the intellect from the will, the combating and final 
annibilat.ion of willing, should it be any longer doubtful 
that the all-knowing Unconscious thinking end and means 
at once has created consciousness for that 'Vtr!J reason, to t.. .,. 

~ tlae teillfrom the -unblt.sst:dncss of its willing, from 
which it cannot redeem itself,-that the real end of the 
world-process, to which consciousness serves as final 
means, i8 thu, to realise tlu. greatest possible aUainable state 
oJ lappifttSS, namely, that of painlessness! J 

We have seen that in the existing world everything is 
ananged in the wisest nod best manner, and that it may t. 
be looked upon as the best of all possible worlds, but that 
aevertheless it is thoroughly wretched, and worse than 
none at all. This was only to be comprehended in such 
wise (cp. conclusion of Chap. xii C.), that. although the 
• What and How" in the world (its essence) might be de
termined by an all-wise Reason, yet the "That" of the 
world (its existence) must be posited by something abso-
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lutely irrationaJ, and this could only be the wilL !bit 
consideration is for the rest only the same applied to the 
world as a whole that we have long known as applied to 
the individual. The atom of body is attractive power, ita 
•• What and How," i.e., attraction according to this or that 
law, is Presentation; its " That," its existence, its realilJ, 
its force, is will. Thus also tl1e world is what it is aacl 
Juno it is as presentation of the Unconsciou<~, and the 
unconscious idea has as servant of the will, to which it 
itself ia indebted for actual existence, and as compared 
with which it has no independence, also no counsel and 
no voice in the " That " of the world. T11e will is es&eD• 
tinily only non-rational (destitute of reason, alogical), but 
in that it acts, it becomes through the consequences of its 
volition, irrati011al (contrnry to reason, anti-logica1), inas· 
much as it attains tmhlessedness, the contrary of its voli
tion.1 Now to bring back this irrational volition, which 

> is guilty of the" That" of the world, this unblessed voli
tion into non-volition and the painlessness of nothingness, 
tl1is task of the logical in the Unconscious is the deter
minator of the "What and How" of the world. For the 
Reason the question therefore is to repair the mischief 
done by the irrational Will. The unconscious idea re-

" presents the will, if not positively as will, yet negatively 
as the negative of the logical, or as its own limit, i.e., as 
the non-logical ; but it has in the first place and as such 
no power over the will, because it has no independence 
in respect of it, therefore it must employ an artifice to 

' We must not regard thia alogi- logical in eont~Vt to the logical, 
c:al, wbicb&fU.rwards becomes an an- anti encountering it u IU<:h. Went 
tilogical, as a something that under- there no logicu.l t•rinciplt!, were the 
goes chiUlge, but it is plr It, alogi- other principle, which ia not tbe 
cal, eo f:u- as it is out of all relation logical, the only one, ite lld.iritl 
and contact with tho logical, and could also never be termed &Dt • 
kt:eps entirely aloof from this, whilst logical, and 10 far it ie o«j(klltal to 
it ~bows itllelf as anti.Jogical by com- the alogical that it alterwr.rda be
ing into relation with the lo1,:ical comes aut.i.Jngical, in the l!.&llle een1e 
thruugh its activity, which latter as it is accidental to it that there ill 
now CAnnot avoid finding in thia altogether beaide and beyond lt a 
actility of the alogical a contrlllit to logical principle. 
it. own nature, therefore an anti-
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1llilile the blindness of the will, and to give it such a 
oouteut, that by a peculiar turning back upon itself in 
Uacli'ridaation it falls into conflict with itself, whose result 
ia couciouaness, i&, the creation of an independent power 
oppoeed to the will, in which it can now begin the contest 
with the will Thus the world-process appears as a per
pttullh1lggk of tlu logical witk tlu non-logical, ending 
with the conquest of the latter. If this conquest were
impossible, if the process were not at the same time de
'Yelopment to a fairly beckoning goal, if it were inte1111in
able, or even one that exhausted it.self in blind necessity 
or contingency, so that all wit would in vain endeavour to 
steer the ship into harbour, then, and only then, would 
thil world be really absolutely cheerless, a hell without 
an exit, and dumb resignation the only philosophy. But 
we who perceive in Nature and history only a single 
grand and marvellous process of development, we be
lieve in a final victory of the ever more radiantly shining 
reaaon over the unreason of blind volition; we believe in a 
goal of the process that brings us release from the torment. 
of existence, and to whose induction aud acceleration we 
&oo may contribute our mite in the service (If renson. (Cp. 
my demonstration of the self-annullin~ of tl1e process 
from the notion of development, Ges. IJhil Abhnndl., No. 
ii. PP· so-ss.) 

The main difficulty consists in this, how the termination 
of this contest, the final redemption from the misery of .t 
l'olition and existence into the painlessness of non-willing 
and non-being, in short, how the entire annulling of 
volition by consciousness is to be conceived. There is 
only one attempt to solve this prol•lcm known to me, 
namely, that of Schopenhauer, in scct.<J. 68-71 of the first 
Tolume of the "World as Will and Idea," which essen
t.ially agrees with the similar but more obscure designs of 
the mystical ascetics of all ages, aud of the doctrine of 
Buddha, as Schopenhauer himself very plainly shows 
(op. W. as W. and I., ii. chap. xlviii.) 
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The main point. of this theory consists in the unm~ 
tion that the individual, in virtue of the individual copi-

) tion of the misery of existence and the unreaaon of ...olitioa, 
is able to cause his personal willing to cease. and therab,1 
to N individ1Ullly annihilated after dt.aih, or, u Bnddhilm 
expresses it, to be no more born again. It is obviooa that 
this assumption is altogether incompatible with the funda
mental principles of Bchopenhauer, and only his inabllitJ 
to grasp the notion of development rendel'S explicable the 
shortsightedness which made it impossible for him to get 
rid of this palpable incousistency in his system. Thia 
inconsequence must here ue indicated very briefly.-Tbe 
will is for him the b "a~ 'lf'av, the sole being of the world, 
and the individual only subjective appearance. in strict
ness never objectively actual phenomenon of this essence. 
But even if it were the latter, how should it be possible 
for the individual to negate his individual will as a whole. 
not merely theoretically but also practically, as his indi
vidual volition is only a ray of that Only Will? Scho
pcnhauer himself rightly declares that in Buuuu the 
negation of the will is not attained, but it is said to be 
attained in the highest conceivable degree in wltttnlarJ 
starvtdion (cp. W. als W. und V., 3 Aufl. i 474). That 
sounds indeed almost absurd, if one remembers his de
claration "that the body is the will itself, objectively 
regarded as a phenomenon in space," whence it imme
diately follows that with the annulling of the individual 
will, also its appearance in space, the body must disappear. 
According to our view, with suppression of the individual 
will at least all the organic functions dependent on the 
tmconscious will, as heart-throb, respiration, &c., must 
instantly cease, and the body collapse as corpse. That 
this too is empirically impossible will be doubted by 
nobody; but whoever is obliged to first kill his body by 
rtfusal of food proves by that very act he is not able to 
deny and abolish his unconscious will to live. 

Dut supposing the impossible to be possible, what woulJ 
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.. Ute ~11e11ce' One of the maay rays or individual 
eliedilaatioaa of the One Will. that which related to tbia 
t.dmdaal, would be withdrawn from ita actuality, and 
t1aiiJDUt bt dead. That is, howevel', ftO fMf'il au no U.. 
Uum happeu at 1Wf11 decease, no matter to what cause it ia 
tlae, and to the Only Will the consequences would havo 
bela &be •me if a tile had killed that man; it continues 
after, u before, with unenfeebled energy, with nndimin• 
i8hed avidity, to lay bold of life wherever it finds it and 
eaR Jar hold of it; for to acquire experience auc.l become 
wiler b)' experience is impossible to it, and it cannol 
mft"er a quantitative abatement of its essence or its sub
ataDce through the withdrawal of a merely one-sided 
direction of action. Therefore the endeavour after iftdt- • 
ftltl4l negation of the will is just as fooli&h and uuJua, 
118)', still more foolish, than 8Uicidt, because it only attains 
the eame end more slowly and painfully: abolition of thw 
appearance without altering the essence, which for every 
aboliabed individual phenomenon is ceaselessly objectified 
ill new individuals. Accordingly all asceticism and all 
adeavour after individual negation of will is perceived 
and proved to be aberration, although an aberration only 
in procedure, not in aim. And because the goal which it 
endeavours to gain is a right one, it has when rare, by ever 
whispering in the world's ear a memt'll.to mm, as it were, 
and provoking a presentiment of the issue of all endeavour, 
a high value; it becomes, however, injurious and pernicious 
when. attacking whole nations, it threatens to bring the 
world-process to stahrnation, and to perpetuate the misery 
of aiatence. What wo1.1l1l it avail, e.g., if all mankind 
lhould die out gradually by sexual continence f The world 
u ncb would still continue to exist, and would finc.l itself 
IU.bltantially in the same position as immediately before 
the origin of the first man; nay, the Unconscious would 
eYID be compelled to employ the next opportunity to 
ftlllWr& a MW man 0'1' " nmilar twe, and the whole 
aallery would begin over again. 

YOL. DL I 
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If we look more deeply into the nature of ucetlalai 
and personal negation of will, and to the position wldcla 
it occupies in the historical process in ita highest ftcnree
ing in pure Buddhism, it appears as the issue of the 
Asiatic pre-Hellenic period of development, as the union 
of ~~ for here and hereafter with the still lUI

eradicated t!Joilm which thinks not of the redemption of 
the whole but only of it& oum individual redemption. Aa 
we briefly pointed out above (cp. pp. 10<>-101) the im
morality and pcrnicicnunt&s of this standpoint for the 
whole of humanity and the world-process, so now the follr 
of the same is revealed for the individual who builds upon 
it, in that the personal hope of redemption has turned out 
illusory, consequently ('I}Cf''!/ means made we of for thu nl 
(thus also Quietism, so far as it is not to serve an individual 
or nationally coloured Epicureanism, but to lead to redemp
tion through individual negation of the will) is abattrtL 

Schopenhauer, too, means at bottom something different 
> to what he says. Before him, too, hovers in shadowy out. 

lines, as the only goal worthy of effort, a univtr&a.l negation 
of will, as, e.g., the following passage proves : "After what 
was said in the second book on the connection of aU 
phenomena of will, I think I may assume that with the 
ll.ighe.t phenomenon of will (humanity), the weaker reflec
tion of the same, animality (and the still lower forms of 
objectification of will), would also pau away, as with the 
full light the penumbrre disappear" (W. a. W. u. V., 3 
Aufl. i 449). On the following page he points, among 
others, to the biblical passage (Rom. viii. 22) in which it 
is said, " For we know that the whole mation groaneth 
together" for the redemption ; it expects, however, ita 
redemption "from us which have the first-fruita of the 
spirit." Such deeper perspectives are, however, neverthe
less, out of the question for Schopenhauer's expressly 
declared standpoint, not only because their consideration 
would require a surrender of the latter, but also because 
the following out of them is not at all possible with the 
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nNet.ioel world-theory of hia subjective idealism. It 
aalJ becomee 10 when Ute reality of time and the poai
t.in JD81"ing of the temporal, ie., historical, development 
il aolmowledged, through whose cumulative progress the 
pl'OIP8Ct opeu up of a future attainment of such states 
ef hWD&Dity u may enable that which now appears 
a'blald one day to obtain realisation. 

:ror him, who has grasped the idea of development, itv 
aDDOt be doubtful that the end of the contest between 
GODICioumess and the will, between the logical and the non
logical, can only lie atjbe goal of evolution, at the issue 
of the world-process; ffor him who before all holds fast 
&o the '""~ity an.tl unity of the Unconscious, the 
redemption, the turning back of willing into non-willing, 
is allo only to be conceived tu act t~/ tacll. and all, not as 
Wiflidual, but only as cosmic-univeraal negation of will, " ""' 
aa the act that forms the end of the process, as the last mo
...,.,, aJ'Uf' which there shall be no more volition, activity, 
or time (Rev. x. 6) . .l That the cosmic process cannot be 
thought without an end in time, cannot be of endless 
duration, is presupposed; for if the goal lay at an infinite 
tlilt4flt:l, a finite duration of the process, however long, 
would bring no 'lt.ttlm" the goal, that would still remain 
inhitely remote. The process would thus no longer be a 
tRCnl for reaMi"'!J the goal, consequently it would be pur
,.,U. and aimlea. As little as it would comport with the 
notion of development to ascribe an infinite duration in the 
1Jtlll' to the world-process, because then every conceivable 
denlopment must be already traversed, which yet ia not 
the cue, just as little can we allow to the process an 
endl888 duration for the future; both would abolish the 
idea of tlndopment toward8 a goal, and would put the 
world-proces11 on a level with the pouring of water into a 
eieve of the daughten of Danaus. The complete victory 
of the logical over the alogical must therefore coincide t
witb the temporal end of the world-proceu, the last 
day. 
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Whether humanity will be capable of 10 high U 
enhancement of consciousness, or whether a higher net 
of animals will arise on earth, which, continuing the wort 
of humanity, will attain the goal, or whether our MrtA 
altogether is only an abortive attempt to reach auch 
goal, and it will only be reached, when our little planet 
has long been reckoned to the frozen celestial bodies, on 
a planet invisible to us of another fixed star under more 
favourable conditions, is hard to say. Thus much is 
certain, wherever the process may come to an end, the 
goal of the process and the contending elements will 
always be the same in this world. If really humanity is 
able and called to bring the world-process to a final issue, 
it will at all events have to do this at the height of ita 
development under the most favourable circumstances of 
the earth's habitableness, and therefore we do not need 
for this case to trouble about the scientific perspective of 
a future congelntion and refrigeration of the earth, since 
then long before the occurrence of such a terrestrial re
frigeration the world-process altogether would have been 
arrested, and the existence of this kosmos with all ita 
world-lenses and nebulre have been abolished. 

Schopenhauer does not hesitate to declare man equal 
to the task, but he is only so decided because he conceivl's 
the problem in an individual 6ense, whereas we must 
apprehend it universally, when it of course requires 
quite other conditions, which we shall soon examine more 
closely. However that be, of the world kuown to us 
we are the first-fruits of the spirit and must bravely 
wrestle. If victory does not follow, it is not our fault. 
If, however, we are capable of victory, and we should 
only miss obtaining it through indolence, we, i.e., the 
creative being of the world, which is one with us, would 
have to bear so much the longer as immanent punish
ment the torment of existence. Therefore vigorously 
forward in the world-process as workers in the Lord'a 
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~ for it ia the process alone that can bring re.. 
.. p$ioall 

S.. we have reached the point where the philosophy " 
ef die Upccmecioua gains a principle which alone can form 
tile 'buia of practical philosophy. The truth of the firat 
... of the illusion waa despair of existence here ; the 
tnth of the aeeond stage of the illu'Jion was despair 
allo of the hereafter; the truth of the third stage of the 
illuion was the absolute resignation of positive hap pines& 
All these points of view are merely Mgatiw j rpractical 
pbil010phy and life, however, need a positiw stand
point. and this is the compltte tkfJotiOA of tlu ptrs()fl4lity v 
lo 1M 1110f'ltl-procus /Of' tlu &ake of it& goal, tlu ge'IUf'al 
ftDfll'l4.rwlemptiOA (no longer, as in the third stage of the 
illaaion, in the hope of a positive happiness in some later 
pbue of the process). Otherwise expressed, the prin
ciple of practical philosophy consists in this, TO HAKE THE 

DDS 01' :t'lm UNCONSCIOUS ENDS OF OUR OWN CONSCIOUS· 

JD.!J\\·bich follows immediately from the two premises, 
*hat, in the first. place, consciousness has made the goal 
of the world-redemption from the misery of volition its 
OWD goal; and, secondly, that it bas the persuasion of the 
all-wiadom of the Unconscious, in consequence of which 
it recognises all the means made use of by the Unconscious 
u the most suitable possible, even if in the special case 
h should be inclined to harbour doubts thereon. Since 
ulfiahneas, the original source of all evil, which theo
retically, by the acknowledgment of Monism, bas already 
been ucet·taiued to be naught, can practically be effectively 
broken by nothing else than the cognition of the illusory 
Datura of all endeavours after positive happiness, there
•uiaite perfect devotion of the peraonality to the whole is 

1 lliardli~>•-ed tpeclally call the the reaL of Nature, ltCIC In rapeet of 
lllle&lft nader'• att.eutiou w the .a,., but ol nV. Tbe former would 
... diU &be notlcm of redemp- be perfectly meaniuglell, the IaUer 
U. .. bere est.eaded from the i.. an UD&Yoidable OOIJ-tUeDCt' nf &he 
Wlwldaal to hlllllanity &Dd the all- monilt.ic \h8Wf. 
_. 'ftdd- eentieDt ia it aad 
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at this standpoint t'IIM'f rtGdily attainable than at an7G6et 
(p. 98). Further, since the dread of pain, the fear of t.lae 
eternal prolongation of the sensually present pain, yla1da 
always a far more energetic motive for effective actioll thaD 
the hope of a felicity represented as future, at t.hia ataacf.. 
point in&tifld will be rutoml to its riglr.u far tMrf ptW!IIIf'
fidl!l than in the third stage of the illusion by the IDVIt 

suppression of egoism (pp. 99-102), and TBB An'IBlU'l"'IlJ 
or TBB WILL TO LIVE proclaimed provisionally alou ,_ t 

• for only in complete devotion to life and ita pai111, 8M 
in cowardly renunciation and withdrawal, is anything 
to be achieved for the world-process. The reflecting reader 
will also, without further suggestion, understand how • 
practical philosophy erected on these principles should be 
shaped, and that such an one cannot contain the tlit
union, but only the full RECONCILIATION with life} It is 
now also obvious bow only the unity of Optimism anct 

? Pessimism, here expounded, of which every human being 
carries in himself an obscure image as his nonn of action, 
is able to give an energetic, and indeed the strongest 
conceivable impulse to effective action, whilst the on~ 
sided Pessimism from nihilistic despair, the one-aided 
and really consistent Optimism from ensy unconcern moat 
lead to Quietism. [For those readers who regard the stand
point of our time, which I call the third stage of the 
illusion, the true one, aud who are not inclined to deem it 
possible that this too will ever be recognised in the manner 
indicated by me as illusion by the further historical deve
lopment of the consciousness of humanity, I will only re
mark, that the principles here expressed (to make the enda 
of the Unconscious ends of consciousnes3, &c.) remains 
just as valid for them, as the observations made on occasion 
of the third stage of the illusion with respect. to egoism 
(suicide, Quietism, &c.) retain their validity from the 
point of view here reached, since it is for both indifferent 

1 Op. Ges. Phil. Abhandlungen, 1"<>. iv. : "Ie~ der peuimiatiache 
Mouiamua ti"O'Itlos! ., 
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wlae&laer ._final goal of the world-development be eon
eaiftd poeitively or negatively.] 

We ban in conclusion still to deal with the question, 
t. tMal ... ,.,. the end of the world-process, the relega
tion of all volition to absolute non-volition, with whicb, as 
we know, all so-called existence (organisation, matter, 
lic.),10ipeo disappears and ceases, is to be conceived. Our 
bowledge is far too imperfect, our experience too brief, 
and the possible analogies too defective, for us to be able, 
nea •PJII'O«imately, to form a picLure of the end of the pro
eelS; and I beg the gentle reader not to take the following 
for an apocalypse of ilie end of the world, but only for hints 
which are to prove that the matter is not quiU so unthink
dU as it might well appear to many at the first blush. 
But even those whom these aphorisms on the mode of 
eonceiving that event may far more repel than the bare 
aonncement of the same, I beg not to be misled as to 
the pt'OWtl1ttcusity of that only possible goal of the world
process by the difficulties which attend the comprehension 
of the " How " at a point so remote from the end.1 Of 
C011J'IIe, we can only contemplate the case that mankind, 
and not another species of living beings unknown to u.s, 
il called to solve the problem. 
rThe firat condition of the success of the work is this, • 
that by far the largest part of the Unconscious Spirit 
manifesting itself in the present world is to be found in 
humanity; for only when the negative part of volition 
in humanity outweighs the sum of all the rest of the 
will objectifying itself in the organic and inorganic 

I Bxperfeaoe hu ahown me that 
.U Uml\iag clanlle8 in reopect uf the 
...,q pro61eMGliCdl nature of the 
loUoWfDa ~~U~Bestiuna are ineuffieient 
to pard apinat an intentional 
ar aDiatentionr.l uU.understanding, 
M 'hoa!rb ~tiYe a.triiou of any 
1dDd wfa&taoever -re meant to be 
... bere upon the "How" of the 
..... U I wrote for nc«U, it would 
e.tlialy ba .. llftly been the cum-

moneat prudence to auppl'8M in the 
firat edition tbel40 four ~,literally 
imliften11t for the book as a whole. 
It ia r.lwaya more profitable for the 
oul!br not to u.-9 too much Ule 
difficultire of a aubject wbioh are 
for the time bo:IDg inaoluble ; for 
the ad va~~oe of «icftc~ oot 1M -
lrtaf'1, IAe MrM a:poiUI'f V -
adreftiG~. 
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} world, only then can the human negation of will uaaiJat,. 
late tlu tJJhoU actual wlition of tlu tDOrld toitl&otlll'llitf-J 
and cause the whole kosmos to disappear at a at.roke b7 
withdrawal of the volition, which alone gives it exiateDe&. 
(That is here the only question, not as to a mere auioide 
of humanity en ma.we, the complete inutility of which for 
attaining the goal of the world-process has alread7 beela 
proved above.) This supposition now, that one day &be 
major part of the actual volition or of the functioniat 
Unconscious Spirit may be manifested in humanity, aeema 
to possess no difficulty in principle. On the earth we .. 
man ever suppressing other animal and vegetable life, eave 
those animals and plants that he employs for his own 
use. Future still undreamt-of advances in chemistry and 
agriculture may permit the increase of the earth's popu
lation to a very considerable degree, although it already 
now amounts to upwards of I 300 millions, a relatively 
small part of the solid lnnd supporting as dense a popula
tion as the means of obtaining nourishment known at our 
present stage of civilization allow. Of the stars only a 
comparatively small part hnve entered upon that brief 
period of refrigeration which permits of the existence of 
organisms; but not to mention that for the raising of a 
luxuriant organisation quite other conditions are required 
than merely the right temperature (e.!J., irradiation through 
rays of light, suitable atmospheric pressure, existence of 
water, right mixture of the chemical constituents of the 
atmosphere, &c.), of that insignificant number which at all 
support organisation, only a very small part again will 
be able to produce beings of a stage of organisation ap
proximating to the human. The sidereal developments are 
measured by such immense intervals that it is a priori ex
tremely improbable that the existence of a highly organised 
specia on another star should coincide with the duration of 
mankind on earth.-But now how much greater is t.he 
spirit that manifests itself in a cultivated man than that in 
an animal or u plant; how much greater than that in an 
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........... oomplex of atoma 1 Oae must not commit the 
-.r of •timating the atrength of the active will merely 
~ the ~ effect, U., by the degree of the resist
aaea ol ...W forces overcome; this would be extremely 
....uled, Iince ~he manifestation of the will in the 
&&omio fozoes is ouly the lowest. The will, however, hu 
maDY oUler aims, and a con teat of the most violent desires 
ean &eke place without any perceptible influence on the 
poaition of the atoms. Therefore the hypothesis seems to 
me to be by no means far-fetched, that one day in a remote 
htme humanity may combine in itself such a quantity of 
epirit and will, that the spirit and will active in the rest 
of the world is considerably outweighed by the former. 

rThe IICtmll condition of the possibility of victory is, that 
.the consciousness of mankind be pendrated by the folly L. 
Gf volition and the misery of all existence; that it have 
GODceived so deep a yearning for the pence. and the pain
Jeanees of non-being, and all the motives hitherto making 
lor volition and existence have been so far seen through in 
~eir vanity aud nothingness that that yearning after the 
annihilation of volition and existence attains resistless au
thority as a practical motivej .According to the last chap
ter, this condition is one whose fulfilment in the hoary age 
-of humanity we may expect with the greatest probability, 
'When the theoretical cognition of the misery of exist
ence is truthfully comprehended, and this cognition gra
aually more and more overcomes the opposing instinctive 
emotional judgment, and even becomes a practically effi
cient feeling, which, o.s a union of present pain, memory of 
former pain and fore-feeling of care aml fear-becomes a 
allective feeling in every individual, embracing the whole 
life of t.he individual, and through sympathy the whole 
world, which at last attains unlimited away. Doubt u to 
tile general motive power of such an idea at first certainly 
arlling and communicated in more or less abstroct form, 
•oald not be authorised, for it is t.he invariably observed 
.-ne of historically regulative ideas which have arisen in 
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the brain of an individual, that although thq au oa1f .. 
communicated in abstract form, they penetrate ill COUMal 
time into the heart of the masses, and at 1ut U'OUI8 tblir 
will to a passionateness not seldom bordering on r.,et;jakm 
But if ever an idea was born tu f«ling, it is the peaaimiat:ia 
sympathy with oneself and everything living and the loDg
ing after the peace of non-existence; and if ever an id• wu 
called to fulfil its historical mission without turbulence and 
passion, silent I y but steadily and persistently in the intador 
of the soul, it is this. Since experientially the individual 
negation of the will at variance with the ends of the Unoon
scious furnished in such numerous cases a sufficient motil'e 
for overcoming the instinctive will to live in quietiatio 
ascetic self-immolation (certainly without any metaphy
sical result), it is not obvious why nt the end of the world
process the universal negation of will fulfilling the purpose 
of the Unconscious shoulu not likewise be able to aft'ord 
a sufficient motive for overcoming the instinctive will to 
live, especially as everything bard is the more easily ue
cuted the greater the co-operation. It should further be 
noted that humanity has still a life of many generations ill 
which to gradually subdue and deaden, by habit and heredi
tary influence, the passions opposing the pessimistic feeling 
and the longing after pence, and to strengthen the pessimis
tic disposition by hereditary transmission. Even now we 
may remark that the natural force of passion and its de
moniac power has to yield no inconsiderable domain to the 
levelling and enfeebling influences of modem life, and this 
enfeebling process will attain results the more considerable 
the more law and morals restrict personal caprice, and the 
more rationally life is managed according to the pattern of 
trivial worldly prudence from childhood upwards. It is 
one of the signs of humanity's growing old that not a 
growth, but a. diminution of the energy of feeling and of 
passion opposes the growth of intellectual clearness; that 
thus the intluence of conscious intellect in the provincea 
of feeling and willing, undeniably present at every stage. 
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ill, for a twofold reason, constantly on the increase, until 
Ia old 18'8 it becomes decidedly dominant. From this 
pobat of new. too, the possibility therefore appears any
Wng but remote that the pessimistic consciousness will one 
day beoome the dominant motive of voluntary cboice.-
We may modify this second condition in such a way that 
Dot all humanity, but only a part thereof, need be pene
trated by this consciousness, provided that the 11pirit that 
Ia manifested in it be the larger half of the active spirit of 
&he universe. 
rThe tl&inl condition is a sufficient communication be- I. 

tween the peoples of the earth to allow of a limultantQus 
oomt~~m~ f'aiJlw. On this point, whose fulfilment only 
depende on the perfection and more dexterous application 
of technical discoveries, imagination has free scopeJ 

If we assume these conditions as given, there is a possi
bility that the majority of the spirit active in the world c. 
may form the resolve to give up willing. 

There now arises the further question whether, in the 
nature of the will, its functional activity nnd the mode L. 

of ita determination by motives, the posaibility is at all 
given of attaining a unim-~al M!Jation of the 1rill, trup
potling the preponderating part of the actual world-will 
to be contained in that mass of conscious mind which 
resolves a tempo to will no more, no matter whether this 
eoppoaition be fulfilled within humanity or another species, 
or only under quite other conditions of existence of a 
future phase of development of the kosmos? We have to 
go back for the decision of this last question to our know
ledge of the nature of volition and the laws of motivation 
following therefrom (comp. Chap. xi. B.), it being always 
uaumed that these must remnin identical in every possible 
form of objectification of the will. 

It admits of no doubt that a special volition in man, a 
desire, affection, or passion, may, in certain circumstances, 
be neuualiaed by the influence of conscious reason in the 
IJI8cial case. If, e.g., I aim at honour by a deed or a 
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work, and my reason tells me that those whoee ~ 
1 covet are fools aud blockheads, this insight, if it ia aJil,. 
ciently convincing and potent, ia able tO allay my ambiticnt. 
at least in this case. But now all psychologists are 18ne4 

.. that such a suppreaaion is 'Mt to be conceived by tl&ra 
influence of the reason on the desire to be auppresaed, bU 
only indit·ectly by the motivation or tzeitet'l&ef&t of c&A OJIJIO
IiU dtrire, which now on its part comes into collision with 
the first, the result of which is that they neutralise ODe 

. another. Only in this manner is the suppression of the 
positive world-will to Le conceived that Schopenhauer 
calls the will to live. Conscious cognition cannot directl7 
diminish or suppress the will, but it can only excite an 
opposite, therefore negative will, wl1ich diminishes the 
intensiLy of the positive will Quite inadmissible accord
ingly is Schopenhauer's doctrine of the quietiw of the will 
consisting in an altogether different mode of knowledge, 
before which the motives are to be inefficient, and which 
shall be the only possible case of an incursion of the 
transcendent freedom of the will into the world of phe
nomena (cp. W. a. W. u. V., Bd. ii. p. 476-477). Such 
incomprehensible, utterly unjustified miracles are with 
our view superfluous. How beautifully, on the contrary, 
Schelling says (ii. 3. p. 2o6), "Even God cannot otberwiae 
conquer the will than through itself." 

If in the struggle of the special desires often two 
desires effect no reciprocal suppression in spite of the 
struggle, this happens either because they are only par
tially opposed, but partially pursue different side-enda, 
therefore their paths form only an angle, as it were ; or it 
happens because the one desire is indeed in fact continu
ally annihilated, but just as continually is instinctively 
born arn:w from the persistent ground of the Unconscious, 
so that there arises t.he ap~arance of ita not being altered 
at all. In the opposition of the affirmation and negation 
of will the contrast is eo mathematically strict that the 
former case certainly cannot occur, and for an immediate 
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.......- of die world-will after its total annihilation 
theN ia d &Dy rate entirely wanting the analogy wi~h the 
llugle dllire, because in ~he latter the background of the 
Mtu1 world-will, in the former, however, nothing actually 
aay loDger remains. (For the rest, the possibility of a 
nnrgence will receive notice in the following chapter.) 
Aa long. then. as the opposition of the will motived by v 
eonacioutneas baa not yet attained the strength of the 
world-will to be suppressed, so long will the continually 
gpihilat.ed part continually reassert itself, supported on 
the remaining part, which also further secures the positive 
direction of the will; but as soon as the former has attained 
the IUile strength as the latter, there is no obvious reason "' 
why both should not completely paralyse one another and 
reduce to zero, i.&, be destroyed without residuum. A nega
tift excess is therefore inconceivable, because the zero-point 
ia Uu goal of the negative will, which it will not transgress._ 

The motivation or excitement of the negative will by 
conscious knowledge is, according to the analogy of the 
excitement of a special negative desire through rational in
light, Ml merely concei'tlable, but dtma11dcd; for here in the 
universal, just as in the individual, the ground on which 
IIIBOD sets in motion the conscious will of opposition is 
PO other than an endremonological one-rt!Jard to the attain
t!Uftl of the hnppiest possible state, beyond which goal the 
positive unconscious will in its blindness d:uts to its misery. 
This endeavour after the greatest possible st:1te of satis
faction, which the blinll will only seeks from want of 
understanding in a perverse direction, thus belongs actually 
quite universally to the nature of the will itself, o.nd 
wherever in the kosmos so high a consciousness may 
arise that it perceives the absurdity of the wo.y to the 
goal, there necessarily a conscious volition is motived by 
thJa knowledge, which seeks to attain the greatest possible 
ltate of eatisfaction by the opposite path, namely, by way 
of pegation of the will. 
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The result of the last three chapters is, then, as folloW8. 
, Volition bas by its nature an excess of pain for ita conse

quence. Volition, which posits the " That" of the world, 
thus condemns the world, no matter kow it may be consti
tuted, to torment. To obtain redemption from this no
blessedness of volition, which the all-wisdom or the logical 
element of the unconscious Idea cannot directly effect, 
because it is itself in bondage to the Will, the logical in 
the Unconscious procures the emancipation of tbe Idea 
through consciousness in that it thus dissipates the will in 
individuation, so that its separate tendencies turn against 
one another. The logical principle guides the world
process most wisely to tbe goal of the greatest possible 
evolution of consciousness, which being attained, con
sciousness suffices to hurl back the total actual volition 
into nothingness, by which the procu;, and the world cea&a, 

and ceases indeed without any residuum whatever whereby 
the pl'ocess might be continued. The logical element 
therefore ensures that the world is a best possible world, 
such a one, namely, as attains redemption, not one whose 
torment is perpetuated endlessly. 
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XV. 

THE ULTDIATE PRINCil'LES. 

W• have in our previous inquiries ever and again met 
wiLb two principles, Will and Idea, without the assump
tion of which no explanation would be possible, and which 
are really principles, i.e., original elements, because every 
attempt to resolve them into simpler elements appears from 
the first hopeless, but all previous endeavours to refer one 
to the other are to be regarded as miscarrying. We l1ave, 
however, also nowhere needed other than these two prin
ciples for our explanations, and what perhaps might 
be regarded as principia, feeling or sensation and con
eciouaneas, we have seen to be phenomenal consequences of 
oar principles. Other elementary activities, as imagining, 
willing, perceiving, or feeling, have, so far as I know, never 
been introduced even tentatively in any spiritualistic 
philosophy, so that he alone could find fault with our 
adhering to Will and Idea who, on his part, should furnish 
the proof that the previously received elementary fune
tioDJ of the mind are not the right ones, and show what 
others are to be put in their place. 

Now, as concerns our conceptions of these principia, we 
proceeded here too purely empirically, and inductively. 
We understood them, in the first place, as the ordinary 
intelligence formed in the leading-strings of the Teutonic 
1anguagea apprehends them, and altered, extended, and 
limited them as the scientific need of explaining facta 
nquired. The starting-point. of our philosophising is 
aooordingly anthropological, so far as the linguistic popular 
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consciousness and philosophic empiricism derive ball 
from the inner experience of the mental activity of JD8IL 

In fact, this starting-point appears, after a little relect:ioa, 
the only possible one. Only what we are able to 111M'le
stand by analogy wil.h out'ulvu, rnly that are we able alllll 
to understand of the world ; and were we not owaeiM 
a pitoe of the world, and bad not our anthropological eJe.. 
mentary functions, like all the other phenomena of this 
world, grown out of the common simple fundamental 
principles of this world, then with the absence of resem
blance nnd analogy between us and the rest of this world 
all possibility also of an understanding of the same 
would be cut off for us. ]~ut supported precisely on 
this intimate affinity of ourselves with other product& of 
Nature nnd with the common metaphysical roots of all, 
we may confidently indulge in a cautious use of analogy. 
and risk the analogous transference of the anthropological 
principia to the rest of Nature, if we only proceed t:riU
cally enough in the srparation of thost pecttliarities which 
dt8lingwish us men from the rest of Nature. 

/ Thus we extended the anthropological principles Will 
and Idea by recognition of the same, first in the descend
ing scale of animals, then in the independent lower 
nerve-centres of the human organism, then in the kingdom 
of the lower animnls and protists, then in the vegetable 
kingdom, then, lastly, in the domain of inorganic matter. 
We felt, however, compelled by critici!i- ru, nt the stages 
more removed from man, moro and more to strip oj'that 
which in self-observing man most strikes the eye, namely, 
Consci01tS11ess, but also at the same time perceived that 
even in the highest forms of the mental activity of man 
such volition and ideation play the most significant part 
as is free from the form of consciousness ; that man too is 
what he is only by this, that the same unconscious spirit 
dwells in him which he long admired in silence in the 
mnnifestations of the phenomena of Nature of less devel
oped consciousness. We understood, further, that this 
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......_ apiri' m• be the GODliDOn bond of 'h• 
WOIW u4 tiM sappott of the waity of the crediTt 
pia Jllftliling iD i'; oay, tba' it mut altogether be 
the iadi.WW. metaphfsical eaenee, u whose objective 
pMaaallla lhe onl.r apparently substantially aepamted 
Jllhral i.bdi'Yiduala are to be regarded. Thus before our 
......-.. glance the prinoiplea "Uncooscioua Will" and 
•UDCODICiou Idea" coalesced to form the one universal 
apidhal world-ssence, wbiob the dark impulse of man
kiad bu &twara sought by the moat diTel'8e paths and 
cleaoted b;r the moe\ diverse names, but yet everywhere 
a& • certain stage of culture has apprehended u tpirit. 
.M aiel, a c:cza «m&pre}ln8. of the nature of auch a 
beiDa ODlt just 10 much as is revealed of thia nat1ut also 
iD CMI!Mdvee through the medium of internal experience, 
a w .,...,_ are ill pktli01'1UM A.nd apprehend ourselves 
u 1uch, as ita principlea are also visibly unfolded in us ; 
•It he who deniea the um.tial idl.Uity and cotttinu.ity 
tf 1M tDOt"lll and the bannony of the priuciplea rfficimt in. 
il with the priuciples produ,ei719 it, would be able to blamu 
nr procedure as anthropopathic; and only the absolutl! 
abuadonment of thought of the most thorough-going scep
u"*u would remain if this mode of procedure were repu
diMed iD principle. The warning against anthropopath
iaa il only justified so far as it is limited to th~ sharpest 
aritical severance from the ultimnte principles of all 
tba' could anyhow belong to the special phenomenal form 
of lhe world-essence in man or in the animal kingdom, 
Cll' iD 10me narrow group of objectifications of the All
ODe_ not exhausting Natut·c in its totality. In this direc
Uou. however, I believe I have in fact also conscientiously 
ldiaHd 'he most far-:;oin.:; and most scrupulous rcquire
meata, which is best proveJ by this, tbu.t the principles 
Will and Idea are apprehended in the highest degree 
of a universality destitute of all empirical particularity, 
aamel.y, as generally as the necessity of nt all retaining 
a poei,ive and precise concept any way adt.nit.a. Thus is 

VOL. IlL K 
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eve-ry unwarrantable and spurio'lts anthropopatbism most 
carefully avoided, without abandoning the only path of 
understanding that our position in the world f't1ltien 
possible for us, but also permits, i.e., justifies by results, 
without therefore from un ultra-scepticism distrusting 
and disdaining !JMUine authropopathism, which indeed 
only reaches just as far as u·c oursclt·es are of mdaphyriml 
C$Srnce (or iu theologicallnugunge: of divine origin). 

If now, according to the results of our previous inquiries, 
the two principles Wlll nnd I den, conceived in metaphysical 
Pssential unity, actually suffice for the explanation of the 
phenomena presented to us in the known world, they form 
the apex of the pyramid of inductive knowledge, and it only 
remains to us in conclusion to take one more view of the 
height thus scaled, when a comparison with the ultimate 
1•rinciples of existing philosophical systems may not be 
uuiuteresting. This chapter forms, accordingly, the direct 
continuation of Chap. iv. A., Chaps. i., vii., viii. C., and in 
l'art also of Chaps. xi., xii., and xiv. C., whose contents I 
beg the gentle reader particularly to bear in mind. 

The contents of the present chapter may perhaps possess 
least interest for the reader who has had hut little philo
sophical culture, because more than all the foregoing they 
lose themselves in the analysis of notions which in general 
extend to the bounds of abstraction and of our intelligence. 
However, on the one hand, the relation here first more 
precisely indicated of my point of view to the systems of 
the most important philosophers, and, on the other hand, 
the stricter discussion of the notions whose significance 
nnd mutual relations had bi~hcrto for the most part been 
presupposed, should, on account of the clearing up of 
JUany points previously left in obscurity, he a sufficient 
inducement to a reader who has followed what Las gone 
before with interest not to leave this concluding chapter 
unread. 

If the value of scientific conclusions be estimated solely 
according to the degree of their certainty or accuracy, 
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11Ddo1l'btledly the nlue of the same is less the further they 
are 18111oved from the ground of the facts to be explained, 
beeaaae their probability becomes less, and then the 
value claimed by the apex of the pyramid of knowledge 
would be least. However, for the determination of value, 
yet other elements than merely the degree of probability 
ahould be taken into account, which may be summed
up in the degree of importance which these results would 
have in comparison with other ohjects of knowledge, 
aappoeiog that they were all apprehended with the 
probability 1, i.e., with absolute certainty. As for this 
factor, the value of the apex of tl1e pyramid of knowledge 
manifestly exceeds all other possible objects of know
ledge, and therefore I, for my part, shall not be weary 
in contributing my mite to the better establishment of 
the last metaphysical principles, hoping that very soon 
aome other may come who may go still farther. On the 
other hand, however, I hope that my successors will find 
the l.ta.w of the pyramid built so well and firmly by me 
u to be able to build farther thereon, and will not have 
cauae to demolish the same in its essential parts. 

1. Retro8ptcl of Earlitr Pltiloscplurs.-Of the great philo
sophers, those most in accordance with our principles are 
Plato and Schelling, Hegel and Schopenhauer, and indeed 
the Lwo latter represent one-sided extremes (Hegel the 
logical element, Schopenhauer the Will), whilst Plato and 
Schelling so far occupy a connecting and intermediate 
position, that in neither does there exist a complete 
~uilibrium of the two sides, but in l'lato the Idea, in 
Schelling's last system tl1e Will bas chief importance. 

Plato's best-known ond most important principle (cp. 
the masterly presentation of the Platonic priuciples in 
Zeller, Pbilos. der Griecheu, 2 Aufl., iL 1, pp. 441-471) 
ia the Platonic IDEA, the world of Ideas, or the nature of 
the many ideas included in the One (the b) highest Idea 
or the Idea absolutely, which he more precisely defines as 
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the Idea of the good, C..e., tht! absolute end, ad Wbkth ill tit 
hi~ idebt.io&l 'frith the Divine Reaaon. ruto C'lllcehtltM 
It!ea as in the eternal repose of llbch~ indeplt.
dent Being, and only exceptionally, and With manlfen s. .. 
coll8lstency, doe& he here and ~here (especially, ln. mytfalot.l 
represebtations) ascribe to it also emcient opea ..... 
activity. 

Since the self-enclosed IDBA would nenr baTe rtiiiiHl 
for going out of itself, it needs a eeeond, equally importa' 
principle, the ground of the Heraclitean flow of all ~ 
the Jboving spring of the world-process. 

This second iA, a~ordingly, as opJl<>'ed to the etetnal 
repose of the ldea, the principle of abaolute ebab~ the 
ever coming and going, and never genuinely being~ wher. 
fore he also c&lhl it the relatively non-being (p.t) 8af); bu\ 
yet it is that which recei\·es the ideaa 118 ita content;, and 
ushers them into the whirl of procession. Whllst the 
I dea is the meaaured, self-enclosed, that ie the lllUau• 
les.CJ, in lbself unlimited (clmtpo~) ; whilst the IDEa\ (e"f8Jl 
num~r) is in itself only qualitatively detenmned, that 
brings the element of quantity into the ph~oanenon. 
There belongs to it " all that is capable of more or less, 
of stronger or weaker, and of excess ; " wherefol'e Plato 
calls it also the "great and little." 

Whilst the Idea is the Good, and all the good in the 
world springs from it, the &:rmpov is the Bad, and the 
cause of all the bad and evil in the world (Aristot., 
Metapb. i. 6, end), is that blind Necessity found pre
existent by the world-forming Intelligence, that senselesa 
Cause, which could not be perfectly overcome by Reason, 
that irrational residue that we always get over when we 
abstract from things all that is image of the IDEA. 

From the marriage of the two opposed principles arises 
the World, which we know through sense-perception. 
Both principles have this in common, that they are not 
affected by the change of the phenomenon, but stand above 
it as transcendent (x"'pta'T'at) essences. 
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Tbt tpeeaQt of the Platonic ~t. with our own 
It obltcma a we only ueed to tranalate the realm of the 
II"' fl em,""' ll)u.s iqto Ula.t of ~e uocoqcious Pr&-
1811~ (that w indeed !llso conceived by us aa h~otuitive 
aa4 Q<tQ-temporal, i-., eternal) and ~e intensive ~q
ciple of •beolute change into the Will 

n il a1eo remarkable that Plato asserts that this a7u
ll"" il in QO way cognisable, neither by tho\\ght nor by 
pefCGptioa, which eutirely agrees with our view, th~~ot 
the Will aa suob is a something for ever inacoesaible to 
Conaciousness. [When Plato sometimes characterises the 
&n.,., alao as -x.GJpt~, Tcnro~. this is certaiply just as figura-
1i•e aa the expression &E"#Urnl (reservoir) aod Utp.lii'(E'io" 
(10n substance, in which a form, here the Ide~ is im
printed), and means, as the expre.&sious iKeillo, ill ,P "'Vtve
,.., and +V<r'"· TA w-avrt~ atfJp4Ta. 8rx.op.lvq, testify, no
thing more than tbat "·herein the ideas find their stand, 
place. locality, or room for reception and unfolding, just 
ae he sometimes assigns to the ideal world an intelligible 
eup,.mundane place (Two~ JIOfiTo~). u.ss strict still is the 
expression ii'A.~ (matter), substituted, not by Plato him
eelf, but by Aristotle and later writers for the a1mpov.] 

&/wpeflltaucr'B philosophy is contained in the pl'CJposi
tion: Will alone is Thing proper, the Being of the world. L 
Hence it follows that the presented object is only a-mani
fee~y accidental-product of brain, and that there is only 
so ruuch reason to be found in the whole world as the 
fortuitously arisen brain chooses to put into it. :For what 
CIQ proceed from nn absolutely irrational, senseless, and 
blind principle but an irrational and senseless world ? If 
there is a trace of sense in it, it co.n only have crept in by 
c1tJACt! As little as a blin,z Will can propose to itself ends, 
10 little can it choose and realise fit means to its ends; 
aud thus the conscious intellect can with Schopcnhauer 
in truth appear only as a parasite of the Will, that, f&r 
1'8moved from being willed by this latter, has rather settled 
upon it in aomEI inco01prebeusible fashion, God only knows 
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whence, like the mildew on the plant. It is obvioaa that; 
the absolutely irrational, taken as principle, must be 'rt!l'f 
much poQrer and infertile than the absolutely rationa), 
the Idea and Thought. There is also needed a remarkable 
restraint to put up with the nusolutely irrational and ita 
poverty as principle. Hence the dilettante eolonring. 
which, with all its intellectual wealth, the philosophising 
of Schopenhauer possesses, hence the sigh of relief when., 
in the third book of "The World as Will and Idea," ouo 
approaches the great inconsequence of the system, the 
IDEA. 

Ou the other hand, one cannot sufficiently admire and 
praise the wisdom of the Unconscious, that it created so 
confined a genius, to show posterity what can anu what 
cannot be achieved with that principle in its isolation. 
The one-sided elaboration of this principle was in the 
genetic course of development of philosophy just as neces
sary as the pointing of the opposite extreme in Hegel. 

llow closely the two philosophers are connected is 
rendered evident by the undesigned coincidence that the 
principal wol'ks of both philosophers appeared in the year 
1818, when one at the same time recalls the utten1nce of 
Hegel (xv. p. 619), "Where several philosophers synchro
nously appear, they will represent difli::rent aspects of a 
single whole." 

As certainly as Schopenhauer was incapable of com
prehending Hegel, so certainly must Hegel, if he had 
known him, have shrugged his shoulders over Schopen
ltauer; both stood so far from one another, that every 
point of contact was wanting for mutual recognition. 

If Kant's Criticism was compelled to decline every at
tempt at a theoretical metaphysic, and Fichte begins the 
positive metaphysical evolution of the most recent philo
sophy with the dialectic treatment of self-consciousness, 
liege! sums up this development till the close of the first 
third of the century, in that he receives from Schelling 
the principle which till then had been its more or less 
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UDCODeeious moment : the IDu alone ia the Being of the 
world; logic ia consequently ontology; the dialectic self
movement of the concept is the world-process. This 
prilleiple is, as compared with the complete poverty of 
the Schopenhauerian, the absolutely rich; for all that the 
world is, it is indeed through the IDEA; something may 
be done with it, therefore, and it is not to be wondered nt 
that it produced four systems when its antipode exhausted 
1tself in one. 

Hegel in his logic measured the Platonic realm of the 
per ae existing IDEA: he tried to surprise the Idea in 
the process of its eternal self-deliverance from barest 
being, and thus far his principle was within its right. 
nut when the realm of the per se existing Idea had been 
traversed in all directions, the principle reached its 
limits; for though the Idea was omnipotent in its own 
sphere, one thing remained unattainable by it, the rc.~. 
rudity; "for real is just that which cnunot be created by 
were thought" (Schellin~. i. 3. p. 364). 

The principle, however, though ont!-siJed, was regarded 
as all-inclusive, and b:~.d to be worked out in this one
sidedness, in order to show here, too, distinctly bow far 
it. extends and how far not. On the other hand, ho\v
ever, it lay pre-indicated in the dialectic ruo,·cmeut, that 
the logical loEA, after it had exhausted itself on its own 
ground, must, with dialectical necessity, demand the other 
of itself, or the negati\"e of itsdf, auJ this cuuld only be 
- the alogicul. 

With this plain acknowledgment, however, tho T.ogical 
would have ha•l to renounce its absolute sovereignty, 
would have had to acknowledge and admit nu eqnally 
authorised principle, that the truth is found in aud reality 
depends once on the conflict and time union of these last 
and highest contrasts. Then, howevct·, lugic wouhl als•' 
laave had to declare that that Alogical is only accidentally, 
namely, looked at only from its ouon point of view, the 
aegative, but in truth, from a. higher point of Yiew, tho 
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pofi4iw. which first of all realiaes ~he J.oaic:al. w-.. 
without thia positive it is. with itt whole •tock of W.. 
tfttal to raothing. 

This demand upon absolute Idealism all at Qee \o 
declare its own principle negative was for man-at I.
for that man wbo had carried it to it. heigbt-tQo 
much. Certainly Hegel allows here and there the feel-

. ing tQ break through that the ne.,ratlve of the lop.l 
·element deserves notice and makes p"uible the pe119 
of the Idea into actuality, but lle supp:reases the at.irriagl 
of this feeling in their origin, only not to approach ~ 
nenr his dear IDEA. He tries to comply with the illlpera. 
tive compulsion to do justice to the alogic&l eleiii8Qt;. 
everywhere thrusting itself on the observer in the wotld. 
by preposterously drawing the alogical self-contradio
tion into the logical, in that be gives to his dialectiCJl 
method (intended to be at once ideal- and real~dia
lectical) inner contradiction as an integral element of ita 
process ; whereas in truth the contradiction of the logi
cal can always only be kindled by the existing logical 
uot posited by it. But now even Hegel himself obierves 
that, on the one hand, he does not thereby exhaust the 
demands of the actual as t•cg:mls their alogical cha~c.ter, 
and that, on the other hand, he therewith burdens his 
logical IDEA with the responsibility for things which it 
cannot bear without losing its char:1cter of the logical 
Accordingly, he takes refuge in his category of the Con
tingent, which must always bear the brunt when the 
details of a phenomenon withdraw themselves, or even 
only appear to withdraw, from explanation through the 
pl'inciple of the logical IDEA. Eut the contingent as little 
as self-contradiction has a place within the logical prin
ciple and within the " What" of the world determined by 
it; for the logical principle is only determined logically. 
i.e., necessarily; and therewith the contingent is simply 
excluded from it (and relegated to the sphere of the 
nlogical). Eut just this compulsion, in additio1l to the 
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..tf.eoa~ uready ckawu mt.o the logical, to have 
na~~tne ~ t.be oa~ry of the t:MI'i"!J'f'' ought. to have 
liaottD Hepl ~"'- aft.er abstraotiug &.11 tb•t is logioally 
~ ia pltenomeaa. tberct ia really QQ!y u ~ 
..,.., and t.ru.~ tb~ must thetefore be an alogical 
.,_ \he logical, uot merely '" the same. With this 
rtOOaDi&iou Hegel would, however, at ooee have got quit 
of the motive which had urged him to credit the incon
tilteacy of au ..Iogical '" tJu logical, i.t~-, he would have 
been able to Nfio~ bia inhereo~ly contradictory dialec
tical proceq into 1\ consiateot. logical process, which 
the &logical only unJ".-li~ u impelling mOlllent of the 

PIG'*Io 
Tbuarouch ls universally recognised. the relation of logic 

to the Philosophy of Nature is in Hegel himself obscure 
Uld obliterated. }'rom consistently carrying out his prin
ciple, anu (\Tith Michelet) maintaining that Nature can 
oDly be called cxternalised logic, or logic in its altt•rity, so 
far u thQ momenta of the dialectic process united in logic 
have/Alb G814J&dcr, Hegel is protectetl Ly a certain ins tine
Live timidity which te.lcl1es him that with the consistent 
carrying out of his principle be sins against hili own lf4d/wd, 
owbich uoconuitionally demands the alogical as the equally 
authorised negation of the logical idea; but he is agam 
deterred from satisfying t.his demand by thu consequeuccs 
of tbat step, which manifestly destroy his own Jlrinciplc, 
that t.be lPEA is the sole substance. 

Tbia contradiction explains why the transition fmm tl1e 
Idea to Nature, on all occasions whl!n Hegel mentions i~ 
(e.,.," Pbanomenologie," p. 6to; "Logik," Dd. ii. p. 399-
400; "Encyclo}lli<lie," Bd. i. § 43 aud § 244), is dealt with 
in u unusually aphoristic manner, fl'equently chaugod in 
new editions, and, moreover, dressed up in uusuitaole and 
figurative expressions (liacrificc, unfolding, alienation, dis
mission, reflection of the Idea, &c.) The difference on 
tbia point baa 6nt clearly revealed itaelf in the divisivus 
of the Hegelian school. 
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Let us bestow one more glance upon the queetioa ~ 
much Hegel felt in silence the necessity of the &logical u 
counterpoise of the logical At the close of the larger 
"Logic 11 he says of the absolute Idea, that, enclosed ill the 
sphere of pure thought, it is still logical; whence it il to 
l>e concluded that its emergence from this into another 
sphere must be the passage into the no longer logical, U.. 
iuto the alogical. 

In the" Phiinomenologie,11 p. 6 ro, he says, " Knowledge 
knows not only itself, but also the mgative of it&elf, or its 
limit." Here, indeed, we might be inclined to suppose 
that the non-logical must be intended by this negative ; 
but he again entirely weakens the effect by declaring this 
"knowi1~!J its own limit 11 to he sujficient for sacrifice or 
alienation. In the "Logic," VLl. ii. p. 400, he further says, 
"Because the pure idea of knowing is so far enclosed in 
subjectivity, it is IMPULSE to abolish thu." Here be feels 
even that the going beyond the Idea can only be an affair 
of the Will. Altogether impossible, however, is the thought 
that this "u:illitLg of the Idea to emerge from the Idea" can 
come from itself, from the eternal repose of its being-for
self, which must ratlter be considered equivalent to t he 
absolutely sclf-attjficiwt peace, the untroubled sell-enclosed 
cuntcntment. 

Not only would it be incomprcluMible how t he Idea. 
could of its own accord come to precipitate its eternal 
purity into the vortex of tl1e real process, but it would be 
the height of absurdity if it, that encloses all knowledge 
in itself, willed to sacrifice its blessed peace of non-tem
poral eternal ca.lru without external cmnpulsion, in order to 
fall a prey to the torment of the process, the unblessed
ness of volition, the misery of real existence. No, not 
absolute Reason itself can all at once become irrational, 
but the irrational must be a second or other lying outside 
Reason. 

If it lay in the natu1·e of the logical to pass out of itself 
into the alogical, this occurrence would be necessary and 
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eternal, and one could never speak of a conclusion of the 
prooeas, of a redemption. 

It is also indeed only the negatiN relative determination 
(relative. namely, to the logical Idea) of that opposite of 
the Idea to be the alogical ; its positire determination, 
however, is this, to be principle of change, origin of 
reality, toill,· and when Hegel in the above passage sud
denly throws in this determination to be impulse, it is quite 
clear indeed that he has procured it purely from the em
pirical need of explaining the reality of Nature. 

But this is also, in fact, the only pOBSible way to come to 
the knowledge of the Will A prier& one could at tht most 
only know the Itka and all that follows from the Idea; the 
existence of the Will, however, is, at all events, only to be 
concluded a posteriori. }'or every a priori purely logical , 
or purely rational philosophy can only assert ideal rtlatiuns, 
but not rtal existences ; it can at most say, " If something is, 
it must be thus," but it can never show tll.at something is ; 
this only experience can do, i.e., the conjl~t with the ex
tant will (existence) in the perr£ption of consciousness. 
This answers quite to the ciroumstance that the Idea only 
determines the" What" of thillgs, but the Will their"That;" 
tlnl.S the Idea can nlso only so far comprdtt nd things as it 
ddermin.es them, therefore never their real existence. 

This necessary step in philosophy, which llegel had 
been unable to take, Schelling accomplished 1 in his last 
system, when, as indicated in Chap. vii. C., he perceivecl 
the purely logical character of previous philosophy, ue
clared it to be uegatiw, aud in opposition to it ruised tho 
demand for a positive philosophy beginning with the 
immemorial being only to be known through experience. 
(Cp. Schelling's "Critique of the Hegelian Philosophy," 
in i 10, pp. 126 to 164, especially pp. 146 and 151-157; 
further, ii. 3, fourth and fifth lectures.) 

1 Compare my memoir ~~ening u ling"• politlve Phlloeopble ala EinhtiL 
a -, comp~meut aud eluci· vun Hegel und Schopcohauer," Jkr. 
dation of ihia whole chapter, •• Schel- lin, Ottu LOwenat.cio, •869-
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So fill' aa Schelling's deductiana are cri~ and JJ181111-
ratory they are excellent, but lUI '"n aa be begiu .. 
deliver hia positive philoaophy itself he beoom.- weak. 
waven between an explanatory ~\lmenta~ve p~lll't, 
a dialeet.ic method and the sudden and unmoijv~ haW. 
duction of new leading concepts, to lose himself ~ ia 
the shoals of a mystical theogouy and the detaila of ~ 
tian theology. This is simply due to the cilc~ee 
that, to preserve oonsistency with his own past, he beoq~ 
unfaithful to hia better knowledge, that the pri~clp\t of 
l'ositive philoaopby is only to be gained 4poa#triort from 
t'xperience, accordingly by the ind1~tit~ path. 

[Deeause Schopenhauer in the main (e.g., W. u W. aDd 
I., 2d Dook, and " On the Will in Nature") proceeda ia
uuctively, be accomplishes so much more as regarda this 
problem, although he is not particularly clear about his 
JUethod, and why it is the only correct one.] 

Nevertheless Schelling's last system (unity of poait.iVQ 
and negative philosophy) has a high value, in that lt 
embroces the principle of Hegel (the IDEA) and that of 
Schopenhnuer (the Will) as co-ordinate, equally authorised 
nnd equnlly indispensable sides of the one principle (cp. 
i. 10, 242-243; i. 8, 328). Schelling very decidedly sees 
in that" extralogical nature of existence" (ii. 3, 95), in that 
"incomprehensible basis of reality" (i. 7, 360), t:.he Will. 
That something is is only perceived by t.he resistance 
which it opposes; the only thing capable of resistance, 
however, is the Will (ii. 3, 2o6). It is therefore the Will 
that accords its Tltat to the whole world and to every single 
thing; the Idea can only uet€'rmine the WJ,al. In his 
u Treatise on the Essence of lluman Freedom,'' that ap
peared in 1809 (thus long before the writings of Scho
penhauer), he said (\Yerk e, i. 7, p. 350), "There is in the 
highest and last resort no other being at all than volition. 
Volition is original being, and to this alone are adapted 
all its predicates-groundlessness, eternity, independence 
of time, self-affirmation. All philosophy only aims at 
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hcJiDg this higheat Wl'm." And in his '' anthropological 
Mhtme" (i. 10, ~ 289) one findt, • I. Will b the proper 
~ ..,..tau of tnaD, the ground of e1erythillg, ~ 
~ lb&t~~produeiDg, the OttiJ thiJ&g i!l man, the 
.... D,/Wftg." 

In co~t:rast t;o thii he decla~ lb tl1e aame place the 
~t&ding to be " the not C'IWitift!J, but ~ring, 
lfmltittg, g'Wi'II!J mt'~ to the infinite boundless Will." 

With this correspond• the principles of the Pytha· 
gt)reeB, the l.'lf'E&ptJ'P (unlimited), and the MptJU!o" (limit
ing), ot tz&.tto&OV. (giving forrn or notion), (l. ro, 243). 
If the ideal principle is an Understanding in whith ie no 
Wlll (ii. 2, 112; ii. r, 375, L 14-16), the real ptinciple is 
l • Will ill which is no Understanding" (i. '/, 359). "All 
willing, ho'trnYer, must will tomtlthat" (ii 1, ~6.2), an 
bbjectlea'e willing is only = Mgtlt dt.tirt, " the longing that 
the Eternal One feels for sell-deliverance" (i. 7, 359). Tho 
Wend of this longing is, however, the .Prucntation-thnt 
Presentation which is at the same time the Understanding 
(l 1. 361), or "the ideal principle'' (i. 7, j9S)· In the 
" ut.tettlnce of this word" is found the union of the idenl 
and 'the real principle from which the existence to be 
explained arises. 

b his later expositions Schelling endca\>ours to deJuce 
these principles from the concept of Deing as the elements 
of it which cannot be thought away, an undertaking which 
plainly reveals its infutility by this, that all real progress 
can only be gained by the reinstatement of the concrete 
determinations. Here the being-nblc-to-be (polcntU,. eris
ttftdt) answers to the Will, the purely (i.t., non-potential, 
idealiter) being to the Idea. On the being-able-to-be he 
says (ii 3, pp. 205-2o6), "But now the being-able-to-be of 
which we here speak is not conditioned; it is the uncon
ditioned potentia t:risttndi; it is that which can pnss un
conditionally and without further mediation a pottntia atl 
ad1tm. Dut now we know no other passage a potentia nd 
Gdum than in volition. Will in itaelf is potentiality KaT' 
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lEoxri.,, willing the act KaT' lEoXJi.,, The traDaitiOR • 
potentia ad actum is everywhere only transition from 110&· 
willing to willing. The immediately being-abJe..to-be. 
therefore, is that which, in order to be, needs nothing but 
just passing from not-willing to willing. Being conliats 
for it simply in the willin!J ,· it is in its being nothing u 
than wiUi.ng. No actual being is without an actual willing. 
l10wever qualified, conceivable."- The being-able-to-be 
is the Will peru, the not yet objected, but only primitive 
Wil~ that indeed ca" will (else it would indeed not be 
Will), but simply does not yet Will; the Will before ita 
manifestation (ii 3, pp. 2 I 2-213). 

If this Will is kindled into willing, if it becomes active, 
it therewith surrenders its freedom, its being-able-not-to
be, and lapses into blind being, like Spinoza's substance. 
As such, it becomes the "Sinister,'' " the source of all di&o 
pleasure and dissatisfaction" (ii. 3, 226). 

The purely being or the ToEA is neither potentiality nor 
net, for act is only that which proceeds from potentiality 
::ichelling calls its state actus purus.-I remark here that 
Schelling endeavours, for the sake of the Christian Trinity, 
to make his principles and their substantial unity into per
sons, and for that end to ascribe to each of the three a will 
of its own, which is altogether absurd. That one may not 
feel the preposterousness of this too distinctly,be suppresses 
in his later expositions as far as possible the tenet that 
the concrete determination of the "purely being .. ia the 
" Idea." (See further my essay mentioned above.)--

There is a remarkable passage in Irenrous, i 12, r. 
where the latter is giving an account of Ptolemy. As 
this same passage proves how early that perception 
attained distinct expression which declares a creation 
from the pure Idea to be impossible, I shall set it down 
l1ere : - 7rpw-rov rydp evvo~Oq 7rpo/3aA.eiv, ~J1D'W, elTa 
iOiA..,ue. • . . To Ol'A"1p.a Tolvvv Mvap.£<; f.ryevero ~ 
iv110lar;. ivevoet p.€v 'YaP ;, iwola 'TIJV 7rpo/3a:'A.;,r~. ou 
J.'fiiTO£ 7rpo/3aXA.eLv au~ KaB' £avn)v ~OVIIaTo, a Ellfl/0€&, 
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Mt Be " T'Dii 8e}..tfp4TOf 8WtJJiol~ brryivn-o, mf!, & (!lfliOt!,, 
wpoi/JW. (For first he thought to pr-oduce, then he 
willed.-The Will thus became the power of Thought. 
For Thought thought indeed the creation, but it could not 
itself produce from itself what it thought. But when 
t.be power of Will was added, then it produced what it 
thought.) 

The essential ~<YTeement of our principlell with those of 
the greatest metaphysical systems (Spiuoza we still re
ee"e) can only serve to strengthen us in the convictiou 
that we are on the right path. Let us now considol' 
aomewhat more minutely each of the principles.--

2 • .7il Will.-Volition represents the superiority of thu 
real over the ideal. The ideal is the ideal object per sc, 
the real is the willed idea of the Idea as content of WilL 

Equally diffused with the belief in Matter is the con
ception of the vulgar Tllcism, that the real is not t11c 

ttpparilion of tlu u•ill-actiml it8elf of the c1·catiu Being of 
llu 'IDOrld, but a dead, arrested product, a cop'll-t mortuum of 
a former long-extinct activity of Will, the net of creation, 
and that the proper representative of tl1is caput 'IMrtuum 
is matter. From this prepossession we have already, iu 
Chap. vii. C., delivered ourselves, where we saw that there 
is only the Unconscious and its activity, but no third. As 
long as this notion of a dead matter was not overcoml', 
there certainly only remained the two ways of appre
hending it: either as uncreated eternal substance, with 
Materialism, or as caput t~wrtuum of a forUit!r act of Cl't'n

tion, however difficul& it might be to form a clear idea of 
auch a dead product; but after material substance Lad 
been perceived by us to be a chimera, pure matter a 
system of atomic forces, and the material world an ever
changing slate of tquilibrttw~ of very many itttt:r&ediwJ 
Wl-adit:itia (cp. voL ii. pp. 241-243), tl1ere remained uo 
longer any reason for assuming dead remnants uf fonncr 
productivity, and we now perceived the lteal at every 
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moment of t.he process t.o be ~ wm-&ct.l-n"ty. tlleNfatl 
the existence of the world a contitauou.t ad oJ ~ (ep. 
vol. ii. pp. 268-269). This is doubtless a1ao the meaadba 
of the .. second corollary " at the beginning ot Schelliag'8 
.. Philoeophy of Nature" (Werke, i. 3, p. 16): "N&t.GN 
nowhere exists as product; all the several prodttcta bl 
Nature are only apparent products, not the absolute PJO. 
duct, in which the abaolute activity exhausts itaeU. and 
that always beccnne• and ever U." 

This conception by no means, ns might appear at Brs\ 
sight, contradicts the physical a:dom that the effect of a 
once-acting cause persists ; for the state newly indo~. 
in which consists the physical effect (e.g., a movement of 
this or that direction and velocity), certainly persists, llt~p
posing the object to persist whose state it is, ie., suppoeing 
that this object is continually posited anew. • 

It is coherent with this view ol the persistenee of the 
world as a continuous act of creation that we ~n no 
longer regard volition as separated from the act : 1'0Zit"* 
is i.Uclf t"M act. 

This truth appears clearer in the case of the atomic 
will, as discussed in Chaps. v. and xi C. U it appears 
otherwise in psychology, this is to be explained thus:-

( r.) When act is employed in the wider sense, it must 
ue understood as external activity of the will j if, otl the 
other hand, act is taken in the narrower sense, namely, 
only as the intended mode of efficiency, undoubtedly only 
that willing is identical with the act which accomplishu 
its will, but not that which indeed does and works, but is 
itnpeded in the execution of the deed in tlto intended 
Manner by external unconquerable impediments. 

(2.) Only the volition directed to the present is iden
tical with the act, a volition directed to the future, how
ever, is also no proper categorical volition, bu.t only a 
hypothetical volition, a TCsolution or an intention. 

(3.) By act one understands in psychology only a do
ing of the whole person, but not those movements of 
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tile 1ni1M80lecales caued by the Will, which in them
ee)qa are not powerful enough to call forth an eztmaal 
aotion of the body, or are hindered by other cerebral 
TJllntions acting in the contrary sense. 

Therefore in psychology certainly only the wlwls pre· 
aeDt .,olit.ion of the individual, i.e., the resultant of all 
the simultaneous single wills or desires, is identical with 
the act, whilst the simultaneous components exhaust 
their Mt&tual action in the brain so far as they do not 
become act in the resultant. Strictly taken, however, 
the movement of tho cerebral molecules is also a com
ing of the will into external operation, i11., an act, and 
in this aeuse is also every single desire in the indivi
dual an act, only that it is perhaps prevented by other 
cerebral vibrations from realising itself in its whole pos
sible range; t.!J., hunger produces cerebral vibrations in the 
beggar, that would compel him to stretch out his hand to 
the bread in the baker's shop ; the dread of the theft pro
duces other cerebral vibrations, which prevent this par
ticular movement; but both, the positive ns the negative 
dealre, are in act expressed as cerebral vibrations. 

•The Will per se is potentiality KaT• €toxr}v, volition 
actuality ~tt~T' 1Eoxr]v." Thla declaration of Schelling 
must certainly he assented to. Thus much is at least 
universally recognised, that volition is to be regarded as 
an act dependent on a power, and this potency, this 
being-ahle-to-will, of which we kno\v nothing moro thiLll 
t.bil, that it can will, we call Will. Whatever be a 
being-able-to-will, the possibility must be open to it to 
be, under certain circumstances, n non-willing} i.e., the 
notion of the beiug-able-to-will includes that of the 

I ,. To a eert&in extent it i& a primi 
~ In CoiOJDon la.nguago -if· 
~ that t.b" which nnw 
,.._ the phenomenon of t.be 
WOI"ld mn1t alto be cap®le of ftQC 
t~Wt1 thil, eonequently of rem!lifl· 
U, 8 ,..,. or, in <>&her word., that 
$bore DIUit aliu be a ori/ITTM1 W 

\"01.. 111. 

the rre4ent auiiT'rOh't• If, DOW, tbo 
former i& the phcoomt>non of the 
tl'illi"!1..of life, the other will be the 
pbt'ti~OD of the fiOfl-wiJUII:J of 
the tame.-In rtpl7 w certain aillv 
obj~tiona I J'("lUArlc, that the oq;u
tioo of the wUI to Jive bJ nu "'uuu 

iwport. 1M Gllliilalldtio• "'" '""' 
L 
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heing nble not-to-will, or the bein~-nl>le-to-will is only 
a correctly chosen name if that wl1ich is denoted by it is 
at the same time also a being-able not-to-will on occasion. 
If, namely, the bein:;:-nble-to-will were rleprived of tltis 
possibility of not-willing on occasion, it would be a not
being-able not-to-will or bcing-obli~eJ-to-will, and, indeed, 
not n being-ohliged-to-will comlition:1lly under certain 
circumstances or for a certain time, but an eternally 
unalterable being-ob1iged-to-will. This woulu, however, 
upset the notion of the being-able-to-will or of poten
tiality, and only leave the notion of the absolute ground
less willing that wills to all eternity. Superfluous as would 
be the notion of force in presence of an eterual motion, so 
:mp(rjluous would be the notion Will (as potentiality of 
volition) in presence of an eternal willing; willing would 
then be non-potential aclu8 pltrus. On this a!1smnption 
all possibility not only of an individual, but also of a uni
versal redemption, woul1l he cut away; all hope of a cessa
tion of the process (whether intetHied and striven for, or 
accomplished according to blind law and fortuitously) would 
be destroyed. The cheerlessness of such an assumption 
can of course be for us no argument against its admissi
bility or probability ; we shall, therefore, in another direc
tion, l1ave to test its validity. 

The ctrmity of willing com1itions the endless1Uss of the 

lt<HI(t, l.ut tltc mere act uf nc•t· the point n{ view of actual realih•, 
willing'' (i.e., tho negation uf the C<{UAI to nothing; yet we may w~ll 
t.ct of volition) ; "tM o1e1111t that hu try and conCX'ivo what it intrinai· 
hitherto 1Cilltd willa110 lt.olqt"O'. Since tally is, namely, the btin!J obk to 
we know Subltantial Btirt!l, the will and nut will Thu Schopen
WiU u Thing pc7 n, merely in And bauer overlooked, although ~rly 
through the act of willing, we t.re in the above word "MpabU" (of 
incOJupet<·nt to •ay or conceive what }'rotlucing or not produ~ing the 
it can further be or do" (this addi- world) he ha.. himeell t-nuuuced it. 
tion 11 or do" u wry inapt), "a.fkr The •tuotcd JoAIIliage ahuwa that tbOM> 
it hu n:nounco.• l tbi• ACting; tht~to· adberenta o! Schoptonhauer who COD • 

foro ne-gation i• fvr "'• who aro oei\·e tho Will u Jo:U..nt.ial Being 
the phcuumcuou uf willing, a pAS· obliged to will, and not capable of 
Nu:c into MtAinl] •• (Schopcnhau~r, nboot!Uning from willing. cannot here 
"l'o.rei),Yll," §a6:z). The inactive Sub. appeal to tht:iriDMI.cr, but have only 
•f•u•litJl JJri":J "r.:maining in r.·puao" llt<)llified f<Jr the wone hla d<*}tt·r 
i• undoulltedly fur uo, who are &t vicwa. 
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~ and indeed both forwards antl backwards. In the 
endleasness of the process forwards there lies no difficulty, 
becauae the same is at every moment, at every now, merely 
ideal, postulated, not real, given. It remains for ever pure 
problem, posited progression with negation of an end, and 
'herefore never lies under the contradiction of the completed 
endlessness. On the other hand, the part of the process 
realised at every moment always succumbs to this. Tlun"!Jht 
CAD just as easily from the given Now follow the path 
backwards indefinitely as the path forwards, but that proves 
zaotbing at all as regnrds the rud process, which pursues 
its coun>e in nu invcru direction to this ascent of thought 
into the past. The infinity that remains an unsatisfiable 
ideal postulate to regressive thinking is to be complete 
accomplished result to the forward process; and here 
occurs the contradiction tlmt an infinity (if also only one
aided) is given as finished realisation. Schopenhnucr, 
too, is perfectly clear concerning tl1e impossibility of thls 
(W. a. W. u. V., 3 Au8. i. p. 592,l23-27, and p. 539, 1. 9 
to the foot), only for our problem this is of no account, 
because he denies the reality of time, nod therewith of 
the process, and deals with the question of the world's 
beginning or non-commencement only in the sul,jectively 
idealistic sense, where thought just as little fin,ls a limit 
iJ& itldj backwards as forwards (ibid., p. 594). The reality • 
of the process, however, includes the finiteness of the 
same backwards, i.t., its beginning before a finite time 
reckoned from the present moment. The point of com
mencement of the process (with and through which time 
begins) is therefore the boundary-point between time and 
limdas eternity; on!~· in the former was the Will willing, 
in the latter it was accordingly not-willing. It is here
with provec.l that the willing can under certain circum
stances be also a not-willing, whereby at once the neces
sity is posited of supposing behind the actual willing a 
being-able-to-will (nnc.l uot-to-will), a potentiality of will
iDg, a will. Since, on the other side of the commenceweut. 
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of the process, this potentiality was without actuality, 
the possibility remains that fresh circumstances may 
occur where it again becomes a potentiality without 
actuality, ie., it is now poSS'&ole that the real process is 
also finite forwards. (The nu.essity of the future end of 
the process is not to be proved from the notion of the 
process or of time, but only from that of development, 
on the assumption that the world-process is develop-: 
ment,-as I have shown at the close of the fre
quently mentioned essay, "Ueber die Umbildung der 
Hegel'schen Philosophie," in the Ges. Philos. Abhandl, 
No. ii) 

I t follows, then, from the impossibility of a regressive 
or progressive infinite world-process that volition as such 
cannot be eternal ; that it is not an ultimate capable of 
and needing no further explanation, but that before its 
rise there must have been something that was not indeed 
itself volition but yet contained the power of willing. 
Dut this we call the pure will. When we come to this 
cunception from the recognition of the fact that one and 
the same now wills, now does not will, we have in this 
conception established the elements of being-able-to-will 
and being-able-not-to-will. This is, however, to be taken 
as a contradictory, not as a contrary opposition. A con
trary opposition is the counter-struggling of volition split 
into a positive and a negative part, as we have assumed at 
the end of the world-process. Here two opposed species 
of the genus "willing" are given, but the not-willing, of 
which there is question before the lx>ginning of the pro
cess, is the purely privative negation of the genus willing 
in general; for only when a positive willing i.s already 
given can nn antagonistic negation arise as actively
uegativo willing. The bcing-able-not-to-will is conse
quently also not, like the being-ab1e-to-will, to be under
stood ns uctive power, but ns merely passivu possibility of 
the intermission of the use of the active power. 

The no\v justified relation of potentiality and act, will 
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uu1 1'0lition, appeara indeed eminently clear and obvioua; 
it beoomee, however, again more involved aa soon as we 
direct our glance to the real passage of the pure poten
~1 (still without actuality) into the act of volition. 
We bow, namely, from Chap. iv. A., that volition can 
oaly trnly exist when it is definite volition, i.e., when it 
willa something determinate, and that the determination 
of that which is willed is an ideal determination, i.e., that 
vollt.ion must have a presentation for its content. 

On the other hand, we know, from Chap. i. C., that the 
Idea cannot of itself become existential,-not pass from 
noD-being into being,-for otherwise it would be potc!n
tiality or will, or contain this in itself,-that thus only the 
Will can give it existence. But here we are caught in a 
circle. Volition is first to become existential through the 
presentation and the presentation first through volition. 
Through the Will per 16, i.e., so far as it is mere poten
tiality and ftOt actual, certainly no effect (action) can be 
produced on the Presentation, but the Will can mani
festly only act so far o.s it is not mere potentiality. If 
now, on the one hand, the Will as pure potentiality can
not act at all, thus nl.'lo not on the Iuea; if, on the other 
hand, Volition as net proper only Lecomes existential 
tltravg1 the Idea, anu yet the Idea can1wt of itself Lecome 
existential, there only remains the hypothesis that the 
Will acts on the 1tlcn in a condition intermediate as it 
were between pure potentiality and true act, in which it 
indeed has already emerged from the latent repose of pure 
potentiality, thus seems to be actual as compared with the 
latter, but still has not yet attained to real existence, Lo 
complete actuality. This may be considered to be rela
tively potential Not as if this intermediate sta.te were 
intercalated as time-interval between the ante-mundane 
repose and the real world-process-this is, as we shall see 
hereafter, impossible-but it. represents only the moment 
of the initiati'W. Any one accustomed to think under the 
Dotion Will or faculty of initiation might aay that there 
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is no will at all in his sense within the world-~ 
since Volition is here continuous state become fatal. ia 
which merely the ideal content is changed. and that ODly 
that moment of the initiative determining the elevat.ioa 
of the will for the whole duration of the world-prooaas 
is the true will-act. Thus much is certain, that of the 
two, Will and Idea, the initiative can only be ascribed 
to the former, and that the state of the will at the 
moment of the initiative is other than it was before 
the same, and other th:m it will be when the original 
impulse has done its duty, nml has become full-action by 
participation of the Idea. As we must consider still more 
closely this conuition of the Will in the initiative (in 
the "impulse" of Ficbte transferred to the absolute), we 
require a fixed designation for the snme and choose the 
expression "e.mpf!J (i.e., still devoid of content) willing." 

::ichelling, too, is acquainted with this empty willing. 
He ~;ays (ii. 1, p. 462), "But now a distinction important 
for all that follows presses on us of itself-of the willing. 
that is properly objectless, that wills only itself ( = Sucht), 
and of the willing, that is filled and remains as product of 
that first willing." 

Empty volition is not yet, for it lies still before that 
actuality and reality which we are accustomed alone to 
comprehend under the predicate Being; it is substantiw, 
however, not merely like the " rill per se, as pure poten
tiality, for it is indeed n consequence of this, and accordingly 
is related to it as act. If we desire to apply the right 
pretlicat.e, we can only say: Empty volition becomu; 
becoming is employed in that eminent sense in which it 
signifies not trausition from oue form into another, but 
illlo bring front ab80Zul.e not-being (pure essence). Empty 

,. willing is the slMl[J!Jling for bring, which can only attain 
being if a certniu external condition is satisfied. If 
the will in itself is the will nble to will (consequently 
also able not to will, or vclle ct nolle potens), the empty 
volition is the will that bas decided itself to will 
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(t.bu can no longer not-will) the will willing to will 
indeed. but not yet able to accomplish the willing by itself 
alone (wlle tldknl, red Mle non potena), till the presenta
ti~ ia added, which it can wilL 

tEmpty volition is thus actual so far as it struggles after 
ita realisation, but it is not actual so far as it cannot 
aUGiA this realisation of itself without the accession of an 
external circumstance. As mere form it can only become 
actually existential when it has attained its fulfiltnu/J.; 
this fulfilment it can, however, not find in itself, because 
it is only form arul nothing more. Whilst, therefore, the 
endeavour of definite volition has the realisation of its 
content (its assertion against opposite endeavours) for 
goal, the effos't. of the empty willing ho.s no other goall 
than this, to realise itself, itself ll8 form, to obtain posses
sion of itself, to be, or, what is the same thing, to will, i.e., 
to C01M to itMlj. 

Another teuJcucy than tl1is, to emerge from the vacuity 
of the pure not yet existent form, cannot be at all ima- < 
gined in the absolutely ideallcss and blind Will. Oue 
tnight say its content or goal is the negation of its want 
of content, if this were not sdf-contradictory aml at the 
same time materially false, so far us by that a notional, i.r., 
ideal, content was indicated, so that tbe empty volition 
would then again have an iucnl content, nnu would Ut! 
capable (lf existence through this alone. The relation is 
rather a positive one; the potentiality contains in itself 
the formal element of the act ns abstract being, not yet 
posited, and the initiative strives also to posit it as that 
which it intrinsically is, i.e., as put·c form of the act, 
which, however, never could succeed ns long as the otllet• 
equally iudispe».Sable, namely, material moment of tLe 
o.ct is wanting. I Thus it remains, so far as the latter is not 
added to the empty volition, in au unceasing preparedness w 
6JW'i11!J, without ever coming to the point; it remains at. the 
stage of a becoming, from which nothing becomes, in which 
nothing emerges. The willing-to-will pines for fulfilment, 
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- .fS the form of the will CIUUIICit be raH.d &ill ~ .... 
gruped a C'OCteD1; U SOOD aud U W M G J.s doae UU.. 
TW..ioll u ~~no l~ eapt, TOlitioa, DO Joaga williJll 
fb teill. 1m dLpih ~ 1riiliDg ~U.,. 'l'Le &&ale 

> ol p:tte l"'lliiil:l is tbe:e!i>re au e!em:tl ~ b' falfil
. men; which can only be r;inD to i! through the idea, u.. 

r. is ahsolme alialtdaua, paiD '1rithom pleuare. eftD 

wir.hour. pau:se.._J So far as empty rolitioa is ODly ao.fllltGry 
impul.te. th3.t immedisWy. at the ssme moment •' which 
it eu:ef};es. grasps the idea as content [Identical with it, 
there'.o:e DO! able to withdraw from it), so far it does not 
attain raliter to the separate erutenoe of such an ante-mun
dllne unb.esed.Dess, althotl~ the latter is the condition of 
the origin of the world, thus 'Mt1m1 priu. Bnt andonbt
OOiy iLalsoatta.ins .real.iter ana:tm-mundane DDblmsecioess 
of empty willing ~"ide the .satisfied world-will .For t.he 

> Will i5 potentially i11ji11il4 and in the S3me sense ita initill
tive,empty'~"o!ition, i s infinite. Theldea,bowenr,iap.ih in 
ita wrJon (althoogb in iUdj. C:lp:tble of infinite perfection), 
an lhat also only a finite p:ut of empty volition can be 
aaUaficd by it (and only a finite w-orld can arise). There 
remains, therefore, an infinite exce.s.s o( the hungry vacant 
willing besides and beyond the sati~fied world-will, which 
in filet, nntil the return of the total will to pure poten
tiality, fnll.s irretrievably into unblessedness. The reader 
may remember that, according to Chnp. iii. C., every non
u tisfaction of a will to ipso be~et:3 consciousness. The 

. wl~ content of this single extra-mundane consciousness is, 
as we saw abo•e (Yol ii. pp. :::5;-258), not exactly an idea, 
but absolute pain and unbles;:.ednes.~, whilst in the world 
(in the fulfilled volition) there exists only a relative pain, 
i.e., an excess of pain 0\·er pleasure. 

Will and Presentation, both of which were before the 
commencement of the real process, somc:thing pre-exis
tent, or, as Schelling says, "super-existent," are therefore 
united in the (partial) fulfilment of empty volition through 
the (wl1ole) idea into fulfilled volition or the willed idea, 
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1rhelewith the act ia attained u real existence. We may 
oall this combination of willing and picturing to form 
uJatiJig filled volition, which, regarded from the aide of 
the will, ia an tduci119 aud u4-ifi{J of the idea, by the same 
right from the aide of the presentation a I'Km:ftdn-ing to 
the will; for devotion also is an altogether pa88it~ fact 
which demands no positive activity, but only CJ:dudt, 
all negative activity, aU remtance. It appears here very 
clearly tbat Will and Idea are related to one another as 
Wl4k and /MfUI.U, for the truly feminine never goes 
beyond an unresisting passive devotion. U we would 
carry the image further, the Idea is before being (as 
purely being) in the state of blessed innocence; but the 
Will, that has put itselC into the state of wtblessedness 
through elevation from pure potentiality into erupty voli
tion, drags the Presentation or Iuea with it into the whirl
pool of being and the torment of the process, and the Idc:l. 
gives itself up to it, sacrifices its maiden innocence, as it 
were, for the sake of its final rcJcwpLion, thnt it cannot 
find in itself. In that the Idea is not at aU cap11.blu of an 
active resistance to the Will, and that the Lliud roving Will 
cannot at all avoid seizing this, because it is the only 
thing seizable, and lies before its nose, us it were; iu A 

• word, in that the essential identity of the Will and tlu! 
Idea makes a non-concurrence of botl1, after the impul:.u 
has once been given, impossihle, uotlling is chaugcu in 
that relation of the two to one another. w·hat wns 
before an unintelligible fact is uow elevated into the 
sphere of necessity, and thereby nt the same time the 
proof of the above assertion is given that nu intcn·al 
of ernpty volition between the moment of the iuitinthe 
and the renl world-process is impossihlc, because the Idea 
necessarily sees itself in the first moruent of the iuitiati \'u 
of the will dragged into the vortex of the process, so thllt 
the beginning of the t:crgue time posited by empty voliti \ e 
is likewise the commencement of the tirno determined Ly 
lhe Idea. From this tmhract of the two super-existent 
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Ju·inciples, of the being-1\ble-to-be that decides to be and 
of the purely being is therefore being en,qendered; as we 
ulready know, it has from the father it.s " That," from the 
wother its ·• What n.nd Row." 

'Ve saw tbnt the Will is in&:tliable; however much it has 
it always wants more, for it is potentially infinite; and yet 
its satisfaction can never be infinite, because a satislied 
or completed infinity would be a realised contradiction. 
Strictly it is therefore quite indifferent whether that piect! 
of the empty volition which has found a fulfilment in the 
ltlea. is great or snu.Ul, i.e., whether the world is great or 
:-mall (in the intensive sense), for the satisfied volition 
"ill alwa)'s be relatetl to empty volition, as something 
tinite to an infinite, which is possible because it is relaU:tl 
to it as actuality to potentiality. Since accordingly empty 
,·clition is and rem<Lins infinite, it is also altogether indif
ferent for the infinite absolute unblessedness of this empty 
Yolition whether, utlsiues its infinite uu blessedness miti
gatetl by no pleasure, bowevet· slight, a worltl of pain and 
llleasure exists or not. 

We certn.inly detect none of that extra-mundane un
blessedness of the void willingly, for we belong to the 
'World, to the fulfilled williug. Lastly, we can by no 
means adopt the opinion that the will furnished with an· 
ideal content, r.g .. the atornic forces, is not ohliged to 
endure considerable non-satisfactions ant! painful sensa
tions, although we can say with certainty that bejQT'e the 
ori&-in of the organic consciousness it can feel no satisfac
tion as JJlcasure. .According to aU this the infinite un
blessednt!SS would be perpetuated if the possibility of a 
radical redemption were not given. 

This possibility exists, however, as we know, in the 
en•ancipatioo of the Idea. from the Will through conscious
ness. The latter certaiuly demands in the course of the 
1•rocess still greater sacrifices; for although it indeed 
cua.ules pleasure to be felt, it also renders pain tl1e mom 
oppressive through reflection, so that the intra-mundane 
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pain, as we have seen, does not fall, but rises with the 
enhancement of consciousness o.n the whole; but through 
the final redemption this enhancement of pain becowt!s 
purposive. This ultimate redemption is perfectly com
vatible with our principles, for although at the end of the 
world only the satisfod will is directly bzought to turn 
round, yet this is the only uctual and existential will, 
and is consequently related as regards its real pQwtr 
to the mere empty willing struggling for existence as 
an actual to a nmt-adual, as a something to o. nothing, 
although of perfectly homogeneous nature. Tfi, then, the / 
existential volition suddenly becomes nothing through an 
existential willing-uot-to-will, the willing in this manner 
itsell determines itself to the willing-no-more, in that the 
whole Yolition parting into two equal and opposite direc
tions swallows up itself, thus as a matter of course also 
Lhe empty williug-to-will (not-being-able-to-will) ceaseg, 
and the return to the pure independent potentiality i'l 
accomplished, the Will is again what ic was bifore all t

volition, will able to will and not to will ;- for the bri~t:f 
able to will is certainly not in any wny to be takell 
from it. j 

To wit, there is iu the Uuconscious neither an experi
ence nor a memory ; the Unconscious c:m therefore aho ( 
not be altm:d through the accomplished world-process; it 
can neither have acquired anything that it did not possesg 
before, nor have lost unything formerly possessed; it cau 
neither have filled its former ante-mundane emptiness 
with the memory of the wealth of the proccl!s passc•1 
through nor receive any instruction tl1rou1:;h tl1e experience 
laud in the same, to guard itself henceforward from the 
repetiliun of its former fau.J; pas (for for all this remi
niscence and meUJory, nay, even reflection would be 
required) ; iu a word, it is in no other situation than 
before the first commencement of that process. Is this 
10, however, and in the impossibility of maintaining a 
auemory in t.he euconscious must the flattering illusiuu of 
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the hope of final peace rejoicing perhaps in its finality 
after the close of the world - process be set aside as 
a pions delusion (cp. pp. 89-90), the possibility un
doubtedly remains open that the potentiality of the Will 
decides once again to will, whence then the possibility im-

) mediately follows that the world-process may often have 
played the same tune bdore. Let us pau>e for a 111omeut 
in order to determine the degree of tlu" probability. 

The Will able to will and not-will, or the potentiality 
which can determine itself to being or not, is the abso
lutely free. Tho Idea. is by its logical nature condemned 
to a logical necessity; volition is the potentiality that 
has lost itself, which bas forfeited its liberty to be able 
Mt-to-will; only potentiality before the act is free, is the 
determined and determinable by no rtason., that abyss 
that is itself the ahyss of nil. As little as its freedom is 
limited outwardly so little is it inwardly; it ouly becomes 
limittd inwardly at the moment when it is also annilti
latcd,-wben the potentiality itself cxlcrnaliS!B itself. We 
see at once that this absolute freedom is the stupidest 
thing that one can imagine; which is q_uite in accor
dance with the circumstance that it is only conceivable 
in the Alogical 

If, now, there is nothing at all that determines volition 
or non-volition, it is mathematically speaking accidental 
whether at this moment the potentiality wills or does noli 
will, i.e., the probability = t· Only when the probability 
of eo.ch of the possible cases is = ~. only where absolute 
chance comes into plu.y, ouly then is absolute freedom 
conceivaLle. Freedom aud chance are, as absolute notions, 
notions, i.e., deprived of all relations, identical. I n tlte 
snme manner Schelling conceives the relation when he 
says (ii. I, p. 464), "Volition, that is for us the com
mencement of another world posited outside the idea. ..• 
is the primitively accidental,-the primitive chance itself." 

Now, were the potentiality in time, the probo.Lility 
would, as time is infinite, be = I , i.e., certainty, thnt 
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the potentiality resolves in time once again to becoane 
actual; but, as the potentiality is otd8itU time, which 
iDdeed the actual first creates, and this extra-temporal 
eternity is not at all distinguished in temporal reference 
from the moment (as great and small are not distinguished 
u regarda colour), so is also the probability that the 
potentiality determines itself to volition in its extra
temporal eternity equal to this, that it determines itseiC 
thereto instantaneously, ie., = I· It followa from this 
that the redemption from volition can be regarded as no 
final one, but that it only reduces the pain of volition nnd 
being from the probability 1 (which it has during the 
world-process) to the probability 1, thus always affords a 
gain not to be despised in practice. 

Of course, the probability of futnre events cnnnot he 
inJluenced by the past, consequently the co-efficient of 
probability of l for the repeated emergence of the will- ~ 
ing from potentiality cannot thereby be diminished, that 
the latter bad already once before resolved to will, but 
when one a pri.IJri considers the probability that tbe 
emergence of volition from potentiality repeat itself with 

the whole world-process 7' times, it is manifestly = ~ .. just 

a.s the a pri<n-i probability of throwing heads 11. times in 
succession with a coin. 

Since with the end of one worlc.l-proeess time ceases 
till the beginning of the next there is no time-pause; but 
the stnte of aflilirs is precisely the same as if the poten
tiality had at the mcnnent of th~ anttihilatwtL of its former 
act externaliscd itself anew into act. lt is, however, ciL·ar 

that n increasing, the probability ! .. becomes so sruaU thut a. 

it is practically sufficient for consolation. 

3· Tlto Prumtntion M Idta.-Let us now pass to the 
other super-existent, Praentatwn, and once more take 
particular notice of ita relation to tho Platonic idea. 
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Aristotle cnlls the Platonic ideas ovalat, a term that; 
l'lato himself to our knowledge never employed, which 
nt any ra:t~ with Aristotle means something altogether 
different from what we now understand by "snbstnnce," 
and which would be best translated by "entities." }'or 
Pluto himself one can hardly assert more tlmn that he 
<'onceived the Ideas as objective existences, and denied 
that they are only in the mind, that they are mere know
ledge of some person; further, indeetl, he ditl not go in 
tlte discussion of their nature, but l1c is contented with 
opposing them to the perishable flux of the sensible 
world as the truly being (oll7'm~ CJv), as the independent 
being (1~11 auTO fW.8' avTo), and the unchangealJle (ou0J7rOTe 
ouoap.fj ouoap.wr; a"Ah.o[QICTtv ouoep.l.av €voexop.evo11). If 
Aristotle strives after more precise definition by calling the 
Ideas ovafat, the la~er Platonists and the Neo-Platonic 
1-ehool on the other hand conceived the Ideas as eternal 
tluruglLts of tlw ])city. 

Both interpretations it is probable were in the mind 
of Plato himself; for although the eternal thoughts of the 
Deity cannot be substances in the modern sense of the 
phrase, yet it is no contradiction at all to c:Ul them ouaia, 
in the Aristotelian sense, just because they are eternal 
thoughts of tl1e D eity, therefore have an essential being 
for ever self-identical 

Certainly Plato would never l1ave allowed that they are 
n knowledge, that they are conscious thoughts of D eity, for 
thereby they would be altogether deprived of their objec
tivity, which was the chief point to him. When Plato 
identifies the Idea with the Divine Reason, this can only 
mean that, by 11 very explicable license of speech, be iden
tified the essential being with its sole eternal activity. 

It is clear, therefore, that we have to understand by the 
Platonic ideas ctental unconscioU3 iltougl!ts (of an imper
l'oual Being), where the •• etemttl" does not mean an end
less duration, but that which is out of time, elevated 
l1eyond all time. Fur us too the unconscious presentation 
i:. an extra-temporal, unconscious, intuitive Thought, which 
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represents to consciousness an altogether objective essen
tiality. The main uifference between the l1latonic an•l 
our view lies in the meaning which he assigns to the word 
·• being," namely, whilst after the precedent of Parmenidcs, 
he regards unchangeableness as the criterion of true being, 
unchangeableness appears now to us i11dijJ't:rcnt for being, 
but on the contrary we demand unconditionally that truo 
being should have realily. 

Thus Plato comes to declare the Idea to have being iu 
the most proper sense, whereas we are obliged to regard it 
as somewhat non-being, of which more hereafter. 

With Plato there takes place StiCh an interpenetration 
in the abstract realm of ideas, that all are containt:d in 
One Idea. I, too, have repeatedly pointed to the mutual 
interpenetration of the presentations in the Unconscious, 
and their coinhercnce (e.g., of end and means), a state 
that simply follows from the non-temporal character of 
the unconscious presentation, where the mo1uents of thought 
separated in time in discursive thought must necessarily 
be found in one another. J3ut whereas Plato denotes the 
coinherence of the whole world of ideas in the peculiar 
l'yt.bagorean ab&trnct fashion as the One, and then deter
mines this One materially as the Good, we shall not uu 
able to rest content with any of these determinations_ 
Since the notion of the Good iu the ethical sense, RS 

already often remarked, must not be referred to the All
One existence, which Plato too seems to feel, we shall be 
obliged to interpret the good it.self in the l'latonic sense 
as the higher logical end, as the final eud determining all 
the intermediate ends and means, that the all-wise World
neason assigns to itself. Thus understood, we too may 
appropriate the Platonic unity of the Idea. The Idea 
actualised in every moment of the world-process is one 
embracing in itself all t.he separate ideM to be simul
taneously realised as integral elements, and the uniting 
point of this collective Idea is the self-identical world-end 
unchanged from the beginning to the end of the process, 
or true end of the world-process, which indeed is only 
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implicitly thought in ench single moment, but which 
teleologicnlly determines the whole content of the intui
tion of each instant as means to it. The end is posited 
by the I dea itself, and the determination of the special 
matter of intuition of the All-One is agnin logically 
determined by tl1e end; accordingly the total content of 
the intuition of the AU-One is from the beginning to the 
end of the process pure self-determination of the Idea. 

We can, however, not stop here, but must further ask, 
why does the Idea determine itself in this way and not 
otherwise? Il this self-determination is a necessary one, 
following from its own nature, as we must assume, the 
question is properly only how to perceive the peculiar 
nature of the Illea, in consequence of which it sees itself 
compelled to determine itself thus and not otherwise. 
When we have perceived this inmost Dllture of the Idea, 
we possess that from which the whole content of the Idea 
necessarily follows in virtue of its pre-formed self-deter
mination; we have gained the most precise expression for 
the principle that we hitherto have called Idea, but which 
in strictness is only Iuea when and so far as it has entered 
into being, i.e., become content of a will. The required 
determination for the inmost nature of the I dea now can 
no longer be a material one, for it must indeed also bold 
good beyond all idPal content (before the beginning 
of the world- process); the matrix of the unfolding 
of the whole material wealth of the worM of ideas, the 
ground of the self-determination of the Idea to this and 
110 other content, can only be ~ formal, no longer n 
material principle; it must be the sam~ immanent formal 
principle of the Idea. that is manifested in its self-deter
mination of the iueul menus to the ideal end, i.e., the 
lO!Jical formal principle. 

By logic was formerly, and in part still is, understood 
theory of thinking in the widest extent; but in order to 
unJerstand what is here meant by the logical, we must 
first of all abstract from that too general conception all 
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that is specifically paychological and anthropological, 
&g., the special dot:lriM of mdl&od, which provides a 
guide to research in the varioas departments of human 
inquiry, and the theory of 1."1W1Dltdge, which investigates 
the problem whether and how conscioasness may trana
gress ita immanent sphere and attain to being peru. We 
mnst further remove from it the framework of Ontology, 
which the human consciousness has contrived with the 
help of the categories for the better understanding of 
emtence, but which itself is only nn implicit p:u"t of the 
material content of the Idea, and only sums to be formal 
because it is abstract. Finally, we must deduct all that 
appertains only to the discursive form of the manifesta
tion of the logical in consciousness, and not to the logical 
as such, thus the diremption of the logically connected 
moment.q, which may be likened to the exhibition of an 
illuminated point as a shining line in a quickly rotating 
milror. It is the logicnl formnl principle that causes the 
moments successively related in the discursive-logical 
thought· process of consciousness (e.[J •• the terms of o. conclu
sion) to stand to one another iu actuallO[Jical relation; but 
that the related moments are discursively sundered is due 
only to the nature of conscious thought, not to the logical 
principle, which is ever inherently unconscious, and e\•eu 
in the discursively logical process of consciousness is in
terposed between every pair of terms as a timeless uncon
scioas factor, so that it is not to be wondered at, that it ia 
also manifested as such in the implicit intuitive thinking 
of the unconscious Idea. and its self.determination (cp. 
Chap. vii. B., vol. i. pp. 314-316). The logical principle is 
in theological language the divine reason; in metaphysical, 
the very simplest primitive reason, from w}lich everything 
rational ia derived. As primitive reason i\. is the formal 
regulator of the material self-determination of the Idea; 
it is generally the formal aspect of the unconscious intui
tion of the AU-One, whose material aspect is the Idea in 

1'01.. UL II 
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the narrower sense. Lastly, it is the matri.2; from which 
the not yet existing Idea is unfolded at the beginning of 
the world-process. 

If we would now more precisely specify what the 
Logical or the primitive Reason is, not for the Idea, but in 
itself, we shall be obliged to keep to the old enounccment 
of the logical formal principle under the form of the laws 
of identity and contradiction, i.e., not to the discursive 
expression of these laws, but to the logical element con
tained in them. The two are one, and only the positive 
and negative expression of the same thing, but at the 
same time also tLe positive and negative mode of mani
festation of the same principle. The logical formal prin
ciple in the shape of the law of identity is absolutely 
unproductive (the A = A leads to nothing); it has been 
the error of all logistic philosophers that they regarded 
the logical principle as positively creative, and even 
imagined it possible to attain, by its means, to a. positive 
content of the world, to a positive final aim of the 
same. All positive teleology is therefore a still-born child, 
because the positive end must be a creation of the logi
cal principle iu the positive sense, but the latter is in the 
positive form altogether uncreative, nay, of itself could 
never attain to a. process, but must persist in pure identity 
with itself. 

Not so the negative aspect, although here certainly 
the logical formal principle can only be manifested if 
a non-logical is present, which the logical can oppose 
with its negation. The inner conflict of the void Will 
that wills willing and yet cannot will, that aims at 
satisfaction and reaches dissatisfaction, is such a non
logical; the volition itself is the negation of the Law of 
Identity, in that it annuls persistence in identity, and 
demands that A (pure potentiality) do not remain A, 
but change into B (the act); it is therefore the nega
tion of the positively logical, and therewith challenges 
the logical formal principle to manifestation in a nega-
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tive sense.1 The logical negates the negation of itself: 
it says, "The contradiction (namely, to me, the logical) 
is not to be ; " and in saying that it proposes to itself 
an end, namely, the abolition of tho alogical, of voli
tion. Certainly this end, that follows from the negative 
mode of manifestation of the logical principle, is itself 
only negative, directed against the genuinely positive in 
volition, that only from the standpoint of the logical 
appears relatively negative. In the same sense will also, 
from the point of view of the logical, the end - the 
suppression of volition-appear as negation of the nega
tion of itself, i.e., as double negation, i.e., as something 
relatively positive, but from the point of view of the 
alogical the end remains a purely negative one, as is con
firmed by the result, reduction to nought. Accordingly 
we too must hold by the expression of a negative final 
end, in contrast to the impossible positive final end (in 
the sense of an emanation from the logical principle in 
its positive form), and shall have to lay stress on the fact 
that here teleology altogether, in the last resort, has only 
been saved by the absurdity of all search after a positive 
end and the untenability of all positi" teleology being 
apprehended through the principle of the logical itself, 

' It caa hardly be. n_.,.,. to thatthe "WbM" of tho world ia O<m· 
call to mlod thai tho determination Lrivod 1000 judicioualy aod wiao.ly, 
of tho "Alosfcal '' and "Logical," aod thereby pointa to tbe aet.lon nf a 
here deduced from the nature of the wi~~e aod logical principle, which -
two prioelpln "Will" aod "UDOOD· have perceived lo Ita maoifntatinn 
aciOUJ intuitive Idea," had a.heady to be uoOODICIOUJ lotllitive ,_,.. 
bo.:on pro"l'ed by tho inductive path. t4tion. h ~~eemed to me expedient 
The chapter on ibo MJ.ery uf lxiai- to ahow bore once mOftl that Uio COD· 
ence, namely, had loducth•oly p-oftd trary C01U"88 abo lew to tho auder
ihai tho exiatouce of ibia ,. orld ia ataodior of tho Whole, i.r., that. from 
wor~~e than would be Ita non-e:aiai- the vuy nature of the py.chical olo
enoo; tbM therefore tho "Thai" of meniary functiooa "williog aod per
the world, or ita uiAteoce, mUll owe oolviog," expaoded loto at.&ributea of 
it.ll cmpa to ao irrational or alot!i· theAII·Ooe., follow• at.011ce tho alogl
ml pnnciple., but at tho .ame time cal aod logical cllarM&er of tho ame, 
ai.o that tbia irrational prlodple, becaaee lo ibia III&DIMI' Uae orpnio 
which proceede to make tho world -eotl011 of all Uae tenna lo ibe tra
in to a ~tched ooe, u tdUioA. Oo voned olrale of iboapt '-• far 
tbe other band, It hu bem 1bowo more OCIDipi.,_, 
by all the preceding lnveldpti-
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and by the adoption of a negative teleology, i.e., B teleology 
with absolutely negative end, but which from the point of 
view of logical speculation is, on account of the double 
negation contained in it, just as positive as a directly 
positive teleology could ever be. 

We see, then, that we may and must go beyond Plato's 
determination of the One Idea as the Good or the end, to 
the higher determination of the ideal principle ns the 
formal-logical. The eternity of the Ideas is not to be un
derstood, as if they one and all, just as they at·e after
wards realised, lay from the very first and for ever boxed 
up in the ideal, and only waited for the Will to realise 
them; for then the infinite empty volition must realise 
the whole mass of Ideas at n stroke, which would only 
yield an eternal chaos, but no development. llather must 
the Ideas always unfold tllemselvcs by self-determina
tion from their formal principle only in the extent in 
which they are to be realised by the Will in the course 
of development; and this extent is determined by the 
constant final purpose on the one band, and by the stage 
of development of the world at any time attained on the 
other. The eternity of the Ideas is therefore not to be 
understood as eternal, even if only ideal, existence, but only 
as eternal pre-formation or possibility. The logical is in 
itself to be regarded as n purely formal principle, which 
is stimulated to the ideal productivity of its content only 
by the other of itself, the a logical. We may sny there is 
no pure logic, i.e., no manifestation of the logical purely 
in and by itself; there is only applie(llogic, i.e., manifesta
tion of the logical in and by its other, tLe alogicaL Only 
through applied logic is the ideal principle that is p1·imo 
loco pure formal principle filled with an ideal content 
(first the end, and then the succession of means to 
attain this end). 

Thus understood, our ideal principle also essentially 
agrees with that of Hegel (for the Absolute Idea of Hegel 
is nothing more than that to which the empty hu:;k of 
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thought, the notion of pure btliug identical with nothing, 
has determined itself in virtue of its immanent logical 
formal principle in the progress of the evolution itself), 
except thnt one bas in the word "Absolute Idea" an 
empty sign, which is only filled when the whole develop
ment has been gone through ; whilst the more familiar 
" logical" denotes the formal moment of the self-determi
nation in the extra-temporal ideal evolution. 

The process in the Idea pw " is, as Hegel him
self l!&ys, an eternal, i.e., eztra-temporal one, consequently 
it is also strictly again no process but an eternal result, 
a being-in-one of all the momenta mutually determined 
to all eternity; and this being-in-one of the moments 
determining one another appears to us only as process 
when we artificially sunder them in discursive thought. 
For this renson I cannot allow that the logical determi
nation of thnt which at every moment eme~es into 
actuality takes place through dialectic in the Hegelian 
sense, becnuse in the sphere of the ultra-temporal eternity, 
wl1ere we might at any rate speak of a peaceful juxta
position and intermingling of contradictory representations. 
no process is possible than that which necessarily presup
poses time, and on the other band, again, in the piece of 
the Absolute Idea emerging at a particular moment into 
reality the main requirement of the Hegelian dialectic, the 
existence of contradiction, is wanting,-quite apart from 
this, that a dialectic process in the Hegelian sense can only 
tnke place between concepts, these crutches of discursive 
thinking, wheren.s all unconscious thinking occurs in con
crete intuitions. 

When Plato, who, properly speaking, had no idea of 
laws of Nature, assumed also transcendent ideas of every
thing of which he could abstract common notions, this 
was a childish point of view, which, as Aristotle reports 
at a later period, excited suspicion even in his own mind. 

We know now that all inorganic Nature ia a conse
quence of the atomic forces acting according to their 
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im111Qnent laws (which are comprised in their Idea), anti 
only with the origin of organisms is there an accession 
of genuinely new Ideas. We know also that as all the 
Ideas receive their determination from the Logical, and in 
strictness are altogether nothing but applications of the 
logical to given cases, the idea of the world-process ia the 
application of the logual to tmpty voliHon. With Hegel tJ.e 
latter is represented by that which forms the commencing 
aud starting-point of logic, pure being, identical with 
nothing ; for this is the only form under which tlte 
impulse to self-alienation foreign to the logical can exhibit 
itstJlf to the logical principle. 

~ rwe have seen that the Idea first becomes existent 
when the Will grasps it as content, and consequently 
realises it; but whnt then is it previously ' At all events, 
not yet a.:istent, a super-existent like the Will or empty 
volition.J As the Will in volition passes out of i.Utlf (as 
potentiality), so is the Idea put outside itself (as super
existent) by the Will. This is the radical difference 
between the two : the Will itsdf ejects itself; the Idea i6 
ttauslated into being by the Will (u.s one in the condition 
of not-being). 

Could the Idea pass of ilself into being, it would indeed 
be potcnt1"alily of bcing,-wonld therefore be itself Will 
But, on the other hand, the ldea not yet translated into 
being can also not absoluttly not be (oil" elva,), else the 
Will could also make nothing of it; it can only be a 
not-yet-being in a special sense (p.~ ~v). Now, if it is to 
be nejther acth·e being nor potentiality of being, nor also 
absolutely nothing, what then reruains? Language wattls 
an appropriate word for the designation of this concept. 
One might be inclined to call this state latent being, 
which, even when it is made manifest by the Will, yet 
never becomes free being, but always only being as ideal 
content of a being in actu. From the cutus the latent 
being of the Idea before its seizure by the Will is distin
guished by this, that by the word actus, on the oue hand, 
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one involuntarily always thinks of a preceding poten
tiality that ia here ·wanting, and, on the other hand, of '"' 
adul being, an efficient activity, whose strict contrary 
ia that still, calm, latent being, altogether self-enclosed, 
never spontaneously going out of itself. The word ada 
therefore is at most suitable so far as this state like 
the ad111 form• a conlraat to potentiality, but a con
trast that is of quite a different kind from that of actu& 
Schelling seeks to make this relation of the concepts 
evident by terming this state acltu punta, U., an adtu 
that is pure or free from potentiality, or translates this 
I'~ 6.,, "the purely (i.e., non-potential) being." It is, 
however, clear that these expressions are by no means 
happy, since, in spite of the most. satisfactory elucida
tions, they must always leave the impression of a "wooden 
iron." This defect of expression, which arises through a v 
vain struggling with the limitations of language, however. 
by no means prejudices the result, that! the Idea before 
being sucked into the vortex of being by the Will elevated 
to being must be thought in a relatively non-existent 
state, which, elevated above the real lllliug arising from 
the co-operation of Will and Idea (i.e., super-existent), 
must be thought in tllis super-existent sense as a non
potential (i.e., also unsubstantial), hidden, still, pure being:J 
Inevitably as Schelling was leu to this definition so was 
Hegel also obliged to give to the Idea as first and moat 
original determination that of pure being, wl.icb, in com
parison with a later filled beiug, is as goou as 11othing, 
except that in Hegel's panlogism by this determination 
the alogica.l is at the same time smuggled in as moment 
of the initiative of the process.-As we called the Will 
before its elevation pure potentiality or pure faeulty, we 
may describe the Idea before its transportation into being 
the realm of pure pouibility. Both expressions agree in 
determining their object by a reference to something 
future ; the difference, however, ia that this relation is iu 
•• faculty• an cu:tiw, in "poaibilitv • a puaw one. The 
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Will as per u simply and purely formal admita of no 
distinction; in the Idea, however, we have to distinguish 
first the idenl principle as formal moment of self-deter
mination, and, secondly, the Idea as tl1e infinite wealth 
of the possible forms of development which it hides in 
ita bosom. So far as the latter collectively a.re pre
destined by the "purely being" formal element of the 
logical for the possible case of their birth, they stand im
plicitly as mere ideal possibilities precisely in the same 
eternnllogical relation which is revealed on their entrance 
into being. Dut so far as they form in a special sense 
the realm of pure possibility, in an altogether ilifferent 
sense to the formal-logical principle underlying them, 
from which they are unfolded when once their hour is 
come, so far can the principle of latent (or, according to 
Schelling, pure) being appertaining to their matrU: never 
be attr1butcd to them, but must be reserved for the Idea 
as formal-logical principle of the ideal self-unfolding. 

We have seen that it is in truth the Will, more precisely 
empty volition, which entrudes the Idea out of its purely 
independent being into a being wit.h external relations, in 
that it seizes it once for all ns its content, but that the Idea 
as fulfilment of the Will determines and develops itself in 
virtue of its logical formal moment. 

Tllis proposition holds good from the first moment when 
the Idea is externalised by the Will to the moment when 
Being is e1:tinguished with the turning back of the Will; 
at every momeut the sum of presentations which forms the 
content of the Will is a definite one, and indeed that definite, 
phase of the evolutionary process of the One World-Idea 
whose inner multiplicity it composes, and it is, since this evo
lutionary process of the World-Idea is a. purely logical one, 
altogether and exclusively logically determined, or, what 
comes to the same thing, positd as regards its "What" 
with logical necessity. But since, as we know, the "What" 
of the world is at any moment only the realised content of 
the Will, the " What" of the world is at every moment of 
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the world-procese determined by logical nerasity. Be
cauae it is logically necessary (for the main aim) that there 
be development (in order to the genesis and enhancement 
of consciouaneu), because the necessity of evolution in
cludes the necessity of time, thus time and the change 
of content in time belongs to the logically necessa.ry coo
tent of the Idea itself, therefore the realisation also of this 
content is presented as a definite procesa in time (cp. what 
waa said regarding Space, vol ii. p. 181). 

The above proposition holds for every single event jnat 
as mneh as for the whole, for each individual forma indeed 
an integral part of the whole, and is as such an integral 
part dderminul by the whole, since each several exist
ence and event is, as regards its " What," only and 
wholly Idea, therefore &·link in the inner organic manifold 
of the one and whole World-Idea at any time. tff now 
the total content of the world-idea nt every moment 
is ZcgicoJly determined throughout (namely, on the one 
hand, by the stable final end, on the other hand by the 
phase of development of the process attained at the last 
moment), and if each single part is determined by the 
wl&ok, eack ain.gle existence and happening is also at every -t 

moment logically dctern•ined and conditioned. If, e.g., this 
liberated stone falls, the falling takes place with this or 
that velocity for no other reason than because it is logically 
necessary under these circumstances, because it would be 
illogical if at this moment something else happened to the 
atone. Certainly tll.at the atone altogether can still fall at 
this moment, that it is still there to f1Lll, Lhnt the earth is 
still there to draw it to itself, this depends on the persist
ence of the Will; for did the Will cease at the moment 
to will, therefore the world to be, it would no looger lH 
logical that the atone should fallj 

We see here the two elements which go to make up 
cansality. Tkal the atone which I now let go falls, 
depends on the continuance of the willing beyond this '
moment; but that it falll, and falls indeed wit.h such a.ncl 
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such velocity, depends on thiQ, that it is logical that it is 
thus, and would be illogical if it were otherwise. That in 
general anything comes to pass, that the effect follow&, de
pends on the Will; that the effect, if it follows, follows 
with nuessity as this and no other, depends on the Logical 
That indirectly the cause is determinative of the effect is 
quite clear, for O?ll'!J under those circu:mstancts which collec
tively are termed" cause" is it logical that this effect follows . 

.Accordi11g to tki8, causality is another name for logical 
ntCMSity, tlutt attains actuality thrO'Uf}h tlte WiU. 

Ha\·ing thus percei\·eu purpose to be the positive side 
of the logical, we shall now be able unconditionally to 
subscribe the proposition of Leibniz, "causa: efficient..• 
pendent a causis finalibus ; " but we also know that it only 
expresses a part of the truth, that the wltol4 world-process 
is in its content only a logical process, but iu its existence a 
continual act of Will. Only by this, that phenomenal equally 
with final causality is comprehended as logical necessity; 
only by tlus, tllat tLe logical necessity of the process is 
admitted in all its phases, and physical causation and final 
causality (we may add as a third "motivation") are per
ceived to be only different projcuions, in which universal 
determination, regarded under different points of view, pre
sents itself; ooly, by this, I say, has at bottom a universal 
teleological apprehension o£ the world-process become pos
sible. For if every moment o£ the process is to be nl together 
and without residue a link in the chain of pl•ysical causa
tion, and each at the same time altogether and without 
residue a li.ok in the chain of finnl cau~ality, this is only 
possible under one of the following three conditions: either 
causation and fionl causality have their identity in a higher 
tmity, of which they fonn merely uifferent aspects of the 
apprehension through the discursive thinking of man, or 
both chains stand in a pre-established harm.Q11.y, or the pre
sent link in the chain of causation only accidentally agrees 
with the present link in the chain of final causes (as one 
and tl1e same event). Cltauce would once and a. way be 
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poeaible, but not in constant repetition ; the pre-established 
harmony is miracle or the renunciation of comprehension ; 
thus only the first case remains, if, with Spinoza, one 
will not entirely abandon tinal causality. 

The notion of logical necessity is the superordinate of 
causation, final causality, and motivation; all necessity, L 
causal, final, and deterministic (by motive), is only necessity 
therefore because it ia logical necessity. It is falu to main
tain, with Kant and so many moderns, that there ia 110 

other than a .uldectit1istic notion of necessity, but it is tnu: 
that all happening and existence as such would be mere 
/ad.nu8 devoid of all necessity if the frmnal-/Qgical moment 
did not import the compulsion of necessity into objective 
reality, precisd!J as we are conscious of it in our subjective 
thinking. llut whoever concedes the objective reality of 
the world (i.e., independent of the consciousness of the 
subject) c:an no longer deny the necessity of the operation 
of the laws of Nature, unless Le commits the absurdity 
of assuming that quality of mat.ter-of-factuess, which the 
abstraction of empirically exceptionless rules affords and 
imposes upon us, to Le fortuitous. Since the probability 
of such a continually recurring accidental order which 
compels us to formulate ab~tract laws, is infinitely sruall, 
the probability that an objective necessity answers to 
and underlies the subjectively abstracted rule borders 
on certainty. Certain as is the existence of an objective 
necessity iu the world, so certain is it that everything 
happening in the world is logically determined and con
ditioned, simply because the uotion of uecessity is only 
tenable as logical necessity. Thus and only thus are tile 
difficulties resolved which the concept of causality has 
caused from Hurne to Kirchmann. 

4- T1u Itkn.tical Su.bltan.u of both .Attributu.-We now 
approach the question whether the Idea is attribute or 
aubstance, whether it ia the thought. of a Being before, 
behind, or above it, or whether it in ita turn is itself o" 
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tdtimate 1 We have seen th11t IJlnto did notdefinitelydecide 
in favour of any of these views. Hegel asserts that the 
Concept is sole substance, that the Idea is God, whilst 
Schelling denies the self-movement of the Concept postu
lated by Hegel (Werke, i. 10, p. 132): "There lies there
fore in the asserted necessary movement a double illu
sion: (1.) In that for thought the Notion is substituted, 
nnd this is reptesented as something moving itself, and 
yet the Notion would of itself l ie perfectly immovable if 
it were not the notion of n thinking subject, i.e., if it were 
not thought ; (2.) Iu that one imagines thought is only 
impelled by nn inherent necessity, whilst it yet manifestly 
has a goal towards which it strives." 

In the first plo.ce I would remark, that the diffurence of 
the two views, although important enough theoretically, 
yet is hardly so important a$ it might appear at the first 
glance, because we find ourselves here already inn region of 
the super-existent, where our conceptions finally len ve us in 
the lurch; and even when they appear to us sufficient, are 
indeed hardly able to cover that transcendent objectivity in 
the way in which metapl1ysics only too easily imagines. 

Nevertheless thus much stands firm, that of whatever 
kind this or the final metaphysical principles of a system 
1nay be, our thinking always finds itself under the incvi
t,lble compulsion to conceive the same either as function
ing substances, or, however, to assume a substance behind 
them as whose attributes they appear, and which is func
tional as active subject when the principles become ope
rative. Thus we cannot think the IDEA. of Hegel or the 
unconscious intuitive Perception otherwise tlum e.s either 
1tself raised to substance, or, however, as supported by 
:mother ~ubstance as attribute. We have likewise in the 
Will of Schopenbauer only the choice of subst:mtialising 
the Will itself or of regarding it as attribute of a substance 
lying behind it. Our thinking is absolutely unable to think 
n function without. active subject, which at the same time 
must, as ultimate principle resting upon itself, be metaphy-
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licalaubataDoe. We cannot think perception witlwut a per
aei·fing, volition without a willing subject; and the only 
q1leltlon ie, whether we will think and can think as per
ceiving subject the Idea itself, as willing subject the Will 
itaell, or whether we find ourselves caused to assume a 
aupport of the attributes of willing and perceiving lying 
behind them. This necessity of thought goes even b~:hind 
the functions as such, and tracks the principles into the 
condition of their super-existent calm and concealment. 
Even there we most distinguish in the "being-able-to-be" 
and .. purely being" between t11at whiih cnn be or purely 
il, and the Btates of the being-able-to-be, or purely being. 
The necessity of this separation in our thinking is not to 
be disputed. The only question is whether one is to 
ignore it as merely subjective, or whether one must allow 
it to be transcendent and objective, o. questiou which is 
hardly to be decided a priori. 

Hegel would have had to do the former if be had dealt 
with this alternative; the latter is the point of view of 
Schelling. In the former case one speaks of the u·kole 
Idea or the -wlwle Will irrespective uf this distinction ns 
Substance; in the latter, the subject that is functional or 
that supports the state is posited as substance, the function 
or the state as Attribute. In the former case, the Idea ot• 
the Will is the whole, therefore substance and attribute ut 
once; in the latter, they are in the narrower sense ouly 
the function, or thnt which is state, thus only attribute, 
and presuppose a substance behind themselves as their 
functioning substance or their substratt>. 

The difference only becomes important when we have 
to do "ith a duality of principles and with their mutual 
relation. Hegel and Schopenhnuer, each of whom only 
allows one of the two principles, have logically no reasou, 
to make that separation, Eince it would be necdleSB Cor them; 
but as the nud of the 11:n.ity of the two principles, Idea 11nd 
Will, makes itself felt, is the carrying out of that division 
called for. Although, namely, the functions or states of 
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ideation and volition are different, still this does not prevent 
our positing the substantial element of the two principles, 
or the subject of both functions, that which knows and tJuJl 
which wills, as ont and the same. So far as the substantial 

> identity and only functional difference of the two principles 
is recognised, we have reached Spinoza's one BUbstanct wit4 
two attribute&. 

The indispensable requirement of the essential or 
substantial identity of Will and Idea is thus at the 
eame time decisive also for the question as to the sub
stantial or attributive character of the Idea by itself ancl 
of the Will by itself. That requirement is altogether 
inevitable. If Will and Presentation were separate sub
stances, the possibility of their influence on one another 
would be as little obvious as the possibility of a real 
action on one another of distinct individuals is conceiv
able according to the principles of a consistent pluralism 
(cp. above, vol. ii. p. 230 ff.) It would not be apparent 
how the one is to enter into relation with the otller, how 
the Will can grasp the logical as its content, how the logical 
can find itself compelled to react against a foreign alogicnl 
not appertaining to it at all and its anti-rational doings. 
If, on the contrary, it is one and the same essence which 
is these two, i.e., of which and in which they are attributes, 
the intimate connection of both is so much matter of course 
that its contrary even becomes impossible. The same that 
is the one is also the other; the wilier is the perceiver, 
and the perceiver is the willer,--only the willing and the 
perceiving is different, not the wilier and the perceiver. 
Volition is non-rational, but the reason of the wilier is just 
the idea; perception is without energy, but the power of the 
perceiver is simply volition. It is no contrary opposition 
of opposed tendencies of one and the same activity, for such 
would annul each other, or at best allow the excess of the 
one quantitatively superior tendency to subsist; it is also no 
11egatively contradictory opposition between two terms, of 
"bich only the one is positive, the other, however, negative 
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or prin.tive as regards the first, but it is. a positively contra
dictory opposition, in which each term i.e positive in a quite 
difFereD' sphere, thua~ly, in relation to the other, is 
not what the other is. 1 Such a contrast involves also no in
eonsiatency; the Will and the Logical, or power and wisdom 
in the Absolute, contradict one another as little as, say, the 
redness and the perfume in a rose or goodness and truthful
neu in a man. There are not two drawers in the Unconsci-.; 
oua, in one of which lies the irrational Will, in the other the 
powerlesa I dea, but they are two poles of a magnet with 
opposite \ualities, on whose opposition the world rests in 
ita unity j) as in a magnet we do not succeed in isolating 
the north magnetic function from the south magnetic, but 
with continued division of the magnet the double activity 
or polarity itself appears bound to the smallest pieces, so 
also are the two attributes of the Unconscious inseparably 
united, in each single function of the All-One however in
significant, as matter and form, as ideal and realising mo
ment. It is not a blind man who carries a. lame man showing 
the way, but it is a single whole and sound one, that certainly, 
however, cannot see with the legs and walk with the eyes. 

If Will and Presentation were separate substances, an ' 
insurmountable dualism would pervade the world, and 
leave its mark in the soul of the individual- but of 
such a dualism there is nowhere nny trnce. Monism, 
towards which, as we have seen, all tends, would there
with be absolutely annulled, and a pure dualism put 
in ita place. Now at length is the secret dread of this 
division, wbich wns a disturbing element, especially in 
0'hap. vii. C., removed by our recognising the same as a 
duallim only of attributes, which does not prejudice the 
unity of the substance, but which cannot possibly be done 
away with when in general an existence is to be explained. 
A pure and absolute OM is equally a self-contradictory 
conception with a pure and absolute many, as Plato long 
ago showed in his " Parmenides." To be possible, whether 
u concept or as existent, the unity of the One must be 
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unity of an inner mnnifoldness or plurality, which plurality 
is moet simply duality. The inner duality is accordingly an 
indispensable condition of the All-One on the side of its 
existence, or, in other words: untenable as is every abso
lute dualism, so indispensable a supposition is a. relative 
immanent dualism for the truth of absolute Monism. 

This becomes still clearer if we consider the necessity 
of the explanation of the procus. Could even o. non-plural 
OM exist, it yet could only exist as absolutely rigid, identi
cally self-persistent, and we should never reach the possi
bility of a process. To explain n process we necessarily 

• need a peace-disturber in the rigid repose of the All-One, 
that seizes the initiative in order to interrupt the same. 
But even such moment of the initiative alone would 
yield no actual process, but would at the most reach the 
merevelleityof the process (empty volition). That an actual 
process may come to pass there must be, beside the com
mtncing factor, at least one more that encounters the Cormer, 
and indeed in the double sense of the term of succouring 
and opposing; for only from the co-operation and count£>r
action of at least two moweuts can a process result. The 
second only helps the first to attain that which it wills to 
attain with its initiative, the process, as we saw more fully 
above; on the other band, however, only two factors are 
required, because lrom the standpoint of the second the 
first is a something that should not be, against which the 
second feels itself compelled by its nature to turn, in order 
to make that which ought not to be again the not-being. 
In this sense Schelling also says (i. 10, 247), ••There would 
altogether be no process if there were not something which 
shO'Uld not be, or which at least was in a way in which it 
should not be, (namely, the being-able-to-will as 1liudly 
willing, or, as Schelling usually says, the being-able-to-be 
cu blindly being). 

That something ought not to be as it is can always only 
be said lrom a certain point of view, nnd indeed only from 
a point of view opposed to tha.t of the being in question; 
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tbu, &g. it can cm1y be said from the point of view of 
the Logical that the .Alogicalu such ahould not bf, so that 
in the 1ut reeort the turning-against-willing of the Logical, 
and therewith the possibility of the process, reate on this, .... 
that a logical opposition exists between the two attri
butes, i.1., that the one is not what the other is (the 
Will not logical, and the Idea not endowed with Will). 
Only from the logical opposition of the two in the One 
can a proceaa arise. Not, indeed, that this logical oppo
sition forthwith and immediately becomes a real anti
nomy, in the seoae in which we apprehend the contradic
tion between the divided will-acts of the All-One as a real 
con8ict, for to this end there is wanting, as we know, to 
the logical Idea self-dependence and independence of the 
Will, as well as all energy of action; rather this opposi
tion remains eminently a logical one, and only indirectly 
leads to a real opposition, in that a part of the Will is 
in the course of the process brought by means of the 
emancipation of the conscious Idea to turn as negative -
volition against the positive volition, until with continued 
enhancement of consciousness the negative part of voli
tion is so far augmented as to be able to paralyse the 
positive, and thus to hurl back that which ought not to 
be into non-being. That which forms the real opposition 
is accordingly always volition with opposite content, and 
Will and Presentation as such never come into real oppo
sition, but remain in the logical opposition appertaining 
to them by nature. But undoubtedly the halves of v:lli
tion turned against one another bear the stamp of this 
opposition, because in positive volition the (still uncon
scious) presentation, while bound to surrender itself to 
the will-to-live, serves to bring the latter to the point 
where the conscious presentation in pessimistic self-know
ledge comprehends the folly of the Will, and now motives 
the willing of the willing-no-longer. 

The excluaion of such a misunderstanding seemed 
desirable in order not to render difficult, or to prevent, 

VOl.. JJI. N 
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by this trroneous assumption of a real conflict between the 
attributes, the understanding of the inseparable unity of 
both attributes, as we have just expounded it. 

Precisely in the same manner does Schelling apprehend 
the Dualism in Monism (Werke, ii. 3, p. 218): "The 
identity must rather be taken in the strictest sense as 
substantial identity. The meaning is not that potential 
l1eing and pure being are uverally conceived as independent 
being, i.e., as Substance (for Substance is what exists in 
independence of aught else). They are not thtmStlvts SUb
stance, but ouly dcterminlttions of tM One suptr-actual. 
The meaning, therefore, is not that there is potenttal being 
and pure being, but the meaning is, that the very Same, 
i.e., the same Sttbstrmce, is in its unity, nnd without thereby 
becoming twain, potential being and pure being." 

One might call this Substance identical in Will and 
rreseutation, this individual Single Being, which only 
supports those abstract generalities, "the absolute sub
ject," as that "which can be related to nothing else, and 
to wllich all else is related as Attribute., (Schelling, ii. I , 

318); but unfortunately the word Subject is so :ambigu
ous that one may easily call forth misunderstandings by 
its employment (e.g., if we should take it here as corre
lated to au object). On the other hand, if one is entitled 
to call anything originnl the Absolute Spirit, assuredly 
every reader not prepossessed by Hegel's nrbitrary limita
tion of the word Spirit to its manifestation in the restricted 
form of consciousness will allow that it must be this unity 
of Will and Perception, of Power and Wisdom, this One 
Substance, that everywhere both wills and perceives,
as we have hitherto called it, the Unconscious. The 
One" super-existent, which is all thnt is," we may there
fore now define ns pure, unconscious (impersonal, but 
indivisiLle, therefore individual) Spirit, o.ccording to 
which our Monism mn.y be more precisely characterised as 
spiritualistic Monism. Herewith have we reached the apex 
of the pyramid, and have advanced the elucidation of the 
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concept "the Unconscions," provisionally outlined in L 3 
to cognition of the first order. 

To come to an understanding with Spincna we have. 
lastly, still to emphasise the following points of difference. 
It would be a great error if we tried to conceive the rela
tion of our substance to our attributes in the way in which 
this has been done by many interpreters of Spinoza, namely, 
aa if the former were the potmtwity of the Attriuutes, 
and these were its act'I.UI or activities. With regard to the 
notion of Potentiality we are quite out of danger, for the 
potentiality of Being or Willing is itseU the OM of the 
Attributes, and the other we have expressly defined as the 
pure Being, which has issued from no Potentiality. To 
neither of these, therefore, can Substance stand in the 
relation of Potentiality, and neither is .A.cttUI, which pro
ceeded from a Potentiality. This is a cardinal difference 
from Spinoza, with whom manifestly Substance appears 9.$ 

the potentiality of the Attributes. But we may agree with 
Spinoza in this, that E.cistenu is only to be found in thl:l 
ejected (lEtaT&.p.a!olJ or lEEaTap..Evov) Mode; to Substance 
as such, with all its attributes, however, only $UO$istence 
appertains (which underlies the eject, $1lbsistit). 

The second difference lies in the definition of that one of 
the two Attributes which Spinoza, after the precedent of 
Des Cartes, calls Exten&ion. But now Thought and Exten
sion are no contrasts, for Extension is indeed also in Thought. 
Only Thought and rtal Extension, which is intendec.l by 
Spinoza, form a contrast. However, between the concepts 
Thought and real Extension, the opposite again is not be
tween "Thought" and "Extension," but between "Thought" 
and " Real" or "Ideal and Real;" it is not Extension 
that makes Reality, but it itself must first be made real, 
in order to form a contrast with Thought. The secoud 
attribute of Spinoza must therefore be that which maka 
rtal, not merely Extension, but also all the rest of the 
Ideal; but this is no other than Will. Then first, when 
for Extension we put Will, does Spinoza's Metaphysic 
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become what it should be. but then also the apex of our 
pyramid coincides with the One Substance mystically pos
tulated by Spinoza. 

Beyond that which is the Substrate of everything Exist
ing no Philosophy can go. Here we stand at the inher
ently insoluble problem of problems. The earth rests on 
the elephant, the elephant stands on the tortoise, and the 
tortoise 11 The ability to become rigid before the problem 
of groundless subsistence, as before a Gorgon's head, is the 
true touchstone of metaphysical talent. The contrntment 
with the regress to God-Creator, or a surrogate of the 
same, is the proper mark of speculative indolence. An 
attempted dialectic self-generation of the first beginning 
would be the acme of a reason-killing sophistic. For Con
ception, Nothing and Something are at least equally war
ranted, but only for conception, which always presupposes 
the subsistence of Thought. But whence this subsistence 
preceding the Concept 1 If nothing at all were, no World. 
no Process. and no Substance, as also no one to philoso
phically marvel, there would be nothing wonderful in 
that--it would be eminently natural, and there would be 
no problem to solve; but that there is a self-subsistent, an 

> ultimate, on which everything depends (were this only the 
Hegelian Concept itself), that is so unfathomably wonder
ful, so absolutely alogical and senseless, that poor little 
man, after he has once realised this last of all problems, 
and has beaten o. long time with the arms of his reason 
impotently at the bars of this prison of t.he not-non-being, 
completely ceases to wonder at the details of the world
contrivance, pretty much as o.n illuminated modern scientist, 
meeting on au aerial journey beyond the clouds, undertaken 
for scientific purposes, with o. fairy castle of the spirits 
of the air, migl!t, in measureless astonishment at the mere 
existence of this castle, hardly fiud breath enough to 
wonder at the interior arrangements. It is fol' this meta
physical problem also absolutely indifferent what we regarti 
as ultimate, whether a sell-conscious God or Spinoza's Sub-
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stance, the Notion or the W"ill, the Subjective Dream or 
Matter-it it all the eame; there remains a self-subsisting 
Somewhat with ita peculiarconatitution as an ultimate. This 
Somewhat, with ita conatitution, however, bow comes it to 
subsiat, and to subsist with such ~aracters, since from 
Nothing nothing can come! A self-conscious God must, 
in despair at the insolubility of this riddle of his eternal 
subsiatence, go mad, or, if it were possible, turn suicide I 
The nature of the human mind certainly stands in its ob
tuseness far too low not soon to grow accustomed even to 
the highest of the marvels surrounding it, and at last to 
regard the exact Jurmulating of the problem, not its solu
tion, as ite office; and yet it is well as it is that the philo
sophical pathos only flames up in moments of exaltation, 
'" Of'tler, viz., tluU the subordinate problems may receive 
their due of wonder. 

S· The Pouibility of Meta.pltyBi.cal Knowledg~-Here our 
course ends; we will, however, in conclusion, pay some 
attention to the question wltt.ther and hbwJrom t1tt. stand
point of the Philosophy of the Unwnscious, -metaphysical cog
niti~ u possible. 

This question is not unimportant, for often the most 
conaiderable metaphysical systems, that explain the 
whole world in a coherent and even acceptable fashion, 
stand puzzled before the problem how, according to their 
own presuppositions, the cognition of metaphysical con
nection maintained by them is possible. At this place, of 
course, a Theory of Knowledge cannot be expected, but 
only a sketch of the point of view at which we find our
selves as regards that question. 

The Gneco-Roman philosophy issued in Scepticism be
cause it did not succeed in finding a criterion of Truth, and 
consequently despaired of a settlement of the question 
whether Knowledge is possible. The dogmatism of modern 
philosophy was in like manner broken by Hume, whose 
pitileaa criticism Kant carried still further and deeper. 
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.But at the same time Kant was on the other side tl1e 
genius who initiated the phase of evolution of the moat 
recent philosophy. Whilst Greek philosophy bad use
lessly tormented itself with the impossible demand to 
find in knowledge itself a mark that should impress on 
it the stamp of truth, Kant went hypothetically to work, 
and asked" Apart from the question, whether there is a 
true cognition, of what sort must the metaphysical condi
tions be if such is to be possible ? " 

All the wost recent philosophy, with the exception of 
Schelling's last system, stands with more or less conscious
ness at this point of view: tlw conditum.s of the p088iUlity 
ofl.;nouin[J ji)T'fTI, their metaphysic. As first and funda
mental condition of the possibility of all knowledge, the 
homogeneity of thought and its transcendent-objective 
object may be asserted, since with a heterogeneity of thought 
and thing absolutely no lwnrumy of the two, i.e., truth, 
and still less a consciousness of this agreement, i.e., cogni
tion, is possible. Without this assumption only two stand
points are possible: that of naive Bealism and that of Sub
jective Idealism. The former fails to see that everything 
that I can express in words and reach with my tbouc;hts 
can always only be my own thoughts, but never a reality 
lying beyond the same; that thought can never denude 
itself of the character of thought, and erroneously con
fuses thought itself or the thinkable (intelligible) with 
that which lies beyond thought (trans-intelligible), which 
as a truly imaginary quantity is believed by thinking when 
it tltinks its thoughts. The second standpoint corrects this 
error (as regards the things per sc still remaining for Kant), 
but it commits tLe other fo.ult of denying that which is 
placed beyond the limit of thinking, because it is un
attainable to thinking, and therewith annihilates the pos
sibility of all k-nowledge, in that thinking is lowered to a. 
dream without object and therewith without truth. This 
is opposed by the Philosophy of Identity, in tho.t it sup
poses the transcendent element in cognition to be consub-
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atantial with thinking, and urges with justice "that tm fW 

ot1IM' poailJlf .vppolitima v ta lmotDledge CO'Il«i1Xlhu " (Schel
ling, i. 6, 138), because on no other supposition is a har
mony of thought with its presumed (transcendent) object 
possible. This identity of Thought and Being thus quite 
indirectly established (of which the ancients had hardly 
an inkling) is henceforth the unshakable fundamental pro
position of all philosophy, is however variously appre
hended. In Schelling's " System of Identity " it is, as with 
Leibniz, a species of pre-established harmony, in virtue 
of which the individual consciousness unfolds its subjec
tive world b'Om its limited point of view according to the 
same forms, categories, and complete determinations as the 
world beyond is developed, although this harmony more 
easily finds a foundation in the Monism of the one abso
lute intelligence or reason of Schelling than in the Mo
nadology of Leibniz. Hegel overcomes the difficulty by 
resolving everything into the one dialectical process of 
Idea, in which no one thing opposes another as alien or 
distinct (as with Schelling and Leibniz the " windowless" 
monads do), but each posits itself with regard to each in 
all possible kinds of relations (among which are also 
Causality and Reciprocity). If Hegel thus, on the one 
hand, makes a great advance beyond Schelling, on the 
other hand he takes a step backward when, in the great 
confusion of the general dialectic, be completely obliterates 
the distinction betweeu thought and its object, the distinc
tion between subjective thought and that which is beyond 
it, by systematically confounding the point of view of tl1e 
individual and the absolute thinking, of conscious and 
unconacions thinking. To render these distinctions per
fectly clear, to separate these points of view anew and 
iltrictly, I took for my task. To me the Deyond of con
ecious thinking is unconscious thinking; it is an unattain
able Beyond, for coneciouaness cannot think unconscioosly; 
if it thinks "unconscious thinking." it think& iU own con
acioos thought and yet IUPIHJIU something else, precisely 
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as when it thinks "the thing that bas being." (Cp. "Das 
Ding an sich und seine Beschaffenheit," pp. 74-76.) But 
yet the hither as the further side is tMnlcing, and so far as 
this consubstantiality reaches, reacts the possibility of an 
agreement, truth, cognition. It is to be observed here, 
first, that the Beyond of conscious thinking lies just as 
ruuch within as without one's own individuality; secondly, 
that the concrete agreement of the thing with the conscious 
thought of the same is effected by a double causality
between the thing and the unconscious part of the indi
vidual (to which also the body belongs), and between thia 
and one's consciousness; and thirdly, that the causal con
straint felt by consciousness and referred to a transcendent 
reality and the distinction made between the same and the 
logical necessity of purely ideal relations is only intelli
gible on the supposition, that from both sides a Will enters 
into the ideal conflict and makes this a real one. This Will 
is, no matter whether one contemplates an alien will or 
one's own, no longer merely beyond c(;nsciousnrss (like 
unconscious thinking), but it is beyond the ideal aliogtJ/ur, 
both conscious and unconscious thinking. That it never
theless gives rise to far fewer difficulties than unconscious 
thinking is due to this, that it does not at all affect the ideal 
content, but only impresses on it the meaning of reality, 
otherwise however leaves the perceived object unchanged. 

According to these considerations it can no longer be 
doubtful how the Philosophy of the Unconscious is related 
to those contrasts : Thought and Thing, mens and eM, 

ratio and res, Spirit ,.!nd Nature, Ideal and Real, Subjec
tive and Objective. I We know that Being is a product of 
the non-logical and logical, of Will and Representation; 
that its "That " is posited by volition, its "What," how-

_. ever, is the ideational content of that volition, tllUs not 
merely homogeneous with the Idea, but, because itself Idea, 
idtntical in the strictest sense of the term, but that the 
Real is distinguished from the Ideal by that which lends 
rc~ to the Ideal, by the Will:.J Thus also Spirit and 
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Nature are no longer dil'erent, for the oritJi'fllll uncon
scious spirit ia that in ita independent being which in the 
actual combination of ita moments ia Nature, and aa 
ratdt of the natural process conscious spirit, or spirit in 
the narrower (Hegelian) senae of the term. But as con
cerns the Subjective or Objective, these are altogether 
relative conceptions, whichfirat appear with. the origin. of 
~. for in the unconscious Volition and the un
conscious Praaentation these have no place; the Uncon
scious is exalted above those contrasts, since its thinking is 
by no meaDJ subjective, but for tU objective, in truth, how
ever, transcendent-absolute. We can therefore also in 
strictness not say that the Unconscious u the Absolute 
Subject, but only that it is what alone can become Subject, 
just as it is what alone can become Object, simply because 
there is uotbing beside the Unconscious : and thU8 under
llood, we may certainly call it the absolute Subject and 
the absolute Object, notwithstanding that as Unconscious 
it is exalted above the opposition of the Subjective and 
Objective. 

We have seen that consciousness only occurs on a 
collision of different directions of the Will, of these then 
each is the objective for the other, and each the subjective 
in opposition to the other objective to it, presupposing that 
both directions of the Will occupy relations, which do no& 
prevent the possibility of the arising of consciousness by 
their lying beneath the threshold of consciousness. 

If, e.g., one supposes the atoms above the threshold of 
consciousness, the atomic force A would become objective 
to the atomic force B, and conversely; the atomic force A, 
on the other hand, itself become, in contraac to the objec
tivity of .B, subjective and conversely. Thus would the 
Unconscious become in two ways conscious in A and li, 
both objectively and aubjectively.--

After having thus seen that the union of all the above
named contraata results from our principles, we come back 
to the quettion aa to the possibility of knowledge. It was 
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then proved by the most recent philosophy that & system 
resting on the sublation of those contrasts is the only true 
one, in ca&e there be at all a genuine cognition; but 
tohethcr there be such, of this all proof was wanting after 
as before. It was in assuming the same as dogmatic, as 
the pre-Ko.ntian dogmatism, nay, the possibility did not 
even occur to it, that any one with justice may deny and 
must deny the possibility of an absolute knowing (.Reason) 
till proof thereof has been obtained {cp. Schelling, ii. 3, 
p. 74). 

Its whole philosophising rested, therefore, on a con· 
dition that perfectly hovered in the air, the whole was 
a hypothetical philosophising from an unproved sup
position. 

Accordingly our latest philosophy likewise could con
sistently only dissolve in Scepticism. That this Scepti
cism is in the younger philosophically educated world (so 
far as it has surmounted &n immature Dogmatism) the 
prevailing one, can hardly be disputed; that the same has 
received no scientifically consistent elaboration (Aenesi
demus only attacks Kant) lies only in this, that the 
palpable results of the exact sciences and the practical 
interests now absorbing all attention are altogether un
favourable to Philosophy, in that they too much distract 
theoretical thinking and discourage the pursuit of it 
to its last consequences. To proceed further, there 
are manifestly only two ways : either we must, in order 
to establish the hypothetical result of the Philosophy of 
Identity, directly prove that a genuine cognition exists,
yet with such an endeavour one would only relapse into 
the inherently vain efforts of the Greeks (cp. Kant's 
Werke v. Roskr, ii. p. 62-63), or we must really avail our
selves of the most recent progress, and approach the pro
blem at the opposite end to the Greeks, i.e., we must by 
a path altogether different from that hitherto attempted, 
accessible and evident to all, directly prove the material 
identity of Thought and Being. This path can only be 
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that tmversed by us, the successive inductive ascent from 
experi8DC8. 

Now certainly the proof led by this path must itself 
be a knowledge, if it is to prove anything; we might 
therefore think that we have merely only in appearance 
got a step further, but in reality, just as before, stand with 
our feet in the air. This is, however, not so; rather the 
state of the case is as follows:-

Formerly it was said : "If there is a knowledge, it is 
material identity of Thought and Being; " go beyond this 
simple conditional proposition we cannot. 

Now we say: "(1) If there is a knowledge, it must rest 
on material identity of Thought and Being, therefore also 
be to be found in immediate experience (affection of 
thought by being) and the logically correct inferences from 
the same; (2) the inferences from experience establish 
the material identity of Thought and Being; (3) from this 
identity follows the possibility of knowledge." 

Herewith we have entered into a closed circle, where 
each term conditions the others, no matter with which we 
begin, whilst before we had only a conditional proposition 
without back- and breast-work as it were. There accord
ingly undoubtedly remains still the pol8ibility that this 
whole circle of psychological and metaphysical conditions 
is a merely sub;jutit·e appe4ranoe, which consciousness is 
compelled to form for itself by an inexplicable necessity; 
that there is therefore in fact still no knowledge and no 
identity of Thought and Being, and the circle of mutually 
supporting relations built thereon a mere chimera. For 
certainly the transcendent and not merely subjective exist
ence of that circle cannot in all strictness prove to be abso
lute truth, just because consciousness is condemned to thii 
circle, and can never assume a standpoint outside the same, 
from which the nature of that circle could be judged, for the 
single reason that the possibility of cognition cannot be 
known without knowledge. 

Although then the absolute impossibility of the contrary 
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cannot be proved, yet by that circle the probability that 
t here is both knowledge as well as identity of Thought 
and Being has become very much greater than it was 
before in that simple conditional proposition, devoid of all 
support both in front and behind ; it has become so great 
that the possibility of the contrary is no longer practically 
of account. Scepticism is, therefore, not annihilated, but 
acknowledged to be theoretically warranted, as it is also in 
fact the pruervative against all relapse into the dogmatic 
narroumus of belief in absolute knowledge, i.e., in the at
tainableness of an absolute truth as the only worthy office 
of the science of sciences, philosophy. But whilst we 
must thus acknowledge absolute scepticism to l1ave for 
all time and notwithstanding any possible advance of 
science to a justifiable existence, we have at the same 
time reduced its range to such a degree that its importance 
disappears, for the practice not only of life, but also of 
science. 

If we contemplate this result concerning the possibility 
of knowledge in general, it agrees remarkably with that 
which muse by degrees be on all sides granted for the 
knowledge of every special truth (so far as it is not of a 
formal logical kind), that there is for us no truth, i.e., 
probability of the value 1, but only more or less consider
able probability, which never reaches 1, and that we must 
be perfectly content when in our cognition we reach a 
degree of probability which robs the possibility of the con
trary of practical importance (cp. also Introductory, I. b.) 
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Introduction..-The deep obscurity in which the func
tions of the central organs of the nervous system were 
wrapt until a few generations ago, has in the course of 
the present century been cleared up at many points, and 
in the last decennium these points, illuminated by the 
light of knowledge, have so increased that a certain com
prehension of the facts as a connected whole is now within 
our reach. However conscious the posse.,sors of this 
l-nowled::;e may still be of its incompleteness and super
ficiality, it must yet be welcomed as a first foundation of 
the physiology of the central orgnns, and is already in a 
position to furnish hints in different directions, which are 
of value partly for the psychological, partly for the natural
philosophical elaboration of experience. 

Unfortunately, until a short time ago there existed no 
work which collected into a clear whole, and thereby made 
accessible to wider circles the communications with respect 
to this particular branch of physiology that are scattered 
in scientific books and journals. Perhaps Mt.tud&lqt in the 
first physiological part of his "Physiology and Pathology 
of Mind" had come nearest to the mark ; however, tbe 
second edition of this work bears the remote date 1868, and 
cnnnot therefore contain the results of the most recent pro
gress of science.1 On the other hand, the" Grnndziige der 
physiologischen Psychologie" of Professor Wilhtlm Wut~dt 

1 [BIDce the original Willi mreo- Patllolbgy of Jfi~td, 1876. TM 
typed another edition hu appeared : Patllology of Mind, being the third 
1'A. PAJridngr of Mind, being the edition of the aeoond part of Tile 
flm part of a third edition, re- PlylioUJyy dAd PatltolorJY of Jfirad., 
Yhled, enlarged, aad fu P.Ut part recut, enln.rged, aud rewritten, 
nwritteu, ol TAe PAyfttlllln •nd 187g.-TB.] 
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(Leipzig: Engelmann, 1873 and 1874) fulfil the function 
of a compendium in an eminent degree, and along with 
a physiology of the sense-preceptions (in the 2d and 3d 
sees.) offer substantially a physiology of the nervous sys
tem, and specially of its central organs (in the 1st, 4th, 
and 5th sees.) To be sure this compendium, just on 
account of the wealth and the concentration of its C()ntents, 
is more a book for study and for reference than for the 
general reader, and the sobriety of the elaboration of the 
mass of material amounts almost to dryness, by the author 
avoiding with almost painful anxiety every flight of 
thought beyond the empirical data. Of unfavourable in
fiuence in this direction was evidently the influence of 
the dry and unfruitful Herbartian philosophy, by which 
Wundt is unmistakably affected, notwithstanding his 
frequent criticism of the fundamental views of Herbart. 
The doctrine of the emotions aud impulses (in chap. xx.) 
loses almost all value by this dependence on llerbart and 
by the retention of his error, "That it is not the emotions 
which govern the ideas, but that the emotions rather 
spring from the ideas themselves" (p. 818), or that "all 
manifestations of will arise from ideas" (and those con
scious ones) (p. 622). This perverse conception of course 
prevents him from at all comprehending the unconscious 
life of the feelings and impulses, its connection with 
the inmost core of individuality, the character, and the 
thoroughgoing dependence of lhe intellectual life both in 
the healthy and in the morbid condition on the sphere of 
the will. But just that which is wanting in Wundt is with 
Maudsley a regulating fundamental idea of his conception 
of the healthy and morbid life of the mind, and he attains 
by means of it the most surprising results. 

Thus Wundt and l:!audsley are complementary to 
one auother. To the richer and wore precise material 
of the former the latter brings the fine psychological 
observation of a tried mental physician, and by his often 
ingenious side-remarks offers an abundance of valuabl"' 
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lf.imalus to ~ The fudamerltal importaDce for 
the OODICioul of ~ ueouciou J117chical lite, ~he 
t.borough dependence of tba former on the latter, u well 
u the primacy of the will, ia with lrlawlsley a firm con
viction. .AI pzedeoeuon in reapec~ of the knowledge of 
UDCODICious menW life, be cites, in hil una.cquaintance 
with German philCIIOphy, hardly any one but Hamilton, 
Carlyle, ud Jeau Panl Friedrich Richter. 

For Wudt, who, in hia earlier studies on the genesis of 
eeue-perceptioD. had independently reached the theory 
of uncouciou infereucee, the hypothesis of Herbart that 
the will result. from the dynamio of ideas was fraught 
with aeriou.s conaequencea, ill that he was induced there
by to limi~ the acope of hia own earlier doctrine. And 
undoubtedly the theory of unconsoious inference can
not but appear a very venturesome and doubtful 
hypothesis when completely isolated and arbitrarily 
limited by the denial of nnconacious mental life in 
all other directions. Nevertheless Wundt's restriction 
of the doctrine of nnconacious inference (which, accord
ing to hia own statement on p. 708, is tlumrug/Jy a«.epted 
by the more recent "Psychology," so far as it does not 
take a Nativistic direction) merely amounts to this, that 
the UDconacioua connection of those momenta which we 
reproduce in discursive logical form is 1&()1 to be re
garded a& a dilcurBiN tnN (which I myaeU have always 
and everywhere emphatically aaaerted} ; and only because 
Wundt does not observe that the form of Logic in and 
of iteelf is ,.,U,.ifl{l Ina dilctwliN, but first becomes so 
through reception into the form of consciousness, only for 
that reuon does the acknowledgment of a logical connec
tion in the unconscious genesis of perception appear to him 
buardoua (ep. pp. 424. 46o-461, 637, 708-711). The 
error of Wundt, ia mfuaing to a.ckncrtrledge the easence 
of the logi.t:tl.l ave in the diacul'live form of reflection, 
MeiDl to stand in eloee CODDection with hia other erron""" 
ons opinion, that~ also only conaiata in the 

VOL III. 0 
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form of discursive reflection, i.e., in the connection between 
ideas separated in time, brought about by memory and 
reflection (cp. pp. 825- 827, 829, 837). It is, however, not 
evident why a conscious centre should not be conceived 
which once in a lifetime, and then never again, has a per
ception, aud yet retains this in full clearness of conscious
ness. Whether this perception leaves behind a memorial 
trace, whether this trace suffices to lead to reproduction 
on renewed excitement, and whether the intelligence of 
the organ suffices to recognise this reproduction as such 
(i.e., as memory), all that is for the consciousness of the 
first perception entirely indifferent and without influence. 
Wundt thus mistakes in two directions the derived and 
secondary character of conscious reflection. In the first 
place, he fails to see that all discursiveness of conscious 
ideation is composed of single acts of consciousness, 
each of which possesses the intuitive evidence of sense ; 
and, secondly, that all that is logical in the discursive 
sequence rests on the implicit logical connection of the 
moments of unconscious intuition. By taking as the type 
of consciousness in general his cerebral consciousness in 
the form most familiar to him of discursive reflection, with
out going back to its genetic elements, Wundt lapses into 
false conclusions on two sides; he denies the character 
of the logical as of consciousness when be misses the 
charncteristics of discursive reflection. 

These preliminary remarks may suffice to prove that 
even the two best books which we possess for acquiring 
an insight into the physiology of the central organs of 
the nervous system, taken singly, do not meet the wants 
of the layman, whilst to treat them as complementary 
requires a tolerable amount of labour and independent 
criticism. I think therefore that the following attempt to 
discuss the most important points of our present know
ledge, in all brevity, and leaving on one side all ana
tomical and physiological detail, will not be unwelcome 
to wider circles of the scientifically educated public. 
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2. N,.,._F\Im IJftd Gt.mglto.Cell.-All the nervous ele
menta of the organism are divisible into two clearly ~ 
tinguiabable kinds-conducting fibres and ganglionic cells. 
When the organism ia intact, the conducting fibres are not 
determined to isolated, independent action, but merely 
serve to propagate or transfer a stimulus: (r.) From 
the peripheral sense-organs to ganglionic cells; (2.) from 
ganglionic cells to bundles of muscular fibres or secreting 
membranes; (3.) from one ganglionic cell to anotht-r. 
They thus serve to connect periphery and centre, or to 
unite several centres. The ganglionic cells, on the other 
hand, exercise the central functions ; they receive the 
impulses propagated from the periphery, independently 
modify the same, and either neutralise them by their 
internal resistance, or are determined to a partial libera
tion of their reserved force, which then leads to peri
pheral actions by shorter or longer circuits and hy 
centrifugal paths. The ganglionic cells, moreover, in
fluence the nutrition of the nerve-fibres which proceed 
from them ; nerves severed from their centres of innerva
tion become atrophied (Wundt, p. 107). 

But now it would not be correct so to conceive the differ· 
entiation as if the conducting elements were only passive 
translators, the ganglionic cells only active organs; the 
conducting fibres also possess their own activity, and also 
the grey nerve-substance made up of ganglionic cells may 
serve to propagate stimuli. Only because the path of 
resistance in the nerve-fibre is relatively much smaller 
than in the ganglionic cell is it more suited for conduction 
than the latter; and only because in the ganglion-cell the 
stored-up force is much greater than in the nerve-fibre 
is it more fitted than the latter for active operations. 
Until the transferred excitement is extinguished through 
the resistance on conduction every stimulus is also pro
pagated in the grey matter, unless the energy therein con· 
tained can be discharged in another direction, where the 
path of resistance ia leu. Thus, e.g,. the grey matter of 
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the spinal cord after section of the white strands consisting 
of conducting fibrea is unmistakably capable of the propa
gation of not too feeble stimuli; and the circumatance that 
with often-repeated conduction in a particular direction the 
nerve-subatance adapts itself to this function, thus the 
resistance is diminished by l1abit, makes possible the 
phenomenon so important for the existence of the organ
ism of the spontaneous compensation of disturbances by 
the vicarious function, not only of other plexi of fibres, 
but also even of the grey matter (Wundt, p. 271). 

The molecular accommodation of nervous matter to 
the work most frequently thrust upon it also makes it 
e.J:plicable why the nerve-fibres that are in connection 
with the organs of sense are most enrcised in centripetal, 
the fibres ending in muscles, on the other hand, most in 
centrifugal conduction, and meet with less resistance in 
the corresponding direction. That they do not under 
normal circumstances conduct in the reverse direction is 
in any case not provable, since we have no means of 
making the effect perceptible, if such a conduction takes 
place. In mcttW nerves the already-mentioned depend
ence of the nutritive condition on the corresponding 
ganglion cells, in unsory nerves the centrifugal current 
of innervation of attention and the centrnl mode of origin 
of illusions of the senses, tells, however, for the existence 
of such opposite nerve currents. However, these reversed 
nervous cuiTents are in any case of another constitution 
and form in their vibrations than the normal ones, and 
since the adaptation and customary diminution of the path 
of resistance has always reference only to one particular 
kind of stimulus, the same nerve may very well be employed 
in the centrifugal conductiou of this and the centripetal 
propagation of tMI vibration, whilst it opposes consider
able t'esistance to the particular conduction in the opposite 
sense. That for the rest this resistance also is not insnr
ruowttable has been shown by the CJ:Periments of Philipean.J: 
and Vulpian, in which they succeeded in forming a union 
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between the cu- ada of DeighbouriDg motor and II8Diary 
~ad in therebJ ob&aining a conaiderable inversion of 
the direction of function (WUDCl'- p. 227). The experiment 
proves beyond a doubt that the most important thing for 
the narvoua prooeaa ia the form of vibration, which is 
determined by the peripheral aud centnl end-organs and 
handed over to ~e fibre, and that there can henceforth be 
no more talk of "specific energies" of nerves in the sense 
of an abeolute immutability. When, on the other band, 
Wund$ grants (p. 361 ft:) that exercise in procesaes of a 
part.icular form of vibration and direction of propagation is 
able to impregnate nervous matter with such a molecular 
diapoaition "that every disturbance of the molecular equi
librium that occUJS calls forth this particular mode of 
motion;" when further he is obliged to admit that this 
adaptation is only partly individually acquired, but rests in 
the main on an innate, inherited predisposition, it is not 
obvious why the older expression "specific energy" should 
not be also further retained in the revised modern sense; 
ar. the most, one might convert it iuto the other: "specific 
disposition." 

This " specific disposition " becomes an actual ''energy" 
by representing not merely a diminution of the resistance 
of the path to a particular form of vibration, but, at the 
same time, a certain tension or potential energy, which 
with given stimuli is liberated as living force or energy of 
motion. Thus the work which, e.g., the galvanised motor 
nerve-fibre performs in preparing a muscular contraction 
is by no means a mere propagation of the received 
energy in unchanged form, but it is an effect from 
it.a own store of force, for whose liberation the stim
ulus only gives the external impulse. But now wit.h
out an internal regulation any stimulus which overstep3 
the threshold would suffice to discharge the vilwle force 
etored up in the nerve-fibre; the reaction would be violent, 
and the nerve would for a long time be incapable of the 
repetition of a similar performance. In the mechanism 
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of the nerve, therefore, along with the exciting potencies 
inhibitory ones must also be inserted, which help to fix 
the threshold-value of the stimulus, and to limit the dis
charge of nerve-fibre according to intensity and duration. 
If the curve of contraction of a stimulated frog's thigh be 
graphically represented on a vibrating pendulum, which 
renders perceptible to the senses the course of the reaction, 
there first occurs a well-marked rise, which illustrates the 
growing predominance of the exciting potencies, but then 
a quick descent, which terminates in a depression below 
the level of zero. After this transitory predominance of 
the inhibitory influences, the excitement dies away in 
weaker waves (Wundt, pp. 247-253). The more capable 
of performance the nerve is, the gt•eater are not only its 
exciting, but also its inhibitory powers ; the exhaustion 
is shown in still higher degree in the diminution of the 
inhibitory influences (whereby especially the duration of 
the reaction is prolonged) than in diminished strength of 
the reaction. The difference of the reaction on weak and 
strong stimuli is less in the exhausted than in the fresh 
nerve.-An increase of irritability results with quickly 
succeeding repetition of the same stimulus, when the im
pressions are in a certain measure added together. 

Quite analogously, only in changed relations of in
tensity are the processes set up in the ganglion-cell One 
is able to make a comparison between them by causing 
the same scale of stimuli to act at one time directly on 
the motor nerve, at another time on the sensory nerves of 
the same half of the body issuing at the same height of 
the spinal cord. Ganglion-cell auu nerve-fibre are related 
to one another pl'etty much as a boiler with a valve 
not easily to be moved to one furnished with a valve 
moving with facility. From the latter the steam more 
easily escapes because with less tension, whilst with 
the former the valve is only opened by vapours of 
greater tension, thus also streaming out with greater 
force (W undt, p. 268). Because the ganglion-cell offers 
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a far greater reaistanoe than the nerve, it absorbs 
stimuli which call forth considerable reactions on direct 
application to the nerves ; the threshold of atimula
tion ia thus raised. In the same way, also, above the 
threshold of stimulation the period of latent stimulation 
is longer, becauae greater resi!tances, stronger inhibitory 
potencies must be overcome. If, on the other hand, the 
reaction baa once occurred, the greater store of energy of 
the ganglion-cell discharges also a greater energy, ie., the 
reaction is stronger with similar stimuli, and is, moreover, 
even with such a choice of the stimuli that the heights 
of contraction become equal, of longer duration (Wundt, 
p. 261 ft:) The summation of rapidly succeeding similar 
stimuli is still more perceptible and of still greater import
ance in the ganglion-cell than in the nerve. The aggre
gate activity of rhythmically recurrent stimuli, which taken 
singly lie below the threshold of stimulation, is the key 
to the understanding of the genesis of most sensations of 
moderate strength, which are almost all of them due to 
the combination of stimuli. each one of which would by 
itself (as, e.g., an isolated wave of sound in a tone) be inef
fectual. The condition of exhaustion, too, is manifested 
altogether in the same way as in the nerve; a special 
form of exhaustion is, however, that due to nerve-poisons 
(e.g., for the ganglion-cells of the spinal cord by strych
nine). Although the duration of latent stimulation is 
increaaed in poisoning by strychnine, yet the irritability 
is considerably enhanced (even beyond the irritability 
of the motor nerve), and every stimulus acts in the 
same manner as with the healthy ganglion-cell a whole 
series of similar stimuli; all reactions become stronger 
and more persistent, vehement even to convulsion; small 
and great stimuli soon call forth reactions of like strength, 
and finally, the spinal cord reacts ou every stimulus with 
convulsions (Wundt, pp. 263-264). 

Pathologically thia condition is designated aa " irritable 
weakness;" an understanding of it is, aa Maudsley shows. 
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the foundation of the correct understanding of all the 
morbid states of the central organa of the nervous system. 
The loss of the normal proportion of stimulus and reaction 
is the aign of a morbid disorder; it is the simplest form 
of the "aberration " of the ganglion-cell The •• errant" 
ganglion-cell bas no more force at its disposal than the 
healthy one, but it wastes the same in reacting on every 
feeble stimulus; it squanders it in tetanus. 

The madness of little children and of the brutes (with the 
exception of those nearest to man) consists essentially in 
an aberration of the ganglion-cell3 of the medulla oblongata 
and spinal cord, in a disturbed grouping of the nerve 
elements in any cell, and in consequence thereof also in a 
disturbed co-ordination of the single central cell-groups. 
These are here no longer functional as a purposive physio
logical whole, but every group reacts tetanically on the 
small organic stimuli affecting it, which remain unno
ticed in the healthy life, and thereby becomes incapable 
of retaining feeling with its neighbouring groups. The 
result is incoherent convulsions, as in St. Vitus's dance. 
The convulsions may, however, also proceed from higher 
central points, which mediate the refles.es to sense-percep
tion; then they stand in relation to actual or imaginary 
sense-perceptions, and manifest themselves as combative, 
destructive, or murderous impulse. Of this kind is the 
raging of a mad elephant, or the delirium of a maniac, 
who perceives the smell of sulphur in his nose, sees his 
supposed persecutors as devilish shapes surrounded with 
fiery flames, and believes he bas to contend with them or 
an imaginary lion for his life.-LasUy, aberration in the 
sphere of conscious volition and ideation is an aberration 
of the ganglion-cells of the cerebral hemispheres; frenzy 
consists of spasmodic ideas and feelings, as St. Vitus's 
dance consists of motor reflex convulsions. 

It would be altogether wrong if one tried to see in the 
molecular disorder of the ganglion-cell, which squanders 
its store of energy in a manner disproportional to the 
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mmu1i, a CODClltioa of .t.igAiaiM power and capacity of 
execution; the morbidly degeuerate irritability, in epit.e 
of its extemally datruct.ive efreota. can ouly be inter
preted as a symptom of ~ Even the explosion of 
a ateam-eugine proves notbiug with respect to the effi
ciency and eolidity of the machine. but rather that it had a 
weak place. The elevated aelf-aatiafaction and the extra
vagant merrimeDt of an. incipient. maniac, or the deli
rium of a raving madman are just as little a proof of the 
etreagth and e11iciency of the grey matter of their braina 
u the motor reflex oonvulsiona of that of a spinal 
cord poisoned by strychnine; in both cases only the 
morbidly enhanced COJI8f'mption of energy ia revealed, 
and therefore the irritable weakness must in all cases 
draw after it torpid weakness. All mania ends in d&
rangement of inwllect or weakness of mind, all cramps 
in complete exhaustion of the organs concerned, or of 
the whole organism. The irritable weakness of the 
ganglion-cella spontaneously appearing in the organism 
ia only the first stage of a proceu of degeneration, which 
is accelerated by irritability the more the increased con
sumption. of mergy coincides with an already dirninishul 
potential energy.-If we comprehensively consider wherein 
consists the difference between the nervous matter in the 
ganglion-cell and in the (alone active) axis cylinder of the 
nerve-fibre, it may be thoa succinctly stated, that in the 
latter the chemical decomposition, in the former recom
position during functional repose preponderates (Wundt, 
p. 266). The former ia evinced by this, that the nerve-fibre, 
abandoned to itseU, i.~. separated from its province, has no 
power to maintain itself, but. degenerates; the latter fol
lows from this, that the ganglionic substance during func
tional repose not only repairs its own waste which it has 
autrered in the exercise of function, bot alao provides the 
nerve-fibres that spring from it with energy for defraying 
their expenditure. Thus, under normal circumstances, in 
t.be fibre the oonaumpt.ion of force, in the oell the produc-
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tion of force preponderates. If, now, the condition of 
irritable weakness occurs in the cell, not only is far more 
force consumed in all functional exercise, but also in 
consequence of the more frequent exercise of function the 
total duration of functional rest is diminished, when not 
(as in the maniacal, often deprived for weeks of sleep) 
reduced approximately to zero, and this, moreover, in a 
condition in which probably the capacity for chemical 
recomposition is diminished. In that case the occurrence 
of total exhaustion of the organism, and with a longer 
duration or more frequent recurrence of the attacks, the 
morphological and chemical degeneration of the nerve
centres is the necessary issue. 

The stated fundamental distinction between the nervous 
matter in the ganglion-cell and that in the axis cylinder 
of the nerve-fibre is consequently, as is also shown by the 
occurrence of pathological degeneration in the grey nerve 
matter, not one of kind, but only of degree. Expenditure of 
energy takes place in the cell by decomposition, as well as 
storing up of energy in the fibre by recomposition, and only 
in the normal physiological condition of the organism is 
the opposite tendency predominant in either. Accord
ingly, in this gradual difference no reason can be found 
for a heterogeneity of substance in cell and fibre. The 
actions are, on the whole, similar in both, and the dif
ference extends no further than the differentiation of a 
physiological organ into several subdivisions for the better 
fulfilment of modified purposes by more perfect division 
of labour. This result is important for the understanding 
of the truth that the psychical life does not cease with 
the ganglion-cell, but extends even to the nerve-fil>re and 
beyond. 

3· The Spinal Oord.-If we neglect the ganglion-cells 
united in the sympathetic plexus of nerves and dispersed 
in various organs, all the rest are massed in the grey 
matter of the spinal CQrd and brain. In the former the 
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grey matter forms four united columns, of which those 
situated right and left correspond to the lateral halves of 
the body, whilst the two anterior ones are distinguished 
from the two posterior by the motor nerves issuing from 
the former, the sensory nerves from the latter. These four 
columna now are surrounded by an envelope of white 
nerve-matter, in which are collected the ascending sensory 
and the descending motor fibres. 

From this it first of all results that there is no direct 
path to the hlgher nerve-centres for the nerves of the 
body issuing from the spinal cord, but that the 88llle spot 
of the grey matter of the spinal cord from which the par
ticular nerve springs must always be passed in centrifugal 
and centripetal conduction. Iu other words, the conduct
ing fibres in the spinal cord are not directly, but only by 
the intervention of ganglionic cells, united with the nerves 
of the body ; and in every conduction from the brain 
to the muscles or conversely, ganglionic cells of the spinal 
cord co-operate as active links, which reflectorially pro
pagate the stimulus, so far ns it lies for them above the 
threshold. 

It further results from the above-named arrangement 
that sensory and motor fibres never spring simultaneously 
from one and the same ganglion-cell of the spinal cord; 
that thus a reflex from a sensory to a motor fibre is com
pounded of several separate reflexes of at least two gan
glionic cells (one in the posterior and one in the anterior 
cornu). The simple reflexion in a single ganglion-cell of 
the spinal cord can always include only one kind of trunk
nerve, and the other term must consist of fibres connecting 
other ganglion-cells-be they neighbouring and co-ordi
nate, higher and superordinate or lower and aubordinate 
cells-be it a plexus of primitive fibres connecting neigh
bouring cells, or an ascending or descending nerve
fibre. It is important to make clear this co-operation of 
several ganglionic cells of different functional importance 
iD the occurrence of the simplest reflex of the spinal cord, in 
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order thereby to open the way for a better comprehension 
of the entangled co-operation and subordination between 
the different central organs. 

If the conducting fibres that run in the white sub
stance of the spinal cord always remained on the same 
aide on which they arise, the two halves of the body 
would have no communication with one another at all for 
wealc stimuli of sensation and movement, which are ex
tinguished by the resistance of the grey matter ; on that 
account there takes place a partial transference of nerve
fibres from the one lateral hall of the spinal cord to the 
other. Since a co-operation of the two halves of the body 
only appears to be requisite with str01lger moooT stimuli, 
which besides are conducted through the grey matter, this 
decussation of the motor fibres extends only to a small 
fraction, as follows from this, that with unilateral 
section of the spinal cord only weak disturbances of 
movement become visible on the uninjured half of the 
body; with stimuli producing sensation, on the other 
hand, an exact connection of the two halves of the 
body is requisite for weak stimuli, and therefore the 
decussation of the sensory conducting fibres is a far more 
considerable one (Wundt, pp. 114-11 s). In the higher cen
tral organs, too, this order everywhere recurs, that the 
connection between the two halves of the body is estab
lished partly by bridges of grey matter or by special com
missures (i.e., conducting communicating strands), partly 
by decussation of the paths. 

Of special interest is this relation in the chiasma. of the 
optic nerve, which was formerly regarded as the J?Oint 
where the two optic nerves crossed. But that is only true 
of animals with outwardly-turned eyes, which have no 
common field of vision for the two eyes; whereas, on the 
contrary, with man and animnls with a. binocular field of 
vision, only the half of the fibres of a.ny nerve, and that too 
the one turned inward, passes over to the other side, 
"hereo.s the outer halves remain uncrossed. The con-
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leC!GeDoe of this ia, that the left babes of both retinas are 
coaabilled in &he left.. the right hab·ee of both retinae ita 
the right corpaa quadrigeminum. In animals with out
wardly tamed 8Jel iujary of a corpus quadrigeminum 
causes blindnees of the opposite eye, but in man disease 
of one oorpus quadrigeminum, ~. i&, blindness or 
destruction of qion in the left or right half of the two 
retiou (Wundt. p. 146). It ia obvioll8 that only by thia 
bleudiDg of the similarly situated halves of the two 
peripheral organa in one-half of the central organ ia the 
blending of corresponding impreasions on the two retinu 
aplaiDed. u., the riddle is solved of Biflgh Nioa toilll. I'IDCJ 
-ru, ud I have epecially diacuaaed t.hia example because 
we ban according to iY analogy to imagine the whole 
arrangement of oar nervous system, which, in spite of the 
lttJo..eiddrwa, both of the central and also of the peripheral 
organs of sensation, yet leads to an indif1i.siblc sensation of 
our body even for the weakest stimuli. Only the •nion 
by central bridges or oommissures with partial peripheral 
decu&~&tiona of the paths makes this result possible, and 
helps ua out of a condition in which we ehould feel the 
two halves of our body as if they were two separate bodies; 
and it only remains to the thinking consciousness to grasp 
these separate sensat ions into a unity, jll8t as the owner 
of an estate can manage two properties entirely separated 
from eaeh other with the help of a single ledger. It i.e 
true the neeenity of the ""ton. by commissures with pmial 
d«ussation of the paths holds good only for the spinal cord 
and the binder and middle part8 of the brain, but not for 
the fore-bmin or cerebrum, and that for the twofold 
reason that in the first place the union of the cerebral hemi
spheres by commiuurea and areuate fibres into a single 
indivisibly functioning organ is a far more intimate one 
than in the afore-named centres ; and, secondly, becaase 
the motol'-impulaes of the cerebrum must alwaya first p888 
through media (at any rate through the motor ganglia of 
&he peduncle of U. cerebrum), in wJUch tAe blending ill 
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question is already performed by partial crossing of the 
paths, so that a repetition of these means would be super
fluous. The cerebral hemispheres are therefore in mao 
the only organ in which the decussation of the afferent 
unilateral paths is not a partial but a total one. 

That the spinal cord in its grey matter is a central 
organ of lower order with a certain relative independence 
may now be considered as pretty generally acknowledged. 
Maudsley says: "There can be no difficulty in admitting 
that the spinal cord is an independent centre of so-called 
aim-working acts that are not attended with conscious
ness" (i.e., urain-consciousness). "It is the centre, how
ever, not only of co-ordinate action the capability of 
which bas been implanted in its original constitution. 
uut also of co-ordinate action the power of which has 
l.Jeen gradually acquired and matured through individual 
experience. Like the brain, the spinal cord hns, so to 
speak, its memory, and must be educated" (p. 149). 
" In fact, if any one attends to his ordinary actious during 
the day, it will be surprising how small a proportion of 
them are consciously willed, how large a proportion of 
them are the results of the acquired automatic action of 
the organism" (p. 152). "Of these unconscious or in
''oluntary actions a great part is plainly due to the 
independent power of reaction which the ganglionic cells of 
the spinal cord have" (p. 1 36). "The anencephalic infant, 
in which absence of Lrain involves an absence of con
sciousness, not only exhibits movements of its limbs. but 
is capable also of the associated reflex acts of sucking and 
crying" (p. 137). "PflUger 1 touched with acetic acid the 
thigh of a decapitated ftog over its inLernnl condyle; it 
wiped it off with the dorsal surface of the foot of the 
sa.me side ; he thereupon cut off the foot, and applied the 
acid to the same spot; the animal attempted to wipe it off 
again with the foot of that side, but, haviog lost its foot, 
of course could not. Alter some fruitless efforts, tl1ere-

, Plliiger, "Die eeu•ori&cbeo FuncUooeu dea Riickeomarb'' (Berlin, 1853). 
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fore, ib ceased to try in thab way, seemed unquiet, • as 
though it were searching for some new meana,' and at 
last it made use of the foot of the other leg, and succeeded 
in wiping off the acid. ••• Notably we have in this 
striking experiment not merely contraction of muscles. 
but combined movement& in due sequence for a special 
purpose; we have actions that have all the appearance of 
being instigated by will and guided by intelligence in an 
animal the recognised organ of whose intelligence and 
will has been removed. So much was Pfiuger impressed 
by this wonderful adaptation of means to an end in a 
headless animal, that he actually inferred that the spinal 
cord, like the brain, was possessed of sensorial functions. 
Others, who would scarce admit Pfluger's supposition to be 
true of man, have thought that it might be so of some 
of the lower animals. Instead of grounding their judg
ment of the complex phenomena in man on their ex
perience of the simpler instances exhibited by the lower 
animals, they have applied to the lower animals what I 
believe to be their subjective misinterpretation of the 
complex phenomena in man " (p. I 38). 

Maudsley here announces an important methodologicnl 
principle for comparative physiology and psychology. 
which I have also followed above in Sect. A. Chap. i., and 
for the observance of which I have often been reproached 
by scientific specialists. Nevertheless, this principle ought 
to be self-evident to every naturalist, and it is only the 
psychological prejudice: that no consciousness can inhabit 
my organism of which my consciousness, i.e., the con
sciousness of my cerebral hemispheres, is not aware,
which has closed even to a Wundt the comprehension of 
the fundo;rMntalfact of physiological psychology, namely, 
the capacity of every ganglionic cell to be conscious. 

4- The IWMr PI'!JChical ..4.8pt-CI of tJu &jla Proua.
The conception of reftexion may be taken in a narrower 
and a wider sense, In the former case it signifies the im-
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mediate passing over of a stimulus of sensation to the 
motor nerve issuing in the same centre j in the latter cue 
it ~anifiea any reaction of a centre on a atimulua con
ducted from any quarter whatever. We have already seen 
that even the apparently simple reflexion of a centre of 
tbe spinal cord is a complicated phenomenon, which ia 
compounded of single actions of several ganglion-cells of 
the posterior and anterior cornua. each of which is only 
to be subsumed under the notion reftexion in the wider 
sense. In the same way also, however, the apparently 
immediate reflexion passes gradually into ever more com
plicated forms, as I have already shown above in Sect. A. 
Chap. v., so that the collective mental functions of man 
fall under the notion of reftexion in the wider sense. For 
the latter says nothing more than that no ganglionic cell 
performs its office without a stimulus, but it says nothing 
about the kind of stimulus or the kind of function. As 
the stimulus acting on a sensory nerve may arise from a 
mechanical, chemical, thermal, or electrical source, eo can 
the stimulus of a sensory nerve-fibre soliciting a ganglionic 
cell to be functional arise from a neighbouring ganglion· 
cell, from a fibre communicating between a eo-ordinate, 
superordinate, or subordinate centre, or perhaps from a 
motor nerve-fibre; 1 and the reaction need by no meana be 
immediately an innervation of o. motor nerve, but may con
sist of a propagation of the actively modified stimulus to 
neighbouring cells or to conducting fibres which lead to 
co-ordinate, superordinate, or subordinate centres. Every 
function of o. brain-cell which appears subjectively as 
abstract idea would then be a reflex due to a stimulus 
received from another cell or from a sensory nerYe, whieh 
would be subjectively presented as excitement of the 
conception through association of ideas or through sense
perception. 

J Oo t.be 11111111mption namely t.bat 
t.be direct eenaatioill of the mu110ular 
eontraetions (which are not effected 
hy tac:tlle eenaatione of adjace~~t 
ti811Un) are conveyed by the motol' 

11erTes tbemeclTc. to the ~ 
organ1, which however is a bJ~»
tbcsis not to be accepted without. 
c:oolidentio11. 
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If, on t.he other hand, one characterises u " reflex" 
only ~ .W. IJ'I'f1"P of individual reactions which lie 
between the irritation of eeDSOzy nerves as first term 
and the function of motor nenes as final term, one does 
not thereby avoid the fact that the highest function.s of 
the mind come under the notion of Reflexion. For iC the 
stimulus at allliea above the threshold of reflexion, i .1., if 
it is not absorbed and extinguished on ita way in the cen
tral organa through the resistance in conduction, it mwt 
alao, under all circumstances, finally lead to motor reaction, 
however long it may in the mean time wander about within 
the centnl organs from one ganglion-cell to another, or, to 
speak psychologically, however many reflections and con
flicts of desire may be intercalated between perception and 
voluntary resolution. In this way of looking at the matter 
likewise the question then is only concerning a difference 
of dlgrtt in the number of connecting links between stimu
lus of sensation and movement of reaction; and this num
ber grad'UO.lly rises from the simplest reflex contractions to 
the most complicated processes needed for the control and 
management of the external world. 

" For moderate irritation of a limited part of the skin 
with a certain mean degree of excitability draws after it a. 
reflex contraction only in that group of muscles which is 
provided with motor roots, issuing at the 141M tlevation 
and on the 147M side as the irritated sensory fibres. If the 
stimulus or irritability increasu, the excitement also first 
passes over to the motor root-fibres of the otlur half of 
the body which issue at the 147M height.; lastly, with 
still greater increase it spreads with increasing intensity 
.firll up and then down" (the former on the sensory, the 
latter on the motor paths of the spinal cord), " so that 
finally the muscles of all parts of the body, which receive 
their nerves from the spinal cord and medulla oblon
gnta, are syrupatbetical.Jy affected. Accordingly, every 
sensory fibre by means of a branch path of the .firat" order 
st.nnda in connection with the motor fibres arisi11g on the 

VOL. IlL P 
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snme side and at the same level, by one of tl1e suond order 
with those emerging on the opposite side at the same 
level, by branches of the third order with those emergin~ 
higher up, and finally by that of a fourth order nlso with 
those arising far lower down" (Wundt, pp. 116-117). 
While with increasing intensity of stimulation greater re
sistances are overcome (or with increasing irritability all 
resistances reduced), the branch paths of the higher orders 
must pari pass'lb be urou:;ht into requisition; and in the 
same proportion also increases the number of the central 
intermediate links concerned in the total motor reaction. 
This increase now takes place very rapidly as we pass 
from the spinal cord to the co-operation of the higher 
centres ; the reflexions then increase in complication in 
quick progression, without thereby losing their reflex 
character. 

H owever, then, one m:~.y look at the matter. the con
clusion is not to be resisted that all the !unctions of the 
central nervous system, and therewith all our manifesta
tions of life and mental activity, fall under the concep
tion of reflex action. We must make this thought 
entirely our own, when it loses the charncter of a paradox. 
It imports, in fine, nothing more than the axiom of suffi
cient reason in metaphysics. If the latter be translated 
into the language of nervous physiology it runs, "No gang
lionic cell is functional without a sufficient reason, which 
is called a stimulus;" and translated into the language 
of psychology it runs, "No volition without motive." 
Doth are familiar self-evident truths, but which perhaps 
open up a fruitful prospect if we bring them into con
nection by help of the notion "reflexion" under the point 
of view of physiological psychology. We have, namely, 
before us the problem to make internal experience morQ 
intelligible by means of the external, and conversely. 

The physiologist causes his beheaded and poisoned frog 
to make a movement of contraction, and thereby obtains 
indubitable evidence that the relatively simple reflex 
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action observed JeSts on a fftltAM&im. The pqchologisl sees 
in motivation a reflex act, and gains the equally indubitable 
eonviction that reftexion ia a psychical procus in which a 
fJOlilion uniformly follows on a maaation in accordance with 
the true nature or the ckarac~r. The physiological P$'!fClw
logist, as soon as he perceives that the essence of reftexion 
niUat in both events be 11mn.otJmwu.s, has to advance to the 
conclusion, "Consequently reflex contraction is a volition 
excited by sensation in the particular centre, and the 
genesis of volition is a mechanism conformable to law." 
The materialistic physiologists do not need much pressing 
to accept the last half of this conclusion ; but per oonirl' 
the first, although they cannot fail to see that logically 
they must allow either both or neither. For the rest, 
psychology long ago dreamt of a "physiological psycho
logy," talked of a statics nnd dynamics of desires and 
ideas ; and after all nothing is excluded by the admission 
of the mechanics of redexion but the indeterminism of 
the will, long ago perceived to be untenable. II one once 
admits that the subjectively psychical acts correspond 
to objectively material functions, of course all objective 
mechanics of molecular motions in the nervous system 
must correspond to the subjective mechanics of desires 
and ideas, and conversely. All the more astonishing 
must it, however, appear when the physiologists, who 
confirm this afresh, will not see the psychological re
-..·erse of their apparently materialistic medal, namely, 
that every, even the smallest, reflex action is a voliti<m 
which is motived by a unsation. Sensation is only so far 
as it becomes conscious (certainly, however, only becowes 
conscious for the particular ganglionic cell or the centre 
in question) ; volition stands in and of itself beyond all 
consciousness; and whether in the particular case it 
appears in consciousness formally as intensive feeling of 
innervation, or materially as qualitative perceived motion, 
is dependent on circumstances, and in any case highly 
improbable for simpler reflexes in subordinate centres. 
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Wundt has precluded himself from this insight bolh 
by his above-mentioned prejudice in regard to conacioua
ness, as also by his distorted conception of the will. His 
remark is correct : "If one tries to determine where the 
mechanism ceases and where the will begins, the ~imt 
is altogether falstly proposed. For one here opposes con
ceptions to one another which are not fJ]Jpositts at all" 
(p. 822). But he does not draw from this the unavoidable 
inference tlls.t in that case either sensation and will, in 
defiance of internal experience, must be denied even in the 
highest mental functions, or they must also be admitted in 
the lowest reflex processes, because both sides are related 
to each other ns inner and outer. Were these notions "a 
mere fiction" (ib1d.) in the latter case, they must be so also 
in the former i were that inner, psychico.l side of the 
process and the metaphysical substance of an "unconscious 
soul" which supports it after the admission of the external 
mechanism in the simple reflexion "a superfluous and 
meaningless addition" (ibid.), it would be so also in the 
achievements of the genius and the hero. 

Maudsley comes very near the truth, but he is too much 
of an Englishman to grasp what is apparently so paradoxi
cal with a firm band. He says : "Wherever an afferent 
nerve issues from the cell or group of cells in the cortical 
layers of the hemispheres, and an efferent nerve issues 
from the cell or group of cells, there is the possible or 
actual centre of a particular volition ; . . • volition or 
will simply expresses the due co-ordinate activity of the 
supreme centres, not otherwise than as the co-ordinate 
activity of the spinal cord or medulla oblongata might be 
1aid to represent its will " (p. 444). 

This not merely "might," but "must" undeniably 
be said, if one desires to be a. physiological psychologist 
in the true sense of tl.te word, and would not by such 
timidity in drawing conclusions forfeit the right of infel"
ence in a reverse direction, namely, from the physio
logical to the psychological aspect of phenomena., from 
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material to paycbioal mecbanioa. Jlaudaley had the 
less 1'8&110n to evade the acknowledgment of a tDill in 
the lower centres, as he even admits the necessity of the 
~ion of \he stimulus in the same, which indeed 
requires the genesis of a consciousness, which the will 
doea not. On the other aide, the unwonted step is made 
more difficult for him, in the first place, by the English 
not having, as the Gennan, two different designations for 
WUZ. and Willkar; and, in the second place, because, 
like a true English empiricist, he entertains an almost 
superstitious dread of tl'eatiog the abstl'act conception of 
the will as an ideal entity, is., of straying into the province 
of metaphysics.! 

In this question also it holds good that for comprehend
ing the complicated events in human consciousness a 
sure foundation for judgment must be gained from the 
simple relations in lower animals. On this point 
Mandsley himself writes as follows: "The simplest mode 
of nervous action in man, compnrnble to that of the lowest 
animals that possess nerve, is exhibited by the scattered 
ganglionic cells belonging to the sympathetic system 
which are concerned in certain organic processes. The 
l1eart's action, for example, is due to the ganglionic cells 
diffused through its substance. Meissner bas shown that 
nerve-cella disseminated through the tissues of the intes
tines govern their motions ; and Lister thinks it probable 
that. cella scattered in the tissues preside over the contrac
tions of the arteries, and over the remarkable diffusion of 
the pigment granules which ta.kes place in the stellate 
cells of the frog's akin. The separate elements of the 

I I ehoald muob like to Jmow wbd 
ncb an empiricilt DDdentaad. by 
" uplaDaaon " and "principle. of 
exp&.nadcm," and wbetber he ima
IP- it pcllllible wiU!oat ucendinc 
&o w pllllnl pdllclpl•" to !PYe any 
uplaaatloa, were it aaly of the 
aimpleH pbyRcal pbeaomeaoa. Con
arec.e nallty Ia of coune only ~ 

~ by the attraction of the atom 
A and U!e atom B; but if Newton 
bad bad the ume gboat-fear of the 
"a'blt.ract idea" of attraction which 
Jlaudaley baa of UIM of Will, be 
would ne'nll' baYe been able &o Mt 
np gr&Yitlltion u a DDinnaJ prin· 
ciple of ma&Wr. 
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tissues are co-ordinated by the ganglionic nerve-cells of 
the sympathetic system; and these co-ordinating centres. 
again, arc found to be under the control of the cerebro
spinal centres. In the spinal cord the ganglionic nerve
cells are collected together, and so united that groupe of 
them and connected groups of them become independent 
centres of combined movements, simultaneous and succes
sive, in answer to stimuli ; this arrangement representing 
the entire nervous system of those animals in which no 
organs of special sense have yet appeared" (p. 1o8). 

Only those who "have applied to the lower animall 
their subjective misinterpretation of the complex pheno
mena in man" (p. 1 39), will be prepared to dispute that 
these lower animals have sensation and will; for the 
common objection, that in these organisms all vital mani
festations are only reflexes, no longer avails, since we have 
perceived the like in the highest mental functions. On 
the contrary,it is precisely the lowest animals that are suited 
to demonstrate visibly, as it were, that every reflex action 
even of the simplest ganglionic cell has just as. much a 
subjective and psychical as an objective and physical side, 
and that the former again fo.lls into a conscious and an 
unconscious psychical part. Tbe stimulus or the motive 
must be conscious in the ganglionic cell as sensation if 
it is above the threshold; the reaction of the will or the 
result of the reflex process, looked at from within, only 
becomes conscious at higher stages of intelligence by com
parative reflexion; the passage from stimulation to reaction. 
from motive to volition, the properly punctum saliens in 
t·ctlexion, remains for ever concealed from the light of 
consciousuess; and yet there lies therein just the enig
matic problem, Why then does this particular sensation 
act as a motive to tAis volition 1 

The materialistic conception finds the answer very easy 
by simply seeking the reason in the objective physical 
mechanism of the movements. But that means allow
ing the two-sidedness of n psychical and physical character 
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only to the first and last term of the process, and refusing 
it to the middle term, the apark which passes from one to 
the other; in other words, it means degrading the psychical 
fa.ctor in the reflex to the dead passivity of a mere mirror
ing of certain members of the then alone actual external 
process, or the depressing of the psychical to a sort of 
accidental appendix of the external event, which in certain 
phases of the latter emerges in an inexplicable fashion. 

In opposition to such an external conception it must be 
remembered that the objective material event, just as the 
inner events of consciousness, are only two parallel and 
polar-opposed phenomenal forms of one existence reveal
ing itself in both, which is always more transparent to the 
view from the subjective than the objective side, because 
the former view is at any rate a direct one, but the latter 
only mediated by the subjective appearance of the objective 
phenomenon. Whether there is no oujecth•ely real physi
cal process, apart from a consciousness apprehending it, is 
at the very lea.st a disputttl question, wl1ich is even answcrul 
in. tht negative by the idealistic theory of cognition; but ever1 
if the Realism which affirms it is in tLe right, it is so only 
on the ground of inner subjective phenomenal experience, 
which is equally indisputable for idealists as realists. To 
the latter consequently appertains once for all the Mglur 
certainty; on it alone cau the realistic belief in an exter
nal reality be 8ttJ>ported, and every inference of the latter, 
which lends it to a negation of the certainty of immediate 
inner experience u>ithdraws from under itsdf the grO'Und 
on which it stands. Therefore psychological experience 
tuust always remain the immutable standard by which the 
supposed external experience and the inferences therefrom 
have to be verified. 

The being underlying the appearance begins for the 
inner psychological series of events just where con
sciousness ceases, and the unconscious-psychical founda
tion of the consciousness of the sensation is itself that 
which, turned towards others like itself, constitutes 

. . ... 
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the objective phenomenon. This unconacious-paychicll 
foundation of the reflex process in the ganglion-cell is. 
however, definable most accurately as a will, which is 
subject to a law such that a certain motive detei'Dlin.ea it 
to a certain volition. (It remains here perfectly obsoure 
whether this will is a result of the combination merely of 
the molecular wills of the cell, or whether other voli
tional factors enter into it in addition.) In no case ia it 
justifiable to ignore this unconsciously.psychical foun
dation, nnd to affix the subjective inwardness as acci<kf&tal 
appendi3J of certain moments of the external physical 
process, 1chich is itself only objective phenomenon. Volition 
is a psychical act not merely in its conscious or un
conscious existence (as result of material mechanics, as 
Materialism supposes), but also in the whole history of its 
origination as due to t.he psychical motive and the law of 
its psychical reaction. 

5· The Tdtological Cha'racter of the Reflex Fun.ttioft.
'l'he most certain proof of the inner psychical side of the 
l'eflex process is the tclcolooical character of this reaction, 
which is expressed in the thoroughgoing purposiveness of 
the physiological (not pathological) reflexes.-As a matter 
of course, this purposiveness cannot take plnce with 
a scale of stimulation unlimited above and below. As 
our car in the deepest tones does not hear a tone, but a 
droning noise, in the highest is aware no longer of a 
tone, but of an acute pain, as our eye does not distin
guish objects "·ith a very feeble illumination, and is 
dazzled and destroyed by a brightness nll too bright, 
without the adaptntion of these organs being thereby 
defective, the purposive reflexes can also be looked for 
only within certain finite limits of the scale of stimula
tion, but these limits will themselves again be tcleolo!Jically 
determined. Should the centres react on all too feeble 
stimuli, they would, as a morbid centre actually does, 
€qnnnder their store of force by reason of the weak 
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atimuU ceueleealy p1ayiDg around them, instead of 
sparing it for the uaea where ita expenditure ia of value 
for the life of the organism. On the other band, should 
the centres be constituted so solidly and firmly that even 
the most violent attacb could not disorganise them, 
they would posae11 a constitution, which would make 
them leas suited to their more delicate offices, without 
ever satisfying the intrinsically absurd demand of an 
absolute indeat1'11ctibility. The fact that abnormally strong 
atimo.li produce convulsions in the centres and act in 
a disorganiaing fashion is therefore just as little as the 
other fact, that the suitable reaction only begins with a 
certain intensity of stimulation, calculated to render 
doubtful this teleological character of the reflexes, but 
rather only aervea to aet it in the true light. 

Further, it is to be noticed, as we said above, that with 
increasing strength of the stimulus e\'er fMre and higher 
centres are drawn into action; hence it results that the 
character of the reaction must change with the intensity 
of the stimulus. Dut even this does not tell a[Jai11.st, but 
jOf' the purposiveness of the reflexes; for it is precisely 
for tA.e good of the organism that it does not respond to 
weak stimuli merely with weaker, but also with othrr motot· 
reactions, than to strong stimuli, which net at the same 
point. These purposive differences, now, are reached by 
the threshold of stimulation being different for tlte reflex 
actions of the different centre!!. With the weakest stimu
lus only the centre in which the particular sensory nerve 
immediately terminates solicits to reflexion, and the conse
quence is a simple contrnction, which, e.g., suffices to drive 
away a fly from the hide or an ox, or to push aside th., 
oppressive fold of a mnn's dress, or to change the uncom
fortable position of a leg during sleep. 

Purpo.IUtJ, therefore, the reflexes cannot be called even 
with the weakest stimuli above the threshold (as by 
Wundt, p. 823) ; only the motor sphere of innervation for 
the centre, "'hich alone reacts on the weakest stimuli, is 
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a confined one, and therefore also the change of t.he ex .. 
temal circumstances to be effected by it very narrowl1 
limited. As 'IIWre and lti!Jher centres are reached by the 
propagated stimulus, this motor sphere of innervation of 
nll the centres sharing in the retlexion extends, and there
with the possibility of combined muscular movements to 
change the external situation announced by the stimu• 
lus. To the sphere of motor innervation governed by a 
central spot must the impulses of innervation proceeding 
from it of course correspond, if they are not inadequat.e 
from the very first, and therefore to be called unsuitable. 
and therefore, in fact, for a single ganglionic cell that 
1e6ex action which is teleologically demanded is tJ quit. 
other one than for a larger group of ganglionic cells acting 
iu concert, and for a cell in the lower pnrt of the spinal 
cord quite other than for one iu the upper, and for thla 
again another tll:m for one in the medulla oblongata. 
The reaction can only be called purposive at any point 
when it has regard to the maximum of what is attainable 
from this point. This is not sufficiently estimated by 
'Vundt, whilst he cannot of course avoid the acknowledg
ment of the too evident purposiveness in the case of meau 
intensities of stimulation. 

"A decapitated frog moves its leg against the pincers 
with which it is irritated, or it mpes away with its foot 
the drop o£ acid applied to its skin. It sometimes triee 
to withuraw from a mechanical or electrical irritation by 
a leap. When brought into an unusual position, e.g., 
placeu on its back, it perhaps returns to its previous pos
ture. Here, then, the stimulus does not introduce t7Urdy 
a movement in general, which spreads from the irritated 
part with increasing intensity of the stimulus and growing 
irritability, but the movement is adapted to tlte cztemtll 
impression. In the one case it is a movement of defence; 
in a second iii aims at getting rid of the stim.~tlus; in n 
third at removal of the body from the sphere of the irrita
tion; in a fourth, finally, at re&toration of the previous 
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~Oature. Still more clearly does this purposive adaptation 
to the atimolui ataDd out in the experiments conducted 
by P.Oti.ger and Auerbach, in which the ordinary condi
tions of movement are somewhat changed. A frog, for 
example, whose leg has been cut off on the side on which 
it is irritated by acid, first makes some fruitless attempts 
with the amputated stump, then, however, pretty re:,,ru
larly chooses the other leg, which is wont to remain at 
rest when the animal is unmutilated.1 If the decapitated 
frog be fastened by its back, and the inner side of one of 
its thighs be sprinkled with acid, it tries to get rid of the 
latter by rubbing the two thighs against one another; but 
if now the moved thigh be separated far from the other, 
after a few vain attempts it suddenly stretches this one 
out and pretty accurately reaches the point which was 
irritated.• Lastly, if one breaks the upper thighs of de
®pitated frogs, and cauterises, whilst they are stretched 
on their bellies, the region of the anus, in spite of tho 
disturbing nature of the treatment, th~>y correctly touch 
the cauterised spot with the feet of the broken limbs. 
These observations, which may be t:arit:d in. diverse ways. 
show that the animal entirely deprived of its brain cun 
adapt its movements to the changed condition in a way 
which, if consciousness and will were concerned, would 
manifestly presuppose a perfect knowledge of the position 
of the whole body and of its several parts" (p. 824). 

That Wundt, with the latter inference, so far as it relates 
to n ctmscious knowledge of one's own body, overshoots 
the mark he himself allows iu the observation that even 
mnn, with 1£i8 t:try clw.r consciousness, and though perfeot.Jy 
ta4IUr '!/ hi& tDill, dtJu NOt poaaa tM ltltiU ; whence lao 
should conversely have concluded that in those actions of 
the spinal cord also consciousnt&S and will may bl present 
without the need of a COAICioiUJ knowledge of the relatiTe 
position of the parte of tae body. Had he not omitted thia 

I ~tJger, "Die~ FanctioaeD d• RUobamarb,'" p. rzs. 
t ... .,.,.. ba GfJNIIv,Y• .. Zellllobrift f. klla. Med.," iY. p. 487· 
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conclusion he would also have found no reason in tlae 
mtcluznical conception of the reflex processes for doubting 
the wstence of consciousness and will in the same. since 
indeed the same mechanical conception in the case of the 
functions of the cerebral hemispheres does not seem lo 

give rise in him to any doubt. 
He says: "It is certainly admitted that the self-regu

lations, which must be presupposed in order to explain 
the manifold modifications of animal movements without 
consciousness, are partly of an extraordinarily complicalltl 
nature; but if one once admits the principle of mechanism, 
where is the limit to the animal machine?" (p. 822). How· 
ever, Wundt would have to apply the same remark also 
to the mechanics of the cerebral hemispheres, thus by his 
urgumentatiou would arrive n~ the denial of conscious
ness and will altogether. If the argument fails in thia 
latter case, it luu no wr:iuht at all-an inevitable conse. 
quence of its dependence on the opposition of mechanism 
and will, nlreauy declared by him himself to be Jau.Uy.
The Cartesian doctrine that animals are walking automata, 
which merely ape us with the semblance of a psychical 
liCe, is looked upon to-day by every feeling man as au 
almost revolting error. How long will it still last before 
our modern physiologists finally free themselves from the 
not smaller error in principle, that the organic manifesta
tions of life of the lower central organs of the nervous 
system are mere mechanical contrivances without any 
spark of inner liCe 1 

It is precisely physiological psychology which must feel 
itself compelled to conclude in a contrary sense and to 
say : •• If the wholo life of the central organs when objec
tively regarded consists in molecular mechanics. and yet 
in our consciousness a purposive thinking and willing 
corresponds to this mechanics, this purposiveness whicb 
m'*es its appearance in the cerebrum also in the form of 
consciousness must aheady inhere from the first in all tbe 
functioning of ganglion-cells, althougli it be not every-
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wheN OODICioaa as ancm, for in the last resort nothing can 
emerge bu' that tor which a foundation baa already been 
laid in the lower phases of development. • It is just the 
materialistically inclined physiologist, who looks upon 
CODaCioua thought and volition as a merely passive re
ilex of the external order, as a transitory accident.'\l 
appendix in certain phases of the molecular mechanics of 
nerve, who is entirely precluded from ascribing inde
pendent activity to cousciouaucss, and consequently has 
no choice at all but to explain the undeniable purposive
lltll8 which appears in conscioua thought and volition as a 
puposiveueaa of molecular nerve-mechanics, ie., it is 
preciiely Materialism which cannot avoid reco~nising pur
posiveness in the function of the ganglion-cell, if it will 
not cut itaelf oft' {rom every explanation of purposiveness 
in conaeiouaness, in its own reftections and resolutions. 

Actual purposiveness Materialism can of course only 
acknowledge with the help of Darwinism, which repre
sents the purposive molecular dispositions as arising in 
the ganglion-cells by natural selection. If this attempted 
explanation proves generally insufficient 1 without the 
foundation of metaphysical teleological principles, it par
ticularly does so in this special case ; for it is not exactly 
clear how, beside so many other far more important indivi
dual variations, an altogether trifting more or less of reflex 
dispoaitions in the grey matter of the spinal cord can 
be tl«Mtw lor the competitive capacity of an animal. 
La:marclta principle of gradual perfection by exercise avails 
here just as little; for even if we conceive the purposive 
modifications of function which are to be established by 
exercise as proceeding from the spinal cord or higher 
centres,1 yet pauifJe CO'MC'itrlunt31 cannot explain the pur-

l Oomp. IDJIDemoil': "Truth and 
P.ri'OI' Ia l>anriDiun : A Critical Ex· 
pGIIWoa ol ~ Tbeoi'J ol Orpnlo 
~ .. BvliD, c. Dmacker, 
117S. 

• '!'be f1motloDe ol the llplu1 
card In ~ hi.rber IIDimala may be 

likened to the perrormanc:ee or a 
man who it prevented by bit eervi· 
tude to a atric:t muter fi'Om worldug 
out hit many-aided teadeuciee, and 
it obliged to-~~ devote him
eelf to a well-de aDd limite<! 
l!pbere of laboar. Tho l!piDal eotd uf 
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posivent&B of these modifications, because the purposive
ness of its own psychical associations i8, according to the 
materialistic view, only to be itself explained by the pur
posiveness of molecular mechanics. 'Vherefore Wundt is 
also entirely in the right when he warns us to hold fasb 
to this, that the assumption of a spinal consciousnes~ and 
will doe.• not in any way contribute to the clearing up of 
the problem of purposive actions (p. 829); only he ought. in 
consistency to go further, and admit thnt a higher degree 
of consciousness can just as little contribute thereto as a 
lower one; that a brain-consciousness is for the explanation 
of design in bodily movements fust as much a fifth wheel 
in the waggon as a spinal consciousness; that the brain 
consciousness cnn lenst of all serve to e.>..-plain the pur
posiveness of the spinal reflexes, and that therefore the 
principle of Lamarck also, so long as merely conscious 
consiuerntion is regarded as cause of the purposive modifi
cation of function, moves in a circlc.1 

One only escapes this fallacious revolution in a circle by 
ac>suming that those purposive modifications of function, 
which come about with frequent repetition by the fixing 
of molecular tendencies and diminished resistance, proceed 
from an unconscious teleological principle, whose efficacy in 

the higher aninulls ia, aa it were, aim· 
plified by ita constant neeeuitntion 
to hod.aut.n·a aerviees for the behoof 
of the brain ; but the inference is 
ill<Jgical tba.t it hn.s !oat conscious. 
nc81 nnd will ( whieb it ronnifestly 
p<>~~~~cssea in the lower anilllals), since 
mdeed in the sphere o£ activity 
reserved to it it displnya distinct 
intelligence, and in Abnormnl patho
logical CMel is wont to to.lce part 
alto in tbe vicarious execution of 
more independent taaka. 

1 J/o.udll.ey, who, £rom bia matt· 
rnliltic point or view, keenly feels 
the irusolubility of the unnvoidable 
teleological problem, gets rid of the 
ditliculty in gennine English fMhion 
by appeAling to the un#Grcll!l.bU 
cli~i"t c;nmlcU. The loc1U ia too 

characteristic of Engliah lcienae for 
the WTiter to resist the tempt&tiou of 
transcribing it:-" II it be eaid that 
tbe gradu.U building up by educatiou 
of thi.s embodied design into the 
constitution of the nervoua centre. 
ia itself evidence of deaign. then we 
can only a.nawer that such a propoei
tion is merely a st:t.temeut in other 
words of the fa.ct that thingw are u 
they aro" ( i. t., are h~re constituted 
nnd opcrntetelt:ologica.lly), "a.nd add 
the expression of a con •"iction that 
science cannot enter into the COIID
cils of crent;ion" (p. I s6 ). ODe 
wonders bow an English ecienu.t; 
ha.s courage to gu on ioTest.igating. 
Even a Maudsley ia llt.ill greea 
wood! 
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this perfecting of the nerve-centres is only a special case 
of ita general teleological efficiency as organising principle. 
As the external mechanics of the material processes and 
the inner mechanics of conscious ideas and desires are 
co-ordinate phenomena of one and the same metaphysical 
aubetance, so is also the ngulari.ly of this outer and inner 
mechanic (not the parallelism of a pre-established har
mony, but) a coherent emux from the inoivisible essence 
of this metaphysical su bsta.nce. Even at this point of 
"View there remains the passivity of consciousness, but the 
latter now no longer appears as an attribute of matter, 
but of an immaterial substance, whose other attribute is 
the manifestation of material energy; thus the psychical 
is not here confined to tl1e sphere of consciousness, but 
reaches deeptr than this, namely, into the metaphysical 
}:ns itself. Then also conscious design in thinking and 
resolving is no longer regarded as a passive reflection 
from the sphere of purposive molecular mechanics, but it 
is like this, an immediate manifestation of the teleological 
nature of tho metaphysical substance itself (the uncon
scious spirit}; what is there dead externality, w bose spi
ritual stamp is first discovered by a thinking mind, is 
here immediate perception of the inmost nature of t!Je 
spirit itself in itself. 

Without comprehending the parallelism of the two 
problems, both remain insoluble, i.e., both the teleological 
character of the external mechanisms and their origin, and 
also the conscious purposive activity of the human mind 
must in their isolation from one another appear as trans
tmdent questions, to penetrate into w!1ich is a hopt!less 
undertaking. On the otheor hand, from the moment when 
inner and outer are perceived to be two-sided phenomeun. 
of One Being, and the sa.mentU of the teleological problern 
in botll. forms of the phenomenon is comprehended, the 
aiogle reason for the teleological character both of tho 
external material mechanics and of the conscious mental 
function mUBt be sought in one and tl!4 1am1 copstitutiou 
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or the metaphysical substance, or which ootlt. aides of the 
phenomena are only accidents, and it is now the purpo
sive character immediately known to us of our own mind 
which affords the 7«y to the understanding of that nature 
of the metaphysical substance which is in question, to wit. 
causes us to perceive it as the unc()nsciomly Logieal, which 
must be lcleclogically active as content of a will or a force. 
Therefore is it also so important to see clearly that the 
inner psychical aspect of the process intervening betweea 
stimulus and reaction and conacious perception appertaia 
to all, even the lowest nerve-centres,-not as if the attri· 
bution of consciousness to tLe same could contribute any· 
thing directly to the explanation of the purposiveness of the 
functions (which I have never asserted), but because it is 
important to remain always aware of the two-sidedness of 
the phenomenon, and never to let the key which most 
directly opens the teleological nature of the metaphysical 
&ubstance drop !rom our hands. 

How the higher unity of causality and teleology which 
is here maintained is to be conceived cannot be more 
fully entered upon in this place.1 I will here only remark 
this much, that the time is approaching with giant 
strides when our natural science will cease to speak of 
" dead matter." Already the most distinguished natural 
philosophers recognise the interior, psychical side of 
atoms; 1 and already there is the glimmering of an appre
henaion that the key to the nature of the simplest la'ttl 
or the mechanics of the atom, which hitherto has been 
considered. to be an absolute datum, ruust be sought in thia 
psychical aspect of the atoms, and is to be found in the 
analogies of our own psyche.8 

1 Comp. my writings : " Troth 
and Error in De.rwiniBm," sect. vii. 
("Mechanism r.nd Teleology"); and 
J. H. v. Kirchmann'a "Realiatio 
Theory of Cognition," Noe. r 5- 22. 

1 Comp. among othel'!l, A. ZOllner, 
"Ueber dio Natur der Kometen" 
(Leip~ig, 1872), pp. J2C>-J27· 

*Zollner says (pp. 326, 327): "A• 
one sees, by tbia -umptlou, oU 
local changes of matkl', wb.UaR 
they tAke place in the in~ 
or organic bodiea of natun., -
10bject to the following law. 
which wu already subetan~7 eJ>· 

preMed above (p. 217): 10 All tiM 
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The law of the ooD&enatioa of energy aigniftea in meta
physical reference only the unchangeableness of the actual 
worid-will on ~be Bide of ita intensity ; this law is, bow
ever, purely f'ormal, and onl7teaohes us: if this quantum 
of mechanical energy is converted into another form, e.g .. 
into heat, ~Aft it will furnish such and such a quantum of' 
heat. But tMttMr this mechanical energy is in the given 
oaae converted into AetJI or any ollur form, or whether it 
ia tl'&naformed into tension by removal from its centre, 
or whether it ia for the nonce not converted at all, on 
these points the abstract formal law of the conserva
tion of energy says nothing. On the decision of t!&u6 
questions in every single instance depends, however, t"M 
tDieoll COftUnt of tlu tDOrld-proet~~ j therefore all that deter
mines the «mll'llt of the cosmic process, i.11., the whole 
aphere of the logical IDEA, is nol afficttd by the law of the 
conservation of energy. Accordingly the law of the con
servation of energy only proves to be the abstract formal 
framework, fDith.in which. the logical necessity of the ma
terial content is manifested, and the qualitative determi
nation of things, by means of causality and teleology ob
tains scope for display. The law of the immutability of 
the absolute quantum of force accordin~ly requires to be 
supplemented by other natural laws which determine the 
"HOtD" of the force at every point of the unchange
abl~ total; and only in theso latter laws can, nay, mwt 
the teleological character of the metaphysical substance 
of the atoms attain expression: their striving after 
satisfaction of their special will and their instinctive 
warding oft' of pain (which springs from repression of this 
will). As, metaphysically speaking, the cosmic process is 
compounded of Will and unconscious-logical IDEA, of 
which two moments the former determines the " That," 

adiriti• ol utural ezflteacee uw 
determined bJ ~ -'iotN of 
IJl- ud pain; ud uw indeed 
1ueb ~ tbe mo-a witbiD a 

VOL. Ill. 

OOIIftDed lphm! of ph8110JDeiUI JooJc 
u if they followed the VJI~OUI 
pvrpo~e ol reducing the \ot.al of paiD· 
ful HDatiou \o & llliJaiaMIII," 

Q 
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the latter the " What and How " at every instant of the 
process: so, scientifically speaking, the world-procea ia 
compounded of the unchangeable cosmic quantum ol 
energy and of the laws determining the convemion of 
energy in the particular cases, and this exact parallel
ism of the two ways of regarding the cosmic proce. 
may pass for a new proof that the metaphysical distinc
tion of the moments Will and IDEA. should be called 
anything but arbitrary, but is deeply founded in the 
essence of things, and is precisely adapted to enlighten 
natural science on the deeper significance of tu first 
principles. 

There is a further question whether the teleological 
laws of Nature that materially determine the conversion 
of force in respect to the mechanics of the atom are alao 
sufficient to explain the uniform teleological behaviour 
of the ganglion-cell, or whether with this union of atoms 
and molecules into an organic-psychical individual of a 
higher order new laws must be supposed to come into 
play, which point to a specific difference between the 
unconscious individual aim of a ganglion-cell and the com
bined unconscious ends of the atoms and molecnlea that 
constitute it. From such a varying unconscious purpose, 
coincident with a variously constituted individual will or 
individual character, varying laws of motivation would 
then at once follow, inasmuch as a differently constituted 
unconscious il)dividual will is compelled to feel pain and 
pleQSnre by different external circumstances. - An im
perfect example may make this clear. In chemistry, the 
law holds good that if several substances are brought 
together in a condition capable of reaction, the molecular 
displacements are such that the algebraic sum of the 
positive and negative amounts of heat thereby developed 
to become a maximum. To this law the actions in the 
cell of the spinal cord poisoned with strychnine or in 
the cerebral cell of the maniac seems to correspond, 
where the chemical processes tend to the squandering 
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of ~he eto~ed-up potential energy. The inft11enoes in 
the healthy ganglionic cell, on the other hand, running 
counter to this conTeraion, which we have called the 
inhibitory potencies, and "- tDMc.\ 1M ~ fitnua ofi.M 
fonditm of t1u gaagliiJ u firlt man'ifutld, seem to point 
to a ftltD law of a higher order limiting the play of the 
chemical molecular lawa. However, this is to be con
sidered as merely an illustrative example, and muat not 
be taken for more than it is worth. 

If now it should turn out that the teleological-uniform 
mechanics of the ganglion-cell rests on natural laws 
which do not result from the mere combination of the 
mechanical laws of the atom, the atoms also could no 
longer be looked upon as the substrata of such laws of a 
higher order, because one and the same individual sub
ject. cannot be substrate of opposite mutually limiting 
natural laws. A metaphysical substratum must then be 
introduced for the additional laws or a higher order, 
which, together with the material atoms composing the 
cell, would in combination constitute the entire individual 
of this ganglion-cell 

From the side on which we have entered upon this 
investigation, it might perhaps appear premature to 
attempt to give a definitive decision on this question. 
But as we have already seen that this ultimate substra
tum would coincide with the organising principle which 
directs the teleological perfecting of the ganglion-cell as 
an integral element of the perfection of the collective 
organic type, and as this organising principle, as meta
physical support of the universal organic law of de
velopment, must necessarily be conceived as something 
superadded to the material atoms, we shall from this , 
aide likewise Tenture to decide our foregoing alternative 
in favour of an additional metaphysical agent, which 
connects the manifold of the outer and inner atomic 
functiona in the ganglion cell into an external-teleo
logical as well u into an internal-psychical unity, and 
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thus exalts tl1e cell into an internally as well aa extemallf 
indivisible organic-psychical incli'r:idual. 

To be sure, whoever either denies the teleological chu
acter of molecular mechanics in the ganglion-cell (as tbe 
older Materialism), or ignores it as an intrinsically in
soluble transcendent problem having no point of con
tact with science (as lfaudsley), or, lastly, admits it 
indeed as fact, but thinks to explain it from blindlJ' 
necessary and accidental causes (as Darwinism and 
Wundt), such an one will only act consistently when 
he declines at the outset every metaphysical or uu
conscious-psychical principle in addition to the atoms. 
and conceives the conscious as well as the unconscious 
psychical phenomena in the ganglion-cell as simply 
phenomenal combinations of the psychical functions of 
the atoms concerned.1 He, on the other hand, who reganis 
the teleology of material mechanics as of consciousness as 
parallel emanations of the unconsciously logical and teleo
logical nature of the metaphysical substance (underlying 
both aspects of the phenomenon), will (even apart from 
the necessity of an organising principle as supporter of 
the law of organic development) rather incline to thtt 
other side of the alternative, and expect that the (as 
compared with the laws of the mechanics of the atom) 
higher forms of manifestation of teleology which come to 
light in the ganglion-cell, and the internal and external 
unity which exalts the ganglion-cell to the rank of 
individuality, spring from superadded functions of the 
metaphysical substance, which subordinate the isolated 
atomic functions to the single unconscious individual pur
pose of a higher order. 

A play of innumerable atoms, acknowledging no supe
rior but the One substance to whom they owe their being. 
must be more congenial to the democratic, levelling. 

1 Comp. tbe anonymoll8 work, of Descent " (Berlin, 1872), oJJap.. 
"The Unoonacious from tbe Stand. iv. and v. 
point of Pbyaiology and the Theury 
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4tiaorganiaiDg tendency of the Romance nations, which 
however cannot diapenae with the away of one all
powerful Ca!ear if univet'lal anarchy is not to prevail 
An organic construction of the cosmos, in which the 
atomic forcee or individaala of the first order only play 
the part of the simplest and lowest building-stones, and 
in each individual of a higher order are held together 
by an innel' tie for a concrete purpose, in order again on 
their part to serve as building material for still higher 
individual aims, such a gradual construction will be more 
agreeable to the Germanic mind which knows that wher
ever a li'Dif&g architectonic work of art is to be brought 
to pass, levelling must be foregone, and submission be 
willingly given to the higher purpose. 

6. TM Four CM.ef Grada of Nen.~t-Centres.-" In deal
ing with the function of the nervous system in man, it 
is, then, most necessary to distinguish different nervons 
centres:-

" 1. The primar!J centres, or ideational centres, consti
tuted by the grey matter of the convolutions of the 
hemispheres. They are superordinate to 

" 2. The UCO'IUlary nervous centres, or sensory centres, 
coustit.uted by the collections of grey m:Ltter that lie 
between the decussation of the pyramids and the tl.oors 
of the lateral ventricles. These are subordinate to the 
primary and superordinate to 

"3· The terlia171 nervous centres, or centres of refox 
action, constituted mainly by the grey matter of the 
spinal cord; which again are superordinate to 

"4- The organic nervous centres, as we might call them, 
belonging to the sympathetic system. They consist of n 
set of ganglionic bodies distributed n1ainly over the 
viscera, and connected with onts another and with the 
tpinal centres by internuntiant cords. 

" .Each diatinct centre is subordinated to the centre 
immediately above it. but ia at the same time capable 
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of determiuing and maintaining certain movements of ite 
own without the intervention of its supreme centre. 
For example, the rhythmical contractions of the heart 
are kept up by the ganglia distributed through its sub
stance, and accordingly continue for a time after the 
removal of the organ from the body. But these local 
powers are not left uncontrolled: terminal branches of 
the vagus nerve, or rather branches of a motor nerve 
called the spinal accessory, which go with the vagus to 
the heo.t·t, are connected in some way with the ganglia; 
and when the vagus is irritated the ganglia. are controlled 
and cease to act upon the heart, which comes lo a stand
still in a relaxed condition. The organisation of tbe 
entire nervous system is such that a due independent; 
local action is compatible with the proper control of a 
superior central authority. The ganglionic cells of the 
sympathetic co-ordinate the tlnergy of the separate 
elements of the tissue in which they are placed. and 
thus represent the simplest form of a principle of indi
triduation. Through tbe cells of the spinal centre the 
functions of the different organic centres are so co-ordi
nated as to have their subordinate but essential place in 
the movements of animal life; and herein is witnessed a 
further and higher individuation. The spinal centres are 
similarly controlled by the sensory centres; and these, in 
their turn, are subordinate to the controlling action of the 
cerebral hemispheres, and especially to the action which. 
revealing itself in consciousness as will, represents the 
most complete co-ordination of the functions of the hemi
spheres, and is the highest display of the principle of 
individuatio-n" (Maudsley, p. 109-1 10). 

Two remarks may be made on the above division: 
in the first place, that a preferable succession would be 
an inverse one, and the denomination "primary centres" 
would better suit the "organic" ganglia; aud, eecondly. 
that the designation of spinal centres as rejlu ceutres is 
misleading, since even t]te "organic" ceutl'e3 9.lld aenaory 
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and ideatio.oal centree are only reft.ectorially actiYe, as 
already diacussed. Moreover, it mnst be held as settled that 
the dift'erenc:es between the ganglion-cells of the different 
centre are only gradational, which have only been formed 
by difFerentiation from the common structure of the gang
lion-cell in the succeasion of animal life, and that this uni
versal foundation of each single ganglion-cell-in spite of 
any partial elabontion in a particular direction-bas been 
preserved. There are in the ganglion-cells, just as in tha 
nerve-fibres, specific energies in the sense of impregnated 
dispositions to definite functions; but here, as there, thia 
specification is only relative, not absolute, and everywhere 
it works in the frames previously indicated by the general 
nature of the ganglion-cell : stimulus and reaction, percep
tion and will. 

Corresponding to the relativity of the specific energies 
of the ganglion-cells, the transition from the centres of 
one kind to those of another is also rather gradual than 
abrupt. If the ganglia of an excised frog's heart incite 
the latter to beat for hours, and react on a stimulus with 
a rhythmical contraction, the different position in the 
body more than the specific reflex enel"eY serves to dif
ferentiate these ganglia from the lower centres of the 
spinal cord. The medulla oblongata forms a kind of 
transition between the spinal cord and the sensory gan
glia of the brain, and, so far as its historic evolution is 
concerned, ~rtainly belongs to the brain, but functionally 
stands far closer to the spinal corc..l. The increasing 
extent of the sphere of motor innervation as we ascend 
the spinal cord is especially noticeable in the medulla 
oblongata. The latter is also, moreover, distinguished 
from the other reflexes of the spinal cord by a more 
ingenious combination of numerous movements for ob
taining definite effects, " so that the mode of combina
tion is often brought about by a self-regulation which is 
founded in the reciprocal relation of several reflex mechan
isma" (Wundt, p. 178). In the spinal cord the gan;lion 
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cells at the different levels are tolerably uniformly ant..~ 
in the four columns of the grey medulla. Only ia tile 
medulla oblongata is this symmetrical distribution iDtef.. 
rupted, in that larger groups of ganglion-cella are faeed 
into compact distinctly isolated nuclei, which are UDiW 
with one another, as with the pnrts above and below, bJ 
means of conducting fibres. Such nuclei then serve definit.e 
gronps of complicated processes of movement, that partlJ, 
like the regulation of the heart-beat and inspiration, ue 
persistent rhythmical functions which approximate to thoee 
of the vegetative ganglia (eg., movement of the intestine~, 
tone of the vessels). By the union of two or several re8ez 
centres with one another an alternating action ia made 
possible, e.g., lletween a centre of inspiration and anot.bar 
of exspirntion (p. 181) ; tile former (like most of the eo.
called automatic functions of lower centres) is set agoing 
by the stimulus of insufficiently aerated blood, the latter 
by the sensation of the inflation of the lungs mediated by 
the sensory nerves (p. 177). Similarly Wundt &SS1Wl81 

special centres in the llledulla oblongata for the accelera
tion of the beating of the heart and for its slowing and 
inhibition, for the distension of the vessels and for their 
contraction (p. ISS), for vomiting, for the act of swallowing, 
and, lastly, for coughing and sneezing, which pass over into 
the mimic reflexes of laughing, crying, sobbing, &c. (pp. 
176, 178). In the l:l.tter, reflexes of the sensory ganglia 
already co-operate with those of the medulla oblongata 
to produce a combined indivisible action. 

Those centres which Maudsley comprehends under the 
name of sensory centres (although this name will not 
altogether fit the cerebellum, wl1ich is included among 
them) form in many lower animals, in which the For. 
braiu (or cerebrum) essentially acts only ns olfacto17 
ganglion, the highest stage of development of their cen
tral nervous system, and is quite sufficient for their vital 
purposes. These animals move about with pretty much 
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the ~&me aecarity and adjaat their actions with the same 
appropriateneee to the BeDaibly perceived external circum
at:ancea as a human somnambuliat whoae cerebral func
tions are completely 1111pended (lrl .• p. 2 s 2 ~ " Trouaaeau 
mentions a young amater.r muaician subject to epileptic 
vertigo who sometimes had a fit luting for ten or fifteen 
aeconda whilst playing the violin. Though he was per
fectly unconacioaa of everything around him, and neither 
heard nor saw those whom he was accompanying, he still 
went on playing in time during the attack " ( M., p. 1 s 1). 

Similarly is it with the capability of certain idiots to 
muter certain difficult feats of skill with long-continued 
training, which they at last perform with astonishing 
adroitness (M.) If one removes from a rot the cerebral 
hemispheres along with the corpora striata and optic 
thalami. on every repetition of a loud and abrupt noise, 
such as cats are wont. to make, it makes a spring to escape 
(M.) Mammals or birds from which all the parts of 
the brain lying above the corpora quadrige mina are 
removed follow the movements of a burning taper with 
their head, thus still perceive the impression of light; 
and likewise "frogs [under operation], which are con
strained to make movements of escape by cutaneous 
irritation, avoid an obstacle placed before them" (W., 
p. 194)· 

All this proves that, besides the perception of sense
impressions through the consciousness of the cerebral 
llemiapheres, there must be an additional perception 
through a special consciousness of the sensory ganglia not 
included within the former, which Maudsley expressly 
acknowledges and very decidedly emphasises. One 
must only distinguish between a perception in the sphere 
of self-conscious intelligence and one in the sphere of 
(merely) conscious sense-activity (M.) But just in the 
eame way we maat al.ao assume a will io the sensori
motor sphere, which for the rest does not need to be like 
the perception of the aen"e-impression serving as a motive 
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to a conscious one. When Maudsley assumes a" eenaorial 
madness" arising through disease of the sensory ganglia 
(p. 248), in which hallucinations of sense or morbid 
reaction lead to a pathological condition, with the cere
bral consciousness either suspended or persisting, but ill
capable of resisting the sensori-motor will, the action of 
the ganglia motived by sense-perception, entering into con
flict with the cerebral will and emerging victorioua from 
this struggle, must necessarily be itself designated will1 

We arrive at the same result when we compare thi8 
sensori-motor sphere in man and the higher animal8 
with the psychical life of those animals whose nervous 
system has not yet at all risen beyond the stage of sensory 
centres : ns little as we can deny these animals a will, eo 
little can we refuse it to the functions of the human sen
sory ganglia. The same holds good of the jitnu8 of the 
seusori-motor reflexes. In those animals where the pres
ence of conscious perception and will is beyond dispute. 
the purposive character of their relations to the external 
worlU is too evident for us to doubt the existence of an 
intelligence which it is true has not yet reached so far u 
the formation of abstract ideas or even to self-conscious
ness, but yet is a preliminary step to this cerebral intelli
gence of the higher animals. 

Here, too, the parallelism with the well-known pel'
formauces of the sleep-walker, indicative in part of highly 
developed intelligence, forms a good illustration. In both 
there occurs an adhesion of impressions, i.e., a Jne'f1&011/; 
but the stage of reflection, which is indispensable for a 
recognition, is wanting in them, i.e., a. conscious rtu:oUectitm, 
and the memory therefore manifests itself not so much on 
the side of representation as on that of will, i.e., consists 

1 In auch a case one nu1y often logical elCcesses, thm also CIUliiOt be 
u.y thnt the madman w~ perfectly mnde reaponaible for action" aoaa· 
rollllcious of the difference between II>itted iu thia way. The legialadoD 
good and ovil; tbnt however, del!pit<l of different 6tatlll would \hen need 
of it, he wu not in a po•ition to lceep a rectification in respect to the ~~
back his tli•ea.wd will from patho· tion of accountability. 
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eaentially only in the eue of the connection between 
perception and vo111Dtary reaction. This memory there
fore furthers the elaboration of the ins~inctive facility 
and accuracy with which the most frequent and most 
important vital actiona are performed by animals and 
man. Even in aomnambuliats who periodically lapse 
into their spontaneously aomnambulistic condition, a cer
tain memory is unmistakable. For example, they con
tinue tub which wue left unfinished on the last attack 
at the right point, and the finished work shows that the 
intellectual bond with what went before had been un
broken. But at the aame time, of course, the conscious
ness of the cerebral hemispheres can have no memory of 
that which the intelligence of their cerebral ganglia 
wrought in the somnambulistic state, just because it 
was mpprastd during that activity, and could conse
quently receive no impression for revivaL 

In the psychical functions of the sensory centres, also, 
just as in those of the centres of the spinal cord, there is 
exhibited the interweaving of conscious and unconscious 
psychical activity. I need only mention the circumstance 
that most of the animal instincts fall into the department 
of sensori-motor action, e.g., all building instincts. To 
whom would not occur the compari5on of the singing-bird, 
which monotonously repeats the melodic-rhythmical period 
of its species, with the epileptic violin-player who plays 
the once-l~arned piece during his attack l Save that 
the singing-bird is ut once aware of and enjoys his song 
with his cerebral consciousness, which was not podSible 
lor the epileptic. 

It will not be necessary to repeat at this place the 
argumentation of the preceding section, which here only 
acquires still greater force. The ganglionic cells of the 
sensory centres also act retlectorially and mechanically, 
not therefore less purposively however, but only the 
more so, as their sphere of motor innervation and their 
inner faculty of elaborating perceptions is greater than in 
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the case of the spinal cord. In the sensory central. ~ 
wise, the psychical subjectivity goes band in hand wi&h 
the external mechanism of the molecular motions, aucl 
their consciousness is so much richer and clearer as the im
pressions conducted from the higher sense-nerves are mont 
numerous and precise than those which the centres of the 
spinal cord receive from the general nerves of the body, 
and as their f:lculty of elaborating perceptions ia greater 
than that of the latter. This higher development of the 
purposive external mechanics and of the intelligence ia, 
however, merely the two-sided phenomenal expression of 
a higher (unconscious) purpose, which determines the in
dividual life of the organ in question. Here, as there. t.be 
reaction of the will on a motive, the mental elaboration of 
impressions by the co-operation of many cells, and U.e 
purposive modification of function, by whose repetition 
the purposive disposition of the organ is perfected, go 
on altogether 1Lnconsciously. These three highest perform
ances of the organic-psychical individual, which are funda
mentally only one and the same function looked at from 
different sides, make up, however, the inmost core or the 
individuality of the organ. It might be called the actu
ality of its individual purpose, which is the same thing u 
the teleological f11nction of the metaphysical subatance, 
whose accidents or modes are the inner psychical and 
external material phenomenon of the individualised orgaa. 

It woulJ be a great error to try to see in this prepon
derating importance of the unconscious psychical function ill 
the sensory centres any difference in kind from the func
tions of the cerebrum. What is added in the cerebrum. 
is in essence only the degree of the elaboration of the 
perceptions, or, to speak in physiological language. the 
path within the organ which the stimulus traverses from. 
its first entrance till the discharge into motor reacti011. 
W11ile this stimulus in passing from one cell to another 
liberates afresh in each a refiexion (perception and reao
tion}, it unfolds into a successive chain of conscious ideas. 
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formiug the diacaraive refiexion which ia intercalated be
tween aense-peroeption and visible reaction, and determines 
the nature of the latter. But ill this increase of the absoluu 
number of conscious moments, the proportion of this num
ber to that of the co-operating unconscious acts is by no 
meaDI increased; for.,.,., progression of a stimulus from 
one cell to another is a refle.s:: act, which is per " uncon
sciously performed ; and the same holds good of the 
reception of the stimulus by the cell in question and its 
conversion into conscious perception. .All ad'!XInu in 
discursive refiection is unconscious, and it is as it were 
only the footsteps of this advance which attain to con
sciousness. But it ia rarely that several such footsteps 
stand 10 near one another that we can follow the indi
vidual steps ; for the most part, their relation to one 
another points to more or fewer great leaps of unconscious 
psychical function, in which the links of the logical chain 
are only implicilly contained between the conscious ex
tremes. 

The development which these thoughts have received 
above in Section B. has been so frequently misconstrued 
from the scientific side as speculative mysticism, that it 
is a peculiar satisfaction to me to be able to cite in confir
mation the opinion which the English empiricist ~Iauusley 
has formed through his own medical treatment of mental 
disease and psychological observation. The testimony will 
be the less carped at by naturalists, as Maudsley himself 
inclines to Materialism, anu tries to go as far as he can 
with a materialistic interpretation of his psychological 
observations. He certainly does not everywhere succeed, 
even in his own opinion, and least of all at the critical 
points, as we have already seen in one instance. 

The existence of an " unconscious life of the mind " 
Maudsley declares to be established beyond a doubt, and 
says: " It is a truth which cannot be too distinctly borne 
ill mind, that consciousness is not co-extensive with mind" 
(p. 25); and adds, that" the most important part of mental 
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action, the essential process on which thinking depeDI1t. 
is unconscious mental activity" (p. 34). "He wiH. 
brain makes him conscious that he has a brain is not ...U. 
but ill; and thought that is conscious of itaelf .i.e aa& 
natural and healthy thought" (p .• p). ·• An actin OOil

sciousuess is always detrimental to the best and ~ 
successful thought; the thinker who is actively atteotin 
to the succession of his ideas is thinking to little purpa& 
What the successful thinker observes is that he is COD

scions of the words which be is uttering or writing. while 
the thought, unconsciously elaborated by the functiollll 
action of the brain, flows from unpenetrated depths mto 
consciousness . . .. Rejl.ectitm is then, in reality, the refta 
action of the cells in their relation to the cerebral ganglia; 
it is the reaction of one cell to a stimulus from a neigh· 
bouring cell, and the sequent transference of its energy to 
another cell-the reflect.ion of it" (p. 3o8). "The brain not 
only receives impressions unconsciously,! registers impree
sions without the co-operation of consciousness, elaboratee 
material unconsciously, calls latent residua e.gain into 
activity without consciousness, but it responds also aa an 
organ of organic life to the internnl stimuli which it 
receives unconsciously from other organs of the body"' 
(p. 35). "Not only is the actual process of the association 
of our ideas independent of consciousness, but that assimi
lation or blending of similar ideas, or of the like in dift'erent 
ideas, by which general ideas are formed, is in no way 
under the control or cognisance of consciousness " (p. 30). 
"In composition the writer's consciousness is engaged 
chiefly with his pen and with the sentences which he ia 
forming; while the results of the brain's unconscious 
working, matured by au insensible gestation, emerge from 

J This onl' means hero that such This dittinction is lacking iD M..a. 
itnpretllliona c&n lie below the tbrca- ley, becanlW he doe. not lirml.)' heW 
hold o£ the co!Jective conllllioumeu that a atimulua C&DDM be at all J1-: 
,.f the Cl.rebrtJ bewiapbl!l'e•; if, cei\'ttdwithoutcitber beillfr peraeaft!CI 
h!Jwever, they 11rc to llo 110methiug, by a contciotWtut or prtldw:iag _. 
they muot lie above the threabold a ono. 
of the particular oull...:onlclouanei& 
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11Dknown deptha into coDSCiOUSDeaa, and are by it. help em
bodied iD appropriatewords"(p.30). "When the individual 
braiD it a well-constituted one, and has been duly cultivated, 
the results of ita latent activity rising into consciousness 
suddenly sometimes seem like intuitions; they are strange 
and startling, as the products of a dream ofttimes are, to 
the person who has actually produced them" (p. 32). 
"The best thoughts of an author are always the unwilled 
thoughts which surprise himself ; and the poet under the 
inspiration of creative activity is, so far as consciousness 
is concerned, being dictated to. If we reflect, we shall 
see that it must be so; the products of creative activity, 
in so far as they transcend the hitherto experienced, are 
unknown to the creator himself before they come forth, 
and cannot therefore be the result of a definite act of his 
IV ill ; for to an act of will a conception of the result is 
necessary " (p. 3 3). " Therefore it comes to pass at times 
that, in the investigation of a new order of events by an 
intellect which is in genial sympathy with Nature, the law 
of them explicitly declares itself as by a flash of intui
tion after comparatively few observations. The imagina
tion successfully anticipates the slow results of patient 
and systematic research, flooding the darkness with the 
light of a true interpretation, and thus illuminating the 
obscure relations and intricate connections. Therein a 
well-endowed and well-cultivated roiud manifests its un
conscious harmony with Nature. The brightest flashes of 
genius come unconsciously and without effort; growth is 
not a voluntary act, although the gathering of food is" 
(p. S 31 ). " Aa in the child there is no consciousness of the 
ego, so in the highest development of humanity, as repre
sented by these our greatest, a similar unconsciousness of 
the ego seems to have been reached; and the individual, 
in intimate and congenial sympathy with Nature, carries 
forward iD organic e\'olution with a child-like uncon
aciouanea and a child-like success" (p. 61). "Roles and 
BJit8ms are necessary for the ordinarily endowed mortals, 
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whose business it is to gather together and 8.l'l'8ltp ... 
materials; the genius, who is the architect, boa, like Nau&re. 
an unconscious system of his own. It is the fate of ita 
nature, o.nd no demerit, that the caterpillar must crawl: 
it is the fate of its nature, and no merit, that the butter!1 
must fly " (p. 64). " It is not by introspective prying ud 
torture of its own self-consciousness that mankind evolftl 
the genius ; the mature result of its unconscious develop
ment flows at due time into consciousness with a gratefal 
surprise, and from time to time the slumbering centurie. 
are thus awakened" (p. 66).1 

If such a genius suddenly emerges at the right time 
as fruit of nn unconscious development in uncolliCiou 
harmony with nll N nture, which has been nourished on a 
material blindly prepared by others, such an unoonscioua 
psychical process must be looked upon as in the highea 
sense a teleological event, for the explanation of which 
Maudsley probably would only refer to the unsearchable 
councils of the Creator. Otherwise expressed, the in
sufficiency of all materialistic explanations in the UJloo 

conscious-psychical processes is evident the more we rise 
to an ever more highly organised centre (whether within 
one and the same organism or among the many dift'er
ently constituted individuals of the human race). But 
since the differences are not of n fundamental kind, ba' 
only depend on a difference of the stage of development 
of the common primitive foundations of the ganglionio 
cell, this result must also reflect its light upon the con. 

1 "Not unarull8ing, though .. ome· fiy; amusing, because the patfat 
whAt aaddt::ninJ.I, is it, however, to worker is eupreooely utom.hed a& a 
witueas the painful surprise of the result which, though prepariac. be 
man of obeervation, his jealous in- nowise foresaw; aadd-.ning, beciaa. 
digoation 1\Dd clamorous outcry, inclivitlulllly ho L• annihilated, uad 
when the result at which be and all the toil in which he epeul bill 
hi.s fellow.Jabourcrs have been so strength is 1wu.llowed up iD tile 
po.tiently, though blindly, working, product which, gathering up tiM 
when thu genius-product of the different linc:• of inveatigatioD ud 
cootnry which he hll.!l helped to thought, and giving to Uleaa a 
cr\!Ate, at.al'ts into life-when the unity of development, DOW b7 .,&• 
metamorphosis Is completed, and ge:nesi3 eMUcs" (p. 67). 
the caterpillar bas become a butter-
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eeptiaD of the limplest relex proceuea in the pDglioa 
eeU. 

7· n. JlorpAologi«Jl /Jit.rA~ of U... Pam of IM 
.BntiL-The morphological interpretation of the dilferont 
parta of the brain baa only been founded on reliable prin
ciples since emlnyology baa come to the aid of compara
tive anatomy, the importance of which was first clearly 
recognised by Baer. In the lower orders of worms, e.g., the 
Tarbellaria, the entire central nervous system consists of 
the bilobed supra-msophageal ganglion, from which nerve
threads radiate to the dift'erent parts of the body. In the 
Annelida and Articulata this supra-cesophageal ganglion 
baa expanded into an maophageal ring, and this is con
tinued into the ventral cord ; in the larvae of the Ascidians, 
in the Amphioxus, and the Vertebrata, on the contrary, 
the supra-resophageal ganglion has been prolonsed into 
the spinal cord. In the larva of the .A.scidians and the 
Amphioxus the spinal cord is still a simple uniform 
strand, which seems to terminate in precisely the same 
way before and behind, and only with more exnct obser
ntion can there be perceived in front a slight rounded 
extremity. In the Cyclostome fishes (Myxine and Petro
myzon), at a further stage of embryonic development, 
tbia vesicle becomes a pyriform swelling, and thus forms 
the primitive basis of the vertebrate brain; but then it 
is differentiated by cross constrictions into several vesicles 
which lie behind one another in a strnigbt line, and tbia 
process of constriction recurs in the embryonic develop
ment of all the vertebrata without exception. 

At the outset there are formed three sections-Fore
brain, middle brain, and bind-brain; the first might be 
designated the oUactory ganglion, the second the optic 
ganglion, the third the auditory ganglion. But soon there 
appears a further differentiation, the Intermediate-brain 
lleing detached from tbe Fore-brain, and the After-brain 
from tbe Bind-brain; the former, might be termed 

TOL. m. R 
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the finer organ for the perceptions of the - "' 
touch, the latter the centre for the automatic regaJalha 
of complicated organic functions eubeervient to lila 
In the Cyclostome fishes these five division• l,.U., 
in a straight line behind one another and toleJUir 
equal in value, are presen•ed without essential cbUip 
of form; in the cartilaginous fishes Middle-brain aDd 
Alter-brain are prominently developed; in the higher 
vertebrata, on the other hand, Fore-brain and Hind-braiD, 
so that the former overlaps the Intermediate and HidciJe 
brain, the latter the After-brain. A dhtinction of a 
similar kind again occurs between the reptilia ad 
birds, on the one hand, and the mammalia on the 
other. In the former, the Middle-bro.in and the midcn. 
part of the cerebellum undergo a relatively importan& 
development; in the latter, the Fore-brain more aad 
more overshadows all the other parts, so that at las& 
in monkeys and man it even overlaps the HiDd
brain.1 

In the human brain there belong to the Fore-brain the 
two ~rcbral htrn'i$phcres, corpora striata, corpus callosum 
and fornL~; to the Intermediate-brain the optic thalatM 
and the other parts which surround the so-called third ven
tricle, together with tbe iufundibulum and pineal body; 
to the Middle-brain the corpo1·a quadrigcmi1UJ and the 
t1queduct of Sylvius; to the Rind-brain the hem.~ 
of the ~rebdlum and the middle lobe; to the after-brain 
the nudulla oblongata, together with the fourth ventricle_ 
the pyramids, olivary bodies, &c. The original functioua 
of the five parts have beeu preserved unchanged for 
the intermediate-brain, middle-brain and after-brain; on 
the other hand, the IIiud-brain or cerebellum has ite 
functional sphere already considerably enlarged in the 
Amphibia and lower mammalia, and the Fore-brain or 
cerebrum has in the higher mammalia attained such 
general importance for all the functions of perception, 

1 Comp. l1ackel'e An~hropogcnie, p. 514-529-
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that its original destination as olfactory centre only claims 
au inconsiderable part of the organ. 

According to experiments by Gudden, the brain of new
born birds, whose eyes had been extirpated, remained 
undeveloped, whilst in rabbits the development of the 
brain was not thereby impeded (Wundt, p. 194); this 
proves how much more important a part the function of 
the corpora quadrigemina, excited by the visual sense, 
playa in the mental life of birds than in that of mammals. 
If, on the other hand. the olfactory nerve of new-born 
dogs be divided, they are no longer capable of any intel
lectual and emotional development, and give the imprea
sion of unsympathetic and feeble-minded individuals. 
This proves how much the mental life of these mammals 
depends on the sense of smell 

Now, if we consider that the intelligence displayed by 
the Middle-brain and }'ore-brain, as we saw in the pre
ceding section, is only different in degree, it might appear 
almost a matter of accident that just the Fore-brain 
or the olfactory ganglion, and not the tactile, visual, 
or auditory ganglion, bas, in the higher vertebrata, at
tained so enormous a development, that the groups of 
ganglion-cells adjunct to the original olfactory ganglion 
have become a kind of universal centre, in which, in 
addition to the olfactory organ, the other sense-organs 
also, nay, even all the parts of the body and the lower 
centres, obtain a central representation. The import
ance to life of the olfactory organ taken alone would 
hardly afford sufficient explanation of this; more perti
nent seems the consideration that the Fore-brain occu
pies a position of polar antagonism to the spinal cord 
and medulla oblongata, that it lies periplurally in respect 
to the centre or centres of gravity of the central nervous 
system. This sounds perhaps paradoxical, but has all 
the deeper significance. As the whole nervous system 
arises phylogenetically and embryologically from the 
skin-aenae lamina, i.e., from the extreme periphery of the 
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organism, that part of the central ne"oua eyaliem ~ 
which leads to the mental centre of aelf-oonaciou--, 
must have a peripheral importance for the orgmiam u 
such and its organic life. 

For the organism as such the centre of gravity of lhe 
central nervous system lies neither in the too Uttle 
efficient spinal cord, nor in the cerebral hemisphere~. 
whose conscious- spiritual purposive activity a1readJ 
appears as something transcending the immediate ends of 
organic life, but in the parts interposed between Fore-braia 
and spinal cord, which guide the universal reflex proceeaes 
of the organism and adapt its vital actions to the extemal 
circumstances mirrored in sense-perception. Thia rela
tion finds also an anatomical expression in the circum
stance that the groups of ganglion-cella in the stem of 
the brain and the spinal cord aggregate into central 
medullary masses, which send out conducting flbrea 
towards the periphery; in the hemispheres, however, the 
grey matter forms an ~ernal cortical layer to which 
tend the diverging conducting paths of the triUlk 
of the brain. This contrast is not yet clearly de
veloped in the ruore solid or less hollow cerebrum of 
fishes and amphibia; here the whole mass of the hemi
spheres is traversed by grey matter in an irregular fashiou. 
so that we have before us a transitional stage from the 
formation of the nucleus to the corteL The cerebellar 
hemispheres, on the other hand, exhibit already in fiaba. 
a clearer severance of the cortical layer from the nucleu 
(comp. w., p. ss-s6, note), and this development of the 
cerebellum in excess of the cerebrum proves that the 
former has in these animals also to perform functiooa of a 
higher order. 

Having already briefly discussed in the foregoing section 
the functions of the after-brain or medulla oblongata, we 
now proceed to the consideration in detail of the four other 
parts of the brain. 

8. The Ctnlru of the Space-Stnses.-Of all the parts of 
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*• braiD, Ule luactioD of the lfiddle-brain or of the 
corpora qll&drigemiaa (called bigemina in lower vertebrata.) 
hu been longest and mOlt certainly known. The pa~ 
lel development of the corpora quadrigemina with the 
acuteness or the 181188 of sight in the animal kingdom 
leaves ue to infer that this centre hu the office of working 
up the visual impressions, and of reftectorially calling 
forth those movement& which are in relation with visual 
impreesione. Destruction of the corpora quadrigemina 
produces not only blindness, but also paralysis of the 
movement of the eye and accommodation. One muat 
therefore asaume that the cerebral hemispheres only 
rcoeive the visual perceptions in the form prepared by the 
corpora quadrigemina, and that only those movements 
which are caused by a co-operation of visual and other 
sense-impressions proceed from the hemispheres, but 
that such movements or modifications of continuous 
movements, which are exclusively determined by impres
sions of sight, are independently cared for mainly by the 
corpora quadrigemina. The accommodation of the eyes is 
governed by the posterior, the ocular movements by the 
anterior tubercles of the corpora quadrigemina; and ac
cording to Adamtik, stimulation of the anterior tubercles 
on the right side prodnces movements of both eyes to the 
left, on the left side movements to the right. The stimu
L'ltion of the front of the anterior tubercles causes the 
visual axes to assume a horizontal direction; that of the 
middle part raises and renders them convergent; that 
of the hindermost part leads to a downward movement, 
with stfilstronger convergence (Wundt, p. 147). 

Not quite eo well established is the significance of the 
(improperly named) optic thalami or of the intermediate
brain. Wundt (p. 198) probably correctly regards them 
as the ttu:tw mttrs, according to the analogy of the just-
mentioned visual centre, U., as the organ which mediates 
.. Lhe functional union or locomotion with the eenea
tiona of touch " (perhaps also with the muecular seoae 
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or specific feeling of muscular movement). The optie 
thalami also act independently of the will of the cere
bral hemispheres as primary regulators, whereby certaialT 
the will of the hemispheres is not precluded from em
ploying them, in order to enable wore complicated move
ments to be executed by them on a given commmd. 
At all events, they must in all bodily movements, eV81l 

though initiated by the will of the hemispheres, co-ope
rate as regulato1'B, without which the utimation. of the 
movement as a whole and in all its parts would be want
ing. We are, namely, always compelled to estimate the 
drgue of our several muscular contractions according to 
the positi01~ which the particular muscles assume at any 
moment in relation to tlu other pat ts of the body; but th.ia 
position is ascertained by the sense of touch. U the 
service of the latter is interrupted, the visual sense can ill 
an extreme case act vicariously for the sense of touch, 11 

in the case of a person suflering from Tabes donvalu 
of the spinal cord, whose tactile feeling in the lower 
limbs had been lost ; or in the instance of a woman 
with anresthesia of one arm, who always let her child 
fall when she averted her gaze from it. The compensa
tion of the visual sense is here always imperfect, and 
never attains the direct certainty of reflex action like 
the regulation by the sense of touch executed by the optio 
thalami. If the optic thalamus be injured on one aide, 
this reflex regulation is destroyed for one-half of the body. 
Whilst now the muscles of one-half the body act cor
rectly, those of the other are smitten by a sudden help. 
lessness, which looks astonishingly like paralysis, without 
indeed being paralysis ; and the result is an unsymme
trical locomotion, which is called, on account of the ten
dency to rotation of the head, "circus movement" (Wundt. 
p. 1¢- 199). That there is no actual paralysis is evident 
from this, that the disturbance comes to an end in course 
of time by the will of the hemispheres learning to correct 
the faulty movements. The purposive movements to 
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escape made by rabbits or frogs after removal of their 
hemispheres and corpora striata sequent on culatuoK~ Vri
tatiort may be refened to the optic thalami as their centre. 
A. confirmation of this hypothesis is the circumstance that 
such a frog, after injury of one optic thalamus, carries out 
its attempts to ftee in the form of circus movement. 

The close juxtaposition of the corpora quadrigemina 
and optic thalami, the demonstrable paths of communica
tion between them, and the circumstance that in lower 
vertebrata (e.g., frogs) the optic thalami are insignificant., 
and their functions partially performed by the corpora 
quadrigemina, seems to point to a closer connection of the 
two centres, which would correspond to the close affinity 
of the senses of sight and touch. These two are the on.ly 
'Pf'ltal senses which we possess-senses, i.e., which spread 
out their sensations in space ; and the supposition does 
not seem to me unfounded that the ideal fusion of the 
tactile and visual space into the indivisible space-percep
tion which we are wont unconsciously to effect must have 
here a similar physiological foundation, as the blending of 
the visual spar-e of the right eye with that of the left eye 
into an indivisible visual space possesses in the chiasma 
of the optic nerve. In the same way it is not improbable 
that the union of the corpora quadrigemina with the optic 
thalami can independently introduce certain movements, 
which may be termed reflexes to such space-perceptions, as 
are com'llined of sensations of sight and touch. 

These assumptions will hardly meet with opposition 
when we remember that the left hall of the corpora quad
rigemina only contains the left half of the binocular visual 
image, the right half only the corresponding right one, so 
that both halves of the image can only be brought to blend 
into a single and whole image by flu co-opmlticn of botll. 
halw. of tM qrga:A. Finally, tbese suppositions also find 
aupport in this, that for the regulation of the position 
of the several bodily parte in space there is yet a aecond 
organ, the poaterior brain or cerebellum, which, it is true, 
ia inftuenced also by the other sense-organs (especially the 
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senses of hearing and equilibrium and 181118 of adsld). ... 
likewise is especially determined in its fDDctiOIUI IJ7 U. 
sense of touch. One may comprehend from this deftllap
ment of the Hind-brain exceeding its original p~ a 
auditory ganglion that the intermediate-brain, or the .,._ 
thalami, may lag bellind in their developmen& ill -
animals, without prejudice to the organism; it; woaJd, 
however, not harmonise with our views on the pwpoeiw 
economy of the organism if two organs existed to fa1ll a 
single purpose. We shall rather have to assume thd die 
perceptions of the sense of touch which take place in • 
optic thalami and those which occur in the cerebellum are 
made tut of in an altogether different way. Whilst iD tile 
cerebellum the impressions of touch are pre-emineatly 
combined with those of the sense of equilibrium, so • to 
gain as perfect o. total perceptio1~ as possible of the positioa 
of the whole body and of its several parts in space, &be 
intuition o£ the tactile space seems to be prepared iD the 
optic thnlnmi for the perception of the cerebral hemi
spheres, in like manner as that of visual space in the CDI'

poro. quadligemina, und to be fused into the indi'Y'iai.hl. 
tactile-visual space even before the entrance into the 
hemispheres. If this mode of conceiving the matter M 
correct, it also explains why the consciousness of the 
hemispheres feels itself unable to dissolve again the 
fusion of tactile and visual space, although in abat.racl& 
reflection it perceives the heterogeneity and duality of die 
two spaces to be beyond a doubt. If this fusion were oaly 
a product of the activity of the hemispheres, there would 
probably be no particular difficulty in producing again \he 
whole element in intuition also. The like holds o! U.. 
impossibility of decomposing the superficial exteusioD. of 
the visual perception into its non-spatial elements of ..._, 
sation; whilst, on the other band, the possibility of thie 
proce83 with the thlrd dimension of space or that of depth 
is an argument in favour of the supposition that the chief 
part of the genesis of the perception of depth only appu
sains to the hemispheres. 
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9- TAl Ca'fbelltWL-The theory of the functions of the 
cerebellum ia still open to considerable doubt. It is 
certain that the opinion of Gall of a close relation of the 
same to the sexual functions ia incorrect; the centre for 
the latter i1 rat.laer still to be sought in the medulla 
oblongata.l On the other hand, the parallelism in the 
development of the muscling of the body and of the cere
bellum which rnns through the whole vertebrate kingdom 
shows that this organ must be of importance for an ener
getic inne"ation of the muscles, and that the musclea 
under normal circumstances draw a considerable part of 
their impulse of innervation from the cerebellum. This, 
howenr, does not entitle us to designate with Luys the 
cerebelh1m the *"'"" of •urgy of all motor innervation, 
since even after destruction of the cerebellum any ener
getic movements may be called forth by all the other 
centres, and these latter can, to a certain extent, compen
eate for the loss of the cerebellum. 

What we know with the utmost certainty of the cere
bellum, because we do not demoru.trate it by vivisection, 
but by the most numerous experiments in the lh•ing man, 
is the fact that it is the organ of duzinu& in all its forms. 
Dizziness may be produced by unilateral injuries of the 
organ, by one-sided pressure on the same, by cross conduc
tion of a galvanic current, finally by the visual perceptions 
of moving objects, nay, even by merely imagina1y ideas of 
possible movements, which are connected with certain visual 
perceptions. .Aa ia well known, dizziness is a phenomenon 
not subject to caprice, i.e., to the will of the cerebral hemi
spheres, and exhibits itself as disturbance of the involun
tary regulation of the bodily movements. As partial 
disturbance of the function of the cerebellum produces 
partiAl disturbance of sensation in both eyes (here too the 
decussation is a partial one in the same sense as in the 
corpora quadrigemiua), it produces an altered idea of the 
lituation of the eyeball, and thereby an apparent motion 

I L1apt, AaatoalJ1111Cl PhyAolcJc ol ~ N- SJS*em ; L 615. 
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of objects, to which there is added with greAter degreea ol 
dizziness an obscuration of the field of vision. Since • 
organ continues to be functional, aud endeavoul'8 to ~~~~apt 
the deportment. to the sensations, if the sensations 81'8 ~ 
logicully perverted, this adaptation must lead to objectiftl;r 
distorted muscular movements, nnd these are the rt11tJ111rr 
f'Mf1emmt8, which accompany every dizziness, although ia 
the weakest degrees of giddiness the particular impuJ.a 
of innervation of the cerebellum are paralysed by oppolite 
ones on the part of the cerebrum (W., p. 207-221). 

If we now ask bow, of all the central organa aubeeniDa 
the regulation of the bodily movements with respect to 
their situation in space, it is precisely the auditory ganglioa 
that bas come to be the most important, the key to &bil 
enigma must lie herein, that the specific sense of equilibriam 
is in the closest connection with the organ of hearing, aDd 
therefore hns also been assigned for its central representa
tion in the first degree to the same ganglion as the 881U18ol 
hearing. This sense of equilibl'ium is located in the three 
semi-circular canals, which must be termed a manometer 
for the inner hydrostatic pressure variously exerted iD 
the direction of the three axes situated at right anglea 
to one another, and whose injury calls forth the same 
phenomena of giddiness and rotatory movements as thoee 
of the cerebellum itself. This organ of equilibrium ucer
tains the right position of the head in respect of the line 
of gravity, and as the attitude of the body in relation to 
the head is determined by sensations of touch, indireotlJ 
the position of the body as a whole. It is clear that thia 
sensa of equilibrium could only be developed pari _,... 
\vith the evolution of the corresponding centre, and thd 
this correlative development of the cerebellum must consiA 
in the unfolding of reflex tendencies with a view to the 
regulation of the deportment according to the sensation 
of equilibrium. Thus the development of the centre for 
the sense of equilibrium soon outstripped that of the 
centre for the sense of hearing in the Hind-brain, II.Dd 
whilst the sense of hearing probably found pretty earl7 a 
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eecond central representation in the Fore-brain, the centre 
of l'quilibrium set itaelf with other subsidiary aida to fulfil 
its own task, in the first place. in alliance with the nervous 
bundles of the aenae of touch of the whole body, in the 
second place, in conjunction with the sense of sight. 

From this connection there also results an explanation 
of the circumstance that among vertebrate animals living 
in water and air the development of the cerebellum is, 
on the whole, more considerable than in animals living 
on the surface of the earth. For in creeping and walking 
the senae of touch aided by the horizontal surface of the 
ground already affords a tolerable support, which makes 
the regulation according to the sense of equilibrium to 
appenr leas urgent, but in flying. and quite specially in 
swimming in deep water, the sense of equilibrium affords 
the chief, if not the sole, foundation of regulation. 

In man the original connection of cerebellum and 
sense of hearing is, strictly speaking, only displayed in 
two points-firstly, in that the nervous constitution of 
the organ of bearing is developed in the embryo from 
the vesicle of the Hind-brain ; and, secondly, in that the 
musical rhythm received through the ear involuntarily 
impels to rhythmical movements. We shall not go far 
wrong if we designate the cerebellum the centre for dancing, 
and the fact that a wenry troop marches on with fresh 
elasticity with the striking up of military music is ex
plained by the fact that, instead of the fatigued cerebrum, 
corpora striata, and optic thalami, now the cerebellum as 
f1-esh organ especially undertakes the innervation of the 
muscles. Although almost all the senses seem to possess 
a tolerably perfect central representation in the cerebellum, 
yet on ita destruction the sense-perception of the cerebral 
hemispheres is not affected. This is proved by the latter 
receiving no class of sense-perceptions (not even those of 
hearing) through the medium of the cerebellum in the 
eense in which they receive the visual perceptions through . 
the medium of the corpora quadrigemina. 
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The hemispheres of the cerebellum are, with the ~ 
tion of the hemispheres of the cerebrum, the sole aaotn, 
which has developed a cortical layer of grey matter, UMi 
this circumstance points to the fact that the paseap fie. 
the compact nuclear formation to that of a nperflci.l 
distribution serves in both cases the same end. This ead 
can only be the refiexion of the provinces of the body ia 
provinces of the grey cortical layer. A compact nucleu il 
more adapted to the collection of impressions streamina 
in from the periphery into an indivisible whole. Wbent. 
however, the point in question is how to act on any aiuJie 
province of the whole body apart from the rest, a super
ficial distribution of the acting layer will be a more nil
able formation for the distinct separation of the motoria
nervation of different provinces than a compact nucleul 
affording no facilities for the separation of the 88ftlal 
parts. Although the attempt to prove the mirroring of 
the provinces of the body in the cortical layer of t.be 
cerebellum has not as yet succeeded, we shall atill be 
obliged to assume it,. relying on the analogy of the cortic.l 
layer of the cerebrum, where this proof bas recently beea 
forthcoming for the several parts. 

Whether the functions of the cerebellum are reall7 a
hausted with the performances of which we have spokea 
must ue considered as at least doubtful. In any case. i& 
is in the vertebrate animal kingdom the first centre to be 
developed, and even in man the most highly developed 
centre next to the Fore-brain, and it would certaiuly be 
rash to assert that our knowledge had at present exhaulell 
the purpose of this organ. 

10. The Fore-Brain.-By the experiments of J'ri_. 
and Hilzig definite centres of innervation have ~ 
proved to exist in the grey cortical layer of the cerebl'al 
hemispheres for particular groups of muscles (e.g •• for t.he 
extensors of the fore-leg, the flexors of the fore-leg. tbe 
muscles of the neck, the musclea of the hind-leg. ~ 
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l;yiDg together in a limited part of Ule anterior and lateral 
l1ll'face (W., p. 168). The places in queation have already 
J'eiCted Oil weak galvanic oUftenta, and if the stimulation 
of other parta hu not hitherto been followed by motor or 
11neory effects, that perhape lies partly in an unsuitable 
intensity and quality of the stimuli applied, partly in the 
rapid blunting of the irritability in con5equence of the 
ezpoaure of the brain. ExUrpation of the motor centre 
alluded to e&Uiel diaturbance of the movements in q uea
tion of some duration. but. in course of time, a nonnal 
atate of things recurs. 

Another part of the anterior lobes bas long been known 
by pathological observations as a centre of language. 
Speecblessneu or aphasia is divided into an atactic and 
an amnnic kind; in the former the patient will not 
succeed in giving the conception which floats beforo his 
mind its linguistic sign; in the latter, different words are 
confused with one another. Perhaps tbia difference points 
to two different centres, which must co-operate in the func
tion of language (W., p. 230).-Further supports for the 
exact determination of the distribution of the central seat 
of perception and innervation are still entirely wanting. 
and the assertions of phrenology rest on weak foununtions.1 

l J'rom -at nperimenta oa 
moakey1, Ia which ala~rle pub of the 
braiD were electrically Irritated and 
&hell made inaotiYe by deatruc:tlon, 
DaYid Ferrier ~ that be bu 
oiMiDed reaulta wbich, If they aru 
OODfirmed, would apia repreeeut u 

§!e ~ ba our lmow· 
of the byaiolosY of 'be 
(comp. "lroceediap of the 

Royal Society," Yol. nUL, No. 162). 
JH flrat -rte tba& remon.l of 
&be froatal rep- aDd JICleterlor 
Jobee lmpaln DOtlther &be power of 
feeliq DOl" tbe ~ of moYlng : 
blat ibM Ule former dill&urhl ia· 
talllpDoe IIDd atta&l'• obaen .. 
tioa, aDd the IaUer Clalll forth a 
... ol.......-of-feel. 

ing even to reiwoal of food. Further, 
aecordiag to hiw, tbe nrimu .enaea 
haYe tbe following Ct"Dtral ~pNten· 
tation ia the cerebrum: vi•iun in tht~ 
"angulargyrua, ''hearing in thto uppo.r 
half of tbe 1n1perior temporo•pbe. 
DOidaJ CODYOIOtiOIUI, COUIIIIOD leD 
atiou (tactile aease) ia tbe ''Hippo
campu major" and the uacinate 
COGYOlut.lona.amell iu the "aubiculum 
of Ammon" or the "uncinate con· 
•olutioa," t.utc In tbe lower part 
of tbe " temporo ·apbmoldal lube." 
All tbeH eeatral rep....,atatiou. cor
I'MJIODd to tbe MDM•organ of tbo 
oppoeite half of &be body, with the 
uceptioa of tbe olfactory centreo. 
which correapoad. &o tbe aoa&ril• ol 
tbe-mdct. 
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ID t.be large hemispheres more than ia ay o&IMr ~~~ 
the brain the several groups of gmg1ia can d 'ViomioiaiJ 
for one another, and therefore injuries and ~ 
which do not. at. the same time afl'ect the corpolS sllilda• 
the peduncle of the cerebrum, disappear more euil7 ..a 
completely than in any other centre whateoeftl'. 0.. 
aiderable losses of substance of both hemisphezee, or-. 
aided loss of a whole hemisphere, are snstained by pg... 
without permanent change in their behaviour, and by n.bbita 
and dogs with a certain loss of in~nence. Even .ia -
total destruction of a cerebral lobe without palpable .U. 
turbance bas often been obsen·ed, altho11oah here IDCIIe 

widespread injuries of both sides are always sure to .. 
accompanied by motor disturbances. more rarely by tJu.e 
of the senses or of the psychic.'\l functions (W., p. 222). 

These facts prove that, although specific tendeoca Ill 
definite functions are found in the cortical layer of the 
cerebrum at certain places, thesespecilie energies have ben 
J>till only a relative, not an absolute, importance; tliM 
here, too, they are only a. consequence of ba.bita.ati011 to a 
certain kind of action continued for generationa. wb.e 
nature again is conditioned by the commissural connedim~ 
and the stimuli conveyed by the same (W., p. 231). U u
connections and the relations to the rest of the DenOIII 

system depending thereon change, in spite of the (putl7 
innate, partly individually acquired) dispositions in a shed 
time other specific functions are exercised by the pata 
concerned, so that no break occurs in the psychical aad 
organic functions as a whole. 

This substitution is favoured partly by the anatomicallJ 
11niform nature of the grey cortical substance in alllJ81'11 
of tlJe }Jemispberes, partly by the extraordinarily rich ..a 
tJUm('rous connections of the several parts with ._ 
another. These connections, if we disregard the fibree ol 
the Corona forming the continuation of the aaceocJiDB 
}l&th, are of three kinds: (I) the callosal fibres whiala 
form commissurcs between similarly situated pan. of 
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both hemispheres; (2) the arcuate fibres which unite the 
cortical surface of neighbouring lin111e1; and (3) the 
longitudinal commia111'81 which put remote parte of each 
aingle hemisphere into communication with one another 
(W., P. I 57)• 

It is only the abundance and excellence of these patba 
which makes posaible such a facile psychical communi
cation of all the ganglionic cells of the anterior brain 
with one another, that their more vivid perceptions fiow 
together into a single conscionaneas by the act of communi
cation and comparison, which, ~g., does not obtain between 
the perceptions of the cerebellum and those of the fore
brain. Now, aa that consciousness which pbilosophises 
and writes books is the consciousness of the cerebral hemi
spheres, it is evident that it cannot know anything directly 
of a consciouaneas of the cerebellum; it is an ignor
ing of the impossibility of gazing directly into the con
sciousness of the cerebellum with the philosophising con
sciousness, when Wundt and others think they can from 
this fact deny a consciousness of the cerebellum nnd of the 
sensory centres (W., p. 713-715). Undoubtedly there 
exist paths of communication between all the other nerve
centres and the cerebrnl hemispheres, so that not merely 
all peripheral provinces of the body, but also all subordinate 
central organs obtain representation in them ; but these 
connections must, for teltolOtjicaJ considerations, be rendrrtd 
difficv.U in order that the whole advantage of the division 
of labour among independent centres, and t.~e disburdening 
from common work thereby effected, and the concentra
t ion on mental interests, may not be lost again for the fore
brain. Either, therefore, the existing paths will serve only 
for transmitting commands to the executive sub-officers, or 
(as on the part of the corpora quadrigemina) to conduct 
the synthetically prepared material of sensation, or only 
specially powerful and strong impressions are telegraphed 
to Lhe fore-brain. In all caaea,however,thelargehemiapherea 
are ccmaciooa of the at.imuli conducted from other cent.rea 
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(just as those directly received from aenu OI'JI8IW) -'1 
u their own stimulations, for what is perceiftd u DDl,y t1. 
modification of one's own condition by t.he atimD111L JIB. 
eiprocal action is wanting in the ~ame II:1W in which it; tat. 
place among the ganglion-cells of the hemispheree. ul 
from which the compound phenomenon of a conacioU~~D~a 
of a higher stage of individuality results through the_... 
parison of both perceptions in both cella. In lower 
animals, e.g., the Cyclostome fishes (Myxine and Peen. 
myzon), where no one of the five parts of the brain ... 
attained decided predominance, but all five regulaie tllair 
affaire separately, such co-ordination as there is being d• 
to simple superposition, although the parts are nat wit.boai 
organic connection, there can be just as little talk abou' a 
indivisible consciousness as representative or the orguDa 
unity of the individual as in o. tapeworm, a pieoe of coral, 
or an oak tree, although in these instances the relatiou 
between the different consciousnesses become ever Ia.er. 
The Myxine has not one but fire brain-consciouan-, 
which only in their totality, along with the numerous coa
sciousnesses of the spinal cord and other cella, reprM&U 
the whole psychical life of the animal. Man is altogether iD 
the same case; one of those five, however, the conscioum
of his cerebral hemispheres, has been so uniquely developed 
in advance of all the others, and has acquired such a pre
dominance over the latter, that it includes in itself not 
only qualitatively and quantitatively the chit:/ part of the 
psychical life of the individual man, but also has be
come, by taking the lead in the government of the motor 
muscles, the psychical counterpart of the organic unity of 
the humnu individuality. Wundt altogether mistakeatheae 
relations when he lays down tbe false proposition that the 
consciousness of o. coherent nervous system must alwaya 
be a single one, and that tltt1'ifore within a nervous syatem 
different co- or sub-ordinate kinds of consciousness may .be 
assumed to be impossible (714 above, 715 below). 

It was mentioned above that the fore-brain ia ori~ 
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an oltactoJ"1 gaaglfoD; m the human embryo the deve
lopment of the nenoaa foaadation of the organ of smell 
still proceeds from the moet anterior Teaicle of the braiD. 
Evan in the oartilagin0111 ftahea Uae olfactory organ is 
prominently developed, and the anterior part of the Fore
brain is prolonged into two " olfactory lobes " which in 
many higher vertebrata unite to form an • olfactory bnlb." 
In man, where not only the hemispheres have attained 
an extraordinary aiae u organs of ideational activity, but 
alao the sense of ameli falls into the background 88 com
pared with the other senses, the olfactory centre is also 
of moderate size, and is tolerably concealed in the basal 
pm of the bead of the corpora striata. The circumstance 
that fibre& of the olfactory nerve 88 well as bundles of 
motor-fibres of the peduncle of the cerebrum meet here 
leads us to conclude, that from this spot those reflexes are 
effected which are initiated by odorous impressions (W., 
p. 202). 

The remaining mass of the corpora striata, together with 
the nucleus lenticularis, is to be regarded as an intermedi
ary for the conduction of the impulses of the will from the 
lobes of the hemispheres to the muscles (W.,p. 203). This 
is confirmed both by vivisection and in tbe case of man 
by pathological evidence, as also by the parallelism of the 
development of the hemispheres and corpora striata in 
the animal kingdom. The disturbances of movement of 
the nature of paralysis after apoplectic fits spring very 
frequently from apoplectic inhibitions of function in the 
corpora striata, and in man the result of disease of the 
corpom striata and of the motor parts of the hemispheres 
is pretty much alike, save that in the latter case recovery 
takea place much more easily. The corpora striata are 
accordingly (apart from the olfactory centre) to be desig
nated cc.tra for thl co-ordination of wlvntary t'll.OWmlnt.t 
(initiated by the hemiapheres). They execute on a single 
voluntary impulse combined movements, whose mode of 
combination mAf be part.Ir innate, partly acquired by 

VOL. liL 8 
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practice, but which are still always felt as tJOltueltlfON moft
ments so far ns the hemispheres are conscious of their 
impulse of innervation, and merely not conscious of the 
iutermedinry functions concerned in the execution of the 
mandate. 

I I. The Co-operation and Suhordina.tio'l& of tM Nerw
renlrcs.-Hnving in the preceding sections examined the 
functions of the different parts of the nervous system. 
we are in s. position to render an account to ourseh·• of 
the purposive connection of the whole. 

Whoever should approach the organism of the higher 
-vertebrata with the preconceived opinion thnt in it, u in 
the plant, everything is accomplished by democratic co
operation of cell-individuals with equal rights, would, when 
he considered the intensive concentration of the sway of 
the higher over the lower elements and of the cerebnl 
hemispheres over the whole, be convinced that he waa poao
sessed by prejudice. Whoever, on the other hand, hom 
the standpoint of n. one-sided psychology should bring 
with him the opposite opinion that a single central Org&ll 
guides and governs all, that nothing happens without ita 
order, and everything happens only as it has been pre
scribed even to the smallest detail, would again have to 
be taught by the facts that, in spite of a rigid centralisa
tion for the common interests of the collective organism, 
and in spite of a certain sovereignty of the supreme 
authority, this latter is yet relieved of all pettifogging 
detnils, because the principle of the sclf-gorcrn'l'lln&l. ol sub. 
ordinate spheres is thoroughly carri~d out in a remark· 
able manner, The whole organism is only developed aacl 
preserved by the continual self-activity of all the aingle 
individual cells, as the state only by the self-activity of all 
the citizens; but the social activity of these individuals ia 
not, as in the simple form of a small democratic republic, 
uniformly distributed, but graduated in many ways. 

The individuals arrange themselves in groups or familiee 
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of the moat divme form, each of which represents a higher 
stage of individuality, and endeavours to fulfil a higher 
individual aim; the groups likewise coaleace into circles, 
nod these into provinces, and the provinces obtain a govern
ment of their own through special functionaries. As such 
a province we may understand the sum of those parts of 
the organism which are traversed and innervated by one 
and the same nerve. The magistracy of the provin
cial government of such a province would be the first 
centre in the spinal cord (or in the brain) with which 
the particular nerve comes in contact, ie., into which 
it enters or from which it springs. These provincial 
governments now ha,·e further governing-bodies, which 
however are only distinguished partially by local demarca
tion from tbe sub-offices pertaining to them, in another 
part by qualitati'De separation of their departments like the 
various ministries within the satne central government. 
Lastly, over these different provinces is enthroned the chief 
of the executive, who, however, has at the same time 
reserved to himself a province of his own for independent 
work. The various ministers here, however, form no 
council, but each rules independently over his own sphere; 
nnd although between related provinces direct communi
cation takes place to facilitate common functions, yet the 
establishment of complete unanimity is not left to their col
lective agreement, but is assured by the direction which 
they collectively receive from the highest power in the 
state. 

This supreme governor occupies, then, pretty much the 
position of a gifted monarch who performs the part of his 
own prime minister without thereby limiting the spon
taneous action of any minister in his own department, or 
of the president of a republic who disdains being, like a 
constitutional prince, merely the dot upon the \, and not 
only reigns, but also actually governs. Thus the organism, 
as model of an artistic union of guiding-head, indepen
dent provincial government, local self-government, and 
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individual self-activity, keeps the right mean bet,... 
democratic anarchy and centralised autocracy.! WW 
this organisation of Nature has least affinity with ia tbe 
constitutional system with its parliamentary maohine17 
and the ideal brutality of its government by J:Qjoritia 
However, it would perhaps be hazardous to reproach 
Nature that it also has not followed this doctrinaire 
model, which, until quite recently, passed pretty geDerallJ 
as the ideal of political organisation. It "·ere rather 
worth considering whether, conversely, our modern politi
cal wisdom might not derive a stimulus to fresh re'risioD 
of its doctrines from the study of the arrangement or the 
natural organism. 

Through the proTinces being in great part not detD81'Cated 
from one another by localisation of the sphere of govera
ment, but by the qualitative difference of offices, there 
results the peculiar phenomenon that each province of tbe 
body is represented in more tka• one brain-centre, ud 
according to the nature of the stimulus or motive c:an 
derive its impulses of innervation now from this, now 
from that centre. This result is one of the most impo~~o 
taut achievements of modern nerve- physiology. and 
thoroughly disposes of the popular prejudice that for 
every province of the body a Biri{Jlt corresponding ceDtore 
has to be sought in the brain. Undoubtedly the braiD 
forms in a certain sense a reflected image of the whole 
body according to its provinces of innervation. It is alao 
correct that this reflected image is in one respect simpler 
than the original, namely, so far as a physiological elemeDt 
in the centre corresponds to a sphere of motor innervati011 
of relatively considerable extent, whose joint action is 
effected by the former by means of a single impulse. Bat 
in another direction the reflected image is more complete 

1 "The cell• are individnalt~, and are entirely dependeD\ 11paa tile 
... in tho etate, 10 boTe, there o.re well-being and oontentmea' of tllle 
individuo.l• of higher dignity o.nd of bumble warken in tho llpm.l-.1. 
lower dignity; but the well-being whieh do 10 great a part of tbe cta.01 
and powur of the higher individuals work of lilo '' lM. tl!o.) 
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than the original, beca1U8 it cloee not ol'er a single, bat 
(like the image of a minor cut with facette&) a repeated 
reflection (W., p. 227-228). In thia way, "I·• all the pl'()a 
vinces of the body are repreeented both in the cortex of 
the cerebmm and in that of the cerebellum, and, moreover, 
even in the optic thalami and in the corpora striata_ and, 
lastly, by far the largest part once again in the spinal 
cord, including the medulla oblongata. One and the same 
movement of a bodily province, namely, can be innervated 
by a reflexion from the spinal cord or medulla oblongata, 
or be excited by the optic thalami on occasion of tactile 
sensations, or be called forth by the cerebellum to pre
serve one's balance, or spring from the corpora striata, 
which have received their impulse from the cerebral 
hemispheres, or, lastly, perhaps be also produced directly 
by the latter (with evasion of all the other centres except 
the spinal cord). 

Now every one of the centres which have been named 
(with the exception of the cerebral hemispheres) can again 
send the same motor impulse downwards on two sqrts of 
occasions, or in each of these centres the stored-up energies 
cnn be set free in one of the directions pre-designated by 
the existing tendenciea by means of stimuli of two dif
ferent kinds : firstly, through such as are conducted from 
btlow, and secondly, to such as are conducted from a 
tntperior centre. The former are the perceptions conveyed 
by sensory nerves, the latter are the result of the direct 
action of the higher governing bodies ; in both cases the 
centre in question reacts independently, conformably to 
its individual purpose, on the received stimulation; in both 
cases we have therefore to do with a rtjkx ad, which reveals 
the inner teleology of the independent mode of action of 
the centre (W., p. 830). 

Marshall Hall had based his reflex theory on the 
assumption of separate paths for reflexes on the one 
ho.nd, and for the sensory and motor excitements leading 
to and coming from the brain on the other. Tbie assump-
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tion can, howeYer, be established neither pbyeiologicaJ1r 
nor anatomically; on the contrary, everything f&'\'011111 the 
identity of both paths in the sense just explained. h 
the more simply constructed spinal cord of fishes anatmal
cal inquiry renders it directly probable •• that the IUII8 

ganglion cells which give off ruotor fibres to the ~ 
roots effect by ascending processes a union with the mort 
highly situated motor centres, anti by others running back
wards with the sensory parts" (W., p. 121-122). 

It is clear that an arrangement of the aensoiy aDII 
motor paths making possible the mode of action laid 
down, must correspond to the repeated reflexion of all or 
very many provinces of the bouy by menus of the dift'ereat 
centres. We may connect '\\ith this what was remarked 
above in Section 3 on conduction in the spinal cord. We 
there saw how the possibility of the reflexes of tltc spinal 
cord was bound up with the further conduction of the 
stimuli of sensation to higher centres. In the nppermM 
pnrt of the spinal cord or iu the medulla o\..lougata all &he 
motor and all the sensory fibres unite into a ruotor and a 
sensory main path, each of which ngain divides in the 
medulla oblongata into several branches. The main motor 
path first divides into two main brauches, of which oae 
lends through the peduncle of tho cerebrum to the fore
brain, and the other to the parts of the middle-brain. The 
former remains purely motor, the latter enters in the 
centres, where it terminates, into direct connection wiiJl 
parts of the sensory path. The former divides into two 
sub-divisions, of which one directly leaus to the motor I*' 
of the cortex of the cerebral Lcmi!:!pheres, whilst the other 
terminates in tlte corpora striata and nucleus lenticularis; 
the latter maiu branch, on the other hnud. divides into 
three subdivisions. Of these, the one lends through the 
lnqueus to the corpora quadrigeminn, the otl1ers through 
the tegmentum to the optic thalami, and the third finallJ 
to the cerebellum (W., p. 165). 

Thus we see how each of the different centres baa ita 
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share in the main conduction w hieh leads downwards 
to the provinces of the body. That, for the rest, each of 
these ramifications not merely represents a part of the 
corporeal provinces, but all taken together, is only made 
possible by this, that all the conducting fibres are in
terrupted both on their entrance into the spinal cord , 
and also further above by ganglion-cells, so that an 
association of many conducting fibres coming from below 
repeatedly takes place by means of the grey matter, and 
a carrying forward of the conduction in an upward 
direction through several co-ordinate fibres, each of which 
has now the same significance for all the conducting fibres 
below in connection with it. 

The course of the chief sensory path is in this dis
tinguished from that of the motor path, that only a small 
part of it leads directly to the cortex of the cerebrum; a 
second branch turns here too to the cortex of the cere
bellum, and a third in sc\'ernl subdivisions to the an
terior and middle ganglia of the brain (W., p. 165-166). 
'l'he latter branch offers here, at all e\•ents, a partial 
compensation for the small size of the branch leading 
direct to the cortex of the cerebrum, because it is to Le 
assumed that the consciousness of the hemispheres re
ceives the chief part of its seuse-perceptions (with per
Imps the sole exception of the perceptions of hearing) 
ouly through the intervention of the sensory ganglia, 
which work up the stimuli of the sensory nerves inde
pendently into orderly anu complete perceptions. The 
sensory paths to the great hemispheres, whether direct 
or through the sensory ganglia, seem to find their cen
tral ending in such districts of the cortex as lie bcltin!l 
the fissul'e of Sylvius, so that thus in general thtl an
terior parts of the cortical layer are to be regarded 
more aa motor, the posterior more as sensory, central 
parts (W., p. 167), and would stand in a similar relation to 
one another aa the anterior and posterior columns of the 
grey matter of the cord. 
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The varied manner whereby one and the same l8oOftoo. 
ment may be set up, and the variety of Uae mt.... 
mediate stages which a motor impulse issuiDg from the 
cerebral hemisphere can traverse, afford a clear iD
sight into the relative facility with which, ou the fa.Da.. 
tiona of a centre being disturbed, an adjuatmenfi aua 
take place by the vicarious action of other centres. ODe 
can, of course, here not leave out of sight the fac~ tJad 
pathological processes for the most part acquire iA 
course of time a wider distribution, and thereby fze. 
quently again destroy the adjustment which has aheadJ 
taken place. That, however, even in those cases whe~e 
ouly a single centre loses its functions there occura a 
strong disturbance of all motor phenomena, ia au ar
gument in favour of the view that in normal circum
stances the path for any complex movement innervat.ed. 
by the hemispheres is that which is best exercised azul 
usually employed. 

Complete incapability of motion or paralysis ia there
fore only induced by arrest of the function of seven! 
chief centres, or by interrU})tion of the chief motor path 
from the brain to the body. .An incomplete paralysi&. 
however, presents an entirely different picture, accordiug 
as the disturbance of function or arrest of conductioa. 
relates to the Fore-brain or to the Intermediate • .Middle, 
and Hind brains. In both cases the execution of all 
movements is still possible; but in the former case it 
occurs only as involuntary movemenli of reftexion or 
regulation ; in the latter case only as voluntary moYe
ment. If the arrest of function concerns the Fore
brain or the crus Clrebri, the influence of conscious will 
(innervation of the hemispheres) is impaired, but the 
involuntary movements remain untouched by it (pcuo
t&ia). On the otl1er band, if the arrest of function con
cerns the middle parts of the brain or the paths leading 
thereto (laqUt:US and tcgmcntumt), the conscious will 
(alter overcoruiug the first disturbance) retains, it is true. 
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ita away 01'81' every lingle promce of innervat.ion, but the 
regulation and iDvolantary combination of movements ia 
wanting (Giay). ln the former cue, the sick person 
has to make great efforts to overcome the arrest of func
tion by the innervation of the hemisph~ and his 
movements become truly troublesome and ditlicult, his 
gait dragging. In the lat&er case, the will of the hemi
epherea mut see to all the detail of movement, for which. 
in other cases, the subordinate centres would make far better 
provision, and the movements thereby become unsure( even 
perhape trembling), the gait hesitating (W., p. 205-2o6). 

A question which must not be left undiscussed is t.he 
following :-On wl1at does it depend whether a stimulus 
affecting the periphery of the body liberates at once a 
reflex reaction in the particular spinal centre, or only in 
some one of the higher centres 1 The mere strength of' 
the stimulus alone cannot here be decisive; for it is 
indeed true that a stimulus propagates with certainty its 
excitation to a greater height the stronger it is, and that no 
centre remains closed to the strongest stimuli; but, on the 
other side, we also know that the weakest of all stimuli 
are able to reach the cerebral hemispheres, and that in the 
normal state of waking life reflexes of the subordinate 
centres can only be set up in consequence of a relatively 
very small part of all the stimuli affecting the organism. 
This state of things is explained by the general law that, 
88 the ganglion-cell exerts on the nerve-fibre an influence, 

"so every higher centre on those subject to it, which simul
taneously lmoer• the rtjla irrito.bility of the lower centres, 
and diminishes the resillaMtJ in conducting to the higher 
centre. This centrifugal current of innervation, inhibitory 
in respect of the spontaneity of the lower centres but 
helpful for the perception of the higher centre, exists, 
in the first place, 88 a persisting tone in the whole 
nervous system; seoondly, it is reflectorially called forth 
in a more intense degree on the preliminary announcement 
of stimuli; and, thirdly, it can be voluntarily sent out fro:n 
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the cerebral hemispheres as re&ult of a CODMioaa .._ 
process. The latter case gives us the psychologicll1 ~ 
pretation of the inner nature of this curreqt of~ 
which now nppenrs on its negative aide as i-.\ibitU., ~ 
on its positive shle as attmticm. 

It is well known tllat. the involuntary inclinatioa ID 
rdlcx movements (e.g., to sl1riuk on being tickled. or ID 
Jance with cxpn:ssiv~ dance-music) may be suppressed bJ 
the conscious wtll, which must have dift'erent degrees ~ 
energy accurJing to the strength of the reflex teodeDCy. 
This however means, in physiological languag~ tbU &U 
cerelnal hemispheres may innervate the reflex centl'es ia 
'lucstion in such a way that their reflex irritability • 
momentarily lowered, or that their tendency to reftexioa 
is pamlyscd by negative impulses. To the same sen. 
of phenomena belongs the fact tha~ the conscious will 
in tho healthy 'vaking state keeps in check the illSWa~ 
uvo impulses which are rooted in lower central orgaas 
(t.!J., food- and sex-instinct), Lut that in dreams, when 
the nctivity or the cerebral hemispheres is enfeebled. or 
IJD morbid disturbance of the same, these impulses preu 
forward in ruthle:;s and shruneless fashion, and in mad
lllE:ll, e.g., often cuough seek their .;ntisfaction without 
restraint in the crudest fashion. lt is teleologicaily 
of the highest importance that the reflex actiona 9f 
the lower centres only display their unchecked actiYUJ 
precisely wblln t.Le cerebrum is depdved of power by 
sll'ep, or is clnimetl by another direction of the attention; 
it ia just the sawe as iu poliLicnllife, where the governor 
of o. province only acts without reserve on his own initia
tive, wheu the prince is not present to take his supreme 
rllaolves, or if he be otherwise occupied, and cannot there
fore concern himself at the moment with the affairs of a 
pt·oviuce. 

I have (comp. vol. L p. 131-132, 174-176, 275-276, 
and voL ii. p. IOS-108) represented attention as a cent.ri
fugnl curreut of innervation facilitating conduction, which 
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may be caused partly by reflex ideation, partly by in
going stimuli, and this often-impugned conception is con
firmed in all the main points by the thoroughgoing investi
gations of Wundt (W., p. 717-725)· 

Suppose some one is reading a book, and a person pre
sent in the room puta a question to him; undoubttldly 
the subject of the question will not immediately nffec~ 
the consciousness of his hemispheres, but yet the latter 
have been stimulated. It is, ns it. were, a notice-signal, 
auch as the telegraphist sends before forwarding a dispatch. 
This stimulus suffices to turn refiectorially the current of 
innervation of attention in this particular direction, and t.lte 
result is, that the consciousness of the hemispheres after 
an. interval takes notice of the question perceived in tlte 
auditory centre, and not yet obliterated there. Here 
appears the importance of highly developed independent 
sensory ganglia, which perceive the impressions as ordered 
perceptions before the consciousness of the hemispheres 
notes anything of the occurrence of a perception. 

In the same way as the cerebral hemispheres send forth 
the innervation-current of attention aud of the atTest of tlte 
will to the sensory ganglia auc.l sensori-motor centres as re
flexion on the stimulus provisionally conducted thither, in 
the same way must we conceive such currents ns radiating 
from the middle parts of the brain to the sensory nerve3 
and to the medulla oblongata and spinal cord, and from 
every superior pnl't of the medulla oblongata and spinal 
cord to every lower part of tlte same, partly as persisting 
tone, pnt·tly as momentary reflectorial streugthenings of 
this tone. On the persisting tone of this inhibitory current 
depends the balance of chemical composition and decom
position in the lower centres, i.e., their nutrition (M., p. 
179), in like fashion as that of the nerve-fibre on the 
iu!Jibitory current of the ganglion-cell from which it 
springs (comp. above, Section 2). "The increased ir
regular activity " (in comparison with t.he co-ordination 
effected by higher centres) "of the lower centres thar. 
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have escaped from control betokens d~u: i& • 
like the turbulent, aimless action of a democraoy wit1lod 
a head" (M., p. 179). This must never be fcngoUea .. 
the consideration of the appropriateness of the reftez.M of 
the lower nerve-centres, that they only fulfil their nDrllllll. 
proper, and most frequently proposed task on the suppaal
tion of the presence of hi~her guides, to whose ordea 
they readily submit; that the reflex action on commaDU 
coming from aJxn:e is the t.t.8'U4l case, and reflexiou oa a 
peripheral stimulus in the absence of higher ill8truotioaa 
only the rarer exteption. 

The influence of the inhibitory current coming from 
above is experimentally demonstrable, and that too in a 
twofold way. Namely, if a part of the nervous aystam 
be separated from its higher centres, the inhibitory Ctll'l"8Dt 
is interrupted, and this interruption comes immediately to 
manifestation in the consiclerably increased irritabilir.7 of 
the part isolated above. If, on the other hand, the COD

nection of the parts remains unaffected, but higher centna 
be stimulated (t.g., the upper part of the spinal cord) by 
st.imuli conducted thither, their heightened activity maket 
itself also manifest in a strengthening of the inllibitory 
current, i.e., the hritnbility of the lower centres is now 
found to be rcd1tccd bdow the normal state (W., pp. 174 
and 118). The enhancement of th::~ irritability of the 
lower centres in the first case is also demonstrable by 
slicing away the hemispl1eres and adjoining parts from 
above downwards. These experiments, in conjunct.ion 
wiLh preliminary psychical observations, are quite lleciaive, 
nnd unambiguously prove the artistic and parpoei.,. 
organisation of the nervous system, in which the lower 
tmergies are kept, it is true, prepared 4utl always ready 
for action, but, at the same time, are held in check by 
the superior authorities, ns a squadron of skilful riders 
and snorting steeds by the will of the leader, until the 
moment seems to have arrived for unchaining these 
energies by a nod. 
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12. Orgn.U. cuul &Ill.-.After the foregoiDg upoait.iona 
it caD hardly be neceaeary to poin~ ou~ Ulat, in the preaen~ 
state of nerve-phyaiology, t.be old question 18 to •the 
seat of the aoul," which in philosophical reference could 
only have been raiaed by an erroneous metaphysic, is now 
deprived of all significance on the physiological aide also. 

The older philosophy could only propose this question 
so long 18 it. in the finst place, looked on the soul as 
a metaphysical individual, independently existing apart 
from the organism belonging to it (monad) ; and, secondly, 
as subjec~ to objective-spatial determinations, being, 
"'I·• of punctual magnitude and locally fixed. Now, one 
may indeed look upon the soul as psychical substance per 
.e, but 18 such it is not individual (not monad). One may 
also regard it 18 psychical individual; as such, however, it 
is not to be conceived as freed from the body, by which 
alone it can be individualised. Further, one mRy conceive 
it in objective-spatial relations, but only in ILDd through 
the organism, in the unity through which it alone becomes 
individual; abstracted from body it is non-spatial in respect 
to the objective real space, and can merely copy in its 
tdla a subjective-ideal space according to the former. The 
soul conceived in its separation from the body is thus not 
individual and non-spatial, and there can be no talk of 1\ 

place or Mal of the same ; the soul understood as organic
psychical indiWltuJl is just as long, thick, and broad a& tile 
body or living organism, and cannot have any seat in. il 

Physiology and physiological psychology, namely, teach 
us that we have to assume perception and will (and a.s 
mediator between both the unconsciou&-teleological uni
formity of the metaphysical substance) wherever a reflexion 
takes place. This happens, however, not only in every 
ganglion-cell, but even iu the axis cylinder of every 
stimulated nerve-fibre. For we have seen above, in 
Section 2, that even in the conducting fibre the stimulus 
lights upon inhibiting agencies which wholly or partially 
absorb it, and on stored-up tenaion, which, in consequence 
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of t11is absorption (psychically : perception) of the afiima. .. 
Ius, becomes free (psychically : will). The same relation, 
howevel', recurs in the protoplasmic content of 8Tf1rY 
living cell in the body (comp. C. Chap. iv. 2). Now. 
as the organism as such only reaches as far as the lifo 
of its parts, as this life consists in reflexion, whoee 
inner psychical side cannot be entirely wanting, the in
dividual soul also reaches as far as the organism in the 
11arrower sense, and both only end where the living 
organism is bounded by dead excretions of its earlier vital 
processes. 

Accordingly, so far as the soul is conceived as 
unit and individual, its objectively spatial determination 
coincides with that of the organism ; but this does not 
prevent our recognising the inner organization and the 
different value of the organs just as much on the psy
chical as on the material side of the phenomenon. Psy
chical functions are connected with all the organic vital 
functions of the cells in the body, but in the economy of 
the psychical io<.lividuality the psychical functions of the 
different cells have an importance at least as distinct as 
their organic functions for the economy of the organic in
dividuality ; nay, the difference is far greater still on the 
psychical side. 

We have seen how the psychical functions rise in gradual 
succession from muscular fibres to nerve-fibres, from these 
to the vegetative ganglion-cell, and from this, lastly, to the 
cells of the spinal cord, medulla oblongata, sensory centrea, 
and cerebral hemispheres. The gradual character of this 
step-by-step advance of functions, which is unambiguously 
illnsLrated in the parallel scale of tbe animal kingdom. 
leaves no room for doubt that the same principle is exhi
oited at all stages, and that it is a serious error to try to 
seek tlte wul only in the lLigltest link of Lbis long chain. 
namely, exclusively in the cerebral hemispheres of man 
(and at any rate of the highest mammals). This older con
ception, in which W undt is still in the main entangled. 
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whilst Maudaley has positively surmounted it, lapsea into 
the old error of the localiaation of the mind, in that it deaig· 
natea a part of the Fore-brain (the cerebral bemispl1eres) 
as sole "seat" of the soul We must break definitively 
with this error, Only particular psychical functions are 
assigned to particular parts of the nervous system, Soul 
in general is 6"DtA"J'WMre and nowhere, according as one 
understands the term. The individual soul, however (as 
unconscious unitary totality of the psychical functions of 
the organically psychical individual), is, per ~. nowhere, 
and, referred to the external phenomenal side of the 
organically psychical individual, it reaches as far as the 
organism . 

.As concerns the relation between the internal and 
external phenomenon, one must bold fast to this, that 
the immediate content of consciousness is never able to 
explain the processes of the material phenomenon in the 
organism, but that the conve1·se also holds good, ns must at 
length be granted by all sober ruen of science. If oue 
is not inclined absolutely to forego all explnnation, nntl 
to confess to the ignorabimus of Du Bois-Reymond, oue 
must admit that only one way remains open by which an 
explanation can at least uot be called impossible. That 
way, however, consists in this, that we derive the inner 
uniformity of the conscious mental functions and the 
outer uniformity of the counterpart of the material forces 
from a common IQUru, and, moreover, not from such a one 
ns formerly might have arranged by a single act the 
harmony of both uniformities for all time (by pre-estab
lished harmony), but from a source which is immanent 
with its essence in all the inner and outer phenomena, 
and in living activity constantly brings its usence to 
two-sided maniftstation (comp. above, Section 5). This 
source of the inner and outer uniformity can accordingly 
be no other than the nature of the metaphysical substance 
itself, which is the indivisible essence of both sides of the 
phenomenon, as well for each single individual of higher • 
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or lower order, as also for the individual of the hiabeet 
and lowest rank, i.&, for the world as a whole. 

Without. going back to the mysterious 'btn&d whiola 
closely unites the outer organic individuality with the 
inner psychical, it is impossible t.o grasp the organic
psychical individuality as real living and concrete tmilf; 
it is, in other words, impossible t.o study pl~ 
p8!1clwlogy. This bond, however, can by no means be 
sought in the sphere of the phenomenon, whether extema1 
material or inner conscious-mental, since we indeed started 
with the perception that each side of the phenomenoa, 
even taken in its totality, is unahle to explain the other 
side. Consequently this bond can only be sought~ 
matter, as heyond consciousnc88, i.e., physiological psycho
logy is forced by its own definition to pass over into the 
sphere of metaphysic$. When this im:fragable truth first 
becomes generally and clearly perceived, the day of recon
ciliation between Physical Science and Philosophy, which 
so long (and not without teleological warrant) have 
shunned one another, will begin to break with beaming 
splendour, and a new era of science begin. 

The bond, however, which unites organism and con
sciousness into the indivisible organic-psychical indivi
duality-the living spri:1lg whence issues the uniformity 
of the material and conscious-mental order in ever-renewed 
harmony-this essence, which is revealed in both aspects of 
the phenomenon, is the Umxmscious, or the U nconacioua 
Spirit in its twofold character of energetic Will and logical 
(therefore also purposive) Idea, and this All-One Uncon
scious it is which is designated in its functional individua
tion "unconscious soul." 
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P. 7, note, lad L-Comp. also my • Erlauterungen zur 
lletapbysik des Unbewussten" (Berlin, Carl Duncker, 
1874), p. 8-1 I. 

P. 20, L 2'.-The second enlarged edition of "Das Ding 
an Sich" appeared in 187 5, with the title "Kritische 
Gnmdlegung des transcendentalen Realismus" (Berlin, 
Carl Duncker). 

P. 23, L 17.-A thorough investigation of the part 
which the Unconscious, in the sense of an unconscious
logical mental function, plays in the whole Kantian 
philosophy, but quite specially in the Critique of Judg
ment, and next to that in the Critique of Pure Reason, 
has been undertaken by Johannes Volkelt in his disserta
tion " Kant.'s Stellung zum unbewusst Logischen" (Phil. 
Monatshefte, 187.3• Bd. ix. Heft 2 and 3), and in his work 
"Das U nbewnsste und der Pessimism us" (Berlin, F. ./ 
Henschel, 1873), p. 44-62. He shows in both places 
"that the deepening of the Kantian philosophy must 
always of necessity lead further into the realm of the 
Unconscious," since in all departments of Kantian inquiry 
there appear contradictions in the solutions given by 
Kant, which call for removal, and can only be elimi· 
nated by the introduction of the conception of the Un
eouacioua. Kant has, therefore, also in this respect, as 
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in so many others, laboured and perfOI'IDed te. b S. 
progress of philosophy by bia 10lvtto.. thaa b7 W. .,_. 
ment of problema ; and, at the same time. baa aJao 1DII8 

truly paved the way for the recognition of the 11• 
conscious than many a one who had far more diatiDaiiJ 
gra<~ped the Unconscious as an isolated concepUon. 

P. 28, 1 25.-Likewise in regard to the Hegeliaa phD• 
sopby J. Volkelt makes some excellent remarks in Ida book 
•· The Unconscious and Pessimism" (p. 62-78). where & il 
made clear "that the unconsciously logical mast fonD i&l 
vital demtnt" (p. 62), and that "Hegelianism pre .m
nently possesses the inherent tendency to develop tM 
principle of the Unconscious in its whole extent • (p. 76). 
If with Kant the Unconscious occupies somewha' &M 
position of an UnB'USptcted presupposition, which a tbinbr 
hardly ventures to own to himself, with Hegel ~e UDCDII

sciousness of the IDEA in its being per u foi'Dl8 a 8111· 
evident presupposition, which, by very reason of ita self. 
evidence, he does not further discuss; whereas expoeed, 
as it is, to most misunderstanding and hostility. i1 ja 

precisely the point which needed the most unequiYOC&l 
articulation and thorough proof. Accordingly the Un
conscious appears in Hegel also an U nconscioua in tbe 
literal sense of the term, although intrinsically and aub
stantially it pervades and determines the whole coateD~ 
of his philosophy. 

P. 28, L 32.-For the rest, there may be found in 
llegel's works a. sufficient number of passages to prove 
to the incredulous that the conception of Hegelianism 
just indicated was really that of the master hi1D8811. 
and these have been skilfully collected by Volkelt.. The 
expression "objective thought" Hegel finds "unsuitable, 
lwcause lhougltt is usuolly too much employed as cp-
11rrlait,ing only to mind, to consciwsttess " (Encyclop.. 
§ 24). If the inner side of the world be designatecl 
Thought, notki11!1 of ill~ nature of conscitru.mul aboald 
thc>reby be attributed to it. The logical in the world 
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abould rather farm a l)'ltem of thoagb' diJeoi4 qf OM

--.., (OU., Appendix, p. 45 ft:) Hegel declares the 
office of Logio to be to elevate the categoriee origioally 
only iutirw:liwlf active in the form of impulses to the 
stage of conaciousnesa (Worb, iii. p. 18-19). Instinct, 
however, he calla pat"JJIO'iw uti11ity acting in an~ 
fashion (Encyclop., I 36o). In his "&thetics" he says 
(2d ed., i. p. 53): "Fancy has a mode of production that 
is at the same time of tlu MNN of iutitt.el, in that the 
essentially symbolical and sensuous character of art-work 
must pos1688 a subjective existence in the artist as native 
tendency and natural impulse, and as u~ action 
be also the expression of the man on his natural side." 

P. 29, L H .-The Uleflcc of the Unconscious remains 
altogether indefinite in the following observation, which 
for the rest proves that Schopenhauer bad a correct feel
ing of the importanu which a profound analysis of the 
Unconscious must acquire at least for psychology and 
resthetics: "All that is ori.gin.al, and therefore all thai. is f 
gmuif&C in mao, acts as such uru:on#iously, like the forces 
of Nature. What has passed through consciousness has 
thereby become a representation. Accordingly all genuine f 
and lterling qualities of the clulradtr and of the mind arc ( 
originally unCO'Il&Cious, and only as such do they make a 
deep impression. Everything of the kind that is conscious r 
has been already touched up, and is intentional, easily 
passea therefore into affectation, i&, deceit. What man 
performs unconsciously costs him no trouble, can, however, 
also not be accomplWud by any trouble. Of this kind 
is the formation of original conceptions, as they underlie 
and fonnilie core of all genuine achievements. Therefore 
$ the innate is genuine and will stand its test, and 
every one who desires to achieve anything must in every \ 
cue, in aetioa, in tiiJ'iting, in t~VlW.rc,follow rula wit1&o1a J 
Ning cawc:ar• of~" (Parerga, 'Vol. ii § 352). 

P. 31.-.According to Herder, "Nature thinks better 
thm man.• Haym declares (Preuaa. Jahr., Bd. xni., 1873, 
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Heft 1, p. 43) that he is speaking of t.he unerrbag 11_.. 
scious, which "includes in itself a kind of omniweDOIUM 
omnipotence, of the one organic Principium of Natuna, ol 
the organic Omnipotence distributed everywhere.~ 
ing or restoring life," from which he might just as wellcle
duce the growth of crystals or the instincts of animals,~ 
lastly, the life, endeavour, and fate of man. On the preeed
ing page Haym quotes a sentence from a letter of Jacobi 
to the Princess of Galizin: "Our consciousness developt 
from something tltat lt8 vet l!aclnot conscWu.snns, our tboagh& 
from something which has not yet thought, our reileetioa 
from something which has not yet reflected, our will from 
something which ho.s not willed, our rational mind from 
something which was never rational soul. A mechaniod 
lever-which need not therefore be quite void of aeDII 
was everywhere the first." 

P. 39, L 3.-.An excellent account of the services of 
the philosophical physiologists may be found in Volbll. 
" The Unconscious and Pessimism," p. 7 B-s6. WhJ 
Carus could not become the standard-bearer of a new 
school, of a band of adherents collected round the 11ag 
of the Unconscious, is there sho\vn on p. 83- 86 (comp. 
also A. Taubert, "Der Pes~imismus und seine Gegner,• 
p. 100). 

P. 40, l 12.-The somewhat modified position which 
Wundt takes up in his most recent work with regard to 
the notion of the Unconscious is noticed in the Appendix, 
"On the Physiology of the Nerve-Centres" (comp. above_ 
p. 208-210 ). 

P. U, t 14.-For the rest, the sentence quoted baa been 
anticipated by George Christopher Lichtenberg, in whom 
is found the following passage: "We become conscious of 
certain ideas which do not depend on ourselves ; othere-
so at least we believe-depend on ourselves; where ia the 
boundary ? We only know of the existence of our owa 
sensations, ideas, and thoughts. It thinks, one ought to 
say, just as one says, It lightens. To say cogito is ahead7 
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too much, aa aoon aa one tmnslatea by I tiiM. To &BSume 
to postulate, the ego, ia a prtUti«&l necessity." 

P. '2.-In a manner independent, as it would seem, of 
the Continental evolution. the conception of the Uncon
scious baa gained a place in EnglW. literature in the last 
decennia ; it ia a philosopher, a historian, and a physician 
in whom it has found ita clearest expression. Hamilton 
has inferred the existence of unconscious ideas chiefty 
from the circumstance (comp. "Lect. on Metaph.,'' i. p. 352 
ft:) that on the revival of a former train of thought some
times a whole series of intermediate links seems to be 
overleapt-an argument certainly of little value in this 
form. The best clue to Carlyle's position in respect to 
the conception or the Unconscious is afforded by the essay 
entitled "Characteristics" (which first appeared in the 
Edin"bu.rgh Reuiew, No. cviii., and was afterwards reprinted 
in his collected essays). Of all English authors Maudsley 
has most decidedly and most thoroughly grasped and 
defended the conception of the Unconscious, except that 
he seeks to interpret the Unconscious as far as possible 
materialistically. The Appendix is sufficiently occupied 
with Maudsley's views (comp. above p. 253-256) to render 
it unnecessary to characterise them further here. Lastly, 
Lewes ought to be cited ns an English author who has 
admitted the notion of the Unconscious in a certain 
direction. 

However defective and incomplete may be the notices 
here collected, they may yet suffice for the purpose of 
showing that the principle of the Unconscious, as every
thing historically important, has been arrived at by a 
gradual process of formation and growth; that all phases 
and schools of philosophy, from the oldest times to the 
present day, more or less strive after this principle (comp. 
J. Volkelt, "Das Unbew. u. d. Peas.," the first part, 
"History of the Unconscious"), and that in the present 
work I have only more plainly asserted and shown the 
deep eignificanoe of this principle, as well as most com-
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ple~ly established it, but have bJ 110 ...._ -.a a •• 
brand-new dilcovery (or, u it baa b.a .... -'Wf-e41 
called, H invention"). 

P. f8, Dote, Jut L-That it ia in gP.Denl lnai"W, ..,. 
even imptr"ati-ce, to introduce into ~ mqwillw 
the notion of probahility, which in modem DMaNI pWI!t
aopby is already universally acknowledged to be &lie ... 
foundation of all human knowledge ; and thd 8ftll ia 
philosophy, when discussing problems which adiDit el 
various solutioDB, an effort must be made to de&eladaa 
tho probability of the a.esumption of dift'eren' cooeei~ 
able hypotlteses as far as seems possible, can oal)' lie 
tlisputcd by two pnrties, namely, on the one aide. bJ 
thut school which regards the problem of philosophy-. 
clrui-vtlyns the RSCcrtninment of an abloltde m-tai .... -
declares nll other knowledge save a supposed absolute oae 
to be csscutio.lly Mphilosop!Lical; and, on the other lwlcl. 
from the opposite qunrter of an absolute scepticism, whiab 
c1nestions the possibility of aU knowledge, not only abeo
lutc, but also relative, and denies to man the capabilityof 
oatablishing any distinction between truth and unkuth. 
Almost all pnst philosophy has oscillated between thele 
two oxtl'cmcs. When the pretension to absolute bow
lcdgo l1ns once more justly become ridiculous for a time. 
scepticism regains the upperbaod, and it is then set up as 
the solo problem of philosophy to show tl1at pbilosophiaiu1 
j.~ nouscuse. In fact, it is hardly comprehensible bow 
to-dny, ufter so mnoy failures of systems giving them· 
selves out to be absolute truth, nfter such clear disclotUl'el 
ot ~he grnclunlattaiument of truth, after such distinct pel'
coption of the insufficiency of the instruments of human 
knowledge in presence of the overwhelming extensive 
tuH.l intensive mngnitude of the universe, there can still 
nlwnys bo Cound ingenuous people who declare the problem 
of philosophy to be that of absolute knowledge, and veD
turo lo assert oll knowledge to be unphilosophical which 
ronouuccs tho claim to absolute certainty. That certain 
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knowledge iJ ucl m118t remain the itlttJI of our eogni
t.ive etr'orta ia not to be doubted; but one might at the 
preaeat day suflciently bow &bat ideala are jtuJl 
what are fi04 to be foand in actuality; that they rather 
only f'orm the uymptote, which the curve of historical 
development more and more approaches without ever 
meeting. Bnt equally mistaken is it on the other side, 
when the impossibility of realising the ideal as such ill 
perceived, straightway to reject the ideal as a phantom 
without any real significance, or to declare real and 
ideal to be iy:IKtlly wide apart, and therefore incom
~ Were scepticism right, aU our supposed 
knowledge would be fi1Udly toiU of the truth (for if it 
once touched it by accident, we could indeed know 
nothing of this concidence); accordingly all rcssibility 
of an historical evolution of knowledge, all possibility 
of science, all perceivable or declarable distinction be
tween knowledge, faith, and crazy imagination would 
be abolished. One only needs to become conscious of 
these consequences of a thoroughgoing sceptical prin
ciple to see how insupportable it ia for the human mind; 
and so it comes to pass that humanity ever again relapses 
from scepticism into the dogma of the attainability of 
absolute knowledge, only, after a little time, once more 
to exhibit its utter untenability. We are saved from 
this barren circle only by the open acknowledgment of 
the relative truth and relative untruth of the two ex
tremes. The dogma of absolute knowledge is right in 
setting up its ideal, and in the belief that the endeavour 
after this ideal is not fruitlees. Scepticism is right in 
denying the complete attainability of this ideal to be 
ever humanly possible. But the former is wrong when it 
misapprehends the distinction between ideal and reality, 
and denies otr'-hand validity to everything, which cannot 
claim to be fnltltu realisation of the ideal ; the latter 
is wrong when it abolishes the possibUity of distinguishing 
in hutnan knowledge d'.f'tmrl, dtgrtea of approximation to 
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the ideal or remoteness therefrom. It must be streDUoaalf 
maintained that a different dignity appertains to difl'ereDf; 
degrees of cognition, because without this even pmctical 
life becomes a senseless burly-burly. If, however. one 
chooses to ascribe to scientific knowledge a higher dignity 
than to unscientific imagining and thinking, to the know
ledge conscious of its material proof a higher worth thaa 
to the groundless conviction of a faith which rests mereJr 
on postulates of feeling, or on the personal anthority of 
him who transmits it, or maybe on morbid fixed ideas. thea 
there is no other means available but to pantitt&Awlf 
determine the degrees of the approximation of knowledge 
to the cognitive ideal of certainty, whether this determina
tion be made in numerical form or in the less diatinc' 
shape of an emotional estimate of quantity without 
numerical expression. If Leibniz was right, that there 
is no assertion, however false, in which there does not 
lie a grain of truth, and no truth, however sublime. 
with which there is not some untruth mingled by 
renson of its expression in language, then there ia alao no 
thinking, believing, or knowing in which an unclear feel
ing does not point to the intermixture of true and untrue 
elemE>nts. It behoves us to scientifically purify this feel
ing, and to determine the proportion of true and untrue 
elements, in order precisely to define the degree of approxi
mation of our knowledge to certainty. I£ one wished to 
express the dignity of our knowledge by the proportion 
of its true and false elements, as happens in a wager about 
the truth of an assertion, oue would have a proportion 
between two variables, which would render difficult the 
comparison between several such proportions. It is 
better therefore to express the worth of the knowledge by 
the ratio between the true elements contained therein and 
the totality of the elements supposed to be true, or. ia 
other words, one takes the constant cognitive ideal of 
certainty as standard of worth, as J, and expreasee the 
degree of the approximation of knowledge to certaintf by 
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tl1e degree of approximation of & proper fraction to unity. 
Whoever has once made himself familiar with this mathe
matical mode of expression will soon feel its natural fit
neBS, and easily get accustomed to fix his indefinite emo
tional estimate of the worth of a cognition by means of a 
coefficient of probability, whose m~rrnitud,e may always be 
conceived as fiuctuating between a least and a greatest 
limit, and accordingly as affected with a probable error. 

P. 6L-Objectiona have been raised from various aides 
against this employment of the calculus of probabilities. 
which, however, have betrayed for the most part far too 
considerable a defect of comprehension for it to be re
warding to occupy ourselves more closely with them, and 
which one and all do t1ot enter upon the point, which I 
have already indicated (vol i. p. 48, note) as that, where 
the concrete applicability of the argumentative processes 
in question may most easily miscarry. 

I will only mention here one opponent, partly because 
his fallacious objections possess a certain plausibility, 
partly because he has called my attention to the neces
sity of a supplenunt to my argumentation for the benefit 
of readers slow of comprehension or ill-disposed, which I 
had thought I might leave as superfiuous to the intelli
gence of the reader himself. Albert Lange, in his "His
tory of Materialism" (2d ed., vol ii. p. 28o-283, and p. 
307-309), disputes the applicability of the entire inferen
tial process to the problems of Nature, so far as concerns 
regressive inferences from phenomena to their causes, 
and that on the ground that the actual as a spl!cial case 
of very many possibilities must always appear extremely 
improbable a priori, a circumstance, however, which 
would not affect ita reality, as the fraction of probability 
means nothing more than tbe degree of our subjective un
certainty (p. 28z 1. 15-11 fr. b., p. 283 L 3-6 fr. a.) He 
supports this denial on the ground t.bat the whole theory 
of probability presupposes an tWstrtJCtitm of the efficient 
causes, of which we are entirely ignorant, whereas certaiQ. 
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general conditions are known to ua ou which ,... 11-. .U 
calculation (p. 282 l 11-7 flo. b.) Were the ~attar -. 
tion correct there would be no reply to the .._111111 
inference therefrom; but in fnct it requiree aD iJApol'IIDt 
modification. If, namely, the co-operating cau.ee wlaicla 
we abstract were ab~olutely unknown tfa all ,...,... t1Mn 
could be no talk of probability at all; the ealcalaa ol 
probability is, on the other hand, only possible OD 61 
supposition that the co-operating oauaes of wbioh U. 
straction is made are accidtrttal causes. But by -.. 
clental causes in the sense of the calculus of probahiJi. 
ties are to be understood such as are Ml i.a tAu fora 
indispensable to the occurrence of the phenom8DOQ iB 
question, therefore also are not constantly met with ia 
the same, but so cbnnge that their inftuenee ia mare 
completely compensated the more frequently the oacu
rence is repeated. The estituate afforded by the calculas 
of probabilities rests on tl1e supposition of a ~ 
compensation of the accidental co-operating e&Wiel ill 
infinitely numerous repetitions. Such accidental ca-. 
nre, e.!J., in inol'gnnic nature the causes which conditiOil 
the falling of the die on this or that side, in orgudo 
nnture those which give rise to monstrosities anti arreslell 
uevelopments. 

Only by leaving out of sight this fundamental &SSWD,. 
tion of the calculus of probabilities can Lange deny the 
admissibility of a regressive inference from perceived eft'ecu 
to the nature of the causes. If, e.g., I approach a game uf 
rOWJt et 1toir, in which I set~ red appear twenty timea ia 
succession, there is certainly no doubt that this event mar 
be produced by a mct·e combination of accidtntal catu1u; bu' 
little M this possibility is to be UOubted, yet the extraordi• 
nnry small probability of the same gives me the right 10 
conceive also the other possibility, that a con&tan.t C&ll88 ill 
present which favours red. Lange will certainly charge 
no one with drawing a wrong conclusion, who should heei
tate to risk his money in such a game, because the auapioioa 
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(U., the inference of probability) at once occurs that the 
play ia contorived widl a view to deception, although the 
poaaibility ia always oonaeded that this suapicion may be 
erroneous. But if Llmge admits the validity of auoh an infe•·
eoce,he cannot refaae the like to my examples; he must then 
be able to prove t1 priori that the o1aaa of constant causes 
which I suppose is impOIBible. His objection, totally de
void of all proof, in fact amounts to this. The inferential 
process he cannot by rights impugn, but he only tries to 
question, from the prejudiced standpoint of a materialistic
mechanical view of the world, the admiasibility of the 
hypothetical goal to which it is applied. From the point 
of view of the calculus of probabilities, such a procedure 
would only be legitimate if from the first such an enor
mous probability were assigned to the mechanical view· 
of the world, forbidding the resort to metaphysical 
principles (not merely to mythological personal spirits), 
that even the counter-instances of the highest probability 
had no power to shake that probability. Were this the 
case, all philosophy and metaphysics, as Lange thinks, 
would be impossible; whether it be so is first to be de
termined by my investigation, and in the meantime it 
appears to me an unscientific prejudice, a mere petiticl 
principii, whose untruth will become more and more 
apparent. 

Lange tries to strengthen his protest against the resort 
to metaphysical principles by a simile, when he asserts 
that by the same method upon the frequent recurrence o£ 
good luck in games of chance one might prove with equal 
probability the co-operation of a Fortuna or a Bpiritv.s 
familiari&. In the first place, there is here wanting the 
elimination of constant material causes presupposed by me 
in my discussion, it., before such inference to a Fortuna 
an exact investigation must be made whether the dice or 
the arrangement of the game of ~ a n.oW is not affected 
by errors which act as constant causes. But auppose this 
inquiry were carried out with extreme precision, and had 
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yielded a negative result, nothing, in fact, could be alleged 
against the inference to a Fortuna as constant cause sava 
the circumstance, that the non-existence of such a mytho
logical personage has on other grounds a considerably 
greater probability than the evidence for its existence 
furnished by the game. That this is actually the case it 
will not be necessary to prove ; but precisely on that 
account the example can prove nothing against the intro
duction of impersonal metaphysical principles for the 
explanation of the processes of organic formation, since for 
the non-existence of these such an overpowering proba
bility is by no means established. Lange has, therefore. 
by no means. as he purposed, pointed out a methodologi
cal error in my explanation, but he has only revealed the 
blinding power of the materialistic prejudice by which 
he is possessed. 

But now it is further to be considered that the parallel 
drawn between a man winning ten times in succession 
and the origin of organic fitness in Nature proves nothiDg 
for an altogether different reason, in that, namely, Lange 
speaks only of one man who gains in a single case ten 
times in succession, whereas the marvellous conjunction 
of the conditions of organic adaptation is repeated in ift
numt?•able ca.ses simultaneously and successively. Thu 
this particular man is favoured by a Fortuna would only 
be a conclusion analogous to that of a purpose in organio 
Nature, if this man not only gained in em• game ten or 
twenty times on doubling his stakes, but had this unheard
of luck his whole life long on all the gaming-tables of the 
world, and if a failure of this unheard-of luck belonged 
in his case as much to the class of exceptions as abortions 
to the exceptions of purposive organic formation. Con
versely Lange would only then be right thnt the reality ot 
the a priuri improbable in organic Nature does not sum
marily compel the regressive inference to a constant cause. 
if the occurrence of this a priori improbable harmonious 
fitness were as rnre an exception among innumerable un. 
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.auccessful malformaticma and deformities as the ten or 
twenty times 8110Ce88ive gain is a rare exceptional case in 
games of chance (altogether corresponding in the degree 
of ita rareness to the tJ priori theory of probability). This 
colossal difference is ao evident aa to make ita over
-sight by Lange very surprising i it would by itself suffice 
to render impotent all the attacks of Lange upon my 
exposition. 

P. 71, Jan L-These remarks must suffice as a justifica
tion that no other term than " Will " baa been selected 
for the designation of the single principle undoubtedly 
underlying all the manifestations of the volitional sphere. 
This term, rightly hit upon by Schopenhauer, only 
met with such violent opposition in the philosophy of 
the schools, because the psychology of the latter was 
entirely confined to the department of conscioru psychical 
activity, and aimed at detaching this as something speci
fically higher and alien from its unconscious natural basis, 
so that the extension of a term chietly borrowed from 
conscious mental life to unconscious psychical functions 
appeared to it a crime against the majesty of the minu 
already artificially disengaged from Nature. The more 
the doctrine of the essential identity of the conscious mind 
with unconscious Nature has gained acceptance, the more 
admirers and imitators Schopenbauer's use of the expres
sion "Will" has found. (Comp. Goring, " System der 
.Kritischen Pbilosophie," Leipzig, Voit & Co., 1874, part i. 
chap. iii, especially p. 68-71, where various objections to 
the conception of unconscious will are refuted.) 

P. 74, 1 34.-If recent investigations have shown that in 
certain parts of the cerebral hemispheres there are also 
found motor nerv«Hndings, yet the following sufficiently 
weighty arguments taken by themselves are not thereby 
affected. 

P. 77, 12.-ln order that a movement may ensue cor
rectly, i.e., in the right proportion of the intensity of all 
its components, a clear perception of the position of tho 
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particular bodily parts must not only be preaen' at t;he 
beginning of the movement, but also during the auooeeaite 
momenta of execution; it is, however, requisite fc. .W. 
that both the sense of touch aa well aa the muscular IMtDI8 

(or muscular feeling) be correctly functionaL Only whea 
the right feeling of the position of the parts is given (for 
the rest, this feeling need not take place in the cerelmua. 
but will usually have its material substratum only in the 
cerebellum, optic thalami, or corpora striata), only then call 
the degree of motor innervation be rightly estimated. ud 
be controlled by a comparison of the perceived feeliug of 
muscular movement during the nearly completed mo.,.. 
ment with the muscular feeling anticipated by the idel, 
i.e., be strengthened, or hindered, or modified during actio& 
Thus undoubtedly the muscular feeling anticipated by die 
idea (but only through the controlling comparison wWa 
the muscular feeling perceived before and during mo.e
ment) can serve as regulator of movement, but the~ 
is sometlting different from the producing or impallj• 
factor, and from that which directs the impulse of innena
tion to definite nerve-endings and determines the quaUt, 
of the movement. :Maudsley calls the latter elemeD' 
"motor intuition or percept," distinguishing it (Physiol. of 
Mind, p. 465) just as much from the conscious representa
tion of the intended movement llS from the muscular feeJia& 
and assumes that the receptive muscular feeling ia indeed 
necessary for its origin and elaboration (in man perhaps,~ 
tainly not in animals), but that it is necessary neither for &he 
latent existence nor for the active function of the mo&or 
intuition, inasmuch as the necessary regulation by the mu
cular sense may be provided for by another sense, 1.g., the 
visual sense (comp. above in the .Appendix, p. 261-262). 
:Maudsley holds the intervention of the intuitions of mo.,._ 
ment to be just as indispensable in the refiax actiGia 
following on o. sense-perception as in voluntary mcne
ment after n conscious idea, and regards it as self-evidaD* 
that these motor intuitions are uncon.scious (" Ph,ya. ucl 
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Path. of Mind," pp. 117 aud 187). B7 the latter, however, 
he nuderatanda onlr molecular prediapoeitiona, that are 
functional without consciousneu. at least without coming 
into the conaciouanees of the cerebral hemispheres. That 
such predispoaitiona co-operate in the production of volun
tlly movements at the moat diverse places of the cen
tral organs of the nervous arstem is, of course, not to be 
disputed. Indeed, in the complicated action of lifting the 
finger, everr nerve-fibre aud everr ganglion-cell which is 
irrigated bf the current of innervation issuing from the 
cerebrum displays its special inherited or acquired mole
cular powers, and onlr b7 such participation of the 
subordinate nerve-centres does it become possible also in 
voluntary movements for a Bingu impulse of innervation 
issuing from the cerebrum to bring about so complex a 
result of aptly compounded muscular actions. The main 
difll.culty still remains, how the ideational cells in the 
cerebral hemispheres are to send forth, conformably to the 
ideal content of the particular ideas, impulses of inner
vation, which are distinguished not only by the intensity 
and quality of the innervation, but also by the different 
dirtct«m of the emission, so far, namely, as the termina
tions of the fibres to be in each case affected are to be 
sought at different places of the cerebrum. It is the trans
lation of the ideal matter of representation (the words, 
"little finger" or "fore-finger") into mechanical action, 
which will for ever render futile all mere mechanical 
explanations. 

P. 80, 1 li.-In a depreciatory criticism in" Ausland," 
1872, No. 40, in which J. H. Klein, from the standpoint 
of natural science, breaks his staff over the Philosophy 
of the Unconscious, the foregoing Pa881lotre is particularly 
cited as a glaring proof of the frivolous superficiality and 
worthleaanesa of my work (p. 939), and Darwin's exact 
method of investigation held up to me as a model (p. 
943). Here Herr Klein has only made the little mistake 
of overlooking that, precisely in the point attacked, not 
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only Darwin entirely ~nrees with me. bat. ... 61 ... 
important of the examples quoted (u 111'811 • t'- • 
p. 81) are borrowed directly from Danria•a • Orf&ia tl 
Species." Herr Klein further warns every oae .... a 
philosopher who so far contradicts himaelf u to --' 8 
the beginning of a chapter that differal iDatiuoea an
with a like bodily constitution i" DIJ'IPEUlCT ..... u4 
at its close tries to prove why tcilkift TUB UJm ..,.-lilt 
instincts must follow from like bodily COJUJt.itutioaa (p. 
941 ). " May God protect exact science from such _,.. 
ticiality ! " (p. 939). 

P. 102, L 18.-The garden spider goes into \be -... 
corner of its web a day before change of weather. IIIII 
begins a day before the return of fine weather. pezilaJI 
nlready in the midst of rain, to examine ita web. •m. 
weather, however, does not then last long. Sometm. 
the spider pulls its web to pieces, and then lMrlJds a 
entirely new one. This is a sure sign of fine .. ....._ 
With more exact observation it may be discoveNCI till& 
the web is not always similar; its meshes are now wider. 
now narrower. If they are wide, it is a sign that 1M 
weather will at the most last five days, but if tbeJ .. 
close, one may safely reckon on eight fine dnya • (" A• 
land," 1875, No. 18, p. 36o). One easily sees that fw 
the catching of flies the closer web is certainly the IIUII'I 

advantageous, but that in consideration of the destradiaa 
of the web by rain and wind there is necessary fOI' die 
spider a. certain frugality in the employment or the pro
ductive power of its spinning glands, which i.e estimallll 
according to the future state of the weather. 

P. 131, L 27.-The sensation of black is, namely, the-.. 
sation of that process of chemical restitution or recompod
tion of nervous matter which is opposed to the PI'Oee88 fll 
consumption or decomposition appearing in con.scio..._ 
as sensation of white (according to Hering's phyaiologW 
theory of light and colour, comp. "Naturalist," 1875, l!lo. 
9). The chemical recomposition of all nervous ma&t.er 
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(and especially of the conductiDg fibres) is, however, 
stimulated and guided by centritagal currents of innerva
tion from the particular oentres, and we become partially 
eonacious of thia current of innervation in sense-nerves 
terminating in the cerebrum aa attention (comp. above, p. 
282-284). It ia thus one and the same thing whether we 
say : In nerve-fibres without terminal organs of visual 
perception, or in the parta of the retinal image repre
sented by no primitive nervous fibres the corresponding 
l'eCOmposition ia wanting, because the external occasions 
to decomposition are wanting; or whether we say : When 
centrifugal sense-stimuli are never conducted, no centri
fugal current of innervation can come to pass, which, 
indeed, must first arise reftectorially. 

P. 139.-I can now no longer look upon the example 
quoted as stringent proof of what should be proved at 
this place ; for in fact, even in the normal state, besides 
the one main path of reftexion (which leads by the 
shortest route from the place of insertion of the sensory 
to that of the motor nerve in the grey matter of the spinal 
cord), there exist a number of aide-paths of greater or less 
resistance, which are brought into requisition according to 
the varying amount of the stimulus and the irritability. 
If, now, the main path is destroyed, the branch paths 
become functional, when either the applied stimulus is 
adequate or the irritability of the spinal cord suffi
ciently increased. (The latter takes place partly by 
means of strychnine, partly by the separation of the 
spinal cord from the brain and its inhibitory influences.) 
But it is noticeable that the side-paths pass through 
more central places of grey matter the more circuits 
they make, and that every passage of the excita
tion through grey matter (on account of the inhibitory 
in!uencee and specific stores of energy ready for libera
tion contained in the ganglion-cells) is no longer simple 
conduction, but iteelf again a reftwon. 
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The greater circuit, therefore, a stimulus makes Won 
it again emerges as motor reaction, the more complioatecl 
becomes the composition of the total reflexion from a 
whole series of simple reflexes, in each of which the 
problem of the inner psychical aspect and purposiveuea 
of the reflex is repeated. Consequently, if the above ex
ample does not directly prove what it ought to prove, 
it yet tells far less for the opposite pnrely mechanical 
conception, but leaves the problem recurring at 8V81J 
moment always open. But this problem is hereby resolved, 
that the purposiveness of the reflex mechanisms baa it
self been gradually brought about, and is teleologically 
mot.lifiable; that the existing dispositions or accessory 
mechanisms have themselves only arisen through a 
sum of purposive functions, which were possible witl&otll 
these mechanisms ; and that they continue to readjust 
themselves by suitable modification of the functions, which 
with frequent repetition produce a modification in the 
existing molecular dispositions. 

P. 142, last l-Compare this chapter with the Appendix, 
especially Sections 3, 4, s. 6, and I I. 

P. 157, l 6.-The conspicuous statements are taka. 
from Burdacb's "Physiology." If in the given form they 
do not appear altogether tenable before the tribunal of 
the physiology of the day, this does not alter the general 
fact under discussion. It is precisely modem physiolOSJ 
which sees itself more and more driven to the recognition 
of vicarious functions, and biology finds in the theorr 
of descent and the gradual differentiation of the vario111 
organs from original homogeneous tissues the key to 
the possibility of those occurrences, which ::tppear from 
this point of view as a kind of ancestral reminiscence on 
the part of the tissue of a phylogenetic period of develop
ment, when the division of labour in the organism had 
not yet progressed so far. 

P. 161, l 2.-The preceding passage, which already 
appeared in the first edition of this work, is the cleareet 
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proof how little they have understood the purport of my 
theory who imagine I desire in any cue to ..,..U or 
aet aM. physico-chemical uplanation employing efficient 
material caueea by metaphysical uplanationa. Nothing 
is further from me than an undertaking so seDBeleas 
and so inconsistent with the spirit of modern science. 
On the contrary, 110 epeculative philosopher baa sver so 
readily acknowledged the independent claims of Physical 
science and rated their value as highly a.. I myself, 
who hold it to be the undoubted and hopeful task of 
physical science to investigate the efficient material 
causea of material phenomena, and who esteem it the 
"tlutr" of the investigator of Nature, as such, not to 
be led astray in this search after efficient material 
cauaes by the intermixture of metaphysical, teleological, 
or other principles of explanation. This recognition of 
physical science in the department of material pheno
mena and their causal connection cannot, however, blind 
me (like some "modem" philosophers) to the perception 
that neither do material phenomena a haUllt the pheno
menon of cosmic existence, nor the causal connection, as 
auch, the cognition of the material phenomena in their 
property of uniformity ; that thus beyond natural science 
and ita solutions yet other p roblems await solution. 
Now so far as a natural philosopher claims to be at the 
same time "/wmo BapUM," i.e., a cultured and thoughtful 
JUan, one mtUt require of him that he be conscious of 
the limits of his special science and their ROn-coinci
dl!ftee with the limits of human knowledge in general, 
and foster even a certain general human interest for 
more general philosophical efforts. On the other 
hand, it is not to be required of any man who does 
not claim to be a scientific specialist that, in oc
eupying himself with certain problems, he should 
upecially aim at extending the present field of natural 
acienUfic knowledge, i.e., search after a causal a
planation of material phenomena by material causes 
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beyond the measure of the enlightenmell' alblded bJ' ... 
temporary science. He will leave tAU litll of the ....... 
physical problem of humanity to the epeoialiate. ..a .. 
by no means hindered by this renunciation, bal IMMr 
placed in a better position to devote hie full powen ia a 
fruitful way to the other side of the problem, which j.
as little allows of neglect. But when natural phil~ 
so much mistake the state of affairs, that they acoo11D6 UJ1 
application of philosophical principles of explanation ...t 
every personal renunciation of independent lnveatigdiaa 
in the sphere of natural scieno(! as a kind of sin 9iDM 
the Holy Ghost, one can only as much lament nch a 
professional limitation of the field of view as tho tanoria 
which many champions of this school exert on ptlblil 
opinion, not without a certain success in confWiiDg tile 
public mind as to what really constitutes the genuiDI 
··scientific spirit." It seems high time to openly protei& 
against this terrorism, and to point out earnestly and em
phatically to the credulous victims of popular ecientilo 
lectures and journals, that physical science and ita a~ 
inquiry into material causes is always only ou upeas 
(and that, too, subordinate to the mental sciences) ol 
science in general. Otherwise there is danger lest phylical 
science may in our own time strive after an autocracy jut 
as unjustifiable, and, if possible, still more dangerou_ tbaa 
that actually possessed by theology in the Middle AgeL 

P. 181.-Maudsley says in his "Physiology of the Mind. • 
p. 118, "The idea that vomiting must take place whea a 
qualmish feeling exists will certainly hasten vomiting, aucl 
there is a very remarkable instance in ~he Platlo.1pMt.l 
Transactums of a man who could for a time atop the 
motion of his heart by composing himself, and then e.Ubar 
conceiving vividly or directly willing what was to happeo. 
There are examples of the influence of ideaa upon &1M 
involuntary muscles, and they accord with what has bela 
previously said of the subordination of the organic ~ 
centres to the cerebro-spinal system. Some people eftll 
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~able, through a "Yivid idea of abudderiDg or of IODle

thillg creeping over their akin, to produce a cvlw ataam.& 
or goose'• akin. The immediate eft'ect of the idea iu this 
case, however, ia probably to excite the appropriate sensa
tion, which thereupon gives rise to the aequent pheno
meDL 

" Examples of the action of ideas upon our voluntary 
muscles are witnessed in every hour of our waking life. 
Very few, in fact, of the familiar acta of a day call the 
will into action : when not sensori-motor, they are usually 
prompted by ideas." 

The unconscious inJluence of fancy in dreams is very 
clearly manifested even in those persons who are not 
aufticiently nervoUI in the waking state to collect decided 
experiences in this respect in their own person, where, e.g., 
the dream-idea of being injured or wounded at particular 
parts of the body can excite clear local sensation of pain, 
which disappears on waking . 

.Although I think I am able to give a thoroughly natural 
explanation of cutaneous bleedings by the influence of 
fancy, yet in presence of the religious vertigo which has 
recently again manifested itself in conuection with this 
subject, truth requires the admission, that, according 
to my more exact information, no case has hitherto been 
established where the phenomena in a stigmatic have 
been scrutinised and pronounced spontaneous bleeding 
by physicians unprejudiced (i.e., inaccessible to Catholic 
sacerdotal influence) and of the first scientific rank. On 
the contrary, aeveral cases have been made public where 
such an inquiry has proved the object of religious super
stition to be the result of an illusion (comp. "Deutsche 
Klinik, .. 187S. No. 1-3; "Louise Lateau's Three Predeces
sors in Westphalia, .. by Dr. Briick, Member of the Sanitary 
Board). It. ia at the same time by no means necessary to 
imagine deceit in the ordinary sense, although ita poesi
bility is not excluded. The persons of whom such bleed
ings han been related are almost without exception 
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hysterical women, with thoroughly ruined nenau iiJ't' 1 
and more or less deranged mental constituticJDa. wt.ia 
swayed by perverted impulses, and in regard to t;Jae-.\ 
significance of their actions cannot be called acooaata1aia. 
The instinctive cunning and love of dissimulatioa Ia • 
female character, which in such individuala ia for the Jllllll 
part abnormally developed previous to their mn .... ia 
the condition of hysteria directed to apparently quite...-. 
less objects, and often calls forth an astoniahing ~ 
in order to deceive in a perfectly purpoaelesa way ewa 
tlle nearest. It is quite common for the natural feminiN 
vanity to throw itself in such cases upon the morbid aaadi
tion itself, in order to arouse interest through the UD~ 
ness of its phenomena, and not rarely is united wit.h thia tM 
perverted impulse of self-injury and physical self~ 
in order to revel and luxuriate in the imagination of • 
imposed martyrdom. Even the soberest and calmel& 
spectators are usually almost impotent in presence of aada 
hysterical derangement; one may imagine how easilJ a 
sympathetic environment may strengthen the whima of 
the patient, and convert them into real fixed ideas. Oftr 
and above this, there is usually found in a family wb.e 
such a morbid character arises an hereditary diapoai-. 
which appears in less degree also in other members of tlw 
family. If, then, a mother or sister gives herself up to 
admiring and fostering the perversities of the sick penoe. 
she not only confirms her in her delusions, b11t probahiJ 
helps the realisation of her hysterical tendencies, i.e., be
comes an accomplice in the eventual delusion. Now • 
madness in the female sex-both real and hysterical mad
ness-for the most part gravitates only in two d~ 
in the sexual or in the religious (or in both simultaneoualy), 
it is evident that nothing must be more suited to afireDI
then and to guide into special channels such pene&W 
tendencies than a religious exaltation, and speciall.J the 
amalgamation artfully nourished by tbe Catholic Church el 
sexual excitement, delight in cruelty, and religious ecRas.J, 
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eauaed b)' the ardent abeorption of the phantasy in the tor
turea of the heavenly bridegroom. Add the priest, who 
aupportl the unfortunate one in her delasion, and probably 
declares the self-inflicted injuries, into which the spiritual 
revelling in martyr-agonies explodes in the state of over
atrain, to be aymbolic signa of divine grace, then the sick 
person readily enough believes she is following a direct 
divine behest b)' frequently evoking these symbolic marks, 
and may very easily, in spite of her objective fraud, have 
the firm subjective conviction of being a selected instrument 
of divine grace when she sees the religious effects which 
abe exerts on the credulous who ftock to her. Everywhere 
where priests are behind the scenes one may assume 
it probable at the outset that this is the true state of the 
case, and the probability of an objective delusion becomes 
certainty if, beside the stigmatisation, other phenomena 
are related which contradict the laws of organic life (e.g., 
t.he year-long abstinence from food in the waking state). 
But it is not these unfortunates who should be relegated 
as impostors to the house of correction, where several of 
them have been incarcerated, but the priests, to whose 
shameless love of domination even the morbid obscura
tion of the human mind serves as a welcome means to 
more surely befool the masses they have cunningly 
atnpefied.-For the rest, these remarks are not to be 
taken as deliverances on the possibility of spontaneous 
cutaneous exudations, but only to protect myself from 
being quoted as sponsor for ultramontane s&cerdotal 
craft. 

P. 182, Jut 1-Many cures are only seemingly sympa
thetic, inasmuch as remedies are applied whose medicinal 
effect is not known, either merely by the parties concerned 
or even by the faculty of medicine of the day. Such co
operating causes are excluded in sympathetic cures by 
mere conjuration. The best accredited and most striking 
effects of conjuration may well comist in the stopping of 
bleedings (contraction of the veins and capillaries by the 
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nervoua agitation of the charmed penoa) _.. a 61 
assuaging of pain caused by burn& 

P. 200, L 35.-Comp. Ernat Hickel's • ADthroprrnht 
oder Entwickelungsgeschichte dea HeDICheD,. • Wtld& 
Engelmann, 1876. 

P. 202.-With regard to the critical objeot.foa thMfa 
this chapter the clues afforded by Darwinism with~ 
to the origin of purposive adaptationa iD orp...._ 
are left unnoticed, the following is to be observed. .JlD. 
wi.nism, even if it were right in all ita aaaert.ioaa. aAit 
at the 1TU)$t an explanation why the fertilieecl ona 
brings with it this or that constitution for ita _... 
genetic course of development; this individual daftllap
ment itself, however, it does not discuss at ~ but ._ 
it as a physiologically given fact, tltat such an mpniw 
unfolds from such a germ. There is in this,however.DCJt.hU. 
but a lack of philosophical wonderment, an inca~ ID 
apprehend the problem. For all phylogenetic denlap
ment is compounded of a series of ontogenetio d8ft1Gp
ments, and therefore the former can never explain 1111 
latter but rather presupposes it, although it ia ~ 
that a definite individual development is conditioned ill 
the mode and manner of its course by the phylogaueliD 
development which has preceded it. But thejinl q_. 
tion always is to comprehend how an individual~ 
ment is at all possible; and this problem is altoge&Jaaa 
independent of the explanation of phylogenetio eYOJa. 
tion, which is indeed only compounded of indi...ut.) 
developments, as the building of bricks or the pbm& of 
cells. Wherefore, also, an independent investigatioa al 
the problem of individual organic development is phiJGI.. 
phically as much authorised as demanded, quite apart~ 
the question whether Darwinism is right. 

Undoubtedly this inquiry must be completed by ..._ 
ing the solution which Darwinism offers of the proW. 
of phylogenetic evolution. This is done in Chap.%. C. .... 
still more thoroughly in my memoir, " Truth and Error fa 
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Darwinitm." The reeult il that all Darwin'• principlea 
of explauation are oDly teuble and available for 
any sort of explanation of natural phenomena on the 
fovitul4lW. of a tacitly preauppoeed but openly rejected 
"organising principle." At bottom this is nothing more 
than the coDJirmation of the a pr;,on and sell-evident 
proposition regnuively gained by criticism, that all phy
logenetic development ia only compounded of a series of 
ontogenetic prooe1188 of evolution, and that the onto
genetic development as such is accordingly not explicable 
from a phylogenetic evolution, but only by an organ
ising principle which guides and secures the purposive 
(isolated and correlative) variation and transmission. 

P. 200, L 21.-Without question it may be very attrac- I 
tive to analyse psychologically, to classify, and to investi
gate in their oauaal relations all the numerous veils ond 
disguises in which the longing after sexual union conceals 
itself according to the character and the circumstances 
(as bas also been frequently attempted, especially by the 
French) ; but even if such a psychology of love succeeded 
in giving an intelligent account of the whole inexhaus
tible variety of the forms which love can assume, yet 
nothing would be thereby gained for the understanding 
of love so long aa the fundamental problem were not 
made perfectly precise and satisfactorily solved. This 
fundamental problem of love must, however, of course, 
turn on that which is not diverse but common, and 
this common element in the apparently heterogeneous 
expressions of the one passion is manifestly nothing else 
bu~ the longing for sexual union. What is problemati-
cal in this point is, however, this : how the corporeal or 
mental, athetic or emotional, plealure which one finds in 
a penon can lead to the altogether heterogeneous wish for 
IUUal union with the same, and can increase this wish 
to a puaion t This, and nothing else, is the fundamental 
problem of love; and whoever does not peroeiw the 
problem, or whoever does not find anything at all wonder-
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ful or problematical therein, will least of all be enabled to 
10l11e it, and all the psychological studies of nch a o• 
concerning love can only be a more or leas clever pratde 
on aide issuea. We can only hope for a solution of the 
problem when the tssence of sexual love has been righdt 
apprehended as the longing veiled by more or fewer acoe. 
sories for sexual union with a particular individual. 

P. 2•2, last L-Comp. here .A. Taubert, "Der Peaai..U.. 
mus und seine Gegner," Berlin, C. Duncker, 1873, Nca. 
4, "Die Liebe." 

P. 2,9,1 2.-The usual division into sensuous and ia
tellectual feelings and impulses is doubtless warranted. if 
thereby the different nature and worth of the sph81811 i8 
sought to be indicated to which the particular feelioga Uld 
impulses are related through the ideas with which tbeJ 
are connected, but it becomes an unauthorised distinotioa 
when it imports more than this qualitative dift'ereDoe of 
tl1e particular spheres of representation, and ia employer~ 
to impeach the homogeneity of the will in itself aad 
its satisfaction or non-satisfaction. (Comp. here GOring. 
''System of Crit. Phil.," part i. chap. vi., "The division of 
the impulses nnd feelings into sensuous and intellectual.• 
p. 107 ff.; ulso chap. iv., "The falsity of the dist.inot.ioll 
between lower and higher will," p. 78-87.) 

P. 2,9, L 15.-The more opposition this proposition b• 
encountered, which is so simple, but appears so aurpriaing 
and almost paradoxical to thinkers unaccustomed to ab
stracting from the simply concomitant representatiou of 
feelings, the more do I rejoice that on this point I oaa 
appeal to no less an authority than Kant. He says in tile 
" Cri t. of Prnct. Reason " (W erke, viii. 1 3 I) : " The ,.,... 
~entations of objects may be ever so hderogtf!MnU; t.beJ 
may be ideas of the understanding, even of the reaaon. Ia 
contrast to ideas of sense; yet the feeling of pktutww bJ' 
whose instrumentality they properly come to be the dete
mining ground of the will (the expected agreeableue.. 
~~atis£action, which incites to the production of the object) 
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ia not only of 1M «&me iitul, inumuoh u it can always 
only be empirically known, bnt alao in that it aft'ects orw 
aftll tlu .,,., vital energy, which ia manifested in the 
Ja,cvlt, oj daiN, and in this respect ct~n differ in nothing 
lnU degru from every other determining ground " (that 
is, from every feeling called forth by another determin
ing reason). "How otherwise should we be able to insti
tute a quantitative compt~ristm between two determining 
grounds altogether dift'erent in their intellectual clothing, 
ao as to give the preference to that one which most affects 
the faculty of desire 1" 

P. 260, note, 1ut L-That desire ia more original than 
the state of feeling whose production is desired is shown 
in numerous cases when violent desire already enters into 
conaciousness in the stage of tormenting unrest, whilst 
ita content or its aim is still completely unconsciou~;. 

Maudsley says in his " Phys. of Mind," p. 3 S S-3 56 : " In 
the child, as in the idiot, we frequently witness a vngue 
restlessness, evincing an undefined want of or desire for 
something of which itself is unconscious, but which, when 
obtained, presently produces quiet and satisfaction: the 
organic life speaks out with an as yet inarticulate utter
ance. Most striking and instructive is that example of 
the evolution of organic life into consciousness which is 
observed at the time of puberty, when new organs come 
into action and exert their physiological influence upon 
the brain; vague and ill-understood desires give rise to 
obscure impulses that have no defined" (rather: con
scious) "aim, and produce a restlessness which, wheu 
misapplied, is often mischievous. The amorous appetiw 
thus first declares ita existence. But to prove how clearly 
antecedent to individual experience it is, and how little it 
is indebted to the consciousness which is a natural sub
sequent development, it is only necessary to reflect that 
even in man the desire sometimes attains to a knowledge 
of its aim, and to a sort of satisfaction, in dreams, before 
it does 10 in real life. • • . These simple reflections might 
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of Lhemselves suffice Lo Leach psychologists, if tbeJ woala 
condescend to them, how far more fundamental thua D7 
conscious mental state is the unconscious mental or .,.... 
ural life." 

The relation of will and feeling and the reasons for the 
assumption that the latter is to be conceived as a ccnae. 
quence of the former, a1ul not CO"fJef'llly, is disoaaeecl ltJ 
Goring, together with a refutation of the contrary opinfoas. 
in his " System of Crit. Phil.," vol i pp. so, 6o-65, ud 
89-95. (Comp. also in the same, chap. v., "The ..,._. 
tion of the emotional faculty.") 

P, 276, L 3.-Jn dreams this creative activity it well 
known to us all. We all possess it, as our dreams p!'Oft; 
but its degree is usually so low that it cannot asaut itaall 
in the walling state against the twofold competiticm of 
the impressions of perception and of the abstract ~ 
tions of thought. Accordingly the study of the creatio. 
of dream-fancies affords a serviceable preparation and a
cellent aid to the comprehension of the creations of anidlc 
fancy, although the difference between a thougbtl
dreaming and a sober creative fancy must not be over
looked. I refer for these things to the memoir of JohaDDM 
Volkelt, "Die Traum-Phantasie" (Stuttgart, I87S), wbiah 
combines in an equal degree critical sobriety and specna
lative penetration, and works up everything hitherto 
achieved in this department (comp. in particular, No. IJ, 
"The Unconscious in Dream-Fancy"). 

P. 280, note.-What Schiller thought of the Uncoa
scious in artistic production in n scicntifo; form appean 
from his letter to Goethe on the 27th 1\!nrch 18o1. He 
there says: •• A few days ago I attacked Schelling for 
an assertion in his ' Transcendental Philosophy ' tba' 
• in Nature a primal Unconscious is to be elevated to 
consciousness; in Art, on the contrary, the proceaiaD 
is from consciousness to the unconscious.' It ia true be 
is dealing here only with the contrast between the pro
ducts of Nature and of Art, and 8() far he is quite rtpL 
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I fear, bowe'Y81', $bat ' Kellieura lea ldealiatea • are eo 
absorbed iD their lDUI u to take all too little notice of 
uperieDce. and 11 uperieuce ahowa the poet likewiae 
begina WA 1M Ufi«JJIIriou, nay, may think himself lucky 
if he only gets 10 far through the cleareat consciousnesa of 
hil operations u to ~ udimmtd in his completed 
labour t'Mfi"' oilctwe ~of bia work. Without such 
an o~ but powerful whole-idea, which is antecedent \ -/ f? 

to enrything technieaT,"'fto ~1/JM'k caA come into being, ) e 
and poetry, met.hinka, just consists in this, in being able 
to utklr aftll imparl that Unconscious, i.e., to tra7111ate it 
into an o~Dit:t. The non-poet may just as well as the poet 
be aft'ected by a poetic idea, but he cannot body it /m.A; 
be cannot ~ it with the force of necessity; just as 
the non-poet 11 well as the bard may produce a product 
consciously and with necessity, but such a work does not 
take ita rise in the Unconscious, and does not end there. 
It remains only a work of reflection. The Unconscious, 
combined with reflection, makes the poetic artist." The 
"obscure whole-idea" is not to be confused with the uncon-
acioua idea, but is already a conscious refle:cion of the 
latter, and not even the first which emerges in conscious-
ness, but is brought about by a vague moody sensation. 
Schiller was well aware of this also, and expresses it in 
his letter to Goethe of the I 8th March 1796: "In me the 
feeling is at first without definite and clear object; this is 
formed only later. A certain musical word comes first, 
and with me the poetical idea only follows this." He 
writes to Korner on the ut December 1788: ·•Ye critics, 
or however ye may be called, be abashed or tremble in 
preeence of the instantaneous transitory fremy which is 
found VI all tTw cr«Jtors, and whose ~Mtger or aborter 
duration distinguishes the thinking artist from the 
dreamer. Hence your lamentations over infertility, be-
cause ye too Mrlg rejecl and too strictly select («:il. from 
among the ideas streaming in plk-fiiJU)." But not merely 
the ¥Mittg, but allo the ocmtifttultUm of arliatic produc-
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tion appears to him conditioned by the Unco'Dieiou. UMl 
at the close of the twentieth of his letters on the athetla 
education of mankind he declares " that the miucl ba 
the resthetic condition certainly acts freely, and free in 
the highest degree from all compulaion., but by no m-. 
free from laws, and that thu ruthdic frudom. v orrly flU. 
tinguWud from logical nucssity in thought, and from moral 
necessity in volition, through the laws according to which the 
mind proceeds not being represented, and because they med 
with no resistance, not appearing as necessitation."' Who
ever in this way draws his poetical ideas from unconsciou 
inspiration, and artistically shapes them according to lawa 
acting unconsciouc:ly in him, is n genius. "When the 
genius has by his products furnislud the rule, science c:aa 
collect these rules, compare them, and try whether they are 
to be brought under one more general, and finally under a 
single principle. But since it proceeds from experience, R 
has only the limited authority of empirical science. It 
cnn merely lead to a. rational imitation of given cases, bu& 
never to a positive extension. .All pr0f!Te88 in art mud 
come from genius, criticism merely leads to fatdtlUIII'MU" 
(Letter to Korner of the 3d February 1794). These un
ambiguous testimonies to the truth of the U nconscioua are 
the more valuable as they spring from the self-obaerv,... 
tion of o. great poet, who did not, like Goethe, for instance_ 
draw without effort from the fountain of the Unconsciou, 
but earnestly strove after clearness and thoughtfulness, aud 
wrestled with the artistic form in earnest critical labour, 
which might not unnaturally have tended to the over-esti
mate of his reflective industry. 

P. 314, l 29.-It is in ethno-psychological respeot.a 
extremely characteristic that the treatment of geometrJ 
among the Greeks aims at a rigorous discursive mode of 
proof, and sedulously ignores the most obvious intuitift 
demonstrations; whereas tba.t of the Hindoos, in spilie of 
an endowment for arithmetic far surpassing the Greeks. 
is yet entirely based on direct intuition, and ia uauall7 
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confined to 811 artiacial OODitractiOD ill support of mtui
tio, to which the ODe word "1111" is appended. The 
Greeb alwa)'l aim at; strictly proYi.Dg the amallest. atep in 
thought, and ofteu employ ingenious traina of discursive 
reasoning in proof of the limplest proposition, iD order not 
to be obliged to have recourse to direct intuition, which 
does not rank with them as proof. Accordingly they have 
constructed an imposing system of geometry, which at 
the same time contains a methodical guide to the solution 
of all problems not admitting of direct treatment. Among 
the Hindooe, on the other hand, every proof of a geometri
cal proposition is a happy flash of intelligence, and the 
various propositions are plAced in juxtaposition without 
any connection ; therefore, in spite of their luxuriant fancy 
and intuitional power, and in spite of their achievements 
in arithmetic and algebra, far out-stripping those of tLe 
Greeks, they never got far in geometry, and have attained 
only a very imperfect insight into its elements. It must, 
however, be styled wonderful that Schopenhauer, who hau 
no knowledge of these historical facts, was led by his 
peculiar kinship with the Indian mind to make demand;j 
in reference to the treatment of geometry which must he 
termed a reawakening of the Indian mode of thought. 
As our ·whole modem mathematics has grown out of a 
synthesis of the Euclidian geometry with the Arabinu 
algebra borrowed from the Hindoos, so at the present 
time the necessity of taking account in geometry of tl1e 
Indian element of intuition is becoming more and more re
cognised on the part of pedagogical science. But although 
much may thereby be rendered simpler, easier, and clearer, 
yet the proposal of Scbopenhauer to base geometry alto
gether upon intuition is essentially impracticable, and dis
cursive proof will always have to go hand in hand with 
this to control intuition. 

P. 315.-As an example of what has been said with re
spect to the Indian mode of treating geometry, we may give 
the Indian proof of the Pythagorean theorem, of which the 

VOL. liJ. X 
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figure of Schopenhauer is only a special cue. This piOOf 
depends on the circumstance that the square of the hypotlle
nuse as well ns the sum of the squarea of the other aidea k 
equal to a third mBoiTilitude, namely, the quadrupled triaugle 
plus the square on the difference of the other two lid.. 
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As in the equilateral triangle the latter is equal to zero, 
the general proof takes the form of that for the equilateral 
triangle (comp. Hnnkel, "Zur Gescbichto der Mathematik 
im Alterthum und Mittelalter," Leipzig, 1874- p. 209). 
Without doubt this oldest of all the numerous proofl 
which have been subsequently attempted is by far the 
best, because it is the most evident, simple, and instruc
tive. But that it rests on immediate intuition will hardl7 
be asserted by any one speaking precisely, since the 
equality of the two magnitudes in question which ia t. 
be proved must always be first concluded from their per
ceived equality with a third, which latter, moreover, is 
differently presented to intttition in the two figures, and 
is only identical i" co1tccption. 

P. 331, l 11.-To be sure, Schopenhauer submitted to 
these realistic concessions only in his later period. In 
the earlier period of his productivity, when he subecribee 
to a more consistent idealism, he most decidedly denies all 
causal influence of things in themselves on our faculty of 
representation (W. as W. and I., 3d ed., i S 16, 581), IDil 
thereby logically arrives at a conception of the subjec&.ift 
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phenomenal world of waking life. wbich ia distinguished 
from that of the dream by no esaential mark, but only 
by the accident.al one, that a continuity of connected 
memory exists between the divisions of the day of the 
waking life, which is entirely wanting between the noc
turnal segments of the dream-life (ibid., i 21, and Volkelt's 
.. Dream-Phantasy," p. 194-203). In fact, if the transcen
dent causality of things in themselves on our presentative 
faculty be denied, all assignable distinction between the 
objects of the dream and those of waking perception ceases; 
for the dift'erence of the two kinds of subjective appear
ance only consists in tbis, that the instinctive necessi
tation to the transcendental reference of the matter of 
flonaciousness to an existence independent on consciousness 
is in the drttJm a deceptive illtUion, in the waking state, 
however, an instinctive truth, which has its real correlate 
in the transcendent causal action on perception of that 
which exists ~r se so far as the quality of the objects of 
perception is conditioned by the nature of that which 
exists per &e, 

P. 332, L 5.-Modern Physical Science acknowledges 
very decidedly a view of the world in which the forms of 
existence and of movement, Space and Time, have trans
cendent validity. I t assumes (just as Kant and Schopen
hauer in his later period} that our sense-perception is 
certainly in general subjectively conditioned, but that in 
tl1e special concrete case its occurrence and constitution is 
determined by the causal action of things, whose exist
ence is supposed to be independent of our perception of 
the same, i.~. of things in themselves in the Kantian 
sense. Physical Science knows that all our sense-quali
ties (Light, Colour, Sound, Heat, Odour, Sweetness, &c.) 
only come to pass through the co-operation of these 
things acting on us and our subjectivity; that thus these 
cannot appertain to the world of things in themselves; 
nevertheless it asserts that the mode and manner of our 
concrete sensation may be dependent on the mode of the 
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arrangement of the conatitnent element. of tbiDp fit 
themselves and the forma of their motion. Thia II:Jpo
thcsia, which in Physical Science doea not pue m .,.. 
thesis, but as certainty, however involves the -..umpeiDa 
that Space and Time are the forms of msteuoe of t1dl 
world of things in themselves transcending OOII8Cloaae& 
Jt'or a definite order or grouping of atoms pren,
the existence-form of Spac~j causal action on the ..... 
organ at a definite point of time of the subjectin lcnr tl 
ideas the form of Ti71U as transcendent real fona fll 
the action of things in themselves; and the fonaa of 
(mechanical and molecular) 111otion, from which an.. ta 
grouping of the atoms at any point of time, and • whlall 
depends the mode of action of the complex of •*-- • 
our sense-organs, can manifestly only be conceim • 
real processes transcending consciousness if the fonu ef 
which they are compounded, i.e., Space and Time. bate 
transcendent validity. Thus the scientific world of till 
self-moving atoms, ou the one hand, is, in fact, a W'OI')d tl 
things in themselves in the Kantian sense, and. Oil die 
other hand, a 'vorld in the forms of Space and Time. Is 
is not a subjective phenomenal world, for atoms haft Dlftr 

manifested themselves to any physicist. It ia U."'".f''lt 
in the Knntian sense, so far as it lies btycnul the ~ 
hility of all experience, and is a world existing ,,. au ft1r 
'it&llf, whose existence and inner movement is 88S1l1b8111D 
be thoroughly independent of any representation of a caa.. 
sciousness. It is titus in t:r:cry respect only to be RJW 
a worM of things in themsdt·cs, and as such it cau iDMecl 
only be justified il the ol.tject of its supposit.ion lie tD 
eorplai1~ the transcendental objectivity of our pheno~ 
objects and tho transcendent conditionality of our pe101p
tion. But, nevertheless, it is a world of 8piiU aU "-. 
and can only be such if anything is to be at all apl±d 
by its assumption. Let the atom be denuded of ita _.. 
rinlity and deprived of extension, thus be spiritualiledDa&o 
the immaterial monad, it yet always retaina ita p1111Ctaal 
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fiiiMJI m nJatiaD to other UcnM, ita ctiatuloe from them, 
ita dheatioa and ~itr ill appmximation and remonl 
from them, thwl parely•pMial and temporal determina
tioDL Should Physical Science try to make the attempt 
to denude the atoms of thete determinations also, all 
poaeibility of an exp1Rnati011 of aubjective phenomena 
would be cui ~. thus the hypothesi• of a real world of 
atoma wonld have till --~ ground IDilldraum ,/rtnl& 
wad.w ill f«Jt. A. apaoeleu and timeleaa world of spiritual 
monada would ab iMtio render any Physical Science impoe
aible, and all acientitlc explaoationa based on the oppoaite 
assumption wonld then not only be nlueleaa, but even 
~ "" priMi.pll. In fact, a world of spiritual monads 
without Space and Time (or vicarious forma of exiatence 
and motion) is also metaph:JiiCBlly impossible, aince the 
Absolute Spirit before ite outward tJCtimt in Space and 
Time ia unfolded neither tJdu.ally nor plurally. Space 
and Time are the forma in which the All-Spirit realm 
itself in manifold exiatence from its essential unity and 
ideality; they are the forms of its self-individualising 
manifeatation, in which its essence is revealed or appears. 

b is accordingly no wonder that the inveatigatol'l of 
NatUJ'8 themaelns, with their confused perception of the 
problems of the theory of cognition, should regard the scien
tific view of the world now in a realistic, now in an idealistic 
sense. If one starts with the view that the transcendent 
real world ie devoid of light, colourless, aou.ndlesa, &e., nay, 
even non-material, and consists 1nerely in a magical play 
of imaginary points, one may well be inclined with Kant 
to seek reality in empirical perception as subjective pheno
menon, and to regard thinga in themselves as a transcen
dent province of intelligible things of thought and properly 
unapproachable. Conversely, if one starts from this, that 
the predicate of reality can only be assigned to a thing 
exiltizla iD and for iteclf, U., independenUy of nary con
eoiouan- repraaent.ing it, there ia no doubt that Me the 
ever-ebifting ~ phenomenal world of coDIOiousness, 
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but the world of the complex of atoms ui8tibg at~ 
sel ''es or the world of the objtd.iw phtnome!Wa Gt • 
world-essence is to be styled real, the more so aa it(iul'• 
the subjective phenomenal world) aubaiste in the forma.al 
space and time, and the phenomenal objects of oon..._. 
ness only receive a real objectivity by being trausedflep,.. 
tally referred to the immediately real things in th~ 
and have a practical and epistemological meaning for..,. 
sciousness simply as representatives of these latter. ftll 
the scientific cosmic theory, when looked at more cloeelr. 
wears indeed the air of a transundental reali&m~ which bit 
as much risen above subjectit·e idtali&m (which in alidcS
ness declares the thing in itself to be a mere Depliw 
limiting notion, an indestructible illusion of our wakiJat • 
of our dreaming consciousness) as naive rtaliilm (wldcll 
converts uncritically the objects of the subjective pheao
menal worltl into absolute things in themselves). .2'1..., 
c0718cqucnce of a transcendental realism results from a c:ril;i.. 
cal development of the philosophical theory of cognitioa. • 
1 have shown in my writings, "Kritische Grundlegungct.l 
transceudentalen Realism us," and "J. H. \T. Kirchmaaa't 
erkenntnisstheoretischer Realismus," so that in t.hia d,e. 
partmeut also the full agreement and union of Philoaophy 
and Physical Science, here too so long at variance, ia DOW 
restored. 

P. 341, L 36.-Compare with this statement and tJ1G 
on p. 309, 1. 13, vol. i., the similar view of Lotze on tile 
a zrriori in his "Logik," book iii. chap. 3, part.icuJadr 
p. 520. 

VOL. II. 

P. 50, L 23.-(Comp. also vol. i. pp. 98 and 133-) Time, 
as we saw, vol i. p. 346, first enters into the piJald
cal processes through the continuance of the moleoular 
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Tibration& WheD, &g., a stimulus is propagated by a 
aenaory nerve to some point in a centre, there felt, trans
lated into will and propagated aa motor impulse by motor 
paths to the muscles, the time of conduction in the sen
sory nerve as in the motor nerve is to be deducted from 
the total duration of the reftex process. There still re
mains the time which is required in the ganglion-cells of 
the centre, first, to extinguish the conveyed stimulus by 
the inhibitory intluencea (period of latent stimulation), 
and, secondly, to allow the exciting forces to increase until 
they have reached a degree sufficient to innervate the 
motor nerves (this degree might be termed the threshold 
of motor innervation). The sum of the two latter times 
conatitutes in physiological language the central period 
of reaction. It is considerably augmented by the circum
stance that a single ganglion-cell does not suffice for 
a reftexion, but several always participate, so that in 
each extinction of the stimulus and discharge of the 
stored-up energies is repeated. The reaction-time be
comes a minimum when the places of insertion of the 
sensory and motor nerve (as in the spinal reflexes) lie very 
close to one another; it is augmented in proportion as 
more ganglion-cells are traversed by the stimulus before 
the same is outwardly discharged as motor impulse. The 
latter retardation attains ita maximum in the cerebral 
hemispheres and their elaboration of the conveyed im
pressions by conscious reflexion. The tluctuating, hesitat
ing, and doubting is of longer duration the more cells are 
drawn into action, ie., the further the reflexion is spun out 
before the resolution to act is taken. But with all that, 
each single action of the Unconscious woven into this pro
cess is timtltJU, i .tJ., in each single cell there is no time to 
be interposed betWUf& sensation and will, although both, 
in conaequence of the repeated molecular undulations, 
poeaeaa a oertain tem.pot'CU tdmt, which may in part be 
coincident (u the duration of every cause coincides with 
that of the eft'eot to the mereat fraction). 
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P. 88, 1 5.-Comp. the precediDg addeadum to p. ~ L. 
P. Bi, L 5.-If we enter more minutel1 iato the ,., 

siological aapect of the question,. in place of t.be .-, 
the ganglionic cell, u indivisible nerv..Iemm$ witla • 
indivisible consciouaneas, is the order of indiYidaall tt 
be particularly taken account of. The guglioD-cell pM
sessea a certain individual force or individual will. w~ 
through its individual character (or, in phyaiologiod .Jo. 
guage, through its inherited or acquired specific eaezalel), 
is led to manifest itself in certain favoured direaDJia 
The satisfaction of this individual will can. as we ...a 
soon see, only be felt as pleasure by reftectin eom,.. 
rison with the pain of non-satisfaction; the rapr rlw 
of the same, or the suppression and enforced iDhi'bilicla 
of its manifestation makes itself, on the contrary, i ..... 
uiately perceptible as a painful feeling (qnaJjt-a...t.r 
coloured by unconscious representations). Now we kDcnr 
from the Appendix that the satisfaction of the indiYidal 
will of a ganglion-cell, or, in physiological ~ 
the actualising of its pr~dispositions in apecifio ....... 
consists chemically in a decomposition, i.e., that the dil
cllarge of force or transformation of tension into .U. ._ 
is effected by a decomposition of complex chemical com
pounds into simpler ones. Chemical combination, wbenb.r 
the tension or store of work is accumulated as a noaaal 
process of nutrition, proceeds in the state of repCH • 
slowly in comparison with the suddenness of the dieobup. 
that at each single moment without doubt the tbrelbold 
of consciousness (at least for the collective conacio.._ 
of the ganglion-cell) is not overstepped. n is otherwile if 
an external stimulus is conveyed to the cell throap &he 
immerging fibres. In this cnse the stimulus is maialy ex• 
tinguished by the inhibitory influences, and only secoDdaril.J 
after an interval. during which the stimulus baa beoo• 
lutent, does the cell answer by an active discharge of f.
The stimulus consists in a current of innervation. U.. ill a 
series of impulses of vital force. That this t.-i. "'" ia u&m-
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guiabecl or ablor'be4 by the iDhibitory WlueDOII of the cell 
physical17 oal7 admit.~ of tbe iDterpretation that it is 
traDaformed iDto teuion. and thia trauformat.ion is com
preuecl into a apace of time sufticiently confined to be 
felt aa contrast to the 11atural d.izectioa of t.be individual 
will. U., u paiD. The qualitatively coloured pain thus 
felt acta now u motive to the maaifeatation of will, and 
~e reaction of will ia, u it were, the attempt to free one
aelf from the pain of the impoaed ooutraint. This second 
phue of the re8ex process in the ganglion-cell does not, in 
the firlt place, enter into couciouaness by itaelf, but only 
10 far u the painful feeli.Dg it paralysed and disappeara 
from coiiiCiou.aneu through the satiafuction of the mani
festation of will or discharge of force. The matter of 
consciouaneu ie thus essentially composed of sensations, 
which arise through ~e extinction of in1lowing stimuli in 
ganglion-oells by means of their inhibitory in1luences. 

On t.be other hand, the mere procest of conduction, so far 
as it is under&tood as mechanical propagation of the rccei ved 
stimulation without absorption and active regeneration of 
living force, cannot lead to the genesis of sensation,1 at least 
not of sensation in nerve-elements, but at the most in the 
atoms constituting them (where the absorption and regene
ration of tri6 tiWa ia to be traced in each single Yibration). 
Accordingly, it might seem as if the nerve-fibre, as such, 
were incapable of sensation, because it only mechanically 
conveys the peripheral or central energies of stimulation. 
But we have alzeady seen in the Appendix that the nerve
fibre also possesaes a store of force of ita own, which it 
sets free as the result of stimulation, and that in its course 
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a part of the at.imulus is absorbed. Onl7 t.he tendeae,. 
decomposition is in the fibre far greater than in the ceU. 
at. the same time the store of active force and the 
tory inJlueuces far less than in the latter. On the 
side, it would be an extravagant idea if we believed 
in the ganglion-cell the whok living force of everr 
Ius is annihilated, and the reactive innervation geDell'd 
afresh exclusively from the existing store of force: 
is this only an extreme case for a cell destined 
for central functions. But at the same time all 
::;lion-cells are also more or less predisposed for 
conduction (e.g., all bodily pains are conducted th:ro~~t!l 
the grey strands of the spinal cord to the brain, whilst 
white strands only conduct the painless sensations of 
tactile aud muscular sense). The oftener a ga:n,g:licNa·eel 
has conveyed a stimulus in a particular direction, 
tuore is it accustomed to this path, and with the less 
lJtmiliture of its own energy does it perform its work. 
a so much larger part of the received energy of DW.Wllual,._ 

it propagates unabsorbed, and a so much smaller part of 
tJuergy of stimulation it absorbs, to replace it from its 
resources. The less, however, the absorood part of 
energy of stimulation becomes, the weaker becomes 
sensation, i.e., the sensation is the more enfeebled in 
passage of the stimulus through a cell, the more the 
is exercised in conducting in this particular direction, 
sinks with n certain degree of exercise below the t.ft'M!I,hnlld 

of consciousness. This exercise is, however, always rellattl4 
only to a particular kind (form of vibration) of 
and must be acquired anew for a newly occurring 
wonted kind of stimuli. Thus then is it also ----''L'-' 
that the absorbed part of the energy of stimulation in 
uerve-fibres remains for the ordinary kinds of stimuli 
normal circumstances below the threshold, whils~ 
nerve-fibre may again bring into use its capacity to 
either if unusual stimuli are conveyed to it, or if it ia r--
under abnormal circumstances (e.g., through. the enbaliiOIIM 
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ment of ita initabili~ in conaequence of separation from 
ita centre). 

The pbyaiological mode of lookiug at the matter, there
fore, altogether confirms the above supposition that it is 
the col.liaion of two willa opposed in their content from 
which consciouaDell springs. The individual will of the 
nerve-element ia disturbed in ita equilibrium by the will 
of the stimulus invading ita repose; the elastic intereep
tion of thia disturbance ia the absorption of the stimulus 
by conversion of ita N ftN into tension, a self-preserving 
process on the part of the cell that is diametrically opposed 
to ita tendency to will-manifestation, i.e., to the discharge 
of its tension into living force. The conflict with the 
individual will, the forcing of the same from its position 
of equilibrium into the direction opposed to its own ten
dency, is felt as pain, and the restitution, or the second. 
e.ct of the sell-preserving process of the nerve-element, is 
the discharge of the reaction, which at first aims only 
at the restoration of the state of equilibrium; but, thu 
opportunity for the manifestation of will once being 
given, goes beyond the state induced by the stimulus. 
namely, discharges an excess of tension accumulated by 
nutrition. 

P. 93, L 18.-Comp. on this section my "Erliiut. zur 
Met. d. Unb.," p. 42-49-

P. 118, Jan L-Cowp. my" Erliiut. zur Met. d. Unb.," p. 
49-51. 

P. US, L 23.-According to recent investigations by 
Kleinenberg (''Hydra," Leipzig, 1872), the differentia
tion of the protoplasm into nerves and muscular fibre 
already begins with the Hydra or the fresh-water polypes. 
but in such wise, that it is the"'"" cell whose peripheral 
rotund form plays the part of a sensitive cutaneous cell. 
whilat ita cenLral fibrous processes serve as the contractile 
element, i.&., aa prototype of the muscle-cell, in that they 
are excited to contract by the external part.. Kleinenber:; 
baa called these cells •• neuro-muscular cells." They exhibili 
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the transition from the more lowly organiama, in Which .U 
parts of the protoplasm of a cell uniformly act u DeiYIII8 

and muacular elements, to the higher onea, wheN the 
functiona are not merely distributed to dUI'ermit pan. ol 
the same cell. but the different functioning eleaumta haw 
become differentiated into separate cell-layers. 

P. 155, Dote, lad L-An attempt to eliminate the OODOipt 
of force from molecular physics has recently been. ...
by Alexander Wiesner (" Das Atom," Leipzig, 1874): -., 
however, in this writer philosophical acumen and m••• 
matical aptitude are alike 1ranting, ud his uplau~ 
regarded even from a purely physical point of "riew. 
appear but little tenable ud plausible, the develo,..._.. 
of molecular physics is hardly likely to be fnrtbered b.r 
this attempt. Although Wiesner is perfectly clear • to 
the necessity of removing the idea of matter from ilia 
atom. yet a certain remnant thereof remaina clingiug to 
his atom, because with the reduction of all force to eD&r17' 
of motion there woulc.l otherwise remain no subject of tbe 
motor function. The attempt to regard the ~ 
atoms as the converging, the ether as the sphere of sJae 
parallel atoms, can harc.lly claim serious considen.tiaa. 
especially as all coercive force is wanting to the wmea 
atoms.-Another and far more important memoir b7 
A. Pfeilsticker bears the title " Das Kinetayateul. odllr 
Elimination der Repulsivkriifte und iiberhaupt dea Klalt
begriffs aus der Molecular- Physik" (Stuttgart, 1873). 
Here, however, the autLor would be misunderstood if ~ 
title were thought to imply that the writer denies the COD
cept of force altogether. The author's intention is ~ 
the perfectly proper one, to tnke the idea of force out of 
the sphere of mnt.hematical physics ns such. ailll()l7 
to hand it over to metaphysics, and in the mecbauice of 
the atom, in place of force, to be satisfied with ita JDCII6 
direct expression, acceleration. The work performed b7 
a force is most directly measured by the magnitude of llae 
acceleration called forth by it in other atoms; ml'ch•nfor. 
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theref'ore, neec1a ._ ,..,..,., for the ~- of the 
force u ..,U of the idea of foroe iteelf. In this, u 
we bow, there it notbiug new, ud PfeDstjcker merely 
makes aae of a oeztaill mocllilcation in the meaning of 
certain expressiODI ud formuhe in order to make more 
complete the a_,IYJ'eelllent between the metaphysical idea of 
force ud ita mathematical I\U'fOgate. It does not, how
ever, occur to him to deny that the " property" of an 
atom " to cause changes of movement according to certaiu 
laws.. in other atoms (p. 14) must be philosophically 
retained as metaphyaieal caaae of these uniform chances 
of motion, U., u Joret behind acceleration. 

P. 118, L 15.-lt used to 'be aaaumed that the ether 
alone filled up the apace between the celestial bodies. 
This view is, at the present time, more and more recedin;; 
before the other, that the permanent gases in a stnte 
of extreme attenuation occupy this intermediate space. 
That the intervals between the planets are filled with 
permanent gases may at the present time be assumed as 
tolerably certain, but that also between the several suns 
of our world-lens the corporeal molecules of the gnses nre 
not wanting can now likewise be regarded ns probable. 
Accordingly, if the ether has lost its importance as a hypo
thetical medium for the filling up of cosmic space, it bas in 
compensation continually gained in recent times in signifi
cance as an hypothesis for the explanation of the constitu
tion of matter. Edlund's remarkable "Theory of Electricity," 
for which I venture to prophesy an important future, rests on 
the assumption that the non-electric state of a body is the 
condition of static equilibrium between the ether-ntoms 
contained in it and the whole ot the ether outside it, whil~t 
positive or nr~\tive disturbnuces of this state of equili
brinm represeut. the two species of electricity (cp. "Natur
forscher,• 1872, Noa. 21 and 23; 1873, Nos. 24, 39, 41). 
The propagation of the light-vibrations, who!!e transversal 
direction mua& pass for strictly proved, is with this 
state of thinga only mathematically intelligible if the 
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atoms which are ita aubstrate.a •eatially fa11cnr .... 
lawa than the body-atoms subject to tbe Jaww al pawi111r 
tion. Experiments on interference seem to abcnr &Ia&* 6e 
ether aa medium of the ligbt-vibrat.iona is to be JegMde4 
aa at. rest in relation to the motion of the earth. ao dill& ra 
our apprehension it seems to stream through the ])018 fill. 
our atmosphere with a velocity which is approximat.el7 
equal, but opposed to, that of the earth in the maMeM 
space. Recently :Maxwell has set up au • eledlo
magnelic theory of light," which proceeds from the 
fundamental thought that the medium of electricit,y 8IICl 
that uf light is one and the same medium, namely,. lhe 
t:ther (Naturf., vi. p. 159). He has in a theoretiaal 
way, as a consequence of his hypothesis, developed t.11e 
condition that the square root of the di-electric coastaat 
must. be equal to the refractive power of light; and &be 
empirical connrmation of this law, both for Tlrioaa 
substances (Naturf., vi. p. 247), and also for dift'ereD' 
:u:es of a cryst31, by the experiments of Boltzmann is well 
calculated to give a strong support to the theory of 
l!a.xwcll. Dut even apa.rL from electricity and ligh~ the 
hypothesis of the ether is indispensable for the conati
tution of the solid, rigid bodies, which can never be 
explo.incd by merely atlrocting, but always only by the 
mutual action o! attracting and repelling forces. This 
hu.s hit.herto been recognieed by all mathematical phy
sicists; the first interesting attempt to constitute ao1id 
hoclies merely from attractive forces, and to eliminate 
the repulsive or ethcr- o.toms from this part of mathe
Jilaticnl physics, is tho.t by PfeilsLicker iu his memoir 
"Dns JGuetsystcm" (Stuttgart, 1873). Unfortunately, 
however, the suppositions there made (infinity of mat.. 
tcr) are of so doubtful a kind, and the indications afforded 
110 scanty and provisional (the memoir is only to be the 
precursor of a detailed "Kinetology "), that no opinioa 
on the alleged solubility of the problem can be formed. 
On tlte whole, tberefvre, so far the hypothesis of the 
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repalaive ether-.toma will have to pau for just as well
founded as that of the atttaotive corporeal atoms.. 

P. 168, L 14.-If one recognises the mutual penetrabi
lity of the atoms (cp. p. 170), it undoubtedly follows from 
the consideration of freely mobile corporeal atoms, that 
they must vibrate through one another without hindrance 
(because the velocity with which they travel will be infin
itely great as the attraction at an infinitely little distance), 
and after the backward awing must return to their point 
of departure to begin their play over again (Pfeilsticker's 
"Kinetaystem," sects. ii. and vi.) A gradual diminution 
of the amplitude of body-atoms vibrating through one 
another and final reduction to zero would only be possible 
with a sort of frictional resistance, which is excluded in 
the case of freely movable atoms. But the case appears 
to be different when the empirical fact of relatively rigid 
combinations of atomic groups is taken note of, how
ever it be explained; for in it there is then given 
such an arrest of the free movement of the atoms as 
must finally induce their coming together. If, then, a, 
t•feilsticker maintains, the rigid corporeal atoms were 
explicable without t·epulsive forces, the gradual union of 
corporeal atoms into a point must also he conceivable, 
and therefore his assertion seems unjustified that several 
atoms can only be united in a point if they are originally 
created in this form. On the other hand, the other re
mo.rk (p. 29) is excellent, that homogeneous atoms (no 
matter what their nature), if they are once united in a 
point, can no longer be separated by internal or external 
influence, even if they possess no attraction for one another; 
for every action would always affect both atoms etp/4lly, 
thus never be able to produce a different effect in both. 

P. 170, L 10.-My assertion of the perfect penetrability 
of the corporeal atoms has certainly appeared to many a 
physicist accustomed to the dogma of impenetrability a 
philosophical paradox, and it affords me therefore par
ticular satisfaction to be able to point to an authority 
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like Dr. Albert Pfeilsticker, all whole Cldcala'l4• .... 
"Kinetsystem" depend on the absolute ~fl.. 
the atoms as on a self-evident suppoeitiozr. 'Wile )k 
Alexander Wiesner in his memoir "Du Atom • (IAfpll& 
Thomas, 1874) controverts "Pfeilstieker'a ~ 
theory;" he does this simply on the ground of a J'lllll•nl 
or the old prejudice of matter that clinp to Ida 
despite all his protestations, without which NIDMat 
nothiDg "movable" would remain for him, since. M .-... 
remarked, he desires thoroughly to eliminate the IIDiila 
of force. 

P. 171, L 10.-An instructive instance of tile 4zlf.J ef 
sense-prejudices is afforded by Albert Lange, who. Ia ldl 
•· History of Materialism," gives, in a special sectiou, •Jn 
and Mntter" (Thomas's trans., vot ii. p. 3S 1-397, X.,. 
and :For. Phil. Library), an instructive sketch of t.he Jda. 
tuli.cal development of the physical and chemical atomk 
theory, and of the present views of natural phiJaeo. 
phers on the relation of force and matter. He there, 10 
far ns criticism is concerned, agrees substantially with '1111 
foregoiDg disquisition; remains, however, almost &TOwediT 
wavering between Scylla and Charybdis, becauae he
the impossibility of retaining the concept Matter, and 7'* 
does not vcuture to take the only consistent step which no
cessfully solves the problem. He blames Buchner becaue, 
from his lay point of view, he "cannot sufficiently free 
himseU from the sensuous idea of compound, apparently 
compact, bodies, such as our touch and eye present the:a 
to us. The professed pl1ysicist, at least the mathematic»! 
physicist, cannot make the least step in his science with· 
out freeing himself from such ideas" (p. 370). The reaull 
of his historical exposition comes to this: " That the 
progress of the science has led us more and more to pat 
force in the place of matter, and that the increasing u:
actness of research more and more resolves matter iDto 
force. The two ideas, therefore, do not stand ao eimplr 
as abstractions besiJe each other; but the one il br 
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abstraction and inquiry raaolved into the other, yet ao that 
there ia always eomething left" (p. 379). Nothing could 
be objected to the last clause if it only meant that in the 
prwiov1 phases of molecular physics such an unresolved 
remainder of matter w lluta left; but it does not follow 
from that that the proceaa of resolution in question must 
stop at a definite limit, and mUll for all time necessarily 
still retain a matter undefinable and valueless for explana
tion behind the forces alone of account for scientific pur
poses. On the contrary, the previous course of science un
doubtedly demands the making a clean sweep of the last 
remnant of the sensuous prejudice blamed in the case of 
Buchner. If matter, as such, is resolved into forces, the sub
stance supporting the force-effects demanded by the nature 
of our thinlriDg can no longer be matter as such, which is 
constituted of these force-effects (p. 293, above); but still 
less can it be the abstract ghost of a matter remaining 
after the deduction of all forces, the only definition of 
which is limited to its being a substantial support of the 
dynamic effects. But if nothing remains of the union of 
force and matter but the union of force with the category 
required by thought of substantiality, the problem, in
soluble according to Lange, is very easily solved by tl1o 
simple recognition that it is force and only force to which 
the predicate of substantiality belongs. Herewith the" in
dispensable" support of the force-effects at once ceases to 
be "incomprehensible" (p. 395), and the "limit of natural 
knowledge" erected by sense-prejudice falls awayns a mock
ing subjective phantom. If matter as such can not be hypo
statised because it is proved to be result of force-effects, if 
the idea of stuff has been itself volatilised into the mere 
category of substance, it is, in fact, undiscoverable why it 
,. never at all occurs" (p. 395) to Lange to connect the 
indispensable category of substantiality with the only 
gwlity which turns out, on the analysis of matter, to be its 
real core, namely, force, i.e., to recognise this itself with 
Leibniz as the true and only substance. The only assign-

VOL. Jn. Y 
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able reason for this is. that Lange imtginel that he eaala 
his philosophising retain, even in the last aud hlah• ....... 
ciples, sensuous intuitiveness, and with the 11111_.. tl 
theae must lose the scientific ground under hia fe& Dill 
is, of course, a prejudice of the crudest sennaliatiio _,... 
cism, which b~ no idea that all acience jut ~ wM 
the elevation of sense-intuition into conceptioL ~ 
it is but matter of course that hia reaiatanee ~ t1le -. 
render of intuitiveness occurs .. , this poin' ID1IIIIh -. 
late; for the category of eu bstantiality. into wldc:'ll ... 
concept of stuff is for him volatilised, ia yet u ~ M 
possible; and of force, he himself confesses (p. 311) 6111 
it "cannot be at all adequately repreaented In toa.'tl 
sense: we help ourselves by pictures. such u tile U.. fj 
the figures in the doctrines of matbematioe, wit.llala .. 
confounding these pictures with the notion of fGl'OL• Bli 
Lange consistently held fast to thia simple tntb. tbe flit 
appearance of incomprehensibility arising from ~ Jilt
verse struggling for sensible intuitivenese in the ..... 
principles would have disappeared of itself. 

P. 200, L S7.-Hii.ckel still maintains in hia •• ........ 
pogenie" (p. 246) the morphological equivalnce at t111. 
segments in the articulata and nrtebr&ta. nbUI • 
the point that in the embryo of the vertebrate tbll .. 
of the vertebrm are ordinarily developed from t.be nate fn 
vertebroo that are first to make their appearanae, • * 
divisions of the annelids arise by Urt~Hfltll ,_ • .,.~ 
13ut "Si duo faciunt idem, non est idem:• i&, tM..,. 
phological meaning of an ontogenetic metam_. II. 
certainly to be perceived from the pbylogeuetio clnll. 
opmental history of the same. Here, however, oa till. 
ing tbe annelids to their origin, we find a .._ ;I 
similar individual organisms, whilst the anoeaton ttl 8tl 
vertebrates nowhere exhibit such a chain, bU U,.. 
only a single organism (e.g., Amphioxus), wboee Gal'4-
ossified at a certain stage of development in ordar 61 
attain a firmer skeleton, but at the same time ia .._.. 
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Jl&lly .mc.Jatea .... .a of ....te'ning ptatar mo
bility. 

P. 211, J. lt.-Bicbl ..-. tha& Uae homogn.eit)' or 
the ID8II in the nou-nucleated protolo& is proved by the 
microscopic obaervatiDR of 'he pigment-corpUBClee, which 
have been oft'ered \he Jloaer H to deYOUr," that move ua
impeded and UDiformly in all directions in the body of 
the protosoou. Of oourae. acoordiag to this, the truth of 
the followiDg propoaitiou mast be admitted: "Every 
part 111a1 receive uad cUge5 food ; nery part is initable 
aud aelllitive; fl'lerJ part may be moved indepeadently i 
and flYfJr1 part ia, lut1y, also capable of propagation and 
regeneration • (" An*hropogeuie." p. 381). Only we must 
unde~Mand by "part" a piece of an empiricalaize,md by 
no maa.na a chemical molecule of the albumen in question i 
onl7 on thia suppoeiLion can we apeak of a homogeneity 
of the l!onerea in contrast to the nucleated Ame2be, but 
by RO meau in the chemical signification of the word. 
For tbat even the loweat animals are not " atructlll'e
leaa," 11 a solution of albumen, is manifestly shown by 
the distribution of the granules through the whole pro
toplasmic mua. The functions of nutrition, movement, 
md eensation are a1ao performed in the nucleated cells; 
n~ by the Dllcleos, but by the nucleated protoplasm, 
and only the function of propagation. i.&, the initiative 
to cell-div.ilioa, is in the case of the latter centraliaed 
at the nucleua, wbilat in t.be Monerea this also ia still de
centralieed. Wba.li part in all these functions is played 
by the granulel, on that point I will make no conjec
turea; at all eventa, t.bey suffice to enable ua to apeak 
of a ~ atructlll'8 V. addVW. to the t:lum.Wl 
structure of t.be protoplasm, and distinguish the livit~~ 
lum:s- ol prot.oplaam specifically from all albuminoua 
droplata externally resembling them. U the e/umWl 
atructure of the prot.eid aubstancea were alone auffi.cienc 
to caUH the vital phanomena of the protoplasm, it would 
at 1ll8tt be 'fefJIUrpriliDg that all attempta to produce 
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Monerea from finely distributed albuminou clmp1llia 11M11 
hitherto remained without result. 

P. 2U, l lL-J. H. v. Kirchmann aaaerta Jn Ilia ... 
moir " On the Principle of Realism," p. 43: • Ia tadlt, 
then, the ideation of the Unconscious baa all the ct.-. 
minations which make knowledge in man a COII8Ciaa 
knowledge," and seeks to prove this asaertion in the 
following manner : "Now we find in COMCiou& bowledp 
(1.) that it has a content wholly in the form of~ 
(2.) that it knows at the same time this fOl'Dl it;eeU. 
or that knowledge knows, buidcs its content. at the -
time iUtlj as knowledge (is conscious of ilMU): (3.) 
that knowledge can embrace the many dilper.d ideM • 
ceived one after another and relate them to one "DD&&Ier 
in the most varied manner, in virtue of the fol1118 of zela.. 
tion inherent in it; and (4) that knowledge, i" ..,_ f/ 
the plurality of its content and of its ideas being ...,...,. 
in time, still kMws itself a8 One. Now of these clet.r
minations affecting the form of knowledge, the UnOOR
scious thiuking of the All-One possesses, according to \118 
explanations of the author, unquestionably those under 
1, 3, and likewise 4; for the rationality attributed to it
which is essentially expounded as relation of the aiDgle 
ideas in the form of means to others as ends, beJoDaa 
indeed to the determination under 3, and the all-unity tl 
the Unconscious leads also to the determination under 4-
l3ut even the determination under 2 cannot be denied &o 
the thinking of the Unconscious, because only thezeby il 
the pickin!J out of the suitable means from tht tohol.,.... 
of ideas possible in the special cases of the auxiliary inter
vention of the u uconscious,and because the contrast of von. 
tion and Ideation must be likewise contained in it as~ 
since the goal, the suppression of the Will by con.aoi.ou 
thinking, can only thereby be represented by it at all11 

On this the following is to be remarked. N08. 3 and .f 
concern the unio1£ of the scattered given empirical thought. 
material in consciousness, or the connecting relatiou of the 
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cooteDt of thought, which ia .a up both in apace and 
time through the narrown818 and diacDl'liveneu of per
ception. Uncooaciona thinking, however, does not need 
subsequently to collect the inner manifold of ita con
tent into a unity, becanae it is originally an indivisible 
totality, not an aggregate of scattered fragments. It 
need not at all become conacious of ita own unity, 
becanae its internal plurality is not giwn. to it, like con
scious perception, but po&iUd by it itself, and indeed 
is posited in an indissoluble unity. As little as the 
form of unity has to be subsequently applied to the 
matter of the unconscious Idea, so little have the rela
tiooa in which the many moments and parts of this 
matter stand to one another and the whole. So far 
as these relations may be contained in intellectual in
tuition in general, so far do they lurk implicitly in the 
matter of unconscious perception, without the latter need
ing to become conscious of their presence in abstract 
explication; so far, however, as the relations of our con
scious thinking depend on its discursiveness, so far 
can they in general find no entrance into unconscious 
ideation. The assertion of Kirchmann that his points 
Nos. 3 and 4 find application to unconscious thinking in 
my sense is then certainly erroneous. But aa concerns 
the point No. I, the expression mnde use of in the same, 
•• form of knowledge," is altogether ambiguous. If it 
merely implies as much as "form of ideality " (in opposi
tion to the form of reality or of existence), nothing more 
is posited by it than the community emphasised by me 
(and cited by K.irchmann shortly bef01-e) of an ideal 
content without any reality of its own for the uncon
scious and conscious presentation. If, however, " form of 
knowledge" means the same as" form of consciousneaa,'" 
then it is precisely the poi~ iA dilpw.le, whether this 
determination belongs to unconscious perception, 110 ihat 
Kirchmann cannot render as a r.ucm for its aflirmation 
what ia only the affirmation itselL 
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It ia, according to this, clear that, of the fou poiata .._, 
ticmed by Kirehmann, ortly tlu IICOfttl to1acbee the aoa ftf. 
the pending question, although he leaftl 101D8tbi'W .. W. 
desired in clearness of expreeaiou. n ia clecbnd. to .. 
a characteristic form of conscious knowledge t.hlll; ..,. 
scioumess not merely knows ita own content. but lllatia 
knows it also aa content in contrast to ita farm, i.&. tW 
it baa it for object, wherewith at the same time dae kllaP 
ledge of itself ia connected aa subject. In tntb. dae 
lmm.uUd!J8 of the form of consciousness u nell. ..a fll 
the oppoeition of the matter to the same, is oDly a -
of a higher development of conscious intell~ W & 
remaint, therefore, still correct that the actual aiM• 
of this contrast of form and matter of conacioua- ... 
t.he objectivity of the matter resulting from it ia -..... 
teristic for conscious thinking. This is, howevft, oolt tM 
cue because for unconscious thinking tbia eepuatita 
and this opposition of form and matter of Jmowladfre. of 
subject and object of the thinking act, does not exfat;,-. 
cause here subject and object are in direct ideatl"7, er 
rather still remain in indifference, have not yet stepped td 
of their original non-separation. This contrast fim &Iiiii 
from the real conflict of opposing and mutually iDbilll&
ing individual wills. In the All-One, that has aolb'-a 
outside itself, there is nought conceivablo th~ coaW 
disturb the identity of the subject-object in ~he u.._. 
scious Idea and lead to the separation of refiect.illg boY
ledge from thing known.-Kirchmann gives two '"EIIDM 
why unconscious knowledge must at the same W... bt 
know ledge of itself as knowledge, i.c.,consciousnesa (or, JllCII8 
precisely, self-consciousness), whose probative force, how
ever, bas not become very clear to me, even taken ill tlae 
senae of its author. He asserts, namely, that, i.D the fiM 
place, the eelection of the most suitable means froa t.bt 
whole multitude of ideas, and, secondly, the preaentatiaa t1. 
volition aa contrast of the logical, is no~ possible withoal 
knowledge of knowledge. But now the suitable m._._ 
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not delibeately.-~ 11om a whole IDIII of actual iza.. 
appropria~ Npnllllutiool. w\ of all poeDle ~epreaenta
tiona only thole beaome e8lailllt which ate logically de. 
manded (demanded, .. , .. u meeDI to elld). It i.e not obvioua 
wba• inftuence the logical or teleological determination of 
the quality of the awakening Idea ooald have on the destruc
tion of the inditl'erence of n.bject and object or of form 
and matter in the Unconacioue Idea. (Other objections 
to the uucoucioaaneu of the Absolute Idea derived from 
the poeiting of parpoee ba1'e been already diacueaed, vol 
ii p. 255 1:) As little evident is it how ftom the circum
ltlllce that the willing must for the Idea be a knoum one, 
the other UHI'tiou is to be derived that the coming to 
knowledge of the Will through the Idea must be ~. 
or ht with this knowledge there must be reflection on 
the knowledge u such. Not, as Kirehmann thinks, as re
presented goal, but u starting-point, must volition in some 
way or other become conscious, in order that a process 
may at all come to pass (see further vol ii. p. 256-258, 
and TOl. iii p. 163-169). However, this consciousness is 
one entirely undetermined in content. that only gives an 
impulse to the unfolding of the Idea, but does not enter 
into itt content.-Thus, on closer investigation, disappears 
every aemblanee of probative force for the proof attempted 
by Kirchmann of his assertion that the ideation of the U n
oonaeioua has all, or even only any one, of the determina
tions whioh make knowledge in man ~knowledge. 

P. 271, 1 12.-Comp. here my memoir "Die Selbat
lel'letmng dee Chriatellthums und die Religion der Zu
kunft," :z Au8,. Berlin, C. Duncker, 1874. particularly 
ehap. vii. : " Die hiatorischeo Bauateine zur Religion der 
Zutunft.• 

P. 271, 1 3L-On the appearance of the sixth edition 
of this work it was still unknown to me that the hope 
here upreued had already begun to reoein itl reali
aatioD iD a " Chriatliohe Dogmatik •• 'hat had appeared 
aimultaneoul7 with my &rat edition (Zwich. Orell & 
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:Fiisali. z869). 'l'be aatllar (A.. :It ...,_. ••• , J.I!J.I•all1dr.•. 
in ZWieb) of thia book. which I repJd .ai !~ • .. 
most importautlaeological. ba1 al8D u-oldie_...._ 
tmguiabed speculatiYe achieTelllellll of tJie Jad 0 tJua;, 
may W'ell claim a like position in the Pro&et•a' tlr•rl 11 
of the 1ut third of this century to that of Sehl - t *r 
in the first third, and at&nd.s in a similar relaU.. to .1f91 
as Schleiama.cher to l,lato aod SpiDoza. Ill piece~ ... 
nebulo&ity of Sehleiennacber, he ofr~ bowenrr. a cm
trated W'ealth of acute apecubtiTe though'-ud •nd. ..... 
aboulders of the bistorioo-c:itical echool. wboee naal1a .. 
does DOt hush up !ike the compromising theology. W ... 
cep:.a io all their c!ea.r fulnes!, and turns to good ~a& • 
negatiTe transition to his own positiTe speca1atioa. wWala 
is to unfold the proper thought-conten~ of the rep 11L 

able elements in the historical dogmas now breekina ap 
tltron~h their immanent contradictions. If the IUetoritwl 
continuity of ChristiaiDty were in any wise to be .-, i$ 
would without doubt be in this way; to my mi.Ju1. a.ow. 
ever, the harmony of the thought historicai1.7 -... 
mitted with that finally sifted out by spec:nlaticm. ia • 
far-fetched, that in the end only the name ia saved. COit

cealing Eomething altogether new. But what is ~ 
here is the fact that speculative reforming tendeuciee ._ 
sllowing themselves in the circles of Protestant theo1osJ" 
itaeU, which sooner or later must gather round their 
flag oll who seek to retain a lir:iTI!J Christ.iauity, &baa 
are averse to a rigid orthodoxy, and yet find themaelte~ 
just as much repelled by the rationalistic, illuminated,UMI 
pale sentimental irreligiosity of liberal Protestantism • 
l1y the obscurity and hushing-up system of the theoloaJ 
CIC compromise. The speculative content of this DeW 

rcfCirmed theology as a purified Hegelianism is 'YV1 
closely allied to the principles advocated by me, althousQ. 
in some points it. departs from it in substance. ill 
others only in terminology (cp. especially the aect.ioaa 
"Das Wesen Gottes," § 617-631; "D~ Dasein Got.t•: 
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§ 63H40; aDd "Der Begriff' des abaoluten Geiates," 
§696-7J7). 

BiedermiUlll too leeb for ibe higher synthetic unity of 
a view of the world, which conceives the Absolute only 
as the f1ital ftJ'I'tJt poured out in the All and of one, 
which apprehends it as spiritual pmtnl4litg, and sees in 
both pnly partially true modes of thinking, which must 
be sublated in the higher conception of the imperiO'IIQl 
ab&ol.U Spiril (p. 645). That he terms the former view 
the panlluWic, appears to be an unessential difference of 
expresaioo; it seems to me that the etymology of the 
word "patatlwilt"" would not at all admit of the setting 
aside uf the immaterial spiritualistic moment, and that a 
view which comprehends the Absolute only as unspiritual 
natural force can only receive the name of Naturalism 
or Naturalistic Monism, but ooL that of Pantheism. On 
the other hand, the latter term is properly covered by the 
principle of an impersonal Absolute Spirit, for which 
Biedermann has not missed the adequate expression. His 
attempted synthesis of Theism and Pantheism is therefore 
substantially quite the same as that which is aimed at in 
my synthesis of Naturalistic Monism and Theism, namely, 
Spiritualistic Monism or Pantheism. 

Biedermann openly acknowledges that the understand
ing must necessarily be led to conceive the indivisible 
absolute ground of the inner purposiveness of the world as 
impcrMnUIZ and immanent, and that every attempt to refer 
the immanent conformity to law and purpose to the wise 
will of a personal Creator not only denudes it of its absolute
ness, but also brings the immanent purpose of the world 
into an insoluble antinomy with the personal aims of ita 
Creator(§ 628). He declares that God ia not merely imma
nent in the world in his action, and transcendent to it 
in hie being, but that he is immanent to it as very 
ground of ita existence, and that this groundedneaa of the 
world ia Au '6ftng it.lj, tha& does not lie as an otherness 
:behind it (p. 6.29) i that a transcendence of God in respect 
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of the world can only be aaert.ed • far • lie & ... 
affected by the forms of particular uisteaoe of tile Willi 
(Spaceness and Tilnenees), i.e., u he it iDclnll et&) •le• 
and ahraya immanent to finite exilteaoe • illl ... u s4 .. 
yet himself is in no place and io DO tilDe (tiill.) Nrl • 
have I found lobe arguments agaiJm &he peta•-u. eft .. 
Absolute Spirit marshalled wic.h such da~ .._. 
aees, and aeuloeness as by Biedermana. He ..._ tW 
all the proofs of the existence of God e&n cmly a-d tD .. 
conception or an impersonal Abeolute Spin& • &~...t 411 
the nat ural and moral order, but that t.he milul oaly ~ 
by an illegitimate lenp at the supposition of a ,........, 
of the Absolute Spirit (§ 632~0). He fllllher _... 
tains that every one or the attributea of God .......- • 
the part of theology, thought out in all ita COIIIIeJ1!IM"' 
leads to an antinomy between the absoluteDell ...... 
personality of God, which can always only be npzded• a 
specialised expression of the general contradiction ......., 
between these conceptions(§ 617-631). Lut11, he dM 
with this contradiction in its general form, and ahow ... 
untenability of all the attempts made from t.he mo&.UW.. 
sides to obscure or to overcome i~ (§ 716). To thele • 
monstrations of Biedermann, which excellently ....,... 
ment my own, I refer all readers who might not t.l llllil
fied and convinced by my expositions, which ooaW -' 
possibly penetrate far into the theological domain wbWII 
the limits of the present book. 

When we consider that Biedermann's work wu aam,... 
before the appearance of the first edition of t.be•Pbil ... J 
of the Unconscious," we should not be surprised ~ ... 
author still holds to the Hegelian categories of the Beiag-4a
aelf and Being-for-self of theAbsolute Spirit; that he.,.... 
of a reflection of the natural processes and of t.he lata Ill 
individual spirits in the pure Being-in-self of the ..U.. 
lute Spirit (p. 638), and accordingly of a self-coDJOi
of th~ latter (p. 561). It is, however, easily cU.oendbll 
that, with Biedermann's metaphysical point of view, .._ 
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ia no loapr uy ~at aU lor the UIUP.ptioa retaiDed 
by him hm the ttacliaoual Theilm that ,.,.,um., ejected 
into J1atm.1 actuality froa till abeolw Idea by the &b. 
IOlute Will Dotwitbat&DdiDg that i' does not oe&ae to be 
comprehended in the creative Idea of the Ab.olute Spirit. 
ia apiD npertluouly njl«Ud in the Abeolute, and thu 
beoomea ~in the 1&1118. That in 08rltK• acta such 
a retlectioa takes plaoe ia tnae, bat they are in compariaon 
with the total action of the Abaolllte only ptJrlW reftec
tiou, ud Cl8D therefore also oaly produce pamal apper
ceptioDS, i.e., bite indindaal conaciousnesaea, but not lead 
lo &D indiTiaible collective conaciousneas of the Absolute 
Spirit, to a d.irine aell-ooDSciouaneu.. Jf there really were 
auoh an abeolnte ~elf·COiliCioaaneaa, this would be the abeo
lute Ego, it., the absolute Peraon&lity,at least in intellectual 
reference, and Biedermann's atgUment against the penon
ality of the Absolute would in this respect be adduced 
in vain. But since that assertion is only a theistic re
miniscence, no longer fitting in with Biedermann's meta
physical Pantheism, it ia to be hoped that the consistent 
following out of his perception of the untenability of the 
Personality of the .Abeolute Spirit will lead him likewise 
to abandon the eelf-eonsciousneas and the consciousness, 
and therewith to come over in principle to our point 
of view. How near he stands to the latter, despite his 
npparently opposite mode of expression, even in his 
"Chriatlicbe Dogmatik," is beat proved by§ 627, dealing 
with the divine omniscience. We there read: "In order 
to comprehend the know ledge of God as absolute, aa oam
~ the doctrine of the Church commands us to think 
away all the discursive elements of finite human know
ledge <§409). But the more this ia actually done, tlu mort 
dUAppeaf'l aZ.o aU aMlogy WA a periOfldl lt:wotoi"9, and 
shere Olllf remains tJu ifAJI""''U'liJ'irituality of a,. ........ 
,.,.., grtJWUl of 1M wrltl, in which 8\'ef1thing &bat Iowa 
from u il of neoeseity (f) again rdeoted in it (f)." A. part 
from thil "being zeflected," by which the thoagh' is dis-
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figured, it ia clear enough that • the pare .PiriliUIIIIII,./1'11 
the essentially single ground of the whoJe 
ce88" (p. 566), which ia to admit of DO aua.Jacy "'ri&&a;a-a 
80fl4l knowing, is intended to afllrm precisel,T the -
as my unconscious intuition of the absoluie Idea. • 
cept that it ia here not yet clearly elevated into .._. 
title consciousness, that the form of human bow~ 
which must be abstracted from absolute bow~ jj 
nothing more than the form of consciousneu. 

Before we quit Biedermann, another incoii88CJ.
must be pointed out, which likewise must be repnlal 
as a concession to the traditional Tbeiam. uamel7, M 
asserts that, although personality must be excluded fJaa 
the notion. of the Absolute Spirit, it is yet the oDly ,_. 
sible image through which the essential being of Go4-
be brought home to us, although inadequately, azul &11M 
the religious feeling cannot dispense with the ~ 
tive realisation of God (p. 645-646). Granted that Uae-
suitable image of a spiritual personality is always a.._ 
tively truer representation than that of an unapiritall 
natural force, granted also that human thinking can DeVIl' 

entirely extricate itself from the soil of sensuous puaep. 
tion, it yet by no means follows from these prem.iaee tiha 
tlte "absolute personality" is and always must rem.aia 
the only possible kind of the representation of God. l'ar 
there is no dualism of concept and percept in hum.a 
thinking, but thinking is itulj "as pure tkinkifi(J onl;r a 
scientific elaboration of our pcrceptioM" (p. 646). If 
accordingly, this process of elaboration bas once reaohed. 
such a point that the determination of personality ils to._ 
unconditionally eliminated from the idea of the Absolate 
Spirit, all relapse into a surmounted stage of this elabooo 
rative process of the ideas is to be unconditionally tJt10i4M. 
-notwithstanding the circumstance that even 10 there ia 
still a residuum of perceptional elements in the concept of 
the Absolute Spirit,-and consequently without impairiua 
religious feeling. 

P. 286, L 3.-Yeast still proved after cooling from -113• 
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C. a vital stimulator of fermentation ("' Naturforacher," 
1874- No. 37, P. 351). 

P. U7, L 0.-.Aa these scientific facta are among thoae 
~ted in my book which have encountered the most 
opposition, it aft'orda me the greater satisfaction to be 
able to point to the memoir of a modern exact natu
ralist (Prof. W. Preyer, "Ueber die Erforschung des 
Lebens," Jena, Mauke, 1873), who not only gives a con
nected history of the re8pective discoveries (from Leu
wenhoek's discovery in the year 1701) (p. 25-31 and 
p. 49-64), but also entirely agrees with my view that 
the condition in question exhibits the ablolute ce&Balion 
of all life, in contrast to all states of vital function, 
however reduced. He says (p. 31): "And yet there are 
very mnny at the present day who would declare all 
the obeervations and experiments I have cited, even those 
instituted by myself, illusions. Since such experiments 
can, however, be easily instituted (I have demonstrated 
the facts in my own laboratory and auditorium very fre
quently for years), the doubts will certainly gradually 
disappear, and the old views of life be for ever aban
doned."-! therefore beg every one who intends to dis
pute the statements in question first to make himself ac
quainted with the passages referred to of the above-men
tioned brochure. Preyer can the less be objected to on 
the scientific side as surety as he is an nvowed materialist, 
and even from the fact that life may for a long time com
pletely cease in an organism and then re-awaken, hastily 
thinks to be able to draw capital for his materialism. 

P. 21tl, L 18.-A similar case to the stratified grains 
of Famintzin is presented by the interesting experi
ments of Moritz Traube ("Journal of the Meeting of 
Scientific Investigators in Drcslau," 1874, p. 191), who 
by introducing drops of glue into diluted tartaric acid 
obtained the chemical precipitate of a colloid membrane. 
The imitation of an organic cell thus obtained showed 
by intuaBUSception of water the analogue of organic 
growth. With a proper concentration of the two agents, 
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the compreuion of lhe molecal• ill 1M ttrr'7! Q 
is such that tbe ~"8 of the elwnMwiJr' AISt t j 
molecules ia prevented ; on lhe other hall. the ..... 
moeis of aqueous molecules into the i:a&erior ol die .. 
goee on unhindered. In consequence of *is. .._ .... 
swells, and t.be membrane is stretched by the piX
from within like a 10a~bubble. It; woaJd IOOD. ~ 
if t.be still undisaolved glue in the interior dill M 
form a reaervoir. whence it may be recrnitecl. 7118 ~ 
namely, that baa effected an entrance, d~ftll .... ..._ 
and aa soon as the interstices between &hemolecalea ol.._ 
membrane become by the at.tetcbing of the l.u.. • .,..._ 
that t.he molecules of the glue and of the taDJ:aia aai4-
communicate with one another through the ~ ..., 
molecules are precipitated owing to this chemiaal NZh<• 
which arrange themselves in the tilane of tiM ...., 
brane, and thereby strengthen it. If the drop of f1M 
is attached in hanging fashion to the glue rod -~ 
it, the concentration of the gelat.inoua solution i8 ....,. 
where pretty much the same, and the increae ._,. 
fore tolerably equal at all parts, ao that the ap1wW 
shape is on the whole presened with the &Ue'"lll611Wiir 
On the other hand, if the drop is attached qma • 
standing to the upper end of the glass rod. the eoJ•'ir 
of glue ia arranged by the influence of gravi~y in W.. 
zontal layers, that become ever more diluted -.. 
(remote from the glue-reservoir). In conaeq...._ Gl 
thia, the parts of the membrane at the top of &he ollil 
nre more unfavourably situated aa regards the Dllt.rili.w 
material; they become thinner than the others. and aur.. 
fore yield more to the equal hydrostatic preuure. 7lae 
result is that at the apex of the cell the tension of tM 
membrane is strongest, therefore also the oppoa...,_ 
of growth grentest, i.e.. that the cell stretches moa iD 
the direction opposed to gravity. thus grows iDta a 
horizontal sae.-These experiments are well adapted • 
explain the most elementary processes of orguio aeJ1. 
growth and the partial dependence of the faYVIINII 
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direotima of powtll on the diJeotioll of lf&vUy, on the 
mecbaaioal .._ ill tbU they a up ualogoua. llat; alJo 
certaiD11 0111;, aa1ogou. relatiou. J"OI' the diSennoe 
ia u once evident that in the Olp1aie oell-growth the 
nutriuve matter ia receiTed from wit.hoU, whils' here i* is 
giveu to the cell u an internal store of plaUnoQI material, 
and the cell swella OD1y throagh *he abeorption of water. 
The UviDg cell eonta.iu the phuee of youth, age, &Del 
death morpholqpeally p-eformed in it.aelf; the gln• 
cell ia limply limited iD it. grow\h tao the qUDtity of 
ita given stole of food; it does not die of decf8Pitude, 
but becauae it h .. eiDpUed iw food-J'818l'Y0ir (m ease 
the Dl81Dbl'Ule holds out 10 long). The organic cell Uvu 
by morphologieal and chemical mo.!Uilg, i.&., by change 
of matter; for that there is required, however, • merely 
reception of matter, but a1lo uaretion of matter. The 
glue-cell hu 110 excretion of matter, and therefore no 
change of matter, U., no life ; there takes place in it no 
chemical, and atilllesa a morphological moulting proeeas. 
The cmly chemical rtaeti.on that takes place in it is the 
firat precipitate aDd the anbeequent gradual strengthen
ing of the membrane; thia proceaa belongs. however, in 
the org&Dic cella to the vital proceaa only so fill' as 
aecretioD belouga to the vital process ol u orguism, 
and the secretion aa such ean just as little be called 
living u the shell of the anail, the web of the spider, 
or the urine of man are ealled a liTi!lg part of these 
orguiama. Like the Moneree, IDQ1It cella paaa their 
youth. when they are moss alive and perform the chief 
part of their functions, without precipitating a mem
brane, and with the secretion of such an encyating
atage already begins, in whioh the living intercourse 
wi\h the outer world is limited or eot.Uely aboliahed. 
Thia excluding precipitated membrane ia therefore u 
little u the calcareou• capsule of the gargol or tricbine 
to be considered a liviDg part of U.e organism. but at 
the mod u • ,_,.., ,.,.,._ of put vital acti.oa. 'l'haS 
'Vital action wu eearetion; but eecre~ cu only be 
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considered a vital function when it OCC1II8 u ...a If. 
the change of matter or of the moultmg ot a JitriDa • 
gnniam, and we can never reason backwuds lnD U. 
external resemblance of a chemical superficial peaiJI
tate with the superficial secretion of liviag ceJb lo -& 
vital precess, when the criterion of such, the regular d 
predetermined change of matter, is obviously wanq-B 
seemed necessary to recall these important ~ 
between the organic cell and the inorganic glue-oell ia 
order to avert hasty conclusions, which migb' be chan 
on the part of materialism frcm these ia themaelftl 
extremely interesting experiments, although their ..., 
triver would certainly be least inclined to onrfuak 
in their resemblance, the difference in principle of tlle 
two phenomena. 

P. 328, t 7.-Another distinguished botanist, N. PJoiDp. 
heim, at the close of an examination of the coaaecacl 
series of forms of the Spbo.celnrim, wllich leads from U. 
simple Confervre- like Ectocarpere through the ge.-. 
Halopteris, Stypocaulon, &c., to the Cormophytee-Jib 
genus Cladostephus, expresses himseU in the followillc 
manner (Transactions of the Physical Diviaioa of the 
Academy of Science of Berlin, t 873, extracted ia the 
Naturf., 1874, No.4): "Here a more favourable progr&lllift 
adaptation of the variations to the life-conditions ia whicll 
they have arisen is neither supposable nor demonstrable. 
The differences of form that arise nowhere exhibit d~ 
physiologically advantageous peculiarities; they depead 
essentially on slight, gradual variations in anatomiell 
structure, and in the position of the ramifying syateuaa.
With these simple creatures this struggle (for existence) fa 
limited to at the most a struggle for rcom. The only 
point that would here be of importance, the variety, the 
number, and the self-preserving power of the reproduced 
forms, speaks in no plain manner for the observuMa 
of the direction which the series bas taken in ita develop.o 
ment. In contemplating these and other similar leriel 
among the lowest plants, we cannot fail to see tha~ the 
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&nt ftl'latieee of form In tb.e U.p!at orpuism are 
of • f/flll'flr ~ cbuaoter, i.1., that t.11ey lsave 
u delamlltr&bte relati011 to cy pbyaiologioal functions 
wbateftto that aTe of 4mporlace for the maintenance of 
life. 'The uiateooe of such purely morphological aerie& 
appears to me d.eeime on the question as to the causes 
of the (ormation of 1pecies. Do not the series-not 
to r beyond the Alg11e--0f the Protococeacee, Palmel
laoee, Deemic!iacee, Diatomee, Oonferve, Ulotbrithee, 
Cera.mieae, Polf1Phoniee, &e., consist of such purely mor
phelogical apeeiea if& dif'«t ~ietitm to the Dar
wima!l <heorr t Yet in aU these series an tltiOlutio,. of 
the forma, proceeding from the eimple to the complex, 
from tDe imperfeet to the perlect, is unmistakable. 
T1nlt theae lower purely morp'bological aeries decidedly 
t.eU. in favour of the view, tbat the struggle for exist
ence tUits .fttlC of Wtlf 1ttjice to explain the accumu
lation of the form- vat'iations in a C01&8iant direction 
from the simple to the manifold through the whole 
created eet"ies. This struggle pl't'Supposes, indeed, of 
neoessity, tl1e physiologically more favourable nature of 
the arising variations, and the accumulation of these 
favourable qualities in the favoured direction. These 
conditions ue, however, 'IIJCif&ting in the development of 
the pvely morphological series of species of the lowest 
plants. Here those imcrn.al guiding j()'f'CDJ which urge 
Oil the development of the ever-accumulating variations 
in the fa¥oured direction appear '" the\r purity, unmixed 
with tate effects of the struggle for existence, and do not 
allow • doubt of their existence." 

P. ns, 1 19.-Another .zoologist, Moritz Wagner, is, 
equally with Kolliker, an adherent of the theory of Descent, 
but at the same time regards the theory of Nat ural Selec
tion as not merely of itseU insufficient, but even false and 
wholly worthless. Now this is manifestly too extreme 
an opposition; but the arguments against the Darwinian 
over-estimate of the theory of Natural Selection which 
Wagner has mar~balled in various treatises, and recently 

VOL. IlL Z 
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in" Ausland" (1875, May to July), are at all events well 
worthy of notice. His view is, that the local separation 
of several or a few individuals of an existing species is 
not only, as also Darwin admits, a favourable circumstance 
for the origin of a new species, but the indispensable con
dition, and at the same time forms the sufficient cause of 
this occurrence. If even his assumption were true, that the 
return of the novel variation into the stock by crossing i3 
to be prevented by no other means than by local separn
tion of one or several pairs (which at all events is still 
unproven), yet the separation could always only be con
dition, but never cause of the formation of a new spe
cies, and the question, which principle positively calls 
forth those important variations of separated individuals 
that are merely protected from destruction by separa
tion, would still remain open after as before. The very 
examples cited by Wagner are such, that a recession 
to Geoffroy's principle of the influence of changed ex
ternal circumstances on the organism must here appear 
still more insufficient than the Darwinian insistance on 
the principle of selection ; and that Wagner too, when 
perfecting his "Seclusion Theory" on the pomive side, 
must necessarily come to recognise "inner guiding forces • 
as an "indwelling tendency of development," i.e., an organ
ising principle determining the direction of the variation. 

P. 329, 1. 24.-The conjecture here thrown out by me 
has in the meantime been verified by a discovery of the 
marine apothecary, A. Bavay, in the volcanic rocky island 
Guadeloupe, according to which a species of small frogs 
(Hylodes martinicensis), found there in great abundance 
owing to the absence of marshes and fresh water for 
their life as tadpoles, simply pass through the tadpole
stage within the ovum, and emerge from the shell complete 
tailless little frogs ("Naturforscher," 1873, No. 17). In 
this particular case, the putting back of the metamorphosis 
into the embryonic life has certainly led to no further 
development-series of higher organisms ; but the example 
offers us at least an analogy, according to which those 
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reptiles alao, from which the hlper orders of the animal 
kingdom have sprang, may have developed from amphibiL 

P. 18L-Comp. with thie ~ter my book "Wahrheit 
und Irrthum irn Darwinismna i eine kritische Darstel
lung der organischen Entwickeb&ngatheorie," Berlin, Carl 
lJnncker, t875. 

P. 3M, 1 1'--Comp. my "Erliuterungen zur Metaphy
sik d. Unbew.," p. 52-57. 

P. 3U, 1 !18.-Comp. with thia section my "Erliute
rungen zur Metaphyaik d. Unbew.,11 p. 57-74-

VOL IlL 
P. " 1 18, and in A. Taubert, .. Der Pessimismus und 

acine Gegner" (Berlin, C. Duncker, 1873), p. 7(r76. That 
even Hegelianism is an evolutionism not hostile to, but in
clusive of Pessimism; that it only views with a too hard 
n.nd cold indifference the crushing of innumerable indivi
dual destinies by the iron wheel of historical progress, but 
at the same time recognises the tragic fate of everything 
finite to bt, consumed in the contrndlction of its own exis
tence, has been excellently shown by J. Vol kelt (" Das 
Unbew. u. d. Peas.," p. 246-25 5). 

P. 1ll, L 3.-Comp. here Taubert, •Der Pessimismus und 
seine Gegner," No.2, "The worth of life and its estimation." 

P. 13, 1aat L but oue.-Comp. Taubert's "Pessimismus, 
Jl. 27-28. 

P. U, 1 15.-0r if an unconscious will should actually 
exist, it is yet too weak to render itself observable by its 
uon-satisfaction ; and we may conclude a fortwn that 
thi& degree of will must be too weak to make itself per
ceptible by its satisfaction. 

P. 17, L 17.-Comp. with this section Taubert's " Pes
eimismus," No. 3, "The privative goode and work." 

P. U , 1 '--Comp. also vol i. p. 241, L 20. Only un
fortunately the point of view of the reconciliation of in
at.ioct wir.b a oonsciousneaa enlightened by a philosophic 
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monism still remaine a t'Morettco.l polltdaU, that in Jl"f» 
titNU reference must be realised by continuous con1lict. and 
ethical wrestling with an unbroken and persiStent egoism. 
The reeonciliation which philosophy offers, the ethieising of 
natural impulse, is no posses8ion to be acquired once for all 
and then maintained without effort, but it is the enduring 
struggle of the reason of the All-one U nconsciaus arrived 
at consciousne.'3s with the necessarily given selfishness of 
natural individuality, which only when waged with ener
getic untiring zeal, and favoured by the bent of the original 
character, leads to the habitual harmony of virtue. This is, 
however, not to be supposed the ordinary point of view of 
human consciousness at the present time any more than 
is the naive, still perfectly unbroken sway of natural in
stinct; rather is the discordancy of individual conscious
ness and its selfishness with the demands reaching 
beyond the individual of the instinctive and the philo
sophical reason to be regarded as the normal condition, 
whether this disharmony is only beginning to show itself 
in the innocence of nAtive ingenuousness, whether it has 
developed to the bitter length of an apparently inextin
guishable conflict; or, lastly, whether with the postulate 
of the subordination of the individual will to the All
Will a final solution and the method of reconciliation 
are revealed. And just because each fresh human being 
has always anew the destiny to give birth to and to 
conquer this discord in himself, because, however, the con
quest is wont soonest to succeed when it has behind it the 
"'truggle of youth (which is the proper time of sexual 
love), I thought myself warranted in my examination in 
assuming the discord of the conscious individual will with 
the unconscious purpose as the empirically given normal 
condition (comp. vol. i. p. 232). 

P. 41, 1 s.-Comp. on this section Taubert's " Pessi
mismus," No.4.'' Love." 

P. 42, L 2.-Comp. Taubert's "Peasimismus," No. s. 
• ComJ'Msion." 

P. 48, 1 34.-Thus the instinct to contract maninge 
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aad. loucl a fuail7, aDd tbe delft to pm•• uul to 
JeU oJdWia. apJIIUI ODe of a namber of ODilneeted 
iDitm• tbU mock epilm with. delaai•• apeo~ 
'b1R are of the utmost imponanoe fo~ the mainteaaaee of 
the world-meeltinerJ awl the progrua of ~e world-pro
ceu. As love baa the parpoae of protltiiJiftg the moa' 
capable auooeeding generation pouible, 10 the iutiDct to 
COilClude a marriage and found a familyl8n'ea to ctlw:tltl 
the generation thus produced to tbe utmoat excellence 
pollible. Aa long U it U &D irrefragable Vutb 'bat DO 

f01Uldliog-holpital nurture and orphan-bouse education 
can replace the maternal care and family education, 10 

loq will all the revolutiOJW"J plans directed against the 
uiatence of marriap and the family be dashed to piece~~ 
on tbe unconacioua reason of hiatory; for however much 
they may clemoDStrate that. (what admits of no doubt) 
marriage brillga with it the greatest inconveniences and 
that (what is nry doubtfal) people would be better off 
with tbe abolit.ion of this social arrangemeo~ yet the 
oomfon of the spouses comes only in quite a secondary 
fubicm into the question as to the value of marriage, 
Iince the family does not primarily exist for the aake of 
tU married couples, but for the sake of the childrM. 
Hace there liea hidden in the belief subjectively so un
reasonable of the lo,·ers in the imperislu1uility of their 
love 10 deep an ouject.ive reason. This illusion is only 
the bait to lead egoism to sacrifice ita freedom, by im
poeiDg upon itself the legal bond of a permanent social 
fellowahip, to which without this illusion it would at least 
with far more difficulty submit. 

Jl. 10, L 31.-Comp. hereon Taubert's "Pessimismua," 
No.7," Happinea aa virtue." 

P. 88, L 28.-Comp. here Taubert's "Peasimismua," No. 
7, "Happiness as esthetic view of the worhl," and No. 6, 
" EDjO)'IDent of Nature." 

Jl. 88, L a.-'11le most complete and searching "Crit.ique 
of &he Idea of Immortality" in a small compue of a 
ltriotl7 aoientifto character is to be found in Biedennann'a 
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" Christlicbe Dogmatik" (§ 949-97 J), where it is ahowa 
that a migicnu interest has been taken in immortality br 
historical Christianity only by reason of erroneous sap
positions, but that in truth the question as to continued 
existence after death is indifferent for religion, aad can
not be answered otherwise than in the negative on the 
part of anthropology and metaphysics. 

P. 88, l 27.-Comp. also Taubert's " Pe!simismua," No. 
9, " Happiness hereafter." 

P. 115, L 2.-Comp. with this Taubert's " Pessimismus, • 
No. 10, "Happiness as realisable in the future of the 
world." 

P. 129, L 22.-We see from this that the individual 
negation of Will, even if it could lead to any result, would 
yet only concern the concrete phenomenon, without ever 
altering the essential being underlying this phenomenon. 
But if the assertion should be seriously maintained that 
the individual negation of will can affect and deny the 
essence of the will to live itself, it would immediately 
follow on monistic suppositions that then the first indi
vidual actually accomplishing in himself the negation of 
will must annihilate the All-Will, the will to live iu 
its absolute totality, i.e., the whole world at a blow. This 
consequence even Schopenhnuer sees himself compelled 
occasionally to admit. He says (W. as W. a. I., trans. by 
Haldane and Kemp, i. p. 167), after showing that the unity 
of the will is unaffected by the plurality of the st&anes 
of objectification and the number of individuals at any 
stage, as follows:-" We may therefore say that if, per im
possiblt, a single real existence, even the most insignificant 
were to be entirely annihilated, the whole world would 
necessarily perish with it. The great mystic Angelus Sile
sius feels this when he says-

'I know God cannot live 1111 instant without me, 
Ht~ must give up the ghost if I should cease to be.'• 

From this passage it is evident to him himself that such 
an assumption can only be made per imp088ible. In hia 
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lDCiividaal ~ of redeJDption he baa obviously left 
thia impoeaibilitJ out; of sight, when he endeavours to 
maiDtain a dift'erence in eft'ect between suicide and an 
ucet.ic mortification of the body and of the will to live. 

P. UI.-Comp. my" Erl z. Met. d. Unb.," p. 33-35 and 
P.74-80. 

P. 1M, 1ut 1-Comp. my "Erl z. Met. d. Unb.," p. 
12-22. 

P. 173, L 32.-Comp. on the preceding section my" Erl . 
.1. Ket. d. Unb.," p. 35-40. V. Kirchmanu has protested 
against the application of the calculus of probabilities in 
the case before us (" Princip. des Realism us," p. 46-47), 
because the principles of the calculus of probabilities are 
cmly admissible on the assumption of a regularly acting 
causality, which supposition is here not satisfied. In oppo
sition to this, it is to be remarked that a rigid uniform 
caUI&lity excludes, on the contrary, all computation of pro
babilitiea, which latter rather presupposes the assumption 
of non-causal clu:nu:e, and ia altogether dependent thereon. 
Now we certainly know that chance apart from causality 
baa no place within the world-process, and therefore the 
whole calculus of probabilities is in strictness based on a 
mere fiction. This fiction is only possible on account of 
the insufficiency of our knowledge of the causes acting in 
the concrete case, since with perfect knowledge of these we 
ahould no longer talk of probability, but of certainty. On 
the other hand, however, this fiction is indispensable for 
our cognition, since probability offers us the onlv com.pen.-
.,itm for the certainty we are always desiderating. That 
now in spite of ita fictitious basis tht calculus of pro
bability yields results relatively so exact lies in this, 
that with a mure frequent recurrence of the same event 
for the most part only a part of the co-operant causes 
zemaina constant; another part, however, is so far vari
able that the effects compensate one another more 
oompletely, the more frequently the event is repeated. 
The constant causes, which are seen to be such, can now 
no\ be the basis of the calculus of probability, since their 
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etfeetl IIIUSt be USIUDed to be Deoeuuy j the 'ftl'iabJe 
c:a._ that com~ oae anot.her, ~. do a 
afl'ord u opening for the calculus of probabilities, .__ 
they act in each single cue with regular oa...titf, bB 
~ ~ beta'* in a larger .aeries of OMeB their 
action is neutralised, i.e., l.lecause the same result tiU'II8 
out u 'I no oauality had act«l at all, but tU if the Nrit.l
timr.l of tlu sertral CtUU had bun purely a«itlental. What 
ia l1ere within the world-process a mere fiction (wach 
certainly ia not only praotioolly haTmless, but even a posi· 
tively useful aurrogate of the true state of the caae), iB iu 
the inatance of the uncaused resolve of the Will to will 
perfect truth; the calculus of probabilities, wbieh ia Gilly 
alnuW«y applied to the properly strictly neceuaty e'WIIItl 
within the world-process, is rigklly applicable in this 
unique example. 

P. 184, 1. S .-The "Idea·· means in this paaaage BOt 
(as V . Kirchtnann miannderatands it-" Prine. d. !leal,• p. 
36-37) "tlle tDAou unCODacious mass of representatiOIII of 
the first attribute," btrt the Inn as logical fonnal principle, 
as 1'lttdrU of an infinite possible unfolding of uneonscioa 
intuitions ; for of an actual mass of representations theN 
can of course be no question at the commencement of the 
prooeH, when the Will seizes the Idea. 

P. 186, 1. 10.-Comp. with this the inquiries on the -a. 
ture of causality in my memoir, "J. H. v. Kircbmann'e 
t:rkenntnisstheoretischer Realismus," No. 15-22 (Berlin, 
C. Dnncl..-er). 

P. 181, 1 32.-Comp. on this section my •• Ert z.. Vet. 
J. Uuo.," p. 28-3~ 

P. 1U, 1 3.-Comp. my "ErL z. Met. d. Unb.," p. 
22-28. 
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